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PROPOSED STAFF RESUME

A resume must be completed for all proposed contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.

		COMPANY NAME:

		LogistiCare Solutions, LLC (Nevada Operations)





		 FORMCHECKBOX 
Contractor

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
Subcontractor





		Name:

		Christine Szymarek

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
Key Personnel



		Classification:

		General Manager,


Nevada Operations

		# of Years in Classification:

		8 years



		Brief Summary: of Experience:

		Oversees all aspects of LogistiCare’s Nevada operations to ensure that LogistiCare meets or exceeds all contract standards


Continues to refine overall operations and develop an even stronger transportation provider network to ensure that all trips are completed in a safe and timely manner 


Has been with LogistiCare since the inception of our Nevada contract in the fall of 2003 and came to LogistiCare with 22 years of managerial experience

Before joining LogistiCare, Ms. Szymarek worked for the United Parcel Service in the role of Business Manager where she accomplished reducing the part-time turnover rate by 42% through the development of a new training program



		# of Years with Firm:

		8 years



		RELEVANT PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		Required Information:


MMYYYY to Present:


Vendor Name:


Client Name:


Client Contact Name:


Client Address, Phone Number, Email:


Role in Contract/Project:


Details and Duration of Contract/Project:

		2003 to Present


LogistiCare Solutions, LLC


State of Nevada (DHCFP)

Greg W. Tanner, Management Analyst III


515 E Musser, Carson City, NV

Phone: 775-684-3708 / Fax: 775-684-3720


gtanner@dhcfp.nv.us

General Manager, Las Vegas, NV


Oversees all aspects of LogistiCare’s relationships with facilities, transportation providers, the Division’s representatives, and recipients. Ensures that LogistiCare meets and exceeds all contractual standards and goals. Ensure that the transportation network provides complete, high quality coverage throughout the state. While in this role, some of Ms. Szymarek’s accomplishments have included:


· Established government and legislative contacts to support the state broker contract


· Developed operational strategies to reduce costs and improve on-time performance


· Initiated process for new transportation companies to develop and become successful


· Monitored all financial reporting and budget analysis for corporate and state objectives


· Conducted the training and development of all staff positions






		Required Information:


MMYYYY to MMYYYY:


Vendor Name:


Client Name:


Client Contact Name:


Client Address, Phone Number, Email:


Role in Contract/Project:


Details and Duration of Contract/Project:

		1990 - 2001


–––

United Parcel Service (UPS)

–––

Not available

Business Manager


Managed overall daily operations of a multi-center operation. Involved in all aspects of union atmosphere including contract negotiations and grievance hearings. Lead team to develop new quality programs for damage control within facility. Facilitated employee incentive programs to motivate employees at all levels. Initiated new scan and sort program for package tracking. Improved overall office and administrative functions through cross training. Reduced part-time turnover rate by 42% through the development of new training program.






		Required Information:


MMYYYY to MMYYYY:


Vendor Name:


Client Name:


Client Contact Name:


Client Address, Phone Number, Email:


Role in Contract/Project:


Details and Duration of Contract/Project:

		1985 - 1990


–––

K-Mart Apparel Corporation


–––

Not available

Apparel General Store Manager,

Executed all budget and financial plans implemented by corporate. Maintained inventory procedures and reduced loss by 28%. Trained and developed staff at all levels of employment within the store operations.






		EDUCATION



		Description

		# of Years Experience



		Institution Name:


City:


State:


Degree/Achievement:


Certifications:

		University of Phoenix 

		



		

		Phoenix

		



		

		Arizona

		



		

		Master of Organizational Management

		4



		

		

		





		REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, title, organization, phone number, fax number and email address

		Susan L. Bindon, DNP RN-BC


Assistant Professor


University of Maryland School of Nursing 


655 W. Lombard Street, Suite 311


Baltimore, MD 21210


(410) 706-8049


Bertha Forbes McLane, Account Manager


Car Auction Services


Phoenix, AZ

(602) 790-1502


Anthony N. DeMint


Attorney At Law


Las Vegas, NV 


(702) 232-4842






















Section 3.5 – Schedule, Assign and Dispatch Trips



SCOPE OF WORK

3.5 SCHEDULE, ASSIGN AND DISPATCH TRIPS

3.5.1	The vendor shall utilize a method to schedule transportation services once the services are authorized and shall ensure that trip assignment activities are performed efficiently.  The scheduling method shall be capable of accommodating advanced reservations, subscription service, and requests for urgent service. 

LogistiCare uses proprietary software called LogistiCAD to schedule transportation services once they are authorized.  LogistiCAD is the only system used in the industry that was purposefully built for integrating all the functions of a NET program.  While commercial products have the capacity to manage NET, they were generally built from a transportation provider or transit agency perspective and then later adjusted to be a NET solution. LogistiCAD is a robust, flexible, comprehensive NET system that gives us the ability to schedule and assign advance-notice reservations, preschedule (standing-order) trips, same-day and urgent requests. LogistiCAD carefully tracks the entire process so nothing falls through the cracks as trip requests move through the reservation process from Customer Service Representative (CSR) to Transportation Coordinator to trip assignment.

Using LogistiCAD, CSRs capture recipient data required for screening and documenting eligibility, as well as for scheduling, assigning, and monitoring NET services. 

After the CSR enters the reservation request into LogistiCAD, the system automatically flags all urgent and same-day trips for the Transportation Department staff, who immediately work to place the trip with a transportation provider.

3.5.2	Although recipients are urged to make requests for non-emergency transportation services no less than five (5) business days before the service is needed, scheduling problems will occur from time to time when providing urgent services.  The vendor shall have a system in place to accommodate sudden, non-emergent facility admissions or discharges.  The vendor shall develop procedures to deal with last minute requests from recipients, scheduling changes, “no-shows”, and late-running vehicles.  A transportation provider must wait at least ten (10) minutes after the scheduled pick-up time before “no-showing” the recipient at the pick-up location.   The vendor or contracted transportation providers shall not charge recipients for transportation services or for no shows.







		Provider Point-of-View



		

“We have the ability to download and route our trips through LogistiCare’s dispatching system which is offered to their transportation companies free of charge. This allows us to efficiently schedule our trips and plan our routes with ease. It also allows us to create schedules up to five days in advance and schedule our drivers accordingly. This makes our scheduling cost efficient and keeps us in business since we are a small family owned business in the State of Nevada.”



Heather Schouweiler,

SchouVan, Inc.





LogistiCare accommodates same-day and urgent trip requests from all our recipients and facilities. In fact, we handle approximately 90,000 urgent same- or next-day trips per month across the country. In Nevada, we process hundreds of urgent/same-day trips per month. For example, in October 2011 we handled almost 900 urgent trips. These requests are limited to legitimate urgent care situations where the normal advance reservation requirements could not have been followed. Allowing too many last-minute requests will raise program costs by interfering with efficient scheduling. We realize that special circumstances may occasionally require a more immediate response, and we do our best to accommodate the recipient’s needs.

We inform recipients and providers of any meaningful service delay to lessen the impact on recipients and treatment facilities, and we aggressively use backup transportation resources to cover breakdowns. If a recipient or facility experiences a late pick-up, they can call the 24x7x365 “Where’s My Ride?” toll-free line and our Transportation Coordinators will immediately determine whether alternative transportation is needed. The Coordinator advises the caller of the status of the ride and continues to follow up with the transportation provider to make sure the rider is picked up as soon as possible. 

Although the DHCFP rules only require that the transportation provider wait 10 minutes past the scheduled pick-up time, we insist that transportation providers require their drivers to wait at least 15 minutes past the scheduled pick-up time before no-showing the recipient at the pick-up location. Additionally, the drivers are required to contact LogistiCare whenever they encounter a possible recipient no-show. Once LogistiCare is notified, a CSR attempts to contact the recipient to determine if they plan to keep their appointment. This is done to accommodate the recipient and avoid releasing the driver too soon to another appointment. 

We track all no shows in our LogistiCAD system and report them to the state on a monthly basis.  We have been working closely with DHCFP to develop a system in which recipients who frequently no-show will only be allowed bus passes. This is in conjunction with policy 1904.3.H in the Medicaid Manual provided by the state.

To help reduce the number of no shows in the future, LogistiCare is currently pilot testing an automated Appointment Reminder system that incorporates an Appointment Cancellation feature. We have provided information on this value added innovation in Section 3.5.5.7.




3.5.3 	The vendor must allow one escort, who must be at least 18 years of age or any age if the escort is the parent of the minor child needing transport, to accompany a recipient or group of recipients when escort services are determined medically necessary or for those recipients who are minor children or adjudicated mentally incompetent.  A person under the age of 18 must be accompanied by one escort unless that person is married, legally emancipated, or obtaining family planning services. Transportation services may not be authorized for minor children unless a parent or legally responsible adult or other willing adult caregiver accompanies the child.  Two escorts are allowed for infants (children under one year of age).  Multiple escorts may be allowed in certain situations with the approval of DHCFP. In addition, escort services are available to recipients who require approved Personal Care Aid (PCA) services (pursuant to MSM Chapter 1400) en route to, or at, a destination to obtain Nevada Medicaid covered, medically necessary services when a legally responsible adult or other willing and capable caregiver is unable to accompany them. An escort may be a parent or legal guardian, caretaker, relative, friend or PCA who accompanies the recipient.  No charge shall be made for the escort. On a case by case basis, an additional escort may be allowed to accompany a recipient with approval of DHCFP.

LogistiCare permits escorts to ride with recipients according to DHCFP policy 1904.2 D, and we never charge for the escort.

Using a call script customized for DHCFP, LogistiCare’s CSR is prompted to ask a series of questions that assists in identifying the appropriate level of service and whether the recipient needs the help of an escort or attendant.  The CSR enters all of the information into LogistiCAD system which stores the detailed information about the individual needs of the recipient so that passengers requiring escort services are flagged before their trips are booked. Additionally, we can anticipate capacity constraints caused by the need for escorts and attendants and assign trips appropriately since this information is automatically calculated by our system. 

LogistiCare does not authorize transportation services for minor children (under the age of 18) unless a parent or legally responsible adult (over the age of 18) or other willing adult caregiver accompanies the child. In some cases we have arrangements, approved by DHCFP, which provide for a minor child to travel unaccompanied for a facility-to-facility transport, such as from one behavioral facility to another. In those cases we require the child’s legally responsible adult to provide us with a signed Minor Transportation Restriction Form.

Any requests for additional escorts or services beyond the levels specified in the RFP must first be approved by the Nevada General Manager, Chris Szymarek who in turn submits the requests to DHCFP for approval before any authorizations are issued.  Exceptions are noted in the recipient’s profile so future trips can be managed efficiently without the delay of a new authorization process.

3.5.4	Trips shall be scheduled and dispatched to ensure that the average waiting time for pickup or delivery does not exceed fifteen (15) minutes, and at least 90% of all pick-ups must be within fifteen (15) minutes of the scheduled pick-up time, measured on a monthly basis.  The vendor shall ensure that recipients arrive at pre-arranged times for appointments and are picked up at pre-arranged times.  This section applies to the Vendor.  The other time frames apply to recipients. The Vendor is held to a higher on time standard, but the recipient should be prepared for providers to be late.  

LogistiCare works very hard to schedule and dispatch trips so that the average waiting time for pick-up or delivery does not exceed 15 minutes.  We have been successful with achieving that goal and year to date (as of September 30, 2011) we have achieved a 99.96 percent on-time ratio.

In order to maintain the required pick-up and delivery times, NET transportation providers are required to inform LogistiCare if any of their vehicles are running late. We also provide a toll-free ride assistance telephone number (“Where’s My Ride?”), 24 hours a day, seven days a week, for recipients and practitioners/facilities to use whenever scheduled pick-ups or drop-offs are running late so we can react and arrange alternative transportation as necessary. Transportation Coordinators answer and immediately process these calls by managing late-running transport situations and dispatching a different transportation provider if necessary.

LogistiCare is a partner with extensive experience in meeting the pick-up time requirements by the Division. These standards are clearly outlined in our transportation agreement with each of our Nevada network providers, and the standards are backed up by provider performance oversight and corrective actions.  

Currently, actual pick-up and drop-off times are entered into the LogistiCAD system from driver logs submitted during the billing process, and we generate on-time performance reports for each network provider to monitor timely performance. We analyze and address these delivery results with transportation providers through the Transportation Provider Report Card.  Additionally our The Field Monitor regularly conducts unannounced visits to transportation pick-up and drop-off locations to observe and record driver on-time compliance.

LogistiCare issues report cards monthly to each transportation provider in Nevada to provide an unbiased, documented assessment of performance quality. This management tool scores each provider, comparing performance against standard measures and other same-type providers. The report cards assess our providers on seven key performance indicators: 

1. Number of complaints or infractions against the provider as a percent of the provider’s gross trips, including provider late (PLs), provider no show (PNSs), complaints (TPs), or injuries (INJs)

1. Ratio of the complaint percent to gross volume percent

1. Cancellation percentage

1. Percent of trips dropped off at the “A leg” of the destination on time, or within 15 minutes of on time

1. Percent of gross trips rerouted

1. Percent of gross trips upgraded

1. Compliance of provider’s drivers, vehicles, and insurance

Bernadette Zamora, LogistiCare’s Director of Operations in Nevada, also meets face-to-face with each provider quarterly to discuss report card ratings and the provider’s standing, compared to other providers in the state. This program has proven effective in keeping our providers aware of their performance. Below is an example of a Transportation Provider Report Card.



Sample Transportation Provider Report Card. Report cards offer a “hands-on” approach to tracking progress, initiating improvements, improving relations, and encouraging providers to excel.



Face-to-face individual meetings with transportation providers enhance our efforts to better understand their situation and improve provider relations and performance. The meetings afford our management team an opportunity to learn how we and our processes can better support the transportation providers and help them improve both their service and their business practices. The report cards are used as a benchmark between LogistiCare and the transportation provider to find solutions for making needed improvements when substandard issues are initially identified. If issues continue, particularly those involving quality and safety, we use the report card to create and support an action plan for immediate improvement or, if necessary, removal from the NET network. For more information on our provider networks and how they are managed, please refer to Section 3.6- Network.

3.5.5	Basic Steps

	The basic steps the vendor is expected to follow in arranging transportation, authorizing the services and reimbursing providers for services are as follows:

In this section we provide a detailed, sequential overview of our processes utilized in managing the NET program from receiving a recipient’s call for transportation through fully reimbursing transportation providers and data analysis. Our approach, which is illustrated below by a progression of arrows, summarizes how we administer and operate Nevada’s NET program.  Each arrow is connected to the next, and the components listed under each arrow provide a logical foundation for the process set that follows. Together, these careful steps demonstrate that our entire operation is designed to meet the needs of all the stakeholders; recipients, transportation providers, healthcare facilities and DHCFP. 
































The LogistiCare Service Delivery Process. Our process, based on best practices developed over 21 years of NET broker experience, makes certain that LogistiCare delivers compliant, appropriate, comprehensive, and cost-effective transportation for DHCFP recipients.

3.5.5.1	The vendor receives the telephone call from the recipient requesting non-emergency transportation services.  The vendor obtains and tracks the trip information including the date, time, name and address of the medical appointment.

LogistiCare has a solid record for providing very prompt service to recipients who call our reservation lines. Nevada callers are quickly connected to a live agent who can efficiently and courteously respond to their questions or requests. Further, we provide bilingual customer service resources, complete interpreter services for all language groups, and special accommodations for the hearing impaired to make sure that a high caliber of service is consistently offered across the State of Nevada’s broad spectrum of recipients. 

Recipients can reach a skilled and knowledgeable CSR, 24x7x365, to request non-emergency transportation services. Routine trip reservations are taken between 8 a.m. and 5 p.m. PST by our call center staff.  During those regular business hours, calls to the “Where’s My Ride?” line, where we deal with transportation issues such as late-running vehicles, or requests for urgent services such as facility or hospital discharges are taken by our Las Vegas operations staff. Each staff member is experienced and skilled at problem solving and works through solutions every day with our transportation providers and Nevada healthcare facilities.

After normal business hours, calls for last-minute, urgent reservations, as well as “Where’s My Ride?” calls and hospital discharge requests, are seamlessly rolled over to our after-hour call center and taken 24x7x365 by live CSRs who efficiently respond to the caller’s request. Our goal is to ensure that people calling the LogistiCare call center can easily and conveniently reach a CSR and accomplish the goals of their call, as measured by:

Access to a live CSR that is available 24 hours per day, 7 days per week, 365 days per year

· Currently every call is answered by a live CSR 24x7x365

No busy signal for any caller

· Currently no caller hears a busy signal

All calls answered within 5 rings

· Currently every call is answered within 5 rings and immediately directed to the appropriate call queue.

Ninety percent of calls answered by a live CSR in less than 2 minutes, measured on a daily basis

· Currently our average speed to answer for reservations is 42 seconds, well below the program requirements.

The CSR politely obtains details of the recipient’s request, including trip date and time; the name, address, and telephone number of the healthcare facility; the recipient’s name, telephone number, and Medicaid number; and any special needs that may affect the type of transportation required. All information is entered into our LogistiCAD system for processing.

To bring value added innovation to the Nevada NET program, LogistiCare will be adding new technical capabilities to enhance services for recipients and healthcare providers. These include:

A secure website for medical facility staff (Facility Services Web Portal) to request both on-demand trip reservations as well as prescheduled or standing-order trips. This site will complement our existing call-in/paper/fax processes and be available for anyone with internet access.

A secure website for recipients (Recipient Services Web Portal) to request trips reservations and cancel trips.

For more details on these websites, please refer to Section 3.10 Information Systems and Technical Requirements.

LogistiCare continues to raise the bar and set high standards for its call center staff and is committed to responding to Nevada callers in a manner that demonstrates that we have what it takes to serve DHCFP NET recipients now and in the future.




3.5.5.2	The vendor reviews the trip request and verifies the recipient's Medicaid eligibility for the requested date of service.

Our eligibility verification process is established and proven. As reservation calls come into the Customer Service Center, a CSR enters the recipient’s name or Medicaid ID into the LogistiCAD reservations module, and if the recipient is already in our system, normally due to the twice-monthly imports of DHCFP’s member file, their relevant information is immediately available to the CSR. If the reservation request is coming from a first-time caller and his or her name or ID is not in our database, the CSR may place the recipient on hold and attempt to verify eligibility through the Division’s EVS system. 

If eligibility is confirmed, our CSRs continue with the reservation process. If the recipient does not appear eligible based on our discovery process, the reservation process is terminated and the caller may be referred to an appropriate DHCFP resource. This includes Medicaid recipients whom we determine to be program eligible as a QMB or SLMB without full Medicaid and therefore not eligible for non-emergency transportation services.

Twice a month LogistiCare runs an ineligible rider report to identify all trips in the system scheduled for recipients no longer in the DHCFP eligibility database. Prior to cancelling any trips, LogistiCare verifies the information.  If a recipient is no longer eligible and has a trip scheduled, LogistiCare notifies them by phone of the cancellation.  If the trip is a standing order, LogistiCare also notifies the facility social worker of the recipient’s eligibility status and cancels the trips to ensure that NET services are provided only to those recipients who are eligible. 

3.5.5.3	The vendor assesses the recipient's eligibility for transportation services in accordance with current Medicaid transportation policy including that the recipient has no other transportation available and that the trip is to a Medicaid covered service.  Any special needs are noted, as they may affect the type of transportation needed.

Once a recipient has been determined to be eligible for NET services, as described in the previous section, the CSR determines whether the requested trip is Medicaid-compensable for the recipient’s medical condition. Our CSR asks the caller for a description both of the basic service to be rendered by the medical provider and the medical condition of the recipient. This may include a call to the medical facility for verification of services. The CSR also verifies and documents that the trip is covered under Medicaid benefit rules, determining whether:

The medical service being performed is a Medicaid-covered service

Transportation to the designated medical service is a covered service

The recipient has no alternative means of transportation including gas reimbursement or paratransit

The trip is to the closest appropriate healthcare provider

This information is recorded in our LogistiCAD system along with any basic, permanent medical condition information, including any special limitations that apply to the recipient.

Using the Nevada reservation call script, the CSR is prompted to ask a series of questions that assists in identifying the appropriate level of service. These questions pertain to a number of factors such as the recipient’s ability to walk with or without assistance or the use of a mobility device, medical condition and proximity to mass transit stops. The answers to the questions assist in determining the appropriate type of vehicle, provider, level of assistance and possible use of escorts or attendants. These notes taken by the CSR assist the Transportation Coordinators in selecting the provider who can offer the most appropriate transport and service for the recipient.

3.5.5.4	Upon completion of the screening of an eligible recipient, the vendor authorizes the transportation service and assigns the trip to the most appropriate and least costly subcontracted transportation provider available, consistent with the transportation needs of the recipient.  If the vendor denies the service or reduces the transportation to a level that is less than requested, a Notice of Decision (NOD) is completed in compliance with Chapter 3100 of the Medicaid Services Manual.  Notification of a denial includes a description of how to file an appeal and the reason for the denial must be documented and logged.

After we have screened a recipient for eligibility, we authorize the trip and assign it to a transportation provider. If the recipient is a first time rider this is always public transit.  If the member is unable to take public transit then they are referred to our Facility Department in order for the assessment process to be started.  The assessment process is in accordance with Section 1904.1 of the Medicaid Service Manual.

Level of service information becomes a part of the recipient’s personal history file and automatically displays to aid the CSR when subsequent reservations are made. This ensures that recipients receive the same level of service that is appropriate for their circumstances on future trips, unless of course their circumstances change. 

Further, our CSRs educate Nevada recipients regarding the rules concerning the least costly mode of transport and answer any other questions callers may have. LogistiCare understands state policy 1904.1 (2) (c), that recipients are required to ride the least expensive transport within a level of service and will not be placed on a higher-cost transport because of personal preference or convenience.

When a denial, reduction, or termination of service occurs during the call-taking process, the CSR explains the situation to the recipient; explains the recipient’s right to appeal; and records the reason for the denial, reduction, or termination in our transportation database. This is done in compliance with Chapter 3100 of the Medicaid Services Manual.  Each denial is coded into the LogistiCAD system, which automatically generates a Notice of Decision (NOD) letter. It explains the decision to deny, downgrade, or terminate service; the reasons for the action; and Nevada’s formal Recipient Appeals and Fair Hearings processes. The NODs advise recipients of their rights to request a State Fair Hearing and how to initiate the hearing process.

The customer service supervisor or a QA staff member makes a copy of the report and the letter. The original NOD letter is mailed to the recipient within two business days and a copy of the letter is kept on file. The denial report is given to the Nevada operations General Manager, who meets weekly with QA staff to discuss reasons for denials.

A LogistiCare management staff member attends any Fair Hearings. We document results of the Fair Hearing in the “Rider Notes” section of the recipient’s record in LogistiCAD. Fair Hearings information is included in monthly reports to DHCFP and integrated in the operational quality improvement plans. LogistiCare stores Fair Hearing Summaries in our secure records repository.

3.5.5.5 The vendor may verify the transportation need by confirming the appointment with the medical provider.

It is LogistiCare's policy to verify the client's appointment when reasonable, considering such factors as medical urgency or cost effectiveness of the mode or the frequency of the transportation (urgent walk-in clinics do not require appointment verification). The verification of urgent same-day and next-day appointments is an important part of cost control. In many cases by reaching out to the medical providers, we discover that there is actually no urgency to support waiving the five-day notice for booking a trip. 

Same day trip requests are managed by CSRs. They verify the necessity of the trip while the caller is on the phone. If the appointment does not meet the criteria for a same day trip, then the CSR lets the caller know the trip cannot be scheduled as a same-day trip. If the situation does warrant a same day trip, the CSR records the trip and provides the caller with the confirmation number and pick-up time.  Urgent trips are handled similarly and both same day and urgent trips are flagged on our Transportation Coordinators’ trip screens and immediately worked to assign them to a transportation provider.

CSRs and Transportation Coordinators use the call to facilities as an opportunity to educate the physician’s office on the modes of transportation available. This helps ensure they are authorizing the least costly transportation required for the member’s condition.

For recurring trips, which represent the majority of trips and costs, LogistiCAD automatically assigns a mandatory monthly renewal date. LogistiCare has pioneered a process of verifying recurring trips (standing orders) and currently uses the process in Nevada and our other markets. We contact each facility and re-verify every standing order trip once each quarter and further verify actual attendance at the appointments every month.

3.5.5.6	The vendor contacts the recipient to inform him/her of the transportation arrangements, if this information is not given during the call from the recipient.

During the reservation call, once all necessary information is entered, the CSR verifies the accuracy of the information with the caller and saves the reservation in the LogistiCAD system. It automatically assigns a reference number to the reservation which the CSR provides to the caller. While the caller is still on the phone, the CSR also confirms with them the details of the scheduled trip. If during the call it becomes necessary to verify information before the reservation can be completed, the recipient is called back with the trip details. Every call is recorded so we have a record that the recipient was provided with all the necessary details surrounding their transportation.

3.5.5.7	 The vendor or transportation provider re-confirms the pick-up with the recipient twenty-four (24) hours ahead of the scheduled medical appointment to reduce the possibility of a no-show.

Currently, LogistiCare’s transportation providers call recipients the day prior to the scheduled pick-up to re-confirm the trip.  Although this process is working, as a value-added innovation, LogistiCare will introduce an automated Appointment Reminder system that incorporates an Appointment Cancellation feature. Currently this technology is being pilot tested in another market.  Once the pilot is successfully completed we can make this service available to DHCFP. This automated feature will be able to remind clients of their appointments, and capture cancellations.  An automated telephone call will be placed to the client reminding them of the appointment and asking if they planned on attending their appointment.  If they plan on attending they would press 1 for “yes” or 2 for “no”. If “no”, we will try to communicate via e-mail to the client’s case manager (if appropriate) and to the medical provider’s office. This will allow the case manager to follow-up and enable the medical provider the opportunity to open their schedule for another patient.  Additionally, with this information, we will be able to contact the transportation provider and advise them of the cancellation.  It will free up capacity in the network and eliminate the extra expense for the provider.

3.5.5.8	The vendor picks up the recipient no later than fifteen (15) minutes past the scheduled time.

With LogistiCare, the Division retains a broker that has extensive experience in meeting on-time performance standards as outlined in this RFP. Transportation providers are well-educated regarding expectations and LogistiCare tracks indicators of transportation timeliness through monthly on-time performance reports.

These standards are verified by driver records, customer complaint investigations and field investigations. We enforce these on-time performance standards in our Transportation Agreement with each of our Nevada network providers, and the standards are analyzed through the Transportation Provider Report Card (explained in Section 3.5.4).

Our approach to recording, measuring, and avoiding missed pick-ups and no-shows and improving on-time performance starts with proactive planning, is sustained through continuous oversight, and ends with positive outcomes or corrective actions.

The key to fostering on-time performance is communication and keeping all parties abreast of the situation. This awareness of the overall system status and performance enables LogistiCare to take a proactive approach to service and quality issues. We take the following steps so that clients are picked up promptly for scheduled appointments:

Ensure that the information provided clients is accurate and complete

Confirm the transportation provider's scheduled arrival time to the clients

Inform the clients, caregivers, and treatment facilities when delays occur, while aggressively working to identify an alternate transportation resource to meet scheduled pick-up and appointment times

Route trips to providers based on a proper allocation of service area, hours of operation, and Level of Service (LOS)

Require drivers to have a cell phone or two-way radio in the vehicle to inform LogistiCare of delays or inabilities to transport scheduled clients

Contract with multiple providers in all our service areas to allow for sufficient backup capacity and competition and correlate trip volumes to performance ratings as a way to create incentives for better performance

After a trip is completed, the actual pick-up and drop-off times are entered and recorded in the LogistiCAD system from driver logs submitted during the billing process. We use this data to generate on-time performance reports for each network provider to record and track trends. 

3.5.5.9	After the trip occurs, the vendor makes payment to the transportation provider promptly upon receipt of a properly completed and verified trip invoice.  The vendor may verify that the recipient received the authorized transportation service to a covered medical service.

These procedures are applicable when subcontracted transportation providers are used.  The procedures may vary when public transportation, mileage reimbursement or other appropriate transportation services are used.

Our timely, reliable payment of provider invoices addresses the primary concern of many providers — getting paid on time. In fact, in 2010, on average in Nevada we paid 97.73 percent of “clean” claims within 30 days, 99.98 percent of claims within 45 days and all claims within 90 days, meeting our contractual requirements with the transportation providers. This consistently prompt payment process provides financial stability for transportation providers in our network by providing predictable, reliable cash flow.

LogistiCare has proven methods for ensuring that subcontractors and volunteer transportation providers are paid efficiently, accurately, in a timely manner and according to best-practice accounting procedures. LogistiCare offers a standard process for validating transportation provider trips and charges and paying all clean claims to transportation providers within an established twice-monthly schedule. Our payment process complies with all state and federal statutes and regulations and meets or exceeds all payment requirements in the RFP.

As part of its claims payment protocol, LogistiCare reviews transportation provider invoices and supporting documentation to verify the following:

Billed trips have valid trip numbers

Billed trips are supported by a trip log

Trip details (pick-up and drop-off times, locations, Medicaid recipient’s name, etc.) listed on the trip log match the details saved in LogistiCAD for that trip number

Mileage billed is appropriate as determined by Bing Maps software

Level of service billed matches the level of service preauthorized for the trip

Trip log is signed by the Medicaid recipient transported unless the recipient has been previously designated by the healthcare provider as “unable to sign,” in which case the facility or legally responsible individual will sign

Trip log is signed by the driver attesting to the accuracy of the information on the log, and the date of service is correct

If there is a disparity in a submitted invoice, the trip is denied for payment and sent back to the transportation provider with a detailed explanation of deficiencies. The transportation provider then corrects and resubmits any denied trips. The vast majority of denied claims result from incomplete documentation on the part of providers. LogistiCare pays 99 percent of resubmitted claims within the 45-day timeframe specified in the RFP. If a provider appeals a trip denial, it is resolved by the Billing Supervisor, or in some instances the General Manager. 

We monitor and validate the proper use of public transit passes for clients who have trips scheduled in advance by confirming and documenting clients’ attendance and status with facility staff on a monthly basis. We have worked hand-in-hand with facilities to develop efficient, reliable and auditable procedures for providing public transit passes to clients in a timely manner, while accounting for their use. Facilities requesting standing order passes for their clients are given a monthly transit pass if the cost of daily passes exceeds the cost of a monthly pass, thus producing a cost savings for the program. As additional fraud and abuse measures, we also recertify mass transit standing orders every 30 days and confirm attendance through our Attendance Reporting Audit.

In Nevada, most trips are standing-order trips. In a process called LogistiCare Monthly Attendance Reporting Audit, LogistiCare completes a monthly audit of approximately 95 percent of all standing-order trips by confirming client appointment attendance with healthcare facilities. Based on facility feedback, we cross reference trips assigned and paid to providers with trips attended. By comparing these reports against the provider’s billing we can identify providers who are billing for trips that did not occur, or clients who are using the NET services but not attending the scheduled Medicaid-covered service. For cases when a facility states that a client was not in attendance, but a provider bills for the trip and receives payment, the provider must reimburse the improper payment.

3.5.6	Timeframes

3.5.6.1	The vendor must provide standard authorization decisions as expeditiously as the recipient’s health requires and within the State’s established timelines that may not exceed fourteen (14) calendar days following receipt of the request for service, with a possible extension of up to fourteen (14) additional calendar days if the recipient requests the extension; or, the vendor justifies (to the DHCFP upon request) a need for additional information and how the extension is in the recipient’s interests.

LogistiCare currently, and will continue to, meet all of the timeframes stated in the RFP requirements above. 

In Nevada, the LogistiCare Utilization Review role is assigned to our Facility Representatives, who are specially trained to understand the intricacies of covered and non-covered Medicaid services. For example, when recipients call to arrange transportation and give the reason for the transport, they may simply say “therapy.” This term is very broad and usually only certain types of “therapy” are covered. It is the function of our Facility Representatives to determine if the therapy falls within the covered services guideline. If the therapy is not a covered service, the trip is denied, the recipient is notified and a Notice of Decision that describes the appeals process is sent to the recipient’s residence. 

3.5.6.2	If the vendor determines, or a provider indicates, the standard service authorization timeframe could seriously jeopardize the recipient’s health or ability to attain, maintain, or regain maximum function, the vendor must make an expedited authorization decision and provide notice as expeditiously as the recipient’s health condition requires and no later than 3 working days after receipt of the service authorization request.  The vendor may extend the 3 working days’ time period by up to 14 calendar days if the recipient requests the extension or if the vendor justifies the need to the State for additional information and how the extension is in the recipient’s best interests.




LogistiCare is aware of the need to reach authorization decisions in a timely basis and fully complies with the time requirements set forth above.

When a standard service authorization could jeopardize the health or well-being of a recipient, he or she qualifies for urgent-care trip requests. We specifically train our staff members to identify and assign urgent care trip requests to protect the health of DHCFP’s recipients. It is LogistiCare’s policy that all medically necessary urgent trips and hospital discharges are assigned within four to eight hours of the request. 

To make sure we are meeting our daily goals, our transportation staff review each trip assignment for accuracy and timeliness, including urgent-trip assignments to confirm that they were handled according to procedure and in a timely manner. This consistent auditing of urgent-trip assignments sees to it that every recipient requesting such a trip receives prompt service and delays will not jeopardize their health. 

Expediting Decisions with Help from a Medically Qualified Registered Nurse

All trip decisions that require escalation due to medical necessity, urgent trip concerns, etc., initially go to our QA Supervisor. If needed, the QA Supervisor can call upon a Registered Nurse via NurseCore to help make or review utilization decisions so the proper level of service is assigned for a recipient’s well-being and the trip is scheduled expeditiously. It should be noted that in the past eight years there has never been a situation that required an escalation beyond our internal management team.

Expediting Healthcare Facility Reservations and Certifications

LogistiCare understands the importance of working closely with healthcare facilities to streamline the reservation process and perform vital gatekeeping and fraud and abuse functions. To facilitate communication between LogistiCare and Nevada’s healthcare facilities, we will provide an innovative secure, HIPAA-compliant website (Facilities Services Web Portal) for medical facilities to actually schedule NET service for a client. The site will conveniently include both an informational area, which can be accessed by any facility where healthcare providers can obtain necessary forms and review frequent Q&A, and a secure area where approved facilities can request trips or standing orders for recipients. The site will offer the following benefits for the Division:

Increase program awareness 

Provide another avenue for healthcare providers to verify appointments 

Allow access when it is most convenient; which may not be during business hours

Automate the reservation process for facilities, allowing them to spend significantly less time on the phone requesting services and more time providing care to Medicaid recipients

Control program costs by assuring that appropriate levels of service are being provided through the constant joint review of individual case histories of standing-order riders via the website 

Improve reservation efficiency for the facilities by giving them the ability to easily make or change NET requests without needing to call LogistiCare

We are currently introducing this type of website with facilities in other states and we are confident that this feature will enhance NET reservation efficiency for healthcare facilities in Nevada.

3.5.7	Frequent No Shows

3.5.7.1	The vendor shall educate and manage recipients who are chronically late, or “no-shows”, or abusive.  No-shows and allegations of abusive behavior of recipients shall be documented in the transportation database.

Our objective, in line with DHCFP’s goals, is to reduce the number of no-shows for medical services and other healthcare appointments. LogistiCare provides ongoing education to recipients who do not comply with established program policies and procedures. Our recipient education policy covers not only “no-shows” but also recipients who are chronically late or who exhibit unacceptable and/or threatening behavior that poses a safety hazard during transport. Incidents of all these behaviors are documented promptly in our LogistiCAD database system via our complaint process and then reported to DHCFP. We monitor cancelation reports from the providers to track their reported recipient no-shows. 

If a recipient has three or more no-shows, we send a warning letter and then document the no-shows in LogistiCAD. 

Whenever a recipient no-show occurs, our providers are required to call us so we can contact the recipient and if possible recover the trip. If the recipient cannot be reached, we call the healthcare provider to alert them to the possible non-attendance of the recipient at the scheduled medical appointment. If the recipient is reached, we confirm their cancellation and document the reasons for it. If the reasons are not compelling, we counsel the recipient on the importance of keeping scheduled medical appointments and canceling at least a day in advance.

3.5.7.2	Recipients who are repeated no-shows or fail to cancel in a timely manner for rides provided by its commercial vendors may be subject to suspensions of services. Recipients who receive a suspension will have the right of a fair hearing.

Standing-order recipients who no-show more than three times in a month lose their standing order privileges. For the next 30 day period, the recipient is required to call in for each of his or her trips. After 30 days of no additional no-show issues, standing orders privileges can be reinitiated by the facility.  Additional suspension steps are discussed with DHCFP before taking further action. These recipients have the right to a Fair Hearing.

Our LogistiCAD system has a specific module that tracks rider “restrictions” or suspensions to ensure that a CSR is aware of any recipient issues when that recipient calls for a reservation.

3.5.8 Develop and implement a monitoring plan

Oversight of NET providers involves two main tasks:

Monitoring and enforcing ongoing compliance with basic credentialing requirements such as insurance, driver background checks and vehicle standards

Monitoring and enforcing performance requirements such as being on time, driving safely, providing passenger assistance, and treating recipients with dignity and courtesy

These tasks and the details of our monitoring activities are explained in Sections 3.5.8.1 through 3.5.8.4 that follow.

3.5.8.1	The vendor is responsible for all services provided by subcontracted transportation providers.  The vendor shall ensure adequate oversight of subcontracted transportation providers and ensure that providers comply with all applicable State and Federal laws, regulations and permit requirements.  

LogistiCare takes responsibility for the services provided by our subcontracted transportation providers, and we are prudent in our approach to recruiting, credentialing, and contracting with providers. We verify that providers understand our expectations and requirements for compliance with all applicable State and Federal laws, regulations, and permit requirements, as well as performance objectives required in service delivery. 

Setting and Managing Provider Compliance Requirements

We use a comprehensive compliance plan that has been refined over years of experience to ensure that our providers meet all of the applicable State and Federal laws, regulations, and permit requirements related to the Nevada NET contract. We first conduct a rigorous credentialing process with providers before we contract with them. They are required to submit extensive compliance documentation to LogistiCare, from operational manuals to business licenses. We also inspect each transportation provider’s vehicles and engage in extended operations process discussions with management staff to ensure the provider clearly understands expectations and standards. 

LogistiCare strives to be consistent with transportation providers in all aspects of operations, and in our enforcement activities, we are not arbitrary or inconsistent. We enforce the same rules with all transportation providers, evaluating performance based on a standardized provider report card that is shared with providers regularly to help drive quality. 

Offering a Corporate Compliance Department Wholly Dedicated to Provider and Driver Compliance

LogistiCare’s Corporate Credentialing Department collects, reports, and monitors compliance daily on behalf of our Nevada operations. Daily and weekly compliance reports are generated, and every manager takes these reports seriously. We monitor and discuss performance against contractual standards with providers and establish performance improvement plans for providers who are not meeting established standards and goals. In cases where providers do not meet standards, we establish corrective actions; sometimes assessing liquated damages; or as a last resort, requesting the removal of a driver, vehicle, or provider from the network. 

This type of provider monitoring includes:

Proactively monitoring NET provider compliance by using LogistiCAD and compliance reports

Conducting unannounced visits to provider sites to validate records

Conducting Operation “Clean Sweep”  - an initiative we plan to implement in our Nevada operation (explained in Section 3.5.8.2)

LogistiCare monitors and manages the complex and dynamic process of ongoing network provider credentialing. We collect and store all the information in LogistiCAD that is needed to identify the contracted provider, its capabilities, capacities, and vehicle and driver credentialing documentation. 

Provider information includes basic identifier data such as name, address and contact. In addition, key service availability information (such as activity status, maximum trip capacity by level of service, hours of operation and geographic area covered, etc.) is also captured. Only providers marked as “Active” are eligible for trip assignments. 

We also record all relevant insurance information for the provider including renewal data of the various insurance policies required, the provider’s coverage area, the dates during which the provider was on active duty and the reasons for any suspension or termination of service. Vehicle identification information is also maintained, including the seating capacity of each vehicle and the Vehicle Identification Number (VIN), as well as information related to inspections, certifications, and activity status. The provider is not paid for any trips performed by a vehicle that was not fully compliant and on active status.

Our transportation network development approach includes a comprehensive provider credentialing process, which is central to network development and oversight. Our on-boarding process includes at minimum drug screening, criminal background checks, and drivers’ annual safety record checks. Further, LogistiCare will not allow any transportation provider in the network if the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) has sanctioned, or the Division has prohibited, the provider from participating in the Medicaid program. Before the contracting process, LogistiCare checks all transportation providers, owners thereof, and/or drivers, as applicable, against the following:

Federal List of Excluded Individuals/Entities — Drivers and owners checked

Excluded Individuals/Entities by the governing state’s Office of Inspector General (OIG)

Comptroller of Public Accounts Debarred Vendor List

Comptroller of Public Accounts Certificate of Account Status

Secretary of State SOS Direct

Internet Computerized Criminal History (CCH)

Office of Inspector General (OIG) monthly check to ensure that they have not committed fraud & abuse against Medicaid or Medicare 

National Sex Offender Registry

Once we receive and review information submitted from providers in response to our recruitment package, those providers who pass screening are required to submit the actual compliance documentation to LogistiCare, including an operational manual, certificate of insurance, criminal background checks for drivers, recent maintenance schedules, drivers’ licenses, required business licensing and other records.

Each driver’s license and other credentials are recorded and maintained in our management database. Based on information recorded in the system, LogistiCare notifies subcontractors when license and criminal records verification expiration dates are forthcoming for each driver to maintain total compliance throughout the contract period. This information is also available on our provider web portal 60 days before expiration, allowing providers to flag upcoming expirations and address them before they occur. 

The only way to make sure the driver and vehicle records meet the standards of the program is to physically review the documents and confirm their compliance. That is why LogistiCare requires that all driver and vehicle credentialing documentation be submitted in hard copy format for our review and retention.  Some of our competitors merely ask that the provider sign an attestation that all their vehicles and drivers are in compliance.  LogistiCare does not see that a mere attestation provides the level of oversight required to ensure compliant and safe transportation. Additionally, LogistiCare requires transportation providers to have a meaningful system of driver monitoring in place and to give us access to this monitoring data at any time.

A complete overview of our provider monitoring program can be found in Section 3.6 – Network.

3.5.8.2	The vendor shall monitor the transportation providers to ensure compliance with the terms of their subcontracts and ensure compliance with all transportation provider-related requirements of this RFP including driver requirements, vehicle requirements, complaint resolution and delivery of courteous, safe, timely and efficient transportation services.

Since we have an established transportation provider network in Nevada, LogistiCare focuses on maintaining it by continued oversight, training, monitoring, inspections, and performance metrics to make sure providers are meeting our stringent standards for quality and contract compliance. Our provider agreement includes a set of requirements so the transportation providers know exactly what is expected of them.  

As we mentioned above, LogistiCare has developed and fine-tuned several mechanisms to monitor provider compliance with all aspects of performance and adherence to contractual standards:

Automated notifications and reports generated through LogistiCAD

Annual and random on-site vehicle inspections

On-site anonymous observations at facilities

Personal visits at providers’ sites to validate records

Provider Report Cards

Operation “Clean Sweep”

LogistiCare takes compliance very seriously and the Nevada operations office leverages the technical capabilities of the corporate Compliance Department for collecting, monitoring, and reporting compliance information. Compliance reports are generated weekly and monthly to confirm focused actions are taken as needed to remedy and correct any out-of-compliance situations.

Automated Notifications

LogistiCare managers track ongoing compliance with various credentialing requirements by generating reports from LogistiCAD that combine compliance-related data in a variety of ways to validate multiple aspects of compliance. For example, LogistiCare managers run the Expired Detail Insurance report every month to identify providers with upcoming insurance expirations in the coming months. Reminder letters are then sent out warning providers that they will be rendered inactive by failure to document renewed compliance in a timely manner.

Each month, a list of upcoming expirations is sent to every provider to ensure contract compliance. If the requested information is not received, the provider may receive a reduction in trips, be assessed liquidated damages or be removed from the network until all information is received. The information provided to each provider is extracted from the following standard, automated compliance reports.




		Standard Compliance Reports for Providers



		Report

		Description



		Vehicle by Provider

		Shows a detailed record of all vehicles registered to each transportation provider and used to transport LogistiCare riders



		Expired Insurance Detail

		Lists a provider’s insurances and associated expiration dates; this report can be broken down further by:

· Expired Vehicle Insurance

· Expired General Liability Insurance

· Expired Worker’s Compensation Insurance



		Subcontractor Expiration Detail

		Provides a detailed record of all expirations pending for each subcontractor (e.g., drivers’ licenses, training certifications, etc.)



		Subcontractor D.L. Expiration

		Shows a detailed record of drivers’ license expirations for each subcontractor





Vehicle Inspections

LogistiCare inspects all vehicles on an annual basis to ensure that they are safe, reliable, meet quality standards and are comfortable. Vehicles failing inspection due to a health, safety, or serious comfort issue are immediately removed from service until deficiencies are corrected and verified by LogistiCare. Using the LogistiCAD system, our Transportation Department tracks providers’ compliance with maintenance schedules, operating conditions, and any licensing requirements. 

LogistiCare also performs frequent field inspections of our network fleet. In order to keep vehicles in compliance — and prevent ones that are truly safe from becoming inactive and potentially disrupting service — we occasionally furnish providers with small but necessary items. For example, a LogistiCare inspector might provide a transportation company with a missing item from a first-aid kit or a seatbelt extender. However, when we discover more serious compliance violations, we take prompt action that reflects the severity of the violation. 

Vehicle Inspection Process

All vehicles are required to pass inspection. Our Field Monitor will ensure vehicle safety inspections are conducted, passed and revalidated to assure recipient’s safe travel by issuing an appropriate sticker noting the status of the inspection. As part of a new contract with DHCFP, LogistiCare is initiating this value added process to improve and highlight the vehicle inspection status of our provider’s fleet. 



Pass Inspection (Green) – Valid for One Year

Vehicles that pass inspection are issued a dated green inspection sticker, which remains valid for a period of one year. This sticker will be placed on the inside lower corner of the front windshield of all vehicles. 




Minor Infractions (Yellow) – Probationary Status

Vehicles that do not pass inspection, because of minor violations (not affecting the safety and comfort of riders) will be passed on a probationary status and given a dated yellow sticker. Examples of conditions that might receive probationary status include damaged upholstery, a missing insurance card, or a missing first aid kit item. 

The provider will have 10 days to remedy and bring the vehicle into compliance. Our Vehicle Safety Manager will schedule a re-inspection to confirm the required improvements. Failure to pass the second inspection will result in the vehicle being assessed liquidated damages and placed out of service. Any vehicle deficiencies and actions taken against the provider are documented and become a permanent part of the vehicle‘s and the driver‘s LogistiCare records.

Serious Infractions (Red) – Removed From Service

If the vehicle fails inspection due to a health, safety, or serious comfort issue, it is given a red sticker to indicate it is out-of-service. Some examples of these types of violations include: 

No seatbelts 

No fire extinguisher 

Malfunctioning brake lights 



In accordance with our provider agreement, we redline and immediately remove from service any vehicle that does not meet LogistiCare standards, and/or is found to be in unsafe condition (bald tires, broken mirrors, cracked windshield, for example), and/or presents a serious comfort issue. LogistiCare must verify that deficiencies have been corrected before a redlined vehicle may return to service. Transports that occur in a redlined vehicle are not approved for reimbursement and may result in removal of the provider from the NET system. 

LogistiCare‘s Field Monitor performs both scheduled and unannounced vehicle inspections. Unannounced inspections are conducted as needed in response to recipient comments or other operational issues.

On-Site Observations

LogistiCare’s Field Monitor regularly conducts unannounced visits to transportation pick-up and drop-off locations to observe and record driver compliance with operational and customer service standards. The Field Monitor may inspect vehicles for required documents and equipment, in addition to observing drivers’ behavior. Driver behaviors of all kinds are tracked through the complaints and field investigation processes. Often undetected until our Field Monitor makes an observation, these behavioral observations allow us to record driver compliance with operational and customer service standards, including courtesy to recipients.

Personal Visits

LogistiCare staff conducts visits to transportation provider’s operational locations to review their files for required qualification documents. We may also check records for provider compliance with insurance, state and federal laws, regulations and permit requirements.

By following this process we can verify or reject drivers and vehicles. This is too important a safety concern to be left to the provider, who might simply sign a statement saying, “Everyone is in compliance,” as is the practice of some of our competitors.

Report Cards

A valuable form of oversight and communication that we continue to use with our Nevada providers is the Provider Report Card (PRC) that we issue monthly to each transportation provider in our network. As mentioned earlier, it provides an unbiased, documented assessment of performance quality. This management tool scores each provider, comparing performance against standard measures and against other similar providers. LogistiCare management staff meets face to face with each provider at least quarterly to discuss PRC ratings and the provider’s standing in comparison to other providers in the state.

Operation Clean Sweep

A prime example of LogistiCare’s oversight to maintain quality performance is a value added initiative that we are proposing for Nevada whereby our local staff conducts compliance “sweeps” in the field. The exercise involves bringing our Director of Operations, Field Monitor, the General Manager, and other LogistiCare staff together in the field to monitor transportation providers at various pick-up and drop-off locations over an unannounced period of time (several days). We also will invite staff from DHCFP to attend as their schedule allows. After each sweep is completed, a provider meeting is scheduled for all transportation providers to review the findings. Operation “Clean Sweep” accomplishes the following:



Confirms that transportation providers are operating safe, clean, compliant vehicles in accordance with their contract

Makes certain that transportation providers use only fully credentialed drivers in accordance with their contracts

Verifies recipients arrive to their appointments on time

Observes that drivers are readily identifiable (wearing a nametag and/or uniform)

Allows the various medical facilities to provide on-site feedback

During these sweeps, we may also uncover non-compliance issues such as non-credentialed drivers, unlicensed drivers, improper use of equipment, cracked windshields, inoperable seat belts, previously “redlined” vehicles that have not been approved for return to service, bald tires, substandard driver performance (e.g., failing to assist riders) and speeding, among other problems. The deficient providers will be placed on corrective action plans and if appropriate, assessed liquidated damages for the violations. More importantly, we will be able to correct problems that were affecting the safety, comfort, and timely delivery of NET recipients.

3.5.8.3	The vendor shall have written procedures in place for taking appropriate corrective action whenever inappropriate or substandard services are furnished or services that should have been furnished were not.  In addition, the vendor shall have written procedures for taking appropriate action if a subcontracted transportation provider is out of compliance with Federal, State, or local laws or regulations. 

LogistiCare maintains written procedures for taking appropriate corrective action whenever inappropriate or substandard services are furnished or services that should have been furnished are not. Additionally, our procedures address transportation providers found to be out of compliance with Federal, State, or local laws or regulations. These procedures include descriptions of the actions to be taken for providers who are out of compliance. We do not take substandard service or non-compliance lightly. Responses to transportation performance issues vary according to the severity and immediacy of the problem.

In general, LogistiCare’s local General Manager is responsible for reviewing transportation quality data and devising corrective action plans with providers. LogistiCare informs the provider of deficiencies, meets to discuss possible corrective actions, and outlines the consequences of failure to improve. If sufficient improvements are not made, LogistiCare may invoke a full range of sanctions including trip assignment reductions and contract termination, as outlined in our provider contract. 

3.5.8.4	In addition to the strict quality assurance standards that the subcontracted providers shall meet, the vendor shall have contract liability insurance coverage in the amount specified in this RFP.  The vendor shall promptly report in writing accidents to Division that have occurred in conjunction with a scheduled trip if a recipient was present in the vehicle.  The Division reserves the right to make quality assurance reviews on services under this contract.  These reviews may be conducted in an anonymous manner and without advance notice.

LogistiCare Solutions, LLC carries Commercial General Liability, Automobile Liability, Worker’s Compensation and Professional Liability insurance that meets or exceeds the insurance required in the RFP.

We require our providers to carry both auto liability and general liability coverage of $1,500,000 as stipulated in our provider agreements.  Furthermore, we require that we be named on their policies as an additional insured and be informed by the insurance company if a policy lapses. We also maintain records in LogistiCAD documenting the providers’ policies, their numbers, the insurers, and the coming expiration dates of these policies. We send reminders to providers before the expiration dates so that they have plenty of time to maintain their coverage.

LogistiCare has written accident reporting forms and procedures, which are contained in the Provider Manual that is given to each provider during their orientation training. Under these policies, the transportation provider must immediately notify LogistiCare of any accidents or incidents that occurred while a recipient was in the vehicle. In turn, LogistiCare immediately notifies DHCFP.

We also require the transportation provider involved to send a completed Accident Investigation Report to us within 24 hours of the incident. This report is a comprehensive document that details all of the information regarding the accident. It includes information about the vehicle and driver, insurance carrier name and policy number, documentation on any injuries sustained, a detailed description of the accident, a diagram of how the accident occurred and any witness information available. This form is included in the vehicle information packet stored in the driver compartment or securely stored on or in the driver’s side visor. 

LogistiCare also requires the provider’s dispatcher to find out certain information relating to the situation and direct the appropriate police authorities to the scene. If the situation is an accident or substantial incident, the provider’s safety supervisor or general manager is also required to go to the scene.

Once a supervisor has been notified of an accident, he or she must take to the scene a camera, accident report forms, witness cards, a tape measure, spare flares or triangles, a cell phone or two-way radio, company identification, relevant vehicle and driver background information and a first aid kit. 

On the scene, the supervisor must check on the driver and passenger to ensure their safety and health and use life-saving or first-aid skills if necessary. Once everyone involved is stabilized, the supervisor must obtain the details of the incident by talking with the driver and any passengers. If witnesses are available, the supervisor should ask them to fill out witness cards or take statements from them and get their phone numbers. This should be done away from all other parties, if possible. 

The supervisor must also take pictures of the scene, including all angles of the street and vehicles, and include part of the vehicle showing a license plate or vehicle number. If a camera is not available, they should make notes of everything on the scene.

While completing the accident report, supervisors should make notes of the following:

Position of vehicles in road

Damage to all vehicles involved

Any items in driver area that could have been a factor

Any fixed objects on scene that might have contributed to the incident

Weather and road conditions

Traffic volume

Speed limit

Skid marks – location and distance

Identification of all parties and vehicles involved

Police report number and officer’s card or badge

Intersections, driveways, number of lanes, nearby streets, bus stops

Whenever possible, the LogistiCare operations director accompanies the provider supervisor on these investigations. LogistiCare also employs Crawford & Co., the largest independent claims adjustment firm in the country, to perform professional investigations of all major accidents.

LogistiCare policy also requires that all drivers involved in an accident receive remedial training before returning to duty. The driver’s supervisor is expected to perform an Accident Review with the driver, determine a remedial training plan and any disciplinary action that may be required, and forward those records to LogistiCare for review.

LogistiCare requires the NET provider to provide the following accident/incident reports:

Vehicle Accident Review (by driver)

Accident Review by Driver’s Supervisor

Accident Investigation Report

LogistiCare welcomes DHCFP’s anonymous and unannounced QA reviews, and we are confident that DHCFP will be satisfied with any findings gathered in an unannounced review. 

3.5.9 Coordinate with DHCFP and community service providers.

	Vendor shall collaborate with DHCFP and community service providers to evaluate opportunities to improve program performance and utilization. The vendor will produce a quarterly report to DHCFP on these efforts, including outcomes.

LogistiCare’s performance record over the past eight years demonstrates our commitment to coordinate fully with DHCFP to develop and improve program policies and procedures. Further, LogistiCare staff meets regularly with Nevada facilities’ staff members to identify opportunities to improve service. Such personal relationship-building at all levels of the organization promotes trust and quality service.

We have worked closely with healthcare providers to determine ways to improve services, such as reducing no-shows, which cause facilities to waste time and money. As discussed earlier, we are planning to implement a new automated reminder calling system that will automatically send a reminder to help reduce no-show rates. 

Also, based on input from healthcare facilities we have developed and will soon be deploying an enhanced website for facilities that will enable them to schedule trips, cancel trips, and manage trips online. They will still be able to reach our Facilities Representatives using the dedicated facilities 800 number, but being able to manage trips online will be very convenient. The application will allow them to manage lists of trips and add to their efficiencies.  More information on this website can be found in Section 3.10 Information Systems and Technical Requirements.

In 2010 we implemented a new web portal called “We Care,” where recipients, facilities, providers, or any interested stakeholder can file a complaint or make a suggestion. They can complete a simple online form to have their issues addressed in a timely manner. Any complaint filed via the website also gets the immediate attention of our National Ombudsman and is tracked and followed up through resolution. We have found this invaluable in providing insights for quality improvements. We have also found that we are also receiving general questions and compliments through this site.

LogistiCare will continue to collaborate with facilities and with DHCFP, as we have been doing this past year, visiting facilities quarterly with DHCFP staff — meeting face-to-face with facility staff — to emphasize the importance of receiving prior authorization from LogistiCare for hospital discharges, to conduct training and to build relationships. We will also continue to provide a quarterly report to DHCFP on these efforts and their outcomes.

		Testimonial from a Renal Social Worker



		“. . . LogistiCare does its best to attend to the needs of dialysis patients and to recognize the unique nature of the treatment, as well as its importance.

There are times when dialysis can be unpredictable and a patient has to stay at the unit well past their planned return time. There are also instances in which a patient needs urgent attention to their dialysis access site. Both of these issues can be addressed by LogistiCare because they are able to mobilize quickly. Despite the volume of rides they must handle, in general they do well in accommodating the dialysis patients. 

Additionally, when a transportation issue does arise, I have found that I am able to reach someone at LogistiCare to help me resolve the issue promptly. They are attentive and again seem to understand the importance and gravity of making sure dialysis patients have their medical needs met.”

Meghan Hoefs, MSW

Renal Social Worker 



























As a value added initiative under a new contract, with the approval from the Division, LogistiCare would like to establish a standing NET advisory board made up of key stakeholders to identify opportunities for service enhancements, program improvements and efficient solutions that benefit the clients, healthcare professionals, transportation providers, and DHCFP.

3.5.10 Provide administration oversight

3.5.10.1	The vendor shall be responsible for the management of overall day-to-day operations necessary for the delivery of non-emergency transportation services and the maintenance of appropriate records and systems of accountability to report to the Division and comply with this RFP.  The vendor shall develop an operations procedures manual detailing all procedures to be used in scheduling and delivery of transportation services. Three copies of this manual shall be submitted to Division for review and approval at least twenty (20) business days prior to the start of operations.  The Division shall review and provide revisions or approval within five (5) business days of receipt of the manual.  The vendor shall incorporate modifications required by Division within ten (10) business days of notification.  A vendor will not be allowed to begin operations without an approved operations procedures manual.

The operations procedures manual shall be given to all vendor staff and shall be incorporated into all training programs for new employees. The manual shall be provided to all transportation providers with whom the vendor has subcontracted. The manual shall be reviewed in a mandatory orientation program to be provided by the vendor to all contracted transportation providers.  The operations procedures manual shall be reviewed and updated annually and whenever changes in operation are made. Updates of the manual must be approved by Division before distribution.

Since 2003, LogistiCare has successfully managed the overall day-to-day operations for the State of Nevada’s NET program. We have maintained all the appropriate records, systems of accountability and reports required by the Division and in many cases have exceeded standards.

Developing LogistiCare’s Policies and Procedures Manual for Nevada

LogistiCare will revise its existing State of Nevada Policies and Procedures Manual, along with supporting forms and reports, to reflect call center and operations out of our Las Vegas NET location. We have also developed an operations manual specifically for transportation providers, the Provider Operations Manual. Following contract award, we will update all manuals to ensure that they reflect any changes incorporated in this RFP and will provide them for approval within the timeframes required. Copies of our manuals are currently on file with the state.

Our State of Nevada Policies and Procedures Manual contains all the standard policies and procedures for operating according to LogistiCare’s internal set of policies and procedures and additionally incorporates all the Nevada state specific policies and procedures.

This manual is used in training of all of LogistiCare’s staff that supports the Nevada NET program. Its specific policies and procedures are also integrated into LogistiCare’s transportation management system, LogistiCAD. This ensures that Nevada-specific information drives automated and manual decision-making required for Nevada’s operation.

We monitor and measure our staff performance, based on their adherence to Nevada’s rules, regulations and performance standards. Corrective actions are taken as required to maintain compliant services expected by the state.

Developing LogistiCare’s Provider Manual for Nevada

All commercial providers are given a Provider Operations Manual that includes program background material, key performance and credentialing requirements, sample forms, and other information about LogistiCare procedures. As with the contract documents, this clear and comprehensive information enhances understanding and communication between LogistiCare and providers.

LogistiCare has written policies and procedures outlining the inquiry, complaint, grievance and appeal processes for both healthcare providers and our network providers. These documents contain a comprehensive contact list of LogistiCare departments and personnel, as well as the types of questions or issues that each is responsible for addressing. These policies and procedures are incorporated into the provider operations manual, which is distributed to all network providers at the time of contract and to out-of-network providers when appropriate. This information is continually shared during regular meetings of the General Manager and our network transportation providers. 

The manual is updated as needed, but at least annually. These two important documents — the Provider Operations Manual and our State of Nevada Policies and Procedures Manual — contain all essential provider performance and credentialing standards, descriptions of key administrative processes such as billing and other background information on the NET program. Copies of our manuals are currently on file with the state.

3.5.10.2	If a payment methodology other than risk based capitation is proposed, the vendor shall bill using billing formats and procedures established by the Division and its Fiscal Agent.  Billed charges must be easily identifiable with recipient name, Medicaid Number, date of service, type of transportation, departure and arrival times, destination and other information as deemed necessary by the Division and its Fiscal Agent.




LogistiCare has operated under a capitated model for Nevada since we became the NET broker in 2003. This model has helped DHCFP contain escalating costs, minimize the risk of utilization increases and has provided budget predictability. We are not recommending any structurally different payment model. Our track record demonstrates that we understand the intricacies of operating within a capitated system in Nevada, and we will continue to closely manage transportation costs, administrative costs, and utilization for the DHCFP program.

3.5.10.3	The vendor must have written policies and procedures and a description of its policies and procedures for the selection and retention of providers following the State’s policy for insurance, licensure, and certifications.  The vendor must be able to provide documentation that its providers have proper insurance, licensure, and certifications.

Our uncompromising standards for recruiting, credentialing, and training have resulted in the development of our network of 49 dedicated and non-dedicated providers who consistently deliver courteous, safe, high-quality, and on-time NET services to the State of Nevada’s NET recipients. We maintain written policies and procedures for the selection and retention of providers who comply with the state’s requirements for proper insurance, licensure and certifications. 

3.5.11 Protect recipient confidentiality

3.5.11.1	The vendor shall maintain the confidentiality of Medicaid program information.  The vendor shall ensure that access to recipient health care information will be limited to the vendor and shall take measures to prudently safeguard and protect unauthorized disclosure of the Medicaid recipient information in its possession.  The vendor shall establish internal policies to ensure compliance with Federal and State laws and regulations regarding confidentiality including, but not limited to, 45 CFR Parts 160 and 164.  In no event may the vendor provide, grant, allow, or otherwise give, access to Medicaid recipient program information to anyone without the written permission of the Division.  The vendor shall assume all liabilities under both State and Federal law in the event that the information is disclosed in any manner.  Upon the vendor’s receiving any requests for Medicaid information from any individual, entity, corporation, partnership or otherwise, the vendor shall notify the Division within twenty-four (24) hours.  The vendor shall ensure that there will be no disclosure of the data except through the Division.  The Division shall treat such requests in accordance with all applicable federal regulations and Division policies.  In cases where the information requested by outside sources is releasable under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), as determined by the Division, the vendor shall provide support for copying and invoicing such documents at the vendor’s expense.




LogistiCare fully supports and complies with HIPAA requirements for Protected Health Information (PHI), and we actively protect the privacy of transportation recipients. As part of our HIPAA Compliance Plan, we make sure PHI for DHCFP’s recipients is released only as permitted under HIPAA regulations, the Business Associate Agreement we will sign with DHCFP, and other applicable law. In the unlikely event LogistiCare were to inadvertently disclose protected health information (PHI) in a manner not authorized by DHCFP or by law, we would assume all liabilities under both Federal and State law.

We are constantly reviewing and updating our technology infrastructure and procedures to be in compliance with the Technical Security Rule, which became effective on April 20, 2005. We have also reviewed and updated our procedures to be in compliance with the HITECH Act of February 2010. We will continue to monitor and maintain our HIPAA compliance program in accordance with all applicable Federal and State requirements and regulations.

DHCFP can rest assured that sensitive information is protected with LogistiCare’s comprehensive privacy and security safeguards. LogistiCare will notify DHCFP within 24 hours if we receive a request for Medicaid information from any individual, entity, corporation, partnership or otherwise.  LogistiCare will not disclose the data except through the written permission of DHCFP.  In cases where the information requested by an outside source is releasable under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), and as approved by DHCFP, LogistiCare will provide support for copying and invoicing such documents.

3.5.11.2 	The vendor shall comply with all federal and State laws and regulations with regards to handling, processing, and using protected health information.  This includes, but is not limited to, the federal Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) and the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act (HITECH) of 2009.  These regulations are evolving and are therefore of a dynamic nature.  The vendor must keep abreast of the regulations and be able to reach full compliance within the specified timeframes.  Since HIPAA is federal law and its enacting regulations apply to all health care information, the vendor must comply with the HIPAA regulations at no additional cost to the Division.



As part of our standard operating procedures, LogistiCare adheres to all Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and HITECH regulations. The following discusses just a portion of the measures we take to protect our client’s data.

Secured Email and Member Information Release

LogistiCare’s internal security policies mandate that no member information will be sent via unsecured email for any reason at any time. Further, our policies dictate that names and any other identifying information about the Medicaid eligible members we serve will not be released without prior written permission from DHCFP. LogistiCare uses PGP’s encrypted email system for secure communications with our state clients. If needed, LogistiCare can provide log-ins for this system to appropriate DHCFP staff so they are able to communicate securely with Nevada operations personnel.

Transmission Security

LogistiCare protects our information technology (IT) systems with extensive physical and electronic security. We currently comply with the following security standards: NIST 800-52, 800-77, and FIPS 140-2. Following is a discussion that defines how we meet these stringent security standards.

The majority of our IT systems are housed in our two hardened Level-1 Network Operations Centers (NOCs) located in Atlanta, Georgia, and Norton, Virginia. These NOCs are protected by a badge security system, which grants only approved individuals with access to network rooms. Access to these rooms is logged and reviewed monthly. Third-party contractors who work on our IT systems are required to have a LogistiCare employee present at all times while in sensitive areas. Network and phone rooms at our call centers and regional offices are locked, and access is limited to top local management employees only.



LogistiCare has designed a fortress-like network using a multi-layered security approach to protect our systems, data, and services. Each layer of the network provides just the level of access to the authorized employee needed to execute the specified task. Each appliance within the data path has a hot standby to provide full availability in the case of a hardware failure. Each data route is set up with multiple transmission paths so a loss of one path will not disrupt the network. The diagram below depicts the multi-level logical network diagram for our two NOCs.



		



		Network Logical Diagram. Our multi-layered network infrastructure protects against unauthorized access and data breaches.





Although no system can be completely immune to external threats, LogistiCare multi-layered security model enables us to establish multiple barriers to unauthorized access and to respond rapidly to any threats. All data communications among LogistiCare offices are encrypted with Cisco VPN technology using AES 256-bit encryption to protect data and inter-company communications. We also employ a rotating key exchange that occurs every 30 minutes. For all remote office communications, a defined Access Control List (ACL) is used to validate the originating IP address for all VPN tunnels and to route them into their defined Demilitarized Zone (DMZ). Further, LogistiCare utilizes shared authentication and encryption keys to guard against possible attacks. Finally, internal routers utilize additional ACLs that define allowed and expected network protocols and destinations.

Email scanning tools, anti-virus software, and anti-spyware software are used to scan all systems and network traffic for spam, viruses, spyware, and hacking tools. These are updated on a daily basis and perform detailed pattern-matching against known threats. Heuristic scanning technologies are also deployed to provide an additional layer of security. Traffic patterns within the network are constantly scanned and logged. Patterns are matched against a set of defined filters to identify any possible breaches or data loss. By employing traffic pattern analysis and correlating the results with other devices on the network, LogistiCare increases the likelihood of identifying traffic that does not belong in our environment.

In cooperation with an independent, third-party security firm, LogistiCare participates in a Continuous Security Improvement Program. The program consists of monthly internal security scans along with a semi-annual external penetration study. The scans create work lists of issues that require resolution. The Continuous Security Improvement Program provides the IT staff with a focused set of objectives to accomplish. Issues are prioritized based upon the severity of the security warnings identified. The IT group is then able to quickly and effectively address issues related to each network device (such as firewalls, VPNs, and routers), telephone switch, server, printer, and workstation at every location within the infrastructure. The monthly scanning program enables LogistiCare engineers to immediately see the results of their actions and fine-tune the network to further reduce any potential vulnerability. The semi-annual penetration study enables LogistiCare to identify any issues that might allow outside attackers unauthorized access to our systems.

Device and Media Control 

LogistiCare’s policies and procedures for media and device destruction fully comply with governmental and contractual requirements. LogistiCare uses Iron Mountain for hard copy media storage and destruction. All our offices have secure bins where hard copy media with protected health information (PHI) and other confidential information is placed after it is no longer needed. Iron Mountain shreds all paper and media deposited in the bins on-site and certifies the destruction of this information. A LogistiCare employee supervises the secure destruction of all paper and media, and retains the certification paperwork for our records.

Electronic media is handled in one of two ways. If the media is to be re-used (such as a hard drive), LogistiCare wipes the media clean using a Department of Defense-approved data destruction program. This ensures that when we re-use the drive, the previous information can never be retrieved or viewed. For media that is to be disposed of, we utilize a third-party company that wipes clean and then shreds the media. This company also provides a certification that the destruction of the electronic media occurred.

DHCFP can be assured that LogistiCare will continue to keep all Medicaid member data completely secure and protected.  We are constantly alert for new state or federal regulations that might affect the security of the recipient’s information. 

3.5.12 Maintain adequate staff and facilities

3.5.12.1 The vendor shall maintain sufficient levels of staff including supervisory and support staff with appropriate training, work experience, and expertise to perform all contract requirements on an ongoing basis. Telephone and administrative personnel shall be familiar with covered services under Medicaid and other recipient eligibility prerequisites for covered transportation services. 

As the incumbent NET broker, LogistiCare already employs the staff required to perform all RFP requirements without service interruption to Nevada Medicaid. We will continue to manage the NET program with our fully trained staff located in our existing operations office in Las Vegas, Nevada. The current local leadership and staff are already in place and are very familiar with the covered services under Medicaid and other recipient eligibility prerequisites for covered transportation and NET services for Nevada. Since LogistiCare was initially awarded the NET contract in 2003, the local Nevada team has gained eight years of experience building solid relationships with transportation providers, healthcare facilities, recipients and DHCFP. These relationships enable our local team to continue to support the success and continuity of services for the NET program. 

LogistiCare’s Nevada-based General Manager, Christine “Chris” Szymarek, has been leading NET operations in the state since 2003 and has over 20 years of managerial experience. The local Las Vegas operation currently has a total of 12 full-time employees, and in the past was supported with additional staff from LogistiCare’s Arizona call center where our reservation calls were answered. Upon award of a new contract, we are proposing an additional benefit to the state of bringing the reservation call taking function to our local Las Vegas office and adding six to seven jobs in Nevada to answer all daytime calls in state. With these additional Nevada-based jobs, we will have our entire operations team and reservation call center CSRs under one roof in Nevada.

The only function that will not occur locally is billing. We will continue to employ these team members in our Arizona Billing Center. The Billing Center is focused entirely on the billing function with skilled managers in place to oversee the efficiency of the process. 

The staffing table below reflects the roles and locations for each position.

		Resources in Nevada

		



		Role

		Location

		Number of FTEs



		General Manager

		Nevada Office

		1



		Director of Operations

		Nevada Office

		1



		Quality Assurance (QA) Supervisor

		Nevada Office

		1



		Customer Service Representative*

		Nevada Office

		7



		Transportation Coordinator

		Nevada Office

		1



		Public Transit Specialist

		Nevada Office

		1



		Field Monitor/ Long Distance Trip Coordinator

		Nevada Office

		1



		Facility Representative

		Nevada Office

		2



		Administrative Assistant

		Nevada Office

		1



		Lead Billing Clerk

		Arizona Office

		1



		Billing Clerk

		Arizona Office

		3





*The asterisk denotes the roles that are currently handled in the Phoenix, AZ call center, but will be handled in the to the Las Vegas call center under a new contract.




Job Descriptions

Brief descriptions of all staff positions for our proposed staffing plan are presented in the table below.  Profiles of our experienced Nevada project and senior management staff named in the Organizational Chart are also discussed below.

		
Roles and Job Descriptions



		General Manager (GM)



		· Manages day-to-day operations for Nevada’s NET program

· Oversees all aspects of LogistiCare’s relationships with facilities, providers, DHCFP’s representatives, and recipients

· Makes sure LogistiCare meets and exceeds all contractual standards and goals and sees to it that the transportation network provides complete, high-quality coverage throughout the state

· Reports directly to the region’s Corporate Senior Vice President of Operations



		Director of Operations 



		· Reports to the GM and acts as the senior manager on-site during those occasions when the GM is not in the office

· Oversees NET provider compliance with credentialing, vehicle standards, and timeliness performance requirements

· Will oversee the new call center services in the Las Vegas office



		Quality Assurance (QA) Supervisor



		· Reports to the GM and processes and analyzes utilization and QA reports, manages the fraud and abuse unit, and oversees the daily responsibilities of the Facility Representatives

· Functions as an advocate for recipients and a resource for healthcare facility staff by providing training on using NET services effectively 

· Prioritizes and conducts facility outreach visits



		Customer Service Representatives (CSR)



		· Is the primary staff with whom recipients will be in contact 

· Enters all customer service requests into the LogistiCAD reservation system efficiently and accurately; performs all eligibility review functions

· Records any phoned-in complaints 

· Reports to the General Manager



		Transportation Coordinator



		· Resolves real-time transportation issues when contacted by recipients

· Engages in live communication between transportation providers and recipients to resolve real-time trip issues and make sure all riders are successfully transported 

· Reviews initial daily trip reservations, finalizing trip assignments trips to providers and handling urgent-care requests and re-routes from providers 

· Reports to the Director of Operations 

· Reviews trip reservations in LogistiCAD and assigns reservations to network transportation providers so vehicle resources are used most efficiently and effectively to meet recipient demand



		Public Transit Specialist



		· Distributes transit passes when appropriate, and tracks utilization 

· Is also fully trained in all call center functions and can assist as a CSR when necessary



		Field Monitor



		· Reports to the Director of Operations 

· Performs scheduled and random visits to healthcare facilities and contracted transportation providers to verify level of service and provider adherence to contract standards

· Focuses on investigating potential fraud and abuse based on available billing and trip data



		Facility Representative



		· Works closely with nursing homes, dialysis clinics, and other medical providers that have large populations of patients with subscription trips to maximize scheduling coordination and information sharing

· Is an experienced CSR who reports to the Quality Assurance Supervisor



		Lead Billing Clerk



		· Supervises incoming invoices payable to providers, keeps good relations with all transportation providers

· Monitors all payment schedules, making sure provider invoices are paid in a timely manner

· Reports to the Billing Center Management team 



		Billing Clerk



		· Reviews driver manifests to confirm that billed trips correspond to approved trips in LogistiCAD 

· Processes provider invoices

· Makes billing denial decisions based on billing procedure rules

· Reports to the Lead Billing Clerk



		Administrative Assistant



		· Is the primary assistant to the GM

· Provides basic clerical support and performs other project tasks as assigned





Of all the advantages LogistiCare offers DHCFP, none is more significant than the depth of resources provided by our people. With call center and operational staff all located in Las Vegas, our experienced leadership team will be able to more quickly direct, monitor and assess our effectiveness in managing the NET program for the State of Nevada. With the call center staff in state, we will be able to more closely monitor and correct performance to address any concerns raised by DHCFP. LogistiCare, and its local Nevada team, look forward to continuing to work with the Division to provide services to Nevada’s Medicaid recipients.

As mentioned above, Chris Szymarek, manages the NET operations process for this contract. As the lead employee assigned to DHCFP and its NET program, Chris will continue her overall responsibility in managing the program.  She will utilize her breadth of experience from managing this program and other similar programs to continue to improve upon the success of the operations for NET program.  To successfully meet the demands of the program, Chris will have the support of her highly experienced local leadership team reporting directly to her. This team includes:  Director of Operations, Bernadette Zamora; QA Supervisor, Amanda Conner; and other supporting staff as illustrated below. Local leadership will also have full access to corporate resources under the guidance of LogistiCare’s Corporate Senior Vice President of Operations, Gregg Bryars.  

Key Nevada Project Staff

Below is a brief introduction to our key Nevada project staff. Their resumes can be viewed in Attachment H. In the event there are key staffing changes in our Nevada operations, LogistiCare will notify the Division within seven business days, as required by the RFP. 








		LogistiCare’s Key Nevada Project Staff



		Gregg Bryars, Senior Vice President of Operations



		· Has more than 20 years of hands-on senior management experience in the transportation and logistics industries and more than 10 years of experience managing call centers  

· Collaborates with the Nevada-based GM, Chris Szymarek, to drive quality and customer satisfaction; provides corporate leadership support for her to facilitate a flexible, scalable organization to meet ongoing requirements  

· Also supports Ms. Szymarek by working directly with DHCFP, administrators, legislators, and transit associations



		Christine Szymarek, General Manager 



		· Oversees all aspects of LogistiCare’s Nevada operations so LogistiCare meets or exceeds all contract standards

· Continues to refine overall operations and develop an even stronger transportation provider network to make sure all trips are completed in a safe and timely manner 

· Has been with LogistiCare since the inception of our Nevada contract in the fall of 2003 and came to LogistiCare with 22 years of managerial experience

· Previously worked for the United Parcel Service in the role of Business Manager where she reduced the part-time turnover rate by 42 percent through the development of a new training program 

· Holds two Masters degrees, one in Business Administration from American Intercontinental University and the other in Organizational Management from the University of Phoenix



		Bernadette Zamora, Director of Operations



		· Started with LogistiCare as a CSR and was quickly promoted to positions of increasing responsibility: Field Monitor, QA Supervisor, and finally Director of Operations—her current position; has more than eight years of NET experience with LogistiCare

· Possesses a sound understanding of how LogistiCare operates on various levels, making her a strong resource for managing the Nevada staff 

· Earned a Bachelor of Business Administration degree from the University of Phoenix 



		Amanda Conner, Quality Assurance (QA) Supervisor



		· Manages all standing orders

· Reviews and enters all doctor’s notes

· Manages assessment process by phone and letter, etc., for all new riders and downgraded riders

· Assists with monthly preschedule bus passes

· Provides back-up support for the Facility, Provider, Ride Assist lines as well as the Spanish queue

· Assists with out of state implementations for facility outreach and office support





No competitor can offer a fully staffed operation with local Nevada residents trained and experienced in managing the Nevada NET program. LogistiCare leadership’s approach to serving the DHCFP project will continue to result in a responsive local Nevada-based team supported by the full breadth of our extensive corporate resources. Further, many of our corporate team members were local operations managers before joining the corporate office, so they have real operations experience to draw from when called upon to support the field operation. Few other vendors have the capacity to draw on a similar companywide team to meet unforeseen challenges.

As stated previously, our proposed local General Manager, Chris Szymarek, reports directly to our Corporate Senior Vice President of Operations, Gregg Bryars. Gregg plays an instrumental role in supporting Chris and assuring the ongoing, full backing of our corporate resources. Mr. Bryars reports directly to our corporate Chief Executive Officer (CEO), Herman Schwarz. This ensures that Ms. Szymarek and our Nevada operations team always have immediate access to the corporate executive team who are actively involved in LogistiCare’s operations.

Our local team will also be backed by other members of our highly experienced corporate team who provide expertise and additional administrative support to the local team. Corporate involvement includes functions such as:

Technical Support — to address issues that could arise concerning our transportation management IT system (LogistiCAD)

Legal Department — to ensure various contractual obligations and compliances are maintained

Human Resources — to assist in recruiting any necessary additional staff, compliance with employment laws and managing any personnel challenges

Training — to ensure regular courses are properly administered in a timely manner

The extensive corporate organizational support, which provides additionally efficiencies for the local Nevada team and for DHCFP, is illustrated in the organizational chart below. LogistiCare’s top corporate management team is composed of the most qualified and experienced NET management professionals in the country and comprises a well-rounded, complete and effective leadership team. Our executives share a passion to succeed, steered by the values of excellence, integrity, and client service. DHCFP will have access to our team’s wide array of diverse professional experience through the life of the contract.



3.5.12.2	The vendor shall designate and maintain a Business Manager for this contract who has day-to-day authority to manage the total project.  The Business Manager shall be on-site in the business office location approved by the Division during regular working hours.  The Business Manager shall also be available to the Division by telephone during regular business hours.

Chris Szymarek is designated at the Business Manager for the Nevada NET program. She has day-to-day authority to manage the total project. Ms. Szymarek works on-site in the office location that has been approved by the DHCFP and can be easily reached by telephone at (702) 395-0411 extension 618 during regular working hours.

3.5.12.3	The Division shall be notified within seven business days of key staffing changes.  All change in key staff shall be preapproved by the State. The vendor shall establish a non-residential business office within the State for which the vendor has contract responsibility.  The vendor shall maintain office hours from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM (local time) Monday-Friday except State holidays.  The purpose of the business office is for the vendor to have a physical presence within the State for conducting business with Medicaid recipients and transportation providers.  Call center staffing may be located at this business office but shall be located within the State unless an out-of-state location is agreed to by the Division.

Per the requirements of the RFP, LogistiCare will notify the Division of any key staffing changes within seven business days. As the incumbent, LogistiCare has had an established non-residential business office in Nevada since 2003.  It is located at 3291 N. Buffalo Drive, Suite 7, Las Vegas, Nevada 89129. This office is open from 7:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. (local time), Monday-Friday except on national holidays. All of our Nevada-based staff including our call center staff will work in this office location.

3.5.12.4	Vendor shall provide an answering device for use during the periods any of the offices is closed to leave messages.  The vendor shall have the capacity to send and receive facsimiles and e-mail at the central business office at all times.  The vendor shall provide an administrative telephone number that will enable Division staff to reach the Business Manager and key staff directly, without going through the scheduling staff.  The vendor shall have the capacity to reproduce documents as requested.

After-hours calls for last-minute, urgent reservations, as well as “Where’s My Ride?” calls and hospital discharge requests, will be seamlessly rolled over to our NET call center in Phoenix, Arizona and handled by live CSRs who will efficiently respond to callers’ requests. At no time will callers not be able to talk to a live representative who can help them with their requests.  Recipients will be able to reach a skilled and knowledgeable CSR, 24x7x365, to request non-emergency transportation services.  Additionally, all LogistiCare managers have voicemail on their administrative lines and carry cell phones in the event DHCFP needs to reach them during non-business hours.

Using Facsimiles and Email

LogistiCare has two fax machines in its Nevada office, a Xerox Pro 765 and Brother 4750e, which are configured to receive facsimiles 24x7. 

The Nevada office also has 18 Dell Optiplex GX 260 computers, which are connected to a 1.5 Mbps T1 Internet line, and are set up to receive email. 

Castelle FaxPress

While the industry is moving toward more Internet-based systems, many of our subcontracted transportation providers and stakeholders still rely on fax transmissions as their secure communication method. To ensure the efficient management of faxed documents, LogistiCare has invested in an enterprise faxing infrastructure.  Castelle FaxPress fax servers provide multi-line outgoing and incoming paperless fax capabilities. These units plug directly into the corporate network and can be accessed from any company workstation. 

Microsoft Outlook (Email)

Microsoft Outlook is the email program that comes with the Microsoft Office program suite. It is a full-featured email program and is used companywide by LogistiCare employees.

Supplying an Administrative Telephone Number

LogistiCare has two administrative telephone numbers, one local and one toll free, that enable the Division to reach the Nevada staff directly without needing to go through the scheduling staff. These numbers are 1-888-737-0831 (toll free) and 702-395-0411 (local). 

Reproducing Documents

LogistiCare has the ability to reproduce documents as requested. The Nevada office is equipped with one copier (Bizhub 350), and four printers (HP 5100tn, HP 1000, HP1006, and Brother 255CW), all of which can be used to reproduce hardcopy documents. We are also able to submit electronic documents and reports to the Division, as requested. 

3.5.12.5	All records pertaining to the contract shall be stored at the designated central business office approved by the Division and shall be readily available for review at the request of the Division or its authorized representatives.  Records shall be stored in an orderly and secure manner. Record retention may be kept electronically, but must also be available in hard copy if needed. These records shall be maintained during the course of the contract and for a period of five years thereafter unless an audit is in progress, in which case the records must be maintained for five (5) years after the conclusion of the audit.  The vendor’s Disaster Recovery Plan is to be explained in the proposal.

LogistiCare maintains complete records of all NET activities. This information is stored in LogistiCAD, which also serves as the source for providing comprehensive reports on any aspect of the program, such as our transportation subcontractors’ on-time performance. Monitoring performance, monthly report cards, and face-to-face quarterly meetings help us identify, review, and address patterns of expected and actual performance violations.

All records pertaining to the Nevada contract will continue to be made available for review at the request of the Division. LogistiCare will maintain records under its broker contract for a period of five years following contract termination, and longer if an audit is in process.

Business Continuity and Disaster Recovery Plan

LogistiCare has very detailed Disaster Recovery and Business Continuity plans for each location. We based these plans on extensive policies and procedures that define the business requirements for each location and the plans for continuation of the business processes in times of disaster. Our DHCFP-approved Disaster Recovery Plan for Nevada is on file with the state.

LogistiCare operates three 24x7x365 call centers outside of Nevada – each with complete diesel powered backup systems. In case of an in-state emergency or communication equipment or power failure, we will always be prepared to provide services to DHCFP recipients, healthcare facilities, and transportation providers with 24x7x365 back-up access to live operators, as indicated earlier in this section. Our carrier’s Enhanced Toll Free (ETF) platform enables us to completely control the routing of our toll-free numbers. We do not rely on the carrier to make programming and routing changes to our toll-free numbers. LogistiCare has complete control over the numbers and can react immediately to any routing needs that arise.

Business Continuity and Recovery Technology

Our enterprise software systems and data centers are designed with safeguards including daily backups, alternative power sources, and physically and digitally secure locations.  These systems are configured to allow fault tolerance and automatic failover in the event of any service or hardware failure. Additionally, LogistiCare maintains maintenance services with our major suppliers to assure a rapid solution in the event of hardware issues. 

LogistiCare constructs our communication systems with redundant power supplies and a complete onsite Disaster Recovery Kit, including a backup S8400 Processor, SIPI, Power Supply, and G650 cabinet. The backup processor is loaded with the same software and programming as the technology system in production. Each night, the system software is backed up to our off-site backup center.

DHCFP can be assured that LogistiCare has fully planned for disasters of various types and levels, and that we will continue to provide the highest level of service continuity possible in an emergency, thanks to the depth of resources and technology we bring to bear for the benefit of the State of Nevada.

Applying Real–World Disaster Recovery Experience

LogistiCare has extensive real-world experience managing NET services in disaster situations.  In fact, when Hurricane Irene was bearing down on the East Coast of the United States in late summer (2011), more than 40 of our seasoned LogistiCare management team members (Corporate, IT, and local Operations leadership representing services in seven states and the District of Columbia) conducted an “emergency” strategy meeting to execute Disaster Recovery Plans along the entire eastern seaboard.

Prior to landfall of the Category 1 hurricane, with sustained winds of 95 mph and a predicted storm surge of 5 to 7 feet, LogistiCare leadership launched into action to prepare our call centers, making certain that LogistiCare would weather the storm and remain operational.  The following were accomplished with speed and precision:

All calls were mapped to Back-up Call Centers — out of harm’s way. Philadelphia, Delaware, and Virginia (Chesapeake areas) calls were ready to be shifted to Norton, Virginia (our operations center positioned in the southwestern part of Virginia).Calls for New Jersey were sent to Arizona and Connecticut’s calls were slated to go to Georgia (which was south of the landfall).

Medical facilities and transportation providers were contacted to coordinate standing order and urgent care trips in the days preceding the hurricane’s impact. Most trips were moved up to safe timeframes (on Friday and Saturday) through collaborated efforts with transportation providers and medical facilities; in some cases trips were accommodated by alternate out-of-area facilities.

Plans were in place and providers notified to “standby” to assist with State Emergency Management Systems evacuation needs.

Accommodations were made for employees to work remotely to coordinate transportation needs and continue scheduling services, as necessary.

The storm caused extensive damage in some areas, but all in all, amid the destruction—flooding and power outages—LogistiCare’s staff perseverance helped to ensure its Medicaid clients were well-informed, safe, and able to access necessary critically needed treatment. All calls were re-routed, reservations redirected and medical trips, that couldn’t otherwise be postponed, were accomplished. Over 50 percent of our 200 dedicated staff members in the affected states were in place Monday, following the storm’s wrath and it was back to “business as usual.”

3.5.13	Implementation Work Plan

Vendor shall develop a thorough implementation work plan and implementation staffing plan sufficient to ensure service start-up within sixty (60) days of contract award.  Vendor must pass a thorough readiness review by Division or its designated agent 30 calendar days prior to service start date.  

As the incumbent broker, LogistiCare is in an advantageous position to provide seamless NET service for DHCFP and its clients. Other brokers potentially face disruption and burden while undergoing the lengthy implementation period for staffing, office acquisition, build-out, technology design and implementation, provider network development, client and facility outreach, and the steep learning curve for employees that is required when setting up a new NET brokerage and call center operation.

In addition to our knowledge of and relationships with providers and facilities, we currently have staff living and working in Nevada. While other brokers may state that there will be a seamless transition if they are awarded the contract, LogistiCare is the sole broker that can work with DHCFP to meet deadlines for new requirements, avoid placing undue administrative burdens on the Division and cause no hardship to enrollees, facilities, or practitioners. 

We have spent years learning about the healthcare community across Nevada, how it works and addressing its needs, while ensuring that we clearly understand and comply with DHCFP and state requirements. At the same time, we have developed and executed rigorous policies and procedures that have reduced fraud, contained costs, improved service quality and significantly reduced the paratransit utilization rate in the state. 

We are currently meeting all the contractual obligations agreed upon with DHCFP and we are committed to continuously learning, strengthening our relationships, and improving upon our performance for the state. We have developed and refined policies, procedures, and checks and balances that have provided significant cost savings for Nevada while improving customer satisfaction – a feat that is often seen as impossible by others. We maintain a laser-sharp focus on quality. In fact, our Quality Assurance Department has achieved the distinction of rating 98 percent when audited by the Medical Assistance Transportation Program of the Bureau of Managed Care Operations and we are the only broker in the country to be accredited enterprise-wide by the Utilization Review Accreditation Commission (URAC).

We currently have a complete leadership team and core operational staff in place to meet the requirements of the RFP.  

Establishing a Transition Timeline

Implementation activities are not service activities and are undertaken specifically to develop the capacity to provide service. The hiring, training, procedures development and technology enhancement activities that LogistiCare undertakes before the start date of a new contract are managed in accordance with established LogistiCare procedures, all of which are designed to ensure that service quality goals are achieved. 

If we were not the incumbent, we would create implementation staffing plans and illustrate the level and experience of corporate resources that we would dedicate to a successful implementation in the State of Nevada. Because we believe that smooth, high-quality implementations lead to well-run, efficient operations, LogistiCare normally devotes significant levels of labor by corporate staff and/or staff from other states to prepare for startup, and nearly as much after startup to facilitate a successful implementation and transition. This level of support can only be provided by a company with breadth of operational experience, depth of staff, and intense dedication to providing successful results for its clients. 

LogistiCare has the talent and operational road map to get a non-emergency medical transportation operation like Nevada’s up and running smoothly and quickly — as was done for DHCFP at the inception of our contract. Again, we are in a uniquely advantageous position because we are the incumbent bidder. We have fully reviewed the RFP requirements to ensure that we are currently in compliance. The only significant change to our operation that we see currently is the additional call center functionality that we will implement in our current Las Vegas facility. While this change is significant in that it will have a positive impact for the program by localizing the daily reservation services and employing additional local staff, it is really simple in terms of implementation. We have included an implementation plan in Appendix A that outlines the activities required to install the necessary hardware and hire and train the six to seven CSRs required. DHCFP can take further comfort that as we add and train these new CSRs, as described below, and we have a fully staffed group of CSRs in our Arizona call center that will continue to answer the calls for Nevada until we are satisfied that the local group is ready to begin answering the reservation calls. Further, they will continue to be available to assist in any overload situation, thus ensuring we will always be able to exceed our call center metrics.

CSR Training

All LogistiCare CSRs must undergo training consisting of one week of classroom instruction, followed by and on-the-job training. CSRs are trained to identify themselves by name, reference each caller by name, treat callers with the utmost respect, and protect the recipient‘s confidentiality, in compliance with HIPAA requirements. They are taught to educate callers whenever the opportunity arises. 

LogistiCare will use an online learning tool to help train Nevada CSR staff. Currently available modules for CSR training include an orientation to LogistiCare, our customer service expectations, and a hands-on introduction with our automated LogistiCAD NET management system. In addition to the CSR training, all LogistiCare employees who deal with gatekeeping, record keeping, billing, and social services, are trained in areas relevant to their primary job function, for example, eligibility determination, trip assignment, billing, utilization analysis, techniques to detect fraud and abuse, or customer relations/diversity. 

We use current training technology to deliver content in a resourceful and flexible manner through LogistiCare University, which facilitates on-demand learning through Internet-based, self-paced training. LogistiCare‘s comprehensive training plan ensures each staff member, at every level of the operation, develops a full understanding of the Department‘s contract, the NEMT program, LogistiCare processes and technology, and the importance of respecting each caller‘s right to privacy and confidentiality according to all federal and state guidelines, and LogistiCare‘s and the Department‘s requirements.

3.5.14	Medicaid Policy Manual

Vendors may obtain a copy of the Medicaid Services Manual Chapter 1900: Transportation Services and Chapter 100: Medicaid Program by logging onto the Division’s internet website at, www.dhcfp.state.nv.us.

LogistiCare has accessed, and is very familiar with, the Medicaid Policy Manual and its implications and requirements for the State of Nevada’s NET program. We follow these policies every day to make our NET program compliant and beneficial for DHCFP and for the Medicaid recipients we serve.
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Section 3.8 – Reporting



SCOPE OF WORK


3.8 REPORTING


3.8.1
Submit management reports

The vendor shall submit accurate and complete management reports to Division at requested intervals or on demand. The vendor shall provide the following management reports, at a minimum, to Division on the frequency and in the specified format indicated below:

Our Nevada NET Operations team currently provides a variety of required reports to DHCFP as mandated by the RFP and our current contract. We do so using accurate, comprehensive data, captured and maintained in our proprietary NET management system, LogistiCAD. We are committed to ongoing compliance with the timeframes and requirements prescribed by the RFP. 


LogistiCare uses our LogistiCAD system to maintain complete records of all NET activities and to document that our operations adhere to all Medicaid medical transportation rules and regulations, as well as those of DHCFP. LogistiCAD serves as the source for providing DHCFP with comprehensive reports on every aspect of the NET program, within the required timeframes specified by the contract and the RFP. It offers the flexibility to produce any type of operational, management, or ad hoc report that might be used to examine and strengthen our performance and procedures, as well as to provide DHCFP with insight into program operations. Information in LogistiCAD is tracked in “real-time”, and is immediately accessible for a number of uses: daily operations, service authorization, trip scheduling, provider reimbursement, recipient monitoring and reporting. 


Not only does LogistiCAD have numerous “real-time” monitoring screens, the system also has almost 250 standard reports that help us to manage all aspects of the NET program. These standard reports address issues such as verification, eligibility, utilization and trip details, compliance, performance, and denials and fair hearings. In addition to the standard reports we already produce, LogistiCare has the capability to and will produce any type of report the state may wish to introduce. We are also offering the Division access to a Web-based reporting application that will allow DHCFP users to log in and call up standard reports or customize reports for specific time periods and activities. This application is discussed further in Section 3.8.1.12. 

3.8.1.1 Transportation Summary Report summarizing all adverse actions and authorizations for transportation services by type of transportation. This information is to be provided in electronic media to Division within ten (10) business days after the close of the month in format prescribed by Division. Report must show utilization by Medicaid.

LogistiCare submits a Standard Monthly Report to the Division that we believe includes all components that are required in the Transportation Summary Report. The following table lists the set of data groups, specific to transportation, that are included in our Standard Monthly Report. This report is currently produced by LogistiCAD and submitted to DHCFP on the 15th of every month and future reporting will be within ten (10) business days of the close of the month.


		Standard Monthly Report  / Transportation Summary 



		Report

		Description



		Six Months at a Glance

		· This report provides a six month summary overview of the program, and depicts: total trip volume, level of service distribution, mileage distribution, distribution of standing orders, and call statistics.



		Standard Trip Report

		Depicts trip data for gross, cancelled and net authorized trips by level of services



		Commercial Air Transports

		Depicts all transportation by commercial air carrier and includes: trip date, destination, origin, cost, member, purpose, and traveling with / without an escort.



		Denials

		· Depicts numbers of denials by reason code and the percent of denials vs. total trips requested. 



		Facility Data

		· Depicts number of trips by facility type and percentage of total trips by facility type.



		County Data

		· Depicts total trips by county



		Unduplicated Rider

		· Depicts number of unduplicated riders and number of unduplicated trips by level/ mode of service (A, W/C, S, ALS/BLS, Mass Transit A, Mass Transit W/C, Gas Reimbursement A, Gas Reimbursement W/C, Volunteer Driver A , and Volunteer Driver W/C





3.8.1.2 Call Center Report summarizing call volume, nature of calls, number of calls abandoned, and information listed in Section 3.6 of this RFP within ten (10) business days after the close of each month in format prescribed by Division.


LogistiCare uses Avaya’s Call Management System (CMS) to generate our call center activity reports. This system is capable of isolating a variety of elements pertaining to the operation of call center equipment and related statistics, and consolidating them into comprehensive reports. Benefits of our selected CMS include the flexibility to adjust reports based on modifications DHCFP may request in the future, as well as the capability to generate reports at various intervals.


In unison with reporting our performance to DHCFP, our Nevada team managers use standard utilization reports to analyze and track our performance to verify that Nevada’s Medicaid recipients’ requests are met expediently and with the best customer service. Our Avaya Taske ACD reporting system and our Cacti digital recorder enable us to report in detail on every aspect of call center service quality. We leverage the data found in these reports to identify and correct deficiencies, as well as to determine what we are doing exceptionally well in maintaining performance standards that meet or exceed the State’s requirements. 


DHCFP currently receives our Call Center Performance Reports as part of our Standard Monthly Report described above and as required by the contract and the RFP. The table below list the call center specific reports that are included.  


		Standard Monthly Report  / Call Center Reports 



		Report

		Description



		“Where’s My Ride” Calls

		Depicts call data for WMR calls, including: Total Incoming Calls, Calls Answered by Staff, Average Speed of Answer,# of Abandoned Calls, Average Abandonment Time, Average Talk / Hold Time, % in Service Level, and Daily Abandonment Rate



		Facility Calls

		Depicts call data for Facility calls, including: Total Incoming Calls, Calls Answered by Staff, Average Speed of Answer,# of Abandoned Calls, Average Abandonment Time, Average Talk / Hold Time, % in Service Level, and Daily Abandonment Rate



		Provider Calls

		Depicts call data for Provider calls, including: Total Incoming Calls, Calls Answered by Staff, Average Speed of Answer,# of Abandoned Calls, Average Abandonment Time, Average Talk / Hold Time, % in Service Level, and Daily Abandonment Rate



		Spanish Calls

		Depicts call data for Spanish calls, including: Total Incoming Calls, Calls Answered by Staff, Average Speed of Answer,# of Abandoned Calls, Average Abandonment Time, Average Talk / Hold Time, % in Service Level, and Daily Abandonment Rate



		Reservation Calls

		Depicts call data for Reservation calls, including: Total Incoming Calls, Calls Answered by Staff, Average Speed of Answer,# of Abandoned Calls, Average Abandonment Time, Average Talk / Hold Time, % in Service Level, and Daily Abandonment Rate





Our call center statistics for year end 2010 and as of September 2011 are as follows, and meet or exceed all contract and industry standards.

		DHCFP Call Center Statistics 



		Call Type

		Year End 2010

		Year-To-Date


Sept 2011



		“Where’s My Ride?”

		

		



		Average # of Call Answered  per month

		4331

		4346



		Average Speed to Answer (seconds)

		42

		33



		Average Talk Time (min:sec)

		2:05

		2:12



		Facility

		

		



		Average # of Call Answered  per month

		1183

		1009



		Average Speed to Answer (seconds)

		45

		42



		Average Talk Time (min:sec)

		3:07

		3:20



		Provider

		

		



		Average # of Call Answered  per month

		649

		828



		Average Speed to Answer (seconds)

		21

		21



		Average Talk Time (min:sec)

		1:40

		1:47



		Spanish Language

		

		



		Average # of Call Answered  per month

		175

		84



		Average Speed to Answer (seconds)

		38

		44



		Average Talk Time (min:sec)

		1:45

		2:27



		Reservations

		

		



		Average # of Call Answered  per month

		6143

		5354



		Average Speed to Answer (seconds)

		55

		46



		Average Talk Time (min:sec)

		3:42

		4:02





3.8.1.3 Recipient Satisfaction Survey Report summarizing the results of the surveys described in Section 3.8.2.3 to be submitted to Division timely, pursuant to Section 3.8.2.3 of this RFP.


In compliance with the RFP, LogistiCare will submit a Recipient Satisfaction Survey Report to the Division no later than ninety (90) days following the mailing of the Independent Customer Satisfaction Surveys. We currently conduct satisfaction surveys for a number of our clients and have developed a tool for this purpose, which we will submit to the Division for review and approval prior to use.   


3.8.1.5
Grievance Log summarizing complaints received and their resolution including any corrective action taken.  The Grievance Log shall be delivered to the Division within twenty (20) business days of the close of each month.

All grievances and complaints, whether received verbally or in writing (including e-mail), are documented immediately in LogistiCAD by an experienced staff member and resolved as quickly as possible, if not immediately. 


LogistiCAD uses a high-performance relational database management system that allows complaints to be tracked according to any field of interest and a variety of variables, such as provider; beneficiary; agency; date; and type of complaint. 


We currently provide the Division a Grievance Log which summarizes complaints received and their resolution. This log is provided within 20 business days following the close of the reporting month as required by the contract and RFP. All complaint reporting components currently available are shown in the following table. The grievance and complaint reporting process is also discussed in Section 3.9-Grievance, Appeals and Fair Hearings.


		Complaint Reports Description



		Report

		Description



		Individual Complaint Data

		· Provides a detailed record of user-selected complaints, including detailed information on a complaint, the complaining party, whom the complaint was against, trip information, and the complete complaint activity listing along with the closing code



		Provider Detail

		· Shows a listing, grouped by provider, of the complaint type, date, trip identifiers, and closing code of complaints made during a user-specified date range 


· Provides totals by complaint type and transportation provider


· Generated for complaints that are open, closed, or both



		Provider Summary

		· Shows a summary, grouped by provider and region, of complaint types and the number of times they have occurred during a user-specified date range


· Provides complaint totals by transportation provider


· Generated for complaints that are open, closed, or both



		County Detail

		· Includes a listing, grouped by transportation provider and region, of the complaint type, date of complaint, trip identifiers, and closing code of complaints made during the user-specified date range 


· Provides totals by complaint type, region, and transportation provider


· Generated for complaints that are open, closed, or both (selection criteria include all or selected regions only)



		County Summary

		· Shows a summary of complaint types, grouped by transportation provider and region, and the number of times they have occurred during a user-specified date range


· Provides totals by transportation provider


· Generated for complaints that are open, closed, or both (selection criteria include all or selected regions only)





		County by Closing Code

		· Summarizes the number of complaints sorted by region, complaint type, and closing codes; the complaints are further segmented by the complaining party and grouped by region and complaint type


· Generated for complaints made during a user selected date range, for user-selected regions, and for complaints that are open, closed, or both




		Facility

		· Shows a summary of the number of occurrences of each complaint type, grouped by facility and complaint type 


· Generated for complaints made during a user-selected date range, for the user-selected facilities, and for complaints that are open, closed, or both






		Facility Type

		· Summarizes the number of each complaint type, by facility type, within a user-defined time frame; grouped by facility type and complaint type.


· Generated for complaints made during a user-selected date range, for user-selected facilities, and for complaints that are open, closed, or both.



		Aging Complaints

		· Provides a summary of the number of open complaints broken down by age and grouped by county and complaint type


· Generated for complaints made during a user-defined date range, for user-selected counties, and for complaints that are open, closed, or both



		Resolution Letters

		· Generates all complaint resolution letters requested by the user





3.8.1.5
Annual Transportation Report describing the project and contracted services, major problems and issues and how they were addressed, and future plans. Also, a statistical summary of services provided and other pertinent information.  A draft of the report shall be submitted to Division within sixty (60) business days after the close of each year of operation and the final report shall be submitted to Division within thirty (30) business days of receipt of Division comments.

LogistiCare currently provides the Division with an Annual Transportation Report describing the NET project and contracted services, major issues and how they were addressed, and future plans for improvement, including the required statistical summary of provided services and other pertinent information that is requested by the Division. 


We have consistently met this requirement over the past eight years, providing the Division with our Annual Transportation Report within sixty (60) business days after the close of each year of operations, and the final report submitted within thirty (30) business days of receipt of Division comments.


3.8.1.6
High Cost Users Report: summarizing the monthly miles, level of service, cost, cost per mile, recipient ID number, location, and the name of the transportation provider.  The report is due 45 days from the end of each fiscal quarter.

Our Nevada Operations team developed a High Cost Users Report specifically for DCHFP. It includes a summary of a detailed customer trip count, monthly miles, level of service, cost, cost per mile, recipient ID number, location, and the name of the transportation provider. This is a relatively new report that will help us identify the percentage of high cost users and allow us the opportunity to assess and evaluate their levels of service. We are committed to providing this report within the required timeframe of 45 days from the end of each fiscal quarter. 

3.8.1.7
Monthly Cost Report: shows costs associated with providing NET by the type of transportation and by the amount spent per recipient.


LogistiCare has developed a variety of utilization and other analytical reports to help us manage NET programs. One such set of reports is our Matrix Reports. These reports are multi-faceted and include trip data by provider, recipient, and level of service, cost, and county and healthcare facility type. The report group is used by our management team to analyze month-end trip data for trending, cost comparison, and utilization—to make adjustments as necessary for a successful and cost efficient operation. 


We currently provide the state a Monthly Cost Report showing costs associated with providing NET by the type of transportation and by the amount spent per recipient.


3.8.1.8
Other operational, management and/or ad hoc reports as required by Division, with reasonable notice or upon demand.


LogistiCare is committed to providing DHCFP any other operational, management and ad hoc reports as the Division determines necessary; with reasonable notice or upon demand. As indicated above, we created a “High Cost Users Report” at the Division’s request that has become a regular addition to the monthly reporting package.  It provides the state with a variety of data for each recipient trip which allows them to analyze and evaluate the ongoing performance of Nevada’s NET program. 

3.8.1.9 Any other reports the vendor produces, which may be of value to the Division.


LogistiCare is committed to providing DHCFP with any of the 250 standard reports LogistiCAD can produce. If we are fortunate to be awarded the contract going forward, we will sit down with the department and review the available reports and add any that would be desirable to our regular reports package.


3.8.1.10 Fraud and Abuse Reporting:  Pursuant to 42 CFR 455.1(a) (1), the vendor must report fraud and abuse information to the state.  Minimum reporting requirements include the number of complaints of fraud and abuse made that warrant preliminary investigation by the State. For each report which warrants investigation, the vendor must provide to the State:


3.8.1.10.1 The provider name/recipient name and ID number;


3.8.1.10.2 The source of the complaint;


3.8.1.10.3 The type of provider;


3.8.1.10.4 The nature of the complaint;


3.8.1.10.5 Approximate dollars involved; and


3.8.1.10.6 Legal and administrative disposition of the case.


LogistiCare has created fraud management reports that track trends in travel by variables such as beneficiary, transportation provider, type of service, destination facility, and other information such as no-show rates. We use these reports to identify non-standard patterns that may suggest abuse. For example, an investigation is initiated if: a transportation provider has a much lower cancellation rate than other transportation providers, certain recipients or facilities show sharp increases in ridership, or a facility requests a much higher proportion of wheelchair trips than similar facilities. Actions taken as a result of retrospective reports have enabled LogistiCare to virtually eliminate abuse in our state NET programs.


We consistently report fraud and abuse information to the Division in accordance with 42 CFR 455.1(a) (1), and with our own policies and procedures. On occasions when such reports are required, we are sure to include the number of complaints of fraud and abuse made that warrant preliminary investigation by the DHCFP and that each report warranting investigation contains all the requirements states in RFP 3.8.1.10.7 through 3.8.1.10.12 above.


3.8.1.11
Upon project implementation, monthly reports must be delivered   via e-mail to the current transportation program manager no later than the twentieth (20th) business day of each month.  The e-mail address may be obtained by contacting the contract monitor.

Our Nevada operations team currently emails our monthly reports to the DHCFP Transportation Program Manager no later than the 20th business day of each month, and we will continue to be diligent in doing so.


LogistiCare also has the capability of providing DHCFP “real-time” reporting through our client Web site described below.

Online Real-Time Client Reporting


As an innovation to the other delivery formats for reports, LogistiCare will offer DHCFP on-demand, Web-based access to “real-time” management and operations reports. Standard reports offered by the system include monthly summary reports, recipient reports, and utilization reports. LogistiCare operations staff will also be just a phone call away to provide nonstandard reports and other value-added support.


DHCFP will only need an Internet connection to access the Web site, and will be able to set up multiple “users” to view single trips or complaints, review recipient eligibility or demographic information, and create reports and chart or trend data. 


The Web site meets all HIPAA requirements, and basic system capabilities are as follows:


· Browser-based interface that requires no installation of software


· Access to single trips, single complaints and member eligibility verification review (lookup by member ID or name)


· Member lookup that can show DHCFP basic demographics like the last known address and phone number of member to update your system


· Access to basic summary reports about trip volumes/breakdowns, complaints, utilization, call center statistics, etc.


· Ability for DHCFP to print the reported information or download the file in PDF format


· Offers report parameters like county, date range, level of service codes, etc.


· Grants the option to include trending graphs or charts


· Logs every specific trip and complaint that is viewed by the client


· Logs and archives a copy of every report generated by a client


· Meets all SOX and HIPAA requirements


This new On-Line Reporting Web site will allow DHCFP users to log in and call up standard reports or customize reports for the time periods and activities they want to review. This site is operational 24 hours a day and provides DHCFP with access most convenient to them. The Division can monitor progress, performance, and research NET activity trends. It is important to note that reports obtained online do not replace the official scheduled reports requested by the DHCFP. Instead, the online reports are used to supplement the scheduled reports. 

3.8.1.12 Timely receipt of reports shall be a prerequisite for authorization of monthly payment to the vendor. Therefore, failure to provide accurate and complete management reports by reporting deadlines may result in delay or suspension of payment to the vendor until the reports are received and approved by Division.  Failure to provide accurate and complete reports by reporting deadlines may also result in contract suspension or termination.

Our Nevada operations team consistently provides accurate, complete and timely reports to DHCFP according to the reporting deadlines required by our contract and the RFP, and will continue to do so.


We acknowledge and understand that this requirement is a prerequisite for authorization of monthly payments to LogistiCare and that failure to comply could result in consequences such as delay or suspension of payment or contract suspension or termination.


Over the eight years of our contracting with DHCFP, we have never been sanctioned nor been assessed liquidated damages as a result of non-compliance.

3.8.1.13 Vendor shall provide utilization data as requested to the State’s contracted actuary. Utilization data must be separated by Medicaid and Nevada Check-up.


We have consistently provided accurate and timely Medicaid utilization data to the Division’s contracted actuary when requested.  We understand the value and importance of this requirement and will continue providing this information as required.


3.8.2 Report encounter data on a monthly basis.


3.8.2.1
Electronically transmit monthly Encounter Data on all completed transportation services authorized by the vendor. The data elements shall be based on the CMS 1500 format and include recipient’s name, Medicaid ID number, date of service, transportation service provider, service type, pick-up point, destination, and miles. CMS’ specifications are subject to change, and other data elements may be specified by Division. The submission format to the Division shall be in ANSI X12 837 format for transportation services, or what format may supplant that specification at a future date.


As the incumbent broker, LogistiCare has provided encounter data to the state in the HIPAA ANSI X12 837 Professional / 4010A1 format, as requested. We are committed to continuing the provision of this information under a future contract.

LogistiCare is currently testing the 5010 version of the 837 Professional encounter format with multiple clients so we will be well prepared to make that conversion when requested by Nevada.


3.8.2.2
The vendor shall upgrade to subsequent versions of this Format as specified by Division. Division will provide the vendor with a minimum sixty (60) calendar day advance notice prior to the date of implementation of the revision.  The data are to be provided to Division within ten (10) business days after the close of the month using a mode of transmission and format specified by Division.  In the event the data submission contains erroneous data as determined by Division, the vendor has thirty (30) days to correct the errors and resubmit to Division.

LogistiCare will upgrade to any subsequent versions of the ANSI X12 837 / 4010A1 format, within the timeframes specified in this requirement. We have an IT staff that is familiar with the Nevada NET program and available to work with and through any requests or issues that may develop.

3.8.2.3
Independent Customer Satisfaction Survey

As part of the QA Monitoring Plan, the vendor shall conduct recipient satisfaction surveys regarding Medicaid transportation in the State every six (6) months.  The initial six-month period shall be the first six months the vendor delivers services under this RFP.   The survey shall be in a format and use sampling strategies that are provided or approved by Division.  Periodic sampling issues may include, but are not be limited to:


· confirmation of scheduled trip; 


· driver and vendor staff courtesy;


· driver assistance when required;


· overall driver behavior; 


· driver safety and operation of the vehicle;


· condition, comfort and convenience of the vehicle; and

· Punctuality of service. 


The purpose of the survey is to verify the availability, appropriateness and timeliness of the trips provided and the manner in which the vendor’s and transportation provider’s staff interacted with recipients.  The vendor shall allow recipients to respond to surveys within sixty (60) days of mailing.  Upon receipt of the survey sample response, surveys shall be collected and compiled by the vendor into a reporting format with the original surveys attached.  These reports are to be submitted to the Division no later than ninety (90) days following the mailing of the survey.

LogistiCare will conduct recipient satisfaction surveys regarding Medicaid transportation in the state every six months in accordance with DHCFP sampling strategies and within the timeframes specified in the RFP. The survey instrument will be submitted to DHCFP for approval before sending it to recipients.


LogistiCare is experienced in conducting surveys of this nature and currently does this for several clients.  Once we compile and provide the results to DHCFP, we will use them to evaluate any necessary changes in the program.


In addition to DHCFP’s requirement for mailing surveys to recipients, LogistiCare can also offer the value added process of utilizing our Quality Management Telephone Survey Assessment.  LogistiCare’s Customer Relations Team can survey a random number of Nevada recipients by telephone each quarter. The Nevada random sample will conform to the composition of our Nevada ridership. For example, if 30 percent of Nevada trips taken are standing-order trips, then 30 percent of the Nevada sample will be standing-order recipients. We will tabulate results and prepare a report for DHCFP. Appropriate corrective actions and improvement plans will be devised to correct any performance issues revealed by the survey results. All of this can be done upon request from DHCFP and is in addition to the satisfaction surveys mailed to recipients.
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MO HealthNet
Non-Emergency
Medical 
Transportation


Who do I call if I want to cancel or 
reschedule my appointment?


Call MTM at 1 (866) 269-5927 with ANY changes
to your appointment. Please call as soon as you
know of the change.


How do I file a complaint or 
concern about the services 
I receive?


MTM takes quality service seriously; we will follow up
on all complaints and with all parties involved. If you
are not satisfied with the service you receive
(transportation or other), call MTM at
1 (866) 436-0457.


Once transportation is scheduled:


• The transportation provider will call you and tell you
 the time of your pickup and their phone number.
 Keep this number handy.
• Be ready 60 minutes before your pickup time.
• If you have a scheduled ride back, your ride should
 pick you up less than 30 minutes after your
 appointment is over.
• If you must call your transportation provider for pick
 up after your appointment, your ride should arrive
 in less than 60 minutes.
• Call 1(866) 269-5927 right away if you need to 


cancel your ride or 1(888) 409-6881 if your ride 
does not show up.


Customer Service Center Hours:


Monday – Friday from 7:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. 


Remember:


• You must call at least 5 days before your appointment
• Have your destination information ready
• Have your medical provider’s name and phone
 number ready
• To file a complaint, call MTM at 1 (866) 436-0457
• If your ride is late, call MTM at 1 (888) 409-6881
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Need help with a ride to 
your medical appointment? 


Call Medical Transportation Management, Inc (MTM) 
at 1 (866) 269-5927 to find out if your trip qualifies.


Who can receive rides? 


MTM will help set up rides for MO HealthNet 
participants who do not have access to free 
appropriate transportation to covered services and for 
participants accessing certain Department of Mental 
Health Services. To find out if your trip qualifies, call 
MTM at 1 (866) 269-5927.


How do I get a ride?


Call MTM at 1 (866) 269-5927 at least 5 calendar days 
before your appointment.


A friendly customer service representative will ask for


the following information:


• Your full name, current address, phone number and 
date of birth


• MO HealthNet ID


• The date of your appointment


• The name, address and phone number of where you


 are going


• The medical reason for your transportation request


• The type of MO HealthNet covered service (doctor, 
dentist, therapy, etc.)


 


Please have this information ready when you call.


What if I call with less than 
5 days?


If you call with less than 5 calendar days notice and this 
is not an urgent appointment, you may be asked to 
reschedule.  However, if your medical appointment is 
URGENT we will find a ride for you.  We will contact your 
medical provider to verify your appointment is urgent.


What modes of transportation 
will MTM offer me?


MTM may offer:


• Public Transportation


• A sedan, van or taxi ride


• Wheelchair or stretcher transportation, if you


 physically require these modes


How does MTM decide my 
mode of transportation?


MTM will ask you a series of questions about your


health and how you handle your daily activities.


w w w . m t m - i n c . n e t
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Mobility / ADA Assessments
and Travel Training by MTM


www.mtm-inc.net/onthemove


www.mtm-inc.net/onthemove16 Hawk Ridge Drive
Lake St. Louis, Missouri 63367-1829


Phone: 888-561-8747
www.mtm-inc.net/onthemove


Experience
MTM possesses a level of experience and innovation that 
provides clients with the greatest confidence for achieving 
its goals.  MTM’s assessment and travel training 
experience includes: 


 Over 15 years of experience performing both telephonic 
and in-person transportation-based assessments. 


 Approximately 12,500 Eligibility Assessments performed 
annually.  


 Development of industry leading medical provider 
supported level-of-need assessments for Medicaid 
transportation. 


 Thousands of travel training sessions per year provided to 
individuals, senior centers, residential facilities, day 
programs, mental health groups, and community groups. 


Qualified Staff 
MTM carefully recruits qualified professionals to staff the 
On the Move Program.  Registered nurses, physical 
therapists, and occupational therapists perform 
assessment evaluations and provide program oversight.   
Additionally, MTM requires that all On the Move staff be 
experienced in training and working with cognitively 
impaired individuals.


On the Move staff are trained using the standards and 
recognized methodologies of national organizations such as:


 National Transit Institute


 Easter Seals


 Community Transportation Association of America 


 Passenger Safety and Service


 Association of Travel Instruction


Above all, MTM ensures that assessment and travel 
training staff are sensitive to, and able to respond 
positively to, all situations and build a rapport with clients, 
caring for their safety and success.Experience







w w w . m t m - i n c . n e


Overview
On the Move is an assessment and travel training program created by MTM to assist communities, school districts, and 
other special needs populations.  We evaluate the individuals’ needs, eligibility, and, where appropriate, provide travel 
training as a result of the assessment.


MTM is a transportation expert, skilled in maintaining process accuracy and consistency. Our healthcare and transportation knowledge 
helps us to understand the needs and goals of the ADA paratransit eligibility process as well as the complex issues that affect persons 
with disabilities and older Americans. We remain committed to providing quality transportation services and “personalized” customer 
care for individuals who, without transportation services, may not be able to take advantage of employment opportunities, get to the 
doctor, or access other basic life-sustaining community resources. 


MTM’s On the Move program provides full management of assessment and travel training processes, leaving you to focus on other 
aspects of your operation. 


Assessments
MTM provides assessments that focus on actual functional and 
cognitive abilities, not medical diagnoses, and takes into 
consideration any environmental and architectural barriers.  
These in-person assessments utilize the FACTS (Functional 
Assessment of Cognitive Transit Skills) test as developed by 
Easter Seals.  In the event that we need additional information 
to make a recommendation, we will contact the necessary 
licensed professional for verification of information. 


ADA Assessments:


MTM ensures appropriate use of costly paratransit services by 
providing impartial assessments that eliminate a “false positive” 
for eligibility. Our processes remain in strict accordance with ADA 
paratransit regulations.


Special Needs Assessments:


MTM works with school districts and special needs organizations 
to encourage independence.  In-person assessments assist 
parents and educators in determining which individuals can 
safely and effectively utilize public transportation. 


General Mobility Assessments:


General mobility assessments are available to any organization 
that is in need of eligibility determinations for transportation 
benefits, as well as those that are looking to improve the overall 
independence of their population.  


Travel Training
Following ADA, general mobility, or special needs assess-
ments, On the Move can offer travel training to candidates 
whose mobility could be improved  with further assistance.  If 
travel training is indicated, the Travel Trainer will set up training 
in the community using the fixed route system in the 
applicant’s region.  Travel Training is always provided in the 
participant’s community, using real buses and situations.


The courses are taught by skilled trainers with experience in 
serving individuals or groups with special needs and disabili-
ties. The trainers assist participants in overcoming fears and 
building confidence so they can use the least restrictive mode 
of public transportation system to the fullest extent possible.


Travel training topics include: 


 Safety and Awareness 
 Bus and Train Maps and Schedules 
 Trip Planning 
 Accessibility Features of the Bus and Rail Systems 
 Emergency Skills 
 Appropriate Social Behavior 


Who can benefit from 
On the Move?


 Transit Organizations
 School Districts
 Medicare Health Plans
 Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities 


(IDD) Programs


Sample Workflow
On The Move Assessment & Travel Training Process


On the Move helps individuals become more 


confident and self-reliant as a result of learning to 


travel independently.  These skills improve the quality 


of life of the program participant as it encourages 


community integration, participation in recreational 


and employment activities, and overall independence.  


Travel training also provides benefit to the community 


as it encourages use of public transportation and 


reduces costly paratransit usage.







1. Application  


2. Assessment  


3. Recommendation 


4. Travel Training 


5. Result: Individuals can 
utilize  appropriate 
mode of 
transportation


Program Spotlight: TriMet, Oregon
The Tri-County Metropolitan District of Oregon (TriMet) program provides 
service to the Portland metro area.  The TriMet paratransit program, LIFT, 
receives 400 new applicants each month.  The average fixed route trip 
in Portland is $2.30 one way, whereas a paratransit ride is $27.50 one 
way- almost twelve times the cost of fixed route service.  At the TriMet 
Transit Mobility Center, MTM provides on-site professional medical staff, 
including a registered nurse and occupational and physical therapists, 
who perform functional assessments.  By having MTM professional staff 
on site conducting in-person assessments, TriMet is working toward its 
goal of reducing the usage of high cost paratransit services while 
ensuring accurate and safe travel recommendations for its residents. 
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ID Task Name Duration Start Finish


1 Nevada Implementation Plan 50 days Tue 3/13/12 Tue 5/1/12
2 Contract Award (assumed) 1 day Tue 3/13/12 Tue 3/13/12
3 Kick-off Meeting 1 day Wed 3/14/12 Wed 3/14/12
4 Work Plan 7 days Wed 3/14/12 Tue 3/20/12
5 Draft and submit to DHCFP 1 day Wed 3/14/12 Wed 3/14/12
6 Review/approve work plan 5 days Thu 3/15/12 Mon 3/19/12
7 Finalize work plan and commence work 1 day Tue 3/20/12 Tue 3/20/12
8 Facility 8 days Tue 3/20/12 Tue 3/27/12
9 Acquire office space 1 day Tue 3/20/12 Tue 3/20/12
10 Finish space as necessary 2 days Fri 3/23/12 Sat 3/24/12
11 Acquire furniture 1 day Sun 3/25/12 Sun 3/25/12
12 Acquire/install telecommunications/computer/office equipment 1 day Mon 3/26/12 Mon 3/26/12
13 Acquire office supplies 1 day Tue 3/27/12 Tue 3/27/12
14 Staffing 7 days Tue 3/20/12 Mon 3/26/12
15 Place employment ads 1 day Tue 3/20/12 Tue 3/20/12
16 Interview 5 days Wed 3/21/12 Sun 3/25/12
17 Hire 1 day Mon 3/26/12 Mon 3/26/12
18 Training 21 days Tue 3/20/12 Mon 4/9/12
19 Develop training plan 1 day Tue 3/20/12 Tue 3/20/12
20 Approve training plan 1 day Wed 3/21/12 Wed 3/21/12
21 Finalize training plan 1 day Sat 3/24/12 Sat 3/24/12
22 Conduct CSR training 14 days Tue 3/27/12 Mon 4/9/12
23 Conduct management training 14 days Tue 3/27/12 Mon 4/9/12
24 Conduct Care Management training 14 days Tue 3/27/12 Mon 4/9/12
25 Conduct QA training 14 days Tue 3/27/12 Mon 4/9/12
26 Conduct reconciliation training 14 days Tue 3/27/12 Mon 4/9/12
27 Transportation Network 11 days Thu 3/15/12 Sun 3/25/12
28 Conduct town hall meetings 3 days Thu 3/15/12 Sat 3/17/12
29 Send application packets to providers 1 day Thu 3/15/12 Thu 3/15/12
30 Review packets 5 days Fri 3/16/12 Tue 3/20/12
31 Credential providers 5 days Wed 3/21/12 Sun 3/25/12
32 Train providers 5 days Wed 3/21/12 Sun 3/25/12
33 Inspect providers 5 days Wed 3/21/12 Sun 3/25/12
34 Contract providers 2 days Wed 3/21/12 Thu 3/22/12
35 Enter providers into MTM NET system 1 day Fri 3/23/12 Fri 3/23/12
36 Eligibility 11 days Wed 3/21/12 Sat 3/31/12
37 Establish eligibility contacts 3 days Wed 3/21/12 Fri 3/23/12
38 Define eligibility business rules, tools and data 3 days Sat 3/24/12 Mon 3/26/12
39 Review and update (internal) eligibility business rules 3 days Tue 3/27/12 Thu 3/29/12
40 Submit eligibility business rules to DHCFP 1 day Fri 3/30/12 Fri 3/30/12
41 Approve eligibility business rules 1 day Sat 3/31/12 Sat 3/31/12
42 MTM NET System 11 days Wed 3/21/12 Sat 3/31/12
43 Verify system capacity and bandwidth 10 days Wed 3/21/12 Fri 3/30/12
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ID Task Name Duration Start Finish


44 Manage necessary capacity upgrades 5 days Wed 3/21/12 Sun 3/25/12
45 Test any necessary upgrades 5 days Mon 3/26/12 Fri 3/30/12
46 Manage manual eligibility changes 9 days Wed 3/21/12 Thu 3/29/12
47 Develop (internal) manual authorization process 3 days Wed 3/21/12 Fri 3/23/12
48 Specify MTM NET updates 3 days Sat 3/24/12 Mon 3/26/12
49 Update MTM NET System 3 days Tue 3/27/12 Thu 3/29/12
50 Manage file based eligibility 11 days Wed 3/21/12 Sat 3/31/12
51 Specify MTM NET updates 3 days Wed 3/21/12 Fri 3/23/12
52 Update MTM NET system 3 days Sat 3/24/12 Mon 3/26/12
53 Receive test eligibility file 1 day Tue 3/27/12 Tue 3/27/12
54 Test/resolve eligibility file and processing 2 days Wed 3/28/12 Thu 3/29/12
55 Receive production eligibility file 1 day Fri 3/30/12 Fri 3/30/12
56 Load and process eligibility file 1 day Sat 3/31/12 Sat 3/31/12
57 Medical provider files 10 days Wed 3/21/12 Fri 3/30/12
58 Establish if medical provider file required 1 day Wed 3/21/12 Wed 3/21/12
59 Receive medical provider file specification 1 day Thu 3/22/12 Thu 3/22/12
60 Program medical eligibility file processing 1 day Fri 3/23/12 Fri 3/23/12
61 Receive production medical provider file 1 day Fri 3/23/12 Fri 3/23/12
62 Test/resolve medical provider file processing 5 days Sat 3/24/12 Wed 3/28/12
63 Load and process medical provider file 2 days Thu 3/29/12 Fri 3/30/12
64 Business processes 10 days Wed 3/21/12 Fri 3/30/12
65 New business processes 10 days Wed 3/21/12 Fri 3/30/12
66 Define new processes 3 days Wed 3/21/12 Fri 3/23/12
67 Review/approve processes 3 days Sat 3/24/12 Mon 3/26/12
68 Specify MTM NET updates 2 days Tue 3/27/12 Wed 3/28/12
69 Update MTM NET System 1 day Thu 3/29/12 Thu 3/29/12
70 Test, update, approve new processes 1 day Fri 3/30/12 Fri 3/30/12
71 Existing business processes 10 days Wed 3/21/12 Fri 3/30/12
72 Update existing processes 3 days Wed 3/21/12 Fri 3/23/12
73 Review/approve processes 3 days Sat 3/24/12 Mon 3/26/12
74 Specify MTM NET updates 2 days Tue 3/27/12 Wed 3/28/12
75 Update MTM NET System 1 day Thu 3/29/12 Thu 3/29/12
76 Test, update, approve new processes 1 day Fri 3/30/12 Fri 3/30/12
77 Education, Training, and Outreach (ETO) 13 days Thu 3/15/12 Tue 3/27/12
78 Member Materials 13 days Thu 3/15/12 Tue 3/27/12
79 Draft and submit to DHCFP 5 days Thu 3/15/12 Mon 3/19/12
80 Review/approve 5 days Tue 3/20/12 Sat 3/24/12
81 Incorporate changes/finalize 2 days Sun 3/25/12 Mon 3/26/12
82 Distribute materials 1 day Tue 3/27/12 Tue 3/27/12
83 Medical Provider Materials 11 days Thu 3/15/12 Sun 3/25/12
84 Draft and submit to DHCFP 3 days Thu 3/15/12 Sat 3/17/12
85 Review/approve 5 days Sun 3/18/12 Thu 3/22/12
86 Incorporate changes/finalize 2 days Fri 3/23/12 Sat 3/24/12
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ID Task Name Duration Start Finish


87 Distribute materials 1 day Sun 3/25/12 Sun 3/25/12
88 Deliverables 15 days Thu 3/15/12 Thu 3/29/12
89 Reports 15 days Thu 3/15/12 Thu 3/29/12
90 Draft and submit to DHCFP 5 days Thu 3/15/12 Mon 3/19/12
91 Review/approve 5 days Tue 3/20/12 Sat 3/24/12
92 Incorporate changes/finalize 5 days Sun 3/25/12 Thu 3/29/12
93 Protocols 15 days Thu 3/15/12 Thu 3/29/12
94 Draft and submit to DHCFP 5 days Thu 3/15/12 Mon 3/19/12
95 Review/approve 5 days Tue 3/20/12 Sat 3/24/12
96 Incorporate changes/finalize 5 days Sun 3/25/12 Thu 3/29/12
97 Operations Procedures Manual 15 days Thu 3/15/12 Thu 3/29/12
98 Draft and submit to DHCFP 5 days Thu 3/15/12 Mon 3/19/12
99 Review/approve 5 days Tue 3/20/12 Sat 3/24/12


100 Incorporate changes/finalize 5 days Sun 3/25/12 Thu 3/29/12
101 Encounter Data Submission Procedures 15 days Thu 3/15/12 Thu 3/29/12
102 Draft and submit to DHCFP 5 days Thu 3/15/12 Mon 3/19/12
103 Review/approve 5 days Tue 3/20/12 Sat 3/24/12
104 Incorporate changes/finalize 5 days Sun 3/25/12 Thu 3/29/12
105 Quality Assurance Plan 15 days Thu 3/15/12 Thu 3/29/12
106 Draft and submit to DHCFP 5 days Thu 3/15/12 Mon 3/19/12
107 Review/approve 5 days Tue 3/20/12 Sat 3/24/12
108 Incorporate changes/finalize 5 days Sun 3/25/12 Thu 3/29/12
109 Business Continuity/Disaster Recovery Plan 15 days Thu 3/15/12 Thu 3/29/12
110 Draft and submit to DHCFP 5 days Thu 3/15/12 Mon 3/19/12
111 Review/approve 5 days Tue 3/20/12 Sat 3/24/12
112 Incorporate changes/finalize 5 days Sun 3/25/12 Thu 3/29/12
113 Equal Employment Opportunity Plan 15 days Thu 3/15/12 Thu 3/29/12
114 Draft and submit to DHCFP 5 days Thu 3/15/12 Mon 3/19/12
115 Review/approve 5 days Tue 3/20/12 Sat 3/24/12
116 Incorporate changes/finalize 5 days Sun 3/25/12 Thu 3/29/12
117 Transportation Provider Manual 15 days Thu 3/15/12 Thu 3/29/12
118 Draft and submit to DHCFP 5 days Thu 3/15/12 Mon 3/19/12
119 Review/approve 5 days Tue 3/20/12 Sat 3/24/12
120 Incorporate changes/finalize 5 days Sun 3/25/12 Thu 3/29/12
121 Training Manuals 15 days Thu 3/15/12 Thu 3/29/12
122 Draft and submit to DHCFP 5 days Thu 3/15/12 Mon 3/19/12
123 Review/approve 5 days Tue 3/20/12 Sat 3/24/12
124 Incorporate changes/finalize 5 days Sun 3/25/12 Thu 3/29/12
125 Level of Need (LON) Process 15 days Thu 3/15/12 Thu 3/29/12
126 Draft and submit to DHCFP 5 days Thu 3/15/12 Mon 3/19/12
127 Review/approve 5 days Tue 3/20/12 Sat 3/24/12
128 Incorporate changes/finalize 5 days Sun 3/25/12 Thu 3/29/12
129 Trip Transition 9 days Tue 3/20/12 Wed 3/28/12
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ID Task Name Duration Start Finish


130 Obtain trip data from DHCFP/TPs (prior to phone lines opening) 1 day Tue 3/20/12 Tue 3/20/12
131 Extract trip data 2 days Wed 3/21/12 Thu 3/22/12
132 Enter trip data into MTM NET System 2 days Fri 3/23/12 Sat 3/24/12
133 Create facility rosters 2 days Sun 3/25/12 Mon 3/26/12
134 Confirm/correct rosters with facilities 2 days Tue 3/27/12 Wed 3/28/12
135 Readiness Testing 12 days Sun 4/1/12 Thu 4/12/12
136 Conduct readiness test 5 days Sun 4/1/12 Thu 4/5/12
137 Correct any issues identified during readiness test 5 days Fri 4/6/12 Tue 4/10/12
138 Approve "Go Live" 1 day Wed 4/11/12 Wed 4/11/12
139 Phone lines open 1 day Thu 4/12/12 Thu 4/12/12
140 Transportation Commences 1 day Tue 5/1/12 Tue 5/1/12
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Section 3.9 – Grievances, Appeals and Fair Hearings



SCOPE OF WORK

3.9	GRIEVANCES, APPEALS, AND FAIR HEARINGS

3.9.1	Notice of Decision

	The vendor may take action on a recipient’s transportation service authorization request based on Medicaid guidelines set forth in Chapter 1900 of the Medicaid Services Manual (MSM).  The service authorization request may be denied or limited (i.e. denied in part, or reduced) based on MSM policies.  The vendor shall notify each recipient in writing of the reason for the adverse action on their transportation service authorization request within five (5) business days of the adverse action.  Pursuant to 42 CFR 438.10 (h), the Notice of Decision (NOD) shall include information regarding the recipient’s right to a State Fair Hearing, the method for obtaining a State Fair hearing, and the rules that govern the recipient’s right to representation.   The vendor must provide a Notice of Decision (NOD) to the recipient written notice of any decision to deny a service authorization request or to authorize a service in an amount, duration, or scope that is less than requested. 

The notice of Decision must include the following information:

3.9.1.1	The action the Contractor or its network provider has taken or intends to take;

3.9.1.2	The reasons for the action (including the MSM section that calls for the action);

3.9.1.3	The recipient’s right to request a State Fair hearing;

3.9.1.4	The method of obtaining a State Fair Hearing;

3.9.1.5	The rules that govern representation at a State Fair Hearing;

3.9.1.6	The right of the recipient to request a state fair hearing and how to do so; 

3.9.1.7	The right to request to receive benefits while the hearing is pending and how to make this request; 

3.9.1.8	That the recipient may be held liable for the cost of those benefits if the hearing decision upholds the vendor’s action; and

3.9.1.9	The Contractor is required to maintain records of grievances and NODs, which the State will review as part of the State’s contract monitoring and management oversight.   

We understand and agree to comply with this requirement.

LogistiCare authorizes the most medically appropriate, least costly mode of transportation for Medicaid-eligible beneficiaries requesting NET service that is consistent with their needs. However, we deny or discontinue trips (if multiple trips have been authorized) for any recipient who is determined to be, or becomes Medicaid ineligible. 

We notify each recipient in writing of the reason for the adverse action on their transportation request within five (5) business days of the adverse action, but usually within 72 hours pursuant to 42 CFR 438.10 (h). Notification is provided via Nevada’s Notice of Decision for Payment Authorization Request Form (Notice of Decision or NOD), which includes information regarding the recipient’s right to a State Fair Hearing, the method for obtaining a State Fair Hearing, and the rules that govern the recipient’s right to representation.

Notice of Decision

LogistiCare has a well-developed system for recording denials and communicating denial decisions to recipients using the Notice of Decision document. If a reservation request for NET service is denied, the CSR informs the caller that the trip request is denied and explains their right to and the process for an appeal. LogistiCAD generates a reservation “denied” status, allowing the CRS to enter a reason for the denied trip. This, in turn, triggers an automated denial and appeals communication process whereby the Notice of Decision is mailed to the recipient within 72 hours.  The majority of complaints are resolved and closed within 24-48 hours. In fact, our performance measurement for complaints in 2010 demonstrated 99.97 percent complaint-free trips.

The Notice of Decision form provides an explanation for the decision to deny service, and reasons for the denial. It also includes a Hearing Information and Hearing Request Form which outlines the Division’s rules and process for requesting a formal hearing, as required by 3.9.1.1 through 3.9.1.9 of the RFP.

A weekly denial report is produced and our General Manager reviews the information and meets with our quality assurance staff to discuss reasons for denials and appropriate corrective action if necessary.

3.9.2	Grievances

The vendor is responsible for receiving and responding to all grievances with regard to the delivery of non-emergency transportation services under this contract, verbal or written, from recipients, providers, Division or other sources. A complaint is defined as a verbal or written expression of dissatisfaction with some aspect of NET services.  The vendor should encourage those with verbal complaints to submit them as written complaints.

LogistiCare takes verbal and written complaints very seriously, regardless of the source. Unlike our competitors, LogistiCare logs each and every negative comment, regardless of the context or subject matter, as a complaint. When LogistiCare receives a complaint, we handle it with the utmost urgency and resolve it expediently and courteously. Complaints can be filed by anyone — recipients, providers, facility staff, and other Medicaid service providers. For example, LogistiCare’s Transportation Coordinators and CSRs register and code any real-time call to the “Where’s My Ride?” phone line as a complaint, while other brokers do not self-identify such ride assistance calls as complaints. Information from these calls is entered into our LogistiCAD Complaint Editor as an “Issue” which links the information to the appropriate reservation, or customer record. This capability allows for instant referencing whenever the customer calls in, or when trip records are audited.

Our performance in Nevada is characterized by a very low level of complaints averaging less than three complaints per 1,000 trips.  In 2010, we achieved a 99.7 percent complaint-free performance rating and we will continue to aim for zero complaints as our target. Nationally, LogistiCare maintains an average 99.5 percent complaint-free performance rating across our major state NET operations.

Any recipient can file a complaint via our toll-free reservation telephone line. Should a recipient have a valid issue or concern, LogistiCare has dedicated, experienced staff members who document and monitor the complaint or issue to resolution.

VALUE-ADD: Web Link to Register Complaints

As a value-add feature, LogistiCare provides direct access for recipients to file any comments, suggestions, or complaints through our “We Care” portal in the recipient’s section of our Web site at www.LogistiCare.com. This same “We Care” Web portal functionality is also available to facility staff and transportation providers in their respective sections of our Web site. Our Nevada General Manager and our National Ombudsman receive ongoing communication regarding all complaints entered into LogistiCAD to aid their follow-up and resolution of each complaint. Additionally, each complaint recorded at the “We Care” Web link is automatically forwarded to the Senior Vice President, Gregg Bryars, for his review and follow-up discussion with the local management team.

3.9.2.1	The vendor shall attempt to respond verbally to the recipients, authorized representative, Division or provider grievances within twenty-four (24) hours of receipt of the grievance. The vendor shall respond to written grievances in writing within seventy-two (72) hours.

When we receive complaints, either verbally or in writing, we attempt to resolve them immediately, in “real-time” and always respond within 24 hours to verbal complaints and within 72 hours to written complaints. All issues are logged into LogistiCAD and the complainant is mailed a response within 72 hours. The letter outlines resolutions and describes the recipient’s right to appeal. When the complaint cannot be resolved immediately, the individual is provided a realistic timeframe in which they can expect a resolution. Serious complaints receive immediate remedial action from our quality assurance staff, the Director of Operations, or the General Manager.

3.9.2.2	The vendor must have a process with which to address recipient authorized representative, Division or provider grievances.  The vendor’s grievance process must be in writing and submitted to DHCFP for review and approval at the time of contract implementation.  DHCFP will refer all recipient grievances to the vendor for resolution.  The vendor must provide information about its grievance process to all providers and subcontractors, at the time they enter into a contract. 

As the incumbent, our written grievance processes, policies, and procedures are currently approved by DHCFP. Our subcontracted transportation providers are also aware and knowledgeable about our grievance procedures and policies. This information is provided to all transportation providers at the time they enter into an agreement with us. Ongoing education is also provided throughout the year.

We use a tiered approach to addressing complaints and track each step via our LogistiCAD system. Depending on the type of complaint selected when it is entered into the system, LogistiCAD automatically assigns the appropriate tier classification based on the severity of the complaint type, as depicted in Figure 3.4.7. 

















Our local Director of Operations is responsible for handling and documenting appropriate action for each complaint and communicating to appropriate staff.

· Tier I complaints are immediately reported to the General Manager, who notifies DHCFP of the incident. LogistiCare immediately commences an investigation, and works with affected parties to resolve concerns.

· Tier II complaints are investigated and resolved within 72 hours from the time of the submission. Complaints involving a transportation provider are faxed to the provider and a returned response is required from them within 24 hours. Resolution could include correspondence with relevant parties and documentation of corrective action. Tier II complaints are reported to the Director of Operations daily and reported to DHCFP monthly. 

· Tiers III and IV complaints are reviewed by the Director of Operations and forwarded to the appropriate LogistiCare team member for resolution. For example, vehicle issues are forwarded to the Field Monitor and Operations Director for resolution. 

All complaints are acknowledged, tracked, and monitored for relevant trends and indications of systemic problems. If a pattern is noted, we raise the awareness and resolution to the next appropriate Tier level, in accordance with the severity. 

As indicated above, all complaints are responded to in writing within 72 hours. The letter outlines resolutions and describes the complainant’s right to appeal. Serious complaints receive immediate remedial action from our quality assurance staff, the Director of Operations, or the General Manager.

We strive to resolve every grievance/complaint within 30 days and no later than 90 days, as required by the RFP. Again, the vast majority of complaints are resolved within 24-48 hours.

3.9.2.3	The vendor is required to dispose of each grievance and provide notice as expeditiously as the recipient’s health condition requires within the State’s established time frames which allows the vendor no more than ninety (90) days from the date the grievance is received by the vendor or a network provider.  In addition, the vendor must:

As outlined in the sections above, we attempt to resolve grievances immediately, in “real-time” and always respond within 24 hours. Serious complaints receive immediate remedial action from our Nevada operations team. All complaints are logged into LogistiCAD and the complainant is mailed a response within 72 hours. 

We strive to resolve every complaint within 30 days and no later than 90 days as required by the RFP. Complaints that have been disputed will continue to be resolved within 90 days from the date the complaint is received by LogistiCare or one of our network providers. Any complaints received by LogistiCare regarding a transportation provider are faxed immediately to the applicable provider, to afford them an opportunity to respond to the complaint.

3.9.2.3.1	Provide recipients any reasonable assistance in completing forms and taking other procedural steps.  This includes but is not limited to providing interpreter services and toll-free numbers that have adequate TTY/TTD and interpreter capability;

We understand and agree to comply with this requirement.

Our team is happy to assist any recipient requiring help with filing a complaint and offers assistance at the time the call is received, including referring the complainant to our interpretative services and TTY/TTD lines.

3.9.2.3.2	Acknowledge receipt of each grievance;

We understand and agree to comply with this requirement.

As described above, we promptly and courteously acknowledge receipt of all complaints received, if not immediately, then within 24 hours. LogistiCare takes all complaints seriously, regardless of the subject matter or source. We work diligently to assure each complainant that their voice is heard and that we will work to resolve all issues appropriately and expeditiously. 

3.9.2.3.3	Ensure that the individuals who make decisions on grievances were not involved in any previous level of review or decision-making; and,

We understand and agree to comply with this requirement.

LogistiCare is diligent to safeguard that individuals who make decisions on grievances are not involved in any previous level of review or decision-making. Grievances are escalated to and through the various levels of our management team, as appropriate.

3.9.2.3.4	The vendor shall notify the recipient of the disposition of grievances in written format.  The written notice must include the results of the resolution process and the date it was completed.

We understand and agree to comply with this requirement.

Our Quality Assurance staff enters the details of a complaint, investigation, and corrective action into our NET management system, LogistiCAD. An automated closing code is assigned to every complaint. Upon completion, a resolution letter is generated and mailed to the complainant with a copy to DHCFP.

Our Nevada team analyzes all complaints using a variety of variables and integrates the results into our quality improvement plan, as appropriate.  DHCFP receives information regarding all complaints in their monthly reporting package.

3.9.2.4	The vendor must establish a process to resolve any provider grievances that are separate from, and not a party to, grievances submitted by providers on behalf of recipients. Written grievance procedures must be included, for review and approval, at the time the vendor policies and procedures are submitted to the DHCFP and at anytime thereafter when the vendor’s provider grievance policies and procedures have been revised or updated.

We understand and agree to comply with this requirement.

We have processes in place to resolve provider complaints that are separate from complaints submitted by or on behalf of recipients.

LogistiCare has comprehensive written policies and procedures regarding inquiries, complaints, and the appeal process for our subcontracted transportation providers and healthcare providers.

Our complaint policies and procedures are incorporated into our provider operations manual, which is distributed to all network providers at the time of contract, and to “out-of-network” transportation providers, as appropriate. The information is also shared regularly during scheduled meetings with our network providers.

Working with Providers to Avoid Complaints

As the incumbent, we have long established relationships with our transportation providers. Our Nevada staff members are extremely committed to maintaining open lines of communications with them to achieve complete and timely response to any inquiries. To promote staff availability and efficient functional processes, we do not assign a single contact for our providers. Instead, inquiries are received and fielded by the appropriate individuals to allow the inquiry or complaint to be addressed by a staff member most knowledgeable about the subject matter. Our provider manual contains a comprehensive contact list of departments and personnel with corresponding areas of responsibility for inquiries and complaints.

We make every effort to fully address inquiries before they escalate to a complaint. Similar to our complaint processes described above, all inquiries, regardless of subject matter or source, are acknowledged within 24 hours. Complainants receive written notification within 72 hours, as appropriate, including notice of the provider’s right to appeal. 

3.9.2.4.1	The vendor must accept written or oral grievances that are submitted directly by the provider as well as those that are submitted from other sources, including the DHCFP.  The vendor must keep a written or electronic record of each provider grievance to include a description of the issue, the date filed, the dates and nature of actions taken, and the final resolution.  The vendor must issue a final decision, in writing, no later than Ninety (90) days after a grievance is filed.

We understand and agree to comply with this requirement.

As described in 3.9.2.2 above, LogistiCare takes all complaints very seriously, regardless of the source or subject matter and manages them via a tiered escalation process. When we receive a complaint, we handle it with the utmost urgency and resolve it expediently and courteously. Complaints can be filed by anyone — recipients, providers, facility staff, and other Medicaid service providers.

All complaints are acknowledged, tracked, and monitored for relevant trends and indications of systemic problems. If a pattern is noted, we raise the awareness and resolution to the next appropriate Tier level, in accordance with the severity. 

All complaints are responded to in writing within 72 hours. The letter outlines resolutions and describes the complainant’s right to appeal. Serious complaints receive immediate remedial action from our quality assurance staff, the Director of Operations, or the General Manager.

We strive to resolve every complaint within 30 days and no later than 90 days, as required by the RFP. 

3.9.2.5 	The vendor shall establish and maintain standardized written procedures for handling all grievances, including documentation requirements.  Investigation shall entail obtaining as much factual information about the grievance as is made available during the course of the investigation.  The vendor shall attempt to resolve the grievance, if possible.  The vendor shall maintain a log of all grievances, verbal and written, with documentation of the grievance and action taken to resolve the grievance.  The vendor shall compile a summary report and analyze grievances received on a monthly basis to determine quality of services to recipients and noting patterns or trends of grievances received.  This summary report shall be submitted to the Division by the 20th working day following the close of the reporting month.  The vendor shall analyze the grievance data for quality improvement as an integral part of its QA Monitoring Plan. 

LogistiCare has comprehensive written policies and procedures for handling complaints regardless of the source or subject matter. We are diligent in attempts to resolve grievances using our proven complaint resolution methodology. This methodology, which has been reviewed and approved by the Division, includes recording complaints in our LogistiCAD system, using reporting mechanisms to track and analyze complaints, documenting resolution and closing of complaints, and maintaining a permanent log of complaints including factual information collected during investigation, corrective action as appropriate, and resolution, and applying lessons learned to our quality improvement plans.

Our process for recording, investigating, resolving, and analyzing service issues is a key component of our day-to-day quality management practices. All complaints, whether received verbally or in writing (including e-mail), are documented immediately in LogistiCAD by an experienced staff member and resolved as quickly as possible.

As a value added innovation, LogistiCare will offer DHCFP on-demand, Web-based access to “real-time” management and operations reports including real-time information about complaints.

Reporting Complaint Activity to DHCFP

Our local Nevada managers review daily analytical reports generated in LogistiCAD and identify opportunities to improve service quality. Complaints may be reported about employees, treatment facilities, recipients, other passengers, transportation companies, drivers or generalities. Our responsiveness goal is to give anyone registering a complaint about LogistiCare-managed services a prompt and thorough response. Accordingly, our staff members attempt to resolve all issues or complaints immediately during the initial call, or by returning a call within 24 hours. Our centralized, automated, tracking system helps verify that all issues are successfully resolved and confirm that we report complaint information to DHCFP on a monthly basis. As described in 9.3.2 above, our Quality Assurance staff enters all details of any complaint, investigation, and corrective action into our NET management system, LogistiCAD. An automated closing code is assigned to every complaint for tracking and analysis purposes.

As a key component of our Quality Assurance Monitoring Plan, our Nevada management team regularly analyzes all complaints, using a variety of variables, to determine quality of services received by Nevada’s Medicaid recipients and patterns or trends potentially affecting quality. Results from their analysis are documented and integrated into our quality improvement plans, as appropriate. 

As highlighted throughout this section, our management staff is responsible for tracking and analyzing complaints. LogistiCAD uses a high-performance relational database management system that allows complaints to be tracked according to any field of interest and a variety of variables, such as provider; recipient; agency; date; and type of complaint. As part of our standard reporting package, DHCFP receives a monthly complaint report and a summary complaint report by the 20th working day following the close of the reporting month. These reports are easily modified to address any changes required by the Division.





		Complaint Reports Description



		Report

		Description



		Individual Complaint Data

		· Provides a detailed record of user-selected complaints, including detailed information on a complaint, the complaining party, whom the complaint was against, trip information, and the complete complaint activity listing along with the closing code



		Provider Detail

		· Shows a listing, grouped by provider, of the complaint type, date, trip identifiers, and closing code of complaints made during a user-specified date range 

· Provides totals by complaint type and transportation provider

· Generated for complaints that are open, closed, or both



		Provider Summary

		· Shows a summary, grouped by provider and region, of complaint types and the number of times they have occurred during a user-specified date range

· Provides complaint totals by transportation provider

· Generated for complaints that are open, closed, or both



		County Detail

		· Includes a listing, grouped by transportation provider and region, of the complaint type, date of complaint, trip identifiers, and closing code of complaints made during the user-specified date range 

· Provides totals by complaint type, region, and transportation provider

· Generated for complaints that are open, closed, or both (selection criteria include all or selected regions only)



		County Summary

		· Shows a summary of complaint types, grouped by transportation provider and region, and the number of times they have occurred during a user-specified date range

· Provides totals by transportation provider

· Generated for complaints that are open, closed, or both (selection criteria include all or selected regions only)



		County by Closing Code

		· Summarizes the number of complaints sorted by region, complaint type, and closing codes; the complaints are further segmented by the complaining party and grouped by region and complaint type

· Generated for complaints made during a user selected date range, for user-selected regions, and for complaints that are open, closed, or both




		Facility

		· Shows a summary of the number of occurrences of each complaint type, grouped by facility and complaint type 

· Generated for complaints made during a user-selected date range, for the user-selected facilities, and for complaints that are open, closed, or both



		Facility Type

		· Summarizes the number of each complaint type, by facility type, within a user-defined time frame; grouped by facility type and complaint type.

· Generated for complaints made during a user-selected date range, for user-selected facilities, and for complaints that are open, closed, or both.



		Aging Complaints

		· Provides a summary of the number of open complaints broken down by age and grouped by county and complaint type

· Generated for complaints made during a user-defined date range, for user-selected counties, and for complaints that are open, closed, or both



		Resolution Letters

		· Generates all complaint resolution letters requested by the user





We are able to provide DHCFP with any standard or ad-hoc reports from LogistiCAD, in addition to the monthly summary report of complaints and resolutions required by the RFP. The monthly complaint summary includes information such as the following:

		· Complaints received

· Dates received

· Date of resolution, if applicable

· Description of the resolution

		· Complaints not yet resolved

· Complaints in the process of resolution

· Complaints that have been resolved 







	









3.9.3	Appeals

3.9.3.1	The vendor must establish an appeals process to review any decision denying, terminating or reducing services and any decisions resulting from a grievance from a provider or a recipient. The review shall be performed by parties other than those making the original decision and who possess the authority to uphold, modify, or reverse the original decision. The Written Appeals procedures must be included, for review and approval, at the time the vendor policies and procedures are submitted to the DHCFP and at any time thereafter when the vendor’s provider appeals policies and procedures have been revised or updated.

We understand and agree to comply with this requirement.

As the current NET vendor for the State of Nevada, we follow the Division’s appeal process relative to a recipient’s appeal of any decision denying, terminating or reducing their services.  This process is outlined on the Division of Health Care Financing and Policy‘s Notice of Decision for Payment Authorization Request Form, as described in the sections above. This form is provided to recipients upon a denial for service.

Complaints are managed, and documented in our policies and procedures, as outlined in the sections above. LogistiCare’s complaint resolution methodology includes complaint recording, complaint filing assistance, complaint tracking and complaint analysis for continuous improvement. LogistiCare has developed a specialized, tiered-complaint system to meet the needs of our recipients and providers promptly and efficiently. We will be happy to resubmit our processes to DHCFP for approval.



3.9.3.2	The vendor must accept written or oral appeals that are submitted directly by the provider as well as those that are submitted from other sources, including the DHCFP.  An oral appeal must be followed by a written, signed appeal; however, the oral appeal must count as the initial date of appeal.  The vendor must keep a written or electronic record of each provider appeal to include a description of the issue, the date filed, the dates and nature of actions taken, and the final resolution.  The vendor must issue a final decision, in writing, no later than thirty (30) days after an appeal is filed.

We understand and agree to comply with this requirement.

We accept appeals from our NET providers, including those submitted through DHCFP. Complainants filing an oral appeal are advised to submit a written signed appeal. However, the date of the appeal is documented as the date of the oral filing. We make every attempt to issue a final decision, in writing, no later than 30 days after an appeal is filed. 

All appeals are logged into our LogistiCAD system, where an electronic record is maintained, including a description of the issue, the date filed, the dates and nature of actions taken, and the final resolution.

3.9.3.2	The state fair hearing process is described in Chapter 3100 and Chapter 1900 of the Medicaid Services Manual. The vendor is required to provide access to state fair hearings in the event an action is taken by the vendor on a recipient’s service authorization request. A recipient, recipient’s representative or the representative of a deceased recipient’s estate has the right to request a state fair hearing.  The vendor will participate in the state fair hearing process, at the vendor’s expense, in each circumstance in which a recipient for whom the vendor has made an adverse determination requests a state fair hearing.  The vendor is bound by the decision of the Fair Hearing Officer.  Recipient grievances eligible for the State Fair Hearing process include:

· Denial or limited authorization of a requested service;

· Reduction, suspension or termination of a previously authorized service; and

· Failure of the vendor to meet specified timeframes (e.g., authorization, claims processing, appeal resolution).

We understand and agree to comply with this requirement.

As the incumbent broker for Nevada’s NET program, we are currently meeting these requirements and understand the grievances that are eligible for the State Fair Hearing process.

A LogistiCare management staff member attends the Fair Hearings and the results are documented in the recipient’s LogistiCAD record. Fair Hearings information is included in monthly reports to DHCFP and integrated in the operational quality improvement plans. All Fair Hearing Summaries are filed and stored with LogistiCare records.

In 2010, there was only one Fair Hearing involving LogistiCare. To date in 2011, there has also been one Fair Haring. Other appeals were settled in a pre-hearing. 

3.9.3.3	Pursuant to Nevada Revised Statute 422.306, when a provider has exhausted the vendor’s internal appeals process, the provider has the right to submit a written request to the DHCFP for a State Fair Hearing.  It is the vendor’s responsibility to notify the provider of this right at the time the provider enters into a contract with the vendor and when the outcome of an appeal is not wholly in favor of the provider pursuant to 42 CFR 431.200(b); 42 CFR 431.220(5); 42 CFR 438.414; and 42 CFR 438.10(g)(1).  Provider grievances eligible for the State Fair Hearing process include:

3.9.3.3.1 Denial or limited authorization of a requested service;

We understand and agree to comply with this requirement.

3.9.3.3.2 Reduction, suspension or termination of a previously authorized service;

We understand and agree to comply with this requirement.

3.9.3.3.3 Denial, in whole or in part, of payment for a service;

We understand and agree to comply with this requirement.

3.9.3.3.4 Demand for recoupment; or

We understand and agree to comply with this requirement.

3.9.3.3.5 Failure of the vendor to meet specified timeframes (e.g., authorization, claims processing, appeal resolution).

We understand and agree to comply with this requirement.

The DHCFP will not accept requests for State Fair Hearings that address provider enrollment, termination or other contract disputes between the vendor and its providers and/or subcontractors.   

We understand and agree to comply with this requirement.

At the time we enter into an agreement with a transportation provider, we inform them of their right to submit a written request for a State Fair Hearing directly to DHCFP, pursuant Nevada Revised Statute 422.306. All of our current providers have been duly notified.

3.9.3.4 Recipient Rights	

Pursuant to 42 CFR 438.100(c), the vendor shall ensure that each recipient is free to exercise his or her rights and that by the exercise of those rights, no adverse effect will result in the way the vendor treats the recipient. 

We understand and agree to comply with this requirement.

All LogistiCare staff members are trained to encourage recipients to exercise their rights and inform them that by doing so, no adverse effect will result. Our staff members are extremely conscientious about treating every recipient with respect and courtesy, regardless of complaints. LogistiCare staff members receive ethics training annually and understand that it is each person’s responsibility to report any negative behavior exhibited toward any recipient to management so that immediate action can be taken. Our caring and compassionate staff members are dedicated to treating all recipients fairly and without prejudice. 
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Disclosure of our Pending Litigations

is provided in binder entitled



Part I B Technical Confidential 
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Job description    Program Director


Position Summary 


The Program Director works in collaboration with operations, MTM support departments, and transportation providers to 


ensure the most appropriate and cost-effective delivery of transportation services. The Program Director also acts as the 


internal liaison between MTM departments and the Client to ensure MTM is fully compliant with the State/County Medicaid 


requirements governing non-emergency transportation programs.


Performance Measures – Major Job Objectives


Major Job Objective What’s Expected Measurement % 
  Criteria 


Job Title Program Director


Department Client Services


Reports to Vice President, Client Services


Exempt 


Non-exempt 


Full-time 


Part-time 


Location Multiple Locations


Origination Date 01/10/06


Last Revision Date 05/11/09


Leadership and contract 
compliance


Knowledge of NET 
policies and procedures


Customer Service and 
Building Relationships


Understanding of the 
political environment


Review of service delivery


• Lead teams of direct and non-direct reports to ensure business 
outcomes and contract goals are defined and met.


• Learn and understand all aspects of the contract.


• Keep abreast of changes to NET program rules, regulations and 
policies.


• Work with the Client to follow through on service issues, trouble 
shooting problems and concerns, complaints and education.


• Acquire a good understanding of State/County, and local climate and 
issues pertaining to the NET program.


• Review service delivery to ensure that the most appropriate and 
cost-effective mode of transportation is utilized.


95% or greater  


95% or greater


95% or greater


95% or greater


95% or greater             20%


-


20%


20%


20%


20%







Job description    Program Director


Other Job Functions          


• Work effectively through teams in a project management focused approach
• Plan continuously for growth and issue resolution
• Provide retrospective analysis of MTM services to ensure appropriate use of services
• Act as a liaison between MTM and external stakeholders to educate on MTM services and ensure customer satisfaction
• Identify and manage stakeholders’ expectations during all phases of the contract
• Maintain active involvement in State/Government programs and transportation related conferences/seminars
• Ensure ongoing compliance to MTM’s Quality Management Program
• Gain and maintain in-depth knowledge of MTM Transportation Guidelines and Vendor Quality Improvement Program
• Provide oversight and management of the Customer Service Center
• Gain and maintain in-depth knowledge of MTM departments
• Provide updates to MTM Protocols
• Responsible for building (or assuring building of) required documents and Work Plans as needed
• Provide necessary data and information to MTM staff assisting in the continuous monitoring and coordination of quality 


management activity; i.e. credentialing, re-credentialing, and quality management
• Provide to the Vice President, Operations a weekly status report on accomplishments, issues and concerns
• Prepare for, coordinate, and conduct, quarterly in-services with Client
• Provide ongoing, day-to-day service support to Client personnel
• Be available as Client’s key contact for any issues relating to the program
• Address all issues in a timely manner to the satisfaction of the client and MTM
• Educate Client on MTM procedures and services
• Inform clients of new items relating to the NET industry and/or MTM services
• Present annual plan reviews and work in a consultative manner with Client
• Manage branch office staff responsibilities (if applicable)
• Create detailed staffing plan (if applicable)
• Report problems or concerns of Client to the VP, Operations, and executive staff as needed
• Disseminate educational material to clients as needed
• Ensure all paperwork is complete, up-to-date and correctly filed
• Other duties as assigned by the Vice President, Operations
• Report to work as assigned and on time


Knowledge, Skills, And Abilities


• Excellent interpersonal skills and ability to work with a variety of people and job positions
• Knowledge of managed care, quality improvement, contracting
• Experience establishing key processes and procedures
• Ability to acquire in-depth knowledge of MTM operations
• Experience in operations and management of staff
• Experience in developing, promoting, and building key relationships with all key stakeholders
• Data analysis and interpretation skills
• Problem solving skills
• Ability to schedule, organize and prioritize multiple tasks
• Experience supervising and monitoring the delivery of contractual services
• Knowledge of budgets and cost analysis
• Excellent communication skills, verbal and written
• Ability to handle questions and resolve issues in a constructive manner
• Moderate to advanced computer skills







Job description    Program Director


Education


• Bachelor’s Degree or above
• Certified Project Management Professional or Associate Certification desired (PMI)


Experience


• Previous management experience
• Prior project or contract management experience.
• Previous experience working with Medicaid and or State programs preferred.
• Experience working for a managed care health provider preferred.


Positions Supervised


• Care Manager
• Quality Service Coordinator
• Program Manager


Tools/Equipment/Machines Used


Computer, laptop, copy machine, fax machine, Cisco phone system, cell phone and slide projector.


Physical Requirements And Working Conditions


Normal office conditions apply.  Employee must have clear, close vision for reading and computer work. Must be able to sit, stand, 
walk, balance, stoop, grasp, talk, hear and operate computer keyboard.  Job may require reaching at shoulder level and below waist.  
Will occasionally lift/push/pull up to 20 pound and carry objects 50 feet.  Position may require both local and overnight travel.


Acknowledgment


I have read and understand my position description and certify that I can and will fulfill the stated expectations:


____without accommodations


____ with the following accommodations:


Employee Name (print): _______________________________________________  


Employee Signature: ______________________________________________________    Date: ___________________________ 


Supervisor Signature: __________________________________________________    


Title: ________________________________________________________________    Date: _________________________


This job description in no way states or implies that these are the only duties to be performed by the employee 
occupying this job. Employees may be required to follow other job-related instructions and to perform other job-
related duties as requested, subject to all applicable state and federal laws. Certain job functions described 
herein may be subject to possible modification in accordance with applicable state and federal laws.


Original:  Human Resources
Cc:  Employee’s Supervisor
        Employee







 







Job description    Manager, CSC


Position Summary 


The Manager, CSC is responsible for Customer Service daily operations and for supervision of the Team Leads, After Hours 


Supervisor, Support Staff and Customer Service Representatives (CSRs).  The primary function is to assure compliance with 


all Customer Services established protocols, procedures, ensuring customer satisfaction, meeting service level and response 


time objectives across all areas of responsibility.


Performance Measures – Major Job Objectives


Major Job Objective What’s Expected Measurement % 
  Criteria 


Job Title Manager, CSC


Department CSC


Reports to Workforce Planning Manager


Exempt 


Non-exempt 


Full-time 


Part-time 


Location MO


Origination Date 5/22/00


Last Revision Date 4/10/09


Program Oversight


Staff Management


• 5% or less abandoned rate and 60 seconds or less speed of answer 
on a weekly basis


• Meet monthly productivity/quality goals


• Ensure all protocols are followed and personnel policies are adminis-
tered accurately and consistently


• Establish processes and procedures to handle each client’s business, 
update or revise as necessary


• Ensure effective and efficient utilization of resources


• Assures facility management including office and IT systems


• On-going review of processes to identify areas of improvement and 
recommend changes


• Coordinate all daily activities of the CSC through the team leads 
including scheduling and attendance management 


• Provide timely and effective feedback to all team members including 
performance reviews, developmental plans, and disciplinary actions as 
needed


• Compliance to HR policy and procedure


• Assure appropriate staffing levels in coordination with HR


• Heighten the emphasis on a positive motivational and teamwork 
environment in order to maintain high morale through awards, 
recognition and creative techniques


Monthly report 
summary


Service level 
contractual goals are 
met on a monthly 
basis


Monthly quality 
evaluations


Feedback from 
internal and external 
customers


Monthly productivity 
report


Quarterly report card 
for Call Center staff


Feedback from 
internal and external 
customers


50%


50%







Job description    Manager, CSC


Other Job Functions          


• Regular attendance required
• Other duties as assigned


Knowledge, Skills, And Abilities


• Strong written, verbal, and phone communication skills required
• Ability to acquire and maintain knowledge of MTM protocols, Transportation Provider Network system, and personnel policies 


required
• Excellent interpersonal skills and the ability to resolve customer complaints and personnel issues required
• Strong organizational and time management skills required
• Typing speed of 30 WPM or greater required
• Intermediate computer skills including Microsoft Outlook, Word, and Excel required


Education


• High school diploma or G.E.D required
• College degree preferred


Experience


• Previous experience in supervision required
• Five years experience in business, customer service or call center operations preferred.


Positions Supervised


• Team Lead
• CSR/Bilingual CSR
• Administrative Assistant
• Reports Specialist


Tools / Equipment / Machines Used


Computer, copy machine, fax machine, printer, Cisco phone system, projector


Physical Requirements And Working Conditions


Normal office conditions apply.  Employee must have clear, close vision for reading and computer work. Must be able to sit, stand, 
walk, balance, stoop, grasp, talk, hear and operate computer keyboard.  Job may require reaching at shoulder level and below 
waist.  Will occasionally lift/push/pull up to 20 pound and carry objects 50 feet.







Job description    Manager, CSC


Acknowledgment


I have read and understand my position description and certify that I can and will fulfill the stated expectations:


____without accommodations


____ with the following accommodations:


Employee Name (print): _______________________________________________  


Employee Signature: ______________________________________________________    Date: ___________________________ 


Supervisor Signature: __________________________________________________    


Title: ________________________________________________________________    Date: _________________________


This job description in no way states or implies that these are the only duties to be performed by the employee 
occupying this job. Employees may be required to follow other job-related instructions and to perform other job-
related duties as requested, subject to all applicable state and federal laws. Certain job functions described 
herein may be subject to possible modification in accordance with applicable state and federal laws.


Original:  Human Resources
Cc:  Employee’s Supervisor
        Employee







 







Job description    Education, Training,  
                                                  and Outreach Coordinator


Position Summary 


To support MTM’s mission by educating and providing outreach to key stakeholders and partners on MTM’s policies, proce-


dures, and best practices to promote quality, reliable and safe transportation.


Performance Measures – Major Job Objectives


Major Job Objective What’s Expected Measurement % 
  Criteria 


Job Title Education, Training, and Outreach Coordinator


Department Missouri


Reports to Program Manager


Exempt 


Non-exempt 


Full-time 


Part-time 


Location MO


Origination Date 10/01/09 


Networking


Training Development and 
Research


Training Delivery and 
Execution


Office Support


• Establish contacts and maintain working relationships with stakeholder 
agencies, i.e., medical and transportation providers, state agencies, and 
stakeholder agencies that represent the member populations.


• Maintain a database of stakeholders with key contact information.


• Schedule and conduct quarterly advisory committee meetings.


• Gain and maintain in-depth knowledge of MTM’s Policies and 
Procedures. 


• Develop quarterly training plans based on input from the Missouri 
Program Director and Team (Transportation Providers, Case Manage-
ment, Quality Management, and Business Solutions) to address 
training needs.


• Research industry best practices and training techniques for incorpora-
tion in training plans.


• Work in collaboration with the Missouri Area Liaison to assist transporta-
tion providers in complying with MTM Provider Guidelines.


• Provide information and suggestions to the Missouri Program Director 
via recommendation memos on changes or revisions that need to be 
made to MTM Transportation Provider Guidelines and other manuals.


• Participate in the planning and execution of Regional Provider 
meetings.


• Create, determine format and deliver trainings specific to the intended 
party and purpose.


• Create and distribute resource materials for the medical community.


• Schedule, secure training locations and speakers throughout the state, 
as needed. 


• Gather feedback/evaluations for each training.


• Provider office support by sharing duties, i.e., answering phones, 
answering/gathering information from walk-ins, and preparing meeting 
minutes and correspondence, as needed.


• Other duties as assigned.


Database and 
advisory committee 
minutes


Quarterly Training 
Plans and Recom-
mendation Memos


Education materials, 
presentations and 
evaluations


Telephone and 
document logs


10%


20%


50%


20%







Job description    Education, Training, and Outreach Coordinator


Other Job Functions          


• Adhere to the policies and procedures of MTM, state and other regulatory bodies
• Regular attendance required


Knowledge, Skills And Abilities


• Proficient with Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, Microsoft PowerPoint, and Microsoft Outlook; and Microsoft Access proficiency 
is preferred;


• Possess excellent verbal and written communication skills;
• Possess excellent time management and organizational skills;
• Local and overnight travel required, approximately 30%;
• Accommodate travel  time and schedule; hours not to exceed 40 hours per week; and
• Deal with people in a manner which shows sensitivity, tact, and professionalism.


Education


• Bachelor degree required


Experience


• Previous industry knowledge including health care, managed care, social service and/or transportation, at least 5 years 
preferred


• Experience designing and implementing training programs, at least 2 years of experience preferred


Positions Supervised


None


Tools/Equipment/Machines Used


Computer, copy machine, fax machine, and screen projector.  Must posess a valid driver’s license.


Physical Requirements And Working Conditions


Normal office conditions apply.  Employee must have clear, close vision for reading and computer work. Must be able to sit, stand, 
walk, balance, stoop, grasp, talk, hear and operate computer keyboard.  Job may require reaching at shoulder level and below 
waist.  Will occasionally lift/push/pull up to 20 pound and carry objects 50 feet.  Position may require both local and overnight 
travel.







Job description    Education, Training, and Outreach Coordinator


Acknowledgment


I have read and understand my position description and certify that I can and will fulfill the stated expectations:


____without accommodations


____ with the following accommodations:


Employee Name (print): _______________________________________________  


Employee Signature: ______________________________________________________    Date: ___________________________ 


Supervisor Signature: __________________________________________________    


Title: ________________________________________________________________    Date: _________________________


This job description in no way states or implies that these are the only duties to be performed by the employee 
occupying this job. Employees may be required to follow other job-related instructions and to perform other job-
related duties as requested, subject to all applicable state and federal laws. Certain job functions described 
herein may be subject to possible modification in accordance with applicable state and federal laws.


Original:  Human Resources
Cc:  Employee’s Supervisor
        Employee







 







Job description    Area Liaison


Position Summary 


The Area Liaison is a main liaison between Medical Transportation Management (MTM) and the Providers. The primary 


function includes conducting on-site visits and on-street observations, assuring compliance with MTM Provider Guidelines, 


education of the providers regarding the guidelines, which are the basis of the Provider, Quality Assurance and Improvement 


Program, and ensuring that MTM is providing customer service that meets or exceeds all performance standards established 


between MTM and the Client.


Performance Measures – Major Job Objectives


Major Job Objective What’s Expected Measurement % 
  Criteria 


Job Title Area Liaison


Department Network Management


Reports to VP, Network Management and Sales


Exempt 


Non-exempt 


Full-time 


Part-time 


Location MO


Origination Date 11-12-03


Last Revision Date 2-12-09


Manage assigned 
territories as Liaison


Perform site visits, vehicle 
inspections and maintain-
ing driver records


Assist in recruiting


Reporting in the NM 
database


• Work closely and maintain a good rapport with providers.


• Monitor/Identify the providers’ needs.


• Keep provides up to date with any changes that may be happening.


• Schedule site visits with the providers.


• Ensure all providers in the assigned territory are being visited and are in 
compliance with the MTM provider guidelines.


• Track and approve new/deleted/pass and failed vehicles.


• Receive and review new and deleted driver information.


• Enter site visit information into the NM database.


• Revisit any providers that are not in compliance.


• Ensure providers are following the MTM provider guidelines.


• Complete initial site visits with incoming transportation providers.


• Educate incoming providers on MTM policy and guidelines.


• Work closely and maintain a good rapport with the NM Representa-
tives.


• Assist the NM Rep with gathering any needed information from the 
providers.


• Assist in the recruiting of existing areas


• Help with the implementation and recruiting of new plans.


• Ensure all information gathered from the Providers is input into the NM 
database.


• Monitor Background Checks and MVR expiration dates.


• Pull any reports requested by the NM VP or Manager and ensure they 
are accurate.


Provider Satisfaction 
Surveys


QMC Compliance on 
completed site visits


QMC reporting 90% 
compliance


Site visit reports


CAP follow up


Database reports 


Initial site visits


Database reports


Expiration reports


30%


25%


20%


15%







Job description    Area Liaison


Other Job Functions          


• Maintain a QA file folder on all Providers and ensure all documentation is present and current.
• Assist the Network Management Manager in creating a file of acceptable templates and prototypes of documents to assist 


Providers.
• Assist with Provider in-service training, driver training, and other presentations to Providers and their drivers.
• Provide information and suggestions to MTM administration on changes or revisions that need to be made to the MTM Provider 


Guidelines.
• Participate in planning and execution of Regional Provider meetings.
• Works closely with Quality Management Department to review trends in Provider services and address problem areas.
• Maintain a valid driver’s license.
• Regular attendance required.
• Other duties as assigned.


Knowledge, Skills, And Abilities


• Ability to handle a diverse group of providers required.
• Ability to handle multiple tasks and situations required.
• Exemplary communications skills required.
• Ability to acquire and maintain an in-depth knowledge of the MTM Transportation Services Agreement (including Guidelines 


and pricing) and MTM policies and procedures.
• Ability to acquire and maintain a working knowledge of Americans with Disabilities (ADA) regulations, Department of transpor-


tation (DOT) regulations and Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) regulations preferred.
• Knowledge of Microsoft systems such as Outlook, Excel, Word, required and Access preferred.


Education


• High School Diploma or G.E.D. required.
• Some College preferred.


Experience


• Previous experience in working in a supervisory or oversight position preferred.
• Previous experience in the transportation industry preferred.


Performance Measures – Major Job Objectives


Major Job Objective What’s Expected Measurement % 
  Criteria 


Assist in training employ-
ees and providers


• Train new Liaison when a new plan has been awarded to MTM on an 
as needed basis.


• Educate providers on new processes.


• Ensure all providers in the assigned territory are familiar with the MTM 
provider guidelines.


• Educate the provider when they are not following the MTM transporta-
tion provider guidelines.


Traveling to the new 
area and conducting 
initial site visits while 
training the new 
Liaison


10%







Job description    Area Liaison


Positions Supervised


None


Tools/Equipment/Machines Used


Computer, copy machine, fax machine, printer, Cisco phone system


Physical Requirements And Working Conditions


Normal office conditions apply.  Employee must have clear, close vision for reading and computer work. Must be able to sit, stand, 
walk, balance, stoop, grasp, talk, hear and operate computer keyboard.  Job may require reaching at shoulder level and below 
waist.  Will occasionally lift/push/pull up to 20 pound and carry objects 50 feet.   Position may require both local and overnight 
travel.


Acknowledgment


I have read and understand my position description and certify that I can and will fulfill the stated expectations:


____without accommodations


____ with the following accommodations:


Employee Name (print): _______________________________________________  


Employee Signature: ______________________________________________________    Date: ___________________________ 


Supervisor Signature: __________________________________________________    


Title: ________________________________________________________________    Date: _________________________


This job description in no way states or implies that these are the only duties to be performed by the employee 
occupying this job. Employees may be required to follow other job-related instructions and to perform other job-
related duties as requested, subject to all applicable state and federal laws. Certain job functions described 
herein may be subject to possible modification in accordance with applicable state and federal laws.


Original:  Human Resources
Cc:  Employee’s Supervisor
        Employee







 







Job description    Network Representative


Position Summary 


The Network Representative is to recruit new providers in all area where MTM either contracts or where MTM is looking to 


expand and to maintain the MTM provider Network by creating good relationships with the providers to assure the highest 


possible quality of transportation is provided.


Performance Measures – Major Job Objectives


Major Job Objective What’s Expected Measurement % 
  Criteria 


Job Title Network Representative


Department Network Management 


Reports to Manager, Network  Management


Exempt 


Non-exempt 


Full-time 


Part-time 


Location MO


Origination Date 11/12/03


Last Revision Date 8/6/09


Manage assigned 
territories


Manage insurance 
certificates


• Independently evaluate requirements, research, and recruit new 
transportation providers in geographic area to ensure complete 
coverage in assigned recruitment territory


• Contract with newly recruited providers


• Provide complete information to the Transportation provider on MTM 
and its policy’s and requirements


• Independently approve any quotes by the Transportation Provider that 
are over their contracted rate.


• Use independent judgment to evaluate and determine billing rates for 
Transportation Providers


• Maintain a good rapport with the transportation providers


• Resolve provider questions and problems; coordinate with MTM’s 
Billing department, whenever necessary, to assist provider with billing 
concerns or problems


• Mediate for the Transportation Provider to resolve obstacles with Trip 
Reconciliation


• Notify the proper departments and/or offices of any provider changes


• Maintain the Public Contacts


• Create, enter and update providers in the AS/400


• Contact providers to correct faxing errors


• De-activate providers within the system for disciplinary reasons


• Adding providers to the network where average trip costs are too high


• Ensure all providers in the assigned territory have appropriate and 
effective insurance for their specific state


• Enter all insurance certificates received into the NM database


• Monitor all providers with expired insurance


• Follow the proper closure procedures for providers with cancelled 
insurance


Ensure adequate 
network is 
maintained so 
members are not 
denied transporta-
tion. 


Responsiveness of 
the Rep to the 
provider’s within 
allotted time to 
address and resolve 
providers inquires.


Notifications emails 
are written per 
department policy.  
This information 
should also be 
supported by the 
Public Contacts and 
ect.


Average trip cost in 
any given area 
greater than State or 
Standard Schedule A.


Insurance expiration 
report.


30%


30%







Job description    Network Representative


Other Job Functions          


• Send correspondence to providers upon initial contact and/or whenever necessary
• Assist Vice President of Network Management and Sales and Manager, Network Management in establishing standard pricing 


for providers in each area
• Assist all Customer Services Centers with provider issues
• Independently approve any quotes by the Transportation Provider that are over their contracted rate.
• Regular attendance required
• Other duties as assigned


Knowledge, Skills, And Abilities


• Ability to handle a diverse group of providers and their issues required
• Ability to handle multiple tasks and situations required
• Exemplary communication skills; both written and verbal required
• Ability to acquire and maintain knowledge of MTM contracting process required
• Knowledge of Microsoft systems such as Outlook, Excel, Word are required Access preferred


Education


High School Diploma or G.E.D. required


Experience


• Customer Service experience preferred
• Knowledge of MTM protocols preferred


Performance Measures – Major Job Objectives


Major Job Objective What’s Expected Measurement % 
  Criteria 


Maintain provider’s paper 
and electronic files


Work closely with the Area 
Liaison(s)


• Ensure the providers files are completed with all required documents 
and are kept up-to-date


• File any new information that belongs with the providers file such as 
insurance, CAPs, discipline or contractual paperwork


• Complete file audits


• Enter and update provider information in the NM database (excluding 
on-site visits and on-street observations)


• Maintain a good rapport with the Area Liaison(s)


• Keep the Liaison(s) up to date on the adequacy of the transportation 
provider network


• Requesting site visits to be completed on existing providers and/or 
potential providers


Flash Audits and 
annual Health Plan 
Audits.


Provider Liaison with 
Summary Report 
information, NM 
Database, AS/400 
and site visit reports. 


15%


15%







Job description    Network Representative


Positions Supervised


None


Tools / Equipment / Machines Used


Computer, copy machine, fax machine, printer, Cisco phone system


Physical Requirements And Working Conditions


Normal office conditions apply.  Employee must have clear, close vision for reading and computer work. Must be able to sit, stand, 
walk, balance, stoop, grasp, talk, hear and operate computer keyboard.  Job may require reaching at shoulder level and below 
waist.  Will occasionally lift/push/pull up to 20 pound and carry objects 50 feet.


Acknowledgment


I have read and understand my position description and certify that I can and will fulfill the stated expectations:


____without accommodations


____ with the following accommodations:


Employee Name (print): _______________________________________________  


Employee Signature: ______________________________________________________    Date: ___________________________ 


Supervisor Signature: __________________________________________________    


Title: ________________________________________________________________    Date: _________________________


This job description in no way states or implies that these are the only duties to be performed by the employee 
occupying this job. Employees may be required to follow other job-related instructions and to perform other job-
related duties as requested, subject to all applicable state and federal laws. Certain job functions described 
herein may be subject to possible modification in accordance with applicable state and federal laws.


Original:  Human Resources
Cc:  Employee’s Supervisor
        Employee







 







Job description    CSC Trainer


Position Summary 


The CSC Trainer is responsible for training all MTM new hires within the CSCs using established MTM protocols and proce-


dures. The CSC Trainer will also be responsible for re-education of current CSC employees as needed, and training all CSC 


staff members on new program features. This is an exempt, salaried position.


Performance Measures – Major Job Objectives


Major Job Objective What’s Expected Measurement % 
  Criteria 


Job Title CSC Trainer


Department CSC


Reports to Manager, CSC 


Exempt 


Non-exempt 


Full-time 


Part-time 


Location MO


Origination Date 01/29/2010


Call Center 


Strategic planning and 
analysis of results/training 
opportunities


Industry Focus


• Develop training and resource material for call center employees


• Conduct training sessions via phone, web based, or face to face


• Demonstrate strong leadership skills in communicating complex 
processes into simple and easy to understand concepts


• Maintain MTM intranet training resource application


• Perform CSR audits for accuracy and training opportunities 


• Responsible for ongoing evaluation of the training process and 
implementing changes for improvement if necessary


• Measure success of each training through different methodologies 
such as improved quality scores and reduction in errors on scheduled 
trips


• Maintain a solid knowledge of MTM’s product and service offerings, 
clientele, and upcoming business opportunities to ensure CSRs are 
trained in a timely manner. 


Prepared training 
materials


Observed training 
sessions


Review of training 
website


Documented report 
that shows statistical 
data # of observa-
tion and trip queries 
completed


 


Management 
observation 


Overall quality Scores


70%


20%


10%







Job description    CSC Trainer


Other Job Functions          


• Demonstrate sincere personal commitment to promptness, reliability and quality work.
• Proactively identify new solutions to drive efficiencies/productivity of call center employees.
• Adhere to all MTM established CSC guidelines and ensure MTM’s personnel policies are followed.
• Courteous response to all requests and proper use of terminology.
• Report to work as assigned and on time.
• Flexibility in hours/days in order to meet Corporate/CSC objectives.
• Regular attendance required (minimum 40-45 hour work weeks).
• Provide assistance and guidance to other staff as needed.
• Other duties as assigned.


Knowledge, Skills, And Abilities


• Typing speed of 30 WPM or greater.
• Knowledge of personal computer/keyboard.
• Knowledge or ability to learn Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, and Microsoft Word.
• Strong communication skills, both written and verbal.
• Extensive knowledge of MTM’s various protocols.
• Ability to be a role model for CSRs in proper phone etiquette and adherence to CSC procedures.
• Ability to work on multiple projects simultaneously.


Education


High school diploma or G.E.D. required


Experience


Previous work as a CSR in a Customer Service Center required
 Previous experience in supervision preferred   


Positions Supervised
  
None


Tools/Equipment/Machines Used


Computer, Microsoft Applications, copy machine, fax machine, Cisco phone system


Physical Requirements And Working Conditions


Normal office conditions apply- Must have clear, close vision for reading and computer work. Must be able to sit, stand, walk, 
balance, stoop, grasp, talk, hear and operate computer keyboard. Job requires sitting at desk on computer the majority of the day 
when not conducting in person training, However, will be required to stand up to 50% of the day when in a training session. 
Extensive overnight travel required (up to 50%).







Job description    CSC Trainer


Acknowledgment


I have read and understand my position description and certify that I can and will fulfill the stated expectations:


____without accommodations


____ with the following accommodations:


Employee Name (print): _______________________________________________  


Employee Signature: ______________________________________________________    Date: ___________________________ 


Supervisor Signature: __________________________________________________    


Title: ________________________________________________________________    Date: _________________________


This job description in no way states or implies that these are the only duties to be performed by the employee 
occupying this job. Employees may be required to follow other job-related instructions and to perform other job-
related duties as requested, subject to all applicable state and federal laws. Certain job functions described 
herein may be subject to possible modification in accordance with applicable state and federal laws.


Original:  Human Resources
Cc:  Employee’s Supervisor
        Employee







 







Job description    Team Lead, CSC


Position Summary 


The Team Lead, CSC is responsible for the supervision, assistance and monitoring a team of Customer Service Representa-


tives. Their primary function is to assure compliance with all MTM Customer Service Center protocols/procedures and ensure 


customer satisfaction.  


Performance Measures – Major Job Objectives


Major Job Objective What’s Expected Measurement % 
  Criteria 


Job Title Team Lead, CSC


Department CSC


Reports to Manager, CSC 


Exempt 


Non-exempt 


Full-time 


Part-time 


Location MO


Origination Date 01/15/05


Last Revision Date 03/03/09


Team Management  


Operations Oversight


• Serve as a role model for positive attitude and job performance  


• Ensure performance goals are met  


• Ongoing training of CSRs  


• Management of attendance records for assigned team


• Update assigned team of protocol/procedural changes in a concise 
and timely manner


• Proactively identify new procedures that will increase the effectiveness 
of the CSRs and the CSC


• Assist CSRs in resolving issues and complaints; assist with follow up 
and resolution of complaints and incidents


• Accept escalated calls from CSR’s as needed for resolution


• Be aware of the daily and weekly statistics  


• Take incoming calls as needed to ensure operations metrics are 
achieved


• Timely disciplinary 
actions


• Team 
performance/repor
t cards


• Observation by 
CSC Supervisor


• Monthly statistical   50%
reports


• Observation by  
CSC Supervisor


50%







Job description    Team Lead, CSC


Other Job Functions          


Demonstrate sincere personal commitment to promptness, reliability and quality work
Regular attendance required
Other duties as assigned


Knowledge, Skills, And Abilities


• Typing speed of 30 WPM or greater required
• Knowledge or ability to learn Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, and Microsoft Outlook
• Strong communication skills, both written and verbal 
• Ability to learn and maintain an extensive knowledge of MTM’s various protocols
• Ability to work with multiple situations and handle diverse issues required
• Able to multi-task in a fast paced environment required


Education


High school diploma or G.E.D. required


Experience


• Previous experience in supervision preferred   
• Customer service experience required  


Positions Supervised


Customer Service Representatives, Bilingual Customer Service Representatives


Tools/Equipment/Machines Used


Computer, copy machine, fax machine, printer, Cisco phone system


Physical Requirements And Working Conditions


Normal office conditions apply.  Employee must have clear, close vision for reading and computer work. Must be able to sit, stand, 
walk, balance, stoop, grasp, talk, hear and operate computer keyboard.  Job may require reaching at shoulder level and below 
waist.  Will occasionally lift/push/pull up to 20 pound and carry objects 50 feet.







Job description    Team Lead, CSC


Acknowledgment


I have read and understand my position description and certify that I can and will fulfill the stated expectations:


____without accommodations


____ with the following accommodations:


Employee Name (print): _______________________________________________  


Employee Signature: ______________________________________________________    Date: ___________________________ 


Supervisor Signature: __________________________________________________    


Title: ________________________________________________________________    Date: _________________________


This job description in no way states or implies that these are the only duties to be performed by the employee 
occupying this job. Employees may be required to follow other job-related instructions and to perform other job-
related duties as requested, subject to all applicable state and federal laws. Certain job functions described 
herein may be subject to possible modification in accordance with applicable state and federal laws.


Original:  Human Resources
Cc:  Employee’s Supervisor
        Employee







 







Job description    Customer Service 
                                                  Representative


Position Summary 


The Customer Service Representative (CSR) handles incoming calls received via an automated call distribution (ACD) system 


regarding scheduling of transportation and all other details of customer trips. The Customer Service Representative (CSR) is 


the front line representative of Medical Transportation Management (MTM).


Performance Measures – Major Job Objectives


Major Job Objective What’s Expected Measurement % 
  Criteria 


Job Title Customer Service Representative


Department CSC


Reports to Team Lead, CSC


Exempt 


Non-exempt 


Full-time 


Part-time 


Location MO


Origination Date 09/27/97


Last Revision Date 03/03/09


Abandoned Calls


Average Handle Time


% Productive Time


Quality Scores


Attendance


As outlined by the department head for each Customer Service Center 
(CSC) location.  See Attachment A.


As outlined by the department head for each CSC location.  See 
Attachment A.


• Exceeding = >95%


• Meeting = 90% - 94.9%


• Not meeting = <89%


• Exceeding = >95%


• Meeting = 90% - 94.99%


• Not meeting = <90%


Adhere to Corporate Attendance Policy


Results compiled by 
Quality Support 
Team, phone, and/or 
system reports


Results compiled by 
Quality Support 
Team, phone, and 
/or system reports


Results compiled by 
Quality Support 
Team, phone, and/or 
system reports


Results compiled by 
Quality Support 
Team, phone, and 
/or system reports


Manager/system 
generated reports


10%


20%


30%


30%


10%







Job description    Customer Service Representative


Other Job Functions          


• Answer incoming ACD calls for customers – passengers, vendors, and clients
• Handle daily scheduling of trips by documenting trip request and selecting the most appropriate vendor
• Utilize correct coding and documentation procedures
• Report issues, unusual trip circumstances, and efficiency of vendor operations to CSC Team Lead for prompt resolution
• Acquire and maintain in-depth knowledge of, and adhere to, established CSC Protocols and Procedures
• Provide courteous and prompt response to all transportation requests and adopt proper use of terminology
• Demonstrate sincere personal commitment to promptness, reliability and quality work
• Acquire and maintain in-depth knowledge of MTM’s Transportation Provider Network
• Report to work on time for assigned shift schedules
• May be required to work weekends and/or holidays as needed
• Other duties as assigned


Knowledge, Skills, And Abilities


• Typing speed of 30 WPM or greater  
• Knowledge of, or ability to learn, Microsoft Outlook and Microsoft Word
• Exemplary communication and phone skills
• Ability to relate to a diversity of customers and requests
• Ability to identify with customer needs and circumstances


Education


High School Diploma or G.E.D.  required


Experience


• Customer service experience required
• Previous experience working in a call center is preferred


Positions Supervised


None


Tools/Equipment/Machines Used


Computer, copy machine, fax machine, printer, Cisco phone system


Physical Requirements And Working Conditions


Normal office conditions apply.  Employee must have clear, close vision for reading and computer work. Must be able to sit, stand, 
walk, balance, stoop, grasp, talk, hear and operate computer keyboard.  Job may require reaching at shoulder level and below 
waist.  Will occasionally lift/push/pull up to 20 pound and carry objects 50 feet.







Job description    Customer Service Representative


Acknowledgment


I have read and understand my position description and certify that I can and will fulfill the stated expectations:


____without accommodations


____ with the following accommodations:


Employee Name (print): _______________________________________________  


Employee Signature: ______________________________________________________    Date: ___________________________ 


Supervisor Signature: __________________________________________________    


Title: ________________________________________________________________    Date: _________________________


This job description in no way states or implies that these are the only duties to be performed by the employee 
occupying this job. Employees may be required to follow other job-related instructions and to perform other job-
related duties as requested, subject to all applicable state and federal laws. Certain job functions described 
herein may be subject to possible modification in accordance with applicable state and federal laws.


Original:  Human Resources
Cc:  Employee’s Supervisor
        Employee







 







Job description    Help Desk 
                                                   Representative


Position Summary 


The CSC Help Desk Representative is responsible for the handling of escalated calls/Customer Service Representative (CSR) 


questions, complex trip issue, training of new hires along with performing as needed training for MTM Customer Service 


Centers.


Performance Measures – Major Job Objectives


Major Job Objective What’s Expected Measurement % 
  Criteria 


Job Title Help Desk Representative


Department Call Center Operations


Reports to Manager, CSC


Exempt 


Non-exempt 


Full-time 


Part-time 


Location MO


Origination Date 01/29/2010


Last Revision Date 01/29/2010


Tier One support for 
Online CSRs


Training Support


Process/Procedure 
Analysis


• Responsible for providing 1st level support to online CSRs to answer 
questions based on job specific processes/procedures.  


• Handle 1st level supervisor escalation calls 


• Handle additional research/time consuming processes in order to keep 
CSRs online taking incoming calls


• Handle system restricted overrides for CSRs (bus exclusions, overrides, 
quote changes, etc.)


• Responsible for ad-hoc programs/processes outlined by management 
staff


• Develop trending analysis on incoming questions/escalations to 
identify coaching/training opportunities


• Support CSC Trainer with peer training


• Make recommendations to Leadership Team on process/procedure 
changes needed to gain efficiencies


All escalation must 
be completed within 
24 hours of receipt


Tracking metrics on 
individual call 
statistics


Call Center tracking 
detail report


Participation in 
leadership meetings 
and employee 
feedback sessions


70%


20%


10%







Job description    Help Desk Representative


Other Job Functions          


• Assist CSRs in resolving issues and complaints; assist with follow up and resolution of issues
• Acquire difficult or lengthy calls from CSRs to offer satisfactory conclusion with caller
• Provide courteous response to all requests and proper use of terminology
• Demonstrates sincere personal commitment to reliability and quality work
• Perform job responsibilities in a manner that demonstrates equality for all CSRs
• Regular attendance required
• Other duties as assigned


Knowledge, Skills, And Abilities


• Typing speed of 30 WPM or greater
• Knowledge of Microsoft Word and Microsoft Excel
• Strong communication skills, both written and verbal
• Ability to learn and maintain an extensive knowledge of MTM’s various protocols
• Ability to learn and maintain an extensive knowledge of Transportation Provider Network 
• Ability to be a role model for CSRs in proper phone etiquette and adherence to CSC procedures
• Able to multi task in a fast paced environment
• Ability to identify customer’s needs and circumstances


Education


High School Diploma or G.E.D. required


Experience


Minimum of 90 days experience in MTM CSC required


Positions Supervised
 
None


Tools / Equipment / Machines Used


Computer, copy machine, fax machine, printer, Cisco phone system 


Physical Requirements And Working Conditions


Normal office conditions apply.  Employee must have clear, close vision for reading and computer work. Must be able to sit, stand, 
walk, balance, stoop, grasp, talk, hear and operate computer keyboard.  Job requires sitting at a desk, talking on the phone for a 
majority of the day.  Job may require reaching at shoulder level and below waist.  Will occasionally lift/push/pull up to 20 pound 
and carry objects 50 feet.







Job description    Help Desk Representative


Acknowledgment


I have read and understand my position description and certify that I can and will fulfill the stated expectations:


____without accommodations


____ with the following accommodations:


Employee Name (print): _______________________________________________  


Employee Signature: ______________________________________________________    Date: ___________________________ 


Supervisor Signature: __________________________________________________    


Title: ________________________________________________________________    Date: _________________________


This job description in no way states or implies that these are the only duties to be performed by the employee 
occupying this job. Employees may be required to follow other job-related instructions and to perform other job-
related duties as requested, subject to all applicable state and federal laws. Certain job functions described 
herein may be subject to possible modification in accordance with applicable state and federal laws.


Original:  Human Resources
Cc:  Employee’s Supervisor
        Employee







 







Job description    Care Manager


Position Summary 


The Care Manager is responsible for general departmental support to the Care Management Coordinators, including: prompt 


response to all queue calls and fax requests for discharges from Social Workers, Nurse Case Managers, Transportation Coordi-


nators or members, setting trip requests when ambulance/stretcher is the desired mode of transportation, distributing 


incoming faxes, tracking LONs/OOCs, reconciling facility token/swiper usage, setting RTP requests from the Call Center, 


entering trips from mileage reimbursement trip logs..  The Care Manager is responsible for assuring compliance with the 


contract source, using MTM policies and procedures to ensure member satisfaction. 


Performance Measures – Major Job Objectives


Major Job Objective What’s Expected Measurement % 
  Criteria 


Job Title Care Manager


Department Care Management


Reports to Team Lead, Care Management 


Exempt 


Non-exempt 


Full-time 


Part-time 


Location MO


Origination Date 8/31/09


Last Revision Date 9/16/09


Managing transportation 
requests


Inter-departmental 
communication


• Respond promptly to all hospital discharge and ambulance/stretcher 
trip requests, both verbal and electronic


• Reconcile token/swiper usage weekly with facilities


• Prioritize transportation requests to ensure the most urgent requests 
are met first


• Accurately record and report trip details to guarantee smooth 
transportation operations 


• Fax out LONs/OOCs as needed and track their return, making follow up 
calls when necessary after 3 business days


• Closely monitor use of most appropriate transportation and provider, as 
well as most appropriate mode of transportation


• Enter information from trip log sheets into system within 48 business 
hours of receipt 


• Screen transportation requests for plan eligibility


• Update Network Management so that adequate coverage is available is                                          10% 
all areas for all transportation needs


Daily task list, fax 
tracking, spreadsheet, 
call stats, trips per 
agent report, calls 
per agent report, 
ambulance/stretcher 
log sheet, facility 
token reconciliation 
log


90%







Job description    Care Manager


Other Job Functions          


• Job share with other Care Management Representatives to ensure adequate coverage during inclement weather, sick days, etc.
• Assist peers with working the RTP folder and EU queue
• Distribution of incoming faxes to the appropriate Care Management Coordinator
• Perform additional duties/projects as assigned


Knowledge, Skills, And Abilities


• Familiarity with Microsoft applications including Word, Excel, and Access
• Ability to type 30wpm
• Excellent organizational and interpersonal skills
• Effective written and oral communication skills
• Demonstrated ability to manage multiple priorities
• Ability to multi-task in a fast-paced environment
• Ability to handle confidential information in a professional manner
• Superior problem-solving skills
• Ability to work both independently and as part of a team


Education


High School diploma or G.E.D.  required


Experience


1. Minimum 90 days experience in customer server or call center operations preferred
2. Experience in healthcare, care management or a related field preferred


Positions Supervised


None


Tools/Equipment/Machines Used


Computer, copy machine, fax machine, Cisco phone system.


Physical Requirements And Working Conditions


Normal office conditions apply.  Employee must have clear, close vision for reading and computer work.  Must be able to sit, 
stand, walk, balance, stoop, grasp, talk, hear, and operate computer keyboard.  Job requires sitting at a desk, talking on the phone, 
a high level of data entry, and viewing a computer screen for the majority of the day.  Job may require reaching at shoulder level 
and below waist. Will occasionally lift/push/pull up to 20 pound and carry objects 50 feet.







Job description    Care Manager


Acknowledgment


I have read and understand my position description and certify that I can and will fulfill the stated expectations:


____without accommodations


____ with the following accommodations:


Employee Name (print): _______________________________________________  


Employee Signature: ______________________________________________________    Date: ___________________________ 


Supervisor Signature: __________________________________________________    


Title: ________________________________________________________________    Date: _________________________


This job description in no way states or implies that these are the only duties to be performed by the employee 
occupying this job. Employees may be required to follow other job-related instructions and to perform other job-
related duties as requested, subject to all applicable state and federal laws. Certain job functions described 
herein may be subject to possible modification in accordance with applicable state and federal laws.


Original:  Human Resources
Cc:  Employee’s Supervisor
        Employee







 







Job description    Quality Service 
                                                   Coordinator


Position Summary 


 The Quality Service Coordinator is responsible for managing complaints for designated clients, in accordance with client 


requirements and MTM Policies and Procedures for Quality Management.


Performance Measures – Major Job Objectives


Major Job Objective What’s Expected Measurement % 
  Criteria 


Job Title Quality Service Coordinator


Department BSG


Reports to Team Lead, Quality Management


Exempt 


Non-exempt 


Full-time 


Part-time 


Location MO


Origination Date 6/11/04


Last Revision Date 2/19/10


Manage Complaints for 
Designated Clients


Risk Management


• A working knowledge of all health plan protocols 


• Document, review, investigate and provide follow up for all complaints 
and complaint issues reported for assigned clients.


• Enter complaints submitted via fax or voice mail.


• Provide follow up contact to member/beneficiary/recipients per their 
request in regards to complaint resolution


• Enter data for the application of Liquidated Damages.


• Obtain timely responses from the transportation providers to 
complaints and complaint issues. (24 to 48 hour timeframe)


• Provide immediate follow up for complaint responses that are not 
submitted within the specified timeframe and enforce disciplinary 
measures as needed


• Provide and document all vendor education given in response to 
complaints 


• Respond to client, Program Manager, or Account Manager Inquiries 
sent via email, or fax, within the specified timeframe


• Send complaint resolution letters to member/beneficiary/recipients per 
health plan contract 


• Compile monthly incident/accident summary reports for assigned 
clients 


• Obtain timely responses to all incident/accident issues from the 
transportation providers (24 hour response time required)


• Provide follow up to the member/recipient/beneficiary in regards to 
accident/incident issues


• Forward notification of accidents/incidents as they occur to the QM 
Team Lead  and Manager


• Manage all risk issues for designated clients


Call Stats


Daily, weekly, 
monthly complaint 
reports


QM Inter-Rater


Daily Task List


Email notification


50%


15%







Job description    Quality Service Coordinator


Other Job Functions          


• Enter complaints submitted via fax or voice mail, as assigned
• Enter data for the application of Liquidated Damages
• Update client statistics as needed
• Other duties as assigned
• Regular attendance required
• Job share with other QSCs to ensure adequate coverage during inclement weather and sick days
• Attend client/implementation meetings upon request


Knowledge, Skills, And Abilities:


• Proficiency with Microsoft applications, including Word, Excel, and Access required
• Excellent written communication skills, with an emphasis on grammar and spelling required
• Ability to tactfully question and obtain information required
• Excellent organizational and interpersonal skills required
• Demonstrated ability to manage multiple priorities required
• Typing skills 30 wpm
• Ability to handle confidential information in a professional manner
• Superior problem solving skills


Complaint Reports


Interdepartmental 
Communication


Independently manage 
trips with issues, 
complaints, or special 
needs


• Compile daily complaint reports to be submitted to designated health 
plans per contract


• Compile weekly/monthly complaint reports for designated clients


• Proof read all complaint reports before submission to Team Lead


• Track and tend complaint ratios for transportation providers


• Provide monthly/year to date data for Complaint Summary reflected on 
monthly quality reports.


• Assist Care Management/Account Managers/Program Managers with 
complaint/facility issues


• Update Network Management in regards to non-compliance issues 
with transportation providers and advise of incident/accident issues


• Triage issues, complaints & unusual trip circumstances and determine 
appropriate action by reviewing complaint history, trip history, etc. 


• Determine changes needed and implement them accordingly


Daily, weekly, 
monthly complaint 
reports


Complaint Reports


Email notification


Complaint Reports


15%


10%


10%


Performance Measures – Major Job Objectives (Cont.)


Major Job Objective What’s Expected Measurement % 
  Criteria 







Job description    Quality Service Coordinator


Education


• High School Diploma or G.E.D. required
• Associates degree required


Experience


• Previous Customer Service experience required
• Previous Quality Management experience preferred
• A minimum of six months in the MTM Customer Service Center preferred
• Working knowledge of MTM Customer Service protocols and procedures preferred


Positions Supervised


None


Tools/Equipment/Machines Used


Computer, copy machine, fax machine, slide projector, Cisco phone system


Physical Requirements And Working Conditions


Normal office conditions apply.  Employee must have clear, close vision for reading and computer work.  Must be able to sit, 
stand, walk, balance, stoop, grasp, talk, hear, and operate computer keyboard.  Job requires sitting at a desk, talking on the phone, 
a high level of data entry, and viewing a computer screen for the majority of the day.  Job may require reaching at shoulder level 
and below waist. Will occasionally lift/push/pull up to 20 pounds and carry objects 50 feet.


Acknowledgment


I have read and understand my position description and certify that I can and will fulfill the stated expectations:


____without accommodations


____ with the following accommodations:


Employee Name (print): _______________________________________________  


Employee Signature: ______________________________________________________    Date: ___________________________ 


Supervisor Signature: __________________________________________________    


Title: ________________________________________________________________    Date: _________________________


This job description in no way states or implies that these are the only duties to be performed by the employee 
occupying this job. Employees may be required to follow other job-related instructions and to perform other job-
related duties as requested, subject to all applicable state and federal laws. Certain job functions described 
herein may be subject to possible modification in accordance with applicable state and federal laws.


Original:  Human Resources
Cc:  Employee’s Supervisor
        Employee







 







Job description    Business Analyst


Position Summary 


The Business Analyst is responsible for the analysis, architecture and specification of effective, efficient and innovative 


business technology solutions and services. 


The Business Analyst provides project management services during development and production to ensure that business 


technology solutions and services are successfully adopted throughout the company to deliver the projected results.


Performance Measures – Major Job Objectives


Major Job Objective What’s Expected Measurement % 
  Criteria 


Job Title Business Analyst


Department BSG


Reports to Managing Business Analyst  or VP, BSG


Exempt 


Non-exempt 


Full-time 


Part-time 


Location MO


Origination Date 7/1/08


Last Revision Date 01/29/2010


Develop Business 
Solutions


Quality Project Manage-
ment


• Requirement definition


• Development of  timely and innovative solutions, with optimal use of 
technology and human resources 


• Testing 


• User Training


• Root cause analysis of issues


• Develop a complete and comprehensive project plan


• Manage resources to deliver in accordance with the plan


• Manage client expectations


Client Sign Off and 
Commentary Sheet


Client Sign Off and 
Commentary Sheet


80


20







Job description    Business Analyst


Other Job Functions          


• Support file based data processing in the production environment
• Other duties as assigned


Knowledge, Skills, And Abilities


Required:
• Analytical and problem solving skills
• Ability to assimilate new and existing technologies, and 3rd party products
• Verbal and written communication skills
• Interpersonal skills
• Ability to be effective in a fast paced, dynamic environment
Preferred:
• An understanding of basic database technologies


Education


Required:
• High School Graduate or G.E.D 


Preferred:


• Bachelor’s degree (or equivalent combination of education and experience) in Information Technology, Computer science, or 
Business Administration.


Experience


Required:
• Experience with computer based technology, beyond the use of standard spreadsheet, word processing and other applications 


primarily designed for personal use in a non business environment
• Experience applying technology to solve problems
Preferred:
• Prior programming experience
• Experience authoring software requirement specifications using industry best practices, tools and methodologies
• Experience authoring test plans and conducting testing using industry best practices, tools and methodologies 
• Experienced in software development project management using industry best practices, tools and methodologies across the 


full Software Development Life Cycle (SDLC)  
• Experienced in implementing business process improvements, working with the end user to overcome resistance to change


Positions Supervised


• May supervise other Business Analysts on an ad hoc basis


Tools/Equipment/Machines Used


Computer, copy machine, fax machine, printer, Cisco phone system







Job description    Business Analyst


Physical Requirements And Working Conditions


Normal office conditions apply.  Employee must have clear, close vision for reading and computer work. Must be able to sit, stand, 
walk, balance, stoop, grasp, talk, hear and operate computer keyboard.  Job may require reaching at shoulder level and below 
waist.  Will occasionally lift/push/pull up to 20 pound and carry objects 50 feet.


Acknowledgment


I have read and understand my position description and certify that I can and will fulfill the stated expectations:


____without accommodations


____ with the following accommodations:


Employee Name (print): _______________________________________________  


Employee Signature: ______________________________________________________    Date: ___________________________ 


Supervisor Signature: __________________________________________________    


Title: ________________________________________________________________    Date: _________________________


This job description in no way states or implies that these are the only duties to be performed by the employee 
occupying this job. Employees may be required to follow other job-related instructions and to perform other job-
related duties as requested, subject to all applicable state and federal laws. Certain job functions described 
herein may be subject to possible modification in accordance with applicable state and federal laws.


Original:  Human Resources
Cc:  Employee’s Supervisor
        Employee







 







Job description    Data Management 
                                                  Specialist


Position Summary 


The Data Management Specialist is responsible for data collection, tracking, entry and reporting of vendor data, management 


of key AS400 data, and identifying fraudulent data patterns. 


Performance Measures – Major Job Objectives


Major Job Objective What’s Expected Measurement % 
  Criteria 


Job Title Data Management Specialist


Department Trip Reconciliation


Reports to Team Lead, Data Management


Exempt 


Non-exempt 


Full-time 


Part-time 


Location MO


Origination Date 02/13/08


Last Revision Date 03/12/09


Data Entry


Collect and log daily 
incoming mail


Perform Second Reviews


HIPAA Compliance


• Enter Pick up and drop off times and signatures into AS400 from 
vendor trip sheets


• Receive faxed from facilities verifying members attendance enter 
members attendance status in AS400


• Enter driver and vehicle liquidated damages into the AS400 and verify 
driver and vehicle information 


• Approve and add new providers that are entered into the AS400


• Receive eligibility changes from Call Center and update eligibility 
requests into the AS400


• Receive Sole Source fax logs from Care Management and enter trips in 
system


• Receive Rate Maintenance requests from BSG Help Desk


• Enter vendor rates into AS400


• Retrieve mail from the receptionist


• Open and sort all signature packets


• Log receipt of data from vendors into spreadsheet


• Receive 2nd Reviews from Reconciliation Claims Specialists


• Find disputed signatures filed in boxes 


• Credit or deny trip signatures


• Report findings back to Trip Reconciliation


• Must keep protected information protected by conforming to MTM’s 
HIPAA standards 


Must meet a daily 
quota of 700 for 
data entry


Must have all mail 
collected and logged 
by the end of 
employees shift


All 2nd Reviews will 
need to be 
completed by the 
end of employees 
shift


Attend yearly HIPAA 
Compliance training 
sessions


70


10


10


10







Job description    Data Management Specialist


Other Job Functions          


• Use sound judgment in challenging unusual information
• Work closely Reconciliation Claims Specialists and the Quality Management Department
• Regular attendance required
• Other duties as assigned 


Knowledge, Skills, And Abilities


• Typing speed of 30 WPM  
• Knowledge of Microsoft Outlook, Microsoft Word, and Microsoft Excel required
• Exemplary verbal and written communication and phone skills required
• Excellent organizational and multi-tasking skills required
• Ability to identify and respond to customer needs and circumstances required
• Ability to handle confidential information in a professional manner required
• Ability to make solid judgment calls required 
• Ability to acquire and maintain in-depth knowledge of department process and procedures required


Education


High School Diploma or G.E.D. required


Experience


• MTM Customer Service Representative experience preferred
• Previous data entry experience preferred


Positions Supervised


None


Tools / Equipment / Machines Used


Computer, copy machine, fax machine, printer, Cisco phone system


Physical Requirements And Working Conditions


Normal office conditions apply.  Employee must have clear, close vision for reading and computer work. Must be able to sit, stand, 
walk, balance, stoop, grasp, talk, hear and operate computer keyboard.  Job may require reaching at shoulder level and below 
waist.  Will occasionally lift/push/pull up to 20 pound and carry objects 50 feet.







Job description    Data Management Specialist


Acknowledgment


I have read and understand my position description and certify that I can and will fulfill the stated expectations:


____without accommodations


____ with the following accommodations:


Employee Name (print): _______________________________________________  


Employee Signature: ______________________________________________________    Date: ___________________________ 


Supervisor Signature: __________________________________________________    


Title: ________________________________________________________________    Date: _________________________


This job description in no way states or implies that these are the only duties to be performed by the employee 
occupying this job. Employees may be required to follow other job-related instructions and to perform other job-
related duties as requested, subject to all applicable state and federal laws. Certain job functions described 
herein may be subject to possible modification in accordance with applicable state and federal laws.


Original:  Human Resources
Cc:  Employee’s Supervisor
        Employee







 







Job description    Functional Assessor 
                                                   


Position Summary 


Job Title                Functional Assessor


Department         


Reports to Director, Project Management


Exempt                   


Non-exempt  


Full-time 
Part-time 


Location Utah


Origination Date 2/1/10


Last Revision Date 


Performance Measures – Major Job Objectives


Major Job Objective What’s Expected Measurement Criteria  % 
   


Mobility Assessments


Patient education


Interpretation skills


Professionalism


• Ability to perform cognitive and physical assessment of 
patients to determine level of mobility


• Ability to work with patients and educate on transit options 
and programs/services available to them


• Complete knowledge and understanding of ADA guidelines 
and TriMet guidelines and the ability to successfully 
interpret and  apply them to the assessment process


• Ability to provide clear and concise written communication 
and exude a professional appearance and demeanor with 
clients and patients


95% accuracy


95% accuracy


100% knowledge and tested


95% accuracy


30


30


20


20







Job description    Functional Assessor


Other Job Functions          


• Provide written assessments and reports as required
• Experience in giving and interpreting written test results


Knowledge, Skills, And Abilities


• ADA paratransit  knowledge required
• Patient care/interaction skills required
• Active license as appropriate required
• Current CME’s as required
• Excellent written and communication skills required
• FACT training required
• NTI training /testing preferred


Education


• Minimum of Bachelor’s degree in physical or occupational therapy, physician assistant required.    Masters degree preferred
• Knowledge of and/or preferred prior completion or training in the National Transit Institute “Course Comprehensive ADA 


Paratransit Eligibility Determinations “


Experience


• 4 years minimum experience in related PT or OT Field that includes providing assessments as well as   patient care
• Preferred Public Health experience
• Preferred knowledge or experience with ADA and/or CMS


Positions Supervised


None


Tools/Equipment/Machines Used


Computer, copy machine, fax machine, printer, Cisco phone system
Windows XP Professional operating platform
Microsoft Office products


Physical Requirements And Working Conditions


Normal office conditions apply.  Employee must have clear, close vision for reading and computer work. Must be able to sit, stand, 
walk, balance, stoop, grasp, talk, hear and operate computer keyboard.  Job may require reaching at shoulder level and below 
waist.  Will occasionally lift/push/pull up to 20 pound and carry objects 50 feet.  Local and overnight travel may be required.







Job description    Functional Assessor


Acknowledgment


I have read and understand my position description and certify that I can and will fulfill the stated expectations:


____without accommodations


____ with the following accommodations:


Employee Name (print): _______________________________________________  


Employee Signature: ______________________________________________________    Date: ___________________________ 


Supervisor Signature: __________________________________________________    


Title: ________________________________________________________________    Date: _________________________


This job description in no way states or implies that these are the only duties to be performed by the employee 
occupying this job. Employees may be required to follow other job-related instructions and to perform other 
job-related duties as requested, subject to all applicable state and federal laws. Certain job functions described 
herein may be subject to possible modification in accordance with applicable state and federal laws.


Original:  Human Resources
Cc:  Employee’s Supervisor
        Employee







 







Job description    Travel Trainer


Position Summary 


POSITION SUMMARY:  The Travel Trainer is responsible for providing individualized training onsite to educate students on 


how to use accessible public transportation.  Individuals are taught how to travel independently and safely on public transpor-


tation systems.


Job Title Travel Trainer


Department 


Reports to Program Director


Exempt                   


Non-exempt  


Full-time 
Part-time 


Location Utah


Origination Date 4/7/10


Last Revision Date 6/7/10


Performance Measures – Major Job Objectives


Major Job Objective What’s Expected Measurement Criteria  % 
   


Conduct intake and 
assessments


Conduct training sessions


Reporting


Trip planning


• Complete in-person intake and assessment on students 
interested in receiving travel training.


• Based on assessment, determine best possible training 
model (i.e. consumer education, peer program, specialized 
instruction).


• Based on ability level and goals of the student, develop a 
personalized plan of instruction.  


• Provide classroom and one-on-one field training.  


• Field training includes but is not limited to:


 o Schedule trainings at the time and location of the specific 
routes requested;


 o Instruct student on the importance of safety in 
independent travel;


 o Instruct students on transit skills;


 o Instruct students on how to travel routes including  
navigation and way-finding strategies;


 o Instruct students on self-advocacy;


 o Instruct students on how to develop strategies to use 
when lost or confused when traveling;


 o Instruct students on how to handle emergencies;


 o Establish collaborative relationships with other 
professionals.


• Complete all reports and paperwork including but not 
limited to; initial intake, goal setting and plan, progressive 
evaluation, final and follow-up report.


• Teach trip planning and safety skills at the school location 
and in the field.


• Plan and evaluate the routes for each student receiving 
instruction (environmental barrier analysis).


Intake and assessments 
conducted


Individual plan of instruction


Number of trainings 
scheduled


Number of students trained


Instruction material on topics


Number of meeting with 
families and/or school staff


Progress notes


Assigned trip routes 


Field training


15%


40%


20%


25%







Job description    Travel Trainer


Other Job Functions          


• Build rapport and communicate with family and natural support network of the student
• Communicate with teachers and parents to provide feedback on the curriculum and training schedule
• Submit accurate required reports on time
• Must pass a background check
• Maintain a positive attitude when interacting with students and their families and school administrators 
• Provide high quality customer service
• Must conform to MTM’s HIPAA standards


Knowledge, Skills, And Abilities


• Demonstrated training skills, comfortable leading groups of people, and speaking in front of people. 
• Strong interpersonal skills that allow effective working relationships with a diversity of people.
• Demonstrated computer skills, and proficient with the Microsoft Office environment and related software.
• Excellent verbal and written communication skills required
• Excellent organizational and multi-tasking skills required
• Ability to interact and communicate with individuals with special needs
• Ability to work flexible hours and adapt to a rapidly changing environment.
• Ability to handle confidential information in a professional manner required


Education


• Bachelor’s Degree in Special Education, Occupational and/or Physical Therapy  or Human Services preferred


Experience


• Travel training experience preferred
• Experience working with people with a range of disabilities
• Experience working with disability and/or community advocacy organizations 
• Familiarity with the Washington Metropolitan Area Transit Authority (WMATA) transit system
• Familiarity with the American with Disabilities Act (ADA) 


Positions Supervised


None


Tools/Equipment/Machines Used


Computer, copy machine, fax machine, laptop, slide projector, printer, Cisco phone system







Job description    Travel Trainer


Acknowledgment


I have read and understand my position description and certify that I can and will fulfill the stated expectations:


____without accommodations


____ with the following accommodations:


Employee Name (print): _______________________________________________  


Employee Signature: ______________________________________________________    Date: ___________________________ 


Supervisor Signature: __________________________________________________    


Title: ________________________________________________________________    Date: _________________________


This job description in no way states or implies that these are the only duties to be performed by the employee 
occupying this job. Employees may be required to follow other job-related instructions and to perform other 
job-related duties as requested, subject to all applicable state and federal laws. Certain job functions described 
herein may be subject to possible modification in accordance with applicable state and federal laws.


Original:  Human Resources
Cc:  Employee’s Supervisor
        Employee







 







Job description    PC Technician


Position Summary 


As a member of Technology Infrastructure & IP Telephony team and working primarily at the company headquarters in Lake 
St. Louis, MO, the PC Technician is responsible for:


• Maintaining, analyzing, troubleshooting, and repairing computer systems, hardware and computer peripherals
• Documenting, maintaining, upgrading and/or replacing hardware and software systems
• Assistance in Administration of current and the dynamically growing future enterprise technology infrastructure of MTM’s 


corporate headquarters, remote operational locations, data centers, and call centers
• Assistance in support of IT Services for all MTM users including corporate headquarters users, remote operational location 


users, SOHO users, and mobile users.


Performance Measures – Major Job Objectives


Major Job Objective What’s Expected Measurement % 
  Criteria 


Job Title PC Technician


Department Technology Infrastructure & IP Telephony


Reports to Manager, Systems Administration


Exempt 


Non-exempt 


Full-time 
Part-time 


Location MO


Origination Date 12/01/2006


Last Revision Date 03/09/2009


Maintain, analyze, trouble-
shoot, and repair PC 
systems, hardware and 
computer peripherals


Document, upgrade and/or 
replacing hardware and 
software systems


Assist in administration of 
current and the dynamically 
growing future enterprise 
technology infrastructure


Assist in support of IT 
Services for all MTM users


Work independently and 
without much direction


• Maintenance of all MTM-owned PC hardware and peripherals


• Hardware changes must be documented in the hardware database.  
Other documents kept current


• Assist the Systems Administrator(s) and other department members as 
needed


• Assist the Systems Administrator(s) and other department members as 
needed


• Complete tasks without much supervision 


The MTM employee 
is satisfied with level 
of service


Database and other 
documents are kept 
up to date


The Director is 
satisfied with level of 
service


The MTM employee 
is satisfied with level 
of service


The ability to work 
independently


30%


20%


20%


20%


10%







Job description    PC Technician


Other Job Functions          


The primary duties of the PC Technician are to act as tier 1 support for the Infrastructure Systems, Client Computers and Business Equipment.
• Fully responsible for the day to day support of desktop hardware and software issues
• Assist in the planning, installation, support and maintenance of user computers (desktop, laptop), both hardware and software 


and all peripherals
• May be on a certain rotation on-call schedule for after hour urgent support needs
• Occasionally travel to non-headquarters operational locations for installation, maintenance and customer/user support


Knowledge, Skills, And Abilities


• Repair and troubleshooting experience with Windows Operating Systems (Windows XP, 2000, etc.), and Microsoft and other 
business applications


• Strong ability and desire to learn and grow professionally
• Strong ability to pay attention to detail
• Strong customer service aptitude and skills
• IT Help Desk/Service process and tools skills
• Excellent oral and written communication skills


Education


• High school diploma or GED
• Comptia A+ certification preferred


Experience


• Must have experience with PC hardware, printers, software and peripherals.
• Applicant must have a track record of exceeding set goals and expectations.


Positions Supervised


None







Job description    PC Technician


Physical Requirements And Working Conditions


Normal office conditions apply.  Employee must have clear, close vision for reading and computer work. Must be able to sit, stand, walk, 
balance, stoop, grasp, talk, hear and operate computer keyboard.  Job may require reaching at shoulder level and below waist.  Will 
occasionally lift/push/pull up to 20 pound and carry objects 50 feet.  Position may require both local and overnight travel.


Acknowledgment


I have read and understand my position description and certify that I can and will fulfill the stated expectations:


____without accommodations


____ with the following accommodations:


Employee Name (print): _______________________________________________  


Employee Signature: ______________________________________________________    Date: ___________________________ 


Supervisor Signature: __________________________________________________    


Title: ________________________________________________________________    Date: _________________________


This job description in no way states or implies that these are the only duties to be performed by the employee 


occupying this job. Employees may be required to follow other job-related instructions and to perform other 


job-related duties as requested, subject to all applicable state and federal laws. Certain job functions described 


herein may be subject to possible modification in accordance with applicable state and federal laws.


Original:  Human Resources


Cc:  Employee’s Supervisor


        Employee
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F.  COPIES OF ANY LICENSING AGREEMENTS 
 


Per Amendment 2, Clarification question #13, this information does not pertain to this RFP. 
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G.  COPIES OF APPLICABLE CERTIFICATIONS AND/OR LICENSES 
 


Medical Transportation Management, Inc.’s Nevada Business License number is E0463752007‐9. 


Please find our State of Missouri Business License immediately following this page. 
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9.2.2.6  Section 3 – Scope of Work 


3.1 QUALIFICATIONS 


The process by which proposals will be considered for contracting under this RFP consists of 
two (2) stages.  The first stage is a determination of whether or not the vendor qualifies under 
the set of General Minimum Qualifications.  If a vendor is determined to not meet any one of 
these General Minimum Qualifications, the proposal in its entirety will not be considered for 
contracting. 
If the vendor meets all of the General Minimum Qualifications, the proposal will be evaluated 
to see if it meets the Technical Minimum Qualifications.  Target population/service proposals 
that do not meet the minimum Technical Qualifications will not be considered for an award.  
Each proposal will be reviewed independently in the Technical Minimum Qualification section. 
General Minimum Qualifications 


If the applicant fails to address and/or meet any of the following General Minimum 
Qualifications, they will not be considered for a contract. Refer to Attachment L of this RFP.   


 


MTM meets all of the General Minimum Qualifications set forth by DHCFP, as addressed in the 


following questions and as certified in Tab V—Attachment B1.  


 


3.1.1  Vendor’s response must comply with Chapter 1900 of the State of Nevada’s Medicaid 
Services Manual. 


 


As confirmed in our Certification of Compliance, MTM’s proposal was developed in complete 


compliance with all standards set forth by DHCFP. In creating our proposal, we ensured our 


response was compliant with Chapter 1900 of the State of Nevada’s Medicaid Services Manual. 


In addition, we have not identified any requested changes to current state policies.    


 


3.1.2  Vendor’s response must be in compliance with all federal laws and regulations 
applicable to non‐emergency transportation. 


 


With more than 16 years of experience in the non‐emergency transportation (NET) industry, 


MTM has developed hundreds of proposals for similar services, allowing us to become extremely 


familiar with federal laws and regulations that affect NET. This experience is extremely 


beneficial in creating statewide NET proposals such as this one. DHCFP is ensured that we kept in 


mind all applicable regulations, including 42CFR431.53, 42CFR430.390, 42CFR434.6, 


42CFR440.170, and 42CFR478, while developing our response for the Nevada NET program.  
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3.1.3  Vendor must submit an organizational chart and show relationships with parent and 
related companies or corporate entities.  Vendor’s corporate structure must meet 
approval from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid services. 


 


MTM is a privately held, family‐owned company. We have never, nor do we have any plans to in 


the future, been owned or operated by a parent company. Further, we do not hold any 


relationships with other entities that would constitute a conflict of interest for this contract. In 


the following Figure 1, MTM has provided a corporate organization chart outlining executive 


team. DHCFP is ensured that this is a true, factional representation of our corporate organization 


that meets the approval of the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS).   


 


 
Figure 1: Corporate Organization Chart. MTM’s corporate executive team provides valuable oversight of 


each of our contracts. 
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B.  Technical Minimum Qualifications 


It is mandatory that each component listed below in the Scope of Work be addressed.  Failure to 
address each component will result in disqualification of the proposal. 
 


As requested, MTM has responded to and addressed each component outlined in the following 


Scope of Work.  


 


3.2 DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 


The successful vendor(s) shall authorize, manage and make payment for all non‐emergency 
transportation (NET) for eligible recipients to include but not limited to, taxicabs, wheelchair 
vans, public transportation, and travel related expenses.  It is expected that the actual 
transportation services under this RFP will be provided through a network of subcontracted 
transportation providers, however, the State will consider other creative methods of providing 
NET. Vendors are encouraged to submit creative ideas for providing service and cutting costs.  
 
The successful vendor will be responsible for payment of transportation services furnished 
through subcontracts with transportation providers. The Contractor’s payments to 
transportation providers shall be consistent with efficiency, economy and quality of care and 
sufficient to enlist enough providers to ensure access. 
 
Transportation plays an important role in assuring Medicaid eligible recipients’ access to 
medical care.  This service is of particular importance to disabled recipients needing critical 
services such as dialysis, rehabilitation, physical therapy or chemotherapy. 
 
The awarded vendor shall ensure that all of these functions are performed properly and 
efficiently with an emphasis on customer service. 
Successful vendor to inform and educate recipients regarding covered services and how to 
access them, as well as rights and Medicaid State Fair Hearings.  
The successful vendor shall perform the following tasks: 
 
3.2.1  The vendor must have written information about its services and access to services 


available upon request to recipients and potential recipients. This written information 
must also be available in English and the prevalent non‐English language(s), which the 
State has determined to be Spanish. The vendor must make free, oral interpretation 
services available to each recipient and potential recipient.  This applies to all non‐
English languages, not just those that the State identifies as prevalent.  


 


One of the most important aspects of a NET program is the dissemination of pertinent program 


details to recipients through our Education, Training, and Outreach (ETO) Program. As described 
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in depth in Sections 3.2.4 and 3.2.7, MTM has extensive resources to facilitate the distribution of 


initial educational materials, as well as annual updates to the materials. As necessary, these 


documents will be available upon request to current and potential recipients. 


 


While the educational materials we develop are primarily created 


in English, we are also committed to effectively communicating 


with non‐English speaking recipients. Throughout the life of this 


contract, we will translate all written materials into prevalent 


foreign languages, including Spanish and any others identified 


as prominent. Our on‐staff graphic designer is fluent in 


Spanish, and often aids MTM in developing bilingual 


educational materials. We have successfully developed 


educational materials in languages other than English in 


several of our service areas with broad ethnic populations, 


such as our Minneapolis/St. Paul operations. In this area, we 


developed effective written materials in Spanish, Hmong, 


Filipino, and a variety of other languages to meet the needs 


of local recipients. We also developed a brochure in Spanish 


for our statewide Kansas contract, as shown in the graphic 


at the right.  


 


Likewise, we also employ bilingual Customer Service 


Representatives (CSRs) that can provide free, oral interpretive services to 


recipients. Several of these employees speak Spanish, and a handful of others speak Hmong, 


Filipino, Russian, Swahili, and more. For those languages we can’t accommodate with our 


employees, we utilize the services of the Language Link. This interpretive service has the ability 


to translate more than 140 languages, allowing us to communicate effectively with all 


recipients. In addition to interpretive services, we have tools for communicating with hearing, 


speech, and visually impaired recipients, as described in Section 3.2.3.  
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3.2.2   The vendor is required to notify all recipients and potential recipients that oral 
interpretation is available for any language and written information is available in 
prevalent languages.  The vendor must notify all recipients and potential recipients 
how to access this information.  


 


While we have the tools and resources necessary to provide oral and written interpretation for 


recipients, this ability is ineffective unless recipients know the service is available. In an effort to 


ensure recipients understand that interpretive services are available upon request, we will 


gather the names of recipients who speak foreign languages from the current contractor. For 


example, for those recipients who are known to speak Spanish, we can immediately send 


translated written materials to them. These materials will also include information about how to 


request oral interpretation if necessary. In addition, for recipients who speak other foreign 


languages, we can mail a brief letter to them with information about how to request oral 


interpretation for their language needs. By having this plan in place, we can ensure all recipients 


have the knowledge they need to request NET services.  


 


3.2.3  The vendor’s written material must use an easily understood format.  The vendor 
must also develop appropriate alternative methods for communicating with visually 
and hearing‐impaired recipients, and accommodating physically disabled recipients in 
accordance with the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990.  All 
recipients and potential recipients must be informed that this information is available 
in alternative formats and how to access those formats.  


 


Our experienced Marketing department will help the Nevada Program Manager Nathan Mueller 


ensure that all written materials are appropriately developed in an easy‐to‐understand format 


and language. While many clients require that documents are written to meet a specific reading 


level, we will work with DHCFP to determine the desired level of reading. In most cases, we 


develop written materials within the fifth to eighth grade reading level using the Flesch‐Kincaid 


scale, depending on contractual requirements.   


 


For hearing and speech impaired recipients, we process calls using TTY (teletype) and TDD 


(Telecommunication Device for the Deaf) services. In addition to serving the hearing and speech 


impaired, we can develop educational materials in Braille and large print to meet the needs of 


visually impaired and elderly recipients. Further, we require our transportation providers to 


maintain vehicles and operations in compliance with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), 


ensuring physically disabled recipients are transported safely at all times.  
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Recipients will be made aware of available TTY, TDD, Braille, large print, and ADA services 


through our initial educational mailing. By using and enforcing these services, we can effectively 


ensure DHCFP that all populations, regardless of specific needs, will be able to schedule and 


access NET with MTM.  


 


3.2.4   The vendor is required to make available informational materials to newly enrolled 
recipients and to all recipients once per year. Vendor may furnish the material to the 
Medicaid District Offices, the Division of Welfare and Support Services offices, and 
the managed care organizations. The vendor is not expected to mail the material to 
recipients. The initial mailing referenced in Section 3.2.7 is only done one time.  This 
should be mailed far enough in advance of the initial start of business that all 
Medicaid recipients will have received it with sufficient advance notice to plan for 
their transportation needs with the successful proposer.  After the initial mailing 
specified in Section 3.2.7, the Vendor need only to make materials available as 
specified in this section. In both cases, the State does not expect or desire that the 
Vendor will encourage individuals to use NET services in place of other available 
transportation such as their own car or family or friends driving them.  The initial 
mailing shall be at the Vendors expense.   At a minimum the information enumerated 
below must be included in this material: 
3.2.4.1  Explanation of non‐emergency transportation services and how to obtain 


these services, including out‐of‐plan or emergency transportation services, 
and how to access them, the address and telephone number of the vendor’s 
office or facility and the days that the office or facility is open and services 
are available; 


3.2.4.2  Any restrictions on the recipient’s freedom of choice among network 
providers; 


3.2.4.3  Recipient rights and protections as specified in 42 CFR 438.100; 
3.2.4.4  The amount, duration and scope of services available under the contract in 


sufficient detail to ensure that recipients understand the services to which 
they are entitled; 


3.2.4.5  Procedures for obtaining services, including authorization requirements; 
3.2.4.6  The extent to which, and how, recipients may obtain services from out‐of‐


network providers; 
3.2.4.7  The extent to which, and how, after hours and emergency coverage are 


provided including: what constitutes a need for emergency transportation 
services; the fact that prior authorization is not required for emergency 
services; the process and procedures for obtaining emergency services, 
including the 911‐telephone system or its local equivalent; the fact that, 
subject to regulatory limitations, the recipient has a right to use any hospital 
or other setting for emergency care;   
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3.2.4.8 Explanation of procedures for urgent medical situations,   non‐emergency 
transportation services and how to utilize services in other circumstances, 
including the recipient services telephone number; clearly define urgent 
care, emergency care, and emergency transportation, and clarify the 
appropriate use of each; 


3.2.4.9 Procedures for accessing emergency and non‐emergency services when the 
recipient is in and out of the vendor service area; 


3.2.4.10 Information on grievance and fair hearing procedures and  information as 
specified in 42 CFR 438.10 (h); 


3.2.4.11 Information on procedures for recommending changes in policies and 
services; 


3.2.4.12 To the extent available, quality and performance indicators, including 
recipient satisfaction; 


3.2.4.13 The vendor is also required to provide, to the recipient upon request, 
information on the structure and operation of the vendor;  


3.2.4.14 Notification of the recipient’s responsibility to report any third‐party 
payment service to the vendor and the importance of doing so. 


 


Imperative to the success of any NET program is an effective ETO Program dedicated to 


educating recipients and other community stakeholders on NET availability and regulations. 


Understanding this, MTM will develop a comprehensive ETO Program for the operation of this 


contract to ensure recipients are aware of NET services and how to properly utilize them. 


 


Perhaps the most important aspect of our ETO Program is the creation and distribution of 


educational materials. In addition to the initial recipient mailing that will be completed during 


program implementation, we will make educational materials available to all recipients on an 


annual basis. Described further in Section 3.2.7, initial educational materials will be mailed 


directly to recipients, while the annual updated materials will be distributed to local Medicaid 


offices, the Division of Welfare and Support Services offices, and managed care organizations.  


 


Using the initial educational materials developed during implementation, our experienced 


Marketing department will ensure all annual written materials are appropriately developed to 


meet requirements 3.2.4.1 through 3.2.4.14 above. Additionally, they will ensure educational 


materials do not encourage recipients to utilize NET in place of available personal 


transportation. After development, our Marketing department will print the materials and work 


with the Program Manager to facilitate distribution to the entities mentioned above. To 


demonstrate our ability to create educational materials, we have supplied sample brochures and 


other documents in Attachment N.  
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3.2.5   The vendor must give each recipient written notice of any significant change, as 
defined by the State, in any of the enumerations noted above.  Significant changes 
that apply to recipients include, but are not limited to, changes to operating hours, 
changes to telephone numbers and office locations, changes to the Vendor’s services, 
benefits or geographic service area, enrollment of a new population in the network, 
and additions and changes to the provider network.  The vendor shall issue updates 
to the information provided to recipients and potential recipients on a monthly basis 
when there are material changes that will effect access to services; this includes 
additions and changes to the provider network.  The vendor shall maintain 
documentation verifying these updates. 


 


To ensure all recipients remain up‐to‐date on program changes, MTM will amend initial 


educational materials on an annual basis, as described in the previous Section 3.2.4. However, as 


major program changes may happen throughout the year, we will inform recipients of any 


significant change as instructed by DHCFP. For example, if the toll‐free telephone number, the 


overall NET benefit, or any other aspect that would affect recipients’ access to service were to 


change, we will immediately issue an update. Such updates will be released on a monthly basis, 


and we will maintain documentation verifying the update.  


 


In addition to issuing a formal written notification of change on a monthly basis, recipients can 


receive up‐to‐the‐minute information on changes via our Nevada‐dedicated website. NET 


recipients and stakeholders will have access to their own user‐friendly website that will enable 


them to learn about their program. Our Nevada NET website will include such information as: 


 Services available  


 How to access NET services 


 Key contact information 


 Eligibility information 


 Glossary and program standards 


 Links to educational materials distributed to stakeholders 


 Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs)  


 


The layout of the proposed website designed for Nevada NET stakeholders is shown in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2: Nevada NET Website Screenshot. The screenshot above shows a draft version of the Nevada‐


specific homepage. 


 
3.2.6  The vendor will be required to annually make available written materials approved by 


the Division to inform and educate the target population about the transportation 
delivery system.  The vendor is encouraged to develop supplemental written 
materials as well.  Any materials, including marketing materials, developed by the 
vendor for distribution to recipients, potential recipients, or providers require prior 
review and approval by Division in order that the vendor may assure the Division that 
all materials, including marketing materials, are accurate and do not mislead, 
confuse, or defraud recipients of the Division medical assistance programs. 


 


As described in the previous Section 3.2.4 and the following Section 3.2.7, MTM will develop 


initial and annual written materials for recipients. Intended to educate community stakeholders 


about NET service availability, these documents will include brochures, pamphlets, instructional 


materials, letters, and other items. Prior to distributing any information to the stakeholder 


community, we will obtain DHCFP’s approval on each material to ensure accuracy.  
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3.2.7  Prior to project implementation, the vendor must notify all current recipients and 
providers of the changes in the transportation delivery system and the vendor’s toll‐
free number for requesting non‐emergency transportation services.  The initial 
mailing is only done one time.  This should be mailed far enough in advance of the 
start of business that all Medicaid recipients will have received it with sufficient 
advance notice to plan for their transportation needs with the successful proposer.  
After the initial mailing, the Vendor need only to make materials available as specified 
in Section 3.2.4. In both cases, the State does not expect or desire that the Vendor 
will encourage individuals to use NET services in place of other available 
transportation such as their own car or family or friends driving them. The initial 
mailing shall be at the Vendors expense. 


 
It is the intention of the State that the vendor has informational material to distribute 
to the Medicaid District Offices, the Division of Welfare and Supportive Services 
offices, and the managed care organizations. The State does not want the Vendor to 
engage in mass marketing mailings. Information on changes may be included in 
informational materials and posted on the State’s website and the Vendor website. 
All marketing and informational materials must be approved by the State. 


 


The beginning of a contract with a new broker requires communicating proactively and 


effectively with eligible recipients, transportation providers, medical facilities, advocacy groups, 


and the community at large in a cost 


efficient manner through an effective 


ETO Program. During the 


implementation period and throughout 


the life of this contract, Program 


Manager Nathan Mueller will conduct 


various outreach efforts to educate and 


inform stakeholders on the shift in NET 


service operation. The methods 


involved in our ETO Program include 


U.S. mailings, internet postings, 


contacting stakeholders via phone, 


hosting web‐based seminars, and 


conducting face‐to‐face meetings, 


depending on the audience.  
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We initially designed our ETO Program to address the issue of effective communication with NET 


stakeholders in new markets. MTM has always been a company that works from the ground up, 


building relationships with stakeholders and local resources to design a program that makes 


sense for the service area. When we enter a region, we first learn about the community and the 


current efforts being made to meet the needs of NET recipients and other stakeholders. MTM is 


dedicated to providing focused ETO activities to stakeholders in Nevada during implementation 


and throughout the life of this contract. Together, we can be an example of how a NET program 


should be properly run and the outcomes that can be achieved.  


 


Developing Written Materials  


Upon contract award, MTM will develop brochures, informational packets, instructional 


materials, and other written materials for dissemination to Nevada recipients. Prior to 


distribution, we will submit all written material to DHCFP for approval. Once approved, we will 


print and distribute the materials to all users of NET prior to the commencement of services to 


give recipients sufficient time to plan for their transportation needs. Other than mailing 


materials directly to recipients at MTM’s cost, we also distribute them to medical facilities, 


managed care organizations, local Medicaid offices, the Division of Welfare and Supportive 


Services offices, advocacy groups, and other venues. We will also make these materials available 


on our website, as described in Section 3.2.5. While we will never encourage the use of NET 


services in place of personal transportation, the written materials that MTM develops will 


include information on: 


 The amount, duration, and scope of NET services and how to appropriately use and 


obtain them  


 Contact information, including call center hours and toll‐free telephone number  


 Recipient rights and protections, including any freedom of choice 


 What information is required to arrange transportation 


 Explanation of after‐hours, emergency, and urgent transportation requirements  


 Procedures for accessing out‐of‐service‐area transportation  


 Timeliness standards for recipients and drivers 
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 Information on complaints, grievances, appeals, and fair hearings procedures 


 How to request changes to policies and procedures  


 Quality and performance indicators  


 General information about MTM’s 


structure and background  


 Standards for recipient and driver 


courtesy and responsiveness 


 Emergency weather policies  


 


In the graphic on the right, MTM has provided an 


example of an initial educational brochure we 


developed for recipients in our statewide Kansas 


program. Additionally, in Figure 3 we have 


shown the inside of this brochure, which includes 


detailed information on program specifics. We 


will develop similar materials for Nevada NET 


recipients, tailoring the brochure and other 


documents to meet the needs and requirements 


of this program.  
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Figure 3: Sample Educational Brochure. The inside of this brochure developed for our statewide Kansas 


program provides recipients with details about their NET benefit.  


 


After the materials have been developed, Nathan will work with our Marketing department to 


facilitate distribution. Nathan will also execute other portions of our ETO Program, including 


distributing manuals to medical facility staff, conducting training, and meeting with advocacy 


groups. In addition, our Network Management staff will work with transportation providers to 


establish lines of communication and disseminate information, manuals, and brochures about 


the program. By installing our ETO Program during implementation, we can ensure effective 


communication throughout the stakeholder community.  
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3.3 VERIFY RECIPIENT ELIGIBILITY 


3.3.1   The vendor shall be responsible for receiving and processing all requests for non‐
emergency transportation services for all eligible Title XIX Medicaid   program 
recipients residing in the State.  The vendor shall arrange transportation into and out 
of the State when appropriate for eligible recipients residing in the State.  The vendor 
is also responsible for arranging transportation for recipients who are being treated 
outside of the State.   


 


Ensuring that transportation services are provided only to eligible recipients is vital to controlling 


overall costs and increasing the efficiency of the Nevada NET program. Since controlling costs 


and increasing efficiency are goals that we pursue in each of our contracts, DHCFP is ensured 


that we will uphold eligibility standards at all times. Our call intake process requires eligibility 


screening to be completed for each NET service request, and our NET Management System 


allows us to ensure that the recipient is truly eligible for Title XIX Medicaid services. In addition, 


our NET management system allows us to verify that the trip is to a covered medical service and 


provider. Further, our call intake process gives us the opportunity to check whether the recipient 


has alternative transportation resources available. If the recipient is deemed eligible under the 


guidelines outlined in the following paragraphs, we will then arrange transportation into and 


out of the state as appropriate.  


 


Verifying Recipient Eligibility 


Unlike some brokers who use generic transportation management software, MTM has 


developed and refined our proprietary NET Management System to meet NET program 


management needs, especially in the area of screening for eligibility. This sophisticated system 


allows us to receive and download eligibility files directly from DHCFP’s Electronic Verification of 


Eligibility System (EVS), which we will use to determine recipient eligibility. With this system, we 


have the ability to comply with the eligibility requirements for Nevada NET specified in the 


Medicaid Services Manual Chapter 1900.  


 


When we receive a call for NET service requests, the CSR will enter the recipient’s name or 


Medicaid ID number to verify eligibility. Our NET Management System will automatically check 


the recipient’s information against the eligibility file received from EVS to verify that the 


recipient is covered by Medicaid. As our system automatically prohibits the scheduling of 


ineligible recipients, this process ensures transportation services are provided only to recipients 


whose eligibility has been established and verified by MTM and DHCFP.  
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Verifying Transportation is to a Covered Medical Service and Provider  


After the CSR confirms recipient eligibility, s/he will ensure the transportation requested is to an 


approved, Medicaid‐compensable medical service with an enrolled medical provider. During the 


implementation period, we will pre‐load our NET Management System with specific codes for 


individual medical services. Further, we will provide CSRs with detailed training on covered 


Medicaid services, instructing CSRs that they must deny transportation to non‐covered services. 


For each trip, the CSR will enter the trip reason code; for example, services such as Physical 


Therapy, Pharmacy, Dialysis, etc., will each have a designated code, as shown in Figure 4. 


 


 
Figure 4: Trip Scheduling Screenshot. This sample screenshot shows that each trip must have a Trip 
Reason code entered for it. If our system is configured to allow a service, it will appear as an option in the 
drop down box. If it is not programmed to allow a service, the option will not appear.  


 


Our system will automatically alert the CSR if they enter a trip reason code that is for a non‐


covered service, helping to guarantee that MTM will only approve trips to covered medical 


services. To ensure we only schedule trips to enrolled providers, we will maintain data for each 


covered medical provider within our system.  
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Checking for Alternate Available Transportation 


An additional factor in determining NET service eligibility is ensuring the recipient does not have 


access to alternative free modes of transportation available to them, as Medicaid is the payor of 


last resort. During the intake process, the CSR will determine whether the recipient has other 


available means of transportation by asking questions such as: 


 “How did you get to your last appointment?” 


 “Do you have a car?” 


 “Can a relative or friend take you?” 


 “How do you get to the grocery store?” 


 


If the recipient indicates that s/he has access to an automobile but cannot afford gas to get to 


his/her appointment, and it is determined that less expensive public transit is not an option 


through our Level of Need (LON) process described in Section 3.4.3, the CSR will provide 


information to the recipient regarding our personal mileage reimbursement program. 


Additionally, at this time the CSR will verify that the recipient does not have coverage from a 


third‐party source such as Medicare or other health plan that would cover some or all of his/her 


transportation costs. Because we understand Medicaid is the payor of last resort, we pursue 


these resources to ensure the lowest possible cost for DHCFP. Please refer to Section 3.7.2 for 


more information on how we hold third party resources liable for NET expenses as appropriate.  


 


If the CSR identifies a recipient as having alternative transportation resources available, our 


system will automatically flag this information. When the recipient calls to request 


transportation in the future, this information will pop up on the intake screen, and verification of 


the availability of alternative resources will be made.  
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3.3.2  DHCFP will provide a HIPAA compliant eligibility file suitable for loading into the 
vendors system. The file will be refreshed twice a month. For each recipient 
requesting non‐emergency transportation services, the vendor shall verify the 
recipient’s Medicaid eligibility through the provided eligibility file or through the EVS 
(Electronic Verification of Eligibility) system.  Once eligibility for non‐emergency 
transportation services has been verified the vendor may determine which form of 
transportation service is appropriate. Eligibility status in EVS is not the sole 
determinant of eligibility for non‐emergency transportation services; vendor is 
responsible to consult the Medicaid Services Manual Chapter 1900 to determine 
what subpopulations are excluded.  


 


In most of the NET contracts we hold, our clients provide us with HIPAA‐compliant eligibility files 


downloaded through their EVS. As outlined in the previous Section 3.3.1, our NET Management 


System allows for easy download and entry of eligibility data through EVS files, which will be 


updated twice each month. These files, along with Medicaid Services Manual Chapter 1900, will 


be utilized to determine recipient eligibility for NET services. After recipient eligibility has been 


determined, our CSRs then assess the recipient’s most appropriate, least costly mode of 


transportation through our LON process. This comprehensive assessment is described in Section 


3.4.3.   


 


3.4 ASSESS/AUTHORIZE TRANSPORTATION SERVICES 


3.4.1  The vendor and its network providers must have in place, and follow, written policies 
and procedures for processing requests for initial and continuing authorizations of 
service.  The vendor must have in effect mechanisms to ensure consistent application 
of review criteria for authorization decisions and consult with the requesting provider 
when appropriate.  Any decision to deny a service authorization request (SAR) or to 
authorize a service in amount, duration, or scope that is less than requested must be 
made by a health care professional who has appropriate clinical expertise in treating 
the recipient’s condition or disease. 


 


In each of our NET programs, MTM abides by a thorough, established LON process that allows us 


to accurately determine the most appropriate, least costly mode of transportation for each 


recipient. Governed by written policies and procedures, the LON process is triggered whenever a 


recipient requests a level of service exceeding public transit. Trained and qualified Care 


Management Coordinators then work with the recipient’s primary care physician to determine 


the most appropriate mode of transportation for the recipient.  
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Described in detail in Section 3.4.3, our LON process is a consistent application that is backed up 


by periodic audits and overseen by experienced managers to ensure accuracy. In addition, our 


value‐add, in‐person functional assessment process, outlined in the same section, is an even 


more effective mechanism for determining level of need. MTM is confident that these 


procedures will help reduce per‐trip costs, increase public transit utilization, and decrease overall 


NET costs in Nevada, just as they have for dozens of similar programs across the country.  


 


3.4.2  The vendor must ensure that any compensation to individuals or entities that are 
contracted by the vendor to conduct utilization management activities under this 
contract is not structured so as to provide incentives for the individual or entity to 
deny, limit, or discontinue medically necessary services to any recipient. 


 


For each contract we operate, our LON process is conducted by Care Management Coordinators 


employed by MTM. These individuals are trained to assess recipients, in collaboration with 


his/her medical practitioner, based solely on their true cognitive and physical abilities. They are 


paid a per‐hour rate and are never incentivized to deny, limit, or discontinue medically necessary 


transportation services.  


 


3.4.3  Vendor shall make an assessment of the recipient’s level of need for transportation, 
which shall be in accordance with Division transportation policies and procedures as 
set forth in the Medicaid Services Manual (MSM) Chapter 1900 entitled 
“Transportation Services” and through any Division policy updates, revisions and 
State Plan Amendments.   


 


As part of our proven process, MTM’s system automatically assigns the lowest cost, most 


appropriate mode of transportation based on the recipient’s medical and cognitive abilities. In 


areas with viable public transit resources, all modes above public transit require our LON 


assessment screening process, or an enhanced functional assessment as deemed appropriate. 


These processes allow us to evaluate recipient capabilities to ensure that every recipient is 


placed on the least costly, most appropriate mode of transportation available to meet their 


medical needs, and are in full compliance with DHCFP policies and procedures.  
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To help CSRs assign the most appropriate mode quickly, our system will automatically track all 


transportation requests and keep a history of each. The system will track the information 


gathered during each call and refer the CSR to this when receiving future requests from the 


recipient. Any documents supporting transportation decisions are scanned using document 


imaging software and are maintained on file. 


 


When an eligible recipient or their representative calls to schedule NET services, the CSR will 


determine if the recipient had been previously authorized for a specific mode. If the recipient has 


been authorized and has a current certification on file, the CSR will arrange the trip. For new 


callers, the CSR will inquire if s/he has any special needs that would affect transportation 


services, such as the use of a mobility device, cane, or walker. The CSR will be authorized to 


schedule the trip, as long as the recipient is able to use public transportation, as this will always 


be the mode of first consideration. If the recipient requests a higher mode or has special needs 


requests (i.e., escort services, door‐to‐door service, etc.), the CSR will temporarily authorize the 


requested mode. This will allow Care Management time to receive and review the LON 


information from the recipient’s health care provider.  


 


Our LON process for reviewing and documenting the medical necessity of requested modes of 


transportation or levels of service was designed in collaboration with clinical staff and our 


business analysts to ensure the most thorough method possible. Under this process, all recipients 


requesting a higher mode of transportation than public transit will be required to undergo an 


assessment. Next, we will assign ambulatory mobility vehicle transport as appropriate, followed 


by wheelchair transportation. We will also authorize stretcher and non‐emergency ambulance 


when the recipient’s needs dictate these modes. 
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MTM works closely with the medical community to ensure their understanding of our LON 


procedures and the importance of their swift response in order to provide complete resolution in 


a timely manner. Oftentimes, our LON assessment will lead to the need for functional 


assessment to determine whether a higher mode is truly appropriate; this topic is discussed later 


in this section.  


 


Our foremost concern is recipient safety at all times. We collaborate directly with the medical 


community through our LON process to provide the most appropriate mode of transportation 


meeting each recipient’s capabilities. To further detail this process, our LON assessment will take 


the following considerations when assigning the least costly, most appropriate mode of 


transportation: 


 


1. Public Transit: As some areas such as the Las Vegas and Reno communities have 


significant access to public transit services through entities such as Las Vegas Monorail, 


the Regional Transportation Commission of Southern Nevada (RTCSNV), and the Regional 


Transportation Commission of Washoe (RTC Washoe), this will always be the first mode 


of choice where available. Our NET Management System enables the CSR to determine 


immediately if the recipient’s pick‐up and drop‐off locations are within ¼ mile from a 


fixed route stop. We will only assign public transit to recipients if they live within ¼ mile 


of public transit stop. If the recipient indicates an inability to use public transportation 


due to medical reasons, the CSR will advise the recipient that their healthcare provider 


must submit medical verification. The CSR will obtain the healthcare provider’s name, 


telephone number, and fax number. The CSR will then send a LON form to the healthcare 


provider directly from the NET Management System. Using the form, the healthcare 


provider will indicate if the recipient has a valid medical reason for not being able to 


utilize public transit. If the provider indicates the recipient can walk to the fixed route 


stop and successfully navigate the fixed route system, a Care Management Coordinator 


will contact the recipient to inform them that they are approved to use public transit. If 


the recipient still refuses to use public transit, the trip is cancelled and they are informed 


of their appeal rights. If the healthcare provider decides the recipient is eligible for a 


higher mode of transportation, the recipient will be assigned to that mode. 
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Also, as approved by DHCFP, during contract implementation we will notify all recipients 


living along a public transit route that public transit will be their mode of choice unless 


they complete the LON process. Within this informational letter we will include an LON 


form that they will use to initiate the LON process. By automatically assigning this mode, 


we are able to increase public transit trips from day one and reduce behavioral issues 


that stem from changing a recipient’s mode after they are used to utilizing sedan 


services.  


 


2. Mileage Reimbursement: If a recipient is ambulatory and has access to a personal 


vehicle, we will approve mileage reimbursement as an appropriate mode. The 


Reimbursement department will handle these trips and predetermine the mileage prior 


to authorizing reimbursement. Our system automatically provides the direct mileage for 


a trip when reimbursement staff enter the origination and destination addresses by 


accessing the integrated GIS mapping. The recipient must then complete and return a trip 


log, if s/he was not issued a pre‐loaded debit card to pay for gas. 


 


3. ADA Paratransit Services: If a recipient is certified for ADA services, MTM will arrange 


their transportation directly with the ADA provider and arrange for the appropriate 


reimbursement, either via token/pass or direct reimbursement to the ADA provider. If a 


recipient lives in the area of an ADA paratransit transportation provider and appears to 


meet the ADA certification requirements but is not certified for ADA paratransit services, 


MTM will assist the recipient in becoming ADA certified.  


 


4. Special Needs Requiring Higher Modes: If the healthcare provider submits a LON form 


that indicates the need for a higher mode of transportation due to a qualifying medical 


reason, such as the recipient is physically or mentally disabled to the degree that 


accessing public transit could result in a health or personal risk, the Care Management 


Coordinator will authorize the most appropriate form of transportation based on the 


physical and cognitive abilities of the recipient. This mode will most commonly consist of 


demand response transportation services, such as a mobility vehicle or sedan. MTM will 


also seek volunteer services to conduct these modes of transportation, as described in 


Section 3.6.4. MTM applies the following LON rules in making such determinations:  
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a. A recipient who is ambulatory or can transfer out of their mobility device without 


assistance and has no cognitive disabilities receives shared van/sedan/taxi 


transportation with curb‐to‐curb service  


b. A recipient who is ambulatory or can transfer out of their mobility device with 


assistance and has severe cognitive disabilities receives shared van/sedan 


transportation with door‐to‐door service 


c. A recipient who is in a mobility device, does not require assistance, but cannot 


transfer into a vehicle and has no cognitive disabilities is assigned curb‐to‐curb 


wheelchair transportation 


d. A recipient who is in a mobility device, is not able to transfer, and has cognitive 


limitations receives door‐to‐door wheelchair transportation 


e. A recipient who is bed‐bound due to a medical condition receives stretcher van 


services 


f. A recipient who is bed‐bound and needs medical assistance such as intravenous 


line administration during transport, or in situations where stretcher transport is 


not available, receives non‐emergency ambulance services 


 


Maximizing Public Transit Use 


Maximizing the utilization of public transit options is the most economical use of Nevada’s 


Medicaid funds and promotes greater independence for recipients. We are in full support of 


promoting public transit opportunities with services like Las Vegas Monorail, RTCSNV, and RTC 


Washoe, and have several ways of doing so. For example, we program our system with all 


available public transit routes using electronic downloads with GIS latitude and longitude 


information from the authorities. This information also includes hours of operation for each 


route, and allows our dedicated public transit specialists to develop planned routes for the 


recipient, as shown in Figure 5.  
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Figure 5: Sample Public Transit Route. Our system is programmed with public transit routes, allowing us 
to identify when a recipient is able to utilize local systems. As shown here, using the RTCSNV system, we 
can plan a route from a recipient’s home to a local Las Vegas medical facility.  


 


Another way MTM expands public transit utilization is through functional assessments and 


travel training activities. Our experience has shown that functional assessments, along with 


companion travel training services, can significantly increase the number of recipients approved 


for public transit when compared to medical necessity evaluations. In addition, this process can 


help effectively determine eligibility for paratransit services. Through this innovative strategy, 


we are able to maximize federal transportation funding, contain or reduce costs, promote 


independence, and expand access. 
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We have implemented functional assessment and travel training activities through our On the 


Move program in similar markets, and will do so in this program upon approval from DHCFP. On 


the Move gives our clients a one‐stop solution for assessments and resultant travel training; for 


details on this program, refer to the informational brochure included as Attachment N.  


 


MTM promotes validity and reliability in our functional 


assessments through properly trained staff and quality 


assurance measures, ensuring only truly able recipients are 


assigned to public transit services. Throughout our book of 


business, we currently conduct more than 12,500 


assessments on an annual basis. In some cases, we 


develop the screening and assessment processes for our 


clients; in other cases, we conduct prescribed processes 


on behalf of our clients. MTM is willing to work with 


DHCFP to determine which option would be a better fit 


in Nevada.  


 


In addition to performing the aforementioned LON 


assessments in all of our contracts, we also hold 


contracts solely dedicated to performing functional eligibility 


assessments, as demonstrated in Figure 6. For example, we are currently contracted in Portland, 


Oregon and Raleigh, North Carolina to conduct functional assessments for public transit 


agencies to determine if individuals require ADA accessible transportation or can safely navigate 


the public transit system. If the individuals are found to be able to use public transportation, we 


transition them to this mode, with or without travel training. With these contracts, MTM has 


more relevant functional assessment experience than any other major NET broker in the 


industry.  
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Functional Assessment 


Contracts 


Individuals Served 


Annually 


Assessments 


Performed Annually 


Is Travel Training an 


Element? 


TriMet Oregon  10,000  3,400*  No** 


District of Columbia  40,000  4,500  Yes 


Martin County, Florida  14,155  900  Yes 


Raleigh, North Carolina  14,000  960*  No 


Figure 6: Contracts with Functional Assessments. With MTM’s functional assessment experience, DHCFP is 
assured of our ability to accurately assess the abilities of recipients. 
*Projected 
** Under this contract, we do not conduct travel training services; however, we do coordinate with travel 
trainers within the facility following eligibility assessment 


 


In addition to performing functional assessments under the contracts shown above, we are also 


beginning to offer this service to our managed care and state government contracts. Our clients 


continue to be extremely satisfied with our functional assessment results; this is perhaps best 


demonstrated by our success with On the Move in the District of Columbia. In 2010, we 


incorporated functional assessments as part 


of our NET management services in the area. 


To date, we have determined that 23% of 


recipients assessed had the functional ability 


to access public transit services either 


immediately or after professional travel 


training services. With the move of these 


recipients to public transit from costlier 


modes, we have saved the program nearly 


25% in overall costs, and look forward to 


increased cost savings. This extensive 


experience has well prepared us for 


conducting similar services in Nevada, and 


has also helped us form a proper, efficient 


functional assessment process. 
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Functional Assessment Process 


Nevada recipients will receive the highest quality, most reliable functional assessments from the 


functional assessor that MTM plans to have on staff locally. When we receive an application from 


a recipient for the assessment of his/her functional abilities, an assessor will conduct pre‐evaluation 


steps, such as determining whether or not the recipient meets MTM and DHCFP requirements for 


assessment. During the physical functional evaluation, our assessor will assess the recipient’s 


functional ability to access fixed route stops and transit centers in accordance with MTM, DHCFP, 


local transit entity, and ADA criteria. The assessment will be conducted outside in the real 


environment or at an accessible location during weather occurrences, where the assessor can 


appropriately evaluate the recipient’s demonstrated ability to: 


 Board, ride, and disembark the vehicle 


 Walk on a variety of surfaces 


 Utilize stairs and ramps 


 Walk appropriate distances 


 Stand for varying periods of time 


 


During the cognitive functional evaluation, our assessors will use the Functional Assessment of 


Cognitive Transit Skills (FACTS) test. FACTS is a valid, reliable assessment that looks at the 


cognitive skills a recipient will need to access public transit. Additionally, if necessary, a 


professional verification will be used to gain more 


knowledge about a recipient’s functional abilities.  


 


Following completion of the evaluation process, our staff 


will assess the findings to make a full conclusion as to the 


recipient’s ability to use public transit services. If the 


assessor determines that a recipient is not able to use fixed 


route services, they will document which circumstances 


create a barrier for the recipient. The assessment will not 


be a medical diagnosis; rather, it will be a determination of 


his/her ability to use public transit. The assessment will 


follow all ADA guidelines. As necessary, the recipient will 


be referred to travel training services for instruction on how 


to safely and independently access the system.  
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Travel Training Process 


In addition to functional assessments, we are offering DHCFP on‐staff travel trainers through our 


On the Move program. During the functional assessment process, we sometimes identify 


recipients who need travel training services in order to fully utilize public transportation safety 


and independently. For the recipients we identify with this capability, our local travel trainers 


will provide individualized instruction on navigating the public transit system.   


 


Under our On the Move program, our travel training services encompass a wide variety of 


training topics. With MTM, Nevada recipients will receive travel training on the topics and skills 


shown in Figure 7, helping the recipient increase their overall ability to access public 


transportation.  


 


Skills in which Recipients will Develop Proficiency 


Trip planning online and by phone  Boarding, riding, and disembarking vehicles 


Reading bus maps and schedules  Identifying landmarks 


Identifying vehicles and stops/stations  Making transfers 


Learning the path of travel to and from 


destinations 
Learning emergency precautions 


Crossing streets   Learning safety awareness 


Figure 7: Travel Training Topics. With MTM’s On the Move program, travel trainees receive appropriate 
training covering several important topics. 


 


With these skills learned through On the Move, recipients will gain the ability to travel to their 


medical appointments independently and confidently. In addition, DHCFP will save additional 


valuable funds by having more recipients assigned to public transit services. Travel training will 


always be done using real public transit resources, services, and situations, providing the 


optimum travel training experience. For informational materials discussing our travel training 


program, please see Attachment N.  
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3.4.4  Pertinent requirements in the transportation needs assessment include: 
3.4.4.1  The recipient’s program eligibility for non‐emergency transportation has 


been verified on the date of service;  
3.4.4.2  The transportation is to and/or from a Nevada Medicaid  covered services 


that are determined medically necessary; 
3.4.4.3  The recipient has no other form of transportation available;  
3.4.4.4  The least costly, but appropriate, mode of transportation is used; and 
3.4.4.5  That the recipient is using the closest provider. 


 


Through our eligibility screening process, described in Section 3.3.1, and our LON assessment, 


described in Section 3.4.3, we verify that each of these DHCFP requirements are met. For 


example, the eligibility screening process ensures that the recipient is truly eligible for Nevada 


NET on the day of the request and the day of service; the trip is for a necessary Medicaid‐covered 


medical service with a covered medical provider; the medical provider is the closest, most 


appropriate provider; and the recipient has no other form of free transportation available. Then, 


if the recipient is verified as meeting each of these criteria, the LON assessment determines the 


least costly, most appropriate mode of transportation. By instituting these connected processes 


into the Nevada NET program, we can help DHCFP ensure that transportation services are 


reserved for those recipients who are truly eligible and traveling on the most appropriate mode.  


 


3.4.5  The vendor shall authorize or deny non‐emergency transportation services for 
Medicaid recipients based on the above screening criteria. The vendor shall issue a 
Notice of decision with appeals rights included for any denial, reduction, or 
termination of a service.  The vendor shall issue a Notice of decision with appeals 
rights included for any denial or a reduction in the requested level of service. The 
vendor may need to contact the recipient’s primary care physician to assess and 
confirm the medical necessity of transportation services.  


 


To ensure that recipients are appropriately notified when MTM denies, terminates, or reduces a 


specific mode of transportation or transportation service in general, we will comply with 


DHCFP’s policies and procedures related to trip denials. In many cases, this determination will 


follow eligibility screening, LON assessment, and medical provider consult utilizing the 


requirements specified in Section 3.4.4. Using an automated Notice of Decision letter, we will 


notify recipients of service denial, termination, or reduction in the following situations: 


 The recipient is ineligible for NET services or is not a Medicaid enrollee  


 The medical service is not medically necessary or provider is not covered by Medicaid  
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 The recipient has access to a personal vehicle or other form of free transportation  


 The recipient refuses to use the closest medical provider  


 The recipient refuses to use the least costly, most appropriate mode of transportation 


after undergoing an LON or functional assessment 


 


Throughout our operations, MTM automates the generation of Notice of Decision letters. When 


our system denies a recipient transportation services, it automatically fills in the necessary 


information, as shown in Figure 8. Following a denial, the CSR will inform the recipient of the 


decision, indicating to the system that a Notice of Decision letter should be generated. The letter 


will then be sent to the recipient the next business day.  


 


Information Included on Notice of Decision Letters 


Clear statement of the decision 


Reason for actions being taken 


Information about appeal/State Fair hearing rights 


and processes 


Effective date of denial, termination, or reduction 


The right to request services while the 


appeal/hearing is pending and how to do so 


Figure 8: Notice of Decision Letter Information. MTM will use an automatically generated Notice of 
Decision letter for service denial, termination, or reduction.  


 


3.4.6  Paratransit transportation may be provided based on assessed medical need.  All 
adult day care riders, adult day Health Care riders, Renal Dialysis riders and 
behavioral health riders must be assessed by paratransit for eligibility. Recipients with 
regularly recurring rides to any provider must be assessed by paratransit for 
eligibility. Recipients who do not cooperate in obtaining a paratransit assessment 
shall only be issued bus passes. When paratransit transportation is indicated, such 
transportation services shall be “curb to curb” or “door‐to‐door”, whichever service is 
necessary for the recipient.  Paratransit providers are responsible for assisting riders 
into and out of the vehicle, but are not responsible for lifting wheelchair or gurney 
patients up or down stairs. 


 


Although we encourage and enforce the use of non‐paratransit modes including public transit, 


mileage reimbursement, and volunteer services, MTM recognizes the importance of providing 


paratransit services to recipients who are unable to appropriately utilize other modes. Where 


paratransit services are available, MTM coordinates certification with the ADA paratransit 
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provider to determine if a recipient qualifies for this level of transportation. While we do not 


perform ADA assessments ourselves, our staff can aid recipients in applying for paratransit 


services as necessary. Prior to initiating the certification process, we will check local public 


transit systems for wheelchair accessible fixed routes, as this will always be the most cost‐


effective mode available.  


 


MTM will complete this process for all requests, including those from adult day care, adult day 


healthcare, renal dialysis, behavioral health, and recurring trip recipients. If a recipient does not 


comply with this process, s/he will be issued a bus pass. If a recipient needs assistance obtaining 


certification, an MTM assessor will meet with him/her to help complete the application. While 


the application is being processed by the paratransit provider, we will authorize a temporary 


certification of 30 days. If the recipient is certified for paratransit following this timeframe, we 


will provide reimbursement or advance funds to the recipient to allow them to pay the 


paratransit provider for services. If the recipient is denied paratransit or issued conditional 


eligibility, we will support this decision with our own determination of his/her level of need 


through our assessment process.  


 


3.4.7  Recipients are responsible for providing car seats, wheelchairs, other devices or 
equipment, and any extra physical assistance, not required of providers, that they or 
their escorts need to make the trip.  The Division will provide the vendor with 
instructions and ongoing training on Medicaid policy regarding specific Medicaid 
programs and covered services. 


 


To ensure safe, appropriate transport for every recipient, we will require each recipient to 


provide their own car seats, wheelchairs, other mobility devices, and escorts necessary for their 


trip. During the trip scheduling process, the CSR will ask the recipient whether s/he has any 


special needs dictating the use of these devices or services. If the answer is yes, the CSR will 


inform the recipient that s/he is responsible for bringing their own car seat, wheelchair, escort, 


etc. Appropriate notations will then be entered into the trip manifest, ensuring the 


transportation provider understands that the recipient is not to be transported if s/he does not 


bring the appropriate devices with them. Further, this will tell the transportation provider that 


an appropriate vehicle must be utilized to accommodate the mobility device.  
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In some contracts, we do require transportation providers to furnish child safety seats for 


recipients. If desired by DHCFP, we can introduce this in Nevada, ensuring children will have the 


appropriate restraints available at all times. Regardless, each transportation provider will be 


well educated on accommodating and securing mobility devices and safety seats in accordance 


with Medicaid policy.  


 


3.4.8  The vendor shall determine and authorize the most appropriate economical mode of 
transportation for each eligible recipient requesting transportation services.  The 
vendor is encouraged to develop and propose innovative strategies to reduce trip 
costs such as providing gas vouchers for recipients and making greater use of public 
transportation. 


 


As described throughout this entire Section 3.4, MTM has a thorough process for ensuring each 


recipient is provided with the most appropriate, least costly mode of transportation possible. We 


are constantly developing and introducing innovative solutions for reducing trip costs, which we 


are excited to implement into the Nevada NET program. Some of our current strategies for doing 


so include: 


 Conducting a standardized LON assessment for each recipient requesting any mode of 


service above public transit 


 Performing functional assessments for recipients in areas with extensive public transit 


resources 


 Offering travel training to recipients who may be able to utilize public transit successfully 


following instruction 


 Utilizing mileage reimbursement for recipients with access to a personal vehicle who do 


not have the means necessary to pay for gas; this can include a reloadable debit card or 


check reimbursement  


 Introducing uDrive services to responsible recipients, in which they will be leased a rental 


vehicle for a specified amount of time  


 Awarding trips to transportation providers that allow for the greatest degree of multi‐


loading and routing  


 Negotiating favorable rates with transportation providers 
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3.4.9  After determining that “no cost” transportation is not available to the recipient, the 
vendor shall utilize the services of the public transportation, if available and 
appropriate.  The vendor shall have procedures for timely distribution of public 
transportation tokens and passes to the recipient to make the authorized medical 
appointment and adequate monitoring procedures in place in order to validate that 
the tokens/passes were used for authorized medical transportation.  The vendor shall 
obtain prior approval for these procedures from Division.  


 


Because we understand the importance of using public transportation services as the most cost 


effective mode of transportation, we will utilize local public transit systems to their fullest in the 


Nevada NET program. However, since public transit is most prominent in metropolitan 


communities such as Las Vegas and Reno, these services are not always a viable solution in rural 


locations. We constantly work to maximize public transit utilization in areas where such services 


are available in seven primary ways:  


 Conducting thorough LON assessments to determine the recipient’s ability to access 


public transit as described in Section 3.4.3 


 Performing functional assessments to further determine recipients’ physical and cognitive 


abilities as described in Section 3.4.3 


 Offering travel training services to recipients who could benefit from instruction as 


described in Section 3.4.3 


 Ensuring our staff have tools available to arrange public transportation, including pre‐


loading routes into our NET Management System and having bus passes and tokens 


readily available 


 Educating recipients on the benefits of public transit  


 Ensuring recipients receive bus passes and tokens in a timely manner to access public 


transit for their medical appointments  


 Reducing fraud and abuse of public transit tokens/passes 


 


Pre‐Loading Routes in our System 


One of the many benefits stemming from our proprietary NET Management System is our ability 


to pre‐load public transit routes for easy identification and assignment. With the routes pre‐


loaded in our system, our CSRs will be automatically notified when a recipient lives within ¼ mile 


of a transit stop. If public transportation is an approved method for the recipient, the CSR is able 


to quickly assign the recipient to these services for the trip and send out a bus pass.  
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In addition, by having these routes within our system, we are able to identify potential areas 


where feeder routes to public transit stops can be instituted. By having feeder routes to these 


stops, we have the ability to assign even more recipients to public transit, such as those who live 


more than ¼ mile away from a stop.  


 


Educating Recipients on the Benefits of Public Transportation 


MTM will use our education and outreach processes to promote the benefits of using public 


transit to recipients, as well as educate medical providers on these benefits so they will support 


the use of public transit for their recipients. It has been our experience that recipients who meet 


the criteria for public transit and have multiple monthly appointments appreciate the freedom 


public transit provides them. For MTM, it is the most cost‐effective measure to issue a bus pass 


to these recipients. In addition to standard brochures and similar documents, we have the ability 


to develop informative, low‐cost audio/visual training materials as shown in Figure 9.  


 


 
Figure 9: Sample Video Screenshot. MTM can develop informative videos to educate recipients on the 
benefits of public transit.  
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Distributing Bus Passes in a Timely Manner 


MTM has processes in place to ensure DHCFP that bus passes/tokens are distributed to recipients 


in a timely manner. To do so, we employ staff that are accountable for ensuring the passes reach 


recipients in time for the appointment. Processes may include mailing the passes to recipients, or 


working with local medical facilities to distribute the passes directly to the recipients. Further, 


our local facilities in Las Vegas and Reno will be located on public transit routes, allowing 


recipients to pick up passes directly from our office.  


 


Decreasing Fraud and Abuse of Passes and Tokens  


By utilizing an effective accounting and verification system, MTM ensures that public transit 


tokens and passes are used appropriately for Medicaid services. In some programs, there is 


extensive fraud and abuse of the public transit system, including recipients selling their passes 


and claiming they were never received and not using the passes for scheduled medical services. 


However, by developing appropriate policies, procedures, and verification tools, we are able to 


effectively decrease fraud and abuse, and increase proper utilization.  


 


For example, during the first few months of a program, we rely on historical utilization data until 


we have our own data to work with. We will only supply recipients with passes in the amount 


verified from the previous month’s service. In addition, we will validate that tokens and passes 


were used for authorized medical transportation through our post‐attendance verification 


process. We will also require day programs to keep monthly logs of attendance, and will check 


these at the end of the month to ensure appropriate attendance.  


 


Another way we decrease fraud and abuse is by requiring recipients who repeatedly claim they 


did not receive their pass in the mail to pick up passes and tokens at our office. In addition, if we 


find a recipient is abusing the program, we will only provide them with a one day pass for each 


trip, and will only replenish it after attendance has been appropriately verified. By having 


appropriate measures in place, MTM will create easy access to public transit services in Nevada 


while having effective controls to reduce fraud, waste, and abuse. 
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3.4.10  If the vendor does not utilize the lowest cost transportation provider, the vendor shall 
document reasons for not utilizing such in the transportation database described in 
Section 3.6.1.  If the vendor authorizes transportation to a provider under this 
exception, the vendor shall document in the transportation database the reasons the 
nearest provider is not being utilized. An example would be a paratransit eligible 
dialysis patient getting a taxi ride immediately following dialysis, while being required 
to use paratransit for all other NET.  Other examples of exceptions are a recipient 
who uses bus passes for transport but is expected to be unable to walk that far after a 
scheduled procedure or a recipient unable to get appointment with closest provider 
who is no longer accepting new Medicaid recipients.  


 


While MTM strives to assign the lowest cost, most appropriate transportation provider for each 


trip, there are certain circumstances where this is not feasible. For example, as noted by DHCFP, 


some recipients may be qualified to use public transit on the first leg of a trip but are unable to 


utilize this mode following their appointment or procedure. During the call intake process, the 


CSR will make note of such circumstances in our NET Management System. In order to approve 


these situations, the CSR must choose a legitimate reason code proving that the costlier mode 


was necessary. We will program our system with these reason codes, as approved by DHCFP, 


ensuring the only situations that will be allowed to use a costlier mode of transportation are 


those pre‐approved by MTM and DHCFP. These verifications will be documented and stored in 


our NET management System throughout the life of this contract, and we will give DHCFP access 


to this information as requested.  


 


3.4.11  Medicaid funds may not be used to pay for transportation services that are otherwise 
available without charge to both Medicaid and non‐Medicaid recipients.  In addition, 
Medicaid is generally the payor of last resort except for certain Federal programs 
such as Title V Maternal and Child Health Block Grant funded services or special 
education related health services funded under the Individuals with Disabilities 
Education Act (IDEA). 


 


MTM understands that Medicaid is the payor of last resort, and we uphold this requirement in 


each contract we operate. Our eligibility screening process allows us to verify that recipients do 


not have access to alternative, free transportation services, thereby ensuring Medicaid does not 


pay for such trips.  
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3.4 SCHEDULE, ASSIGN AND DISPATCH TRIPS 


3.5.1  The vendor shall utilize a method to schedule transportation services once the 
services are authorized and shall ensure that trip assignment activities are performed 
efficiently.  The scheduling method shall be capable of accommodating advanced 
reservations, subscription service, and requests for urgent service.  


 


When receiving calls requesting NET service from recipients, our CSRs follow our proven NET 


program process. Shown in Figure 10 and detailed in Section 3.5.5, this process outlines 


procedures that encompass every aspect of NET management, including: 


 Receiving requests 


 Assessing eligibility 


 Determining the most appropriate mode of transportation 


 Scheduling transportation 


 Assigning the trip to the most appropriate transportation provider 


 


This process is standard for advance reservations with at least five days notice; however, we do 


have processes for scheduling urgent trips, as described in Section 3.5.2, and recurring trips, as 


outlined in Section 3.5.5.  
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Figure 10: MTM’s Proven Call Intake Process. Our CSRs follow this process across our book of business for 
friendly, efficient customer service.  
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3.5.2  Although recipients are urged to make requests for non‐emergency transportation 
services no less than five (5) business days before the service is needed, scheduling 
problems will occur from time to time when providing urgent services.  The vendor 
shall have a system in place to accommodate sudden, non‐emergent facility admits or 
discharges.  The vendor shall develop procedures to deal with last minute requests 
from recipients, scheduling changes, “no‐shows”, and late‐running vehicles.  A 
transportation provider must wait at least ten (10) minutes after the scheduled pick‐
up time before “no‐showing” the recipient at the pick‐up location.   The vendor or 
contracted transportation providers shall not charge recipients for transportation 
services or for no shows. 


 


While we encourage recipients to schedule NET requests at least five business days in advance, 


we understand that in some cases urgent situations arise that do not allow recipients to provide 


this notice. To accommodate urgent requests, defined as those requests with less than five days 


notice, we have a detailed process in place. Typically, urgent trip requests are to the recipient’s 


primary care physician or an urgent care center rather than a hospital emergency room, and 


may include hospital discharges. 


  


When we receive a call from a recipient requesting urgent transportation services, we will 


accommodate the trip. We rely on a strong network of transportation providers, as well as back‐


up resources. When a recipient requests an urgent trip, the CSR refers to urgency guidelines to 


ensure proper handling of the request. The CSR will verify the urgency of the appointment with 


the medical provider by phone or fax immediately. We will accept a medical provider’s verbal or 


written authorization. If the trip request is not verified as urgent, the CSR will educate the 


recipient of MTM’s urgent policy. MTM ensures that the gathering of urgency verification will 


not delay service delivery.  


 


If the CSR verifies the appointment as urgent, s/he will document the urgent verification and the 


approval in the NET Management System and proceed with scheduling the transportation. The 


CSR will arrange the appropriate transportation within three hours of the notification. 


Immediately upon authorizing the trip, the CSR will verbally notify the recipient of his/her 


transportation arrangements. 
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Making Changes to Transportation Arrangements  


In most cases, the recipient will learn the details of his/her transportation arrangements during 


the NET request call. If the trip is pending authorization, MTM will inform the recipient of the 


approval decision within two business days of the request. This might occur in the case of a hard‐


to‐place trip, or for recipients requiring special transportation services and pick‐up times. We can 


also quickly accommodate any changes the recipient may need to make, including the 


appointment being moved to another day, due to our comprehensive network of transportation 


providers.  


 


Handling No Shows  


In any NET program, no shows are an unavoidable issue. Therefore, it is important for the broker 


to have acceptable procedures in place to handle such situations. As required by DHCFP, 


transportation providers will wait for recipients for at least 10 minutes after the scheduled pick‐


up time before issuing a no show notification to MTM. DHCFP is ensured that we will never 


charge recipients for NET services, including in the instance of a no show. For more information 


on our no show policies and our processes for preventing no shows from occurring, refer to 


Section 3.5.7.  


 


Accommodating Late Vehicles 


In addition to having procedures in place for handling urgent requests, trip changes, and no 


shows, we have processes for accommodating vehicles and drivers that are late for pick‐up. For 


details on these procedures, please refer to Section 3.5.4.  


 


3.5.3   The vendor must allow one escort, who must be at least 18 years of age or any age if 
the escort is the parent of the minor child needing transport, to accompany a 
recipient or group of recipients when escort services are determined medically 
necessary or for those recipients who are minor children or adjudicated mentally 
incompetent.  A person under the age of 18 must be accompanied by one escort 
unless that person is married, legally emancipated, or obtaining family planning 
services. Transportation services may not be authorized for minor children unless a 
parent or legally responsible adult or other willing adult caregiver accompanies the 
child.  Two escorts are allowed for infants (children under one year of age).  Multiple 
escorts may be allowed in certain situations with the approval of DHCFP. In addition, 
escort services are available to recipients who require approved Personal Care Aid 
(PCA) services (pursuant to MSM Chapter 1400) en route to, or at, a destination to 
obtain Nevada Medicaid covered, medically necessary services when a legally 
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responsible adult or other willing and capable caregiver is unable to accompany 
them. An escort may be a parent or legal guardian, caretaker, relative, friend or PCA 
who accompanies the recipient.  No charge shall be made for the escort. On a case by 
case basis, an additional escort may be allowed to accompany a recipient with 
approval of DHCFP. 


 


In addition to using our LON process to determine the recipient’s most appropriate mode of 


transportation, we use this process to verify his/her need for an escort. We will carefully assess 


and document any needs that the recipient may have that would require him/her to travel with 


an escort. These needs may include: 


 An escort is medically necessary  


 The recipient is a minor, as all recipients under 18 must have an escort unless they are 


married, emancipated, or obtaining family planning services  


 The recipient is mentally incompetent  


 The recipient requires Personal Care Aid (PCA) services  


 


If we determine that an escort is necessary, we will allow one escort over the age of 18. 


However, if the recipient is an infant or as otherwise approved by DHCFP, we will authorize two 


escorts. The CSR will alert the transportation provider at the time of scheduling of the need to 


accommodate an additional passenger(s). As parents, legal guardians, caretakers, relatives, 


friends, and PCAs serve as a necessary companion for recipients, we will never charge the escort 


for transportation services.   


 


3.5.4  Trips shall be scheduled and dispatched to ensure that the average waiting time for 
pickup or delivery does not exceed fifteen (15) minutes, and at least 90% of all pick‐
ups must be within fifteen (15) minutes of the scheduled pick‐up time, measured on a 
monthly basis.  The vendor shall ensure that recipients arrive at pre‐arranged times 
for appointments and are picked up at pre‐arranged times.  This section applies to the 
Vendor.  The other time frames apply to recipients. The Vendor is held to a higher on 
time standard, but the recipient should be prepared for providers to be late.   


 


The timely provision of transportation services is critical to ensuring recipients receive their 


necessary medical treatments. MTM holds our transportation providers to the highest 


standards, especially when it comes to providing on‐time transportation to the fragile Medicaid 


population. If a transportation provider does not comply with these standards, we may assess 


liquidated damages and require the provider to complete a corrective action plan. If a 
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transportation provider continually provides poor services, MTM may ultimately remove the 


provider from our network. With the monitoring activities detailed in this section, MTM can 


ensure DHCFP that at least 90% of recipients per month will be picked up within 15 minutes of 


the scheduled pick‐up time.   


 


Setting High Expectations for Drivers 


The first step in ensuring timely pick‐ups and drop‐offs of recipients is educating the 


transportation provider on the importance of timeliness. Upon initial entrance into our network 


and throughout their time with MTM, we educate providers and their drivers on the importance 


of meeting our standards. These standards must be met for requests received with advance 


notice and with urgent notice.  


 


Per MTM’s signed Transportation Provider Guidelines (provided in Attachment I), transportation 


providers have set timeliness standards that they must meet. These requirements match those 


set forth by DHCFP. One of these main requirements is that drivers must pick up recipients within 


a 30‐minute window, accounting for 15 minutes before and after the scheduled pick‐up time. 


This is essential to ensure the recipient arrives on time to his/her appointment, and also takes 


into account any potential traffic issues that may impede a trip’s progress. Any pick‐up between 


15 and 30 minutes after the scheduled pick‐up time will be considered late.  


 


CSRs and transportation providers are also educated that recipients must be provided a pick‐up 


time. The CSR will educate the recipient at the time of trip scheduling that they must be ready 


and waiting for the vehicle at least 15 minutes prior to and after the scheduled pick‐up time. 


MTM also educates both the recipient and provider that if a driver arrives prior to the 30 minute 


pick‐up window, or any time before the scheduled pick‐up time, the driver must wait until the 


recipient is fully ready. Likewise, both parties will know that if the driver arrives within the 


scheduled pick‐up window, the driver is not required to wait for the recipient. If this occurs, the 


driver must report the recipient as a no‐show to MTM immediately so it can be verified and 


documented within our system.  


 


Timely Transportation for Will‐Call Trips  


We require transportation providers to establish an internal process to complete will‐call trips in 


a manner that will not impose unreasonable wait times for recipients. This process includes 
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developing a business card with instructions advising the recipient where to call in order to 


arrange a return ride to the agreed point of origin. For return will‐call trips, where a recipient is 


unable to establish a return ride pick‐up time when requesting transportation, MTM allows 


transportation providers a one‐hour response time after the recipient has called to request the 


ride. However, this pick‐up routinely occurs within a much shorter time frame.  


 


Ensuring Timeliness During Multi‐Loaded and Routed Trips  


Although multi‐loading and routing trips can be a point of cost‐efficiency, it can also be a 


concern to clients worried about timely transportation. However, MTM keeps timeliness in mind 


as we assign trips to transportation providers in multi‐loaded situations. We also require 


transportation providers to monitor their fleet capacity to adhere to timeliness requirements. 


We will educate and monitor transportation providers to ensure they schedule multi‐load 


situations in an efficient manner to minimize ride times. Recipients in multi‐loaded vehicles are 


not to remain in the vehicle for more than 45 minutes longer than the average direct commute 


from the point of pick‐up and destination. If a delay does occur, the transportation provider must 


contact scheduled recipients at their pick‐up points to announce the delay.  


 


Monitoring Provider Performance 


MTM’s transportation provider monitoring program allows for thorough oversight of 


transportation providers. MTM holds transportation providers to a strict on‐time performance 


rate of a minimum of 90%, meeting DHCFP’s requirement. We enforce these standards through a 


monitoring program that includes a thorough claims process. 


 


100% Trip Verification 


MTM’s claims process is a firm way to monitor on‐time 


performance. This process includes verifying and checking for 


accurate recipient signatures on 100% of trips prior to payment. In 


addition, all providers must submit to MTM via their independent 


web portal four times for each trip leg:  


 Scheduled pick‐up time 


 Actual time the vehicle arrived at the pick‐up location 


 Time the vehicle left the pick‐up location 


 Time the vehicle arrived at the destination 
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With our MobiliNET technology that is currently in development, our Network Management 


team will be able to automatically keep track of late arrivals, as this system is geocoded and 


transmits timestamps when a recipient’s information is entered. By requiring these four times 


and conducting signature verification, MTM ensures our transportation providers abide by on‐


time performance standards.  


 


Documenting Late Pick‐Ups 


MTM encourages both recipients and medical providers to notify us of any timeliness issues so 


we can document the occurrences in our NET Management System. For each documented late 


pick‐up, MTM will document the occurrence in our system. For all verified late pick‐ups, we 


assess liquidated damages to further encourage on‐time performance. In addition, for providers 


who are repeatedly experiencing timeliness issues, local Area Liaison Brittany Niedringhaus will 


assess the provider’s performance on‐site to address consistent problems. Providers who 


continually experience on‐time issues will be removed from our network of transportation 


providers.  


 


Preventing Timeliness Issues 


Beyond setting high expectations and monitoring performance, MTM takes further measures to 


ensure services are provided in a timely manner. Our NET Management System automatically 


prohibits CSRs from assigning trips to transportation providers who are over their daily capacity, 


preventing service delays. Also, when we receive urgent transportation requests, rather than 


simply sending the trip to a provider over our system, the CSR will call the transportation 


provider to ensure they have availability to take the trip.  


 


“Where’s My Ride?” Line Offers Support to Recipients 


For any recipient seeking information on their ride and the estimated arrival time, MTM offers a 


toll‐free “Where’s My Ride?” line that is open 24 hours a day. The CSR answering the call will 


contact the transportation provider to request their estimated arrival time, or dispatch the ride 


to another provider if the predicted arrival time is unacceptable.  
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3.5.5  Basic Steps 
 
The basic steps the vendor is expected to follow in arranging transportation, 
authorizing the services and reimbursing providers for services are as follows: 
 
3.5.5.1  The vendor receives the telephone call from the recipient requesting non‐


emergency transportation services.  The vendor obtains and tracks the trip 
information including the date, time, name and address of the medical 
appointment. 


 


Upon calling MTM’s call center, Nevada recipients will receive quality customer service from our 


trained, professional CSRs. The CSR will answer the call with a friendly, customized greeting such 


as: 


 


“Good morning/afternoon/evening. Thank you for calling Nevada NET services. 


This is [CSR name]. How may I help you?”  


 


The CSR will then ask for the recipient’s name and Medicaid ID number. If the recipient is on the 


preloaded eligibility list, the fields of the call intake screen of our proprietary NET Management 


System will auto‐populate with the recipient’s personal information, such as:  


 Recipient name  


 ID number 


 Date of birth 


 Address 


 Program eligibility dates  


 


Upon field auto‐population, the CSR will 


verify information such as complete address 


and telephone number and update the 


system as necessary. We designed the NET 


Management System to capture and retain 


recipient and trip information for access on 


subsequent calls. For example, our system accommodates recurring trips, one‐time trips, 


advance reservations, hospital and emergency room discharges, and urgent trips, ensuring 


efficient request processing.  
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Also during this step, the CSR will ask for the recipient’s appointment information, including 


date, time, pick‐up and drop‐off addresses, and medical provider name. After this information 


has been entered into our system, the CSR will screen for eligibility, described in the next steps.  


 


3.5.5.2  The vendor reviews the trip request and verifies the recipient's Medicaid 
eligibility for the requested date of service. 


 


Immediately after the CSR enters the recipient’s information into our NET Management System, 


the system will determine if the recipient is currently eligible for Medicaid and if they will still be 


eligible on the date of service. This process is described further in Section 3.3.1. 


 


3.5.5.3  The vendor assesses the recipient's eligibility for transportation services in 
accordance with current Medicaid transportation policy including that the 
recipient has no other transportation available and that the trip is to a 
Medicaid covered service.  Any special needs are noted, as they may affect 
the type of transportation needed. 


 


After determining Medicaid eligibility, the CSR will determine the recipient’s eligibility for NET 


services, including verifying that the recipient has no other means of transportation and that the 


request is to a covered service with a covered medical provider. As described previously in 


Section 3.3.1, our system is rules‐based and supports the verification of Medicaid covered 


services and providers. MTM uploads into our system information regarding covered services 


and enrolled Medicaid providers to make these determinations. If a CSR attempts to enter a trip 


reason code that is not within Nevada NET protocols, the system will alert the CSR and prevent 


the scheduling of the transport.  


 


Determining Special Needs 


While scheduling NET services, the CSR will ask the recipient if s/he has any special needs such as 


a mobility device, walker, etc., as this will affect the type of transportation and assistance 


needed. The CSR will enter the information into the system, which will alert the transportation 


provider on the trip manifest. This will inform the transportation provider in advance of any 


special needs and allow the provider to schedule his/her drivers and vehicles accordingly. The 


information we gather allows only transportation providers who can accommodate the special 


needs to display in the CSR’s drop down window of appropriate transportation providers.  
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3.5.5.4  Upon completion of the screening of an eligible recipient, the vendor 
authorizes the transportation service and assigns the trip to the most 
appropriate and least costly subcontracted transportation provider 
available, consistent with the transportation needs of the recipient.  If the 
vendor denies the service or reduces the transportation to a level that is less 
than requested, a Notice of Decision (NOD) is completed in compliance with 
Chapter 3100 of the Medicaid Services Manual.  Notification of a denial 
includes a description of how to file an appeal and the reason for the denial 
must be documented and logged. 


 


As part of our proven process, MTM’s system automatically assigns the lowest cost, most 


appropriate mode of transportation based on the recipient’s medical and cognitive abilities. All 


modes above public transit will require our LON assessment screening process, or an in‐person 


functional assessment. For details on these processes, refer to Section 3.4.3. If through these 


assessments we discover that the recipient is able to utilize transportation at a level that is less 


than the mode requested, we will issue an appropriate Notice of Decision letter; our process for 


doing so is described in detail in Section 3.4.5.  


 


After the CSR sets up the trip and determines the appropriate mode of transportation, our NET 


Management System automatically identifies the most appropriate and lowest cost 


transportation providers for the trip. We coordinate trips in the most cost‐effective manner, and 


look to route and multi‐load trips as often as possible. Those trips that are not easily multi‐


loaded or routed are assigned to transportation providers that can provide individual point‐to‐


point transportation. We will enter a trip reason code and notes as to the justification of a mode 


assignment.  


 


The NET Management System collects the trip information and, overnight, compiles a trip 


manifest for the day’s trips by transportation provider. We will distribute the manifests 


electronically to transportations providers, who are able to download their trip assignments 


daily via our secure web portal. If the transportation provider cannot accommodate a trip, s/he 


simply annotates this and MTM will reassign the trip to another qualified transportation 


provider.  
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3.5.5.5  The vendor may verify the transportation need by confirming the 
appointment with the medical provider. 


 


As described in Section 3.4.3, our LON assessment process involves MTM Care Management 


employees working closely with the recipient’s primary care physician to determine the most 


appropriate mode of transportation. Using an LON form, the medical provider will respond to a 


variety of questions that will aid us in assigning the lowest cost, most appropriate mode for the 


recipient. Additionally, we do occasionally confirm medical appointments with medical 


providers. For instance, if a recipient has been flagged for fraud and abuse in the past, we will 


confirm all medical appointments with the provider prior to scheduling future NET trips. Also, if a 


trip is urgent, we confirm the urgency of the appointment with the medical provider.  


 


3.5.5.6  The vendor contacts the recipient to inform him/her of the transportation 
arrangements, if this information is not given during the call from the 
recipient. 


 


In most cases, the recipient will learn the details of his/her transportation arrangements during 


the NET request call. If the trip is pending authorization, MTM will inform the recipient of the 


approval decision within two business days of the request. This might occur in the case of a hard‐


to‐place trip, or for recipients requiring special transportation services and pick‐up times. 


 


NET programs require clear and detailed communication on each trip to ensure that all parties—


transportation providers and recipients—know where to be and when. At the conclusion of the 


trip request phone call, the CSR will re‐state all trip details, including the name of the 


transportation provider, pick‐up time, number to call if the return trip is a “will call,” and pick‐up 


and destination addresses.  


 


3.5.5.7  The vendor or transportation provider re‐confirms the pick‐up with the 
recipient twenty‐four (24) hours ahead of the scheduled medical 
appointment to reduce the possibility of a no‐show. 


 


As directed by DHCFP, MTM will require transportation providers to confirm each trip with 


recipients 24 hours prior to the scheduled pick‐up time. Within the downloadable trip manifest, 


we will include contact information for each recipient. Using this information, the transportation 


provider will call the recipient to confirm the appointment, and inform them that they will need 
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to call MTM with any changes. By completing these confirmation calls, MTM and our network of 


transportation providers can effectively lower the no show rate throughout the Nevada NET 


program. 


 


3.5.5.8   The vendor picks up the recipient no later than fifteen (15) minutes past 
the scheduled time. 


 


In any NET program, on‐time performance is crucial to service delivery due to the nature of the 


transports. Since our inception, we have refined our processes for ensuring on‐time performance. 


As outlined in detail in Section 3.5.4, MTM has various strategies for ensuring transportation 


providers pick up recipients in a timely manner. We understand that at least 90% of recipients 


must be picked up within 15 minutes of their scheduled pick‐up time each month, and we will 


work with our network of Nevada transportation providers to ensure this goal is met.  


 


If we were not able to deliver on‐time performance for recipients, we would not be able to attain 


a high rate of customer satisfaction with the recipients we serve. Across our book of business, 


our satisfaction rate has consistently remained at 95% this year. To ensure this rate remains 


high, we expect punctuality from our transportation providers and monitor on‐time performance 


in a number of ways. With our on‐time performance monitoring techniques, we expect providers 


to meet a 90% on‐time performance threshold at minimum, meeting the goal set forth by 


DHCFP. Our providers continually meet or exceed this threshold with our monitoring methods 


described previously. For example, in our Minneapolis/St. Paul, Minnesota operations, our local 


network holds an average 95% on‐time performance rate.  


 


3.5.5.9  After the trip occurs, the vendor makes payment to the transportation 
provider promptly upon receipt of a properly completed and verified trip 
invoice.  The vendor may verify that the recipient received the authorized 
transportation service to a covered medical service. 


 


These procedures are applicable when subcontracted transportation 
providers are used.  The procedures may vary when public transportation, 
mileage reimbursement or other appropriate transportation services are 
used. 


 


To ensure our network of transportation providers is reimbursed accurately and in a timely 


manner, MTM has a thorough claims process. We understand that efficient reimbursement to 


providers increases satisfaction and overall performance, which has led to the development of 
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our Claims department. Through this department, we reconcile 100% of trips submitted for 


payment within the timelines set forth by our clients. We will guarantee completion of the 


claims process within 45 days. One tool that allows us to meet such timelines is our 


Transportation Provider Web Portal, with which providers can upload claims online for quick 


processing. Further, we ensure transportation providers are only paid for services actually 


rendered with our adjudication process, which includes verification of pick‐up and drop‐off 


times, as well as recipient signatures. For more information on our claims process, please refer 


to Section 3.7.1.  


 


3.5.6  Timeframes 


 
3.5.6.1  The vendor must provide standard authorization decisions as expeditiously 


as the recipient’s health requires and within the State’s established 
timelines that may not exceed fourteen (14) calendar days following receipt 
of the request for service, with a possible extension of up to fourteen (14) 
additional calendar days if the recipient requests the extension; or, the 
vendor justifies (to the DHCFP upon request) a need for additional 
information and how the extension is in the recipient’s interests. 


 


As mentioned in Section 3.5.5.6, in nearly every case, MTM’s CSRs are able to authorize 


transportation requests during the initial phone call with the recipient. However, due to issues 


with eligibility checks and potential hindrances in the LON assessment, this process is sometimes 


delayed. We will authorize and schedule transportation as quickly as possible, and alter this 


process to meet the recipient’s health needs as necessary. Our goal is to ensure each recipient’s 


transport is authorized in less than 14 days, and we rarely, if ever, exceed this timeline; however, 


if more time is needed, we will receive permission from DHCFP. We do have processes in place to 


accommodate delays, as described in the following Section 3.5.6.2.  
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3.5.6.2  If the vendor determines, or a provider indicates, the standard service 
authorization timeframe could seriously jeopardize the recipient’s health or 
ability to attain, maintain, or regain maximum function, the vendor must 
make an expedited authorization decision and provide notice as 
expeditiously as the recipient’s health condition requires and no later than 3 
working days after receipt of the service authorization request.  The vendor 
may extend the 3 working days time period by up to 14 calendar days if the 
recipient requests the extension or if the vendor justifies the need to the 
State for additional information and how the extension is in the recipient’s 
best interests. 


 


In some cases, delays in the eligibility verification and LON assessment processes are 


unavoidable. For example, sometimes Care Management is unable to obtain the recipient’s 


medical provider input for the LON process in the time prior to the scheduled appointment. If this 


situation occurs, we are able to issue a temporary authorization, or a one‐time override as 


needed, on the level of service requested by the recipient. This temporary authorization or 


override will allow the recipient to obtain medical care in a timeframe that will never jeopardize 


his/her health. During these scenarios, we will comply with all timeframes set forth by DHCFP, 


including making an expedited decision within three business days.  


 


3.5.7  Frequent No Shows 
 


3.5.7.1  The vendor shall educate and manage recipients who are chronically late, or 
“no‐shows”, or abusive.  No‐shows and allegations of abusive behavior of 
recipients shall be documented in the transportation database. 


 


By choosing MTM as their broker, DHCFP will partner with a NET manager that has established 


polices for no shows, lateness, and other abusive behavior. MTM developed Policy #6450, WF 


Client Behavioral Issue Sanctions and Policy #413, Management of No Shows to address 


recipients who consistently fail to use arranged NET services without notifying MTM of the 


cancellation, as well as recipients who demonstrate abusive behavior or misconduct towards 


transportation providers or MTM staff. Please see Attachment M for copies of these policies.  


 


Whenever a transportation provider reports a no show, late arrival, or other abusive behavior, 


an MTM representative will document the circumstance in our NET Management System. As 
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necessary, the representative will then begin the disciplinary process. Our no show and abusive 


behavior policies include disciplinary actions such as: 


 Counseling or verbal warning 


 Written warning, including door hangars left by the driver on the recipient’s door during 


a no show 


 Reduction of services to mileage reimbursement only 


 Temporary suspension of services 


 Permanent termination of services 


 


No‐shows in particular can create additional financial burden on NET services and limit the 


resources available to those recipients who appropriately adhere to program rules and policies. 


By educating recipients that their consistent no show behavior could result in a reduction or 


suspension in services, we often successfully limit no shows. When a recipient demonstrates no 


show behavior, we send out a series of three educational letters informing him/her of the 


seriousness of their actions. If this behavior continues for three no shows in one month, we will 


impose a 30 day suspension of NET services. In addition, if the behavior continues, we may 


reduce the recipient’s NET services to mileage reimbursement only.  


 


3.5.7.2  Recipients who are repeated no‐shows or fail to cancel in a timely manner 
for rides provided by its commercial vendors may be subject to suspensions 
of services. Recipients who receive a suspension will have the right of a fair 
hearing. 


 


As described in the previous Section 3.5.7.1, MTM has established policies for no shows and 


other abusive behaviors. These policies include appropriate disciplinary actions ranging from 


counseling to reduction, suspension, and termination of service. If, due to their repeated actions, 


the recipient is suspended or terminated from the Nevada NET benefit, MTM will send him/her a 


Notice of Decision letter. This letter will inform the recipient as to why we made the decision, as 


well as his/her appeal rights.  
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3.5.8  Develop and implement a monitoring plan 
 


3.5.8.1  The vendor is responsible for all services provided by subcontracted 
transportation providers.  The vendor shall ensure adequate oversight of 
subcontracted transportation providers and ensure that providers comply 
with all applicable State and Federal laws, regulations and permit 
requirements.   


 


Because we fully understand the importance transportation providers have on the delivery of 


high quality NET services, we have thorough processes and procedures for monitoring their 


performance. As further described in Section 3.6.1.1, MTM has identified and recruited eight 


transportation providers into our proposed Nevada NET network. These providers represent 222 


vehicles, and fully comprehend MTM’s commitment to quality transportation.  


 


Our Network Management department has several methods for overseeing the performance of 


transportation providers and ensuring they comply with State and Federal laws, regulations, and 


requirements. Our ongoing methods for supervising and ensuring provider compliance with our 


established Transportation Provider Service Agreement and Guidelines include: 


 Initial and annual driver and vehicle credentialing using our innovative web portal system 


 Initial, annual, and random on‐site visits to each provider’s business operations 


 On‐street observations and field monitoring 


 Initial and ongoing driver training activities 


 A pilot program utilizing mobile notepad technology for transportation providers and 


MTM’s Network Management staff  


 Periodic audits 


 Monthly performance monitoring 


 Monthly Report Card documenting performance  


 Established relationships with dedicated Network Management Representatives and 


Area Liaisons  


 


These processes are discussed in detail in Sections 3.6.1.4.  
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3.5.8.2  The vendor shall monitor the transportation providers to ensure compliance 
with the terms of their subcontracts and ensure compliance with all 
transportation provider‐related requirements of this RFP including driver 
requirements, vehicle requirements, complaint resolution and delivery of 
courteous, safe, timely and efficient transportation services. 


 


Upon entrance into our approved network of transportation providers, our Network 


Management Representatives review our comprehensive Transportation Provider Service 


Agreement and Guidelines with each provider. This document, provided in Attachment I, 


describes all aspects of the subcontractor relationship with MTM, including driver and vehicle 


requirements, expectations for safety and timeliness, the claims process, and more. Our Service 


Agreement and the contractual arrangements involved with in are further described in Section 


3.6.1.16.  


 


As mentioned in the previous Section 3.5.8.1 and further described in Section 3.6.1.4, we have 


several monitoring methods to ensure each transportation provider complies with the terms of 


their subcontracts. We are committed to ensuring quality transportation services for each 


recipient, and will utilize these techniques to ensure such.  


 


3.5.8.3  The vendor shall have written procedures in place for taking appropriate 
corrective action whenever inappropriate or substandard services are 
furnished or services that should have been furnished were not.  In addition, 
the vendor shall have written procedures for taking appropriate action if a 
subcontracted transportation provider is out of compliance with Federal, 
State, or local laws or regulations.  


 


As part of our transportation provider monitoring process, we also have written procedures for 


corrective action when a provider is found to be out of compliance with MTM and DHCFP 


standards or Federal/State laws and regulations. For example, if a transportation provider does 


not meet the DHCFP‐established 90% on‐time performance goal or if insurance requirements are 


not maintained, we will institute our hierarchy of corrective action procedures. Depending on the 


severity of the issue and the number of times similar issues have occurred, this hierarchy 


includes:  


 Education 


 Corrective action plan 


 Assessment of liquidated damages 


 Suspension or termination from our network 
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If a provider is required to undergo any of these corrective actions, local Area Liaison Brittany 


Niedringhaus will work with the provider, following up periodically to ensure the requested 


actions were taken. With our commitment to instituting quality NET services in Nevada, MTM 


will introduce our mechanisms for monitoring transportation providers and enforcing the service 


quality MTM is best known for.  


 


3.5.8.4  In addition to the strict quality assurance standards that the subcontracted 
providers shall meet, the vendor shall have contract liability insurance 
coverage in the amount specified in this RFP.  The vendor shall promptly 
report in writing accidents to Division that have occurred in conjunction with 
a scheduled trip if a recipient was present in the vehicle.  The Division 
reserves the right to make quality assurance reviews on services under this 
contract.  These reviews may be conducted in an anonymous manner and 
without advance notice. 


 


MTM requires our subcontracted transportation providers to maintain appropriate automobile 


liability insurance, which will meet the coverage amounts set forth by DHCFP. In addition, MTM 


maintains automobile liability insurance and general liability coverage in compliance with our 


clients’ specifications at all times. Outside of having appropriate insurance coverage, we go the 


extra step to reduce risk by credentialing 100% of drivers and vehicles on an annual basis, as 


described in Section 3.6.1.4. This process is guaranteed through our web‐based credentialing 


database described in the aforementioned section. 


 


Reporting Accidents and Incidents 


To ensure DHCFP remains up‐to‐date on all accidents, our Quality Management Compliance 


Auditor will immediately issue an Incident Management Report for each occurrence. The report 


will contain detailed information about the accident, including the name of individual involved, 


address, date/time of accident, location, description of accident, and any other required 


information. DHCFP can rest assured that MTM knows how to respond to and report accidents 


involving Nevada NET recipients, drivers, and others. Providers are held accountable to our 


reporting timelines through education and the assessment of liquidated damages. 
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Quality Assurance Reviews 


While records and reports regarding our Quality Management Program are open to DHCFP for 


review, we welcome independent reviews from the Division. We realize that such reviews can be 


conducted anonymously at any time, and fully believe DHCFP will be pleased with what it finds 


during these evaluations.  


 


3.5.9  Coordinate with DHCFP and community service providers  
 


Vendor shall collaborate with DHCFP and community service providers to evaluate 
opportunities to improve program performance and utilization. The vendor will 
produce a quarterly report to DHCFP on these efforts, including outcomes. 


 


In each contract we hold, we are committed to building quality relationships with the client, 


transportation providers, medical providers, community service providers and agencies, and 


other stakeholders to ensure we meet expectations and provide superior service. Through our 


ETO Program, MTM will establish local Advisory Committees and Subcommittees that will be 


specific to Nevada NET stakeholders, including recipients, healthcare providers, transportation 


providers, and the community at large. Advisory Committees provide invaluable input and 


feedback on NET, its services, transportation provider adequacy, and actions required to improve 


and enhance the program. MTM has had great success with these committees in our State 


Medicaid contracts, with stakeholders excited to volunteer their time and input for improving 


NET services. MTM encourages DHCFP to attend the quarterly meetings of each Advisory 


Committee, which are outlined in Figure 11. These Advisory Committees will become active prior 


to the “go‐live” date and continue throughout the life of the contract. 


 


Advisory Committees 


Committee  Members  Role of Committee 


Provider Advisory 


Committee 
Transportation providers  


Advise MTM on issues that affect 


transportation providers 


 


Review transportation provider polices and 


policy changes which affect them 


 


Discuss program concerns 
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Advisory Committees 


Regional Advisory 


Committee 


Recipients, healthcare 


providers, human services 


agency representatives, 


transportation providers, 


advocacy organization 


representatives, the 


Department 


Assist MTM in addressing concerns from 


each group of individual stakeholders  


 


Identify areas of potential services issues 


and gaps 


 


Guide changes and improvements to 


implementation activities and Readiness 


Review 


Figure 11: Advisory Committees. MTM will implement two Advisory Committees for stakeholders to 
deliver valuable input on Nevada NET.  


 


The Regional Advisory Committee will be key in identifying recipient concerns and issues 


regarding NET service delivery. We will work with DHCFP and key medical facilities to identify 


recipients who could potentially be interested in becoming part of this committee. In addition, 


within the educational materials we send to recipients during implementation, we will solicit 


interested individuals.   


 


In addition to the overall, broad committee covering all recipient populations in Nevada, we will 


implement Advisory Committees covering individual populations. These committees will include 


those for special needs populations such as children, Intellectually and Developmentally Delayed 


recipients, and others. These individual subcommittees will help us to ensure we meet and hear 


the needs of all recipients. To further bring out these needs, we will invite transportation 


providers who are dedicated to these individual populations. Because transportation providers 


who are dedicated to certain populations, for example, children, are so engrained in that 


community, they are completely in tune with and aware of specific needs. 


 


Outside of the formal Advisory Committee and its subcommittees, we welcome input from 


recipients, DHCFP, and other stakeholders at any time. We have various outlets for obtaining 


this input, such as the complaint process and the dedicated Quality Service Coordinator (QSC). 


Also, with our convenient online complaint and comment process, stakeholders will have the 


ability to provide us with their input quickly and easily. When we receive input from either 


Advisory Committees or other outlets, the Nevada Program Manager and our Quality 


Management Committee (QMC) will review the suggestion and determine whether or not it can 
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be incorporated into the program. From here, we will produce a quarterly report on our 


community coordination efforts and outcomes. Regardless of the result, MTM ensures that each 


piece of input from stakeholders will be carefully considered and examined.  


 


Care Management Establishes Relationships with Medical Facilities 


To effectively serve case workers, care managers, social workers, and medical facility 


representatives booking trips for their recipients, MTM developed the industry’s first Care 


Management department. In Nevada, we will have one dedicated Care Management 


Coordinator who will serve as the main point of contact for social workers and medical facilities.  


 


Nevada’s Care Management Coordinators will also be responsible for coordinating 


transportation for recurring appointments to facilities such as dialysis clinics, mental 


health/behavioral health programs, and methadone clinics. These individuals establish solid 


relationships with the social workers and care managers for these facilities, and improve 


coordination and customer satisfaction for the program. Care Management Coordinators will 


also review trip data for long‐distance and high‐cost trips for appropriateness. The frequency of 


trips in the recipient’s trip history, as well as trips with an elevated mode of transportation, will 


also be evaluated. 


 


MTM’s Care Management approach to transportation and utilization management is a very 


successful business model. Our unique approach combines a comprehensive needs analysis of 


recipients, with an in‐depth understanding of contractual requirements. The results have been 


remarkable. In every area where we compete head‐to‐head with other brokers, medical 


providers praise our management of NET services. The Care Management staff has consistently 


transformed the most frustrated care managers and medical facilities into pleased allies. MTM 


looks forward to bringing the Care Management approach to Nevada, increasing medical facility 


satisfaction.  
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3.5.10  Provide administration oversight 
 


3.5.10.1  The vendor shall be responsible for the management of overall day‐to‐day 
operations necessary for the delivery of non‐emergency transportation 
services and the maintenance of appropriate records and systems of 
accountability to report to the Division and comply with this RFP.  The 
vendor shall develop an operations procedures manual detailing all 
procedures to be used in scheduling and delivery of transportation services. 
Three copies of this manual shall be submitted to Division for review and 
approval at least twenty (20) business days prior to the start of operations.  
The Division shall review and provide revisions or approval within five (5) 
business days of receipt of the manual.  The vendor shall incorporate 
modifications required by Division within ten (10) business days of 
notification.  A vendor will not be allowed to begin operations without an 
approved operations procedures manual. 


 
The operations procedures manual shall be given to all vendor staff and shall 
be incorporated into all training programs for new employees. The manual 
shall be provided to all transportation providers with whom the vendor has 
subcontracted. The manual shall be reviewed in a mandatory orientation 
program to be provided by the vendor to all contracted transportation 
providers.  The operations procedures manual shall be reviewed and 
updated annually and whenever changes in operation are made. Updates of 
the manual must be approved by Division before distribution. 


 


Written policies and procedures govern all aspects of MTM’s NET operations, including the 


management of day‐to‐day activities, NET provision, records maintenance, and accountability 


systems. MTM has included a sample Operations Manual comprised of sample policies and 


procedures for this program. Tested and effective written policies and procedures help ensure 


that we are well prepared to begin services on day one. See Attachment C for a sample copy of 


the manual.  


 


Within our Operations Manual, policies set boundaries, procedures define “what and who,” and 


instructions explain “how.” Having written policies and procedures that undergo annual and 


periodic review and/or revision provides DHCFP the knowledge that the Nevada NET program 


will receive proper management and continual improvement. This manual includes all 


procedures needed for the operation and service delivery of this contract.   
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Following contract award, we will customize the Operations Manual to meet all Nevada NET 


requirements. After customization, we will prove three copies of the manual to DHCFP for 


approval 20 days prior to the start of operations. When input from DHCFP is received, we will 


make all modifications within 10 business days. Following this initial review, we will update the 


Operations Manual on an annual basis, submitting it to DHCFP for review prior to utilizing it.  


 


Training Employees and Transportation Providers with the Operations Manual 


To ensure all employees and subcontracted transportation providers understand MTM’s policies 


and procedures, we provide them with a copy of the manual and incorporate it into our training 


program. During training sessions, the Operations Manual is the main training material used, as 


it covers all aspects of working with MTM, the responsibilities each party must take on, how to 


contact MTM, and more. Other training topics include the various policies and procedures that 


govern the program, including policies on inclement weather and emergencies, as well as HIPAA 


standards and recipient confidentiality.  


 


3.5.10.2  If a payment methodology other than risk based capitation is proposed, the 
vendor shall bill using billing formats and procedures established by the 
Division and its Fiscal Agent.  Billed charges must be easily identifiable with 
recipient name, Medicaid Number, date of service, type of transportation, 
departure and arrival times, destination and other information as deemed 
necessary by the Division and its Fiscal Agent. 


 


Because MTM has bid this contract as a risk‐based capitation, DHCFP is ensured that we will 


meet all billing formats, procedures, and requirements. 


 


3.5.10.3  The vendor must have written policies and procedures and a description of 
its policies and procedures for the selection and retention of providers 
following the State’s policy for insurance, licensure, and certifications.  The 
vendor must be able to provide documentation that its providers have 
proper insurance, licensure, and certifications. 


 


With the effort we put forth in recruiting, credentialing, and training a quality transportation 


network, we have policies and procedures for ensuring the retention of our contracted providers. 


One of the methods we utilize to ensure retention is having our Network Management 


Representatives and Area Liaisons establish relationships with each provider, resulting in 
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effective communication. Further, we develop fair rates, leaving providers pleased with the 


reimbursement they receive for their service. Upon contract award, we will submit to DHCFP 


comprehensive policies and procedures dictating our recruiting and retention processes. 


 


One of the most important aspects of forming a transportation network is ensuring each 


provider meets MTM and client standards. DHCFP is ensured that each provider within our 


Nevada network will have appropriately insured, licensed, and certified drivers and vehicles. 


Because providers submit this information to MTM via our online Transportation Provider Web 


Portal, DHCFP will have convenient access to this information utilizing their own web portal. The 


Client Web Portal will allow DHCFP to, among other tasks, review credentialing documentation 


proving that each provider meets or exceeds all requirements. For more information on our 


driver and vehicle credentialing process, refer to Section 3.6.1.7. 


 


3.5.11  Protect recipient confidentiality 
 


3.5.11.1  The vendor shall maintain the confidentiality of Medicaid program 
information.  The vendor shall ensure that access to recipient health care 
information will be limited to the vendor and shall take measures to 
prudently safeguard and protect unauthorized disclosure of the Medicaid 
recipient information in its possession.  The vendor shall establish internal 
policies to ensure compliance with Federal and State laws and regulations 
regarding confidentiality including, but not limited to, 45 CFR Parts 160 and 
164.  In no event may the vendor provide, grant, allow, or otherwise give, 
access to Medicaid recipient program information to anyone without the 
written permission of the Division.  The vendor shall assume all liabilities 
under both State and Federal law in the event that the information is 
disclosed in any manner.  Upon the vendor’s receiving any requests for 
Medicaid information from any individual, entity, corporation, partnership 
or otherwise, the vendor shall notify the Division within twenty‐four (24) 
hours.  The vendor shall ensure that there will be no disclosure of the data 
except through the Division.  The Division shall treat such requests in 
accordance with all applicable federal regulations and Division policies.  In 
cases where the information requested by outside sources is releasable 
under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), as determined by the Division, 
the vendor shall provide support for copying and invoicing such documents 
at the vendor’s expense. 
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To ensure information pertaining to the Nevada Medicaid NET program and recipient 


information remains confidential at all times, we have sufficient safeguards to prudently protect 


it from disclosure. We never disclose confidential information to outside sources without 


receiving permission, and assume all liability for disclosure should it occur inadvertently.  


 


We have several processes in place to ensure confidentiality, described in the following Section 


3.5.11.2, and appropriate handling of disclosure. These processes include: 


 Having comprehensive confidentiality policies 


 Instituting thorough training for all MTM staff and subcontracted drivers  


 Destroying confidential information immediately 


 Notifying DHCFP within 24 hours of any request for confidential information  


 Refusing disclosure without DHCFP’s permission  


 Supporting FOIA requests as necessary  


 


3.5.11.2  The vendor shall comply with all federal and State laws and regulations with 
regards to handling, processing, and using protected health information.  
This includes, but is not limited to, the federal Health Insurance Portability 
and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) and the Health Information 
Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act (HITECH) of 2009.  These 
regulations are evolving and are therefore of a dynamic nature.  The vendor 
must keep abreast of the regulations and be able to reach full compliance 
within the specified timeframes.  Since HIPAA is federal law and its enacting 
regulations apply to all health care information, the vendor must comply 
with the HIPAA regulations at no additional cost to the Division. 


 


As a responsible NET broker, MTM understands the importance of fully complying with the 


requirements of HIPAA, HITECH, and other regulations governing the handling and processing of 


Personal Health Information (PHI). MTM keeps all recipient information confidential, and data 


and its elements are duly protected from unauthorized disclosure. We take measures to 


prudently safeguard and protect unauthorized disclosure of NET recipient information, and have 


established internal policies to ensure compliance with all confidentiality regulations. Further, 


our Executive Vice President and Legal Counsel Don Tiemeyer is well‐versed in confidentiality 


specifications, keeping us abreast of changes to HIPAA regulations.  
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Policies Govern HIPAA Compliance 


MTM’s Quality Management department is responsible for monitoring and reporting any 


unauthorized disclosures of recipient PHI or other personal information to the Quality 


Management department and DHCFP. The Quality Management department has developed 


policies and processes, which are in adherence with HIPAA guidelines, to ensure the 


confidentiality of recipient information. See Attachment M for this confidentiality policy. In 


addition, Quality Management staff conduct random audits for HIPAA compliance at all MTM 


operations. Any non‐compliance issues are addressed and rectified at that time. 


 


Our procedures also govern the transmission of recipient information. At any time in which we 


have to transmit recipient information from a secured site to an offsite location, we will do so 


using secure channels within our database. This way, we ensure that individuals outside of the 


MTM community do not come across any confidential recipient information.  


 


Staff and Subcontractor Training 


To ensure our staff members and our subcontractors are HIPAA‐compliant, we provide 


comprehensive initial and periodic training on HIPAA regulations and requirements. All staff 


members and drivers sign confidentiality agreements on an annual basis, which obligate them to 


provide safeguards restricting the use or disclosure of information not directly connected with 


the administration of this contract. In addition, we keep staff and subcontractors abreast of 


current HIPAA requirements through annual educational sessions.  


 


We are aware that in the course of a trip, recipients may disclose and discuss their medical 


situations with their driver. Drivers are instructed they must not share this information with 


anyone other than medical professionals or other individuals involved in a “need to know” 


circumstance, such as a medical emergency.  


 


Destroying Confidential Information 


All Nevada NET recipients’ confidential information will be adequately protected with our 


process of destroying any material that contains PHI. At each of our business sites, we contract 


with a paper shredding company. We have various locked shredding bins spread throughout 


each of our facilities, ensuring staff members can easily and efficiently destroy personal 


information. We instruct our staff to promptly destroy all materials containing confidential 
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information when they are no longer needed. In addition, we ask employees to pick up printed 


materials with PHI immediately. Our practice is to destroy all printed information containing PHI 


if the employee does not promptly pick it up from the printer. We have found that by doing so, 


we are able to effectively protect each recipient’s right to confidentiality. 


 


3.5.12  Maintain adequate staff and facilities 
 


3.5.12.1  The vendor shall maintain sufficient levels of staff including supervisory and 
support staff with appropriate training, work experience, and expertise to 
perform all contract requirements on an ongoing basis. Telephone and 
administrative personnel shall be familiar with covered services under 
Medicaid and other recipient eligibility prerequisites for covered 
transportation services.  


 


To fully meet the needs of DHCFP, its recipients, and this contract in its entirety, MTM will 


provide a significant local Nevada presence backed up by our solid foundation of corporate 


support. Our proposed key staff members for the operation of this contract are highly skilled 


individuals who will be responsible for the implementation and management of this program. As 


shown in Figure 12, MTM’s proposed organizational structure for this contract includes 28 


personnel in our Las Vegas facility, as well as six personnel at our corporate headquarters. Each 


of these staff members will receive appropriate training and will have adequate experience, 


expertise, and Medicaid familiarity to support this contract and their individual functions.  


 


Title  Name  Location 
Full Time 


Employees 


Program Manager  Nathan Mueller 


 


Las Vegas  1 


Call Center Manager  Stephanie 


Boschenreither 


Las Vegas   1 


Education, Training, and 


Outreach Coordinator 


Melissa Workman   Las Vegas   1 


Transportation Provider Area 


Liaison 


Brittany 


Niedringhaus 


Las Vegas  1 


Network Representative  Danielle Porras   Las Vegas  1 
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Title  Name  Location 
Full Time 


Employees 


Customer Service Trainer  Stacy Whittington  Las Vegas  1 


Customer Service Team Lead  1 TBH  Las Vegas  1 


Customer Service 


Representative 


17 TBH  Las Vegas  17 


Help Desk Representative  Lauren Pedano   Missouri  1 


Care Management Coordinator  Marsha Kiel  Las Vegas  1 


Quality Service Coordinator  Kelly Suttles   Missouri   1 


Business Analyst  Justin Adkins  Missouri  1 


PC Technician  1 TBH  Las Vegas  1 


Data Management Specialist  Lindsay Daley 


2 TBH 


Missouri  3 


Functional Assessor  Chris Hunter  Las Vegas (will 


travel as needed) 


1 


Travel Trainer  Robyn Bernady  Las Vegas (will 


travel as needed) 


1 


Figure 12: Staffing Plan. This chart represents the dedicated MTM employees who will serve the Nevada 
NET contract, if DHCFP chooses the Las Vegas call center option. Should DHCFP prefer the Missouri call 
center option with a Las Vegas business office, staffing projections may change.   


 


The following tables describe all positions listed in MTM’s above staffing plan, as well as the job 


duties and experience of key personnel. In Attachment K, we provided full job descriptions for 


each key position. 


 


Note: In the following tables, solid blue headings with white text represent local Las Vegas staff; 


white headings with blue text represent corporate Missouri staff.  
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Name: 


Nathan Mueller 


Title:  


Program Manager   


Location: 


Las Vegas   


Reports to: 


VP, Client Services  


Role: In Nevada, Nathan will have complete oversight of day‐to‐day operations of the NET 


contract and will ensure the timely submittal of all required reports. He will serve as the link 


between stakeholders, including DHCFP, local transportation providers, medical facilities, 


recipients, and internal MTM departments. Nathan will meet with DHCFP monthly, or as 


requested, to update staff on all aspects of the program and for in‐service opportunities, program 


evaluations, and strategic planning. He will have complete authority over the program and will 


ensure the requirements of the program are continuously met. Satisfaction of the program by the 


stakeholders will be of the utmost concern. In addition to initial training and support, he will 


participate in quarterly meetings and training at the corporate offices with each department. This 


ongoing training will ensure that DHCFP and this contract receive the highest quality service. For 


more details regarding the duties this position entails, see the Program Manager job description 


in Attachment K. 


Years with MTM: Nine 


NET Experience: With nine years of experience in the medical transportation industry at MTM, 


Nathan has participated in numerous transportation program implementations, including several 


large managed care plans. His implementation of our mode assessment process provides cost 


savings and ensures recipients receive the appropriate mode of transportation. Nathan has a 


Bachelor’s degree in Communication with a minor in Business Administration. For more 


information on Nathan’s qualifications, please see his resume in Tab VIII—Attachment H, 


Proposed Staff Resume(s). 


 


Name: 


Stephanie 


Boschenreither 


Title:  


Call Center Manager  


Location: 


Las Vegas  


Reports to: 


Program Manager  


Role: As the Customer Service Center Manager, Stephanie is responsible for the customer service 


center’s daily operations and supervision of Team Leads, support staff, and Customer Service 


Representatives. Her primary function is to ensure compliance with all established protocols and 


procedures, and ensure recipient satisfaction. She is knowledgeable of all areas of this contract 


and MTM’s requirements. She will also analyze daily, weekly, and monthly statistics reports and 


make necessary changes in staffing and workflow processes. For more details regarding the duties 


this position entails, see the Call Center Manager job description in Attachment K. 


Years with MTM: Two (2) 


NET Experience: Stephanie has managed our corporate call center since 2009, ensuring full 


customer service quality and compliance. Prior to joining MTM, she performed similar functions 


for another customer service center.  
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Name: 


Melissa Workman  


Title:  


Education, Training, 


and Outreach (ETO) 


Coordinator  


Location: 


Las Vegas  


Reports to: 


VP, Operations   


Role: Melissa works with medical facilities across the nation, educating them on NET and MTM 


processes. She has conducted on‐site training sessions for medical facilities, day programs, and 


nursing homes. In Nevada, she will work diligently with all stakeholders in the medical 


community. Upon award, Melissa will begin meeting with large medical facilities, working with 


them to identify recipients with recurring schedules. She will play a critical role in working with 


the community to ensure overall satisfaction with this program. For more details regarding the 


duties this position entails, see the ETO Coordinator job description in Attachment K. 


Years with MTM: Seven 


NET Experience: Since beginning her time with MTM as a CSR, Melissa has held various positions 


in our Care Management department. In this time, she has served dozens of clients across the 


country, becoming well‐versed in MTM and Medicaid NET operations. Melissa has aided in the 


implementation of new policies, procedures, and programs, and performed outreach activities 


with various nursing homes, medical facilities, hospitals, and transportation providers.  


 


Name: 


Brittany 


Niedringhaus 


Title:  


Area Liaison  


Location: 


Las Vegas 


Reports to: 


VP, Paratransit 


Operations   


Role: Brittany will work directly with local transportation providers to ensure they understand and 


meet the requirements of DHCFP and MTM. She will assist in the credentialing and training of 


transportation providers and perform on‐site inspections of all vehicles prior to transporting any 


Nevada recipients and at least annually thereafter. She may also perform random, unannounced 


on‐site visits with transportation providers to ensure compliance. During all visits, Brittany will 


inspect the transportation providers’ records of their drivers and vehicles to ensure that all 


standards are met. For more details regarding the duties this position entails, see the Area Liaison 


job description in Attachment K. 


Years with MTM: One  


NET Experience: Brittany joined MTM in 2010 as a Network Representative. In this role, she 


established relationships with transportation providers in various areas, but primarily in Missouri 


for our statewide NET program. In 2011, she was promoted to an Area Liaison, a role in which she 


currently works with providers in Texas and Missouri to complete vehicle inspections and driver 


credentialing.   
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Name: 


Danielle Porras 


Title:  


Network 


Representative  


Location: 


Las Vegas 


Reports to: 


VP, Paratransit 


Operations 


Role: Danielle will be the point of contact for Nevada transportation providers. She will be 


available to answer day‐to‐day questions from transportation providers regarding contractual 


issues, driver background checks, vehicle information, MTM policies and guidelines, and any other 


question about the NET program. Danielle will develop strong relationships with transportation 


providers, and these relationships will ensure MTM maintains high transportation provider 


satisfaction. She will also monitor the adequacy of the network and assist in the recruitment of 


new transportation providers as necessary. For more details regarding the duties this position 


entails, see the Network Representative job description in Attachment K. 


Years with MTM: Seven 


NET Experience: Danielle has been with MTM’s Network Management department in various roles 


for the past seven years, ensuring our networks of transportation providers remain in compliance 


with our standards and those set forth by our clients. She works with transportation providers in 


Florida, Michigan, New York, Ohio, and Texas to ensure each driver and vehicle provides safe 


transportation to recipients.  


 


Name: 


Stacy Whittington 


Title:  


Customer Service 


Trainer 


Location: 


Las Vegas 


Reports to: 


Call Center Manager   


Role: As the Customer Service Trainer, Stacy will have primary responsibility for training all MTM 


new hires within the call center using established MTM protocols and procedures. Stacy will also 


re‐educate CSRs as needed, and train all staff members on new program features. Further, Stacy 


will monitor CSR performance throughout the life of this contract to ensure quality service is 


provided at all times. For more details regarding the duties this position entails, see the Customer 


Service Trainer job description in Attachment K. 


Years with MTM: One 


NET Experience: Stacy has been with MTM as the Customer Service Center Trainer since early last 


year. In this role, she conducts new hire training, protocol training, and continual call center 


education, ensuring she is extremely familiar with MTM and industry expectations. Prior to joining 


MTM, Stacy worked for Verizon for 15 years, supervising and training a group of 45 customer 


service representatives. 
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Name: 


1 TBH 


Title:  


Customer Service 


Center Team Lead 


Location: 


Las Vegas 


Reports to: 


Customer Service Center 


Supervisor   


Role: The Customer Service Center Team Lead is responsible for the supervision of CSRs. The Team 


Lead’s primary function is to ensure compliance with all client and MTM protocols and procedures 


through CSR oversight and answering questions. Team Leads motivate and educate their team to 


ensure customer satisfaction and continual improvement. This position serves as the role model 


for CSR staff in all areas of job performance including professionalism, reliability, and work 


quality.  


NET Experience: For more details regarding the duties this position entails, as well as the 


qualifications successful applicants must have, please see the Customer Service Center Team Lead 


job description in Attachment K. 


 


Name: 


17 TBH 


Title:  


Customer Service 


Representative (CSR) 


Location: 


Las Vegas 


Reports to: 


Customer Service Center 


Team Lead    


Role: The CSR handles incoming calls regarding the scheduling of transportation and responds to 


general inquiries. The CSR is the front line representative for MTM. Therefore, we heavily train 


CSRs on the importance and provision of quality customer service. We seek professional‐minded 


individuals with excellent customer service, communication, and problem‐solving skills. We also 


seek applicants with language capabilities to meet the needs of clients who have limited English 


proficiency.  


NET Experience: For more details regarding the duties this position entails, as well as the 


qualifications successful applicants must have, please see the CSR job description in Attachment K. 


 


Name: 


Lauren Pedano 


Title:  


Help Desk 


Representative  


Location: 


Missouri 


Reports to: 


Program Manager   


Role: Lauren will use MTM’s Help Desk software to take incoming calls, emails, etc., make sure the 


inquiry reaches the correct person, and track its resolution. This decreases the access points to 


MTM for general inquiries and ensures that the right people are contacted quickly to the best 


possible resolution. It also enables MTM to provide better tracking and reporting of the various 


inquiries we receive. For more details regarding the duties this position entails, see the Help Desk 


Representative job description in Attachment K. 


Years with MTM: Three 


NET Experience: Lauren has been with MTM since 2008, starting in our customer service center 
and later moving into our Business Solutions Group as a leader in our Help Desk resource. She is 
very knowledgeable of MTM’s AS400 system, and is extremely proficient in troubleshooting issues 
and problems faced by our employees.   
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Name: 


Marsha Kiel 


Title:  


Care Management 


Coordinator 


Location: 


Las Vegas 


Reports to: 


VP, Operations     


Role: As the Care Management Coordinator, Marsha will be responsible for recurring and special 


needs trips, as well as mode certification. She will work one‐on‐one with social workers and 


medical facility staff to book critical trips for recipients, and coordinate trips such as dialysis, 


chemotherapy, high‐risk obstetrical care, behavioral health services, transplants, hospital 


discharges, and other specialized trips. She will also review and analyze recurring trip data and 


high cost transportation to identify cost efficiencies. Marsha will also be responsible for 


coordinating MTM’s LON process with physicians to ensure the lowest cost, appropriate mode of 


transportation. For more details regarding the duties this position entails, see the Care 


Management Coordinator job description in Attachment K. 


Years with MTM: Five  


NET Experience: Marsha has served as the Care Management Coordinator for facilities under our 


Missouri and District of Columbia operations. She has certification in Medical Billing and Coding.  


 


Name: 


Kelly Suttles  


Title:  


Quality Service 


Coordinator (QSC) 


Location: 


Missouri 


Reports to: 


Manager, Quality 


Management  


Role: As the QSC, Kelly will have the responsibility of documenting, researching, and responding to 


complaints and grievances. She will be responsible for educating the required parties—


transportation providers, employees, medical providers—about the complaint/grievance 


resolution to avoid future incidents. She will also assure that the complainant is satisfied with 


MTM’s proposed resolution. Through tracking of complaints/grievances, Kelly will identify 


patterns of service and compliance issues. As appropriate, she will issue corrective action plans to 


transportation providers to improve services. For more details regarding the duties this position 


entails, see the QSC job description in Attachment K. 


Years with MTM: One 


NET Experience: Since 2009, Kelly has worked as a QSC for MTM, giving her a vast knowledge of 


MTM’s plans and their guidelines. She currently manages the complaints and grievances processes 


for several clients, including Kansas, and works closely with several other large plans.  
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Name: 


Justin Adkins 


Title:  


Business Analyst  


Location: 


Missouri 


Reports to: 


Program Manager  


Role: As the Business Analyst, Justin will collaborate with cross‐functional teams and subject 


matter experts to achieve efficient processes. Justin will be responsible for analysis, architecture, 


and specification of effective, efficient, and innovative business technology solutions and services, 


as well as project management during development and production. He will also ensure successful 


adoption of business technology solutions and services. In addition to these roles, Justin will 


conduct thorough data analysis to identify potential routing and scheduling opportunities. For 


more details regarding the duties this position entails, see the Business Analyst job description in 


Attachment K. 


Years with MTM: Six 


NET Experience: Justin has been with MTM since 2005 and working in similar functions for 23 


years. Justin understands the claims and reporting requirements of NET programs like this one, 


and has implemented auditing processes that save as much as 15% in total billing.  


 


Name: 


1 TBH 


Title:  


PC Technician  


Location: 


Las Vegas 


Reports to: 


Program Manager    


Role: The PC Technician is primarily responsible for maintaining, analyzing, troubleshooting, and 


repairing computer systems, hardware, and peripherals. This individual also maintains, upgrades, 


and replaces hardware and software systems, and maintains the growing technology 


infrastructure of our various locations. In Nevada, this individual will only be responsible for 


computer systems at the local Las Vegas office.  


NET Experience: For more details regarding the duties this position entails, as well as the 


qualifications successful applicants must have, please see the PC Technician job description in 


Attachment K. 


 


Name: 


Lindsay Daley 


2 TBH 


Title:  


Data Management 


Specialist  


Location: 


Missouri 


Reports to: 


Program Manager   


Role: As the Data Management Specialist, Lindsay will ensure the accurate manual transcription 


of pertinent data into the NET Management System, including pick‐up/drop‐off times, signature 


verification, vehicle identification numbers, and drivers license numbers. She will also remain alert 


to compliance issues, potential fraud and abuse, and process improvements. For more details 


regarding the duties this position entails, see the Data Management Specialist job description in 


Attachment K. 


Years with MTM: Three  


NET Experience: Lindsay has served in our Business Solutions Group since 2008, and possesses an 


understanding of all requirements this position entails.  
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Name: 


Chris Hunter 


Title:  


Functional Assessor 


Location: 


Las Vegas 


Reports to: 


VP, Paratransit 


Operations  


Role: As the Functional Assessor, Chris’ main goal and responsibility will be to determine whether 


a recipient can appropriately access public transit services independently, either before or after 


travel training support. Using the FACTS assessment, Chris will either recommend that the 


recipient a) is unable to independently access public transportation, b) able to access public 


transportation following travel training activities, or 3) able to access public transportation 


immediately without travel training activities. For more details regarding the duties this position 


entails, see the Functional Assessor job description in Attachment K. 


Years with MTM: One  


NET Experience: As the Program Director for MTM’s TriMet operations in Portland, Oregon, Chris 


ensures that the program runs smoothly and provides a seamless transition between contracted 


services. He has a robust background in travel training and assessment services. Since 2002, he 


has been involved with the Easter Seals and is currently a National Trainer for the Introduction to 


Travel Training course. With this experience, Chris is able to provide an expert level of knowledge 


in travel training and assessments to MTM.  


 


Name: 


Robyn Bernady 


Title:  


Travel Trainer 


Location: 


Las Vegas 


Reports to: 


VP, Client Services    


Role: If, after a functional assessment, a recipient is determined to need travel training in order to 


appropriately access public transit services, Robyn will provide individualized on‐site training to 


educate the recipient on how to use accessible public transportation. Robyn will teach the 


recipient to travel independently and safely on public transit systems. For more details regarding 


the duties this position entails, see the Travel Trainer job description in Attachment K. 


Years with MTM: One 


NET Experience: As the Project Director for our On the Move travel training program under the 


District of Columbia Public Schools, Robyn ensures success and independence for the student 


travel trainees. Her Master of Social Work degree has helped tailor her expertise in working with 


special needs populations. For the past eight years, Robyn has worked in a variety of settings, but 


each has involved assisting people with disabilities. Robyn has received trainings from the Easter 


Seals and the National Transit Institute, and her role with Easter Seals Project ACTION allowed 


Robyn to train disability advocates and public transit providers on how to work with disabled 


individuals.  
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MTM’s Executives Help Ensure Program Success 


With MTM, DHCFP and the Nevada NET program in general will receive a level of executive 


management support that is unmatched by any other NET broker in the industry. Our executives 


are dedicated to the success of each contract we hold, from implementation throughout the life 


of the program. These individuals continue to lend valuable time to our local operations teams 


with complete dedication and commitment to each project. The following tables detail the 


names, roles, and a brief biography for each member of our executive team. For further details 


regarding each executive’s education and experience, see the resumes provided in Tab VIII—


Attachment H, Proposed Staff Resume(s).  


 


Name: 


Alaina Maciá 


Title:  


President and CEO 


Location: 


Missouri 


Reports to: 


Board of Directors 


Role: Alaina is responsible for overseeing all operations within MTM. She is the executive liaison 


for all contractual and operational matters and ensures all contract deliverables are met within 


the required timeframes. She is the individual designated within MTM who is officially authorized 


to negotiate for and contractually bind the company in pursuit of this contract. She provides 


executive management of operations, technology, finance, accounting, legal, and marketing 


activities, delegating responsibilities downward through the executive team, department 


directors, and managers. She will be intimately involved in ensuring this contract’s success, 


including hands‐on management during implementation. 


Years with MTM: Seven 


NET Experience: During Alaina’s time with MTM, she has overseen the implementation of 


numerous large government contracts, including Missouri, Kansas, Minnesota, New York, South 


Carolina, and Washington D.C. For these clients, she has pushed MTM to continually improve and 


generate significant savings, generally between 10‐25% over previous costs. 


Career Summary: Alaina has been involved in project management and financial strategy for over 


eight years for large corporations in healthcare‐related fields. These include MTM, Maritz, and 


Mallinckrodt Institute of Radiology within the Washington University Medical School, working 


jointly with BJC Healthcare. Her strategy has changed the directions of these companies and 


created more profitable, lower cost business models. 
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Name: 


Gary Richardson 


Title:  


CFO 


Location: 


Missouri 


Reports to: 


President and CEO 


Role: Gary helps MTM develop and manage key financial goals applied throughout the 


organization, and oversees MTM’s Finance, Accounting, and Human Resources functions. Gary 


works to ensure that MTM is a financially strong and viable company able to fully support this 


program. 


Years with MTM: Two and a half  


NET Experience: Since joining in 2008, Gary has quickly implemented significant improvements in 


Financial Management and Human Resources efficiency. These aspects of MTM allow us to offer a 


more competitive price because our overhead is low and profit requirements are less than a 


publicly traded company. Gary also has experience in NET programs working with MV 


Transportation prior to joining MTM. 


Career Summary: Gary has 22 years of financial management experience, 15 of which were with 


large transportation contracting companies, and seven with the national accounting firm Deloitte 


& Touche. He is a Certified Public Accountant and a member of the American Institute of Certified 


Public Accountants. Gary has extensive experience in building financial infrastructure, including 


people and systems, for rapidly growing companies. He began his transportation career with 


Laidlaw Transit Services where he served for five years as a controller. Gary started with oversight 


of $20 million in business, which grew to $200 million plus by the time of his departure from 


Laidlaw. He then started with MV Transportation in 1999 as the Vice President of Finance, and was 


soon named CFO. He was crucial to MV’s revenue growth from a $27 million to a $550 million 


company. 
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Name: 


Alison Whitelaw 


Title:  


VP, Business 


Solutions 


Location: 


Missouri 


Reports to: 


President and CEO 


Role: As our Vice President of Business Solutions, Alison provides oversight of the telephony 


system, the IT infrastructure, and the NET Management System, ensuring that operational needs 


are fulfilled by secure and robust technology. She also provides IT governance, ensuring that 


industry‐best practices are used to manage risk, disaster recovery, and maintain regulatory 


compliance.  


Years with MTM: Six 


NET Experience: For the past six years, Alison has led the MTM technology team to provide the 


secure and robust technology infrastructure and applications necessary to support NET 


operational needs in a HIPAA‐compliant environment. Alison has developed modular technology 


seamlessly blending each client’s unique NET requirements with industry‐leading technology to 


create a best‐in‐class system. Alison was part of the team that implemented the state‐of‐the‐art 


VoIP telephony system and is currently actively involved in integrating routing and scheduling 


technology to further enhance MTM’s systems capability. Alison’s understanding of NET needs 


was a key factor in development of the industry‐leading online credentialing system. 


Career Summary: Alison is a Project Management Professional (PMP) certified project manager 


with 30 years experience developing and managing software applications and technology 


infrastructure in secure environments. She provides expertise in product development, service 


environments, web‐based technology, graphical user interfaces, batch based data processing, and 


embedded software developed in client/server and PC based environments. 


 


Name: 


Kim Matreci 


Title:  


VP, Client Services  


Location: 


Missouri 


Reports to: 


President and CEO 


Role: Kim’s primary responsibility as our Vice President of Client Services is to provide executive 


oversight of our contracts. She will work closely with the Program Manager to guarantee MTM’s 


compliance with the contract, and to review, analyze, and trend Nevada NET’s data to identify 


areas for improvement. Her rapport within the industry will help MTM stay abreast of trends and 


current program needs. 


Years with MTM: Nine  


NET Experience: With more than 20 years of experience in healthcare‐related fields and 


management positions, Kim is a valuable member of our team. She has established solid 


relationships with our program holders and participating program facilities throughout the 


country providing solutions to transportation needs and working collaboratively to enhance the 


benefit. Kim currently oversees all of MTM’s large government programs, including the statewide 


Kansas contract, a regional Minnesota contract, and the contract with Washington D.C. and the 


surrounding areas.  


Career Summary: Kim brings more than 15 years of healthcare experience to MTM. She has a 


Bachelor’s degree in Business Administration and is a former Registered Nurse. 
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Name: 


Natasha Boekholt  


Title:  


VP, Operations   


Location: 


Missouri 


Reports to: 


President and CEO 


Role: Natasha oversees all functions within our operational departments. She ensures 


performance metrics are accurately tracked to appropriately implement corrective action plans, 


and oversees compliance with all program requirements and HIPAA auditing. She is actively 


included in guaranteeing appropriate transportation management through care management 


techniques, as well as the continued satisfaction of the medical facilities we serve. Additionally, 


she oversees ETO activities at the corporate level so our training programs have a consistent 


approach, helping to provide continuous quality improvements. She will be actively involved in the 


implementation of this program and will ensure that appropriate staff are hired and trained.  


Years with MTM: Eight 


NET Experience: Natasha has worked with MTM’s NET clients since 2003 and has over 12 years of 


experience in the transportation management industry. She is keenly aware of CMS and 


transportation rules and regulations, and helps to implement our various statewide programs.  


Career Summary: Natasha a broad background to MTM, including the management of her own 


small business, with more than 12 years of similar experience.   


 


Name: 


Donald C. Tiemeyer 


Title:  


Executive VP and 


General Counsel  


Location: 


Missouri 


Reports to: 


President and CEO  


Role: Don serves as head of MTM’s Risk Management Committee, a subcommittee of our Quality 


Management Committee. He responds to all potential risk incidents for investigation and 


appropriate action. Should MTM be involved in any incident or accident that involves litigation, 


Don supervises and coordinates the representation of MTM to ensure MTM’s liability exposure is 


minimized. He is also a member of the MTM Credentialing Committee, which reviews 


qualifications of transportation provider and their drivers, including criminal background history, 


elderly abuse, sexual abuse registries, and motor vehicle driving records. He advises MTM’s Board 


of Directors and Executive team on legal matters, develops and reviews all contracts (including 


contracts with clients, vendors and transportation providers), and represents MTM in all legal 


matters. 


Years with MTM: 16 


NET Experience: Don has served as corporate counsel to MTM from its inception in 1995, and has 


served as MTM’s General Counsel since joining MTM in 2003. He has overseen the execution of 


numerous contracts, been involved in risk management, and defended the interests of MTM and 


our clients. 


Career Summary: Don brings over 36 years of legal experience to MTM, 23 years of which he 


served as a Principal engaged in the private practice of law. 
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Name: 


Patrick McNiff 


Title:  


VP, Paratransit 


Operations  


Location: 


Missouri 


Reports to: 


President and CEO  


Role: Patrick adds a vital component to our leadership team based on his extensive paratransit 


experience. Patrick is instrumental in developing partnerships with local public transit systems to 


build capacity of the transportation provider network to respond to the needs of Medicaid 


recipients. He consistently enables MTM to better coordinate with paratransit and fixed route 


providers, and works to coordinate high quality networks of transportation providers. 


Years with MTM: Two  


NET Experience: With MTM, Patrick has assisted providers in our network to increase efficiency in 


their operations, as well as identify ways for MTM to further coordinate with public transit 


options. Patrick plays an integral role in a number of MTM operations, including our Hamilton 


County, Ohio contract, which accounts for 20,000 trips per month. In past roles, he was 


responsible for managing all of Laidlaw Transit’s NET operations through their Safe‐Ride division. 


This division had operations throughout seven states in 14 locations, including statewide 


operations in Arizona and New Mexico. 


Career Summary: Patrick has served in leadership positions in the paratransit industry for over 20 


years with Laidlaw Transit Services and First Transit, successfully managing 33 contracts at 17 


operating locations with revenues of over $70 million. His broad experience includes managing 


contracts for Medicaid transportation, fixed‐route and fixed‐route deviation, general public dial‐a‐


rides, ADA paratransit, commuter express, airport rental car shuttles, paratransit feeder routes, 


and college campus circulators.  


 


3.5.12.2  The vendor shall designate and maintain a Business Manager for this 
contract who has day‐to‐day authority to manage the total project.  The 
Business Manager shall be on‐site in the business office location approved 
by the Division during regular working hours.  The Business Manager shall 
also be available to the Division by telephone during regular business hours. 


 


As mentioned in the previous Section 3.5.12.1, MTM has designated Nathan Mueller as our 


Nevada NET Program Manager. In this role, Nathan will have the day‐to‐day authority to 


manage the overall operations of this program. He will be available at our Las Vegas facility 


during the hours of 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., and will be free to discuss the NET program with DHCFP at 


any time.  
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3.5.12.3  The Division shall be notified within seven business days of key staffing 
changes.  All change in key staff shall be preapproved by the State. The 
vendor shall establish a non‐residential business office within the State for 
which the vendor has contract responsibility.  The vendor shall maintain 
office hours from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM (local time) Monday‐Friday except 
State holidays.  The purpose of the business office is for the vendor to have 
a physical presence within the State for conducting business with Medicaid 
recipients and transportation providers.  Call center staffing may be located 
at this business office but shall be located within the State unless an out‐of‐
state location is agreed to by the Division. 


 


In preparing our proposal for this contract, MTM has identified two potential locations from 


which we will operate the Nevada NET program: a main office in Las Vegas and a smaller 


satellite office in Reno from which we will distribute bus passes and conduct functional 


assessments. Both of these locations will be equipped and staffed to begin serving DHCFP and its 


recipients during implementation. 


 


MTM is proposing two options for our Las Vegas office to DHCFP. With the first option, MTM will 


run all program operations from this location, including call center functions. As part of this 


option, we will take calls immediately following the implementation timeframe from our 


corporate call center, then transfer calls to the local facility 120 days after the contract is signed, 


allowing adequate time for set up. With the second option, MTM will only run high level 


functions from the local office; for example, only Program Manager Nathan Mueller and a few 


other key staff members will be housed here, and the calls will be handled in our Lake St. Louis, 


Missouri customer service center. Either way, Nathan will facilitate the overall operations of this 


program during the hours of 8 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through Friday. Our facility will have 


plentiful square footage for office space, operations areas, and break rooms for local staff, and is 


centrally located on public transit routes to allow easy access for recipients. The following Figure 


13 demonstrates the location of our potential Las Vegas facility at 1601 East Flamingo Road, 


which can be divided to fit either pricing option.  
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Figure 13: Las Vegas Facility Location. During contract negotiations, DHCFP will choose to operate either 
a business office or call center from our local Las Vegas facility.  


 


In addition to the Las Vegas facility shown above, our satellite office in Reno is also conveniently 


located on a main route of the local public transit system, which will give customers the ability to 


easily pick up bus passes and complete functional assessments. Our local Functional Assessors 


and Travel Trainers will travel to this location one to two times a week, or as necessary, to 


distribute bus passes, conduct functional assessments, and complete travel training activities. 


This location at 850 Mill Street is demonstrated on the map shown in Figure 14.  
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Figure 14: Reno Facility Location. In addition to our main Las Vegas facility, MTM will open a satellite 
office in Reno to accommodate local recipients. 


 
Changes to Staffing 


As requested by DHCFP, the Division will have full approval of all MTM staff, including new staff 


members as needed throughout the life of this contract. If a key staff member leaves MTM at 


any time, we will notify DHCFP within seven business days.  


 


3.5.12.4  Vendor shall provide an answering device for use during the periods any of 
the offices is closed to leave messages.  The vendor shall have the capacity 
to send and receive facsimiles and e‐mail at the central business office at all 
times.  The vendor shall provide an administrative telephone number that 
will enable Division staff to reach the Business Manager and key staff 
directly, without going through the scheduling staff.  The vendor shall have 
the capacity to reproduce documents as requested. 


 


MTM ensures DHCFP and other key stakeholders will have the ability to contact us at any time 


through several methods. Our local office will be fully equipped with communication devices, 


include telephones and telephone lines, fax machines, copiers, and computers with staff email 


access. DHCFP will be given a direct phone number to reach Program Manager Nathan Mueller 
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and other key staff as requested. In addition, for all stakeholders calling our office during after‐


hours scenarios, we will maintain an answering machine. Upon returning to the office the next 


business day, the appropriate staff member will respond to all messages immediately.  


 


3.5.12.5  All records pertaining to the contract shall be stored at the designated 
central business office approved by the Division and shall be readily 
available for review at the request of the Division or its authorized 
representatives.  Records shall be stored in an orderly and secure manner. 
Record retention may be kept electronically, but must also be available in 
hard copy if needed. These records shall be maintained during the course of 
the contract and for a period of five years thereafter unless an audit is in 
progress, in which case the records must be maintained for five (5) years 
after the conclusion of the audit.  The vendor’s Disaster Recovery Plan is to 
be explained in the proposal. 


 


Through our NET Management System, MTM keeps accurate and complete records of all aspects 


pertaining to our contracts. When any information is entered into the system the data is 


immediately transmitted to our system database, where it is stored permanently. All data is 


backed‐up nightly and sent to our back‐up system to ensure that data is available at all times. In 


addition, our policy of record retention includes the collection, retention, and storage of all MTM 


contracts, subcontractor agreements, provider records, claims forms, complaints, and computer 


database storage for a period of six years or more following the end of the contract. We will 


keep hard copies of all data at our local Las Vegas office. At the end of this contract, all data will 


become property of DHCFP. 


 


Ensuring Preparedness in Crises  


MTM realizes that issues such as severe weather, power outage, and natural disaster can have 


devastating effects on transportation operations. To handle such occurrences, MTM has a 


comprehensive Disaster Recovery Plan that addresses multiple aspects, including employee 


training, carrying out key business functions, testing the plan, and communicating with 


employees and stakeholders. One major item that DHCFP and its recipients will not have to 


worry about is receiving call center services in the case of an emergency. Our various call centers 


are linked, allowing automatic rerouting of calls to any of our other four customer service 


centers across the nation to ensure Nevada NET recipients will always receive call intake and 


scheduling services from a friendly CSR. For more details, please see our Disaster Recovery Plan, 


included in Attachment F.  
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3.5.13  Implementation Work Plan 
 
Vendor shall develop a thorough implementation work plan and implementation 
staffing plan sufficient to ensure service start‐up within sixty (60) days of contract 
award.  Vendor must pass a thorough readiness review by Division or its designated 
agent 30 calendar days prior to service start date.   


 


With MTM’s detailed and proven Implementation Plan, DHCFP will receive a successful transition 


to our services from the current contractor with minimal issues and no service disruption. MTM 


understands the importance of working with the incumbent to achieve a successful, smooth 


transition, and will work closely with the current contractor to do so. In fact, we have worked 


with DHCFP’s incumbent a number of times to transition programs to our service. We are highly 


accomplished at performing implementations, with more than 16 years of experience 


implementing programs of similar size and scope. Because we have implemented large Medicaid 


transportation programs like this one in as little as 21 days, DHCFP can rest assured that we will 


be able to do the same in Nevada in the 60 day timeframe. Further, this experience will enable to 


be ready for the on‐site readiness review 30 days prior to the first day of NET service.  


 


MTM’s proposed Implementation Plan for this contract, provided in Attachment A, lists the 


details, activities, milestones, responsible parties, and timetables necessary to implement this 


program and is based on our understanding of: 


 The project scope of work and key stakeholder expectations 


 Accurate planning of timelines and milestones 


 Clear definition and understanding of deliverables and required resources 


 Identification of and plans to address potential challenges 


 How to overcome unforeseen challenges that inevitably arise  


 


Adherence to similar implementation work plans has enabled MTM to start up countless NET 


programs efficiently and without service disruptions. We designed our plan to accomplish a 


logical sequence and efficient use of resources in a timely manner. The Program Manager and 


our Quality Management department will monitor adherence to our Implementation Plan and 


this contract by using a compliance matrix. With MTM’s extensive knowledge of the NET 


industry, DHCFP and its stakeholders will experience a smooth transition to our services.  
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MTM’s Implementation Plan 


For the implementation to be successful, the plan needs to be supported by an appropriately 


staffed and fully qualified team. We have both of these in our current management staff and our 


executive level staff. In Section 3.5.12.1 we have provided the names, resumes, and job 


descriptions of the staff that we are proposing to manage this contract. Many of these staff have 


been with MTM for an extended period of time and have plentiful experience in the NET 


industry. 


 


In addition to a plan and team, effective implementation requires that the processes and 


systems required to provide the services be in place. As detailed throughout this response, MTM 


has all the necessary components to effectively implement this program and will utilize them to 


provide a smooth transition that guarantees contract compliance, stakeholder inclusion, and 


client satisfaction.  


 


A Thorough Understanding of the Scope of Work 


Prior to implementation launch, MTM will be thoroughly familiar with Nevada NET 


requirements. During the initial RFP response process, we reviewed the program requirements 


and compared these against the MTM standard operating model and our ability to provide the 


requested services. This review process ensures that the entire MTM team understands, well in 


advance of any contract award and implementation, the scope of work and what is required—


financially, technologically, and operationally—to successfully implement and manage the 


program. We have successfully achieved similar goals for our Minnesota, District of Columbia, 


and Kansas contracts. We have realistically staffed this program for optimum success and 


developed a pricing model that will provide significant value to DHCFP. 


 


An Effective, Comprehensive Implementation Kick‐off 


Once the contract has been awarded, our Implementation Team conducts an internal kick‐off 


meeting and launches the implementation process. MTM’s Implementation Team will be led by 


the Program Manager Nathan Mueller and oversight will be provided by our CEO Alaina Maciá. 


Alaina has extensive implementation experience gained through implementation of similar 


programs in the District of Columbia, Kansas, South Carolina, Minnesota, and Missouri. Alaina 


will oversee the entire implementation period, as well as the 90 days post “go‐live” date, to 


ensure that the program is operating to the satisfaction of DHCFP. Alaina has the ultimate 
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authority to make programmatic changes to ensure the success of the program. MTM will 


provide a demonstrable level of commitment, beyond that which any other provider can offer to 


DHCFP. 


 


The implementation team is comprised of our entire Executive Team, an Implementation 


Coordinator, and Key Management staff. The team reviews the RFP, our response, and the 


implementation plan, which includes the key deliverables, associated due dates, and the 


contract compliance matrix. The plan is then discussed in detail, responsibilities are clearly 


defined, and a list of needs/questions of each department is generated. 


 


The Implementation Coordinator Danita Capps tracks the completion percent of each task by the 


assigned individual against the implementation plan. Danita also tracks all outstanding issues 


and questions and updates the plan on a daily basis, after which it is reviewed by the Program 


Manager. The plan is reviewed during weekly implementation meetings. 


 


Any potential challenges and issues are discussed, and teams are assigned to address these in 


independent meetings. Each team is assigned a leader who is responsible for developing a 


solution and an associated plan, which is reported to the Implementation Coordinator. The 


Coordinator then incorporates these plans into the overall implementation plan. 


 


Simultaneously, we hold a kick‐off meeting with DHCFP to discuss the implementation plan in 


detail. Key deliverables and any issues DHCFP would like MTM alerted to during the 


implementation process are discussed, such as network adequacy issues, current systemic issues, 


etc. Administrative issues are addressed as well, including obtaining a list of department 


contacts and scheduling of weekly meetings to provide DHCFP with key implementation updates 


and issues.  


 


After these initial meetings, the Program Manager guides the Implementation Team through the 


key implementation activities. These activities are carried out simultaneously and include: 


 Recruiting, credentialing, contracting, and training of the transportation network 


 Customization of policies, procedures, and automated systems 


 Training of customer service center staff and other management staff 


 Education, training, and outreach of stakeholder groups 


 Trip entry, assignment, and verification prior to go‐live date 
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Recruiting, Hiring, and Training of Operations Staff 


Many of the positions and job descriptions defined during the RFP response process have been 


identified with existing staff.  Many of these staff members have been with MTM for at least a 


year and are familiar with NET requirements.  


 


Upon award, we commence training. Training will be conducted in the corporate office, local 


office, or in the field, depending on the particular position. Training for all positions includes a 


review of all program details and information, such as: 


 HIPAA and related human resources policies 


 MTM program management overview 


 Nevada NET Operations Manual and Protocols 


 


MTM knows that the employee’s performance improves when s/he receives appropriate 


education and training and understands set expectations. Better job performance results in 


greater job satisfaction and improves retention, and in turn greatly contributes to higher 


stakeholder satisfaction with MTM’s overall performance. All employees identified in our 


staffing plan are excited about the opportunity to serve Nevada NET recipients.  


 


CSRs will be trained and ready to take calls at a minimum of 15 calendar days prior to the 


transportation commencement date. At that time, recipients will notice an immediate difference 


in their experience with the NET program. We pride ourselves on working with recipients and 


ensuring they are satisfied with the services we provide them. Our CSRs understand that we 


demand professional, courteous customer service is provided to all of our callers. 


 


MTM recognizes that the transition to “going live” for services during the first few weeks of the 


program will create increased call volume due to general inquiries and issues. For this reason, we 


will support the Nevada NET call center team by also training CSRs in our corporate office in Lake 


St. Louis, Missouri, to handle any additional call volume to ensure that all calls are answered 


promptly.    
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Recruiting, Credentialing, Contracting, and Training of the Provider Network 


Prior to the start of the contract, Nevada will have a comprehensive transportation network in 


place that is able to provide adequate service coverage to meet the needs of eligible recipients. 


Our current network is comprised of high quality, credentialed, and satisfied transportation 


providers.  


 


MTM knows that transportation providers are the backbone of a successful NET program as they 


are the ones that transport recipients. MTM seeks the best transportation providers in a given 


area and upholds strict credentialing criteria for those who join our transportation network. We 


have already begun the process of recruiting a network. MTM solicits transportation providers 


through a number of methods, including client and medical provider recommendations, town 


hall meetings, phone calls, direct‐mail activities, and stakeholder meetings. Once a list of 


potential transportation providers is generated, we begin our credentialing and rate negotiation 


process, which is described in detail in Section 3.6.1.7.  


 


Customizing Policies, Procedures, and Automated Systems 


The foundation of MTM's implementation plan is to design a customized program built upon our 


standardized policies, procedures, and automated system. These tools have been developed 


based on our successful implementation and management of multiple state government 


programs. For all these programs, the clients were fully satisfied with the implementation. 


 


While the other activities occur, MTM’s Implementation Team and Business Solutions Group 


convene to determine if the policies, procedures, and automated systems are in place to meet all 


the contract requirements. We use the client’s protocols to customize our Quality Management 


Program, provided in Attachment E. The Quality Management Program will ensure contract 


compliance through performance monitoring; complaint, grievance, accident and incident 


management; fraud, waste, and abuse detection and mitigation; HIPAA compliance; and 


compliance audits. Where required, this team develops new processes and procedures, and 


modifies MTM’s system accordingly.  


 


MTM can ensure DHCFP a rapid and smooth implementation because we have the policies, 


procedures, and systems in place for managing statewide NET programs. This eliminates the 


potential transition issues, complaints, and additional work on behalf of DHCFP that a broker 


without this would encounter.  
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Performing Education, Training, and Outreach Activities 


While all other implementation activities are taking place, the ETO Coordinator Melissa 


Workman will begin to implement our ETO Program, described in through Section 3.2. This 


includes educating recipients, medical providers, and key stakeholder groups.  


 


Having well‐educated stakeholders improves satisfaction with the program and minimizes 


transition issues and complaints. MTM educates recipients by sending educational brochures to 


them through the mail. The brochure is printed in an easy‐to‐use format, and is also made 


available in alternative languages. To educate medical providers, MTM mails an introductory 


letter and invites them to contact us for an in‐service meeting. This ensures contact with all 


Medicaid‐covered medical providers. We supplement this by contacting all dialysis centers, day 


programs, and hospitals and scheduling a date for an in‐service training session. 


 


During the in‐service session, MTM will use a copy of the Facility Training Manual, provided in 


Attachment D, to educate the medical provider on our policies and procedures, trip request 


process, and working through the Care Management department. In these meetings we also 


bring the trip roster for their facility for review and to ensure all recipients they serve on a 


recurring basis are accounted for. We also direct them to our website, customized for Nevada 


NET, which contains the most current education and resource materials. If medical providers are 


unable to attend our in‐service training sessions, we can accommodate them through a WebEx 


virtual conference. 


 


Additionally, ETO extends past the “go‐live” date and will be conducted routinely throughout the 


life of the contract to ensure satisfaction with the program. Having a thorough ETO Program is 


critical to the successful operations of the program. MTM is experienced in ETO techniques that 


help recipients better navigate the system, especially those in which different recipients have 


varying levels of coverage.  


 


Entering and Verifying Trips  


The final, critical steps in the implementation process are entering all trips into our system, 


dispatching the trips to providers, and ensuring the providers can handle the volume of trips 


assigned. We will collect recurring trips directly from the transportation providers and confirm 


them with the medical providers. We will also begin to take live trip requests from recipients for 


their non‐recurring medical appointments at least 15 calendar days prior to the go‐live date. 
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In order to ensure a smooth transition, we will also offer medical facilities the ability to view 


online, through a secure website, trips planned to their facility, confirm the trip is scheduled 


correctly, and confirm which transportation provider is scheduled to accommodate the trip. If 


there is an error, the facility can contact their Care Management Coordinator directly, who will 


then make the requested changes. This confirmation process helps to streamline 


communications and ensures any scheduling issues are rapidly addressed and resolved. 


 


Also as part of this process, we will distribute bus passes to recipients based on historical data. 


Because many Las Vegas and Reno trips currently take place on public transit systems, it is 


important to ensure that recipients have their bus passes available on the first day of MTM’s 


service. Distributing the passes early will allow us to accommodate these trips effectively.  


 


Implementation Plan Summary 


In summary, MTM has the key ingredients to ensure the smooth, timely, and effective 


implementation of Nevada NET, including a robust plan; an experienced team; policies, 


procedures, and automated systems in place; a plan for credentialing and contracting a network 


of transportation providers; and the necessary experience implementing and managing 


programs similar in size and scope. For a complete listing of all activities and details regarding 


responsibilities, ownership, and time frames for delivery, see the Implementation Plan provided 


in Attachment A. 


 


3.5.14  Medicaid Policy Manual 
 
Vendors may obtain a copy of the Medicaid Services Manual Chapter 1900: 
Transportation Services and Chapter 100: Medicaid Program by logging onto the 
Division’s internet website at, www.dhcfp.state.nv.us. 


 


MTM has obtained and reviewed the Nevada Medicaid Services Manual Chapter 1900 and 


Chapter 100. We agree to and will comply with all specifications set forth by this policy manual.  
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3.6  NETWORK 


3.6.1   Recruit and maintain an adequate transportation provider network 
 


The vendor must maintain a network of appropriate providers that is supported by 
written agreements and is sufficient to provide adequate access to all non‐emergency 
transportation services covered under the contract.   
 


In establishing and maintaining the network, the vendor must: 
 


3.6.1.1  Consider the following: 


 The expected utilization of services, taking into consideration the 
characteristics and health care needs of specific Medicaid populations 
represented in the contract; 


 The number and types of non‐emergency transportation providers 
required to furnish the contracted services; and 


 The geographic location of providers and recipients and whether the 
non‐emergency transportation provider can provide physical access for 
recipients with disabilities.  


 


Building a comprehensive network of transportation providers requires a variety of factors to be 


taken into consideration. In recruiting Nevada transportation providers and developing an 


appropriate network that will meet the needs of every recipient, MTM will take the following 


factors into consideration: 


 The expected utilization of services 


 Special needs of specific populations 


 The modes necessary to meet the transportation demand 


 The number and types of providers required 


 The geographic location of providers and recipients, including plans for meeting rural 


transportation needs  


 


To meet the needs of all recipients, MTM will recruit a network that fulfills all modes of 


transportation, including public transit, sedans and taxis, wheelchair vans, stretcher vans, and 


non‐emergency ambulances and air vehicles. Because we are committed to having an adequate 


network in place on day one of this contract, we have already begun recruiting transportation 


providers to serve NET recipients. In fact, during the initial phase of recruitment, we have 


already developed a solid base from which we will expand during implementation to efficiently 


support the program. 
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Based on the expected volume of this contract, as well as our experience operating similar NET 


program, we determined the approximate number of transportation providers and vehicles 


required for this contract. Our Network Management team has already begun to identify a 


sufficient network, inclusive of eight transportation providers and 222 vehicles that will allow us 


to meet the needs of Nevada NET recipients. During the initial recruitment phase, our team 


contacted more than 120 NET providers, cab companies, and demand response providers in 


Nevada. After contract award, our Network Management staff will be dedicated to recruiting 


even more providers to guarantee capacity and ensure a smooth transition.  


 


The following Figure 15 outlines each subcontracted transportation provider MTM intends to 


utilize in Nevada at this point. Each of these providers has submitted a Letter of Intent (LOI) to 


contract with MTM upon award, as provided in Attachment B, and will undergo our four‐phase 


contracting process, described in Section 3.6.1.7. 


 


Transportation Provider  Ambulatory Vehicles 
Wheelchair/Stretcher 


Vehicles 
Total Vehicles 


Ameritrans Medical 


Transportation, Inc.  
7  2  9 


Medical Transport Company  9  9  18 


Pahrump Valley Taxi, Inc.  3  1  4 


Reno Sparks Cab Co.  85  5  90 


Reno Tahoe Limousine  13  0  13 


SchouVan, Inc.  1  10  11 


Tahoe Blue Taxi  2  1  3 


Whittlesea Checker Taxi, Inc.   70  4  74 


TOTAL  190  32  222 


Figure 15: Transportation Demand Analysis. Our Network Management team has developed preliminary 
estimates regarding the number of vehicles and transportation providers available to operate the Nevada 
NET program efficiently and appropriately.   
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3.6.1.2  Meet and require its providers to meet State standards for timely access to 
care and services, taking into account the urgency of the need for services; 


 


As described previously in our response, MTM is committed to ensuring timely transportation 


service for all recipients within DHCFP’s standards. Please refer to Section 3.5.4 to review our 


strategies for doing so.  


 


3.6.1.3  Establish mechanisms to ensure compliance by providers; 
 


Understanding the importance of ensuring compliance to MTM standards; DHCFP expectations; 


and Federal, state, and Medicaid regulations, MTM has developed several mechanisms. These 


strategies have been and are discussed throughout our response; please refer to the following 


Section 3.6.1.4 for detailed explanations.  


 


3.6.1.4  Monitor providers regularly to determine compliance; 
 


To ensure our network of Nevada transportation providers continuously provides quality, 


compliant services throughout the life of this contract, MTM will implement several established 


monitoring activities. Because we understand that we are ultimately responsible for 


transportation provider service, adequate and comprehensive oversight is essential. This 


oversight will help us ensure that each provider complies with our Service Agreement, the RFP, 


State and Federal laws and regulations, and performance and quality objectives. We will seek 


DHCFP’s approval on all monitoring activities.  


 


Annual Scheduled and Random On‐Site Visits 


In addition to the initial credentialing site visit, Area Liaison Brittany Niedringhaus will perform 


regularly scheduled and unscheduled on‐site visits to ensure the provider remains compliant to 


all contract requirements, including MTM’s Transportation Provider Service Agreement and 


applicable State, Federal, and municipal laws and regulations. Brittany will meet with the 


transportation provider at his/her site annually to inspect vehicles, audit files, educate the 


provider, and review any areas of deficiency. If she identifies an area of deficiency, Brittany will 


request that the transportation provider resolve the deficiency within a stated timeframe. 


Brittany will schedule another visit at the end of the designated timeframe to ensure the  
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deficiency has been rectified satisfactorily. MTM has various courses of action, including the 


ability to assess liquidated damages if the provider fails to comply, up to termination from the 


network. 


 


It is MTM’s policy that the Area Liaison conducts vehicle inspections of all provider vehicles that 


will service the contract prior to its execution, annually, and periodically throughout the year. 


MTM’s procedures call for complete vehicle inspections for all subcontracted transportation 


providers to verify that vehicles meet DHCFP requirements, including those set forth by Section 


3.6.2.2 of the RFP, and MTM’s Transportation Provider Guidelines, and to ensure that recipient 


safety and comfort features are in good working order (i.e., brakes, tire tread, signals, horn, seat 


belts, and air conditioning/heating, etc.). See Attachment J for a sample copy of the inspection 


sheet Brittany will complete on a mobile notepad utilizing our MobiliNET program during these 


on‐site visits. If Brittany determines that any vehicle is substandard, she may request that the 


vehicle be repaired, that the vehicle be removed from service until repaired, or that the vehicle 


permanently be removed from service depending on the severity of the issue. Records of these 


inspections will be maintained throughout the life of this contract and at least six years 


thereafter. DHCFP will have full access to these records upon request.   


 


Field Monitoring 


MTM’s locally based Area Liaison Brittany Niedringhaus will also conduct on‐street observations 


of the drivers to ensure MTM requirements are being adhered to, including the maintenance of 


vehicles, driver adherence to traffic laws, proper mobility device securement, neat appearance, 


display of proper identification, customer service to the recipient, use of seatbelts, etc. Brittany 


will conduct the on‐street observations, fill out the required MTM forms utilizing mobile 


notepads, and present the outcomes to the transportation provider with corrective actions if 


necessary. If she witnesses any egregious behavior, Brittany will take immediate necessary 


actions which could include vehicle removal, driver suspension, or termination.  


 


Annual Re‐Credentialing 


As previously mentioned, prior to being accepted into our network, each transportation 


provider, their drivers, and their vehicles must pass our initial credentialing process. However, 


our oversight of credentials does not stop here. MTM ensures that each transportation provider 


maintains up‐to‐date credentialing information through our annual re‐credentialing process. 
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During the initial credentialing process, providers upload the information required by MTM and 


DHCFP to MTM’s database via our online Transportation Provider Web Portal. Our database will 


keep track of when each credential will expire, and send the transportation provider an alert 


informing them when an expiration date is approaching. An alert will also be sent to the Nevada 


Network Representative Danielle Porras with a reminder that the provider’s credential will soon 


expire.  


 


If the transportation provider does not upload the proper information showing that the 


credential is up‐to‐date, Danielle will contact the provider with another reminder to update the 


information. If the re‐credential deadline passes without being properly updated despite 


reminders from the portal and Danielle, the transportation provider, its driver, or its vehicle will 


be removed as an approved entity from our network. This re‐credentialing process ensures that 


Nevada NET recipients will not receive transportation from unqualified drivers.  


 


Mobile Notepad Technology 


As a company dedicated to constantly creating innovative transportation management 


solutions, MTM recently launched our MobiliNET pilot program that allows drivers to utilize GPS‐


supported mobile notepad technology to maintain trip logs. Designed as an interactive arm of 


our NET Management System, 


MobiliNET electronically 


captures and transmits NET data 


from handheld devices such as 


tablet computers and smart 


phones, virtually eliminating the 


paper documentation process. 


The pilot version of MTM’s 


MobiliNET application is 


extremely interactive and user‐


friendly.  


 


As described in Sections 3.6.1.17 and 3.10.1.2, we require drivers to maintain detailed trip logs 


for every trip they take. MobiliNET will allow them to efficiently and accurately document a 


variety of trip elements such as odometer readings, driver name, and vehicle ID number. Further, 
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with an automatic timestamp that geocodes the location of each pick‐up and drop‐off, the 


application drastically decreases the possibility for fraud and abuse.  


 


Although this technology is still in the development stages, MTM firmly believes MobiliNET will 


enhance the trip tracking process, reduce paper documentation, increase security, expedite 


compliance, and greatly reduce opportunities for fraud and abuse of the benefit. With the 


extensive efficiencies and cost‐savings opportunities this technology will provide both MTM and 


DHCFP, MTM is excited to introduce this innovation in Nevada.  


 


Incentive Program  


Another strategy MTM uses to ensure satisfactory transportation provider performance is 


through an incentive program. This program is governed by a quality ranking system that 


provides positive incentives for providing reliable transportation services and meeting key 


objectives. Information gathered during this monitoring includes no‐show rate, on‐time 


performance, complaint rate, etc. By meeting more objectives, transportation providers are 


given a higher quality ranking that places them further up in our shopper during the scheduling 


process. Therefore, the better service providers give to the local recipients, the more trips they 


will receive. We have found this to be a dependable way of ensuring transportation providers 


offer high quality service. 


 


We also keep transportation providers in the know about their performance level by generating 


report cards that come to the provider via their independent web portal. These report cards 


allow transportation providers to benchmark their performance against the average for the 


Nevada transportation provider network. Data points reported include on‐time performance, no‐


shows, complaints, and trip turn‐backs. Transportation providers are true entrepreneurs and 


genuinely want to be the best; this type of feedback creates competition amongst providers to 


be the best in their service area.  
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Figure 16: Transportation Provider Report Card. MTM issues monthly report cards to transportation 
providers that allow them to monitor their performance for the previous month. The goal for 
transportation providers is to not exceed the allotted goal provided on the far right.  


 


3.6.1.5  Take corrective action if there is a failure to comply by network providers; 
and, 


 


To ensure transportation providers realize the importance of complying with all service 


standards and the consequences that can stem from failing to do so, MTM has established a 


hierarchy of corrective action for non‐compliance. Refer to Section 3.5.8.3 for details.  


 


3.6.1.6  Participate in state and federal efforts to promote the delivery of services in 
a culturally competent manner to all recipients, including those with limited 
English proficiency and diverse cultural and ethnic backgrounds.   


 


Throughout each of our contracts, MTM takes relevant steps to ensure NET service access for 


recipients with limited English proficiency and diverse cultural and ethnic backgrounds. First and 


foremost, we provide our CSRs with the training necessary to handle culturally diverse 


populations with sensitivity and active listening. In addition, we abide by Culturally and 


Linguistically Appropriate Services (CLAS) standards; hire bilingual CSRs; and utilize the 


Language Link for all languages not spoken by our bilingual CSRs. We also require transportation 


providers to bestow the same attention to cultural competency. If possible when assigning 


transportation services to a recipient, our CSRs make every effort to give the trip to a 
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transportation provider that speaks the same language. This allows us to ensure each recipient 


is comfortable while receiving service from MTM and our network.  


 


For more information on our ability to promote and provide culturally competent NET services, 


refer to Sections 3.2.1, 3.2.2, and 3.10.2.1.  


   


3.6.1.7  Recruit and maintain an adequate network of transportation providers.  The 
vendor shall use this network of providers to deliver NET transportation 
services to Medicaid recipients in the State.  The vendor shall have sufficient 
capacity available through subcontract agreements with transportation 
providers and other arrangements (i.e., such as public bus and train service, 
free services or reduced cost services, volunteers or gas reimbursement) to 
meet all of the non‐emergency transportation needs of the Medicaid 
recipients in the State.  Access to transportation services shall be at least 
comparable to transportation resources available in the general public.  
Capacity shall include private vehicles, non‐emergency ambulance and air, 
wheelchair vans, public transportation including bus services, and taxicabs.  


 


A true testament to the quality services MTM brings to each of our contracts in our ability to 


recruit and maintain adequate networks of transportation providers to deliver NET services. 


Since our inception, MTM has recruited, credentialed, and maintained large transportation 


provider networks of all sizes. We currently have more than 500 transportation providers under 


contract across the country, providing seven million trips per year. For this specific contract, we 


have already received LOIs from eight transportation providers who look forward to working 


with MTM in Nevada. Our Network Management staff have already met with and discussed our 


service expectations with many of these providers.  


 


In Section 3.6.1.1, MTM has listed each transportation provider we intend to contract with at 


this time, as well as the number of vehicles each will utilize. Through these agreements, we will 


cover each required mode of transportation, including sedans and taxis, wheelchair vans, 


stretcher vans, and non‐emergency ambulances and air vehicles. By having such a broad variety 


and adequate capacity, we can ensure each recipient will be provided transportation services 


that are comparable to or exceed those resources available to the general public.  
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In addition to subcontracted providers, we will partner with public transit agencies, ADA 


paratransit providers, and volunteer networks for the most cost effective program possible. 


Through our current LOIs, continuing recruitment efforts, and additional partnerships, we are 


confident that we will build a solid network in Nevada, similar to what we have done for each 


contract we have launched. Each of these providers will undergo our extensive contracting 


process, described in the following paragraphs.  


 


Recruiting, Credentialing, Training, and Contracting Transportation Providers 


To ensure we contract with responsible, safe transportation providers, MTM utilizes a 


comprehensive four‐phase contracting process that encompasses recruiting, credentialing, 


training, and contracting. Through this processes, we will have the ability to contract sufficient 


transportation providers for Nevada NET.  


 


 


Figure 17: Proven Contracting Process. MTM’s proven four‐phase contracting process of local 
transportation providers ensures safe, reliable transportation for Nevada recipients.  
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Phase 1: Recruiting Process 


As demonstrated in Section 3.6.1.1, MTM has already identified a number of transportation 


providers who intend to contract with us should we be awarded this program. Other than those 


providers, the first transportation providers we will seek in Nevada are those who provide NET 


services under the current contractor. We have found that using capable providers from an 


existing network facilitates a smooth transition. If the provider knows the history of the 


program, the geographic area, and the existing recipients, then implementation runs very 


smoothly and satisfaction of recipients remains very high. We followed this model during 


implementation of several statewide NET programs, recruiting providers from the broker before 


us with great success.  


 


Our dedicated Nevada Network Management staff has already made one‐on‐one contact with 


numerous local transportation providers to introduce ourselves and begin obtaining Letters of 


Intent. During this contact, Network Representative Danielle Porras educates the transportation 


provider on MTM’s operations, our expectations, and the potential demand for their service. If 


the provider indicates that they are interested in becoming a contracted provider, Danielle 


informs them of the necessary documents and insurance they will need for acceptance into our 


network, detailed in the next phase. Also during this stage, we give the transportation provider a 


Service Agreement for their review; a sample of this document is provided in Attachment I. To 


alleviate any issues or concerns about rates, we will also work closely with providers to 


negotiate appropriate rate development, ensuring we obtain the most appropriate, least costly 


transportation services. Upon agreement with our expectations, rates, and demands, the 


transportation provider will move to the next level of the contracting process, credentialing.  


 


Phase 2: Credentialing Process  


Once the transportation provider has expressed an interest in proceeding with the contracting 


process, Network Management staff will work closely with the provider to ensure they provide 


us with all appropriate credentialing information. With our NET Provider Web Portal, 


transportation providers have the ability to enter all credentialing information online, enabling 


them to pass MTM’s stringent credentialing process.  
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Credentialing information and the clearances included within it are governed by an established 


MTM policy. The credentialing information we require transportation providers to supply us with 


includes: 


 Business contact information 


 Any and all licenses required by DHCFP and the State of Nevada   


 Standard operating hours and holidays 


 List of current drivers, including copies of licenses  


 Driver background checks, including criminal history, child abuse, and MMVR reports  


 Initial hire and random drug screening for drivers  


 Copies of Certificates of Insurance 


 Detailed vehicle information 


 Driver education and training certificates  


 Other additional information required by DHCFP 


 


At this point, MTM will also verify that each provider has not been excluded from participation 


by the Office of the Inspector General. As required by the RFP, Federal law, and our standards, 


we will not contract with transportation providers who have been terminated from Federal 


health care programs for fraud and abuse.  


 


As part of the credentialing process, local Area Liaison Brittany Niedringhaus will visit each 


provider’s operation. Brittany will conduct an on‐site inspection of the provider’s facilities and 


vehicles to ensure NET providers entering our network have safe, qualified vehicles. She will also 


work closely with the NET provider to make certain that s/he understands all contract 


requirements such as documentation, registration, insurance requirements, driver conduct, and 


training. Brittany will determine if the provider has the necessary technology, hardware, and 


software capabilities to provide and maintain accurate and timely records, as required by MTM. 


She will conduct scheduled and random site visits to verify contract compliance and conduct re‐


training of contract requirements as needed. After the transportation provider submits their 


credentialing information and passes an on‐site inspection, they will move on to our training 


process  
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Phase 3: Training Process  


Once the transportation provider has completed the credentialing process, Brittany conducts a 


training and orientation meeting with the provider. In this meeting, she thoroughly explains 


MTM’s Transportation Provider Service Agreement, which clearly outlines the performance 


standards to which MTM will hold the provider. See Attachment I for a sample of this document. 


Next, she walks the provider through the Provider Manual, an example of which is provider 


Attachment H, which documents and explains: 


 MTM’s operations 


 The provider’s key contacts 


 Operational aspects 


o How MTM’s trip award process works 


o How to read a trip manifest 


o How to properly record pick‐up and drop‐off information 


o How to register a complaint 


o How to bill MTM 


o The payment schedule  


o Recipient rights 


 


This introductory meeting is important in establishing a good working relationship between 


MTM and the provider. In addition to the introductory meeting, we require that drivers undergo 


a series of important training sessions that guide the process of transporting Nevada NET 


recipients. This training is detailed in our Transportation Provider Service Agreement, and 


includes: 


 Customer service skills  


 Handling emergency situations 


 Diffusing tense situations 


 Handling special needs recipients 


 Basic first aid 


 Defensive driving 


 Working with MTM and our processes 


 


After the transportation provider and their drivers complete all required training sessions and 


submit proof to MTM, they will move onto our final phase, contracting.    
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Phase 4: Contracting Process   


After the transportation provider has received proper training, MTM’s Credentialing Committee, 


a subcommittee of the QMC, will conduct a detailed review of the provider for inclusion into the 


network. MTM’s Executive Vice President and General Counsel chairs the Credentialing 


Committee, and Network Management staff and managers from other operational departments 


also serve on the committee. Following a review of the provider’s file, the Committee will either 


approve or deny the transportation provider’s inclusion to our Nevada network. The 


transportation provider will then sign our MTM Transportation Provider Service Agreement, 


contractually binding them to our standards and expectations. As previously outlined, this 


agreement meets all requirements set forth by the RFP.  


 


3.6.1.8  The vendor shall not discriminate for the participation, reimbursement, or 
indemnification of any provider who is acting within the scope of his/her 
license or certification under applicable State or Local law, solely on the 
basis of that license or certification.  If the vendor declines to include an 
individual or groups of providers in its network, it must give the effected 
network provider(s) written notice of the reason for its decision. 42 CFR 
438.12 (a) may not be construed to require the vendor to contract with 
providers beyond the number necessary to meet the needs of its recipients; 
or, preclude the vendor from using different reimbursement amounts for 
different specialties or for different practitioners in the same specialty; or, 
preclude the vendor from establishing measures that are designed to 
maintain quality of services and control costs and are consistent with its 
responsibilities to recipients. 


 


In all aspects of our operations, MTM is inclusive and supportive of varying cultures, ethnicities, 


and abilities. The same is true for our transportation provider network. We never discriminate 


against transportation providers who wish to become part of our network; in fact, we try to 


include every interested and qualified provider possible. We do, however, take provider 


certifications and actions seriously. Therefore, we do not allow transportation providers without 


inadequate licensing or a history of poor performance to become a part of our network. If this 


situation occurs in Nevada, we will send a Notice of Decision to the provider detailing our 


reasons for excluding him/her from our network. Also, if possible, staff from our Network 


Management department will work hand‐in‐hand with the provider to help them come into 


compliance with MTM’s standards. By following these procedures, we will develop a Nevada 


network that meets all requirements set forth by 42CFR438.12.  
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3.6.1.9  Provide to the State supporting documentation, in a format specified by the 
State that demonstrates it has the capacity to serve the expected 
enrollment in its service area in accordance with the State’s standards for 
access to care.  Access to care is a recipient's ability to obtain transportation 
to medical care.    The Vendor must give assurances to the State and provide 
supporting documentation that demonstrates that it has the capacity to 
serve the expected enrollment and maintains a network of providers that is 
sufficient in number, mix, and geographic distribution to meet the needs of 
the anticipated number of enrollees in the service area in a timely manner 
as defined in this RFP. Such documentation must demonstrate that the 
vendor offers an appropriate range of non‐emergency transportation 
services and maintains a network of providers that is sufficient in number, 
mix, and geographic distribution to meet the needs of the anticipated 
number of recipients in the service area.   The vendor must submit such 
documentation at the time it enters into a contract with the State and at 
anytime thereafter when there has been a significant change, as defined by 
the State, in the vendor’s operations that would affect adequate capacity 
and services.  A significant change includes but may not be limited to:  
changes in the vendor’s services, benefits, geographic service area or 
payments, enrollment of a new population in the network, or a change in 
ownership of the vendor. Supporting documentation and formatting will be 
discussed upon acceptance of contract. 


 


As shown in Section 3.6.1.1, MTM has provided DHCFP will preliminary information regarding 


the coverage of our Nevada network thus far. Upon contract award and following the 


completion of the recruiting and contracting process, we will develop documentation for DHCFP 


supporting our ability to provide enrolled recipients with appropriate access to care. Through our 


thorough contracting process, we will gather sufficient information demonstrating the number, 


mix, and geographic coverage of our transportation provider network. As necessary due to 


significant changes or instruction from DHCFP, we will provide updated capacity information 


throughout the life of this contract.  


 


As previously mentioned, we have already received LOIs from eight transportation providers in 


various areas of Nevada, allowing us to meet rural, suburban, and urban transportation needs. 


Our ability to recruit and maintain coverage in diverse geographic areas is further discussed in 


the following Section 3.6.1.10.  
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3.6.1.10  Ensure transportation to Medicaid covered services shall be available to 
eligible recipients throughout the State. The vendor shall ensure the 
provision of service delivery to meet the needs of recipients under the 
provisions of this contract and the Medicaid Services Manual Chapter 1900.  
Whenever possible, the vendor shall establish subcontracts with existing 
Medicaid enrolled non‐emergency transportation providers in the State.  
The vendor shall provide services through subcontracts with public, not‐for‐
profit, and for‐profit organizations, and individual qualified operators. 


 


Our experience providing NET services in diverse regions has prepared MTM to deliver services in 


Nevada, which has a broad range of recipient population densities. For example, while there are 


many recipients living in the urban and suburban areas of Las Vegas, Reno, and Carson City, 


Nevada also features extremely rural areas throughout the remainder of the state with sparse 


recipient density. With MTM, DHCFP is ensured that eligible recipients living in all reaches of 


Nevada will receive NET coverage in compliance with the Medicaid Services Manual, even those 


living in the most remote rural areas. We will do so by recruiting public, for‐profit, not‐for‐profit, 


and individual transportation providers who currently serve Nevada recipients under the 


incumbent, as well as new providers.  


 


In the following Figure 18, MTM has given a high level overview of our experience serving urban, 


suburban, rural, and remote rural areas.  


 
Geographic Experience  Urban  Suburban  Rural  Remote Rural 


Missouri         


Kansas     


Minnesota       


New York   


South Carolina     


Arkansas     


District of Columbia   


Philadelphia   


Figure 28: Diverse Geographic Experience. MTM serves and has served a variety of population densities 
throughout the country.  
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Experience in Urban Locations 


Over the years, MTM has managed programs in urban areas with similar and/or higher 


populations than those included under this contract, including Philadelphia, St. Louis, Detroit, 


Kansas City, Minneapolis/St. Paul, Houston, Albany, and the District of Columbia. We are aware 


of the unique challenges and opportunities presented in large urban areas such as Las Vegas and 


Reno, and have repeatedly proven we can meet the challenges of concentrated populations with 


diverse cultures and language barriers. We use our skills and knowledge to increase proper 


utilization, particularly of public transit, and coordinate community outreach with large medical 


facilities. Working with these facilities, we ensure bus pass distribution to eligible recipients 


traveling to covered services.  


 


Our system ensures that MTM is capable of processing large amounts of transportation requests, 


yet focuses on booking public transit where it is available. We often find that a major issue in 


large urban areas or regions with public transit is that recipients are not utilizing the lowest cost 


mode of transportation appropriate for their specific needs. To combat this in Nevada’s urban 


locations, we will use our LON process to determine the appropriate mode of transportation for 


each recipient. In addition, we will augment our traditional LON process to accommodate in‐


person functional assessments, allowing us to more accurately determine each recipient’s 


physical and cognitive needs. Travel training will also be a beneficial tool, as this will allow us to 


successfully transition recipients who previously did not have the skill set required to utilize 


public transit. We will also work with public transit agencies to promote utilization of public 


transportation through various programs such as reduced fares and reloadable transit cards.  


 


Experience in Suburban Locations 


Since our inception, we have found that the majority of our clients’ recipients are located in 


suburban locations similar to those found in the areas surrounding Las Vegas, Henderson, Reno, 


and Carson City, as well as other locations throughout Nevada. As these types of trips are the 


core of our business, we understand the needs of these recipients and will provide Nevada’s 


suburban populations with excellent transportation services.  


 


In some cases, recipients living in suburban locations are able to utilize local public transit 


services. MTM has the ability to ensure recipients living near public transit routes but not 


actually on the route are able to access these services. For example, in our previous Orange 
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County, New York operations, we were able to geocode and map many recipients’ homes on our 


routing software. From this, we introduced a feeder route that picked up recipients from their 


homes and took them to nearby fixed route public transit stops.  


 


For recipients unable to access public transit in suburban locations, we develop adequate 


networks of transportation providers to conduct transportation. As previously mentioned, we 


will develop a diverse network of providers in Nevada consisting of various modes of 


transportation. With this credentialed network, we will ensure sufficient transportation 


resources for all recipients.  


 


Experience in Rural and Remote Rural Locations 


Across our book of business, an estimated 20% of our total trip volume consists of rural 


transportation. Because we have operated in sparsely populated settings since our inception, we 


know the challenges of developing and scheduling rural transportation. In these areas, 


transportation providers may drive considerable distances for one trip. Rural transportation’s 


unique challenges require proactive planning and the ability to properly utilize assets for the 


best, most appropriate mode of service at the lowest cost. Recruiting providers for these areas 


requires the ability to build relationships.  


 


Our NET contract successes indicate our ability to recruit a sufficient network in rural settings, as 


well as understand the many dynamics of transporting rural passengers to their appointments 


on time. To address rural transportation needs, MTM utilizes specific methods, including:  


 Using rural public transit systems 


 Providing gas reimbursement to recipients 


 Maximizing free volunteer services with our Provide a Ride program 


 Recruiting independent subcontracted drivers 


 Working with providers to station vehicles and drivers outside their normal zone of 


coverage 


 Multi‐loading and routing as many trips as possible 


 Contracting with Native American tribes to provide transportation on reservations 
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We also routinely partner with not‐for‐profit agencies to identify if the entity is interested in the 


additional funding source of providing transportation to the Medicaid population. Because these 


entities are more likely to take trips for less, this has worked well in many areas. For example, in 


rural Michigan we reached out to an agency known as the Hope Network and have had great 


results. The Hope Network hires subcontracted drivers in locations with unmet service needs, 


providing a win/win/win situation. Medicaid recipients in rural areas get to their appointments, 


local drivers earn a reasonable wage, and our client receives cost efficiencies.  


 


Proving our success in providing transportation to rural recipients, we designed and 


implemented the first Missouri statewide NET program from the ground up. MTM was able to 


build a statewide network with a good rural and urban mix for a smooth transition. MTM 


managed over 77,000 trips per month for Missouri through a network of 125 transportation 


companies operating 1,600 vehicles. Even while MTM increased access to the transportation 


benefit for recipients, we still managed to cut the cost per trip in Missouri by 50% over the life of 


the contract. Additionally, we currently serve the statewide Kansas program, which is largely 


rural in nature. 


 


3.6.1.11  The vendor shall develop resources for the transportation of recipients who 
do not meet the criteria for emergency or specialty care transportation. 
Scheduled Emergencies who do not need additional monitoring or medically 
necessary services are a covered NET service. Scheduled Emergencies who 
need additional escorts, additional monitoring or medically necessary 
services are defined as an emergency transport and does not require a prior 
authorization. 


 
3.6.1.11.1  Vendor shall be responsible for all transportation that is not an 


emergency or specialty care transportation, but requiring 
additional escorts.  Additional escorts must be approved by 
DHCFP. 


3.6.1.11.2  The vendor and its network providers must have in place and 
follow written policies and procedures for processing requests 
for initial and continuing authorizations of service for 
transportation requiring additional escorts or services. The 
vendor must have in effect mechanisms to ensure consistent 
application of review criteria for authorization decisions and 
consult with the requesting provider when appropriate. 


3.6.1.11.3  The vendor shall utilize a method to schedule transportation 
services requiring additional escorts or services, once the services 
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are authorized and shall ensure that trip assignment activities are 
performed efficiently.  The scheduling method shall be capable of 
accommodating advanced reservations, subscription service, and 
requests for urgent service. Vendor shall also make an 
assessment of the recipient’s need for transportation. 


 


Because the purpose of this contract is to solely provide NET services for Nevada recipients, we 


prohibit CSRs from scheduling emergency transportation. When a CSR receives a call requesting 


emergency transportation, the CSR will refer him/her to 911 or another appropriate emergency 


service. We do, however, allow the scheduling of urgent or scheduled emergency transportation 


that occur with less than five days notice; please refer to Section 3.5.2 for details on this process.  


 


Authorizing Additional Escorts 


MTM has policies and procedures in place for authorizing escorts to recipients who request such 


services, as described in Section 3.5.3. These policies will be used for advance notice, 


subscription, routine, and urgent trips. If the recipient requests more than one escort due to 


extreme special needs, we will authorize the request with DHCFP prior to scheduling. Our LON 


process, described in Section 3.4.3, can be used to determine if a second escort is medically 


necessary, as well as to assess any other special needs the recipient may have. If any special 


needs or escorts are identified through the LON process, we will notify the transportation 


provider on the trip manifest.  


 


3.6.1.12  Ensure that non‐English speaking recipients can access transportation 
services.  Where language barriers exist, the vendor must assure 
communication for the recipient by providing oral interpretation services.  
The vendor must also develop appropriate alternative methods for 
communicating with visually and hearing‐impaired recipients, and 
accommodating physically disabled recipients in accordance with the 
requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990.  


 


MTM has several resources for ensuring non‐English speaking recipients can access 


transportation services, including bi‐lingual CSRs and Language Link services. Similarly, we also 


have tools such as TTY and TDD for communicating with hearing and speech impaired recipients. 


For more information on these processes, refer to Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.3.  
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3.6.1.13  The vendor is prohibited from contracting with providers who have been 
determined to have committed fraud or abuse by the Medicaid program.  
The Division will provide the vendor with a list of currently enrolled 
ambulance companies and those transportation providers terminated by the 
State. 


 


As required by the RFP, Federal law, and our standards, we will not contract with transportation 


providers who have been terminated from the Medicaid program for fraud and abuse. During 


the contracting process, we will check each provider against the DHCFP‐provided list of enrolled 


and terminated transportation companies. We will check each provider against this list during 


annual re‐credentialing as well.   


 


3.6.1.14   The vendor is prohibited from contracting with providers who presently are 
on the list of debarred individuals by the Office of the Inspector General 
(OIG), or could be, debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared 
ineligible, voluntarily excluded from participation in this transaction by any 
federal department or agency. 


 


In addition to not contracting with transportation providers terminated for fraud and abuse, we 


never contract with providers who have been or could be debarred, suspended, declared 


ineligible, or excluded from participation by any Federal department or agency. Each 


transportation provider’s name and information will be checked against the Office of Inspector 


General (OIG)’s list of debarred companies prior to signing our Service Agreement.  


 


3.6.1.15  The vendor is prohibited from (1) being an owner, in full or in part, of any 
organization participating as a transportation provider in the Medicaid 
program, or (2) having an equity interest in or being involved in the 
management of the organization or entity.   This prohibition applies as well 
to family members of vendor owners and managers, as well as to any 
administrative or management services subcontractors of vendor on this 
project.  


 
3.6.1.15.1 The broker shall advise DHCFP in writing of all financial 


relationship and transactions between itself and a NET provider 
(for instance, loans, grants, etc.), specifying the nature of the 
relationship and the terms and conditions governing it. Such 
relationships and transactions are not permitted without written 
approval of the DHCFP administrator. 
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As a true transportation broker, MTM does not hold ownership or equity interests in any 


transportation providers in the networks we operate. None of our owners, managers, or family 


members of these individuals have or intend to have a financial relationship with a Nevada NET 


provider. Although unlikely, if such a relationship does develop in the future, we will 


immediately inform DHCFP in writing. Further, we will remove the potential for a conflict of 


interest by not contracting with the transportation provider.  


 


3.6.1.16  All subcontracts for the provision of transportation services shall specify the 
following minimum requirements: 


 responsibilities of the vendor and subcontracted transportation 
provider; 


 scope of services required from the transportation provider; 


 insurance requirements; 


 how the services, activities, and tasks to be performed by the 
transportation provider will be carried out; 


 pickup and delivery requirements; 


 driver and vehicle requirements; 


 training and orientation requirements for transportation providers and  
drivers;  


 procedures the vendor will employ to monitor the transportation  
provider and how non‐compliance will be addressed by the vendor; 


 contract effective date and duration, termination, and renewal options; 


 reporting requirements of the transportation providers and expectations 
regarding driver logs; 


 financial terms of the agreement including billing schedules and terms of 
payment for the various modes; 


 provider dispute procedures; 


 staff, vehicle, and equipment requirements and service standards 
necessary to carry out the range of services covered; 


 confidentiality relating to recipient data; and 


 agreement by the transportation provider to be bound by the 
mandatory terms and conditions of the vendor contract.  


 


To ensure our subcontracted transportation providers abide by all regulations set forth by MTM 


and DHCFP, we require each to review, agree to, and sign a comprehensive Service Agreement. 


During the recruiting and contracting process, described in Section 3.6.1.7, our Network 


Management Representatives will work with providers to ensure they understand all aspects of 


the agreement. While a sample Service Agreement has been provided in Attachment I, we will 
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modify it to meet all aspects set forth by DHCFP in the RFP. In the following Figure 19, we have 


outlined DHCFP’s contractual specifications, and indicated whether our standard Service 


Agreement meets these requirements. 


 


Does MTM’s Service 


Agreement Meet This? 
RFP Requirement 


  Vendor and transportation provider responsibilities 


  Scope of services expected from transportation provider 


  Insurance requirements 


  How each service, activity, and task will be carried out 


  Pick‐up and delivery requirements 


  Driver and vehicle requirements 


  Training and orientation requirements 


 
Monitoring activities and how non‐compliance will be 


addressed 


 
Contract effective date, duration, termination, and renewal 


options 


  Reporting requirements (driver logs) 


  Financial terms, including billing and payment 


  Complaint, grievance, and dispute procedures 


  Service standards 


  Recipient confidentiality 


  Transportation provider signature 


Figure 19: Service Agreement Requirements. As shown in this figure, our standard Service Agreement 
meets all RFP requirements, and will be customized upon contract award.  


 


Within this document, transportation providers are made aware of all contractual 


arrangements, including liquidated damages and other corrective actions that may stem from 


non‐compliance. Further information on how we supervise and monitor transportation providers 


to ensure compliance is described in the following Section 3.6.1.4.  
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3.6.1.17  The vendor shall require the transportation provider drivers to maintain a 
daily paper or electronic log, containing, at a minimum, the following 
information: 


 Date; 


 Driver’s name; 


 Driver’s signature (or authenticated log‐in ID); 


 Vehicle ID number(s); 


 Transportation provider name and number; 


 Actual start time (from base station) in military time; 


 Each authorized recipient with actual pick up time (in military time); 


 Actual pick‐up location; 


 No‐show indicator; 


 Each actual drop off time (military time) for authorized recipient; 


 Actual drop‐off location; 


 Authenticating recipient signature or ID card swipe; 


 Actual number of companions, per trip; 


 Actual return time (to base station) in military time; 


 Odometer mileage at each pickup and drop‐off; 


 Authorized stamp and signature of transportation provider; and 


 Other pertinent information regarding completion of the trips. 


 


From the beginning of our relationship with transportation providers, we stress the importance 


of on‐time performance. To ensure this level of performance, as well as have a documented 


record of NET services, we maintain computerized logs for each trip performed. When scheduling 


a trip for a recipient, the CSR will start this trip log by entering details such as recipient name, 


Medicaid ID, etc. Then, during the actual trip, we require drivers to record pick‐up and drop‐off 


information. This information is submitted to MTM via our Transportation Provider Web Portal, 


where it is transcribed into the trip log. By storing trip logs in our NET Management System, our 


staff and DHCFP can access information about any trip as necessary. As shown in Figure 20, 


MTM will maintain detailed trip logs for every NET transport in Nevada.  
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Information Collected on Trip Logs  


Date   Driver’s name and signature 


Vehicle ID number 
Transportation provider name 


and number 


Driver’s start and return time  Actual pick‐up time and location 


No show indicator (if applicable)  Actual drop‐off time and location 


Recipient name/signature  Number of escorts (if applicable) 


Odometer mileage at pick‐up and 


drop‐off 


Transportation provider 


signature 


Other notes and information   


Figure 20: Trip Log Information. Information collected for each Nevada NET transport will include a wide 
variety of data. All information requesting time will be tracked and shown in military hours.  


 


Although MTM’s existing procedure for collecting trip information requires drivers to handwrite 


data onto a paper log then transcribe it to the database at the end of the day, we are currently 


piloting an innovative process called MobiliNET that would allow drivers to utilize mobile 


notepad technology to perform this task. Through this process, the driver enters all information 


onto a handheld device, after which it is immediately stored within our database, thereby 


increasing efficiency for all parties. For more information on this pilot program, please refer to 


Section 3.6.1.4.  


 


3.6.1.18  Subcontracts 
The vendor must maintain oversight and is responsible for any functions and 
responsibilities it delegates to any subcontracted provider, (This applies to 
companies subcontracted as dedicated transportation providers. It does not 
apply to volunteer drivers, public transportation, persons receiving gas 
reimbursement or taxi cabs.) including: 
 
3.6.1.18.1  All subcontracts must fulfill the requirements of 42 CFR Part 438 


that are appropriate to the services or activity delegated under 
the subcontract; 


3.6.1.18.2  The vendor must evaluate each prospective subcontractor’s 
ability to perform any activities to be delegated; 


3.6.1.18.3  The vendor must have a written agreement between the vendor 
and the subcontractor which specifies the activities and 
responsibilities delegated to the subcontractor and provides for 
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revoking delegation or imposing other sanctions if the 
subcontractor’s performance is inadequate; 


3.6.1.18.4  The vendor must monitor the subcontractor’s performance on an 
ongoing basis and subject to formal review according to a 
periodic schedule established by the Division, consistent with 
industry standards or state laws and regulations; 
The vendor must identify deficiencies or areas for improvement 
and must take, and require its subcontractor to take, corrective 
action. All subcontract forms must be approved by DHCFP. 


 


Understanding the impact transportation providers have on a successful NET program, MTM’s 


Network Management department has extensive policies, procedures, and activities for 


supervising providers, maintaining communication, and ensuring compliance. First and foremost, 


beyond mere numbers, the transportation providers we accept into our network must be quality 


business people with high standards of performance excellence. We understand that 


substandard, non‐compliant transportation providers increase risk, liability, complaints, and, 


ultimately, cost. A poor provider increases costs because they require additional administrative 


oversight to control and monitor performance. Therefore, our Network Management staff works 


tirelessly to recruit, credential, contract, and monitor an efficient array of transportation 


providers with high performance standards like those maintained by MTM and DHCFP.  


 


By working with quality providers, we are actually able to lower the cost of transportation 


services as they know how to better manage their operations. By ensuring DHCFP has a qualified 


transportation provider network, we will be able to minimize complaints from recipients about 


NET services. In response to the above Sections 3.6.1.18.1 through 3.6.1.18.4, MTM: 


 Develops Service Agreements that meet the requirements of 42CFR Part 438—please 


refer to Section 3.6.1.16 for more information 


 Evaluates each provider’s ability to perform transportation service through initial and 


annual credentialing—please refer to Sections 3.6.1.4 and 3.6.1.7 for more information 


 Has a written Service Agreement with transportation providers specifying responsibilities 


and other contractual details—please refer to Section 3.6.1.16 for more information 


 Monitors transportation provider performance through a variety of activities and 


institutes corrective action as needed—please refer to Section 3.6.1.4 for more 


information  
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3.6.1.19  Non‐Discrimination 
Pursuant to 42 CFR 438.214(c), the Contractor must develop policies and 
procedures which strictly prohibit discrimination against particular providers 
that serve high‐risk populations or specialize in conditions that require costly 
treatment. 


 


Inclusion and non‐discrimination of various cultures, ethnicities, and abilities are mandated by 


various MTM policies. Our employees are well educated on being sensitive to the needs of 


recipients and other stakeholders, including providers that serve high risk populations. In 


compliance with this contract and our own standards, MTM will never discriminate against these 


types of providers, or any other provider.  


 


3.6.2  Ensure compliance with driver and vehicle requirements 
 


These requirements shall be included in all subcontractor agreements with 
transportation providers.  The vendor may establish additional requirements on 
vehicles including wheel chair vans and ambulances and drivers that are subject to 
prior approval from Division.  The vendor shall ensure that the providers of 
wheelchair vans and ambulance providers adhere to these requirements as well any 
other applicable Federal and State requirements. 


 


Within our Transportation Provider Service Agreement and Guidelines, provided as Attachment I 


and described in Section 3.6.1.16, MTM sets forth various driver, vehicle, and performance 


standards that our subcontracted transportation providers must meet. These requirements meet 


those set forth by DHCFP in the following sections, as addressed individually for driver and 


vehicle regulations. Each requirement in our Service Agreement abides by Federal and state 


requirements. If MTM intends to establish an additional requirement, we will receive DHCFP’s 


approval prior to including it in our Service Agreement. 


 


3.6.2.1  Requirements for Drivers 
The vendor shall ensure that all drivers of vehicles transporting Medicaid 
program recipients meet the following requirements: 
 
3.6.2.1.1  All drivers, at all times during their employment, shall be at 


least18 years of age and have a current valid driver’s license from 
the State of Nevada to operate the transportation vehicle to 
which they are assigned and shall be competent in their driver 
habits. 
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3.6.2.1.2  Drivers shall have no more than one chargeable accident and/or 
two moving violations in the last three years.  Drivers shall not 
have had their driver’s license, commercial or other, suspended 
or revoked in the previous five years.   Drivers shall not have any 
prior convictions for sexual abuse or crime of violence.  Approval 
of any driver who has been convicted of a felony shall be 
obtained from Division before employment by the vendor. 


3.6.2.1.3  All drivers shall be courteous, patient and helpful to all 
passengers and drivers shall be neat and clean in appearance. 


3.6.2.1.4  No driver or attendant shall use alcohol, narcotics, medical 
marijuana, illegal drugs or drugs that impair ability to perform 
while on duty and no driver shall abuse alcohol or drugs at any 
time. The transportation provider shall not use drivers who are 
known abusers of alcohol or known consumers of narcotics or 
drugs/medications that would endanger the safety of recipients, 
whether those drugs are legally prescribed or not. 


3.6.2.1.5  All drivers and attendants shall wear or have visible, easily 
readable proper organization identification. 


3.6.2.1.6  At no time shall drivers or attendants smoke while in the vehicle, 
while involved in recipient assistance, or in the presence of any 
recipient. 


3.6.2.1.7  Drivers shall not wear any type of headphones or use cell phones, 
except for dispatch purposes, at any time while on duty.  


3.6.2.1.8  Drivers shall not use cell phones while operating vehicles. 
3.6.2.1.9  Drivers shall assist passengers in the process of being seated and 


confirm that all seat belts are fastened properly and wheelchairs 
and wheelchair passengers are properly secured. 


3.6.2.1.10  Drivers shall provide necessary assistance, support, and oral 
directions to passengers. Such assistance shall include assistance 
with recipients of limited mobility, and movement and storage of 
mobility aids and wheelchairs. 


3.6.2.1.11  Vendor shall provide, or ensure that its subcontractors provide, 
classroom and behind‐the‐wheel training for all drivers within 
thirty (30) days of beginning service under this agreement.  
Driver training shall, at a minimum, include defensive driving 
techniques, wheelchair securement and lift operation, cultural 
and disability sensitivity training, passenger assistance 
techniques, first aid, and general customer service. 


 


MTM ensures that the drivers our subcontracted transportation providers employ will transport 


recipients safely by establishing strict qualification and performance requirements. Our Service 
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Agreement and Guidelines set forth specific minimum driver qualifications; for example, drivers 


must: 


 Be at least 18 years old 


 Have a current driver’s license  


 Be licensed to operate the vehicle to which they are assigned 


 Have less than one chargeable accident or two moving violations in the past three years 


 Be competent in their driving habits 


 Not have had their license revoked in the past five years 


 Not have any prior convictions of sexual abuse or violent crime 


 Not be a convicted felon  


 


During the initial credentialing process, transportation providers must submit through our web 


portal system proof that their drivers meet these requirements. If the provider fails to submit 


information for a driver, that driver will not be allowed to transport Nevada recipients until s/he 


is proven to be in compliance with our standards. Additionally, this information must be updated 


for each driver on an annual basis.  


 


MTM’s experience upholding driver qualifications, as well as performance standards, means we 


are well prepared to implement and operate this program. In following Figure 21, we have 


compared DHCFP’s driver requirements to those set forth in our existing Transportation Provider 


Service Agreement and Guidelines. As DHCFP will find, our standards already meet DHCFP’s, 


removing the extra time other brokers may need to come into compliance.  


 


DHCFP Driver Requirements  MTM Transportation Provider Guidelines 


3.6.2.1.3: All drivers shall be courteous, patient 


and helpful to all passengers and drivers shall 


be neat and clean in appearance. 


3.5: Drivers must maintain an acceptable 


standard of dress, personal grooming, and 


behavior in order to present a neat, clean, and 


professional appearance. 


3.6.2.1.4: No driver or attendant shall use 


alcohol, narcotics, medical marijuana, illegal 


drugs or drugs that impair ability to perform 


while on duty and no driver shall abuse alcohol 


or drugs at any time. The transportation 


provider shall not use drivers who are known 


abusers of alcohol or known consumers of 


3.10: Drivers must not use alcohol or drugs at 


any time and, if taking medication, must still be 


able to perform his/her duties in a safe manner. 


Any driver taking medication which may hinder 


his/her performance must report such use to 


his/her supervisor, and not transport MTM 


passengers.    
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DHCFP Driver Requirements  MTM Transportation Provider Guidelines 


narcotics or drugs/medications that would 


endanger the safety of recipients, whether 


those drugs are legally prescribed or not. 


3.6.2.1.5: All drivers and attendants shall wear 


or have visible, easily readable proper 


organization identification. 


3.5: Transportation Provider shall provide 


drivers with visible employee picture 


identification card, picture ID badge and 


uniform with name for security and 


identification purposes.    


3.6.2.1.6: At no time shall drivers or attendants 


smoke while in the vehicle, while involved in 


recipient assistance, or in the presence of any 


recipient. 


3.6: Drivers must not smoke in the vehicle, or 


smoke in the presence of, or while assisting, any 


MTM passengers.  


3.6.2.1.7: Drivers shall not wear any type of 


headphones or use cell phones, except for 


dispatch purposes, at any time while on duty.  
 


3.6.2.1.8: Drivers shall not use cell phones while 


operating vehicles. 


3.24: Drivers shall not wear any type of 


headphones while on duty. Driver shall have 


the volume of the radio at a level acceptable to 


passengers. 
 


6.18.h: Cell phones are not to be used unless 


responding to a dispatcher call or making an 


emergency call; and use of cell phone must be 


in compliance with state and federal laws and 


regulations. 


3.6.2.1.9: Drivers shall assist passengers in the 


process of being seated and confirm that all 


seat belts are fastened properly and 


wheelchairs. 


3.14: Drivers must require passengers to use 


seat belts properly and assist in fastening seat 


belts where necessary, and must refuse to 


continue travel if passengers are non‐


compliant. Drivers must carry and be 


knowledgeable in the use of seat belt 


extensions for securing passengers of wide 


girth.  
 


3.26: Drivers must confirm that all wheelchairs 


and motorized scooters are properly secured to 


the vehicle and wheelchair and motorized 


scooter passengers are properly secured in the 


wheelchair before allowing the vehicle to 


proceed.  


3.6.2.1.10: Drivers shall provide necessary 


assistance, support, and oral directions to 


passengers. Such assistance shall include 


assistance with recipients of limited mobility, 


3.17: Drivers must exit the vehicle to open and 


close vehicle doors when passengers enter or 


exit the vehicle.  Drivers must offer a helping 


hand or arm to assist passengers exiting the 
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DHCFP Driver Requirements  MTM Transportation Provider Guidelines 


and movement and storage of mobility aids and 


wheelchairs. 


vehicle.  Such limited assistance is included in 


curb‐to‐curb service as well as higher modes of 


service. Except where service is curb‐to‐curb, 


they must provide safe assistance to or from 


the main door or reception desk of the place of 


destination, when needed.   
 


3.19: Drivers are required to store in the trunk 


of the vehicle, or properly secure for safety, 


folding wheelchairs, carry‐on packages, and 


walking aids such as canes, walkers, etc.   


Figure 21: Comparison Table. As shown above, driver requirements set forth by MTM’s Transportation 
Provider Service Agreement and Guidelines align with DHCFP’s expectations.  


 


Extensive Required Training for Transportation Providers and Drivers 


MTM requires various training for drivers to ensure they are able to respond appropriately to 


specific NET‐related issues. Adequate driver training is a critical component to ensuring recipient 


satisfaction and safety. Our Network Management staff will help to facilitate training activities 


either in‐person or via WebEx online sessions. Our driver training program, outlined in Section 


4.0 of our Transportation Provider Service Agreement and Guidelines in Attachment I, includes: 


 Basic first aid and defensive driving 


 Overview of passenger assistance techniques, including sensitivity training; proper 


loading, unloading, and mobility device securement procedures; emergency procedures; 


proper passenger assistance techniques; sexual harassment, and general customer 


service  


 Techniques for diffusing tense situations 


 HIPAA guidelines and requirements 


 Orientation on client and MTM procedures 


 Tips on working with MTM and our processes 


o Receiving trip assignments 


o Calling in recipient no‐shows 


o Recording pick‐up and drop‐off information appropriately 


o Billing and claims processing 


o Collecting pick‐up and drop‐off information, including recipient signatures 
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Upon training completion, the transportation provider must upload information pertaining to 


the specific training received, driver’s signature, and date of completion. All required training 


must be completed 30 days before the go‐live date, and providers are required to develop and 


maintain an annual Driver In‐Service Schedule to ensure ongoing training of drivers.  


 


Providing Training for Dealing with Special Needs Recipients 


Because special needs recipients tend to require extra care, MTM is dedicated to ensuring our 


drivers understand how to handle these recipients. As a demonstration of this understanding, in 


our current District of Columbia services we determined that some drivers did not possess the 


skills to handle special needs recipients appropriately. To help reduce occurrences of 


mishandling, we worked with various local agencies to develop a proper special needs training 


program to supplement our standard training program.  


 


This program has become a success in effectively training drivers to provide quality 


transportation services with regard to recipients’ individual needs. Drivers now have the 


etiquette skills required to handle behavioral needs and other special needs recipients with 


compassion and care. We will bring this training program to Nevada NET drivers, ensuring every 


recipient receives the highest level of quality care during their trips with our subcontracted 


transportation providers. An example of the training material used in this program is shown in 


Figure 22.  
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Figure 22: On‐the‐Job Reference Guide. Drivers will receive this reference guide during training. This guide 
provides key points to the seven main aspects of working with special needs recipients. 


 


Highest Quality Driver Training in the Industry 


With MTM’s comprehensive driver training program, we can ensure that we provide more 


oversight of driver training than any other broker in the industry. Our continuous education and 


training assists our providers in achieving the highest quality customer service available. Our 


practices have resulted in MTM having achieved a reputation for having the highest quality 


network of transportation providers in the industry. With this, DHCFP can remain assured of our 


ability to achieve customer satisfaction through quality transportation.  


 


3.6.2.2  Requirements for Provider Vehicles 
The vendor shall ensure that all transportation providers maintain all 
vehicles adequately to meet the requirements of this RFP and resultant 
contract.  Vehicles and all components shall comply with or exceed State, 
Federal, and manufacturer’s safety and mechanical operating and 
maintenance standards for the vehicles.  Vehicles shall comply with the 
Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) regulations.  
 
All vehicles shall meet the following requirements: 
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 The transportation provider shall provide and use a two‐way 
communication system linking all vehicles used in delivering the 
services under this contract with the transportation provider’s major 
place of business. Pagers are not an acceptable substitute. 


 All vehicles shall be equipped with adequate heating and air‐
conditioning. 


 All vehicles shall have functioning, clean and accessible seat belts for 
each passenger seat position pursuant to NRS 484.641.  Each vehicle 
shall utilize child safety seats when transporting children under age 
six (6). Child safety seats shall meet standards and be used in a 
manner prescribed in NRS 484.474 


 All vehicles shall have a functioning speedometer and odometer. 


 All vehicles shall have two exterior rear view mirrors, one on each 
side of the vehicle. 


 All vehicles shall be equipped with an interior mirror for monitoring 
the passenger compartment. 


 The interior and exterior of the vehicle shall be clean and the exterior 
free of broken mirrors or windows, excessive grime, major dents or 
paint damage that detract from the overall appearance of the 
vehicles. 


 The vehicle shall have passenger compartments that are clean, free 
from torn upholstery or floor or ceiling covering, damaged or broken 
seats, protruding sharp edges and shall also be free of dirt, oil, grease 
or litter. 


 All vehicles shall have the transportation provider’s name, vehicle 
number, and the vendor’s toll free and local phone number 
prominently placed within the interior of each vehicle.  This 
information and the complaint procedures shall be available in 
written form in each vehicle for distribution to recipients on request. 


 Smoking is prohibited in all vehicles while transporting Medicaid 
program recipients. All vehicles shall have the following signs posted 
in all vehicle interiors, easily visible to the passengers: 


“NO SMOKING” 
“ALL PASSENGERS MUST USE SEAT BELTS” 


 All vehicles shall include a vehicle information packet containing 
vehicle registration, insurance card and accident procedures and 
forms. 


 All vehicles shall be provided with a fully equipped first aid kit. 


 Each vehicle shall contain a current map of the applicable State(s) 
with sufficient detail to locate recipients and medical providers. 
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 In compliance with NAC 706.191, all vehicles shall have a minimum 
of $1,500,000 combined single limit insurance coverage for vehicles 
at all times during the contract period. 


 Any vehicle or driver found out of compliance with this RFP, resultant 
contract Requirements, or any State or Federal regulations shall be 
removed from service immediately until the vendor verifies 
correction of deficiencies. Any deficiencies and actions taken shall be 
documented and become a part of the vehicle’s and the driver’s 
permanent records. 


 The vendor shall develop and implement an annual inspection 
process in addition to the applicable State vehicle inspection 
requirements to verify that vehicles used by transportation 
subcontracted providers meet the above requirements and that 
safety and passenger comfort features are in good working order 
(e.g., brakes, tire, tread, signals, horn, seat belts, air 
conditioning/heating, etc.). Prior to execution of this Contract and 
the service agreement between the vendor and each transportation 
provider, the vendor shall complete an initial inspection of all the 
transportation provider’s vehicles. Records of all inspections shall be 
maintained.   


 All vehicles must carry at all times a copy of the Letter of Exemption 
issued by DHCFP to the vendor certifying that the vehicle is exempt 
from the need to obtain a Certificate of Public Convenience and 
Necessity pursuant to NRS 706.158 and NRS 706.745. 


 


To ensure the safety of all recipients, we will make sure the vehicles used to transport Nevada 


NET recipients meet all DHCFP requirements, Federal and state regulations, and manufacturer 


standards. Much like the above noted driver requirements, our Transportation Provider Service 


Agreement and Guidelines establishes stringent vehicle requirements for providers. This 


extensive set of guidelines details minimum vehicle requirements, many of which directly align 


with DHCFP’s expectations.  


 


In fact, as shown in the following Figure 23, nearly every aspect mentioned by DHCFP in the 


above requirements is covered within our guidelines. As necessary to address the few 


requirements not already covered, MTM will modify the guidelines for Nevada. We will ensure 


all providers maintain vehicles, vehicle equipment, and insurance to meet the requirements of 


this RFP and state, federal, and manufacturer guidelines.  
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DHCFP Vehicle Requirements  MTM Transportation Provider Guidelines 


Vehicles shall comply with the Americans with 


Disabilities Act (ADA) regulations. 


6.10: For all vehicles used for paralift 


operations, the overhead clearance between 


the top of the door opening and the raised lift 


platform, or highest point of ramp, shall be a 


minimum of 56 inches, or such other distance 


as may be required by ADA or other federal or 


state laws or regulations. 


 


6.12: All ramps used for the loading and 


unloading of passengers must meet ADA 


Accessibility Guidelines. 


 


6.13: All tie‐downs or other securement 


devices used for paralift operations must meet 


the ADA Accessibility Guidelines. 


The transportation provider shall provide and 


use a two‐way communication system linking 


all vehicles used in delivering the services under 


this contract with the transportation provider’s 


major place of business. Pagers are not an 


acceptable substitute. 


6.16: Vehicles are required to have a form of 


two‐way communication, which enables a 


central dispatch to contact the driver at any 


time. 


All vehicles shall be equipped with adequate 


heating and air‐conditioning. 


6.6: All vehicles must be equipped with 


operable heating, air conditioning and 


ventilation systems so as to ensure the 


comfort of the passenger. 


All vehicles shall have functioning, clean and 


accessible seat belts for each passenger seat 


position pursuant to NRS 484.641.  Each vehicle 


shall utilize child safety seats when transporting 


children under age six (6). Child safety seats 


shall meet standards and be used in a manner 


prescribed in NRS 484.474 


6.2: All seat belts must be in proper working 


order and accessible to the passenger. 


 


3.15: Drivers understand infants/children are 


to be in proper infant/child restraint seats as 


required by State or Federal law. In the event 


a proper seat is not available, or the use of 


proper child restraint seat is refused, the 


driver must deny transportation. 


All vehicles shall have a functioning 


speedometer and odometer. 


 


All vehicles shall have two exterior rear view 


mirrors, one on each side of the vehicle. 


6.18: All vehicles in use for MTM service must 


have: 


a) Functional door handles 


b) Accurate speedometers and odometers 


c) Functioning interior lighting 
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DHCFP Vehicle Requirements  MTM Transportation Provider Guidelines 


 


All vehicles shall be equipped with an interior 


mirror for monitoring the passenger 


compartment. 


d) Adequate side‐wall padding and ceiling 


covering 


e) One interior rearview mirror 


f) Two exterior rearview mirrors – one on 


each side of the vehicle 


g) Passenger compartments that are clear 


and free from unsightly and potentially 


hazardous, torn upholstery, torn floor 


covering or dangling seat belts 


h) Cell phones are not to be used unless 


responding to a dispatcher call or 


making an emergency call; and use of 


cell phone must be in compliance with 


state and federal laws and regulations. 


i) Vehicles must have tire tread‐life 


meeting manufacturer’s minimum 


specifications 


The interior and exterior of the vehicle shall be 


clean and the exterior free of broken mirrors or 


windows, excessive grime, major dents or paint 


damage that detract from the overall 


appearance of the vehicles. 


 


The vehicle shall have passenger compartments 


that are clean, free from torn upholstery or 


floor or ceiling covering, damaged or broken 


seats, protruding sharp edges and shall also be 


free of dirt, oil, grease or litter. 


6.19: All vehicles in use for MTM service must 


not have: 


a) Damaged or broken seats 


b) Protruding or sharp edges 


c) Dirt, oil, grease or litter in the vehicle 


d) Broken mirrors or windows (other than 


small rock chips) 


e) Excessive grime, rust, chipped paint or 


major dents 


All vehicles shall have the transportation 


provider’s name, vehicle number, and the 


vendor’s toll free and local phone number 


prominently placed within the interior of each 


vehicle.  This information and the complaint 


procedures shall be available in written form in 


each vehicle for distribution to recipients on 


request. 


6.4: All vehicles must prominently display 


Transportation Provider’s name, and phone 


number in the interior of the vehicle. 


Smoking is prohibited in all vehicles while 


transporting Medicaid program recipients. All 


vehicles shall have the following signs posted in 


6.7: All vehicles in use for MTM services must 


have: 


a) emergency first‐aid kit 
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DHCFP Vehicle Requirements  MTM Transportation Provider Guidelines 


all vehicle interiors, easily visible to the 


passengers: 


“NO SMOKING” 


“ALL PASSENGERS MUST USE SEAT BELTS” 


 


All vehicles shall include a vehicle information 


packet containing vehicle registration, 


insurance card and accident procedures and 


forms. 


 


All vehicles shall be provided with a fully 


equipped first aid kit. 


b) fire extinguisher – (A,B,C) 


c) three reflective triangles or similar 


emergency warning devices 


d) blood borne pathogen spill kits 


e) extra electrical fuses 


f) flashlight 


g) ice scraper 


h) current insurance card 


i) current vehicle registration 


j) MTM or Transportation Provider 


Accident/Incident forms 


k) Transportation Provider Accident 


Procedure 


l) such other equipment as may be 


required by MTM 


m) no‐smoking sign 


n) seatbelt sign  


Each vehicle shall contain a current map of the 


applicable State(s) with sufficient detail to 


locate recipients and medical providers. 


N/A: MTM will alter our guidelines to meet this 


requirement.  


All vehicles must carry at all times a copy of the 


Letter of Exemption issued by DHCFP to the 


vendor certifying that the vehicle is exempt 


from the need to obtain a Certificate of Public 


Convenience and Necessity pursuant to NRS 


706.158 and NRS 706.745. 


N/A: MTM will alter our guidelines to meet this 


requirement. 


Figure 23: Comparison Table. As shown above, vehicle requirements set forth by MTM’s Transportation 
Provider Service Agreement and Guidelines align with nearly all of DHCFP’s expectations.  


 


Initial and Annual Vehicle Inspections 


To ensure all vehicles within a provider’s fleet meet safety standards, including those in the 


above Figure 23, our local Area Liaison Brittany Niedringhaus will inspect each vehicle prior to 


the start date of the contract as part of our credentialing process. Through these inspections, 


Brittany must validate the vehicle to be safe and mechanically roadworthy, and determine that 


it meets or exceeds all DHCFP, MTM, state, Federal, and manufacturer standards. Sample 


inspection forms and protocols are provided in Attachment J. If Brittany deems a vehicle unsafe 


or not satisfactory to the requirements, the vehicle will not be allowed to transport recipients 
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and other corrective actions may be implemented. These actions will be documented in the 


transportation provider’s record kept in our NET Management System. MTM will keep records of 


vehicle inspections at our local Las Vegas office, where DHCFP will have access to all files as 


needed.   


 


Upon passing our inspection, each vehicle will be 


issued an MTM inspection sticker, an example of 


which is shown at right. During their on‐street 


observations, our employees will check to ensure 


each vehicle transporting Nevada recipients is 


appropriately adorned with this sticker in the rear 


window. If the employee discovers that a provider is 


using a non‐MTM approved vehicle to transport 


recipients, we will immediately take corrective action. 


Certification stickers on each vehicle will be updated 


each year following the vehicle’s annual inspection to ensure all vehicles remain in compliance 


with our enforced standards. 


 


3.6.3  The NET broker shall ensure adequate oversight of subcontracted transportation 
providers and ensure that providers comply with all applicable Local, State and 
Federal laws, regulations and permit requirements. This duty includes, but is not 
limited to verification that each provider maintains at all times: 


 
3.6.3.1  Insurance which complies with the standards at 49 C.F.R. 387 subpart B, 


N.A.C. §706.191(1‐3), and which provide for notice of the status of the policy 
to the Administrator of Nevada Medicaid upon expiration, termination, or at 
any time requested by the Administrator; 


 


MTM will require all transportation providers to maintain adequate insurance coverage at all 


times throughout the life of this contract. Proof of insurance will be kept within our database at 


all times. 
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3.6.3.2  An alcohol and substance abuse testing program which complies with 
standards at 49 C.F.R. Part 382; 


 


Drivers employed by the transportation providers within our Nevada network will undergo initial 


and annual alcohol and substance abuse tests. If a driver is found to be under the influence of 


any substance, s/he will be immediately removed from our network.  


 


3.6.3.3  Criminal background checks conducted periodically that assure       criteria at 
MSM §103.12A are met; 


 


As permitted, all drivers must undergo initial and annual criminal, child abuse and neglect, and 


elderly abuse background checks with a state law enforcement agency. We will document the 


results of these background checks within our database. If a driver’s background check produces 


unacceptable results, s/he will not be allowed to transport recipients.  


 


3.6.3.4  Signage on all vehicles identifying those operating under any exemption 
from Nevada Transportation Authority (NTA) regulation; 


 


MTM will require transportation providers to display signage stating that they are exempt from 


NTA regulations as appropriate. 


 


3.6.3.5  Documentation in each vehicle of any exemption from NTA regulation; 
 


All vehicles exempt from NTA regulation will also keep documentation stating so within the 


vehicle at all times.  


 


3.6.3.6  Current provider agreements with Nevada Medicaid. 
 


Upon signing MTM’s Service Agreement, each transportation provider will receive a copy for 


their records. MTM and each transportation provider will maintain a hard copy of the 


agreement, and MTM will also maintain an electronic copy. As requested, we will provide copies 


of Service Agreements to DHCFP.  
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  As a contracted agent of the Director of the Department of Health and 
Human Services (DHHS), subject to the requirements of NRS § 422.2705 and 
NRS § 706.745. The NET broker may utilize the services of motor carriers 
that are exempt from certain certification requirements of the NTA of the 
Department of Business and Industry. Prior to exercising this option, the NET 
broker shall, with the assistance of the NTA, establish and utilize an 
inspection program designed to ensure that vehicles used by these motor 
carriers, and their operations, are safe. The NET broker shall also require 
these same motor carriers to submit proof of a liability insurance policy, 
certificate of insurance or surety which is substantially equivalent in form 
and is in the same amount or in a greater amount than the policy, certificate 
or surety required by the Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) pursuant to 
NRS 706.291 for a similar situated motor carrier. The NET broker shall certify 
the transportation providers meet insurance requirements, vehicle safety 
standards, and driver background and drug tests cited in this chapter before 
a letter of exemption will be issued by DHCFP for that transportation 
provider. 


 


MTM understands that we can utilize transportation providers and vehicles that are exempt 


from certain NTA requirements. If we choose to do so, we will follow the appropriate measures, 


including conducting inspections, collecting insurance policies, completing background and drug 


tests, and any other requirements specified by DHCFP. As we already complete these tasks for 


every other provider within our transportation networks, MTM can easily meet this requirement.  


   


3.6.4  Volunteer Drivers 
 


  The vendor is encouraged to use recipient vouchers and/or volunteer programs to 
provide the most cost efficient transportation service to the recipient if such 
transportation is appropriate to meet the needs of the recipient.  The vendor shall 
have procedures in place to verify and document vehicles and drivers used in 
reimbursement and volunteer programs that comply with appropriate State 
operating requirements, driver’s licensure, vehicle registration and insurance 
coverage.  The vendor shall obtain prior Division approval for the reimbursement 
method and schedule for recipient vouchers and/or mileage reimbursement. 


 


Establishing a strong volunteer program is a key factor in augmenting and enhancing a NET 


brokerage such as this program with rural coverage. Across our book of business, we use our 


Provide a Ride program to coordinate volunteer drivers from non‐profit organizations and 


community resources who utilize their personal vehicles or organization‐owned vehicles to 


transport Medicaid recipients. We hold volunteer drivers in our Provide a Ride network to strict 


standards.  
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To aid in the proper development and 


operation of Provide a Ride networks in our 


service areas, we have developed processes 


to specifically address the use and oversight 


of volunteer drivers. Volunteer services must 


have the ability to provide recipients with the 


appropriate mode of service determined by 


MTM. Volunteers are required to have a 


valid driver’s license and pass a criminal 


background check, and their vehicles must be 


appropriately licensed and insured. In order to provide the most comprehensive, reliable Provide 


a Ride network possible in Nevada, we will work with existing volunteer providers in the area, 


and where feasible, work to develop new volunteer programs.  


 


Accommodating Personal Mileage Reimbursement  


In addition to comprehensive volunteer programs, MTM has developed one of the most 


successful, fraud‐free mileage reimbursement programs in the industry. This is extremely 


important to Nevada NET because a strong mileage reimbursement program gives recipients 


independence and control over their healthcare. Our mileage reimbursement program has been 


successful in curtailing NET program costs, and is unmatched by our competitors.  


 


When an eligible recipient requests transportation, the CSR will first determine if public transit is 


an option. If the recipient is not eligible for public transit, MTM will offer him/her personal 


mileage reimbursement for the trip if s/he has a personal vehicle, or a friend or family member 


who can transport the recipient to the appointment but cannot afford gas. From here, our NET 


Management System will automatically calculate the mileage from the recipient’s pick‐up 


location to their drop‐off location using pre‐loaded GIS technology. MTM will then send the 


recipient a form that they will use to request mileage reimbursement from MTM after the 


appointment.  


 


Prior to issuing a check for personal mileage reimbursement, MTM must receive the request for 


reimbursement form from the recipient. Upon receiving this form, which should include a 


signature from the recipient’s physician verifying that the appointment took place, we will issue 
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a check within two weeks. Our system will document all verifications and denials of service, and 


any information on potentially fraudulent trips will be forwarded to the appropriate 


department. After verification, we will issue a check and mail it directly to the recipient.  


 


As an augmentation to the traditional 


reimbursement process, we are also 


successfully piloting a reloadable debit card 


program for recipients who consistently use 


mileage reimbursement. This allows the 


recipient to have the funds immediately 


without waiting for a reimbursement check. If 


approved by DHCFP, we will use this method in 


Nevada.  


 


3.7  FISCAL REQUIREMENTS  


3.7.1  Provide reimbursement for transportation services 
 


3.7.1.1  The vendor may negotiate individual service delivery rates through 
competitive bidding or utilize other strategies to ensure the least costly and 
most appropriate transportation services are provided.  The vendor shall 
provide reasonable reimbursement of subcontracted transportation 
providers to ensure adequate transportation service capacity and 
accessibility to meet the transportation needs of Medicaid program 
recipients within the timeframes and standards specified in this RFP. 


 


Upon contract award, our Network Management team will apply its expertise to negotiate and 


develop equitable, competitive rates with Nevada transportation providers. By negotiating fair 


rates, we are able to ensure the lowest cost, highest quality service for local recipients in 


accordance with Medicaid and RFP guidelines. As previously mentioned, we have already begun 


recruiting and discussing our contracting process with local transportation providers, including 


rate negotiation.  


 


Appropriate rate development requires an understanding of the various issues that can cause 


inefficiencies with the transportation system. One prominent example is deadhead mileage, or 


mileage traveled without a passenger. Comprehensive network coverage, including adequate 
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after hours and weekend coverage, can help reduce this, thereby reducing per‐trip costs. MTM 


can also incorporate multi‐loading discounts and assign sole source providers to certain facilities 


to maintain a low per‐trip cost. Our experience conducting similar negotiations with 


transportation providers in other contracts will prepare us for successful negotiations in Nevada. 


 


3.7.1.2  Vendor shall provide timely payment to each contracted transportation 
provider based on the authorized services rendered. Full payment of all 
authorized trips shall be made to the transportation provider within forty‐
five (45) calendar days of receipt of a valid invoice.  The vendor’s payment 
procedures shall ensure that transportation provider claims for 
reimbursement match verification of authorized trips.  These procedures 
shall include one hundred percent (100%) verification of appointments with 
medical providers on recipient mileage reimbursement and when otherwise 
appropriate.  The vendor shall validate that all transportation services paid 
for under this RFP are properly authorized and actually rendered. The 
vendor shall also have adequate safeguards in place against fraudulent 
activity by transportation providers and recipients. 


 
  In the event a network provider bills a liable third party or other health care 


(OHC) coverage for non‐emergency transportation services prior to 
submitting a claim to the vendor, the provider shall submit a claim to the 
vendor for reimbursement of any remaining co‐payments.  The provider 
shall be required to attach the Explanation of Benefits (EOB) to the claim 
submitted to the vendor and the vendor shall reimburse the claim up to the 
Medicaid maximum allowable, if any.  No prior authorization is required 
under these circumstances.  This claims submission policy must be included 
in the vendor’s network provider policies and procedures. 


 


In order to maintain transportation provider satisfaction with MTM, we understand how 


imperative it is to ensure transportation provider reimbursement is made in a timely, accurate, 


and efficient manner. Whether a large or small operation, transportation providers are 


entrepreneurial and must be able to meet their business expenses. Knowing when they will be 


paid and trusting that it will be accurate and on time is important to transportation providers. It 


is equally important to DHCFP that transportation providers receive payment only for services 


actually rendered. MTM works diligently to ensure that funds are used for the intended purpose. 


This is especially important when paying transportation providers as they constitute the major 


cost portion of NET programs.  
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Better Technology
MTM’s network of 
transportation 


providers have the 
ability to claim 


completed trips online 
via a secure web 


portal.  


To ensure accurate payment, MTM reconciles 100% of trips submitted. In addition, although not 


covered by our traditional claims process, we verify 100% of trips completed via mileage 


reimbursement with the medical provider. For more information on the mileage reimbursement 


process, please refer to Section 3.6.4. Nevada transportation providers will be responsible for 


completing the claims adjudication process, which 


includes verification of supporting documentation, the 


format of which will be approved by DHCFP prior to the 


go‐live date. Only when the claim is reconciled will 


payment be completed, efficiently protecting against 


fraudulent activity. 


 


Throughout our book of business, our dedicated claims 


staff members work to ensure timely, accurate payment 


to hundreds of providers on a weekly basis. MTM hears 


routinely that our practices are the timeliest in the 


industry. Transportation providers prefer working with MTM because they know they will 


receive fair and accurate payment. 


 


Based upon our 16 years of experience reimbursing providers, we have developed a proven 


process for paying transportation providers for services rendered, shown in Figure 24. In the 


narrative that follows, we describe how transportation providers will submit claims and how we 


will process and verify the accuracy of claims prior to rendering payment.  
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Figure 24: MTM’s Claims Process. Providers appreciate the timely payment MTM provides.   


 


Uploading Claims Online  


The processes described in this section will be driven by industry‐leading technology supported 


by our web portal system. When MTM dispatches a trip, it includes the trip mileage and 


subsequent reimbursement rate, calculated from the base and mileage rates. After MTM 


dispatches the trip request to the transportation provider and the trip has been completed, the 


claims process can begin. The provider can then submit a claim for the trip online and MTM staff 


will review the documentation for the original recipient signatures. MTM retains these 


documents in compliance with federal timelines so that subsequent reviews can be conducted if 


any fraudulent activities are suspected. 
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Nevada transportation providers can submit billing information and review payment details 


electronically via our secure online system. This online system streamlines and expedites the 


manual billing process. A comprehensive online training guide is available in addition to 


personalized online interactive training sessions via WebEx. 


 


Transportation providers will upload claimed trips via a batch file upload or through single trip 


entry. Actual pick‐up and drop‐off times, driver’s license number, vehicle identification number, 


and other items required to approve payment are communicated to MTM through these 


processes. Results are available online for review and include summary information regarding 


how many records were accepted in whole, in part, or entirely rejected. Clear and detailed 


information is also provided for individual claims to explain any rejections, as well as the steps to 


correct them.  


 


When a file is uploaded, the system automatically validates that: 


 The trip claimed was actually assigned to the transportation provider 


 The actual and scheduled pick‐up and drop‐off times are valid and consistent relative to 


each other to indicate actual transportation 


 The driver is valid and has current certifications on file with MTM  


 The vehicle is registered with MTM as an approved vehicle  


 


It is important to note that MTM’s system will collect all valid information regarding a 


transportation claim when received, even if it results in an incomplete request. Empty fields are 


allowed, but a claim for payment will not be approved for payment until all required data 


elements have been received. 


 


Claims Processing Narrative 


We have developed a user‐friendly claims process, shown above in Figure 24, supported by 


automated systems and tested with a focus group of NET providers. The following narrative 


describes the claims process we propose for this contract, which every transportation provider 


across our book of business has access to.  


 


1. Online Trip Information Entry: Using the secure online portal, the transportation provider 


will submit pick‐up and drop‐off information, vehicle identification number, and driver’s 


license number. When entering this information, the transportation provider must also 
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submit any third party billing information to MTM, along with an Explanation of Benefits. 


We will follow all DHCFP policies regarding third party billing, and will include these 


processes in the Transportation Provider Guidelines. The screen shot in Figure 25 depicts 


how the transportation provider will enter this information in user‐friendly screens 


custom designed for efficient and accurate data entry. 


 
Figure 25: Manual Trip Entry Screen. NET providers can input trip information manually for claims 
purposes, if they choose not to upload trips electronically. 
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The online tool allows the provider to make corrections at his/her convenience. The 


status of each claim and all associated data will be available online, searchable, and 


accessible on a trip‐by‐trip basis. The weekly rosters identifying assigned trips will also be 


available online. For transportation providers with routing and scheduling software, 


MTM supports batch file processing of the required information to eliminate data entry, 


resulting in a higher level of efficiency for all parties.  


 


2. Validation of Signatures and Information: Our Business Solutions Group will review all 


documentation for completeness and compliance. 


a. Claim Approved: Upon the receipt of a clean claim and following successful review 


of all supporting documentation, the trip claim moves to step three of this 


process. 


b. Claim Denied: Reasons for denial may include lack of supporting documentation, 


discrepancy of information in our system vs. provider claim, or usage of a non‐


credentialed driver/vehicle.  


i. Transportation Provider Notified: The online tool keeps the provider 


informed of the status of each claim throughout the claims process.  


ii. Transportation Provider Appeals (First Level): If the NET provider does not 


agree with the automatic adjudication, then s/he may request an appeal 


online. We strive to resolve all disputes within two weeks. Because most of 


the information is supplied directly by the transportation provider, appeals 


should be limited in nature and quantity. Our claims staff will address the 


appeal and work with the provider to resolve the issue. The transportation 


provider must follow a structured online process identifying the grounds 


for the appeal and supply supporting evidence, if applicable. If the 


transportation provider does not make an appeal by the appeal deadline, 


the trip will close out and no appeals will be allowed after that date.   


iii. Appeal Review Approved: The Claims Department will review 


supplementary information. Following evaluation, this department will 


annotate the trip as approved and the trip claim moves to step four. This 


will occur within two weeks of receiving additional information. As 


needed, we will request additional information. 
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iv. Appeal Review Rejected: The review does not justify making payment for a 


trip. Our online tool will update the provider on the status of the trip claim, 


and inform the provider of their right to submit a Second Level Appeal.  


c. Second Level Appeal: If the provider is not satisfied with the result of the initial 


Appeal, s/he may escalate the issue to a Second Level Appeal. An Appeals Board 


reviews all Second Level Appeals. As in the initial appeal, the provider must follow 


a structured online process clearly identifying the reason for the appeal. The 


transportation provider cannot request a Second Level Appeal until one of the 


grounds listed below is reached. Any adjudication resulting from a Second Level 


Appeal is final. A Second Level Appeal will not be reviewed by the individual who 


processed the initial appeal. Instead, it will be reviewed by our Appeals 


Committee. Grounds for a Second Level Appeal may include:  


 MTM’s failure to respond to the initial appeal in accordance with our 


Service Agreement 


 The transportation provider has evidence that the adjudication decision is 


wrong and the initial appeal did not address the issue appropriately 


 The transportation provider is satisfied with the end result of the appeal, 


but dissatisfied with the sequence of events 


 


3. Payment Authorized: Upon the successful completion of the above process, the 


transportation provider will receive payment for approved trips. In accordance with this 


RFP, all authorized and valid claims will be paid within 45 days of receipt of an accurate 


invoice.  


 


3.7.1.3  Balance billing by providers is prohibited. 
 


MTM does not permit balance billing with our transportation providers in any area, and will 


prohibit this method in Nevada.  
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3.7.1.4  Vendor Liability: 
The vendor must ensure that its recipients are not held liable for any of the 
following: 
3.7.1.4.1  The vendor’s debts, in the event of the vendor’s insolvency; 
3.7.1.4.2  For services provided to the recipient in the event of the provider 


failing to receive payment from the vendor for such services; 
3.7.1.4.3  For services provided to a recipient in the event a transportation 


provider with a contractual, referral, or other arrangement with 
the vendor (such as an out of network provider) fails to receive 
payment from the State or the vendor for such services;  


3.7.1.4.4  For services provided to the recipient in the event of the vendor 
failing to receive payment from the State for such services; 


  In the event of the vendor’s insolvency, the vendor must cover 
continuation of services to recipients for duration of period for 
which payment has been made. 


  The requirements set forth in 3.3.1.4.1 through 3.3.1.4.4 above 
shall be included in all subcontracts. 


 


As a responsible NET broker, MTM takes accountability for our own debts, as well as all services 


provided to recipients. We will never hold recipients liable for these actions, and we will never 


charge recipients for services they receive from a Nevada NET transportation provider. These 


standards will be included within the Service Agreements signed by subcontracted 


transportation providers in Nevada. In the unlikely event of MTM’s insolvency, we will continue 


to provide service through the period for which we have been paid. 


  


3.7.1.5  When a service is provided by a Medicaid provider, which is not a Medicaid 
covered service, the recipient is only responsible for payment if a signed 
written agreement is in place prior to the service being rendered. 


 


While MTM has no involvement in the payment for medical services covered by Medicaid, our 


NET Management System prevents us from scheduling trips to non‐covered services. During 


implementation, we will upload specific codes into our system for each covered service. When 


scheduling trips for Nevada recipients, CSRs must enter an eligible trip reason code; if the code is 


not recognized, the trip cannot be scheduled. Therefore, DHCFP will not have to worry about 


MTM authorizing inappropriate transportation to services that are not covered by Medicaid.  
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3.7.1.6  Performance Security Deposit 
 


The vendor is required to provide a performance security deposit   in the 
form of a bond furnished by a surety company authorized to do business in 
the State of Nevada   to DHCFP in order to guarantee payment of the 
vendor’s obligations under this contract.  Other types of security may be 
considered with the approval of the State’s Risk Management Division. The 
performance security deposit may be utilized by DHCFP to remedy any 
breach of contract or sanctions imposed on the vendor and shall meet the 
following criteria: 
 
3.7.1.6.1   The amount of the performance security deposit shall be equal to 


one hundred and ten percent (110%) of highest month’s total 
capitation amount in the first quarter or five hundred thousand 
dollars ($500,000.00), whichever is greater.  This must be 
deposited with the State Treasurer within fifteen (15) calendar 
days after the end of the first quarter of the contract.  The total 
capitation amount is the sum of all capitation payments for all 
enrollees for the month; and 


3.7.1.6.2  After the initial year of the contract DHCFP will require the 
vendor to increase the performance security deposit amount to 
reflect an amount equal to one hundred and ten percent (110%) 
of the preceding year’s highest month’s total capitation payment 
or five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000.00), whichever is 
greater. 


3.7.1.6.3  Vendors submitting performance security to the State of Nevada 
in the form a surety bond must utilize a company that meets the 
below listed requirements: 


 A.M. Best A‐VII rated insurance company 


 Certified by the Department of Treasury,  Financial 
Management Services for Nevada 


 Licensed by the Nevada Department of Business and 
Industry, Insurance Division 


The vendor must maintain the performance security deposit after 
the contract term for a length of time to be determined by 
DHCFP in order to cover all outstanding liabilities. 


 


Because performance security bonds are typical for large NET contracts like Nevada’s, MTM 


understands and will comply with DHCFP’s bond requirement. Within 15 days of the end of the 


first quarter covered under this contract, MTM will obtain and maintain a performance security 


deposit from a DHCFP‐approved entity worth 110% of the highest month’s capitation rate, or 
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$500,000. As necessary, we will increase the value of our performance deposit on an annual 


basis to reflect the highest monthly capitation rate from the previous year.  


 


3.7.2  Third‐Party Liability and Subrogation 
 


3.7.2.1  Third‐party liability (TPL) refers to any individual, entity (e.g., insurance 
company) or program (e.g., Medicare), including group health plans, as 
defined in Section 607(1) of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act 
of 1974 (29 USC and 1167 (1)) service benefits plans, and vendors that are or 
may be liable for all or part of a recipient's health coverage.  Under Section 
1902(a)(25) of the Social Security Act, DHCFP and its contractors are 
required to take all reasonable measures to identify legally liable third 
parties and treat verified TPL as a resource of the Medicaid. The possibility 
exists that a recipient has another insurance plan that covers air ambulance 
or other transportation.  The State can provide a list of recipients known to 
have third party coverage. 


 


One of the most important specifications of Medicaid‐provided NET services is that Medicaid 


should always be the payor of last resort. As part of our standard eligibility verification process, 


MTM’s NET Management System determines if a recipient receives NET coverage from a TPL 


source, including Medicare, group health plans, or other insurance plans.  


 


During the implementation period, MTM will upload all DHCFP‐provided information about 


recipients with third party coverage to our system. When a recipient with third party coverage 


requests NET service, the system will alert the scheduling CSR that a TPL entity exists and may be 


liable for all or part of his/her coverage. As applicable, this information will then be used to seek 


payment from the TPL, as described in the following Section 3.7.2.2.  


 


3.7.2.2  The vendor shall act as the State’s authorized agent for the limited purpose 
of TPL collection, within the limitation of the Fair Debt Collection Practices 
Act, 15 USC § 1692, of all third‐party liability (TPL) pursuant to 42 CFR § 
433.135 et seq and 42 CFR 433.147.  If a capitated payment model is used, 
the contracted vendor's capitated payments shall include an offset in the 
rates for these collections.  The contracted vendor shall vigorously pursue 
and bill prior TPL resources as these amounts are considered part of their 
risk based capitation payment.  The contracted vendor is prohibited from 
delegating this responsibility to its providers and/or members of its provider 
network.  The vendor shall reimburse provider claims regardless of any TPL 
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or subrogation resource and shall not pend, deny, or hold in abeyance any 
provider claim for the sole purpose of awaiting or pursuing a TPL or 
subrogation collection or payment.  The vendor must utilize the EVS 
eligibility system to determine if casualty claims are filed and recover costs 
through subrogation on behalf of Medicaid recipients.  The vendor must 
determine the third party and seek payment; the vendor is prohibited from 
delegating this responsibility to its providers and/or members of its provider 
network.  All information on the third party, including collections and 
collection attempts are to be reported to DHCFP in a format prescribed by 
the State. 


 


With our NET Management System, MTM has an efficient, reliable resource for determining if a 


recipient receives third party coverage. When our system identifies a recipient with such 


coverage, we will continue with our regular scheduling process. However, following trip 


completion, our Claims department will contact the third party to collect any outstanding fees 


for their portion of the NET service. We understand that this is solely our responsibility, and we 


will never delegate collection duties to our network of transportation providers. Further, we will 


not deny a transportation provider payment for NET if we are waiting on reimbursement from 


the TPL.  


 


MTM will comply with all DHCFP requirements for billing entities with TPL, and will develop a 


report for each occurrence. This report will detail the third party, each collection attempt, the 


amount of money collected, and any other requested information. As part of our monthly 


capitation rate, our monthly bill will include an offset for payment collected from third parties.  


 


3.7 REPORTING 


3.8.1  Submit management reports 
The vendor shall submit accurate and complete management reports to Division at 
requested intervals or on demand.   The vendor shall provide the following 
management reports, at a minimum, to Division on the frequency and in the specified 
format indicated below: 
 
3.8.1.1  Transportation Summary Report summarizing all adverse actions and 


authorizations for transportation services by type of transportation. This 
information is to be provided in electronic media to Division within ten (10) 
business days after the close of the month in format prescribed by Division. 
Report must show utilization by Medicaid. 
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3.8.1.2  Call Center Report summarizing call volume, nature of calls, number of calls 
abandoned, and information listed in Section 3.6 of this RFP within ten (10) 
business days after the close of each month in format prescribed by Division. 


3.8.1.3  Recipient Satisfaction Survey Report summarizing the results of the surveys 
described in Section 3.8.2.3 to be submitted to Division timely, pursuant to 
Section 3.8.2.3 of this RFP.   


3.8.1.4  Grievance Log summarizing complaints received and their resolution 
including any corrective action taken.  The Grievance Log shall be delivered 
to the Division within twenty (20) business days of the close of each month. 


3.8.1.5  Annual Transportation Report describing the project and contracted 
services, major problems and issues and how they were addressed, and 
future plans. Also, a statistical summary of services provided and other 
pertinent information.  A draft of the report shall be submitted to Division 
within sixty (60) business days after the close of each year of operation and 
the final report shall be submitted to Division within thirty (30) business 
days of receipt of Division comments. 


3.8.1.6  High Cost Users Report: summarizing the monthly miles, level of service, 
cost, cost per mile, recipient ID number, location, and the name of the 
transportation provider.  The report is due 45 days from the end of each 
fiscal quarter. 


3.8.1.7  Monthly Cost Report: shows costs associated with providing NET by the type 
of transportation and by the amount spent per recipient. 


3.8.1.8  Other operational, management and/or ad hoc reports as required by 
Division, with reasonable notice or upon demand. 


3.8.1.9  Any other reports the vendor produces, which may be of value to the 
Division. 


3.8.1.10  Fraud and Abuse Reporting:  Pursuant to 42 CFR 455.1(a)(1), the vendor 
must report fraud and abuse information to the state.  Minimum reporting 
requirements include the number of complaints of fraud and abuse made 
that warrant preliminary investigation by the State. For each report which 
warrants investigation, the vendor must provide to the State: 
3.8.1.10.1  The provider name/recipient name and ID number; 
3.8.1.10.2  The source of the complaint; 
3.8.1.10.3  The type of provider; 
3.8.1.10.4  The nature of the complaint; 
3.8.1.10.5  Approximate dollars involved; and 
3.8.1.10.6  Legal and administrative disposition of the case. 


3.8.1.11  Upon project implementation, monthly reports must be delivered   via e‐
mail to the current transportation program manager no later than the 
twentieth (20th) business day of each month.  The e‐mail address may be 
obtained by contacting the contract monitor. 


3.8.1.12  Timely receipt of reports shall be a prerequisite for authorization of monthly 
payment to the vendor. Therefore, failure to provide accurate and complete 
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management reports by reporting deadlines may result in delay or 
suspension of payment to the vendor until the reports are received and 
approved by Division.  Failure to provide accurate and complete reports by 
reporting deadlines may also result in contract suspension or termination. 


3.8.1.13  Vendor shall provide utilization data as requested to the State’s contracted 
actuary. Utilization data must be separated by Medicaid and Nevada Check‐
up. 


 


With our sophisticated NET Management System, MTM has the ability to produce meaningful, 


informative management reports for the programs we operate. MTM will assemble this data 


into several accurate, complete reports and distribute them to DHCFP on a monthly, quarterly, 


and annual basis, or as otherwise requested. Our belief in the value of reports is demonstrated 


throughout this section. MTM does not view reports as simple data; instead, we view them as a 


way to learn program strengths and plan for positive maintenance and program improvements.  


 


MTM’s Nevada Program Manager Nathan Mueller will ensure DHCFP receives all reports within 


the specified times and in the approved formats, verifying reports are complete and accurate 


prior to release. We understand that if our reports are submitted past the established deadline, 


payment for MTM’s services may be delayed. Nathan will analyze reports, scrutinizing data for 


any conditions out of tolerance, unusual activity, and opportunity for improvement. If such 


conditions are identified, he will make appropriate, timely recommendations to DHCFP. In 


addition, report analysis will be integrated into regular meetings with DHCFP. With Nathan 


keeping a close eye on Nevada NET data, report analysis will be extremely beneficial to DHCFP, 


this program, and its recipients.  


 


Meeting Monthly Reporting Requirements 


MTM provides each of our programs with a reporting package full of useful, detailed 


information on a monthly basis. Although many of these reports are similar from contract to 


contract, these packages are customized for each program based on specific needs. Based on the 


requirements of the RFP, MTM is proposing a Nevada‐specific monthly reporting package made 


up of the reports detailed in Figure 26; in addition, during contract negotiations, we can discuss 


a variety of other reports that may be beneficial to Nevada NET. Monthly reports will be 


submitted to DHCFP’s transportation program manager via email by the 20th business day of 


each month, or other specified date. Please see Attachment L for a sample monthly reporting 


package for examples of reports we can create. Upon contract award, we will develop report 


templates for DHCFP’s review and approval.  
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Proposed Monthly Reporting Package for Nevada NET  


Report Title  Report Description 


Transportation 


Summary 


Summarizes adverse actions, authorizations for service, and 


Medicaid utilization by type of transportation.  


Call Center 


Summarizes call volume, nature of each call, number of 


abandon calls, and other ACD data gathered throughout the 


month. Refer to Section 3.10.2.5 for additional details.   


Recipient Satisfaction 


Survey 


Summarizes results of various satisfaction surveys completed 


throughout the month.  


Grievance Log 
Summarizes complaints received, resolution, and any 


corrective actions taken.  


Monthly Cost 
Delineates costs associated with NET by mode of 


transportation and dollars spent per recipient.  


Fraud and Abuse 


Summarizes the number of suspected cases of fraud and 


abuse, including details such as provider or recipient name 


and ID number; source of complaint; type of provider; nature 


of incident; approximate dollars involved; legal and 


administrative disposition.  


Other Reports 


MTM will work with DHCFP during contract negotiations to 


identify any other recommended reports for the Nevada NET 


program.  


Figure 26: Monthly Reports Package. MTM will provide DHCFP with a customized, comprehensive 
monthly reports package. 


 


Meeting Quarterly Reporting Requirements 


In addition to the monthly reporting package detailed previously, MTM understands that we 


must meet quarterly reporting requirements. These reports will provide a more broad 


perspective of the NET program, including a high cost user report summarizing monthly miles, 


service levels, cost per mile, overall cost, recipient ID number, location, and transportation 


provider name for each high cost utilize. MTM will submit this report, and any other quarterly 


reports, to DHCFP with 45 days of the end of each quarter.  


 


Meeting Annual Reporting Requirements 


Outside of detailed monthly and quarterly reports, we will also provide DHCFP with an annual 


Transportation Report. This report will provide a written and statistical summary of NET 


utilization over the year, as well as any identified transportation issues and how they were 


addressed. Further, this report will detail recommended solutions for overall program 
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Better Technology 
On‐demand reporting allows 
for complete transparency of 
Nevada NET services. DHCFP 
will have 24/7 access to 


various reports and raw data, 
ensuring it can get up‐to‐the‐
minute program details and 


trends.  


improvement over the following year. From this report, DHCFP will gain detailed knowledge on 


program successes and achievements. We will compile and submit the annual report to DHCFP 


within 60 days of the close of each fiscal year, with final revisions being made within 30 days of 


receiving recommended changes from the Division.  


 


On‐Demand, Ad Hoc Reporting 


In addition to standard reports developed within specified deadlines, we can also provide ad hoc 


reports as directed by DHCFP. We will develop ad hoc reports as quickly as possible, normally 


within 24 hours. Custom reports in real time are available online via our web portal. DHCFP can 


submit report requests or pick up previously requested reports utilizing easy‐to‐use drop down 


menus. On‐demand reports allow DHCFP to use multiple 


search criteria and select the desired report on topics such 


as trip details, recipient activity, recipient no‐shows, and 


complaints. DHCFP will have the ability to refer to a brief 


description of each report right from the home screen. 


Recipient and trip data that can be customized includes 


any combination of date range, vehicle type, 


transportation provider, recipient, and other selection 


criteria.  


 


When the report is ready for retrieval, the report requestor will receive an e‐mail notification. 


We will provide DHCFP with a user manual and conduct training on creating on‐demand reports 


to ensure we answer all questions about using the tool. Further, raw data that supports all 


summarized reports will be available at the request of DHCFP, and utilization data will be sent to 


the State’s actuary.  
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3.8.2  Report encounter data on a monthly basis 
 


3.8.2.1  Electronically transmit monthly Encounter Data on all completed 
transportation services authorized by the vendor.  The data elements shall 
be based on the CMS 1500 format and include recipient’s name, Medicaid ID 
number, date of service, transportation service provider, service type, pick‐
up point, destination, and miles. CMS’ specifications are subject to change, 
and other data elements may be specified by Division.  The submission 
format to the Division shall be in ANSI X12 837 format for transportation 
services, or what format may supplant that specification at a future date.   


 


In nearly every contract we operate, MTM is required to gather and submit encounter data. 


Many of our clients have consistently said MTM provides cleaner, more reliable encounter data 


than our competitors. With our staff of experienced business analysts who can immediately 


recognize any anomalies in data, we have less data kick back than other brokers. In fact, 


throughout our book of business, our encounter data return rate is a mere 0.1%, ensuring that 


DHCFP will receive accurate encounter data input and submission with MTM.  


 


Each month, we will submit a monthly aggregate file of completed transportation services in 


ANSI X12 837, the standard submission format. The file we submit to DHCFP will include 


encounter data that complies with CMS 1500 regulations, such as: 


 Recipient name 


 Recipient Medicaid ID number 


 Date of service 


 Transportation provider 


 Service type 


 Pick‐up and drop‐off points 


 Total mileage  


 


As required in the future by DHCFP or CMS, we will supplant the current encounter data format 


with additional information. 
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3.8.2.2  The vendor shall upgrade to subsequent versions of this Format as specified 
by Division. Division will provide the vendor with a minimum sixty (60) 
calendar day advance notice prior to the date of implementation of the 
revision.  The data are to be provided to Division within ten (10) business 
days after the close of the month using a mode of transmission and format 
specified by Division.  In the event the data submission contains erroneous 
data as determined by Division, the vendor has thirty (30) days to correct 
the errors and resubmit to Division. 


 


If and when CMS or DHCFP upgrades or changes current encounter data submission 


requirements, MTM will comply with the changes within the 60‐day implementation period. We 


will submit all encounter data to DHCFP by the tenth business day of each month. Although we 


do not expect errors to occur, we will correct erroneous data within 30 days of identification.  


 


3.8.2.3  Independent Customer Satisfaction Survey 
As part of the QA Monitoring Plan, the vendor shall conduct recipient 
satisfaction surveys regarding Medicaid transportation in the State every six 
(6) months.  The initial six‐month period shall be the first six months the 
vendor delivers services under this RFP.   The survey shall be in a format and 
use sampling strategies that are provided or approved by Division.  Periodic 
sampling issues may include, but are not be limited to: 


 confirmation of scheduled trip;  


 driver and vendor staff courtesy; 


 driver assistance when required; 


 overall driver behavior;  


 driver safety and operation of the vehicle; 


 condition, comfort and convenience of the vehicle; and 


 punctuality of service.  
 
The purpose of the survey is to verify the availability, appropriateness and 
timeliness of the trips provided and the manner in which the vendor’s and 
transportation provider’s staff interacted with recipients.  The vendor shall 
allow recipients to respond to surveys within sixty (60) days of mailing.  
Upon receipt of the survey sample response, surveys shall be collected and 
compiled by the vendor into a reporting format with the original surveys 
attached.  These reports are to be submitted to the Division no later than 
ninety (90) days following the mailing of the survey. 


 


MTM is one of the only major transportation brokers to monitor customer satisfaction through 


weekly recipient satisfaction surveys, far exceeding DHCFP’s biannual expectation. In addition, 
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we also perform satisfaction surveys with other stakeholders, including medical facilities, 


transportation providers, and DHCFP.  


 


Recipient Satisfaction Surveys  


To ensure recipient satisfaction surveys remain completely bias‐free, MTM utilizes an 


independent third party organization to survey a statistically random number of trips each week. 


Representatives from a nationally recognized organization ask recipients a variety of questions 


during these surveys, such as those shown in Figure 27.  


  


Recipient Satisfaction Survey Questions 


Questions Regarding Phone Service 
Questions Regarding Transportation 


Providers 


Was your call answered promptly? 
Was the driver’s conduct professional and 


courteous? 


Was the operator helpful?  Did the driver have identification? 


Did the operator explain how to change 


or cancel your trip? 


For your return ride, did the driver pick 


you up within one hour? 


Was your trip scheduled while you were 


on the phone? 
Was the vehicle clean? 


Did the operator remind you to be ready 


15 minutes prior to your appointment? 
Did the vehicle have working seat belts? 


 
Did you arrive to your appointment on 


time? 


January‐June 2011 Customer Service 


Satisfaction Results: 96.18% 


January‐June 2011 Transportation 


Provider Satisfaction Results: 96.40% 


Figure 27: Recipient Satisfaction Survey. By asking recipients the above questions on a weekly basis, MTM 
can stay in tune with overall satisfaction.  


 


The representative conducting the survey will input all gathered data from the call into our 


database for reporting, trending, and tracking. The results are trended quarterly in MTM’s QMC 


meetings. In the rare circumstance that a survey shows an unsatisfactory result, the QMC will 


institute an appropriate corrective action plan to resolve the issue. In addition, we utilize 


satisfaction survey results to develop two Quality Improvement Programs (QIPs) each year, 
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further improving service quality. We will provide DHCFP with a recipient satisfaction survey 


report as part of our standard monthly reports package; see Attachment L for a sample report. 


As requested, we will attach the actual surveys to the summary report.  


 


By conducting weekly satisfaction surveys with recipients, MTM can make accurate, timely 


changes to the program. Soliciting this feedback gives DHCFP a positive image while proactively 


making program improvements. MTM’s goal is to achieve a recipient satisfaction rating of 95% 


of better, which we have exceeded to date in 2011. Prior to using our standard satisfaction 


survey, we will submit the survey to DHCFP for approval and modification.  


 


Medical Facility/Provider Satisfaction Surveys  


In addition to weekly recipient surveys, MTM will also conduct annual medical facility surveys. 


These surveys help us identify opportunities to facilitate additional education and outreach, as 


well as areas where MTM can improve our relationship with this community to achieve the 


highest level of satisfaction. During this survey, our third party surveyor will ask questions 


regarding satisfaction with the call intake process, MTM’s responsiveness to facility staff, and 


ease of accessing MTM staff in the event of a problem with transportation provider timeliness. 


Our goal for medical provider satisfaction is 90%. Like with the recipient satisfaction survey, we 


will submit the medical provider survey to DHCFP for approval prior to use.  


 


Transportation Provider Satisfaction Surveys 


Outside of recipient and medical facility satisfaction, MTM also conducts an annual satisfaction 


survey among the transportation provider community. By having our third party surveyor 


conduct these surveys, we are able to identify areas in which we can help transportation 


providers work with MTM in a more efficient manner. These surveys also provide feedback on 


the performance of our Network Representatives and Area Liaisons. Questions asked during this 


survey will pertain to satisfaction with the trip scheduling process, satisfaction with the claims 


process, and responsiveness of our staff to the provider’s needs. Our overall goal for 


transportation satisfaction is 90%.  


 


DHCFP Satisfaction Survey 


An additional important satisfaction survey that MTM offers to this program is that of DHCFP 


itself. Each year, we will solicit formalized feedback from DHCFP using a third‐party surveyor. 
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This survey is used for internal purposes to improve our client services processes, and ask 


questions about DHCFP’s satisfaction with each MTM department, response times, usefulness of 


reports, and services provided. The survey will also ask specific questions about Program 


Manager Nathan Mueller’s performance. Results will be reviewed by our Vice President of Client 


Services, and will be reported to the QMC and Board of Directors.  


 


3.9 GRIEVANCES, APPEALS, AND FAIR HEARINGS 


3.9.1  Notice of Decision 
  The vendor may take action on a recipient’s transportation service authorization 


request based on Medicaid guidelines set forth in Chapter 1900 of the Medicaid 
Services Manual (MSM).  The service authorization request may be denied or limited 
(i.e. denied in part, or reduced) based on MSM policies.  The vendor shall notify each 
recipient in writing of the reason for the adverse action on their transportation 
service authorization request within five (5) business days of the adverse action.  
Pursuant to 42 CFR 438.10 (h), the Notice of Decision (NOD) shall include information 
regarding the recipient’s right to a State Fair Hearing, the method for obtaining a 
State Fair hearing, and the rules that govern the recipient’s right to representation.   
The vendor must provide a Notice of Decision (NOD) to the recipient written notice of 
any decision to deny a service authorization request or to authorize a service in an 
amount, duration, or scope that is less than requested.  
 
The notice of Decision must include the following information: 
3.9.1.1  The action the Contractor or its network provider has taken or intends to 


take; 
3.9.1.2  The reasons for the action (including the MSM section that calls for the 


action); 
3.9.1.3  The recipient’s right to request a State Fair hearing; 
3.9.1.4  The method of obtaining a State Fair Hearing; 
3.9.1.5  The rules that govern representation at a State Fair Hearing; 
3.9.1.6  The right of the recipient to request a state fair hearing and how to do so;  
3.9.1.7  The right to request to receive benefits while the hearing is pending and 


how to make this request;  
3.9.1.8  That the recipient may be held liable for the cost of those benefits if the 


hearing decision upholds the vendor’s action; and 
3.9.1.9  The Contractor is required to maintain records of grievances and NODs, 


which the State will review as part of the State’s contract monitoring and 
management oversight.    


 


MTM ensures that recipients are notified when we deny, terminate, or reduce their 


transportation service through detailed Notice of Decision letters. As described in depth in 
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Section 3.4.5, these letters are automatically produced by our NET Management System and 


sent to the recipient immediately. We will develop Notices of Decision that comply with all 


requirements set forth by DHCFP, and keep detailed records of our decisions.   


 


3.9.2  Grievances 
The vendor is responsible for receiving and responding to all grievances with regard 
to the delivery of non‐emergency transportation services under this contract, verbal 
or written, from recipients, providers, Division or other sources. A complaint is 
defined as a verbal or written expression of dissatisfaction with some aspect of NET 
services.  The vendor should encourage those with verbal complaints to submit them 
as written complaints. 
3.9.2.1  The vendor shall attempt to respond verbally to the recipients, authorized 


representative, Division or provider grievances within twenty‐four (24) 
hours of receipt of the grievance. The vendor shall respond to written 
grievances in writing within seventy‐two (72) hours. 


 


To ensure all stakeholders have a path of recourse, MTM has an equitable, fair process for 


managing complaints, grievances, and appeals. MTM will meet all requirements of the 


grievance process and State Fair Hearings as detailed in this RFP. With MTM, Nevada 


stakeholders will receive a QSC dedicated solely to this contract. This individual will handle all 


grievances, monitoring for any trends and building relationships with program stakeholders. The 


Nevada QSC will offer reasonable assistance to 


stakeholders filing grievances or appeals, 


including: 


 Recipients 


 Transportation providers 


 DHCFP 


 Medical providers 


 Other sources such as social workers and 


case managers  


 


If one of these stakeholders wishes to express dissatisfaction with the service they receive from 


MTM or a transportation provider, s/he may express their concern verbally or in writing. 


However, as requested by DHCFP, we will encourage stakeholders who submit a verbal 


grievance to also submit it in writing. In addition, we also accept complaints via our website, 
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www.mtm‐inc.net, as shown in the screenshot in Figure 28. Through this feature, stakeholders 


may also submit compliments about MTM’s service. This online entry allows stakeholders 


sufficient space to express their comments and/or concerns.   


 


 
Figure 28: Online Complaints Entry. With our online complaints and compliments entry system, 
stakeholders can conveniently submit comments quickly and easily.  


 


When the QSC receives the grievance, s/he will initiate the investigation and resolution process. 


This individual will acknowledge grievances verbally within 24 hours of receipt, and in writing 


within 72 hours.  
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3.9.2.2  The vendor must have a process with which to address recipient authorized 
representative, Division or provider grievances.  The vendor’s grievance 
process must be in writing and submitted to DHCFP for review and approval 
at the time of contract implementation.  DHCFP will refer all recipient 
grievances to the vendor for resolution.  The vendor must provide 
information about its grievance process to all providers and subcontractors, 
at the time they enter into a contract.   


 


MTM maintains written policies and procedures for all aspects of our operation, including a 


process for addressing stakeholder grievances. Prior to implementing this process in Nevada, we 


will receive DHCFP’s review and approval. As part of our initial ETO Program, we will provide 


information to recipients and other stakeholders describing the grievance process, ensuring all 


stakeholders know how to formally express any dissatisfaction they may incur.  


   


3.9.2.3  The vendor is required to dispose of each grievance and provide notice as 
expeditiously as the recipient’s health condition requires within the State’s 
established time frames which allows the vendor no more than ninety (90) 
days from the date the grievance is received by the vendor or a network 
provider.  In addition, the vendor must: 


 
3.9.2.3.1  Provide recipients any reasonable assistance in completing forms 


and taking other procedural steps.  This includes but is not 
limited to providing interpreter services and toll‐free numbers 
that have adequate TTY/TTD and interpreter capability; 


3.9.2.3.2  Acknowledge receipt of each grievance; 
3.9.2.3.3  Ensure that the individuals who make decisions on grievances 


were not involved in any previous level of review or decision‐
making; and, 


3.9.2.3.4  The vendor shall notify the recipient of the disposition of 
grievances in written format.  The written notice must include 
the results of the resolution process and the date it was 
completed. 


 


In each of our contracts, MTM strives to greatly reduce complaints and grievances. In fact, our 


2011 complaint rate to date is a mere 0.16%, well below the industry‐standard goal of 3%. 


Although MTM maintains this low rate and thoroughly trains transportation providers and our 


staff on acceptable conduct, we have an established process for resolving grievances should a 


recipient receive service that does not meet their expectations. These processes comply with 


DHCFP’s requirements and allow us to solve the issue as quickly as possible.  
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MTM’s grievance process encompasses receipt, research, communication, and education to 


achieve satisfactory resolution. See Attachment C for a sample Operations Manual, which 


includes all policies and procedures related to the operation of NET, including rights, complaints, 


grievances, appeals, and State Fair Hearings. The QMC reviews our processes annually to ensure 


that MTM remains current with emerging trends and/or changes in Medicaid. 


 


As mentioned in Section 3.9.2.1, recipients can issue a grievance verbally, in writing, or through 


our website. Our Nevada‐dedicated QSC will provide reasonable assistance during the entire 


process, which encompasses receipt, research, communication, and education to achieve 


satisfactory resolution within 90 days. Upon receiving the grievance, the QSC will verbally 


acknowledge receipt within 24 hours. Then, the QSC will document all circumstances surrounding 


the grievance, working with all involved parties to reach a resolution. All grievances will receive 


review from the QSC and any other applicable party, depending on which department the 


grievance applies to. Once resolution has been completed, the QSC will notify the aggrieved in 


writing of their ongoing appeal rights if they deem the resolution unsatisfactory. DHCFP is 


ensured that the QSC will not be involved in any previous situations that led to the grievance 


being filed, as handling grievances and appeals is the QSC’s sole responsibility.  


 


3.9.2.4  The vendor must establish a process to resolve any provider grievances that 
are separate from, and not a party to, grievances   submitted by providers 
on behalf of recipients. Written grievance procedures must be included, for 
review and approval, at the time the vendor policies and procedures are 
submitted to the DHCFP and at anytime thereafter when the vendor’s 
provider grievance policies and procedures have been revised or updated. 
3.9.2.4.1  The vendor must accept written or oral grievances that are 


submitted directly by the provider as well as those that are 
submitted from other sources, including the DHCFP.  The vendor 
must keep a written or electronic record of each provider 
grievance to include a description of the issue, the date filed, the 
dates and nature of actions taken, and the final resolution.  The 
vendor must issue a final decision, in writing, no later than Ninety 
(90) days after a grievance is filed. 


 


In addition to maintaining a thorough process for responding to and resolving recipient 


grievances, MTM has a similar process for solving transportation provider grievances. We value 


our relationships with transportation providers and want to keep them as satisfied as possible. 
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Therefore, as outlined in the Operations Manual in Attachment C, this process is fair and 


equitable, and ensures we thoroughly review grievances of action taken by MTM. DHCFP will 


approve this procedure prior to implementation and following any update.  


 


Like with our recipient grievance process, MTM will accept provider grievances verbally, in 


writing, and through our website. The QSC will follow the same process outlined in Section 


3.9.2.3, documenting all circumstances surrounding the grievance and working with all parties 


to reach a resolution within 90 days of filing. Upon resolution, the QSC will maintain detailed 


records of the grievance in our NET Management System. In addition, s/he will notify the 


provider of the resolution and provide an explanation of the appeals process should they remain 


unsatisfied.  


 


Transportation Provider Inquiries 


Along with our formal grievance process, we have appropriate resources to which transportation 


providers can make inquiries. Providers will have access to Network Representative Danielle 


Porras and Area Liaison Brittany Niedringhaus, who will be dedicated to Nevada and ensuring 


local transportation provider satisfaction. Brittany will meet with the transportation provider at 


least annually but is also available for on‐site meetings as requested. The transportation 


provider can also access MTM’s toll‐free “Vendor Hotline” to make an inquiry. If the inquiry 


relates to billing issues, the transportation provider can call MTM’s Help Desk.  
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3.9.2.5   The vendor shall establish and maintain standardized written procedures for 
handling all grievances, including documentation requirements.  
Investigation shall entail obtaining as much factual information about the 
grievance as  is made available during the course of the investigation.  The 
vendor shall attempt to resolve the grievance, if possible.  The vendor shall 
maintain a log of all grievances, verbal and written, with documentation of 
the grievance and action taken to resolve the grievance.  The vendor shall 
compile a summary report and analyze grievances received on a monthly 
basis to determine quality of services to recipients and noting patterns or 
trends of grievances received.  This summary report shall be submitted to 
the Division by the 20th working day following the close of the reporting 
month.  The vendor shall analyze the grievance data for quality 
improvement as an integral part of its QA Monitoring Plan.  


 


As previously mentioned, MTM has established proven processes for investigating, responding 


to, and solving grievances. These procedures are in compliance with DHCFP’s requirements, and 


are outlined in our Operations Manual, provided as Attachment C.  


 


Grievance Record Keeping and Reporting  


MTM will maintain accurate records of all grievances, responses, and resultant corrective action 


plans, which will be made available to DHCFP upon request. In addition, we will send DHCFP a 


summary report of grievances, appeals, and State Fair Hearings each month, as described in 


Section 3.8.1. This monthly report will include the number of complaints received, how 


complaints were received (by phone, written communication, or website), dates received, date of 


resolution, and a description of the resolution. See Attachment L for a sample complaints report.  


 


Having access to grievance information will help DHCFP and MTM identify opportunities for 


program improvement. In addition to submitting the monthly complaint report to DHCFP, we 


will send our QMC a summary of Nevada NET complaints. The QMC, along with Nevada’s 


dedicated QSC and Program Manager, will carefully examine each instance to determine where 


program improvements can be made. If these parties do identify a possible improvement, we 


will make every effort to incorporate changes quickly. In addition, if we notice a deficiency 


resulting from complaints in another contract, we will incorporate the necessary changes in this 


program to ensure the same problems do not occur in Nevada. 
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3.9.3  Appeals 
 


3.9.3.1  The vendor must establish an appeals process to review any decision 
denying, terminating or reducing services and any decisions resulting from a 
grievance from a provider or a recipient. The review shall be performed by 
parties other than those making the original decision and who possess the 
authority to uphold, modify, or reverse the original decision. The Written 
Appeals procedures must be included, for review and approval, at the time 
the vendor policies and procedures are submitted to the DHCFP and at 
anytime thereafter when the vendor’s provider appeals policies and 
procedures have been revised or updated. 


 
The vendor must accept written or oral appeals that are submitted directly 
by the provider as well as those that are submitted from other sources, 
including the DHCFP.  An oral appeal must be followed by a written, signed 
appeal; however, the oral appeal must count as the initial date of appeal.  
The vendor must keep a written or electronic record of each provider appeal 
to include a description of the issue, the date filed, the dates and nature of 
actions taken, and the final resolution.  The vendor must issue a final 
decision, in writing, no later than Thirty (30) days after an appeal is filed. 


 


As part of our grievance decision, MTM informs stakeholders of their right to appeal. If a 


recipient, transportation provider, or other stakeholder remains unsatisfied at the conclusion of 


the grievance process, MTM has an appeals procedure that allows us to review our original 


grievance decision. This process, included as Attachment M, will be approved by DHCFP prior to 


implementation and any time a change is made.  


 


Although we accept oral appeals, the stakeholder must also submit a written, signed appeal. 


Upon receiving the request for appeal, MTM will contact the stakeholder in writing within 72 


hours. As required, the QSC will not be responsible for the appeals process; instead, we will 


utilize another employee from our Quality department who was not involved in the grievance 


decision. MTM will make a final decision within 30 days and alert the stakeholder of the 


decision. At the conclusion of the appeals process, MTM will provide a resolution, implement 


corrective action steps, and maintain an accurate record of the appeal in our NET Management 


System. Corrective action may result in a change of policy or procedures regarding the delivery 


of services.  
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3.9.3.2  The state fair hearing process is described in Chapter 3100 and Chapter 
1900 of the Medicaid Services Manual. The vendor is required to provide 
access to state fair hearings in the event an action is taken by the vendor on 
a recipient’s service authorization request. A recipient, recipient’s 
representative or the representative of a deceased recipient’s estate has the 
right to request a state fair hearing.  The vendor will participate in the state 
fair hearing process, at the vendor’s expense, in each circumstance in which 
a recipient for whom the vendor has made an adverse determination 
requests a state fair hearing.  The vendor is bound by the decision of the Fair 
Hearing Officer.  Recipient grievances eligible for the State Fair Hearing 
process include: 


 Denial or limited authorization of a requested service; 


 Reduction, suspension or termination of a previously authorized 
service; and 


 Failure of the vendor to meet specified timeframes (e.g., 
authorization, claims processing, appeal resolution). 


 


As necessary following the grievance and appeal process, MTM will facilitate the State Fair 


Hearing process in compliance with the Medicaid Services Manual. If a recipient or their 


representative remains unsatisfied with the decision made regarding his/her denial, reduction, 


suspension, or termination of NET service, we will work cooperatively with DHCFP to complete 


the State Fair Hearing. The Nevada Program Manager, our Vice President of Operations, and our 


Legal Council will provide all pertinent documentation of the incident and its processing. This 


includes any documentation deemed necessary to justify our decisions. MTM understands that 


the decision of the Fair Hearing Officer is final, and we will comply with his/her decision.  


 


3.9.3.3  Pursuant to Nevada Revised Statute 422.306, when a provider has 
exhausted the vendor’s internal appeals process, the provider has the right 
to submit a written request to the DHCFP for a State Fair Hearing.  It is the 
vendor’s responsibility to notify the provider of this right at the time the 
provider enters into a contract with the vendor and when the outcome of an 
appeal is not wholly in favor of the provider pursuant to 42 CFR 431.200(b); 
42 CFR 431.220(5); 42 CFR 438.414; and 42 CFR 438.10(g)(1).  Provider 
grievances eligible for the State Fair Hearing process include: 
3.9.3.3.1  Denial or limited authorization of a requested service; 
3.9.3.3.2  Reduction, suspension or termination of a previously authorized 


service; 
3.9.3.3.3  Denial, in whole or in part, of payment for a service; 
3.9.3.3.4  Demand for recoupment; or 
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3.9.3.3.5  Failure of the vendor to meet specified timeframes (e.g., 
authorization, claims processing, appeal resolution). 
 


The DHCFP will not accept requests for State Fair Hearings that address 
provider enrollment, termination or other contract disputes between the 
vendor and its providers and/or subcontractors.    


 


Just as we maintain a thorough State Fair Hearing process for recipients, transportation 


providers and other stakeholders will have the right to a hearing after they have exhausted 


MTM’s internal appeals process. During contract implementation and at the end of the appeals 


process, we will inform stakeholders of the process for requesting a State Fair Hearing. We will 


accommodate and facilitate Fair Hearings for the reasons specified in Sections 3.9.3.3.1 through 


3.9.3.3.5 above. When providers or other stakeholders request a State Fair Hearing, we will 


follow the process outlined in Section 3.9.3.2 in reference to recipient requests to ensure a 


smooth, equitable hearing.  


 


3.9.4  Recipient Rights  
Pursuant to 42 CFR 438.100(c), the vendor shall ensure that each recipient is free to 
exercise his or her rights and that by the exercise of those rights, no adverse effect 
will result in the way the vendor treats the recipient.  


 


MTM treats all recipients with dignity and respect, and allows each to exercise their rights. We 


will never base our actions toward a recipient on his/her previous filings of grievances, appeals, 


or requests for Fair Hearings. 


 


3.10  INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 


3.10.1  Establish and maintain a transportation database 
 


3.10.1.1  The vendor shall establish and maintain a HIPAA compliant computer 
database sufficient to meet the needs of the transportation program.  The 
vendor shall maintain person level computerized data on recipients that 
contain the following data elements, at a minimum: 


 Recipient’s name; 


 Date of birth/age; 


 Sex; 


 Medicaid ID number; 


 Address; 
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 Telephone/e‐mail; 


 Directions to home; 


 Program eligibility; 


 Managed care program status; 


 Name of primary care provider (PCP); 


 Telephone of PCP; 


 Third party liability status; 


 Special needs (medical condition, language); 


 Required mode of transportation (wheel chair); 


 Verification of medical appointment, if applicable;  


 Notes (abusive behavior, complaint history, etc); 


 Existence of a legally responsible individual; and 


 Authorized assessed level of needs. 
 


Important to the success of every contract MTM operates is the ability to collect and analyze 


program data. MTM’s NET Management System is a state‐of‐the‐art, HIPAA‐compliant system 


capable of processing thousands of trip requests daily. Our system collects and stores all 


required data elements during and after the trip request process as required by this RFP. Our 


system can meet and exceed the minimum data collection elements required by the RFP, 


including those shown in Figure 29. 


 
MTM’s System Meets All Data Collection Requirements  


Does MTM’s System 


Meet This? 
RFP Data Collection Requirement For Each Recipient 


  Recipient’s name 


  Date of birth/age 


  Sex 


  Medicaid ID number 


  Address 


  Telephone/email address 


  Directions to the recipient’s home 


  Managed care program status 


  Name of primary care provider 


  Telephone number of primary care provider 
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MTM’s System Meets All Data Collection Requirements  


  Third party liability status  


  Special needs (if any) 


  Required/authorized mode of transportation 


  Verification of medical appointment (as necessary) 


  Individual legally responsible for recipient 


  Any notes about abusive behavior, complaint history, etc.  


Figure 29: Data Collection. MTM’s system meets all data collection requirements set forth by DHCFP. 


 


As noted throughout Section 3.8, MTM’s NET Management System readily generates reports as 


trip requests, complaints, and claims are entered into the system, immediately transmitting 


them to our database where they are stored permanently. This process will allow us to provide 


meaningful monthly and on‐demand reports for DHCFP.  


 
3.10.1.2  The vendor shall also maintain a daily‐computerized Trip Log (excludes 


public transportation) that documents the following data elements, at a 
minimum: 


 Recipient name; 


 Medicaid ID number; 


 Requester name (if different); 


 Date/time of request; 


 Date/time of medical appointment; 


 Mode of transportation requested/mode authorized; 


 Justification of mode authorized; 


 Scheduled time of pickup/drop off; 


 Actual time of pickup/drop off; 


 Scheduled companions or escorts; 


 Pickup location; 


 Drop off location; 


 Referral, approval, or denial (include reason) of transportation; 


 Ancillary expenses authorized (parking, tolls, etc); 


 Transportation provider number, assigned by Vendor; 


 Date/time of notification to transportation provider; 


 Trip Mileage; 


 Staff member referring/authorizing/denying request; 


 Notes (cancellation, incomplete request, no‐show, abusive 
behavior occurrence);  
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 Driver name or ID#; and 


 Drivers insurance policy name and number. 
 
The drivers’ insurance policy name and number on a trip log is required for 
immediate access for various liability reasons. NET Transportation is 
provided during various times of the day; before and after office hours 
including weekends, thus requiring quick access to the driver’s insurance 
policy name and number.  


 


MTM’s proprietary NET Management System allows us to keep accurate, detailed records for 


each trip. As described in Section 3.6.1.17, we require transportation providers to keep detailed 


logs about the trips they take, which they then upload to our system via their independent web 


portal. We are also developing an innovative application called MobiliNET that will allow drivers 


to utilize mobile technology to immediately transmit information from a handheld device to 


MTM’s system, as detailed in Section 3.6.1.4. During the trip scheduling process, our CSRs will 


begin the trip log by entering general information about the recipient, transportation provider, 


and transportation arrangements. Then, the transportation provider will complete the log by 


uploading the information s/he collected during the actual trip. 


 


In addition to the information outline in Section 3.6.1.17, we will maintain trip logs for each 


recipient and trip that details the following information: 


 Recipient Medicaid ID number 


 Requestor name, if different from recipient  


 Date and time of the request and the medical appointment  


 Mode of transportation requested and authorized, along with justification  


 Staff member authorizing or denying request 


 Denial reason (if applicable) 


 Scheduled pick‐up and drop‐off times and locations 


 Trip mileage 


 Driver insurance policy name and number 


 Authorized ancillary expenses 


 Date/time of notification to transportation provider 


 Any notes or comments  
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3.10.1.3  The vendor shall utilize a computer software package for trip planning, 
which includes the accurate determination of the mileage from the 
recipient’s residence to the medical service site and the return trip.  The 
vendor shall maintain electronic and hard copy files on completed 
transportation trips, by transportation provider.  


 


To bring about the effective management of large‐scale contracts with complicated NET 


requirements, MTM developed a proprietary NET Management System. This system, built from 


scratch specifically for MTM’s successful NET management model and combined with 


commercially available software, is an integrated suite of the most comprehensive, reliable 


software available in the industry. With this suite, MTM is able to seamlessly blend unique NET 


requirements with standard technological software to create a best‐in‐class system that 


automates virtually every aspect of transportation management. In short, this system allows 


MTM to successfully manage the overall day‐to‐day operations of NET programs for the delivery 


of cost‐efficient, appropriate services.  


 


Our experience authorizing, scheduling, and dispatching NET services informed the programming 


of this system, and continues to inform changes made to the software. Our configurable system 


automates the call intake and trip planning processes, provides secure information exchange of 


recipient eligibility files, allows us to store trip records, and virtually eliminates the possibility of 


authorizing services to a non‐covered service or medical provider.   


 


As shown in Figure 30, MTM’s NET Management System supports a variety of functions. In 


addition, it serves as a repository for information linked to a recipient’s permanent file; 


examples include special needs, approved mode of transportation, and special instructions to our 


CSRs.  
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The NET Management System Supports: 


Call intake and scheduling process  Eligibility screening 


LON screening  Records repository of each scheduled trip 


Quality assurance   Complaints management 


Denial and appeals process 
Reporting requirements (internal and external 


reports) 


Accounting functions  Claims processing 


Invoicing  Transportation provider network management 


Credentialing   Monitoring on‐time performance 


Dispatching trip assignments  Fraud alerts 


Figure 30: NET Management System Functionality. MTM’s NET Management System supports a variety of 
program functions relevant to Nevada NET. 


 


MTM’s software is designed to be portable and scalable, and is therefore platform independent. 


Portability means that each application is platform independent and, unlike other systems, is not 


constrained to the technology in place when developed. Accordingly, MTM can take advantage 


of emerging technology with minimal impact to the existing system, so benefiting from the 


opportunities, cost savings, and efficiencies that are continually presented to the industry. 


Scalability means that additional capacity may be added as required with minimal, if any, 


impact to infrastructure. The combination of portability and scalability provides unlimited 


potential to increase volume and add new functionality and technology while maintaining 


system response times. This, combined with web‐based access, means that an infinite number of 


users may access the system simultaneously with no degradation in performance. All that is 


required is access to the internet. Thus, DHCFP will always be in a position to deliver new 


innovative services to its recipients without the restrictions and constraints associated with 


systems that are not web‐based, platform independent, and scalable.  


 


MTM’s system is hosted in a secure environment, architected in accordance with the industry‐


standard layered security model. Online access to the services and data provisioned by the NET 


Management System is provided to various stakeholders via secure web portals. This overall 


architecture of the system is illustrated in Figure 31. 
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Figure 31: MTM’s NET Management System. This figure describes the overall architecture of our NET 
Management System, including online portal access for DHCFP, transportation providers, medical 
providers, and recipients. 


 


Scheduling Trips 


During the call intake process, after the appropriate mode of transportation has been 


determined, our system allows the CSR to pick the transportation provider closest to the pick‐up 


location of the trip. In addition, it identifies the exact mileage of each leg of the trip. This helps 


to promote multi‐loading and routing on behalf of the transportation provider. Once the 


provider has been selected, the CSR faxes the trip to the transportation provider or the provider 


electronically downloads the trip information. Our system employs an internal fax capability 


that allows us to transmit thousands of trip requests daily. To ensure trip requests are received 


in a timely manner, the system faxes the most urgent trips first followed by the trips furthest 


out. 


 


Routing Trips 


To ensure MTM is getting the most cost‐effective transportation for trips that can be routed, we 


routinely review all trips to the same destination and request bids from transportation providers 
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to be the sole‐source provider for these trips. These providers must adhere to performance 


standards to ensure not only cost‐effective transportation, but also quality transportation. MTM 


also reviews recurring trips for the ability to route and multi‐load. MTM uses a routing software 


package from StrataGen to analyze recurring trips to see if a provider can multi‐load and route 


the trips. We then solicit bids from providers capable of administering these routes and adhering 


to the required performance standards. 


 


Secure Web Portals for Online Features 


Unique to the industry, four independent web portals deliver a complete range of NET services 


and data. Each portal provides an intuitive interface independently designed to meet the specific 


needs of the four major stakeholders: DHCFP, local transportation providers, local medical 


providers, and recipients. The recipient portal is a forthcoming feature, and will meet this 


population’s online scheduling needs.  


 


DHCFP Portal 


The DHCFP portal provides the online ability to: 


 Schedule, review, and change transportation arrangements 


 View and download standard and customized reports 


 View complaint resolution and tracking data 


 View transportation provider data 


 Have read‐only access into MTM’s system 


 


DHCFP staff can schedule, review, and research transportation arrangements for all current 


recipients and those previously submitted to MTM on the daily recipient file. Scheduling and 


changes to transportation are subject to eligibility on the date of transport and the requirement 


to utilize the most appropriate and cost effective mode of transport consistent with the 


transportation needs of the recipient. An intuitive interface guides staff through these processes, 


clearly explaining situations that may result in transportation being denied, or authorized 


transportation differing from that requested. Staff are provided guidance on how to manage 


exceptional situations that may require deviation from the standard process. Figure 32 


illustrates how the system will present detailed transportation arrangements to DHCFP staff. 
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Figure 32: DHCFP Web Portal Screenshot. The sample screenshot above is what DHCFP will see when 
reviewing a specific recipient trip. 


 


Access to online reports is in addition to delivery via SFTP. Standard and customized reports may 


be viewed and/or downloaded in Microsoft Excel format. Reports are also stored online by MTM 


for a limited period of time. Reports may be customized by date range, vehicle type, 


transportation provider, recipient, and other criteria that may be required by DHCFP staff. This is 


illustrated in Figure 33. 
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Figure 33: On‐Demand Report Screen. DHCFP can create custom reports showing real‐time data. 


 


DHCFP staff can also view summary complaint data for the program as a whole, or by recipient, 


and drill down into the details of each complaint and associated resolution. DHCFP staff can be 


assigned the authority to enter complaints if requested. 


 


Figure 34 illustrates how individual complaints can be entered for a specific recipient, and how 


the complaint history associated with that recipient is presented. 
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Figure 34: Manual Complaint Entry Screen. Complaints and resolutions can be entered and tracked online. 


 


DHCFP staff will have read‐only access to transportation provider data. This will include the 


ability to view business, driver, and vehicle credentials, as well as scheduling, dispatch and 


tracking information, and claims data. 


 


Figure 35 illustrates how driver credentialing information will be presented to DHCFP staff.  
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Figure 35: Driver Credential Detail Screen. DHCFP can view driver and transportation provider credentials 
in a read‐only format to monitor compliance. 


 


In summary, the DHCFP portal provides DHCFP staff with full transparency of the NET operations, 


providing complete and independent oversight capability.  


 


Transportation Provider Portal 


The transportation provider portal gives providers the online ability to: 


 Electronically download assigned trips 


 Create and customize reports  


 Enter pick‐up and drop‐off information, Vehicle Identification Numbers, and Drivers 


License data  


 Manage credentials  


 Update service parameters and business information 
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Transportation providers can download assigned trips in Microsoft Excel format. This format is 


supported by the import feature of all commercially available demand response scheduling and 


dispatch systems, including, but not limited to, products developed by RouteMatch, Trapeze, and 


StrataGen. It can also be used to manually manage trip information. In the event that a 


transportation provider uses a proprietary system, it is likely that this format will be acceptable 


as is. If not, it can easily be converted into the format of choice. 


 


Figure 36 illustrates how a Nevada NET provider will download assigned trip data into Excel. 


 


 
Figure 36: Trip Download Screen. Transportation providers can download trip assignments from the web 
portal. They can also view previously scheduled trips. 
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Standard and customized reports may be viewed and/or downloaded in Microsoft Excel format. 


Reports are also stored online by MTM for a limited period of time. Reports may be customized 


by date range, vehicle type, and other criteria. In accordance with HIPAA regulations the data 


available to transportation providers will be restricted to that required to perform the services 


assigned to that transportation provider.  


 


Transportation providers can reconcile trips online. Pick‐up and drop‐off times, Vehicle 


Identification Number, and Drivers License data may be automatically uploaded in Microsoft 


Excel format, and/or manually entered via screens custom designed for efficient and accurate 


data entry. In both cases, immediate feedback on the validity of the information is provided. 


Corrections may be made at any time convenient to the transportation provider. Figure 37 


illustrates how transportation providers can manually enter pick‐up and drop‐off times, Vehicle 


Identification Number, and Driver License data. 


 


 
Figure 37: Manual Trip Entry Screen. Transportation providers can input trip information manually for 
claims purposes, if they choose not to upload trips electronically. 
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Credentialing information is submitted, reviewed, and stored electronically. All interaction 


between the transportation provider and MTM is online and/or via e‐mail. Transportation 


providers start the process by entering credentialing data online and uploading digital images of 


the associated documentation. The portal supports industry standard file and image formats 


including, but not limited to, Microsoft Word, Microsoft Excel, Adobe PDF, JPEG, and GIF 


formats. Immediately after a credential is submitted, MTM staff is notified online and by e‐mail 


of the need to review the credential. As soon as the credential has completed the review process, 


the results are available online to transportation providers. If a credential is not approved, 


detailed information and instruction on the next steps are provided online to assist the 


transportation provider in completing the process. If all credentials are in order, the driver or 


vehicle is approved for use. Transportation providers will receive advance notice of any 


credential that is set to expire. The portal will provide multiple notices of increasing severity, and 


if a credential is allowed to expire, the driver, vehicle, or company will be automatically removed 


as an approved entity. Each time the transportation provider accesses the online system they 


will be notified of all outstanding actions with due dates for completion. Detailed information on 


all credentials, drivers, attendants, and vehicles is available in formats that allow the 


transportation provider to easily search and sort information. Figure 38 illustrates how 


transportation providers are presented with detailed information for each driver. 
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Figure 38: Driver Credentials Detail Screen. Transportation providers can easily view the credentialing 
information of their drivers, update information, and identify any areas that are not in compliance. 


 


Transportation providers will also have the online ability to update their service parameters 


(hours of operation, service areas, available vehicles, etc.) and business information (contact 


information, disadvantaged business certifications, etc) online. 


 


In summary, this portal provides transportation providers the ability to go paperless and 


seamlessly integrate the business applications of their choice with the NET Management System. 


The transportation provider also benefits from streamlined processes provisioning rapid 


credentialing of drivers and vehicles, automated management of expiration dates, and the cost 


savings associated with maintaining credentialing data online. Transportation providers 


appreciate the benefit of being able to expedite the billing process by submitting data online and 


viewing the status of payments in real time. This means DHCFP is assured of having a fully 


compliant network of credential drivers and vehicles.  
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Medical Provider Portal 


The medical provider portal provides the online ability to: 


 Schedule, review, and change transportation arrangements  


 Present the recipient with a user‐friendly hard copy record of the transportation details 


 


In accordance with HIPAA regulations, medical providers are able to review and research the 


transportation arrangements that are associated with attendance at their facilities only. 


Otherwise, medical providers will have the same ability to schedule, review, and change 


transportation arrangements as DHCFP staff. 


 


Figure 39 is a sample of the screens that Nevada medical facilities will use to schedule 


transportation arrangements. 


 


 
Figure 39: Online Trip Scheduling Screen. Medical providers will be able to schedule trips conveniently 
online, facilitated by easy‐to‐use dropdown boxes. 
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In summary, this portal provides medical providers with the assurance that appropriate 


transportation arrangements are in place, thus ensuring that the recipient has appropriate 


access to the care required when required and eliminating the inefficiencies caused by missed 


appointments. 


 


Recipient Portal 


As a forthcoming feature of our online system, MTM is currently in the process of developing a 


portal for recipients. This portal is the last of our stakeholder portals to be developed and 


implemented. If the DHCFP would like, Nevada recipients will have the ability to logon to the 


Recipient Portal to: 


 Schedule and change transportation arrangements  


 View their transportation schedule 


 Print off a hard copy record of the transportation details 


 


In accordance with HIPAA regulations, recipients will be able to review and research only their 


own transportation arrangements. This portal will give recipients the option of completing their 


transportation arrangements conveniently online, in lieu of calling MTM. When a recipient 


schedules their own trip online, we will automatically include the trip in our 100% verification 


process.   


 


In summary, this portal will give recipients the ability to verify that their transportation 


arrangements are appropriately arranged, thus ensuring that the recipient has appropriate 


access to the care required. 
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3.10.1.4  The vendor’s computer system shall accommodate the following functions 
for daily operations, service authorization, trip scheduling, provider 
reimbursement, and Division monitoring: 
3.10.1.4.1  Record recipient and trip log data and store it in a designated 


database format; 
3.10.1.4.2  Back up the database on a daily basis; and, 
3.10.1.4.3  Be able to pull data by recipient ID number, name, date or other 


identifier to create a history of approvals and denials for at least 
a 24‐month period. This file shall be available to Division within 
24 hours of the request.  


 


As mentioned by DHCFP, the successful broker’s computer system should have the ability to 


accommodate a variety of functions that support the daily operation of the Nevada NET 


contract. MTM’s NET Management System, as noted throughout the previous Section 3.10.1.3, 


accommodates all aspects of our transportation management model, including service 


authorization, trip scheduling and assignment, transportation provider claims processing, and 


DHCFP monitoring. Within the following paragraphs, MTM has described how our system meets 


the requirements set forth by this section. 


 


Storing Recipient and Trip Data 


In Sections 3.6.1.17, 3.10.1.1, and 3.10.1.2 of this response, MTM set forth the various data 


points our system collects and stores for each trip and recipient. When the information is entered 


in by MTM staff and transportation providers, the NET Management System stores it 


permanently in a DHCFP‐approved format. As requested, we will also keep hard copies of 


recipient and trip logs.  


 


Saving Nevada NET Data 


When trip requests, complaints, claims, and other program data is entered into our system, the 


information is automatically saved and transmitted to our database, where it is stored 


permanently. All data is then backed up each night and sent to our back‐up system to ensure 


that complete and accurate data is available at all times. In addition, our policy of record 


retention includes the collection, retention, and storage of all MTM contracts, subcontractor 


agreements, provider records which include vehicle, driver, and insurance information, claims 


processing forms, complaints, and computer database storage for a period of six years or more. 
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Pulling and Reporting Data Points 


As described throughout Section 3.8, our NET Management System is comprehensive in its 


reporting capabilities. While standard monthly reports will always be made available to DHCFP, 


we can also provide on demand access to raw data through the DHCFP Web Portal. Using this 


technology, DHCFP staff can log in and request reports based on recipient ID number and name, 


date, or other identifiers for any period of time. The request for approval and denial history, or 


other reports, will then be completed by MTM and be made available to DHCFP within 24 hours. 


Through this process, DHCFP can obtain up‐to‐the‐minute information about the Nevada NET 


program.  


 


3.10.1.5  The vendor shall be responsible for all programming functions and costs 
associated with the maintenance of this database. 


 


MTM understands that we will be responsible for all programming functions, costs, and 


maintenance associated with our NET Management System.  


 


3.10.1.6  The vendor shall be responsible for developing the necessary interfaces with 
the MMIS system, including but not limited to the delivery of encounter 
data. 


 


Through our various contracts, MTM has programmed our NET Management System to be a 


successful, intuitive interface for interacting with our clients’ MMIS systems. Our Information 


Technology staff have developed the appropriate tools and resources necessary for exchanging 


information such as encounter data, eligibility information, and reports through this interface, 


ensuring we can easily do the same for the Nevada NET program.  


 


3.10.2  Establish and maintain a telephone call center 
 


3.10.2.1  Professional, prompt, and courteous customer service shall be a high 
priority.  The vendor shall establish and maintain an adequately staffed 
telephone call center and shall ensure that the telephone staff treat all 
callers with dignity and respect the caller’s right to privacy and 
confidentiality.  The vendor shall process all incoming telephone inquiries 
for non‐emergency transportation services in a timely, responsive, and 
courteous manner.  Telephone staff shall greet the caller and identify 
themselves by name when answering.  The vendor shall have capabilities to 
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ensure that the communication and language needs of recipients in the 
State are addressed.  The vendor shall also ensure that recipients with 
emergency requests are referred or transferred to 911 or an appropriate 
local emergency (ambulance) service. 


 


One of MTM’s greatest strengths as a transportation broker comes from our background in 


managing customer service center operations. With four customer service centers across the 


country that operate under the highest standards, MTM has proven that we have the 


capabilities necessary to manage call intake for NET services.  


 


Depending on which call center/business office option DHCFP chooses, MTM will either establish 


a new local customer service center in Las Vegas or utilize our existing location in Lake St. Louis, 


Missouri to receive transportation requests from Nevada recipients. With either option, DHCFP is 


ensured professional, prompt, and courteous customer service from Nevada‐dedicated CSRs. 


These employees will utilize the call flow and trip scheduling process outlined previously in 


Section 3.5.5 to ensure NET arrangements are made in a timely and responsive manner.  


 


Recruiting and Hiring Call Center Staff 


MTM will ensure that we have sufficient, appropriate staff to handle all calls from Nevada NET 


recipients by hiring 20 personnel for our customer service activities. Using data provided by 


DHCFP in the RFP and during the question and answer process, along with our Workforce 


Management Tools, we have determined the following call center staff shown in Figure 40 will 


be necessary for this program.  


 


Title  Name 
Full Time 
Employees 


Call Center Manager 
Stephanie 
Boschenreither 


1 


Customer Service Trainer  Stacy Whittington  1 


Customer Service Team Lead  TBH  1 


Customer Service Representative  TBH  17 


Total Call Center Employees  20 


Figure 40: Projected Call Center Employees. Based on the provided data and our industry‐leading 
resources, MTM has determined the approximate number of call center staff we will need to efficiently 
serve Nevada recipients. 
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To recruit able, experienced staff for these positions, we will post job listings on local and 


national internet employment resources, job banks and fairs, and community colleges and 


universities. We will also work with the incumbent to identify existing employees who would be 


interested in working with MTM under this new contract. Existing employees from the 


incumbent contractor will be given hiring preference. All candidates will be pre‐screened to 


ensure they meet our minimum requirements and qualifications; please see the provided job 


descriptions in Attachment K for further details regarding qualifications for each position. 


 


Training Staff to Ensure Compliance 


Beginning on day one of service commencement and continuing through the life of the contract, 


Nevada NET recipients will receive excellent customer service from MTM’s staff due to our 


comprehensive training program. For this contract, like throughout our book of business, we will 


train all CSRs to provide high quality 


customer service to recipients with our 


proven training program. All callers 


will be treated with dignity and 


respect, and CSRs will be trained to 


greet callers and identify themselves 


by name.  


 


We have developed a standardized 


training program and applied it to our 


entire book of business as served by 


our four customer service centers. We will customize aspects of the training to meet Nevada NET 


protocols and ensure program excellence. We have devised a training timeline for Nevada‐


dedicated staff that will meet all requirements of this program. With this training program, we 


will ensure that there is an abundance of trained staff members available to serve Nevada 


recipients at all times. See Attachment A for the Implementation Plan, which provides greater 


detail of all timeline activities, and Attachment G for sample CSR training materials.  


 


Four Weeks Before the Go‐Live Date 


All customer service center staff will receive a minimum of 80 hours of instruction that includes 


classroom time, online demonstrations, electronic training manuals, hands‐on, and side‐by‐side 
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Innovative Training Practices to 
Promote Empathy 


 
MTM recently arranged for our 
Minnesota CSRs to have the 
experience of walking in the 


recipient’s shoes. Each CSR was driven 
to work or to a medical appointment 


using an MTM subcontracted 
transportation provider. We arranged 
the trips without cost to our client 
and without the transportation 
provider knowing that an MTM 
employee was in their vehicle.  
The training exercise was a 


resounding success. CSRs experienced 
empathy for the recipients we serve. 


Simultaneously, transportation 
providers were reminded of the 
importance of providing quality 
service for every trip. At MTM, we 
want CSRs and transportation 


providers alike to handle each call or 
trip as if it were for a member of their 


own family.  


training. Our training objective is for staff to 


provide an outstanding customer service 


experience while strictly adhering to Nevada NET 


protocols. Training subjects include:  


 Background on the transportation 


management industry, Medicaid, and 


medical terminology 


 Cisco system and call center equipment  


 MTM’s NET Management System  


 Confidentiality, including HIPAA 


safeguards and compliance  


 Cultural diversity, sensitivity, and CLAS 


standards  


 Using the Language Link and TTY/TDD 


services  


 Customer service (soft‐skills), phone 


etiquette, and professionalism, especially 


when working with persons with special 


needs or managing difficult behavior  


 Handling recipients that are threatening or 


abusive  


 Active listening, documentation, and restating trip details before concluding the call 


 Referring recipients to 911 and local emergency services for emergency transportation 


requests 


 Nevada NET‐specific contract requirements, protocols, and MTM policies and procedures 


through the Operations and Customer Service Training manuals 


 


Prior to completing training, our trainer will use tests to challenge staff understanding and 


comprehension of training topics, as well as to determine the readiness of the trainee to move 


forward. All training and testing material will be submitted to DHCFP for approval. To ensure 


flexibility in managing the workforce, especially during peak‐call volume times, MTM will cross 


train various positions.  
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Two Weeks Before the Go‐Live Date 


MTM will begin processing Nevada NET calls two weeks before the commencement of services. 


Typically, these calls include inquiries about program changes, the booking of advance notice 


trips, and requests for LON screening. Nevada‐dedicated CSRs will process the live calls while the 


trainer and supervisor monitor the call; assess adherence to protocols, policies, and procedures; 


and provide immediate feedback. The trainer and supervisor will conduct daily reviews of 


scheduled trips to ensure process compliance and accuracy.  


 


Self‐Paced, Online Training Tools 


A demonstration of MTM’s commitment to the success of our employees is realized in our 


investment into our online business training library. The library has over 600 training videos for 


staff to develop their job skills and earn certifications. Training covers communication, 


management, and organizational skills, among many other topics. After completing each video, 


the employee completes a quiz on the covered material and must score an 80% or higher to earn 


the Certificate of Achievement. HR staff receives an automatic alert when an employee earns a 


certificate and a copy is placed in the employee’s file. Supervisors can select specific subjects for 


team training. Participation in the online training library is a part of our employees’ annual 


evaluation as it enhances current skills and promotes professional and personal growth. 


 


Ongoing Training to Maintain High Quality Service 


With MTM, CSR training does not stop with initial training; it continues throughout employment. 


CSRs receive notification of changes in contract and MTM protocols. In addition, CSR skill levels 


are maintained through regular monitoring and reviews and by returning to periodic training 


sessions. Training emphasizes efficiency and accuracy, as well as handling difficult calls and 


cultural diversity. We provide ongoing training one hour each week conducted by each Team 


Lead. As with initial training, we will test the employee prior to completion to ensure s/he fully 


understands the topic. 
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Telephone Assessments and Monitoring Provide Additional Training  


MTM also maintains and updates CSR skill levels through regular live and/or recorded call 


monitoring and retrospective review of trip intake and scheduling outcomes. Through these 


activities, we audit the timeliness of answering and completing calls; accuracy of information 


acquired on intake; CSR professionalism, sensitivity, courtesy and responsiveness to the 


recipient’s needs; and trip‐scheduling accuracy. More information about our assessment and 


monitoring process is provided in Section 3.10.2.7. 


 


Meeting Communication and Language Needs through Training and Tools 


As described in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.1, MTM takes several steps to ensure NET services are 


available to all recipients, including those with specific communication and language needs. First 


and foremost, we provide our CSRs with the training necessary to handle culturally diverse 


populations with sensitivity and active listening. In addition, we: 


 Abide by CLAS standards 


 Hire bilingual CSRs 


 Utilize the Language Link for all languages not spoken by our CSRs 


 Use TTY and TDD services for the hearing and speech impaired  


   


3.10.2.2  The call center shall be staffed to receive telephone calls from recipients 
during the hours of 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM (Pacific time) Monday‐Friday except 
national holidays.  A voice mailbox shall be available after hours with a call 
back the next day.  The vendor must make available 24‐hour, 7 days per 
week access by telephone to a live voice (an employee of the vendor or an 
answering service) or an answering machine that will immediately page an 
on‐call employee of the vendor so information may be given to handle a 
transportation problem that may arise during non‐office hours (such as 
after‐hours emergency room discharges or after hours transport to PCPs or 
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urgent care centers).  The vendor may need to educate recipients who 
habitually call after regular working hours and leave messages requesting 
transportation.  


 


To ensure optimum service for Nevada NET recipients, call intake will be performed during 


regular business hours of 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Pacific Time, Monday through Friday. By calling our 


Nevada‐dedicated toll‐free telephone line, recipients or their representatives will have the ability 


to schedule transportation services with advanced notice or short notice, in the case of urgent 


care. In addition to maintaining sufficient, appropriate staffing to handle calls during regular 


business hours, we will give recipients access to an emergency telephone number that they can 


utilize to arrange urgent after‐hours trips such as hospital discharges. If the after‐hours situation 


is not urgent, the recipient will be prompted to leave a message on our voicemail system and a 


CSR will call them back the following business day.  


 


During the implementation process, we will inform recipients of our regular operating hours. 


While they will be told that voicemails can be left after hours, we urge recipients to call during 


regular hours if possible. As necessary, we will conduct additional educational efforts for 


recipients who habitually call after hours.  


 


3.10.2.3  The vendor shall have a properly functioning toll free telephone number for 
recipients and other individuals or organizations to call to request 
transportation services, obtain information about transportation services, 
and register complaints. Recipients shall not incur a charge for placing a call, 
other than those applicable for local calls.  The vendor shall have sufficient 
and appropriate staff to handle all calls and act as troubleshooters and 
problem solvers for transportation related questions and problems that may 
rise.  


 


To ensure optimal service for Nevada recipients, MTM will establish a dedicated toll free 


telephone number that will be used solely for the operation of this contract. By calling this 


number, recipients and their representatives will reach a CSR from our adequately staffed call 


center that will aid them in scheduling transportation services. Because this is a toll‐free line, we 


will never charge recipients for placing calls to our customer service center. In addition to 


scheduling services, our CSRs can help recipients and other stakeholders obtain information 


about the NET program and troubleshoot any problems they may have.  
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3.10.2.4  The telephone staffing shall be adequate to fulfill the following standards of 
promptness and quality: 
3.10.2.4.1  Ninety percent (90%) of telephone calls shall be answered within 


five (5) rings during live voice answering times; 
3.10.2.4.2  A call pick‐up system that places the calls in queue shall be used; 
3.10.2.4.3  Blocked call rate (busy signal received) of five percent (5%) or less 


on an average daily basis; and, 
3.10.2.4.4  Ninety percent (90%) of calls in the queue shall be answered by a 


live operator in less than two (2) minutes, measured on a daily 
basis. 


 


Every day, MTM’s staff thoroughly tracks our customer service center statistics to monitor for 


contract compliance and call center promptness for our more than 40 contracts nationwide. Our 


telephone system has the capacity to ensure our customer service centers meet the required 


standards for this contract on an ongoing basis. We will meet all responsiveness specifications of 


this contract by obtaining an adequate number of T‐1 lines for inbound and outbound traffic, as 


well as lines needed for local calling.  


 


In addition to having the appropriate systems and technology in place, we ensure responsiveness 


by training our CSRs to meet all contract requirements, as well as MTM and National Committee 


for Quality Assurance (NCQA) standards for call center operations. If at any time our customer 


service supervisors notice a deficiency with any call center statistic, we take immediate action to 


return our performance to the accepted standards. We hold our customer service centers to the 


highest standards, including goals of less than 5% abandonment rate and less than 30 seconds 


average speed to answer, and we continually meet these objectives. For our Nevada call center 


operations, we will ensure our staff meet the outlined quality standards 90% of calls answered 


by a live voice within five rings, or within two minutes if the call is placed in the queue. Because 


we maintain a “P.01 or better” standard, meaning that less than 0.01% of calls are blocked or 


answered by a busy signal, we can far exceed DHCFP’s requirement of less than 5% of calls being 


blocked on a daily basis.  


 


MTM’s experience managing large customer service centers, coupled with our phone and 


computer intake systems, will ensure call center responsiveness for this program and its Nevada 


recipients. Our CallManager software has the capacity to handle high call volumes, and provide 


extensive monitoring and reporting as outlined in the following Section 3.10.2.5. Through this 
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system, we have the ability to monitor call center operations and provide minute‐by‐minute data 


for trending, analysis, and staffing adjustments, ensuring quality call center responsiveness. To 


further ensure our ability to meet customer service objectives, we utilize Workforce 


Management tools to forecast and monitor staffing numbers and help ensure we always have 


adequate personnel on hand to answer recipient calls. In addition, because each of our call 


centers are linked, we can route calls to back‐up operators in other locations as necessary due to 


high volume.  


 


3.10.2.5  The vendor shall install and maintain a functioning automatic call 
distribution system (ACD) and call reporting system that records and 
aggregates the following information, at a minimum, on an hourly, daily, 
weekly, and monthly basis, for the call center as a whole and for individual 
operators:  


 Total number of incoming calls; 


 Number of answered calls by Vendor staff; 


 Average call wait time; 


 Maximum call wait time; 


 Percentage of calls answered by a live operator in under two (2) 
minutes; 


 Average talk time; 


 Number of calls placed on hold and length of time on hold; 


 Number of abandoned calls and length of time until call is 
abandoned; 


 Number of outbound calls; and 


 Number of available operators by time. 
 
This system should have the capability of automatically routing calls to back‐
up, part‐time operators when target wait times are exceeded. 


 


Throughout the life of this contract, MTM will demonstrate our call center responsiveness to 


DHCFP via monthly ACD reports. However, because our system collects call data on a minute‐by‐


minute basis for individual CSRs and the call center as a whole, it can aggregate the information 


into hourly, daily, weekly, or monthly formats. Our Cisco CallManager system will automatically 


generate ACD reports, which will include data such as: 


 Total number of incoming calls 


 Number of calls answered by staff member 


 Average call wait time 
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 Maximum call wait time  


 Average speed‐to‐answer 


 Percentage of calls answered in under two minutes 


 Average talk time 


 Number of calls placed on hold/length of time on hold 


 Number of abandoned calls/length of time until call was abandoned 


 Number of outbound calls 


 Number of available operators by time 


 


MTM provides each of our clients with similar reports, ensuring our system is capable of 


producing this data summary. In Figure 41, we have provided a screenshot of a sample ACD 


report.  


 


Figure 41: Sample ACD Reports. MTM continuously tracks our performance against key metrics, such as 
abandonment rate. 
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3.10.2.6  The vendor shall develop operational procedures, manuals, forms, and 
reports necessary for the smooth operation of the Telephone Call Center.  A 
demonstration of the vendor’s telephone system and staffing capability will 
be required as part of the readiness review prior to the effective date of 
implementation. 


 


Within each aspect of our NET management process, MTM develops policies, procedures, 


manuals, forms, reports, and other materials for smooth, successful program operation. For 


example, our Nevada customer service operations will be governed by Nevada‐specific 


requirements and protocols set forth in the Operations Manual and the CSR Training Manual. 


Examples of each are provided in Attachments C and G, which DHCFP will review and approve 


during the readiness review. Similarly, we understand that DHCFP will assess our telephone 


system and call center staffing during this review. We are confident DHCFP that will be pleased 


with all aspects of our Nevada NET program prior to the go‐live date.  


 


3.10.2.7  The vendor shall develop a complete monitoring, supervision, and 
enforcement plan to ensure that call center performance and customer 
service standards are maintained.  The Division should have the ability to 
monitor calls on a random basis to ensure quality service is being offered.  
Callers will be notified that calls may be monitored. 


 


To ensure quality customer service is always provided and that CSRs meet all contractual 


requirements, MTM will provide a Call Center Manager, Customer Service Supervisor, and 


Customer Service Team Leads at our customer service center. These individuals will be 


responsible for monitoring CSRs for proper performance and duty execution, and will be on the 


floor to answer questions and solve any potential problems CSRs may have. In addition, we have 


a thorough live and recorded call monitoring review process, in which a supervisor will audit the 


following: 


 Timeliness of answering and completing calls 


 Accuracy of information acquired during intake 


 CSR professionalism, sensitivity, courtesy, and responsiveness to the recipient’s needs 


 Accuracy of trip scheduling 
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During live call monitoring, the supervisor will listen to the call intake process as it occurs and 


document the CSR’s adherence to protocols and soft skills using a call monitoring evaluation 


form, a sample of which is provided in Attachment G. We use the information gathered during 


the audit to provide feedback to the CSR on performance and as an opportunity for additional 


training. Call monitoring results go into the CSR’s file and are used during annual and periodic 


employee reviews, and to develop training programs. 


 


When answering a call from a Nevada recipient, the CSR will inform the caller that the call may 


be recorded or monitored. We store all recorded calls and evaluation forms in our NET 


Management System, searchable by date, time, CSR name, and other criteria. DHCFP will have 


access to this information through the web portal system, and we can also arrange to allow 


Division staff to sit in on the monitored call as requested.  


 


Based on the call monitoring and review outcomes, each CSR receives a monthly quality rating, 


on which they are expected to score 95% or higher. The quality rating indicates areas of 


excellence, satisfactory performance, and areas needing improvement. With our expansive 


methods of staff monitoring, MTM ensures DHCFP that Nevada NET recipients will always 


receive industry‐leading call intake services.  


 


3.10.2.8  The vendor must ensure that recipients receive the appropriate form of 
transportation in every instance.  While the least expensive mode of 
transportation is preferred, the vendor must ensure the recipients medical 
needs are met through the most appropriate form of transportation for each 
individual. 


 


Through our innovative LON and functional assessment processes, MTM ensures DHCFP that 


each recipient will be assigned to the most appropriate, least costly mode of transportation. As 


outlined in Section 3.4.3, these processes allow us to accurately determine the mode of 


transportation that best meets each recipient’s physical and cognitive abilities. Based on the 


results of the LON or functional assessment, we can assign the recipient to public transit, 


paratransit, sedan, wheelchair van, and stretcher van services as appropriate to meet his/her 


individual needs.   
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9.2.2.7 Section 4 – Company Background and References 


4.1 VENDOR INFORMATION 


4.1.1  Vendors must provide a company profile in the table format below. 
 


In the following Figure 42, MTM has provided the requested company profile information.  
 


Question  Response 


Company name: 
Medical Transportation Management, Inc. 


(MTM) 


Ownership (sole proprietor, partnership, 


etc.): 
Sole Proprietor  


State of incorporation:  Missouri  


Date of incorporation:  June 27, 1995 


# of years in business:  16 


List of top officers: 


Alaina Maciá, President and CEO; Donald 


Tiemeyer, Executive VP and General Counsel; 


Gary Richardson, CFO; Patrick McNiff, VP of 


Paratransit Operations; Alison Whitelaw, VP 


of Business Solutions; Aaron Crowell, VP of 


Business Development; Kim Matreci, VP of 


Client Services  


Location of company headquarters:  Lake St. Louis, Missouri 


Location(s) of the company offices: 


Topeka, Kansas; St. Paul, Minnesota; Pulaski, 


Virginia; The District of Columbia; Stuart, 


Florida; Raleigh, North Carolina; Cincinnati, 


Ohio; Portland, Oregon  


Location(s) of the office that will provide 


the services described in this RFP: 


Las Vegas and Reno, with support from the 


Lake St. Louis, Missouri headquarters 


Number of employees locally with the 


expertise to support the requirements 


identified in this RFP: 


28 


Number of employees nationally with the 


expertise to support the requirements in 


this RFP: 


Approximately 400 


Location(s) from which employees will be 


assigned for this project: 
Las Vegas and Lake St. Louis, Missouri 


Figure 42: Company Profile. MTM’s overall experience and diverse locations will allow us to successfully 
administer the NET services requested by this RFP.  
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4.1.2 Please be advised, pursuant to NRS 80.010, incorporated companies must register with 
the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s Office as a foreign corporation before a 
contract can be executed between the State of Nevada and the awarded vendor, unless 
specifically exempted by NRS 80.015. 


 


MTM fully understands that we must register as a foreign corporation with the State of Nevada 


Secretary of State’s Office prior to the execution of this contract. We agree with and will comply 


with this requirement.  


 


4.1.3  The selected vendor, prior to doing business in the State of Nevada, must be 
appropriately licensed by the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s Office pursuant to 
NRS76. Information regarding the Nevada Business License can be located at 
http://sos.state.nv.us.  


 


As with any contract we are awarded, MTM understands that we must be appropriately 


registered with and licensed by the State of Nevada Secretary of State’s Office prior to contract 


execution. MTM is already licensed to do business in Nevada, as demonstrated by our Corporate 


Business Entity ID Number provided in the following Figure 43.  


 


Question  Response 


Nevada Business License Number:  E0463752007‐9 


Legal Entity Name: 
Medical Transportation 


Management, Inc. 


Figure 43: Business License Information. MTM will be able and ready to perform this contract starting on 
day one.  


 


Is “Legal Entity Name” the same name as vendor is doing business as? 


Yes  No  


 


If “No”, provide explanation. 
 


This question is not applicable to MTM, as our legal entity name is the same name in which we 


do business as.  
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4.1.4  Vendors are cautioned that some services may contain licensing requirement(s). 
Vendors shall be proactive in verification of these requirements prior to proposal 
submittal. Proposals that do not contain the requisite licensure may be deemed non‐
responsive.  


 


In our research and preparation for this proposal, which included conversations with the Nevada 


Transportation Authority, MTM came to the conclusion that the only licensure required for this 


specific contract was a Nevada business license. As given in the previous Section 4.1.3, Corporate 


Business Entity ID Number for Nevada is E0463752007‐9. In addition to proof of this license, 


MTM would like to ensure DHCFP that we are licensed by Medicaid as an approved provider, as 


demonstrated by our National Provider ID Number, 1134260078. 


 


While these are the only licenses MTM feels we need to conduct this contract, DHCFP should be 


aware that with its direction, we will pursue and/or present additional qualifications as 


necessary. We understand the importance of being appropriately qualified and licensed, and will 


commit to obtaining these items upon contract award.  


 


4.1.5  Has the vendor ever been engaged under contract by any State of Nevada agency?  
 


Yes  No  


 


If “Yes”, complete the following table for each State agency for whom the work was 
performed.  Table can be duplicated for each contract being identified. 


 


MTM has not included or completed the table provided in the RFP, as we have never been under 


contract with any agency in the State of Nevada.  


 


4.1.6  Are you now or have you been within the last two (2) years an employee of the State 
of Nevada, or any of its agencies, departments, or divisions?  


 


Yes  No  


 


If “Yes”, please explain when the employee is planning to render services, while 


on annual leave, compensatory time, or on their own time? 


This question is not applicable to MTM.  
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If you employ (a) any person who is a current employee of an agency of the State of 
Nevada, or (b) any person who has been an employee of an agency of the State of 
Nevada within the past two (2) years, and if such person will be performing or 
producing the services which you will be contracted to provide under this contract, 
you must disclose the identity of each such person in your response to this RFP, and 
specify the services that each person will be expected to perform. 


 


MTM does not intend to employ any staff who are current employees of a State of Nevada 


agency, or who have been employed by a State of Nevada agency within the past two years. If at 


any time throughout the life of this contract we do employ a staff member who meets these 


criteria, we will immediately inform DHCFP of his/her name and the services they will perform.  


 


4.1.7  Disclosure of all alleged prior or ongoing contract failures, contract breaches, any civil 
or criminal litigation or investigation pending which involves the vendor, the vendor’s 
parent company or in which the vendor has been judged guilty or liable within the 
past six (6) years.  


 


Yes  No  


 


If “Yes”, please provide the following information.  Table can be duplicated for each 
issue being identified. 


 


As is typical for any large transportation management firm with numerous ongoing contracts, 


MTM is occasionally subject to claims regarding accident damage and workers compensation. 


All of these matters are of a size and scope that would not impact this contract, as we work 


diligently to resolve all legal matters quickly and in a fair manner, ensuring our clients are never 


subject to any consequences stemming from legal action. MTM has, at all times, sufficient 


liability insurance to cover vehicle accident and workers compensation claims. 


 


While we have not been a part of any contract failure or breach within the past six years, MTM 


is, from time to time, involved in litigation with transportation providers. For example, such 


litigation might pertain to providers not meeting MTM contract requirements, including not 


providing trip verification, failure to prove recipient signatures, or not paying liquidated 


damages for noncompliance.  
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The financial stability of MTM, as well as our ability to perform contractual obligations, is not 


threatened by current litigation should an adverse judgment be entered against MTM. The 


providing by MTM, and the subsequent reviewing by DHCFP, of all litigation details for a 


company such as MTM with a national scope and numerous large contracts, is impractical since 


much of this information is subject to attorney‐client privilege or privacy/confidentiality 


considerations. Therefore, we have not completed the RFP‐provided tables for each current case. 


MTM is hopeful that the submittal of this summary statement will suffice. Should DHCFP require 


information on any specific litigation or claim, MTM will supply that information which can be 


released without jeopardizing attorney‐client privilege or privacy/confidentiality considerations 


incident to litigation. 


 


4.1.8  Company background/history and why vendor is qualified to provide the services 
described in this RFP. Limit response to no more than five (5) pages.  


 


Established in 1995 for the sole purpose of managing NET programs for the medically fragile, 


disabled, underserved, elderly, and other transportation disadvantaged populations served by 


state and local governments and managed care organizations (MCOs), MTM is the most 


qualified vendor to serve DHCFP and its recipients. Our first client, Healthcare USA, joined us the 


same year of our establishment and remains a satisfied client to this day. Since our inception 16 


years ago, we have grown to become one of the largest transportation brokers in the country 


and a nationally recognized leader in the NET industry.  


 


Our book of business consists of more than 40 contracts spanning 28 states and the District of 


Columbia. These contracts include state and local governments, departments for the aging, and 


MCOs. The map shown in Figure 44 demonstrates our presence throughout the country and 


shows our various customer service center and office locations.  
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Figure 44: U.S. Map. This map shows MTM’s area of operations, denoting customer service centers and 
satellite offices. 


 


In every contract we hold, we maintain our mission of being the premier manager of NET 


services, providing safe, reliable transportation for recipients and the best value for clients. We 


strive to bring a direct and honest approach to the creation of innovative solutions for today’s 


health and social concerns, particularly in accessing medical care, medical program 


management, and new product development. To achieve this vision, we develop best practices 


for managing transportation access to healthcare and social services for the disabled, 


underserved, and elderly while providing cost efficiencies and increased satisfaction.  


 


As a true pioneer in the industry, we began one of the first NET brokerages of its kind in 


Missouri. Our commitment to our clients consistently saves programs under our management 


10‐25% in program costs. At comparable rates to our competitors, we provide better service and 


more effective management. What is truly different about our approach to management is our 


flexibility in creating programs customized to meet each client’s unique needs. This flexibility 


allows us to be successful in urban areas such as Minneapolis/St. Paul, the District of Columbia, 


Cincinnati, St. Louis, and Kansas City, as well as rural areas. We also benefit from our staff’s 
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expertise in direct transportation operations. Senior management staff members have joined us 


from First Transit, Laidlaw, and MV Transportation. This benefits clients by increasing our ability 


to coordinate with fixed route and ADA paratransit providers to maximize public transit. We 


have also helped clients expand their existing service routes by providing valuable trip data 


showing areas of demand. We are the only broker with this valuable experience.  


 


MTM has Experience with Similar Programs  


Perhaps the most important thing DHCFP should look for in a NET broker is one with experience 


operating similar programs. MTM has managed and currently manages several large‐scale 


programs with scopes of service similar to DHCFP’s, making us a qualified vendor for this 


program. Many of these programs are either statewide or cover multiple states under a single 


contract. For all programs under our management, we provide over seven million trips to three 


and a half million recipients while fielding over three million calls each year. While we may not 


be the biggest brokerage, we know we are the best. We can state this confidently based on 


feedback from our clients, a few of whom have returned to us due to our high quality services 


after a brief departure to competitors. Other positive feedback comes from clients whose 


programs involve working concurrently with multiple brokers.  


 


Each of the clients shown in the following Figure 45 shares a similar scope of service as described 


in the RFP, including building and monitoring a network of transportation providers, paying 


providers in an accurate and timely manner, screening for recipient eligibility, reserving trips, 


assigning the appropriate mode of transportation, delivering transportation services safely and 


efficiently, and more. We offer DHCFP proven experience in each of these areas, as described 


further in the following Section 4.1.9 and throughout Section 4.3, Business References.  
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Figure 45: Government Program Highlights. MTM’s current work with several large government NET 
programs will be extremely beneficial to DHCFP. 


 


4.1.9  Length of time vendor has been providing services described in this RFP to the public 
and/or private sector. Please provide a brief description.  


 


With MTM, DHCFP will receive the services of a quality, expert NET broker with more than 16 


years of experience providing transportation management services to clients in both the private 


and public sectors. As described in detail in the previous Section 4.1.8, under our current book of 


business of more than 40 similar contracts across 28 states and the District of Columbia, MTM 


provides our clients with the most innovative, state‐of‐the‐art services available in the industry. 


In many cases, we provide these clients with the same services sought by DHCFP through this 


solicitation, including: 


 Managing subcontracted transportation companies, including monitoring and oversight 


activities 


 Documenting and ensuring on‐time performance 


 Managing customer service center operations 


 Ensuring high standards of customer service center responsiveness 


 Performing Medicaid transportation eligibility functions and authorizing transportation 


 Assigning the least costly, most appropriate mode of transportation for recipients  


 Training call center employees, management staff, and drivers employed by 


subcontracted transportation providers 


 Educating recipients and other stakeholders on NET availability  


 Inspecting transportation provider vehicles and enforcing vehicle and driver standards 


 Reimbursing transportation providers for service 
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 Recording and responding to complaints, grievances, and appeals 


 Developing and implementing cost effective strategies 


 Creating informative and meaningful monthly reporting packages  


 Implementing large statewide NET programs in a timely manner  


 


As demonstrated by our experience and overall success with NET programs across the country, 


DHCFP can be assured of our ability to effectively perform its scope of work. MTM can provide 


DHCFP and its Nevada recipients with invaluable industry expertise and innovation for a well‐


rounded, quality NET program. For more information on our success with similar programs, 


please refer to Section 4.3, Business References.  


 


4.1.10  Financial information and documentation to be included in Part III, Confidential 
Financial of vendor’s response in accordance with Section 9.5, Part III – Confidential 
Financial. 


 
4.1.10.1 Dun and Bradstreet Number 
4.1.10.2 Federal Tax Identification Number 
4.1.10.3 The last two (2) years and current year interim: 
  A. Profit and Loss Statement 
  B. Balance Statement 
 
NOTE:   Failure to supply the requested financial information will result in the 


disqualification of the Vendors proposal. 
 


As requested, MTM has provided the above financial information and documentation in its 


entirety in the separate binder labeled Part III, Confidential Financial.  


 


4.2  SUBCONTRACTOR INFORMATION 


4.1.1  Does this proposal include the use of subcontractors? Check the appropriate 
response in the table below.  


 


Yes * No  


 


*MTM will only subcontract with transportation providers, not with entities to perform administrative 


duties.  
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If “Yes”, vendor must: 
4.2.1.1  Identify which specific subcontractors and the specific requirements of this 


RFP for which each proposed subcontractor will perform services. 
 


As with any major NET broker, MTM primarily subcontracts with companies that provide 


transportation services to recipients. This model will be followed in our Nevada operations, 


where we will recruit an adequate number of transportation providers to fulfill the projected 


number of annual trips. MTM does not intend to utilize subcontractors for administrative duties.  


 


4.2.1.2  If any tasks are to be completed by subcontractors, vendors must: 
 


A. Describe the relevant contractual arrangements; 


During our recruiting, credentialing, training, and contracting period, MTM requires 


subcontracted transportation providers who complete all four phases to sign a Transportation 


Provider Service Agreement tying them to MTM and DHCFP’s regulations and expectations. This 


agreement addresses all aspects of the subcontract relationship. In Section 3.6.1.16, MTM has 


responded to each of DHCFP’s expectations for subcontracts with transportation providers; 


however, because we will not subcontract for administrative duties, we have not outlined such 


contractual arrangements.  


 


B. Describe how the work of any subcontractor(s) will be supervised, 


channels of communication will be maintained and compliance with 


contract terms assured; and 


As mentioned and demonstrated throughout our proposal, MTM is dedicated to the quality 


provision of transportation services. To ensure this quality, we institute a thorough DHCFP‐


approved Service Agreement with our network of transportation providers, the only 


subcontractors we intend to use in Nevada. These subcontracts allow us to supervise of 


transportation providers and meet the expectations of our clients. We also have detailed 


procedures for overseeing these subcontractors; please refer to Section 3.6.1.4 for more 


information.  
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C. Describe your previous experience with subcontractors. 


Important to the delivery of high quality NET service is the establishment and management of a 


subcontracted transportation provider network sufficient in size and scope to administer the 


transportation demand. As this is a major strength of MTM’s, we have successfully managed 


subcontracted transportation companies in every contract we’ve held over the past 16 years. 


Beginning with only a handful of transportation providers in 1995, our total network has since 


grown to more than 560 subcontracted providers representing nearly 5,000 vehicles and 6,000 


drivers, and covers the full range of transportation modes. This comprehensive network provides 


more than seven million trips per year while continuing to maintain a low complaint rate and 


high satisfaction rate. As described throughout Tab VI—Section 3, Scope of Work, we have 


several methods for monitoring transportation provider performance, which continually results 


in high quality service for our clients and their recipients.  


 


4.2.1.3  Vendors must describe the methodology, processes and tools utilized for: 
 


A. Selecting and qualifying appropriate subcontractors for the 


project/contract; 


Because MTM will not subcontract with companies for administrative duties, we have not 


described our methodology for selecting and qualifying subcontractors. We have, however, 


outlined our four‐phase process for recruiting transportation providers; please refer to Section 


3.6.1.7 for more details.   


 


B. Ensuring subcontractor compliance with the overall performance 


objectives for the project; 


Beyond selecting, recruiting, and credentialing qualified providers, our ongoing methods for 


supervising and ensuring subcontracted transportation provider compliance and performance 


include:   


 Initial, annual, and random on‐site visits to each provider’s business operations 


 On‐street observations and field monitoring 


 Initial and ongoing driver training activities 


 Innovative mobile notepad technology  


 Periodic audits 
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 Monthly performance monitoring 


 Monthly Report Card document performance  


 Established relationships with dedicated Network Management Representatives and 


Area Liaisons  


 


These processes are discussed in further detail in Section 3.6.1.4.  


 


C. Ensuring that subcontractor deliverables meet the quality objectives of 


the project/contract; and 


MTM firmly believes that quality objectives are directly interlinked with meeting performance 


standards. Therefore, the monitoring activities described in the previous Section 3.6.1.4 will be 


utilized to measure transportation provider quality and performance.  


 


D. Providing proof of payment to any subcontractor(s) used for the 


project/contract, if requested by the State. Proposal should include a 


plan by which, as the State’s request, the State will be notified of such 


payments. 


For every aspect of our operations, MTM maintains detailed records throughout the life of the 


contract and beyond. These records include those verifying payment for services to 


subcontracted transportation providers. As described previously throughout Section 3.7 in Tab 


VI—Section III, Scope of Work, MTM has thorough processes for ensuring accurate, timely 


payment to providers, and is happy to share proof of payment to DHCFP as necessary. All details 


regarding payment are stored in our NET Management System database. If at any time DHCFP 


would like to see payment records for a particular provider or for each provider, we can 


immediately pull electronic or hard copy records for review. 


 


Because we routinely hear that our subcontractor payment practices are the timeliest in the 


industry, we know that DHCFP will be satisfied with our performance. In addition to providing 


DHCFP will specific payment records, we can also develop a monthly report detailing all 


payments to transportation providers, allow DHCFP to oversee the entire payment process.   
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4.2.1.4  Provide the same information for any proposed subcontractors as requested 
in Section 4.1., Vendor Information.  


 


MTM has not provided this information for our subcontracted transportation providers, as 


DHCFP stated in the question and answer document that we were not expected to do so unless 


we were subcontracting with companies to provided administrative duties.  


 


4.2.1.5  Business references as specified in Section 4.3, Business References must be 
provided for any proposed subcontractors. 


 


As mentioned in the previous section, MTM has not submitted business references for our 


subcontractors, as they are not required for transportation providers.  


 


4.2.1.6  Vendor shall not allow any subcontractor to commence work until all 
insurance required of the subcontractor is provided to the vendor. 


 


MTM requires that our subcontracted transportation providers meet high standards to be 


accepted into and remain in our network of approved providers. Among these standards are 


various documentation, certification, and licensure requirements, including appropriate 


insurance. In compliance with this contract and our standard operating procedures, 


transportation providers will not be allowed to transport recipients until proof of adequate 


insurance is submitted to MTM through our Transportation Provider Web Portal. This 


information must be resubmitted annually to ensure transportation providers remain in 


compliance with insurance requirements, therefore ensuring the safety of Nevada NET 


recipients.  


 


4.2.1.7  Vendor must notify the using agency of the intended use of any 
subcontractors not identified within their original proposal and provide the 
information originally requested in the RFP in Section 4.2, Subcontractor 
Information. The vendor must receive agency approval prior to 
subcontractor commencing work.  


 


MTM does not intend to utilize administrative subcontractors at any time throughout this 


contract. However, if due to an unforeseen circumstance this changes, we will complete the 


required information and receive DHCFP approval prior to allowing them to perform service.  
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4.3 BUSINESS REFERENCES 


4.3.1  Vendors should provide a minimum of three (3) business references from similar 
projects performed for private, state and/or large local government clients with the 
last three (3) years. 


 


With more than 16 years in the industry and approximately 40 current contracts, MTM has a 


broad variety of experience with large private, state, and local government clients. As a 


testament to our commitment to providing quality NET services to each of these clients, DHCFP 


may contact the following references, each of which are current MTM clients:  


1. The District of Columbia Department of Health Care Finance (DCHF) 


2. Healthcare USA 


3. Omnicare 


4. Children’s Mercy Family Health Partners (CMFHP) 


 


Although DHCFP requested three client references, MTM has provided four to ensure at least 


three completed reference forms are returned to the Division by the due date.  


 


4.3.2  Vendors must provide the following information for every business references 
provided by the vendor and/or subcontractor:  
The “Company Name” must be the name of the proposing vendor or the vendor’s 
proposed subcontractor.   


 


In the following Figures 46, 47, 48, and 49 MTM has completed the requested information tables 


for the business references mentioned in Section 4.3.1.  
 


Reference #:  1  


Company Name:  MTM 


Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one): 


  Vendor                                Subcontractor 


Project Name:  DCHF NET management/brokerage 


Primary Contact Information 


Name:  Juan (Alex) Peralta, Program Analyst  


Street Address:  825 North Capitol Street, NE, Suite 500 


City, State, Zip  Washington, DC 20001 


Phone, including area 


code: 
(202) 698‐2008 
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Reference #:  1  


Company Name:  MTM 


Facsimile, including area 


code: 
(202) 442‐4799 


Email address:  juan.peralta@dc.gov 


Alternate Contact Information 


Name: 


None—Alex Peralta is the contact for this contract. Please 


contact him with any questions.  


Street Address: 


City, State, Zip 


Phone, including area 


code: 


Facsimile, including area 


code: 


Email address: 


Project Information 


Brief description of the 


project/contract and 


description of services 


performed, including 


technical environment 


(i.e., software 


applications, data 


communications, etc.) if 


applicable: 


Prior to our management, the District of Columbia NET 


program suffered from a non‐compliant transportation 


provider network as identified through numerous Office of 


Inspector General (OIG) audits. Additionally, the program was 


without adequate record maintenance and accountability 


measures, which left significant opportunity for fraud, abuse, 


and waste of program funding. Specifically, the program lacked 


important data collection such as the number of recipients 


transported, recipient personal information, updated 


addresses/schedules, and verification of services for payments 


rendered. Combined, these deficiencies caused the program to 


be unsafe, inefficient, and costly. 


 


DHCF (formerly the Department of Health, Medical Assistance 


Administration) awarded MTM the NET contract with the 


objective of improving the quality of the program at all levels. 


MTM began operating the program in October 2007. Since 


then, we have corrected and improved all of the issues and 


concerns identified in the OIG report. 


 


MTM brought the network of transportation providers into 


compliance through our screening and credentialing processes. 


This included driver FBI background checks, insurance 


verification, vehicle inspections, and driver training. To 


eliminate fraud and abuse, MTM reconciles 100% of the trips 
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Reference #:  1  


Company Name:  MTM 


prior to payment. We added an additional layer of payment 


verification by processing daily attendance reports for all 


recurring transportation appointments such as day treatment, 


physical therapy, and dialysis directly with the medical 


provider. 


 


In August 2008, the NET contract underwent modifications due 


to a shift in available funding. The shift required more 


aggressive utilization of the public transportation system, 


which required an extensive and swift education campaign for 


recipients, medical facilities, and transportation providers. 


MTM successfully implemented the upgrade by distributing 


educational material and fielding calls about the changes. 


Since taking over the program, MTM has reduced the costs of 


the program by $5 million dollars, which is a 25% savings. 


 


Due to the variety of populations being served—special needs 


children, individuals with mental illness, and intellectually and 


developmentally delayed adults—MTM developed a thorough 


driver training program to instruct drivers how to properly 


handle recipients. This mandatory training, conducted by MTM 


personnel, has increased the quality of services provided. 


 


MTM recently introduced a travel training program to the 


District to successfully transition capable recipients to fixed 


route systems. To date, over 200 recipients have gone through 


the program and 100 facilities have attended our education 


and training seminars. This is just another example of the type 


of services MTM is able to provide beyond other brokers.  


 


The District’s program is now well‐documented, with historical 


data collected and reported monthly. This provides the District 


with clear, concise, and easy access to program activities, 


which helps to determine program successes. This, in turn, 


supports future budgeting considerations, enhancements, and 


identification of required improvements. 


Original Project/Contract 


Start Date: 
October 2007 
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Reference #:  1  


Company Name:  MTM 


Original Project/Contract 


End Date: 
October 2008, with four optional one‐year renewals  


Original Project/Contract 


Value: 
Approximately $20 million  


Final Project/Contract 


Date: 
Ongoing  


Was project/contract 


completed in time 


originally allotted, and if 


not, why not? 


This program is ongoing, with the contract being successfully 


renewed for each optional year 


Was project/contract 


completed within or 


under the original 


budget/ cost proposal, 


and if not, why not? 


During the four years that we have operated this contract, 


MTM has reduced program expenses by over 25% and 


contained future years’ cost growth by reducing fraud and 


abuse and shifting recipients appropriately to public 


transportation. The project has been extremely successful. Not 


only have costs been decreased, but transportation issues have 


become virtually non‐existent. 


Figure 46: DCHF Reference Information. DHCFP may contact DCHF for a reference to the quality NET 
management services we continually provide.  
 


Reference #:  2 


Company Name:  MTM 


Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one): 


  Vendor                                Subcontractor 


Project Name:  Healthcare USA NET management  


Primary Contact Information 


Name:  Gene Poisson   


Street Address:  10 South Broadway, Suite 1200 


City, State, Zip  St. Louis, MO 63102 


Phone, including area 


code: 
(314) 444‐7914 


Facsimile, including area 


code: 
(866) 609‐8143 


Email address:  GJPoisson@cvty.com  


Alternate Contact Information 


Name:  None—Gene Poisson is the contact for this contract. Please 


contact him with any questions.  Street Address: 
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Reference #:  2 


Company Name:  MTM 


City, State, Zip 


Phone, including area 


code: 


Facsimile, including area 


code: 


Email address: 


Project Information 


Brief description of the 


project/contract and 


description of services 


performed, including 


technical environment 


(i.e., software 


applications, data 


communications, etc.) if 


applicable: 


Healthcare USA has been a client of MTM’s since 1995, and was 


our first client. We have expanded with them as they grew to 


encompass different regions throughout Missouri. To serve 


Healthcare USA efficiently, we developed a number of 


innovative programs including provider education, bus ticket 


distribution, high risk OB identification, sickle cell anemia 


transportation, and no‐show reduction.  


 


Through community outreach programs, we have helped 


Healthcare USA improve its Healthcare Effectiveness Data and 


Information Set (HEDIS) scores, as well as arrange Early 


Periodic Screening, Diagnosis, and Treatment (EPSDT). To 


ensure quality transportation services, we work collaboratively 


with the client to improve the subcontractor oversight grid 


required by the State.  


 


Each year, recipients express the utmost satisfaction with 


MTM. In fact, we continually maintain a 95% satisfaction rate 


with a complaint rate of just 0.35%. Other accomplishments we 


have achieved with this project include: 


 Creating uniformity throughout the service regions 


 Applying quality improvement measures to increase 


satisfaction 


 Developing a range of reports for better control and 


management 


 Significantly reducing response time for transportation 


 Producing significant cost savings that were not 


initially anticipated  


Original Project/Contract 


Start Date: 
September 1995 
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Reference #:  2 


Company Name:  MTM 


Original Project/Contract 


End Date: 


September 1998, with successful renewals/competitive bids 


since 


Original Project/Contract 


Value: 
Approximately $1.3 million  


Final Project/Contract 


Date: 
Ongoing  


Was project/contract 


completed in time 


originally allotted, and if 


not, why not? 


This program is ongoing, with the contract being successfully 


renewed or re‐awarded each year.  


Was project/contract 


completed within or 


under the original 


budget/ cost proposal, 


and if not, why not? 


Year after year, Healthcare USA maintains its contract with 


MTM because of our ability to contain program costs and 


ensure customer satisfaction through high quality 


transportation services. 


Figure 47: Healthcare USA Reference Information. DHCFP may contact Healthcare USA for a reference to 


the quality NET management services we continually provide.  


 


Reference #:  3 


Company Name:  MTM 


Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one): 


  Vendor                                Subcontractor 


Project Name:  Omnicare Health Plan of Michigan NET management  


Primary Contact Information 


Name:  Sandra McGriff   


Street Address:  1333 Gratiot, Suite 400 


City, State, Zip  Detroit, Michigan 48207 


Phone, including area 


code: 
(313) 465‐1552 


Facsimile, including area 


code: 
(866) 602‐1251 


Email address:  srmcgriff@cvty.com 


Alternate Contact Information 


Name: 


None—Sandra McGriff is the contact for this contract. Please 


contact her with any questions.  


Street Address: 


City, State, Zip 


Phone, including area 
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Reference #:  3 


Company Name:  MTM 


code: 


Facsimile, including area 


code: 


Email address: 


Project Information 


Brief description of the 


project/contract and 


description of services 


performed, including 


technical environment 


(i.e., software 


applications, data 


communications, etc.) if 


applicable: 


As the NET broker for Omnicare, MTM arranges transportation 


services for recipients in the Michigan counties of Wayne, 


Oakland, Kalamazoo, Cass, St. Joseph, Allegan, and Barry. Since 


beginning our work with Omnicare, MTM has been in 


extremely successful in meeting and exceeding the client’s 


expectations. For example, we have established and 


maintained call response and abandonment rates that far 


exceed the stringent requirements of the NCQA.  


 


Additionally, we helped Omnicare create a uniform, state‐of‐


the‐art quality management program. Through this program, 


all transportation providers must undergo on‐site inspections 


twice a year and selectively participate on an MTM Advisory 


Committee. Further, each provider receives a quarterly 


performance report showing their progress in service quality 


compared to their peers. Through these programs, we have 


been able to effectively increase the quality of services 


transportation providers give to recipients.  


 


In addition to these achievements, we expanded the local 


transportation provider network to more than double the 


number of companies available to serve recipients. We also 


developed a strong partnership with local public transit entities 


to reduce the overall transportation costs of the program.  


Original Project/Contract 


Start Date: 
October 2005 


Original Project/Contract 


End Date: 


This contract automatically renews for a one‐year period every 


October 1 


Original Project/Contract 


Value: 
Approximately $1.8 million 


Final Project/Contract 


Date: 
Ongoing  


Was project/contract  This program is ongoing, and has so far been successfully 
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Reference #:  3 


Company Name:  MTM 


completed in time 


originally allotted, and if 


not, why not? 


renewed 


Was project/contract 


completed within or 


under the original 


budget/ cost proposal, 


and if not, why not? 


MTM has contained the cost of this program each year by 


increasing public transportation utilization, improving the 


quality of the transportation network, and working 


collaboratively with the client on their recipient outreach 


forums. 


Figure 48: Omnicare Reference Information. DHCFP may contact Omnicare for a reference to the quality 


NET management services we continually provide.  


 


Reference #:  4 


Company Name:  MTM 


Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one): 


  Vendor                                Subcontractor 


Project Name:  CMFHP NET management  


Primary Contact Information 


Name:  Cindy Mense   


Street Address:  2420 Pershing, Suite G10 


City, State, Zip  Kansas City, Missouri 64108 


Phone, including area 


code: 
(816) 559‐9472 


Facsimile, including area 


code: 
(816) 277‐0217 


Email address:  cmense@fhp.org 


Alternate Contact Information 


Name: 


None—Cindy Mense is the contact for this contract. Please 


contact her with any questions.  


Street Address: 


City, State, Zip 


Phone, including area 


code: 


Facsimile, including area 


code: 


Email address: 


Project Information 


Brief description of the 


project/contract and 


As CMFHP’s NET manager since 1996, MTM arranges 


transportation for more than 50,000 recipients in 13 western 
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Reference #:  4 


Company Name:  MTM 


description of services 


performed, including 


technical environment 


(i.e., software 


applications, data 


communications, etc.) if 


applicable: 


Missouri counties. In this timeframe, we have helped this client 


achieve key accomplishments, such as maintaining call 


response times and abandonment rates that exceed the 


stringent requirements set forth by NCQA.  


 


Additionally, we created a uniform, state‐of‐the‐art quality 


management program to review the business locations, 


operations, and performance of each transportation provider 


that serves CMFHP recipients. To enhance the network, we also 


expanded to include more than 65 local transportation 


providers that are able to meet the needs of all recipients. 


These partnerships have allowed us to reduce the overall 


transportation cost of the program.  


 


MTM also helped to improve overall operations. For example, 


we reduced fraudulent trip billing and error rates from an 


estimated 15‐20% to less than 1%. Further, we reduced the 


overall no‐show rate from an excess of 9% to less than 4%, thus 


increasing access to healthcare services and overall community 


outreach.  


 


As one of our first clients, CMFHP has remained a satisfied 


customer for more than 15 years. This commitment to MTM 


demonstrates our dedication to satisfying our clients and their 


NET recipients.  


Original Project/Contract 


Start Date: 
January 1996 


Original Project/Contract 


End Date: 


January 1999, with successful renewals/competitive bids each 


year since 


Original Project/Contract 


Value: 
Approximately $675,000 


Final Project/Contract 


Date: 
Ongoing  


Was project/contract 


completed in time 


originally allotted, and if 


not, why not? 


This program is ongoing, and has so far been successfully 


renewed 


Was project/contract  For a short period of time, CMFHP left MTM for a marginally 
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Reference #:  4 


Company Name:  MTM 


completed within or 


under the original 


budget/ cost proposal, 


and if not, why not? 


lower rate with our largest competitor, only to come back to 


MTM due to our ability to provide cost control mechanisms in a 


customer service‐oriented and friendly manner. 


Figure 49: CMFHP Reference Information. DHCFP may contact CMFHP for a reference to the quality NET 


management services we continually provide.  


 


4.3.3  Vendors must also submit Attachment G, Reference Questionnaire to the business 
references that are identified in Section 4.3.2.  


 


As instructed by DHCFP, MTM submitted the provided Attachment G, Reference Questionnaires 


to DCHF, Healthcare USA, Omnicare, and CMFHP during the RFP response process.  


 


4.3.4  The company identified as the business references must submit the Reference 
Questionnaire directly to the Purchasing Division. 


 


In multiple conversations with the four aforementioned clients, MTM reminded our contacts that 


the Reference Questionnaire must be returned to the Purchasing Division no later than 


November 29. Prior to receiving our proposal, DHCFP should have received four completed 


Reference Questionnaires from our clients.  


 


4.3.5  It is the vendor’s responsibility to ensure that completed forms are received by the 
Purchasing Division on or before the deadline as specified in Section 8, RFP Timeline 
for inclusion in the evaluation process. Reference Questionnaires not received, or not 
complete, may adversely affect the vendor’s score in the evaluation process. 


 


As mentioned in the previous question, MTM spoke with each of our clients about the process for 


returning the Reference Questionnaires. Each client informed us that they had sent the 


completed questionnaire to the Purchasing Division as requested. We understand that if the 


Reference Questionnaires were not received by the Purchasing Division by November 29, it could 


adversely affect our evaluation; however, we are confident that this will not be the case.  
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4.3.6  The State reserves the right to contact and verify any and all references listed 
regarding the quality and degree of satisfaction for such performance.  


 


We welcome and encourage DHCFP to contact DCHF, Healthcare USA, Omnicare, and CMFHP as 


deemed appropriate to garner further intelligence and verification regarding the quality and 


degree of satisfaction with our performance. Because we work so closely with these clients on a 


continual basis, we are positive DHCFP will be pleased with any comments that our clients may 


have during the interview.  


 


4.4 VENDOR STAFF RESUMES 


A resume must be completed for each proposed individual on the State format provided in 


Attachment H, for key personnel to be responsible for performance of any contract resulting 


from this RFP. Key staff is defined as corporate or company officers charged with the executive 


oversight of the contract and the lead employees of the corporation or company in charge of 


the day to day operations. 


As requested, MTM has completed resumes for our key staff members in the format specified 


within the RFP. These resumes, including those for our corporate officers and Nevada‐dedicated 


lead employees, are included later in this proposal under Tab VIII—Attachment H, Proposed Staff 


Resume(s).  


  







PROPOSED STAFF RESUME 
 


A resume must be completed for all proposed contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff. 
COMPANY NAME: Medical Transportation Management, Inc. 


XContractor Subcontractor 


Name: Nathan Mueller  X Key Personnel 
Classification: Program Manager # of Years in Classification: 1  


Brief Summary: of 
Experience: 


With nine years of experience in the medical transportation industry at MTM, 
Nathan has participated in numerous transportation program implementations, 
including several large managed care plans. His implementation of our mode 
assessment process provides cost savings and ensures recipients receive the 
appropriate mode of transportation. Nathan has a Bachelor’s degree in 
Communication with a minor in Business Administration. 


# of Years with Firm: 9 


RELEVANT PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 


Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to Present: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


 
May 2011 – October 2011 
Mo HealthNet Division  
Theresa Valdes  
P.O. Box 6500  
Jefferson City, MO 65102-6500 
573-526-4274  
Theresa.A.Valdes@dss.mo.gov 
Program Director  
Primary business contact for Mo HealthNet and responsible 
for the overall client satisfaction. Consults with client on 
services and contractual requirements, define needs, research 
data, analyze data to recommend solutions. 
May 2011-October 2011 


Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to MMYYYY: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


 
May 2009 – October 2011 
Mo Omnicare Health Plan, Inc. 
Sandra R. McGriff 
1333 Gratiot, Suite 400  
Detroit, MI 48207,  
313-465-1552,  
SRMcGriff@cvty.com  
Senior Account Manager  
Track, trend and analyze data providing clients with 
additional opportunities and solutions. Advise client on 
procedures, changes in processing methods and practices, and 
redesign of operational protocols. 
May 2009 – October 2011 







Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to MMYYYY: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


 
May 2011 – October 2011 
UnitedHealthcare Community Plan 
Kimberly Gray 
9200 Worthington Rd  
Westerville, OH 43082 
614-410-7876 
kimberly.gray@uhc.com  
Senior Account Manager  
Track, trend and analyze data providing clients with 
additional opportunities and solutions. Advise client on 
procedures, changes in processing methods and practices, and 
redesign of operational protocols. 
May 2011 – October 2011 
 


EDUCATION 


Description # of Years Experience 


Institution Name: 
City: 
State: 
Degree/Achievement: 
Certifications: 


William Woods University  
Fulton  
Missouri  
B.F.A., Communications; Minor: Business 
Administration  
  


REFERENCES 


Minimum of three (3) required, including name, title, 
organization, phone number, fax number and email 
address 


Theresa Valdes 
Director, Program Operations 
MO HealthNet Division 
Phone: 573-526-4274 
Email: Theresa.A.Valdes@dss.mo.gov 
 
Sandra R. McGriff  
Vice President Operations  
OmniCare Health Plan, Inc.  
Phone: 313-465-1552  
Fax: 866-602-125 
Email: SRMcGriff@cvty.com 
 
Kimberly Gray 
Manager, Delegation Relations & Oversight 
UnitedHealthcare Community Plan 
Phone: 614-410-7876  
Fax: 866-791-0271 
Email: kimberly.gray@uhc.com 
 


 







 
PROPOSED STAFF RESUME 


 
A resume must be completed for all proposed contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff. 


COMPANY NAME: Medical Transportation Management, Inc. 


XContractor Subcontractor 


Name: Alaina Macia  X Key Personnel 
Classification: President & CEO # of Years in Classification: 9 


Brief Summary: of 
Experience: 


During Alaina’s time with MTM, she has overseen the implementation of numerous 
large government contracts, including Missouri, Kansas, Minnesota, New York, 
South Carolina, and Washington D.C. For these clients, she has pushed MTM to 
continually improve and generate significant savings, generally between 10-25% 
over previous costs.


# of Years with Firm: 9 


RELEVANT PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 


Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to Present: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


 
October 2007 to Present 
District of Columbia Department of Health Care Finance 
(DHCF) 
Juan (Alex) Peralta, Program Analyst 
825 North Capitol Street, NE, Suite 500 
Washington, DC 20001  
(202) 698-2008 
juan.peralta@dc.gov 
Provides over site as President and CEO 
Establish network, negotiate rates, perform eligibility checks, 
provide call intake services, screen for covered services, 
assign appropriate mode of transportation, perform trip 
reconciliation, pay transportation providers, provide extensive 
reporting, and perform ETO activities. 
October 1, 2007 – September 30, 2008; Four Optional One-
Year Renewals  
 


Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to MMYYYY: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


 
June 2004 to Present 
Minnesota Metro Counties Consortium (MCC) -- Previously 
Minnesota Department of Human Services (DHS) 
Cindy Towe, Sr. Contract Analyst MCC 
1800 Chicago Avenue S 
Minneapolis, MN 55404 
(612) 348-6711 
cindy.towe@co.hennepin.mn.us 
Provides over site as President and CEO 
Establish network, negotiate rates, perform eligibility checks, 
provide call intake services, screen for covered services, 
assign appropriate mode of transportation, perform  trip 
reconciliation, pay transportation providers, provide extensive 
reporting, and perform ETO activities 
June 2004 to Present 
 







Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to MMYYYY: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


 
July 2009 to Present 
Kansas Health Policy Authority (KHPA) 
Tracy Conklin, Transportation and PACE Manager 
Landon State Office Building 
900 SW Jackson Street- 900 North 
Topeka, KS 66612 
(785) 296-7788 
Tracy.conklin@khpa.ks.gov 
Provides over site as President and CEO 
Establish network, negotiate rates, perform eligibility checks, 
provide call intake services, screen for covered services, 
assign appropriate mode of transportation, perform  trip 
reconciliation, pay transportation providers, provide extensive 
reporting, and perform ETO activities 
July 2009 to Present 
 


EDUCATION 


Description # of Years Experience 


Institution Name: 
City: 
State: 
Degree/Achievement: 
Certifications: 


Washington University  
St. Louis  
Missouri  
Master of Business Administration  
  


Institution Name: 
City: 
State: 
Degree/Achievement: 
Certifications: 


Washington University  
St. Louis  
Missouri   
Bachelor of Science in Biological Engineering  
  


REFERENCES 


Minimum of three (3) required, including name, title, 
organization, phone number, fax number and email 
address 


Alex Peralta, Program Analyst 
District of Columbia Department of Health Care 
Finance (DHCF) 
Phone: (202) 698-2008 
Fax: (202) 442-4790 
Email: juan.peralta@dc.gov 
 
Beverly G. Hamilton 
Community Health Solutions of America 
Phone: (803)-629-1013 
Email: bhamilton@chsamerica.com 
 
David Jolly, Commissioner 
Department of Social Services, Orange County, 
NY 
Phone: (845) 291-4311 
Email: djolly@co.orange.ny.us 
 


 







PROPOSED STAFF RESUME 
 


A resume must be completed for all proposed contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff. 
COMPANY NAME: Medical Transportation Management, Inc. 


XContractor Subcontractor 


Name: Gary Richardson  X Key Personnel 
Classification: Chief Financial Officer # of Years in Classification: 3 1/2 


Brief Summary: of 
Experience: 


Since joining in 2008, Gary has quickly implemented significant 
improvements in Financial Management and Human Resources efficiency. 
These aspects of MTM allow us to offer a more competitive price because our 
overhead is low and profit requirements are less than a publicly traded 
company. Gary also has experience in NET programs working with MV 
Transportation prior to joining MTM. 


# of Years with Firm: 3 1/2 


RELEVANT PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 


Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to Present: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


 
October 2007 to Present 
District of Columbia Department of Health Care Finance 
(DHCF) 
Juan (Alex) Peralta, Program Analyst 
825 North Capitol Street, NE, Suite 500 
Washington, DC 20001  
(202) 698-2008 
juan.peralta@dc.gov 
Provides financial oversight 
Establish network, negotiate rates, perform eligibility checks, 
provide call intake services, screen for covered services, 
assign appropriate mode of transportation, perform trip 
reconciliation, pay transportation providers, provide extensive 
reporting, and perform ETO activities. 
October 1, 2007 – September 30, 2008; Four Optional One-
Year Renewals  


Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to MMYYYY: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


 
June 2004 to Present 
Minnesota Metro Counties Consortium (MCC) -- Previously 
Minnesota Department of Human Services (DHS) 
Cindy Towe, Sr. Contract Analyst MCC 
1800 Chicago Avenue S 
Minneapolis, MN 55404 
(612) 348-6711 
cindy.towe@co.hennepin.mn.us 
Provides financial oversight 
Establish network, negotiate rates, perform eligibility checks, 
provide call intake services, screen for covered services, 
assign appropriate mode of transportation, perform  trip 
reconciliation, pay transportation providers, provide extensive 
reporting, and perform ETO activities 
June 2004 to Present 







Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to MMYYYY: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


July 2009 to Present 
Kansas Health Policy Authority (KHPA) 
Tracy Conklin, Transportation and PACE Manager 
Landon State Office Building 
900 SW Jackson Street- 900 North 
Topeka, KS 66612 
(785) 296-7788 
Tracy.conklin@khpa.ks.gov 
Provides financial oversight 
Establish network, negotiate rates, perform eligibility checks, 
provide call intake services, screen for covered services, 
assign appropriate mode of transportation, perform  trip 
reconciliation, pay transportation providers, provide extensive 
reporting, and perform ETO activities 
July 2009 to Present 
 


EDUCATION 


Description # of Years Experience 


Institution Name: 
City: 
State: 
Degree/Achievement: 
Certifications: 


University of California  
Santa Barbara  
California  
Bachelor of Science Degree in Economics with 
Accounting  
CPA  


REFERENCES 


Minimum of three (3) required, including name, title, 
organization, phone number, fax number and email 
address 


Kevin Klika, Chief Operations Officer 
MV Transportation  
Phone: 707-803-5900  
Fax: 707-863-8944 
Email: kklika@mvtransit.com 
 
Hugh Tama, Partner  
Marcum 
Phone: 415-981-9400 
Fax: 415-391-2310 
Email: hugh.tama@hotmail.com 
 
Ben Greene, President 
2g Transit Solutions 
Phone: 417-846-0221 
Email: ben@2gtransit.com 


 







PROPOSED STAFF RESUME 
 


A resume must be completed for all proposed contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff. 
COMPANY NAME: Medical Transportation Management, Inc. 


XContractor Subcontractor 


Name: Donald Tiemeyer  X Key Personnel 


Classification: 
Executive Vice President, 
General Counsel # of Years in Classification: 9 


Brief Summary: of 
Experience: 


Don has served as corporate counsel to MTM from its inception in 1995, and 
has served as MTM’s General Counsel since joining MTM in 2003. He has 
overseen the execution of numerous contracts, been involved in risk 
management, and defended the interests of MTM and our clients. 


# of Years with Firm: 16 


RELEVANT PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 


Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to Present: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


 
October 2007 to Present 
District of Columbia Department of Health Care Finance 
(DHCF) 
Juan (Alex) Peralta, Program Analyst 
825 North Capitol Street, NE, Suite 500 
Washington, DC 20001  
(202) 698-2008 
juan.peralta@dc.gov 
Provides legal counsel 
Establish network, negotiate rates, perform eligibility checks, 
provide call intake services, screen for covered services, 
assign appropriate mode of transportation, perform trip 
reconciliation, pay transportation providers, provide extensive 
reporting, and perform ETO activities. 
October 1, 2007 – September 30, 2008; Four Optional One-
Year Renewals  
 


Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to MMYYYY: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


 
June 2004 to Present 
Minnesota Metro Counties Consortium (MCC) -- Previously 
Minnesota Department of Human Services (DHS) 
Cindy Towe, Sr. Contract Analyst MCC 
1800 Chicago Avenue S 
Minneapolis, MN 55404 
(612) 348-6711 
cindy.towe@co.hennepin.mn.us 
Provides legal counsel 
Establish network, negotiate rates, perform eligibility checks, 
provide call intake services, screen for covered services, 
assign appropriate mode of transportation, perform  trip 
reconciliation, pay transportation providers, provide extensive 
reporting, and perform ETO activities 
June 2004 to Present 
 







Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to MMYYYY: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


 
July 2009 to Present 
Kansas Health Policy Authority (KHPA) 
Tracy Conklin, Transportation and PACE Manager 
Landon State Office Building 
900 SW Jackson Street- 900 North 
Topeka, KS 66612 
(785) 296-7788 
Tracy.conklin@khpa.ks.gov 
Provides legal counsel 
Establish network, negotiate rates, perform eligibility checks, 
provide call intake services, screen for covered services, 
assign appropriate mode of transportation, perform  trip 
reconciliation, pay transportation providers, provide extensive 
reporting, and perform ETO activities 
July 2009 to Present 
 


EDUCATION 


Description # of Years Experience 


Institution Name: 
City: 
State: 
Degree/Achievement: 
Certifications: 


University of Missouri – Columbia Law School  
Columbia  
Missouri  
Juris Doctorate   
Member of the Missouri Bar Association  


Institution Name: 
City: 
State: 
Degree/Achievement: 
Certifications: 


St. Louis University  
St. Louis  
Missouri   
Bachelor of Science in Commerce  
  


REFERENCES 


Minimum of three (3) required, including name, title, 
organization, phone number, fax number and email 
address 


 
Charles W. Hatfield, Partner  
Stinson Morrison Hecker LLP  
Phone: (573) 636-6827  
Fax: (573) 556-3632  
Email: CHatfield@stinson.com  
 
John J. Hathway, Esq, Partner 
Whiteford, Taylor & Preston LLP 
Phone: (202) 659-6800   
Fax: (202) 331-0573  
Email: JHathway@wtplaw.com 
 
E. Wade Mullins, Esq. 
Bruner Powell Robbins Wall & Mullins 
Phone: (803) 252-7693  
Fax: (803) 254-5719  
WMullins@bprwm.com 
 


 







PROPOSED STAFF RESUME 
 


A resume must be completed for all proposed contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff. 
COMPANY NAME: Medical Transportation Management, Inc. 


XContractor Subcontractor 


Name: Alison Whitlaw  X Key Personnel 
Classification: VP, Business Solutions # of Years in Classification: 8 


Brief Summary: of 
Experience: 


Alison has led the MTM technology team to provide the secure and robust 
technology infrastructure and applications necessary to support NET 
operational needs in a HIPAA-compliant environment. Alison has developed 
modular technology seamlessly blending each client’s unique NET 
requirements with industry-leading technology to create a best-in-class 
system. Alison was part of the team that implemented the state-of-the-art 
VoIP telephony system and is currently actively involved in integrating 
routing and scheduling technology to further enhance MTM’s systems 
capability. Alison’s understanding of NET needs was a key factor in 
development of the industry-leading online credentialing system. 


# of Years with Firm: 8 


RELEVANT PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 


Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to Present: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


October 2007 to Present 
District of Columbia Department of Health Care Finance 
(DHCF) 
Juan (Alex) Peralta, Program Analyst 
825 North Capitol Street, NE, Suite 500 
Washington, DC 20001  
(202) 698-2008 
juan.peralta@dc.gov 
Provides oversight of all technology systems 
Establish network, negotiate rates, perform eligibility checks, 
provide call intake services, screen for covered services, 
assign appropriate mode of transportation, perform trip 
reconciliation, pay transportation providers, provide extensive 
reporting, and perform ETO activities. 
October 1, 2007 – September 30, 2008; Four Optional One-
Year Renewals  


Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to MMYYYY: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


June 2004 to Present 
Minnesota Metro Counties Consortium (MCC) -- Previously 
Minnesota Department of Human Services (DHS) 
Cindy Towe, Sr. Contract Analyst MCC 
1800 Chicago Avenue S 
Minneapolis, MN 55404 
(612) 348-6711 
cindy.towe@co.hennepin.mn.us 
Provides oversight of all technology systems 
Establish network, negotiate rates, perform eligibility checks, 
provide call intake services, screen for covered services, 
assign appropriate mode of transportation, perform  trip 
reconciliation, pay transportation providers, provide extensive 
reporting, and perform ETO activities 
June 2004 to Present 







Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to MMYYYY: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


July 2009 to Present 
Kansas Health Policy Authority (KHPA) 
Tracy Conklin, Transportation and PACE Manager 
Landon State Office Building 
900 SW Jackson Street- 900 North 
Topeka, KS 66612 
(785) 296-7788 
Tracy.conklin@khpa.ks.gov 
Provides oversight of all technology systems 
Establish network, negotiate rates, perform eligibility checks, 
provide call intake services, screen for covered services, 
assign appropriate mode of transportation, perform  trip 
reconciliation, pay transportation providers, provide extensive 
reporting, and perform ETO activities 
July 2009 to Present 
 


EDUCATION 


Description # of Years Experience 


Institution Name: 
City: 
State: 
Degree/Achievement: 
Certifications: 


University of Strathclyde  
Glasgow  
United Kingdom  
Master of Business Administration  
PMP Certification (2002)  


Institution Name: 
City: 
State: 
Degree/Achievement: 
Certifications: 


University of Strathclyde  
Glasgow  
United Kingdom  
Bachelor of Science, Computer Science  
  


REFERENCES 


Minimum of three (3) required, including name, title, 
organization, phone number, fax number and email 
address 


 
Matt Wheeler, Executive Vice President of 
Operations 
Berlin-Wheeler Inc. 
Phone: 785-271-1000 ext 5212 
Fax: 785-271.1117 
Email: mattw@berlinwheeler.com 
 
Tony French, President 
Tony French Systems 
Phone: 785-442-3303 
Fax: 785-442-3405 
Email: tony@tonyfrenchsystems.com 
 
Name: Dave Copas, Partner 
IT21 Solutions or CLevel Partners 
Phone: 816-547-1036 
Email: dcopas@it21solutions.com 
 
 


 







PROPOSED STAFF RESUME 
 


A resume must be completed for all proposed contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff. 
COMPANY NAME: Medical Transportation Management, Inc. 


XContractor Subcontractor 


Name: Patrick McNiff  X Key Personnel 
Classification: VP, Paratransit Operations # of Years in Classification: 3  


Brief Summary: of 
Experience: 


With MTM, Patrick has assisted providers in our network to increase 
efficiency in their operations, as well as identify ways for MTM to further 
coordinate with public transit options. Patrick plays an integral role in a 
number of MTM operations, including our Hamilton County, Ohio contract, 
which accounts for 20,000 trips per month. In past roles, he was responsible 
for managing all of Laidlaw Transit’s NET operations through their Safe-Ride 
division. This division had operations throughout seven states in 14 locations, 
including statewide operations in Arizona and New Mexico. 


# of Years with Firm: 3  


RELEVANT PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 


Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to Present: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


 
October 2007 to Present 
District of Columbia Department of Health Care Finance 
(DHCF) 
Juan (Alex) Peralta, Program Analyst 
825 North Capitol Street, NE, Suite 500 
Washington, DC 20001  
(202) 698-2008 
juan.peralta@dc.gov 
Oversees Network Management 
Establish network, negotiate rates, perform eligibility checks, 
provide call intake services, screen for covered services, 
assign appropriate mode of transportation, perform trip 
reconciliation, pay transportation providers, provide extensive 
reporting, and perform ETO activities. 
October 1, 2007 – September 30, 2008; Four Optional One-
Year Renewals  


Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to MMYYYY: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


 
June 2004 to Present 
Minnesota Metro Counties Consortium (MCC) -- Previously 
Minnesota Department of Human Services (DHS) 
Cindy Towe, Sr. Contract Analyst MCC 
1800 Chicago Avenue S 
Minneapolis, MN 55404 
(612) 348-6711 
cindy.towe@co.hennepin.mn.us 
Oversees Network Management 
Establish network, negotiate rates, perform eligibility checks, 
provide call intake services, screen for covered services, 
assign appropriate mode of transportation, perform  trip 
reconciliation, pay transportation providers, provide extensive 
reporting, and perform ETO activities 
June 2004 to Present 







Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to MMYYYY: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


 
July 2009 to Present 
Kansas Health Policy Authority (KHPA) 
Tracy Conklin, Transportation and PACE Manager 
Landon State Office Building 
900 SW Jackson Street- 900 North 
Topeka, KS 66612 
(785) 296-7788 
Tracy.conklin@khpa.ks.gov 
Oversees Network Management 
Establish network, negotiate rates, perform eligibility checks, 
provide call intake services, screen for covered services, 
assign appropriate mode of transportation, perform  trip 
reconciliation, pay transportation providers, provide extensive 
reporting, and perform ETO activities 
July 2009 to Present 
 


EDUCATION 


Description # of Years Experience 


Institution Name: 
City: 
State: 
Degree/Achievement: 
Certifications: 


Cypress College  
Cypress  
California  
Business Management and Marketing coursework  
  


Institution Name: 
City: 
State: 
Degree/Achievement: 
Certifications: 


George Mason University  
Fairfax  
Virginia  
Transit Leadership Development Program  
  


REFERENCES 


Minimum of three (3) required, including name, title, 
organization, phone number, fax number and email 
address 


Kevin Holt, Section Chief 
Hamilton County 
Phone: 513-946-1840 
Fax: 513-946-4335 
Email: HOLTK@jfs.hamilton_co.org 
 
Tyler Kent, Transit Manager 
City of Valparaiso 
Phone: 219-462-1161 
Fax: 219-464-4273 
Email: tkent@valpo.us 
 
Carrie Woody, Transit Administrator 
City of Lancaster 
Phone: 740-687-6858 
Fax: 740-681-5088 
Email: cwoody@ci.lancaster.oh.us 
 


 







PROPOSED STAFF RESUME 
 


A resume must be completed for all proposed contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff. 
COMPANY NAME: Medical Transportation Management, Inc. 


XContractor Subcontractor 


Name: Natasha Boekholt  X Key Personnel 
Classification: Director, Operations # of Years in Classification: 1 


Brief Summary: of 
Experience: 


Natasha has worked with MTM’s NET clients since 2003 and has over 12 
years of experience in the transportation management industry. She is keenly 
aware of CMS and transportation rules and regulations, and helps to 
implement our various statewide programs. 


# of Years with Firm: 8 


RELEVANT PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 


Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to Present: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


 
October 2007 to Present 
District of Columbia Department of Health Care Finance 
(DHCF) 
Juan (Alex) Peralta, Program Analyst 
825 North Capitol Street, NE, Suite 500 
Washington, DC 20001  
(202) 698-2008 
juan.peralta@dc.gov 
Oversees client relationships 
Establish network, negotiate rates, perform eligibility checks, 
provide call intake services, screen for covered services, 
assign appropriate mode of transportation, perform trip 
reconciliation, pay transportation providers, provide extensive 
reporting, and perform ETO activities. 
October 1, 2007 – September 30, 2008; Four Optional One-
Year Renewals  
 


Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to MMYYYY: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


 
June 2004 to Present 
Minnesota Metro Counties Consortium (MCC) -- Previously 
Minnesota Department of Human Services (DHS) 
Cindy Towe, Sr. Contract Analyst MCC 
1800 Chicago Avenue S 
Minneapolis, MN 55404 
(612) 348-6711 
cindy.towe@co.hennepin.mn.us 
Oversees client relationships 
Establish network, negotiate rates, perform eligibility checks, 
provide call intake services, screen for covered services, 
assign appropriate mode of transportation, perform  trip 
reconciliation, pay transportation providers, provide extensive 
reporting, and perform ETO activities 
June 2004 to Present 
 







Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to MMYYYY: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


 
July 2009 to Present 
Kansas Health Policy Authority (KHPA) 
Tracy Conklin, Transportation and PACE Manager 
Landon State Office Building 
900 SW Jackson Street- 900 North 
Topeka, KS 66612 
(785) 296-7788 
Tracy.conklin@khpa.ks.gov 
Oversees client relationships 
Establish network, negotiate rates, perform eligibility checks, 
provide call intake services, screen for covered services, 
assign appropriate mode of transportation, perform  trip 
reconciliation, pay transportation providers, provide extensive 
reporting, and perform ETO activities 
July 2009 to Present 
 


EDUCATION 


Description # of Years Experience 


Institution Name: 
City: 
State: 
Degree/Achievement: 
Certifications: 


University of Missouri  
Columbia  
Missouri  
Bachelors of Arts – English  
  


REFERENCES 


Minimum of three (3) required, including name, title, 
organization, phone number, fax number and email 
address 


 
Walter Fishlinger, Program Analyst 
Albany County, NY 
Phone: 518-447-7405 
Fax: 518-447-7722 
Email: walter.fishlinger@albanycounty.com 
 
David Jolly, Commissioner 
Department of Social Services, Orange County, 
NY 
Phone: (845) 291-4311 
Email: djolly@co.orange.ny.us 
 
Judy Glassanos, Commissioner 
Albany County Department For Aging 
Phone: 518-447-7196 
Fax: 518-447-7722 
Judy.Glassanos@albanycounty.com 
 


 







PROPOSED STAFF RESUME 
 


A resume must be completed for all proposed contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff. 
COMPANY NAME: Medical Transportation Management, Inc. 


XContractor Subcontractor 


Name: Kim Matreci  X Key Personnel 
Classification: VP, Client Services # of Years in Classification: 10 


Brief Summary: of 
Experience: 


Kim has established solid relationships with our program holders and 
participating program facilities throughout the country providing solutions to 
transportation needs and working collaboratively to enhance the benefit. Kim 
currently oversees all of MTM’s large government programs, including the 
statewide Kansas contract, a regional Minnesota contract, and the contract 
with Washington D.C. and the surrounding areas. 


# of Years with Firm: 10 


RELEVANT PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 


Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to Present: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


 
October 2007 to Present 
District of Columbia Department of Health Care Finance 
(DHCF) 
Juan (Alex) Peralta, Program Analyst 
825 North Capitol Street, NE, Suite 500 
Washington, DC 20001  
(202) 698-2008 
juan.peralta@dc.gov 
Oversees client relationships 
Establish network, negotiate rates, perform eligibility checks, 
provide call intake services, screen for covered services, 
assign appropriate mode of transportation, perform trip 
reconciliation, pay transportation providers, provide extensive 
reporting, and perform ETO activities. 
October 1, 2007 – September 30, 2008; Four Optional One-
Year Renewals  
 


Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to MMYYYY: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


 
June 2004 to Present 
Minnesota Metro Counties Consortium (MCC) -- Previously 
Minnesota Department of Human Services (DHS) 
Cindy Towe, Sr. Contract Analyst MCC 
1800 Chicago Avenue S 
Minneapolis, MN 55404 
(612) 348-6711 
cindy.towe@co.hennepin.mn.us 
Oversees client relationships 
Establish network, negotiate rates, perform eligibility checks, 
provide call intake services, screen for covered services, 
assign appropriate mode of transportation, perform  trip 
reconciliation, pay transportation providers, provide extensive 
reporting, and perform ETO activities 
June 2004 to Present 
 







Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to MMYYYY: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


 
July 2009 to Present 
Kansas Health Policy Authority (KHPA) 
Tracy Conklin, Transportation and PACE Manager 
Landon State Office Building 
900 SW Jackson Street- 900 North 
Topeka, KS 66612 
(785) 296-7788 
Tracy.conklin@khpa.ks.gov 
Oversees client relationships 
Establish network, negotiate rates, perform eligibility checks, 
provide call intake services, screen for covered services, 
assign appropriate mode of transportation, perform  trip 
reconciliation, pay transportation providers, provide extensive 
reporting, and perform ETO activities 
July 2009 to Present 
 


EDUCATION 


Description # of Years Experience 


Institution Name: 
City: 
State: 
Degree/Achievement: 
Certifications: 


Columbia College  
Columbia  
Missouri  
Bachelors of Arts – Business Administration  
  


Institution Name: 
City: 
State: 
Degree/Achievement: 
Certifications: 


Barnes Hospital School of Nursing  
St. Louis  
Missouri   
RN Program  
  


REFERENCES 


Minimum of three (3) required, including name, title, 
organization, phone number, fax number and email 
address 


 Gene Poisson 
Vice President, Network Contracting 
HealthCare USA 
Phone: 314-444-7914 
gjpoisson@hcusa.com 
 
Krissy Ziegler 
Vice President, Operations  
NurseWise/Nurse Response 
Centene Corporation 
Phone: 314-725-4477, ext. 25931 
Fax: 314-558-2424 
kziegler@centene.com 
 
Tina Gallagher 
CEO 
Molina Healthcare of Missouri 
Phone: 314-819-5300 
Tina.gallagher@molinahealthcare.com 
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9.2.2.9  Other Informational Material (Attachments) 


 


Attachment A   Implementation Plan 


Attachment B   Letters of Intent (LOIs) 


Attachment C    Nevada Operations Manual DRAFT 


Attachment D   Facility Training Manual 


Attachment E    Quality Management (QM) Plan 


Attachment F    Disaster Recovery Plan 


Attachment G   Customer Service Representative (CSR) Training Manual 


Attachment H   Transportation Provider Manual 


Attachment I    Transportation Provider Service Agreement and Guidelines 


Attachment J    Sample Vehicle Inspection Sheets 


Attachment K   Job Descriptions 


Attachment L    Sample Reports 


Attachment M  Policies 


Attachment N   Sample Educational Brochure and On the Move Brochure 
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Nevada Pricing Narrative 


Medical Transportation Management, Inc. (MTM) has prepared a detailed line item budget for 


the Nevada Department of Health and Human Service, Division of Health Care Financing and 


Policy (DHCFP)’s non‐emergency transportation (NET) program based upon our expertise and the 


requirements of the RFP. With more than 16 years in the NET industry, MTM has broad 


experience bidding and operating similar State Medicaid programs in Kansas, Missouri, South 


Carolina, Minnesota, the District of Columbia, and Texas, along with numerous county‐based 


and managed care programs. We have relied on the data book supplied by DHCFP and the 


responses to questions as our baseline for determining a realistic budget estimate for this 


program. 


 


In addition to this DHCFP‐provided data, MTM used our own internal data gathered from 


operating NET programs of similar size and scope. As a result of our analysis, MTM is submitting 


the required Section 5.1 Cost Table. This table, provided immediately following this narrative, 


outlines the annual transportation and administrative costs based upon the provided data and 


our assumptions. These assumptions are addressed in the following paragraphs, as well as in the 


form provided in Tab III.  


 


Member Months 


The estimation of the member months will directly affect the total estimated cost of services. In 


the response to question #64, bidders were instructed to use the average Member Months from 


Calendar Year 2011. Based upon the calendar year‐to‐date members in October 2011, we have 


calculated the annual member months to be 2,942,702. Neither the RFP nor the response to 


questions indicates any anticipated material changes to the Medicaid program; therefore our 


calculations do not include any growth in membership or utilization adjustments. 


 


Transportation Cost 


The data book provided a high level utilization by type of transportation mode, allowing us to 


reasonably estimate the trip volume by mode of transportation. However, the cost of 


transportation can vary base upon the estimation of the length of trips and the location of the 


recipients utilizing the NET benefit. Therefore, we used our best judgment to arrive at the cost 


per trip by mode. Based upon the Member Months of 2,942,702, we estimate the annual trip 


legs to be 628,311 with a total cost of $8,784,048. This equates to an average transportation 


cost of $13.98 per trip leg. The actual cost may be more or less depending upon the actual miles 
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driven and strength of the transportation network in rural areas. We have provided what we 


believe to be a fair estimate of the transportation cost. However, MTM is willing to share any 


cost savings with the State of Nevada, if the actual cost of transportation is less than the $13.98 


per trip leg as presented in this bid. This is discussed in detail in the section titled Cost Saving 


Rebate below. 


 


Administrative Cost 


As mentioned, MTM has prepared a detailed line item budget for the Nevada NET program. In 


this budget, the administrative expense was determined based upon the estimated number of 


trip legs provided and the estimated number/duration of expected calls.  


 


Per the instructions for developing our budget, MTM has identified and classified specific costs 


as either fixed or variable. Those cost categories are listed in the Cost Table in support of the 


amounts reported. In general, the fixed costs are costs that will remain constant as volume 


fluctuates, such as certain management positions, building leases, business licenses and taxes, 


baseline telephone equipment cost, and amortization of start‐up expenses. In contrast, variable 


costs are listed as support in the Cost Table. Variable costs will change in relation to the actual 


trip or call volume experienced. 


 


Price Proposals 


As described within our technical proposal, MTM has developed two pricing proposals. In both 


proposals, the assumed Member Months, total trip legs, and total transportation cost remains 


the same. The difference in price is due to the administrative cost of locating the call center in 


our proposed Las Vegas facility or at our corporate location, as shown in Figures 1 and 2.  


 


Option One: Cost with Call Center Located in Nevada  


Total transportation cost  $8,784,048 


Total administrative cost  $3,089,093 


Total cost of the program  $11,873,141 


Per Member Per Month rate  $4.03 


Figure 1: Price Option One. With the first pricing option, the call center would be located in Las Vegas. 


Please see the proceeding Cost Table for more information. 
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Option Two: Cost with Call Center Located at MTM’s Corporate Office  


Total transportation cost  $8,784,048 


Total administrative cost  $2,853,329 


Total cost of the program  $11,637,377 


Per Member Per Month rate  $3.95 


Figure 2: Price Option Two. With the second pricing option, the call center would be located at our 


corporate location. Please see the proceeding Cost Table for more information. 


 


Cost Saving Rebate 


The above price proposals are both predicated upon the estimated cost of transportation of 


$8,784,048. MTM is dedicated to providing the most appropriate mode of transportation at the 


lowest cost for Nevada Medicaid recipients. To accomplish this goal, we must rely on 


cooperation and partnership with DHCFP. As mentioned previously, MTM is offering to share any 


transportation cost savings with the State of Nevada. This savings would be based upon the 


average cost per trip leg as identified in the Cost Table. The price proposal estimates the average 


transportation cost is $13.98 per trip leg; if MTM were to reduce this cost, any savings would be 


shared 50/50 with the State of Nevada on an annual bases.  


 


For example, if the total actual amount of transportation cost paid by MTM in the first year 


amounted to $8,425,000 for 625,000 completed trip legs, the average cost per trip is $13.48. The 


total cost per trip leg reduction is $0.50 ($13.98 ‐ $13.48); therefore, the total savings is $312,500 


(625,000 trip legs x $0.50), and the first year cost saving rebate to the State of Nevada would be 


$156,250 ($312,500 x 50%).   


 


MTM has priced our Nevada NET pricing model realistically, while still providing DHCFP with cost 


efficiencies over the current vendor. However, we warn DHCFP that other vendors with less 


experience may overestimate the potential cost savings they can achieve, potentially leading to 


default. We encourage DHCFP to select the vendor with the most advantageous, realistic pricing 


proposal, as well as consider the vendor who is most capable of providing high quality services 


at the price quoted. Finally, we think DHCFP would find it refreshing to work with a transparent 


company that is flexible and willing to meet the NET program’s needs through an approach that 


includes a strong working relationship. That company is MTM, and we look forward to providing 


quality transportation services to NET recipients in Nevada.  


 







Section 5.1 ‐ COST (required table)


Cost Per Member Per Month ‐ (Transportation cost only) 2.99$                   


Cost per Trip ‐ (Transportation cost only) 13.98$                 


Total Operating Cost ‐ (Transportation cost only) 8,784,048$         


Administrative Fixed Costs 368,465$             


Administrative Variable Costs 2,720,628$         


Other Costs:  provide a detailed explanation ‐$                      


Above costs are based upon: Member Months (Average of CY 2011) 2,942,702            


Total Trip Legs 628,311               


Full Broker Cost ‐ Per Member Per Month 4.03$                   


Administrative Fixed Costs


Salary and benefits ‐ management staff 208,624               


Office building lease ‐ Nevada call center 48,000                 


Office building ‐ utilites, cleaning, etc. 8,820                   


Business license, fees, taxes 3,000                   


System programming fee 3,900                   


Depreciation ‐ equipment 55,008                 


Depreciation ‐ furniture 5,064                   


Leasehold amortization 6,667                   


Amortization of Start‐up cost  29,382                 


Total administrative fixed costs 368,465               


Administrative Variable Costs


Direct administrative cost


Salary and benefits ‐ operations 791,348               


Third party systems hosting fees 65,880                 


Employee education and training 7,290                   


Office supplies, printing, postage 36,487                 


Computer supplies, repair, maintenance 8,580                   


Travel and employee mileage 13,750                 


Insurance ‐ auto and business 79,634                 


Call center phone and data network charges 102,928               


State of Nevada ‐ Request for Proposal 1948


Non‐Emergency Transportation Brokerage Services


Medical Transportation Management, Inc.


(with Call Center located in Nevada)







In‐direct administrative cost


Depreciation (systems and equipment) 75,213                 


Computer license and system support 26,338                 


Professional fees (audit and tax) 21,851                 


Programming and software 21,133                 


Workforce management system 14,050                 


Facility cost (rent) 94,222                 


Quality Management Admin allocation 32,987                 


Network Development Admin allocation 61,262                 


Client Services ‐ OH allocation 107,538               


Business Solutions ‐ OH allocation 183,845               


Technology ‐ OH allocation 56,588                 


Call Center Admin ‐ OH allocaiton 49,508                 


Marketing ‐ OH allocation 69,164                 


Legal ‐ OH allocation 22,109                 


Administration ‐ OH allocation 126,157               


Human Resources ‐ OH allocation 11,793                 


Accounting ‐ OH allocation 99,453                 


Corporate overhead and risk 541,521               


Total administrative variable costs 2,720,628            







Section 5.1 ‐ COST (required table)


Cost Per Member Per Month ‐ (Transportation cost only) 2.99$                   


Cost per Trip ‐ (Transportation cost only) 13.98$                 


Total Operating Cost ‐ (Transportation cost only) 8,784,048$         


Administrative Fixed Costs 223,396$             


Administrative Variable Costs 2,629,933$         


Other Costs:  provide a detailed explanation ‐$                      


Above costs are based upon: Member Months (Average of CY 2011) 2,942,702            


Total Trip Legs 628,311               


Full Broker Cost ‐ Per Member Per Month 3.95$                   


Administrative Fixed Costs


Salary and benefits ‐ management staff 159,536               


Office building lease ‐ satellite offices in Reno and Las Vegas 13,000                 


Office building ‐ utilities, cleaning, etc. 1,470                   


Business license, fees, taxes 3,000                   


System programming fee 3,900                   


Depreciation ‐ equipment 16,145                 


Depreciation ‐ furniture 814                      


Leasehold amortization ‐                       


Amortization of Start‐up cost  25,530                 


Total administrative fixed costs 223,396               


Administrative Variable Costs


Direct administrative cost


Salary and benefits ‐ operations 747,168               


Third party systems hosting fees 61,560                 


Employee education and training 6,812                   


Office supplies, printing, postage 35,701                 


Computer supplies, repair, maintenance 7,800                   


Travel and employee mileage 8,250                   


Insurance ‐ auto and business 79,239                 


Call center phone and data network charges 102,928               


State of Nevada ‐ Request for Proposal 1948


Non‐Emergency Transportation Brokerage Services


Medical Transportation Management, Inc.


(with Call Center located in an existing MTM location)







In‐direct administrative cost


Depreciation (systems and equipment) 75,213                 


Computer license and system support 26,338                 


Professional fees (audit and tax) 21,851                 


Programming and software 21,133                 


Workforce management system 14,050                 


Facility cost (rent) 94,222                 


Quality Management Admin allocation 32,987                 


Network Development Admin allocation 61,262                 


Client Services ‐ OH allocation 107,538               


Business Solutions ‐ OH allocation 183,845               


Technology ‐ OH allocation 56,588                 


Call Center Admin ‐ OH allocaiton 49,508                 


Marketing ‐ OH allocation 69,164                 


Legal ‐ OH allocation 22,109                 


Administration ‐ OH allocation 126,157               


Human Resources ‐ OH allocation 11,793                 


Accounting ‐ OH allocation 99,453                 


Corporate overhead and risk 507,265               


Total administrative variable costs 2,629,933            
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Section 3: Scope of Work 
This scope of work covers non-emergency and scheduled emergency services only. 


 
3.1 QUALIFICATIONS 


A.  General Minimum Quali f ications 


3.1.1 Vendor’s response must comply with Chapter 1900 of the State of Nevada’s 
Medicaid Services Manual. 


3.1.2 Vendor’s response must be in compliance with all federal laws and regulations 
applicable to non-emergency transportation. 


Access2Care’s response complies with Chapter 1900 of the State of Nevada’s Medicaid 
Services Manual (3.1.1) and is in compliance with all federal laws and regulations applicable 
to non-emergency transportation (3.1.2). 


 
3.1.3 Vendor must submit an organizational chart and show relationships with parent 


and related companies or corporate entities.  Vendor’s corporate structure must 
meet approval from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid services. 


We have provided below an organizational chart showing the relationships with parent and 
related companies or corporate entities. Access2Care’s defined corporate structure is 
currently delivering services to Medicaid recipients under approval from the Centers for 
Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) in four (4) other states (3.1.3). 


 
Figure 1: Corporate Organizational Chart 
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Access2Care, LLC is a wholly owned subsidiary of AMR, Inc., and Emergency Medical Services 
Corporation (EMSC) is the parent company for both AMR and Access2Care. The EMSC group of 
companies includes AMR and EmCare, which is the nation’s largest hospital physician practice 
management company. Combined, Access2Care, AMR and EmCare account for more than 13 
million patient encounters each year. EMSC, through its operating subsidiaries and their 
respective predecessor companies have provided continuous services for more than 100 years. 
Our ongoing and unprecedented success in the industries in which we work rests in our ability 
to continually fine-tune and upgrade our services to meet the evolving needs of our 
customers.  


Access2Care has an organizational structure that provides appropriate oversight, quality 
assurance, and focus on continuous improvement. Access2Care maintains a quality 
management program that promotes objective and systematic monitoring of information 
management, privacy and security of personal health information (PHI), and regulatory 
compliance. Access2Care has established communication methods across all departments to 
promote collaboration, coordinate internal activities, and provide quality services. 


The organizational chart provided in Figure 2 below, depicts the key roles in the Access2Care 
business operation. It also provides a clear understanding of the lines of authority within our 
organization. 


Figure 2: Access2Care Organizational Chart 
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B.  Technical Minimum Quali f ications 


 
3.2 DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES 
The successful vendor(s) shall authorize, manage and make payment for all non-emergency 
transportation (NET) for eligible recipients to include but not limited to, taxicabs, wheelchair 
vans, public transportation, and travel related expenses.  It is expected that the actual 
transportation services under this RFP will be provided through a network of subcontracted 
transportation providers; however, the State will consider other creative methods of providing 
NET. Vendors are encouraged to submit creative ideas for providing service and cutting costs.  
 
The successful vendor will be responsible for payment of transportation services furnished 
through subcontracts with transportation providers. The Contractor’s payments to 
transportation providers shall be consistent with efficiency, economy and quality of care and 
sufficient to enlist enough providers to ensure access. Transportation plays an important role in 
assuring Medicaid eligible recipients’ access to medical care.  This service is of particular 
importance to disabled recipients needing critical services such as dialysis, rehabilitation, 
physical therapy or chemotherapy. The awarded vendor shall ensure that all of these functions 
are performed properly and efficiently with an emphasis on customer service. Successful 
vendor to inform and educate recipients regarding covered services and how to access them, as 
well as rights and Medicaid State Fair Hearings.  
 
The successful vendor shall perform the following tasks: 


3.2.1 The vendor must have written information about its services and access 
to services available upon request to recipients and potential recipients. 
This written information must also be available in English and the 
prevalent non-English language(s), which the State has determined to be 
Spanish. The vendor must make free, oral interpretation services 
available to each recipient and potential recipient.  This applies to all non-
English languages, not just those that the State identifies as prevalent.  


Communication is important for a program to be successful. Access2Care will have written 
materials in the form of recipient brochures and we will also develop a state specific website.  
All information will be available in English and Spanish. Access2Care will also make 
interpretation services available for any language if needed.  


3.2.2  The vendor is required to notify all recipients and potential 
recipients that oral interpretation is available for any language and 
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written information is available in prevalent languages.  The vendor 
must notify all recipients and potential recipients how to access this 
information.  


All printed and website material will provide information on oral interpretation services 
available at the recipient request. Access2Care uses multiple strategies to address the oral 
communication needs of Limited English Proficiency (LEP) populations. To meet the language 
needs of this contract, Access2Care will use a combination of multilingual CSRs and the 
Language Line (formerly the AT&T Language Line). Using the Language Line, which provides 
translation services in over 170 languages 24 hours a day, seven days a week, the trip 
scheduling process will take place through a three-way-conference call between the LEP 
caller, the Language Line interpreter, and the CSR.  


3.2.3 The vendor’s written material must use an easily understood format.  
The vendor must also develop appropriate alternative methods for 
communicating with visually and hearing-impaired recipients, and 
accommodating physically disabled recipients in accordance with the 
requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990.  All 
recipients and potential recipients must be informed that this 
information is available in alternative formats and how to access 
those formats.  


Recipient materials will be at a sixth grade reading level and we will authenticate the reading 
level using the Flesch-Kincaid readability indicator. We will also develop appropriate 
alternative methods for communicating with visually and hearing-impaired recipients, and 
accommodating physically disabled recipients in accordance with the requirements of the 
Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. All recipients and potential recipients will be 
informed that this information is available in alternative formats and told how to access 
those formats. 


3.2.4  The vendor is required to make available informational materials to 
newly enrolled recipients and to all recipients once per year. Vendor 
may furnish the material to the Medicaid District Offices, the Division 
of Welfare and Support Services offices, and the managed care 
organizations. The vendor is not expected to mail the material to 
recipients. The initial mailing referenced in Section 3.2.7 is only done 
one time.  This should be mailed far enough in advance of the initial 
start of business that all Medicaid recipients will have received it 
with sufficient advance notice to plan for their transportation needs 
with the successful proposer.  After the initial mailing specified in 
Section 3.2.7, the Vendor need only to make materials available as 
specified in this section. In both cases, the State does not expect or 
desire that the Vendor will encourage individuals to use NET services 
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in place of other available transportation such as their own car or 
family or friends driving them.  The initial mailing shall be at the 
Vendors expense.   At a minimum the information enumerated 
below must be included in this material: 


Access2Care will provide informational materials about its services and access to services will 
be available upon request to recipients and potential recipients. The information will be 
provided for newly enrolled recipients and for all recipients once per year through the 
Medicaid District Offices, the Division of Welfare and Support Services offices, and the 
managed care organizations. Please see Attachment A for examples of Access2Care 
communications. We will ensure all materials meet the requirements of 3.2.4.1 through 
3.2.4.14 and are approved by the State prior to being distributed. Because we understand 
that accessibility is critical, we will ensure that all materials and documents are translated 
and available in Spanish and, if necessary, any other language needed for a major section of 
recipients. We will notify all recipients and potential recipients that oral interpretation is 
available for any language and written information is available in prevalent languages.  


3.2.4.1 Explanation of non-emergency transportation services and 
how to obtain these services, including out-of-plan or 
emergency transportation services, and how to access 
them, the address and telephone number of the vendor’s 
office or facility and the days that the office or facility is 
open and services are available; 


3.2.4.2 Any restrictions on the recipient’s freedom of choice 
among network providers; 


3.2.4.3 Recipient rights and protections as specified in 42 CFR 
438.100; 


3.2.4.4 The amount, duration and scope of services available 
under the contract in sufficient detail to ensure that 
recipients understand the services to which they are 
entitled; 


3.2.4.5 Procedures for obtaining services, including authorization 
requirements; 


3.2.4.6 The extent to which, and how, recipients may obtain 
services from out-of-network providers; 


3.2.4.7 The extent to which, and how, after hours and emergency 
coverage are provided including: what constitutes a need 
for emergency transportation services; the fact that prior 
authorization is not required for emergency services; the 
process and procedures for obtaining emergency services, 
including the 911-telephone system or its local equivalent; 
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the fact that, subject to regulatory limitations, the 
recipient has a right to use any hospital or other setting for 
emergency care;   


3.2.4.8 Explanation of procedures for urgent medical situations, 
non-emergency transportation services and how to utilize 
services in other circumstances, including the recipient 
services telephone number; clearly define urgent care, 
emergency care, and emergency transportation, and 
clarify the appropriate use of each; 


3.2.4.9 Procedures for accessing emergency and non-emergency 
services when the recipient is in and out of the vendor 
service area; 


3.2.4.10 Information on grievance and fair hearing procedures and  
information as specified in 42 CFR 438.10 (h); 


3.2.4.11 Information on procedures for recommending changes in 
policies and services; 


3.2.4.12 To the extent available, quality and performance 
indicators, including recipient satisfaction; 


3.2.4.13 The vendor is also required to provide, to the recipient 
upon request, information on the structure and operation 
of the vendor;  


3.2.4.14 Notification of the recipient’s responsibility to report any 
third-party payment service to the vendor and the 
importance of doing so. 


Access2Care will meet all requirements and conditions for written materials noted in items 
3.2.4.1-3.2.4.14 with publications developed in cooperation with the Division during 
implementation and via a customized website for all stakeholders. All materials will be 
submitted to DHCFP for approval. 


3.2.5  The vendor must give each recipient written notice of any significant 
change, as defined by the State, in any of the enumerations noted 
above.  Significant changes that apply to recipients include, but are 
not limited to, changes to operating hours, changes to telephone 
numbers and office locations, changes to the Vendor’s services, 
benefits or geographic service area, enrollment of a new population 
in the network, and additions and changes to the provider network.  
The vendor shall issue updates to the information provided to 
recipients and potential recipients on a monthly basis when there 
are material changes that will effect access to services; this includes 
additions and changes to the provider network.  The vendor shall 
maintain documentation verifying these updates. 
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Access2Care will make updates available on the Access2Care Nevada NET website and via 
recipient written notice of any significant change, as defined by the State, in any of the 
enumerations noted above. 


3.2.6 The vendor will be required to annually make available written 
materials approved by the Division to inform and educate the target 
population about the transportation delivery system.  The vendor is 
encouraged to develop supplemental written materials as well.  Any 
materials, including marketing materials, developed by the vendor 
for distribution to recipients, potential recipients, or providers 
require prior review and approval by Division in order that the 
vendor may assure the Division that all materials, including 
marketing materials, are accurate and do not mislead, confuse, or 
defraud recipients of the Division medical assistance programs. 


All materials printed and online materials will be reviewed annually and be made available to 
the State prior to use.  Please see Attachment A, Sample Communication Materials for 
examples of these types of materials from our operations in other states. 


Website 
Access2Care will develop and maintain a website with information regarding the 
transportation program including frequently-asked-questions (FAQs) essential contacts, links 
to public transit websites, transportation program information, a glossary of transportation 
terms, and information on the modes of transport available for specific disabilities. Visitors to 
the site can also access information about the process to request transportation, register a 
complaint, file an appeal, or contact Access2Care staff.  


3.2.7 Prior to project implementation, the vendor must notify all current 
recipients and providers of the changes in the transportation 
delivery system and the vendor’s toll-free number for requesting 
non-emergency transportation services.  The initial mailing is only 
done one time.  This should be mailed far enough in advance of the 
start of business that all Medicaid recipients will have received it 
with sufficient advance notice to plan for their transportation needs 
with the successful proposer.  After the initial mailing, the Vendor 
need only to make materials available as specified in Section 3.2.4. In 
both cases, the State does not expect or desire that the Vendor will 
encourage individuals to use NET services in place of other available 
transportation such as their own car or family or friends driving 
them. The initial mailing shall be at the Vendors expense. 
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It is the intention of the State that the vendor has informational 
material to distribute to the Medicaid District Offices, the Division of 
Welfare and Supportive Services offices, and the managed care 
organizations. The State does not want the Vendor to engage in 
mass marketing mailings. Information on changes may be included in 
informational materials and posted on the State’s website and the 
Vendor website. All marketing and informational materials must be 
approved by the State. 


During implementation, Access2Care will notify all current recipients and providers of the 
changes in the transportation delivery system and the new toll-free number for requesting 
non-emergency transportation services. Initial education of recipients will happen at least 15 
days prior to the start of transportation. Details regarding the plan to communicate the 
change in service to recipients are provided in our implementation work plan in Section 
3.5.13. The recipient brochure provides details of the pending changes and how to access 
services through Access2Care. Access2Care’s marketing department will mail the brochure via 
U.S. Mail. Preferred method is mailing to Head of Households – First Class pre-sorted. The 
brochure will be provided to Medicaid District Offices, the Division of Welfare and Supportive 
Service and MCOs (see Attachment A) and can be downloaded from the Access2Care Nevada 
web site www.NV-access2care.com.   


 
3.3 VERIFY RECIPIENT ELIGIBILITY 


 
3.3.1  The vendor shall be responsible for receiving and processing all 


requests for non-emergency transportation services for all eligible 
Title XIX Medicaid   program recipients residing in the State.  The 
vendor shall arrange transportation into and out of the State when 
appropriate for eligible recipients residing in the State.  The vendor is 
also responsible for arranging transportation for recipients who are 
being treated outside of the State.   


Access2Care understands and agrees that we will receive and process all requests for non-
emergency transportation services for all eligible Title XIX Medicaid program recipients 
residing in the state; arrange transportation into and out of the state as appropriate; and 
that this may include arranging transportation service for those recipients being treated 
outside of the state. Access2Care has experience processing requests and providing services 
for standard requests and trips into and out of a region or state to obtain necessary services. 
In the third quarter of 2011, Access2Care provided 600 out of state transports in a single state 
program. 


3.3.2 DHCFP will provide a HIPAA compliant eligibility file suitable for 
loading into the vendors system. The file will be refreshed twice a 
month. For each recipient requesting non-emergency transportation 



http://www.nv-access2care.com/
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services, the vendor shall verify the recipient’s Medicaid eligibility 
through the provided eligibility file or through the EVS (Electronic 
Verification of Eligibility) system.  Once eligibility for non-emergency 
transportation services has been verified the vendor may determine 
which form of transportation service is appropriate. Eligibility status 
in EVS is not the sole determinant of eligibility for non-emergency 
transportation services; vendor is responsible to consult the 
Medicaid Services Manual Chapter 1900 to determine what 
subpopulations are excluded.  


Access2Care will load the eligibility data into our automated system, A2C, utilizing the DHCFP- 
provided eligibility file. Access2Care will utilize this information to build a recipient profile 
with as much data as is available from the Division feed (identification number and pertinent 
demographic data such as address and contact information). We will also enter the 
associated business rules for this contract into the A2C system to ensure we uphold Division 
protocols for eligibility, including the exceptions provided in Chapter 1900. Our A2C system 
has a proven eligibility process to ensure that only eligible recipients receive authorized 
services; however, in the event that a recipient is showing as not eligible for services, our CSRs 
are educated to refer the recipient to their Medicaid District office.  


 


3.4 ASSESS/AUTHORIZE TRANSPORTATION SERVICES 
 
3.4.1    The vendor and its network providers must have in place, and follow, 


written policies and procedures for processing requests for initial 
and continuing authorizations of service.  The vendor must have in 
effect mechanisms to ensure consistent application of review criteria 
for authorization decisions and consult with the requesting provider 
when appropriate.  Any decision to deny a service authorization 
request (SAR) or to authorize a service in amount, duration, or scope 
that is less than requested must be made by a health care 
professional who has appropriate clinical expertise in treating the 
recipient’s condition or disease. 


Written policies and procedures govern our internal operations and the operations of our 
network of transportation providers. During implementation we will finalize and update all 
written plans, processes, and manuals. We will submit all written policies and procedures to 
the Division prior to use or distribution. This will include the Policies and Procedures manual 
as well as the guides for requests for initial and continuing authorizations of service and any 
other identified requirements. Our A2C system will ensure that all protocols are consistent 
and compliant with the requirements of Medicaid Manuals and Nevada requirements.  
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Building an automated system allows us to ensure that all program requirements are applied 
fairly and equitably.  


Access2Care will not deny an elevated level of service without first checking with the 
recipient’s medical provider. The decision to deny a service authorization request (SAR) or to 
authorize a service in amount, duration, or scope that is less than requested will be made by a 
healthcare professional who has appropriate clinical expertise in treating the recipient’s 
condition or disease. See section 3.4.5 for more information on the denial process. 


3.4.2 The vendor must ensure that any compensation to individuals or 
entities that are contracted by the vendor to conduct utilization 
management activities under this contract is not structured so as to 
provide incentives for the individual or entity to deny, limit, or 
discontinue medically necessary services to any recipient. 


Access2Care will ensure that employee or subcontractor compensation for utilization 
management activities under this contract are not structured to provide incentives for the 
individual or entity to deny, limit, or discontinue medically necessary services to any recipient.  
As a healthcare company, we operate from the perspective of cost savings through the 
improved health and safety of individuals. With true health care in mind, we broaden our 
focus beyond transportation to how other healthcare costs are affected by transportation. 
Because of our experience in healthcare we do not control our cost by denial methods that 
are used by other brokerages. We only transport eligible recipients to their needed health 
care.  


3.4.3 Vendor shall make an assessment of the recipient’s level of need for 
transportation, which shall be in accordance with Division 
transportation policies and procedures as set forth in the Medicaid 
Services Manual (MSM) Chapter 1900 entitled “Transportation 
Services” and through any Division policy updates, revisions and 
State Plan Amendments.   


Assessments will be in accordance with Division transportation policies and procedures as set 
forth in the Medicaid Services Manual (MSM) Chapter 1900 entitled “Transportation Services” 
and through any Division policy updates, revisions and State Plan Amendments. Access2Care 
understands that any recipient requesting higher services than those approved for previously 
must be referred to the District Medicaid offices and that we must keep track of all referrals 
per Chapter 1904 C. Access2Care has already begun to customize our Policy and Procedure 
manual to ensure that we follow all processes and requirements in Medicaid Service Manual.  


3.4.4 Pertinent requirements in the transportation needs assessment 
include: 


 
3.4.4.1  The recipient’s program eligibility for non-emergency 


transportation has been verified on the date of service;  
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3.4.4.2 The transportation is to and/or from a Nevada Medicaid 
covered services that are determined medically necessary; 


3.4.4.3 The recipient has no other form of transportation available;  
3.4.4.4 The least costly, but appropriate, mode of transportation is 


used; and 
3.4.4.5 That the recipient is using the closest provider. 


Each recipient’s program eligibility for non-emergency transportation will be verified on the 
date of service (3.4.4.1). Following eligibility verification, the CSR will verify that 
transportation is to and/or from a Nevada Medicaid service provider and that the service(s) 
are medically necessary (3.4.4.2). The CSR asks the recipient a series of questions to test for 
other transportation resources, such as the availability of a vehicle, family member, or friend 
who could provide transport to the appointment. If the recipient indicates an available 
vehicle, friend, or family member who could provide the transport, the CSR will enter the 
information in the recipient’s profile of the A2C system for reference on subsequent trip 
requests (3.4.4.3). The CSR will also ask the caller a number of questions that will help 
determine or confirm the least costly, most appropriate level of service per Chapter 1904 
C.1.b. (3.4.4.4); and that the recipient is using the closest provider (3.4.4.5). We will submit all 
CSR scripts to the Division for prior approval during implementation. 


3.4.5     The vendor shall authorize or deny non-emergency transportation 
services for Medicaid recipients based on the above screening 
criteria. The vendor shall issue a Notice of decision with appeals 
rights included for any denial, reduction, or termination of a service.  
The vendor shall issue a Notice of decision with appeals rights 
included for any denial or a reduction in the requested level of 
service. The vendor may need to contact the recipient’s primary care 
physician to assess and confirm the medical necessity of 
transportation services.  


All authorizations or denials will be based on Nevada’s program requirements. Access2Care 
will authorize or deny based upon the criteria in 3.4.4.1 -3.4.4.5, and will not deny an elevated 
level of service without first checking with the recipient’s medical provider. The decision to 
deny a service authorization request (SAR) or to authorize a service in amount, duration, or 
scope that is less than requested will be made by a healthcare professional who has 
appropriate clinical expertise in treating the recipient’s condition or disease. Appropriate 
reasons for denial will be loaded into the application’s business rules during implementation 
and will be in compliance with the Division’s policies. Denial reasons are at the discretion of 
the Division and all denial letters will contain Division-approved language. If a service is 
denied, reduced, or terminated, the system will automatically generate a Notice of Decision 
Letter containing the recipient’s appeal rights, which we will send to the recipient the 
following business day. The reason for a denial will be documented in the A2C system.   
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3.4.6    Paratransit transportation may be provided based on assessed 
medical need.  All adult day care riders, adult day Health Care riders, 
Renal Dialysis riders and behavioral health riders must be assessed 
by paratransit for eligibility. Recipients with regularly recurring rides 
to any provider must be assessed by paratransit for eligibility. 
Recipients who do not cooperate in obtaining a paratransit 
assessment shall only be issued bus passes. When paratransit 
transportation is indicated, such transportation services shall be 
“curb to curb” or “door-to-door”, whichever service is necessary for 
the recipient.  Paratransit providers are responsible for assisting 
riders into and out of the vehicle, but are not responsible for lifting 
wheelchair or gurney patients up or down stairs. 


The Clinical Case Manager and Public Transit Coordinators will work closely with all 
paratransit agencies in Nevada.  All adult day care riders, adult day health care riders, renal 
dialysis riders, behavioral health riders and recipients with regularly recurring rides will be 
referred to the appropriate transit agency for paratransit eligibility. We will educate the 
recipients that they must cooperate with the process to ensure appropriate services. If they do 
not cooperate the Clinical Case Manager will inform the recipient they are only eligible for bus 
passes. Depending on the outcome of the assessments, trips will be scheduled as either “curb-
to-curb” or “door-to-door”, whichever service is necessary for the recipient. Access2Care will 
ensure that network providers understand that they are responsible for assisting riders in-to 
and out-of vehicles, but are not responsible for lifting wheelchair or gurney patients up or 
down stairs. 


3.4.7     Recipients are responsible for providing car seats, wheelchairs, other 
devices or equipment, and any extra physical assistance, not 
required of providers, that they or their escorts need to make the 
trip.  The Division will provide the vendor with instructions and 
ongoing training on Medicaid policy regarding specific Medicaid 
programs and covered services. 


During the call intake process the CSRs will inquire about any special needs the recipients may 
have during transport including wheelchairs, walkers and other special assistance needed.  
The CSR will educate the caller that they are responsible to provide all car seats, wheelchairs 
or similar devices and that the transportation provider will not provide transport without the 
proper items, including, if necessary, an escort to attend the appointment with them. During 
credentialing and contracting with our network providers they will be educated on their 
responsibilities. Access2Care understands and will follow the instructions and ongoing 
training on Medicaid policy regarding specific Medicaid programs and covered services. 
Transportation providers will be educated about their responsibilities during contracting. 
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3.4.8 The vendor shall determine and authorize the most appropriate 
economical mode of transportation for each eligible recipient 
requesting transportation services.  The vendor is encouraged to 
develop and propose innovative strategies to reduce trip costs such 
as providing gas vouchers for recipients and making greater use of 
public transportation. 


During the call intake process the CSR is presented a screen that displays the recipient’s 
authorized mode of transportation. The CSR is also presented with a series of questions to ask 
the caller that will help determine or confirm the least costly, most appropriate level of 
service. This is particularly necessary for wheelchair service to ensure that mobility assistance 
is still required and not just a convenience. Although Access2Care will be rigorous in its 
application of policy, Access2Care will not deny an elevated level of service without first 
checking with the recipient’s medical provider. 


We couple the efficiencies of the Access2Care solution with robust transportation networks 
comprised of diverse modes including public transit and human services programs. A strong 
network ensures we provide the most cost effective transport for each request. Access2Care 
has successfully employed the following tactics for delivering quality services efficiently, 
resulting in streamlined processes and reduced costs: 


• Efficient Process for Appropriate Level of Service Screening: Access2Care’s efficient 
processes alleviate the administrative burden and associated costs for the Division 
while ensuring appropriate mode assignment based on the recipient’s current level of 
mobility and functional independence. 


• Maximizing Personal Mileage Reimbursement: (Personal vehicle and volunteer driver) 
– Introducing and expanding mileage reimbursement is an effective way to increase 
independence and control for the recipient while reducing transportation cost. 
Recipients utilizing mileage reimbursement are more in control of their transportation 
and appreciate the benefits. 


• Consistency Through Proven Processes and Automation: Automated systems and 
proven processes quickly and accurately gather all data related to a trip, including the 
eligibility of the recipient, covered service, appropriate mode/level of service, and 
distance traveled, providing adherence to eligibility and authorization protocols, 
administrative and transportation cost efficiencies, and collection of important raw 
data for the program. Having automated systems in place reduces the risk of human 
error and supports a more efficient call intake. 


• Public Transport Assignment: We have successfully increased public transport 
utilization in other states by educating recipients about the possibility of unlimited 
transportation usage of a bus or rail pass for any of their transportation needs. 


• Fraud and Abuse Detection and Mitigation: The ability to quickly flag fraudulent 
claims and/or trip requests reduces transportation costs. To detect fraud and 
inappropriate use, we may conduct pre-trip appointment verification, especially in 
cases of long distance trips, 100% post-trip attendance verification for all mileage 
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reimbursement, 10% of all other trips, and require recipient signatures on 100% of all 
trip manifests. Access2Care maintains a diligent corporate culture of fraud detection 
and mitigation, and provides new-hire and ongoing training on prevention and 
identification methods.  


• Call Center Efficiency and Expertise: Proven staffing models and our interactive voice 
response (IVR) system provide high quality customer service while maintaining cost-
effectiveness. After the caller enters the recipient’s Medicaid number into the IVR, the 
IVR routes the call to the appropriate CSR based upon the caller’s needs. This reduces 
wait time and allows callers to quickly access the specific function needed (i.e. 
standard trip request, change a trip request, schedule a hospital discharge pickup, 
general program questions, etc.). 


• Innovative Technology: Using state-of-the-art telephony systems and our A2C system, 
Access2Care will provide administrative and transportation cost efficiencies through 
automated eligibility verification, appropriate mode assignment, documentation 
storage and retrieval, reporting, data collection, workforce management, and call 
routing.  


3.4.9    After determining that “no cost” transportation is not available to 
the recipient, the vendor shall utilize the services of the public 
transportation, if available and appropriate.  The vendor shall have 
procedures for timely distribution of public transportation tokens 
and passes to the recipient to make the authorized medical 
appointment and adequate monitoring procedures in place in order 
to validate that the tokens/passes were used for authorized medical 
transportation.  The vendor shall obtain prior approval for these 
procedures from Division.  


Once the purpose for the trip is validated, our CSRs will ensure that the trip being requested is 
to and from a Nevada covered provider. Our CSRs will also validate that the recipient has no 
other transportation available by asking questions such as, “How do you shop for your 
groceries?” and “How do you get to the pharmacy for necessary medicines?” If it is 
determined that they recipient has no free options the system will automatically move to 
public transit options if appropriate (based on pick up and drop off address and 
physical/cognitive needs). If public transportation is available and appropriate, a public 
transportation pass will be mailed to the recipient. Access2Care will have passes on hand for 
quick distribution to recipients and will mail recipients transportation passes for their 
authorized medical appointments. We will verify 100% of monthly bus passes with medical 
providers and will verify 10% of all other public transit trips.  


We have experience in assigning and overseeing the use of public transit for NET. We work 
with local public transit authorities to efficiently provide pre-paid trips to recipients at 
discounted bulk rates. Our Access2Care system has key integration capabilities in order to 
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better coordinate and provide guidance to recipients during their request about the 
availability and access of public transport. 


3.4.10 If the vendor does not utilize the lowest cost transportation 
provider, the vendor shall document reasons for not utilizing such in 
the transportation database described in Section 3.6.1.  If the vendor 
authorizes transportation to a provider under this exception, the 
vendor shall document in the transportation database the reasons 
the nearest provider is not being utilized. An example would be a 
paratransit eligible dialysis patient getting a taxi ride immediately 
following dialysis, while being required to use paratransit for all 
other NET.  Other examples of exceptions are a recipient who uses 
bus passes for transport but is expected to be unable to walk that far 
after a scheduled procedure or a recipient unable to get 
appointment with closest provider who is no longer accepting new 
Medicaid recipients.  


CSRs will work closely with the clinical case manager to ensure that all exceptions to Nevada 
program requirements are allowed. Access2Care understands that recipients must use the 
most appropriate, lowest cost transportation and use the closest medical provider. We also 
understand the need for exceptions to meet the needs of the recipient. When an exception is 
appropriate and allowed all documentation and notes will be stored in the A2C system.  


3.4.11 Medicaid funds may not be used to pay for transportation services 
that are otherwise available without charge to both Medicaid and 
non-Medicaid recipients.  In addition, Medicaid is generally the 
payor of last resort except for certain Federal programs such as Title 
V Maternal and Child Health Block Grant funded services or special 
education related health services funded under the Individuals with 
Disabilities Education Act (IDEA). 


Access2Care acknowledges and affirms rules and regulations for funding of transportation 
services.  


 
3.5 SCHEDULE, ASSIGN AND DISPATCH TRIPS 
 


3.5.1 The vendor shall utilize a method to schedule transportation 
services once the services are authorized and shall ensure that trip 
assignment activities are performed efficiently.  The scheduling 
method shall be capable of accommodating advanced reservations, 
subscription service, and requests for urgent service.  
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Access2Care will receive calls and schedule transportation required by the RFP through our 
proven NET processes and our A2C system. Our A2C system efficiently and consistently 
facilitates call intake, eligibility verification, scheduling, and assigning transportation 
requests for eligible Medicaid recipients. The A2C system integrates our Syntellect Customer 
Interaction Management (CIM), Interactive Voice Response (IVR) and call distribution systems 
into a single, comprehensive tool for service coordination and data collection.  


The highly configurable A2C system contains a rules-based engine and contract management 
system programmed with the Division’s program protocols and covered services. The contract 
management system defines the specific reasons a trip can be authorized, while the business 
rules engine manages exceptions or special protocols and assigns the most appropriate mode 
of transportation. We designed the A2C solution to facilitate appropriate mode assignment 
for all trip requests including urgent, single and subscription trip scheduling. The system will 
allow advanced reservations up to 6 months in advance. Access2Care’s system automatically 
tracks and archives every transportation request, and stores the information gathered during 
each call or portal visit for easy reference during subsequent requests.  


3.5.2 Although recipients are urged to make requests for non-emergency 
transportation services no less than five (5) business days before the 
service is needed, scheduling problems will occur from time to time 
when providing urgent services.  The vendor shall have a system in 
place to accommodate sudden, non-emergent facility admits or 
discharges.  The vendor shall develop procedures to deal with last 
minute requests from recipients, scheduling changes, “no-shows”, 
and late-running vehicles.  A transportation provider must wait at 
least ten (10) minutes after the scheduled pick-up time before “no-
showing” the recipient at the pick-up location.   The vendor or 
contracted transportation providers shall not charge recipients for 
transportation services or for no shows. 


Urgent and Unscheduled Trips 
All hospital discharges will be scheduled within three (3) hours of the request and are not 
required to be verified by the medical provider. Not all trips can be scheduled within the 5-day 
window and Access2Care understands that there are other situations when the required 5-
day notice cannot be given. In these cases, we will verify with the medical provider that the 
appointment is medically urgent and the trip will be scheduled with an available provider.  
Often these trips will require the CSR to call the transportation provider directly to ensure 
they can pick up the recipient on short notice. These trips are often more expensive due to the 
fact that we may not be able to use the lowest cost, most appropriate mode of 
transportation. Access2Care has the capability to schedule last-minute requests from 
recipients including scheduling changes. When a trip is assigned to a provider with less than 
24 hours notice, Access2Care staff will call the transportation provider with a notification that 
a “short lead time” trip has been assigned. Access2Care will provide additional education via 
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telephone to those recipients who habitually request transportation less than 48 hours in 
advance of the appointment date. In all cases deemed not medically urgent we will make 
every reasonable effort to accommodate the recipient’s request for transportation; however, 
if we cannot accommodate the trip request, we will deny the trip, educate the recipient on the 
parameters of “urgent” and “routine” requests, and ask the recipient to re-schedule the 
appointment; making the transportation request in the appropriate time frame. We will mail 
the auto-generated Notice of Decision no later than the next business day.  


Late Running Vehicles and Missed Pickups 
Transportation providers are educated to call Access2Care immediately if they are running 
late for pickups. All network providers are required to have the appropriate back up vehicles 
to assist them in their scheduling. When the transportation provider notifies Access2Care that 
they are late we will assess the issue and if necessary call another transportation provider to 
pick up the recipients that may be affected, or we may call the recipient to notify them that 
the vehicles are running late. In the event it is the recipient who notifies Access2Care that the 
transportation provider is late in picking them up via our “where is my ride” line, the CSR will 
contact the provider for an ETA. If the provider is not able to confirm that a vehicle is en route 
or can immediately dispatch another vehicle, the CSR will contact another transportation 
provider for immediate dispatch to the recipient. Access2Care will then notify the recipient of 
the status. If Access2Care identifies a late-running or no-show pattern with a provider, we will 
conduct a thorough review and Performance Improvement Plan (PIP) with the provider.  


Recipient No Shows 
Transportation providers will wait at least ten (10) minutes after the scheduled pick-up time 
before identifying a recipient as a no-show at the pick-up location. Transportation providers 
will be educated to the appropriate wait times before indicating a recipient as a no-show for 
their ride. In order to help reduce recipient no-shows, our network of transportation providers 
are required to call the recipient 24 hours before their scheduled pickup times to remind them 
of their upcoming appointment. At no time will a recipient be charged for not showing up for 
a scheduled transportation request.  


3.5.3  The vendor must allow one escort, who must be at least 18 years of 
age or any age if the escort is the parent of the minor child needing 
transport, to accompany a recipient or group of recipients when 
escort services are determined medically necessary or for those 
recipients who are minor children or adjudicated mentally 
incompetent.  A person under the age of 18 must be accompanied 
by one escort unless that person is married, legally emancipated, or 
obtaining family planning services. Transportation services may not 
be authorized for minor children unless a parent or legally 
responsible adult or other willing adult caregiver accompanies the 
child.  Two escorts are allowed for infants (children under one year 
of age).  Multiple escorts may be allowed in certain situations with 
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the approval of DHCFP. In addition, escort services are available to 
recipients who require approved Personal Care Aid (PCA) services 
(pursuant to MSM Chapter 1400) en route to, or at, a destination to 
obtain Nevada Medicaid covered, medically necessary services when 
a legally responsible adult or other willing and capable caregiver is 
unable to accompany them. An escort may be a parent or legal 
guardian, caretaker, relative, friend or PCA who accompanies the 
recipient.  No charge shall be made for the escort. On a case by case 
basis, an additional escort may be allowed to accompany a recipient 
with approval of DHCFP. 


Access2Care will accommodate and comply with all requirements for escorts. An escort 
provides necessary comfort or safety for the passenger as well as the driver. When an escort 
is indicated, Access2Care will adhere to DHCFP requirements as listed above. During the call 
intake process, Access2Care will assess the need for an escort based on the recipient’s age, 
cognitive ability, or the specific request of the caller, through the A2C system. The A2C system 
will be programmed with appropriate rules-based edits according to the Nevada specific 
policies for escorts. We will educate transportation providers that an escort will ride along at 
no extra charge and in some instances, more than one escort may be allowed. Access2Care 
acknowledges the above potential scenarios and will train our staff and transportation 
providers to respond and accommodate appropriately to escorts and other passengers.   


3.5.4 Trips shall be scheduled and dispatched to ensure that the average 
waiting time for pickup or delivery does not exceed fifteen (15) 
minutes, and at least 90% of all pick-ups must be within fifteen (15) 
minutes of the scheduled pick-up time, measured on a monthly 
basis.  The vendor shall ensure that recipients arrive at pre-arranged 
times for appointments and are picked up at pre-arranged times.  
This section applies to the Vendor.  The other time frames apply to 
recipients. The Vendor is held to a higher on time standard, but the 
recipient should be prepared for providers to be late.   


Nevada transportation providers will receive training on the above on-time performance 
standards. It is the NET provider’s responsibility to ensure that recipients arrive promptly for 
appointments and do not wait excessively for their transportation. Access2Care will monitor 
on-time performance through vehicle tracking devices, complaints processing, and on-street 
observation.  


Our current reporting capability allows us to track on-time performance by transportation 
provider and/or by region, using the capabilities of our GPS systems. As needed, Access2Care 
will work with transportation providers individually or collectively to ensure compliance to 
the Division’s on-time performance standards. This will include training, monitoring, remedial 
training, and corrective actions as needed. 
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Transportation will be scheduled to ensure the average waiting time for pick-up or drop-off 
(delivery) does not exceed fifteen (15) minutes, and at least 90% of all pick-ups must be within 
fifteen (15) minutes of the scheduled pick-up time, measured on a monthly basis.   
 


Trip Segment Standard 


Pick-up 
 
 


Initial pick-up within 15 minutes of scheduled pick-up time at 90% monthly 
 
Same day requests: within 3 hours of call request 


Drop-off 
 


Drop off time up to 15 minutes prior to the appointment and no later than 
the appointment time. 
 


Return  Scheduled pick-up within 15 minutes 
 
Return trip pick-up within 30 minutes of notification that the recipient is 
ready 


Table 1: Trip Performance Standards 
 


3.5.5 Basic Steps 


The basic steps the vendor is expected to follow in arranging 
transportation, authorizing the services and reimbursing providers 
for services are as follows: 
3.5.5.1 The vendor receives the telephone call from the recipient 


requesting non-emergency transportation services.  The 
vendor obtains and tracks the trip information including the 
date, time, name and address of the medical appointment. 


3.5.5.2 The vendor reviews the trip request and verifies the 
recipient's Medicaid eligibility for the requested date of 
service. 


3.5.5.3 The vendor assesses the recipient's eligibility for 
transportation services in accordance with current 
Medicaid transportation policy including that the recipient 
has no other transportation available and that the trip is to 
a Medicaid covered service.  Any special needs are noted, 
as they may affect the type of transportation needed. 


3.5.5.4 Upon completion of the screening of an eligible recipient, 
the vendor authorizes the transportation service and 
assigns the trip to the most appropriate and least costly 
subcontracted transportation provider available, consistent 
with the transportation needs of the recipient.  If the 
vendor denies the service or reduces the transportation to 
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a level that is less than requested, a Notice of Decision 
(NOD) is completed in compliance with Chapter 3100 of the 
Medicaid Services Manual.  Notification of a denial includes 
a description of how to file an appeal and the reason for 
the denial must be documented and logged. 


3.5.5.5  The vendor may verify the transportation need by 
confirming the appointment with the medical provider. 


Arranging and Authorizing Transportation 
3.5.5.1-5 
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Figure 3: Call Intake Flow 
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Access2Care receives telephone calls from recipients and their representatives requesting 
non-emergency transportation services. The CSR reviews the trip request and verifies the 
recipient's Medicaid eligibility for the requested date of service. All trip information is 
collected and recorded including the date, time, name and address of the medical 
appointment. The CSR then assesses the recipient's eligibility for transportation services in 
accordance with current Medicaid transportation policy and verifies that the recipient has no 
other transportation available and that the trip is for a Medicaid covered service. Upon 
completion of the screening of an eligible recipient, Access2Care authorizes the 
transportation service and assigns the trip to the most appropriate and least costly 
subcontracted transportation provider available, consistent with the transportation needs of 
the recipient. If SAR is denied or reduced to a level that is less than requested, a Notice of 
Decision (NOD) is completed in compliance with Chapter 3100 of the Medicaid Services 
Manual. Notification of a denial includes a description of how to file an appeal and the reason 
for the denial will be documented and logged. When appropriate, the CSR may verify the 
transportation need by confirming the appointment with the medical provider.  


We have provided a sample call intake script below, to illustrate the progression of a typical 
SAR. As needed, Access2Care will modify our call intake script to meet Division requirements. 
 


Sample NET Call Intake Script 


Recipient Information 
 
“Thank you for calling Nevada Non-Emergency Medical Transportation Services. This is (CSR’s 
name). How may I help you?” 
*If the call is of an emergent nature, inform the caller to immediately hang up and dial 911 or 
local emergency service provider 
”May I please have the recipient’s Medicaid number?” 
If the number is not available, then ask for the recipient’s name 
If the number is correct and the recipient is shown to be eligible, then verify the  
recipient’s name and demographic information (address, telephone number, etc.) 
“May I please have your name?” (if not recipient) 
“Can you please verify your telephone number?” (if not recipient)  
If caller is NOT the recipient 
“How are you related to the recipient?” (i.e. spouse, son, daughter, etc) 
If caller is NOT related to recipient, determine caller type (i.e. MD, caretaker, friend) 
Appointment Information  
 
“Are you being picked up at your primary residence?”  
If yes, verify address 
If no, ask: 
“May I please have the address where we will be picking you up?”  
“May I please have the appointment date and time?” 
“May I please have the address of where your appointment is scheduled?” 
“What are you being seen for?”  
i.e. primary care physician, dialysis, follow up and to determine whether the appointment is 
for a Medicaid covered service 
Determine Mode of Transportation and Special Needs  
 
“Are you able to walk?”  
If yes, ask: “Are you able to utilize public transportation?” 
If yes, to above inform caller that they will receive public transportation passes. 
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Sample NET Call Intake Script 


If no, proceed with call interaction. 
“Do you have access to an automobile?”  
If yes, ask: 
“Is it possible for you to drive yourself or do you have family or friends that can drive you?”  
If yes, agent will follow policy and procedures for gas reimbursement or inform recipient that 
they may use this method of transportation with no reimbursement. 
If no, proceed with call interaction. 
“Do you use a wheelchair?” 
If yes, ask: “Can you be transferred?” 
If no, to above trip will be assigned to para-lift. 
If yes, trip will be assigned to appropriate mode of transportation 
“Do you use a walker, crutches, cane or have any other needs we need to know about? 
“If recipient is female and between the ages of 16 and 40”   
Has recipient been pregnant for greater than 6 months? 


Table 2: Call Center Script 
 


3.5.5.6 The vendor contacts the recipient to inform him/her of the 
transportation arrangements, if this information is not 
given during the call from the recipient. 


After trip arrangements are made, the CSR will restate all trip information to ensure the caller 
understands the arrangements made. The CSR will inform the caller that the recipient will 
need to be ready one hour before the scheduled appointment. The CSR will then provide the 
number and queue prompt to call when the recipient is ready for a return ride, if not 
scheduled. 


3.5.5.7 The vendor or transportation provider re-confirms the pick-
up with the recipient twenty-four (24) hours ahead of the 
scheduled medical appointment to reduce the possibility of 
a no-show. 


Access2Care requires that the transportation providers re-confirm the pick-up with the 
recipient twenty-four (24) hours ahead of the scheduled medical appointment to reduce the 
possibility of a no-show.  


3.5.5.8 The vendor picks up the recipient no later than fifteen (15) 
minutes past the scheduled time. 


Access2Care will ensure that transportation providers pick up the recipient no later than 
fifteen (15) minutes past the scheduled time. 


3.5.5.9 After the trip occurs, the vendor makes payment to the 
transportation provider promptly upon receipt of a 
properly completed and verified trip invoice.  The vendor 
may verify that the recipient received the authorized 
transportation service to a covered medical service. 
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    These procedures are applicable when subcontracted 
transportation providers are used.  The procedures may 
vary when public transportation, mileage reimbursement or 
other appropriate transportation services are used. 


Access2Care will ensure that prompt payment to providers is completed on clean claims. Our 
reimbursement program surpasses industry and contractual standards for timeliness; under 
our management, transportation providers often receive payment in less than 21 days 
through a simple, web-based process. 


Our reimbursement process is detailed in section 3.7.1. 


3.5.6 Timeframes 


3.5.6.1 The vendor must provide standard authorization decisions 
as expeditiously as the recipient’s health requires and 
within the State’s established timelines that may not 
exceed fourteen (14) calendar days following receipt of 
the request for service, with a possible extension of up to 
fourteen (14) additional calendar days if the recipient 
requests the extension; or, the vendor justifies (to the 
DHCFP upon request) a need for additional information 
and how the extension is in the recipient’s interests. 


It is standard for authorizations to be made at the time of the call; however, if we need to 
consult with the medical provider we may place the trip in a hold status until we have the 
required documentation to justify the mode of service requested. All trips pending medical 
justification will be handled by a clinical case manager (CCM). The CCM will work closely with 
the medical provider to ensure that all trips are scheduled within Nevada’s timeline of 
fourteen (14) days; however, Access2Care prefers to schedule trips within three (3) days. If 
additional time is required we will seek the approval of DHCFP before exceeding the required 
timeframes. If the recipient needs the requested transportation prior to us being able to 
validate the appropriate mode, we will authorize the request mode on a temporary basis until 
we consult with the medical provider.  Overrides of protocols must be done by a supervisor or 
the CCM. Access2Care will comply with all Division requirements and timeframes for standard 
authorization decisions. 


3.5.6.2 If the vendor determines, or a provider indicates, the 
standard service authorization timeframe could seriously 
jeopardize the recipient’s health or ability to attain, 
maintain, or regain maximum function, the vendor must 
make an expedited authorization decision and provide 
notice as expeditiously as the recipient’s health condition 
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requires and no later than 3 working days after receipt of 
the service authorization request.  The vendor may extend 
the 3 working days time period by up to 14 calendar days if 
the recipient requests the extension or if the vendor 
justifies the need to the State for additional information 
and how the extension is in the recipient’s best interests. 


Access2Care will work cooperatively with the State and the medical providers to ensure 
access to necessary health care. Access2Care will comply with all Division requirements and 
timeframes for urgent authorization decisions. Recipients will be allowed temporary approval 
of a higher mode if waiting would jeopardize their health. The CCM or supervisors will be able 
to override the system and ensure that transportation is available.   


3.5.7 Frequent No Shows 


3.5.7.1 The vendor shall educate and manage recipients who are 
chronically late, or “no-shows”, or abusive.  No-shows and 
allegations of abusive behavior of recipients shall be 
documented in the transportation database. 


Transportation providers are educated to notify Access2Care immediately if any recipient is 
difficult, has a pattern of no-shows or is abusive in any manner. CSRs will document the 
complaint in our A2C system and with our process improvement coordinators, and when 
appropriate, we will notify the recipient that their behavior may jeopardize their 
transportation resources. All education will be documented in the recipient’s Access2Care file. 


3.5.7.2 Recipients who are repeated no-shows or fail to cancel in a 
timely manner for rides provided by its commercial vendors 
may be subject to suspensions of services. Recipients who 
receive a suspension will have the right of a fair hearing. 


As described previously in Section 3.5.7.1, occasionally, a recipient’s negative behavior 
requires intervention. To have a standardized method of addressing these issues in a formal 
and equitable manner, Access2Care has created Policy #220 Client intervention and Denial 
Policy. DHCFP will have final approval of the policy and all Access2Care policies prior to 
commencement of services. Our suggested process, pending DHCFP approval: 


• Excessive No Shows/Failure to Cancel Transportation Services: three (3) missed 
consecutive appointments in a rolling one-month period. Neither Access2Care nor our 
transportation providers will charge a recipient for a no-show. We educate the 
recipient about the negative impact a no-show has on the program and their ability to 
access services in the future. 


• Unacceptable Recipient Behavior: three (3) validated instances of unacceptable, but 
non -violent behavior in a rolling one-month period.  
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• Severe/Major Recipient Behavior Events: such as a threat to life or safety that would 
cause risk of injury to a driver or other passengers. 


Access2Care will educate recipients during the call intake process and the full description will 
be on our Nevada specific website. Any recipient meeting the above criteria will be sent a 
letter notifying them of the issue and that if continued may affect the service available to 
them. The results of continued issues could involve in remedial education, reduced/suspended 
services for a DHCFP-approved period of time, and as a last resort, disenrollment from the 
program. Access2Care will work with transportation providers to collect all specific reasoning 
and documentation when seeking any of the above interventions. We will provide DHCFP 
with all details and related documentation when pursuing any of these recourses of action. 
Access2Care will not take adverse action with recipients based solely on their diagnosis, type 
or condition of illness.  


3.5.8 Develop and implement a monitoring plan 
 


3.5.8.1 The vendor is responsible for all services provided by 
subcontracted transportation providers.  The vendor 
shall ensure adequate oversight of subcontracted 
transportation providers and ensure that providers 
comply with all applicable State and Federal laws, 
regulations and permit requirements.   


Our network coordinators monitor the local transportation providers to ensure they are 
compliant with all aspects of the program including State and Federal laws and requirements 
We have established detailed processes and procedures for ensuring the quality of 
transportation services including continuous monitoring, quality programs, and effective 
performance improvement plans. Our commitment to quality is further demonstrated by our 
recent perfect score in the Utilization Review Accreditation Commission’s (URAC) review of 
our company’s organizational and administrative practices. We have provided detail 
regarding monitoring of transportation providers in the responses below. 


 


3.5.8.2 The vendor shall monitor the transportation providers 
to ensure compliance with the terms of their 
subcontracts and ensure compliance with all 
transportation provider-related requirements of this 
RFP including driver requirements, vehicle 
requirements, complaint resolution and delivery of 
courteous, safe, timely and efficient transportation 
services. 
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Access2Care assumes responsibility for all services provided by subcontracted transportation 
providers and provides adequate oversight of subcontracted transportation providers.  We 
engage in a number of other monitoring activities, including, but not limited to: 


• On-street observations 
• Accident/incident reporting 
• Statistical reporting of trips 
• On-Time performance measures 
• Ride-Time performance measures 
• A detailed analysis of complaints 
• Driver licensure, driving record, experience and training compliance 
• Compliance with vehicle requirements 
• Member safety, assistance and courtesy 
• Completion of driver logs 
• Driver communication with dispatcher 
• Routine vehicle inspections, maintenance, emergency equipment and breakdowns 
• A detailed analysis of ‘re-routed’ trips 
• Detailed analysis of cancelled trips  


3.5.8.3 The vendor shall have written procedures in place for 
taking appropriate corrective action whenever 
inappropriate or substandard services are furnished or 
services that should have been furnished were not.  In 
addition, the vendor shall have written procedures for 
taking appropriate action if a subcontracted 
transportation provider is out of compliance with 
Federal, State, or local laws or regulations.  


In the event we find that a transportation provider is non-compliant with contractual 
standards of federal and/or state laws, we initiate swift corrective action through a 
Performance Improvement Plan (PIP). The provider placed on a PIP will receive a bi-monthly 
Performance Report until the completion of the PIP and the correction of the infraction. 
Dependent on the severity and frequency of occurrence or re-occurrence of a specific offense, 
such action includes written warnings, formal corrective action planning, suspension, or as a 
last resort, termination from the network. The Business Manager is responsible for designing 
and approving corrective action required to resolve identified quality-related issues. A 
corrective action plan will identify: 


• What must be changed 
• The intended outcome 
• When and how the corrective action will be implemented 
• Who is responsible for implementation of change 
• Issue reevaluation timeframe  
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• Post-review timeline and desired outcome  


3.5.8.4 In addition to the strict quality assurance standards that the 
subcontracted providers shall meet, the vendor shall have 
contract liability insurance coverage in the amount 
specified in this RFP.  The vendor shall promptly report in 
writing accidents to Division that have occurred in 
conjunction with a scheduled trip if a recipient was present 
in the vehicle.  The Division reserves the right to make 
quality assurance reviews on services under this contract.  
These reviews may be conducted in an anonymous manner 
and without advance notice. 


Upon contract award, Access2Care will secure the required contract liability insurance 
coverage and will also require transportation providers to maintain appropriate liability 
coverage. Transportation providers will not be allowed to transport any DHCFP recipients 
without current and appropriate insurance coverage. 


Accident/Incidents:  Even with excellent driver training, accidents happen. When this occurs, 
we require transportation providers to report any accident in which a DHCFP recipient was 
present to Access2Care immediately. Access2Care will notify DHCFP within one (1) hour of 
notification. Every accident or incident in which a recipient is involved is entered into the 
complaint system for appropriate tracking and resolution. 


Access2Care understands and agrees that DHCFP has the right make quality assurance 
reviews under this contract and that these reviews may be anonymous and unscheduled.  


In addition to the above quality measures Access2Care has an established quality 
improvement program.  


Quality Assurance 
Our Quality Assurance Plan identifies Key Performance Indicators for call center, claims 
processing, and transportation provider/driver performance. We monitor key indicators at 
the specified interval to identify compliance and/or issues. The A2C system will provide 
exception reports that identify unmet standards. Our QA staff will use these reports to follow 
up with providers and/or internal staff to determine needed improvements or corrective 
actions. The Division will have access to all QA monitoring reports and data from the reports 
will be used by the Access2Care management team to spot operational trends and to identify 
areas for improvement. Trend reports in most of our projects focus on particular functional 
areas, such as call center performance, transportation provider performance, and complaints. 
As needed, we will add or modify key indicators to meet the Division’s expectations.  
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In a further demonstration of our commitment to quality and best practices, 
Access2Care has attained accreditation from URAC (Utilization Review 
Accreditation Commission). The URAC Accreditation Committee reviewed 
Access2Care’s Idaho Call Center according to 30 core standards for quality. 
Access2Care scored 100 out of a possible 100 points in all categories for 
accreditation.  


 


Provider Performance 


Dates: 3/1/09 to 3/30/09 Target Weight Actual Target/Wt. Score 


Transports Scheduled 95% 20% 98.35% 100% 20 


Transports Urgent 75% 5% 100% 100% 5 


Vendor No-shows .25% 20% 0% 100% 20 


Vendor On-Time 95% 20% 98 100% 20 


Complaints 1.75% 20% 0% 100% 20 


Complaint resolution 100% 5% 100% 100% 5 


Accept % of Trips (97%) 97% 10% 91.62% 94.45% 9.45 


Total Weight 100% 


Compliant: YES  NO X Weighted 
Score 99.45% 


Action Plan:  


Table 3:  Sample Provider Performance Reports 
 
We use the above tool to follow and evaluate transportation provider performance including 
no shows. The Division can access the Performance Report via their individual, password 
protected Access2Care Web portal. Access2Care requires transportation providers to maintain 
a monthly no-show rate of less than .5%. Providers who underperform in this area face 
corrective action.  


The key quality indicators related to health and safety standards in trip delivery include 
timely pick-up and drop-off, recipient comfort and safety during transport, vehicle condition 
and driver appearance, and driver conduct and interaction with the recipient. The primary 
quality indicator that summarizes a recipient’s overall level of satisfaction with the 
transportation provider is the percentage of complaints received. 
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The following table lists key indicators and standards of quality we have set for 
transportation providers. As needed, Access2Care will modify these indicators to meet the 
needs of this contract.   


 


Provider Quality Indicators 


Indicator Standard 


Pick-up, drop-off & 
return trip times 


Initial pick-up within 15 minutes of scheduled pick-up time and 15 minutes 
for paratransit trips 
Drop off time up to 15 minutes prior to the appointment and no later than 
the appointment time. 
Scheduled pick-up within 15 minutes 
Return trip (unscheduled) pick-up within 30 minutes of notification  


Vehicle condition 100% compliance with vehicle maintenance and safety requirements.    


Driver appearance & 
conduct 


100% compliance with operator appearance and conduct requirements. 


Overall complaint rate Less than 0.1% (One tenth of one percent)  


Multi-load trip times No recipient is to remain on a network transportation provider’s vehicle 
more than 45 minutes longer than the average travel time from pick up point 
to destination.   


Provider no-shows No more than 0.5% per month 


Table 4:  Transportation Provider Indicators and Standards of Quality 
 
We achieve these indicators and standards through the following practices: 


• Pick-Up and Drop-Off Times on Schedule: It is our policy to pick up and drop off 
recipients at the time of their scheduled pick-up or drop-off. If, for reasons beyond our 
control, the provider is unable to meet that obligation, we can immediately dispatch 
another provider who may be able to complete the transport in a timely manner. 


• Vehicle Condition: The vehicle’s initial inspection is followed by random spot checks to 
ensure the condition is up to standard. If a complaint is made against a transportation 
provider because of the condition of a vehicle, that vehicle undergoes an immediate 
inspection and will not be assigned further trips until full compliance is achieved.  


• Driver Appearance and Conduct: All drivers undergo both driver training and customer 
service training before they are allowed to drive for a provider for even a single trip. 
This training equips them with the skills necessary to interact with the recipients and 
healthcare workers with whom they come in daily contact. 
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• Overall Complaint Rate: Access2Care works proactively with providers to ensure they 
have all the tools necessary to make their businesses successful. We have found that if 
the providers’ needs are being met, they will work harder to help us achieve and 
maintain a low complaint rate. 


• Provider No-Shows: Transportation providers must contact Access2Care if the driver is 
running behind schedule or if the provider cannot complete a trip. This allows 
Access2Care the opportunity to re-assign the trip to an available provider.  


To further evaluate the performance of our transportation providers, we also monitor 
suspended claims, claims turnover, and complaints. Our Network, Quality, and Claims 
Departments work collaboratively with the Operations Manager to monitor, evaluate, and 
address issues for optimum performance and contract compliance. Our quality assurance 
efforts include monitoring Key Performance Indicators of various operational areas including 
customer service, network, claims processing, complaint management, etc. We then track and 
trend the indicators to monitor service levels and contract compliance.  


Access2Care’s Quality Improvement Team is comprised of Access2Care’s corporate Quality 
Director and Quality Supervisor, Project Director, Business Manager, Call Center Manager, 
Lead CSR, Case Manager (who chairs the team), Network Coordinators, Claims Quality 
Assurance Lead, and a representative from the CSR staff. The team meets monthly. We also 
designate the additional positions to quality assurance measures and activities, including 
Complaint Handler, Process Improvement Coordinator, Data Analyst, and Network 
Coordinator  


Sample Quality Assurance and Performance Monitoring Reports provided by Access2Care: 


• Recipient eligibility  


• Appropriate provider assignment 


• Pick-up and delivery performance  


• Provider accidents/incidents  


• Accident report 


• Call auditing and live call monitoring 


• Satisfaction surveys  


• Customer satisfaction Survey 


• Complaints 


3.5.9 Coordinate with DHCFP and community service providers  
 
Vendor shall collaborate with DHCFP and community service 
providers to evaluate opportunities to improve program performance 
and utilization. The vendor will produce a quarterly report to DHCFP 
on these efforts, including outcomes. 
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Access2Care will establish an advisory committee whose members will represent a cross 
section of NET stakeholders. The advisory committee will, at minimum, consist of 
representatives from adult day healthcare facilities, dialysis centers, hospitals, or other 
medical services provider(s), transportation provider(s) and the recipient community. 
Members of the committee will be asked to commit to serving on the committee for a period 
of one (1) year and be able to meet at least quarterly. Access2Care, as the chair of this 
committee, will produce meeting agendas and meeting minutes that will be supplied to the 
Division.   


These committees have historically served as a rich source of information for program and 
process improvements and represent a varied and balanced group of perspectives. 
Access2Care staff will meet quarterly with each committee and will provide information on 
program performance, issues and upcoming changes. During the quarterly meeting a short 
presentation will be made, sometimes from guest speakers, and information will be 
exchanged and ideas solicited. A question and answer period will follow. There will likely be 
two separate committees, one for transportation and medical providers and one for 
recipients, which will include advocacy groups. Access2Care will not present any information 
at these meetings without prior approval. We would encourage any member of the Division’s 
staff to attend these meetings. This is a great forum to monitor NET progress, discuss issues 
and solicit feedback.  Quarterly Reports, including outcomes, will be provided to DHCFP on 
these efforts. 


3.5.10 Provide administration oversight 
 


3.5.10.1 The vendor shall be responsible for the management of 
overall day-to-day operations necessary for the delivery of 
non-emergency transportation services and the 
maintenance of appropriate records and systems of 
accountability to report to the Division and comply with 
this RFP.  The vendor shall develop an operations 
procedures manual detailing all procedures to be used in 
scheduling and delivery of transportation services. Three 
copies of this manual shall be submitted to Division for 
review and approval at least twenty (20) business days 
prior to the start of operations.  The Division shall review 
and provide revisions or approval within five (5) business 
days of receipt of the manual.  The vendor shall incorporate 
modifications required by Division within ten (10) business 
days of notification.  A vendor will not be allowed to begin 
operations without an approved operations procedures 
manual. 
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The operations procedures manual shall be given to all 
vendor staff and shall be incorporated into all training 
programs for new employees. The manual shall be provided 
to all transportation providers with whom the vendor has 
subcontracted. The manual shall be reviewed in a 
mandatory orientation program to be provided by the 
vendor to all contracted transportation providers.  The 
operations procedures manual shall be reviewed and 
updated annually and whenever changes in operation are 
made. Updates of the manual must be approved by Division 
before distribution. 
 


Upon notice of award, we will work with the Division to deliver all implementation tasks, 
including the policy and procedure manuals according to the required timelines and policies. 
The operations procedures manual is a combination of several manuals including the 
transportation provider manuals, facility manuals, and communication manuals. The 
complete operations manual is reviewed and updated annually and whenever changes in 
operation are made.  


Access2Care will provide focused and professional day-to-day oversight of the DHCFP’s NET 
program, including all necessary processes to manage the transportation program. We will 
provide the Nevada NET operations manual within the required timeframes above. We will 
use the DHCFP-approved manual as a foundation for all training activities associated with this 
contract. During implementation, Access2Care will submit a draft manual to DHCFP for 
review. Upon receipt of DHCFP’s changes, the Nevada Business Manager will return the 
modified manual to the Division within 10 days of receipt. Access2Care will not use or 
distribute the manual until its content receives approval from DHCFP.  


3.5.10.2 If a payment methodology other than risk based capitation 
is proposed, the vendor shall bill using billing formats and 
procedures established by the Division and its Fiscal Agent.  
Billed charges must be easily identifiable with recipient 
name, Medicaid Number, date of service, type of 
transportation, departure and arrival times, destination and 
other information as deemed necessary by the Division and 
its Fiscal Agent. 


Access2Care understands and agrees to the above requirement; however, Access2Care is 
proposing a risk-based capitation payment methodology. 
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3.5.10.3 The vendor must have written policies and procedures and 
a description of its policies and procedures for the selection 
and retention of providers following the State’s policy for 
insurance, licensure, and certifications.  The vendor must 
be able to provide documentation that its providers have 
proper insurance, licensure, and certifications. 


The operations manual includes policies and procedures on building networks. This includes 
the process used to select and retain transportation providers in the network. Transportation 
providers are provided a service agreement and a transportation provider manual. The 
service agreement has all the requirements to be included in the network, including required 
insurance minimums, vehicle and driver requirements and any special licenses. Access2Care 
keeps copies of all documents required during credentialing in the transportation provider file 
and are available upon request.   


3.5.11 Protect recipient confidentiality 
 


3.5.11.1 The vendor shall maintain the confidentiality of Medicaid 
program information.  The vendor shall ensure that access 
to recipient health care information will be limited to the 
vendor and shall take measures to prudently safeguard and 
protect unauthorized disclosure of the Medicaid recipient 
information in its possession.  The vendor shall establish 
internal policies to ensure compliance with Federal and 
State laws and regulations regarding confidentiality 
including, but not limited to, 45 CFR Parts 160 and 164.  In 
no event may the vendor provide, grant, allow, or 
otherwise give, access to Medicaid recipient program 
information to anyone without the written permission of 
the Division.  The vendor shall assume all liabilities under 
both State and Federal law in the event that the 
information is disclosed in any manner.  Upon the vendor’s 
receiving any requests for Medicaid information from any 
individual, entity, corporation, partnership or otherwise, 
the vendor shall notify the Division within twenty-four (24) 
hours.  The vendor shall ensure that there will be no 
disclosure of the data except through the Division.  The 
Division shall treat such requests in accordance with all 
applicable federal regulations and Division policies.  In 
cases where the information requested by outside sources 
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is releasable under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), 
as determined by the Division, the vendor shall provide 
support for copying and invoicing such documents at the 
vendor’s expense. 


Access2Care is experienced in maintaining the confidentiality of Medicaid program 
information and will comply with all federal, state and Division requirements regarding 
retention and disclosure of this information.  


3.5.11.2  The vendor shall comply with all federal and State laws and 
regulations with regards to handling, processing, and using 
protected health information.  This includes, but is not 
limited to, the federal Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) and the Health 
Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health 
Act (HITECH) of 2009.  These regulations are evolving and 
are therefore of a dynamic nature.  The vendor must keep 
abreast of the regulations and be able to reach full 
compliance within the specified timeframes.  Since HIPAA is 
federal law and its enacting regulations apply to all health 
care information, the vendor must comply with the HIPAA 
regulations at no additional cost to the Division. 
 


Access2Care prudently safeguards and protects Medicaid recipient information while 
handling, processing, and using this protected health information. To ensure we maintain 
compliance with HIPAA requirements, Federal and State laws and regulations regarding 
confidentiality (including, but not limited to, 45 CFR Parts 160 and 164, Health Insurance 
Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) and the Health Information Technology for 
Economic and Clinical Health Act (HITECH) of 2009) we developed a comprehensive PHI 
protection program. Compliance with HIPAA and other regulations to protect PHI are 
provided at no additional cost to the Division.  


We train staff on PHI compliance and safeguards so that all personnel learn the practical 
applications of PHI protection within the context of their specific jobs as well as Access2Care’s 
responsibilities. All Access2Care employees and transportation providers undergo initial and 
periodic PHI training and must sign compliance statements. Staff and transportation 
providers must release PHI only as permitted under applicable state or federal HIPAA 
regulations and with the written permission of the Division. 


3.5.12 Maintain adequate staff and facilities 
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3.5.12.1 The vendor shall maintain sufficient levels of staff including 
supervisory and support staff with appropriate training, 
work experience, and expertise to perform all contract 
requirements on an ongoing basis. Telephone and 
administrative personnel shall be familiar with covered 
services under Medicaid and other recipient eligibility 
prerequisites for covered transportation services.  


We employ proven metrics to determine appropriate staffing levels based upon membership, 
previous utilization, performance standards, and contract requirements. Because our A2C 
software application and other technology drives efficient processes, our staffing models can 
be leaner. Based on the utilization data provided by the Division, we applied our proven 
staffing formula to arrive at the proposed staffing structure represented in Table 5 below. 


Proposed Staffing Structure for the Nevada NET Program  


# Staff 
Member/Position 


Named  Role Type 


0 Project Director Richard Eberle Assist in operations of the Nevada 
implementation with the Business Manager 
and providing leadership  for the business 
manager throughout the contract term. 


Corporate/Administrative 


1 Business Manager Mark Baird Locally based program oversight, attends 
local meetings with the Division, Counties 
Social Services, and assures quality and 
compliance of program management. 


Key 


2 Network Coordinator TBD Locally hired individuals will provide needed 
support to transportation providers to 
ensure safety and contract compliance, 
facilitates provider education, oversees 
claims processing, safety and quality. 


Key 


2 Public Transportation 
Coordinator 


TBD Responsible to work closely with the local 
public transit coordinator. The PTC will order 
and mail all token/passes 


Key 


.5 Call Center Manager Rene Bonnett Oversees all call center operations for the 
Idaho center.  Ensures appropriate staffing 
to meet call center performs standards. 


Key 


 
1 


Customer Service 
Center Representative 
Supervisor 


TBD Provides oversight and leadership of all call 
center operations ensuring excellent service, 
adherence to protocols and contract 
compliance. We are interviewing internal 
candidates for this position. 


Key 


12 Customer Service 
Center Representative  


TBD Veteran and new staff will provide friendly, 
professional customer service with every 
call. Serves as the public “face” of the 
Division and Access2Care. 


Key 


3 Pro re nata (PRN) 
Customer Service 
Representative 


TBD Same responsibilities as CSRs, providing PRN 
night and weekend coverage. 


Key 
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1 Prior Authorization 
Coordinators 


TBD Responsible to work with clinical case 
manager and network coordinators for 
complicated trip scheduling.  


Key 


.25 Claims Director Ian Saville Oversees all responsibilities related to 
transportation provider payment, including 
quality control of all claims activities. 
 


Corporate/Administrative 


2 Claims Adjudicator TBD Review submitted documentation for 
personal mileage reimbursement and 
volunteer drivers  


Key 


1  Process Improvement 
Coordinator 


TBD Quality, complaints, and reporting Key 


1 Complaint Handler TBD Specially trained quality staff that handles all 
complaints from stakeholders; well-trained 
in complaint intake, investigations and the 
appropriate resolutions.  


Key 


1
  


Clinical Case Manager TBD Responsible for all recurring trips, long 
distance, level of service overrides and 
managing referrals to the District Offices.  


Key 


1 Case Coordinator TBD Specialized staff member that handles all 
long distance or out-of-state trips. Works 
closely with medical providers to ensure 
appropriate mode assignment. 


Key 


1 General Operational 
Support 


TBD General operating support will be provided 
by Access2Care’s corporate office for 
administrative services, marketing and 
business development.  


Corporate/Administrative 


Table 5: Proposed Nevada NET Staffing Structure 
 


3.5.12.2 The vendor shall designate and maintain a Business 
Manager for this contract who has day-to-day authority to 
manage the total project.  The Business Manager shall be 
on-site in the business office location approved by the 
Division during regular working hours.  The Business 
Manager shall also be available to the Division by telephone 
during regular business hours. 


Access2Care is proposing Mark Baird as the Business Manager for the Nevada Program. Mr. 
Baird will be onsite at our local Las Vegas business office and available to the State from 8:00 
am – 5:00 pm (PST) Monday – Friday and via cell phone afterhours.    


 
3.5.12.3 The Division shall be notified within seven business days of 


key staffing changes.  All change in key staff shall be 
preapproved by the State. The vendor shall establish a non-
residential business office within the State for which the 
vendor has contract responsibility.  The vendor shall 
maintain office hours from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM (local time) 
Monday-Friday except State holidays.  The purpose of the 
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business office is for the vendor to have a physical presence 
within the State for conducting business with Medicaid 
recipients and transportation providers.  Call center staffing 
may be located at this business office but shall be located 
within the State unless an out-of-state location is agreed to 
by the Division. 


The Division will be notified within 7 business days of all key staff changes. All changes in key 
staff will be prior-approved before any offer is extended. Access2Care will establish our local 
operations in Las Vegas, at 1200 S. Martin Luther King Boulevard. This office will be open 
from 8:00 am to 5:00 (PST) Monday – Friday except for state holidays. The local office will 
house the Business Manager, Clinical Case Manager and Network Coordinators. Access2Care 
is proposing that all call center activities (transportation scheduling) be conducted in our 
URAC-accredited call center located in Boise, Idaho. The Idaho operation is a center of 
excellence for Access2Care demonstrated by our recent URAC accreditation score of 100 out 
of 100 points.  An additional advantage to utilizing the Idaho call center is the ease of 
expansion in an existing center during a rapid implementation. The Idaho center can quickly 
expand with limited to no build-out of the existing space.  We already have the core 
infrastructure in place and simply need to add the workstations and staff. To further ensure 
high quality customer service and ease of implementation, we can utilize our veteran staff to 
lead and staff the CSR team for Nevada. 


3.5.12.4 Vendor shall provide an answering device for use during 
the periods any of the offices is closed to leave messages.  
The vendor shall have the capacity to send and receive 
facsimiles and e-mail at the central business office at all 
times.  The vendor shall provide an administrative 
telephone number that will enable Division staff to reach 
the Business Manager and key staff directly, without going 
through the scheduling staff.  The vendor shall have the 
capacity to reproduce documents as requested. 


The Nevada business office and the Idaho call center will house sufficient technical and 
material equipment and supplies to meet contract needs. This includes voice mail, electronic 
mail, and fax capabilities. Access2Care uses Syntellect Call Distribution application, which 
provides a robust voice mail system that logs the times messages are received and when they 
are retrieved. The caller, phone number, and details of the voice mail message also shall be 
included in the log. Call documentation will include the voice mail received date and the date 
retrieved. The call log will include the time and date of the initial voice mail and the system 
will record when a return call was made, and what action was taken. 


The call center will contain sufficient staff to answer the calls in a manner that will comply 
with all RFP requirements. Calls received outside the hours of call center operations will be 
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handled via the IVR system, which will contain both English and Spanish capabilities. The 
afterhours IVR will allow callers to leave a voice mail, which will be returned the following 
business morning; or to opt out to an on-call CSR for urgent requests or after-hours hospital 
discharges. DHCFP will have immediate access to the Business Manager via a direct office line 
and/or their mobile phone.  


3.5.12.5 All records pertaining to the contract shall be stored at the 
designated central business office approved by the Division 
and shall be readily available for review at the request of 
the Division or its authorized representatives.  Records shall 
be stored in an orderly and secure manner. Record 
retention may be kept electronically, but must also be 
available in hard copy if needed. These records shall be 
maintained during the course of the contract and for a 
period of five years thereafter unless an audit is in progress, 
in which case the records must be maintained for five (5) 
years after the conclusion of the audit.  The vendor’s 
Disaster Recovery Plan is to be explained in the proposal. 


All records pertaining to the contract will be stored, retained and available for review 
according to the terms of the RFP. The operations manual will include all record retention 
policies. A disaster recovery plan is in place to ensure business continuity in case of a 
catastrophic event. A copy of the plan is provided in Attachment E. The business continuity 
procedures cover all system services including the call center, scheduling and systems. 


 
3.5.13 Implementation Work Plan 


 
Vendor shall develop a thorough implementation work plan and 
implementation staffing plan sufficient to ensure service start-up within 
sixty (60) days of contract award.  Vendor must pass a thorough 
readiness review by Division or its designated agent 30 calendar days 
prior to service start date.   


Access2Care already completed the early stages of implementation following the previous 
intent to award. We have started customizing all of our manuals and policies and procedures 
based on the requirements within this RFP and the Medicaid Services Manual and related 
chapters.  Many of the activities listed below in our implementation overview are already 
complete or in progress. We are in a unique position of being able to most efficiently 
complete the entire implementation in 60 days.   


Transition and Operational Readiness Overview 
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The following narrative overview follows the progression of all proposed transition activities, 
in accordance with the RFP requirements and our best practices for NEMT implementation. 
Due to our extensive experience in medical transportation program management, we 
understand the tasks and activities required to transition a non-emergency transportation 
program to a new management model and will perform all necessary work to ensure 
operational readiness within sixty (60) days of contract award. 


• Project Start Up: Develop and submit a Transition Work Plan for Division approval 
within five (5) days of the Contract Effective Date. This plan will include a list of all pre-
implementation activities and schedule for completion. We will assemble the 
Implementation Team, establish a regular meeting schedule, and update the schedule 
as needed.  


o Begin Recurring Task: Weekly written status reports on the progress of tasks 
against the approved Transition Work Plan will be submitted weekly. 
Throughout the transition, we will inform the Division of delays or setbacks to 
the critical path or project timeline no later than close of business on the day 
that any such issue or problem is identified. 


• Project Implementation Management: The designated Implementation Specialist and 
Program Manager will oversee day-to-day and weekly development of the project’s 
status. Our Quality Manager will collaborate with the two leaders to ensure we build 
appropriate quality metrics and monitoring into the program during the 
implementation phase. 


o Begin Recurring Task: We will conduct weekly progress meetings with the 
Division initially from Nevada via phone conference and move to in-person 
meetings as the “go-live” date approaches.  


• Personnel Recruiting and Training: Our Human Resources Generalist will begin the 
recruiting process for unfilled positions and local staff. As much as possible, we will 
seek to employ qualified, local workers. We will ensure sufficient staff to meet 
customer service and quality standards. We will recruit qualified individuals with 
appropriate experience and conduct employment screenings to ensure high 
performance. Staff will receive sufficient training using Division-approved manuals 
and training materials to begin taking calls at least two (2) weeks before the “go-live” 
date.  


• Establish Call Center: We will prepare the Call Center facility in Idaho to accommodate 
the additional staff needed to conduct operations and finalize the ordering and 
installation of all hardware, software, office equipment, furniture, and fixtures. We 
will utilize veteran staff to oversee a smooth operational cutover. 


• Establish Technical Infrastructure: We will finalize the various hardware requirements 
for the operations center and review utilization data to prepare for potential 
modifications. We will obtain data associated with all existing recipients, and transfer 
previous activities from the previous NEMT broker. We will also establish a test 
environment and prepare a disaster recovery plan specifying hardware backup and 
how software and master files will be restored if management information systems 
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are disabled. The disaster recovery plan will include alternative methods for 
continuing all required services. 


• Expand Telecommunication Systems: We will define, acquire, and install needed 
telecommunication components and toll-free lines. We will seek the Division’s 
approval on all IVR scripts. We will test all phone lines, the Language Line, eligibility 
verification and test inbound and outbound exchange with the Division.  


• Customize Access2Care Software Modules: To ensure contract compliance from the 
very first call, Access2Care will enter the Division’s protocols into our A2C system. The 
Web-based system supports demonstrations, prototyping, and modification, allowing 
us to make all necessary changes and completely test the system prior to conducting 
staff training. Customizations to the A2C system will include recipient eligibility 
verification, business rules, prior approval processes, trip assignment, complaint 
resolution and tracking, and reports modules. We will work with the Division to 
establish all project control and reporting systems and obtain Division approval. We 
will test each application to ensure full functionality.  


• Customize Policies and Procedures: Written policies and procedures govern our entire 
operation. Upon finalizing the system and operations, we will update all written plans, 
processes, and manuals. We will submit all written policies and procedures to the 
Division prior to use or distribution. This will include the Policies and Procedures 
manual as well as operational plans such as Complaint Resolution and Tracking, 
System and Data Security, Quality Assurance Plan, Disaster Recovery Plan, Transition 
Plan, Claims Review, and any other identified requirements.  


• Develop Communication and Written Materials: We will develop and submit to the 
Division for approval all communication and written materials including denial letters, 
brochures, and any other recipient correspondence requested. We will develop a 
distribution plan in collaboration with the Division. We will also prepare all forms, 
notices, documents, training manuals and training evaluation protocols that will be 
used for the program and obtain Division approval prior to use. 


• Prior Authorization and Claims Review Processes: We will establish processes and 
procedures for review of driver manifests and claims documentation to ensure 
accuracy of payment authorization. We will work with the Division and its designee to 
establish efficient and Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)-
compliant processes.  


• Conduct Operational Readiness Review: The Quality Manager will prepare an 
extensive readiness review and develop a comprehensive checklist for approval by the 
Division. Once finalized and approved, we will conduct a formal Operational Readiness 
Review with the Division, demonstrating that all functional areas are ready, and that 
we have completed the Transition Activities. The Division will have final approval of all 
readiness review activities. As part of the Readiness Review, we will submit a report 
template for each report to the Division for review and approval. 


• Operational Cutover: Upon successful completion of the readiness review, Access2Care 
will request the Division’s authorization to commence services, including taking live 
calls, prior to the actual cutover date. This has proven to be an exceptionally helpful 
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strategy in recent Access2Care implementations. We will transition the entire 
program’s operation to Access2Care at the Division’s direction.  


As needed, Access2Care will modify the proposed Transition Plan to meet the Division’s 
requirements, recommendations, and timetable.  


3.5.14 Medicaid Policy Manual 
 


Vendors may obtain a copy of the Medicaid Services Manual Chapter 
1900: Transportation Services and Chapter 100: Medicaid Program by 
logging onto the Division’s internet website at, www.dhcfp.state.nv.us. 


During our preliminary implementation activity we have thoroughly reviewed the Medicaid 
Service Manual and have a solid understanding of the impact on the NET program. We 
understand that lower levels of ground transportation may be authorized without 
intervention from the Medicaid District Office, but for higher modes of transportation we 
must consult with the Medicaid District Office for pre-authorization. We also identified that 
Indian Health Services, while largely independent from the NET program, will require claims 
payment services.  We are currently creating a process to handle these types of 
transportation post authorizations. Our thorough understanding of the challenges and 
opportunities in Nevada’s NET program helps mitigate risk and provides the most efficient 
implementation process for the State. 


  


3.6 NETWORK 
 


3.6.1 Recruit and maintain an adequate transportation provider network 
 


The vendor must maintain a network of appropriate providers that is 
supported by written agreements and is sufficient to provide adequate 
access to all non-emergency transportation services covered under the 
contract.   


In establishing and maintaining the network, the vendor must: 


3.6.1.1 Consider the following: 


• The expected utilization of services, taking into 
consideration the characteristics and health care needs of 
specific Medicaid populations represented in the contract; 


• The number and types of non-emergency transportation 
providers required to furnish the contracted services; and 



http://www.dhcfp.state.nv.us/
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• The geographic location of providers and recipients and 
whether the non-emergency transportation provider can 
provide physical access for recipients with disabilities.  


During implementation and throughout the life of the contract, Access2Care monitors the 
resources in a given area for adequacy in number and service scope. The initial demand 
analysis and System Status Management (SSM) plan for the program service area uses the 
current available data to determine the number of vehicles required in each area and the 
optimum size of the network. Following the implementation of the contract, our analysts will 
use actual trip data to refine the SSM plan and the network configuration to ensure that 
adequate resources are available to meet both peak and continuous demand transport 
volume. Access2Care will also conduct a demand analysis from trip data for a 20-week period 
segregated by geographic area, type (level) of transport for each day of the week and each 
hour of the day. This complete demand analysis allows Access2Care to determine the number 
of vehicles, by vehicle type, that are needed in each geographic area throughout any given 
day. 


Access2Care has successfully integrated minority and women-owned businesses into our 
transportation provider networks. In some states up to 80% of all transportation providers 
are minority and women-owned. 


3.6.1.2 Meet and require its providers to meet State standards for 
timely access to care and services, taking into account the 
urgency of the need for services; 


Access2Care agrees to comply with these standards in establishing and maintaining the 
provider network. Access2Care encourages our transportation providers to use GPS 
technology that has reporting capabilities. This type of system removes the doubt when 
recipients say a provider was late and the provider says the recipient was a no show. 
Access2Care can access the logs of where the driver/vehicles were at any given time. 


 


3.6.1.3    Establish mechanisms to ensure compliance by providers; 


Access2Care conducts re-credentialing annually to ensure all transportation providers 
continue to meet the requirements of the program.  


 


3.6.1.4     Monitor providers regularly to determine compliance; 


We utilize a number of methods to monitor compliance including:  


• On-street observations 
• Accident/incident reporting 
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• Statistical reporting of trips 
• On-Time performance measures 
• Ride-Time performance measures 
• A detailed analysis of complaints 
• Driver licensure, driving record, experience and training compliance 
• Compliance with vehicle requirements 
• Member safety, assistance and courtesy 
• Completion of driver logs 
• Driver communication with dispatcher 
• Routine vehicle inspections, maintenance, emergency equipment and breakdowns 
• A detailed analysis of ‘re-routed’ trips 
• Detailed analysis of cancelled trips 


3.6.1.5    Take corrective action if there is a failure to comply by 
network providers; and, 


Access2Care develops a corrective action plan when we identify issues or opportunities for 
improvement in care, safety or compliance. The Business Manager will be responsible for 
designing and approving corrective action required to resolve identified quality-related issues. 


3.6.1.6     Participate in state and federal efforts to promote the delivery 
of services in a culturally competent manner to all recipients, 
including those with limited English proficiency and diverse 
cultural and ethnic backgrounds.   


Access2Care will participate in state and federal efforts to promote the delivery of services in 
a culturally competent manner to all recipients, including those with limited English 
proficiency and diverse cultural and ethnic backgrounds.  Meeting the language needs of the 
people we serve improves customer satisfaction and is a demonstration of our cultural 
competency. To ensure we meet the communication needs of the recipients we serve, 
whether a recipient has limited English proficiency or is hearing or speech impaired, 
Access2Care recruits, hires, and retains call center staff and drivers with diverse language 
skills. 


 


3.6.1.7 Recruit and maintain an adequate network of transportation 
providers.  The vendor shall use this network of providers to 
deliver NET transportation services to Medicaid recipients in 
the State.  The vendor shall have sufficient capacity available 
through subcontract agreements with transportation 
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providers and other arrangements (i.e., such as public bus and 
train service, free services or reduced cost services, volunteers 
or gas reimbursement) to meet all of the non-emergency 
transportation needs of the Medicaid recipients in the State.  
Access to transportation services shall be at least comparable 
to transportation resources available in the general public.  
Capacity shall include private vehicles, non-emergency 
ambulance and air, wheelchair vans, public transportation 
including bus services, and taxicabs.  


Access2Care will recruit and maintain an adequate network of transportation providers to 
deliver NET transportation services to Medicaid recipients in the state. We have provided 
detail about our recruitment and adequacy of contracted commercial transportation 
providers in 3.6.1, above. We will also work with public transit, free and reduced cost services, 
and community agencies to meet all of the non-emergency transportation needs of the 
Medicaid recipients in the State.  We will ensure our network is diverse and includes private 
vehicles, non-emergency ambulance and air, wheelchair vans, and public transportation 
including bus, rail, and taxicabs. Access2Care consistently provides a standardized level of 
quality service from a diverse group of transportation providers of varied size and scope 
including, but not limited to, the following: 


• Recipient’s personal vehicle 
• Volunteer drivers 
• Public transportation bus service 
• Ambulatory vehicle (Sedans, taxi) 
• Wheelchair van 
• Stretcher 
• Non-emergency ambulance services 
• Rail, air, and other forms of public and private conveyance 


Access2Care will also conduct a demand analysis from trip data for a 20-week period 
segregated by geographic area, type (level) of transport for each day of the week and each 
hour of the day. This complete demand analysis allows Access2Care to determine the number 
of vehicles, by vehicle type, that are needed in each geographic area throughout any given 
day. Based upon the utilization data provided, we have provided a preliminary assessment to 
determine the size and scope of the Nevada NET provider network in Table 7 on the next 
page.
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Access2Care NET Network Assessment 


County Estimated 
Total Trips 


Estimated 
Ambu-
latory 
Trips 


Estimated 
Ambu-
latory 


Vehicles 


Estimated 
W/C  
Trips 


Estimated 
W/C  


Vehicles 


Estimated 
Stretcher  


Trips 


Estimated 
Stretcher  
Vehicles 


Estimated 
ALS/BLS 


Trips 


Estimated 
ALS/BLS 
Vehicles 


Estimated 
Total 


Vehicles 


Carson   836  730 3 99 1 6 1 2 1 6 


Churchill  284  248 1 34 0 2 1 1 1 3 


Clark 42,078  36,730 150 4,978 36 295 5 76 1 192 


Douglas 295  258 1 35 1 2 1 1 1 4 


Elko 344  300 1 41 1 2 1 1 1 4 


Esmeralda 17  15 1 2 1 0 1 0 1 4 


Eureka 2  2 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 4 


Humboldt 81  71 1 10 1 1 1 0 1 4 


Lander 98  86 1 12 1 1 1 0 1 4 


Lincoln 74  65 1 9 1 1 1 0 1 4 


Lyon 1,356  1,184 5 160 1 9 1 2 1 8 


Mineral 116  101 1 14 1 1 1 0 1 4 


Nye 715  624 3 85 1 5 1 1 1 5 


Pershing 100  87 1 12 1 1 1 0 1 4 


Storey 7  6 1 1 1 0 1 0 1 4 


Washoe 6,091  5,317 22 721 5 43 1 11 1 29 


White Pine 124  108 1 15 1 1 1 0 1 4 


Totals 52,618  45,930  195  6,225  54  368  21  95  17  287  
Table 6:  Vehicle Analysis by County 
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3.6.1.8 The vendor shall not discriminate for the participation, 


reimbursement, or indemnification of any provider who is acting 
within the scope of his/her license or certification under applicable 
State or Local law, solely on the basis of that license or 
certification.  If the vendor declines to include an individual or 
groups of providers in its network, it must give the effected 
network provider(s) written notice of the reason for its decision. 42 
CFR 438.12 (a) may not be construed to require the vendor to 
contract with providers beyond the number necessary to meet the 
needs of its recipients; or, preclude the vendor from using 
different reimbursement amounts for different specialties or for 
different practitioners in the same specialty; or, preclude the 
vendor from establishing measures that are designed to maintain 
quality of services and control costs and are consistent with its 
responsibilities to recipients. 


Access2Care has a long-standing policy against discrimination. This information is included and 
covered in our orientation of newly hired employees and new transportation provider training. 
Access2Care agrees to operate the network according to the requirements above.  


 


3.6.1.9 Provide to the State supporting documentation, in a format 
specified by the State that demonstrates it has the capacity to 
serve the expected enrollment in its service area in accordance 
with the State’s standards for access to care.  Access to care is a 
recipient's ability to obtain transportation to medical care.    The 
Vendor must give assurances to the State and provide supporting 
documentation that demonstrates that it has the capacity to serve 
the expected enrollment and maintains a network of providers 
that is sufficient in number, mix, and geographic distribution to 
meet the needs of the anticipated number of enrollees in the 
service area in a timely manner as defined in this RFP. Such 
documentation must demonstrate that the vendor offers an 
appropriate range of non-emergency transportation services and 
maintains a network of providers that is sufficient in number, mix, 
and geographic distribution to meet the needs of the anticipated 
number of recipients in the service area.   The vendor must submit 
such documentation at the time it enters into a contract with the 
State and at anytime thereafter when there has been a significant 
change, as defined by the State, in the vendor’s operations that 
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would affect adequate capacity and services.  A significant change 
includes but may not be limited to:  changes in the vendor’s 
services, benefits, geographic service area or payments, 
enrollment of a new population in the network, or a change in 
ownership of the vendor. Supporting documentation and 
formatting will be discussed upon acceptance of contract. 


Access2Care agrees to provide documentation according to the requirements above. 


 
3.6.1.10  Ensure transportation to Medicaid covered services shall be 


available to eligible recipients throughout the State. The vendor 
shall ensure the provision of service delivery to meet the needs of 
recipients under the provisions of this contract and the Medicaid 
Services Manual Chapter 1900.  Whenever possible, the vendor 
shall establish subcontracts with existing Medicaid enrolled non-
emergency transportation providers in the State.  The vendor shall 
provide services through subcontracts with public, not-for-profit, 
and for-profit organizations, and individual qualified operators. 


Our NET brokerage work in other states of similar size and scope demonstrates our ability to meet 
all state requirements and to meet the transportation services of recipients in all parts of Nevada. 
Existing private commercial transportation providers, as well as other public, private, for-profit 
and not-for-profit organizations will be contacted and vetted for inclusion in our network. 
Access2Care proactively recruits minority and women-owned businesses into our transportation 
provider networks. In some states up to 80% of all transportation providers are minority and 
women-owned. 


3.6.1.11 The vendor shall develop resources for the transportation of 
recipients who do not meet the criteria for emergency or specialty 
care transportation. Scheduled Emergencies who do not need 
additional monitoring or medically necessary services are a 
covered NET service. Scheduled Emergencies who need additional 
escorts, additional monitoring or medically necessary services are 
defined as an emergency transport and does not require a prior 
authorization. 


Access2Care understands that Scheduled Emergencies not requiring additional monitoring or 
medically necessary services are a covered NET service. The Nevada Clinical Case Manager will 
handle all special transportation including scheduled emergency transportation. 


3.6.1.11.1  Vendor shall be responsible for all transportation that is 
not an emergency or specialty care transportation, but 
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requiring additional escorts.  Additional escorts must 
be approved by DHCFP. 


Access2Care will be responsible for transportation requiring escorts according to the DHCFP’s 
requirements. 


3.6.1.11.2 The vendor and its network providers must have in 
place and follow written policies and procedures for 
processing requests for initial and continuing 
authorizations of service for transportation requiring 
additional escorts or services. The vendor must have in 
effect mechanisms to ensure consistent application of 
review criteria for authorization decisions and consult 
with the requesting provider when appropriate. 


Access2Care will utilize written policies and procedures for processing requests for initial and 
continuing authorizations of service for transportation requiring additional escorts or services. Our 
A2C system will be programmed with state guidelines and business rules to ensure consistent 
application of review criteria for authorization decisions. When appropriate, we will consult with 
the requesting provider to verify medical necessity and additional information. 
 


3.6.1.11.3 The vendor shall utilize a method to schedule 
transportation services requiring additional escorts or 
services, once the services are authorized and shall 
ensure that trip assignment activities are performed 
efficiently.  The scheduling method shall be capable of 
accommodating advanced reservations, subscription 
service, and requests for urgent service. Vendor shall 
also make an assessment of the recipient’s need for 
transportation. 


All transportation requests are received through the customer service center and follow the same 
basic process regardless of the type of trip. The highly-configurable A2C system contains a rules-
based engine and contract management system programmed with the Division’s program 
protocols and covered services. The contract management system defines the specific reasons a 
trip can be authorized, while the business rules engine manages exceptions or special protocols 
and assigns the most appropriate mode of transportation. 


 
3.6.1.12  Ensure that non-English speaking recipients can access 


transportation services.  Where language barriers exist, the vendor 
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must assure communication for the recipient by providing oral 
interpretation services.  The vendor must also develop appropriate 
alternative methods for communicating with visually and hearing-
impaired recipients, and accommodating physically disabled 
recipients in accordance with the requirements of the Americans 
with Disabilities Act of 1990.  


 
We recruit, hire, and retain call center staff and drivers with diverse language and communication 
skills to meet the communication needs of the recipients we serve; whether a recipient has limited 
English proficiency or is vision, hearing or speech impaired. We process calls for hearing or speech 
impaired callers through Teletype (TTY) and Telecommunications Devices for the Deaf (TDD) 
services. We provide access to the Language Line to support our multi-lingual staff and use tele-
interpreters when needed. In addition to meeting the language needs of Nevada, Access2Care is 
also sensitive to cultural needs. We assess when a unique cultural consideration should be 
measured when assigning transportation providers to ensure sensitivity to particular traditions or 
customs. We provide training to our staff and modify our processes to meet the needs of a 
particular group without compromising our recipients’ or CMS regulations. All of our services are 
designed to accommodate the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. 


3.6.1.13 The vendor is prohibited from contracting with providers who have 
been determined to have committed fraud or abuse by the Medicaid 
program.  The Division will provide the vendor with a list of currently 
enrolled ambulance companies and those transportation providers 
terminated by the State. 


Access2Care will not contract with providers who have been determined to have committed fraud 
or abuse by the Medicaid program.   


 
3.6.1.14   The vendor is prohibited from contracting with providers who 


presently are on the list of debarred individuals by the Office of the 
Inspector General (OIG), or could be, debarred, suspended, 
proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, voluntarily excluded 
from participation in this transaction by any federal department or 
agency. 


Access2Care will not contract with providers who are, or could be on a list of debarred individuals 
or excluded companies.   


 
3.6.1.15 The vendor is prohibited from (1) being an owner, in full or in part, of 


any organization participating as a transportation provider in the 
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Medicaid program, or (2) having an equity interest in or being 
involved in the management of the organization or entity.   This 
prohibition applies as well to family members of vendor owners and 
managers, as well as to any administrative or management services 
subcontractors of vendor on this project.  


 Access2Care has read and understands the above requirement.  In previous negotiations with the 
State of Nevada it was determined that Access2Care was in compliance with statute 42 CFR 
440.170(a)(4)(ii) and is not prohibited from providing NET services. 
 


3.6.1.15.1 The broker shall advise DHCFP in writing of all financial 
relationship and transactions between itself and a NET 
provider (for instance, loans, grants, etc.), specifying the 
nature of the relationship and the terms and conditions 
governing it. Such relationships and transactions are not 
permitted without written approval of the DHCFP 
administrator. 


Access2Care has read and understands the above requirement. During our previous negotiations 
our relationship with our parent company AMR was approved by CMS and there was no concern 
about conflicts of interest.   


3.6.1.16 All subcontracts for the provision of transportation services shall 
specify the following minimum requirements: 


• responsibilities of the vendor and subcontracted transportation 
provider; 


• scope of services required from the transportation provider; 
• insurance requirements; 
• how the services, activities, and tasks to be performed by the 


transportation provider will be carried out; 
• pickup and delivery requirements; 
• driver and vehicle requirements; 
• training and orientation requirements for transportation 


providers and  drivers;  
• procedures the vendor will employ to monitor the 


transportation  provider and how non-compliance will be 
addressed by the vendor; 


• contract effective date and duration, termination, and renewal 
options; 


• reporting requirements of the transportation providers and 
expectations regarding driver logs; 
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• financial terms of the agreement including billing schedules 
and terms of payment for the various modes; 


• provider dispute procedures; 
• staff, vehicle, and equipment requirements and service 


standards necessary to carry out the range of services covered; 
• confidentiality relating to recipient data; and 
• agreement by the transportation provider to be bound by the 


mandatory terms and conditions of the vendor contract.  
Provider Service Agreements (subcontracts for the provision of transportation services) will specify 
the minimum requirements listed above. We have provided a sample Nevada Provider Service 
Agreement as Attachment B. During implementation we will meet with your program or legal 
staff as necessary to ensure we have incorporated all necessary requirements into the model 
agreement (3.6.1.16). 


3.6.1.17  The vendor shall require the transportation provider drivers to 
maintain a daily paper or electronic log, containing, at a minimum, 
the following information: 
• Date; 
• Driver’s name; 
• Driver’s signature (or authenticated log-in ID); 
• Vehicle ID number(s); 
• Transportation provider name and number; 
• Actual start time (from base station) in military time; 
• Each authorized recipient with actual pick up time (in military 


time); 
• Actual pick-up location; 
• No-show indicator; 
• Each actual drop off time (military time) for authorized 


recipient; 
• Actual drop-off location; 
• Authenticating recipient signature or ID card swipe; 
• Actual number of companions, per trip; 
• Actual return time (to base station) in military time; 
• Odometer mileage at each pickup and drop-off; 
• Authorized stamp and signature of transportation provider; 


and 
• Other pertinent information regarding completion of the trips. 


 
Access2Care will require the transportation provider drivers to maintain a daily paper or electronic 
log, containing, at a minimum, the information listed above. These logs are required to be 
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submitted to Access2Care upon request. In order to have a clean claim the transportation provider 
is required to upload this information into our web portal.   


3.6.1.18 Subcontracts 


The vendor must maintain oversight and is responsible for any 
functions and responsibilities it delegates to any subcontracted 
provider, (This applies to companies subcontracted as dedicated 
transportation providers. It does not apply to volunteer drivers, public 
transportation, persons receiving gas reimbursement or taxi cabs.) 
including: 


3.6.1.18.1 All subcontracts must fulfill the requirements of 42 CFR 
Part 438 that are appropriate to the services or activity 
delegated under the subcontract; 


3.6.1.18.2 The vendor must evaluate each prospective 
subcontractor’s ability to perform any activities to be 
delegated; 


3.6.1.18.3 The vendor must have a written agreement between the 
vendor and the subcontractor which specifies the 
activities and responsibilities delegated to the 
subcontractor and provides for revoking delegation or 
imposing other sanctions if the subcontractor’s 
performance is inadequate; 


3.6.1.18.4 The vendor must monitor the subcontractor’s 
performance on an ongoing basis and subject to formal 
review according to a periodic schedule established by 
the Division, consistent with industry standards or state 
laws and regulations; 


The vendor must identify deficiencies or areas for 
improvement and must take, and require its 
subcontractor to take, corrective action. All subcontract 
forms must be approved by DHCFP. 


Access2Care agrees to maintain oversight and responsibility for any functions and responsibilities 
it delegates to any subcontracted provider including compliance with all of the items in 3.6.1.18.1 
– 3.6.1.18.4. Our monitoring plan for transportation providers is detailed in Section 3.5.8. 
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3.6.1.19  Non-Discrimination 
Pursuant to 42 CFR 438.214(c), the Contractor must develop policies 
and procedures which strictly prohibit discrimination against 
particular providers that serve high-risk populations or specialize in 
conditions that require costly treatment. 


Access2Care has and will ensure that policies and procedures are in place to protect providers 
serving high-risk or conditions requiring costly treatment from discrimination. 


 


3.6.2  Ensure compliance with driver and vehicle requirements 
 


These requirements shall be included in all subcontractor agreements with 
transportation providers.  The vendor may establish additional requirements 
on vehicles including wheel chair vans and ambulances and drivers that are 
subject to prior approval from Division.  The vendor shall ensure that the 
providers of wheelchair vans and ambulance providers adhere to these 
requirements as well any other applicable Federal and State requirements. 


Access2Care will comply with all driver and vehicle requirements and will include the requirements 
in the Provider Service Agreements. 


 


3.6.2.1 Requirements for Drivers 
The vendor shall ensure that all drivers of vehicles transporting 
Medicaid program recipients meet the following requirements: 


 


3.6.2.1.1 All drivers, at all times during their employment, shall be 
at least 18 years of age and have a current valid driver’s 
license from the State of Nevada to operate the 
transportation vehicle to which they are assigned and shall 
be competent in their driver habits. 


3.6.2.1.2 Drivers shall have no more than one chargeable accident 
and/or two moving violations in the last three years.  
Drivers shall not have had their driver’s license, 
commercial or other, suspended or revoked in the 
previous five years.   Drivers shall not have any prior 
convictions for sexual abuse or crime of violence.  
Approval of any driver who has been convicted of a felony 
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shall be obtained from Division before employment by the 
vendor. 


3.6.2.1.3 All drivers shall be courteous, patient and helpful to all 
passengers and drivers shall be neat and clean in 
appearance. 


 
3.6.2.1.4 No driver or attendant shall use alcohol, narcotics, medical 


marijuana, illegal drugs or drugs that impair ability to 
perform while on duty and no driver shall abuse alcohol or 
drugs at any time. The transportation provider shall not 
use drivers who are known abusers of alcohol or known 
consumers of narcotics or drugs/medications that would 
endanger the safety of recipients, whether those drugs are 
legally prescribed or not. 


3.6.2.1.5 All drivers and attendants shall wear or have visible, easily 
readable proper organization identification. 


3.6.2.1.6 At no time shall drivers or attendants smoke while in the 
vehicle, while involved in recipient assistance, or in the 
presence of any recipient. 


3.6.2.1.7 Drivers shall not wear any type of headphones or use cell 
phones, except for dispatch purposes, at any time while on 
duty.  


3.6.2.1.8 Drivers shall not use cell phones while operating vehicles. 
3.6.2.1.9 Drivers shall assist passengers in the process of being 


seated and confirm that all seat belts are fastened properly 
and wheelchairs and wheelchair passengers are properly 
secured. 


3.6.2.1.10 Drivers shall provide necessary assistance, support, and oral 
directions to passengers. Such assistance shall include 
assistance with recipients of limited mobility, and 
movement and storage of mobility aids and wheelchairs. 


3.6.2.1.11 Vendor shall provide, or ensure that its subcontractors 
provide, classroom and behind-the-wheel training for all 
drivers within thirty (30) days of beginning service under 
this agreement.  Driver training shall, at a minimum, include 
defensive driving techniques, wheelchair securement and 
lift operation, cultural and disability sensitivity training, 
passenger assistance techniques, first aid, and general 
customer service. 


Access2Care understands and agrees to all driver requirements. Transportation providers will be 
educated to the requirements of all drivers in their service agreement. Before any transportation 
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provider can be included in our network they must meet all minimum requirements. See 
Attachment B for a draft of the Nevada Service Agreement including driver requirements. We 
currently have a national network of over 600 transportation providers, each with a fleet of 
vehicles and drivers. Our compliance systems for driver qualifications are proven to ensure safe 
and appropriately qualified drivers. 


3.6.2.2 Requirements for Provider Vehicles 
The vendor shall ensure that all transportation providers maintain all vehicles 
adequately to meet the requirements of this RFP and resultant contract.  
Vehicles and all components shall comply with or exceed State, Federal, and 
manufacturer’s safety and mechanical operating and maintenance standards 
for the vehicles.  Vehicles shall comply with the Americans with Disabilities 
Act (ADA) regulations.  
All vehicles shall meet the following requirements: 
• The transportation provider shall provide and use a two-way 


communication system linking all vehicles used in delivering the services 
under this contract with the transportation provider’s major place of 
business. Pagers are not an acceptable substitute. 


• All vehicles shall be equipped with adequate heating and air-conditioning. 
• All vehicles shall have functioning, clean and accessible seat belts for 


each passenger seat position pursuant to NRS 484.641.  Each vehicle shall 
utilize child safety seats when transporting children under age six (6). 
Child safety seats shall meet standards and be used in a manner 
prescribed in NRS 484.474 


• All vehicles shall have a functioning speedometer and odometer. 
• All vehicles shall have two exterior rear view mirrors, one on each side of 


the vehicle. 
• All vehicles shall be equipped with an interior mirror for monitoring the 


passenger compartment. 
• The interior and exterior of the vehicle shall be clean and the exterior 


free of broken mirrors or windows, excessive grime, major dents or paint 
damage that detract from the overall appearance of the vehicles. 


• The vehicle shall have passenger compartments that are clean, free from 
torn upholstery or floor or ceiling covering, damaged or broken seats, 
protruding sharp edges and shall also be free of dirt, oil, grease or litter. 


• All vehicles shall have the transportation provider’s name, vehicle 
number, and the vendor’s toll free and local phone number prominently 
placed within the interior of each vehicle.  This information and the 
complaint procedures shall be available in written form in each vehicle 
for distribution to recipients on request. 
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• Smoking is prohibited in all vehicles while transporting Medicaid program 
recipients. All vehicles shall have the following signs posted in all vehicle 
interiors, easily visible to the passengers: 
“NO SMOKING” 
“ALL PASSENGERS MUST USE SEAT BELTS” 


• All vehicles shall include a vehicle information packet containing vehicle 
registration, insurance card and accident procedures and forms. 


• All vehicles shall be provided with a fully equipped first aid kit. 
• Each vehicle shall contain a current map of the applicable State(s) with 


sufficient detail to locate recipients and medical providers. 
• In compliance with NAC 706.191, all vehicles shall have a minimum of 


$1,500,000 combined single limit insurance coverage for vehicles at all 
times during the contract period. 


• Any vehicle or driver found out of compliance with this RFP, resultant 
contract Requirements, or any State or Federal regulations shall be 
removed from service immediately until the vendor verifies correction of 
deficiencies. Any deficiencies and actions taken shall be documented and 
become a part of the vehicle’s and the driver’s permanent records. 


• The vendor shall develop and implement an annual inspection process in 
addition to the applicable State vehicle inspection requirements to verify 
that vehicles used by transportation subcontracted providers meet the 
above requirements and that safety and passenger comfort features are 
in good working order (e.g., brakes, tire, tread, signals, horn, seat belts, 
air conditioning/heating, etc.). Prior to execution of this Contract and the 
service agreement between the vendor and each transportation provider, 
the vendor shall complete an initial inspection of all the transportation 
provider’s vehicles. Records of all inspections shall be maintained.   


• All vehicles must carry at all times a copy of the Letter of Exemption 
issued by DHCFP to the vendor certifying that the vehicle is exempt from 
the need to obtain a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity 
pursuant to NRS 706.158 and NRS 706.745. 
 


Access2Care understands and agrees to all vehicle requirements. Transportation providers will be 
educated to the requirements of all vehicles in their Service Agreement. Before any transportation 
provider can be included in our network they must meet all minimum requirements. See 
Attachment B for a draft of the Nevada Service Agreement including vehicle requirements.  We 
perform 100% vehicle inspections prior to contract go live and continue ongoing support to ensure 
this compliance. 


3.6.3 The NET broker shall ensure adequate oversight of subcontracted 
transportation providers and ensure that providers comply with all applicable 
Local, State and Federal laws, regulations and permit requirements. This duty 
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includes, but is not limited to verification that each provider maintains at all 
times: 
3.6.3.1 Insurance which complies with the standards at 49 C.F.R. 387 


subpart B, N.A.C. §706.191(1-3), and which provide for notice of the 
status of the policy to the Administrator of Nevada Medicaid upon 
expiration, termination, or at any time requested by the 
Administrator; 


3.6.3.2 An alcohol and substance abuse testing program which complies 
with standards at 49 C.F.R. Part 382; 


3.6.3.3 Criminal background checks conducted periodically that assure       
criteria at MSM §103.12A are met; 


3.6.3.4 Signage on all vehicles identifying those operating under any 
exemption from Nevada Transportation Authority (NTA) regulation; 


3.6.3.5 Documentation in each vehicle of any exemption from NTA 
regulation; 


3.6.3.6 Current provider agreements with Nevada Medicaid. 
 


Access2Care understands and agrees to all subcontracted transportation provider requirements.  
Transportation providers will be educated to the requirements of all drivers and vehicles in their 
Service Agreement and will be offered ongoing education opportunities via classroom, website 
and written materials.  


As a contracted agent of the Director of the Department of Health and Human 
Services (DHHS), subject to the requirements of NRS § 422.2705 and NRS § 
706.745. The NET broker may utilize the services of motor carriers that are 
exempt from certain certification requirements of the NTA of the Department 
of Business and Industry. Prior to exercising this option, the NET broker shall, 
with the assistance of the NTA, establish and utilize an inspection program 
designed to ensure that vehicles used by these motor carriers, and their 
operations, are safe. The NET broker shall also require these same motor 
carriers to submit proof of a liability insurance policy, certificate of insurance 
or surety which is substantially equivalent in form and is in the same amount 
or in a greater amount than the policy, certificate or surety required by the 
Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) pursuant to NRS 706.291 for a similar 
situated motor carrier. The NET broker shall certify the transportation 
providers meet insurance requirements, vehicle safety standards, and driver 
background and drug tests cited in this chapter before a letter of exemption 
will be issued by DHCFP for that transportation provider. 
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Access2Care will ensure and verify that each provider maintains the required items listed above at 
all times. Access2Care will obtain an inventory of vehicles from each transportation provider to 
create an inventory in our system of every provider vehicle. We will use this inventory to manage 
our initial and ongoing review of transportation provider-vehicle documents and inspections. We 
will obtain copies of appropriate vehicle records, including registrations, insurance and annual 
inspections and will develop a process to maintain all the vehicle files. We will review each 
document to ensure that the record is current and meets DHCFP and state requirements. Our 
system will maintain tracking dates on all vehicle records and produce tickler reports to remind 
Access2Care and the transportation provider when it is time to renew specific licenses, insurance, 
and so on.  


As part of our records review, we will review the maintenance records for each vehicle. We will 
verify that records are kept and that current scheduled routine maintenance is performed. We will 
periodically audit provider maintenance records as part of our overall audit process of 
transportation providers. We can and will provide transportation providers with appropriate 
maintenance record keeping forms, files and processes and ensure they are used. 


Access2Care will provide an initial inspection of each vehicle to certify that it is safe and 
acceptable for transporting recipients. We will document any deficiencies noted during the 
inspection and provide a copy of the inspection form to the transportation provider with a 
timetable for correcting any deficiencies. We will update our system with a pass/fail flag for each 
vehicle. We will not schedule any failed vehicles for trips. Our system will produce exception 
reports of failed vehicles for follow-up by our Network Coordinators.  


 


3.6.4 Volunteer Drivers 


The vendor is encouraged to use recipient vouchers and/or volunteer 
programs to provide the most cost efficient transportation service to the 
recipient if such transportation is appropriate to meet the needs of the 
recipient.  The vendor shall have procedures in place to verify and document 
vehicles and drivers used in reimbursement and volunteer programs that 
comply with appropriate State operating requirements, driver’s licensure, 
vehicle registration and insurance coverage.  The vendor shall obtain prior 
Division approval for the reimbursement method and schedule for recipient 
vouchers and/or mileage reimbursement. 


Volunteer driver programs have great service characteristics such as supportive assistance, low 
cost services, the ability to cross jurisdictions and travel to multiple destinations and hard-to-serve 
areas, and customer-oriented service. Sponsors of volunteer driver programs include public transit 
agencies, paratransit services, community transit services, hospitals and health centers, aging and 
social services, volunteer and fellowship groups, churches and interfaith groups.  
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Access2Care will work with local agencies, individuals, and faith-based organizations to provide 
transportation services utilizing volunteer drivers using their personal vehicles or vehicles supplied 
by a provider organization. We will verify and reimburse mileage, parking, tolls and gas vouchers 
at Division-approved rates and amounts. We collect a copy of each volunteer driver’s valid license 
and proof of appropriate insurance and vehicle registration for the vehicle used. In addition, all 
volunteer drivers must submit to criminal and child abuse background checks before transporting 
passengers on behalf of Access2Care and the Division. Access2Care will obtain prior Division 
approval for the reimbursement method and schedule for recipient vouchers and/or mileage 
reimbursement. 


 


3.7 FISCAL REQUIRMENTS  
3.7.1 Provide reimbursement for transportation services 


Access2Care considers the reimbursement of our transportation providers to be as important as 
our internal payroll. We provide timely payment to each network transportation provider based 
on the authorized services rendered. It is important to note that our financial strength gives us the 
ability to maintain timely payments, regardless of when we receive monthly payment from the 
state. This is particularly important during the critical transition phase when some brokers may 
have trouble funding the start-up costs associated with projects of this size. We’ve learned 
through our experience that a fair and efficient claims payment process is essential to provider 
relations; as such, through our community outreach programs, we solicited provider feedback and 
developed a fair and mutually-agreed upon process. We have implemented a transportation 
network provider reimbursement program that surpasses industry and contractual standards for 
timeliness. Under our management, transportation providers often receive payment in less than 
21 days through a simple, web-based process. 


Our reimbursement process will comply with requirements set forth in this RFP, including 3.7.1.1 – 
3.7.1.5 below: 


 
3.7.1.1 The vendor may negotiate individual service delivery rates through 


competitive bidding or utilize other strategies to ensure the least 
costly and most appropriate transportation services are provided.  
The vendor shall provide reasonable reimbursement of 
subcontracted transportation providers to ensure adequate 
transportation service capacity and accessibility to meet the 
transportation needs of Medicaid program recipients within the 
timeframes and standards specified in this RFP.   


During recruiting activities Access2Care negotiates rates with transportation providers. Because of 
our fair treatment of transportation providers, including our quick payment schedule, ability to 
electronically assign trips and the fact that we do not apply penalties to our network, they are 
more willing to negotiate fair rates.   
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3.7.1.2 Vendor shall provide timely payment to each contracted 


transportation provider based on the authorized services rendered. 
Full payment of all authorized trips shall be made to the 
transportation provider within forty-five (45) calendar days of 
receipt of a valid invoice.  The vendor’s payment procedures shall 
ensure that transportation provider claims for reimbursement match 
verification of authorized trips.  These procedures shall include one 
hundred percent (100%) verification of appointments with medical 
providers on recipient mileage reimbursement and when otherwise 
appropriate.  The vendor shall validate that all transportation 
services paid for under this RFP are properly authorized and actually 
rendered. The vendor shall also have adequate safeguards in place 
against fraudulent activity by transportation providers and 
recipients. 


In the event a network provider bills a liable third party or other 
health care (OHC) coverage for non-emergency transportation 
services prior to submitting a claim to the vendor, the provider shall 
submit a claim to the vendor for reimbursement of any remaining 
co-payments.  The provider shall be required to attach the 
Explanation of Benefits (EOB) to the claim submitted to the vendor 
and the vendor shall reimburse the claim up to the Medicaid 
maximum allowable, if any.  No prior authorization is required under 
these circumstances.  This claims submission policy must be included 
in the vendor’s network provider policies and procedures. 


Access2Care understands and agrees to the above requirements. 


 
3.7.1.3 Balance billing by providers is prohibited. 


Access2Care understands and agrees to the above requirements. 


 


3.7.1.4 Vendor Liability: 


The vendor must ensure that its recipients are not held liable for any 
of the following: 
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3.7.1.4.1 The vendor’s debts, in the event of the vendor’s 
insolvency; 


3.7.1.4.2 For services provided to the recipient in the event of the 
provider failing to receive payment from the vendor for 
such services; 


3.7.1.4.3 For services provided to a recipient in the event a 
transportation provider with a contractual, referral, or 
other arrangement with the vendor (such as an out of 
network provider) fails to receive payment from the State 
or the vendor for such services;  


3.7.1.4.4 For services provided to the recipient in the event of the 
vendor failing to receive payment from the State for such 
services; 


In the event of the vendor’s insolvency, the vendor must 
cover continuation of services to recipients for duration of 
period for which payment has been made. 


The requirements set forth in 3.3.1.4.1 through 3.3.1.4.4 
above shall be included in all subcontracts. 


At no time will a recipient be charged for any transportation services that have been prior 
approved by Access2Care.  


 


3.7.1.5 When a service is provided by a Medicaid provider, which is not a 
Medicaid covered service, the recipient is only responsible for 
payment if a signed written agreement is in place prior to the service 
being rendered. 
 


Access2Care understands and agrees to the above requirements. 


 
3.7.1.6 Performance Security Deposit 


The vendor is required to provide a performance security deposit   in 
the form of a bond furnished by a surety company authorized to do 
business in the State of Nevada   to DHCFP in order to guarantee 
payment of the vendor’s obligations under this contract.  Other 
types of security may be considered with the approval of the State’s 
Risk Management Division. The performance security deposit may 
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be utilized by DHCFP to remedy any breach of contract or sanctions 
imposed on the vendor and shall meet the following criteria: 


3.7.1.6.1  The amount of the performance security deposit shall 
be equal to one hundred and ten percent (110%) of 
highest month’s total capitation amount in the first 
quarter or five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000.00), 
whichever is greater.  This must be deposited with the 
State Treasurer within fifteen (15) calendar days after 
the end of the first quarter of the contract.  The total 
capitation amount is the sum of all capitation payments 
for all enrollees for the month; and 


3.7.1.6.2 After the initial year of the contract DHCFP will require 
the vendor to increase the performance security 
deposit amount to reflect an amount equal to one 
hundred and ten percent (110%) of the preceding 
year’s highest month’s total capitation payment or five 
hundred thousand dollars ($500,000.00), whichever is 
greater. 


3.7.1.6.3 Vendors submitting performance security to the State 
of Nevada in the form a surety bond must utilize a 
company that meets the below listed requirements: 


• A.M. Best A-VII rated insurance company 


• Certified by the Department of Treasury,  Financial 
Management Services for Nevada 


• Licensed by the Nevada Department of Business 
and Industry, Insurance Division 


The vendor must maintain the performance security 
deposit after the contract term for a length of time to 
be determined by DHCFP in order to cover all 
outstanding liabilities. 


Access2Care will secure and maintain a performance security bond specific to the requirements 
listed in 3.7.1.6. 


 


3.7.2 Third-Party Liability and Subrogation 


3.7.2.1 Third-party liability (TPL) refers to any individual, entity (e.g., 
insurance company) or program (e.g., Medicare), including group 
health plans, as defined in Section 607(1) of the Employee 
Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (29 USC and 1167 (1)) 
service benefits plans, and vendors that are or may be liable for all 
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or part of a recipient's health coverage.  Under Section 1902(a)(25) 
of the Social Security Act, DHCFP and its contractors are required to 
take all reasonable measures to identify legally liable third parties 
and treat verified TPL as a resource of the Medicaid. The possibility 
exists that a recipient has another insurance plan that covers air 
ambulance or other transportation.  The State can provide a list of 
recipients known to have third party coverage. 


Access2Care understands and agrees to the above requirements. 


 


3.7.2.2 The vendor shall act as the State’s authorized agent for the limited 
purpose of TPL collection, within the limitation of the Fair Debt 
Collection Practices Act, 15 USC § 1692, of all third-party liability 
(TPL) pursuant to 42 CFR § 433.135 et seq and 42 CFR 433.147.  If a 
capitated payment model is used, the contracted vendor's capitated 
payments shall include an offset in the rates for these collections.  
The contracted vendor shall vigorously pursue and bill prior TPL 
resources as these amounts are considered part of their risk based 
capitation payment.  The contracted vendor is prohibited from 
delegating this responsibility to its providers and/or members of its 
provider network.  The vendor shall reimburse provider claims 
regardless of any TPL or subrogation resource and shall not pend, 
deny, or hold in abeyance any provider claim for the sole purpose of 
awaiting or pursuing a TPL or subrogation collection or payment.  
The vendor must utilize the EVS eligibility system to determine if 
casualty claims are filed and recover costs through subrogation on 
behalf of Medicaid recipients.  The vendor must determine the third 
party and seek payment; the vendor is prohibited from delegating 
this responsibility to its providers and/or members of its provider 
network.  All information on the third party, including collections 
and collection attempts are to be reported to DHCFP in a format 
prescribed by the State.   


Access2Care will include an offset for third party collections, as the capitated payment model is 
being utilized. We will follow all DHCFP and Fair Debt Collection practices and policies related to 
third party liability. 
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3.8 REPORTING 
We designed the A2C system to collect, store, retrieve, and aggregate program data to provide 
necessary internal and external reports. Our system will meet all the reporting requirements of 
this contract related to program data including management reports, utilization data, and other 
program reporting, and will provide a secure file exchange. Our system can be configured to 
conduct daily, weekly, monthly, and quarterly reviews of the various data to evaluate the 
program’s overall success and contract compliance. In addition, the Web Based Client Reporting 
component of the A2C system allows Division staff to generate reports from their computers at 
their convenience. These reports include, but are not limited to, the following:   


• Call center report 
• Utilization report 
• Transportation provider report 
• Complaints report 
• Member usage report 


We can also supply any ad hoc reports for the state in most formats. 


Delivery of reports can be provided through the Client portal, via e-mail, or FTP sites. Report 
formats include Microsoft Excel, Acrobat PDF, or HTML via the web. Please refer to Attachment C 
for sample reports.  


3.8.1 Submit management reports 


The vendor shall submit accurate and complete management reports to 
Division at requested intervals or on demand.   The vendor shall provide the 
following management reports, at a minimum, to Division on the frequency 
and in the specified format indicated below: 


3.8.1.1 Transportation Summary Report summarizing all adverse actions and 
authorizations for transportation services by type of transportation. 
This information is to be provided in electronic media to Division 
within ten (10) business days after the close of the month in format 
prescribed by Division. Report must show utilization by Medicaid. 


3.8.1.2 Call Center Report summarizing call volume, nature of calls, number 
of calls abandoned, and information listed in Section 3.6 of this RFP 
within ten (10) business days after the close of each month in format 
prescribed by Division. 
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3.8.1.3 Recipient Satisfaction Survey Report summarizing the results of the 
surveys described in Section 3.8.2.3 to be submitted to Division 
timely, pursuant to Section 3.8.2.3 of this RFP.   


3.8.1.4 Grievance Log summarizing complaints received and their resolution 
including any corrective action taken.  The Grievance Log shall be 
delivered to the Division within twenty (20) business days of the close 
of each month. 


3.8.1.5 Annual Transportation Report describing the project and contracted 
services, major problems and issues and how they were addressed, 
and future plans. Also, a statistical summary of services provided and 
other pertinent information.  A draft of the report shall be submitted 
to Division within sixty (60) business days after the close of each year 
of operation and the final report shall be submitted to Division within 
thirty (30) business days of receipt of Division comments. 


3.8.1.6 High Cost Users Report: summarizing the monthly miles, level of 
service, cost, cost per mile, recipient ID number, location, and the 
name of the transportation provider.  The report is due 45 days from 
the end of each fiscal quarter. 


3.8.1.7 Monthly Cost Report: shows costs associated with providing NET by 
the type of transportation and by the amount spent per recipient. 


3.8.1.8 Other operational, management and/or ad hoc reports as required by 
Division, with reasonable notice or upon demand. 


3.8.1.9 Any other reports the vendor produces, which may be of value to the 
Division. 


3.8.1.10 Fraud and Abuse Reporting:  Pursuant to 42 CFR 455.1(a)(1), the 
vendor must report fraud and abuse information to the state.  
Minimum reporting requirements include the number of complaints 
of fraud and abuse made that warrant preliminary investigation by 
the State. For each report which warrants investigation, the vendor 
must provide to the State: 


3.8.1.10.1 The provider name/recipient name and ID number; 
3.8.1.10.2 The source of the complaint; 
3.8.1.10.3 The type of provider; 
3.8.1.10.4 The nature of the complaint; 
3.8.1.10.5 Approximate dollars involved; and 
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3.8.1.10.6 Legal and administrative disposition of the case. 


3.8.1.11 Upon project implementation, monthly reports must be delivered   
via e-mail to the current transportation program manager no later 
than the twentieth (20th) business day of each month.  The e-mail 
address may be obtained by contacting the contract monitor. 


3.8.1.12 Timely receipt of reports shall be a prerequisite for authorization of 
monthly payment to the vendor. Therefore, failure to provide 
accurate and complete management reports by reporting deadlines 
may result in delay or suspension of payment to the vendor until the 
reports are received and approved by Division.  Failure to provide 
accurate and complete reports by reporting deadlines may also result 
in contract suspension or termination. 


3.8.1.13 Vendor shall provide utilization data as requested to the State’s 
contracted actuary. Utilization data must be separated by Medicaid 
and Nevada Check-up. 


Access2Care will submit accurate and complete management reports to Division at requested 
intervals or on demand, to be determined at implementation. Access2Care will provide all reports 
listed in 3.8.1.1-3.8.1.13 to the Division in the frequency and the specified format indicated.  


3.8.2 Report encounter data on a monthly basis 
 


3.8.2.1 Electronically transmit monthly Encounter Data on all completed 
transportation services authorized by the vendor.  The data elements 
shall be based on the CMS 1500 format and include recipient’s name, 
Medicaid ID number, date of service, transportation service provider, 
service type, pick-up point, destination, and miles. CMS’ specifications 
are subject to change, and other data elements may be specified by 
Division.  The submission format to the Division shall be in ANSI X12 
837 format for transportation services, or what format may supplant 
that specification at a future date.   


Access2Care will provide encounter data, in the format required, on a monthly basis. 


 


3.8.2.2 The vendor shall upgrade to subsequent versions of this Format as 
specified by Division. Division will provide the vendor with a minimum 
sixty (60) calendar day advance notice prior to the date of 
implementation of the revision.  The data are to be provided to 
Division within ten (10) business days after the close of the month 
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using a mode of transmission and format specified by Division.  In the 
event the data submission contains erroneous data as determined by 
Division, the vendor has thirty (30) days to correct the errors and 
resubmit to Division. 


Access2Care will conform to upgrades and revisions in formats to encounter data submission. 
Access2Care will adhere timeliness standards for corrections to encounter data. 


 


3.8.2.3 Independent Customer Satisfaction Survey 
 


As part of the QA Monitoring Plan, the vendor shall conduct recipient 
satisfaction surveys regarding Medicaid transportation in the State 
every six (6) months.  The initial six-month period shall be the first six 
months the vendor delivers services under this RFP.   The survey shall 
be in a format and use sampling strategies that are provided or 
approved by Division.  Periodic sampling issues may include, but are 
not be limited to: 
 
• confirmation of scheduled trip;  
• driver and vendor staff courtesy; 
• driver assistance when required; 
• overall driver behavior;  
• driver safety and operation of the vehicle; 
• condition, comfort and convenience of the vehicle; and 
• punctuality of service.  


The purpose of the survey is to verify the availability, appropriateness 
and timeliness of the trips provided and the manner in which the 
vendor’s and transportation provider’s staff interacted with 
recipients.  The vendor shall allow recipients to respond to surveys 
within sixty (60) days of mailing.  Upon receipt of the survey sample 
response, surveys shall be collected and compiled by the vendor into 
a reporting format with the original surveys attached.  These reports 
are to be submitted to the Division no later than ninety (90) days 
following the mailing of the survey. 


Access2Care will conduct a customer satisfaction survey on a random 5% sampling of Medicaid 
recipients that utilize our NET services and the medical providers the transportation was scheduled 
to see. We will conduct the survey on an ongoing basis and report findings every six (6) months in 
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accordance with this contract. We will submit the survey for prior approval of DHCFP before its 
use.  


The customer satisfaction survey will assess the quality indicators listed in the RFP requirement 
quoted above. In addition, our QA staff will contact the medical provider the recipient visited and 
conduct a medical provider survey as described below. We will collect and analyze the results of 
the survey and report our findings to the DHCFP no later than 30 business days from the end of the 
six months of service surveyed.  


 
3.9 GRIEVANCES, APPEALS, AND FAIR HEARINGS 
 


3.9.1 Notice of Decision 


 The vendor may take action on a recipient’s transportation service 
authorization request based on Medicaid guidelines set forth in Chapter 1900 
of the Medicaid Services Manual (MSM).  The service authorization request 
may be denied or limited (i.e. denied in part, or reduced) based on MSM 
policies.  The vendor shall notify each recipient in writing of the reason for the 
adverse action on their transportation service authorization request within 
five (5) business days of the adverse action.  Pursuant to 42 CFR 438.10 (h), 
the Notice of Decision (NOD) shall include information regarding the 
recipient’s right to a State Fair Hearing, the method for obtaining a State Fair 
hearing, and the rules that govern the recipient’s right to representation.   The 
vendor must provide a Notice of Decision (NOD) to the recipient written 
notice of any decision to deny a service authorization request or to authorize 
a service in an amount, duration, or scope that is less than requested.  


The notice of Decision must include the following information: 


3.9.1.1 The action the Contractor or its network provider has taken or 
intends to take; 


3.9.1.2 The reasons for the action (including the MSM section that calls for 
the action); 


3.9.1.3 The recipient’s right to request a State Fair hearing; 


3.9.1.4 The method of obtaining a State Fair Hearing; 


3.9.1.5 The rules that govern representation at a State Fair Hearing; 
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3.9.1.6 The right of the recipient to request a state fair hearing and how to 
do so;  


3.9.1.7 The right to request to receive benefits while the hearing is pending 
and how to make this request;  


3.9.1.8 That the recipient may be held liable for the cost of those benefits if 
the hearing decision upholds the vendor’s action; and 


3.9.1.9 The Contractor is required to maintain records of grievances and 
NODs, which the State will review as part of the State’s contract 
monitoring and management oversight.    


Access2Care will take action on a recipient’s transportation service authorization request based on 
Medicaid guidelines set forth in Chapter 1900 of the Medicaid Services Manual and will follow the 
protocol outlined above for adverse actions. The Notice of Decision will be sent within five (5) 
business days and will inform the recipient of reasons for the denial of a service authorization 
request and their rights to an appeal and fair hearing. All items identified by the Division will be 
included in the NOD and a sample NOD letter will be submitted for approval to DHCFP during 
implementation. 


 


3.9.2 Grievances 


The vendor is responsible for receiving and responding to all grievances with 
regard to the delivery of non-emergency transportation services under this 
contract, verbal or written, from recipients, providers, Division or other 
sources. A complaint is defined as a verbal or written expression of 
dissatisfaction with some aspect of NET services.  The vendor should 
encourage those with verbal complaints to submit them as written 
complaints. 


Access2Care will comply with all requirements for grievances. When Access2Care receives any 
written or verbal grievance/complaints from NET stakeholders including recipients, their 
representatives, advocates, transportation providers, or Division staff, it is logged in the A2C 
system to maintain accurate program records. Our highly visible complaint tracking and reporting 
provides the Division direct oversight to ensure that complaints are handled appropriately and 
that our complaint ratio does not exceed one complaint per 1,000 trips.  Access2Care consistently 
maintains complaint rates as low as 0.0007 % (1 valid complaint per 2800 trips). 


Access2Care’s written grievance process will be submitted to DHCFP for review and approval at 
the time of contract implementation.  We will also provide information about its grievance 
process to all providers and subcontractors, at the time they enter into a contract. The figure 
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below illustrates the process Access2Care has developed for the intake, processing and resolution 
of complaints. As needed, we will modify the process to meet Division requirements. 


Process 
Complaints or grievances are entered in the Access2Care system as they are received. The system 
utilizes a proven validation process to determine the information required to resolve each 
complaint.  Feedback or additional information required is provided to appropriate parties as soon 
as possible. Once a problem is resolved, the resolution will be available in the Division’s portal on 
the A2C system for review, and written notification will be supplied to the appropriate parties. The 
Division web portal allows the Division to review complaints at any time. Access2Care places a 
high priority on quickly responding to customer complaints. Staff will acknowledge verbal 
complaints within one (1) day while we will respond to written complaints within three (3) days. 
To ensure proper documentation and archival of electronic and hard copy complaint documents, 
the Quality Supervisor will manage the complaint process, including review of all complaints, 
before sending them to Division and/or any other entity. The chart below depicts the process flow 
for complaint resolution.  


Documentation, Communication, Education- Upon written or verbal notification of 
dissatisfaction from any Nevada Medicaid Transportation program recipient, we will log 
the complaint into the A2C system. Access2Care will train all CSRs to properly record 
complaints and/or inquires into the A2C system, thus reducing the need to transfer calls 
from the original point of contact to another person. The receiving party will enter as much 
detail as available and notify the Complaint Handler. The Complaint Handler will then 
begin the investigation and notification process. This will include contacting the 
transportation provider, driver, recipient, witness involved, etc., to notify the party of the 
complaint and to obtain additional information surrounding the complaint. As the 
Complaint Handler collects information (date received and processed, source of complaint, 
recipient information, complaint date, appointment date/time, provider name, region, and 
complaint code/description), s/he will document the details into the system. Access2Care 
will keep the initiator of the complaint informed of the status of the research and 
resolution of the complaint.  


Access2Care will dispose of each grievance and provide notice as expeditiously as the 
recipient’s health condition requires within the state’s established time frames and will 
comply with all RFP requirements. 


3.9.2.1 The vendor shall attempt to respond verbally to the recipients, 
authorized representative, Division or provider grievances within 
twenty-four (24) hours of receipt of the grievance. The vendor shall 
respond to written grievances in writing within seventy-two (72) 
hours. 
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3.9.2.2 The vendor must have a process with which to address recipient 
authorized representative, Division or provider grievances.  The 
vendor’s grievance process must be in writing and submitted to 
DHCFP for review and approval at the time of contract 
implementation.  DHCFP will refer all recipient grievances to the 
vendor for resolution.  The vendor must provide information about 
its grievance process to all providers and subcontractors, at the time 
they enter into a contract.   


3.9.2.3 The vendor is required to dispose of each grievance and provide 
notice as expeditiously as the recipient’s health condition requires 
within the State’s established time frames which allows the vendor 
no more than ninety (90) days from the date the grievance is 
received by the vendor or a network provider.  In addition, the 
vendor must: 


3.9.2.3.1 Provide recipients any reasonable assistance in completing 
forms and taking other procedural steps.  This includes but 
is not limited to providing interpreter services and toll-free 
numbers that have adequate TTY/TTD and interpreter 
capability; 


3.9.2.3.2 Acknowledge receipt of each grievance; 


3.9.2.3.3 Ensure that the individuals who make decisions on 
grievances were not involved in any previous level of 
review or decision-making; and, 


3.9.2.3.4 The vendor shall notify the recipient of the disposition of 
grievances in written format.  The written notice must 
include the results of the resolution process and the date 
it was completed. 


3.9.2.4 The vendor must establish a process to resolve any provider 
grievances that are separate from, and not a party to, grievances  
submitted by providers on behalf of recipients. Written grievance 
procedures must be included, for review and approval, at the time 
the vendor policies and procedures are submitted to the DHCFP and 
at anytime thereafter when the vendor’s provider grievance policies 
and procedures have been revised or updated. 
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3.9.2.4.1 The vendor must accept written or oral grievances that 
are submitted directly by the provider as well as those 
that are submitted from other sources, including the 
DHCFP.  The vendor must keep a written or electronic 
record of each provider grievance to include a description 
of the issue, the date filed, the dates and nature of 
actions taken, and the final resolution.  The vendor must 
issue a final decision, in writing, no later than Ninety (90) 
days after a grievance is filed. 


3.9.2.5  The vendor shall establish and maintain standardized written 
procedures for handling all grievances, including documentation 
requirements.  Investigation shall entail obtaining as much factual 
information about the grievance as  is made available during the 
course of the investigation.  The vendor shall attempt to resolve the 
grievance, if possible.  The vendor shall maintain a log of all 
grievances, verbal and written, with documentation of the grievance 
and action taken to resolve the grievance.  The vendor shall compile 
a summary report and analyze grievances received on a monthly 
basis to determine quality of services to recipients and noting 
patterns or trends of grievances received.  This summary report shall 
be submitted to the Division by the 20th working day following the 
close of the reporting month.  The vendor shall analyze the grievance 
data for quality improvement as an integral part of its QA Monitoring 
Plan.  


 
Access2Care will comply with all requirements in 3.2 for grievances. When Access2Care receives 
any written or verbal grievance/complaints from NET stakeholders including recipients, their 
representatives, advocates, transportation providers, or Division staff, it is logged in the A2C 
system to maintain accurate program records. Our highly visible complaint tracking and reporting 
provides the Division direct oversight to ensure that complaints are handled appropriately and 
that our complaint ratio does not exceed one complaint per 1,000 trips. Access2Care consistently 
maintains complaint rates as low as 0.0007 % (1 valid complaint per 2800 trips). 
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Figure 4: Complaint Resolution Process 
 Access2Care’s written 


grievance process will be 
submitted to DHCFP for 
review and approval at 
the time of contract 
implementation. We will 
also provide information 
about our grievance 
process to all providers 
and subcontractors, at the 
time they enter into a 
contract. The figure to the 
right illustrates the 
process Access2Care has 
developed for the intake, 
processing and resolution 
of complaints. As needed, 
we will modify the process 
to meet the Division 
requirements. 


Process 
Complaints or grievances 
are entered in the 
Access2Care system as 
they are received. The 
system utilizes a proven 
validation process to 
determine the information 
required to resolve each complaint. Feedback or additional information required is provided to 
appropriate parties as soon as possible. Once a problem is resolved, the resolution will be 
available in the Division’s portal on the A2C system for review, and written notification will be 
supplied to the appropriate parties. The Division web portal allows the Division to review 
complaints at any time. Access2Care places a high priority on quickly responding to customer 
complaints. Staff will acknowledge verbal complaints within one (1) day while we will respond to 
written complaints within three (3) days. To ensure proper documentation and archival of 
electronic and hard copy complaint documents, the Quality Supervisor will manage the complaint 
process, including review of all complaints, before sending them to Division and/or any other 
entity. The chart above depicts the process flow for complaint resolution.  


Documentation, Communication, Education- Upon written or verbal notification of 
dissatisfaction from any Nevada Medicaid Transportation program stakeholder, we will log 
the complaint into the A2C system. Access2Care will train all CSRs to properly record 
complaints and/or inquires into the A2C system, thus reducing the need to transfer calls 
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from the original point of contact to another person. The receiving party will enter as much 
detail as available and notify the Complaint Handler. The Complaint Handler will then 
begin the investigation and notification process. This will include contacting the 
transportation provider, driver, recipient, witness involved, etc., to notify the party of the 
complaint and to obtain additional information surrounding the complaint. As the 
Complaint Handler collects information (date received and processed, source of complaint, 
recipient information, complaint date, appointment date/time, provider name, region, and 
complaint code/description), s/he will document the details into the system. Access2Care 
will keep the initiator of the complaint informed of the status of the research and 
resolution of the complaint.  


Access2Care will dispose of each grievance and provide notice as expeditiously as the 
recipient’s health condition requires within the state’s established time frames and will 
comply with all RFP requirements. 


In addition to the above reporting requirements, Access2Care offers additional grievance 
tracking and reporting in our user-friendly, real-time complaint reporting module. Our 
complaint management system is fully integrated into the A2C system. The system 
maintains all data collected during the complaint resolution process, including scanned 
documents for the purpose of review and reporting. The A2C system allows the Division to 
compile real-time reporting on complaints by specific type, date range, complaint status 
(open/closed), category (transportation provider, call center, recipient-generated 
complaints), and timeframe. Access2Care will also produce the following 
complaint/resolution reports on weekly and monthly bases.  


• Total Number of Complaints 
• Total Number Outstanding 
• Total Number Sent to Provider 
• Weekly Total Received 
• Weekly Total Answered 
• Total Number More than 5 Days Old 
• Total Complaints More Than 10 Days Old 
• Total Complaints — Provider Not In Network 
• Percent of total trip volume 
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A sample on-demand complaints report from the web portal is provided in Figure 4, below: 


 


Figure 5: Complaints Report Screenshot 


 
3.9.3 Appeals 


In the event we must deny a request (in whole or part), we will send the recipient a Notice of 
Decision explaining the reason for the denial and the recipient’s right to appeal. If a party is 
unhappy with the results of the complaint investigation, they will be educated on their rights to 
file a grievance appeal and fair hearing procedures. We have provided the following flowchart to 
illustrate this process. We will comply with all State and Division requirements for appeals 
including 3.9.3.1-3 below: 
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Figure 6: Appeal Process 
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3.9.3.1  The vendor must establish an appeals process to review any decision 
denying, terminating or reducing services and any decisions resulting 
from a grievance from a provider or a recipient. The review shall be 
performed by parties other than those making the original decision 
and who possess the authority to uphold, modify, or reverse the 
original decision. The Written Appeals procedures must be included, 
for review and approval, at the time the vendor policies and 
procedures are submitted to the DHCFP and at anytime thereafter 
when the vendor’s provider appeals policies and procedures have 
been revised or updated. 


 


The vendor must accept written or oral appeals that are submitted 
directly by the provider as well as those that are submitted from 
other sources, including the DHCFP.  An oral appeal must be 
followed by a written, signed appeal; however, the oral appeal must 
count as the initial date of appeal.  The vendor must keep a written 
or electronic record of each provider appeal to include a description 
of the issue, the date filed, the dates and nature of actions taken, 
and the final resolution.  The vendor must issue a final decision, in 
writing, no later than Thirty (30) days after an appeal is filed. 


3.9.3.2 The state fair hearing process is described in Chapter 3100 and 
Chapter 1900 of the Medicaid Services Manual. The vendor is 
required to provide access to state fair hearings in the event an 
action is taken by the vendor on a recipient’s service authorization 
request. A recipient, recipient’s representative or the representative 
of a deceased recipient’s estate has the right to request a state fair 
hearing.  The vendor will participate in the state fair hearing process, 
at the vendor’s expense, in each circumstance in which a recipient 
for whom the vendor has made an adverse determination requests a 
state fair hearing.  The vendor is bound by the decision of the Fair 
Hearing Officer.  Recipient grievances eligible for the State Fair 
Hearing process include: 


• Denial or limited authorization of a requested service; 
• Reduction, suspension or termination of a previously 


authorized service; and 
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• Failure of the vendor to meet specified timeframes (e.g., 
authorization, claims processing, appeal resolution). 


Access2Care will cooperate and participate in fair hearings as identified in the RFP and by state 
regulations. 


 


3.9.3.3 Pursuant to Nevada Revised Statute 422.306, when a provider has 
exhausted the vendor’s internal appeals process, the provider has 
the right to submit a written request to the DHCFP for a State Fair 
Hearing.  It is the vendor’s responsibility to notify the provider of this 
right at the time the provider enters into a contract with the vendor 
and when the outcome of an appeal is not wholly in favor of the 
provider pursuant to 42 CFR 431.200(b); 42 CFR 431.220(5); 42 CFR 
438.414; and 42 CFR 438.10(g)(1).  Provider grievances eligible for 
the State Fair Hearing process include: 


3.9.3.3.1 Denial or limited authorization of a requested service; 
3.9.3.3.2 Reduction, suspension or termination of a previously 


authorized service; 
3.9.3.3.3 Denial, in whole or in part, of payment for a service; 
3.9.3.3.4 Demand for recoupment; or 
3.9.3.3.5 Failure of the vendor to meet specified timeframes (e.g., 


authorization, claims processing, appeal resolution). 


 


The DHCFP will not accept requests for State Fair Hearings that 
address provider enrollment, termination or other contract disputes 
between the vendor and its providers and/or subcontractors.    


Access2Care will notify providers of their rights to fair hearings according to state and federal 
regulations. 


 


3.9.4 Recipient Rights  
 


Pursuant to 42 CFR 438.100(c), the vendor shall ensure that each recipient is 
free to exercise his or her rights and that by the exercise of those rights, no 
adverse effect will result in the way the vendor treats the recipient.  


Access2Care will not discriminate against or mistreat recipients who exercise their right to register 
a grievance or an appeal. 
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3.10 INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND TECHNICAL REQUIRMENTS 
 


3.10.1 Establish and maintain a transportation database 


Our proprietary software solution facilitates call intake, eligibility verification, scheduling, and 
assigning transportation requests for eligible Medicaid recipients and integrates with our 
Syntellect Customer Interaction Management (CIM), Interactive Voice Response (IVR) and call 
distribution systems. We designed the A2C system to facilitate appropriate mode assignment, 
single and recurring trip scheduling, and trip assignment via our secure online web portal for 
single or standing order trips. We are able to collect data from all points of the SAR process and 
provider activity, providing the Division with key utilization and program performance 
information. 


Automated Phone System 
Our telephony solution, Syntellect, is a robust system that allows for a high number of 
simultaneous requests for service. Syntellect is a completely interactive management system 
that provides the most comprehensive set of tools in the industry integrating voice, IVR, e-mail, 
Web interactions, fax, and agent tasks. These systems work in concert with our Web-based trip 
assignment A2C system. The system also accepts telephonic or fax requests for transportation 
and allows for requests made up to six months (or any period required by the Division) in 
advance. The Syntellect system provides a robust voice mail system that logs the times of 
received and retrieved messages. The log includes caller phone number and details of the voice 
mail message. Call documentation includes the voice mail received/retrieved date. The call log 
also includes the time and date of the initial voice mail and when a return call was made, along 
with action taken. The integrated management information system (MIS) tool provides real-
time phone system data reporting, and reporting for a longer period of time as specified by the 
report writer. We will use our Syntellect system to record and aggregate critical performance 
and quality-related call information on an hourly, daily, weekly, and monthly basis for the full 
call center, different queues, and for individual CSRs. 


In order to reduce call processing time and increase customer satisfaction, the IVR System 
allows for key punch entering of information (i.e., Medicaid number or other) to populate the 
call intake screen prior to interaction with the CSR. The Syntellect system passes pertinent 
information about the incoming call to the A2C system, which allows the CSR to automatically 
receive relative recipient and transport information. The IVR component of the Syntellect 
solution captures the Medicaid number, but the CSR will capture the number if the IVR system is 
bypassed through the “opt out” prompt. The Syntellect ACD system is fully capable of capturing 
all of the data required by this contract.  


Automated Reservation, Scheduling, and Routing System 
We designed and built the A2C software system specifically for medical transportation program 
management. The system integrates call intake, Medicaid eligibility verification, the recipient’s 
level of mobility/functional independence screening, cost-effective trip assignment, and quality 
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assurance functions into a single, Windows-based system. The A2C system design is based on 
web architecture, so scalability is only tied to the hardware and communication infrastructure. 
The system assigns public transit first where available, calculates mileage determination, 
identifies the county of origin, and provides significant system redundancy. To achieve cost 
efficiencies, the system automatically identifies public transit resources (where applicable) as 
the first option in mode assignment. The system uses a web-based mileage calculator to 
determine point-to-point distance for the transportation provider or personal mileage 
reimbursement.  


Access2Care will establish and maintain a HIPAA compliant computer database sufficient to meet 
the needs of the transportation program.  We will maintain person-level computerized data on 
recipients that contain the following data elements, at a minimum: 


• Recipient’s name; 
• Date of birth/age; 
• Sex; 
• Medicaid ID number; 
• Address; 
• Telephone/e-mail; 
• Directions to home; 
• Program eligibility; 
• Managed care program status; 
• Name of primary care provider (PCP); 
• Telephone of PCP; 
• Third party liability status; 
• Special needs (medical condition, language); 
• Required mode of transportation (wheel chair); 
• Verification of medical appointment, if applicable;  
• Notes (abusive behavior, complaint history, etc); 
• Existence of a legally responsible individual; and 
• Authorized assessed level of needs. 


3.10.1.1 The vendor shall establish and maintain a HIPAA compliant computer 
database sufficient to meet the needs of the transportation 
program.  The vendor shall maintain person level computerized data 
on recipients that contain the following data elements, at a 
minimum: 
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• Recipient’s name; 
• Date of birth/age; 
• Sex; 
• Medicaid ID number; 
• Address; 
• Telephone/e-mail; 
• Directions to home; 
• Program eligibility; 
• Managed care program status; 
• Name of primary care provider (PCP); 
• Telephone of PCP; 
• Third party liability status; 
• Special needs (medical condition, language); 
• Required mode of transportation (wheel chair); 
• Verification of medical appointment, if applicable;  
• Notes (abusive behavior, complaint history, etc); 
• Existence of a legally responsible individual; and 
• Authorized assessed level of needs. 


 


Access2Care exceeds the above core requirements for a transportation database and provides 
comprehensive data collection in the A2C system. 


3.10.1.2 The vendor shall also maintain a daily-computerized Trip Log 
(excludes public transportation) that documents the following data 
elements, at a minimum: 


 
• Recipient name; 
• Medicaid ID number; 
• Requester name (if different); 
• Date/time of request; 
• Date/time of medical appointment; 
• Mode of transportation requested/mode authorized; 
• Justification of mode authorized; 
• Scheduled time of pickup/drop off; 
• Actual time of pickup/drop off; 
• Scheduled companions or escorts; 
• Pickup location; 
• Drop off location; 
• Referral, approval, or denial (include reason) of transportation; 
• Ancillary expenses authorized (parking, tolls, etc); 
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• Transportation provider number, assigned by Vendor; 
• Date/time of notification to transportation provider; 
• Trip Mileage; 
• Staff member referring/authorizing/denying request; 
• Notes (cancellation, incomplete request, no-show, 


abusive behavior occurrence);  
• Driver name or ID#; and 
• Drivers insurance policy name and number. 


 
The drivers’ insurance policy name and number on a trip log is required for 
immediate access for various liability reasons. NET Transportation is provided 
during various times of the day; before and after office hours including 
weekends, thus requiring quick access to the driver’s insurance policy name 
and number.  


Access2Care exceeds the above core requirements for a computerized trip log. The table below 
indicates where specific trip data is recorded in the system: 


Trip Data Collection Point 
Recipient name  Member Information: Intake Screen 
Nevada Medicaid ID number  Member Information: Intake Screen 
Requester name (if different from recipient’s)  Member Information: Intake Screen 
Date and time of request  Member Information: Intake Screen 
Date and time of medical appointment  Member Information: Intake Screen 
Mode of transportation requested/mode authorized  Service Delivery: Intake Screen 
Justification of mode authorized  Service Delivery: Intake Screen 
Scheduled time of pickup or drop off  Member Information: Intake Screen 
Actual time of pickup or drop off  Transportation Provider Trip log 
Scheduled companions or escorts  Service Delivery Intake Screen 
Pickup location  Pickup Location: Intake Screen 
Drop off location  Destination Location: Intake Screen 
Referral, approval or denial (w/reason)  Intake Screen 
TP number assigned by Contractor  Intake Screen 
Date/time of notification to TP  Intake Screen 
Trip mileage  Transportation Provider Trip Log 
Staff member referring/authorizing/denying request  System Auto-captures 
Notes  Each screen provides a notes option 
Driver name or ID# Transportation Provider Trip Log 
Drivers Insurance policy name and number Transportation Provider Trip Log; 


Transportation provider database 
Table 7: Trip Data Collection 


 


3.10.1.3 The vendor shall utilize a computer software package for trip 
planning, which includes the accurate determination of the mileage 
from the recipient’s residence to the medical service site and the 
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return trip.  The vendor shall maintain electronic and hard copy files 
on completed transportation trips, by transportation provider.  


We designed and built the A2C software system specifically for medical transportation program 
management. When developing our trip routing solution we partnered with MapQuest to 
integrate their software into our system to automatically calculate accurate mileage. The system 
uses MapQuest’s web-based mileage calculator to determine point-to-point distance for the 
transportation provider or personal mileage reimbursement.   


 


3.10.1.4 The vendor’s computer system shall accommodate the following 
functions for daily operations, service authorization, trip scheduling, 
provider reimbursement, and Division monitoring: 


 
3.10.1.4.1 Record recipient and trip log data and store it in a 


designated database format; 
3.10.1.4.2 Back up the database on a daily basis; and, 
3.10.1.4.3 Be able to pull data by recipient ID number, name, date 


or other identifier to create a history of approvals and 
denials for at least a 24-month period. This file shall be 
available to Division within 24 hours of the request.  


The transportation provider can use the Access2Care Web portal to route their trips to appropriate 
inspected vehicles. Once the trips are routed by the transportation provider, the provider has the 
capability of creating a driver log/manifest directly from the A2C system. The driver will use the 
log/manifest to complete his/her assigned trips. The driver will return the trip logs/manifests to 
the provider’s administrative office at the end of their shift. Drivers must ensure accuracy of a 
trip’s documentation including pick-up times, odometer readings, and recipient (or designee’s) 
signature. All uncompleted trips must have an appropriate reason code. The transportation 
provider must reconcile the daily trip data and verify the completeness/accuracy before 
submitting to Access2Care electronically. Access2Care’s system is backed up continuously and 
reports may be generated at any time. 


 


3.10.1.5 The vendor shall be responsible for all programming functions and 
costs associated with the maintenance of this database. 


Access2Care will maintain the database, including programming functions and associated costs. 


 


3.10.1.6 The vendor shall be responsible for developing the necessary 
interfaces with the MMIS system, including but not limited to the 
delivery of encounter data. 
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Access2Care’s technology and implementation teams will work closely with DHCFP to creative 
seamless interfaces with the MMIS system.  


 


3.10.2 Establish and maintain a telephone call center 
 


3.10.2.1 Professional, prompt, and courteous customer service shall be a high 
priority.  The vendor shall establish and maintain an adequately 
staffed telephone call center and shall ensure that the telephone 
staff treat all callers with dignity and respect the caller’s right to 
privacy and confidentiality.  The vendor shall process all incoming 
telephone inquiries for non-emergency transportation services in a 
timely, responsive, and courteous manner.  Telephone staff shall 
greet the caller and identify themselves by name when answering.  
The vendor shall have capabilities to ensure that the communication 
and language needs of recipients in the State are addressed.  The 
vendor shall also ensure that recipients with emergency requests are 
referred or transferred to 911 or an appropriate local emergency 
(ambulance) service. 


To ensure DHCFP’s recipients and providers receive exceptional customer service, we have 
structured our customer service center toward employee success with sufficient training, support, 
and monitoring. We designed our Call Center Training Program to ensure competency in our 
employees and high customer satisfaction. Before answering the first phone call, new Access2Care 
CSRs must complete and pass the CSR Training Program. This program not only includes training 
for DHCFP requirements and basic telephony and computer functions, but also teaches soft skills 
such as empathy, communicating with the elderly, articulation, accuracy, and dealing with 
difficult situations. We also ensure all CSRs receive training on confidentiality, HIPAA compliance, 
performance standards, contractual obligations, and overall daily operational procedures.  


We have proven staffing schematics and system capacity to ensure the automated voice response 
system answers calls within three rings and that queue time after initial automatic voice 
responses is three minutes or less. We will ensure we meet or exceed this standard for calls on at 
least 95% of calls each month.  


3.10.2.2 The call center shall be staffed to receive telephone calls from 
recipients during the hours of 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM (Pacific time) 
Monday-Friday except national holidays.  A voice mailbox shall be 
available after hours with a call back the next day.  The vendor must 
make available 24-hour, 7 days per week access by telephone to a 
live voice (an employee of the vendor or an answering service) or an 
answering machine that will immediately page an on-call employee 
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of the vendor so information may be given to handle a 
transportation problem that may arise during non-office hours (such 
as after-hours emergency room discharges or after hours transport 
to PCPs or urgent care centers).  The vendor may need to educate 
recipients who habitually call after regular working hours and leave 
messages requesting transportation.  


Access2Care will establish Nevada’s Call Center at our Customer Service Center in Idaho.  The call 
center will be open from 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. (PST), Monday through Friday. We are prepared to 
provide a sufficient number of toll-free and Voice/TTY telephone numbers for recipients, NET 
providers, facilities, and other service providers. The toll-free lines will include an IVR system that 
will prompt callers to various queues to schedule transportation, answer questions or register 
complaints.  The IVR system is designed to create efficiencies within the call intake system by 
ensuring recipients get to the right person the first time. After regular call center hours, the IVR 
will provide an option for callers that need hospital discharge or urgent services to reach a live 
person and allow recipients with standard authorization requests to leave a message. 


3.10.2.3 The vendor shall have a properly functioning toll free telephone 
number for recipients and other individuals or organizations to call 
to request transportation services, obtain information about 
transportation services, and register complaints. Recipients shall not 
incur a charge for placing a call, other than those applicable for local 
calls.  The vendor shall have sufficient and appropriate staff to 
handle all calls and act as troubleshooters and problem solvers for 
transportation related questions and problems that may rise.  


 


We are prepared to provide a sufficient number of toll-free and Voice/TTY telephone numbers for 
recipients, NET providers, facilities, and other service providers. We have proven staffing 
schematics and system capacity to ensure the automated voice response system answers calls 
within three rings and that queue time after initial automatic voice responses is three minutes or 
less.  


 


3.10.2.4 The telephone staffing shall be adequate to fulfill the following 
standards of promptness and quality: 


 
3.10.2.4.1 Ninety percent (90%) of telephone calls shall be answered 


within five (5) rings during live voice answering times; 
3.10.2.4.2 A call pick-up system that places the calls in queue shall 


be used; 
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3.10.2.4.3 Blocked call rate (busy signal received) of five percent 
(5%) or less on an average daily basis; and, 


3.10.2.4.4 Ninety percent (90%) of calls in the queue shall be 
answered by a live operator in less than two (2) minutes, 
measured on a daily basis. 


 


Access2Care consistently exceeds these standards. 


Access2Care will implement a series of quality specific measurements designed to monitor the 
performance of the call center. The Call Center Manager is responsible for meeting all call center 
related quality standards detailed in this plan. The Call Center Manager will monitor telephony 
performance requirements as described below. 


 


Call Center Performance Requirements 


Call Center Item Quality Measure Standard 
Unanswered (UA) 
calls 


number of UA calls 0 – all calls are 
answered 


Call-Answering 
Responsiveness 


number of rings before (IVR) 
answers 


3 rings 


Call Hold Times Hold time while CSR locates the 
required information. 


2 minutes or less 


Call Abandonment 
Rate 


Number of customers that hang 
up before a call is answered by a 
CSR 


<7% 


Table 8: Call Center Performance Requirements 
  


3.10.2.5 The vendor shall install and maintain a functioning automatic call 
distribution system (ACD) and call reporting system that records and 
aggregates the following information, at a minimum, on an hourly, 
daily, weekly, and monthly basis, for the call center as a whole and 
for individual operators:  


• Total number of incoming calls; 
• Number of answered calls by Vendor staff; 
• Average call wait time; 
• Maximum call wait time; 
• Percentage of calls answered by a live operator in under two 


(2) minutes; 
• Average talk time; 
• Number of calls placed on hold and length of time on hold; 
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• Number of abandoned calls and length of time until call is 
abandoned; 


• Number of outbound calls; and 
• Number of available operators by time. 


This system should have the capability of automatically routing calls 
to back-up, part-time operators when target wait times are 
exceeded. 


Our Syntellect ACD system assists Access2Care in monitoring call center performance by providing 
automated and on-demand reports on call center responsiveness. We continuously monitor the 
following Key Performance Indicators (KPIs): 


• Number of CSRs logged in to the system 


• Number of calls received 


• Number of calls answered (answer 95% of incoming calls each month < two minutes) 


• Number of calls abandoned   


• Percentage of calls abandoned(< 7 % per month) 


• Average time call abandoned  


• Average talk time of answered calls 


• Average time in queue 


 


3.10.2.6 The vendor shall develop operational procedures, manuals, forms, 
and reports necessary for the smooth operation of the Telephone 
Call Center.  A demonstration of the vendor’s telephone system and 
staffing capability will be required as part of the readiness review 
prior to the effective date of implementation. 


Access2Care has been successfully operating high-quality customer service centers for over 10 
years. Our Idaho Customer Service Center recently received URAC Core Standards accreditation 
which verifies our commitment to best practices in operational procedures and quality assurance. 
By establishing the Nevada Call Center at our Boise location, we will leverage the operational 
expertise in our Idaho Center to benefit the Nevada program. We are able to quickly establish 
telephone and staffing capabilities by utilizing existing systems and veteran staff to quickly 
prepare for the readiness review. 


3.10.2.7 The vendor shall develop a complete monitoring, supervision, and 
enforcement plan to ensure that call center performance and 
customer service standards are maintained.  The Division should 
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have the ability to monitor calls on a random basis to ensure quality 
service is being offered.  Callers will be notified that calls may be 
monitored. 


Access2Care’s call-center staff reviews data collected on a daily basis to measure call-center 
performance. We monitor daily metrics to evaluate performance and contract compliance, 
identify training opportunities, bandwidth issues, and/or the need for staffing adjustments. Our 
quality-assurance staff takes a longer-term view of the data, looking for trends that indicate 
potential issues. QA staff will look at weekly, monthly, and quarterly data to identify an 
abandonment rate, that while within contractual requirements, may be increasing over time. QA 
staff will then meet with the appropriate management staff to isolate the issue and to take 
proactive steps to avoid the problem. We will maintain adequate staffing to perform all aspects of 
this contract, and will document compliance in this area upon DHCFP request. Our technology 
team will arrange for DHCFP to monitor calls on a random basis. 


 


3.10.2.8 The vendor must ensure that recipients receive the appropriate form 
of transportation in every instance.  While the least expensive mode 
of transportation is preferred, the vendor must ensure the recipients 
medical needs are met through the most appropriate form of 
transportation for each individual. 


 


Access2Care has a strong reputation ensuring recipients receive the lowest cost and most 
appropriate form of transportation. We are concerned that the health and safety of recipients is 
protected through the assignment of the most appropriate mode of transportation.   
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Section 4: COMPANY BACKGROUND AND REFERENCES 
 
4.1 VENDOR INFORMATION 
 


Vendors must provide a company profile in the table format below. 
 


Question Response 
Company name: Access2Care, LLC 


Ownership (sole proprietor, partnership, 
etc.): 


Limited Liability Company 


State of incorporation:  St. Louis  


Date of incorporation:  2006 


# of years in business: 5 


List of top officers: Steven G. Murphy, President 


William Sanger, CEO 


Location of company headquarters: 6200 S. Syracuse Way Ste. 200 


Greenwood Village, CO 80111 


Location(s) of the company offices: Texas Office: 7509 S Freeway, 
Houston, TX  77021 


Idaho Office: 660 Franklin, 
Meridian, Idaho 


Colorado office:  6200 S Syracuse 
Way, Denver, CO 80111 
 
Nebraska office: 210. South 77th, 
Omaha, NE 68114 
 
South Carolina Office: 103. Trade 
Zone Dr, Columbia SC 29170 


Location(s) of the office that will provide the 
services described in this RFP: 


660 Franklin, Meridian, Idaho, Call 
Center Services 


1200 S. Martin Luther King 
Boulevard Las Vegas Nevada, 
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Question Response 
Business Office  


Number of employees locally with the 
expertise to support the requirements 
identified in this RFP: 


 Boise, Idaho - 17 


Las Vegas -  4 


Denver - 15 


Number of employees nationally with the 
expertise to support the requirements in this 
RFP: 


  180 


Location(s) from which employees will be 
assigned for this project: 


Las Vegas – 4 


Idaho- 24 


Denver - 4 


 
Please be advised, pursuant to NRS 80.010, incorporated companies must register with the State of 
Nevada, Secretary of State’s Office as a foreign corporation before a contract can be executed 
between the State of Nevada and the awarded vendor, unless specifically exempted by NRS 80.015. 
 
The selected vendor, prior to doing business in the State of Nevada, must be appropriately licensed 
by the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s Office pursuant to NRS76.  Information regarding the 
Nevada Business License can be located at http://sos.state.nv.us.  
Access2Care has registered and is licensed to do business in the State of Nevada. We have 
provided a copy of this certification in Attachment D. 


 
Question Response 
Nevada Business License Number: NV20111711044 


Legal Entity Name: Access2Care, LLC 


 
Is “Legal Entity Name” the same name as vendor is doing business as? 
 


Yes X No  


 
If “No”, provide explanation. 
 



http://sos.state.nv.us/
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Vendors are cautioned that some services may contain licensing requirement(s).  Vendors shall be 
proactive in verification of these requirements prior to proposal submittal.  Proposals that do not 
contain the requisite licensure may be deemed non-responsive. 
 
Has the vendor ever been engaged under contract by any State of Nevada agency?   
 


Yes  No X 


 
 If “yes”, complete the following table for each State agency for whom the work was performed.  
Table can be duplicated for each contract being identified. 
 


Question Response 
Name of State agency:  


State agency contact name:  


Dates when services were 
performed: 


 


Type of duties performed:  


Total dollar value of the contract:  


 
Are you now or have you been within the last two (2) years an employee of the State of Nevada, or 
any of its agencies, departments, or divisions? 
 


Yes  No X 


 
If “Yes”, please explain when the employee is planning to render services, while on annual leave, 
compensatory time, or on their own time? 


 
If you employ (a) any person who is a current employee of an agency of the State of Nevada, or (b) 
any person who has been an employee of an agency of the State of Nevada within the past two (2) 
years, and if such person will be performing or producing the services which you will be contracted 
to provide under this contract, you must disclose the identity of each such person in your response 
to this RFP, and specify the services that each person will be expected to perform. 
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Disclosure of all alleged prior or ongoing contract failures, contract breaches, any civil or criminal 
litigation or investigation pending which involves the vendor, the vendor’s parent company or in 
which the vendor has been judged guilty or liable within the past six (6) years.   
 


Yes  No X 


 
If “Yes”, please provide the following information.  Table can be duplicated for each issue being 
identified. 
 


Question Response 
Date of alleged contract failure or 
breach: 


 


Parties involved:  


Description of the contract 
failure, contract breach, 
litigation, or investigation, 
including the products or services 
involved: 


 


Amount in controversy:  


Resolution or current status of 
the dispute: 


 


If the matter has resulted in a 
court case: 


Court Case Number 


  


Status of the litigation:  


 
Company background/history and why vendor is qualified to provide the services described in this 
RFP.  Limit response to no more than five (5) pages. 
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History and Structure 
Access2Care, LLC, founded in 2006 by experts in non-emergency transportation management is a 
wholly owned subsidiary of AMR and Emergency Medical Services Corporation (EMSC). The EMSC 
group of companies includes Access2Care, AMR and EmCare. EMSC, through its operating 
subsidiaries and their respective predecessor companies has provided continuous services for more 
than 100 years. Our ongoing and unprecedented success in the industries in which we work rests in 
our ability to continually fine-tune and upgrade our services to meet the evolving needs of our 
customers.  


Access2Care has a wide breadth of successful experience in non-emergency transportation 
contract management. Nevada will benefit from the proven experience, processes, procedures, 
technology, and professional staff that we engage in every NET program. We have emerged as a 
national leader in medical transportation management due to our application of sophisticated 
technology, professional customer service center management, and an uncompromising 
commitment to quality. We currently provide transportation management services for over 2.6 
million trips each year, serving over 8.1 million lives in 23 geographically and demographically 
diverse states. These services include contracts with state and local governments and managed 
care organizations.  


Complementing our transportation management expertise, Access2Care represents the most 
experienced customer service center manager of any qualified bidder, managing customer service 
centers throughout the United States. Our Idaho Customer Service Center recently received URAC 
Core Standards accreditation which verifies our commitment to best practices in operational 
procedures and quality assurance. By establishing the Nevada Call Center at our Boise location, 
we will leverage the operational expertise in our Idaho Center to benefit the Nevada program. We 
are able to quickly establish telephone and staffing capabilities by utilizing existing systems and 
veteran staff to quickly prepare for the readiness review. 
 


Strong, Capable Partner 
Our unmatched organizational and financial strength allows us to provide the resources to ensure 
long-term program success and continuity, make the necessary investments in personnel and 
technology, and handle any future program expansion. Transitioning a Medicaid transportation 
management contract requires sizable working capital due to the initial investment required for 
startup prior to the broker receiving payment. As a privately-held company, we have the flexibility 
to assign capital where needed at start-up and throughout the life of the contract, including 
making investments in call center facilities, computer equipment, office automation, hiring and 
training of staff, and general support of the NEMT program during the interim between 
implementation and the state’s payment cycle. 
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Access2Care Key Capabilities 


Access2Care’s Dedication to Quality  
Our quality processes in our call center in conjunction with our claims and utilization analyses 
provides superior fraud prevention. Our own operational assessments ensure continuous 
improvement of our processes and procedures. Nationally, Access2Care maintains a complaint 
rate of less than one-half of a percent. Our credentialing program includes 100% vehicle 
inspections as well as stringent driver requirements to ensure recipient safety and comfort. 
Random audits are conducted on all claims submitted by recipients, 100% of all personal 
mileage claims are audited for appropriate miles, eligibility and medical attendance.  Annual 
audits are conducted on the programs to ensure that the contract requirements are meet.   


As a demonstration of our commitment to quality, we recently received Core Standards 
accreditation from URAC (Utilization Review Accreditation Commission). The URAC 
Accreditation process assessed Access2Care’s organizational and administrative policies to 
ensure we meet established national standards and promote continuous quality improvement. 
The Core Standards accreditation addresses several critical areas of basic structure and process, 
including organizational structure, personnel management, quality improvement, oversight of 
delegated responsibilities, and consumer protection.  


Ability to Implement Medicaid Rules and Regulations 
A continuing strength of Access2Care is our ability to learn, apply, and comply with the rules 
and regulations of our state Medicaid recipients. Our executive leadership remains current on 
Medicaid regulations and trends. Our staff has extensive expertise in managing the interface of 
our client’s MMIS, as well as programming our software’s rules-based engine to uphold specific 
state policies.  


Access to Key Utilization Data and Reports 
We designed the A2C system to collect, store, retrieve, and aggregate program data to provide 
necessary internal and external reports. Our system provides program data including 
management reports, utilization data, and other program reporting, and can provide a secure 
file exchange protocol. Our system can be configured to conduct daily, weekly, monthly, and 
quarterly reviews of the various data to evaluate the program’s overall success and contract 
compliance. In addition, the Web Based Client reporting component of the A2C system provides 
the utilization and service data needed to assess the performance of the NET program and the 
transportation providers. Agency staff may generate reports from their computers at their 
convenience.  


Automated Systems to Support Coordination and Administration 
Our state-of-the-art Syntellect call distribution system and the A2C system allow our agents to 
focus on providing excellent customer service. The Integrated IVR System allows for the 
entering of information such as Medicaid recipient identification number or other number into 
the call intake screen prior to the interaction with the CSR, thus reducing the call processing 
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time. Our recipient-friendly systems reduce the number of steps needed to complete a trip 
request, and hold recipient data in queue if more information is needed to complete the 
request. 


Access2Care designed, built, and implemented our software system specifically for non-
emergency transportation program management. We currently use the A2C system for 30 
contracts, scheduling an estimated 2.6 million trips per year. The system’s seven components 
provide comprehensive non-emergency transportation management support. The A2C system’s 
components include:  


• Call Intake/Transportation Management System  


• Web based NET Provider Assignment  


• Trip Verification System  


• Complaint Management System  


• Web Based beneficiary Reporting  


• Information Web site  


• Contract Management  


• Medical Provider Portal 


 
The Access2Care system provides a quick, simple process for callers. The highly-configurable 
system contains a rules-based engine and contract management system programmed with the 
Agency’s program protocol and covered services. The contract management system defines the 
specific reasons a trip can be authorized while the business rules engine manages exceptions or 
special protocols and assigns the most appropriate mode of transportation. Access2Care’s 
system automatically tracks and archives every transportation request, and stores the 
information gathered during each call or portal visit for easy reference during subsequent 
requests.  


Recruitment and Management of Transportation Providers 
Access2Care contracts with over 600 transportation providers across our national service area 
delivering over 2.6 million trips each year. We believe this success is a direct result of the 
relationships we’ve built with our transportation providers. Building upon a foundation of 
mutual trust we continually collaborate with the transportation providers to make certain we 
are maintaining fair and equitable contracting practices within the transportation provider 
community.   


Access2Care has successfully recruited and credentialed entire transportation networks, within 
implementation timeframes, in states introducing a new NET program. Utilizing only local 
transportation resources (identified via Internet searches, media ads and input from medical 
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facilities) we contact providers and educate them about our company and requirements for 
inclusion in our network. Interested transportation providers provide detailed information 
about their operations, including business licenses, equipment and driver records (including 
background checks). We also visually inspect 100% of their vehicles to ensure compliance and 
safety. A review of each transportation provider’s drivers, vehicles and business processes is 
conducted annually. In addition to our fair assessment and contracting practices, we have also 
developed automated tools that have improved our transportation provider’s satisfaction. 
Through provider feedback we have learned our providers appreciate working with us not only 
because of our supportive staff, but our efficient tools and processes.  


Access2Care views the reimbursement of our transportation providers as important as our 
internal payroll. We provide timely payment to each network transportation provider based on 
the authorized services rendered. It is important to note, our financial strength also gives us the 
ability maintain timely payments, regardless of when we receive our monthly payment from 
the state. Currently Access2Care’s maximum time frame for processing claims or final 
adjudication is 99% in 21 days. 


Length of time vendor has been providing services described in this RFP to the public and/or private 
sector.  Please provide a brief description. 


Access2Care has been providing NET services since 2006 to the public and private sector. The 
contract summaries below represent Access2Care customers with scope and objectives similar to 
those of the State of Nevada – to increase access to healthcare services in a safe, reliable, cost-
efficient manner.  


Table 9: Summary of NET Contracts  


Name of 
Organization 


 


Contract 
Description 


 


Member-
ship 


Annual 
Call 


Volume 


Annual 
Trip 


Volume 


Geographic Area of 
Contract 


Contract 
Start Date 


State of Texas NEMT  Network 
development  and 
reimbursement 


1.2  million  500,000 calls 880,000 
trips 


Region 16 – Houston 
and surrounding 
counties 
Region 15 – Beaumont  
Region 1 – Amarillo 
Region 18 – San 
Antonio and 
surrounding areas 


5/2006- Present 


State of Idaho  
 


NEMT Brokerage for 
Medicaid recipients 
throughout the entire 
State covering seven 
regions 


223,241 1,260, 000 1,080,000 Entire State of Idaho 4/2010-Present 


State of 
Nebraska 
 


Non-Emergency 
Transportation 
Administrative Services  


220,000  154,800 600,000 
Projected 


Entire State of 
Nebraska 


11/2010 – 
Present 


South 
Carolina 
 


NEMT Brokerage 
Program for Medicaid 


 467,012 780,000 1,224,006 Two-thirds of the State 8/2011 - 
Present 
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Financial information and documentation to be included in Part III, Confidential Financial of vendor’s 
response in accordance with Section 9.5, Part III – Confidential Financial.  


Per instructions, this information is in the Confidential Financial Proposal. 
 


4.2 SUBCONTRACTOR INFORMATION 
 


Does this proposal include the use of subcontractors?  Check the appropriate response in the table 
below. 


Per Amendment 1 to the RFP, this section does not apply to subcontracted transportation 
providers. 


Yes  No X 


If “Yes”, vendor must: 
 


Identify specific subcontractors and the specific requirements of this RFP for which each proposed 
subcontractor will perform services. 


Access2Care will not utilize subcontractors other than transportation providers. 


If any tasks are to be completed by subcontractor(s), vendors must: 
Describe the relevant contractual arrangements; 
Describe how the work of any subcontractor(s) will be supervised, channels of communication will 
be maintained and compliance with contract terms assured; and 
Describe your previous experience with subcontractor(s). 
Vendors must describe the methodology, processes and tools utilized for: 
Selecting and qualifying appropriate subcontractors for the project/contract; 
Ensuring subcontractor compliance with the overall performance objectives for the project;  
Ensuring that subcontractor deliverables meet the quality objectives of the project/contract; and 
Providing proof of payment to any subcontractor(s) used for this project/contract, if requested by 
the State.  Proposal should include a plan by which, at the State’s request, the State will be notified 
of such payments.Provide the same information for any proposed subcontractors as requested in 
Section 4.1, Vendor Information. Business references as specified in Section 4.3, Business 
References must be provided for any proposed subcontractors. Vendor shall not allow any 
subcontractor to commence work until all insurance required of the subcontractor is provided to 
the vendor. Vendor must notify the using agency of the intended use of any subcontractors not 
identified within their original proposal and provide the information originally requested in the RFP 
in Section 4.2, Subcontractor Information.  The vendor must receive agency approval prior to 
subcontractor commencing work. 


Access2Care will not utilize subcontractors other than transportation providers so these items are 
not applicable. 
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4.3 BUSINESS REFERENCES 
 
Vendors should provide a minimum of three (3) business references from similar projects performed 
for private, state and/or large local government clients within the last three (3) years. Vendors must 
provide the following information for every business reference provided by the vendor and/or 
subcontractor: 
The “Company Name” must be the name of the proposing vendor or the vendor’s proposed 
subcontractor.   
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Reference #: 1 


Company Name: State of Idaho, Department of Health and Welfare 
Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one): 
 
 Vendor      Subcontractor 


 
Project Name: Non-Emergency Medical Transportation Management 
Primary Contact Information 
Name: Matt Wimmer 
Street Address: 650 State Street,  
City, State, Zip Boise, Idaho, 83702 
Phone, including area code: 208-364-1989 
Facsimile, including area code:  
Email address: WimmerM@dhw.Idaho.gov 
Alternate Contact Information 
Name: NA 
Street Address:  
City, State, Zip  
Phone, including area code:  
Facsimile, including area code:  
Email address:  
Project Information 
Brief description of the project/contract and 
description of services performed, including 
technical environment (i.e., software applications, 
data communications, etc.) if applicable: 


Full Brokerage Model: Establish Call Center, 
Call intake, Establishing local network of 
transportation, eligibility screening, 
appropriate mode assignment, reconciliation 
of all invoices, payment to transportation 
providers 


Original Project/Contract Start Date: September 2010 
Original Project/Contract End Date: 2015 
Original Project/Contract Value: Estimated at 20 Million 
Final Project/Contract Date: n/a 
Was project/contract completed in time originally 
allotted, and if not, why not? 


Yes 


Was project/contract completed within or under the 
original budget/ cost proposal, and if not, why not? 


Yes 
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Reference #: 2 


Company Name: United Health Care 
Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one): 
 
 Vendor      Subcontractor 


Project Name: MEDICAID NON- EMERGENCY TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT 
Primary Contact Information 
Name: Lisa Gray 
Street Address: 26957 Northestern Hwy, Ste 400 
City, State, Zip Southfield, MI 48033 
Phone, including area code: 248-331-4322 
Facsimile, including area code:  
Email address: lgray@glhp.com 
Alternate Contact Information 
Name:  
Street Address:  
City, State, Zip  
Phone, including area code:  
Facsimile, including area code:  
Email address:  
Project Information 
Brief description of the project/contract and description 
of services performed, including technical environment 
(i.e., software applications, data communications, etc.) if 
applicable: 


Full Brokerage Model: Establish Call Center, Call 
intake, Establishing local network of 
transportation, eligibility screening, appropriate 
mode assignment, reconciliation of all invoices, 
payment to transportation providers 


Original Project/Contract Start Date: 2006 
Original Project/Contract End Date: On going 
Original Project/Contract Value: Estimated $2 million 
Final Project/Contract Date: n/a 
Was project/contract completed in time originally 
allotted, and if not, why not? 


yes 


Was project/contract completed within or under the 
original budget/ cost proposal, and if not, why not? 


yes 
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Reference #: 3 


Company Name: STATE of NEBRASKA, Department of Health and Human Services, 
Division of Medicaid and Long-Term Care 


Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one): 
 
 Vendor      Subcontractor 


 
Project Name: MEDICAID NON- EMERGENCY TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT 
Primary Contact Information 
Name: Courtney Miller, Transportation Program 


Specialist  
Street Address: 301 Centennial Mall South,  


1st Floor 
 


City, State, Zip Lincoln, Nebraska 68505 
 


Phone, including area code: 402-471-9530 
Facsimile, including area code:  


Fax: 402.471.9092 
 


Email address: Courtney.miller@nebraska.gov 
Alternate Contact Information 
Name:  
Street Address:  
City, State, Zip  
Phone, including area code:  
Facsimile, including area code:  
Email address:  
Project Information 
Brief description of the project/contract and description 
of services performed, including technical environment 
(i.e., software applications, data communications, etc.) if 
applicable: 


Administration Brokerage Model: Establish Call 
Center, Call intake, Establishing local network of 
transportation, eligibility screening, appropriate 
mode assignment, reconciliation of all invoices, 
authorization of payment to transportation 
providers 


Original Project/Contract Start Date: November 2010  
Original Project/Contract End Date: December 2015 
Original Project/Contract Value: Estimated $3 million 
Final Project/Contract Date: n/a 
Was project/contract completed in time originally 
allotted, and if not, why not? 


Yes 


Was project/contract completed within or under the 
original budget/ cost proposal, and if not, why not? 


Yes 


 
 



mailto:Courtney.miller@nebraska.gov
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Vendors must also submit Attachment G, Reference Questionnaire to the business references that 
are identified in Section 4.3.2.  The company identified as the business references must submit the 
Reference Questionnaire directly to the Purchasing Division. It is the vendor’s responsibility to 
ensure that completed forms are received by the Purchasing Division on or before the deadline as 
specified in Section 8, RFP Timeline for inclusion in the evaluation process.  Reference 
Questionnaires not received, or not complete, may adversely affect the vendor’s score in the 
evaluation process.  The State reserves the right to contact and verify any and all references listed 
regarding the quality and degree of satisfaction for such performance. 


Reference questionnaires have been provided to the references noted above and will be directly 
submitted to the State of Nevada Purchasing Office. 
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Attachment H Proposed Staff Resumes 
 


VENDOR STAFF RESUMES  
A resume must be completed for each proposed individual on the State format provided in 
Attachment H, for key personnel to be responsible for performance of any contract resulting from 
this RFP. Key staff is defined as corporate or company officers charged with the executive oversight 
of the contract and the lead employees of the corporation or company in charge of the day to day 
operations.  
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PROPOSED STAFF RESUME 


 
A resume must be completed for all proposed contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff. 


COMPANY NAME: Access2Care 


ΞContractor �   Subcontractor 
Name: Mark Baird, BSM (proposed)  Key Per sonnel 
Classification: Business Manager  # of Years in Classification: 21 
Brief Summary: of 
Experience:  
# of Years with Firm: This position is a new hire pending the States approval 


RELEVANT PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to Present: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


2009-Present   Trans Life Ambulance                                 
7742 Gloria Ave, Van Nuys CA 
(818) 994-7755 
 
Operations Manager 
• Responsible for the day-to-day management of a BLS 


ambulance service provider, including hiring, training, 
discipline, unit staffing, call response, contractual 
compliance. 


• Responsible for reviewing all PCRs prior to claims being 
submitted for billing in order to ensure proper 
documentation by field personnel. 


• Responsible for all aspects of Human Resources 
Management.. 


• Responsible for the development and implementation of a 
comprehensive implementing Blood Borne Pathogens, 
HIPAA, and Back Safety training programs to ensure 
compliance with local, state and federal requirements. 


• Responsible for ensuring compliance with all local, state 
and federal statutes, regulations and ordinances relating to 
Human Resources and personnel management. 


• Responsible for the implementation of a comprehensive 
corporate safety, health and risk management program. 


• Responsible for the development, bidding, and 
installation of radio system using an all digital radio 
system and CAD (computer aided dispatch) system.  


• During tenure, call volume increased by 400% and 
staffing increased by 200%. 


• During tenure, maintained a collection rate of over 85% 
on accounts and an 80%/20% Medicare/Medi-Cal payer 
mix. 


. 
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Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to MMYYYY: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


2008-2009       FIRSTMED Ambulance Services, Inc.  
7451 Lankershim Blvd, North Hollywood 
(818) 982-8333 


 North Hollywood, CA 
Director of Operations 
• Responsible for the daily operations of a BLS/CCT 


ambulance service provider, including human resources, 
communications, call response, unit deployment, training, 
discipline, problem resolution, etc. 


• In this position, due to my billing expertise, I was able to 
reduce outstanding accounts by 35%. 


• Responsible for negotiating and finalizing several 
transportation provider agreements with insurance 
companies, IPAs, and hospitals. 


• Was responsible for preparing and submitting all 
Medicare appeals for claim denials, and was also the 
point person involving obtaining Medicare approval for 
the provision of SCT services.   


• Responsible for the implementation of a comprehensive 
corporate safety, health and risk management program. 


 
Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to MMYYYY: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


2005-2008       General Home Pharmacy                  
755 Lakefield Rd Ste D, Westlake Village, CA 
(805) 777-7800 
Account Services / HIPAA Compliance Specialist 
• Responsible for Medicare claims, insurance Audits and 


collections. 
• Increased revenue from billed insurance claims by 12%. 
• Decreased audit offsets and resulting revenue 


adjustments. 
• Decreased amount of accounts that necessitated write-


offs. 
• Personally responsible for all Medicare claims, insurance 


audits, and appeals on denied claims. 
 


EDUCATION 
Description # of Years Experience 


Institution Name: 
City: 
State: 
Degree/Achievement: 
Certifications: 


2011-(Currently Attending) Kaplan University   Ft. 
Lauderdale, FL 
Masters in Management with an emphasis in 
Health Care Management 
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2006-2010   Kaplan University                            


Ft. Lauderdale, FL 
BS Degree in Business Management with an 
Emphasis in Health Care Administration 
  
1989  Stanford University Medical Center               
Palo Alto, CA 
• Mobile Intensive Care Paramedic 
  
  
  


REFERENCES 


Minimum of three (3) required, including name, title, 
organization, phone number, fax number and email 
address 


Rick Larson 
Regional Director AMR 
619-203-5869 
 
Joe Dolphin 
President, MedVac Ambulance 
760-567-8600 
 
David Molynex  
LA City Fireman (retired) 
818-200-5314 
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PROPOSED STAFF RESUME 
 


A resume must be completed for all proposed contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff. 
COMPANY NAME: Access2Care 


Ξ   Contractor  �   Subcontractor 
Name: Gregg M. Chiasson   Key Per sonnel 
Classification: Non-Emergency Transport # of Years in Classification: 33 


Brief Summary: of 
Experience: 


In the medical transportation industry for 30 years and has held various management 
roles with a focus on operations, business development and contracting. Has 
successfully managed the national contract with Kaiser Permanente and assists with 
national and multi-regional client development and contracting.  


# of Years with Firm: 14 
RELEVANT PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 


Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to Present: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


April 2010 to Ongoing 
Idaho NEMT 
Matt Swimmer, Manager of Medicaid Services 
650 State Street, Boise, ID, 83702 
Telephone: (208) 364-1989 
Role: Corporate oversight 
Details: Responsible for ensuring adequate resources 
available for NEMT program as well as providing 
administrative oversight.  
 
 


Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to MMYYYY: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


June 2006 to Ongoing 
Texas Medicaid Transportation Projects  
Cecile Young 
Texas Dept. of Health and Human Services 
4900 N. Lamar Blvd., Austin, TX, 78751 
Telephone: (512) 487-3407 
Role: Corporate oversight 
Details: Responsible for ensuring adequate resources 
available for NEMT program. Responsible for overseeing 
project from contract signing through the operations phase.  
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Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to MMYYYY: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


July 2000 to Ongoing 
National NEMT Implementation for Kaiser Permanente 
Dan Frecks 
Kaiser Foundation Health Plan 
393 East Walnut Street, 2nd Floor, Pasadena, CA, 91188 
Telephone: (626)405-5695 
Role: Responsible for ensuring adequate resources available 
for Kaiser program as well as provide administrative 
oversight. Responsible for overseeing project from contract 
signing through the operations phase. 
Details: Selected to operate Kaiser’s nationwide NEMT 
program due to the quality of services already provided to 
Kaiser as well as AMR’s vision of how the program could be 
integrated with technology and quality in mind.  


EDUCATION 
Description # of Years Experience 


Institution Name: 
City: 
State: 
Degree/Achievement: 
Certifications: 


University of LaVerne 30 
LaVerne  
California  
Bachelors Degree Program in Health Care 
Management  
  


REFERENCES 


Minimum of three (3) required, including name, title, 
organization, phone number, fax number and email 
address 


Matt Swimmer, Manager of Medicaid Services 
650 State Street, Boise, ID, 83702 
Telephone: (208) 364-1989 
 
Cecile Young 
Texas Dept. of Health and Human Services 
4900 N. Lamar Blvd., Austin, TX, 78751 
Telephone: (512) 487-3407 
 
Dan Frecks 
Kaiser Foundation Health Plan 
393 East Walnut Street, 2nd Floor, Pasadena, CA, 
91188 
Telephone: (626) 405-5695 
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PROPOSED STAFF RESUME 
 


A resume must be completed for all proposed contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff. 
COMPANY NAME: Access2Care 


Ξ   Contractor �   Subcontractor 
Name: Rene Bonnett  Key Per sonnel 
Classification: Director Call Center # of Years in Classification:  


Brief Summary: of 
Experience: 


Ms. Bonnett’s successful career has spanned 15 years as an effective leader in 
the call center and technical services environments. Educated and seasoned in 
a wide area of Customer Service and Project management practices will allow 
her to successfully manage programs that will ensure quality in all matters of 
this project. Ms. Bonnett is currently working as the call center manager for 
the Idaho NEMT program. Ms. Bonnett has also provided training and support 
to the new Nebraska NEMT program. Ms. Bonnett’s call center in Idaho is the 
first in AMR to be URAC accredited.   
 
 
Ms. Bonnett recently played a pivotal role in the successful implementation of 
full brokerage nonemergency Medicaid transportation program for the State of 
Idaho. Her dedication to understanding the entire scope of this project and 
thorough training of staff led to AMR meeting all state-imposed time 
constraints. Ms. Bonnett also has an extensive background in Information 
Technology, Health Care and Training. The Idaho implementation consisted of 
protocol development, call center readiness, network development, 
documenting operational policies and procedures and conducting bi-weekly 
client/customer meetings. Ms. Bonnett’s call center in Idaho from inception 
has met and exceeded all service levels and quality standards.  
 
Ms. Bonnett holds multiple certifications in Information Technology including 
CCNA and MCITP. Ms. Bonnett is currently completing her Masters 
Certificate in Project Management.  
 
 


# of Years with Firm: 1.5 
RELEVANT PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 
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Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to Present: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


Project One: Idaho NEMT 
Start Date: June 2010/ End Date: Ongoing  
Description: Responsible for overseeing Implementation and 
Call Center Management of the Idaho NEMT program. 
Implementation consisted of work plan development and 
management, overseeing call center readiness and network 
development, documenting operational policies and 
procedures and conducting bi-weekly client/customer 
meetings. Staff oversight, provider network development, 
case management.  Planning, contract management, 
performance and compliance monitoring, and maintaining a 
good working relationship with state of Idaho. 
Role: Call Center Manager 
Relevance to Nevada FRB Project: Business Manager 
 


Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to MMYYYY: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


Project Two : Nebraska NEMT 
Start Date: July March - Ongoing 
Description: Management Support and Training 
Role:  Implementation consisted of work plan development 
and management, overseeing call center readiness. Provide 
call center staff training and readiness testing for the state. 
Developed and trained the call center manager for this 
project.  Provided oversight and input on the policies and 
procedures for the Operation. 
Relevance to Nevada FRB Project:  Will provide 
continuous oversight and guidance to Implementation Team. 
Communicate to IT staff the needs for the project. 
 


Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to MMYYYY: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


Woodgrain Millwork INC 
Start Date: July 2007, End Date: June 2010 
Description: Technical Services Manager, Information 
Technology 
Role: Staff oversight,   Planning, project management, 
performance and compliance monitoring, and Present to the 
executive team IT current/actual budget, present IT direction 
and recommendations for future IT project to Board of 
Directors. Create/present budget recommendations to the 
executive team annually. 
Relevance to Nevada FRB Project:  Will provide 
continuous oversight and guidance to Implementation Team. 
Communicate to IT staff the needs for the project. 
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EDUCATION 
Description # of Years Experience 


Institution Name: 
City: 
State: 
Degree/Achievement: 
Certifications: 


CCNA – Certificate in Cisco  
MCITP  
Villanova – Current – Masters Certificate Project 
Management  
URAC- Received 100% on Core Accreditation  
  


REFERENCES 


Minimum of three (3) required, including name, title, 
organization, phone number, fax number and email 
address 


Name: Rem Fox      
Address: 1201  W Karcher Rd. Nampa, Id      
Telephone: 425-315-2617 
 
Name: Matt Wimmer – Director – Idaho 
Department of Health and Welfare, Medicaid 
Division 
Address: 650 State Street, Boise, Idaho, 83702 
Telephone: (208) 364-1989 
 
Name: Jim Work      
Address:  210 S. 77th St. 
Telephone:  402-972-4002 
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PROPOSED STAFF RESUME 


 
A resume must be completed for all proposed contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff. 


COMPANY NAME: Access2Care 


Ξ   Contractor �   Subcontractor 
Name: Richard Eberle Key Per sonnel 
Classification: Non-Emergency Transport # of Years in Classification: 9.75 


Brief Summary: of 
Experience: 


Experience spans many states working with many companies to develop and 
maintain smart Medicaid transportation programs that reduce cost to the state as they 
provide more transportation service to the Medicaid population. Has led new start-up 
programs and developed them into highly successful, long-term operations serving 
the Medicaid participant. 
 


# of Years with Firm: 2.25 
RELEVANT PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 


Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to Present: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


Idaho NEMT 
 
July 2010 to (Ongoing)  
Idaho Health and Welfare 
(same) 
Matt Wimmer, Bureau Chief, Medical Care 
650 State Street, Boise, Idaho, 83702, (208)364-1989,  
wimmerm@dhw.idaho.gov  
Idaho Project and Client Services Director  
Responsible for overseeing the Implementation Phase and 
operation of the Idaho NEMT program. This position is 
responsible for the entire Idaho NEMT operations of 
brokerage services and related contracts and the contact for 
brokerage center services for the Idaho Health and Welfare.  
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Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to MMYYYY: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


MSAA/USDOT Intelligent Transportation Systems 
Research Initiative 
September 2009 to July 2010 
Lower Savannah Council of Governments 
(same) 
Lynda Bassham 
2748 Wagener Road, Aiken, SC, 29081, (803)649-7981,  
lbassham@lscog.org 
Project Director 
Oversee project development and implementation, staff 
oversight, provider network development and relations, public 
relations and marketing associated with the Lower Savannah 
COG’s Travel Management and Coordination Center 
(TMCC).  Planning and oversight of the agency’s 2 transit 
systems which includes working on project startup, contract 
management, performance and compliance monitoring, and 
maintaining a good working relationship with state and 
federal funding partners. 
  


Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to MMYYYY: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


State of Georgia Non-Emergency Medical Transportation 
 
December 2008 to September 2009 
Georgia Medical Transportation 
(same) 
Joseph Hale 
3755 Harrison Rd, Lawrenceville, GA, 30052, (770)761-
2322, jhale@gamedtransport.com 
Transportation Consultant 
Provided consultant services to medical transportation 
company that provided an average 14,000 trips per month in a 
6 county area east of Atlanta, GA.   
 


EDUCATION 
Description # of Years Experience 


Institution Name: 
City: 
State: 
Degree/Achievement: 
Certifications: 


(no college)  
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REFERENCES 


Minimum of three (3) required, including name, title, 
organization, phone number, fax number and email 
address 


 
Moreland Adams – Chief Operations Officer 
Southeast Trans 
(678) 510-4600 / (f)  (678) 510-1351 
madams@southeastrans.com  
 
Robert Harrison – Corporate Operations Director 
LogistiCare   
(770) 907-7596 / (f) (770)907-7598 
roberth@logisticare.com  
 
Joseph Hale – Owner 
Georgia Medical Transportation 
 (770)761-2322 / (f) (770)761-7661 
jhale@gamedtransport.com 
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PROPOSED STAFF RESUME 


 
A resume must be completed for all proposed contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff. 


COMPANY NAME: Access2Care 


Ξ   Contractor  �   Subcontractor 
Name: Namon J. Huddleston, Jr.   Key Per sonnel 
Classification: Non-Emergency Transport # of Years in Classification: 21 


Brief Summary: of 
Experience: 


More than 16 years in the emergency medical services and managed care 
environments. Expertise to manage programs and ensure project quality. 
Implementation lead for NEMT projects in Idaho, Nebraska and South Carolina. Call 
center manager in New Orleans and manager of quality and training for the 
Access2Care call center in Wisconsin. Has provided consulting services to the 
Copenhagen Fire Brigade in Copenhagen, Denmark, and assisted the department in 
becoming the first internationally accredited fire brigade.  


# of Years with Firm: 15 
RELEVANT PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 


Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to Present: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


April 2010 to Ongoing 
Idaho NEMT 
Matt Swimmer, Manager of Medicaid Services 
650 State Street, Boise, ID, 83702 
Telephone: (208) 364-1989 
Role: Implementation, Quality Assurance, Compliance 
Manager 
Details: Responsible for overseeing the implementation of the 
Idaho NEMT program, which included overseeing call center 
readiness, network development, and documenting 
operational policies and procedures.  
 


Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to MMYYYY: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


August 2008 to April 2009 
HealthSpring NEMT National Health Plan 
Beckie Croes 
9009 Carothers Pkwy, Franklin, TN, 37067 
Telephone: (832)553-3378 
Role: Oversight of implementation phase of multi-state 
NEMT program for HealthSpring, one of the nation’s largest 
Medicare Advantage programs.  
Details: Health care plan protocol development, documenting 
operational policies and procedures.  
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Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to MMYYYY: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


July 2000 to May 2002 
Kaiser Permanente NEMT Colorado Health Plan 
Dr. Jay Goldman 
800 Harrison Street, Oakland, CA 
Telephone: (510)625-2890 
Role: Responsible for all call center training and quality 
assurance programs and processes.  
Details: New-hire training and continuing education 
programs held for all employees. This particular call center 
was awarded accreditation as a Center of Excellence by the 
National Academy of Emergency Medical Dispatch.  


EDUCATION 
Description 16  Years Experience 


Institution Name: 
City: 
State: 
Degree/Achievement: 
Certifications: 


University of Phoenix  
Chicago  
Illinois  
Master of Management  
none  


REFERENCES 


Minimum of three (3) required, including name, title, 
organization, phone number, fax number and email 
address 


 
 
Mr. Matt Swimmer, Idaho Manager of Medicaid 
Services 
TFN: (208) 364-1989 
Fax: 208.364.1989 
Email: wimmerm@dhw.idaho.gov 
 
Beckie Croes, VP Operations Health Springs 
Insurance    
TFN: 832.553.3378 
Fax: 
Email: beckie.croes@healthspring.com 
 
Mrs. Courtney Miller,  Nebraska Department of 
Health and Human Services Transportation 
Program Specialist 
TFN: 402.471.9530 
Fax: 402.471.9092 
Email: Courtney.miller@nebraska.gov 
 
 
 
 


 
  



mailto:wimmerm@dhw.idaho.gov

mailto:beckie.croes@healthspring.com

mailto:Courtney.miller@nebraska.gov
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PROPOSED STAFF RESUME 
 


A resume must be completed for all proposed contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff. 
COMPANY NAME: Access2Care 


 X Contractor �   Subcontractor 
 
Name: Tish de la Bretonne  Key Personnel 
Classification: Quality Manager # of Years in Classification: 1.5 


Brief Summary: of 
Experience: 


Extensive background in quality management and performance/process 
improvement. Proven skills in project management, workforce leadership, and 
curriculum design and development. Recently served as project coordinator for 
successful URAC Healthcare Accreditation (Core-Version 3.0). 


# of Years with Firm: 1.5 
RELEVANT PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE 


Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to Present: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


June 2010 – Present 
American Medical Response / Access2Care 
Idaho Department of Health and Welfare 
Matt Wimmer, Bureau Chief 
3232 W. Elder Street, Boise, ID 83720, 208-364-1989 
wimmerm@dhw.idaho.gov 
Quality Manager 
Quality and Process Improvement for Idaho Medicaid Non-
emergency Medical Transportation (NEMT) program.  


Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to MMYYYY: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


February 2008 – April 2010 
WDS 
Clients included Google, HTC, Vodafone, Verizon Wireless, 
T-Mobile, Tesco, MoneyLink 
Brad Stenhjem, Head of Operations, U.S. 
456 N. Kimball Ave., Boise, ID 83704 
425-307-3000 
brad.stenhjem@wds.co 
Quality and Project Manager for global organization 
providing technical services to wireless carriers. 


Required Information: 
 
MMYYYY to MMYYYY: 
Vendor Name: 
Client Name: 
Client Contact Name: 
Client Address, Phone Number, Email: 
Role in Contract/Project: 
Details and Duration of Contract/Project: 


April 1999 – July 2006 
DIRECTV 
DIRECTV 
Deb Wiest, Director of Performance Consulting 
5800 N. Meeker St., Boise, ID 83713 
208-363-6000 
Instructional Designer and Project Manager for national 
satellite entertainment provider 


  



mailto:wimmerm@dhw.idaho.gov

mailto:brad.stenhjem@wds.co
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EDUCATION 
Description # of Years Experience 


Institution Name: 
City: 
State: 
Degree/Achievement: 
Certifications: 


University of Phoenix  
Boise  
ID  
Associate’s Degree  
  


REFERENCES 


Minimum of three (3) required, including name, title, 
organization, phone number, fax number and email 
address 


 
Brad Stenhjem 
Head of Operations, U.S. 
WDS 
206-852-6094 Mobile 
425-307-3001 Fax 
brad.stenhjem@wds.co 
 
Kevin Hill 
Owner 
Kevin H ill Copy 
208-891-6220 Mobile 
208-639-2408 Fax 
kevin@kevinhillcopy.com 
 
Carmen Ver Steeg 
Administrative Sergeant 
City of Richland 
871 George Washington Way 
Richland, WA 99352 
509-942-7545 Office 
509-942-7517 Fax 
cversteeg@ci.richland.wa.us 
 


 
  



mailto:brad.stenhjem@wds.co

mailto:kevin@kevinhillcopy.com

mailto:cversteeg@ci.richland.wa.us
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Other Informational Material  
 


Attachment A: Sample Communication Material 
Attachment B: Draft Nevada Service Agreement 
Attachment C: Reporting Sample 
Attachment D: Nevada Registration Certificate 
Attachment E: Sample Implementation Plan 
 





		/

		The vendor must maintain a network of appropriate providers that is supported by written agreements and is sufficient to provide adequate access to all non-emergency transportation services covered under the contract.

		In establishing and maintaining the network, the vendor must:

		3.6.1.1 Consider the following:

		 The expected utilization of services, taking into consideration the characteristics and health care needs of specific Medicaid populations represented in the contract;

		 The number and types of non-emergency transportation providers required to furnish the contracted services; and

		 The geographic location of providers and recipients and whether the non-emergency transportation provider can provide physical access for recipients with disabilities.

		Vendors must provide a company profile in the table format below.

		Please be advised, pursuant to NRS 80.010, incorporated companies must register with the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s Office as a foreign corporation before a contract can be executed between the State of Nevada and the awarded vendor, unless...

		The selected vendor, prior to doing business in the State of Nevada, must be appropriately licensed by the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s Office pursuant to NRS76.  Information regarding the Nevada Business License can be located at http://sos....

		Vendors are cautioned that some services may contain licensing requirement(s).  Vendors shall be proactive in verification of these requirements prior to proposal submittal.  Proposals that do not contain the requisite licensure may be deemed non-resp...

		Has the vendor ever been engaged under contract by any State of Nevada agency?





































































Section 3.4 – Assess/Authorize Transportation Services



SCOPE OF WORK

3.4     ASSESS/AUTHORIZE TRANSPORTATION SERVICES 

		Working with DHCFP to Keep Their Medicaid Transportation Costs Manageable



		Consistent and  thorough level of service assignment has achieved significant results for DHCFP:

· Use of low-cost trips (public transit, gas reimbursement, and volunteer drivers) increased from 28.9 percent in 2007 to 39.9 percent in 2010 - prior to DHCFP program changes.

· Use of low-cost trips jumped to 63.4% year-to-date 2011 with the successful implementation of DHCFP program changes.





Before contracting with LogistiCare to take over as Nevada’s NET broker in 2003, DHCFP experienced many abuses with Medicaid transportation services; such as ineligible riders, trips for non-covered Medicaid services, multiple trips when only one was necessary, and unnecessary ambulance rides. By implementing our strict standards for assessing and authorizing transportation services, LogistiCare immediately began to eliminate the abuses, helped DFCHP stabilize Medicaid costs, and increased access and quality NET services across the state. We have continued to work closely with DHCFP for the past eight years to enhance the use of appropriate and low-cost NET services, and we will continue our commitment to work with DHCFP toward successful program goals in the future.

LogistiCare offers access to the least costly, most medically appropriate NET service to all Nevada’s Medicaid eligible recipients. We always comply with state and federal NET policies and procedures in determining the appropriate level of service and mode of transportation for recipients.

3.4.1 The vendor and its network providers must have in place, and follow, written policies and procedures for processing requests for initial and continuing authorizations of service.  The vendor must have in effect mechanisms to ensure consistent application of review criteria for authorization decisions and consult with the requesting provider when appropriate.  Any decision to deny a service authorization request (SAR) or to authorize a service in amount, duration, or scope that is less than requested must be made by a health care professional who has appropriate clinical expertise in treating the recipient’s condition or disease.

Processing Requests for Authorization with Accuracy and Courtesy

Our Nevada operations team maintains written policies and procedures for processing initial and recurring requests for NET service which follow criteria required by the Medicaid Chapter 1900 Manual, state and federal guidelines, our own business standards, the current contract and the RFP.

These policies and procedures are regularly reviewed and updated when changes occur, either in Medicaid rules and/or by the Division. Changes are analyzed in detail by our Nevada QA Supervisor, an expert Medicaid resource, and appropriately incorporated into our policies and procedures manual, processes, training, call scripts and technology systems.

Our review criteria are thoroughly addressed in our customized Customer Service Representative (CSR) training. Our policies and procedures address a variety of scenarios that CSRs may encounter that are designed to help them be most efficient and apply review criteria consistently. More importantly, all changes and updates to policies and procedures are integrated into our automated NET management system, LogistiCAD, which reinforces NET program consistency. When unusual questions arise regarding authorizations our CSRs have our QA supervisor as a valuable resource to assist them, or consult directly with the caller. Some circumstances could require medical necessity advice from Nursecore, which provides access to medically qualified Registered Nurse (RN) personnel. However because of our long term relationships with healthcare facility staff, practitioners and physicians, we have been able to effectively work with them to assign the most appropriate level of service. 

Assessing the Recipients Level of Need

When assessing recipients’ needs for service no other CSRs are as caring or patient with the callers they service. Our CSRs are experienced in working with Nevada recipients who have difficulties communicating because of age or disabilities. They take time to listen to every caller and provide them their attention, compassion and understanding. 

We always apply review criteria for assessment and authorization of services in a consistent and fair manner, and in accordance with DHCFP policies. As state above, we often consult with healthcare providers when attempting to determine the most appropriate yet least costly level of service. Any decisions to deny or reduce the level of service (e.g., from a sedan to public transit) are determined by our QA Supervisor using information from the recipient’s healthcare provider and always in accordance with DHCFP Medicaid Services Manual Chapter 1900.

3.4.2 The vendor must ensure that any compensation to individuals or entities that are contracted by the vendor to conduct utilization management activities under this contract is not structured so as to provide incentives for the individual or entity to deny, limit, or discontinue medically necessary services to any recipient.

We employ a Quality Assurance Supervisor to conduct internal utilization management functions under this contract. We do not and will not provide our staff, recipients, contractors, or any third party vendors with incentives to deny, limit or discontinue medically necessary services.

3.4.3 Vendor shall make an assessment of the recipient’s level of need for transportation, which shall be in accordance with Division transportation policies and procedures as set forth in the Medicaid Services Manual (MSM) Chapter 1900 entitled “Transportation Services” and through any Division policy updates, revisions and State Plan Amendments.  

Since 2003, we have successfully “right-sized” levels of service provided to Nevada’s Medicaid eligible recipients, in efforts to help DHCFP control overall Medicaid costs. We continue to assign the most appropriate and least costly mode of transportation, according to the recipient's medical condition and the healthcare provider’s location.

Levels of transportation are determined by medical necessity and the recipients’ ability to use the least costly form of transportation. We continue to be diligent in our accurate assessment of each recipient’s level of need for transportation and affirm that all our practices, policies and procedures comply with rules and guidelines set forth in the Medicaid Service Manual Chapter 1900, including any Division policy updates, revisions and State Plan Amendments.

Information on the recipient’s determined level of service becomes a part of their personal history in LogistiCAD and automatically displays when CSRs attempt to make subsequent reservations for them.  This serves to ensure that recipients receive the same, appropriate level of service on future trips, provided their circumstances do not change. Should such change occur the level of service is reassessed according to current policies and procedures.

3.4.4 Pertinent requirements in the transportation needs assessment include:

Always Considering Recipients' Well-being

LogistiCare is aware of and highly sensitive to the fact that the health and well-being of recipients depends upon their ability to access medical care through Medicaid non-emergency transportation programs. Therefore, while employing stringent gatekeeping procedures to comply with state and federal policies, and assigning transportation only to eligible Medicaid recipients, we never allow the authorization process to interfere with an eligible recipient receiving transportation. If the requested information needed for authorization is not immediately available, our CSRs schedule the transportation and escalate the request to our CSR supervisor for further authentication from the recipient’s healthcare provider.

LogistiCare works diligently with the healthcare provider until the requested information is received.





3.4.4.1 	The recipient’s program eligibility for non-emergency transportation has been verified on the date of service; 

Each recipient’s program eligibility for non-emergency transportation is validated prior to assigning the trip to a transportation provider, 24 hours prior to the date of service.

3.4.4.2	The transportation is to and/or from a Nevada Medicaid covered services that are determined medically necessary;

During each recipient’s assessment our CSRs work diligently to confirm that the requested transportation is to and/or from a Nevada Medicaid covered service provider and is medically necessary. We also employ Facility Representatives who are specially trained to understand the intricacies of covered and non-covered Medicaid services and provide assistance in determining whether a service is covered. 

Moreover, names and addresses of all Medicaid-eligible healthcare providers and facilities in Nevada and neighboring states are housed in our LogistiCAD system, through which reservations are made. If the requested destination (i.e., healthcare provider) is not in our system, the CSRs initiate inquiries to confirm that the site is an appropriate Medicaid-approved healthcare location.

Screening/Verification of Pre-Scheduled (Standing Order) Trips

Our thorough screening process for Medicaid-covered services is particularly important when establishing pre-scheduled (standing order) trips. Standing-order requests must be supported by a written form, signed by a physician, which includes official Medicaid-compensable medical condition and treatment codes. Our QA supervisor and utilization review staff analyze these forms to verify services requested are Medicaid-covered and the credentials of the healthcare provider meet DHCFP standards for covered services. Some services may potentially be covered for some conditions when others are not. LogistiCare is vigilant to solicit confirmation of both the treatment and condition of the recipient, in order to make a precise determination of covered service eligibility.

3.4.4.3	The recipient has no other form of transportation available; 

During each recipient’s assessment, our CSRs confirm that no other means of transportation is available by inquiring about how the recipient normally travels to non-medical destinations. Recipients who have their own vehicle or other regular means of transportation are offered gas reimbursement. Using LogistiCAD’s Mass Transit Module, which automatically determines recipients’ eligibility (based on responses to CSR’s scripted questions, personal information and the walking distance - typically ¾ of a mile- of public transit), CSRs are able to effectively calculate and map the applicable trip pickup and drop off addresses for the scheduled appointment and offer the recipient a bus pass. For circumstances where recipients are within walking distance to their healthcare provider and do not have any medical or cognitive conditions to preclude walking, the trip is denied and a subsequent Notice of Decision mailed to them with information regarding their right to appeal.

3.4.4.4	The least costly, but appropriate, mode of transportation is used; and

When managing the least costly mode of transportation for Nevada’s NET program, our focus has always been on the safety and comfort of recipients in their travels to their Medicaid-approved healthcare appointments. Below are some descriptions of various types of transportation offered to recipients during their needs assessment. We prioritize the use of free transportation, gas reimbursement and/or public transit systems to improve accessibility in our high-volume urban centers and help DHCFP control overall Medicaid costs. We have learned through the years that Nevada transit officials are enthusiastic about creating an effective fixed-route pass program, since it increases income and ridership for the state’s transit system.

Volunteer Transportation Providers (Ambulatory and Wheelchair Transport)

Our Nevada operations team has a group of 22 individual volunteer Transportation Providers (TPs) who are registered and credentialed to provide volunteer transportation to recipients. 

Gas Reimbursement (Ambulatory and Wheelchair Transport)

Gas reimbursement is offered for recipients who have their own vehicles and have the ability to drive, or for those who have legally responsible individuals (such as friends/family) to provide transportation for them. Following the DHCFP guidelines, gas reimbursement for recipients with their own vehicle is only valid for individual trips of over 25 miles, one way, or weekly mileage of over 50 miles. Reimbursement begins at mile 26 or 51 respectively. 

Recipients who have legally responsible individuals who are willing to provide transportation for them, with their own vehicles, qualify for gas reimbursement, which starts with the first mile of the trip and is paid at double the IRS medical moving rate.

Public Transit (Ambulatory and Wheelchair Transport)

As appropriate and when available, public transit is offered as a top choice of transport, second only to gas reimbursement. This applies to both ambulatory and wheelchair-bound recipients, since all public transit vehicles are equipped with ramps/lifts and are ADA compliant.

Livery Sedan, Taxi, or Van

When the above modes of transportation are not acceptable options for recipients’ medical and cognitive needs, they receive a more thorough assessment before being assigned to sedan, taxi or van service. These levels of service could be required for recipients using walkers; those with collapsible wheelchairs who are capable of standing and transferring into a vehicle (with or without assistance); and wheelchair-bound recipients who cannot use volunteer services, privately-owned vehicles, or public transportation because of their medical condition.

Livery Sedan, Taxi or Van modes of transportation could also apply to individuals who cannot use an alternate, less costly form of transportation. A good example of this is a capable, wheelchair-bound recipient who lives within the approved distance for a public transit stop but the stop itself is not ADA- compliant. In such situations, we refer the recipient to paratransit in their area so they can be assessed for a higher level of service.

Stretcher/Gurney Transport

There are occasional situations where recipients who are normally wheelchair-bound have been admitted to an acute care facility without their wheelchair. Upon discharge, with no wheelchair available, these individuals may require transport by non-emergency ambulance. However, to reduce the use of this type of transport, we require some of our providers to carry wheelchairs in their vehicles for recipient use when their own is not available. This enables recipients to use the less expensive modes of transportation. Only when there is no other alternative, do we assign the trip as non-emergency ambulance and the transport is performed on a cost-plus basis, as approved by DHCFP. 

3.4.4.5	That the recipient is using the closest provider.

We do not generally experience “closest provider” issues unless a recipient receives a referral to a Medicaid-approved specialist. For example, dialysis and pre-natal OB/GYN visits can often be scheduled at closer facilities; in which case, we proactively work with the recipient and medical provider to seek the closest appropriate provider. Otherwise, for recipients who require specialized services to a more distant facility, such as Reno patients requiring specialized urology treatment in Las Vegas, specific authorization for the trip is obtained from DHCFP. 

We thoroughly assess the purpose for a trip and the services to be rendered before determining the appropriateness of traveling a longer-than-normal distance. When necessary, we contact the attending medical practitioner (i.e., PCP or Specialist) to ask if they have a closer location. 

Providing Air Transport to Fully Meet Recipients’ Needs

In some cases, the services required for a recipient’s medical condition are not within driving distance of their home and may be in a distant state. These situations require commercial air transportation. LogistiCare makes these arrangements for eligible recipients and their qualified escorts.

For example, we provided recurring air transport for a northern Nevada dialysis patient who needed to travel to Los Angeles, CA, for specialized transplant services. He required a kidney transplant and because of his antibodies he had to have Intravenous Immune Globulin (IVIG) therapy once a month for three months, with a three-month break in between, until a donor kidney was available. We coordinated flights to Los Angeles and ground transport to UCLA, as well as transportation to and from the airport in Reno. We worked closely with his dialysis facility to confirm that his transportation, meals and lodging needs were met and to verify that he arrived safely to his scheduled appointments.

Arranging Commercial Air Transport as Needed

LogistiCare arranges commercial air transport for recipients and their escorts according to DHCFP rules and with approval. All out-of-state transportation that is not in a catchment area or going to Shriner’s Hospital must have a verifiable out-of-state authorization issued by Magellan for treatment at the out-of-state facility. This authorization is accomplished through the receiving facility. We make certain to obtain a copy of the approval prior to transport. If the recipient has other coverage in place (third-party liability), the trip is denied. As the incumbent broker, we have learned the best way to manage more difficult trips like commercial air transport. There will be no learning curve for us to determine how best to coordinate these complicated trips. 

3.4.5 	The vendor shall authorize or deny non-emergency transportation services for Medicaid recipients based on the above screening criteria. The vendor shall issue a Notice of decision with appeals rights included for any denial, reduction, or termination of a service.  The vendor shall issue a Notice of decision with appeals rights included for any denial or a reduction in the requested level of service. The vendor may need to contact the recipient’s primary care physician to assess and confirm the medical necessity of transportation services. 

Authorizing or Denying Services

We authorize or deny NET services using a variety of DHCFP criteria determined through our comprehensive screening and assessment processes described above. These include but are not limited to criteria and circumstances prescribed in the Medicaid Services Manual Chapter 1900. Under a new contract, we will continue to be conscientious in our assessment of requested trips, issuing authorizations and denials according to the state’s criteria.

Before authorizing or denying a trip, we reach out to the recipient’s primary care physician or specialist to confirm the type, level and mode of transportation service needed and to obtain appropriate medical necessity documentation.

Denial of services could result due to:

· Ineligibility for NET services on the date of service

· Lack of medical necessity documentation for requested NET service

· Service or healthcare provider is not Medicaid-approved

· Access and availability of alternate transportation (i.e., recipient’s own vehicle or friend/family transportation access; gas reimbursement offered)

· Transportation to the medical service is covered by another program

· We cannot confirm that there is a medical appointment

· Routine trip was not requested timely

· Requested documentation was not received on time-prior to date of trip

· Recipient refuses the appropriate mode of transportation

· Recipient refuses the NET provider assigned to the trip 

· Recipient refuses an assessment by the Medicaid District Office and refuses the lowest level of service appropriate for his/her medical condition

Reduction of level of service could occur if:

· Recipient’s level of need or medical necessity changes 

· Doctor’s orders expire

· Recipient’s assessment results determine they qualify for a lower level of service

Termination of service could occur if the recipient is no longer eligible (e.g., recipient is moved to a nursing home or they become a Qualified Medicare Beneficiary only recipient).

When a denial, reduction, or termination of service occurs during the caller’s interview process, our CSRs compassionately explain the situation; advise the caller that they will receive a Notice of Decision in the mail; and explain their rights to an appeal; while recording the justification for their decision in the LogistiCAD system. All decisions regarding denials, reductions or terminations of service are keyed into LogistiCAD. The system automatically generates a State of Nevada Notice of Decision (NOD) form addressed to the recipient. It describes the purpose for the denial, the reduction or termination of service and includes information regarding their right to the Appeal and Fair Hearings processes. 

3.4.6	Paratransit transportation may be provided based on assessed medical need.  All adult day care riders, adult day Health Care riders, Renal Dialysis riders and behavioral health riders must be assessed by paratransit for eligibility. Recipients with regularly recurring rides to any provider must be assessed by paratransit for eligibility. Recipients who do not cooperate in obtaining a paratransit assessment shall only be issued bus passes. When paratransit transportation is indicated, such transportation services shall be “curb to curb” or “door-to-door”, whichever service is necessary for the recipient.  Paratransit providers are responsible for assisting riders into and out of the vehicle, but are not responsible for lifting wheelchair or gurney patients up or down stairs.

Meeting Recipient Needs for Paratransit Transportation

LogistiCare has policies, procedures and set processes in place that comply with all assessment requirements of DHCFP and the RFP. We provide payment for paratransit transportation services for Medicaid eligible recipients, accordingly.

As required above, all adult day care riders, adult healthcare riders, renal dialysis riders, behavioral health riders, and recipients with regularly recurring rides to a Medicaid approved provider are assessed for paratransit eligibility. An independent third-party company /paratransit performs the assessment.

Assessed recipients who are determined to be ineligible for paratransit receive a Notice of Decision form denying their request for service. The form includes information regarding their right to an appeal and a Fair Hearing.

Recipients denied paratransit service or who have refuse to participate in the paratransit assessment are offered bus passes, provided they are in an area where public transit is available.  Otherwise, they are authorized to receive gas reimbursement to drive their own vehicle, or to cover gas expenses of a friend or family member transporting them. 

Recipients meeting the criteria of the paratransit assessment are authorized and scheduled for paratransit services. The approved assessment and level of service is recorded in our LogistiCAD system and any special needs of the recipient are noted.



		LogistiCare Does What It Takes



		Recipients frequently tell us that LogistiCare goes “above and beyond” to make arrangements to get them to the services they need and to get them safely back home again. For example, a paratransit-certified recipient in Las Vegas, who lives in a supplemental area, requested a reservation for paratransit to travel to an oncology appointment. Since she lived in a supplemental area, as defined by paratransit rules, she was not guaranteed a ride. 

Even though paratransit called the recipient the night before the reservation to confirm, the next day they did not have the availability to get her to her appointment. She contacted LogistiCare. We know that Medicaid policy is clear that paratransit certified recipients living outside the service area may utilize a transportation provider if gas reimbursement or a volunteer driver is not available. We were able to secure transportation for this recipient in time for her much needed appointment.





3.4.7 	Recipients are responsible for providing car seats, wheelchairs, other devices or equipment, and any extra physical assistance, not required of providers, that they or their escorts need to make the trip.  The Division will provide the vendor with instructions and ongoing training on Medicaid policy regarding specific Medicaid programs and covered services.

LogistiCare has over 21 years of experience managing transportation for large populations of people with special needs and/or disabilities. To secure the right level of service for these individuals, our CSRs are trained to identify any special transportation requirements of the passenger at the time of the initial interview call. They work hard to maintain current and accurate information in our LogistiCAD system so our network transportation providers clearly understand each recipient’s specific needs before the trip occurs. 

LogistiCare understands that recipients are required to provide their own car seats, wheelchairs, any other equipment and any extra physical assistance (escorts) they need during the trip. Our CSRs diligently educate recipients accordingly during reservation interviews and assessment processes. LogistiCare takes the extra step to assist recipients as circumstances warrant and as can be accommodated. As mentioned before, we require some of our providers to have wheelchairs in their vehicles to accommodate hospital discharge patients. 

		LogistiCare Understands Our Passengers – Providing Courtesy Service as Needed



		



		Although the DHCFP currently approves only curb-to-curb services, LogistiCare and our network transportation providers offer door-to-door service when requested by the recipient. We understand that it is sometimes very difficult for a person, particularly one who is aged, frail, impaired, or lives alone, to get from their door to the curb without risk of falling or other injury. We provide this service as a courtesy to our recipients and as a value-add service to the state to help promote the safety of Nevada’s Medicaid recipients. 





The level of personal assistance needed from the driver for each trip is captured by our CSRs, during the reservation process, documented in the LogistiCAD system, and passed on to the transportation provider in the trip manifests they receive from LogistiCare. Any needs for assistance and other pertinent mobility or impairment issues are included in the recipient’s profile stored in LogistiCAD. The system automatically displays these notations during the trip reservation process so the recipient’s needs are communicated accurately to the CSR, transportation provider and driver. 

Permitting Escorts/Attendants to Ride with Recipients/Passengers 

Attendants /escorts are permitted ride with eligible Medicaid recipients at no charge, as required by DHCFP policies. LogistiCAD stores detailed information about individual recipient needs and those requiring attendant /escort services. Subsequently, CSRs become aware of special circumstances via flagged alerts before scheduling the trip. LogistiCAD has the capability to determine capacity constraints created by the need for escorts/attendants and automatically assigns trips appropriately. 

We are diligent to follow all DHCFP policies and ensure that transportation services for minor children are not allowed unless a parent, legal guardian, or other responsible adult/caregiver over the age of 18 accompanies the child. For facility-to-facility transport, such as to a hospital or mental health facility, the legally authorized escort must provide LogistiCare with an authorized letter of permission, as required by DHCFP. Children under the age of 18 are not allowed to travel without an escort at any time, under any condition. Furthermore, as required by DHCFP, minors under the age of 18 cannot serve as an escort for an adult. 

Approving Additional Escorts or Services 

Requests for additional escorts or services are submitted to DHCFP for approval.

3.4.8	The vendor shall determine and authorize the most appropriate economical mode of transportation for each eligible recipient requesting transportation services.  The vendor is encouraged to develop and propose innovative strategies to reduce trip costs such as providing gas vouchers for recipients and making greater use of public transportation.

Determining the Most Economical Mode of Transportation 

We assign the least expensive, yet medically appropriate, mode of transport based on the recipient’s medical condition and the healthcare provider’s location. Level of assistance refers to the help required by the recipient from the driver (curb-to-curb, door-to-door, hand-to-hand, etc.), as well as the possible use of escorts, attendants or child car seats. The level of transportation we assign to the trip is determined by medical necessity and represents the least costly, most medically appropriate mode of service. Our processes comply with all DHCFP policies and procedures for NET transportation in determining the appropriate level of service and mode of transportation for Nevada’s Medicaid recipients.  

Our CSRs educate Nevada recipients about the rules concerning least costly mode of transport; that is, recipients are required to ride the least expensive transport within a level of service appropriate for their medical and cognitive condition, and are not scheduled higher-cost transportation because of their personal preference or convenience. 

Developing Innovative Strategies and Creating a Network of Providers to Replace Costlier Services 

When we began working as Nevada’s NET broker in 2003, we encountered a number of challenges relating to taxi companies in Las Vegas who were performing over 40 percent of all trips for Medicaid eligible recipients. The demand for taxi cabs caused by the Las Vegas tourist industry often led to recipients missing their appointments. Further, we experienced barriers in recruiting exclusive transportation providers for Nevada’s NET program because applications for a transportation provider certification often required more than a year to complete.

To develop a sufficient transportation provider network, our Nevada management team worked with the DHCFP and Nevada Legislators to create a new process to certify NET providers. This cooperation resulted in the passing of Senate Bill 401. It allows NET providers, who are exclusively contracting with LogistiCare to provide Nevada Medicaid transportation services, to secure exemption letters from the certification process and begin operations more expeditiously. Today, only 1-2 percent of trips are via taxi services. This change increased the flexibility of the system, improved the service for recipients and achieved a significant cost savings for the state’s NET program.

Our established network transportation providers have been performing quality transportation service to Nevada’s Medicaid recipients for the past eight years and continue to meet the highest standards for: performance, insurance, driver training and vehicle safety. All vehicles used for Nevada’s NET program continue to undergo regularly scheduled safety inspections by the Nevada Transportation Authority (NTA), and we will continue to monitor their performance and compliance under a new contract. 

Since 2003, we have worked to steer recipients to lower cost methods of transportation such as public transit and there continues to be an opportunity to grow this low cost level of service. Working in partnership with the state’s transit agencies and the Division, we are committed to continuing our efforts to promote this level of service. Please refer to our response below for more information on our public transit efforts.

3.4.9	After determining that “no cost” transportation is not available to the recipient, the vendor shall utilize the services of the public transportation, if available and appropriate.  The vendor shall have procedures for timely distribution of public transportation tokens and passes to the recipient to make the authorized medical appointment and adequate monitoring procedures in place in order to validate that the tokens/passes were used for authorized medical transportation.  The vendor shall obtain prior approval for these procedures from Division. 

We focus on safe and comfortable transportation for Nevada’s Medicaid recipients to their approved healthcare appointments, using the lowest cost and most appropriate transportation. 

Effective Management and Distribution of Public Transportation Tokens

Our CSRs interview recipients to determine if there is an alternative “no cost” or a “lower cost” means of transportation such as public transit. Evaluation of the recipient’s capabilities also determines if they are within walking distance (typically 3/4 of a mile) of their desired destination. After determining that “no cost” and/or “low cost” transportation is not available to the recipient, we prioritize the use of public transit systems to improve accessibility at the least cost in our high-volume urban centers. 

As appropriate and when available, public transit is offered as the first choice. This applies to both ambulatory and wheelchair-bound recipients, since all public transit vehicles are equipped with ramps/lifts and are ADA compliant. Our Nevada operations management team has worked very hard with transit agencies and DHCFP, over the past eight years, to move as many recipients as possible to public transit; provided they are physically and cognitively capable. 

In July, 2010 DHCFP issued a policy that required any new recipient receiving specialized services, such as adult daycare, dialysis and mental health, to participate in an assessment process and be referred to paratransit for a certification review. Doing so increased paratransit utilization by 14 percent over the next five months. During this timeframe regular bus trips also increased by 19 percent. The year end results for 2010, including the months prior to the state’s policy change, resulted in an overall increase in paratransit use of 27 percent and total public transit use by 28 percent from 2009. It is noteworthy to state that even before the effective date of the Division’s policy change; LogistiCare was already working to increase public transit utilization. This statement is further supported by the year over year increases in utilization for the four preceding years, as shown in the following table.

		Year

		Total Public Transit Trips

		% of Total 

Total Trips



		2006

		43,812

		14%



		2007

		61,031

		16%



		2008

		84,880

		18%



		2009

		113,481

		21%







Since the state’s paratransit policy was initiated in August of 2010, utilization of public and paratransit services has continued to rise. Total public transit trips for Nevada’s NET program recipients has increased from nearly zero in 2003 to more than 280,000 trips so far this year. 

To determine the appropriateness of fixed-route public transit services for recipients, we consider a number of factors throughout the reservation process:

· Is public transit service running between the pickup and drop-off locations?

· Is the service reasonably timely? Service may involve transfers, but the wait for transfers must be reasonably brief. Also, the recipient must not be delivered to the healthcare facility too early, nor be required to wait for too long after the appointment. 

· Are the public transit stops within three quarters of a mile of the pickup and drop-off locations? 

· Does the recipient have any medical condition that prevents him or her from riding on public transit vehicles or accessing public transit stops?

· Is the recipient able to understand common signs and directions?

· If either the pickup or drop-off location is too far from a transit stop for walking, would it be cost-effective to provide a short ride to the closest transit stop?

· Will the recipient’s treatment allow use of public transit on the initial trip to the appointment but require a vehicle to pick the recipient up for the return trip because he or she may be too weak (chemotherapy, radiation, dialysis, etc.)?

Figure 3.4.1 illustrates key factors used for determining the soundness of fixed-route services in various cases.

		



		Figure 3.4.1. Determining Appropriate Fixed Route Services. There are many considerations that factor into determining appropriate modes of transportation for Nevada recipients. LogistiCare will take all of these variables into consideration to apply the most appropriate mode of transportation to deliver satisfied and healthy recipients to their appointments on time while controlling costs for DHCFP.





Using Transit Agency Data to Effectively Plan Public Transit Trips for Recipients

LogistiCare current works closely with the following transit authorities and will continue to do so during a new contract:

· RTC Las Vegas/ RTC Paratransit in Las Vegas

· JAC/JAC Assist in Carson City

· RTC Reno/RTC ACCESS in the Reno area

Our strong relationships with Nevada transit agencies help us to receive updated information on available routes and timely trip-planning advice. Our Nevada staff members carefully upload electronic data from Nevada’s transit systems to our proprietary NET management system allowing for a full database of public transit stops. We map fixed-route data for these public transit systems so our CSRs can determine the most efficient and cost-effective trip options. While a CSR receives and keys the reservation data into our automated NET management database, the system automatically determines if the recipient is “mass transit eligible” and subsequently, calculates trip pickup and drop-off addresses. Using this information, the CSR can then advise the recipient of their ability to use mass transit for the trip. Our goal is to identify trips where the recipient’s pickup and drop-off locations are within acceptable distances to mass transit stops (typically ¾ quarters of a mile or less). Note that if the recipient is traveling with a child, we also annotate the age of the child in LogistiCAD. 

We employ a public transit specialist, located in our Nevada operations office, to manage and monitor our public transit procedures and processes.  This employee distributes transit passes when appropriate, tracks utilization and verifies legitimate appointments. 

Pre-purchasing Passes to Facilitate Distribution

DHCFP can count on LogistiCare to maintain the highest levels of accountability for the public transit instruments we manage. LogistiCare purchases public transit passes in bulk. We order passes from RTC Northern Nevada and RTC Southern Nevada monthly, pre-paying between $70,000 and $75,000 per month. We distribute more than 750 monthly passes and 5,000 daily passes, used for nearly 23,000 trips per month. Any excess passes are held over for the next month. Therefore, passes are not wasted, costs are properly managed and limited resources are used efficiently. 

Optimizing Processes with Bus Pass Pre-schedule Renewals

LogistiCare verifies bus pass renewals for pre-scheduled (standing order) trips monthly. Each standing order request is re-verified before we renew the pass to confirm that the recipient still requires a standing order and is capable of traveling via public transit. Our Public Transit Specialist reviews the standing order renewal dates in LogistiCAD’s transit log, reviews each standing order and Rider’s Notes, and confirms standing order appointment schedules with Facility Coordinators. 

Creating a Trail of Accountability with Consistent Disbursement of Passes 

Our public transit specialist generates a transit form letter from LogistiCAD’s transit log and mails the letter with the appropriate number of transit passes to the recipient, via U.S. Mail. The specialist makes a notation in LogistiCAD indicating the number of passes and the date sent.

Preventing Fraud and Abuse through Public Transit Pass Usage Verification

We monitor and validate the proper use of public transit passes on a monthly basis, by confirming and documenting recipients’ attendance and status with healthcare facility staff. We work hand-in-hand with healthcare facilities to develop efficient, reliable and auditable procedures for distributing public transit passes to recipients, in a timely manner and account for their use. Healthcare facilities requesting standing-order passes for their recipients are given a monthly transit pass when the cost of daily passes exceeds the cost of a monthly pass – ensuring the lowest overall trip cost. When passes have been previously mailed to an alternate address or facility, we document the reason in LogistiCAD’s Rider’s Notes and subsequently, update the renewal date in the transit log.

3.4.10 If the vendor does not utilize the lowest cost transportation provider, the vendor shall document reasons for not utilizing such in the transportation database described in Section 3.6.1.  If the vendor authorizes transportation to a provider under this exception, the vendor shall document in the transportation database the reasons the nearest provider is not being utilized. An example would be a paratransit eligible dialysis patient getting a taxi ride immediately following dialysis, while being required to use paratransit for all other NET.  Other examples of exceptions are a recipient who uses bus passes for transport but is expected to be unable to walk that far after a scheduled procedure or a recipient unable to get appointment with closest provider who is no longer accepting new Medicaid recipients. 

It has been our experience, that recipients often prefer a higher level of service than is medically necessary. Consequently, conflicts occasionally arise when recipients believe they require, or are entitled to, a higher level of service than program guidelines specify. We understand our key function as a broker is to make sure resources are used effectively and that recipients are educated about the rules and guidelines stipulated by Nevada’s Medicaid laws and regulations. Accordingly, we seize every opportunity to educate recipients regarding their responsibility to use the lowest cost transportation to their needed healthcare appointments.

In situations where a rider’s normal mode of transportation must be changed, such as when a normally ambulatory recipient has had surgery and must be moved in a wheelchair, our CSRs are able to “temporarily” override a recipient’s normal level of service in LogistiCAD to accommodate the appropriate medical documentation and approval from DHCFP. When a provider’s claim for payment is processed through LogistiCAD, the temporary level of service is matched to the claim. Our automated technology is flexible and has the capability to revert back to the level of service the recipient normally receives. 

We consistently document in the file all exceptions with an explanation of the reasons for any transport at a higher level of service or use of a medical provider that is not the closest available. All of this information is retrievable from LogistiCAD and available for review. This data is also provided to DHCFP in our monthly reports.

3.4.11 Medicaid funds may not be used to pay for transportation services that are otherwise available without charge to both Medicaid and non-Medicaid recipients.  In addition, Medicaid is generally the payor of last resort except for certain Federal programs such as Title V Maternal and Child Health Block Grant funded services or special education related health services funded under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA).

LogistiCare understands and affirms that Medicaid funds will not be used to pay for transportation services that are otherwise available without charge to both Medicaid and non-Medicaid recipients; and that Medicaid is generally the payor of last resort, except for certain federal programs such as Title V Maternal and Child Health Block Grant funded services or special education related health services funded under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA).



As described throughout this proposal, we take every precaution using our systematic gatekeeping processes to ensure that Medicaid funds are not used to pay for trips for non-Medicaid destinations or travel of additional family members, other than those authorized to escort/accompany a recipient.  
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I. Purpose 


The purpose of the 2010 Quality Management Program (QMP) is to provide an 


organized schedule of objective and systematic monitoring, measurement, reporting, 


and evaluation of MTM’s services. Data received from internal reports, audits and 


surveys will result in implementation of quality improvement activities based upon the 


findings. The goal is to support MTM’s mission as we develop best practices in 


accessing non-emergency medical care, medical program management, information 


management, and new product development. In order to ensure continuing 


compliance with MTM’s URAC (Utilization Review Accreditation Committee) 


accreditation, the focus of the quality management program centers upon addressing 


the needs of members/recipients, clients, and transportation providers. 


 


II. Scope 


The 2010 program builds upon the existing quality management program, with an 


added emphasis on measuring, reporting, evaluation, and implementation of 


process/outcome improvements. The focus will be the refinement of the external audit 


program and implementation of internal audit processes.  Program activities include, 


but are not limited to, monitoring, analysis, reporting, and process/outcome 


improvement in transportation provider, client, and internal administrative services.  


Quality assessment of transportation provider services is completed through 


monitoring of transportation provider compliance, member/recipient complaints, 


transportation provider and member/recipient “no-shows”, member/recipient 


satisfaction surveys, member/recipient safety and cancellation rates. This information 


is reported to the Quality Management Committee (QMC) for analysis and directive 


on a quarterly basis.  Quality assessment of other services relating to paratransit 


eligibility, internal administrative functions, and continuing compliance with URAC 


standards is also completed and reported to the Quality Management Committee 


(QMC) for analysis and directives on a quarterly basis. This is accomplished through 


the results of internal audits, member/recipient complaints, and member/recipient 


satisfaction surveys.  


The scope of the QMP includes: 


1. Credentialing of transportation providers. 


2. Audits and site reviews to ensure transportation provider compliance with 


MTM Provider Guidelines. 


3. Addressing member/recipient, client, and transportation provider complaints. 


4. Addressing fraud, waste, and abuse issues. 


5. Internal audits to ensure compliance with company policies and client 


protocols. 
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MTM became certified and accredited by URAC in March 2010. Becoming URAC 


accredited makes MTM available for participation in a wide range of quality 


benchmarking programs and services that keep pace with the rapid changes in the 


healthcare system. Additionally, URAC accreditation provides a symbol of excellence 


for organizations to validate their commitment to quality and accountability. 


 


III. MTM’s Mission and Vision  


Mission Statement 


MTM’s mission is to be the premier manager of non-emergency transportation 
services, providing safe, reliable transportation for passengers and the best value for 
clients. 


 


Vision Statement  


MTM strives to bring a direct and honest approach to the creation of innovative 
solutions for today’s health and social concerns, particularly in accessing medical 
care, medical program management, information management and new product 
development. To achieve its vision, MTM develops best practices for managing 
transportation access to healthcare and social services for the disabled, underserved 
and elderly; providing reduced cost to clients and increased participant satisfaction.  


 


 


IV. Resources 


The following staff are dedicated to the accomplishment of Quality Management: 


 Executive Staff 


 Satellite office program managers, directors and staff 


 Director/manager and staff - Customer Services Center  


 Director and staff- Quality Management 


 Manager and staff - Care Management 


 Manager and staff - Network Management 


 Manager and staff - Data Management 


 Manager and staff - Business Solutions 


 Vice President - Safety, Training and Security 


 


V. Objectives 


Objectives of the QM program are to: 


 Improve quality of MTM services provided to members/recipients through 


comprehensive and continuous monitoring of performance indicators, 


evaluating results of data, and acting to promote improvement. 
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 Comply with standards established by relevant regulatory agencies, client 


contracts, corporate policies & procedures, and URAC accreditation 


standards. 


 Promote communication with clients, transportation providers, 


members/recipients and MTM’s service departments and programs by 


providing feedback on results of specific performance assessments and 


collaboratively developing improvement strategies. 


 Document and report results of monitoring activities, analysis of performance 


indicators, and recommendations for internal and external improvement. 


 Investigate, track, and resolve complaints. 


 Ensure appropriate utilization of services by members. 


 Promote safe, cost-effective transportation services to members/recipients. 


 Ensure that all transportation providers are properly credentialed. 


 Prevent fraud, waste, and abuse by members/recipients or transportation 


providers. 


 Conduct internal audits and support MTM departments in providing optimal 


delivery of services. 


 


VI. Strategies 


The following strategies are employed to achieve QMP objectives: 


 


A. Oversight of Customer Service Centers 


The customer service center quality program has developed specific criteria 


designed to work with the Cisco Quality Management System database. The 


program outlines each of the sections within the Observation Form and 


provides a description of how to score each component within each of those 


sections.   


 


The quality support coaches have an objective of 15 scored observations per 


Customer Service Representative (CSR) per month. The observation scores 


are used as a guide of the overall performance of the CSR in the area of 


Quality. The CSR is scored on all components of the call intake process. The 


Quality Management System database compiles the CSR’s scores.  


 


The Call Center Managers have access to each CSR’s scores in the Quality 


Management System. The Call Center Managers will be responsible for 


sharing individual and center results to their Team Leads for coaching, training 


and performance improvement purposes.   
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Performance measures include, but are not limited to: 


1. Proper verification of member information, such as address and phone 


number. 


2. The tone, manner, and efficiency of the Customer Service 


Representative during trip intakes, including inquiring if the member 


has special needs that must be accommodated. 


3. Reading back the entire trip to the member/recipient to ensure 


correctness. 


The workflow processes and policies are reviewed for compliance to the MTM 


Customer Service criteria.  


 


Method Audit Schedule 


Quality Support Coaches – 
compilation of scores 


Customer Service 
Representatives - monthly 


 


B. Transportation Provider Site Reviews 


The purposes of transportation provider site reviews are to ensure 


transportation provider compliance with the MTM Transportation Provider 


Guidelines. The Network Liaison completes transportation provider site 


reviews for 100% of transportation providers in the network. With on-site 


review, the On-Site Visit Worksheet form is completed. The outcomes of the 


site visit and recommendations are reported to the transportation provider, the 


Credentialing Committee, and the QMC. 


 


Method Audit Schedule 


On-site Visit Annually or per contract 


 


C. Credentialing/Re-credentialing 


The credentialing process ensures that appropriate and complete information 


is collected and verified for all drivers. The decision to include a transportation 


provider and/or an individual driver in the MTM transportation provider network 


is based on a thorough review and evaluation of the driver’s credentials. This 


includes reviewing a background check, DMV records, license status, proof of 


insurance, and any other appropriate sources that may confirm a driver’s 


ability to provide high quality, safe transportation services. 100% of new 


transportation providers are required to complete MTM credentialing before 


joining the MTM network. In addition, all transportation providers are required 


to be re-credentialed annually. 
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Method Audit Schedule 


Recredentialing Annually or per contract 


 


D. External Fraud & Abuse Review 


 


1. Entry Focus and Exit Audits 


Periodic audits of transportation provider processes are conducted to 


determine that appropriate conduct and practices are being followed.  


The Director of Quality Management oversees and assigns file reviews 


and audits to the Compliance Coordinator. Audits are conducted as 


follows: 


a. Audits may be completed when a transportation provider 


leaves the MTM Transportation Provider network. The 


transportation provider’s trip records from the last three months 


of service are reviewed. The audit must be completed within 30 


days of the receipt of requested information. 


b. Audits are conducted immediately upon receipt of a fraud alert, 


or in the order they are received. 


c. Follow up audits are completed 30 days after a transportation 


provider signs a Corrective Action Plan (CAP). The follow up 


audit reviews the provider’s trip records for the two week period 


following the end of the 30 day CAP. 


Method Schedule 


Trip record review for 
provider leaving 
network 


30 days 


Fraud Alert Immediately 


Trip record review 30 days after provider 
signs CAP 


Trip record review Two weeks following end 
of 30 day CAP 


 


2. Attendance Verification 


Attendance verification is conducted to detect member fraudulent 


activity by verifying the member’s/recipient’s medical appointment 


attendance for recurring reports. Faxed trip verification forms are sent 


to facilities daily to verify member/recipient attendance at the 


appointment. Trips may be suspended for those members/recipients 


who are identified as not attending and/or additional information may 
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be required for ongoing approval.  The  Care Management team 


reviews all scheduled recurrent trips every 90 days. 


 


Method Audit Schedule 


Medical appointment 


attendance verifications 


Daily 


 


3. Fraud Alert Audits/Investigations – Members and Transportation 


Providers 


A compliance coordinator investigates all fraud alerts. Upon receipt of 


a fraud alert, investigation begins by acquiring all pertinent 


documentation. If it appears to be a legitimate fraud alert, notification is 


sent to the Program/Account Manager for further action. A report is 


generated monthly that includes investigation and resolution for all 


valid fraud reports. This report is attached to the monthly complaint 


report for all clients. 


 


E. Internal Audits 


In addition to our daily monitoring of corporate standards, MTM’s internal 


auditing process is designed to add value and improve operations. Its purpose 


is to accomplish MTM’s objectives by bringing a systematic, disciplined 


approach to evaluate and improve the effectiveness of its corporate programs 


and departments. Internal audits of the following MTM departments are 


conducted as follows: 


1. Customer Service Centers – random selection of calls (based on 


call volume) for each center location. 


2. Network Management – transportation provider files. 


3. All departments – policy and procedure compliance. 


4. Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) 


compliance audits - conducted on an annual basis and a semi-


annual basis for those departments failing the initial HIPAA audit.  


a. MTM places confidentiality and compliance with HIPAA 


regulations as its highest priority 


b. Once audits are completed, results are discussed with 


Department Directors and Managers and training is provided 


as needed. Areas audited include: 


i. Physical security of Personal Health Information (PHI) 


and other confidential information. 
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ii. Electronic security of PHI and other confidential 


information. 


iii. Member/Recipient requests. 


5. Care Management - appropriate application of LONs (level-of-need 


assessments) 


 


Method Audit Schedule 


Internal Site Audits Annually or 
Semi – annually (if 
department fails audit) 


 


F. HIPAA Training 


All MTM departments and staff are trained in current HIPAA standards and 


regulations. The purpose of HIPAA training is to ensure compliance with 


HIPAA regulations. All MTM staff participate in an initial HIPAA training during 


orientation and ongoing HIPAA training on an annual basis or as needed in 


the event of new or changing HIPAA regulations. 


 


Method Schedule 


Education, testing and 
signing confidentiality 


statements 


Orientation – all new MTM 
employees 


HIPAA Retraining Annually 


Continuing Education As needed 


 


G. Satisfaction Surveys 


MTM utilizes surveys for purposes of identifying areas needing improvement 


in order to increase the quality of care and services provided to 


members/recipients and clients. An external vendor has traditionally 


administered member surveys. Beginning in 2010, all other surveys are 


conducted by an external vendor. 


 


1. Member/Recipient Satisfaction Survey 


To ensure MTM’s members/recipients are receiving the highest quality 


of service, a statistically valid random sample of all trips is selected for 


a follow-up satisfaction survey. The survey includes evaluation of the 


intake process, driver and vehicle performance, and timeliness of the 


service. Member/Recipient Satisfaction Surveys will be reported on a 


monthly basis. 
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Method Audit Schedule 


Random Telephone 
Surveys 


Monthly 


 


2. Transportation Provider Satisfaction Survey 


The Transportation Provider Satisfaction Survey is a tool developed 


and used by MTM to monitor its own performance and relationship with 


its contracted transportation providers. MTM looks for a return rate of 


at least 20% and a satisfaction rate of at least 85% from the 


transportation providers. The Transportation Provider Satisfaction 


Survey is conducted on an annual basis and reported to the 


appropriate clients. 


 


Method Audit Schedule 


Mass Mailing Annually 


 


3. Client Satisfaction Surveys 


Annual client satisfaction surveys are conducted as one method of 


maintaining excellence in delivery of services. Additionally, the survey 


is a tool to monitor MTM’s response to client needs and concerns and 


to identify areas needing improvement.  MTM looks for a return rate of 


at least 50%. 


 


Method Audit Schedule 


Mass Mailing Annual 


 


4. Care Management Satisfaction Survey 


A survey of facility satisfaction provides feedback in several service 


components, including transportation provider performance for facility 


patients. The survey is a tool to monitor MTM’s ability to provide 


effective delivery of transportation services and to accommodate the 


special needs of patients attending the facility.  MTM looks for a return 


rate of at least 40%. 


 


Method Audit Schedule 


Mass Mailings Annual 
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H. Complaints/Grievance Management 


All complaints/grievances are managed by the Quality Management 


Department (unless protocols state otherwise). The purpose of the 


complaints/grievances process is to establish a mechanism and reporting 


system allowing MTM to address key issues and problems in an effort to 


improve quality of care and services. The process includes documentation, 


investigation, resolution, corrective action plans, and reporting.   


 


MTM offers a toll-free number through which any program stakeholder 


(member/recipient, transportation provider, medical provider, representative, 


advocate, and client) can file a complaint. Quality Service Representatives 


(QSRs) follow an established script to collect uniform and complete 


information.  Complaints may also be filed in writing. If the call is received after 


standard business hours, a Quality Service Coordinator (QSC) will return the 


call within 24 hours. The same timeframe applies to complaints received via 


fax or email. 


 


Once the complaint is received, a QSC investigates the circumstances 


surrounding the complaint. This includes a review of the complaint issue, the 


member’s/recipient’s trip history, and the nature of complaint (internal or 


transportation provider). Complaints relating to a transportation provider are 


forwarded directly to the transportation provider. The transportation provider 


must respond to the complaint within 24-48 hours, or depending upon health 


plan requirements. Internal complaints are addressed with the relevant 


department and are subject to the same 24-48 hour response time. 


 


The response is reviewed and a determination is made whether or not further 


action is necessary. All complaints are tracked from initial intake through 


resolution in the complaint tool. The complaint tool is a means of tracking and 


trending complaint issues and will be used to improve quality of services.  


 


I. Grievance and Appeals 


A healthcare provider, an MTM member/recipient, an MTM transportation 


provider, or an MTM client may originate grievances and appeals. All records 


of grievances and appeals shall be maintained for ten years following a final 


decision of closure of the grievance and/or appeal. All records shall be 


maintained in accordance with HIPAA guidelines 45CFR 164.530. 
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Members/Recipients have the right to file a grievance about any matter related 


to their services, without concern of reprisal from MTM, its employees, or 


providers. MTM provides written notice of the grievance procedures upon 


denial of services or at the member’s/recipient’s request. 


 


Grievances can be placed via phone, voicemail, or in writing. Responses are 


provided within 24 hours and resolution accomplished within 72 hours. Final 


decisions are mailed within five business days. 


 


Expedited grievances are resolved as quickly as possible, but in no event 
more than the appropriate timeframe required by the state. Standard 
grievances shall also be resolved within the appropriate state requirement 
timeframe. The decision notice shall include the reason, and in cases where 
the decision has a clinical or level of need basis, the clinical rationale for the 
decision. 
 
Complaints may include both grievances and appeals. Complaints can be 
processed under the appeal procedure, under the grievance procedure, or 
both. This is determined by the extent to which the issues wholly or partially 
contain elements that are organization determinations. If a member addresses 
two or more issues in one complaint, then each issue shall be processed 
separately and simultaneously (to the extent possible) under the proper 
procedure. Cases involving an appeal complaint shall be forwarded to the 
Appeals Department for processing and resolution. 
 
Appeals are handled proactively. All appeals are managed, as set forth in the 
following flow chart, within a specified timeframe involving documentation, 
investigation, follow-up and resolution.  
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Figure 1 Complaint, Grievance, and Appeal Flowchart 


 


J. Service Denials   


When a requested service is denied, the following information is sent on 


company letterhead by certified mail to the individual. It explains the right to an 


appeal and how to contact MTM to begin the process. 
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Notice of Action 
 
 
We have decided to deny approval of: 
 
Requested on:  
 
We made this decision because:  
 
 
You Have the Right to File an Appeal 
If you think this decision is wrong, you can file an appeal in writing or verbally with Medical Transportation 
Management Inc.  You can represent yourself or include a relative, a friend, a provider, or a legal representative 
such as an attorney or guardian. You have thirty (30) calendar days from the date of this notice to do this. If the 
filing is verbal, you must also file a written, signed appeal within thirty (30) calendar days of the verbal filing.  
 
To File an Appeal: 
Call Medical Transportation Management Inc at 1-866-436-0457 and tell them you want to file an appeal.  
 
Or you can write: 
 
Medical Transportation Management 
Attn: Grievance/Appeal Coordinator 
16 Hawk Ridge Drive 
Lake Saint Louis, Mo 63367 


 
 
Medical Transportation Management, Inc. must make a decision on your appeal within 45 calendar days from the 
day of the initial appeal request.  
 
Could your health suffer if you wait for our decision? If so, ask for an expedited review.  Call the QM 
Grievance/Appeal Coordinator at 1-866-436-0457 and tell what might happen if you don’t get a quick decision. 
The expedited review must be completed within 72 hours from the received request.  
 
 
To ask for a State Fair Hearing: 
A request for a State Fair Hearing must be written and signed by the requestor. The request should be submitted to: 
 
Office of Administrative Hearings        
Local Address        (Fax) 785-296-4848 
City, State, Zip [  ] 
 
 
You have the right to ask for a State Fair Hearing within 30* days of the date of the resolution from the 
Grievance/Appeal Coordinator.  
 
*subject to health plan 
 


 


 


 


All grievances are tracked and trended and results are reported both internally 


and to the appropriate state regulators and stakeholders. Grievance reports 


are sent to the applicable client plan pursuant to the terms of the plan.  


 


Figure 2 Sample Denial letter 
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K. Incident/Accident Reports 


Incident/Accident processes are in place to ensure that all information is 


documented and addressed appropriately and within the required timeframes. 


The Compliance Auditor manages all accident/incident reports to ensure 


action, closure, and communication to the appropriate stakeholders. 


 


Transportation providers are educated and contractually bound to notify MTM 


of any incident/accident preferably immediately, but minimally within 24 hours. 


MTM staff members are educated to forward all calls reporting any accident or 


incident to the Quality Management Department.  A Compliance Auditor 


escalates the report to Network Management for review, recommendation, 


and resolution. Transportation Network Management will escalate 


accident/incidents of a more serious nature to MTM’s general counsel. 


 


Definition: 


Accident– Any mishap involving a Sub-Contracted Transportation 


Provider’s vehicle and a member/recipient. 


 


Incident – Any non-vehicular mishap involving a member/recipient 


while in the care of a MTM transportation provider. 


 


Serious Accident/Incidents - Any report of death, allegation of abuse or 


neglect, serious physical injury, improper use of restraints, suicide 


attempt, threat of suicide, and/or missing person.  


 


All incident/accidents are fully investigated internally and information 


from all parties involved is gathered, including the police report if 


applicable. 


 


Incident/Accident Reports 


MTM’s reporting system includes documentation of all incidents and 


accidents including, but not limited to, member/recipient/transportation 


provider abuse, harassment, assault, injuries, and motor vehicle 


accidents.  


Method Schedule 


Incident/Accident 


Reports 


Per client contract 
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VII. Process for Program and Policy Approval 


Policies are necessary to: 


 Document business processes. 


 Assign personnel responsibilities. 


 Describe departmental operations.  


 Promote uniformity in executing and recording metrics. 


 


The Quality Management Department maintains the most current electronic directory 


of policies and procedures on the intranet and operations drive. Management staff is 


responsible for developing and maintaining operational policies and procedures 


applicable to their functional areas. On an annual basis, or more frequently as 


needed, departmental policies and procedures are evaluated and approved by the 


QMC. The President/CEO, Executive management, and managing staff sign the 


policies and procedures. Management staff is responsible for advising their staff 


regarding new and revised policies and procedures. 


 


Figure 3 Policy and Procedure Development 
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MTM adheres to the following practices for policies and procedures: 


 Maintain accurate, complete, and current policies/procedures. 


 Review and approve all policies and procedures at least annually and 


revise/update as indicated. 


 Communicate significant changes to all affected personnel immediately to 


ensure they are aware of any revisions to their daily duties and 


responsibilities. In the event that there are changes in personnel, documented 


policies and procedures will facilitate training and provide guidelines for the 


respective positions. 


 Compliance with applicable URAC standards. 


 All policies are posted on the intranet for employee access. 


 


Reviews and Approvals - When a process is performed within a department, there 


should be: 


 Another level of review and approval performed by a knowledgeable person 


who is independent of the process.   


 Documentation to verify that a review and approval were completed. 


 Available electronic approval to enable rapid documentation of approvals. 


 Assurance that approval alerts and escalations are within the workflow. 


 Approvals documented in a repository to ensure compliance with internal and 


external audits. 


 


VIII. MTM Committee Infrastructure 


 


A. Quality Management Committee (QMC) 


The QMC is an advisory committee that is granted authority by MTM’s Board, 


President/CEO and Executive Management staff. The committee consists of 


following members: 


 Director of Quality Management 


 VP of Operations 


 VP of Network Management 


 VP of Client Services 


 VP of Safety, Training and Security 


 Director of Marketing 


 Director of Call Center 


 Director of Data Management 


 Rotating Program Managers 
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The QMC meets quarterly and is responsible for: 


 Providing on-going reporting to MTM’s Board of Directors. 


 Maintaining minutes of all committee meetings. 


 Providing guidance to MTM staff on quality management priorities and 


projects. 


 Approval of all quality improvement projects. 


 Monitoring quality improvement goals. 


 Evaluating the QMP annually. 


 Informing department staff of QMC activities/results. 
 


Meeting minutes reflect all committee decisions and actions and are signed 


and dated by the Director of Quality Management who serves as the 


Committee Chair. 
 


The QMC, which oversees the quality functions for MTM, has three internal 


subcommittees:  


 Risk Management and Appeals Committee (RMAC) 


 Credentialing Committee 


 Provider Advisory Committee 
 


B. Risk Management and Appeals Committee 


The Risk Management and Appeals Committee (RMAC) ensures that risk is 


mitigated and avoided by evaluating processes that may potentially create risk 


or a threat of risk. The RMAC meets on an as-needed basis. 


 
 


Membership of the RMAC Committee:  


Executive Vice President, General Counsel – Chair 


Vice President of Operations 


Director, Human Resources 


Manager, Quality Management 


Fraud and Abuse Quality Auditor 


Rotating Chair - Vice President of Sales, Contracting and Network 


Management or Vice President of Client Services 
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C. Credentialing Committee 


The Credentialing Committee reviews multiple aspects of transportation 


provider performance and compliance. The committee, which meets as 


needed, evaluates new transportation providers and drivers for compliance 


with MTM’s credentialing standards and reviews transportation provider and 


driver performance for continuation in the MTM network (re-credentialing). Re-


credentialing takes place annually per provider. The Credentialing Committee 


reviews the Provider Performance File and documents the outcome of the 


review. This committee makes recommendations to the QMC for 


transportation provider and driver approval. 


 


Members of the Credentialing Committee: 


Manager, Network Management – Chair 


Executive Vice President, General Counsel 


Supervisor, Quality Management 


Manager, Care Management 


Director, Call Center 


Supervisor, Network Management 


 


D. Provider Advisory Meetings 


The MTM QMP developed a Transportation Provider Advisory Meeting 


structure (Stakeholder Meetings) in each state of operation. Meetings are held 


with MTM representatives annually or semi-annually as needed. All 


transportation providers in each state are invited and encouraged to attend the 


annual meeting.  The purpose of these meetings is to increase communication 


with transportation providers in the respective states and for the group to act 


as a liaison between the transportation providers and MTM. The Advisory 


Meeting provides a forum for transportation providers to present ideas, 


concerns, and suggestions to MTM. In addition, it allows MTM a forum to 


introduce new processes or strategies. Each meeting has an agenda and 


notes are taken so if any follow-up needs to be done, it is recorded in the 


meeting notes. 


 


 


MTM members of the Advisory Committee: 


Program Director/Manager 
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Transportation Provider Area Liaisons 


Manager, Network Management 


Vice President of Contracting 


Network Management Representative 


Transportation Provider Area Liaisons 


Quality Management Representative – ad hoc 


 


IX. Quality Improvement Program (QIP) 


MTM’s Quality Improvement Committee addresses priority program-related issues in 


connection with key indicators that require further study and intervention. MTM 


conducts a minimum of two quality improvement projects per year. At least one of 


these projects is to focus on client services or member/recipient services/safety. 


Quality improvement projects exemplify the process of continuous quality 


improvement, allowing MTM to refine and maintain quality member/recipient and 


client services. The committee utilizes survey results, outcome results, accessibility 


surveys, and other operational reports to identify opportunities for quality 


improvement projects. Each quality improvement project includes the following: 


 Reports of changes in implementation strategy(s) together with a description 


of why strategy(s) were changed. 


 Notes regarding the onset and end dates of the project. 


 Decision as to whether or not MTM will continue to periodically measure 


performance after project completion. 


 


Project results are disseminated to MTM departments, board members, and 


applicable clients. 


 


Current Projects:   


One of the current projects focuses on improvement to the Credentialing of Drivers 


and reduction of Liquidated Damages process and the Trip Reconciliation process. 


The Data Management Group, Network Management, and Quality Management 


determined the need for collaboration in order to ensure that all issues related to non-


credentialed drivers and vehicle monitoring were adequately being addressed by the 


current process. The taskforce has been implemented and monthly meetings are 


underway to discuss trends of non-compliance and related key measurements. The 


anticipated outcome will be the reduction in the number of complaints, 


incidents/accidents, corrective action plans, liquidated damages, and fraud alerts.   
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Baseline measurements includes those relating to liquidated damages, 


accident/incidents, complaints about transportation providers, and audit findings. Data 


is being collected with regards to transportation provider trip logs, Fraud & Abuse 


Reports, Liquidated Damages Reports, Complaint Reports, Transportation Provider 


Database, Driver Background and Vehicle Information, Audit results, and Corrective 


Action Plans. Actions and interventions is implemented based upon these findings. 


 


The Quality Management Committee is currently reviewing a second quality 


improvement project that will focus on assuring that MTM’s members are utilizing the 


appropriate level of transportation. 


 


X. QM Work Plan  


MTM’s QMP oversees the design and structure of MTM’s quality assurance and 


improvement process. The quality assurance and improvement process includes, but 


is not limited to: 


 


 Identification of indicators and initiatives for ongoing monitoring. 


 Utilizing feedback regarding quality related issues as an opportunity for 


improvement. 


 Collection, analysis, and reporting of data. 


 Establishing and applying priorities for assessment and improvement 


methods.  


 Communicating quality related information throughout MTM and to clients, 


transportation providers, and stakeholders, as indicated. 


 


Priorities for Assessment and Improvement 


Priorities for assessment and improvement are based on findings from ongoing 


monitoring and review, and other information/observations that indicate an 


opportunity to improve quality of care and services exists.    


 


Findings 


Findings are reported on a monthly or quarterly basis. The timing of the reports 


depends upon the specific indicator. The indicators are reported monthly, bimonthly, 


quarterly, semi-annually, or annually.   


 


If analyses of findings identify an opportunity for improvement, further action is 


recommended to the QMC. The QMC may refer the issue to the Quality Improvement 


Program (QIP) for further study and action. 
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Assessment of Effectiveness 


The QMC determines whether the action(s) actually improved care or service.   


 


Review of subsequent findings and recommendation for further action: the findings 


from continued monitoring (or from special follow-up monitoring for areas not subject 


to ongoing monitoring) provide evidence to determine whether the actions were 


effective and what the barriers are to achieving a desired outcome. Data from more 


than one monitoring period may be necessary to make determinations. If the 


indicator(s) measured does not improve within the expected time, further evaluation 


and/or action may be required.   


 


The QMC reports conclusions, recommendations, actions, and follow-up to the Board 


of Directors, President/CEO, Executive staff, transportation providers as necessary, 


clients, and MTM departments. 


 


XI. Indicators of Care and Service 


All services provided by MTM are considered when setting indicators for ongoing 


monitoring. All MTM departments contribute to the identification of these key 


indicators. Key indicators are those with the greatest impact on the quality of 


care/services a member/recipient or client receives. 


 


Quality Management 


# INDICATOR GOAL REPORT 


FREQUENCY 


001 Complaint Rate 3% or less.  Monthly 


002 Resolution Rate 92% of all complaints will be resolved per Client 


contract timeframes. 
Monthly 


003 Compliance Audit Rates 90% of Compliance Audits will indicate 85% or 
better compliance.  


Monthly 


004 Complaints by Reason 


Code 


Tracking and trending delivered to client per 


contract specifications. 
Monthly 


005 Risk Management Tracking by type, transportation provider, and 


client. 
Quarterly 


006 HIPAA Disclosure 90% compliance with HIPAA Disclosure Policy. Quarterly 


007 Member/Recipient 


Satisfaction Survey  


95% satisfaction with Customer Service Center 


performance. 
Monthly 


008 Member/Recipient Survey 
Results- Overall 


92% satisfaction with network transportation 
provider performance.  


Monthly 
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# INDICATOR GOAL REPORT 


FREQUENCY 


Satisfaction 


 


Network Management 


# INDICATOR GOAL REPORT 


FREQUENCY 


001 Transportation Provider 


Non-Compliance 


5% or less transportation providers are closed 


for non-compliance. 
Monthly 


002 Transportation Provider 


Satisfaction 


85% or better transportation providers 


satisfaction, 20% survey return rate. 
Semi-annually 


003 Transportation Provider 
Complaint 


3% or less complaint rate. Monthly 


004 Transportation Provider 


No-Show 
3% or less No-Show rate. Monthly 


005 Transportation Provider 


Cancellation 
3% or less cancellation rate. Monthly 


006 Transportation Provider  
On time Performance 


90% of transportation providers are on-time.  Quarterly 


 


Customer Service 


# INDICATOR GOAL REPORT 


FREQUENCY 


001 Abandon Rate The quarterly average for abandonment is 5% or 


less for all Customer Service Centers. 
Monthly 


002 Speed to Answer The quarterly average for answering the 
telephone by a non-recorded voice is within 30 


seconds. 


Monthly 


003 Operator Errors 2% or less. Monthly 


004 Customer Service Center 


Audits 


95% or better average on CSR performance 


evaluation 
Quarterly 


 


Care Management 


# INDICATOR GOAL REPORT 


FREQUENCY 


001 RTP verification of 
eligibility, closest, and most 


cost effective transportation 


90% accuracy of RTP documentation. Monthly 
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# INDICATOR GOAL REPORT 


FREQUENCY 


provider 


002 


 


Consistency in mode of 


transport determination 
(LON’s) 


90% accuracy of LON documentation. Monthly 


 


Client Services 


# INDICATOR GOAL REPORT 


FREQUENCY 


001 Member/Recipient No 


Show  
5% or less. Monthly 


002 Client Satisfaction 90% Excellent or Good. Annually 


 


Summary 


The 2010 Work Plan is built upon the monitoring and evaluation process.  


Modifications within the QM Work Plan include but are not limited to: 


 Placing emphasis on leadership’s role in improving quality. 


 Expanding the scope of assessment and improvement activities. 


 Utilizing other sources for feedback such as community/client responses to 


surveys. 


 Organizing assessment and improvement activities around services, with 


specific attention to how the member/recipient, client, and transportation 


provider relationships can be improved. 


 Emphasizing continuous improvement in addition to resolving identified 


problems. 


 Maintaining quality improvement over time. 


 


XII. Evaluation and Accountability to the Governing Body 


The QMP is accountable to the governing body of MTM, which includes both the 


Executive Management team and the Board of Directors. Achievements of the QMP 


are reflected in results of audits, the QM Work Plan, and Quality Initiatives. Several 


parameters indicate the success of the QMP’s efforts in improving quality of care and 


services: 


 Significant reduction in costs.  


 Increase in member/client satisfaction. 


 Development of sustainable quality of care and services. 


 Increases in MTM’s book of business. 
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 Services of well-known quality. 


 Increased collaboration and commitment to MTM’s mission by personnel. 
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Section 3.3 –  Verify Recipient Eligibility




SCOPE OF WORK


3.3
VERIFY RECIPIENT ELIGIBILITY


LogistiCare assures DHCFP that Nevada’s eligible recipients will continue to receive the non-emergency transportation they need while we guard against inappropriate use of Medicaid NET services. As always, our primary function is to provide all eligible Medicaid recipients residing in Nevada with access to safe, appropriate NET services when and where they need them. However, we also employ stringent gatekeeping procedures to determine service eligibility so that only those individuals who should receive service do receive it. Our Customer Service Representatives (CSRs) leverage our state-of-the-art NET management technology, LogistiCAD, to verify eligibility in “real-time” before scheduling a trip. LogistiCAD contains recipient eligibility information downloaded from the State’s eligibility system, covered service information, facility eligibility information and applicable geobase mileage information; allowing CSRs to accurately and efficiently verify Nevada recipients’ eligibility for Medicaid NET services.


3.3.1 
The vendor shall be responsible for receiving and processing all requests for non-emergency transportation services for all eligible Title XIX Medicaid   program recipients residing in the State.  The vendor shall arrange transportation into and out of the State when appropriate for eligible recipients residing in the State.  The vendor is also responsible for arranging transportation for recipients who are being treated outside of the State.  

Receiving and Processing All NET Requests from Eligible Recipients


LogistiCare began managing Nevada’s NET program in 2003 and was subsequently re-awarded another 4 year contract in 2007.  Therefore, we have been successfully receiving and processing all NET services requests from Nevada’s Title XIX Medicaid program eligible recipients for the past eight years. We also provide NET services for Medicaid recipients including Title XXI State Children’s Health Insurance Program (SCHIP) recipients. LogistiCare began managing Nevada’s NET program in 2003 and was subsequently re-awarded another 4 year contract in 2007. Therefore, we have been successfully receiving and processing all NET services requests from Nevada’s Title XIX Medicaid program eligible recipients for the past eight years. We also provide NET services for Medicaid recipients including Title XXI State Children’s Health Insurance Program (SCHIP) recipients. 

We have a compassionate team of CSRs and a Transportation Coordinator who are specifically trained to understand Nevada’s eligibility rules and guidelines. They use our proprietary transportation management system, LogistiCAD, to control and manage many aspects of our NET operations, including receiving and processing requests for transportation. LogistiCAD is a sophisticated, multi-user, transaction-based and scalable application suite that provides the capabilities required to effectively process and manage non-emergency transportation and associated services. 


This past year, we authorized and scheduled over 537,000 trips; a 45 percent increase from the 242,000 trips provided in 2004, our first full year of service. We managed this increase while improving service levels, reducing reliance on high-cost transportation options and growing network capacity as necessary.

Over the years, our expert Nevada operations team has established, managed and maintained a robust network of compliant transportation service providers, readily available to meet the needs of eligible NET program recipients for both in-state and out-of-state transportation. Evidence of our strong network is that we have been able to consistently accommodate recipient requests with 99.99 percent vehicle availability. LogistiCare is prepared to continue providing DHCFP and Nevada’s Medicaid recipients with excellent NET service. Our established network has the proven capability to provide services in every county in the state — from highly populated areas to the most remote — and it is scalable and flexible to adapt to Nevada’s NET program changes.


		Efficient Network Capacity



		· Our compliant network of 49 commercial transportation providers addresses the full spectrum of recipients’ in- and out- of state NET needs.


· Our networks in bordering states help us meet the needs of Nevada recipients who live close to the state borders.

· In 2010, we arranged over 200 seamless air transports for Nevada’s Medicaid recipients and their pre-authorized escorts, facilitating treatments beyond the reach of traditional transportation modes.





Providing Out-of-State Transportation


We provide transportation for eligible Medicaid recipients in and out of Nevada when they require treatment in another state and it is approved by DHCFP. We have well developed policies, procedures and working agreements with a variety of subcontracted transportation providers to cover out-of-state transportation needs. In fact, DHCFP has many recipients who require such transportation to visit clinics for Medicaid approved services that are not available within Nevada. Because of LogistiCare’s size and experience, we are in a unique position, unlike our competitors, of being able to arrange transportation for these recipients using our established transportation networks in bordering states (CA, AZ, ID, and UT) who regularly provide service across state lines. In fact, some DHCFP recipients actually live closer to a healthcare facility in a bordering state than to a facility within Nevada. 

We also arrange air transportation for Nevada recipients who must travel both regularly or on-demand to distant states for special Medicaid approved treatment. For such cases, we utilize commercial air transport. In fact, in 2010 we arranged over 200 air transports for recipients within and outside Nevada. This is a complex process and requires careful coordination on both ends of the flight — one which our Nevada operations team has mastered throughout our eight years of service in Nevada.


3.3.2
DHCFP will provide a HIPAA compliant eligibility file suitable for loading into the vendors system. The file will be refreshed twice a month. For each recipient requesting non-emergency transportation services, the vendor shall verify the recipient’s Medicaid eligibility through the provided eligibility file or through the EVS (Electronic Verification of Eligibility) system.  Once eligibility for non-emergency transportation services has been verified the vendor may determine which form of transportation service is appropriate. Eligibility status in EVS is not the sole determinant of eligibility for non-emergency transportation services; vendor is responsible to consult the Medicaid Services Manual Chapter 1900 to determine what subpopulations are excluded. 

		Consistent Screening


for Eligibility



		· Rigorous and thorough screenings of all requests for transportation ensure that only those eligible for NET services receive them.

· Pre-scheduled (standing order) trips are verified against the DHCFP eligibility file twice a month; those determined ineligible, have their trips cancelled.

· Consistent policy and procedure rules are embedded in our CSRs’ call scripts and tools.





Verifying Eligibility of Recipients


All our information technology systems are HIPAA compliant; including our purpose built NET management system, LogistiCAD, which contains essential eligibility data on each Nevada Medicaid eligible recipient. As the incumbent for Nevada’s NET program, we currently receive and refresh the eligibility data in LogistiCAD twice a month via the files provided by DHCFP and its EVS system.

As reservation calls are received, CSRs greet callers courteously and identify themselves by name. If the caller’s request is for a repeat transportation user, then based on data stored in our system, a recipient’s specific eligibility information is automatically displayed on the reservations screen and the information is confirmed before assigning the most appropriate level of service. However, if the reservation request is from a first-time caller whose ID or name is not in our database, the recipient’s significant information is entered into LogistiCAD for verification against DHCFP’s eligibility data. Our CSR places the recipient on hold and attempts to verify eligibility through the Division’s Electronic Verification of Eligibility System (EVS). 

The core of our business is to provide quality NET to Medicaid eligible recipients who need and qualify for transportation to their Medicaid approved healthcare appointments. Therefore, we take a variety of precautions to guarantee that recipients only use these services for accepted and approved purposes. We take the necessary steps to verify that all trips are for compensable services as part of our fraud and abuse prevention process. If the Division’s EVS system does not indicate that a recipient is eligible for services during the screening processing, they are instructed to contact their Medicaid case worker for eligibility clarification.  Once eligibility is initiated, we can process their request. 


All LogistiCare CSRs are trained to understand that there are occasions when Medicaid eligible recipients appear to be program eligible but actually do not meet the criteria because they are:


· A Qualified Medicare Beneficiary (QMB) or Specified Low-Income Medicaid Beneficiary (SLMB) without full Medicaid benefits

· Patients being treated in a Skilled Nursing Facility (SNF); Medical Assistance for the Aged, Blind and Disabled (MAABD) Institutional and County Indigent eligibility categories) 


· Specialty care patients


· Patients whose level of care during a scheduled trip exceeds the capabilities of a NET provider, including:


· Transport of a critically ill recipient to a location where an organ transplant will occur 


· Hospital-to-hospital transfer of a seriously injured or ill recipient when medically necessary tests or treatment are not available at the dispatching hospital and the recipient’s care needs during transit exceed the scope of service of an Emergency Medical Technician-Basic (EMT-Basic) 


· Facility-to-facility transfer of a seriously mentally ill adult or severely emotionally disturbed child whom healthcare professionals have deemed is an imminent danger to himself or herself or others and who requires significant chemical or physical restraints and/or the attendance of security personnel during transit


Using information downloaded from DHCFP’s eligibility files, we also produce an ineligible rider report twice per month to identify all scheduled trips for individuals who are no longer eligible. Consequently, LogistiCare cancels trips for recipients who have lost their eligibility and initiates notification to the recipient and the healthcare facility in the case of pre-scheduled / standing order trips.


Our Nevada Quality Assurance (QA) Supervisor is an expert regarding the Medicaid Manual, including Medicaid Services Manual Chapter 1900, and thoroughly analyzes all changes issued to help our operations team remain compliant and quickly execute the appropriate changes to our policies and procedures, call scripts, training, and systems, as applicable. If circumstances arise where questions cannot be answered through our research of Chapter 1900, we initiate a call with the Division to obtain the necessary clarification.
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The following shall be a part of RFP No. 1948 for Non Emergency Brokerage Transportation Services.  If a vendor has already returned a proposal and any of the information provided below changes that proposal, please submit the changes along with this amendment.  You need not re-submit an entire proposal prior to the opening date and time.





Clarification from Amendment 1 of RFP 1948 



Original question and answer:



13. Page 59, Section 9.2.2.4, F.- Is this information expected to be submitted for this procurement? If yes, can the State address the need to have this information? 

Yes the information is expected to be submitted.  This is a standard Purchasing Division requirement and protects the State from doing business with vendors using unlicensed software.



Clarification question and answer: 


13.  Do we have to provide actual copies of the licensing agreements and hardware/software maintenance agreements?  If so, this will add hundreds of pages to our proposal.  As an alternative, we ask that we be allowed to submit a list of all licensed software and maintenance agreements along with the vendor and contact information. 

This is standard language in the RFP template.  It does not pertain to this RFP.  



Original question and answer:



26. The tab called AZ Call Center Sample Reports is included in the Data book.xls. Does this represent Nevada calls by select months and years? (December 2008; December 2009; December 2010 and September 2011). If not, what state does this represent? For example, the Total Incoming Calls reported are 5,354 for September 2011. The Nevada Calls 2011 total 6,267 for September 2011, or 913 additional calls. Which number represents the total number of incoming calls by your current vendor for September 2011? 

The tabs represent two different entities. AZ Call Center Sample Reports show the numbers of after hours and evening calls and gives a sample of call volumes.  The Nevada Calls represent call received by the Brokers Nevada staff operating out of their Las Vegas office during normal business hours.



Clarification question and answer: 



26.	All reservation calls are taken in the Arizona office, both the calls received during normal business hours, as well as weekends and after hour calls.  There are no reservation calls answered in the Las Vegas office.

The Arizona Call Center takes after hours and evening calls.    The Las Vegas office takes the calls during normal business hours. Please see original question 26.



Original question and answer:



39. How many call center staff (broken out by management, reservationists, and other administrative employees) are currently employed by the current NET broker to manage the State of Nevada transportation network? 

The current NET broker has a staff of 12 (four of whom are management /administrative personnel) in their state office who handles reservations during normal business hours.  The Arizona call center is a regional center.  The State does not have data on how many FTEs are dedicated to Nevada.



Clarification question and answer: 


39.	LogistiCare employees 12 employees in the state of Nevada who manage the program and perform the following:



· Answer Where’s My Ride Calls

· Mass Transit Program Administration and Distribution of Bus Passes

· Commercial air coordination

· Mileage Verification

· Complaint Handling

· Facility Outreach

· Utilization Review

· Trip Assignment

· Other administrative and reporting functions



Our Arizona Call Center is a regional center for multiple clients. However as it pertains to the State of Nevada Medicaid business, it employs 7 customer service representatives and 5 billing clerks. This group manages all trip reservations, weekend and after hours calls and they process all of the transportation provider claims and submission for payment.


Original questions and answers:



12. Page 50, Section 4.2, Subcontractor Information- Please confirm that this does not apply to transportation providers and is only referring to administrative contractors with whom a vendor may contract with to provide brokerage duties. Further, please confirm that on page 82, Attachment H-Proposed Staff Resumes are only applicable to the Vendor’s proposed staff and any administrative subcontractor a vendor may use to perform broker duties and this also does not apply to transportation providers. 

Section 4.2, Subcontractor Information does not apply to transportation providers and   refers to administrative contractors with whom a vendor may contract with to provide brokerage duties.  Proposed Staff Resumes are only applicable to the Vendor’s proposed staff and any administrative subcontractor and does not apply to transportation providers. The State reserves the right to review and approve all provider contracts and agreements.  



42. Attachment G – Reference Questionnaire: Is this required for each individual transportation provider since they are subcontractors? 

Yes.

43. Document 4 – Company Background & References: Is this required for each individual transportation provider since they are subcontractors? 

Yes.



74. Per Section 3.6.1.18 transportation providers are considered subcontractors. Because of this interpretation of subcontractors the bidder is required to gather the information in Section 4.2 and 4.3 for each transportation provider to be compliant with RFP requirements. Would the State please provide all bidders a list of the transportation providers currently being used to transport under the NEMT program? If the State is unable to provide the listing could the requirements in 4.2 and 4.3 be changed so that the information is due at the time of the readiness review instead of with the submission of the proposal? The current requirement creates a competitive advantage for the incumbent as they are the only ones who will have a listing of transportation providers at the time of submission.

Refer to question 12 of this amendment.  The intent of 3.6.1.18 is that providers be monitored and evaluated by the vendors and that there are approved written contracts with the providers.   Sections 4.2 and 4.3 refer to subcontractors hired to perform the vendor’s brokerage duties. 



Clarification question and answer: 


42.  This question, as well as question 43, says that every transportation provider must complete the Reference Questionnaire and Company Background and References since they are subcontractors.  However, question 12 and question 74 specifically states that subcontractor information does not apply to transportation providers.  This seems to be a conflict.  Can you please clarify that anytime “subcontractor” is used within the RFP, it is referring to subcontractors hired to perform the vendor’s brokerage service and that subcontractor never refers to transportation providers?

Subcontractor does not apply to transportation providers and   refers to administrative contractors with whom a vendor may contract with to provide brokerage duties. Please see Question 12 of Amendment 1.



Original question and answer:



57. RFP Section 3.6.1.9 (Pg. 28) This section requires vendors to “give assurance to the State and provide supporting documentation that demonstrates that it has the capacity to service the expected enrollment and maintains a network of providers that is sufficient.” However, it goes to say that “supporting documentation and formatting will be discussed upon acceptance of contract”. Specifically, what documentation must vendors provide to be compliant with this requirement? 

Supporting documentation would be “Letters of Intent to Contract” with providers and sample provider contracts. The State reserves the right to approve provider contracts.



Clarification question and answer: 


57.  This answer presents the requirement that Letters of Intent be included for enough transportation providers to service the resulting contract.   Considering that the RFP was released on October 25th and due about one month later, insufficient time is available to set up a Provider Network for bidders who do not already have Provider Networks in Nevada.  This presents a distinct disadvantage to bidders who are fully qualified and capable of setting up a Provider Network, but not in one month’s time.  Could this requirement be modified to only require an explanation of how the bidder would establish a provider network along with a list of transportation providers the bidder has contacted?  

RFP Section 3.6.1.9 (referred to in question 57) further reads that “The vendor must submit such documentation at the time it enters into a contract with the State and at anytime thereafter when there has been a significant change”.  The documents are intended to give the state assurance that the winning bidder can indeed contract with enough providers before the final signing.  The winning vendor has from the date of the Letter of Intent to Award to submit the documents.  The winning vendor will receive a list of current providers.

	

Additional Question and Comment:



Would you be able to let me know whether the government is likely to reduce or eliminate the coverage for such non emergency transportation in the coming years? 

Non-emergency transportation is currently a federal requirement for states with a Medicaid program.   







ALL ELSE REMAINS THE SAME FOR RFP 1948.





Vendor shall sign and return this amendment with proposal submitted.



		NAME OF VENDOR

		



		AUTHORIZED SIGNATURE

		



		TITLE

		

		DATE
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Consensus Scoresheet 


Page 1 of 3


Weight Eval 1 Eval 2 Eval 3 Eval 4  Average
weighted 


Access2Care 1.  Demonstrated Competence 25.0 7.0 8.0 8.0 8.0   193.8
  
2.  Experience in performance of comparable engagements 25.0 7.0 7.0 8.0 7.0  181.3


   
3.  Conformance with the terms of the RFP 5.0 7.0 6.0 6.0 8.0 33.8
 
4. Expertise and availability of key personnel 15.0 7.0 6.0 7.0 8.0  105.0
 
5.  Reasonableness of Cost 30.0 7.0 5.0 7.0 4.0  172.5
  
6.Financial Stability (pass/fail)  p p p p


  
     


Technical Ave 513.8
   
    Average score 686.3


Weight Eval 1 Eval 2 Eval 3 Eval 4   Average
weighted 


First Transit, Inc. 1.  Demonstrated Competence 25.0 8.0 4.0 7.0 8.0   168.8
  
2.  Experience in performance of comparable engagements 25.0 7.0 5.0 8.0 8.0  175.0


   
3.  Conformance with the terms of the RFP 5.0 7.0 2.0 6.0 8.0 28.8
 
4. Expertise and availability of key personnel 15.0 7.0 5.0 6.0 9.0  101.3
 
5.  Reasonableness of Cost 30.0 7.0 7.0 8.0 5.0  202.5
  
6.Financial Stability (pass/fail)  p p p p


  
      


Technical Ave 473.8
 


   676.3Average score







Consensus Scoresheet 
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Weight Eval 1 Eval 2 Eval 3 Eval 4   Average
weighted 


Logisticare Solutions 1.  Demonstrated Competence 25.0 8.0 8.0 9.0 9.0   212.5
  
2.  Experience in performance of comparable engagements 25.0 7.0 8.0 9.0 10.0  212.5


  
3.  Conformance with the terms of the RFP 5.0 7.0 8.0 7.0 9.0 38.8
 
4. Expertise and availability of key personnel 15.0 7.0 8.0 8.0 10.0  123.8
 
5.  Reasonableness of Cost 30.0 8.0 6.0 9.0 8.0  232.5
  
6.Financial Stability (pass/fail)  p p p p


  
      


Technical Ave 587.5
   
    820.0


Weight Eval 1 Eval 2 Eval 3 Eval 4   Average
weighted 


Medical Transportation 1.  Demonstrated Competence 25.0 8.0 6.0 9.0 9.0   200.0
Management, Inc.   


2.  Experience in performance of comparable engagements 25.0 7.0 7.0 8.0 9.0  193.8
   


3.  Conformance with the terms of the RFP 5.0 7.0 7.0 9.0 8.0 38.8
 
4. Expertise and availability of key personnel 15.0 7.0 7.0 8.0 8.0  112.5
  
5.  Reasonableness of Cost 30.0 4.0 3.0 5.0 5.0  127.5
   
6.Financial Stability (pass/fail)  f f f f


  
      


Technical Ave 545.0
   
    672.5


Average score


Average score
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Weight Eval 1 Eval 2 Eval 3 Eval 4   Average
weighted 


TMS Management Group 1.  Demonstrated Competence 25.0 6.0 1.0 7.0 5.0   118.8
  
2.  Experience in performance of comparable engagements 25.0 7.0 4.0 6.0 1.0  112.5


   
3.  Conformance with the terms of the RFP 5.0 7.0 2.0 6.0 4.0 23.8
 
4. Expertise and availability of key personnel 15.0 7.0 5.0 7.0 8.0  101.3
 
5.  Reasonableness of Cost 30.0 6.0 5.0 7.0 8.0  195.0
  
6.Financial Stability (pass/fail)  p p p p


  
      


Technical Ave 356.3
   
    551.3


Weight Eval 1 Eval 2 Eval 3 Eval 4   Average
weighted 


Total Transit 1.  Demonstrated Competence 25.0 6.0 3.0 6.0 4.0   118.8
  
2.  Experience in performance of comparable engagements 25.0 6.0 4.0 5.0 4.0  118.8


   
3.  Conformance with the terms of the RFP 5.0 7.0 2.0 5.0 4.0 22.5
 
4. Expertise and availability of key personnel 15.0 7.0 5.0 5.0 7.0  90.0
 
5.  Reasonableness of Cost 30.0 4.0 2.0 5.0 4.0  112.5
  
6.Financial Stability (pass/fail)  p p p p


  
      


Technical Ave 350.0
   
    462.5Average score


Average score
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Purpose:  
To provide a written tool to inform Nevada, MTM staff, transportation providers, and facilities of 
Nevada non-emergency transportation (NET) operations, expectations, and the formal policies 
and procedures that govern each activity associated with the delivery of Nevada NET services.  
 
Use and Format 
1. MHI shall maintain a copy of this Operations Manual. 
2. This manual will be used to train new staff and existing staff, transportation providers, and 


facilities.  
3. Transportation providers will receive a Transportation Provider Handbook with policies 


and procedures specific to their operations. 
4. Facilities will receive a Facility Manual outlining the rules and regulations of the 


transportation program. 
5. All Customer Service Center (CSC) staff will receive a Customer Service Center Training 


Manual specific to CSC training and operations. 
6. Each manual is housed in a loose-leaf binder to accommodate easy insertion of revisions 


and updates to policies or procedures. 
7. Each page of the manual includes the policy origin date, and each new page will include a 


current date of revision to ensure that the most recent policy is referenced. 
8. Although updates may be made at any time necessary, the entire manual will be reviewed 


annual basis. This annual review is the responsibility of the Account Manager. 
9. MHI can address and questions regarding the policies and procedures in this Operations 


Manual with the dedicated Account Manager. 
10. MHI will be given the opportunity to review and approve the Operations Manual and any 


subsequent revisions within five (5) business days of identifying changes. 
11. Subsequent updates will be distributed to staff, transportation providers, and facilities 


within five (5) days of acceptance by MHI.  
 
Signatures of Approval 
 
             
MHI Representative   Title     Date 
 
 
________________________________________________________________________  
MTM Representative    Title      Date 
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1.0 Medical Transportation Management, Inc. (MTM) Company Information 
 
Background: 
Established in 1995, MTM is the only nationwide transportation management company focused 
on the delivery of NET through a health care-minded approach. MTM’s experience with 
successful and reliable NET service delivery is superior and recognized as such throughout the 
industry. The company’s practices and model for delivering NET services has been noted twice 
as a best practice in the industry by the Community Transportation Association of America 
(CTAA). Due to its position as a leader and quality provider in the NET industry, MTM has been 
awarded some 41 contracts throughout the nation.  
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Company Contact Information  
 
Corporate Office: 
 
MTM, Inc. 
16 Hawk Ridge Dr. 
Lake St. Louis, MO 63367-1829 
Local- (636) 561-5686 
Toll free- (888) 561-8747 
Fax- (636) 561-2962 
www.mtm-inc.net  
 
 
President and CEO 
Alaina Maciá 
(888) 561-8747, Ext. 5503 
 
 
Executive Vice President and General 
Counsel 
Don Tiemeyer 
(888) 561-8747, Ext. 5550 
 
 
Chief Financial Officer 
Gary Richardson 
(888) 561-8747, Ext. 5549 
 
 
Vice President of Client Services 
Kim Matreci 
(888) 561-8747, Ext. 5563 
 


 
 
 
Vice President of Paratransit Operations 
Patrick McNiff 
(888) 561-8747, Ext 5738 
 
 
Director of Operations 


 Natasha Boekholt 
 (888) 561-8747, Ext. 5573 
 
 


Vice President of Business Solutions 
Group  
Alison Whitelaw 
(888) 561-8747 Ext. 5529 


 
 


Manager, Care Management 
Sherry Moore 
(888) 561-8747, Ext. 5041 
 
 
MHI Account Management Team 
Nathan Mueller 
(888) 561-8747 Ext. 5576 
 
Duane Williams 
(888) 561-8747, Ext. 5706 


  
 Valerie Barr 
 (888) 561-8747, Ext. 5602 
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2.0 Nevada Contract Information 
 


Purpose of Contract 
In accordance with Federal regulations (42 CFR 431.53), MHI operates NET services, which 
offers transportation services for recipients who need to access necessary health care. MHI NET 
covers transportation to and from health care services when those services are covered under 
Medicaid and Medicare, for recipients who have no other means of transportation. These 
transportation services include wheelchair vans, taxis and sedans, stretcher cars, bus passes and 
tickets, and other forms of transportation otherwise covered. 
 
Under this contract, the broker’s responsibilities will include, but not be limited to the following: 


 Establishing and maintaining a network of transportation providers through subcontracts 
 Recruiting, training, and certifying transportation providers; 
 Paying network transportation providers for NET services provided to eligible recipients 
 Assuring transportation providers meet and maintain the requirements identified by MHI 


and required by MTM 
 Operating a call center for intake and processing of transportation requests for eligible 


recipients including: 
o Verifying Medicaid/Medicare eligibility 
o Assessing recipients’ transportation needs and determining the most appropriate 


and cost effective transportation mode to meet the identified needs 
o Authorizing transportation 
o Dispatching transportation providers 
o Maintaining records and systems of accountability 
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MTM Contract Responsibilities 
MTM is responsible for providing the following contractual services: 


 
1. Recruiting and Negotiating Contracts with Transportation Providers: Establish a 


network of independent transportation providers to deliver transportation and negotiate 
individual service delivery rates with each qualified transportation entity to include 
individuals providing wheelchair vans, taxis, stretcher cars, bus passes and tickets, and 
other forms of transportation otherwise covered under the state plan. Any negotiated rate 
must be fully disclosed in the Service Agreement between the transportation provider and 
MTM. 


2. Payment Administration: Provide payment to each transportation provider based on 
authorized services rendered. 


3. Gate Keeping, Certification and Verification of Need, and Cost-Effectiveness: 
Verification of recipient eligibility; assess recipient need for NET services; determine the 
most appropriate and most cost-effective transportation method to meet the recipient’s 
need and level of care during the transport, including any special transport requirements 
for the medically fragile or physically/intellectually challenged recipients; and provide 
education for recipients on the use of NET services. 


4. Reservations, Scheduling, and Trip Assignments: Receive recipient requests for 
transportation and assign the trip to the most appropriate transportation provider. 


5. Quality Assurance: Provide assurance that transportation providers meet health and 
safety standards for vehicle maintenance, operation, and inspection; driver qualifications 
and training; recipient problem and complaint resolution; and the delivery of courteous, 
safe, and timely transportation services. 


6. Administrative Oversight and Reporting: Manage overall day-to-day operations 
necessary for the delivery of NET services and the maintenance of appropriate records 
and systems of accountability to report to MHI and respond to the terms of the contract. 


7. Record Keeping: Maintain detailed records evidencing the administrative costs and 
expenses incurred pursuant to the contract, the provision of services under the contract, 
and complaints, for the purpose of audit and evaluation by MHI and other personnel.  


8. Broker/Transportation Provider Records: Establish, maintain, and provide upon 
request the records and related information in its files for each provider with which we 
enter into a service agreement: 


9. Orientation for Transportation Providers: Provide an orientation program for all 
transportation providers with which we enter into a service agreement.   
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Covered, Non-Covered List  
 


SUMMARY OF TRANSPORTATION SERVICES AND BENEFITS  
COVERED AND NOT COVERED LIST 


 
Note: The following table lists transportation services for covered and non-covered 


medical benefits. When selecting which services to cover, consider if NET is required for 
each service and note if there are any limits such as age, number of trips, etc. 


 
Service Code Covered Excluded Special 


Instructions 
Abortion 50    
Adult Day Care-medical/behavorial 80    
Alcohol Abuse Evaluation to Enter Treatment  01    
Alcoholics Anonymous Meetings 82    
Alcohol Rehabilitation  81    
Cardiac Rehab 35    
Chemotherapy/Radiation 34    
Chiropractor 83    
Community Psych Rehab 84    
Counselor, Psychologist, Social Worker  29    
Court Ordered Exams or appointments 52    
Day Treatment Program-medical/behavioral 64    
Dental Services  03    
Diabetic Supplies and Education 33    
Dialysis  04    
Drug Abuse Evaluation to Enter Treatment  05    
Drug Rehabilitation  53    
Durable Medical Equipment 06    
Hearing Aids  08    
Hospital – Inpatient Services/Admission  09    
Hospital - Discharge  10    
Hospital - Outpatient Services 12    
Hospital-to-Hospital Transfer 11    
Hospital Visitation  36    
Immunizations 13    
Laboratory Services 14    
Lamaze Classes  56    
Lead Screening/Testing 37    
Mammogram 38    
Non-Medical Trip 57    
Nursing Home-to-Nursing Home Transfer 39    
OB/GYN Services 40    
Occupational Therapy  15    
Ophthalmologist 58    
Optical Services 17    
Orthotics 18    
Pain Management 20    
Pharmacy  21    
Physical Exam 46    
Physical Therapy  22    
Podiatry 24    
Prenatal Services 25    
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Service Code Covered Excluded Special 
Instructions 


Primary Care Physician  23    
Prosthetic  27    
Psychiatrist  28    
Radiology Services (X-rays, MRI) 42    
Specialist 68    
Speech Therapy  94    
SSI Determination Medical Appointment 96    
Transplant Services 43    
 Urgent Care Facility-TO: 61    
 Urgent Care Facility-FROM: 60    
Vision/Hearing Screenings 47    
Vocational Rehabilitation 98    
Weight Control Programs 66    
WIC Appointments 99    
Other Education/Outreach Programs 70    
Other Emergency Room-TO 71    
Other Emergency Room-FROM 72    
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3.0 Recipient Rights and Responsibilities 


 
Recipients have the right to: 


 Transportation for a covered non-emergency service. 
 Request transportation with appropriate advance notice. 


o If advance notice is not provided, MTM will make best efforts to provide service. 
 The appropriate and most cost-effective mode of transportation based on the recipient’s 


needs. 
 Courteous trip reservation process with respect to privacy, confidentiality, and cultural 


diversity. 
 Be given the name and telephone number of the scheduled transportation provider. 
 Instructions on how to use NET services offered by MTM and our subcontracted 


transportation providers. 
 Education on the complaint, grievance, and appeals process. 
 Free oral interpretation services for limited-English proficiency (LEP).   
 Written information in prevalent languages. 
 Information in alternate formats for individuals with special needs (i.e. visually or hearing 


impaired). 
 On time pick-up and drop-off transportation services. 
 Safe, reliable transportation services in clean, undamaged, and equipped vehicles with 


trained, professional, and courteous drivers. 
 


Recipient responsibilities: 
 When recipients call to schedule transportation to medical appointments, they must 


provide:  
o Medicaid/Medicare ID # 
o Pick up address 
o Telephone number 
o Date of birth 
o Date, time, place, and type of appointment(s) 
o Doctor’s name 
o Facility name, address, and telephone number to verify appointments. 


 Recipients must schedule transportation services for routine medical appointments with 
advance notice.  


 Urgent trips, follow up appointments, and discharges can be set up without advance 
notice.  


 Recipients who live within ¾ mile of a public transit route must use public transit if 
physically and intellectually able to do so.  


 Recipients will be assigned to transportation that is most appropriate to their needs in the 
following order:  


o Public Transit 
o Mileage Reimbursement 
o Ambulatory (sedan/van/minibus/etc.) includes wheelchair transfer 
o Wheelchair lift equipped vehicle 
o Stretcher 


 Recipient may use transportation services for approved Medicaid/Medicare services only. 
 Recipients should attempt to use the closest appropriate medical facility unless a health 


care provider has referred the recipient outside of the immediate community.  
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 Return trips are only provided from the point of drop-off from which the recipient obtained 
authorized health care.  


 The transportation provider must pick up the recipient within one (1) hour from the time 
the recipient calls for the return ride or “Will Call” trip. 


 Recipients must await pick up in an area where that is a pre-arranged “look-out” position. 
This is not necessarily outside, but an area that allows easy and speedy access to the 
pick-up vehicle. The vehicle will not be required to wait more than five (5) minutes, but can 
beep the horn. 


 For verification purposes, recipients must sign a “driver’s log” for each trip taken. In lieu of 
recipient signature, MTM will accept the signature of one of the following:  


o Parent or guardian 
o Medical provider 
o Caregiver 
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4.0 HIPAA- Confidentiality 
 


The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) enacted regulations under the 
Administrative Simplification provisions of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 
of 1996 (the Act [the Act and the Regulations sometimes referred to collectively as HIPAA]). 
These Regulations require health care providers, health plans and health care clearinghouses 
(individually-Covered Entity, and collectively- Covered Entities) to maintain the 
privacy/confidentiality of Protected Health Information (PHI) which they receive or obtain from 
their patients or covered persons or which they review or create for their patients or covered 
persons. 
 
These same regulations require Covered Entities to obtain written assurance from the businesses 
to whom they disclose PHI (Business Associates) that such Business Associates will maintain the 
privacy/confidentiality of any PHI provided to them by the Covered Entities and otherwise comply 
with the requirements of HIPAA applicable to Business Associates. In addition, these Regulations 
require Business Associates to obtain from those businesses to whom they disclose PHI written 
assurance that they will maintain the privacy/confidentiality of any PHI provided to them by the 
Business Associate and otherwise comply with the requirements of HIPAA. 
 
MTM manages contracts with State, County, health plans, and other health care providers as 
defined by HIPAA, to provide non-emergency, non-emergent ambulance medical transportation 
services, central intake and dispatch services and utilization review reports and services for these 
clients and the individuals/patients covered by such client (Covered Persons). In connection with 
our provision of such services, we receive or obtain from our clients or the Covered Persons or 
review or create for the Covered Persons or the clients, PHI regarding the Covered Persons 
(Covered Person PHI). As a result, we are a Business Associate of each client with whom we 
contract. 
 
MTM requires its subcontracted transportation providers and other subcontracted entities to 
comply with the requirements of HIPAA applicable to Business Associates. 
 
MTM requires its employees, agents, and independent contractors (Workforce) to adhere to the 
restrictions and conditions regarding Covered Person PHI. 
 
MTM will not disclose Covered Person’s PHI to any recipient of our Workforce, unless the 
individual is advised of his/her obligations under HIPAA and the consequences of a violation of 
these obligations, including disciplinary action against any recipient of our workforce that uses or 
discloses Covered Person PHI in violation of this Section. 
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5.0 MTM’s CLAS Standards 
 
To ensure that all people entering in contact with MTM receive equitable and effective treatment 
in a cultural and linguistically appropriate manner, MTM adopted the national standards issued by 
the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) Office of Minority Health (OMH) in 
2001. 
 
These standards are designated to address the needs of racial, ethnic, and linguistic populations 
that experience unequal access to health care services. 
 
There are three types of standards of varying stringency:  


 CLAS mandate: those standards that are current Federal requirements for all recipients of 
Federal funds (Standards 4 - 7). These standards are based on Title VI of the Civil Right 
Act of 1964. 


 CLAS guidelines: activities recommended by OMH for adoption as mandated by Federal, 
State, and national accrediting agencies (standards 1 – 3, 8 – 13)  


 CLAS recommendations suggested by the OMH for voluntary adoption (14) 
 
In an effort to provide the most adequate and fair treatment to recipients, clients, and staff, MTM 
has adopted 10 of the 14 standards and adapted them to its line of business. The adopted 
standards are: 


1) MTM should ensure that recipients receive from all staff effective, understandable, and 
respectful care that is provided in a manner compatible with their cultural health beliefs 
and practices and preferred languages. 


2) MTM should implement strategies to recruit, retain, and promote all levels of the 
organization a diverse staff and leadership that are representative of the demographic 
characteristics of the service area. 


3) MTM should ensure that staff at all levels and across all disciplines receives ongoing 
education and training in culturally and linguistically appropriate service delivery. 


4) MTM must offer and provide language assistance services, including bilingual staff and 
interpreter services through the AT&T language line, at no cost to each recipient with 
limited-English proficiency (LEP) at all points of contact, in a timely manner during all 
hours of operation. 


5) MTM must provide to recipients in their preferred language both verbal offers and written 
notices informing them of their right to receive language assistance services. 


6) MTM must assure the competence of language assistance provided to LEP recipients by 
interpreters and bilingual staff. Family and friends should not be used to provide 
interpretation services (except on request by the recipient). 


7) MTM should develop, implement, and promote a written strategic plan that outlines clear 
goals, policies, operational plans, and management accountability/oversight mechanisms 
to provide culturally and linguistically appropriate services. 


8) MTM should conduct initial and ongoing organizational self-assessments of CLAS-related 
activities and are encouraged to integrate Cultural and Linguistic Competence-related 
measures into their internal audits, performance improvement programs, recipient 
satisfaction assessments, and outcomes-based evaluations. 


9) MTM should maintain a current demographic and cultural profile of the community as well 
as a needs assessment to accurately plan for and implement services that respond to the 
cultural and linguistic characteristics of the service area. 


10) MTM should ensure that conflict and grievance resolution processes are culturally and 
linguistically sensitive and capable of identifying, preventing, and resolving cross-cultural 
conflicts or complaints by recipients. 
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6.0 Network Management 
 


Overview of Network Management 
The Network Management Department is responsible for recruiting and negotiating contracts with 
transportation providers, monitoring provider performance to ensure compliance to MHI and MTM 
Guidelines, Policies, and Procedures, on-site vehicle inspections, on-site observations, and 
transportation provider relations. Network Management staff also ensure that all transportation 
providers adhere to federal, state, and local government, laws, rules, and regulations.  
 


MTM has developed a network of qualified, licensed transportation providers across the 
contracted area to ensure comprehensive services. This network includes taxicabs, vans, paralift 
vehicles, County organizations, and public transit services. 
 


Network Management Responsibilities 
Network Management staff will monitor transportation provider performance to ensure the 
provider complies with the MTM Service Agreement requirements. In doing so, Network 
Management staff responsibilities will include, but not be limited to, performing the following day-
to-day operational responsibilities: 


 Create and maintain a database of all contracted transportation providers. 
 Monitor the network to maintain sufficient capacity to meet all needs of recipients. 
 Monitor insurance requirements and background information to ensure drivers and 


vehicles remain current at all times. 
 Monitor transportation provider no-shows or missed pick ups. 
 Respond to provider questions. 
 Resolve day-to-day problems and concerns of transportation providers. 
 Follow up on provider complaints; etc. 
 Provide orientation and ongoing education to transportation providers to ensure quality 


and timely service is provided. 
 


Network Management staff conducts routine monitoring annually at the transportation provider’s 
location. In addition, special on-site reviews may be required to address a complaint or to educate 
the transportation provider. Each opportunity to visit the transportation provider will enable the 
Network Management staff to re-orient or educate the transportation provider. Education is also 
provided through network letters and via phone conversations with Network Management 
Representatives. 
 


On-site visits for routine monitoring may involve: 
 Unannounced on-site reviews.  
 Ride-along at random intervals to ensure compliance with program guidelines and regulations. 
 Regular and unannounced review of vehicle inspection records, maintenance records, 


and equipment status. 
 Review of the availability and condition of proper emergency equipment (fire extinguisher, 


first aid kit, flares/reflector triangles, blood borne pathogen kit). 
 Review of trip records to ensure that appropriate vehicles were assigned for scheduled trips, 


passenger signatures for each leg of the trip and pick-up and drop-off time is recorded. 
 Investigation of complaints. 
 Unannounced on-street observations to ensure that recipients receive appropriate 


transportation with a focus on customer service. 
 Investigation of accident(s) and/or incident(s). 
 Review of completed driver’s logs and the accurate reporting of trips scheduled, provided, 


and cancelled. 
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Service Requirements 
Transportation providers are required to agree to and adhere to all service requirements. The 
following service requirements are listed in the Service Agreement. Network Management staff 
monitor transportation providers regularly for compliance to these service requirements.  
 
Transportation providers are required to:  


 Provide transportation to covered services for eligible recipients in provider’s approved 
service area, as identified in Schedule A of the Service Agreement. 


 Provide a sufficient staff of appropriately trained and licensed drivers. 
 Provide transportation to covered services in vehicles that meet the requirements of 


applicable Federal, State and local laws, insurance, regulations and licensure standards.   
 Give MTM trip requests equal priority with provider’s day-to-day services. 
 Comply with the MTM Non-Emergency Transportation Provider Guidelines as referenced 


in Attachment I, of the Transportation Service Agreement. 
 Report all incidents and/or accidents that occur while transporting a recipient. 


 
Service Agreements with Transportation Providers 
In establishing a strong provider base, the Network Management staff works collaboratively with 
the transportation provider during the contracting phase. The provider relationship starts with the 
establishment of a clear and concise Service Agreement.  
 
The transportation provider Service Agreement is clear and concise and outlines contractual 
parameters including but not limited to:  


 Contract requirements 
 Performance requirements 
 Penalties for not meeting performance requirements, including sanctions, and a 


termination clause for not meeting contract conditions  
 Credentialing and re-credentialing 
 Payment administration 
 Levels of transportation 
 Companion services 
 Telephone and vehicle communication systems 
 Scheduling 
 Pick-up and delivery standards 
 Urgent care 
 Driver qualifications 
 Driver conduct 
 Vehicle requirements 
 Back-up service 
 Quality assurance 
 Non-compliance with standards 
 Training for drivers and attendants 
 Confidentiality of information  
 Indemnification language to protect the MHI 
 Evidence of adequate insurance 
 Submission of documentation as required by MHI 


 
Transportation provider requirements may be reviewed and modified periodically with notification 
to the provider prior to implementing changes. 
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Vehicle/Driver Requirements 
Transportation providers are required to maintain all vehicles in a condition that is adequate to 
meet the requirements of the MHI and MTM’s guidelines. Vehicles and drivers transporting MTM 
passengers must also comply with all federal, state, local, and manufacturer’s safety and 
mechanical operating and maintenance standards, as well as, the Americans with Disabilities Act 
(ADA) regulations.  


 
To ensure recipient safety and comfort, MTM will make routine and random inspections of all 
vehicles. Transportation providers will receive a copy of the Network Management staff’s vehicle 
inspection. Appropriate MHI and MTM staff may ride with recipient in provider vehicles on a 
random basis to monitor the recipient experience.  


 
Vehicles that do not meet MHI and MTM requirements will be immediately removed from service 
until the vehicle is in compliance with requirements. MTM, in collaboration with the transportation 
provider, will develop a corrective action plan (CAP) to address the vehicular deficiency. The 
provider will be given a specified period of time to correct the problem. The CAP will be monitored 
over the designated period of time to ensure the transportation provider corrects the vehicle 
deficiency. 


 
Insurance Requirements 
All transportation providers vehicles used in providing service shall meet or exceed the State’s or 
local government’s minimum insurance requirements for the various modes of transportation 
provided. All transportation providers’ vehicles must be covered for the minimum insurance 
required by MTM. In addition, transportation providers must maintain sufficient liability insurance 
as established by MTM. All transportation providers, at their expense, are required to have 
insurance coverage and must maintain on file current certificates of insurance that meet the 
stated minimums. 


 
Policies and Procedures  
106 Semi-Annual Provider Surveys (All) 
110 Maintaining a Paper File (All) 
117 Network Adequacy (All) 
147 MTM Standard Transportation Provider Guidelines (All) 
163 Vehicle Pass or Fail (All) 
176 Monthly Provider, Driver, Vehicle Reports (All) 
MTM Transportation Provider Agreement 
Vehicle Pass Fail Criteria 
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7.0 Customer Service 
 
Overview 
MTM’s professional and courteous Customer Service Center (CSC) provides prompt and efficient 
eligibility verifications in accordance with MHI policies and procedures. This includes taking 
requests for transportation services from recipients or their representatives, medical providers, 
and facilities. 
 
During the intake process, the Customer Service Representative (CSR) gathers pertinent 
recipient information including the recipient’s Medicaid/Medicare ID #, pick up address, 
destination address, appointment date and time and special needs and enters this information in 
the MTM NET Management System. The CSR will escalate special needs trips to the Care 
Management department.   
 
Customer Service Center Responsibilities 
The CSR’s main functions include: 


 Answer the call promptly and professionally 
 Educate recipients on NET  
 Gather and enter required recipient information into in MTM’s NET Management System 
 Verify eligibility and program code of each recipient 
 Analyze the recipient’s transportation requirements and assign the recipient to the 


appropriate mode of transportation that adequately meets the recipient’s needs assigning 
the least costly mode 


 Escalate trip requests to the Care Management department that are for higher modes of 
service than believed necessary 


 Schedule and dispatch trip to the appropriate transportation provider based on service 
area and cost 


 Respect the caller’s right to privacy, confidentiality, and sensitivity to cultural diversity 
 Explain recipient responsibilities to the caller for scheduling transportation and 


coordinating pick-up and delivery 
 If a request is denied, explain to the recipient the reason for the denial and coding the 


system accordingly so a denial letter will be sent to the recipient within seventy two (72) 
hours of the denial 


 If a complaint call is received, follow the procedures for documenting and resolving 
recipient complaints 


 Escalate difficult calls or requests to the appropriate department 
 Follow MTM and client protocols, policies, and procedures  


 
Customer Service Requirements 


 
Hours of Operations 
Nevada recipients will receive 24/7/365 service through our corporate CSC located in Lake St. 
Louis, Missouri.  
 
CSC Phone Line 
A toll-free telephone number has been installed so recipients and medical providers can schedule 
transportation and will not be charged for calls. The toll-free number is 1-888-XXX-XXXX. 
 
A separate queue has been installed for recipients and medical providers to use to inquire about 
a ride. The toll-free number is 1-888-XXX-XXXX. 
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Advance Notification 
MTM shall require all eligible recipients requesting NET services to call in advance of the 
scheduled appointment. 
 
Recipients calling without advance notice for a non-urgent appointment will be educated on the 
importance of adhering to the advance notice requirement and the appropriate mode of 
transportation will be scheduled, as available. 
 
Customer Service Quality Standards 


 Average speed-to-answer within thirty (30) seconds. 
 Abandonment rate must be 5% or less. 
 Average daily hold time is two (2) minutes or less. 


 
Medical Verification 
100% of all trips will be verified prior to transportation being scheduled.   
 
Customer Satisfaction survey 
At least 5% of all trips will be randomly selected for a follow up customer satisfaction survey. The 
survey will include evaluation of the service provided, including satisfaction with the call intake 
process, driver and vehicle assessment, and timeliness of the service received. MTM surveys 
recipients via a telephone survey on a weekly basis. Findings of the Customer Satisfaction 
Survey are reported monthly. 
 
Customer Service Audits and Evaluations: 
In order to ensure professional call intake activities of the Customer Service Center, we perform 
continuous call monitoring of recorded and/or live calls for each CSR on a monthly basis The 
purpose of the monitoring is to constantly improve the level of customer service provided to the 
recipients, and provide an opportunity to coach and mentor CSRs on identified challenges 
regarding quality control and training purposes. 
 
CSR Training 
MTM’s CSC staff, including all CSRs, receives thorough training on Medicaid/Medicare, Title XIX, 
and MTM’s policies and requirements to ensure appropriate and timely service. The CSR will give 
first-time callers an orientation on the program operation, recipient responsibilities, and the 
importance of adhering to guidelines.  
 


Policies and Procedures  
201 Call Intake for Trip Scheduling – Eligible 
209 Trip Scheduling for Personal Mileage 
Urgent Request Guidelines 
Urgent Request Process 
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8.0 Care Management  


 
Overview 
MTM was founded on the principles of increasing health care access by providing quality 
transportation services to the medically needy. Out of this knowledge came the formation of its 
Care Management Department, which provides one point of contact for medical facilities, social 
workers, and case managers for transportation coordination for all recipients under its care. This 
type of direct contact ensures “special” transportation services are booked in a timely and 
appropriate manner, creating client satisfaction. Due to the frequent interaction, Care Managers 
establish solid relationships with social workers and hospital staff.  
 
MTM’s Care Managers work to appropriately address “special” transportation needs by: 


 Working with health care personnel such as physicians, nurses, case managers, and 
social workers to coordinate and verify recurring trips for dialysis, mental health and 
children’s programs, therefore increasing compliance. 


 Ensure stretcher trip criteria mirrors Medicaid/Medicare guidelines, 100% of all stretchers 
are handled in the Care Management Department, therefore reducing appeal situations. 


 Overseeing the on-site bus pass distribution program, therefore reducing fraud.  
 Overseeing the special need transportation (recurring, dialysis, psych/social and 


substance abuse programs), reducing abuse of the program. 
 Determining appropriate level of need with nursing oversight, to ensure the most 


appropriate transportation is assigned, therefore controlling cost of the program. 
 Coordinating recurring transportation requests by programming our system to download 


trip information for up to 90 days at a time alleviating repeat transportation requests by 
facilities. 


 
Care Management Outreach 
MTM works directly with the community to provide outreach and education to facilities and 
advocacy groups on NET programs and MTM’s program management. Often, proper education is 
the key to increased satisfaction and reduced complaints. MTM will meet with these stakeholders 
before start-up of operations and then regularly, as needed or requested to ensure service 
satisfaction among these groups. Throughout the life of a contract, MTM will continue to work on 
behalf of the facilities and special needs groups to address issues and complaints. For a full 
description and documentation of the outreach program, please refer to the Nevada Facility 
Manual and handouts. 
 
Care Managers also provide education and training on MTM’s services to facility staff, case 
managers, and social workers. The Care Management department disseminates educational 
material to key stakeholders. In-service training is available for any facility staff or social service 
department that requests staff education on Medicaid/Medicare services, rights, and 
responsibilities. 
 
The Care Management Department has a dedicated toll-free and local telephone numbers for the 
medical community to access the department directly. These dedicated lines improve the 
communication efficiencies with the medical provider and the Care Management Department. 
 
The toll free numbers for the Care Management Department are: 


 Toll free- (888) 561-8747 Ext. 5012  
 Dedicated Fax- (877) 406-0658 
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Level-of-Need (LON) Certification Process 
1) After the CSR has determined eligibility for a transportation request, the NET 


Management System will determine the distance of the trip. If the trip is less than ¾ mile, 
the CSR will inquire if the recipient is able to walk the short distance to the appointment.  


a) If the recipient indicates inability to walk due to medical reasons, the CSR will 
advise the recipient that the health care provider will be required to submit medical 
or level-of-need (LON) verification.   


b) The CSR will obtain the health care provider’s name and telephone number, then 
place the trip in an escalation status and a specially trained Care Manager will 
retrieve the trip request.  


c) The Care Manager will require the health care provider to submit an LON form 
indicating the medical reason the recipient cannot walk to the appointment. The 
Care Manager will fax the form directly from their workstation computer and 
approve a two (2) week temporary certification at the requested transportation 
service level.  


d) The medical provider will complete the form and will return it to the Care Manager.  
e)  If the provider indicates the recipient can walk, the Care Manager will not approve 


the trip and inform the recipient of the appeals process.  
f) If the provider indicates the recipient cannot walk due to a qualifying medical 


condition, the Care Manager will move to the next step: 
 
2) Fixed Route is the first mode of choice in areas with sufficient access. The NET 


Management System enables the CSR to immediately determine if the recipient’s drop-off 
and pick-up location is located within ¾ mile of a bus stop.  


a) If the recipient indicates an inability to utilize public transportation due to medical 
reasons, the CSR will advise the recipient that the health care provider will be 
required to submit medical or LON verification.  


b) The CSR will place the trip in an escalation status and a Care Manager will 
retrieve the trip request. The Care Manager will require the health care provider to 
submit an LON form indicating the medical reason the recipient cannot use public 
transportation to the appointment. The Care Manager will fax the form directly from 
their workstation computer.  


c) The provider will complete the form and will return it to a Care Manager.  
d) If the provider indicates the recipient can utilize the public transit system, the Care 


Manager will authorize public transit.  
e) If the provider indicates the recipient cannot utilize the public transit system due to 


a qualifying medical condition, the Care Manager will move to the next step: 
 


3) Once the Care Manager receives the LON form indicating the need for higher mode of 
transportation due to a qualifying medical reason, i.e. physically or mentally disabled to 
the degree that walking or accessing fixed route public transportation could result in 
degraded health condition or personal risk to the recipient, the Care Manager will 
authorize the transportation with the most appropriate form of transportation based on the 
physical and cognitive abilities of the recipient as follows:  


a) Recipient is ambulatory and has mild cognitive disabilities – MTM will authorize 
sedan/ cab transportation. 


b) Recipient is ambulatory and has severe cognitive disabilities – MTM will authorize 
sedan/ cab door-to-door service 


c) Recipient is in a wheelchair, does not require assistance, can transfer into a 
vehicle and has no cognitive disabilities – MTM will authorize sedan/ cab 
transportation  
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d) Recipient is in a wheelchair, can transfer into a vehicle and has severe cognitive 
disabilities – MTM will authorize door-to-door sedan/cab transportation  


e) Recipient is ambulatory and has no cognitive disabilities, but cannot transfer into a 
vehicle – MTM will authorize wheelchair van transportation  


f) Recipient is in a wheelchair, needs assistance from his or her residence and is not 
able to transfer – MTM will authorize wheelchair van transportation  


g) Recipient has a disabling physical condition requiring physical assistance 
preventing utilization of sedan/cab or public transportation – sedan/cab with 
attendant, wheelchair van or stretcher van will be authorized depending on 
recipient’s level of assistance need.  


h) Recipient is bed bound in a prone position - we will authorize stretcher van 
services.  


 
MTM Care Management will oversee prior authorization for any requested overnight stays, in 
state trips over 50 miles, meals/ lodging, and services related to rehabilitation therapy such as 
occupational, physical, and speech therapy. MTM will verify the medical necessity of these 
transportation requests. These requests must be approved in advance. Services may be 
requested thirty (30) days prior to the trip through to the day of the trip. The recipient may qualify 
for a six (6) month PA. 
 


Policies and Procedures 
1351 Annual Facility Satisfaction Survey 
2010 Customer Satisfaction Survey 
Customer Satisfaction Survey Cover Letter 
1033 Ancillary Services Policy 
1033 MWI MHI Medicaid/Medicare Out of State Workflow 
1033 MW2 MHI Medicaid/Medicare Long Distance Workflow 
Approved Distance Authorization 
1371 Processing of LON Policy 
LON Ambulance Stretcher 
LON Standard 
LON Tracking Workflow 
 Mileage Reimbursement Trip Log Sheet Workflow 
 Trip Log 
 Trip Log-Spanish 
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9.0 Quality Management 
 
Overview 
The Quality Management Department includes several components to monitor and improve MTM 
service delivery. MTM strives to provide individualized focus for every relevant area of Quality 
Improvement and Management. Quality Service Coordinators manage reported complaint issues 
and risk, while Compliance Auditors focus on the management of fraud and abuse, and the 
completion of an intricate monthly transportation provider audit process. A Verification Specialist 
conducts an ongoing monthly Medical Verification Audit designed to confirm appointment 
attendance for specified percentage of randomly selected trips and the Quality Auditor focuses on 
auditing Customer Service calls, answered by MTM representatives. MTM follows the National 
Committee of Quality Assurance (NCQA) Guidelines for the monitoring of all facets of our 
program. 


 
Quality Management Program 
MTM’s Quality Management Program provides an organized schedule of monitoring, evaluating, 
trending and reporting of quality indicators and performance standards. Quality improvement 
activities focus on customer satisfaction, workflow improvement, and continuous monitoring of 
transportation provider services, as well as other service standards. Quality indicators are 
continuously monitored for compliance to performance standards. Trends that fall outside of 
MTM’s expected performance threshold are evaluated and when necessary corrective action 
plans are implemented, new initiatives are developed, new policies and procedures are 
implemented, etc. to improve the outcome of the service(s). Accessibility, safety of transportation 
services and customer satisfaction are the expected outcomes of all of MTM’s quality initiatives.  
 
Supporting the Program is MTM’s Quality Management Committee (QMC). The QMC is the team 
of Executive and Senior Managers tasked with the responsibility of evaluating service trends, 
developing corrective action plans, recommending policy changes, creating policies and 
procedures, recommending sanctions, etc. The QMC creates an annual Work Plan and calendar. 
The Work Plan lists the quality indicators that will be tracked, trended and evaluated throughout 
the year. The calendar provides the new year’s organized schedule for monitoring, evaluating, 
and reporting the outcomes of the quality indicators. For a full description and documentation 
of the Quality Management Program, please refer to the attachment binder. 
 


Policies and Procedures 
401 Complaints Mgmt  
408 Reporting and Handling of Accidents 
410 Management of Grievances and Appeals 
410 Complaint Grievances Flowchart 
413 Management of No Shows Workflow 
429 Denial Letters 
442 Fraud Alert Investigation Policy 
443 Fraud Abuse Prevention Policy 
467 QM Attendance Verification Policy  
Recipient No-Show Warning Letter 
MHI Quality Report Sample 
MTM Signature Guidelines 
Sample Monthly Client Summary 
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10.0 Client Services 
 
Overview 
The Client Services department functions as the internal liaison working in collaboration with all 
operational departments to ensure MTM is fully compliant with MHI contractual requirements and 
policies. The Client Services staff ensures the delivery of the highest standard of quality and 
service. Client Services will staff a dedicated Account Management Team to carry out the day-to-
day functions of the MTM contract ensuring compliance and satisfaction of the MHI, recipients, 
and other key stakeholders. The Account Management Team will be the primary day to day 
contact for MHI. 


 
Client Service Responsibilities 
 
Communications with MHI 
The Account Management Team is the primary contact for all stakeholders. MTM will meet with 
MHI representatives at MHI offices at least monthly and upon request to discuss NET for the 
regions and to answer pertinent inquiries regarding the program, its implementation and its 
operation. MTM will review all management reports, identify patterns and trends, and create an 
open forum for suggestions for improvement and program enhancements. The Team is 
responsible for the day-to-day operations. If MTM wishes to change any process, the Team will 
first get approval from MHI.  


 
Facilities 
MTM will establish an Advisory Committee comprised of key stakeholders. The Committee will 
meet quarterly and invite representatives from adult day health care, dialysis centers, hospitals, 
or other medical services provider(s), transportation provider(s) and the recipient community. 
MTM will also invite MHI to have representation on the Advisory Committee and to work 
collaboratively to determine any issues/complaints that may require a modification to MTM’s 
processes and procedures.  


 
Minutes of the meetings will be compiled and a comprehensive summary will be reported to MHI 
and the recipients of the Committee. The summary will include a description of quality of services 
to recipients of each representative group, particularly noting patterns or trends. Minutes from the 
Advisory Committee will be reported to MTM’s Quality Management Committee. Opportunities to 
improve services will be explored as a result of the Advisory Committee feedback.  


 
Recipient 
The Account Management Team is responsible to oversee the development and distribution of 
any recipient notices. The Recipient Information Packet and other recipient materials will be made 
available in formats which will allow recipients, medical providers, and facilities to access this 
information. This includes multiple languages, on audiocassette, and in large print for the visually 
impaired.  


 
Submission of Reporting 
The Account Management Team is responsible for reviewing all reports for accuracy and 
compliance before submitting to MHI. 
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11.0 Reporting Requirements 
 
MTM assembles pertinent trip, administrative, statistical, and financial data and provides these 
reports weekly, monthly, quarterly and/or annually. These reports are distributed on a consistent, 
timely basis, and contain valuable tracking and trending data. MHI will be able to retrieve all 
reports via SFTP by 8:30 a.m. EST on the 10th day of the month following the month/quarter of 
services.  
 
Transportation Summary Report:  MTM will provide a report summarizing the daily 
computerized trip log and will include a summary of denials, authorizations (including no-shows), 
and pending requests for transportation services by type of transportation provided.  Report must 
include the number of recipients utilizing the services. 


 


Report Format:  Excel 


Report Due:  Monthly 


 


Call Center Report:  MTM will submit a report summarizing the Automatic Call Distribution 
(ACD) system requirements. 


1. The number of incoming calls 
2. The number of calls that are abandoned during the wait in queue for interaction with Call 


Center staff 
3. The number of calls that reach Call Center staff 
4. The average hold time 
5. The average and maximum time spent in queue between the initial automated voice pick 


up and interaction with Call Center staff 
6. The identity of the Call Center staff recipient taking the call  
7. The average and maximum talk time 
8. The unduplicated number of calls placed on hold at any point after the initial call response 
9. The average and maximum time of calls that are placed on hold 
10. The number of calls that are abandoned while on hold 
11. The daily percentage of abandoned calls 


Report Format:  Excel 


Report Due:  Monthly 
 
Complaint resolution and tracking report: MTM will submit a complaint resolution and tracking 
report that includes: 


 the number of complaints received,  
 how complaints were received (by phone, written communication)  
 dates received, date of resolution,  
 a description of the resolution,  
 number and status of complaints awaiting resolution.   


 
The report shall include all current complaints whether they are resolved or not. 
 
Report Format:  Excel 
Report Due:  Monthly 
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Denials: MTM will submit a report that identifies all decisions to deny a service authorization or 
authorize a service in an amount, duration, or scope that is less than requested.  Additionally, we 
will submit copies of any Notices of Decisions issued. 


Report Format:  Excel 


Report Due:  Monthly 
 


Accident Report: MTM will submit a quarterly accident report that identifies all accidents 
involving (Commercial or Agency) providers and any recipient. This report should include, but is 
not limited to any moving vehicle violation related to an accident, regardless if another vehicle or 
person(s) is involved. Additionally, MTM will submit copies of actual accident reports. 


Report Format:  Excel 


Report Due:  Quarterly 
 


Live Call Monitoring Report: Live call monitoring will be conducted on CSRs on a monthly basis 
and reported to MHI quarterly.  The report shall include the number of calls monitored, dates calls 
were monitored, issues identified during monitoring, and list of training (with dates) resulting from 
identified issues. 


Report Format:  Excel 


Report Due:  Quarterly 
 


Customer Satisfaction Summary Report:  MTM will submit a summary of customer satisfaction 
information findings and shall include how the information will be used to improve services.  
Survey sample shall be 5% of daily trips. 


Report Format:  Excel 


Report Due:  Quarterly 
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12.0 Payment Administrations/Billing 
 
Overview 
MTM’s designed its Claims Adjudication Process efficiency and confidentiality. Efficiency is 
obtained through a batch processing mode that provides a detailed report for each transportation 
provider on a weekly basis. The detail report is made available to each transportation provider 
following the week of service and includes a list of all services that were provided by the 
transportation provider, as well as PUDO (pickup and drop-off times). Transportation providers 
must review, update, and return the report by Thursday of the following week along with 
signatures from recipients transported. MTM reviews all signatures for 100% verification of 
transportation. This report serves as the claim that services were rendered and is used as 
supporting documentation for any reviews of errors and irregularities.  
 
Once returned, MTM adjudicates the reports within a month and sends a confirmation of receipt 
to the transportation provider that indicates the status of the adjudication (i.e.: completed without 
exception or with discrepancies).   
 
MTM ensures appropriate staffing to complete the claims adjudication processes in a timely 
manner. MTM also makes every effort to assist transportation providers who get behind in their 
paperwork to ensure that they can be paid as quickly as possible, once the provider gets the 
paperwork completed and submitted. 
 
Payment is contingent on cooperation with, and completion of, the Claims Adjudication Process, 
which includes the submission of a reconciled invoice as claim for payment of services rendered 
as well as the submission of all weekly reports.     
 
Confidentiality of recipient personal health information (PHI) as well as confidentiality of any 
payment or financing arrangements with transportation providers is protected by MTM. All staff 
involved in the Claims Adjudication Process and in the accounting department receives annual 
training on HIPAA requirements and general business ethics with regards to confidentiality, 
proper record keeping, and professional decorum. 
 
Proper authorization of services performed and validation of these services is inherent in MTM’s 
internal controls. All services must be scheduled on the MTM NET Management System to 
receive payment. The ability to schedule services is restricted to properly trained and authorized 
employees. The staff in Claims Adjudication and the accounting department do not have the 
ability to schedule services and can only make payments against services that have been 
properly scheduled and assigned an MTM internal authorization number. 
 
Validation of services rendered by transportation providers is obtained through the Claims 
Adjudication Process and is tested by a quarterly audit of the transportation providers supporting 
documentation. The Quality Management Department conducts a quarterly transportation provider 
audit on a random, computer generated 3% from the database of all scheduled trips (excluding bus).  
Transportation providers are required to submit the trip tickets with recipient signatures as verification 
for the service rendered. Additional verification with providers may be completed if deemed 
appropriate and/or necessary. Incidences of poor record keeping are referred to MTM’s Network 
Management department for additional training. Transportation providers with high error rates or 
questionable documentation are referred to the Vice President of Operations for an additional, in-
depth compliance review. 
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13.0 Information Technology 
 
Disaster Recovery Plan 
MTM’s business continuity and risk management plan ensures that, in the case of any service 
disruption, minimal impact is placed on MTM’s clients, by ensuring service continuation through 
alternative plans of action. This includes, but is not limited to the re-routing of calls, the use of 
manual documentation and faxing, the use of back-up emergency equipment, and the 
replacement of systems and/or servers. The necessary resources include emergency contact 
information, forms, and step-by-step plans of actions. 
 
This plan is reviewed quarterly, at a minimum, by MTM Executives, Directors, and Managers, to 
ensure information contained herein is accurate.   
 


Policies and Procedures 
2nd Reviews 
Canceled Trip Discrepancies 
Back Billing Process 
Internal 2nd Review Process 
Late Reconciliation Reports 
Late Signature Documentation 
Logging Reconciliation 
Missing Reconciliation Report 
New Transportation Provider Education 
Reconciliation of Weekly Reconciliation Reports 
Reconciling Weekly Reports 
Sending Invoices 
Sending ND Reports 
Sending Reconciliation Reports 
Weekly Reconciliation Downloads 
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14.0 Glossary of Terms 
 
Action: The denial or limited authorization of a requested service, including the type or level of 
service; the reduction, suspension, or termination of a previously authorized service; the denial in 
whole or in part, of payment for a service; or the failure of the health plan to act within established 
time requirements for service accessibility. 
 
A.D.A. Paratransit (ADA): Transportation services defined by The Americans with Disabilities 
Act which mandate that public transportation agencies provide door-to-door services for disabled 
recipients within a specific radius of the fixed bus routes.  
 
Additional Recipient: An eligible recipient beyond the first recipient transported by a 
Medicaid/Medicare transportation provider during the same trip to health care appointments. 
 
Additional Stop: An additional stop (a pick-up point or drop-off point) other than the initial pick-
up and drop-off points. Additional stops occur when multiple recipients are transported during a 
single trip or MTM approves an additional trip i.e. pharmacy stop after a health care appointment.  
 
Alternative Method of Transportation: If the most appropriate type of transportation for a 
recipient is not available, a different form may be used, i.e. mileage reimbursement in place of a 
transportation provider. 
 
Ambulance: A vehicle for transporting the sick and injured that is equipped and staffed to provide 
medical care during transit; classified as Advanced Life Support (ALS) or Basic Life Support 
(BLS). It is operated as an ambulance under the authority and in compliance with Idaho 
regulations. Ambulance transport is not included in this contract. 
 
Ambulatory: A person who can walk without the assistance of another person. The person may 
be using a device such as cane or walker. Ambulatory also includes a person who uses a 
wheelchair and is able to transfer from the chair to a vehicle.  
 
Ancillary Services: Additional services provided such as parking, meals and lodging, also known 
as Prior Authorization services. 
 
Appeal: Any written or oral communication by a recipient or his or her representative to MTM 
expressing dissatisfaction with the provision of transportation or any other transportation related 
service provided for under this contract. 
 
Appropriate Method of Transportation: The least expensive type of transportation that best 
meets the physical, medical or behavioral circumstances of a recipient requiring transportation to 
a health care service. 
 
Assistance: The acts required to physically help from within or into a building or from within or 
into the medical provider’s site. Without this assistance it would be unsafe or impossible for the 
recipient to reach the vehicle or the medical provider’s site. An employee of the transportation 
provider, the driver, or an additional person provides this assistance, which is beyond a door-to-
door service. 
 
Available Transportation: A public transportation system, an enrolled Medicaid/Medicare 
provider, organization, agency, or individual offering appropriate transportation services to a 
recipient who requires transportation. 
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Beneficiary: A person eligible for services under a medical assistance program. Known as 
“recipient” for Nevada.  
 
Broker: An entity that recruits and contracts with transportation providers performs payment 
administration, gate keeping, verification of need, reservations, trip assignments, quality 
assurance, and improvement of services, administrative oversight, and reporting. 
 
Cancelled Call: Notification to the transportation broker or transportation provider, prior to the 
time the vehicle is in route to the pick-up point, not to provide services to a recipient.  
 
Curb-to-curb: The recipient is picked up and dropped off at the curb or outside of the building of 
their destination pick up or drop off.  
 
Door-to-door: The transportation service provider accompanies the recipient from the door of the 
pick-up point to the door of the destination.  
 
Door-through-door: The transportation service provider accompanies the recipient from inside 
their place of residence into the office of the service provider because of a specified physical or 
mental impairment.  
 
Driver Trip Log: A form to record required information for each trip. 
 
Emergency: A situation or medical condition (including labor and delivery) manifesting itself by 
acute symptoms of sufficient severity (including severe pain) such that the absence of immediate 
medical attention could result in seriously jeopardizing the patient’s health, impair bodily 
functions, or cause dysfunction of any bodily organ or part. Emergency transportation is not 
included in this contract. 
 
Escort: Someone who must accompany a recipient to and from a medical appointment, e.g. 
family recipient, aide. 
  
Follow-up Treatment: Repeat visits for health care services.  Example: At a visit today, the 
doctor may arrange for the recipient to return tomorrow for further tests. 
 
Grievance: An expression of dissatisfaction about any matter other than an action, as ``action'' is 
defined in this section. (Possible subjects for complaints include, but are not limited to, aspects of 
interpersonal relationships such as rudeness of a provider or employee, or failure to respect the 
recipient’s rights.) 
 
HCFA: (Health Care Financing Administration) now named CMS (The Center for Medicare and 
Medicaid Services). The organizational unit of the Department of Health and Human Services 
responsible for administering Title XIX of the Social Security Act (Medicaid). 
 
Individual Transportation Provider: Is a non-Medicaid/Medicare individual or 
Medicaid/Medicare recipient who enrolls to transport another Medicaid/Medicare recipient.   
 
Level-of-need (LON) Assessments: Medical Assessments completed by the recipient’s 
physician that are necessary to determine what mode of transportation is appropriate and is the 
most cost effective for those recipients that are determined to have a special need; will be 
determined by MTM’s Care Managers. 
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Local Service Area: Transportation is available for services received within Nevada’s service 
area provided that the recipient is traveling to the closest available provider for his or her medical 
condition. 
 
MCO: Managed Care Organization; sometimes called as an HMO. 
 
Medical Provider: Any business entity or representative thereof, or individual who is providing 
one or more medical services to a recipient. 
 
Minor: A person less than eighteen (18) years of age.   
 
MTM Client: Any business entity for which MTM has agreed to provide transportation services. 
 
Multi-passenger vehicle: A sedan or van type vehicle capable of carrying multiple passengers 
that is used to transport ambulatory patients, who may require assistance.  
 
Non-Emergency Transportation (NET): - In accordance with federal regulation (42 CFR 
431.53), a program that offers non-emergency transportation services for Medicaid/Medicare 
recipients who have no other means of transportation, but need to secure necessary health care 
services with the nearest health care provider. 
 
NET Services: Transportation services provided to MHI recipients by MTM so that recipients may 
have access to the nearest covered health care services when they have no other personal 
transportation available. 
 
NET Trip: A one-way non-emergency transportation service from the recipient’s home to a place 
where a covered health care service will be provided to that recipient, a return trip home, or a trip 
from one covered medical service to another.  
 
Network Providers: Transportation providers under contract with MTM.  
 
Non-Ambulatory: Someone who cannot walk without assistance and may be in a wheelchair or 
needs personal assistance.  
 
Non-Emergency Ambulance Trip: A pre-arranged ambulance trip that is not responding to an 
emergency injury or illness. These services may be needed because a recipient may require 
medical care during transit, which an ambulance is equipped and staffed to provide. Ambulance 
service is not included in this contract. 
 
Non-Emergency Transportation Services: Transportation services for routine appointments to 
health care or behavior care facilities, clinics, physician’s offices, outpatient facilities, hospitals 
and other medically necessary services. 
 
Non-emergent Services: A type of service classification that includes, but is not limited to, 
descriptors that identify bed-confined recipients, unable to ambulate or requires assistance to 
safely move between modes of transportation or facilities and the recipient’s pick-up point or 
destination due to a current, documented medical condition. 
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No-show: When a recipient fails to use an approved transportation service that is not cancelled. 
When a transportation provider has not cancelled a scheduled trip but fails to complete the 
scheduled trip.  
 
Paratransit Service: Transportation services that operate within a specific area and meets ADA 
Paratransit requirements fixed route services (bus lines), Usually curb to curb service. 
 
Private Transportation: Transportation in a vehicle owned by a recipient or by a friend, relative, 
acquaintance, or other individual, provided the vehicle is not licensed for commercial carriage. 
“Individual” does not mean communities, companies, corporations, societies, or associations. 
 
Quality Improvement/Assurance Program: The monitoring and evaluation program (s) 
established by MTM, based on MTM’s policies, federal and state laws and the National 
Committee for Quality Assurance standards to ensure ongoing delivery of quality services and 
maintain compliance to a Coverage Agreement. 
 
Round Trip: The dispatching of a vehicle to the recipient’s pick-up point, transporting the 
recipient to a medical provider, and transporting the recipient back to the pick-up point.  
 
Shared Ride/Multi-load: A form of transportation where the provider transports several 
recipients who have similar or closely coordinated delivery destinations at the same time.  
 
Special Populations: Includes dialysis, disabled or impaired individuals, the medically fragile 
participants of Adult Day Health Care and certain other persons and must take into particular 
account the physical or medical condition of the rider following certain treatment or activity. 
 
Substantial complaint: A request for review of the following actions: The denial or limited 
authorization of a requested transport. The reduction, suspension, or termination of a previously 
authorized transport. The denial, in whole or in part, of payment for a transport. The failure to 
provide transportation services in a timely manner. The failure of MTM to act within the 
timeframes provided in the contract.  
 
Transportation Provider: Any business entity or representative thereof that is under contract 
with MTM to provide medical transportation services for MTM Clients.  
 
Transportation Provider Profile: A set of data describing each transportation provider’s unique 
service abilities such as hours of operation, types of vehicles and related transportation services, 
and pricing structure.  
 
Transportation Provider Service Agreement: The signed written contractual agreement 
between MTM and the provider of transportation services. 
 
Wheelchair (Paralift): A vehicle used exclusively for the transportation of non-ambulatory 
patients. Paralift transports individuals who require transport while sitting in a wheel chair. 


 
Wheelchair Vans: A vehicle that has been designed with a drop floor, extended roof, and ramp 
or lift to transport disabled recipients who are in wheelchairs. 
  






PROPOSED STAFF RESUME

A resume must be completed for all proposed contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.

		COMPANY NAME:

		LogistiCare Solutions, LLC (Nevada Operations)





		 FORMCHECKBOX 
Contractor

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
Subcontractor





		Name:

		Amanda Conner

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Quality Assurance Supervisor

		# of Years in Classification:

		2



		Brief Summary: of Experience:

		· Processed and analyzed utilization and QA reports, managed the fraud and abuse unit, and oversaw the daily responsibilities of the Facility Representatives 


· Functioned as an advocate for recipients and a resource for health care facility staff by providing training on how to use NET services effectively


· Prioritized and conducted facility outreach visits



		# of Years with Firm:

		2 years



		RELEVANT PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		Required Information:


MMYYYY to Present:


Vendor Name:


Client Name:


Client Contact Name:


Client Address, Phone Number, Email:


Role in Contract/Project:


Details and Duration of Contract/Project:

		2008 to Present


LogistiCare Solutions, LLC


State of Nevada (DHCFP)

Greg W. Tanner, Management Analyst III


515 E Musser, Carson City, NV

Phone: 775-684-3708 / Fax: 775-684-3720


gtanner@dhcfp.nv.us

Facilities Representative

· Maintain dialysis standing orders


· Insert new orders


· Make appropriate schedule changes


· Change addresses


· Complete one time appointments for standing order facilities


· Review and enter all doctor notes


· Assist with Monthly preschedule bus passes sent and noted


· Answer Facility, Provider, Ride Assist and Spanish queue


· Facilities relations by phone and with visits


· Manage assessment process by phone and letter, etc., for all new riders and downgraded riders


· Assist with out of state implementations for facility outreach and office support


· Monitor transportation providers


· Manage office staff when requested by supervisor/managers


· Manage all standing orders through Fax Press


· Verify eligibility inquiries and document






		Required Information:


MMYYYY to MMYYYY:


Vendor Name:


Client Name:


Client Contact Name:


Client Address, Phone Number, Email:


Role in Contract/Project:


Details and Duration of Contract/Project:

		01/2008 –  04/2008


–––


Valley Home Care/A Caring Hand Health Home Care

–––


Not Available


–––


Administrative Assistant


· Answer phones, log data into client and employee databases; handle incoming mail and faxes

· Review caregiver time cars for compliance and assist HR Director with state compliance requirements, reviewing applications, providing all information, notices or letters for caregivers


· Distributed paychecks and counseled caregivers when required

· Performed weekly calls to clients and caregivers and kept client and caregiver files updated


· Performed various other office administration duties






		Required Information:


MMYYYY to MMYYYY:


Vendor Name:


Client Name:


Client Contact Name:


Client Address, Phone Number, Email:


Role in Contract/Project:


Details and Duration of Contract/Project:

		05/2002-02/2007


–––


USA Commercial Mortgage (USA CAPITAL)

Not Available


–––

Broker’s Assistance/Loan Servicing Assistance


· Assisted three brokers with all administrative duties including preparing client loan forms

· Assisted clients by phone and in office with completing forms and answering any administrative questions or account assignments. Faxed monthly invoices to all borrowers

· Logged, scanned and filed all client load documents into database

· Assisted receptionist with phones and front desk duties

· Assisted load serving department with monthly check/statement runs



		EDUCATION



		Description

		# of Years Experience



		Institution Name:


City:


State:


Degree/Achievement:


Certifications:

		Pasadena City College

		2



		

		Pasadena

		



		

		CA

		



		

		

		



		

		

		





		REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, title, organization, phone number, fax number and email address

		Amanda Vinson, Office Manager


Women’s Specialty clinic


(702) 383-2886


avinson@womensspecialtycare.com

Meghan Hoefs, Social Worker


DaVita Mountain View


(877) 588-5688


meghan.hoefs@davita.com

Maria Olivia Herrera, Housekeeping Supervisor


Blue Green Resorts


(702) 856-2922


olyrucker@yahoo.com













 


            


Executive Summary 


Evolving Nevada’s Transportation Program with Innovative, Quality Services  


As an entity committed to Nevada Medicaid recipients, the Department of Health and Human 


Services, Division of Health Care Financing and Policy (DHCFP) seeks a qualified, experienced 


non‐emergency transportation (NET) broker to manage the state’s transportation benefit. The 


successful broker will manage the statewide NET program, performing a wide scope of services, 


including the overall coordination, management, and reimbursement of the entire system.  


 


To achieve its goals of productivity and cost efficiency, DHCFP needs a broker that can be 100% 


successful with a statewide NET program of this size and scale. Further, the broker should be an 


organization that can continue to extend the benefits of the transportation management model, 


and should have a capable management team experienced in overseeing similar programs with 


tangible results.  


 


Medical Transportation Management, Inc. (MTM) is DHCFP’s best choice for a NET broker in 


Nevada. With more than 16 years of experience operating programs of similar size and scope 


around the country, MTM is extremely well qualified and able to take on statewide services. By 


bringing our industry‐leading brokerage model and best practices to Nevada, we can effectively 


improve program quality and reduce overall costs. By choosing MTM, DHCFP will receive: 


 Outside‐of‐the‐box thinking with innovative, creative solutions and strategies  


 True collaboration and proven techniques to address and solve budgetary concerns 


 Solutions for meeting rural transportation needs  


 A smooth transition with our Implementation Plan and experienced staff 


 In‐depth access to and support from our executive team 


 


As demonstrated in the following paragraphs, as well as throughout the entirety of our 


proposal, MTM is by far the best NET broker to serve Nevada recipients. Together, DHCFP and 


MTM can ensure recipients throughout the state receive access to important medical 


appointments via quality NET service.  


 


  







 


            


Thinking Outside of the Box with Innovative Solutions 


In each of our contracts, MTM strives to help our clients gain efficiency throughout their 


programs with our established, industry‐leading processes, as well as new innovations as they 


arise. As DHCFP knows, the NET industry is constantly shifting, and MTM has the tools to evolve 


with it. We are ready to change with Nevada’s NET 


program, introducing efficiencies and innovations for 


long‐term improvements.  


 


While it may be rare that one of the oldest, most 


experienced NET brokers remains the most innovative, 


in MTM’s case it’s true. We are the only broker 


thinking outside of the box for NET programs like 


Nevada’s, and firmly believe that if DHCFP is going to 


transition to a new broker, it should be to the one 


that will bring the most value. That broker is MTM. Many of our clients have benefitted from our 


innovative solutions, including functional assessments and travel training services, routing and 


scheduling software, and cutting‐edge technology. We know these innovations could bring vast 


improvements to the Nevada NET program, and we look forward to implementing them 


successfully.  


 


Using Functional Assessments and Travel Training Services for Appropriate Mode Assignment 


While many brokers, including MTM, utilize a paper‐based process for appropriate mode 


assignment, MTM has taken this one step further by developing an accurate in‐person functional 


assessment program. This process was designed to determine if a recipient has the physical and 


cognitive skills necessary to utilize public transit, and is conducted by licensed clinical staff that 


seek feedback from medical providers treating the recipient.  


 


Along with our travel training services, functional 


assessments make up our On the Move program. With 


On the Move, we are able to safely migrate more 


recipients to public transit services. For example, if 


through the assessment process a recipient is 


identified as capable of riding public transit but has 


no previous experience doing so, we provide one‐on‐one personalized training on how to 







 


            


independently access these services. By implementing On the Move in our District of Columbia 


NET program, we transitioned 23% of recipients assessed to public transit from sedan‐level 


services, resulting in significant savings. 


 


MTM developed On the Move from our experience 


conducting functional assessments for the Portland, 


Oregon and Raleigh, North Carolina public transit systems. 


For these systems, MTM determines if recipients who use 


ADA paratransit services have the ability to utilize public 


transit instead. We also implemented functional 


assessments for ADA purposes in our previous 


management of the statewide Missouri NET program. 


During an eight‐month pilot of this process for ADA‐based 


assessments, we saved the client nearly $300,000 in 


transportation costs. We are confident that similar savings 


can be achieved in Nevada through adequate public transit 


resources in the Las Vegas and Reno areas, further increasing public transportation utilization. In 


fact, we are so confident that we are offering DHCFP a shared savings package, in which both 


MTM and DHCFP will benefit from increased public transit, resulting in a truly effective mode 


assignment process. 


 


Leveraging Routing and Multi‐Loading Software to Reduce Per‐Trip Costs 


One area where MTM has invested to ensure cost savings for the programs we manage is 


routing and multi‐loading analysis. Using industry‐leading StrataGen software, we analyze trip 


data to identify multi‐loading and routing opportunities. We then negotiate rate structures that 


fairly reimburse transportation providers based on the number of individuals transported and 


vehicle type.  


 


In Nevada, we have identified several areas where such analysis could be beneficial, including: 


1. Turning vehicles that transport recipients on a recurring basis into pseudo‐routes that are 


available to pick‐up other non‐recurring trips, such as primary care visits 


2. Developing feeder routes to transport recipients to bus stops, allowing them to complete 


their trips on cost‐effective public transit routes 







 


            


3. Identifying opportunities for possible public transit route expansion, which we will share 


with the applicable transit entity  


 


These opportunities and others currently exist in the Nevada NET program and, through 


StrataGen software, MTM can identify and maximize the routing and multi‐loading potential of 


this contract. We have experts in routing, scheduling, and paratransit operations who will focus 


on developing these solutions, resulting in a more efficient Nevada NET program.  


 


Introducing Cutting‐Edge Technology for Program Enhancements and Efficiencies  


Important to the success of our operations is the deployment of state‐of‐the‐art, reliable 


technology. In an effort to continually reduce administrative costs of the programs we operate, 


MTM has developed and refined management software that is more reliable and consistent than 


that of our competitors. This software system includes web‐based portals for every key aspect of 


our management model:  trip dispatch, reconciliation and payment, provider credentialing, 


reports, complaint entry, and more. These portals have been developed as a companion to our 


core system, programmed specifically for Medicaid NET management.  


 


By allowing NET stakeholders, including medical providers, transportation providers, recipients, 


and clients, access with portal technology, we can reduce duplication of administrative activities, 


increase transparency, and enhance satisfaction. We have also started the development process 


for MobiliNET, a mobile application that will let transportation providers collect trip data from a 


handheld device like a tablet computer or smart phone. This same application will expedite the 


credentialing and inspection process for our Network Management staff, allowing them to 


assure each transportation provider is qualified and in compliance with our standards.  


 


In addition to web‐based tools, MTM employs state‐of‐the‐art telephony systems and other 


technology that is fully redundant and backed‐up, geared at delivering efficient and reliable 


administration. Partnering with MTM guarantees that DHCFP is working with a company 


capable of expanding and growing its operations without any impact on day‐to‐day activities. 


 


Collaborating with DHCFP to Address Budgetary Concerns  


As previously mentioned, MTM is committed to introducing innovative solutions to help our 


clients address their budgetary concerns. We understand the pressures faced by state agencies 


like DHCFP in today’s economic climate, and strive to help our clients do as much as possible with 







 


            


their NET allocations. Further, with potential Medicaid expansion on the horizon, it is important 


that contingencies are in place to accommodate the possible future NET needs of thousands 


more Medicaid recipients. MTM recognizes this possibility, and has veritable processes and 


procedures in place that will allow us to help DHCFP meet its goals.  


 


Since 1995, MTM has developed innovative solutions to reduce NET program costs and increase 


overall efficiency. Some of these solutions, which we intend to introduce in Nevada, include:  


 Assigning the Correct Mode of Transportation: MTM uses our standard, paper‐based 


Level of Need (LON) assessment, along with our aforementioned functional assessment 


process, to ensure each recipient is assigned to the most appropriate, least costly mode of 


transportation to fit his/her needs.  


 Preventing and Reducing Fraud and Abuse: Multiple tools and reports allow us to 


prevent, reduce, and detect fraud and abuse, including monitoring recipients who are 


“frequent flyers,” case managing recipients with recurring trips, and ensuring each trip 


actually occurred through a 100% trip verification and signature review process.  


 Paying Transportation Providers Only for Services Rendered: Our trip reconciliation 


process allows us to check trip manifests for recipient signatures and verify attendance 


with the medical facility, ensuring the trip was actually rendered prior to payment.  


 Using Volunteer Drivers: Through our Provide a Ride program, MTM utilizes localized 


networks of volunteer drivers to provide more cost effective transportation, often 


allowing opportunities for multi‐loading that result in further cost savings.  


 Enforcing Closest Medical Provider Specifications: During the trip scheduling process, 


MTM checks to ensure each recipient is utilizing the closest, most appropriate medical 


provider to meet his/her needs. As allowed by DHCFP, we may deny transportation if a 


closer and equally appropriate medical provider exists.  


 Utilizing Reloadable Debit Cards for Mileage Reimbursement: While we have offered 


mileage reimbursement using trip logs and mailed checks to recipients throughout our 


history, we are currently piloting a reloadable debit card program that allows recipients 


to forgo the check process, cutting down on postage and administrative fees.  


 


Addressing Rural Transportation Needs 


While MTM understands that the vast majority of NET trips for Nevada recipients will occur in 


the urban and surrounding suburban locations of cities like Reno and Las Vegas, other trips will 


take place in the far rural reaches of the state. The chosen NET broker should have experience 







 


            


with and solutions for meeting rural transportation needs. With nearly 20% of our total trip 


volume occurring in rural locations, MTM has strategies in place for addressing the concerns that 


stem from rural transportation. 


 


Perhaps the biggest worry for agencies administering NET programs in rural locations is the lack 


of transportation resources. Rural transportation’s unique challenges require proactive planning 


and the ability to properly utilize assets for the best, most appropriate mode of service at the 


lowest cost. To address these challenges, MTM utilizes a variety of specific methods, including:  


 Using rural public transit systems 


 Providing gas reimbursement to recipients 


 Maximizing free volunteer services with our Provide a Ride program 


 Recruiting independent subcontracted drivers 


 Working with providers to station vehicles and drivers outside their normal zone of 


coverage 


 Multi‐loading and routing as many trips as possible 


 Partnering with not‐for‐profit agencies 


 


MTM has had success providing rural transportation in areas like Missouri and Kansas, where we 


increased access to transportation for recipients while cutting per trip costs. We will utilize these 


same strategies in Nevada to ensure recipients in rural areas can access the medical care they 


need.  


 


Ensuring a Smooth Transition Period with an Experienced Team 


Because we have managed dozens of programs of similar size and scope, achieving the results 


sought by this RFP, DHCFP can be assured of a smooth implementation process with MTM. We 


understand the Medicaid population being 


served and their transportation needs, and can 


adequately plan to meet them during the 


implementation period. To do so, MTM will 


ensure continuity of care by maintaining and 


contracting with current transportation 


providers. Additionally, we will strive to assign 


all recipients to their current provider. This will 







 


            


eliminate any issues with incorrect addresses and special needs requests like “pick‐up in the 


alley” or “honk on arrival.” It will also be key for the maintenance of driver/recipient 


relationships. Essentially, it will be business as usual for the recipient from the last day of the 


current contract to the first day of MTM’s services.  


 


With our 16‐year history of smooth, successful implementations, DHCFP can research online 


MTM’s clean transition history. While many implementations have minor speed bumps, MTM 


has minimized the effects of these issues; in fact, in most cases, these situations are not even 


recognized by recipients and other stakeholders. Our competitors cannot say the same. Negative 


news stories have caused some major NET brokers’ names to become synonymous with rough 


implementations, recipient dissatisfaction, and transition chaos.  


 


This will never be the case with MTM. Our low complaint rate and high satisfaction rate during 


implementation and beyond is our status quo. MTM can and will achieve positive 


implementation results for the Nevada NET program through thorough planning, appropriate 


staffing, and considerable education, training, and outreach among all stakeholders.  


 


Providing More Executive Attention  


As a small company with large corporate resources, MTM can 


provide the Nevada NET program with dedicated, high‐touch service 


from our Nevada‐dedicated staff, as well as our executive staff. Our 


executive management team, including CEO Alaina Maciá, will be 


instrumental in guiding proposed Program Manager Nathan 


Mueller through implementation and beyond. Nathan, with his nine 


years of experience with MTM, is an expert in NET management and 


is extremely customer service‐oriented. His expertise in all aspects 


of NET operations will allow him to manage the Nevada program 


with ease and dedication. In his experience, Nathan has served as 


an Account Manager for several large managed care plans, as well 


as the Program Manager of our previous operation of the statewide Missouri NET program. This 


experience with similar programs will allow him to undertake his Nevada responsibilities 


appropriately and to the satisfaction of DHCFP.  


 


Proposed Program 
Manager Nathan 


Mueller 







 


            


Further, our status as a privately held, family owned company allows us to focus on long‐term 


projects such as this one instead of short‐term quarterly profit targets. This ultimately results in 


satisfied customers and better outcomes. With these objectives and resources, MTM can provide 


DHCFP with more attention and dedication than our larger, publicly held competitors can offer.  


 


MTM is DHCFP’s Best Choice for a NET Broker in Nevada 


MTM is the best potential contractor to broker the Nevada NET program. We consistently 


develop outside‐of‐the‐box, innovative solutions and strategies; promote collaboration to 


address and solve budgetary concerns; have strategies for meeting rural transportation needs; 


can provide a smooth, successful transition; and offer in‐depth access to and support from our 


executive team. While we chose not to bid during the original RFP process earlier this year 


because we did not feel the state was open to a brokerage change, we now understand that 


DHCFP truly wants a new broker who can bring quality service to Nevada recipients. We are 


confident that we are the best broker to bring about this change to the NET program, and look 


forward to being a committed partner for DHCFP with dedication to serving Nevada recipients.   
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Cost Proposal 
 
5. 1  Vendors must provide detailed fixed prices for all costs associated with the 


responsibilities and related services. Vendors must use table below when submitting 
cost and clearly specify the nature of all expenses anticipated. 


 
It is Access2Care’s intent to provide a reasonable and competitive Cost Proposal, fully 
compliant with the Department of Health Care Financing and Policy’s (DHCFP) Request for 
Proposal (RFP).  
 
Our Cost Proposal represents the full benefit of our current experience as a statewide and 
national NET broker in developing pricing structures which reflect and address: 


• The State’s need for a competitive and reliable partner, compliant with the terms of 
the RFP; 


• Increasing costs of transportation services; 
• Costs associated with providing access to the full population of members; and, 
• Assurance of quality services, delivered in a respectful and efficient manner. 


 
Access2Care has bid this contract as a Full Risk Broker (FRB) model, with a capitated $3.52 
per-member-per-month (PMPM) payment.  Although a PMPM pricing model was not 
specifically required by the RFP, our experience has shown that this pricing model provides 
the State with budget certainty, as provides the broker with the financial incentives to 
properly manage system resources.  Should the State desire an alternative pricing model, such 
as the per-trip model we use in Texas, we would be happy to discuss other pricing options.  
Also, this pricing model reflects utilizing our existing call center in Idaho to support this 
contract; should the State desire that the call center be in Nevada, we will gladly discuss the 
cost implications of that strategy. 
 
Reflected in our costs are a number of enhancements that will bring measurable value to 
DHCFP and to the recipients served under this contract including improvements in the 
transportation network and our transportation technology solutions. 
 


We will improve your transportation network by not only undertaking a thorough 
screening and credentialing process, but also by incentivizing high performers who 
meet DHCFP-agreed-upon standards of practice. Demonstrating our collaborative 
approach with transportation providers, we have budgeted a rate increase for each 
year of the contract for those transportation providers that have exceeded network 
and DHCFP standards. We believe this good faith effort will help create positive 
relationships and performance incentives as we build a robust network of providers. 
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Through our Access2Care technology solutions, we will further promote cost-effective 
strategies for the State. Our system’s screening processes, supported by our 
automated web-based system, will streamline data mining for DHCFP and create 
broad reporting capabilities resulting in more efficient project, reporting, and 
personnel costs. We will also identify trends that could result in fraud or over-
utilization and proactively mitigate these potentially costly encounters. 


 
Access2Care has the experience to invest in thorough consideration of all network 
development and management costs and adequately cover all nuances to ensure a reliable 
pricing approach for the State of Nevada. With realistic pricing and our commitment to 
contract compliance, DHCFP will have a partner mutually committed to achieving results in: 
 


• Promoting the highest level of recipient satisfaction and responsiveness possible; 
• Achieving the highest level of Federal funding and generating cost savings; 
• Promoting the participation of community and faith-based organizations as well as 


local transportation providers; and, 
• Complying with DHCFP requirements. 


 
Access2Care’s pricing proposal realistically reflects cost effective methods of providing the 
services described in the RFP, including the need to build a robust operation and compliant 
program which is “Better for Nevada” and designed to achieve the desired results. 
 
Per Section 5.1 of the RFP and responses to Amendment 1 information, Access2Care has 
clearly specified all anticipated costs in the following table. 
  
Cost Per Member Per Month $ 2.60 


 
Cost per Trip $ 13.26 avg per trip 


 
Total Operating Cost $ 919, 576 avg per month 


 
Administrative Fixed costs $ 76,701 avg per month 


 
Administrative Variable Costs $ 320,612 avg per month 


 
Other Costs:  
 
Provide a detailed explanation 
  


$ 7,640 avg per month 
  
Startup cost distributed 
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Attachment B2 


 





		/

		Cost Proposal

		Attachment B2




PROPOSED STAFF RESUME

A resume must be completed for all proposed contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.

		COMPANY NAME:

		LogistiCare Solutions, LLC (Nevada Operations)





		 FORMCHECKBOX 
Contractor

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
Subcontractor





		Name:

		Bernadette Zamora

		 FORMCHECKBOX 
Key Personnel



		Classification:

		Director of Operations, Nevada Operations

		# of Years in Classification:

		8 years



		Brief Summary: of Experience:

		· Started with LogistiCare as a Customer Service Representative, and was quickly promoted to various positions such as Field Monitor, Quality Assurance Supervisor, and finally Director of Operations—her current position.  She has over 8 years of NET experience with LogistiCare


· Her background in these various roles gives her a sound understanding of how LogistiCare operates on various levels and makes her a strong resource for managing the Nevada staff 



		# of Years with Firm:

		8 years



		RELEVANT PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE



		Required Information:


MMYYYY to MMYYYY:


Vendor Name:


Client Name:


Client Contact Name:


Client Address, Phone Number, Email:


Role in Contract/Project:


Details and Duration of Contract/Project:

		2003 to Present


LogistiCare Solutions, LLC


State of Nevada (DHCFP)


Greg W. Tanner, Management Analyst III


515 E Musser, Carson City, NV

Phone: 775-684-3708 / Fax: 775-684-3720


gtanner@dhcfp.nv.us

Director of Operations (2007-Present) 


· Reports to the General Manager and acts as the senior manager on-site during those occasions when the General Manager is not in the office.


· Responsible for ensuring NET provider compliance with credentialing, vehicle standards, and timeliness performance requirements.


· Meets daily with transportation network

Quality Assurance Supervisor (2005-2007)

Processed and analyzed utilization and QA reports, managed the fraud and abuse unit, and oversaw the daily responsibilities of the Facility Representatives 


· Functioned as an advocate for recipients and a resource for health care facility staff by providing training on how to use NET services effectively


· Prioritized and conducted facility outreach visits






		:

		Field Monitor (2004-2005)

Performed scheduled and random visits to health care facilities and contracted transportation providers to verify level of service and network provider adherence to contract standards


· Focused on investigating potential fraud and abuse based on available billing and trip data


Customer Service Representative (2003-2004) 

· Entered customer service requests into the LogistiCAD reservation system


· Typically took 80-100 calls per day



		Required Information:


MMYYYY to MMYYYY:


Vendor Name:


Client Name:


Client Contact Name:


Client Address, Phone Number, Email:


Role in Contract/Project:


Details and Duration of Contract/Project:

		2000 - 2003


–––


Hilton Grand Vacation Club


–––


Not available 


Status Board Operator


· Managed a staff of three


· Ensured assigned rooms were clean and functioning properly






		Required Information:


MMYYYY to MMYYYY:


Vendor Name:


Client Name:


Client Contact Name:


Client Address, Phone Number, Email:


Role in Contract/Project:


Details and Duration of Contract/Project:

		Not Available





		EDUCATION



		Description

		# of Years Experience



		Institution Name:


City:


State:


Degree/Achievement:


Certifications:

		University of Phoenix 

		



		

		Phoenix

		



		

		Arizona

		



		

		Bachelor of Business Administration

		4



		

		

		





		REFERENCES



		Minimum of three (3) required, including name, title, organization, phone number, fax number and email address

		Kathleen Keller, Vice President

Agilysis/=

(702) 249-8430


Kathy.Keller@agilysys.com 


Stephanie Bray, Art Teacher

Valley High School 


(702) 683-5570 

sbputzin@cox.net  


Lynette Martin, Owner

Performance Realty


(702) 592-8591 

BrokerLYN@aol.com 
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Welcome to MTM 
 
Who are we? 
We are MTM - Medical Transportation Management, Inc. - leaders in the non-emergency medical 
transportation management industry.  
 
What do we do? 
We arrange rides for recipients of health plans and state run programs. The rides are provided by 
the most appropriate means, which includes public transportation, sedan, taxi, multi-passenger van, 
para-lift or wheelchair lift, non-emergency stretcher, non-emergency ambulance, and Independent 
Contractor programs if approved by the state agency.  
 
When do we arrange rides? 
MTM arranges the ride after the appointment has been scheduled by the recipient and in 
accordance with DHCFP’s specific days-notice policy. The recipient must call to arrange a ride as 
soon as they are aware of the need for transportation; a 2 calendar day advance notice is required 
for non-urgent appointments. The urgent nature of the appointment, along with the number of times 
the recipient has been educated on the days-notice policy, could determine whether the 
transportation request is denied.  The recipient will be told of any denial and will be advised that they 
will either need to find their own transportation to the appointment, or they may reschedule to allow 
for the appropriate days notice for MTM to provide transportation. 
 
Where do we arrange rides? 
MTM arranges rides for recipients in 30 states and the District of Columbia within each recipient’s 
program service area and with specific distance limits. Rides are for medical appointments and, if 
offered by the plan, non-medical appointments.  
 
How is transportation arranged? 
All appointments are arranged through “call intake” and “screening.” Trip information is entered into 
MTM’s proprietary NET Management System. Each “trip request” is arranged using the most 
appropriate means of transportation based on the recipient’s medical condition and cognitive 
abilities. This could include assigning bus, sedan, wheelchair lift, stretcher van, or non-emergency 
ambulance as needed. The trip is then sent in an electronic download format or faxed via the NET 
Management System to the transportation provider.  
 
Why do we do what we do? 
MTM has a sincere desire to ensure that everyone gets to their medical appointments in a timely, 
safe manner. That is what motivates MTM to provide quality transportation service of the highest 
caliber. MTM’s mission statement says it best:  


 


“Helping People Access Healthcare Through Quality Transportation Management” 
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MTM Services Available for Facility Support 
 
MTM carries out its proven processes in our customer service departments: 


1. Care Management (CM)  
2. Quality Management (QM) 
3. Customer Service Center (CSC) 


 
Care Management (CM) 


 MTM Care Management Coordinators (CMCs) are your single point of contact for facility 
staff. 


 Each CMC is educated on the policies and procedures specific to the Division of Health Care 
Financing and Policy (DHCFP) or the health plan to which they are assigned.  


 Care Management (CM) specializes in working with recipients needing specialized services 
such as dialysis, cancer treatment, high-risk obstetrics, behavioral health, and transplants. 


 CM will work with your facility to be set up for MTM’s Online Trip Management (OTM) 
process which will allow you the convenience of entering trip requests online rather than 
calling or faxing them in. 


 MTM shall authorize out-of-state travel based on DHCFP approval. CM will work with 
referring physicians to ensure the correct documentation is received. The CM will then 
complete the necessary travel arrangements. 


 CM will assist in the prior-authorization process for long distance trip requests. 
 CM will coordinate with recipients and dialysis facilities, to ensure transportation to critical 


care dialysis treatment. 
 CM will assist the recipient in arranging meals and lodging when specific criteria are met. 
 CM will assist the recipient with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) application process 


if they are a candidate for these services. 
 
Quality Management Department (QM) 


 MTM Quality Service Representatives (QSRs) field and document incoming complaints and 
issues regarding MTM staff and our transportation providers. 


 Complaints are forwarded to the appropriate transportation provider and/or department within 
MTM. 


 A complaint response shall be submitted to QM by the transportation provider and/or 
appropriate MTM department within 72 hours business hours. 


 The QSC will document the response and provide education so the issue will not repeat. 
 All complaints are forwarded to DHCFP per contract requirements. 
 QM monitors all transportation providers to keep the complaint rate below 2.00% monthly. 
 If the 2.00% threshold is met or exceeded, QM will place the transportation provider on a 


corrective action plan. 
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Customer Service Center (CSC) 
 Recipients and facility staff may contact the Customer Service Center to schedule 


transportation Monday through Friday, from 7 A.M. to 6 P.M. Central Standard Time, with the 
exception of Nevada State holidays.  


 Recipients and facility staff may contact the Customer Service Center to confirm 
transportation Monday through Friday, from 7 A.M. to 6 P.M. Central Standard Time.   


 The CSC is open 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, to handle urgent same or next day 
appointment scheduling and hospital discharges. 


 Customer Service Representatives (CSRs) can answer questions regarding which services 
are covered. 
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What is Care Management (CM)?  
 
MTM was founded on the principle of increasing health care access by providing quality 
transportation services to special needs groups. From this knowledge, MTM designed the 
transportation management industry’s first Care Management (CM) Department. This department 
gives facility staff a single point of contact when scheduling NEMT (Non-Emergency Medical 
Transportation).  
 
The CM Department provides medical facilities, social workers, and case managers with a single 
point of contact at MTM for the transportation coordination of all recipients under their care. This 
type of direct contact ensures special transportation services are booked in a timely and appropriate 
manner, improving recipient satisfaction. Care Management Coordinators (CMCs) establish solid 
relationships with social workers and hospital staff. Special transportation includes coordination of 
services for dialysis patients, reimbursement for mileage, ancillary services, and out of state travel.   
 
If a recipient has a recurring appointment at your facility, Care Management can program the NET 
Management System to automatically generate transportation requests for up to 90 days at a time, 
with the exception of dialysis appointments which can be set for six (6) months at a time. This 
reduces the time facilities spend requesting transportation on a weekly basis. When the recurring 
request is made, you will be advised of the end date, and your facility, or the recipient, will be 
responsible for contacting MTM to request an extension if needed. We also ask that you contact 
MTM when the recipient is discharged from your program, becomes ineligible for DHCFP services, 
or has a schedule change. Notifying MTM of cancellations or adjustments to recurring appointments 
helps MTM keep resources available for all DHCFP recipients. 
 
MTM has created an Online Transportation Management (OTM) process for DHCFP trips in 
Nevada. You will be able to schedule and view trips to or from your facility online. This offers 
healthcare facilities an online application which allows them to schedule transportation for their 
recipients. This provides healthcare facilities the convenience of scheduling transportation on their 
own schedule without the need to call or fax transportation requests in to MTM. 
 
Transportation to DHCFP services is verified by MTM. When recipients schedule transportation to 
your facility for DHCFP covered services, MTM is contractually bound to verify the recipient did 
attend their appointment. If we are unable to verify that the recipient attended, MTM will cancel the 
trip request. Weekly, our computer system will automatically send a fax to your facility for all 
recipients that had appointments scheduled for the prior week.  We ask that you mark “scheduled,” 
“scheduled but did not attend,” or “not scheduled” and return the fax to MTM. Please see attached 
“Sample” fax at the end of this document.   
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Our staff is cross trained to assist other members of the Care Management Department. If your 
designated CMC is out of the office, backup staff will monitor their faxes, voice messages, and 
emails to ensure that all urgent requests are responded to in a timely manner. You will always 
receive a response to your requests within one (1) business day. 
 
Care Management Outreach 
 
MTM provides outreach and education to facilities and advocacy groups on NEMT programs and 
MTM’s program management. Often proper education is the key to increased satisfaction and 
reduced complaints. We meet with facility staff before start-up of operations and provide on-going 
support as needed or requested to ensure service satisfaction among these groups. MTM will utilize 
this Facility Manual as well as DHCFP approved forms and documents to educate facility staff on 
current processes. Throughout the life of a contract, we continue to work on behalf of facilities and 
special needs groups to address issues and complaints.  
 
In-service training on the following topics is available as requested or needed: 


 Department Programs 
 Online Trip Management 
 Dialysis Transportation  
 Arranging Transportation for DHCFP recipients  


 
Care Management Coordinators also provide education and training on MTM’s services to facility 
staff, case managers, and social workers. Care Management disseminates educational materials to 
key stakeholders. In-service training is available for any facility, staff, or social service department 
that requests education on DHCFP services, rights, and responsibilities. 
 
The CM Department has a dedicated toll-free number, as well as a local telephone number, for the 
medical community to access the department directly. This dedicated line improves communication 
efficiencies between medical providers and the Care Management Department. 


 
MTM Care Management Coordinators for DHCFP 
Email:  CareManagementDHCFP@mtm-inc.net 
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What is Quality Management (QM)?  
 
MTM’s Quality Management Department monitors all aspects of MTM’s operational departments 
(Care Management, Call Center, Quality Management, and Network Management) to ensure our 
recipients receive the highest quality of service achievable. The Quality Management Department 
executes MTM’s formal Quality Management Program, Work Plan, and Compliance Program.  
 
The scope of the QM Program includes:  


 Credentialing transportation providers 
 Audits and site reviews to ensure transportation provider compliance 
 Management of complaints and complaints 
 Fraud and abuse investigation and reporting 
 Incident and accident monitoring, reporting, and prevention 
 Systematic oversight of Customer Service Centers 


 
MTM’s Compliance Program enforces our dedication to the services we provide. MTM monitors 
compliance through internal mechanisms focused on examining business processes and evaluating 
MTM’s ability to comply with internal and external requirements. MTM’s focus is one of continuous 
improvement. The Compliance Program conducts ongoing internal audits to discover actual activity 
within the organization, enabling objective decision-making. It also alerts managers to direct 
resources toward the proper issues, educates them of potential problem areas before they become 
issues, and identifies critical points within a process. As a result, corrective and preventative actions 
will be implemented in a timely manner to resolve issues. 
 
MTM takes your concerns very seriously. Our Quality Management Department consists of highly 
trained, compassionate staff that is dedicated to ensuring that each recipient is treated with respect 
and that any issues, concerns, or complaints about service provided by MTM staff or our contracted 
transportation providers are properly resolved. 
 
If you would like to file a complaint, or address any issues regarding service, please contact: 
 


MTM, Inc. 
Quality Management Department 
Toll Free: (866) 436-0457 
Fax: (866) 343-0998 
Mail: 16 Hawk Ridge Dr., Lake St. Louis, MO 63367 
Email: qm@mtm-inc.net 
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What is the Customer Service Center (CSC)?  
 
DHCFP recipients have a toll-free number to reach the Customer Service Center (CSC): 
 


Customer Service Center 
Toll Free: (855)-687-4786  


 
The CSC consists of staff that will help the recipient schedule his or her appointment. We operate 
six Customer Service Centers in the following locations: Lake St. Louis, Missouri; Laurie, Missouri; 
Pulaski, Virginia; St. Paul, Minnesota, Houston, Nevada, and the District of Columbia. Each year 
these customer service centers process over 1.6 million incoming calls, scheduling roughly 4 million 
trips for 2 million lives.  
 
MTM hires and trains professional-minded Customer Service Representatives (CSRs) to offer the 
highest quality service. We provide ongoing training and monitor CSR performance to ensure 
compliance with DHCFP protocols and MTM standards. MTM bases CSC performance standards on 
those of NCQA (National Committee of Quality Assurance). 
 
The CSC provides high-quality trip reservations (or call intake) with industry-leading Cisco Systems 
Voice over IP telephony using the CallManager call processing application. Using this system, we 
monitor Customer Service Center operations and provide minute-by-minute data for trending 
analysis and staffing adjustments. 
 
MTM CSRs field calls from recipients and facilities and assist with transportation requests for 
standard and urgent appointment requests. CSRs also provide information regarding which services 
are covered. If facility staff is unable to reach their designated Care Management Coordinator, the 
Customer Service Center is available to handle the requests. 
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Recipient’s Responsibilities 
 


The recipient or facility is required to call to schedule transportation to medical appointments. They 
must provide the following information: 


1) DHCFP ID number 
2) Pick up address 
3) Telephone number 
4) Date of birth 
5) Date and time of appointment(s) 
6) Type of appointment(s) 
7) Doctor’s name 
8) Facility name 
9) Complete doctor/facility address  
10) Doctor/facility telephone number  


 
Request for transportation services for a routine medical appointment must be at least two (2) 
calendar days in advance of the appointment. Urgent trips and discharges can be set up with less 
than two (2) days notice. If the recipient calls for urgent/same day trips, MTM will call the medical 
provider to confirm that it is an urgent trip and then set the trip up according to guidelines. 
 
The recipient should use the closest appropriate medical facility/provider located in their county of 
residence or a county adjacent to their county of residence, unless there is medical necessity and a 
health care provider has referred the recipient outside of the their normal service area.  
 
Recipients can also travel to adjacent counties in bordering states; however travel to locations in an 
out of state county that is not adjacent to the recipient’s county of residence must follow regular 
process. There must be medical necessity and a health care provider must refer recipient. 


 
Meals and lodging requests require prior authorization from Care Management.  
        
Recipient must provide all devices/tools necessary for travel (i.e. wheelchairs). 
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How do I request transportation? 
 
You can schedule transportation one of three ways:  
 
Online Trip Management: Your facility may be able to use the MTM Online Trip Management 
(OTM) program to set transportation up via the internet. Your Care Management Coordinator will be 
able to assist you with any questions you have.  This system is user-friendly and MTM will provide 
your facility staff training on its use. 
 
By e-mail: You may e-mail your Care Management Coordinator at CareManagementDHCFP@mtm-
inc.net.  All email containing PHI must be sent using encrypted email systems. 
 
By phone: You may call the Customer Service Center at (855)-687-4786 to set transportation via 
telephone.    
 
How do I schedule a hospital discharge?   
The MTM Customer Service Center is open 24 hours a day, seven (7) days a week for urgent trips 
and hospital discharges. Please contact a Customer Service Representative at (855)-687-4786 to 
arrange discharge transportation. 
 
What if inclement weather happens? 
The MTM Customer Service Center is open 24 hours a day, seven (7) days a week. Please contact a 
Customer Service Representative at (855)-687-4786 and a CSR will be able to contact the 
transportation provider to get an estimated time of arrival.   
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What other forms will I need to complete for my recipients? 
 
Meals and Lodging (Ancillary Services) 
When a recipient has an appointment that meets specific criteria, if requested, MTM may authorize 
meal and lodging requests. MTM will provide prior authorization for all requests for these services. 
 
(See attached sample form at the end of this document - Attachment A) 
 
Attendance Verification Form 
Facilities will receive an Attendance Verification Form. This form will list the recipient scheduled for 
appointments for the prior week. All DHCFP services must be verified. You will need to verify each 
recipient’s attendance status (i.e. arrived, did not arrive, was not scheduled) and fax the completed 
form to the Data Management Group at 888-240-6579. Although trip requests for recurring units will 
be authorized for periods of 90 days (or six (6) months for dialysis), these trips still require 
verification. 
 
(See attached sample form at the end of this document - Attachment B) 
 
Level of Need (LON) Assessment Form 
In order to determine the most appropriate, cost effective mode of transportation for each recipient, 
we require Level of Need Assessment form be completed by the recipients physician for any 
accommodations at a higher level than public transportation. The information supplied allows us to 
determine the mode that is safest for the recipients’ physical and cognitive diagnosis.  Many people 
are physically and mentally able to utilize public transportation. In that case, MTM will provide them 
with bus passes or tokens to attend their appointments.  For those who require any level of service 
above public transportation, the Level of Need Assessment must be completed. We allow a 2 week 
temporary certification at the requested level to allow for the forms to be processed. When the form 
is completed and the determination is made, the recipients file will be certified at the most 
appropriate level. 
 
(See attached sample form at the end of this document - Attachment C) 
 
Parental Authorization Waiver  
DHCFP requires a parent/legal custodian/guardian to sign a Parental Authorization Waiver to allow 
any minor child between 15 and 17 years of age to receive transportation to non-emergency medical 
appointments without accompaniment of an adult. MTM must receive the signed Parental 
Authorization Waiver prior to the scheduling any transportation for a minor traveling without an adult.  
 
(See attached sample form at the end of this document - Attachment D) 
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What type of transportation is offered? 
 
We are required to provide the most appropriate transportation service available that will meet the 
recipient’s medical needs. Transportation will be provided in the following order to best meet the 
needs of the recipient. 
 


 Public Entity 
All participants that are certified for transportation with a public entity shall continue to utilize 
transportation with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) vendor. In situations where the 
public entity cannot accommodate, MTM will provide transportation to eligible services using 
the next most appropriate mode. 
 
If a participant may be able to qualify for ADA certification, MTM will assist the participant in 
the application process. MTM will be able to direct the participant to the appropriate 
certification facility and shall transport the participant during the application process.              


 


 Public Transit  
Recipients who live within ¼ mile of a fixed bus route must use the bus if physically and 
mentally able to do so.  


 
A recipient can be excluded from public transit for: 
 Pregnancy after the 8th month 
 High risk pregnancy at any stage 
 High risk cardiac condition 
 Severe breathing problems 
 Living more than or ¼ mile from a bus stop 
 Medical provider location is more than ¼ mile from a bus stop 
 Any other circumstance in which utilization of public transit/bus token/pass may not 


be medically appropriate. 
 


If a recipient states he/she cannot ride the bus, a Level of Need (LON) Form will be 
requested. 


 


 Ambulatory (sedan/cab, van/minibus, etc.) 
 Includes wheelchair transfer (recipient can transfer from wheelchair to vehicle seat, 


wheelchair is collapsed and placed in trunk of vehicle) 
 


 Wheelchair Lift Equipped Vehicle 
 Any recipient confined to a wheelchair that requires the chair to be lifted into the 


vehicle via a motorized lift.   
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 Stretcher 
 Who qualifies for stretcher transportation? 


Stretcher transportation is available for recipients who are bed-bound and must travel 
in a prone or supine position. Unlike ambulance transportation, stretcher 
transportation providers do not provide any medical care or monitoring during the 
transport. Recipients who can use a wheelchair are not eligible for stretcher 
transportation.  
 


 Non-Emergency Ambulance 


 Who qualifies for non-emergency ambulance transportation? 
Non-emergency ambulance transportation is available for participants who are bed-
bound and must travel in a prone or supine position. Transportation providers provide 
life sustaining medical care or monitoring as needed during the transport. Participants 
who can use a wheelchair are not eligible for ambulance transportation.  
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Questions 
 
Who qualifies for non-emergency transportation? 
DHCFP recipients are eligible for transportation to approved DHCFP covered services.  


American with Disabilities Act (ADA) Certification 
All recipients that are certified for ADA transportation shall continue to utilize the available ADA 
transportation. In situations where the ADA provider is unable to transport, MTM will provide 
transportation to eligible services. 
 
If a recipient may be able to qualify for ADA certification, MTM will assist the recipient in the ADA 
application process. MTM will be able to direct the recipient to the appropriate certification facility 
and shall transport the recipient during the application process. 
 
Can the recipient have someone come with them to their appointment?   
Yes, they may bring someone as an escort at no cost in the following situations: 


 Recipients under 15 years old must be accompanied by a parent/guardian, relative or other 
adult.   


 Recipients under 21 years old may be accompanied by a parent/guardian, relative, or other 
adult. 


 Recipients that cannot travel independently or need assistance due to age, illness, or a 
physical or mental disability may be accompanied by a parent/guardian, relative, or other 
adult.  MTM requires verification from the medical provider. 


 If the recipient does not speak English, they can bring someone with them to interpret. 
 
At what age can a recipient ride alone?  
A recipient that is 18 years of age or older may travel alone. A recipient that is 15 to 17 years of age 
may travel alone with a Parental Authorization Waiver on file.    


 
What to do if a caregiver is not available.  
If a transportation provider notifies MTM that no one is home when they attempt to return an adult 
with impairments who is able to transport without an escort or attendant, but is unable to be alone at 
home for long periods of time, the MTM employee will: 


 Attempt to contact a family member using the main phone number and the alternate phone 
number listed in the recipient’s file. 


 Instruct the transportation provider to take recipient to the closest police department if the 
facility is closed. 


 Document the circumstances, actions taken, and outcomes. 
 Immediately notify MTM management on duty. 
 Inform the Manager of Quality Management of the situation the next business day for a 


complete follow-up. The Manager of Quality Management will determine any necessary 
action to be taken, including notification to DHCFP. 
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How do I file a complaint?  
 
Action:  The denial, termination, suspension or reduction of NEMT services 


 The denial or limited authorization of a requested transport 
 The reduction, suspension, or termination of a previously authorized transport 
 The denial, in whole or in part, of payment for a transport 
 The failure to provide transportation services in a timely manner, as defined by the state 
 The failure of the contractor to act within the timeframes as defined by the State 


 
Denial: Any instance in which a transportation service has been made in which a recipient has been 
denied for all or a part of transportation services. The recipient will be mailed a letter of denial within 
one (1) business day of the transportation request. The denial letter will include information on how 
to file a State Fair Hearing. 
 
Complaint: Any written or verbal expression of dissatisfaction about any matter other than an 
action.   
 
Possible subjects for complaint include, but are not limited to, aspects of interpersonal relationships 
such as rudeness of a provider or employee, or failure to respect the DHCFP recipient's rights. 
 
Unsubstantiated complaint:  A complaint/complaint that, after full investigation is completed, has 
been found to be in compliance with MTM’s Transportation Provider Guidelines, or operating 
standards.  
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A complaint can be filed verbally or in writing:  
A complaint may be filed verbally or in writing by a recipient or their representative by contacting: 


 
MTM, Inc. 
Quality Management Department 
Toll Free: (866) 436-0457 
Fax:  (866) 343-098 
Mail: 16 Hawk Ridge Dr., Lake St. Louis, MO 63367 
Email: qm@mtm-inc.net 
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Advisory Group Meetings 
You may be asked to be a part of MTM’s Regional Advisory Committee Meetings comprised of key 
stakeholders, as required. The committee, if required, will meet quarterly. Representatives from 
dialysis centers, hospitals, or other medical services provider(s), transportation provider(s), and the 
recipient’s community will be invited to attend. We will also invite State agency staff to have 
representation and to work with MTM to determine which issues/complaints require a modification to 
MTM’s processes and procedures. Opportunities to improve services will be explored based on 
Advisory Committee feedback. 
 
If you are interested in participating in the Advisory Committee, please send an e-mail to the 
Program Director. MTM will rotate participation yearly to ensure all key stakeholders have a chance 
to participate. Even if you are not on the committee, you may still voice any concerns, ideas, or 
complaints to our Quality Management Department or your Program Director. 
 
 
Forms: 
Please use the attached forms for communication with MTM. 
 







 







MTM 16 Hawk Ridge Drive, Lake St. Louis, MO  63367   (636) 561- 5686 (888) 561-8747                  FAX (877) 406-0658 
Ancillary Services Form 
 


 
 


ANCILLARY SERVICES FORM 
Please fax completed form to: 


MTM Care Management @ 1-877-406-0658  
RECIPIENT INFORMATION 


 
Recipient Last Name:      ______________ Recipient First Name:     _________________________________ 
 
Name of Parent or Guardian: ____________________________________________________ 
 
Recipient Street Address:      _________________________________________________________________ 
 
City, State, Zip:      __________________        Recipient Phone Number:      _______________ 
 
Recipient Medical ID Number:      _______________ Date of Birth: ____________________ 


DESTINATION INFORMATION 


 
Facility Name:      ____________________________________________________________ 
 
Street Address:      _________________________________________________________________  
 
City, State, Zip:      ___________________Phone Number:      _______________ 
 
Reason for Trip/Department:      _________________________     Admit?   Yes    No 
 
Appointment/Admit Date:      _______________ Time: _____________________________   
 


ANCILLARY SERVICES 


 
 Lodging:  Date(s) needed:      ________________________________________ 


   Is a Ronald McDonald House (RMH) available?    Yes    No 


   Is member able to stay at the RMH?                       Yes    No 


 Meals:  Number of days:       ______________________________________ 


 Hospital meal vouchers (3 meals per day up to $25.00 total) 


Cost per voucher: ______________________________________________________________ 


(Note:  Maximum per diem is $25/day for the recipient and one parent/guardian if the recipient 20 years of age or 
under or recipient and one medically necessary attendant if the recipient is 20 years of age and over). 
 


PERSON COMPLETING FORM 


 
Name: _____________________________________Title: ______________________________ 
 
Phone Number: _____________________________Email:_____________________________ 







 







SAMPLE 
 


 
Medical Transportation Management, Inc 
16 Hawk Ridge Drive 
Lake St Louis, Mo  63367 
Phone 888-561-8747 
Fax 888-240-6579 
 
DR/FACILTY NAME HERE 
DR/FACILITY ADDRESS HERE 
DR/FACILITY CITY, STATE, ZIP HERE 
 
PROVIDER ID: this is for MTM use only.  The number is assigned by our NET System to each provider for record keeping 
purposes. 
 
DATE:   
 
For the patients listed below, please select the correct box to show that they arrived for their appointment, did not attend 
their scheduled appointment, or did not have an appointment scheduled: 
            
#    PATIENT NAME                             DOB     APPT DATE   ARRIVED   SCHEDULED     NOT    


                          BUT DID            SCHEDULED                       
              NOT ARRIVE 


1      {   }  {   }  {   } 
2      {   }  {   }  {   } 
3      {   }  {   }  {   } 
4      {   }  {   }  {   } 
5      {   }  {   }  {   } 


  
Please indicate if any appointments on the form were not to a Medicaid/Medicare covered service.  
 
COMMENTS: _____________________________________________________________________________________ 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________ 
 
I VERIFY THAT THE INFORMATION SUPPLIED ABOVE IS CORRECT 
 
SIGNATURE______________________________DATE_________________________ 
 
FAX COMPLETED FORM BACK TO 888-240-6579 
 
PLEASE CONTACT CARE MANAGEMENT VIA FAX (877-406-0658) IF THERE ARE CHANGES IN DAYS OR 
TIMES TO RE-OCCURING TRIP SCHEDULES, IF PATIENT HAS BEEN DISCHARGED FROM PROGRAM/NO 
LONGER ATTENDS, OR IF PATIENT IS DECEASED  
 


Medical Transportation Management, Inc. (MTM) 
Helping People Access Healthcare through Quality Transportation Management 


This communication contains information that is confidential and is solely for the use of the intended recipient. It may 
contain information that is privileged and exempt from disclosure under applicable law.  If you are not the intended recipient 
of this communication, please be advised that any disclosure, copying, distribution or unauthorized use of this 
communication is strictly prohibited.  Please also notify MTM at 1-888-561-8747 and return the communication to the 
originating address. 
 







 







 


L.O.N.
Level of Need Assessment 


Facility Fax:               


Dear Medical Professional: 
Our office has received a request for transportation; please fill the Level of Need assessment form out in its entirety and provide any supporting 
information as necessary. This form will be used to determine the patient’s most appropriate mode of transportation based on their functional 
abilities and limitations.  


 


Patient 
Info 


First Name: 
      


Last Name: 
      


Date of Birth: 
      


Medicaid #: 
      


Phone #: 
      


Trip #: 
      


Address: 
      


City: 
      


State: 
      


Zip: 
       


Diagnosis 
and 


Transport 
Info 


Diagnosis (MUST PROVIDE): 
      


Diagnosis is: 
 Permanent 
 Temporary Through (date):       


Recent Hospitalizations/Surgeries (MUST PROVIDE): 
      
 


Living 
Arrange-


ments 


 Lives Alone or with family/friends      Nursing facility      Group Home      Residential Rehab Facility 
Comments:       


Number of steps at residence:        


Physical 
Abilities 


and 
Equipment 


Can patient ambulate independently?  Yes. (Max. Distance:                )  No 


Does patient use any of the following assistive devices? 
 Cane    Crutches    Walker    Portable Oxygen      Service Animal   Electric Wheelchair    Manual Wheelchair         


Does patient require assistance of trained personnel for safety?   Yes    No 


Can patient self propel in wheelchair?      Yes      No Can patient self-transfer from wheelchair?     Yes      No 


Do environmental factors like heat or cold affect the patient’s mobility? 
 Yes (please explain): 


      
 No 


 


 
Has there been a decline in functionality? 


 Yes (please explain): 


      
 No 


 


Cognitive 
Abilities 


What is the patient’s cognitive ability? Please circle rating for each 
category, with 5 being most severe 
 
 Alert                                            Yes  No      1    2    3    4    5 
 Memory Issues                           Yes  No      1    2    3    4    5 
Confused                                     Yes  No      1    2    3    4    5 


Additional comments: 


      


 
 


Able to remove self from unsafe situation?   Yes    No 


Sensory 
Abilities 


Vision  Cataracts      Legally blind     Comments:       


Speech 
& Hearing 


Deaf?          Yes        No Able to communicate needs?            Yes        No 


Medical 
Professional 


Info 


Printed Name:       Phone #:       


Signature: NPI #:       


 


 Questions?  Please call the Care Management Department at 1-888-561-8747 


Please fax this completed form to: 1-877-406-0658, ATTN: Care Management 
This form must be received no less than 72 hours prior to the appointment time or transportation cannot be arranged. 


 







 







16 Hawk Ridge Dr., Lake St. Louis, MO  63367   (636) 561-5686   (888)561-5686  


 


      
  
 


 Parental Authorization Waiver 
 
 
 


Minor Recipient’s First Name:        


Last Name:        


Minor Recipient’s Medicaid Number:      


 
 
 
I, _________________________________________, Parent/Guardian/Legal Custodian of 
___________________________________________, authorize MTM to schedule transportation 
services and transport my minor dependent who is between 15 and 17 years of age, to and from their 
designated health care services and related programs unaccompanied by an adult.     
 
This Parental Authorization Waiver is effective from the date of my signature until it is revoked in 
writing to MTM by me or anyone else having authority to revoke the authorization.                
  
 
 
_____________________________________  _______________________________ 
Printed name of Parent/Guardian/Legal Custodian Relation to Minor Recipient 
 
_____________________________________  _______________________________ 
Signature of Parent/Guardian/Legal Custodian  Date 
 
 
 
 


Fax or mail signed Parental Authorization form to: 
MTM 


Care Management Department 
16 Hawk Ridge Drive 


Lake St Louis, Mo  63367 
 


Fax: 877-406-0658 


 














Executive Summary



		Nevada Highlights



		

· Incumbent NET broker since 2003

· Established transportation network of 49 providers, 22 volunteer drivers and a total of 126 vehicles.  

· LogistiCAD database system specifically designed to manage all functions of NET brokerage operations

· Maintain a 99.97% complaint-free trip average

· Scheduled 639,797 trips year to date, as of Sept. 2011

· Deliver 63.38% of all trips using low cost alternatives







LogistiCare Solutions LLC is the incumbent NET broker for the State of Nevada and has partnered with the Division of Health Care Financing and Policy (DHCFP) in developing and managing an efficient and cost effect program for the past eight years.  We realize that DHCFP will soon decide whether to retain LogistiCare Solutions as the state’s non-emergency transportation (NET) broker. The DHCFP requires such services to help assure necessary transportation for Medicaid recipients to the medical services they need, while continuing to reduce costs for the State of Nevada. At the same time, DHCFP expects a superior level of recipient satisfaction with the services provided. We have been a solid partner with DHCFP, successfully providing these services to Nevada Medicaid recipients and reducing costs for the state since 2003. We are now handling over 600,000 trips a year in the state with a 99.97 percent complaint free trip record. We appreciate this relationship and the challenges it has presented because it has allowed us to apply our operational capabilities in ways that have resulted in beneficial results for Nevada’s NET recipients, such as access to a robust network of transportation providers that assure efficient and timely transportation to their medical appointments. We do not take this relationship lightly or for granted. LogistiCare is enthusiastic about the opportunity to continue our partnership with the Division. We have been the right choice for Nevada over the last eight years and we believe we are still the right choice today. That may seem like an easy claim for us to make but we have many reasons for believing it is true. In the pages that follow we summarize those accomplishments and we also highlight (in green) the innovations we envision for the future.    

Key Accomplishments

When LogistiCare began work as the state’s NET broker in 2003, we quickly learned that actual accessibility to transportation was a serious concern. Our immediate efforts were focused on improving that access, as well as putting in the proper controls to ensure the integrity of the program.  

We developed innovative approaches that provided significantly better access to NET services for recipients in both urban and remote areas of the state.  Dedicated providers and a volunteer network were developed, to break the reliance on higher priced modes of transportation and bring access the most remote geography of Nevada. At the same time, we implemented procedures to authorize and pay only for truly eligible trips for covered services at the closest certified facilities, using the shortest route and least costly means of transportation for each recipient’s medical condition. The most significant of our accomplishments, in collaboration with the DHCFP, are featured below.  

Senate Bill 401

We recruited a unique mix of transportation providers to meet the specific NET needs and challenges of the State of Nevada and 90 percent of them remain with us today. However, it certainly was not easy. In 2003, the permitting process for Medicaid NET providers was regulated by the Transportation Services Authority (TSA), now known as the Nevada Transportation Authority (NTA).The certification process for providers was cumbersome and lengthy, taking almost a year for a potential provider to navigate. Working closely with DHCFP, the Nevada Legislature and the Transportation Services Authority (TSA) a compromise was reached and Senate Bill 401 was passed to ease the permitting requirements for smaller, local businesses who would be dedicated to the provision of Nevada NET services. The success of this legislation was threefold. It eased the way for us to recruit the volume of transportation providers necessary to accommodate the needs of Nevada’s recipients; it allowed small, local entities to more easily grow their businesses and create jobs; and it resulted in reduced costs for the state because the increased availability of providers lessened the program’s reliance on taxis. In fact, taxi used dropped from 50 percent in 2003 to between one and two percent today.  

The four transportation providers listed below started their dedicated NET businesses after the passage of Senate Bill 401 and have been a significant part of our transportation network since.  

· JRM Transportation

· MW Transportation

· Pride House Transportation

· Schouvan, Inc.

These were small businesses who had an interest in NET transportation but who found the certification process prior to SB 401 too cumbersome. Each company has been able to grow from one to two employees in 2003 to more than 10 employees today.  

Low Cost Transportation Alternatives

We have also focused on utilizing mass transit, paratransit, volunteer drivers, and gas reimbursement as important components of our success in reducing costs and driving efficiency. Over the years we have continually worked to eliminate high cost trips from the program and we currently deliver 63 percent of all trips using these low cost alternatives compared with 39 percent in 2010 and less than five percent when we began in 2003. This improvement has been driven by the strict application of DHCFP policy and our own initiatives over the past eight years.   

Mass Transit / Paratransit

Our Nevada operations team has worked diligently with transit agencies and DHCFP to move as many recipients as possible to public transit; provided they are physically and cognitively capable. In July 2010, LogistiCare helped the Division craft a policy that required any new recipient receiving specialized services, such as adult daycare, dialysis or mental health, to go through an assessment process and be referred to paratransit for a certification review. Doing so increased paratransit utilization by 14 percent over the next five months. During this timeframe regular bus trips also increased by 19 percent. The year end results for 2010, including the months prior to the state’s policy change, resulted in an overall increase in paratransit use of 27 percent and a total public transit increase of over 28 percent. As you can see, even before this policy change was in place, LogistiCare was already working to increase public transit utilization. This is further supported by the year over year increases in utilization for the four preceding years, as shown in the following table.

		Year

		Total Public Transit Trips

		% of Total 

Total Trips



		2006

		43,812

		14%



		2007

		61,031

		16%



		2008

		84,880

		18%



		2009

		113,481

		21%





Since the state’s paratransit policy was initiated in 2010, utilization of public and paratransit services has continued to increase. Total public transit trips for Nevada’s NET program recipients has grown from nearly zero in 2003 to more than 280,000 trips so far this year or 44 percent of total trips.   

Volunteer Drivers

When we first began work in Nevada, we discovered many rural areas where there were limited transportation alternatives and the use of commercial providers was prohibitively expensive. To ensure that better, low-cost options were available for these individuals, we determined to recruit and train volunteer drivers, whom we reimburse for their expenses based on their mileage. We found a wealth of individuals, many who are seniors, who were willing and able to volunteer their time. We currently utilize 22 volunteer drivers covering both rural and some urban areas.  

Technical Approach and Solutions to Scope of Service

Our approach to managing NET programs has remained consistent as we have grown over the years. We believe that technology is a critical component of the value provided by the broker and we continue to advance our proprietary system with new enhancements and applications.    However, we also recognize that it is really the people of LogistiCare that deliver the service and the value to our clients. Our technology and people actually work in tandem to efficiently approach and meticulously deliver the services required by this RFP.    

Staffing and Facilities

The stable tenure of our seasoned Nevada management team adds value to DHCFP, the recipients, and facilities. They have extensive knowledge of the program, strong partnerships with the transportation providers and transit agencies, and deep relationships with healthcare facilities. Our General Manager, Christine “Chris” Szymarek, oversees the NET operations process for this contract and has done so since its implementation in 2003. Chris is supported by a local leadership team including: Director of Operations, Bernadette Zamora who has also been dedicated to the Nevada contract since implementation; and Quality Assurance Supervisor, Amanda Conner who has been serving the program since 2008 as the Facilities Representative. In these three individuals alone we have over 19 years of Nevada NET specific experience and knowledge. This team has full access to our corporate resources and is supported on a daily basis by our Senior Vice President of Operations, Gregg Bryars.    

LogistiCAD

LogistiCAD, our transportation management database, was developed by LogistiCare specifically to provide efficient and accurate support for all of our proven NET processes in one integrated system. This is an important distinction since many competitors are using management software systems developed for transit routing applications that have been retrofitted for use with NET. LogistiCAD provides a secure, comprehensive database. It offers operational support across multiple functions, including: reservations, medical service and facility verifications, trip assignments, provider compliance management, and billing and payment management. These operations are enhanced by the consistent application of Nevada authorization and trip assignment policies, geobase mileage calculations, and actual trip and attendance data linked to billing and provider payments. The system is rules-driven and therefore easily customizable for Nevada’s specific policies and needs. We developed and own our system and can easily optimize performance and quickly add enhancements that improve productivity without the involvement of a third-party vendor.  

Reporting

The information we provide to DHCFP underscores our transparency and accountability to the Division. As evidence of LogistiCare’s data integrity, we were selected to participate in a research study, sponsored by Easter Seals, with three leading universities: the University of California in Berkeley, Texas A&M and the University of Illinois in Chicago. Our NET data was deemed by these institutions to be the most comprehensive and accurate NET data in the United States – critical for their in-depth analysis of transportation impacts on health outcomes.   

Our data gathering is in compliance with HIPAA and is the basis of our reporting system used nationwide across our enterprise for standard reporting to our state clients and CMS. In an effort to make the data more easily accessible for DHCFP, if re-awarded this contract we will introduce an on-line reporting web site that allows designated Division users to access real-time reporting and perform analysis on many of the key performance measures in the NET program. This is a supplemental system that is in addition to the standard monthly reporting currently delivered. We will continue to report and provide the level of accurate information DHCFP requires to be confident in the NET data used for decision-making and program oversight.  



Call Center

LogistiCare currently delivers exceptional call center performance through Customer Service Representatives (CSRs) trained to support Nevada’s recipients, facilities and transportation providers seven days a week, 24 hours a day, 365 days a year.  For this new contract period, we intend to move our reservation call center CSR function to our Las Vegas operations office. For the first time, all of our program people and CSRs will be housed in Nevada. This means that all calls taken during regular business hours, including reservations, will be managed by our local operations team.  This move will also mean the addition of six to seven new jobs in the state.  Our Phoenix call center will serve in an after-hours and roll-over capacity ensuring that all calls are answered by a live CSR at all times of the day and night 7 days a week.   

Our experience tells us that other than English, Spanish is the second most prevalent language spoken in Nevada. Therefore, we will continue to employ bilingual CSRs to address this need. Additionally, our CSRs will have access to live translation services for over 150 languages so that all linguistic needs will continue to be met.

Quality Assurance

We have continued our focus of providing lower cost transportation for Nevada’s recipients, but we never forget the human side of the NET business. LogistiCare’s primary objective is to get people to their medical appointments and in the process, offer them a positive transportation experience. LogistiCare is a NET broker that is not focused just on logistics, but that considers NET transportation as a critical part of the healthcare continuum. To demonstrate this commitment to our role in ensuring that people get the care they require, we worked with the Utilization Review Accreditation Committee (URAC) to co-design a program to provide a category of accreditation for NET. URAC is well known as a leader in promoting healthcare quality through its accreditation and certification programs. As a non-profit organization, URAC’s mission is to promote continuous improvements in the quality and efficiency of healthcare management through processes of accreditation and education. In 2006, we were the first NET broker to be designated by URAC as accredited at the corporate level. Since then we were re-accredited in 2009 and while other NET brokers have since attained the accreditation at the corporate level, LogistiCare has just recently set yet another standard of quality for the NET industry by becoming the first broker to become accredited enterprise-wide. This designation means that not just our corporate office, but every single one of our operations, including Nevada, is also accredited by URAC based on strict adherence to quality standards.    

Outreach

LogistiCare’s outreach program to healthcare facilities has enabled us to create and maintain excellent relationships with facility staff. We work with them daily to improve our NET services, set up and manage standing orders, verify recipient attendance, and save them administrative time so they can better serve their patients. To reduce the effort required for them to reserve a trip, we have designed and will implement a new Facility Web Site that allows facility staff to schedule and manage trips on-line, thereby reducing the time they spend on the phone. LogistiCare focuses on being a partner with the facilities in the delivery of healthcare services and takes the extra step with our on-site visits to understand problems and work through solutions. We are committed to maintaining our dedicated service to the healthcare community and continuing to grow our positive relationships with these local facilities.  

Why Choose LogistiCare?

It is our most sincere hope that this proposal demonstrates our level of commitment to this project. One of our key objectives in developing this response was to fully communicate our enthusiasm – not merely through hyperbolic statement – but more importantly through responses that consistently evidence a thoughtful approach to continue addressing the needs of the Nevada NET program. We have made every effort to convey our understanding of the program’s objectives and the Division’s requirements.  

In summary, through this proposal LogistiCare offers DHCFP:

An Experience Differential:  Hands-on experience over eight years has provided us with the most relevant background possible for understanding the needs and challenges of delivering NET in Nevada. We are intimately familiar with state rules and procedures and we understand DHCFP’s priorities and expectations.   

As evidenced by the following table, no broker can come close to LogistiCare’s statewide Medicaid NET program experience. We currently manage or share portions of statewide, capitated, full risk programs similar to Nevada’s in more states than any other national broker.   



Further, with the exception of only one other national broker, we are truly a broker in the strictest sense of the definition. We do not employ any drivers, own or operate any vehicles, or manage any transportation programs that might be compensated with Medicaid or government related funds. Since being an NET broker is our dedicated business focus, our clients can rest assured that contracting with LogistiCare does not risk violation with any conflict of interest rules established by CMS and does ensure that we will follow the rules and regulations prescribed by CMS and DHCFP, thereby safely protecting the FMAP match the state is entitled to receive.  

Our performance in Nevada is the single best indicator that our people, program procedures, and technology enable us to provide the required services for NET recipients and DHCFP. Over the last eight years, LogistiCare has developed operating procedures and technology for a quality level of service that results in safety, accuracy, comfort, and consistency that already allows us to exceed the program’s current performance requirements and those within the RFP.  

Service Continuity: Our in-state presence and program understanding enables us to greatly accelerate implementation. In fact, none will be necessary. We believe it is in the best interest of the recipients to maintain service continuity. As we are currently operating in Nevada with a fully credentialed network of providers, such continuity is not a concern.     

Innovation, Improvement and Future Enhancements: When we began our current contract in 2007, we recognized the urgent need for better access and more low cost transportation options. We addressed these issues through partnership with DHCFP and other NET stakeholders. We strive continually to seek new ways, in collaboration with our network and DHCFP, to bring further improvements to the program.   

We have mentioned a number of value added enhancements in this summary and throughout our proposal from web sites, to electronic tools, to processes. These enhancements have been designed to offer more efficiency and convenience for all stakeholders in the NET process and are concisely summarized below.  

Web Components

We are now offering for the Division’s consideration, five additional web component options to better support the state, recipients and facilities.  

On-Line Reporting Web Site (for DHCFP only): The new On-Line Reporting Web Site is a secured site, operational 24 hours a day, that allows DHCFP users to log in and call up standard or customized reports they can use to monitor progress and performance, and research NET activity trends. This capability has been tested in another state that we were just awarded and can now be rolled out to Nevada.  

Recipient Information Web Site: This is an open access site that will provide Nevada recipients with general information on forms, brochures, and frequently asked questions.   It will also provide directions on how to successfully request transportation and simply outline the program’s requirements.  

Recipient Services Web Portal: This secured access portal will allow the recipient to log in securely and request transportation through a logical online guide. The recipient can also use the site to cancel or request changes to their trips. 

Facilities Information Web Site: This open access site will allow facilities to see general state-specific NET information such as: program overview information, brochures, forms, and frequently asked questions.   

Facilities Services Web Portal: This new site will allow the practitioner or their designee, to sign on to the secure portal and make a request for transportation on behalf of the recipient.

This Web functionality will only be implemented upon the approval of the Division.

Other Electronic Tools

Another new and innovative electronic tool we are recommending is an Automated Appointment Reminder. Once our pilot testing phase is completed, we will be able to remind recipients of their appointments and capture cancellations via an automated telephone call. The recipient will be able to interact with the system, opting to accept or cancel their transportation appointment. This feature will alleviate “no shows”, freeing up capacity in the network and eliminating the extra expense for the transportation provider.   

Processes

		Green – Pass Inspection

		Valid for one year



		Yellow – Probationary            

		Minor infractions / re-inspected in 10 days



		Red – Out of Service

		Serious infractions / removed from service





LogistiCare is initiating a new vehicle inspection sticker process to improve our vehicle safety program. Our Field Monitor will continue to ensure vehicle safety inspections are conducted, passed and revalidated to assure recipient’s safe travels. However, inspections will include the extra step of issuing an appropriate vehicle “status” sticker. These stickers will be placed on every vehicle in the fleet and offer an immediate, visual status of the vehicle’s condition and operability.   

Transportation Oversight 

LogistiCare has a robust transportation provider oversight and management program in place. As an added initiative, we are proposing a program called “Operation Clean Sweep”. Our General Manager, Director of Operations, Field Monitor, and other LogistiCare staff will go into the field to monitor transportation providers at various pick-up and drop-off locations over a span of several days, during an unannounced period of time. We will also invite staff from DHCFP to attend as their schedule allows. After each sweep is completed, a provider meeting will be scheduled for all transportation providers to review the findings. Operation Clean Sweep will accomplish a range of things from confirming that transportation providers are operating safe, clean, compliant vehicles in accordance with their contract; to verifying that recipients arrive to their appointments on time; to allowing medical facilities to provide on-site feedback.

During these sweeps, we may also uncover non-compliance issues such as unlicensed drivers, improper use of equipment, or speeding, among other problems. More importantly, we will be able to correct issues that might be affecting the safety, comfort, and timely delivery of NET recipients. 

Conclusion

		State Medicaid Program Renewals



		State

		Contract Start



		Delaware

		10/2002



		Florida

		10/1990



		Georgia

		10/1997



		Oklahoma

		08/2003



		Virginia 

		12/2002



		Missouri

		11/2005





We understand that the contracting process is designed to select the best choice for the coming years. We also know that when a vendor has been in place for an extended period of time, there is often a chorus of concerns about the need to make a change. However, change does not always lead to a better experience and many of our clients agree with us. In several states, as shown in the adjacent table, we have proven time and again to be their best partner in re-bids, and in some cases multiple re-bids. As you can see, we have had long term contractual relationships with them. Clearly these clients believe and trust that LogistiCare continuously improves the programs, provides on-going innovation, and delivers the service in a cost effective and value-based fashion. While LogistiCare has been the clear choice in these renewals, two states introducing the broker model for the first time in 2011, Wisconsin and Michigan, selected us as their new NET broker.  

Additionally, the State of Missouri is a great example of a client who made the decision to change and try a new partnership only to quickly reconsider. We first began working with Missouri in 2005, under emergency conditions, when a broker was unable to meet its obligations. Within just 30 days, LogistiCare assembled a network, equipped and staffed a call center, and began providing statewide services. We helped the state save more than $10 million during the contract’s first year through transportation provider management and gatekeeping. We maintained our statewide contract until 2010 when severe Medicaid budget constraints forced the state to re-bid the NET work. Although we retained a technical advantage in the proposal scoring we were not selected as the state’s partner for the October 1, 2010 contract term. The price submitted by the winning broker was drastically lower and we knew it was impossible to offer a viable program at such an unrealistic figure. Subsequently, this broker implemented the new program and within one year was unable to sustain it at their quoted price.  LogistiCare was asked to re-assume management of the program. This contract has come full circle. Again, in just 30 days we have resumed operation of the Missouri NET program. Over 35,000 trips have been delivered since October 30, 2011, with a complaint ratio of three-tenths of one percent.    

Clients like Missouri, Delaware, Florida, Georgia, New Jersey, Oklahoma, and Virginia know that LogistiCare is the most experienced pure broker and we know what we are doing, as evidenced by the fact we currently manage more than 74 NET contracts in 40 states. In total, we offer transportation services to 7 million eligible Medicaid beneficiaries and 1.5 million Medicare members across a wide diversity of geographies and transportation modes.  

The experience gained in managing these programs, in combination with the challenges we have already faced and resolved in partnership with DHCFP, provides LogistiCare with the best foundation for continuing to bring improvement and innovation to the Nevada NET program. We understand the history of NET in Nevada. Working as a partner with DHCFP, we have implemented significant improvements that have reduced costs, increased network capacity, improved accessibility for recipients, and raised the bar on overall quality, timeliness and relationships.   

We are eager to continue to work with DHCFP to help deliver the NET program performance the state requires. By selecting LogistiCare there will be no learning curve with a new broker nor will the recipient community experience any disruptive transition. We will not miss a beat as we continue to provide quality, seamless NET services for Nevada’s eligible recipients because we are committed to this partnership.  
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Section 3.6 – Network



SCOPE OF WORK

3.6	NETWORK

As the incumbent NET broker for the State of Nevada, LogistiCare has already established a stable and high-performance provider network throughout the state. This network provides service 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, including weekends and holidays. We have arrangements with 49 reliable dedicated and non-dedicated providers and volunteer drivers, representing a combined fleet of 126 vehicles. We also utilize public transportation to provide NET service, and we promote gas reimbursement and volunteer transportation. 

LogistiCare’s unique transportation network delivers consistent quality and timely services to Nevada’s NET recipients across the state’s urban and remote counties as well as across state lines. We also have the advantage of being able to partner with our sister LogistiCare operations and their contracted providers in the states bordering Nevada to easily provide out-of-state transport and additional transportation service in remote areas of the state. No other vendor in the nation can compare with our network management experience and network coverage throughout the United States and Nevada. 

3.6.1 Recruit and maintain an adequate transportation provider network

The vendor must maintain a network of appropriate providers that is supported by written agreements and is sufficient to provide adequate access to all non-emergency transportation services covered under the contract.  

LogistiCare has a network of providers under written agreement and has the capacity to handle both the current and expected NET volumes in Nevada. We began developing our local network in 2003 when we took over as the state’s NET broker. We encountered significant challenges when we came to Nevada, due to the remote expanses with little coverage and the populated areas that relied almost exclusively on taxis for NET service. During tourist season, it was difficult to get a provider to pick up a NET recipient. We knew we needed to do something drastic. 

At the time, the permitting process for Medicaid NET providers was regulated by the Transportation Services Authority (TSA), now known as the Nevada Transportation Authority (NTA). The NTA took a one-size-fits-all approach to the transportation provider certification process – all applications for a transportation provider certificate, regardless of the purpose, were bound by the same lengthy process that sometimes took as long as a year to complete. 

This made recruiting an exclusive Medicaid transportation provider network almost impossible and inflated the cost for NET trips. In order to develop a more robust, cost efficient transportation network, we began working in partnership with DHCFP to address the state’s legislators – highlighting the need for fewer restrictions in the permitting process for those wanting to provide NET services. As a result, Senate Bill 401 was signed, which eases the permitting requirements for providers who plan to contract exclusively with LogistiCare to provide Medicaid transportation services. Regardless of this permitting exception, transportation providers delivering Medicaid NET service must continue to meet rigorous standards for insurance, as well as driver and vehicle safety. All vehicles used are still subject to ongoing safety inspections by the NTA. However, Medicaid NET providers no longer have to go through the permitting process with the NTA.  As long as the provider only intends to offer Medicaid NET services, they are only required to obtain an Exemption Letter that allows them to transport exclusively for the Nevada NET program. This change has enabled us to recruit more transportation companies for our network, and lower trip costs, allowing us to provide even more timely transportation services for the Medicaid recipients in Nevada. We supplemented that network with a gas reimbursement program, volunteer drivers, and public transportation, along with ambulance and commercial air services. Our dedicated transportation providers have executed Provider Agreements in place that clearly outline all program expectations and requirements. Our network is stable, and it is rare that we must place a trip with a provider that is new to us. 

In establishing and maintaining the network, the vendor must:

3.6.1.1	Consider the following:

· The expected utilization of services, taking into consideration the characteristics and health care needs of specific Medicaid populations represented in the contract;

· The number and types of non-emergency transportation providers required to furnish the contracted services; and

· The geographic location of providers and recipients and whether the non-emergency transportation provider can provide physical access for recipients with disabilities. 

When we develop our networks, LogistiCare considers a comprehensive range of factors: the expected utilization of services by Medicaid-eligible beneficiaries, the numbers and types of non-emergency transportation providers and vehicles required to furnish the contracted services, the geographic distribution of providers and beneficiaries, and whether vehicles comply with ADA requirements, among other factors. LogistiCare has developed a network customized to the needs of Nevada recipients. 

We continually assess the adequacy of our provider network in Nevada by monitoring detailed data and quality information, such as complaints, on-time performance, missed trips, re-routes, and other network operations information. This abundance of data is the best indicator of any shortage of network capacity.  Our Nevada management team forecasts network coverage issues by closely tracking trends, such as declining service quality indicators that might predict a future need for additional provider recruitment in a specific area. By carefully examining service complaints, re-routing trends, and provider management issues, our experienced staff recognize when it is time to shift trips to another provider or, if necessary, stop using a provider altogether. If the need arises to recruit additional providers to maintain our already robust network, we follow our three-phase credentialing policy for network development described later in this section.

We have put in place a set of 22 volunteer drivers to accommodate rural and remote areas of the state, as well to provide return trips for some recipients receiving debilitating treatments, like dialysis, who normally ride the bus. In urban areas, such as Carson City, Reno, and Las Vegas, we have worked side by side with DHCFP to “right-size” able recipients to use public transit whenever it is feasible for them to do so, validated by physical assessments where required. 

We provide special-needs transportation for two different children’s behavioral programs. In addition, we have worked with Native Americans in the state to develop a reimbursement program for their own transport of Medicaid recipients. To accommodate other recipients who must travel across state lines, we have partnered with our sister operations in California, Utah, Arizona, and Idaho to provide seamless, cost-effective transportation, widening the reach of our Nevada network. 

For those who must fly, we arrange transport through commercial providers who completed 370 air transports for LogistiCare from January thru September 2011. 

3.6.1.2	Meet and require its providers to meet State standards for timely access to care and services, taking into account the urgency of the need for services;

		Provider  Point-of-View



		

The dedication shown by LogistiCare with regard to the service they provide is excellent. Together we have provided excellent, timely and safe transportation, and we are pleased to be one of their service providers. 



James J. Jimmerson,

Executive Coach & Carriage







At LogistiCare, we realize that many health situations that require transport are urgent and even life-threatening. Providing timely transportation is a top priority. To that end, we require our providers to meet state standards for timely access to care as part of our provider agreement. Our goal is to have recipients picked up within 15 minutes of their scheduled pick up time and delivered to their destination without spending undue time on the vehicle. Currently, our providers are on time 97.15 percent of the time and reported no show only .005 percent of the time. 

We produce monthly on-time performance reports, which are based on driver records, customer complaint investigations, and field investigations. During our monthly outreach visits to local facilities, we observe the actual pickup and delivery of recipients. Our Field Monitor and management team members talk with riders about the service they receive, how they feel about those services and if they have any questions. In addition, our management team meets with facility representatives to gather feedback and listen to their concerns. 

The system is dependent on all parties being focused on timeliness. The network providers have an issue when recipients are late because it disrupts the remainder of schedules and plans throughout the day. Provider lateness is an issue for the recipients who face the jeopardy of missing their medical appointment. We work with habitually late recipients to make them aware of the impact a delay may cause and with our Nevada providers to make sure that recipients make it to their appointments on time and that they are not left waiting around after appointments when they may feel sick, tired and generally anxious to return home. Current timeliness statistics for Nevada indicate that out of the more than 418,000 trips taken during the past 9 months:

· Providers were reported late by recipients only 177 times 

· Provider no-shows were reported by recipients for only 9 trips

3.6.1.3   	Establish mechanisms to ensure compliance by providers;

LogistiCare has had mechanisms in place in Nevada to assure provider compliance since 2003, and we continue to make certain that all drivers and attendants comply with the requirements outlined in the RFP. These compliance standards are incorporated into our State of Nevada Provider Transportation Agreements, and we also continue to communicate them to drivers during training sessions and reinforce them in quarterly meetings with our transportation providers. We continuously monitor the State of Nevada provider credentials throughout the contracting relationship to assess continued compliance with all organizational, driver, and vehicle standards. Our goal is for every aspect of service delivery to comply with federal, state, and local legal requirements; Medicaid; ADA requirements; state EMS; and all other applicable regulations and contractual requirements.  

Over the years, LogistiCare has developed and fine-tuned several mechanisms to monitor provider compliance with all aspects of performance and adherence to contractual standards:

· Automated notifications and reports generated through LogistiCAD

· On-site vehicle inspections

· On-site anonymous observations at facilities or ride-alongs

· Personal visits at providers’ sites to validate records

· Provider Report Cards

· Operation Clean Sweep

Monitoring NET Provider Compliance with LogistiCAD

The LogistiCare Corporate Compliance Department and the Nevada General Manager monitor and manage the complex and dynamic process of ongoing network provider credentialing and monitoring. Using our sophisticated transportation management system, LogistiCAD, our compliance team collects and stores all the information needed to identify the contracted provider, their capabilities, capacities, and compliance with basic organizational credentialing requirements. 

LogistiCare managers track ongoing compliance with the various credentialing requirements by generating reports that combine compliance-related data in numerous ways to validate various aspects of compliance. As an example, LogistiCare managers run an Expired Detail Insurance report every month to identify providers with upcoming insurance expirations. Reminder letters are sent out warning them that they will be rendered inactive by failure to document renewed compliance in a timely manner. 

Each month, a list of upcoming expirations is sent to each provider to review contract compliance due dates. If the requested information is not received, the provider may see a reduction in trips, be assessed liquidated damages, or be removed from the network until all information is received. The information, disseminated to each provider, is extracted from the following standard, automated compliance reports.

		Standard Automated Compliance Reports for Providers



		Report

		Description



		Vehicle by Provider

		This report shows a detailed record of all vehicles registered to each transportation provider, which are used to transport LogistiCare riders.



		Expired Insurance Detail

		Lists a provider’s insurances and associated expiration dates. This report can be broken down further by:

· Expired Vehicle Insurance

· Expired General Liability Insurance

· Expired Worker’s Compensation Insurance



		Subcontractor Expiration Detail

		Provides a detailed record of all expirations pending for each subcontractor (e.g., drivers’ licenses, training certifications, etc.).



		Subcontractor D.L. Expiration

		Shows a detailed record of drivers’ license expirations for each subcontractor.





Conducting On-site Vehicle Inspections

LogistiCare has instituted a thorough system of inspections to verify that sub-contracted vehicles continue to meet all contract standards. It is LogistiCare’s operating procedure in Nevada to inspect 100 percent of all sub-contracted providers’ vehicles at least once per year. Inspections are conducted according to appropriate levels of the Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration’s North American Standard Inspection requirements. All provider vehicles are inspected prior to beginning service under this contract and certified by LogistiCare to be compliant with the requirements of the RFP and the DHCFP contract. Vehicle inspection records are maintained on-site according to the records maintenance provisions stated in the RFP and available to DHCFP for inspection. 

LogistiCare’s staff conducts on-site inspections at the provider’s facility to check that provider fleets remain in compliance with specified vehicle requirements. The inspector outlines any deficiencies that need to be corrected and schedules a re-inspection within two weeks of the original inspection date. LogistiCare’s vehicle inspection checklist outlines every required inspection element. 

LogistiCare occasionally furnishes providers with small items to keep their vehicles compliant, thereby helping to keep vehicles that are truly safe from becoming inactive, and potentially disrupting service in the area. For example, a LogistiCare inspector might provide a transportation company with a missing item from a first-aid kit or a seat belt extender. 

Vehicles that do not pass inspection and yet do not have violations that pose an immediate threat to the safety and comfort of riders are passed on a probationary status. Examples of conditions that might warrant probationary status include:  

· Damaged upholstery 

· Missing insurance card 

· Missing first aid kit items 



The provider is given 10 business days to bring the vehicle into compliance, and the inspector schedules a re-inspection to confirm the required improvements have been made. Failure to pass the second inspection results in the vehicle being removed from service. Any deficiencies and actions taken are documented and become part of the vehicle’s permanent record and annotated on DHCFP monthly vehicle report. 

If the vehicle fails inspection due to a health, safety, or serious comfort issue, it is considered “red lined” and placed out of service. Examples of these types of violations include no seatbelts, no fire extinguisher, malfunctioning brake lights, and similar problems. A “red-lined” vehicle is immediately removed from service. LogistiCare must certify that deficiencies have been corrected before a red-lined vehicle may return to service. Transports that occur in a red-lined vehicle are not reimbursed and may result in removal of the provider from the NET system. 

As a new procedure for the new contract with DHCFP, LogistiCare will introduce vehicle stickers as part of the inspection process. These stickers will indicate, at a glance, the condition and status of any vehicle in our contracted fleet. Any one approaching an NET vehicle will be able to quickly identify the date of the last inspection and vehicle status.   

Pass Inspection (Green) – Valid for One Year

Vehicles that pass inspection are issued a dated green inspection sticker, which remains valid for a period of one year. This sticker will be placed on the inside lower corner of the front windshield of all vehicles. 



Minor Infractions (Yellow) – Probationary Status

Vehicles that do not pass inspection, because of minor violations (not affecting the safety and comfort of riders) will be passed on a probationary status and given a dated yellow sticker. As indicated above, the provider will have 10 days to remedy and bring the vehicle into compliance. 

Serious Infractions (Red) – Removed From Service 

If the vehicle fails inspection due to a health, safety, or serious comfort issue, it is given a red sticker to indicate it is out-of-service. Some examples of these types of violations include: 



► No seatbelts 

► No fire extinguisher 

► Malfunctioning brake lights 

Conducting On-site Observations at Facilities or on Vehicles

LogistiCare’s Field Monitor regularly conduct unannounced visits to transportation pickup and drop-off locations to observe and record driver compliance with operational and customer service standards. The Field Monitor may review vehicles for the required documents, such as the Exemption Letter, as well as required equipment, in addition to observing behaviors of the drivers. Driver behavior of all kinds is tracked through the complaints process and through field investigation. Often undetected, our Field Monitor observes and record driver compliance with operational and customer service standards, including courtesy to recipients.

Making Visits to Provider Sites to Validate Records

The only way to make sure that the driver and vehicle records meet the standards of the program is to physically review the forms and confirm their compliance. LogistiCare requires that transportation providers have a meaningful system of driver monitoring in place, and that we have access to these monitoring files at any time.

LogistiCare staff conducts visits to transportation provider operations locations. The Field Monitor reviews transportation provider files for the required qualification documents. We also may check records for provider compliance with insurance, state and federal laws, regulations, and permit requirements. This is all in addition to the driver and vehicle credentialing documentation we collect and retain in our files.

The Transportation Provider Report Card 

A valuable form of oversight and communication that we issue to our Nevada providers is the Provider Report Card (PRC) that we deliver each month to every transportation provider in our network. It provides an unbiased, documented assessment of performance quality. This management tool scores each provider, comparing performance against standard measures. LogistiCare management staff meets face to face with each provider at least quarterly to discuss Provider Report Card ratings and the provider’s standing in comparison to other providers in the state. Following is an example of a Transportation Provider Report Card.

		



		Figure 3.6.1 Transportation Provider Report Card





Operation Clean Sweep

As indicated in Section 3.5, a prime example of LogistiCare’s oversight to maintain quality performance is a new initiative we are proposing for Nevada, whereby our local staff conducts organized “blitz” inspections in the field. The exercise involves bringing members of our management team, the Field Monitor and other LogistiCare staff together to evaluate transportation providers over an unannounced period of time (usually a week). These sweeps are usually conducted at busy facilities where we can observe multiple providers as they drop off recipients.  After each sweep is completed, a provider meeting will be scheduled for all transportation providers to review the findings. DHCFP staff will be invited and are always welcome to participate in our Clean Sweep operation. Operation Clean Sweep confirms that:

· Transportation providers are operating safe, clean, compliant vehicles in accordance with their contract

· Transportation providers utilize only fully credentialed drivers, in accordance with their contract

· Recipients arrive to their appointments on time

· Drivers are readily identifiable (wearing a nametag and/or uniform)

· Various medical facilities are able to provide on-site feedback

During these sweeps, we may uncover compliance issues, such as: non-credentialed drivers, drivers without licenses, improper use of equipment, cracked windshields, inoperable seatbelts, previously redlined vehicles that should not be on the road, bald tires, drivers failing to assist riders, and speeding, among other deficiencies. The deficient providers will be assessed liquidated damages or removed from the network depending on the severity of the violations identified. More importantly, we will be able to correct problems that are affecting the safety, comfort, and timely delivery of our riders. 

3.6.1.4    Monitor providers regularly to determine compliance;

As indicated above, LogistiCare regularly monitors our providers in multiple ways, including: 

· Monthly reporting / provider report cards

· Annual on-site vehicle inspections

· On-site anonymous observations at facilities

· Random visits to provider sites to validate records

· Operation clean sweep

3.6.1.5   	Take corrective action if there is a failure to comply by network providers; and,

As necessary, LogistiCare takes corrective action against network providers to address any failures to comply. Responses to transportation performance issues vary according to the severity and immediacy of the problem ranging from establishing corrective action plans, reductions in trip volume, to elimination from the network.

Vehicle Problems

Corrective action for failed vehicle inspections is described above in Section 3.6.1.3. Corrective action for any provider discovered to be using a red-lined vehicle is very severe. This generally involves assessment of liquidated damages, immediate reductions in trip volume, and possible removal from the program.

Driver Problems 

If a driver has received complaints about courtesy or assistance deficiencies, they are most likely counseled. Drug testing violations are investigated in accordance with our Drug Testing Program and infractions are never tolerated. If the driver fails to have appropriate licensing, or if the driver’s behavior is determined to be dangerous or seriously inappropriate, we require their immediate removal from the program.

If LogistiCare finds that a serious driver complaint is the second within a 90-day period, the provider is notified in writing to remove them from service.

Enforcing Progressive Sanctions

Our overriding goal is to help the providers operate successful, stable and efficient businesses. To that end, when a provider is struggling with quality or performance our first step is to counsel them in hopes of raising the bar. The General Manager and Director of Operations will review transportation quality data and devise corrective actions plans with providers. LogistiCare informs the provider of deficiencies, meets to discuss possible corrective actions, and outlines the consequences of failure to improve. If sufficient improvements are not made, LogistiCare may invoke a full range of sanctions, including reduction of trip assignments and contract termination as outlined in our provider contract. 

		Provider  Point-of-View



		

“LogistiCare Solutions, LLC has helped SchouVan Inc. establish our business and keep us in compliance with regards to vehicles and employees. Working one-on-one with a compliance specialist we are able to make sure that all employees and vehicles are kept up to date and meet the requirements set forth by the State of Nevada. We work hand in hand to insure that members are transported safely to their destinations and drivers are trained in accordance with federal laws.”



Heather Schouweiler

SchouVan, Inc.







LogistiCare uses a practical, common sense approach to the subject of termination. Except for the most egregious situations, there are no lock-step provisions mandating the termination of a transportation provider. For example, if we find that a provider has been operating without insurance, LogistiCare makes immediate arrangements to have all of that provider’s work performed by another provider. Termination may follow if the provider does not have a viable recertification plan, or if we determine that the violation was deliberate, longstanding, or that it involved fraudulent reporting to us. 

Certain actions such as willful and egregious billing fraud, counterfeiting doctor’s authorizations or recipient signatures, forging drug compliance records, or other types of systematic fraud will lead to immediate termination. In most cases, however, termination is the last step in a long sequence of counseling, corrective action plans, process changes, and other collaborative efforts by LogistiCare and the provider to correct substandard performance or deficiencies and to bring about lasting improvements. Termination decisions are made by LogistiCare’s General Manager in consultation with our Senior Vice President of Operations. 

Terminating Providers for Failure to Meet Standards

If providers fail to abide by LogistiCare, DHCFP, or state and federal standards, LogistiCare has no choice but to terminate our contract with that provider. In our experience, the main reasons for termination are: 

· Persistent inability to provide timely service

· Persistent inability to meet fundamental compliance standards for driver performance, vehicle safety, licensing, and insurance and regulatory certification 

· Persistent billing irregularities

3.6.1.6    Participate in state and federal efforts to promote the delivery of services in a culturally competent manner to all recipients, including those with limited English proficiency and diverse cultural and ethnic backgrounds.  

LogistiCare’s transportation providers hire local drivers who speak the prevalent languages in their service areas and drivers also receive training in courtesy and helpfulness, regardless of differences. Additionally, our CSRs make detailed notes in the LogistiCAD system concerning any special language needs of NET recipients. This information is available to providers to help them prepare to assist recipients with special language needs. We also provide drivers with access to our phone interpretation services so that recipients are never put in a situation where there is no way for them to communicate with the drivers taking them to their appointments.

LogistiCare provides its employees with sensitivity training and require that they treat everyone, regardless of cultural, language, ethnicity, or other diversities with the same level of respect, courtesy, and patience. We also offer all our printed materials, composed at an eighth grade reading level, in English and Spanish, which is the prevalent non-English language in Nevada. If recipients cannot read, we verbally educate them. Our Customer Service Representative (CSR) staff includes Spanish-speaking employees and we also offer a service for hearing and sight-impaired recipients.

Since we will staff our call center with English and Spanish speaking CSRs, there will always be a live person ready to respond to recipients who speak those languages. All non-English / Spanish speaking recipients have 24/7/365 access to interpretation services. We provide free access to our vendor, Language Service Association (LSA). LSA is an excellent, HIPAA compliant, telephonic interpretation service available to all current and potential Nevada Medicaid recipients, 24x7, 365 days per year, with translation capability for more than 150 different languages. Recipients who need translation services are connected within an average of 10 – 20 seconds, to an experienced translator who listens to the caller, analyzes the message, and accurately conveys the meaning to a LogistiCare CSR. We will also staff bilingual CSRs with the appropriate language skills of any other prevalent language need in Nevada. 

3.6.1.7	Recruit and maintain an adequate network of transportation providers.  The vendor shall use this network of providers to deliver NET transportation services to Medicaid recipients in the State.  The vendor shall have sufficient capacity available through subcontract agreements with transportation providers and other arrangements (i.e., such as public bus and train service, free services or reduced cost services, volunteers or gas reimbursement) to meet all of the non-emergency transportation needs of the Medicaid recipients in the State.  Access to transportation services shall be at least comparable to transportation resources available in the general public.  Capacity shall include private vehicles, non-emergency ambulance and air, wheelchair vans, public transportation including bus services, and taxicabs. 



As we indicated at the very start of this section, when we first assumed operation of Nevada’s NET program in 2003, there were challenges with meeting service standards and providing adequate access. Taxis were widely used for NET services but Nevada recipients did not take priority over the demands of the tourist industry. 

The permitting process for Medicaid NET providers was regulated by the Transportation Services Authority (TSA), now known as the Nevada Transportation Authority (NTA). This made recruiting an exclusive Medicaid transportation provider network very difficult. By working with DHCFP and the state’s legislators, we were able to effect change resulting in Senate Bill 401 which eases the permitting requirements for providers who plan to contract with LogistiCare to provide exclusive Medicaid transportation services. This change has enabled us to recruit more transportation companies for our network and reduce our reliance on cabs from 40 percent to a mere one to two percent of trips today, resulting in lower trip costs. 

Developing a High-Performance Network in Nevada over Time

As the incumbent broker, LogistiCare is ready from day one, to provide DHCFP with a network of transportation providers that deliver high-quality, reliable, timely, safe, and courteous services. Over the last eight years, we have developed the kind of strong working relationships with transportation providers necessary to provide reliable services to Nevada’s recipients. We also have agreements with bus services where they are available. All of these supplement the gas reimbursement and volunteer driver programs. Our objective is to provide the level of service required by the recipient at the lowest cost, and to provide timely, safe, and efficient transportation to Nevada’s NET-eligible recipients. 

Understanding and Meeting Nevada's Provider Network Capacity Needs

To manage our trip volume appropriately, we have found that 49 dedicated and non-dedicated providers and volunteer drivers is the right number to meet the needs of eligible recipients in the State of Nevada today. These providers allow us to adequately cover our transportation responsibilities and maintain contractual service compliance. Our provider network meets the varying needs of the eligible population as demonstrated by our performance metrics. 

We contract with multiple providers in all our service areas to allow for sufficient backup capacity and competition so that the risk of replacement due to substandard performance always remains real to the provider. We also correlate trip volumes to performance ratings to create incentives for better performance.

We strike the right balance with our provider network. If we had too few, it would allow individual providers to maximize their investments in staff, vehicles, and equipment, but would put LogistiCare at risk for not being able to adequately cover all transportation needs of the recipient population.  While having too many could ensure that LogistiCare has transportation available when needed, it could also drive the individual provider out of business due to not generating enough revenue. We assign trips to promote the most efficient use of multi-loaded vehicles. We carefully track the assignment volume of each provider against performance measures to confirm they are not receiving more trips than they can manage. Additionally, drivers are trained in the proper use of communications equipment and they are required to give dispatchers real-time reports of transport status. 

As the number of recipients in the Nevada Medicaid program increases or as utilization trends change, we will continuously monitor the key performance indicators to assess the adequacy of our network capacity. We will be quick to add new providers or expand existing ones as the needs warrant.

Public Transportation

Over the last eight years, our Nevada operations management team has worked very hard with transit agencies and DHCFP to move as many recipients as possible to public transit; provided they are physically and cognitively capable. In July, 2010 DHCFP issued a policy that required any new recipient receiving specialized services, such as adult daycare, dialysis and mental health, to go through an assessment process and be referred to paratransit for a certification review. Following the DHCFP’s new policy, paratransit utilization increased by 14 percent over the following five months. During this timeframe regular bus trips also increased by 19 percent for an overall increase in public transit use of 14 percent post policy change. The year end results for 2010, including the months prior to the state’s policy change, resulted in an overall increase in paratransit use of 27 percent and an increase in total public transit use by 28 percent from 2009. As you can see, even before this policy change was in place, LogistiCare was already working to increase public transit utilization. This is further supported by the year over year increases in utilization for the four preceding years, as shown in the following table.

		Year

		Total Public Transit Trips

		% of Total 

Total Trips



		2006

		43,812

		14%



		2007

		61,031

		16%



		2008

		84,880

		18%



		2009

		113,481

		21%





Since the state’s paratransit policy was initiated in 2010, utilization of public and paratransit services has increased. Total public transit trips for Nevada’s NET program recipients has increased from nearly zero in 2003 to more than 280,000 trips so far this year. Public transportation provides the least expensive transportation option for a significant number of Nevada’s recipients and there continues to be an opportunity to grow this low cost level of service. We are able to efficiently manage these volumes partially due to the robust capabilities incorporated into our LogistiCAD system which quickly identifies recipients that are eligible for public transportation. We also work closely with the following transit agencies to understand their needs as we steer more Medicaid recipients to them:

· RTC Las Vegas/ RTC Paratransit in Las Vegas

· JAC/JAC Assist in Carson City

· RTC Reno/RTC ACCESS in the Reno area

Reducing Costs by Offering Mileage Reimbursement

LogistiCare is experienced in the administration of mileage and gas reimbursement programs for Medicaid recipients. While we have moved several former gas reimbursement recipients to free transportation or lower cost mass transit, the gas reimbursement program remains a good option for many of Nevada’s recipients, keeping program costs low, offering fair reimbursement and providing maximum travel control and flexibility to recipients. It is of particular value in the most rural, remote areas of the state.

Extending Service Areas by Using Volunteer Drivers 

Compensated volunteer drivers provide another cost-effective supplement to the primary NET transportation service network. In Nevada, we currently have 22 active volunteer drivers.

Vehicles and drivers used in volunteer transportation must meet the same compliance standards as commercial providers (with the exception of their level of insurance). Volunteers must comply with the following:   

· Appropriate state licensing and insurance

· Vehicle equipment such as seatbelts

· Functional heating and air conditioning in vehicle 

· Annual vehicle inspections

· No driver may have convictions for substance abuse or sexual crimes or crimes of violence

· Driver must take our driver training, just like our dedicated providers

Recruiting Commercial Network Providers Using a Proven Process

There are times when we need to recruit additional providers to solidify our operations. When that need arises, we follow our recruitment program which entails three phases designed to find, credential, and educate our transportation providers. These three phases are outlined in the following table. 

		Transportation Provider 

Three Phase  - Recruitment Program



		Phase

		Activities



		I.
Provider Recruitment

		LogistiCare reviews program databases, published notices in local media outlets, telephone listings, and other sources for potential providers, including commercial providers, governmental agencies, rural transit agencies, and nonprofit transportation providers. A Request for Information (RFI) package is sent to prospective companies to determine their qualifications, geographic coverage area, and vehicle capacity. 



		II.
Provider Credentialing

		Once a provider‘s letter of intent and supporting information have been reviewed and they are deemed a qualified resource, LogistiCare initiates the second phase of the process, which involves on-site visits to inspect records and vehicles. The provider must produce records such as: an operational manual, certificates of insurance, criminal background checks and drug tests for all drivers, recent maintenance schedules, driver's licenses, and required business licensing. LogistiCare then inspects the vehicles. 



		III.
Provider Orientation & Contracting

		If all reviews in Phase II are satisfactory, Phase III begins, which involves training the provider and its drivers, and finalizing the contractual relationship. The provider is given a thorough orientation that involves a walk-through of the Transportation Agreement and the Providers Manual. These two important documents contain all the performance standards of the contract, including necessary forms and procedures. LogistiCare then schedules individual driver training sessions and invites the providers to visit LogistiCare‘s facilities and meet the management team. 





This process applies to our commercial providers, as well as volunteers. NTA certified providers are governed by their NTA regulations, although LogistiCare’s regulations are comparable. We validate NTA providers’ CPCN numbers to confirm they are in compliance with NTA standards.

Retaining High-Quality Network Providers through Creative Initiatives

We have had great success in retaining our Nevada provider network. More than 90 percent of our original providers have chosen to remain with us through the last eight years. Maintaining network stability is important for a number of reasons. Most importantly, many recipients become accustomed to riding with the same providers and come to trust and rely on their familiar drivers. Good relationships between drivers and recipients increase rider security and satisfaction and reduce recipient no-show rates. Also, experienced companies develop good communications with health care facilities and make fewer mistakes, thus increasing service quality. Finally, low provider turnover helps contain administrative costs.

Network provider retention starts with responsible provider recruitment and credentialing. LogistiCare contracts with providers that understand our service standards and are able, financially and organizationally, to meet them. After selecting our network providers, LogistiCare works hard to create long-term, stable alliances with them, and looks for ways to help network recipients succeed by lowering operating costs through group purchasing benefits, technology sharing, and other means. Our ability to retain transportation providers is based on our commitment to fairness, consistency, and communication. LogistiCare understands how important these issues are to the smaller companies that make up the bulk of the NET provider system. We strive to be consistent with providers in all aspects of operations, including, but not limited to, daily ride volumes, payment schedules, and enforcement activities. For example, a network provider in the LogistiCare system knows they can count on a consistent volume of work and prompt payment as long as they continue to perform well. In our enforcement activities, we are not arbitrary and inconsistent. We give due notice of any funds withholdings or contractual penalty assessments, and we enforce the same rules for all providers.

Fostering Communication to Improve Network Relations

Most network relations problems stem from poor communication. We strive from the credentialing phase onward to be clear in the communication of our expectations, rules, and processes. This is demonstrated by the detailed provider manuals we give network providers, and by the amount of written materials and meetings associated with our recruitment process. It is also evident in our practice of meeting regularly with each provider in our network and by distributing regular provider newsletters. 

We solicit ideas from our providers on service and process improvements, acting on them whenever feasible. Our managers, supervisors, and quality assurance specialists meet with our providers’ personnel so they can come to know the individuals they are interacting with daily over the phone, occasionally in urgent situations. Such personal relationship building at all levels of the organization helps to maintain trust and high-quality service. 

Bettering the Success of Our Providers with the Provider Relations Group

Because LogistiCare is a pure broker of NET services and does not have any transportation assets of our own, we recognize the mutual dependence we have with our provider network. We are committed to ensuring the success of the independent transportation companies that display the service levels and performance required in the program. Further, by helping our network providers control costs, we are able to maintain low contract rates over the years for DHCFP. 

To that end, LogistiCare created a Provider Relations Group (PRG) in our corporate office as the foundation for assisting our providers in every state that we serve. The PRG seeks ways to leverage our nationwide scale to arrange attractive financing, lower-cost insurance, and other group purchase discounts for our providers. This additional resource and focus on our provider network exemplifies the company’s philosophy of doing everything we can to produce a better service. The PRG brings value to Nevada’s program by providing discounts on products and services relevant to operating the NET program; and providing online routing software at no cost to LogistiCare providers.

The PRG also serves as an Ombudsman for the provider network to help them resolve any concerns or conflicts that may arise with LogistiCare. The PRG intercedes on their behalf with credentialing, billing, operations, etc., to ensure that communications are open and that the issue is resolved before it detracts from the program. Often this activity reinforces the local operations or clarifies policy and procedures to providers.

Bringing a New Purchasing Program to Foster Providers’ Business Success

LogistiCare offers the National Purchasing Partners (NPP) program for our network providers. NPP is one of the largest group purchasing organizations in the nation and negotiates discounted rates on many products and services. We are now able to pass along these benefits to providers, including discounts on wireless telephone services, safety supplies, employee screening services, office supplies, and wireless employee management services, including GPS tracking, time and attendance data, etc.  This is just another example of the actions we continue to take to help our network providers succeed, such as access to other discount programs that help reduce the costs of products and services especially for small providers. 

Other discount programs in place for providers include:

· Referrals to auto and liability insurance 

· Driver background, MVR, and criminal, background, and other screenings

· Jiffy Lube Vehicle Maintenance

· Vehicle lease and purchase

3.6.1.8	The vendor shall not discriminate for the participation, reimbursement, or indemnification of any provider who is acting within the scope of his/her license or certification under applicable State or Local law, solely on the basis of that license or certification.  If the vendor declines to include an individual or groups of providers in its network, it must give the effected network provider(s) written notice of the reason for its decision. 42 CFR 438.12 (a) may not be construed to require the vendor to contract with providers beyond the number necessary to meet the needs of its recipients; or, preclude the vendor from using different reimbursement amounts for different specialties or for different practitioners in the same specialty; or, preclude the vendor from establishing measures that are designed to maintain quality of services and control costs and are consistent with its responsibilities to recipients.

It is LogistiCare policy not to discriminate against any network provider acting within the scope of its license or certification under applicable state law solely on the basis of that license or certification. In addition, we do not discriminate against network providers that serve high-risk populations or specialize in conditions that require costly treatment. All of LogistiCare’s transportation providers are prepared to transport any recipient in a manner consistent with their fleet vehicle types. 

We work with any provider who meets our contract requirements. Whenever we decline to contract with an interested provider, we furnish them written notice of the reasons for our decision.

After a provider begins working with us, our relationship is based on their performance. We use the Provider Report Card and other factors, such as complaints, compliance (vehicles, drivers, provider insurance, etc.) to make decisions. Of course, in cases of fraud, we may make a decision to immediately terminate the provider, according to the requirements outlined in our Provider Agreement.

3.6.1.9	Provide to the State supporting documentation, in a format specified by the State that demonstrates it has the capacity to serve the expected enrollment in its service area in accordance with the State’s standards for access to care.  Access to care is a recipient's ability to obtain transportation to medical care.    The Vendor must give assurances to the State and provide supporting documentation that demonstrates that it has the capacity to serve the expected enrollment and maintains a network of providers that is sufficient in number, mix, and geographic distribution to meet the needs of the anticipated number of enrollees in the service area in a timely manner as defined in this RFP. Such documentation must demonstrate that the vendor offers an appropriate range of non-emergency transportation services and maintains a network of providers that is sufficient in number, mix, and geographic distribution to meet the needs of the anticipated number of recipients in the service area.   The vendor must submit such documentation at the time it enters into a contract with the State and at any time thereafter when there has been a significant change, as defined by the State, in the vendor’s operations that would affect adequate capacity and services.  A significant change includes but may not be limited to:  changes in the vendor’s services, benefits, geographic service area or payments, enrollment of a new population in the network, or a change in ownership of the vendor. Supporting documentation and formatting will be discussed upon acceptance of contract.

As the incumbent broker since 2003, LogistiCare has a stable transportation network already in place that fully meets the capacity needs of the Nevada NET program. Over the last eight years, we have built our network by continuously evaluating capacity requirements, access requirements, and the needs of the state to provide a high-quality transportation program while also containing costs. LogistiCare currently has agreements with public, non-profit, and for-profit organizations and individual qualified operators. Each is an important component in our overall network. 

We have demonstrated our expertise in transportation management, capacity analysis, and network development to provide consistently appropriate accessibility to reliable NET services for all recipients. We have brought badly needed services to rural residents of Nevada whose health was often compromised by their relative isolation. 

By working with faith based programs, senior centers and volunteer drivers, we have been able to boost our transportation provider / driver roster. We have established formal relationships with two churches in particular, one in Las Vegas and another in the Sparks area, who are now dedicated providers. We have also developed a robust volunteer driver program that has alleviated many of the transportation problems in remote areas. These volunteer driver relationships and faith based / senior center programs have also provided additional cost-effective transportation services for recipients in highly populated areas like Las Vegas. 

DHCFP can rely on LogistiCare to carefully track the assignment volume of each transportation provider against performance measures to verify that no provider is receiving more trips than they can efficiently, yet safely manage.  By addressing the issue of capacity, we have reduced the number of provider no-shows and re-routes that lead to missed appointments. We closely manage our network’s capacity and add additional providers when we see that the network is approaching a saturation point. 

The table that follows lists our current provider network and the types of transportation services each organization provides. In the following section 3.6.1.10, we have also included a table that shows the statewide coverage of our transportation network. 

	

		LogistiCare’s Transportation Provider Network and Services Offered in Nevada



		Provider

		Ambulatory (Sedan / Taxi / Van)

		Wheelchair (Ambulatory / Van)

		Stretcher Gurney

		Critical / Intensive Care

		Public Transit

		Volunteer Driver



		*ACE Cab

		X

		X

		

		

		

		



		ADA-BOI  Inc.

		X

		X

		X

		

		

		



		*AMR

		

		

		X

		X

		

		



		AMTRAK-TRAIN

		X

		X

		

		

		X

		



		Banner Churchill Comm. Hosp. – AMB

		

		X

		X

		X

		

		



		*Bilingual Behavioral Services

		X

		

		

		

		

		



		*Capitol Cab Company

		X

		

		

		

		

		



		Carson City Fire Dept. – AMBULANCE

		

		

		X

		X

		

		



		*Carson City – JAC

		X

		X

		

		

		X

		



		*Carson City - JAC Assist

		X

		X

		

		

		X

		



		Deluxe Cab

		X

		X

		

		

		

		



		Douglas County Community Service

		X

		X

		

		

		

		



		Dialed In Auto-CO

		X

		X

		

		

		

		



		Elko Taxi

		X

		X

		

		

		

		



		Elko County Ambulance Service

		

		

		X

		X

		

		



		*Executive Las Vegas Family (11996-02)

		X

		

		

		

		

		



		*Executive Las Vegas Med Ride  (11166)

		X

		X

		

		

		

		



		*Executive Las Vegas Mojave (33062)

		X

		X

		

		

		

		



		Fallon Industries

		X

		X

		

		

		

		



		Fernley Taxi Service

		X

		

		

		

		

		



		Greyhound Bus

		X

		

		

		

		X

		



		Humboldt General Hospital/Harmony Manor

		X

		X

		X

		

		

		



		*Indian Health Services (HIS)-Duckwater

		X

		X

		

		

		

		



		*IHS-Elko

		X

		X

		

		

		

		



		*IHS-Elko Band Council

		X

		X

		

		

		

		



		*IHS-Ely Shoshone Health Dept. 

		X

		X

		

		

		

		



		*IHS-Fallon

		X

		X

		

		

		

		



		*IHS-Las Vegas/MOAPA

		X

		X

		

		

		

		



		Provider

		Ambulatory (Sedan / Taxi / Van)

		Wheelchair (Ambulatory / Van)

		Stretcher Gurney

		Critical / Intensive Care

		Public Transit

		Volunteer Driver



		*IHS-Lovelock Paiute Tribe

		X

		X

		

		

		

		



		*IHS-McDermitt

		X

		X

		

		

		

		



		*IHS-Owyhee

		X

		X

		

		

		

		



		*IHS-Pyramid Lake

		X

		X

		

		

		

		



		*IHS-Reno Sparks

		X

		X

		

		

		

		



		*IHS-Walker River

		X

		X

		

		

		

		



		*IHS-Washoe Tribal

		X

		X

		

		

		

		



		*IHS-Yerington

		X

		X

		

		

		

		



		*IHS-Yomba

		X

		X

		

		

		

		



		In State – Air

		X

		X

		

		

		

		



		J B Andrade dba Andy's Airport Shuttle

		X

		X

		

		

		

		



		*JRM Transportation

		X

		X

		

		

		

		



		*Knight Limo Services

		X

		

		

		

		

		



		Laughlin Family Resource Center

		X

		

		

		

		

		



		*Life Trans

		

		X

		X

		

		

		



		*MW Transportation

		X

		X

		

		

		

		



		*Minden Taxi

		X

		

		

		

		

		



		*Nevada Medi-Car

		

		X

		X

		

		

		



		*NYE County Senior Nutrition 

		X

		X

		

		

		

		



		Pahrump Senior Center

		X

		X

		

		

		

		



		Pahrump Valley Fire and Rescue

		

		

		X

		X

		

		



		*Pahrump Valley Taxi

		X

		X

		

		

		

		



		Pick Me Up Medical Trans

		X

		X

		X

		

		

		



		*Pride House Transport

		X

		X

		

		

		

		



		*REMSA

		

		

		X

		X

		

		



		*RTC Access

		X

		X

		

		

		X

		



		*RTC Las Vegas

		X

		X

		

		

		X

		



		*RTC Para

		X

		X

		

		

		X

		



		*RTC Reno / Bus

		X

		X

		

		

		X

		



		*RTC- Pride

		X

		X

		

		

		X

		



		*SchouVan, Inc.

		X

		X

		X

		

		

		



		Silver Rider

		X

		X

		

		

		

		



		Silver Sage Senior Citizens CN

		X

		

		

		

		

		



		Super Shuttle



		X

		X

		

		

		

		



		*University Medical Ctr.



		X

		X

		X

		

		

		



		Provider

		Ambulatory (Sedan / Taxi / Van)

		Wheelchair (Ambulatory / Van)

		Stretcher Gurney

		Critical / Intensive Care

		Public Transit

		Volunteer Driver



		*Volunteer Driver (V/D)-Blood Lindsay

		X

		

		

		

		

		X



		*V/D-Boots Barbara

		X

		

		

		

		

		X



		*V/D-Boots E. Curtis

		X

		

		

		

		

		X



		*V/D-Cooper Denis

		X

		

		

		

		

		X



		*V/D-DeMint Daniel

		X

		

		

		

		

		X



		*V/D-DeMint Paulette

		X

		

		

		

		

		X



		*V/D-Fowler Jamila

		X

		

		

		

		

		X



		*V/D-Griffith Betty

		X

		

		

		

		

		X



		*V/D-Herron Delores

		X

		

		

		

		

		X



		*V/D-Jones Christopher

		X

		

		

		

		

		X



		*V/D- Powers, Julie

		

		

		

		

		

		X



		*V/D-Pearson Beverly

		X

		

		

		

		

		X



		*V/D-Robinson Tona

		X

		

		

		

		

		X



		*V/D-Rodriguez, Alma

		

		

		

		

		

		X



		*V/D-Rodriguez Carlos 

		X

		

		

		

		

		X



		*V/D-Thompson Maureen

		X

		

		

		

		

		X



		*V/D-Tibbets Toni

		X

		

		

		

		

		X



		*V/D-Tilltson Gary

		X

		

		

		

		

		X



		*V/D-Valerie Torres

		X

		

		

		

		

		X



		*V/D-Wright Lauren

		X

		

		

		

		

		X



		*V/D-Wright Raymond

		X

		

		

		

		

		X



		*V/D- Zaman, Debbie

		

		

		

		

		

		X



		*Vango Nevada LLC

		X

		X

		

		

		

		



		Virgin Valley / Airline Limosine

		X

		

		

		

		

		



		White Pine County Ambulance

		

		

		X

		X

		

		



		*Winnemucca Taxi

		X

		X

		

		

		

		





* Indicates providers used regularly for transportation of NET recipients; others are available as needed to handle capacity requirements.

LogistiCare agrees to provide DHCFP with any additional documentation required to substantiate our network capacity. 

3.6.1.10 	Ensure transportation to Medicaid covered services shall be available to eligible recipients throughout the State. The vendor shall ensure the provision of service delivery to meet the needs of recipients under the provisions of this contract and the Medicaid Services Manual Chapter 1900.  Whenever possible, the vendor shall establish subcontracts with existing Medicaid enrolled non-emergency transportation providers in the State.  The vendor shall provide services through subcontracts with public, not-for-profit, and for-profit organizations, and individual qualified operators.

Our contracted network of 49 transportation providers, with a combined fleet of 126 vehicles, include public, non-profit, and for-profit organizations, as well as individually qualified providers in 17 counties. The following table indicates our present coverage throughout the State of Nevada.

		Current Transportation Coverage by County



		NV Counties Served

		Vehicle Type In Use

		Other Transportation Options  



		

		Ambulatory

		Wheel-chair

		Stretcher

		Other

		Public Transport

		Gas Reimbursement

		LC Volunteer Drivers



		Carson City

		X

		X

		X

		X

		X

		Yes

		Yes



		Churchill

		X

		X

		X

		

		

		Yes

		Yes



		Clark

		X

		X

		X

		X

		X

		Yes

		Yes



		Douglas 

		X

		X

		X

		

		

		Yes

		Yes



		Elko

		X

		X

		X

		X

		

		Yes

		Yes



		Esmeralda

		X

		X

		X

		

		

		Yes

		Yes



		Eureka

		X

		X

		X

		

		

		Yes

		Yes



		Humboldt 

		X

		X

		X

		

		

		Yes

		Yes



		Lander

		X

		X

		X

		X

		

		Yes

		Yes



		Lincoln 

		X

		X

		X

		X

		

		Yes

		Yes



		Lyon

		X

		X

		X

		

		

		Yes

		Yes



		Mineral 

		X

		X

		X

		

		

		Yes

		Yes



		Nye

		X

		X

		X

		

		

		Yes

		Yes



		Pershing

		X

		X

		X

		

		

		Yes

		Yes



		Storey 

		X

		X

		X

		

		

		Yes

		Yes



		Washoe

		X

		X

		X

		X

		X

		Yes

		Yes



		White Pine

		X

		X

		X

		X

		

		Yes

		Yes







3.6.1.11	The vendor shall develop resources for the transportation of recipients who do not meet the criteria for emergency or specialty care transportation. Scheduled Emergencies who do not need additional monitoring or medically necessary services are a covered NET service. Scheduled Emergencies who need additional escorts, additional monitoring or medically necessary services are defined as an emergency transport and does not require a prior authorization.

We arrange transport for scheduled emergencies according to our Same Day Transport policies and have adequate resources in our transportation network to accommodate those recipients’ needs. We authorize escorts according to DHCFP policies. We understand a scheduled emergency, as defined by the Medicaid Service Manual Chapter 1900, Section 1903.1D.2, to be any of the following:

· Transportation of a medically stable recipient to a location where an organ transplant will occur

· Hospital-to-hospital transfer of a medically stable recipient to a lower or higher level of care

· Hospital to mental health facility transfer with a qualified escort of a seriously mentally ill adult, an individual with dementia, or a severely emotionally disturbed child who is not a danger to self or others but whom, during transit, may need minimal chemical or physical restraints that are within the scope of service of an escort who is qualified as an EMT-Basic. This is in accordance with NRS 433.

3.6.1.11.1	Vendor shall be responsible for all transportation that is not an emergency or specialty care transportation, but requiring additional escorts.  Additional escorts must be approved by DHCFP.

LogistiCare currently manages non-emergency, non-specialty transportation for Nevada recipients that require escorts. Requests for additional escorts or services are screened by our General Manager, who in turn submits the requests to DHCFP for approval. 

3.6.1.11.2	The vendor and its network providers must have in place and follow written policies and procedures for processing requests for initial and continuing authorizations of service for transportation requiring additional escorts or services. The vendor must have in effect mechanisms to ensure consistent application of review criteria for authorization decisions and consult with the requesting provider when appropriate.

Written policies and procedures for requiring additional escorts are included in our Policies and Procedures Manual. These policies and procedures have been reviewed by and comply with DHCFP rules, and we enforce the consistent authorization of service for transportation requiring escorts or additional services by embedding the policies and procedures into our CSRs’ call scripts and the LogistiCAD system. 

The consistent application of these policies and procedures is monitored by our local Quality Assurance Supervisor who periodically reviews and evaluates the decisions made against the policies and procedures.  Any inconsistent application of these policies is noted and any necessary corrective actions are taken. The QA Supervisor consults with the requesting provider to help in making decisions. 

LogistiCare permits attendants to ride with individuals according to the DHCFP policies. Since LogistiCare’s LogistiCAD system allows for the storage of detailed information about individual needs, passengers requiring attendant services are flagged before trips are booked. The LogistiCAD system can also anticipate vehicle capacity constraints caused by the need for escorts and attendants and assigns trips appropriately. 

LogistiCare does not authorize transportation services for minor children unless a parent or legally responsible adult or other willing adult caregiver (over the age of 18) accompanies the child. For a facility–to-facility transport, such as a hospital or mental health facility transfer, the legally responsible adult must provide us with an authorized Minor Transportation Restriction Form. However, no child under the age of 18 is allowed to travel without an escort at any time, under any condition. 

Requests for additional escorts or services must be approved by the Nevada General Manager, who in turn will submit the requests to DHCFP for approval. 

3.6.1.11.3   The vendor shall utilize a method to schedule transportation services requiring additional escorts or services, once the services are authorized and shall ensure that trip assignment activities are performed efficiently.  The scheduling method shall be capable of accommodating advanced reservations, subscription service, and requests for urgent service. Vendor shall also make an assessment of the recipient’s need for transportation.

Our CSRs efficiently make reservations for recipients using our automated LogistiCAD reservations system. The CSRs use a unique Nevada call script that assists them with accurately recording the recipient’s reservation request. The reservation process includes eligibility verification, level of service determination, confirming or denying the reservation, and trip assignment. Because most eligible recipient’s information is already stored in our database, this process is quick and simple. We always make an unbiased assessment of the recipient’s need for transportation and follow a detailed process for gatekeeping, screening, and authorizing travel. Our scheduling method also takes into account urgent, same day and subscription trips, and services requiring additional escorts.  A full discussion on our scheduling process is included in Section 3.5 Schedule Assign and Dispatch Trips. 

3.6.1.12 	Ensure that non-English speaking recipients can access transportation services.  Where language barriers exist, the vendor must assure communication for the recipient by providing oral interpretation services.  The vendor must also develop appropriate alternative methods for communicating with visually and hearing-impaired recipients, and accommodating physically disabled recipients in accordance with the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. 

We provide recipient brochures and handbooks in English and Spanish and have the capability to provide braille materials should the Division desire. We also provide notification of our oral interpretation services for non-English speakers. 

LogistiCare employs bilingual CSRs who speak English and Spanish and offer interpretive services for speakers of other languages. Recipients with sight, hearing or speech disabilities are accommodated via telephone RELAY services. Our recipient brochure informs people of availability of these alternate formats. 

Our transportation providers hire local drivers who speak the prevalent languages in their service areas. As mentioned earlier, our call center staff and transportation providers’ drivers are trained to understand and respect people who are members of culturally diverse groups, including non-English speaking recipients. Drivers also receive training in courtesy and helpfulness, regardless of differences.

Our CSRs make detailed recipient notes concerning the special language needs of NET recipients within the LogistiCAD system. This information is available to the provider of each trip to help them prepare to assist recipients with special language needs. We also provide drivers with access to our phone interpretation service so that recipients are never put in a situation where there is no way for them to communicate with the drivers taking them to their appointment. 

3.6.1.13	The vendor is prohibited from contracting with providers who have been determined to have committed fraud or abuse by the Medicaid program.  The Division will provide the vendor with a list of currently enrolled ambulance companies and those transportation providers terminated by the State.

LogistiCare does not contract with any provider that has been determined to have committed fraud or abuse by the Medicaid program. We check the state’s termination list to verify that any existing providers have not committed fraud since they were initially contracted. Any such provider is immediately terminated. In an effort to target fraud and abuse, we do more than just monitor our personnel; we also incorporate multiple efforts specifically focused on identifying and eliminating potential abuses throughout the NET program.

3.6.1.14  	The vendor is prohibited from contracting with providers who presently are on the list of debarred individuals by the Office of the Inspector General (OIG), or could be, debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, voluntarily excluded from participation in this transaction by any federal department or agency.

LogistiCare checks all providers against the following:

· Federal Office of Inspector General (OIG) List of Excluded Individuals/Entities (includes both drivers and provider company owners)

· Excluded Individuals/Entities by Nevada Office of Inspector General (OIG)

· Comptroller of Public Accounts Debarred Vendor List

· Comptroller of Public Accounts Certificate of Account Status

· Secretary of State SOS Direct

· Internet Computerized Criminal History (CCH)

LogistiCare does not contract with providers who are on the list of debarred individuals by the OIG, or those who could be debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation in this contract by any federal department or agency. Monthly, we validate this information for our contracted providers to verify that their status has not changed. If we discover a change in status that indicates one of the previous conditions, we terminate that provider from the network.

3.6.1.15	The vendor is prohibited from (1) being an owner, in full or in part, of any organization participating as a transportation provider in the Medicaid program, or (2) having an equity interest in or being involved in the management of the organization or entity.   This prohibition applies as well to family members of vendor owners and managers, as well as to any administrative or management services subcontractors of vendor on this project. 

We certify that LogistiCare is not an owner, in full or in part, of any organization participating as a transportation provider in the Medicaid program. We further certify that we do not have an equity interest in, nor are we involved with the management of any such organization or entity. This certification applies to family members of vendor owners and managers, as well as to any administrative or management services vendor on this project. 

3.6.1.15.1	The broker shall advise DHCFP in writing of all financial relationship and transactions between itself and a NET provider (for instance, loans, grants, etc.), specifying the nature of the relationship and the terms and conditions governing it. Such relationships and transactions are not permitted without written approval of the DHCFP administrator.

LogistiCare has no financial or transactional relationships with NET providers other than those specified by the Provider Agreements we hold with each of our subcontracted transportation providers. We understand and agree that such relationships and transactions are not permitted without written approval of the DHCFP administrator. DHCFP is privy to our provider network information and has approved our current Provider Agreements. 

3.6.1.16	All subcontracts for the provision of transportation services shall specify the following minimum requirements:

· responsibilities of the vendor and subcontracted transportation provider;

· scope of services required from the transportation provider;

· insurance requirements;

· how the services, activities, and tasks to be performed by the transportation provider will be carried out;

· pickup and delivery requirements;

· driver and vehicle requirements;

· training and orientation requirements for transportation providers and  drivers; 

· procedures the vendor will employ to monitor the transportation  provider and how non-compliance will be addressed by the vendor;

· contract effective date and duration, termination, and renewal options;

· reporting requirements of the transportation providers and expectations regarding driver logs;

· financial terms of the agreement including billing schedules and terms of payment for the various modes;

· provider dispute procedures;

· staff, vehicle, and equipment requirements and service standards necessary to carry out the range of services covered;

· confidentiality relating to recipient data; and

· agreement by the transportation provider to be bound by the mandatory terms and conditions of the vendor contract. 

Our Provider Agreements stipulate and describe all the above listed requirements. Copies of our Provider Agreement, Provider Manual and Provider Handbook are currently on file with the state. 

3.6.1.17 	The vendor shall require the transportation provider drivers to maintain a daily paper or electronic log, containing, at a minimum, the following information:

· Date;

· Driver’s name;

· Driver’s signature (or authenticated log-in ID);

· Vehicle ID number(s);

· Transportation provider name and number;

· Actual start time (from base station) in military time;

· Each authorized recipient with actual pick up time (in military time);

· Actual pick-up location;

· No-show indicator;

· Each actual drop off time (military time) for authorized recipient;

· Actual drop-off location;

· Authenticating recipient signature or ID card swipe;

· Actual number of companions, per trip;

· Actual return time (to base station) in military time;

· Odometer mileage at each pickup and drop-off;

· Authorized stamp and signature of transportation provider; and

· Other pertinent information regarding completion of the trips.

Each week, network providers submit their invoices to LogistiCare, summarizing the number and types of trips performed and the amount to be paid for each trip. Included with these invoices are detailed driver logs which include all of the information specified by this RFP requirement. 



3.6.1.18		Subcontracts

The vendor must maintain oversight and is responsible for any functions and responsibilities it delegates to any subcontracted provider, (This applies to companies subcontracted as dedicated transportation providers. It does not apply to volunteer drivers, public transportation, persons receiving gas reimbursement or taxi cabs.) including:

We understand and agree to comply with all aspects of this requirement. As we have clearly outlined throughout this section, LogistiCare maintains strict oversight of our transportation provider network and takes a hands-on approach to managing their performance because we know that they are the face of LogistiCare. In fact, it could be justifiably argued that quality healthcare delivery for Nevada recipients begins and ends with effective and efficient transportation services. To that end, we have instituted specific policy statements, employee agreements, and transportation provider Business Associate Agreements with our transportation providers mandating compliance with LogistiCare, DHCFP, federal, and state requirements.



3.6.1.18.1	All subcontracts must fulfill the requirements of 42 CFR Part 438 that are appropriate to the services or activity delegated under the subcontract;

LogistiCare’s Provider Agreement includes all requirements listed in the RFP and complies with 42 CFR 438.

3.6.1.18.2 The vendor must evaluate each prospective subcontractor’s ability to perform any activities to be delegated;

Prior to entering into a Provider Agreement with any prospective transportation provider, LogistiCare engages in significant due diligence to verify a provider’s ability to perform transportation services at the level and within the standards required by this contract. Please refer to Section 3.6.1.7 for a discussion of our three tiered provider recruitment and contracting process. 

3.6.1.18.3 The vendor must have a written agreement between the vendor and the subcontractor which specifies the activities and responsibilities delegated to the subcontractor and provides for revoking delegation or imposing other sanctions if the subcontractor’s performance is inadequate;

Each of the subcontracted providers in our transportation network must sign a Provider Agreement with LogistiCare, which includes all terms and obligations required by our organization and DHCFP. As the incumbent transportation broker, LogistiCare has already obtained DHCFP approval for this Provider Agreement. We will continue to seek prior approval from DHCFP for any amendments to this standard agreement. 

3.6.1.18.4	The vendor must monitor the subcontractor’s performance on an ongoing basis and subject to formal review according to a periodic schedule established by the Division, consistent with industry standards or state laws and regulations;

The vendor must identify deficiencies or areas for improvement and must take, and require its subcontractor to take, corrective action. All subcontract forms must be approved by DHCFP.

As indicated in Sections 3.6.1.3 and 3.6.1.4, we have robust monitoring programs in place to manage our transportation providers’ performance on an ongoing basis. As described in these sections, our program is designed to quickly identify deficiencies so that corrective actions can be swiftly applied. We welcome formal review, according to the periodic schedule established by the Division. All of our subcontract forms have been provided to and approved by DHCFP.

Monitoring and improving our own and our providers’ performance are integral parts of our quality assurance program and are critical for our compliance with DHCFP’s requirements. We will use data from complaints received, performance report card scores and the results of recipient surveys to identify problem and performance issues that need attention and correction.  

3.6.1.19 Non-Discrimination

Pursuant to 42 CFR 438.214(c), the Contractor must develop policies and procedures which strictly prohibit discrimination against particular providers that serve high-risk populations or specialize in conditions that require costly treatment.

It is LogistiCare policy not to discriminate against any network provider acting within the scope of its license or certification under applicable state law. In addition, we do not discriminate against network providers that serve high-risk populations or specialize in conditions that require costly treatment. All LogistiCare’s network providers are prepared to transport all manner of recipients, consistent with their fleet vehicle types. Whenever we must decline to contract with a provider that wants to participate in our network, we provide them written notice of the reasons for our decision.

3.6.2 Ensure compliance with driver and vehicle requirements

These requirements shall be included in all subcontractor agreements with transportation providers.  The vendor may establish additional requirements on vehicles including wheel chair vans and ambulances and drivers that are subject to prior approval from Division.  The vendor shall ensure that the providers of wheelchair vans and ambulance providers adhere to these requirements as well any other applicable Federal and State requirements.

As the incumbent broker, LogistiCare has worked within the communities in Nevada since 2003 to develop a highly reliable network of 49 dedicated and non-dedicated transportation providers and volunteer drivers that have proudly served the DHCFP NET program. Our Provider Agreements clearly outline all of the local, state, and federal requirements our providers must meet, abide by, and maintain in order to begin and continue to provide service to DHCFP recipients. These requirements include specifications for all manner of vehicles from sedans, to wheelchair vans, to stretchers vans and cover topics ranging from safety, to equipment, to operator requirements. Our current Provider Agreement has been reviewed and approved by DHCFP. We understand that any future changes that we might wish to employ must be approved by the Division.

3.6.2.1	Requirements for Drivers

The vendor shall ensure that all drivers of vehicles transporting Medicaid program recipients meet the following requirements:

3.6.2.1.1	All drivers, at all times during their employment, shall be at least18 years of age and have a current valid driver’s license from the State of Nevada to operate the transportation vehicle to which they are assigned and shall be competent in their driver habits.

LogistiCare currently requires that the drivers meet the age and licensing requirements as set forth above. These requirements for drivers are included in our Provider Manual and our Provider Agreement.

3.6.2.1.2	Drivers shall have no more than one chargeable accident and/or two moving violations in the last three years.  Drivers shall not have had their driver’s license, commercial or other, suspended or revoked in the previous five years.   Drivers shall not have any prior convictions for sexual abuse or crime of violence.  Approval of any driver who has been convicted of a felony shall be obtained from Division before employment by the vendor.

LogistiCare currently requires that the drivers employed by our transportation providers meet the requirements relative to accidents / violations, license suspensions, and prior convictions as set forth above. These requirements for drivers are included in our Provider Manual and our Provider Agreement.

3.6.2.1.3	All drivers shall be courteous, patient and helpful to all passengers and drivers shall be neat and clean in appearance.

LogistiCare currently requires that the drivers employed by our transportation providers present themselves in the courteous manner and appearance as set forth above. These requirements for drivers are included in our Provider Manual, our Provider Agreement, and our Driver Code of Conduct.

3.6.2.1.4	No driver or attendant shall use alcohol, narcotics, medical marijuana, illegal drugs or drugs that impair ability to perform while on duty and no driver shall abuse alcohol or drugs at any time. The transportation provider shall not use drivers who are known abusers of alcohol or known consumers of narcotics or drugs/medications that would endanger the safety of recipients, whether those drugs are legally prescribed or not.

LogistiCare currently requires that the drivers and attendants employed by our transportation providers meet the requirements as set forth above with regard to alcohol and drug use. These requirements for drivers are included in our Provider Manual, our Provider Agreement, and in our Driver Code of Conduct. All drivers must pass a ten-panel drug test before being permitted to enroll in a LogistiCare driver-training course. More information on this process is included in 3.6.3.2. Like the criminal background check, this testing is required annually. LogistiCare providers are required to immediately remove from service any driver suspected of violated drug and alcohol policy requirements. Each driver and attendant must have no prior convictions for a substance abuse crime, and must submit to random drug and alcohol screenings as required. These requirements for drivers are included in our Provider Manual, our Provider Agreement, and in our Driver Code of Conduct.

3.6.2.1.5 All drivers and attendants shall wear or have visible, easily readable proper organization identification.

LogistiCare currently requires that the drivers employed and attendants utilized present themselves with visible and readable organization identification as required above. This requirement is included in our Provider Manual and our Provider Agreement.

3.6.2.1.6 At no time shall drivers or attendants smoke while in the vehicle, while involved in recipient assistance, or in the presence of any recipient.

LogistiCare prohibits smoking by our transportation provider’s employees while transporting, assisting, or in the presence of any recipient. This requirement is included in our Provider Manual, our Provider Agreement, and in our Driver Code of Conduct.



3.6.2.1.7 Drivers shall not wear any type of headphones or use cell phones, except for dispatch purposes, at any time while on duty. 

LogistiCare prohibits the wearing and use of electronic devices by drivers while on duty, except for dispatch purposes. This requirement is included in our Provider Manual, our Provider Agreement, and in our Driver Code of Conduct.

3.6.2.1.8 Drivers shall not use cell phones while operating vehicles.

LogistiCare prohibits drivers from using cell phones while operating vehicles. This is included in our Provider Manual, our Provider Agreement, and in our Driver Code of Conduct.

3.6.2.1.9 Drivers shall assist passengers in the process of being seated and confirm that all seat belts are fastened properly and wheelchairs and wheelchair passengers are properly secured.

LogistiCare currently requires that the drivers observe the requirements noted above for properly seating and securing passengers. These requirements for drivers are included in our Provider Manual and our Provider Agreement.

3.6.2.1.10 Drivers shall provide necessary assistance, support, and oral directions to passengers. Such assistance shall include assistance with recipients of limited mobility, and movement and storage of mobility aids and wheelchairs.

LogistiCare currently requires that the drivers employed by our transportation providers meet the rider assistance requirements as set forth above. These requirements for drivers are included in our Provider Manual and our Provider Agreement. 

3.6.2.1.11 Vendor shall provide, or ensure that its subcontractors provide, classroom and behind-the-wheel training for all drivers within thirty (30) days of beginning service under this agreement.  Driver training shall, at a minimum, include defensive driving techniques, wheelchair securement and lift operation, cultural and disability sensitivity training, passenger assistance techniques, first aid, and general customer service.

		Provider  Point-of-View



		

“LogistiCare provides inexpensive driver training, background screening and drug testing that ensure safe and responsible drivers on the road. Vehicles screening and inspection are done as well to make sure that they comply with the state and the company’s regulations…..I can say that LogistiCare Solutions has been a great help ….not just for our company for  our employees as well. Our business relies on them and the services they provide.”



Ricianne R. Santos, CEO

JRM Transportation, LLC







LogistiCare requires that all drivers employed by our network of transportation providers are fully trained before ever getting behind the wheel to transport a Nevada Medicaid recipient. We have implemented a Provider/Driver Training Program that is unique in the NET industry because it calls for all in network drivers to successfully complete three training programs created by nationally accredited institutions (or similarly accredited courses). The three accredited classes encompass defensive driving, first aid and CPR, and basic Passenger Assistance Sensitivity and Safety (PASS).  Drivers who transport wheelchair or stretcher passengers are required to take an additional three-hour “hands-on” class. These courses are offered at a fraction of the cost due to the fact that LogistiCare purchases them in bulk and we pass the savings on to our providers. Providers further benefit from this when their commercial insurance rates are lowered due to LogistiCare’s risk management practices.  Following is a detailed description of the training programs.



National Safety Council Defensive Driving Course (NSCDDC)

The training includes instruction in defensive driving strategies and techniques to reduce the chance of collision; how drugs, alcohol, physical conditions and emotions affect driving decisions; how to deal with driver distractions and fatigue; and the importance of occupant safety devices and how to use them. Particular attention is given to safety concerns, including: 

· Properly assisting clients in seating as necessary, and ensuring all riders have been buckled before the vehicle moves and remain buckled while inside the vehicle 

· Ensuring that the number of riders does not exceed the vehicle’s approved seating capacity 

· Preparing drivers with Defensive Driving modules, including proper parking to confirm clients do not have to cross the street to enter their destination 

· Assisting clients needing different levels of assistance, including hand-to-hand and door-to-door needs; also including proper parking of the vehicle for such clients 

· Managing and de-escalating crisis situations, such as improper client behavior that could jeopardize the safety of other clients or the driver/attendant 

National Safety Council First Aid/CPR/AED Course

First Aid is the immediate care given to an injured or suddenly ill person. A delay of as little as four minutes when a person’s heart stops can mean death. Bystanders do make a difference between life and death. First Aid does not take the place of proper medical treatment. It consists only of furnishing temporary assistance until competent medical care arrives. 

This program is designed to teach the lay-person basic First Aid and CPR including how to handle: bleeding and wound care; shock from burns; serious injuries to bones, joints and muscles; sudden illness during transport; emergencies due to extreme cold or heat; and blood borne pathogens. Additionally, drivers are trained on the protocols for using an AED and how to administer CPR when responding to breathing and cardiac emergencies in adults, children and infants.  This program meets or exceeds all OSHA and Industrial First Aid and CPR standards.

These on-line training programs are interactive, cost effective, and allow providers to determine a training schedule that is convenient for them.  After completing the on-line training programs each participant will be equipped with the knowledge and skills required to be a safe, responsible, knowledgeable and courteous driver. All drivers and attendants must successfully complete all required courses before operating in any capacity for LogistiCare.

The Community Transportation Association of American, Passenger Assistance Sensitivity and Safety (PASS) Hands-On

The Community Transportation Association of America (CTAA) offers the Passenger Assistance Sensitivity and Safety (PASS) Driver Certification Program.  This program is designed to provide community transportation drivers with current expertise in passenger assistance techniques and sensitivity skills appropriate for serving persons with disabilities. 

The course outline includes: 

· Day 1: Introduction: Pre-test, Stress Management, Americans with Disabilities Act

· You as a Professional

· Customer Service: Who are your Customers; Communication; Stress Management 

· Americans with Disabilities Act 

· Service Animals 

· Disability Awareness: Assisting the Visually Impaired; Hidden Disabilities; Stroke; Epilepsy and Seizure Disorders

· Day 2: Principles of Crisis Management

· Blood Borne Pathogens (Hepatitis A,B,C; HIV, Dialysis) 

· Wheelchairs 

· Lift Operating Procedures (Hands On Training) 

· Wheelchair and Occupant Securement (Hands On Training) 

· Emergency and Evacuation Procedures 

· Driver / Passenger Sexual Improprieties 

· Driver Certification Examination

If a driver is responsible for a special medical vehicle (SMV), specifically for wheelchairs or stretchers, an additional hands-on class is required.  This class lasts approximately three hours and teaches the following:

· Wheelchair and stretcher restraint systems

· Lift operating procedures

· Wheelchair and occupant restraints techniques

These training programs are interactive, cost effective, and allow providers to determine a training schedule that is convenient for them.  After completing the programs each participant is equipped with the knowledge and skills required to be a safe, responsible, knowledgeable and courteous driver.

3.6.2.2	Requirements for Provider Vehicles

The vendor shall ensure that all transportation providers maintain all vehicles adequately to meet the requirements of this RFP and resultant contract.  Vehicles and all components shall comply with or exceed State, Federal, and manufacturer’s safety and mechanical operating and maintenance standards for the vehicles.  Vehicles shall comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) regulations. 

LogistiCare’s network of transportation providers maintains a fleet of appropriate, reliable, and well-maintained NET vehicles. We make every effort to assure that all vehicles in our transportation network comply with all regulatory requirements for vehicle safety, operation, and maintenance. Before being placed into NET service, all vehicles in our transportation network must comply with applicable city, county, state, and federal requirements, which include ADA regulations, licensing, and insuring all vehicles used to transport recipients. Our provider contracts stipulate that transportation providers must keep their vehicles in proper physical and mechanical condition at all times. LogistiCare’s vehicle standards for transportation providers specify a multitude of conditions, including all of the requirements outlined below.

All vehicles shall meet the following requirements:

· The transportation provider shall provide and use a two-way communication system linking all vehicles used in delivering the services under this contract with the transportation provider’s major place of business. Pagers are not an acceptable substitute.

All vehicles in LogistiCare’s network fleet are required to have and utilize two-way communication systems. This communication system requirement is part of our initial inspection prior to a vehicle being placed into service and is monitored during all subsequent annual and spot inspections.

· All vehicles shall be equipped with adequate heating and air-conditioning.

All vehicles in LogistiCare’s network fleet are equipped with working heating and air-conditioning systems. This heating and cooling requirement is part of our initial inspection prior to a vehicle being placed into service and is monitored during all subsequent annual and spot inspections.

· All vehicles shall have functioning, clean and accessible seat belts for each passenger seat position pursuant to NRS 484.641.  Each vehicle shall utilize child safety seats when transporting children under age six (6). Child safety seats shall meet standards and be used in a manner prescribed in NRS 484.474

All vehicles in LogistiCare’s network fleet are equipped with seat belts, as specified by NRS 484.641. This seat belt requirement is part of our initial inspection prior to a vehicle being placed into service and is monitored during all subsequent annual and spot inspections. Further, all of our contracted providers are required to utilize child safety seats for children under the age of six years old, pursuant to NRS 484.474.

· All vehicles shall have a functioning speedometer and odometer.

All vehicles in LogistiCare’s network fleet are equipped with a working speedometer and odometer. This equipment requirement is part of our initial inspection prior to a vehicle being placed into service and is monitored during all subsequent annual and spot inspections.

· All vehicles shall have two exterior rear view mirrors, one on each side of the vehicle.

All vehicles in LogistiCare’s network fleet are equipped with two, appropriately positioned rear view mirrors. This equipment requirement is part of our initial inspection prior to a vehicle being placed into service and is monitored during all subsequent annual and spot inspections.

· All vehicles shall be equipped with an interior mirror for monitoring the passenger compartment.

All vehicles in LogistiCare’s network fleet are equipped with an interior mirror capable of monitoring the passenger compartment. This equipment requirement is part of our initial inspection prior to a vehicle being placed into service and is monitored during all subsequent annual and spot inspections.

· The interior and exterior of the vehicle shall be clean and the exterior free of broken mirrors or windows, excessive grime, major dents or paint damage that detract from the overall appearance of the vehicles.

All vehicles in LogistiCare’s network fleet are in clean, presentable condition with no defects that detract from their overall appearance. This requirement is part of our initial inspection prior to a vehicle being placed into service and is monitored during all subsequent annual and spot inspections.

· The vehicle shall have passenger compartments that are clean, free from torn upholstery or floor or ceiling covering, damaged or broken seats, protruding sharp edges and shall also be free of dirt, oil, grease or litter.

All vehicles in LogistiCare’s network fleet have interiors that are clean and free of damaged or broken parts / features. This requirement is part of our initial inspection prior to a vehicle being placed into service and is monitored during all subsequent annual and spot inspections.

· All vehicles shall have the transportation provider’s name, vehicle number, and the vendor’s toll free and local phone number prominently placed within the interior of each vehicle.  This information and the complaint procedures shall be available in written form in each vehicle for distribution to recipients on request.

All vehicles in LogistiCare’s network fleet are required to include clear signage indicating the provider’s name, vehicle number, and LogistiCare’s toll free and local phone numbers. This information, as well as instructions for filing a complaint is also available in written form for riders. These requirements are part of our initial inspection prior to a vehicle being placed into service and is monitored during all subsequent annual and spot inspections.

· Smoking is prohibited in all vehicles while transporting Medicaid program recipients. All vehicles shall have the following signs posted in all vehicle interiors, easily visible to the passengers:

“NO SMOKING”

“ALL PASSENGERS MUST USE SEAT BELTS”

Smoking is not allowed in any vehicles in LogistiCare’s network fleet and all are equipped with “No Smoking” and “All Passengers Must Use Seat Belts” signs. This requirement is part of our initial inspection prior to a vehicle being placed into service and is monitored during all subsequent annual and spot inspections.

· All vehicles shall include a vehicle information packet containing vehicle registration, insurance card and accident procedures and forms.

All vehicles in LogistiCare’s network fleet must have the registration, insurance card and accident procedures / forms on board at all times. This requirement is part of our initial inspection prior to a vehicle being placed into service and is monitored during all subsequent annual and spot inspections.

· All vehicles shall be provided with a fully equipped first aid kit.

All vehicles in LogistiCare’s network fleet are equipped with a fully stocked first aid kit.  This requirement is part of our initial inspection prior to a vehicle being placed into service and is monitored during all subsequent annual and spot inspections.

· Each vehicle shall contain a current map of the applicable State(s) with sufficient detail to locate recipients and medical providers.

All vehicles in LogistiCare’s network fleet are equipped with a current Nevada map. Vehicles utilized for out of state trips are equipped with current maps for the states they serve. This requirement is part of our initial inspection prior to a vehicle being placed into service and is monitored during all subsequent annual and spot inspections.

· In compliance with NAC 706.191, all vehicles shall have a minimum of $1,500,000 combined single limit insurance coverage for vehicles at all times during the contract period.

Our entire fleet of network vehicles are in compliance with NAC 706.191 and carry a minimum of $1,500,000 combined single limit insurance coverage for all of their vehicles. This requirement is part of our credentialing process prior to a vehicle being placed into service and is monitored during all subsequent annual and spot inspections, and via the Expired Insurance Report that we generate from our LogistiCAD system.

· Any vehicle or driver found out of compliance with this RFP, resultant contract Requirements, or any State or Federal regulations shall be removed from service immediately until the vendor verifies correction of deficiencies. Any deficiencies and actions taken shall be documented and become a part of the vehicle’s and the driver’s permanent records.

LogistiCare actively enforces all driver and vehicle compliance and credentialing standards. Any driver or vehicle found to be non-compliant with RFP and contract requirements, or state or federal regulations, is immediately removed from service until LogistiCare verifies that such deficiencies have been corrected. All instances of non-compliance and our actions toward resolution are documented in our records for the appropriate provider, driver and vehicle. For example, if a driver fails to maintain appropriate licensing, we require the driver’s immediate removal from the program until they are properly licensed. Likewise, any driver who exceeds the moving violation or chargeable accident terms specified in the RFP will no longer be allowed to provide service. Any vehicles found to be non-compliant with the requirements set forth in the RFP and the provider agreement are removed from service and not allowed back into network until they are re-inspected and found to be in compliance.

Confirming that all accountability standards for vehicle, driver, and provider requirements are attained protects the safety of NET riders and produces a compliant, high-quality program. 

· The vendor shall develop and implement an annual inspection process in addition to the applicable State vehicle inspection requirements to verify that vehicles used by transportation subcontracted providers meet the above requirements and that safety and passenger comfort features are in good working order (e.g., brakes, tire, tread, signals, horn, seat belts, air conditioning/heating, etc.). Prior to execution of this Contract and the service agreement between the vendor and each transportation provider, the vendor shall complete an initial inspection of all the transportation provider’s vehicles. Records of all inspections shall be maintained.  

LogistiCare currently inspects all vehicles in the Nevada provider network at least once a year and more often if needed; for example, in response to rider complaints, or in case a vehicle has been in an accident. We also require annual state vehicle inspections. 

Our ongoing inspection process is outlined above in Section 3.6.1.3. Our initial recruitment and credentialing process is detailed in Section 3.6.1.7.

· All vehicles must carry at all times a copy of the Letter of Exemption issued by DHCFP to the vendor certifying that the vehicle is exempt from the need to obtain a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity pursuant to NRS 706.158 and NRS 706.745.

We affirm that all our vehicles carry a copy of the Letter of Exemption issued by DHCFP, at all times. This letter is a result of the efforts we undertook with DHCFP when we began working in Nevada in 2003 which resulted in the passage of Senate Bill 401. This bill eases the permitting requirements for providers who plan to contract with LogistiCare to provide exclusive Nevada Medicaid transportation services. As a result, we are able to bring new providers into the network more quickly, so that we can scale to accommodate the changing needs of DHCFP’s NET program. Non-exempt providers are very highly regulated by the NTA and carry a CPCN number that proves their compliance with stringent state standards. These exempt providers meet LogistiCare’s high standards for insurance, driver training, and vehicle safety. Their vehicles are still subject to ongoing safety inspections by the NTA. We validate that these Letters of Exemption are carried in the vehicle through annual vehicle inspections and random field checks.

3.6.3 The NET broker shall ensure adequate oversight of subcontracted transportation providers and ensure that providers comply with all applicable Local, State and Federal laws, regulations and permit requirements. This duty includes, but is not limited to verification that each provider maintains at all times:

Oversight of our transportation network begins with our initial recruitment and selection and continues through stringent credentialing and contracting processes. We are diligent in our efforts to confirm providers are in compliance with local, state and federal laws; licensing regulations; permitting; and other regulations such as insurance requirements. 

We employ several major oversight techniques when evaluating our NET transportation providers, including: 

· Validating ongoing compliance with basic credentialing requirements such as insurance, driver background checks and vehicle standards;

· Enforcing performance requirements such as being on time, driving safely, providing passenger assistance, and treating recipients with dignity and courtesy; and

· Checking all transportation providers, vehicle owners, and drivers against the Office of Inspector General (OIG) monthly to be sure they have not committed fraud or abuse against Medicaid or Medicare. LogistiCare uses the Federal List of Excluded Individuals/Entities (LEIE) database to check on new transportation providers; and 

· Federal, state and local criminal background checks, including sex offender lists.

3.6.3.1 Insurance which complies with the standards at 49 C.F.R. 387 subpart B, N.A.C. §706.191(1-3), and which provide for notice of the status of the policy to the Administrator of Nevada Medicaid upon expiration, termination, or at any time requested by the Administrator;

Our entire fleet of network vehicles is in compliance with NAC 706.191 and carries a minimum of $1,500,000 combined single limit insurance coverage on all vehicles. This is validated through obtaining and examining provider records. Our provider contracts continue to require this level of coverage. LogistiCare takes the extra step to obtain and retain a copy of an insurance certificate for each provider. We record the expiration date in the LogistiCAD system to alert us and providers of upcoming expirations. We are able to validate insurance renewals and receive renewal certificates. We do not accept attestation as an adequate validation of compliance. We will provide notice of the status of all relative polices to the Administrator of Nevada Medicaid as required.



3.6.3.2 An alcohol and substance abuse testing program which complies with standards at 49 C.F.R. Part 382;

LogitiCare makes every effort to reduce the risk of accidents and injuries resulting from the misuse of alcohol or use of controlled substances by drivers. All of the network drivers, including volunteer drivers, are subject to an initial and periodic alcohol and substance abuse testing program that actually exceeds the five-panel U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Motor Carrier Safety Division standards. All drivers in the NET program  must pass a 10-panel drug screening prior to enrolling in training and must retake the testing annually. The 10-panel test includes evaluation for:

· Marijuana (THC metabolite)

· Cocaine

· Amphetamines

· Opiates (including heroin)

· Phencyclidine (PCP)

· Barbiturates

· Benzodiazepines

· Methadone

· Methaqualone

· Propoxyphene

As a benefit to our provider network, we contract with a national employee screening services firm, Occuscreen, to offer reasonably priced drug and alcohol assessments. However, providers can also use any other accredited screening agency that can meet our 10-panel screening requirements. 

We require our transportation providers to immediately remove from service any driver suspected of violating drug and alcohol policy requirements until a satisfactory review has been completed. Additionally, LogistiCare reserves the right to have removed from service any driver that we or the state feels is not in compliance with DHCFP regulations.

3.6.3.3	Criminal background checks conducted periodically that assure criteria at MSM §103.12A are met;

All of the network drivers, including volunteers, are subject to an initial criminal background check to confirm that criteria at MSM §103.12A are met and is repeated annually thereafter. LogistiCare checks all transportation providers, owners thereof, and/or drivers, as applicable, against the following:

· Federal List of Excluded Individuals/Entities –Drivers and owners checked

· Excluded Individuals/Entities by the Dept. of Health & Human Services Office of Inspector General

· Comptroller of Public Accounts Debarred Vendor List

· Comptroller of Public Accounts Certificate of Account Status

· Secretary of State SOS Direct

· Internet Computerized Criminal History (CCH)

· Office of Inspector General (OIG) monthly check to verify that they have not committed fraud & abuse against Medicaid or Medicare 

A key savings program we offer to the provider network is the nationally discounted background screening program operated by our national partner Occuscreen, which includes screening for Motor Vehicle Registry, Substance Abuse, Sexual Offender, Criminal Backgrounds, and more. However, providers can also use any other accredited screening agency that meets MSM §103.12A criteria.

LogistiCare refuses to utilize in the program any individual who fails to meet these mandated criteria. Furthermore, we immediately remove from the program any individual who fails to meet these criteria during our mandated, periodic testing.

3.6.3.4	Signage on all vehicles identifying those operating under any exemption from Nevada Transportation Authority (NTA) regulation;

LogistiCare’s network of subcontracted vehicles clearly exhibit signage identifying those that are operating under an exemption from the NTA regulation. We validate that the appropriate signage is in place during annual vehicle inspections and through regular, random field monitoring.

3.6.3.5	Documentation in each vehicle of any exemption from NTA regulation;

LogistiCare requires all of our provider’s vehicles to carry a copy of the Letter of Exemption issued by DHCFP. We validate that these Letters of Exemption are carried in every vehicle though annual inspections and random field monitoring.

3.6.3.6	Current provider agreements with Nevada Medicaid.

		As a contracted agent of the Director of the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), subject to the requirements of NRS § 422.2705 and NRS § 706.745. The NET broker may utilize the services of motor carriers that are exempt from certain certification requirements of the NTA of the Department of Business and Industry. Prior to exercising this option, the NET broker shall, with the assistance of the NTA, establish and utilize an inspection program designed to ensure that vehicles used by these motor carriers, and their operations, are safe. The NET broker shall also require these same motor carriers to submit proof of a liability insurance policy, certificate of insurance or surety which is substantially equivalent in form and is in the same amount or in a greater amount than the policy, certificate or surety required by the Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) pursuant to NRS 706.291 for a similar situated motor carrier. The NET broker shall certify the transportation providers meet insurance requirements, vehicle safety standards, and driver background and drug tests cited in this chapter before a letter of exemption will be issued by DHCFP for that transportation provider.

LogistiCare certifies that all vehicles in our network, including those with the exemptions described above, are subject to the same rules for vehicle inspection described earlier in this section. They will also be required to carry and show proof of liability insurance, certificate of insurance, or surety, equal to, or the same as, the level required by the Department of Motor Vehicles. We further certify that all drivers will be subject to background and drug tests cited herein.

3.6.4 Volunteer Drivers

The vendor is encouraged to use recipient vouchers and/or volunteer programs to provide the most cost efficient transportation service to the recipient if such transportation is appropriate to meet the needs of the recipient.  The vendor shall have procedures in place to verify and document vehicles and drivers used in reimbursement and volunteer programs that comply with appropriate State operating requirements, driver’s licensure, vehicle registration and insurance coverage.  The vendor shall obtain prior Division approval for the reimbursement method and schedule for recipient vouchers and/or mileage reimbursement.

LogistiCare is experienced in the administration of mileage and gas reimbursement programs for Medicaid recipients in Nevada. These programs keep costs low, offer fair reimbursement, and provide maximum travel control and flexibility to recipients. 

LogistiCare has focused on implementing special volunteer driver programs in Nevada that have proven to be particularly valuable in remote areas with little commercial or public transportation available. We currently have 22 active volunteer drivers. The use of volunteer drivers is carefully coordinated with our commercial providers to encourage an atmosphere of collaboration rather than competition. Private vehicles and drivers in the private compensated volunteer program must meet certain standards, including the following:

· Appropriate state licensing and insurance

· Seatbelts and child safety seats when appropriate

· Functional heating and air conditioning in vehicle 

· No driver may have convictions for substance abuse,  sexual crimes, or crimes of violence

LogistiCare reimburses private, compensated volunteer transportation providers for their expenses on a per-mile basis from mile one. 

Recipient Reimbursement Program

Per DHCFP policy, if a recipient owns a vehicle, they can use it and be reimbursed for mileage if an individual trip is more than 25 miles one way. We provide reimbursement beginning at mile 26. Alternatively, the recipient is able to claim mileage reimbursement if total weekly mileage is more than 50 miles. In this case, mileage is paid starting with mile 51. 

If a recipient does not own a vehicle, but has a family member or friend who does, and they are not legally responsible for the recipient’s care, these individuals can be reimbursed from mile one of the trip. 

In both cases above, the recipient must contact LogistiCare to schedule the trip, allowing us to verify eligibility, appointment time, and need for the visit. Our staff confirms that all drivers eligible for mileage reimbursement meet program criteria related to licensing, vehicle registration, and insurance. 

A mileage reimbursement form is completed by the recipient and signed by the medical provider to document that every reimbursed trip was actually taken. All trip mileage is accurately calculated and recorded using geo-based technology in our database system. Distances and confirmations are reviewed by billing staff before any payments are made. 
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Section 1 includes:  
Who We Are  
MTM History  
MTM Departments  
CSC Organization Chart  
CSC HIPAA Guidelines  
MTM Toll Free Numbers  
MTM Fax numbers  
 


Section 2 includes:  
Customer Service Skills 
What is a CSR  
Soft Skills  
CLAS Standards  
Quality Observation Scoring Guide 
Goals 
Sample of Report Card
Call Monitoring Evaluation Form  
Attendance policy  
CSC Call in Procedure  
Chain of Command Workflow  


 
Section 3 includes: (MTM Terms and Medical Terms)  


Terms  
Appropriate NET Management  
Abbreviations and Definitions  
Types of coverage  
Specialist  


 
Section 4 includes: Trip Allocation  


Language Barriers- Relay calls  
Language Barriers- Translator Calls  
How to handle the foreign accent  
 


Section 5 includes: (General Information)  
General Information  


 







 


  


     


Section 6 includes (Types of trips)  
Urgent Request Process  
Urgent Request Guidelines  
One Way and Multi Leg Request  
 


Section 7 includes Codes  
Trip Status Codes  
Trip Remark Codes  
Trip Reason Codes  


 
Section 9 includes Modes of Transport  


Mileage Reimbursement  
Mileage Reimbursement Tips  
Mileage Pay Chart 2010  
Voided Mileage Check sample  
Reimbursement- Personal Cab  
Public Transportation  
Sample of Bus Letter  
Bus Exclusions  
Ambulatory Transportation  
Paralift Transportation  
Stretcher and Ambulance Request  
 


Section 10 Quality Management  
Documentation of Complaints  
Fraud and Abuse  
 


Section 13 includes Account Information  
Account Specific Information  


 







 


  


     


Section 14 includes: Forms  
Sample of Level of Need form  
OE Form  
Sample of Transportation Request Form  
Sample of Introductory Status – 40 day review form 
Sample of Introductory Status- 80 day review form  
Performance Appraisal form  
CSR Job Description 2009  
CSR Bi-Lingual Job Description 2009  


 
Section 15 includes:  


Transportation Provider Information  
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Welcome to MTM 
 


WHO are we? 
We are MTM- Medical Transportation Management, Inc. - leaders in the non-emergency 
medical transportation management industry.  
 
WHAT do we do? 
We arrange rides for Participants of health plans and state run programs like Medicaid. 
The rides are provided by the most appropriate means, which includes public 
transportation, sedan, taxi, multi-passenger van, Para-lift or wheelchair lift and non-
emergency stretcher.  We are the Medicaid Transportation Broker for the State of Idaho.   
 
WHEN do we arrange rides? 
MTM arranges the ride after the appointment has been scheduled by the Participant and 
in accordance with their plan’s specific days-notice policy. The Participant must call to 
arrange a ride as soon as they are aware of the need for transportation; a two day advance 
notice is requested. The urgent nature of the appointment, along with the number of times 
the Participant has been educated on the days-notice policy, could determine whether the 
Participant is required to reschedule their appointment. 
 
WHERE do we arrange rides? 
We arrange rides for clients in 26 states and the District of Columbia within each client’s 
program service area and with specific distance limits. Rides are for medical 
appointments, and if offered by the plan, non-medical appointments.  
 
HOW is transportation arranged? 
All appointments are arranged through “call intake” and “screening.” Trip information is 
entered into MTM’s proprietary NET Management System. Each “trip request” is 
arranged using the most appropriate means of transportation based on the participant’s 
medical condition and cognitive abilities. This could include assigning bus, sedan, wheel 
chair lift, or stretcher van as needed. The trip is then sent in an electronic download 
format or faxed via the NET Management System to the transportation provider.  
 
WHY do we do what we do? 
MTM has a sincere desire to ensure sure that everyone gets to their medical appointments 
in a timely, safe manner. That is what motivates MTM to provide quality transportation 
service of the highest caliber. MTM’s mission statement says it best-  


 
 
 
 
 


“Helping People Access Healthcare Through Quality Transportation Management” 
  
  







 
 


Medical Transportation Management, Inc (MTM)  
Department Summaries 


 
MTM’s mission is to be the premier manager of non-emergency transportation services, providing safe, 
reliable transportation for our passengers and the best value for our clients.  
 
MTM carries out its proven processes through eight core departments: 


1. Accounting and Finance 
2. Business Solutions Group (BSG) 
3. Client Services (CS) 
4. Customer Service Center (CSC) 
5. Network Management (NM) 
6. Quality Management (QM) 
7. Technology Infrastructure (TI) 
8. Utilization/Care Management (UCM) 


 
Accounting and Finance Department 
The Accounting and Finance Department manages all financial aspects of MTM’s transportation 
program and consists of the following: Accounting and Finance, Trip Reconciliation, and 
Bus/Reimbursement. This department works to ensure efficient payment of transportation providers by 
working directly with them to ensure accurate and timely completion of trip reconciliation. 
Additionally, the department mails, processes and accounts for all bus tokens and passes mailed to 
participants. 
 
Business Solutions Group (BSG) 
MTM has a highly trained technology department responsible for MTM’s NET Management System, 
including the identification and delivery of business information and business system solutions, 
including, but not limited, to management reports, data and information analysis, and business process 
improvement. This department is responsible for the IT and information services requested by our 
clients, transportation providers and other partners/subcontractors. Business Solutions performs all 
database management functions including coordination of production, data processing, and reporting for 
clients and MTM staff, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), system enhancements, data analysis, and 
HIPAA compliance related to data transmission. 
 
Client Services (CS) 
The hallmark of MTM’s business is our exceptional Client Services Department. This department 
works in collaboration with all MTM corporate departments and will work with the State of Idaho 
Department of Health and Welfare to ensure MTM is fully compliant with all requirements governing 
the transportation benefit. Client Services staff stays apprised of state Medicaid requirements through a 
continuous internal training process. The department’s primary responsibility is the management of the 
program, which includes being a ready resource to our clients and making changes to staffing, 
processes, and procedures when necessary to meet contract requirements and client expectations. 







 
Customer Service Center (CSC) 
MTM bases our CSC call statistics on NCQA (National Committee of Quality Assurance) standards. 
We operate six Customer Service Centers with locations in St. Louis and Laurie, Missouri, Pulaski, 
Virginia, St. Paul, Minnesota, Anderson, South Carolina and Washington DC. Through these customer 
service centers, we process over 1.6 million incoming calls, scheduling roughly 4 million trips annually. 
We hire and train professional-minded Customer Service Representatives (CSRs) to offer the highest-
quality service. We provide ongoing training and monitor CSR performance to ensure compliance to 
client protocols and MTM standards. We provide high-quality trip reservation (or call intake) with 
industry-leading Cisco Systems CallManager call processing application. Through this system, we 
monitor Customer Service Center operations and provide minute-by-minute data for trending analysis 
and staffing adjustments. 
 
 
Network Management (NM) 
MTM’s Network Management Department identifies, recruits, and credentials transportation providers 
in the service area in order to obtain the highest quality transportation network that is capable of 
sustaining our client’s needs. This includes public transit, sedans, wheelchair equipped vehicles, and 
stretcher vans. MTM has a proven methodology for identifying, recruiting and contracting qualified 
transportation providers. We have successfully applied these processes and currently contract with over 
500 transportation providers throughout our national service area. Once a network is in place, our 
experienced Network Management staff monitors the network for adequate coverage of vehicles and 
modes (sedan, wheelchair lift, etc.). The department also monitors all required documentation such as 
licensure, background checks, certifications, insurance requirements, and vehicle inspections to ensure 
these remain current.  
 
Quality Management Department (QM) 
MTM’s Quality Management Department oversees and monitors all aspects of MTM’s operations 
across all departments to ensure our clients receive the highest quality of service achievable. The 
Quality Management Department executes MTM’s formal Quality Management Program and Work 
Plan. The scope of the QM Program includes: credentialing of providers, audits, and site reviews to 
ensure provider compliance with MTM Provider Guidelines, management of participant, client, and 
provider complaints/grievances, fraud and abuse investigation and reporting, incident and accident 
monitoring and reporting and prevention, systematic oversight of Customer Service Centers, and 
subcontracted entities, as well as monitoring and evaluation of administrative services. 
 
MTM’s Compliance Program speaks directly to our dedication to the services we provide. MTM 
monitors systems of compliance through internal mechanisms focused on examining business 
processes, which evaluate MTM’s ability to comply with internal and external requirements. MTM’s 
focus is on a discipline of continuous improvement. The Compliance Program conducts ongoing 
internal audits to discover actual activity within the organization, which enables objective decision-
making and alerts managers to direct resources towards the right issues. Because of this, we learn about 
potential problem areas before they become issues and identify how to improve our processes. 
Corrective actions are then implemented in a timely manner in order to increase the effectiveness of 
controls within a process. 
 







Technology Infrastructure (TI) 
MTM’s Technology Infrastructure (TI) department is responsible for the technology systems 
infrastructure and operational support of MTM business operations including TI service desk, network 
(LAN & WAN) administration, system health monitoring, telephony system management, 
system/business continuity, and information security/privacy. The department serves internal and 
external clients to ensure all systems function optimally. Our dependable technology infrastructure was 
no accident. It required strategic planning and a dedicated staff to support it, along with a commitment 
to implement qualified improvements. MTM invests in the company’s technological infrastructure to 
ensure our clients receive the best service possible. For example, in 2001, MTM invested just over $1 
million upgrading our telephone system to increase efficiency and reliability. This upgrade consisted of 
implementing Cisco Systems CallManager call-processing application. It utilizes state-of-the-art Voice 
over Internet Protocol (VoIP). VoIP enables MTM to provide more cost-effective trip request 
processing than customer service centers that operate over traditional telephone lines. 
 







Utilization/Care Management (UCM) 
MTM was founded on the principles of increasing health care access by providing quality transportation 
services to special needs groups. From this knowledge, MTM designed the transportation management 
industry’s first Utilization/Care Management Department. This department gives case managers a single 
point of contact when scheduling NET/NEMT transportation. The Care Managers work one-on-one 
with health-plan care managers, social workers, and facility staff in booking critical trips for their 
participants. Care Managers coordinate trips for dialysis, chemotherapy, high-risk obstetrical care, 
behavioral health services, transplants, hospital discharges, and other specialized services. The Care 
Manager may also coordinate meals and lodging as a participant’s needs or circumstances dictate. 
 
In addition to the above departments, MTM has a fully staffed Human Resources and Administration 
Department to assist in the hiring, employee training programs, ensuring employee rights and 
confidentiality are maintained and benefits administration for MTM employees. This department also 
provides important administrative functions to ensure the smooth operation of MTM. 
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Customer Service Center 
HIPAA Guidelines 


Under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996, MTM is 
obligated under federal law, including, without limitation, to maintain the confidentiality 
of information, including personal healthcare information of all recipients.   
 
Listed below are some areas that can prevent any disclosure of personal information. 
 
 Press CTRL + ALT + DELETE (CTRL + ALT + END if using one of the new 


black thin clients) to lock system when getting up from workstation.  Do in the 
same manner and enter password upon signing back into system.  


 
 Place any paper(s) with names or Medical numbers out of view or when leaving 


the workstation. 
 
 Drop any paper(s) with names or Medical numbers on them in the metal boxes 


located throughout the CSC.  Do not dispose of in the trash.  
 
 Any issues or concerns regarding a recipient should not be discussed outside of 


business. 
 
 Enter any personal information, regarding a recipient’s medical illness or 


condition, in the system’s Trip Remarks or Red Flag only.  This information 
would not be necessary for view on a trip.     


 
 Do not disclose any personal information, with or without a recipient’s consent, to 


any party that does not deal with meeting the transportation request. 
 
 Do not release a Medical number.  If the caller is unaware of the Medical  
 number or does not have the Medical number available, the file can be entered 
 by name or telephone number. The caller must then confirm the address, 
 telephone number and date of birth.  The release of the Medical number would 
 not be given to the caller at any time during the call if it were not provided. 


 
 If either the recipient or the recipient’s file states that they have a password, 


please ask caller for the password before arranging transportation.  A password is 
to ensure the recipient’s safety/privacy and has been created for a reason. 


 
 Do not leave a message with anyone other than caller or person who made 


transportation arrangements initially or on an answering machine. Be vague 
informing them to call Medical Transportation concerning their arrangements 
when necessary. 


 
 Retrieve any printed or copied items with names or medical numbers 


immediately. 







  Updated:  October 15, 2009 


 
 


Customer Service Center-Toll Free Transportation Numbers 
In the event that a caller comes in on an incorrect line, direct the caller to the correct 
MTM toll free number.  If the caller does not match any of the accounts listed below, 
refer the caller to contact the customer service number on the back of their benefit card.  
 


 Advantage Care Select (IN) 
(877) 203-5622 


 Albany County/DFA (NY) 
(866) 208-7357 


 Arcadian Health Plan (multi) 
      (866) 232-6116 


 Blue Advantage Plus (MO) 
(800) 872-0508 


 Care Improvement Plus (multi) 
 (888 ) 240-6435 


 Children’s Mercy Family Health 
Partners (MO, KS) 
(800) 890-6026 


 Children’s Special Care (MI) 
 (877 ) 547-2488 


 Colorado Access (CO) 
 (866) 791-4079 


 District Medical Assistance 
Transportation Services (DC) 
(866) 796-0601 


 Gateway Health Plan (PA, OH) 
(866) 670-3063 


 Greene County (NY) 
(877) 361-9791 


 Hamilton County (OH) 
       (877) 722-2285 


 Harmony Health of Illinois (IL) 
(877) 248-1338 


 Harmony Health of Missouri (MO) 
 (866 ) 745-6714 


 Healthcare USA (MO) 
 (800 ) 688-3752 


 Humana (LA) 
(800) 430-4146 


 Humana (TX) 
 (866 ) 628-0391 


 Kaiser Foundation (CO) 
 (888 ) 665-8125 


 Kansas (KS) 
 (888) 240-6497 


 Martin County CTC (FL) 
 (866 ) 836-7034 


 Mercy Medicare (MO) 
 (800) 756-3039 


 Minnesota Medicaid (MN) 
 (866 ) 467-1724 


 Missouri Care (MO) 
(800) 695-5791 


 Molina Healthcare of FL (FL) 
      (888) 240-6596 


 Molina Healthcare of MO (MO) 
 (888 ) 867-9115 


 Molina National (multi) 
(866) 867-3208 


 MTM Advantage (MO) 
(866) 655-0778 


 MTM Business 
(888) 561-8747 


 MTM Complaint Line 
Transfer to ext. 8-1-0-5 


 OmniCare (MI) 
(800) 947-2133 


 Orange County (NY) 
(866) 591-4066  


 Puget Sound (WA) 
(877) 722-2308 


 South Carolina (SC) 
(866) 831-4130 


 STAT 
(888) 592-7828 


 St. Louis Taxi Service (MO) 
        (866) 275-9783 


 Unison Medicaid (OH) 
(800) 269-4190 


 Unison Medicare (OH) 
(888) 881-8127    


 Vendor Queue (LSL) 
(877) 892-3997 


 Vendor Queue (DC) 
(866) 232-6124 ext. 8141 


 Viva Health Plan (AL) 
      (888) 318-6362 


 Wellcare (IL, MO) 
(888) 332-8126


 







  Updated:  January 3, 2007 


 
 


MTM Fax Numbers 
 
 


 Michigan Faxes 
(877) 637-9950 


 New York & DC Faxes 
(877) 406-0658 


 MTM Toll-Free Fax 
(877) 637-9950 


 Vendor Turn-back Faxes 
(866) 652-3128 


 Quality Management 
(866) 343-0998 


 Network Management 
(800) 459-6224 


 Human Resources  
(636) 561-7979 


 Care Management 
(877) 406-0658 


 Mileage Reimbursement 
(800) 722-0129 


 MNET  
(651) 645-9627 


 MTM Local Fax /CSC Fax 
 (636) 561-6055 
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Customer Service Skills 
 
Telephone Etiquette 


• “ONE MOMENT PLEASE” is used in place of “HOLD” on all calls 
• Use “Please” and “Thank You” when you are on the phones. This portrays good 


customer service and sounds good when a recorded call is pulled.  It also helps to 
fill sound dead air. As a rule of thumb, anytime information is asked for, say 
“Please” and when it is given, say “Thank you.”   


• Do not refer to transportation as being a “free service”, as members could take 
this as insulting. Instead say “This is a benefit provided through your insurance at 
no cost that is available for you”. 


• A warning must be given to a caller that is using profanity before disconnection 
occurs. 


• When you are attempting scheduling of transportation, getting authorizations, 
verifying urgency, or anything that would cause the caller to be on hold for an 
extended period of time, please go back every 2 to 3 minutes to inform the caller 
that you are still working on it and thank them for their patience. This avoids 
complaints and shows good customer service. It alleviates the stress and lets them 
know that someone is working in their behalf.  


• Prior to transferring a call, always contact the party first. Never cold transfer.  
o The only time cold transferring is allowable is when a call is sent to the 


Complaint Line or Discharge Queue. 
• Words of positive reinforcement can help to ensure the members know that they 


are appreciated and it is helpful to MTM with arranging transportation. It shows 
that we pay attention to what is being done right instead of always mentioning 
things are done incorrectly.  


o “Thank you for giving us sufficient notice. This helps in ensuring your 
ride.” 


o “I appreciate you having all of your information ready for us. This really 
helps us out.” 


 







What is a CSR? 
 


A Customer Service Representative is the first contact callers have with MTM. CSRs 
answer calls striving to give the best possible service on the first ring. A typical call 
might include scheduling a ride, canceling a ride, or changing specifics to a previously 
arranged ride. CSRs are given goals for calls per hour and length of handle time. Goals 
for CSRs within their 90 day introductory period are based relative to their tenure, while 
those who are beyond their introductory period have a standard goal. CSRs must have the 
ability to relate to a diversity of customer’s requests and needs and to identify with 
circumstances. The need to acquire and maintain in-depth knowledge of, and adhere to, 
established CSC Protocols and Procedures is necessary. CSRs must also demonstrate a 
sincere personal commitment to promptness, reliability, and quality work. The CSR role 
is critical to MTM’s entire business.   


 
   







Customer Service Skills Training (Soft Skills) 
 
Outstanding Customer Service is the best way to keep your Customers!  Most 
importantly remember Customers are the reason we have a job! 
 
 
What is Outstanding Customer Service? 
Outstanding customer service is the ability of an organization to constantly and 
consistently exceed the customer's expectations.  Providing excellent customer service is 
one way a business can distinguish itself from the competition. 
 
 
What is the purpose of Outstanding Customer Service? 
Outstanding customer service should be a standard on every call.  Customers should 
never have to expect to get great customer service; rather it should be the standard.  
Imagine if you were not getting the quality of service you expect from a company.  Most 
likely you will not use their services in the future.  As Customer Service Representatives, 
it is important to remember that MTM’s customers have choices too.  If they are not 
happy with the service we provide, most likely MTM will lose their business.  In 
addition, the customer that had a bad experience will tend to share with friends and 
family.  This has the potential to cost MTM even more business.      
 
Before we can provide good customer service, we must first understand what 
exactly our customers are expecting.   


1. Customers want someone they can depend upon and whom they can trust to do 
the job correctly the first time. 


2. Customers want someone who is knowledgeable and who can answer their calls 
quickly. 


3. Customers want someone that takes care of their individual need. 
4. Customers want someone to treat them with respect and courtesy. 
5. Customers want someone who will listen to their needs and not interrupt them 


during a conversation. 
6. Customers want someone who delivers on their promise. 


 
Customer service begins with the initial contact and carries through to the end of the 
conversation.  First impressions are formed at the beginning of the conversation with 
things like the way you speak, your word choices, the tone in your voice, and how well 
you listen.  If the first impression is not favorable in the customer’s eyes, you have laid 
the foundation for poor customer service.   
 
 
 
 
 
 







 
10 Steps to take to provide Outstanding Customer Service 
 


1. Respond quickly to your customers. 
a. Responding quickly provides the customer with a first good impression 


because you are being attentive to their needs. 
i. CSRs should always the phone on the 1st ring.  Customer hate 


waiting even if it is only a few seconds. 
b. Never put your customer on hold immediately after greeting them.  This 


will create the customer to get very frustrated. 
c. Ensure you announce your name at the beginning of the call. 


 
2. Offer assurance of help 


a. Customers want to know that they have reached the correct 
department/person that is going to be able to assist them. 


b. Be sure to say to the customer, “I will be happy to help you with your 
request”. 


 
3. Be courteous 


a. Being courteous creates the foundation for a positive experience. 
b. Remember the Golden Rule “Treat your callers like you want to be 


treated”. 
c. Using courteous words like please, thank you, you’re welcome. These 


word choices show the customer you care.  
i. Use the word “yes” instead of “yeah” or “uh hum”.  Using yes 


sounds more professional, respectful and intelligent. 
d. Use the customer’s name throughout the contact of the call.  Using the 


customer’s name personalizes the contact and makes the customer feel like 
they are not just another caller. 


i. If you cannot pronounce the last name, gain permission from the 
customer to use their first name.   


ii. When asking someone's name, repeat it immediately. Saying a 
name aloud helps to cement it in the memory. Use the person's 
name often over the course of the conversation and remember to 
smile. 


e. Never chew food or gum while on the phone with a customer.  There is 
nothing worse than hearing someone chopping on food while you are 
trying to have a conversation with them.  


 
4. Avoid unnecessary hold times 


a. Customers do not like to be put on hold for any length of time.  However, 
it is sometimes necessary to place a caller on hold. Always get permission 
from your customer when you place them on hold. 


b. It is also important to always refresh with your customer.  This will ensure 
them that you are still working on resolving the issue. 


  







 
5. Listen to your caller  


a. It is important to listen to the caller’s questions, comments, and/or 
concerns.  Listening shows that you care about your caller.  Most of the 
time if you listen to the caller up front, you do not have to ask additional 
questions in order to process their request.  


b. The most important thing is to never interrupt your caller. 
 


6. Empathize with your customer 
a. When your customer becomes upset explain to the customer that you 


understand their frustration and you will do what you can to assist them. 
b. When your customer becomes upset, it is very important for you to stay 


calm. Do not take anything the customer says personally. Understand the 
customer is just upset and may say hurtful things the customer does not 
really mean. If a customer flusters or unnerves you, stay positive. Do not 
let the customer hear frustration in your voice. 


 
7. Make your customer happy 


a. When speaking to your customer, have a smile in your voice. 
b. Do your best to help resolve the customer's request or complaint while 


following the company protocols. This can be very hard to do, but stay 
calm and explain the rule to the customer if you can't fulfill their request.  
If you can’t help, inform your customer who can. 


c. Sometimes it is impossible to make a customer happy. If needed, seek 
additional help from a more experienced or higher level customer service 
agent or manager. 


 
8. Recap 


a. Providing your customers with a recap of the call will let the customer 
know that you have set the trip up correctly. This includes recapping the 
trip date, location, transportation provider, any special needs 


b. Ask your customer if everything has been set up correctly to ensure there 
are no misunderstandings on either party. 


 
9. Thank the customer for their business 


a. It is important to let the caller know that you value their business. 
 


 
10. Follow up with your customer 


a. If necessary always follow up on your promises.  If you informed a 
customer that you would call them back, then follow through. 


 
 







CLAS Standards 
(Cultural and Linguistically Appropriate Service) 


Prepared for  
MTM 


 
 


To ensure that all people entering in contact with MTM receive equitable and 
effective treatment in a cultural and linguistically appropriate manner, MTM will 
adopt the National standards issued by the U.S. Department of Health and 
Human Services (HHS) Office of Minority Health (OMH) in 2001. 


 
These standards are designated to address the needs of racial, ethnic and 
linguistic population groups that experience unequal access to health care 
services. 


 
The standards are organized by themes: 


• Culturally competent care (1 – 3) 
• Language access Service (4 – 7) 
• Organizational Support for cultural competence (8 – 14) 


 
Within this framework, there are three types of standards of varying 
stringency:  


• CLAS mandate: are those standards that are current Federal 
requirements for all recipients of Federal funds (Standards 4 - 7). 
These standards are based on Title VI of the Civil Right Act of 
1964. 


• CLAS guidelines: are activities recommended by OMH for adoption 
as mandated by Federal, State and national accrediting agencies 
(standards 1 – 3, 8 – 13)  


• CLAS recommendations suggested by the OMH for voluntary 
adoption (14) 


 
In an effort to provide the most adequate and fair treatment to members, clients 
and staff, MTM has adopted 10 of the 14 standards and adapted them to the line 
of business.  
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 


 







The Standards 
 
MTM should ensure that participants receive from all staff members, effective, 
understandable, and respectful care that is provided in a manner compatible with 
their cultural health beliefs, practices, and in their preferred languages. 


 
MTM should implement strategies to recruit, retain, and promote at all levels of 
the organization a diverse staff and leadership that are representative of the 
demographic characteristics of the service area. 


 
MTM should ensure that staff, at all levels and across all disciplines, receive 
ongoing education and training in culturally and linguistically appropriate service 
delivery. 
 
MTM must offer and provide language assistance services, including bilingual 
staff and interpreter services, at no cost to each participant with limited English 
proficiency at all points of contact in a timely manner, during all hours of 
operation.  
 
MTM must provide participants both verbal offers and written notices in their 
preferred language informing them of their right to receive language assistance 
services. 
 
MTM must assure the competence of language assistance provided to LEP 
members by interpreters and bilingual staff. Family and friends should not be 
used to provide interpretation services (except on request by the member). 
 
MTM should develop, implement, and promote a written strategic plan that 
outlines clear goals, policies, operational plans, and management 
accountability/oversight mechanisms to provide culturally and linguistically 
appropriate services. 
 
MTM should conduct initial and ongoing organizational self-assessments of 
CLAS-related activities. They are encouraged to integrate Cultural and Linguistic 
Competence related measures into their internal audits, performance 
improvement programs, patient satisfaction assessments, and outcomes-based 
evaluations. 
 
MTM should maintain a current demographic and cultural profile of the 
community as well as a needs assessment to accurately plan for and implement 
services that respond to the cultural and linguistic characteristics of the service 
area. 
 
MTM should ensure that conflict and grievance resolution processes are 
culturally and linguistically sensitive and capable of identifying, preventing, and 
resolving cross-cultural conflicts or complaints by members. 







MTM should ensure that data on the individual patient's/consumer's race, 
ethnicity, spoken and written language, are collected in health records, integrated 
into the organization's management information systems, and periodically 
updated.  


MTM must make available easily understood patient-related materials and post 
signage in the languages of commonly encountered groups and/or groups 
represented in the service area. 


MTM should develop participatory, collaborative partnerships with communities 
and utilize a variety of formal and informal mechanisms to facilitate community 
and patient/consumer involvement in designing and implementing CLAS-related 
activities.  


MTM is encouraged to regularly make available to the public information about 
their progress and successful innovations in implementing the CLAS standards 
and to provide public notice in their communities about the availability of this 
information.  


 







Quality Observation Scoring Guidelines 
 
This guideline is reviewed annually     
Last Updated on 12/17/09 
Next Review date 12/17/10 
 
The purpose of this scoring guide is to assist the Reviewer on how to properly score the 
Observation form located in the Quality Management System database.  This document 
will outline each section within the Observation form and provide a description of how to 
score each component within each of those sections.  Some components may be scored as 
NA even though not indicated in each section due to the specific call.    
 
The observation scores should be used as a guide of the overall performance of the CSR 
in the area of Quality.  The CSR will be scored on all components of the call intake 
process.  The Quality Management System database will compile the CSRs scores.  
 
The Call Center Managers will have access to each CSR’s scores in the Quality 
Management System daily.  The Call Center Managers will be responsible for sharing 
individual and center results to their Team Leads for coaching, training and performance 
improvement purposes.   
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 







Section 1 – Greeting 
 
1.1 Immediate attention to customer – The CSR should provide a response to caller 


immediately upon answering the phone. 
a.   Did the CSR thank the member for calling? 
b. Did the CSR state “Good Morning or Good Afternoon”? 


1. Scoring on this component will be 5 if met, 0 if not met 
 
1.2 Proper Identification of Self- The CSR should immediately introduce themselves 


in the greeting of their contact. 
a. Did the CSR use their first name in the greeting of their call in a manner in 


which the caller could understand? 
1. Scoring on this component will be a 5 if met, 0 if not met 


 
1.3 Proper Identification of Company- The CSR should immediately identify the 


company (health plan) the caller is trying to reach.  They should not answer the 
phone as MTM unless specified in protocols. 
a.    Did the CSR use the health plans name in entirety without using     


abbreviations? 
1. Scoring on this component will a 5 if met, 0 if not met 


 
1.4 Not applicable per MTM process. 
 
1.5 Responds appropriately to customer and situation- The CSR should be attentive 


immediately after the greeting in order to identify the caller’s need.   
a. Did the CSR gain information from caller immediately after greeting? 
b. Did the CSR gain medical ID or other information if necessary in order to 


access account quickly? 
1. Scoring on this component will be a 5 if met, 0 if not met 


 
1.6 Verifies with whom they are speaking  


a. The CSR should follow HIPAA guidelines and must verify four of the five 
pieces of information to be compliant. 


i. Name of Recipient 
ii. Address 


iii. Phone number 
iv. Medical ID 
v. Date of Birth 


1. Scoring on this component will be a 5 if met, 0 if not met 
2. If CSR scores a 0 in this component, the entire observation will be 


scored as a 0 due to ensuring 100% compliance with HIPAA 
guideline. 


 
 
 


 







Section 2- Assess 
 


2.1      Starts with an open probe 
  a. Did CSR say “How may I help you today or any variation of offering 


assistance? 
1. Scoring would be a 5 if met, 0 if not met 


 
2.2 Probes to understand what and why- The CSR will ask additional questions to 


confirm that they have an understanding of the caller’s original request. 
a. CSR should re-confirm caller’s needs to ensure they captured correct 


information 
b. CSR should confirm date and time of appointment 
c. CSR should verify type of trip required 


i. One way, round trip, or multi leg. 
d. CSR should verify facility information using F6 function in NET Management 


System. 
i. Facility phone number  


ii. Dr/Facility Name 
iii. Facility address 
iv.  Type of doctor being seen 


e. CSR should determine if there are additional passengers.  
1.  Scoring will be done on an incremental scale based on the 
number of components met. 


 
2.3 Encourages customer to clarify- This component is to allow the caller to affirm the 


reason or request for accuracy purposes. 
a. The CSR should encourage the caller to clarify what additional needs they 


may have that wasn’t previously recapped by CSR.   
i. Right of choice or preferred vendor  


1. Scoring on this component will a 5 if met, 0 if not met 
 Scoring may be N/A if additional clarification is not required. 


 
2.4 Checks for customer’s overall understanding of product and service 


a. CSR needs to ensure the caller has a full understanding of the transportation 
options that MTM provides. 


i. Mileage reimbursement 
ii. Public Transportation 


iii. Cab 
iv. Paralift/stretcher 


b. CSR needs to ensure proper education is made on the following: 
i. Pick up and Drop off procedure 


ii. Prior Authorization process 
iii. Out of County/State process 
iv. Meals and Lodging 
v. Urgency Guidelines 


vi. Level of Need form 







vii. Mileage Reimbursement form process 
viii. Recurring Trip process 


1.  Scoring will be done on an incremental scale based on the level 
of education required/verses given. 


 
2.5 Demonstrates expertise by clarity of questions- CSR should ensure that they speak to 


the caller in a manner that meets the caller’s experience with the MTM transportation 
process (first time caller verses repeat caller).  First time callers will need a little more 
information for education purposes. 


a. CSR needs to tailor questions based on experience of caller. 
1. The component will be scored a 5 if met, 0 if not met 


 
2.6 Phrases questions so customer is not embarrassed- CSR should take callers age and 


sex into consideration before asking the special needs questions.  
a. CSR should not ask a member under the age of 12 or over the age of 50 if they 


are pregnant.  
b. CSR should take the caller’s special needs into consideration when asking 


about mobility capabilities such as crutches, walker, cane or wheel chair 
weight information. 


i. If caller requires a paralift or stretcher/ambulance, the CSR needs 
to be cautious of how they ask the caller about their weight.  “Ms. 
Caller, in order for me to ensure we get you to your appointment 
safely, I need to ask what is your approximate weight including 
equipment?” (if applicable).  The CSR should also ask if their 
wheelchair is electric or manual.   


ii. If caller requires paralift or stretcher, the CSR should also inquire 
to determine if the member has steps outside of their home and 
approximately how many steps. 


1. Scoring will be a 5 if met, 0 if not met 
 


2.7 Confirms priorities with the customer- CSR should review health plan protocols to 
ensure caller is meeting days notice guidelines. 
a. CSR will educate member on proper call in procedure for future trips and follow 


current protocols and urgency guidelines. 
1. Scoring will be 5 if met, 0 if not met 
2. Scoring may be N/A if additional clarification is not required. 
 


2.8 Correctly identifies the root cause of the customer’s practical need- Does the trip 
meet the guidelines to set or deny based on protocols and F8 notes within the NET 
Management System.   
a. The CSR needs to ensure they review the covered/not covered list, eligibility 


requirements, and F8 notes on the account 
i. Scoring will be 5 if met, 0 if not met 


 
 
 







Section 3- Solve 
 
3.1 Identifies all appropriate solutions, options, and/or alternatives 


a. CSR needs to review appropriate solutions before making recommendations and 
enter necessary F4 notes within the NET Management System. 


i. Bus Exclusion 
ii. Special needs (paralift/stretcher) 


1.  Scoring will be 5 if met, 0 if not met 
 


3.2 Discusses solutions, options and/or alternates with customer 
a. CSR needs to communicate all options with caller before setting trip 


i. Bus Exclusion 
ii. Special needs 


iii. Mileage reimbursement 
  1.  Scoring will be 5 if met, 0 if not met 


 
3.3 Answers customer’s objections 


a. CSR needs to overcome caller’s objection to taking public transportation or using 
mileage reimbursement.   


b. CSR needs to provide caller proper education on why they are denying based on 
state or health plan protocols. 


i. Scoring will be done on an incremental scale based on the actual 
level of education required/verses given. 


 
3.4 Provides correct information 


a.   CSR must provide accurate information when setting trips by utilizing proper 
processes and procedures specifically LON, RTP, PA, OOC, Meals and Lodging, 
and Mileage Reimbursement. 


1. Scoring will be done on an incremental scale based on the actual level 
of education required/verses given. 


 
3.5. Communicates benefits of solution 


b. CSR should explain the benefits of taking public transportation or using the   
mileage reimbursement program.  


i. Caller does not have to wait for transportation provider to pick up using   
the will call process 


ii.   Taking the bus allows you the flexibility of being able to manage your 
time. 


iii. Caller can have someone they feel comfortable with transporting them 
1. Scoring will be done on an incremental scale based on the 


actual level of education required/verses given. 
 
 
 
 
 







3.6   Addresses all customer’s concerns 
a. CSR should show empathy when speaking to member by using phrases 


like “I understand your situation/frustration and I will do what I can to 
accommodate your request”. 


1. Scoring will be 5 if met, 0 if not met 
2. Scoring will be done on an incremental scale based on the 


actual level of education required/verses given  
 
3.7    Takes ownership for WOWing the customer 


a. CSR must always maintain a positive upbeat experience for the caller 
i. Upbeat tone- smile in their voice 


ii. Providing the member the opportunity to speak without 
interruption 


iii. CSR will keep the length of the call to a minimum. 
a. Scoring will be done an on incremental basis. 


 
3.8    Mutual Decision is made 


a. CSR should verify with the caller that a mutual agreement has been 
established regarding transportation provider. 


1. Scoring will be 5 if met, 0 if not met 
 
 
 
Section 4- Confirm 
 
4.1 Persistent in setting appropriate expectation 


a.  CSR must provide caller with a review of the trip details 
i. Date and Time of appointment 
ii. Pick up and drop off location 
iii. Trip Type (one way, round trip, multi-leg) 
iv. Special need requirements (if applicable) 
v. Passenger information (if applicable) 
vi. Transportation provider information 
vii. Mileage (long distance trips beyond protocol mileage guidelines) 


1.  Scoring will be done on an incremental scale based on the actual level 
of education required/verses given. 


 
4.2  Clearly communicates next steps 


a. CSR must educate caller on next steps for mileage reimbursement, RTP, 
LON, OOC, Meals and Lodging and PA to reduce multiple callbacks and 
caller frustration. 


1. Scoring will be done on an incremental scale based on the actual 
level of education required/verses given. 


2. Scoring could be NA if setting a simple trip 
 
 







Section 5- Close 
 
5.1   Reviews commitments 


a.   This component will be NA since it is covered in section 4 of observation 
form. 


 
5.2   Checks for additional needs or issues 


a. CSR must confirm the caller does not have any additional questions or needs 
to set up additional trips. 


b. Scoring will be 5 if met, 0 if not met 
 
5.3 Thank the customer 


a. CSR must thank the caller for calling 
i. Scoring will be a 5 if met, 0 if not met 


ii. Scoring may be scored NA if customer gets mad and hangs up 
 
5.4 Proper company close 


a. CSR must remind caller if they need to make any changes, or have questions 
about their trip to contact us at their earliest convenience. 


i. Scoring will be a 5 if met, 0 if not met 
ii. Scoring may be scored NA if no trip set up 


 
 
   
Section 6- Control 
 
6.1   Assertive responses 


a. CSR should take ownership of the call without being condescending or rude. 
i. Scoring will be 5 if met, 0 if not met 


 
6.2   Follows efficient call process 


a. CSR should remain focused on the call flow process even if member 
tries to get off task. 


i. Scoring will be 5 if met, 0 if not met 
 
6.3   Uses close probes to appropriately control the call 


a. CSR should use phrases that help direct the call flow to get the caller on 
and off the phone as quickly as possible. 


i. Use directive phrases like, “Ms. Caller I will be doing…” 
1. Scoring will be 5 if met, 0 if not met 


 
 
 
 
 
 







6.4    Proper use of Empowerment 
a. CSR needs to portray confidence in order to convince caller that they can 


handle their concerns or request.  
b. CSR should take all appropriate steps of assisting the customer before 


escalating call.   
c. If a member calls in and requests a supervisor immediately, the CSR 


should inform member that they can not escalate to a supervisor without 
trying to resolve issue first. 


i. Scoring will be 5 if met, 0 if not met 
ii. Scoring could be NA if call is to set a simple trip 


 
6.5    Builds on the strengths of the customer, company, and representatives 


a. CSR needs to ensure caller they can assist with the request instead of 
transferring to a specific CSR as caller requested.   


i. Scoring will be 5 if met, 0 if not met 
ii. Scoring could be NA  


 
6.6    Ensures the customer profits from the contact 


a. CSR should communicate the value of MTM’s transportation services 
wherever applicable. 


 i.   Ms. Caller you are going to love the services we can offer you. 
1. Scoring will be 5 if met, 0 if not met 
2. Scoring may be NA 


 
6.7   Gives the reason first when requesting information 


a. The CSR should always inform the caller why specific information is 
needed to set trip. 


i. HIPAA Regulations 
1. In order for me to process your transportation request, I 


will need to verify four items of identification.  This is 
to ensure we are compliant with HIPAA regulations.” 


ii. Special needs questions 
1. “In order to set your trip with the appropriate 


transportation provider, it is necessary for me to get 
your weight.” 


iii. Additional passenger’s age and weight information (car seats) 
1. It is important for me to get the ages of the additional 


passengers should an emergency occur as well as 
determining car seat requirements.   


a. Scoring will be 5 if met, 0 if not met 
 


 
 
 
 
 







Section 7- Handle 
 


7.1   Addresses personal needs before addressing practical needs 
a. If caller is irate, the CSR should address the caller’s personal concerns 


before making any recommendations about the trip. 
1. Scoring will be 5 if met, 0 if not met 
2. Scoring may be NA if caller does not have any 


concerns. 
 
7.2   Acknowledges customer’s probable feeling 


a. When protocol states that we cannot set trip, the CSR should acknowledge 
and empathize with caller’s feelings of being denied. 


i. “I’m truly sorry; however your health plan indicates that 
dentist visits are not covered for transportation.” 


1. Scoring will be 5 if met, 0 if not met 
2. Scoring could be NA if customer is not upset 


 
7.3   Responds with empathy 


a. CSR’s voice should fluctuate in a tone that expresses concern on caller’s 
behalf. 


1. Scoring will be 5 if met, 0 if not met 
2. Scoring could be NA if customer not upset 


 
7.4   Apologizes appropriately 


a. The CSR should express the appropriate tone based upon the situation and 
reaction of the caller. 


i. “I am truly sorry for our mistake; I will ensure I get this 
resolved for you quickly.” 


1. Scoring will be 5 if met, 0 if not met   
 
7.5    Communicates respect for the company-  


a. CSR should never put blame on another department or CSR.  They should 
always take personal accountability for any issue that arises. 


i. “I have reviewed your trip and have identified the issue, I 
apologize for this inconvenience and I will do my best to get it 
resolved for you quickly.”    


1. Scoring will 5 if met, 0 if not met 
2. Scoring could be NA if customer is not upset 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 







7.6   Seeks to learn the full scope of the contributing factors 
a. CSR should ensure they have gathered all the facts before making any 


speculations as to what happened previously in the trip that contributed to 
issue. 


1. Scoring will 5 if met, 0 if not met 
2. Scoring could be NA if customer is not upset 


 
7.7   Not applicable per MTM process. 
 
7.8 Allows customer to vent completely 


a. CSR should never interrupt caller when they are clearly upset.  They 
should let the caller know they are there to listen to their concerns.  After 
resolving the caller’s personal needs, they will make recommendations on 
how to resolve the trip issue. 


1. Scoring will be 5 if met, 0 if not met 
2. Scoring could be NA if customer is not upset 


 
 
 
 
Section 8- Identify 
8.1 Content of customer’s message is caught the first time 
 a. CSR should use appropriate listening skills and focus strictly on caller 


i. Tune out background noise from peers 
ii. Eliminate other distractions (email) 


iii. CSR should jot down quick notes to keep them attentive to 
the callers needs. 


1. Scoring will be 5 if met, 0 if not met 
 
8.2 Confirms correct understanding of customer’s message 


a. Throughout the entire contact, the CSR should continually re-affirm the 
caller’s needs for mutual agreement. 


1. Scoring will be 5 if met, 0 if not met 
2. Scoring could be NA if simplistic call 


 
8.3 Responds appropriately if hasn’t understood customer correctly 


a. CSR should apologize for misinterpreting the caller’s original reason for 
calling.  


1. Scoring will be 5 if met, 0 if not met 
2. Scoring could be NA if simplistic call 


 
 
 
 
 
 







Section 9- Speak 
9.1 Voice Quality 


a.   CSR should keep an even tone throughout the call. 
  b. CSR should never elevate voice to match callers if the caller is upset. 
  c.   CSR should keep a smile in their voice that demonstrates appreciation. 


1. Scoring will be done on an incremental scale based on the overall 
voice quality of the call. 


 
9.2 Rate of Speech 


a. CSR should do their best to match the caller’s rate of speech in order to 
reduce frustration level of caller. 


b. If caller speaks slower then CSR should try to match to ensure caller is 
retaining all the information we are providing. 


1. Scoring will be done on an incremental scale based on the 
overall call flow. 


 
9.3 Word of Choice 


a. CSR should refrain from using MTM jargon or abbreviations when 
speaking with callers. 


b. CSR should use the right choice of wording as to not frustrate the caller or 
make them feel intimidated. 


c. CSR should always speak in a professional manner. 
1. Scoring will be done on an incremental scale based on the overall 


call flow. 
 
9.4   Pronunciation 


a. CSR should pronounce their words clearly and in a manner in which the 
caller can understand. 


i. Slang/Jargon 
1. Scoring will be 5 if met, 0 if not met 


 
9.5   Pauses 


a. CSR should always pause throughout the contact of the call to give the 
caller an opportunity to respond, ask questions, or reconfirm information. 


1. Scoring will be done on an incremental scale based on the overall 
call flow 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 







Section 10- Courtesy 
 
10.1   Allows customer to speak without interruption 


a. CSR should never interrupt caller 
1. Scoring will be done on an incremental scale based on the 


overall call flow 
 
10.2 Demonstrates customer’s importance to the company 


a. CSR should inform the caller that they value them as a customer 
1. Scoring will be 5 if met, 0 if not met 


 
10.3 Use of customer’s name during call 


a. CSR must use caller’s name throughout the call to show respect. 
b. CSR must use caller’s last name unless granted permission to use first 


name. 
1. Scoring will be 5 if met, 0 if not met 


 
10.4 Courtesy words and phrases 


a. CSR should use courtesy words such as “Please, Thank you and one 
moment” throughout the call. 


1. Scoring will be 5 if met, 0 if not met 
 
10.5 Demonstrates appropriate type and level of interaction- It is important to build 


rapport throughout the contact of the call, but CSRs need to ensure they are not 
taking up too much of their time or the caller’s time. 


a. CSR should gauge the caller’s eagerness to get off the call and keep chit 
chat to a minimum.   


b. CSR should refrain from having discussions revolving religion, politics, or 
anything that may have conflicting view points. 


i. Scoring will be done on an incremental basis based on 
appropriate level of interaction needed/given. 


 
10.6 Minimize distractions 


a. CSRs need to ensure they are not interrupting their conversation with 
their caller due to outside distractions (finishing up on previous trip, peers 
chatting, email, another call rings in, or music) 


1. Scoring will be 5 if met, 0 if not met 
 
10.7 Not applicable per MTM process. 


 
 
 
 
 


 
 







10.8 Proper hold procedure 
a. CSR must always gain permission from caller to place them on hold 
b. CSR must go back to caller after having on hold for more than two 


minutes to make them aware of the status. 
c. CSR always thank the caller for holding when bringing them back on the 


line. 
d. CSR should not put caller on hold unnecessarily. 


1. Scoring will be 5 if met, 0 if not met 
2. Scoring may be NA if hold not necessary 


 
10.9 Proper transfer procedure 


a. CSR should educate the caller by letting them know why they need to be 
transferred 


b. CSR should also educate on whom they are being transferred to and 
provide the caller with a call back number in case they are disconnected 
during transfer process. 


1. Scoring will be a 5 if met, 0 if not met 
2. Scoring may be NA if transfer not required 


 
10.10 Proper call back procedure  


a. CSR needs to educate caller on the call back procedures if a 
requirement on this call 


i. Meals and Lodging request, Network EC trips, 
Complaint process- after hours 


1. Scoring will be a 5 if met, 0 if not met 
2. Scoring may be NA if call back not needed 


 
 


 
 
 


 
 
 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 


 
 
 







 
Customer Service Center 


Goals 
 
Average Calls per day per CSR and Average Talk Time: 
 
Goal  7 calls per hour  
  5 ½ minute talk time 
 
For any new CSR, the timeline to achieve this goal is as follows: 
 
0-40 Days as a CSR - 5 calls per hour with average 7 ½ minute talk time 
 
41-90 Days as a CSR - 6 calls per hour with average 6 ½ minute talk time 
 
91+ Days as a CSR - 7 calls per hour with average 5 ½ minute talk time 
 
Average Handle Time: 
 
Goal-7 minutes 
 
Note:  Handle time is talk time and hold time combined 
 
Error Rate: 
 
Goal -1.5% 
 
Call Monitoring Scores: 
 
0-40 Days as a CSR - 85% on call evaluations 
 
41-90 Days as a CSR – 90% on call evaluations 
 
91+ Days as a CSR – 95% on call evaluations 
 







Monthly Performance Report 
Month/Year:
CSR Name: 
Team Lead: 


Category Description


Calls Presented # of calls presented to CSR


Calls Answered # of calls CSR handled


Calls abandoned # of calls not answered


Handle Time
Talk time and hold time combined.  Goal -
7 minutes


Talk Time Goal - 5 1/2 minutes


Hold Time Goal - 1 1/2 minutes
Total Trips 
scheduled Number of trips scheduled


Bus Trips Number of bus trips scheduled


Gas Trips Number of gas trips scheduled


Cab Trips Number of cab trips scheduled


Paralift Trips Number of Paralift trips scheduled


Operator Errors Exact number of trip errors/trips queried


Soft skills
Verbal communication score/live or 
recorded calls


Documentation 
skills


Documentation score/live or recorded 
calls and trip queries


total score soft skills and documentation average
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Live/Pulled Call Monitoring Form
Reviewers Name Live / Pulled call
CSR Name New CSR 13 Date of Call
Trip Number Date of Trip


Quality categories - Did the CSR Ask: Possible Points
Points 
Scored N/A


Greeting/State Plan Name
CSR State Name
Medical ID/M.A. Number (SS# Martin County)/ DOB
Verify Members Name
Verify members phone #
Verify Members Address
Verify Complete Caller Information
Offer Mileage Reimbursement If Applicable
Appointment Date/Time
Urgency Asked and Verified if Applicable
Facility Phone Number
Doctor/Facility Name
Facility Address-
Type of Doctor
Special Needs:W/C, Walker, Crutches, Cane, Car 
Seat/Service Dog (Martin County)
Pregnancy Asked if Applicable
Additional Passenger
Preferred Vendor/Right Of Choice
Offered Bus If Applicable
Vendor Contact (Ur/Distance/Req)
Read Back Entire Trip
Closing Call Correctly
Call Handled Appropriate-Not Disconnected
Trip Started or Notes Placed in Existing Trip


Soft Skills - Rate the CSR's Possible Points
Points 
Scored N/A


Overall Tone
Overall Flow of Call
Professionalism
Attentivenous-No Duplication/Helpfulness 


 Total Call % Hard Skill% Soft Skill %
Trip Score Percentage #DIV/0! #DIV/0! #DIV/0!


Soft Skills 0 0 0
Hard Skills 0 0 0
Total Points 0 0 0







 
 


Customer Service Center 
Attendance Policy 


 


MTM Attendance Policy from Employee 
Manual included here: 


 
Section 600 
Pages 47-51 


 







 
Customer Service Center 


Call In Procedure 
 
To report an absence or tardy, call the following to contact a live person: 


 MTM-LSL Main # is (636) 561-5686 
 


1. First Shift-Contact Your Team Lead Shift   Ext. 
 
• Cherie Frey  7:00 a.m. – 3:30 p.m.   5009 
• Ana Underwood 9:00 a.m. – 5:30 p.m.     5093 


 
Contact the CSC Manager or Workforce Planning Manager if Team Leads 
are not available 
 
• Stephanie Boschenreither 636-297-7542   5044 
• Clyde Collins   763-381-2341   4459 
 


2. Second Shift-Contact Your Team Lead or CSC Manager or Workforce 
Planning Manager if Team Lead is not available. 
  
• Cherie Frey  7:00 a.m. – 3:30 p.m.   5009 
• Ana Underwood 9:00 a.m. – 5:30 p.m.     5093 
• TBD:   1:30 p.m. – 10:00 p.m (M/T)    


   11:00 a.m. – 7:30 p.m (F) 
    6:00 a.m. – 2:30 p.m (S/N) 
• Doug Richardson 1:30 p.m. – 10:00 p.m (off M/T) 5092 
• Stephanie Boschenreither   636-297-7542   5044 
• Clyde Collins   763-381-2341   4459 


 
3. Third Shift-Contact Your Team Lead or CSC Manager or Workforce 


Planning Manager if Team Lead is not available. 
 


• Doug Richardson 1:30 p.m. – 10:00 p.m (off M/T) 5092 
• Autumn Armstrong 10:30 p.m.– 6:30 a.m.(M-F)  5077  
• Stephanie Boschenreither   636-297-7542   5044 
• Clyde Collins   763-381-2341   4459 


 
NOTE:  You must reach a live person at least 1 hour prior to the start of your shift.  
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Dated:  November 19, 2009           
Subject: Customer Service Center Chain of Command  Page 1 of 1 
   
Department: Customer Service Center 
 
 
PURPOSE: To ensure that any issues or concerns are addressed by following the 


appropriate CSC Chain of Command.  
 
PROCEDURE:   
 


1. Any issues should be addressed in the CSC before taking an issue out of the 
department.  The following persons can be contacted via phone or email.  


2. Once an issue has been brought to the appropriate persons attention, one week should 
be allowed before bringing the issue to a higher level as the situation could be in the 
process of investigation.  


3. Advance arrangements must be made for a face to face meeting with HR (Step 5). Any 
types of retaliation can be brought directly to HR through email and bypass any other 
level of command. 


 
 Step 1:  Contact your Team Lead:  Ana Underwood ext. 5093, Cherie Frey ext. 


5009, Doug Richardson ext. 5092, Josh Miller ext. 5083 and Autumn 
Armstrong ext. 5077.  If your Team Lead is not available, ask another Team 
Lead. 


 
 Step 2: If the concern is not resolved through Team Lead, go to the Customer 


Service Center Supervisor, Stephanie Bosenreither ext.5044. 
 
 Step 3: If concern is not resolved through the Customer Service Center 


Supervisor, see the Workforce Manager, Tim Hanlon ext. 5591.    
 
 Step 4: If concern is not resolved through the Customer Service Center 


Supervisor, see the Vice President of Client Services, Kim Matreci ext. 5563.    
 
 Step 5: If concern is not resolved through Customer Service Center Director, see 


Human Resource Director, Patsy Heavey ext. 5579. 
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WHAT DOES ALL OF THIS MEAN ANYWAY   
Terms/Acronyms 


 


 
Abortion: the spontaneous or induced termination of pregnancy before the fetus reaches a viable 
age.  
 
Abandonment Rate: percentage of incoming calls not answered. 
 
ADA: American with Disabilities Act. 
 
Additional Passenger: any person with or without an appointment that is being transported 
along with a client.  
 
Adult Day Care: a place provided where older adults living at home can come and enjoy social 
and therapeutic activities and receive the assistance they require day to day. 
 
Alcohol Abuse Evaluation: the process of evaluating a patient regarding alcohol abuse. 
 
Alcoholics Anonymous Meetings: an organization consisting of alcoholics and recovering 
alcoholics who are trying to help themselves and others abstain from alcohol by offering 
encouragement and techniques. 
 
Allergy: an immune response to a foreign antigen that results in inflammation and organ 
dysfunction (Allergies range from the life-threatening to the annoying). 
 
Alternative Health Care: healthcare given on an alternative basis to medicine (acupuncture, 
massage, nutrition, etc). 
 
Ambulatory: any person being able to ambulate or having the ability to walk on his or her own 
without the need for a wheelchair lift. 
 
Ambulette: an ambulette is a special-purpose vehicle designed and equipped to provide 
non-emergency care that has either wheelchair-carrying capacity or the ability to carry 
disabled individuals.  
 
Beneficiary:  a person eligible for medical assistance, and has a medical ID card. Also 
known as a consumer.  
 
Cardiac Rehab: rehabilitation for cardiac (heart) diseases. 
 
Caseworker:  a person located at the HealthWave Clearinghouse or the SRS service 
center that can help with eligibility for medical services.  
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Catheter: a tubular medical device for insertion into canals, vessels, passageways, or body 
cavities for diagnostic or therapeutic purposes (as to permit injection or withdrawal of fluids or to 
keep a passage open). 
 
Cat Scan: a sectional view of the body constructed by computed tomography, also referred to as 
a CT scan. 
 
Chemotherapy: drug therapy used to treat infections, cancers and other diseases and 
conditions.  
 
Claim:  a bill submitted by a provider to the Medicaid Program. 
 
Client/Member/Recipient: a State, Federal agency or any business entity with which MTM 
holds a contract. 
 
Consumer:  a person eligible for medical assistance, and has a medical ID card. Also 
known as a beneficiary.  
 
Cosmetic Surgery: surgery used for improving appearance. 
 
Co-Pay:  a part of the charges for certain services not covered by the medical ID card.   
 
Counselor: the providing of advice and guidance to a patient by a health professional. 
 
Court Ordered Exams/Appointments: Appointments/exams ordered by the court 
(psychiatric exam, paternity testing). 
 
Covered/Non-Covered Service: the process of determining if the type of transportation 
request is covered or not.   
 
Creditable Coverage:  a certificate to prove that a person had medical coverage and the 
length of time you had it after medical coverage ends. 
 
Demand Response: non-public transportation; cab, medical sedan, Para-Lift van, etc.  This 
mode will require certification. (also called Para-Transit) 
 
Dental: relating to or used on the teeth. 
 
Diabetic Supplies and Education: supplies or education used in relating to diabetes or 
diabetics. 
 
Dialysis:  the process of cleansing the blood by passing it through a special machine. Dialysis is 
necessary when the kidneys are not able to filter the blood. -This is a life-sustaining treatment. 
 
Drug Abuse Evaluation: the process of evaluating a patient regarding drug abuse. 
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Durable Medical Equipment: assistive devices used by patients at home, such as walkers, 
electric beds, and bedside commodes. 
 
Eligibility: the process of determining whether a client is current and therefore eligible for 
transportation. 
 
Emergency: something life threatening that may cause the loss of an arm, leg, or any 
other body.   
 
Emergency Room Services (ER): the department of a hospital responsible for the provision 
of medical and surgical care to patients arriving at the hospital in need of immediate care. 
Emergency department personnel may also respond to certain situations within the hospital such 
cardiac arrests.  
NOTE:  If the following symptoms are mentioned, inform the caller to immediately hang up and 
contact 9-1-1:  Chest pain, loss of consciousness or fainting, bleeding that cannot be stopped, 
drug overdose, broken bones, sudden loss of vision, speech, or movement of a body part, 
seizures, injuries from gunshot wounds, knives, or accidents, recent neck or back injuries, labor 
pains, loss of amniotic fluid or any other serious pregnancy related problems/issues.  
 
Experimental Medical Procedures: the scientific procedure used to test the validity of a 
hypothesis, gain further evidence or knowledge, or test the usefulness of a drug or type of therapy 
that has not been tried previously. 
 
Family Planning Clinic Services: clinics used for planning intended to determine the number 
and spacing of one's children through effective methods of birth control. 
 
Federally Qualified Health Centers (FQHC’s): an organization that brings primary health 
care to the underserved, underinsured and non-insured people of the United States. These groups 
include migrant workers and non-citizen visitors and guests in the United States.  FQHCs provide 
their services to all persons regardless of ability to pay, and charge for services on a community 
board approved sliding-fee scale that is based on patients’ family income and size 


Fixed Route: service provided on a repetitive, fixed-schedule basis along a specific route with 
vehicles stopping to pick up and deliver passengers to specific locations; each fixed-route trip 
serves the same origins and destinations, unlike demand response. Includes route deviation 
service, where revenue vehicles deviate from fixed routes on a discretionary basis. 


Grievance:  is a statement of dissatisfaction with a service, provider, or decision made by 
Medicaid/HealthWave.  
 
Group Therapy: therapy in the presence of a therapist in which several patients discuss and 
share their personal problems in a group setting.   
 
Handle Time: the total time on a phone call arranging transportation.   
 
Health Plan: the name of an MTM client. 
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Hearing Aids: an electronic device usually worn by a person for amplifying sound before it 
reaches the receptor organs. 


 


High Risk Pregnancy: Any medical or social condition that could cause possible harm to the 
fetus or mother.  Not all are listed, but some risk factors are:    


 Medical conditions: Hypertension/Toxemia/Pre-Clampsia (high blood pressure/water 
retention), Diabetes (gestational or otherwise  


 Age-teenagers and woman over age 35 
 Weight- over or under   
 Prior stillbirth or miscarriage 
 Prior pre-term delivery (Prior pregnancies where delivery occurred  before the 37th week) 
 Prior neonate with a genetic or congenital disorder 
 Multi-fetal pregnancy (i.e. twins, triplets) 
 Sexually Transmitted Diseases 
 Genital tract abnormalities 
 Social characteristics (drug/alcohol addiction/use) 


Home and Community Based Services (HCBS):  a program designed to meet the needs 
of individuals who would be institutionalized without these services. 
 
Hospital Admission: when a patient is admitted into the hospital for surgery, procedure, 
testing, observation, etc. 
 
Hospital Discharge: when a patient is considered to have had their needs met by the hospital 
physicians and is therefore given a release to sign upon leaving the hospital. 
 
Hospital Outpatient Services: when a patient is considered to have had their needs met by 
the hospital physicians and is therefore given a release to sign upon leaving the hospital. 
 
KAN Be Healthy (KBH):  a preventive health care program for beneficiaries who 
cannot pay for new equipment.  
 
Immunizations: the creation of immunity usually against a particular disease; treatment (as by 
vaccination) of an organism for the purpose of making it immune to a particular pathogen. 
 
Infertility Services: incapable of or unsuccessful in achieving pregnancy over a considerable 
period of time (as a year) in spite of determined attempts by heterosexual intercourse without 
contraception. 
 
Laboratory Services: a place equipped for experimental study in a science or for testing and 
analysis (i.e. Blood work). 
 
Lamaze Classes: relating to or being a method of childbirth that involves psychological and 
physical preparation by the mother in order to suppress pain and facilitate delivery without drugs. 
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Lead Screening/Testing: tests/screenings done on patients to test for exposure to lead. 
 
Mammogram: a photograph of the breasts made by X-rays (used as prevention of breast 
cancer). 
Managed Care:  a health insurance plan that offers health care with a primary care 
provider.  A provider is seen for most health care needs.  A referral is given to a specialist 
if necessary.  Access to a medical care is offered 24 hours a day, 7 day s a week.  
 
Managed Care Enrollment Center:  where HealthWave or HealthConnect is called and 
chosen. Also called to choose or change a HealthConnect provider. 
 
Medicaid: the insurance program that helps eligible people pay for health care services. 
The Medicaid Program (also called medical assistance) is paid for by federal and state tax 
dollars. 
 
MEDICAID/HEALTHWAVE Liaison:  a person at the SRS service center who can help a 
beneficiary understand Medicaid benefits.   
 
Medical Necessity:  decided by a medical practitioner and is a treatment that is essential to 
health.  For non-covered services Medicaid will review information provided by the medical 
practitioner to determine coverage allowance.  
 
Medicare: the national health program for elderly and disabled people.  Medicare is not the same 
as Medicaid.  
 
Medical Provider: any Doctor, Medical Professional, or Facility providing medical services to 
the client. 
 
MediKan:  a reduced set of medical benefits.  MediKan provides medical care for 
catastrophic illness. 
 
Mileage Reimbursement: the program that may or may not be offered according to each plan, 
in which a Member is reimbursed for an amount per mile set by the plan, if the member can drive 
or arrange a ride with a friend or family member.(Rate x Miles)  Rate is specific to each plan. 
 
MRI: (magnetic resonance imaging) procedure in which magnetic resonance imaging is used. 
 
MTM: Medical Transportation Management, Inc. 
 
Multi-Leg Trip: trips that are set up in system to multiple locations on the same date. (Going to 
a Dr’s appointment, then stopping at a pharmacy before going home). 
 
MVR: Monthly Verification Request.  Form used by Care Management to verify 
Recurring Trips (RTP’s) on a monthly basis.  
 
Non-Emergency Medical Transportation (NEMT): a State program that pays for some 
transportation to medical services.  
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Occupational Therapy: therapy based on engagement in meaningful activities of daily life (as 
self-care skills, education, work, or social interaction) especially to enable or encourage 
participation in such activities despite impairments or limitations in physical or mental 
functioning. 
Optical Services: of or relating to vision. 
 
Orthodontics: a branch of dentistry dealing with irregularities of the teeth and their correction 
(as by means of braces). 
 
Orthotic Sevices: a support or brace for weak or ineffective joints or muscles (i.e. orthotic 
shoes). 
 
Pain Management: management of severe pain done by a pain specialist for disorders such as 
cancer, arthritis, headaches, and carpal tunnel. 
 
Para-Lift/Wheelchair Lift: any person not able to ambulate and therefore requiring a lift van. 
 
Para-Transit: non-public transportation; cab, medical sedan, Para-Lift van, etc.  This mode will 
require certification. (also called Demand Response) 
 
Patient Liability:  the amount that may be paid for services if in a nursing home or the 
HCBS program.  The case worker will determine patient liability.  
 
Pharmacy: a retail store where medicines and miscellaneous articles (as food, cosmetics, and 
film) are sold. 
 
Physical Therapy: the treatment of disease by physical and mechanical means (as massage, 
regulated exercise, water, light, heat, and electricity). 
 
Podiatry: the medical care and treatment of the human foot. 
 
Port-a-Cath: derived from "Portal and Catheter". It consists of a reservoir compartment that has 
a silicone bubble for needle insertion, with an attached plastic tube.  The device is surgically 
inserted under the skin in the upper chest or in the arm and appears as a bump under the skin.  It 
is a type of device for intravenous access in patients who require frequent or continuous 
administration of intravenous substances. The major users of Port-a-Caths are oncology patients.   
 
Presumptive Medical Disability (PMD): the Medicaid assistance program available to 
persons who meet Social Security disability criteria as determined by the PMDT and 
DRT.  Eligibility is determined under existing program rules for the applicable medical 
coverage group for individuals with a qualifying disability determination.    
 
Preventive Care: care that is given by a provider that ensures a person stays healthy. 
Examples of preventative care are: 
 Immunizations (shots) 
 Yearly physicals 
 Pap smears 
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Primary Care Provider (PCP):  the medical provider chosen to take care of persons 
health care needs.  The primary care provider treats the ill, gives prescriptions for 
medicine and medical supplies, and refers to a specialist if needed.   
Prior Authorization:  some services that must be approved before received in order for 
Medicaid to pay.  A provider knows what services need prior authorization and should 
take care of this. 
  
Prosthetic Services: the surgical and dental specialty concerned with the design, construction, 
and fitting of prostheses (an artificial device to replace or augment a missing or impaired part of 
the body). 
 
Public Transportation: any transportation offered via bus, light rail, or ADA regulated curb-
to-curb service offered to the public and is area specific. 
 
Quality Assurance Group (QAG):  a group of people who help resolve grievances.  
 
Qualified Medicare Beneficiary (QMB): a state program, similar to medical assistance, for 
people who need help paying for Medicare services.  


 Must be eligible for Medicare Part A (even if not currently enrolled)  
 NOT financially eligible for medical assistance  
 And have limited income and assets  


QSC: Quality Service Coordinator 
 
Quote: Any increase/decrease to a set rate suggested by a transportation due to a trip being 
outside of a service area or day/hours of operation. 
 
Radiation Treatments: the administration of high-energy, x ray photons, electrons, or nuclear 
emissions for the cure of cancer or palliation of symptoms.  
 
Radiology Services: services done using the branch of medicine that uses ionizing and 
nonionizing for the diagnosis and treatment of diseases. (Such services include:  MRI, X-Ray, 
Upper G.I., Ultrasound, CT Scan). 
 
Rural Health Clinic Services: a clinic certified to receive special Medicare and Medicaid 
reimbursement. The purpose of the RHC program is improving access to primary care in 
underserved rural areas. 
 
Self Help Group Meetings: a group meeting for use of self help (i.e. support groups, anger 
management). 
 
Shunt: a passage by which a bodily fluid (as blood) is diverted from one channel, circulatory 
path, or part to another. 
 
Smoking Cessation: the means by which a person is trying to stop smoking through classes, 
seminars and other aids. 
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Social Security Office (SSI): office for applying and dealing with persons with disabilities. 
 
 
Social Worker/Case Manager: an employee of a hospital, nursing home or other medical 
facility. 
 
Speech Therapy: therapeutic treatment of speech defects (as lisping and stuttering). 
 
Spenddown: the dollar amount of medical bills that must be paid before Medicaid can 
assist with medical bills.  
 
STA: the Speed to Answer on an incoming call. 
 
Support Groups: a group of people with common experiences and concerns who provide 
emotional and moral support for one another. 
 
Talk Time: the time on a phone call excluding hold.  
 
Team Lead: the Customer Service Center Supervisors that are over a particular “team” of 
Customer Service Representatives. 
 
Title 19:  another name for Medicaid. 
 
Title 21:  the federal name for the State Children’s Health Insurance Program that is 
called HealthWave 21 in Kansas. 
 
TPL:  the third party liability.  If TPL, other insurance that must pay before Medicaid 
pays. 
 
Transplant Services: the services pertaining to the transfer (an organ or tissue) from one part 
or individual to another. 
 
Transportation Provider: any company who is under contract with MTM to provide non-
emergency medical transportation services for MTM Clients. Also referred to as a “Vendor”. 
 
Transfer: wheelchair bound Member who is able to move from the chair to the cab with little 
assistance. 
 
Turn-back: when a transportation provider sends a trip back to MTM due to scheduling, pricing, 
breakdown or other reasons, stating they cannot accommodate.  
 
Urgent Care Services: a facility of urgent care physicians who provide quality health care for 
patients of any age or gender who need and want immediate medical attention for non-emergency 
conditions. (Offers patients an alternative to emergency departments and office visits for fast 
access to care, extended hours, short wait time, and unscheduled visits). 
 
Vocational Rehabilitation: used for persons with disabilities becoming economically 
independent and decreasing or eliminating their need for ongoing government supports through 
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integrated, meaningful, and sustained work. Achieved through a rehabilitation process, which 
engages applicants and clients fully in actively exploring their vocational interests, abilities, 
capabilities and service/process options and in making choices.  
 
Weight Control Programs: programs used for controlling weight for medical or non-medical 
reasons. 
 
WIC: the Special Supplemental Nutrition Program for Women, Infants, and Children which 
serves to safeguard the health of low-income women, infants, & children up to age 5 who are at 
nutritional risk by providing nutritious foods to supplement diets, information on healthy eating, 
and referrals to health care. 
 
For further questions: 
The Customer Service Center has a Tabor’s Medical Encyclopedic Dictionary that is used for 
additional medical terms, to determine if a service is covered for transportation or to identify the 
appropriate system coding. Seek Team Lead Assistance if needed. 







 
 


Appropriate NET Management System 
Abbreviations and Definitions 


ADA AMERICANS with DISABILITIES ACT 
AID AID 
ALS ADVANCED LIFE SUPPORT 
APPT APPOINT MENT 
APT APARTMENT  
AUN AUNT  
AVE  AVENUE 
BC BECAUSE 
BENEF BENEFICIARY 
BLDG BUILDING  
BLS BASIC LIFE SUPPORT 
BTR BROTHER 
CLD CALL ED 
CM CAS E MANAGER 
CTR CENT ER 
CW CAS E WORKER 
CXLD CANCEL ED 
DC DISCHARGE 
DEST DESTINAT ION 
DME DURABL E MEDICAL EQUIPMENT 
DR DOCTOR 
DTR DAUGHT ER 
DVR DRIVE R 
ELIG ELIGIBILIT Y 
ER EMERGENCY ROOM 
ETA ESTIMATED TIME OF ARRIVAL 
FL FLOOR 
FRN FRIEND 
FTR FATHER 
GMA GRANDMA 
GPA GRANDPA 
HOSP HOSPITAL  
H/P HEAL TH PLAN 
HUS HUS BAND 
HWY H IGHWAY 
LN LANE 
MBR  MEMBER 
MNET MINNESOTA NON-EMERGENCY 







TRANSPORTATION 
MINS MINUTES  
MTM MEDICAL TRANSPORTATION MNGT 
MTR MOTHER 
MVR MONTHLY VERIFICATION REQUEST 
NEMT NON-EMERGENCY MEDICAL 


TRANSPORTATION 
NET NON-EMERGENCY 


TRANSPORTATION 
NRS NURSE  
O2 OXYGEN 
OT OCCUP ATIONAL THERAPY 
PMD  PRESUMPTIVE MEDICAID DISABILITY 
PKWY PARKWAY 
PL PLACE 
PSNGR PASSENG ER 
PT PHYSICAL  THERAPY 
PU PICK UP 
RD ROAD  
QMB QUALIFIED MEDICARE BENEFICIARY 
QSC QUALITY SERVICE COORDINATOR 
RCPT RECIPIE NT 
REL RELA TIVE 
RT ROUTE  
SON SON 
S/W SPOKE WITH 
ST SPEECH THERAPY 
STA SPEED TO ANSWER 
STE SUITE 
STR OR SIS  SISTER 
SW SOCIAL WORKER 
TT TALKED TO 
TRANS TRANSPO RTATION 
THRU THROUGH 
TNPK TURNPIKE 
UNC UNCLE  
VDR VENDOR 
VM VOICEMAIL 
W/ WITH 
WC WHEEL CHAIR 
WFE WIFE 
ALL REAL TESTING OR MEDICAL 
ABBREVIATIONS 


AA, EKG, EEK, SSI, MRI, NA, WIC… 


ALL DAYS OF WEEK MON, TUES, WED, THURS, FRI, SAT, 
SUN 







 
 


Types of Medical Coverage 
 


Medicaid is a health insurance program available only to certain low-income individuals and 
families who fit into an eligibility group that is recognized by federal and state law. Medicaid 
does not pay money to the individual; instead, it sends payments directly to the health care 
providers. Depending on the state's rules, individuals may also be asked to pay a small part of the 
cost (co-payment) for some medical services.   
 
Medicaid is a state administered program and each state sets its own guidelines regarding 
eligibility and services. 


Many groups of people are covered by Medicaid. Even within these groups, though, certain 
requirements must be met. These may include age, whether an individual is pregnant, disabled, 
blind, or aged; income and resources (like bank accounts, real property, or other items that can be 
sold for cash); and whether the individual is a U.S. citizen or a lawfully admitted immigrant. The 
rules for counting income and resources vary from state to state and from group to group. There 
are special rules for those who live in nursing homes and for disabled children living at home. 


Medicare is a health insurance program for: 


• People age 65 or older or under 65 with certain disabilities 
• People of all ages with End-Stage Renal Disease (permanent kidney failure requiring 


dialysis or a kidney transplant). 


Medicare has:  
Part A Hospital Insurance - Most people don't pay a premium for Part A because they or a 
spouse already paid for it through their payroll taxes while working. Medicare Part A (Hospital 
Insurance) helps cover inpatient care in hospitals, including critical access hospitals, and skilled 
nursing facilities (not custodial or long-term care). It also helps cover hospice care and some 
home health care. Beneficiaries must meet certain conditions to get these benefits. 
 
Part B Medical Insurance - Most people pay a monthly premium for Part B. Medicare Part B 
(Medical Insurance) helps cover doctors' services and outpatient care. It also covers some other 
medical services that Part A doesn't cover, such as some of the services of physical and 
occupational therapists, and some home health care. Part B helps pay for these covered services 
and supplies when they are medically necessary. 


MC+ Managed Care is a health care delivery program serving certain MC+ recipients that meet 
specified eligibility criteria. The goal is to improve the access and quality of health care services 
for Medicaid and state aid eligible populations, while reducing the costs of providing that care. 
The intention is to achieve this goal by enrolling eligible MC+ recipients in MC+ managed care 
health plans that contract with the state to provide a specified scope of benefits to each enrolled 
recipient in return for a capitated payment made on a per member, per month basis.  


The MC+ managed care health plan is required to provide most of the basic benefits as identified 
by the state plan for adults and all medically necessary services for children under the age of 21. 
Other services previously not covered under Medicaid/MC+ may be provided to recipients if the 
MC+ managed care health plan determines it is a suitable, appropriate and a cost-effective 
approach to providing a covered service.  







 
 


Types of Specialists 
And the Areas/Conditions They Specialize In 


 
Allergist- A physician specializing in the diagnosis and treatment of allergies/allergic 
disorders (hay fever, asthma). 
 
Anesthesiologist- A hospital or surgicenter based M.D. who provides anesthesia for 
major or minor surgeries. 
 
Audiologist- A physician using Audiology to aim to understand whether someone can 
hear properly, which parts of hearing (high or low tones, middle-ear or inner-ear causes) 
are affected, and what type of correction (e.g. hearing aids) may be necessary.  
 
Cardiologist- A physician specializing in the medical study of the structure, function, 
and disorders of the heart. 
 
Cardiovascular Surgeon- A surgeon specializing in the heart and the blood vessels. 
 
Colorectal Surgeon- A surgeon specializing in the colon and/or rectum. 
 
Critical Care- An internal medicine physician specializing in the continuing care of 
seriously ill patients. 
 
Dermatologist- A physician specializing in the diagnosis and treatment of disorders of 
the skin, hair and nails. 
 
Endocrinologist- A physician specializing in the glands (thyroid, pituitary, pancreas, 
ovaries). 
 
ENT- A physician specializing in the medical study of the ear, nose and throat. 
 
Gastroenterologist- A physician specializing in disorders affecting the stomach, 
intestines, and associated organs.  
 
General Surgeon- A specialist specifically trained and qualified to provide surgical care 
of the whole patient, consulting with other specialists when appropriate. 
 
Gynecologist- A physician specializing in the treatment of the female reproductive 
system. 
 
Hematologist- A physician specializing in the treatment of blood diseases. 
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Types of Specialists 
And the Areas/Conditions They Specialize In-continued 


 
Immunologist- A physician specializing in the structure and function of the immune 
system (trouble fighting off or frequent infections). 
 
Infectious Disease Specialist- A physician specializing in diseases passed from one 
person to another. 
 
Internal Medical Specialist- A physician specializing in the treatment in mainly adults 
and specializes in cardiovascular, respiratory, GI diseases, and diabetes.  Some patients 
choose Internists as their family physician. 
 
Neonatologist- Pediatricians who specialize in treatment of newborn infants. 
 
Nephrologist- A physician specializing in disease of the kidneys and bladder. Treat 
hypertension, monitor renal transplant patients. 
 
Neurologist- A physician specializing in the diagnosis and treatment of diseases of the 
brain and nervous system. 
 
Neurosurgeon- A surgeon who specializes in surgery and treats injuries to the brain, 
spinal cord, and other nervous structures (carpal tunnel, etc.). 
 
Obstetrician- A physician who delivers babies and treat the mother during and after 
pregnancy. 
 
Oculoplastic Surgeon-  A surgeon who studies ophthalmology (eye microsurgery) and 
then specializes further in advanced plastic surgery techniques of the eyelids, tear duct 
system and orbit (bones around the eye). 
 
Oncologist- A physician using the Specialty of Radiology in the treatment of cancers and 
other diseases using radiation.  
 
Ophthamologist- A medical doctor specializing in surgery of the eye.  
 
Optometrist- Optometrists fit glasses and treat minor eye diseases and are not medical 
doctors. 
 
Orthopaedist- A surgeon specializing in the usculoskelatal system (Treat sprains, 
fractures and other injuries. Perform joint repair and total joint replacement). 
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Types of Specialists 
And the Areas/Conditions They Specialize In-continued 


 
Otolaryngologist- A surgeons who specializes in surgery and diseases of the ears, nose, 
throat, sinuses, head and neck. Some ENT's also subspecialize in facial plastic surgery. 
 
Otologist-  A physician specializing in diseases of the ear. 
 
Pathologist- A laboratory based physician specializing in interpreting disease in tissue 
samples sent by other physicians. Usually works within a hospital. 
 
Pediatrician- A physician specializing in the treatment of infants, children, and 
adolescents. 
 
Perinatologist- A physician specializing in the fetus during the 20-29th week of 
pregnancy to 1st-4th week after birth (high-risk pregnancies). 
 
Physiatrist- A physician with specialty training in Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation. 
This field of medicine involves the treatment of disorders that alter the function and 
performance of the patient. The focus of treatment is on the use of principles of 
rehabilitation as a process through which the daily function of the person can be 
improved. 
 
Plastic Surgeon- A surgeons who corrects functional and cosmetic deformiries of the 
face, head, body and extremities. Repairs scars or burned skin, reconstructs structures 
destroyed by cancer or accidents. Includes cosmetic surgery such as breast augmentation 
or reduction, body contouring (liposuction). 
 
Podiatrist- A physician specializing in the diagnosis and medical and/or surgical 
treatment of the lower extremity below the knee. Podiatrists generally treat conditions of 
the foot and ankle. Common conditions treated include sprains, fractures, skin disorders, 
infections, chronic wounds, heel pain, ingrown toenails, warts, hammertoes and bunions. 
 
Psychiatrist- Prevention, diagnosis and treatment of mental and emotional disorders, 
including depression, anxiety disorders, substance abuse, developmental disabilities and 
sexual dysfunction. Treatment includes psychotherapy, psychoanalysis, diagnostic tests, 
medications and intervention with individuals and families who are coping with stress, 
crises and other emotional problems. Sub-speciaization exicts in child, adolescent and 
geriatric psychiatry.  
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Types of Specialists 
And the Areas/Conditions They Specialize In-continued 


 
Psychologist- Treat mental, emotional, and behavioral disorders. These range from short-
term crises, such as difficulties resulting from adolescent rebellion, to more severe, 
chronic conditions such as schizophrenia. 
 
Pulmonologist- A physician specializing in the diagnosis and treatment of diseases of the 
lungs and airways, including such conditions as pneumonia, cancer, pleurisy, asthma, 
bronchitis, emphysema, and other disorders of the lungs.  
 
Rheumatologist- A physician specializing in the diagnosis and non-surgical treatment of 
diseases of the joints, muscle, bones and tendons. Included are such conditions as 
arthritis, back pain, muscle strains and collagen diseases.  
 
Thoracic Surgeon- A surgeon specializing in the practice of medicine directed toward 
the surgical treatment of diseases of the chest including coronary artery disease; cancers 
of the lung, esophagus, and chest wall; abnormalities of the great vessels and heart 
valves; birth defects of the chest and heart; tumors in the organs contained in the chest 
cavity; and transplantation of the heart and lungs.  
 
Urogynecologist- An Obstetrician/Gynecologist physician who specializes in the care of 
women with Pelvic Floor Dysfunction. 
 
Urologist- A physician specializing in the treatment of diseases of the urinary tract, both 
male and female, and of the reproductive system of the male. Organs include the kidneys, 
bladder, prostate gland, and adrenal gland. 
 
Vascular Surgeon- A surgeon specializing in the branch of medicine that addresses 
problems associated with the circulatory system.  Common disorders treated by vascular 
surgeons include blocked arteries in the extremities, abdomen and neck, and aneurysms. 
 
Wound Specialist- A physician specializing in assisting patients with non-healing 
wounds. 
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Language Barriers 
Relay Calls 


Relay calls are placed by a TTY user through a Communications Assistant.  Standard 
TTY Relay Service is for people who are deaf, hard of hearing or speech disabled and 
who desires to communicate with a hearing person who uses a standard telephone.  


If you receive a relay call, the information given is being referred to you through the 
Communications Assistant (Relay Operator).  Wait for the Communications Assistant’s 
instruction as to when to interject with appropriate trip intake questions.  When the 
Member has completed typing their answer/question, the Communications Assistant will 
relay the information to you and say “okay” when finished.  The CSR should respond and 
say, “okay” when finished.  The entirety of the trip will be completed using this process.   


All Users: 711 
TTY Users: 1-800-855-2880 
Voice Users:  1-800-855-2881 


AT&T Spanish Relay Service 


TTY Spanish: 1-800-855-2884 
Voice Spanish: 1-800-855-2885 


AT&T Speech-to-Speech Service 


English STS: 1-800-229-5746 
Spanish STS:  1-866-260-9470 
 


 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 







 
 


Language Barriers 
Translator Calls 


 
MTM Spanish-Speaking Representatives 
MTM has multiple Spanish-speaking CSR’s.  If the caller is Spanish speaking and a 
Spanish speaking representative is working, cold transfer caller to queue 8166.   


• If unsure, seek supervisor assistance 
o Weekend supervisor as assigned  


 
Language Line Services 
MTM has an account with the Language Line Services. When a CSR gets a caller that 
does not speak English and there are no bilingual MTM CSR’s who speak that language, 
the CSR should call the Language Line Services.  


• Phone Number: 1-800-523-1786 
• Account Number: 232058 
• 4 Digit Personal Account Number: Your extension 


 
Creating a Conference Call (If an Internal CSR is Not Available): 


• Put the caller on “mute” 
• Press the “more” soft key, then the “Confrn” soft key on the Cisco phone 
• Dial 1-800-523-1786 in the conferencing window 
• Press “Dial” 
• Give Language Line Services operator the account number and your extension 


when prompted 
• Once advised, inform the Language Line Services operator that you are adding 


the caller on the line 
• Press “Confrn” button on the Cisco phone 


o Everyone should be connected. 
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How to Handle the Foreign Accent 
 
It’s more and more common to talk with people whose native language isn’t our own.  
These accents can be both international and domestic.  How many times have you talked 
with someone just from a different region of the USA and not understood him or her?  
Miscommunication is easy with anyone who’s not talking as we’re used to hearing.  
Today, with ore and more business going global, it’s key to be ready to know how to deal 
with a foreign accent.  To those from another country- we are the ones that have the 
foreign accent.  So these tips will go both ways, and they’re effective both on the phone 
and in person. 
 
Here are 5 key points to know how to help you at your job (and in your personal life too) 
when working with someone who is difficult to understand- accent or not.  
 


1. Don’t Pretend to Understand.  It’s OK to gently explain you’re having a little 
difficulty understanding them.  Let’s face it, if you have an accent- you know it.  
So it’s not a surprise.  One of the least effective things one could do when not 
understanding someone is to PRETEND they do.  Some nod or say, “OK” just to 
move the conversation along.  That’s not doing anyone any good.  It’s perfectly 
OK to simply and gently say, “I apologize.  I am having a little difficulty 
understanding you.  If you could slow down; just a little bit; I’ll be able to get it 
all correct for you.” That’s the most important thing to the person with the accent; 
knowing you WANT to help and get it right.  They’re aware you might be having 
difficulty and if you nod yes or pretend you understand, it won’t help the situation 
at all.  Your tone of voice is international; universal.  So keep it at a light, slower 
pace- and yes, smiling is also universal.  They’ll hear you smile in any language.  


2. Don’t Rush. Rushing threatens callers.  Often there’s tendency to want to really 
rush someone who speaks with an accent.  Not a good idea at all.  Rushing 
threatens the best of us, let alone someone who is not able to express themselves 
in our own style.  Slow down.  Not to excess of course, but if you find yourself 
constantly saying “uh huh, “over and over in rapid succession, you’re probably 
rushing the customer. 


3. Don’t Shout. They are NOT hard of hearing.  We usually get a little laugh on this 
one.  Many a time we subconsciously speak louder- or repeat the same word over 
and over, thinking that will help.  It doesn’t.  People with accents normally hear 
very well.  It’s insulting to shout at them.  Keep that smile on your face.   
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How to Handle the Foreign Accent-continued 


4. Don’t Be Rude. No one really thinks they’re rude. But if you’ve ever said: “Hey, 
I can’t understand you” or even a short, “HUH?” you’re considered rude. Again, 
go back to #1 and explain you’re having a little difficulty understanding them. 
They’ll often repeat it for you. If the situation is hopeless and you simply aren’t 
getting anywhere, don’t be embarrassed or afraid to call for help. Perhaps another 
person can better understand what the customer is saying. But remember, being 
shuffled from one person to another is frustrating to anyone - accent or not.  


5. Do Keep a JOB Aid Available. Most often, we hear that 80% of the calls are 
from a certain area with the same accent. Be it all Hispanic, or all Asian, or all 
European. If your job has you working with a large percentage of one accent, 
keep a few simple phrases in that language near you. Short phrases that would let 
the customer know you’re trying. If you’re in a Hispanic environment, phrases 
like, “Un momento por favor” (One moment please.) will help. Even if we 
mispronounce it, they’ll understand. 


Don’t forget that MTM has Spanish translators and if the language is not Spanish, 
the Language Line might be the best option. 
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Customer Service Center Specific 


General Information 
 
Telephone Greeting 
"Thank you for calling Plan Name Transportation Services.  This is CSR Name.  May I 
please have your (Plan specific search criteria)?” 
 
Arranging Transportation 
Transportation is set for current month and all of the next month 


• If questioned on why transport cannot be arranged further ahead than just 1 
month, inform that this is to prevent a fax getting lost or put aside 


 
Member’s Asking for a Supervisor 
The following is directly from the Quality Scoring Observation Guide that is used to 
score calls. 
 
Component 6.4 Proper use of Empowerment 


a. CSR needs to portray confidence in order to convince caller that they can 
handle their concerns or request.  


b. CSR should take all appropriate steps of assisting the customer before 
escalating call.   


c. If a member calls in and requests a supervisor immediately, the CSR 
should inform member that they can not escalate to a supervisor without 
trying to resolve issue first. 


i. Scoring will be 5 if met, 0 if not met 
ii. Scoring could be NA if call is to set a simple trip 


 
Note:  Never state to a Member “a supervisor is going to tell you the same thing.” This 


might not be true and could only infuriate the caller.  
 
Releasing Last Names 


• We are not required to give out last names over the phone.  Please do not give out 
any co-workers last names. 


 
No Response on the Line 
After initial call greeting or after Member has been placed on hold and line is resumed; if 
there is silence or several minutes of background noise, but no one comes on the line, say 
the following phrase: 


• “If you can hear me, I cannot hear you. Please call back.” 
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General Information-continued 
 
System Passwords 
Passwords should be sent to the Team Lead to securely save. This will ensure that if a 
password is forgotten, the information can be relayed and thus prevent too many invalid 
attempts and being locked out. The following steps should be followed. 


1. Only attempt 2 times and then close window  
2. Inform Team Lead that you can not log into system  
3. Team Lead will verify password  
4. If still does not resolve, Team Lead will escalate to systems, HR, or BSG  


 Frequent offenders could be subject to disciplinary notice.  
 
NOTE:  The ADP/HRB(Employee Access) password is not necessary to send to your 
Team Lead. This allows access to your personal health information. The password and 
security questions should be kept somewhere accessible. 
 
Calls Received from Members You Know Personally 
If you receive a call from someone you know personally, please inform the caller that due 
to PHI (Protected Health Information) you are required to turn the call over to your 
supervisor.  


• Seek supervisor assistance 
 
Personal Use of Mileage Reimbursement/Transportation 
If you meet the qualifications and are in need of arranging mileage reimbursement or 
transportation, these sorts of requests must be made by a supervisor.  


• See supervisor assistance 
 


When to Log Off 
A CSR working until the close of business must stay in an available status (unless 
otherwise approved) until the last minute of their shift. This is to ensure that there is an 
adequate amount of workers on line and that all calls are answered in a timely manner. 
 
Newborn Not Yet Issued A Medical # 
Transportation can be arranged under the mother’s file for 1 month until a medical ID # is 
issued to the child. 


• Exception: MNET-allowed for 1 year 
• Exception: NY-state regulation that unborn children have their own medical ID # 
• Document the Instructions/Directions field with “trip is for a newborn that has not 


yet been issued a medical number at this time.” 
• List the child as passenger without an appointment as this will be billed under the 


mother’s name. 
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General Information-continued 
 
Caller Disconnects During Call 
In the event that a caller should disconnect during the course of the call prior to retrieving 
all needed information, call volume would become a factor. 


• If another call comes through the line: 
o Greet the call and ask for them to give you a few moments.  
o Quickly document the current trip that the caller disconnected the line before 


retrieving all information and another call came through 
o Leave trip in W1 Trip Status Waiting Code 
o NOTE: If a transportation provider was already selected when the member 


disconnected, the fax can be sent. A call to the member can be made if call 
volume allows. Documentation is necessary in the F4-Trip Remarks. 


 
Shelters/Undisclosed Addresses 
All addresses and phone numbers are verified by the caller upon entering a file.  If 
informed that a member is residing in a shelter or facility and the address should not be 
disclosed, one of the following can be done to assist the member. 


• Ask member for a password that will need verified for every trip   
• Document the F8-Red Flag with the password 
• Mark Update Screen’s address as “See F8-Red Flag for password” to ensure that 


it is the member contacting MTM 
• After password is verified, the address of the shelter/facility or an address of a 


different location can be entered on the trip request(s) and proceed with 
arrangements (gas station, etc.) 
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General Information-continued 
 
First Time Callers/Callers Inquiring About Service 
The following could be informed to either a first time caller or a caller that would like to 
inquire about our service and does not necessarily have a request to enter. This will 
ensure consistency and proper education. 


• Keep MTM’s toll free number with them when traveling to medical appointments 
in the event they would need to contact us 


• Complete addresses and phone numbers are needed on all calls to MTM in order 
to have transportation arranged 


• Notice required according their plans protocols  
• Mileage reimbursement program (if offered) 
• Be ready 1 hour prior to appt (unless distance would need to allow for longer) 
• Return process (driver will give a business card for them to contact them from the 


medical provider’s office for the return ride and could take up to 1 hour) 
• Changes or cancels (contact MTM in advance or if after hours, contact their 


transportation provider and leave a message and still contact the following day) 
• Transportation for appointments can be arranged for current and following month.  
• In the event of an emergency, do not contact MTM’s non-emergency 


transportation number, but rather contact 9-1-1 or local emergency number. 
 
Pregnancy-Related Appointments 
Any appointments related to pregnancy and the Member is over 7 months/28 weeks OR if 
a Member is considered high risk (at any term of pregnancy), should not be denied for 
insufficient time.  Listed below are some, but not all, risk factors that determine high risk  


• Medical conditions: Hypertension/Toxemia/Pre-Clampsia (high blood 
pressure/water retention), Diabetes (gestational or otherwise) 


• Age-teenagers and woman over age 35 
• Weight- over or under   
• Prior stillbirth or miscarriage 
• Prior pre-term delivery (Prior pregnancies where delivery occurred before 37th 


week) 
• Prior neonate with a genetic or congenital disorder 
• Multi-fetal pregnancy (i.e. twins, triplets) 
• Sexually Transmitted Diseases 
• Genital tract abnormalities 
• Social characteristics (drug/alcohol addiction/use) 


NOTE:  It is not necessary to ask the Member if she has any of the above listed 
conditions, but if they mention one of them, this list allows you to realize that they are 
considered a high-risk pregnancy. 
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General Information-continued 
 
Operator Educations (OE’s) 
Any trips that are found to be entered incorrectly, an OE code may be entered in the F4-
Trip Remarks by supervisors, other departments, or the Quality Support Team.  This is 
used as an educational tool to ensure that all trips are entered correctly in order for MTM 
to provide the utmost quality and transportation.  This is also meant to eliminate a 
problem before it becomes an issue and to show a CSR what is being done inaccurately 
before it becomes a habit.  OE’s can be found by trip queries or random trips where 
something incorrect is noticed.  Team Leads/Supervisors review their team member’s 
OE’s that were given by the Quality Support Team with them on a daily basis to explain 
what should/could be done to eliminate the problem(s).  If it is determined by the Team 
Lead/Supervisor that an OE was entered incorrectly, the OE can be deemed invalid and 
the Team Lead/Supervisor will write the reason on the OE page. Signatures of both the 
team member and Team Lead/Supervisor is required (unless the OE is determined 
invalid).  OE’s are kept on file in the CSC.  OE’s entered by the Quality Support Team 
are used for scoring and given to each CSR on a monthly basis on a report card. A 
specific amount of OE’s in the same category will result in a Standard Performance 
Improvement Plan (SPIP). Three months of the same consecutive OE, resulting in a SPIP, 
will result in disciplinary action. The SPIP will drop off if not in the same category the 
following month. Any trips where a possible OE would need entered that are located by a 
CSR; an email with the Trip Number can be sent to the Team Lead.  For an example of 
an OE, see OE Forms under the section called Forms. 
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Urgent Request Process 
 
Educating on Appropriate Days Notice 
If request is under the appropriate days notice or the recipient is a first time caller and has 
or has not given appropriate notice, educate recipient and mark the F8-Red Flag that the 
recipient has been educated on notice.  This will ensure that MTM is following each 
plan’s specific days notice guidelines and number of educations.  Also, it may allow 
transportation to be denied if non-urgent and under the proper notice.  Check each plan’s 
protocols for specifics.    


 Any requests under the plan’s specific days notice guidelines, requires the Urgent 
Request Guidelines to be followed. If the “Call Facility” column is marked with 
“Yes”, the “Special Instructions” column must be followed. 


 If F8-Red Flag states that all appointments must be verified and verbal 
confirmation cannot be received, suggest a call back for a reattempt.   


o NOTE:  Verification of all appointments must be documented by the 
 Quality Management department or a supervisor.  This is entered for fraud 
 or confusion purposes. 


o If confirmed that there is no appointment scheduled: 
 Deny using "DR" Trip Status Code (Denied-Appointment Not 


Verified with Provider) 
 Refer caller to their Dr/facility with any concerns 
 Document the Red Flag that the recipient has been educated 
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Urgent Request Guidelines-Days of Notice Exceptions 
 


Always check to ensure that the service is covered per plan protocols. 
This is just a guideline and does not include all possible urgent requests that could be called in. If uncertain, 


check with a supervisor or contact the medical provider’s office for confirmation of urgency. 
 


Type of Request Set? 
Call 
Facility? Special instructions: 


Less than days notice according 
to health plan protocols  NO NO 


 Do set if appt is of an urgent nature as listed below 
 Do set if recipient has not been educated on days notice 


the allowed amount of times 
 Do set if eligibility prevented advance notice 


Cardiac or Pulmonary Rehab YES NO No instructions 
Chemo/Radiation YES NO No instructions 
Diabetic complications 
i.e. increased blood sugar or 
other increased diabetic 
symptoms YES NO No instructions 
Dialysis Patient YES NO No instructions 
Discharge YES YES Do not set if protocol states it is not a covered service 
Follow Up Visit (from Dr appt, 
urgent care or ER) YES NO 


Do not set if visit was over 10 days ago and there are no 
complications  


Immunizations to return to 
school only  YES NO No instructions 


Lab Work/X-Rays  YES YES 


F4-Trip Remarks must be documented with the ordering doctor’s 
information and doctor must verify the appointment—if no 
verification, deny. 


Medications-Refill/New RX’s   
 YES YES 


 Set if verified with pharmacy or ordering doctor. Do not 
set unless verified. 


Pain Management (pain 
management specialist NOT for 
sick/pain urgent requests) YES NO Set up without days notice 
Prenatal Appointment YES NO Set only if pregnancy related appointment.   


Psychiatrist NO NO 
Unless out of meds and going for refill (for crisis case - i.e. death 
in the family- ONLY with Supervisor or Team Lead approval ) 


Rescheduled Appointment NO 


YES (see 
special 
inst.) 


 Only set under days notice if Dr/facility rescheduled 
 Set if MTM was responsible for a no show/late arrival and 


the recipient could not be seen. 


Sickness or Injury (new onset) 
(ER/Urgent care included) YES 


NO (see 
special 
inst) 


 Call to verify appointment (NOT URGENCY) only if F8-
Red Flag notes indicate past fraud 


 For ER/Urgent Care set as a 1-way to and wait for 
confirmation that recipient was seen to set return. 


Transplant Patient YES NO 
Do not set if it is a non transplanted related service/appointment—
document F8-Red Flag showing recipient as a transplant recipient.  


WIC Appointments YES NO  Set trip only if infant under 1 yr old and out of formula 
 


If the F8-Red Flag states that all appointments must be verified, transportation cannot be arranged until the 
appointment has been verified.  There is no need to call and verify appointments unless it is specifically 


noted above under the column “call facility”. 







Proper Documentation 
 
Due to concerns that everyone is documenting differently and with spelling errors 
in the system, the following mandatory standardization will be effective 
immediately: 
 
  
EXAMPLE ISSUE 
“MON THUR FRI” should be Monday through Friday but looks like Monday, 
Thursday, Friday. 
 
  
STANDARDIZED SYSTEM DOCUMENTATION 
M=Monday 
 
T=Tuesday 
 
W=Wednesday 
 
R=Thursday 
 
F=Friday 
 
S=Saturday 
 
N=Sunday 
 
  
Multiple days are to be recorded with slashes between the letters: 
“M/W/F/N” 
 







 
 


One-Way and Multi-Leg Trips 
 
Due to the way that transportation providers must schedule their trips, it is very important 
to code all one-way and multi-leg trips correctly. This requires the following: 
  
Trip Type 
For one-way trips, the Trip Type should be a: 


• “T” if the Member is going only TO the medical provider and has their own 
means of transportation home from the appointment or the way from the 
appointment is happening on a different day or with a different transportation 
provider. 
 Any requests put in as a one-way require a note in the F4-Trip Remarks 


explaining why it is a one-way. This eliminates confusion on whether the trip was 
should be round, but was entered as one-way on accident. 


•  “F” if the Member is going only FROM the medical provider and has their own 
means or transportation to the appointment or the way to the appointment 
happened on a different day or with a different transportation provider. 
 Any requests put in as a one-way require a note in the F4-Trip Remarks 


• “R” if the Member is going as a ROUND trip and is requesting transportation 
home and is to be set with the same transportation provider. 


For multi leg trips, all trip legs must be coded as "T" trips, except for the final leg that 
must be coded as an "F" trip.  


• EXCEPTION:  “P” if the Member is going to the pharmacy on a multi-leg trip 
• Currently “P” not being used.  “T” is used instead. 


 
Appointment Time(s) 


• The appointment time for all legs scheduled with a “T” Trip Type should be set 
using the actual appointment time(s) or if unknown on the intermediate leg(s), the 
appointment time should be set as “2359” or “WILL CALL”  


• Member needs to allow up to at least 1 hour between the end of the first 
appointment and the start of the next one unless the driver is willing to wait and 
not charge waiting time 
o If the driver requests wait time, this must be authorized through Network 


Solutions. 
 
Requests for Pick Up From and Drop Off To School/Work/Etc. 


• Request that Member make the appointment at a time that we can pick up from 
school/work/etc and return home afterwards or pick up from home and drop off to 
school/work/etc. If Member states the inability to do this, seek supervisor 
assistance for approval. 
o This eliminates extra legs on a trip. 
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One-Way and Multi-Leg Trips-continued 
 
Documenting a Multi-Leg 


• Any documentation is generally looked for in leg 1.  All remaining legs require a 
note in the F4-Trip Remarks stating “See notes in leg 1”.  This guarantees that any 
trip that is entered would refer the reader to the proper trip to locate 
documentation. 


• Documentation indicating each leg of the trip should be specified on the Special 
Needs field. Example: Leg 1 of 3, Leg 2 of 3, Leg 3 of 3. 


• Any trip that is not a round trip requires documentation in the F4-Trip Remarks 
stating why.  This eliminates any confusion on why the member does not need 
transportation to or from.  


 
Trip Reason Codes 
For any “leg” of the trip that is headed home/school/work/etc, the Trip Reason Code used 
for the first “leg” would be used.  Do not use Trip Reason Code 57-Non-Medical as this 
could appear that MTM is arranging transportation to non-covered services.  


• This code is used on trips that are arranged to capture a denial or for accounts 
where non-medical services are covered. i.e. grocery store, hair salon, etc.  


• Example: Psychiatric appt, Pharmacy stop, then home would be coded as follows: 
First Leg-28-Psychiatrist, Second Leg-21-Pharmacy, Third Leg-28-Psychiatrist 


• A pharmacy stop following a hospital discharge would be entered as a two leg and 
coded as follows:  First Leg-21-Pharmacy, Second Leg-10-Discharge 


 
Trips to an Emergency Room/Urgent Care Facility 


• For requests to go to an E.R. or Urgent Care check plan protocols to ensure that 
this is a covered benefit.   


• Once confirmed non-emergent, instruct the caller that at the time of discharge, a 
confirmation call will be placed to the facility to verify that the Member was seen 


o EXCEPTION:  No need for verification if the call is placed by a Social 
Worker, nurse, Case Worker or Discharge Planner from the facility.   


• If urgent care is at a hospital, make a call to confirm that the hospital has an 
urgent care.  If they only have an E.R., check plan protocols to ensure that this is a 
covered benefit.   


• If request is to an urgent care and is being scheduled for the evening hours, call 
and confirm what time they are open as some urgent care facilities close early. 


• Arrange trip as a one-way using a “T” for “To”. 
• If the same transportation provider accepts the trip home, the Trip Type can be 


changed from a "To" to a "Round" and refaxed (F9). 
• If the same transportation cannot accommodate the way home, a new trip will 


need to be arranged as an “F” for "From" with a separate trip #. 
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One-Way and Multi-Leg Trips-continued 
 


Walk In Appointments 
Any requests to a walk in appointment, the following steps must be followed: 


• Contact the facility to confirm that walk ins are accepted at the requested time 
• Document F4-Trip Remarks with the name of who confirmed that they accept 


walk ins during the requested time 
o If confirmation cannot be obtained, the trip will be left in a Trip Status 


Code “W1” (Waiting for Call Back from Member) 
o Advise the member to call back at a time that confirmation can be 


obtained 
o Document the F4-Trip Remarks that confirmation could not be obtained, 


but that member was advised to call back 
• Arrange trip as a one-way using a “T” for “To”. 
• Inform the member to contact MTM when the appointment is over for 


confirmation that they were seen and arrangement of the return ride 
• Contact the facility to confirm that the member was seen 
• Document F4-Trip Remarks with the name of who confirmed that member was 


seen 
o If confirmation cannot be obtained, the trip will be left as a one-way 
o Advise the member to call back at a time that confirmation can be 


obtained 
o Document the F4-Trip Remarks that confirmation could not be obtained, 


but that member was advised to call back 
• If the same transportation provider accepts the trip home, the Trip Type can be 


changed from a "To" to a "Round" and refaxed (F9).   
• If the same transportation cannot accommodate the way home, a new trip will 


need to be arranged as a "From" with a separate trip #. 
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One-Way and Multi-Leg Trips-continued 
 
Situations That Would Deem as Emergency  
Anytime a member states that their call is regarding a true emergency vs. urgent, the 
caller should be directed to immediately hang up and contact 9-1-1 or local emergency 
contact number.  MTM transports Members on a non-emergency basis only.  Some 
examples of real emergencies include, but are not limited to the following: 


• Chest pain or shooting pain down left arm 
• Loss of consciousness or fainting 
• Bleeding that cannot be stopped 
• Drug overdose 
• Broken bones (EXCEPTION:  Minor breaks or fractures I.e. toes, fingers) 
• Sudden loss of vision, speech, or movement of a body part 
• Seizures 
• Injuries from gunshot wounds, knives, or accidents 
• Recent neck or back injuries 
• Labor pains, loss of amniotic fluid or any other serious pregnancy related 


problems/issues 
 
Discharge from a Facility (Monday-Friday 8am-5pm CST) 
Once the call is determined as a discharge request, the CSR will do the following: 


• Explain to the caller that they are going to be transferred to a Discharge Specialist 
to complete their request. 


• Cold transfer the call to extension 8167 
o If a trip was started in the system prior to determination, leave the trip in 


 “W1” Trip Status Waiting Code and document the F4 Trip Remarks.  
o Cold Transfer to extension 8167 


 
NOTE: MNET and SC discharge requests are handled by the CSR and not transferred to 
the discharge queue. 
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One-Way and Multi-Leg Trips-continued 
 
After Hours Discharge from a Facility 


• For trips where a Member is being discharged, schedule with an “F” Trip Type.  
o A pharmacy stop following a hospital discharge would be entered as a two 


leg and coded as follows:  First Leg-21-Pharmacy, Second Leg-10-
Discharge 


• The appointment time would be the actual discharge time.   
• Verify with the facility that the Member was seen.   


o This eliminates fraud and guarantees that the Member was actually seen.  
• If the Member has already been discharged, enter a time approximately 30 


minutes from the current time.  (Taking into consideration any possible different 
time zone) 


o Retrieve the Nurses Station # and Room/Bed # 
 If the Member was already released from their room or was seen in 


the E.R., list where the Member can be located. i.e. ER, Main 
lobby.  


• If the Member has not been discharged, and it is the hospital staff calling and they 
know the discharge time, arrange trip.  If it is the member calling, enter the 
approximate time of discharge and ask that the member call back when the actual 
discharge has taken place.  This helps to eliminate member no shows in the event 
that the transportation arrived and the Doctor had not yet released the member.  


 Place the trip in a W1 Trip Status Waiting Code 
 Document the F4-Trip Remarks that the member will call when 


discharge has taken place 
• As a courtesy to hospitals/workers calling in a discharge, after contacting 3 


transportation providers, allow the Social Worker to get off the phone and instruct 
that we will call them back when transportation has been arranged.  Be sure to get 
a valid contact number.  If call volume is high, ask the Team Lead to continue 
contacting transportation providers to ensure phone coverage.  


• Once transportation is located, inform the caller that it could take up to 4 hours for 
the transportation provider to arrive due to the last minute changes to their 
scheduling.  (unless the transportation provider gave a specific time) 


• It is the hospital’s responsibility for inpatient visits to see the patient to the door in 
a wheelchair. 


o If the Member is certified as cab, but the hospital states they are in a 
wheelchair, question the ability to transfer.  They may be referring to the 
fact that they will be bringing the Member to the door in a wheelchair, but 
they are indeed ambulatory. 


• Drivers are not required to come to the room and get the patient as they cannot 
leave their vehicle unattended.  
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One-Way and Multi-Leg Trips-continued 
 
Assigning the Transportation Provider 


• All legs of a trip must be assigned to the same transportation provider, unless the 
trip is a mileage reimbursement request or public transportation can be used on 
any of the legs or if the location is to facility that has a sole source provider that 
will only transportation to/from that specific location. 


o If the same transportation provider does not show up on additional legs, 
this could be caused if you have a “2359” or “WILL CALL” time and the 
system does not recognize the time.  Enter an actual time and “Reshop” 
the trip (SHIFT + F4), but prior to faxing change the time back to the 
original time.    


 
Pharmacy Trips 
VERIFY THAT PHARMACY IS COVERED FOR PLAN 
For trips where Member is requesting: 
A round trip to the pharmacy from their residence: 


 Verify that the pharmacy has a prescription waiting or retrieve the medical 
provider’s number to call and verify that a script was written. 


A multi-leg with a pharmacy stop (already at the appointment): 
 This appointment can become a multi-leg as long as the transportation provider 


can accommodate. 
A multi-leg with a pharmacy stop (not at the appointment): 


 Contact the medical provider to verify that a prescription will be issued on that 
day.  If the medical provider is unsure until they see the patient, inform the 
Member to call back when they are at the medical provider’s office. 


o See (A multi-leg with a pharmacy stop: already at the appointment.) 
 
Multi-Leg for Appointments Needed Under Two Files  
For Members who have an appointment at a different location than their additional 
passenger and they are riding together, the following would be required: 


• The first leg of the trip should be placed under the Member’s file that has the first 
appointment. 


• Document the Special Needs field that the other legs are under the opposite 
Member’s file. 


• The additional legs of the trip would be placed under the Member who has the 
additional appointment(s). 


• Document the Special Needs field of the other legs that the first leg is under the 
opposite Member’s file. 


• This helps to eliminate confusion for the transportation provider. 
• This ensures that the appropriate billing can take place. 
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Trip Status Codes 
Customer Service Center Specific 


Scheduled Codes 
S1 Scheduled from the Vendor Shopper Normal trip set up 
SG Scheduled Gas Trip is being processed. Do not cancel.  Use NC 


code in F4. Email reimbursement department. 
SQ Scheduled with a Quote Increased/decreased system price (req. approval) 
Waiting Codes 
W1 Waiting for Call Back from Recipient Missing information needed to finish trip 
W2 Waiting for return fax Used by CSR for mileage verification on plans that 


require a call within 7 days 
MNET only-Used by Team Leads for 
Transportation Evaluation 


W3 STS Certification MNET only-Counties we do not service, but needs 
certification 


W4 Waiting for Reimbursement Trip is waiting to be processed 
W6 Waiting for Ambulance  Not entered by CSR-Care Management only 
W7 Waiting Status For Mileage Reimbursement MNET only-Transfer call to nurse queue at 8131 
W8 Waiting To Fax To Vendor Later MNET only-If over mileage limit (over 40 miles) 
WB Waiting for recurring trip MNET only-CSR uses on 2nd trip for RTP 
WF Waiting For Fax MNET only-Used by Lead after fax is sent when 


over mileage  
WR Trip Status for “MASTER RTP” trips Used when RTP is put in  
WW Waiting for Fee Adjustment MNET only-Used for passengers with appts-have 


to be eligible 
Used when ADA and vendor notes show additional 
fees are needed 


Escalation Codes 
EA Escalate for LON Level of Need has been requested (not MNET) 
EB Waiting for LON Level of Need has been faxed (not MNET) 
EC Escalate to Network Management Vendor not in shopper-after hours-seek supervisor 
EU Escalated Urgent  South Carolina only-trips  
No Show Codes 
XB Cancellation of a Bus Trip Only cancel if there is NO one-way price in the trip 
X1 No Show-Recipient Canceled at P/U Also used on trips when a bus pass was sent, but 


is being returned 
X2 No Show-Recipient Was Not There at P/U  
X3 No Show-Recipient Was There But Not Ready  
S4 No Show-Return Trip-Recipient Was Not There  
SV Vendor No Show On One Leg Of Round Trip   
VN Vendor No Show at Pick Up  
Cancellation Codes 
S7 Rcpt Canceled Direct to Vendor-Return Trip  
S8 Rcpt Canceled-Return Never Called For P/U  
X5 Rcpt Canceled Direct to Vendor-Prior to Trip  
X6 Rcpt Canceled Direct to MTM-Prior to Trip Member/recipient cancels and does not reschedule 
X9 Canceled Due to Appt/Schedule Change Member/recipient cancels and reschedules on same 


call 
XC Canceled-Per Facility-no longer attends Used by corporate office only 
XD Canceled-Rcpt is Deceased  
XE Canceled Due to Operator Error Only used if SCHEDULED with a Vendor 
XG Canceled Gas Reimbursement Trip Used when MTM cannot verify member/recipient was


seen or member cancels their request 







XH Canceled-Rcpt is Hospitalized  
XM MTM Canceled Computer/Dispatch problems/Misc.  
XN Canceled-Vendor Not Most Appropriate i.e. set as bus, but LON Form states “no bus” 
XQ Vendor Turn backs that Don’t Count Against Used by Turn-Back Specialists 
XS Canceled-Vendor not in compliance Used by Network to cancel trips when non-compliant
XT Canceled-Duplicate Trip  
XU Canceled-No Vendor Available Within days notice, but vendor could be located 
XV Vendor Canceled Used by Turn-Back Specialists 
XW Canceled-SW/Facility Canceled  
XX Canceled Due To Misinformation  From Rcpt/Plan/Vendor 
Denial Codes 
D3 Denied-Over Trip Limits Used on trips where plan has trip limits that have 


been met. Member is referred to their plan. 
D6 Denied-Urgent Appt and No Vendor Available Not to be used on discharge trips 
DA Denied-Not Eligible  
DD Denied-Insufficient Time Non-Urgent and under appropriate days notice 
DE Denied-Not Closest Provider  
DF Denied-Not Medicaid Covered Service Listed on covered/not covered services 
DR Denied-Appt Not Verified With Provider  
DV Denied-Member/Recipient Has Other Coverage MNET only-Has a prepaid health plan 
DX Denied-Doesn’t Meet Protocols Category listed on protocols i.e. underage to ride  
DY Denied-Rcpt Has a Vehicle That Can Be Used  
DZ Denied-Friend or Relative Available  


 
Requests entered with a denial code generate a denial letter. The denial letters are 
mailed by MTM to the member’s address of residence that is on file. Some plans do 
not require denial letters.  
 
Currently, denial letters are being sent for the following plans: 


 Albany, NY 
 Blue Advantage Plus 
 Children’s Mercy Family Health Partners 
 Green County, NY 
 Kansas 
 Minnesota 
 Orange County, NY 
 South Carolina 







Trip Remark Codes  
   Customer Service Center Specific 


Code Description Notes


Member Prompted Codes
BN Bus Tickets Did Not Arrive Any time a Member says bus tickets did not arrive
MA Member Abusive Any type of Member abuse


Complaint/Compliment Codes


AC After Hours Complaint


Any complaint regarding an accident/incident or 
drugs/alcohol that comes in after business hours (5pm 
weekdays-weekends included). 


CM Vendor Compliment Any compliment about a transportation provider


CSR Prompted Codes


FA Fraud Alert


Any fraud or abuse related issues that the MTM Quality 
Management Department should investigate. This 
includes abuse happening in the background of a call 
or appointments that could represent possible abuse.     
Any suspected or reported abuse issues need sent to 
Team Leads for immediate reporting to health plan and 
MTM's Executive Vice President of Operations.


OC Operator Compliment
Any compliment about a CSR.  (Must be documented 
by a supervisor.)


Operator Complaint
Any complaint about a CSR.  (Must be documented by 
a supervisor)


RB Refused Bus


Used on trips where Member refused bus and plan 
does or does not enforce the LON and/or member 
meets an exclusion.


AT Approved Trip


Used on trips that are outside the protocols and plan 
approval was received.  Should include name of who 
gave approval.


NC Needs Changed 
Used on trips that are currently in an SG status and it is 
determined that they did not keep the appointment.


MI Miscellaneous Information Any information outside of the above reasons
NOTE:  Any accident, incident, or drug/alcohol related complaints go directly to Quality 
Management during business hours. Ext. 8-1-0-5 After business hours (After 5pm M-F 


and weekends), document using the AC Code.  Always send a follow up email so that it 
can be addressed immediately on the next business day!







 


 
Trip Reason Codes


50 Abortion 38 Mammogram
80 Adult Day Care 57 Non Medical Trip/Reason
01 Alcohol Abuse Evaluation for Treatment 39 Nursing Home to Nursing Home
81 Alcohol Rehabilitation 40 OB/GYN Services
82 Alcoholics Anonymous Meetings 15 Occupational Therapy
62 Behavioral Health 58 Opthamologist
35 Cardiac Rehabilitation 17 Optical
34 Chemotherapy 18 Orthotic Shoes
54 Child Day Care 20 Pain Management
83 Chiropractor 48 Pediatric Services (use 23  primary care)
84 Community Psych Rehab 21 Pharmacy 
29 Counselor, Psychologist, Social Worker 46 Physical Exam
52 Court Ordered Exams or Appts 22 Physical Therapy
64 Day Treatment Program 24 Podiatry
03 Dental Services 25 Prenatal Services
33 Diabetic Supplies & Education 23 Primary Care Physician (Internal Medicine)
04 Dialysis 27 Prosthetic
05 Drug Abuse Evaluation for Treatment 28 Psychiatrist
53 Drug Rehabilitation 41 Radiation Treatments
06 Durable Medical Equipment 42 Radiology Services
70 Education/Outreach Program 59 Senior Center (DFA only)
71 Emergency Room-TO 65 South Carolina-Rehabilitative Services
72 Emergency Room-FROM 68 Specialist
63 Extended Pediatric Center 94 Speech Therapy
08 Hearing Aids 96 SSI Determination Medical Appts
10 Hospital Discharge 60 Transportation TO Urgent Care
09 Hospital - Inpatient Services/Admission 61 Transportation FROM Urgent Care
12 Hospital - Outpatient Services 55 TBI Waivers
11 Hospital to Hospital 43 Transplant Services
36 Hospital Visitation 47 Vision/Hearing Screenings
13 Immunizations 98 Vocational Rehab 
14 Laboratory Services 66 Weight Control Programs
56 Lamaze Classes (or similar birthing class) 99 WIC Appointments
37 Lead Screening/Testing


Never question " Why are you going to this appt?" but rather "What type of Dr are you 
seeing?" This is against HIPAA. 


This is a complete list of all existing Trip Reason Codes.  Not all services will be covered for 
all plans, as they are "plan specific."
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Mileage Reimbursement Log Process 
Customer Service Center 
Proprietary MTM Document 
 


1


MMEEDDIICCAALL  TTRRAANNSSPPOORRTTAATTIIOONN  MMAANNAAGGEEMMEENNTT,,  IINNCC..  
    


WORKFLOW 
 


 
Dated:  December 28, 2010          
 
Subject: Mileage Reimbursement Log Process    Page 1 of 1 
   
Department:  Customer Service Center 
 
 
PURPOSE: To properly educate and follow the mileage reimbursement log process.  
 
PROCEDURE:   


1. In order to reduce call volume in the Customer Service Center, the CSR will send 
mileage logs for plans that authorize the process.  


2. The CSR will offer Mileage Reimbursement at the Edit Member Screen (Eligibility or 
HIPAA screen) of the Net Management System. 


3. If caller chooses not to utilize Mileage Reimbursement, the CSR will proceed with 
setting the trip. 


4. The CSR will educate the caller on the trip logs that should be used on future trip 
requests.  


5. The CSR will educate the caller that the current request must also be included on the log 
in order to receive payment.  


6. If the appointment is occurring prior to the log being received, the CSR will educate the 
caller that the physician can sign verification on a letterhead which can be stapled to the 
log when it is returned. 


7. The CSR will educate the caller that they will not need to call unless they are requesting 
another trip log and that all boxes must be completed for proper payment and faxed to 
MTM no later than 60 days from the date of the first appointment.  


8. The CSR will document the F8-Red Flag that the member has been educated of the use 
of trip log sheets.  


9. The CSR will document the F8-Red Flag on who to make the checks payable to.  
a. If the trip is for a minor and is not specified, the trip will be canceled out until we 


receive a call inquiring about it. This will cause delay in payment.  
10. The CSR will email the CSC Team Leads: what account it is for, recipient’s name and the 


address that it should be sent to or CSR can email a copy of the screen shot from the 
Edit Member screen. 


11. The following will be mailed: A Tip Sheet explaining the process, Sample Trip Log, and a 
blank Trip Log.  


12. The unsealed envelope is placed in the designated CSC location and will be sealed and 
mailed.  







 
Mileage Reimbursement Process 


Mileage reimbursement is defined as “the program that may or may not be offered 
according to each plan, in which a Member is reimbursed for an amount per mile set by 
the plan, if the Member can drive or arrange a ride with a friend or family member.”  
(Rate x’s Miles)   
 
There are currently 3 mileage reimbursement processes that are included under: Mileage 
Reimbursement Tips: 
 


1. Requests that must be called in prior to trip occurring 
2. Requests that must be called in after trip has occurred (up to 7 days) 
3. Requests that must be put on a log 
 


The steps for the first process listed above are: 
1. CSR will enter all trip details into the system 
2. Arrange the request by vendor shopping (Shift + F4) and choosing the mileage 


reimbursement option. This will place the trip in a W4 Trip Status (Waiting for 
Mileage Reimbursement). 


o Exception: If the Red Flag (F8) has been documented to verify all 
appointments.  


 If verified, the F4 Trip Remark Code-MI (Miscellaneous Info) is 
entered along with documentation of who verified the member has 
an appointment. 


 If the CSR cannot verify the appointment, the Trip Status Waiting 
Code W1 (Waiting for Call Back from Member) is used until the 
member calls back and the appointment is verified. 


3. Once the appointment date has passed, MTM’s Mileage Reimbursement 
Department will verify the appointment. 


o Exception:  All discharges are verified before a trip is completed.  This is 
also done for mileage reimbursement requests.  


 If verified, the F4-Trip Remarks are documented using the “VG” 
Trip Remark Code (Verified Gas) along with who verified member 
WAS seen.  


 If verified, the F4-Trip Remarks are documented using the “VG” 
Trip Remark Code (Verified Gas) along with who verified member 
was NOT seen.  


4. Once verified by the MTM Mileage Reimbursement Department: the trip 
status will be changed from a “W4” Trip Status Code (W4 Waiting for Mileage 
Reimbursement) to a “SG” Trip Status Code (Scheduled Gas).  


5. If not verified by the MTM Mileage Reimbursement Department: the trip 
status will be changed from a “W4” Trip Status Code (Waiting for Mileage 
Reimbursement) to the appropriate cancel or denial status accordingly. 
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Mileage Reimbursement Information 
 
Offering Mileage 


• For every account that offers mileage as an option, the following question must be 
asked: “WOULD YOU LIKE TO USE OUR MILEAGE 
REIMBURSEMENT PROGRAM?” or “HAS ANYONE INFORMED YOU 
PREVIOULSY OF OUR MILEAGE REIMBURSEMENT PROGRAM?” 


o Then questioning if is an option or explaining how the program works 
would follow.  


 
How Early Arrangements Can Be Made 


• A request can be made anytime even on the day of the appointment, preferably 
before the appointment time, but under certain circumstances following the 
appointment time. (see Mileage Reimbursement Process for Trips That Have 
Already Occurred) 


 
Backdating Reimbursement 


• All requests for reimbursement made after the date of the appointment are 
discouraged and should be refused.  Approval can only be done on a case-by-case 
basis. 


o EXCEPTION: If plan follows reimbursement process that member must 
 call up to 7 days after appointment has occurred, unless it is their first 
 education.  


• If the member is requesting to backdate for mileage reimbursement, verify the 
plan uses the mileage reimbursement program and is not open 24/7. 


• If the member is calling from a health plan that does not have 24/7 hours with 
MTM, the following guidelines will apply to approve the request: 


o Emergency room trip within 24 hours of trip, or if ER trip occurred on 
weekend, request received on Monday will be approved. 


o Any request to backdate received from the health plan. 
• If the one-time backdate is approved, document the Red Flag (F8) that the 


member has been informed on the backdating policy. 
• Team Lead will send an email to the Mileage Reimbursement Specialist so 


payment can be released to the member for the backdated trip. 
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Mileage Reimbursement Information-continued 
 
Mileage Reimbursement Process for Trips That Have Already Occurred 
CSR Steps: 
This process is currently in place for Healthcare USA (effective Nov. 10, 2009), Missouri 
Care (effective Dec. 9, 2009) and Colorado Access (effective Dec. 23, 2009). 


1. Inform member that all mileage requests will need to be called in up to 7 calendar 
days AFTER the actual appointment has occurred. 


2. If the Red Flag does not show a previous education on the process, the member 
will get a one time exception to call in before the actual appointment has occurred 
or more than 7 calendar days after the appointment has occurred.  


3. Document Special Needs “Trip Not Verified”. 
4. Arrange the request by vendor shopping (Shift + F4) and choosing the mileage 


reimbursement option. This will place the trip in a W4 Trip Status (Waiting for 
Mileage Reimbursement). 


5. Document the Red Flag on the education: “Educated on New Mileage 
Process…Date & Initials”. 


6. Any requests after the Red Flag shows the 1 time education would be denied 
“DD” (Denied-Insufficient Time). 


7. Document the F4-Trip Remarks using the “MI” Trip Remark Code 
(Miscellaneous Information) on why it was denied.  


8. Place in “W2” Trip Status (Waiting for Provider Authorization).  
9. Document the F4-Trip Remarks using the “MI” Trip Remark Code 


(Miscellaneous Information) that request was left in waiting due to needing 
verification for mileage reimbursement. 


10. The Help Desk will make up to 3 attempts to verify the appointment. (See: Help 
Desk Follow Up Steps below)  
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Mileage Reimbursement Information-continued 
 
Help Desk Follow Up Steps: 


1. The Help Desk will pull a query on all requests in a “W2” Trip Status (Waiting 
for Provider Authorization) the following business day.  


2. The Help Desk will make up to 3 attempts. 
3. If the Help Desk cannot verify, the F4-Trip Remarks will be documented using 


the “MI” Trip Remark Code (Miscellaneous Information) 
• If answering machine/voicemail is received within the 5 minutes, no need  
 to leave a message. 


4. If the Help Desk cannot verify, the F4-Trip Remarks will be documented using 
the “MI” Trip Remark Code (Miscellaneous Information) that request was left in 
waiting due to an unsuccessful attempt. 


5. After the 3rd unsuccessful attempt to verify, the Help Desk will cancel the request 
using the “XG” Trip Status Code (Canceled Mileage Reimbursement). 


6. If the Help Desk cannot verify due to the incorrect phone number, the Help Desk 
will cancel the request using the “XG” Trip Status Code (Canceled Mileage 
Reimbursement). 


7. If the Help Desk verifies that the member did NOT attend, the request will be 
denied using “DR” Trip Status (Denied-Not Verified with Provider) 


8. The F4-Trip Remarks will be documented using the “VG” Trip Remark Code 
(Verified Gas) along with who verified member was NOT seen.  


9. If the Help Desk verifies that the member DID attend, the request will be arranged 
by vendor shopping (Shift + F4) and choosing the mileage reimbursement option. 
This will place the trip in a W4 Trip Status (Waiting for Mileage 
Reimbursement). 


10. The F4-Trip Remarks will be documented using the “VG” Trip Remark Code 
(Verified Gas) along with who verified member WAS seen.  


 
Who to Make Checks Out To 


• Document in the Red Flag (F8) who to make the check payable to  
• If unlisted and trip request is for a minor, the check will be made out in the 


minor’s name, therefore causing possible difficulties in cashing the check if the 
guardian does not have the same last name.   


 
Listing Specific Location Information 
If the member is being seen at a clinic, hospital or facility, and the selection is made to 
show this location as the pick up or destination, it is helpful to list any specific dept or 
Dr’s name on the request.  


• This ensures prompt and accurate verification and eliminates multiple transfers in 
attempting to confirm where at the facility member had an appointment.  


• If appointment cannot be verified, member’s request is canceled out and they will 
not receive payment. 
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Mileage Reimbursement Information-continued 
 
Borrowing $ for Gas 
If a Member stresses that they do not have the money available to pay for gas prior to the 
appointment, ask that the money be borrowed. 
 
Canceled Appointments Due to Lack of Verification 


• If an appointment was canceled due to lack of verification and the Member calls 
looking for their reimbursement check stating that they were seen, the following 
steps can be taken by the CSR. 


o Contact the medical provider’s office to verify stating the following: 
 “Hello, my name is (CSR name)  I am with Medical Transportation  


Management.  I am attempting to verify that your patient 
(Member’s Name) was seen in your office on (Date) at (Time) in 
order to offer the patient mileage reimbursement.” 


o If verified, document the Trip Remarks (F4) with the situation using code 
“VG” (Verified Gas) and the name and department of who verified the 
trip. 


o Email the Trip # and explanation that it was verified to the Team Lead and 
Mileage Reimbursement bursts for trip to be released for payment  


 
Distance Limitations for Mileage Reimbursement 


• Any protocols that specify distance limitations for transportation would also apply 
for mileage reimbursement.     


EXCEPTION: 
o Orange County, NY (If previously allowed to go out of county to a 


specific Dr/facility, continue. Document F4 and request Out of County 
form. Any new requests where it was never allowed for member to go out 
of county require an Out of County form.) 


o Care Improvement Plus 
o Unison, OH  


 
Verification of Discharge Trips 
All discharges are verified before a trip is completed.  This is also done for mileage 
reimbursement.  Place “VG” in the F4-Trip Remarks along with documentation of who 
verified the member was seen. 
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Mileage Reimbursement Information-continued 
 
Mileage Reimbursement Trip Logs 
In order to reduce call volume in the CSC, the CSR will send mileage logs for Kansas, 
Orange County, NY, South Carolina, Washington DC, and Omnicare, MI by using the 
following steps: 


• The CSR will educate the caller on the trip logs that should be used on future trip 
requests and arrange the request.  


• The CSR will educate the caller that the request being entered must also be 
included on the log in order to receive payment.  


• If the appointment is occurring prior to the log being received, the CSR will 
educate the caller that the physician can sign verification on a letterhead which 
can be stapled to the log when it is returned. 


• The CSR will educate the caller that they will not need to call unless they are 
requesting another trip log and that all boxes must be completed for proper 
payment and faxed to MTM no later than 60 days from the date of the first 
appointment.  


• The CSR will document the F8-Red Flag that the member has been educated of 
the use of trip log sheets.  


• The CSR will include a letter to the member explaining the process, Sample Trip 
Log, Trip Log Letter, and a blank Trip Log in an unsealed envelope and address 
the front with the member’s name.   


• The unsealed envelope will be placed in the designated location and will be sealed 
and mailed.  


 
Mileage Requested from another Person’s Home Prior to Picking up Member 


• If requested/questioned by the Member, seek supervisor assistance. (Not offered) 
o The supervisor will calculate the mileage from the driver’s home to the 


Member’s home and then to the medical provider’s office.  It is then 
calculated by the amount per mile offered by the plan. 


o The decision is based on whether the amount is less than the cost of a 
transportation provider on the trip. 


 
Bridge Tolls 


• For Members crossing a toll bridge, inform them to save their receipt/ticket and 
mail to:  ATTN: MILEAGE REIMBURSEMENT DEPT. 16 Hawkridge Dr. Lake 
St. Louis, MO 63366-1829  
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Mileage Reimbursement Information-continued 
 
Parking Costs 


• For Members having to pay for parking, inform them to save their receipt/ticket 
and mail to:  ATTN: MILEAGE REIMBURSEMENT DEPT. 16 Hawkridge Dr. 
Lake St. Louis, MO 63366-1829  


 
Checks Claimed Not Received 


• If a call is received after the date shown on the reimbursement chart regarding not 
receiving a reimbursement check AND the system shows that the trip is in a 
Scheduled Trip Status (SG-Scheduled Gas-meaning it was verified), the system 
can be checked to determine if a check has been sent by using the following steps. 


o Enter the specific trip request 
o F2 to the Trip Maintenance Screen 2 
o Press Shift + F6=Gas & Lodging 
o Determine if the “Chk#” column shows a check number listed  
o Determine if the “Date Paid” column shows a date that has been over 30 


days. (30 days are needed to check to see if a check has cleared-45 days to 
reissue a new check)  NOTE: This screen is for viewing purposes only.  
Any accidental typing could result in a check getting voided. F12=Cancel 
after viewing. 


 If it has been 30 days: 
o Send to their voicemail for this sort of request 


 If it has NOT been 30 days: 
 Check the Trip Remarks to see if the check has been returned to 


MTM 
o If so, see:  Main CSR Contacts page for appropriate 


person’s name. 
o Send to their voicemail for this sort of request 
o If not, request the Member call back if the check has still 


not been received after a full 30 days. 
 See:  Main CSR Contacts page for appropriate  


name. 
o MTM investigates all requests to re-issue checks.  When checks have not 


been cashed, MTM will stop payment on the lost check and reissue a 
replacement on or about 45 days from the date the original check was 
issued by MTM. 


 
Approximate Mailing Date 


• Generally 2-4 weeks after the appointment date 
• See:  Mileage Reimbursement Pay Schedule on following page for specific dates 
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Mileage Reimbursement Information-continued 
 


Mileage Reimbursement Rates by Plan 
Advantage Care Select Not offered 
Albany County Refer to Larry at 518-447-7459 
Arcadian Health Plan $0.30 per mile 
Blue Advantage $0.30 per mile 
Care Improvement Plus $0.35 per mile 
Children’s Special Health Care 
Services Division 


Not offered 


Children’s Mercy Family 
Health Partners 


$0.30 per mile 


Colorado Access  $0.35 per mile 
Gateway Health Plan $0.35 per mile 
Greene County $0.14 per mile 


Paid by local DSS office.  Refer to: (518) 719-3700 
Hamilton County Not offered 
Harmony Health-Illinois $0.30 per mile 
Harmony Health Plan of MO $0.30 per mile 
Healthcare USA $0.30 per mile 
Humana-LA Not offered 
Humana-TX $0.35 per mile 
Kaiser Foundation Health Plan $0.35 per mile 
Kansas $0.30 per mile 
Martin County Not offered 
Missouri Care $0.30 per mile 
Minnesota $.20 per mile (personal) 


$.59 per mile (volunteer/foster) 
Missouri Care $0.30 per mile 
Molina Healthcare of FL $0.35 per mile 
Molina Healthcare of MO $0.40 per mile 
Molina National $0.35 per mile 
Omnicare $0.32 per mile 
Orange County $0.44 per mile 
Mercy Medicare  $0.30 per mile 
Puget Sound Health Plan $0.35 per mile 
South Carolina $0.32 per mile 
St. Louis Taxi Services Not offered 
Unison $0.35 per mile 
Washington DC Under 10 miles-$0.58 per mile 


Over 10 miles-$10 each way + $0.58 per mile 
Wellcare IL and MO $0.30 per mile 







IN/IL/TX/GA/OH/MO/FL/KS/ 
DC/UT/PA/WA/MD/


MULTI MOLINA/MULTI ARCADIAN
MI/AR/MN/NY/SC


12/16/09 to 12/31/09 Tuesday, January 12, 2010 Tuesday, January 19, 2010
01/01/10 to 01/15/10 Tuesday, January 26, 2010 Tuesday, February 02, 2010
01/16/10 to 01/31/10 Tuesday, February 09, 2010 Tuesday, February 16, 2010
02/01/10 to 02/15/10 Tuesday, February 23, 2010 Tuesday, March 02, 2010
02/16/10 to 02/28/10 Tuesday, March 09, 2010 Tuesday, March 16, 2010
03/01/10 to 03/15/10 Tuesday, March 23, 2010 Tuesday, March 30, 2010
03/16/10 to 03/31/10 Tuesday, April 06, 2010 Tuesday, April 13, 2010
04/01/10 to 04/15/10 Tuesday, April 20, 2010 Tuesday, April 27, 2010
04/16/10 to 04/30/10 Monday, May 10, 2010 Tuesday, May 11, 2010
05/01/10 to 05/15/10 Monday, May 24, 2010 Tuesday, May 25, 2010
05/16/10 to 05/31/10 Tuesday, June 08, 2010 Tuesday, June 15, 2010
06/01/10 to 06/15/10 Tuesday, June 22, 2010 Tuesday, June 29, 2010
06/16/10 to 06/30/10 Tuesday, July 06, 2010 Tuesday, July 13, 2010
07/01/10 to 07/15/10 Tuesday, July 20, 2010 Tuesday, July 27, 2010
07/16/10 to 07/31/10 Tuesday, August 10, 2010 Tuesday, August 17, 2010
08/01/08 to 08/15/10 Tuesday, August 24, 2010 Tuesday, August 31, 2010
08/16/10 to 08/31/08 Tuesday, September 07, 2010 Tuesday, September 14, 2010
10/01/10 to 10/15/10 Tuesday, September 21, 2010 Tuesday, September 28, 2010
10/16/10 to 10/30/10 Tuesday, October 05, 2010 Tuesday, October 12, 2010
10/01/10 to 10/15/10 Tuesday, October 19, 2010 Tuesday, October 26, 2010
10/16/10 to 10/31/10 Tuesday, November 09, 2010 Tuesday, November 16, 2010
11/01/10 to 11/15/10 Tuesday, November 23, 2010 Tuesday, November 30, 2010
11/16/10 to 11/30/10 Tuesday, December 07, 2010 Tuesday, December 14, 2010
12/01/10 to 12/15/10 Tuesday, December 21, 2010 Tuesday, December 28, 2010
12/16/10 to 12/31/10 Tuesday, January 11, 2011 Tuesday, January 18, 2011


MILEAGE REIMBURSEMENT PAY SCHEDULE 2010


PAY PERIOD PAY DAY


The dates in the left column represent the trip dates that are to be paid on the                              
date in the column under the correct state







 


 


 


 


 


 







 
 


Personal Cab Reimbursement 
 
MTM does not reimburse the cost for personal cabs.  If the Member missed their ride 
arranged through MTM or the transportation provider did not arrive and the Member 
contacts a personal cab that is not in MTM’s network and then contacts MTM for 
reimbursement, this would not be allowed.  All transportation providers must be part of 
MTM’s network.   
 
CSR will do the following: 


• Educate the Member to contact MTM in this situation in order for a CSR to 
attempt to arrange an alternate transportation provider. 


•  Mark the trip as a vendor no show on the pick up or return.  
o If the no-show was on the pick up and the appointment was determined 


non-urgent, the Member would be asked to reschedule and lodge a 
complaint.   


 
Supervisor Assistance 
If the Member’s plan is not open 24 hours and the Member was stranded after business 
hours and contacted a personal cab for a ride home, this would be considered a rare 
circumstance and would require supervisor assistance for determination of 
reimbursement.   
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Public Transport 


 
Public Transportation is defined as “any transportation offered via public bus, light rail, or 
ADA regulated curb-to-curb service and is area specific” 
 
Days Notice Required 
In order for MTM to arrange sending passes/tickets/tokens for public transportation, 
please allow at least 4-business days notice, excluding the day the call is made. If request 
is non urgent and member has met their number of educations, it should be denied. 


• Member’s who have an urgent appointment and there is not enough time to get a 
pass to the member, CSR will question; “We should not be arranging this request 
on short notice.  However, we can guarantee your request if you take advantage of 
the bus pass replacement.  Would you like for me to set that up for you now?” (ie. 
member will pay out of pocket and MTM will send a replacement pass normal 
mail)   


• If the member declines the replacement process but would rather have 
their money back, the CSR should then offer bus pass reimbursement.   


• Bus pass reimbursement is the only option for Orange County, NY as bus 
pass replacement is not offered. 


• Documentation in the F4-Trip Remarks whether it is bus pass 
replacement, bus pass reimbursement, or that the member declined both is 
necessary.  (This ensures the bus department understands which process 
the member requested).   


• If the member declines bus pass replacement and bus pass reimbursement and IS 
residing in St. Louis, MO, Kansas City, MO , Kansas, or Minnesota, passes 
can be delivered next day by STAT Courier if request is prior to 1:30 pm CT.  


• The final bus report for the day is run at 1:30 pm CT and any requests 
after that will not be seen until the following business day.  


• If the request is after 1:30 pm CT, email the #BusDepartment as STAT 
can still be an option.  


• Inform that pass will be hand delivered between 8 am-12 pm. 
• Wichita, KS area receives an all day pass 
• Documentation in the F4-Trip Remarks that the member declined bus pass 


replacement and bus pass reimbursement which resulted in STAT being 
the best option is necessary. 


• If the member declines bus pass replacement and bus pass reimbursement and 
DOES NOT reside in St. Louis, MO, Kansas City, MO, Kansas, or Minnesota, 
a one-time bus override can be given. If the one-time bus override has already 
been given, the Trip # can be emailed to the LSL Team Lead burst to do a 
management override due to short notice urgent trip. 


• Documentation in the F4-Trip Remarks that the member declined bus pass 
replacement and bus pass reimbursement which resulted in a management 
override is necessary.  
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Pass Sent and Member Changes Appointment Date 
-continued 


 
Pass Sent and Member Cancels 


• Check to see if the trip has a one-way price and the F4-Trip Remarks state the 
pass has been sent.   


• If Member no longer needs the pass, inform Member to return the pass to MTM 
through the mail to:  16 HAWKRIDGE DR. LAKE ST. LOUIS, 63367 


• Cancel the trip X1 if a pass has been sent.   
• If Member can use the pass for an upcoming appointment refer to:  Pass Sent and 


Member Changes Appointment Date. 


Pass Sent and Member Changes Appointment Date 
Depending on when the reschedule is, the pass may be able to be used.  Contact the 
designated contact person in the bus department.   


• If approved by the bus staff to keep the pass, use the following steps: 
o Cancel the trip using the appropriate Trip Status Cancel Code. (X1) 
o Document Trip Remarks (F4) that Member changed the appointment date. 
o Write down the Trip Number of the canceled trip. 
o Create a new trip and complete the process selecting the appropriate 


public transportation.  
o Document the Trip Remarks (F4) of the new trip with previous trips Trip 


Number and documentation stating that previous trip was a cancel, but a 
pass was sent.  


o Write down the new Trip Number. 
o Go back to the canceled trip and document the Trip Remarks (F4) with the 


new Trip Number and documentation stating that the Member canceled 
due to appointment change. 


o This is done to cross reference each trip with documentation and covering 
all angles for billing. 
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Public Transport-continued   
LON Process 


All Members, including Para-lift patients must be certified to use a higher mode of 
transportation other than public transportation through a form called a Level of Need.  
The only exclusions for a higher mode of transportation without getting this form on file 
are as listed in the protocols.   


Client’s Who Enforce the LON Process  
Albany County, Blue Advantage Plus, Children’s Mercy Family Health Partners, 
Greene County, Healthcare USA, Kansas, Minnesota, Missouri Care, Molina FL 
(referred to as a checklist process) Molina MO, Omnicare MI, Orange County, and 
Washington DC.  Members of the above health plans, certification would be a 
requirement. This must be put in process for any Member that is stating a medical or 
mental reason for not using public transportation.  
 
Documenting the Reason Public Transportation is Skipped 
If a member meets a bus exclusion or the plan does not enforce the LON process, public 
transportation would still be offered, but is not enforced.  For all plans, whether the LON 
process is enforced or not, documentation in the Trip Remarks (F4) stating the reason 
why the bus was skipped, is required. 


• RB   Offered bus, but member declined.  (plan does not enforce LON) 
• RB   Offered bus, but member declined and has a baby under 6   


 months of age.  (plan does enforce LON) 


• Even with a legitimate reason, but no documentation, the trip is considered as 
completed in error. 


NOTE:  If Public Transportation Is Preferred, It Should Be Utilized 
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Criteria for Use of Public Transportation 
 
MTM is commissioned by XYZ Health Plan to select the most appropriate, most cost-
effective mode of transportation when scheduling trips for passengers.  Public 
transportation must always be the first selection when scheduling transportation.  
However, there are extenuating circumstances that warrant the use of alternative, non 
public modes of transportation.  These circumstances would include the health condition 
or age of the passenger and the availability of public transportation services within a 
particular geographic region.  The list below outlines the criteria for use of an alternative, 
non public mode of transportation.  If a member falls within these guidelines, an email to 
Care Management should be sent asking for a certification upgrade and for what reason.  
The F4 notes should be documented that the request was made.  CM will then upgrade 
the member’s certification level as needed.   
 
Criteria for Use of Public Transportation 


√ Passenger lives and the appointment site are within 3/4 of a mile of a bus line. 
√ If Level of Need (LON) verifies and/or passenger states they are physically and 


mentally able to be transported via bus or other public transit vehicle. 
√ Passenger is 16 years of age or older if traveling alone (or per protocols). 


 
Criteria for Use of Non Public Modes of Transportation 


√ If current Level of Need (LON) verifies that passenger is physically and/or 
mentally unable to be transported via bus or other public transit vehicle 


√ If more than one transfer is needed using public transit, then may not be suitable 
√ Passenger is traveling with an infant under six (6) months old. 
√ An adult or individual 16 years of age or older is traveling with more than 2 


children under the age of 5. 
√ Passenger is in her third trimester of pregnancy. 
√ Passenger has a high risk pregnancy 
√ Passenger does not speak English and does not have a passenger to assist that 


speaks English. NOTE: CSR must ask the caller if they have someone that can 
accompany them to interpret.  This info must be documented in trip notes before 
this will be considered an exclusion.   


√ Bus line is not operational on day and/or time of appointment. 
√ Passenger is undergoing chemotherapy/radiation (any appointments due to 


weakened state) 
√ Passenger is a transplant patient 
√ Passenger is going to kidney dialysis appointments (non dialysis-related 


appointments not included) 
√ Passenger is age 70 or older and uses walker, crutches and/or cane. 
√ Sickle Cell Anemia (child) 
√ Sickle Cell Crisis (adult) 







 
Ambulatory Transport 


 
Ambulatory is defined as “any person being able to ambulate or having the ability to 
walk on his or her own without the need for a wheelchair lift.” 


Any Member meeting any of the following criteria qualifies for transportation via 
cab/mini-van/multi-passenger van/sedan: 


• Mileage Reimbursement is not an option due to no car, friend or relative able to 
transport or health plan does not offer 


• Public Transportation is not an option due to area or confirmation in Red Flag 
(F8) through Dr’s fax or health plan does not enforce 


Walking Is An Option 
If this pop up appears after Vendor Shopping/Selecting, question if the Member is 
capable of walking to their appointment. 


• “My system shows that you live less than 1 mile from your medical provider’s 
office.  Would you be able to walk to this appointment?” 


• If the able, press F8=Confirm 
o The system will place the trip in an “XM” Trip Status Cancel Code-


Canceled due to Miscellaneous Reasons. 
• If unable due to medical reasons, press F12=Cancel  
• Proceed with transportation arrangements. 


 


 







 
Para-Lift Transport 


 
Para-lift or also known as wheelchair lift is defined as “any person not being able to 
ambulate and therefore requiring a lift van.” 
 
Any Member meeting any of the following criteria would qualify for transportation via 
Para-lift: 
 


• It is confirmed that Member is not able to bear weight and must therefore be 
transported by Para-lift 


• It is confirmed that Member cannot walk long distances and must therefore be 
transported by Para-lift 


• It is confirmed that due to previous two reasons, Member will be transported 
using a battery-operated wheelchair, that does not collapse and therefore cannot 
transfer from the wheelchair to a seat and will require a wheelchair lift 


o Certain plans require a Level of Need Form on file from the Member’s Dr 
confirming the need for Para-lift transportation.  See plan’s protocols. 


 
Mandatory Wheelchair Lift Information 


• Type of wheelchair (i.e. electric, manual, scooter) 
• Approximate weight of Member 
• Any steps outside of residence that Member will require assistance down 


o Documentation of “ramp” if informed 
 
Geri Chair Transports 
Section 37.3 of the DOT’s regulations implementing the Americans with Disabilities Act 
of 1990 (ADA) (49 CFR Parts 27, 37, and 38) defines a "common wheelchair" as a 
mobility aid belonging to any class of three or four-wheeled devices, usable indoors, 
designed for and used by individuals with mobility impairments, whether operated 
manually or powered. A "common wheelchair" does not exceed 30 inches in width and 
48 inches in length measured two inches above the ground, and does not weigh more than 
600 pounds when occupied.  Geri chairs can be reclined and do not meet the above 
standards. MTM is not required to transport persons in a Geri chair.  Although this is up 
to the driver’s discretion, we recommend not doing so due to safety issues.   
 


• Effective 10/11/2007, we are no longer allowed to escalate a member to a 
stretcher level.  The member must be able to transfer into a common wheelchair.  


  



http://www.all-lift-chairs.com/Drop-Arm-Convalescent-Recliner--3-Position-.htm�





 
 


Non-Emergency Stretcher and Ambulance Requests 
 
Used for Members on a non-emergency basis that must be transported in a position lying 
down or need a paramedic due to IV’s, equipment or medical observance. Any requests 
or cancellations of an ambulance or stretcher trip must be completed through the 
designated specialist, after the CSR has documented the trip.  A follow-up email is 
necessary to ensure that the Member’s transportation request was looked into and that the 
call transfer was successful.  


• Note: If the plan follows the LON process and the member is currently showing 
as certified as stretcher or ambulance, the CSR can precede with the 
transportation arrangements. 


• Note: Check plan protocols to see if stretcher/ambulance is a covered benefit or if 
there are special guidelines in place for arranging these requests.  


 
1. Document all trip information. (i.e. date, time, pick up and destination addresses) 


a. Document the nurses station and room # on all discharges 
2. Document the reason for the request in the Trip Remarks (F4) 
3. Document whether the request is for a stretcher or an ambulance on the Special 


Needs field 
4. Confirm eligibility (specific to each plan) 
5. If not certified, retrieve the PCP name and phone # in the Trip Remarks (F4) 
6. Leave the trip in a W1 Trip Status Waiting Code 
7. Send an email with the Trip Number to the appropriate Stretcher and Ambulance 


Specialist informing that you are transferring a stretcher/ambulance request to 
their voicemail. 


a. Emailing prior to transferring will ensure readiness for the next call. 
8. Inform the caller: “I have taken down all of your information and am now going 


to transfer you to a Stretcher and Ambulance Specialist. Please leave the 
following information on the voicemail and they will be contacting you shortly to 
coordinate transportation.  Please leave the following information on the 
voicemail.” 


a. Name of the Member 
b. Member’s Medical number  
c. Date needed 
d. Call back telephone number 


9. Transfer to the appropriate Stretcher and Ambulance Specialist’s voicemail  
a. TRANSFER/*/EXT/TRANSFER (The * directs the caller to voicemail) 


  
After Hours Process:  


1. Arrange if currently certified at requested level 
2. Seek Supervisor assistance regarding specific plans 


a. After hours is M-F after 4:30 pm and all day Saturday and Sunday.   
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Complaints-Documenting and Transferring 
 


What is considered a complaint? 
• If the caller informs you that they would like to file a formal complaint/grievance.  


If the caller states that they are just frustrated, but would not like to file an official 
complaint, document using an MI-Misc. Code. 


 
How is a complaint documented? 
• The CSR determines that the caller is formally wishing to file a complaint. 
• The CSR will escalate the call to the QM Queue (8105) and email the QM 


Complaints burst if the complaint is regarding an accident, incident, or any type 
of substance abuse claim 


o The CSR will email the QM Complaints burst with the trip number, 
member/transportation provider names and contact phone number 


o NOTE:  If the plan requires a warm transfer, inform the caller that the plan 
would like to hear from them directly. Contact the plan and warm transfer. 
(See list of specific plans on following page) 


• If the call is after hours (after 5 PM) or on a weekend, document using the AC-
After Hours code in the Trip Remarks.  Email the QM Complaints burst with the 
trip number, member/transportation provider names and contact number in order 
for it to be looked into on the next business day. 


o NOTE: If the plan requires a warm transfer and is not open, inform the 
caller that the plan would like to hear from them directly, please call back 
on Monday in order for us to transfer you.  (See list of specific plans on 
following page) 


• After the first complaint code is entered in the F4-Trip Remarks, all supporting 
documentation regarding the complaint would be entered into the next paragraphs 
using the MI-Misc. Info code.  If not handled in this way, it appears that there 
were multiple complaints filed. 


• Documentation must be fully typed out “Member” instead of “Mbr”-No 
abbreviations. Documentation must show exactly who called.  It cannot be 
“Member” when in fact it was “Member’s sister”. 


 
4/24/09 FREYC  __ __ AC  _______________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
4/24/09 FREYC  __ __ MI  _______________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________ 
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Documentation of Complaints-continued 
 


What if the complaint should be warm transferred? 
For plans that require a warm transfer to the health plan, the CSR will do the 
following steps: 
• Do not put the member on hold 
• Press Transfer (this puts the member on hold and opens up a line) 
• Dial # listed for the Health Plan 
• When connected, inform the caller  
• Press Transfer button 
 
What are the plans that require a warm transfer to the health plan? 
Plans that require warm transfer for complaints 


• Molina National, Humana LA, Humana TX, Gateway, Kaiser, CIP 
 
What if there is not a specific date? 
• For any caller that wishes to file a complaint regarding a driver being late or a no 


show, there must be an official date to enter.  The caller cannot simply state “it 
happened in the past.” 


 
What if the complaint is regarding a co-worker? 
• For any complaints regarding a CSR, transfer the caller to a Team Lead.  This 


type of complaint must be entered by a supervisor only.  
 


What happens after the complaint is issued? 
• Inform the caller that the issue has been documented and will be looked into and 


addressed by our Quality Management Department to a resolution. 
• A return call might not necessarily be a possibility unless additional information 


pertaining to the issue is needed.   
• The Quality Management Department will receive a report showing the 


documentation on the following business day.  
• MTM’s QM Department will work through the complaint to a resolution. 
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Documentation of Complaints-continued 
 
What if the Transportation Provider Does Not Respond? 
The MTM Quality Management Dept. contacts transportation providers regarding any 
complaints.  If the transportation provider does not respond within a specified 
timeframe, thus causing MTM to not be able to provide a resolution, the Quality 
Management Dept. will request for the transportation provider to be closed in the 
system for business unless a response is received.   


• At any time, the CSR should never inform the caller that a transportation 
provider is closed due to complaint or insurance reasons.  


 
What are some examples of possible resolutions? 
• Complaint was invalid. 
• Red Flag-F8 documentation not to ride with a particular transportation provider. 
• Red Flag-F8 documentation not to ride with a particular driver. 
• Etc. 


 
 







 
 


Fraud and Abuse Information 


 
• When speaking to callers, do not use the word “fraud” or accuse anyone of fraud.   
• Do not imply that a person has done something that seems fraudulent or deceitful, 


even if it seems blatantly obvious. 
• Do not accuse callers of lying or giving you false information.  
• Use discretion when discussing any Trip Remark notes and/or Red Flag notes 


with a caller.  
• Do not discuss Trip Remark notes and/or Red Flag notes that include negative 


information about the Member or about something that the Member has 
supposedly done in the past or something the CSR should do, prevention-wise on 
all trips (For example: fraud alert notes, Member abuse notes, etc. – Those notes 
are intended for internal use)  


 
• When documenting a fraud alert, the first paragraph in the F4-Trip Remarks is 


documented with an FA-Fraud Alert code.  Any documentation extending into 
additional paragraphs, the MI-Misc. Info code is used. If not handled in this way, 
it appears that there were multiple frauds filed. 


o See the Complaint Documentation Guide for proper wording 
 
4/24/09 FREYC  __ __ FA  _______________________________________ 
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________ 
 
 
4/24/09 FREYC  __ __ MI  _______________________________________ 
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Account Specific Information that should be 
included in this section: 


 
• Maps 
• Protocols 
• Covered/Not Covered Lists 
• Plan Specific Cheat Sheets 
• County-by-County Lists 
• Other information pertaining to plan 
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   Level of Need Assessment Form 


Level of Need Form v2.0  MTM, Inc.  Fax Number:  1-800-430-8840 


MTM (Medical Transportation Management, Inc.) arranges non-emergency transportation services to medically 
necessary appointments for patients who qualify under the Health Plan XYZ.  Your patient has requested 
transportation services through MTM, per contract we are required to conduct a level of need assessment in 
order to determine the appropriate mode of transportation for your patient.  MTM has a Business Associates 
Agreement with Health Plan XYZ and therefore is covered under HIPAA rules and regulations in relation to 
this request.  We ask for your assistance in completing this form and returning it to us as soon as possible so that 
your patient may receive transportation to your medical facility in a timely manner. Thank you in advance for 
your cooperation.  
 
Member Name:                      Member I.D. Number:                 Gender:   


Member Address: STREET:       


CITY:       STATE:     ZIP:        


Member DOB:       Phone No.:       


Member’s Medical/Physical Diagnosis      


     


Member’s Cognitive Diagnosis:     


    


     


Please Circle or Mark the appropriate response 
• Member travels to appointments with:     


  Electric Wheelchair     Manual Wheelchair     Scooter     Crutches     Walker     Cane 


• Member is able to transfer into a van independently:    Y       N   


• If Member is unable to transfer independently can they transfer with assistance:   Y      N  


• Can Member communicate their needs?     Y      N    


• Can Member remove himself from an unsafe situation?     Y      N    


• Member’s current above described needs are:     Temporary      Permanent     


If temporary:  Start date:  ______________ End date:  _______________ 


 
CERTIFICATION STATEMENT 
I understand that an order for Medicaid funded travel may result from the completion of this form. I certify that the 
statements made hereon are true, accurate and complete to the best of my knowledge; no material fact has been omitted 
from this form. 
 
Medical Provider’s Name:     


Physician’s Signature (required)_________________________________________________________________ 


Medical Provider’s Address:     


CITY: ______________________________        STATE:  _________________            ZIP: ____________ 


Medical Provider’s Phone:     


Person Completing Form:  ______________________________Title:  ______________________ 


Date Completed:  ___________________________Telephone #:  _________________________ 


 







 


 


     
Transportation Request Form 


(To be used when the NET Management System is temporarily down) 
 
Account Name: (Specify) _____________________     Date of Request: ___________________ 
 
Person Making Request: ______________________   Relationship to Patient:  ____________ 
                   (If SELF, specify) 
Contact Number: (_____) _____________________     Medical Number: __________________ 
 
Patient Name: _______________________________    Date of Birth: _____________________ 
 
Reason for Call: (Circle)  
ARRANGE     VERIFY     COMPLAINT     CHANGE     UPDATE     CANCEL     MILEAGE     OTHER  (If 
UPDATE, CANCEL, or OTHER specify vendor & appt date, if known)______________ 
 
Trip: _____ Urgent  _____ Non-Urgent (Routine) 
If urgent, was provider’s office contacted to verify urgency? _____ Yes  _____ No 
 
Appt Date: ____________Appt Time: _____________ AM/PM (Circle) Return Time: _________ 
 
Trip Type: (Circle) ROUND/ONE WAY TO/ONE WAY FROM/PHARMACY  
(If multi-leg trip, specify) _______ 
 
PICKUP ADDRESS: _____________________________________________________________ 
(If different from HOME, specify) 
 
City ____________________________________________  State _________ Zip ____________ 
 
Instructions/Directions __________________________________________________________ 
 
Provider Name: ___________________________ Provider Phone #: (_____) ______________ 
 
DESTINATION ADDRESS: ________________________________________________________ 
 
City ____________________________________________  State _________ Zip ____________ 
 
Type of Appointment/Doctor: (primary care, cardiologist, discharge, etc.) __________________ 
 
Only Complete Fields That Apply 
Stretcher/Ambulance: _______     W/C Lift or Transfer: (Specify) _______      
  
W/C Type: (Specify) _______          Crutches/Walker/Cane: (Specify) _______        
      
Pregnant: (Specify # of weeks/months) __________    # of Additional Passenger(s): _____   
                      (If more than 1 passenger, specify and continue on back) 
Passengers Age: _____  Passenger Name: ___________________  Relationship:  _________ 
 
Passenger Appt(s): _____   Passenger Medical # (’s): (If yes for appt) ________________    
       
Special Needs/Remarks: _______________________________________________________ 
 
Provider Preference: (If known, specify) ________________ Additional Details on Back: _____ 
*Not guaranteed* 
 
COMPLETED BY: _____________________________ DATE: _______________ 







 


H:\Employee Forms\Employee Reviews\Introductory Status – 40 Day 
Created: 9/30/05 
Original: Human Resources 
Cc: Employee 
      Supervisor 


MEDICAL  TRANSPORTATION  MANAGEMENT,  INCMEDICAL TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT, INC..  
INTRODUCTORY STATUS REVIEW– 40 DAYS 


 
Employee Name: _______________________________  Hire Date:_____________________________                    


Title:_________________________________________  Department:___________________________  


Immediate Supervisor:__________________________  Department Head:______________________  
 
Attendance Status: 
 Number of tardy minutes incurred within first 40 days: _________ (minutes) 


 Number of unscheduled absence hours incurred within first 40 days: _________ (hours) 
 
Performance Status: 
 Is the employee meeting the required goals of his/her position at this stage of employment? 
  [   ] Yes 
   [   ] No, please explain and provide information on areas requiring improvement:  
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________  


___________________________________________________________________________________________  


___________________________________________________________________________________________  


 
Disciplinary Actions: 
 Is the employee currently on any step(s) of disciplinary action? 


 [   ] Yes – {  } Attendance Date issued: ___________ 
  {  } Performance Date Issued: ___________ 
  {  } Behavior Date Issued: ___________ 
 [   ] No 
 
Additional Supervisor Comments: (please provide notes regarding exceptional merit and/or issues of concern)   


___________________________________________________________________________________________  


___________________________________________________________________________________________  


 
Employee Comments: 


___________________________________________________________________________________________  


___________________________________________________________________________________________  


 
 
Employee Signature: ____________________________________  Dated: ___________________  
         
Immediate Supervisor Signature: _________________________  Dated: ___________________  
 
Department Head Signature: _____________________________  Dated: ___________________  
 







 


H:\Employee Forms\Employee Reviews\Introductory Status – 80 Day 
Created: 9/30/05 
Original: Human Resources 
Cc: Employee 
      Supervisor 


MEDICAL  TRANSPORTATION  MANAGEMENT,  INCMEDICAL TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT, INC..  
INTRODUCTORY STATUS REVIEW– 80 DAYS 


 
Employee Name: _______________________________  Hire Date:_____________________________                    


Title:_________________________________________  Department:___________________________  


Immediate Supervisor:__________________________  Department Head:______________________  


 
Attendance Status: 
 Total number of tardy minutes incurred within the introductory period: _________ (minutes) 


 Total number of unscheduled absence hours incurred within the introductory period: _________ (hours)  
 
Performance Status: 
 Did the employee meet the required goals of his/her position during the introductory period? 
  [   ] Yes 
   [   ] No – please explain and provide information on areas requiring improvement 
 
Disciplinary Actions: 
 Is the employee currently on any step(s) of disciplinary action? 


 [   ] Yes – {  } Attendance Date issued: ___________ 
  {  } Performance Date Issued: ___________ 
  {  } Behavior Date Issued: ___________ 
 [   ] No 
 
Continued Employment: 
 Do you recommend this employee continue employment beyond the introductory period? 
   [   ] Yes 
   [   ] No, for the following reason(s):   


___________________________________________________________________________________________  


___________________________________________________________________________________________  


 
Additional Supervisor Comments: (please provide additional notes regarding exceptional merit and/or issues of 
concern)  
___________________________________________________________________________________________  


___________________________________________________________________________________________  


 
Employee Comments: 


___________________________________________________________________________________________  


___________________________________________________________________________________________  


 
Employee Signature: ____________________________________  Dated: ___________________  


Immediate Supervisor Signature: _____________________  Dated: ___________________  


Department Head Signature: _____________________________  Dated: ___________________  
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Exempt  
Non-exempt X 
Full-time X 
Part-time X 
Location MO 


Job Description 


 
Origination Date 09/27/97 


Job Title Customer Service Representative Last Revision Date 03/03/09 
Department CSC – LSL   
Reports to Team Lead, CSC Page 1 OF 2 


 
POSITION SUMMARY:  The Customer Service Representative (CSR) handles incoming calls received via an 
automated call distribution (ACD) system regarding scheduling of transportation and all other details of customer 
trips.  The Customer Service Representative (CSR) is the front line representative of Medical Transportation 
Management (MTM). 


 
PERFORMANCE MEASURES – MAJOR JOB OBJECTIVES 


 
Major Job 
Objective 


What’s Expected Measurement 
Criteria 


% 


Abandoned Calls As outlined by the department head for each Customer Service 
Center (CSC) location.  See Attachment A. 


Results compiled by 
Quality Support 
Team, phone, and/or 
system reports 


10% 


Average Handle 
Time 


As outlined by the department head for each CSC location.  See 
Attachment A. 


Results compiled by 
Quality Support 
Team, phone, and /or 
system reports 


20% 


% Productive Time • Exceeding = >95% 
• Meeting = 90% - 94.9% 
• Not meeting = <89% 


Results compiled by 
Quality Support 
Team, phone, and/or 
system reports 


30% 


Quality Scores • Exceeding = >95% 
• Meeting = 90% - 94.99% 
• Not meeting = <90% 


Results compiled by 
Quality Support 
Team, phone, and /or 
system reports 


30% 


Attendance Adhere to Corporate Attendance Policy Manager/system 
generated reports 


10% 


 
OTHER JOB FUNCTIONS: 


• Answer incoming ACD calls for customers – passengers, vendors, and clients 
• Handle daily scheduling of trips by documenting trip request and selecting the most appropriate vendor 
• Utilize correct coding and documentation procedures 
• Report issues, unusual trip circumstances, and efficiency of vendor operations to CSC Team Lead for 


prompt resolution 
• Acquire and maintain in-depth knowledge of, and adhere to, established CSC Protocols and Procedures 
• Provide courteous and prompt response to all transportation requests and adopt proper use of 


terminology 
• Demonstrate sincere personal commitment to promptness, reliability and quality work 
• Acquire and maintain in-depth knowledge of MTM’s Transportation Provider Network 
• Report to work on time for assigned shift schedules 
• May be required to work weekends and/or holidays as needed 


Customer Service Representative 
Origination Date:  6/11/04 
Last Revision:  3/3/09 


• Other duties as assigned 







Customer Service Representative 
Origination Date:  6/11/04 
Last Revision:  3/3/09 


 
KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND ABILITIES: 


• Typing speed of 30 WPM or greater   
• Knowledge of, or ability to learn, Microsoft Outlook and Microsoft Word 
• Exemplary communication and phone skills 
• Ability to relate to a diversity of customers and requests 
• Ability to identify with customer needs and circumstances 


 
EDUCATION: 


High School Diploma or G.E.D.  required 
 
EXPERIENCE: 


• Customer service experience required 
• Previous experience working in a call center is preferred 


 
POSITIONS SUPERVISED:  


None 
 
TOOLS/EQUIPMENT/MACHINES USED: 
Computer, copy machine, fax machine, printer, Cisco phone system 
 
 
PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS AND WORKING CONDITIONS: 
Normal office conditions apply.  Employee must have clear, close vision for reading and computer work. Must be able 
to sit, stand, walk, balance, stoop, grasp, talk, hear and operate computer keyboard.  Job may require reaching at 
shoulder level and below waist.  Will occasionally lift/push/pull up to 20 pound and carry objects 50 feet. 
 
ACKNOWLEDGMENT: 
I have read and understand my position description and certify that I can and will fulfill the stated expectations: 
 
____without accommodations 
 
____ with the following accommodations: 
 
 
 
 
Employee Name (print): _______________________________  
 
Employee Signature: __________________________________  Date: ________________  
 
Supervisor Signature: _________________________________   
 
Title: ______________________________________________  Date: ________________  
 
This job description in no way states or implies that these are the only duties to be performed by the employee 
occupying this job. Employees may be required to follow other job-related instructions and to perform other 
job-related duties as requested, subject to all applicable state and federal laws. Certain job functions described 
herein may be subject to possible modification in accordance with applicable state and federal laws. 
 
Original:  Human Resources 
Cc:  Employee’s Supervisor 
        Employee 







Exempt  
Non-exempt X 
Full-time X 
Part-time  
Location MO 


Job Description 


 
Origination Date 09/27/97 


Job Title Bi-Lingual Customer Service Representative Last Revision Date 03/03/09 
Department CSC – LSL   
Reports to Team Lead, CSC Page 1 OF 2 


 
POSITION SUMMARY:  The Bi-Lingual Customer Service Representative (CSR) handles incoming calls 
received via an automated call distribution (ACD) system regarding scheduling of transportation and all other details 
of customer trips.  The Bi-Lingual CSR is the front line representative of Medical Transportation Management 
(MTM). 


 
PERFORMANCE MEASURES – MAJOR JOB OBJECTIVES 


 
Major Job 
Objective 


What’s Expected Measurement 
Criteria 


% 


Abandoned Calls As outlined lined by the department head for each Customer Service 
Center (CSC) location.  See Attachment A 
 


Results compiled by 
Quality Support 
Team, phone, and/or 
system reports 


10% 


Average Handle 
Time 


As outlined lined by the department head for each CSC location.  
See Attachment A 


Results compiled by 
Quality Support 
Team, phone, and /or 
system reports 


20% 


% Productive Time • Exceeding = >95% 
• Meeting = 90% - 94.9% 
• Not meeting = <89% 


Results compiled by 
Quality Support 
Team, phone, and/or 
system reports 


30% 


Quality Scores • Exceeding = >95% 
• Meeting = 90% - 94.99% 
• Not meeting = <90% 


Results compiled by 
Quality Support 
Team, phone, and /or 
system reports 


30% 


Attendance Adhere to Corporate Attendance Policy Manager/system 
generated reports 


10% 


 
 
OTHER JOB FUNCTIONS: 


• Acquire and maintain in-depth knowledge of, and adhere to, established CSC Protocols and Procedures 
• Provide courteous response to all transportation requests and adopt proper use of terminology 
• Demonstrate sincere personal commitment to promptness, reliability and quality work 
• Acquire and maintain in-depth knowledge of MTM’s Transportation Provider Network 
• Report to work on time for assigned shift schedules 
• Handle any requests for a Bi-Lingual CSR for the languages they speak, as well as other English calls 
• May be required to work weekends and/or holidays as needed. 
• Other duties as assigned 


 
 


Bi-Lingual Customer Service Representative 
Origination Date:  6/11/04 
Last Revision:  3/3/09 


 







Bi-Lingual Customer Service Representative 
Origination Date:  6/11/04 
Last Revision:  3/3/09 


KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS, AND ABILITIES: 
• Typing speed of 30 WPM or greater   
• Knowledge of personal computer/keyboard 
• Knowledge of, or ability to learn, Microsoft Outlook and Microsoft Word 
• Exemplary communication and phone skills 
• Ability to relate to a diversity of customers and requests 
• Ability to identify with customer needs and circumstances 
• Ability to tactfully question and obtain necessary information 
• Ability to recognize, handle and refer situations of an emergent nature 


 
EDUCATION: 


High School Diploma or G.E.D. is required 
 
EXPERIENCE: 


• Customer service experience is required 
• Previous experience working in a call center is preferred 
 


POSITIONS SUPERVISED:  
 None 


 
TOOLS/EQUIPMENT/MACHINES USED: 
Computer, copy machine, fax machine, printer, Cisco phone system 
 
PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS AND WORKING CONDITIONS: 
Normal office conditions apply.  Employee must have clear, close vision for reading and computer work. Must be able 
to sit, stand, walk, balance, stoop, grasp, talk, hear and operate computer keyboard.  Job may require reaching at 
shoulder level and below waist.  Will occasionally lift/push/pull up to 20 pound and carry objects 50 feet. 
 
ACKNOWLEDGMENT: 
I have read and understand my position description and certify that I can and will fulfill the stated expectations: 
 
____without accommodations 
 
____ with the following accommodations: 
 
 
 
 
 
Employee Name (print): _______________________________  
 
Employee Signature: __________________________________  Date: ________________  
 
Supervisor Signature: _________________________________   
 
Title: ______________________________________________  Date: ________________  
 
This job description in no way states or implies that these are the only duties to be performed by the employee 
occupying this job. Employees may be required to follow other job-related instructions and to perform other 
job-related duties as requested, subject to all applicable state and federal laws. Certain job functions described 
herein may be subject to possible modification in accordance with applicable state and federal laws. 
 
Original:  Human Resources 
Cc:  Employee’s Supervisor 
        Employee 
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Transportation Provider Information  


 
Selecting a Transportation Provider  
• If an “N” is next to the transportation providers name in the Vendor Shopper, it 


means there is a note concerning the transportation provider.  A “5=Display” must 
be used to display and read any specifics.  


• On plans that require the Level of Need, a dummy vendor must be assigned to the 
request in order to exit the Vendor Shopper. 


• The first most appropriate transportation provider (in accordance to availability, 
any Red Flag specifics, etc.) should be selected.  
The first selection (which is the closest transportation provider) is made 
regardless of pricing, unless the plan offers Right of Choice. (See: Preferred 
Provider/Right of Choice below) 


• If the plan offers Right of Choice, it is questioned and selected regardless of price 
or mileage, but the Level of Need process must be followed or any other specific 
plan rules that override the Right of Choice.    


• The most appropriate transportation provider is contacted for availability before 
selection is made if the request is within 48 hours (excluding weekends or 
holidays) or the mileage is 75 miles or greater 


• A transportation provider can be “preferred” as long as a selection has not been 
made and it does not show an increase in pricing, even if it is not the closest 
transportation provider.  


• At times the trip history can show that the transportation provider that is 
“preferred” normally transports and eliminates a turn back.  (See: Transportation 
Provider Turn back below) 


• The F4-Trip Remarks must be documented with the reason why the closest 
transportation provider was not chosen.   


Contacting Transportation Providers 
A transportation provider should be contacted within 48 hours (today, and tomorrow 
excluding weekends-) concerning any of the following: 


• Changes to a trip (including and not limited to:  time, address, passengers) 
• Cancellation of a trip 
• Adding a trip to their schedule 
• Any riders over the amount of 4 to ensure transportation provider accommodation 
• Any requests where the mileage is 75 miles or greater one way 


 
Note:   


o It is always important to get the name of the dispatcher at the transportation 
provider’s office to document acceptance or refusal of a trip.  You may be 
required to ask for their name if it is not stated upon answering. 
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Transportation Provider Information-continued 
 
Transportation Lead Time 
Members for all plans are asked to be ready 1 hour prior to their appointment time.   


• If the distance to or from the appointment is not far, the transportation provider is 
aware and may not show up until closer to the actual appointment time.  


Faxing Transportation Provider Process 
• The transportation provider will receive a trip sheet by fax from MTM via the 


AS400 after the trip intake has been completed and faxed by the CSR.  
• The transportation provider will bring their assigned trip sheets with them in 


the vehicle. 
• The transportation provider will require signature on the trip sheet or driver’s 


log at the time of pick up. 
• The transportation provider will require signature on the trip sheet or driver’s 


log again at the time of return (assuming the trip is round). 
o The trip will only have one signature if the trip is a one-way trip. 


• The trip sheet is used for payment and at any time may be requested by MTM 
for audits or random checks. 


• The transportation provider will receive either a Fax Summary Sheet or a 
Down Load, also from MTM, showing all of the trip sheets that were faxed. 
o The fax summary will be sent between 1-2 am the next morning showing 


all of the previous day’s trip requests that were faxed. 
• It is the transportation provider’s responsibility to match up the trip sheets to 


the fax summary to ensure that all faxes were received. 
• If all faxes did not come through due to error, etc, the transportation provider 


can contact MTM for a refax and thus avoid no shows. 
• See following page for Sample of Trip Fax 


 
Member No Shows 
If it is determined that the Member did not contact MTM to cancel and was a no show for 
the pick up or return ride, document the Trip Remarks. 


• Cancel using the appropriate Trip Status Cancel Code (X1, X2, or X3 for no show 
on pick up and S4. S7, or S8 for no show on return)  


• This will ensure that the provider is paid ½ of a one way fee if it was a no show 
on pick up and 1 & ½ of a one way fee if it was a no show on return. (Example of 
no show on pick up and coded X1, X2, or X3: One way cost is $10.00. 
Transportation provider will get paid $5.00 for going to pick up location. 


• NOTE: Some plans do not offer a no show fee to the transportation providers. 
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Transportation Provider Information-continued 
 
Transportation Provider (Vendor) No Shows or Late Rides 
Late for Pick Up 


• If it is determined that the transportation provider will be late, but the Member 
can still keep appointment, document the Trip Remarks (F4) with who was 
spoken to at the medical provider’s office. 


o Ask member if they would like to file a formal complaint. 
 If so, document the Trip Remarks that you transferred. Transfer to 


the Complaint Queue 8-1-0-5. 
o NOTE:  If the plan requires a warm transfer, inform the caller that the plan 


would like to hear from them directly. Contact the plan and warm transfer. 
If the plan is not open, inform the caller that the plan would like to hear 
from them directly and to please call back on Monday in order for us to 
transfer them.  


 If not, document the Trip Remarks that member did not wish to file 
a complaint. 


 
No Show on Pick Up or Return 


• If it is determined that the Member cannot be seen or the transportation 
provider did not/will not arrive at all for the pick up or the return, document 
the Trip Remarks (F4) and cancel the trip using the appropriate Trip Status 
cancel code.   No show on pick up=VN-Vendor No Show Trip Status Code 


      No show on return=SV-Vendor No Show on One Leg of a Round Trip 
o If trip is a multi-leg, only the first leg should be a no show.  All remaining 


legs, should be canceled XM-MTM Dispatch Canceled-
Misinformation/Computer Problems 


o Ask member if they would like to file a formal complaint. 
 If so, document the Trip Remarks that you transferred. Transfer to 


the Complaint Queue 8-1-0-5. 
o NOTE:  If the plan requires a warm transfer, inform the caller that the plan 


would like to hear from them directly. Contact the plan and warm transfer. 
If the plan is not open, inform the caller that the plan would like to hear 
from them directly and to please call back on Monday in order for us to 
transfer them.  


 If not, document the Trip Remarks that member did not wish to file 
a complaint. 
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Transportation Provider Information-continued 
 
Late for Return 


• If it is determined that the transportation provider is late for the return ride and the 
system is documented by an MTM CSR that the Member has contacted MTM 
regarding the late return ride and it has been 1 hour or more, seek Team Lead 
assistance to arrange alternate transportation. 


o Cancel trip using the SV-Vendor No Show on One Leg of a Round Trip 
Status Code. 


o Ask member if they would like to file a formal complaint. 
 If so, document the Trip Remarks that you transferred. Transfer to 


the Complaint Queue 8-1-0-5. 
o NOTE:  If the plan requires a warm transfer, inform the caller that the plan 


would like to hear from them directly. Contact the plan and warm transfer. 
If the plan is not open, inform the caller that the plan would like to hear 
from them directly and to please call back on Monday in order for us to 
transfer them.  


 If not, document the Trip Remarks that member did not wish to file 
a complaint. 


 
Transportation Provider (Vendor) No Shows vs. Member No Shows 
A transportation provider (vendor) no show or member no show is coded according to 
who contacted MTM first.  


• If the transportation provider contacted MTM first stating the member was a no 
show and the member calls later disputing this, check plans protocols to 
determine whether they should be transferred to our complaint line or if a warm 
transfer back to their plan is required. 


• If the member contacted MTM first stating the vendor was a no show and the 
transportation provider calls later disputing this, they can be referred to contact 
their Network Representative. The Network Representative will educate the driver 
to contact MTM immediately if a member is not at the designated pick up 
location.  
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Transportation Provider Information-continued 
 
Verifying a Future Ride 
If a Member calls the same day or the evening before an appointment date to verify the 
ride: 


• If trip is in the system, contact the transportation provider to verify it is scheduled 
on their end. 


o This eliminates any problems and prevents any possible confusion.  
• If trip is not in the system, add the trip into the system and follow the Urgent 


Request Process.  
 
Verifying a Ride that is Long Distance 
When a trip is 75 miles or over and the distance is authorized, a courtesy call to the 
transportation provider is necessary to verify that they can accommodate, even if the trip 
is future.   
 
Closed Transportation Providers 
A transportation provider can be permanently or temporarily closed in the system.  If a 
transportation provider is temporarily closed, it could be due to insurance or complaint 
issues and can be resolved.  If permanently closed, they are removed from the MTM 
Network.  This could be a decision of MTM or the transportation provider.  CSR’s are 
not allowed to release to a Member any specifics as to why a transportation provider is 
closed.  Simply state that “the transportation provider is not available at this time.” 
 
Transportation Provider Arrival Process 
Drivers must make “best effort” to make contact with the passenger notifying them their 
ride is waiting outside before leaving the premises without the passenger. 


• Honk 
• Call residence 
• Knock on door 
• Leave business card in door 
• Wait total of 5 minutes before leaving 


Tip:   
o On long distance trips, a transportation provider will make rest room stops.   
o If a Member requests we authorize a food stop, we are unable to arrange.  If a 


Member is diabetic or needing to eat, suggest that they pack something to 
bring.   


 If a transportation provider is willing to stop for food that would be 
determined by the transportation provider and is not authorized by 
MTM. 
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Transportation Provider Information-continued 
 
Transportation Provider Return Process 


1. Transportation provider will call and confirm the ride evening prior to 
appointment. 


2. Transportation provider will provide a business card with their contact # upon 
arrival at medical facility. 


3. Member will contact transportation provider for return ride after completion of 
appointment from medical facility (Unless specific return time was given at time 
of trip intake). 


4. Return could take up to 1 hour after return call is placed. 
a. EXCEPTION:  If a return time were given at the time of trip 


arrangements, the return could take up to 30 minutes after the specified 
return time. 


b. If the transportation provider is more than 1 hour (30 minutes for specific 
return time) for the return ride, see:  Transportation Provider (Vendor) No 
Shows or Late Rides. 


 
Transportation Provider Turn Back 
Turn-back is defined as “when a transportation provider sends a trip back to MTM due to 
scheduling, pricing, breakdown or other reasons, stating they cannot accommodate.” 
After the Network Management department receives the turn back via fax from the 
transportation provider, the following steps are completed: 


• Trip is entered and canceled using the appropriate Trip Status Cancel Code. 
 (XQ-Vendor Turn Backs that Don’t Count Against or XV-Vendor Canceled Due   
 to Bad Weather/Break Down) 
• Trip information is copied to create a new trip request. 
• Transportation provider is located “at best effort” to accommodate the request. 
• Transportation Provider is selected if located. 
• Trip is canceled using Trip Status Cancel Code “XU” (Canceled-No Vendor 


Available), if not located. 
• Member is contacted to inform of any changes. 
• Trip Remarks (F4) are documented with the following: 


o That the trip was copied due to a transportation provider (vendor) turn 
back. 


o The names of all of the transportation providers contacted as well as the 
names of the dispatch personnel who declined and accepted. 


o That the Member was contacted to inform of whether alternate 
transportation arrangements could be located and whether the contact was 
successful.  
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Transportation Provider Information-continued 
 
Geri Chair Transports 
Section 37.3 of the DOT’s regulations implementing the Americans with Disabilities Act 
of 1990 (ADA) (49 CFR Parts 27, 37, and 38) defines a "common wheelchair" as a 
mobility aid belonging to any class of three or four-wheeled devices, usable indoors, 
designed for and used by individuals with mobility impairments, whether operated 
manually or powered. A "common wheelchair" does not exceed 30 inches in width and 
48 inches in length measured two inches above the ground, and does not weigh more than 
600 pounds when occupied.  Geri chairs can be reclined and do not meet the above 
standards. MTM is not required to transport persons in a Geri chair.  Although this is up 
to the driver’s discretion, we recommend not doing so due to safety issues.   
 


• Effective 10/11/2007, we are no longer allowed to escalate a member to a 
stretcher level.  The member must be able to transfer into a common wheelchair.  


  
 
Preferred Provider/Right of Choice 
For plans that utilize a preferred provider or right of choice, the member should be asked 
which transportation provider they prefer.  This transportation provider should be 
selected for the trip and the F4-Trip Remarks documented of the members choice. 
 


• If the plan offers Right of Choice, it is questioned and selected regardless of price 
or mileage, but LON process must be followed or if there are any other specific 
plan rules that override the Right of Choice.    


o In the event that the transportation provider is not part of MTM’s  
 Network, Trip Status Code EC (Escalate to Network Management) should 
 be used.  


o The MTM Network Management Department will make every possible 
 attempt to arrange the ride with the requested transportation provider.  


• For plans that do not offer Right of Choice, a transportation provider can be 
“preferred” as long as a selection has not been made and it does not show an 
increase in pricing, even if it is not the closest transportation provider.  


o At times the trip history can show that the transportation provider that is 
“preferred” normally transports and eliminates a turn back. 


o The F4-Trip Remarks must be documented with the reason why the 
closest transportation provider was not chosen.  
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Transportation Provider Information-continued 
 
If a Transportation Provider Cannot be Located for a Trip 
If the request is non-urgent, but not met number of educations and called in under days 
notice: 


• Contact 7 transportation providers or receive 3 quotes (whichever comes first) in 
the Vendor Shopper from top of the list to bottom regardless of mileage or price. 


• If unsuccessful, escalate to Team Lead(s) who will continue exhausting all 
remaining transportation providers in the Vendor Shopper and any on the County-
by-County list that were not showing in the Vendor Shopper. 
o Leave trip in W1 Trip Status Waiting Code 


• Document Trip Remarks (F4) with the names of all the transportation providers 
contacted and names of dispatch personnel who declined.   


• If the Team Lead(s) is unsuccessful at locating a transportation provider, the trip 
will be canceled with a “D6” Trip Status (Denied-Urgent-No Vendor) 


 
If the request is urgent: 


• Contact 7 transportation providers or receive 3 quotes (whichever comes first) in 
the Vendor Shopper from top of the list to bottom regardless of mileage or price. 


• If unsuccessful, escalate to Team Lead(s) who will continue exhausting all 
remaining transportation providers in the Vendor Shopper and any on the County-
by-County list that were not showing in the Vendor Shopper. 
o Leave trip in W1 Trip Status Waiting Code 


• Document Trip Remarks (F4) with the names of all the transportation providers 
contacted and names of dispatch personnel who declined.   


• Inform Member that they will be receiving a return call due to difficulties locating 
a transportation provider 


• If the Team Lead(s) is unsuccessful at locating a transportation provider, the trip 
will escalate to Network Management.  


• If Network Management is also unsuccessful at locating a transportation provider, 
they will escalate the trip to Client Services and the trip will be canceled with a 
“XU” Trip Status (Canceled-No Vendor Available) 


 
Releasing Prices 
Pricing is confidential and under no circumstances should any quotes or pricing be 
released to another transportation provider, health plan representative, Member or any 
other party.   


• If a transportation provider has any questions concerning pricing, direct them to 
contact their Network Management Representative.   


• If a Member questions why a higher cost transportation provider cannot be 
provided, the term “most appropriate” is used. 
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Transportation Provider Information-continued 
 
Transportation Provider Calling in Requests 
Transportation Providers are not allowed to call in trip requests on a member’s behalf.   


• EXCEPTION:  It is allowed for a transportation provider to call in a pharmacy 
stop or add to as a multi-leg trip. 


 
Transportation Provider (Vendor) Queue 
This hotline was designed to help the transportation provider’s properly resolve any 
issues or questions. This line is answered by the Network Management Turn Back 
Specialists.  A common call might include:  pricing questions/problems, member no 
shows, coding pricing/problems, inquiries on how to become a transportation provider 
through the MTM network, etc. 
 
Providing a Car Seat 
If the Member requests a car seat or is required to be in a car seat due to state 
requirements, mark the Car Seat option in the system with the number of car seats 
needed.  When the trip is Vendor Shopped/Selected, only transportation providers able to 
provide a car seat will appear. 


• If the caller states that they have their own car seat and they do not once the driver 
arrives for pick up, the transportation provider should call in a Member No Show 
and the trip should be canceled using the correct Trip Status Cancel Code 
accordingly. 


• Only 1 car seat can be provided.  There are a select few providers that do have 
more than one.  The number can be located on the County-by-County List. 


• In some states (MO) it is not a requirement for a child under the State’s 
weight/age law, riding in a *cab to be in a car seat. 


o *A cab is determined by whether or not there is a meter in the vehicle.  
(St. Louis County Cab, St. Charles County Cab) 


o Some transportation providers have the word “cab” in their name, but do 
not meet the criteria.   
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Transportation Provider Information-continued 
 
After Hours Fees 
After Hours for all states is defined as:  Monday through Saturday 6:00 p.m. to 5:59 a.m., 
all day Sunday and standard USA holidays*.  Please find below the current after hours 
fees according to state.  
 


Rate Paid Per One-Way 
State Ambulatory  Para-lift 
AR $10.00 $25.00
IL  $10.00 $25.00
KS $10.00 $25.00/FHK 


$23.00/KS
MD $10.00 $25.00
MI $10.00 $20.00
MO $10.00 $25.00
 
If a transportation provider asks for an after hours fee and their state is not listed above, 
please refer them to their Network Management Representative. 
 
*Standard USA holidays are as follows: 


• New Years Day 
• Martin Luther King Day 
• President’s Day 
• Memorial Day 
• Independence Day 
• Labor Day 
• Veteran’s Day 
• Thanksgiving Day 
• Christmas Day 
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Transportation Provider Information-continued 
 
Transporting Contagious Members 
In the event that a Member mentions that they have a contagious condition, the following 
steps would be followed to ensure transportation providers are made aware of contagious 
Members without violating HIPAA regulations. 
 


• Note “CONTAGIOUS” on Special Needs field of trip 
• Do not ask the Member what illness they have that is contagious (HIPAA 


violation) 
• Note “exclusive transport-use gloves, mask and sterilize vehicle when trip is 


completed” on the Special Needs. 
• If no transportation providers will accept the trip, escalate the level of service to 


ambulance/stretcher, if health plan protocols allow. 
• If Member must be sedated, escalate the level of service to ambulance, if health 


plan protocols allow. 
 
Some illnesses considered contagious are, but not limited to:  


• Tuberculosis 
• Shingles 
• Mononucleosis (incubation period-weeks to months depending on when the 


symptoms appear and can be as long as 18 months after the symptoms are gone) 
• Meningitis 
• Mumps 
• Chicken Pox 
• Measles 
• Rubella (German Measles) 
• Pertussis 


 
Other possibly contagious conditions could be: 


• Pink Eye 
• Ringworm 
• Staff infection 
• Lice 
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Transportation Provider Information-continued 
 
Transporting Bleeding Members 
In the event that a Member, or someone calling on their behalf; states that the Member 
needs to be seen right away due to bleeding, the follow criteria would be followed. 
 


• Intake standard trip information 
• If the caller states this is an emergency, refer to 911 
• When the caller states they are bleeding and need to be seen, question the caller 


about the blood flow.  (i.e. can the bleeding be controlled so the cab will not need 
to be cleaned immediately following the transport or is it uncontrolled and 
profuse) 


• Make a determination based on what the caller says 
• If it is determined the blood flow is uncontrollable, refer the caller to 911 
• If it is determined the blood flow can be controlled, the CSR will set the trip 
• If a determination cannot be made by questioning the caller, the CSR will contact 


the facility the caller is requesting transport to and a member of the medical staff 
can make the determination 


 
It is extremely important all information is documented correctly.  The notes should 
include: 
 


• The caller’s description of the bleeding 
• The caller’s statements when questioned about the bleeding 
• Why the CSR is making the determination to transport/not transport 
• If necessary, document the facility was called and whom the CSR spoke to 


 
 
 
 







 
 


MTM NET MANAGEMENT 
SYSTEM 


 
• DO NOT use punctuation in the system in the following fields: 


o Name Fields 
o Address Fields 
 


• DO NOT use P.O. Box Addresses- ask for “physical” or “911” address 
 
• Pressing Tab will move the cursor to the next field 
 
• Pressing Shift + Tab will move the cursor to the previous field 
 
• Pressing + on the number pad will clear information following cursor on a field 


 
• Pressing Ctrl will unlock the system if typing occurred off a field 
 
• All times should be entered as military time 


o 1:00am-12:00pm are entered: 0100, 0200, 0300, etc. 
o 1:00pm = 1300 
o 2:00pm = 1400 
o 3:00pm = 1500 
o 4:00pm = 1600 
o 5:00pm = 1700 
o Etc. 
 


• When viewing a popup list or drop down field, press Page Down & Page Up to 
see additional options 


 
• “Pop Ups” will appear on the screen when fields are left blank, incorrect data is 


entered in a field, data entered in a field is outside the plan parameters, etc.  Read 
the pop up, determine if it is pertinent, and press Enter to exit the pop up. 


 
• The following terms can sometimes be used interchangeably due to verbiage 


changes: 
 
 OLD TERM:    CURRENT TERM: 
 (Personal) Gas Reimbursement Mileage Reimbursement 
 AS/400    MTM NET Management System 
 Vendor    Transportation Provider 
  Call Center    Customer Service Department 


 Medicaid    Medical Insurance 
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Medical Transportation Services Agreement 
 


THIS AGREEMENT is made and entered into as of the       day of       ,20       by and between 


Medical Transportation Management, Inc., a Missouri Corporation (hereinafter referred to as 


“MTM”) and       , (hereinafter referred to as “Transportation Provider”). 


 


THAT WHEREAS, MTM is engaged in the business of arranging for, and managing a network of, 


medical transportation service companies to deliver non-emergency medical transportation 


services to those Clients who wish to avail themselves of such services; and   


 


WHEREAS, Transportation Provider is a transportation service company and is capable of and 


desires to provide services as described herein; 


 


NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the foregoing and of the mutual covenants, promises and 


undertakings herein set forth, the parties, intending to be legally bound, agree as follows:  


 


1. DEFINITIONS  


A. “Client” means a customer that has entered into an Agreement with MTM directly to 


arrange for the provision of Covered Services for Client’s Covered Persons.   


B. “Coverage Agreement” means a Client Agreement entered into by MTM entitling 


Covered Persons to Covered Services.  


C. “Covered Person” means any person entitled to Covered Services under the terms 


of one or more Coverage Agreements.  


D. “Covered Service” means any medical transportation service that MTM is obligated 


to provide to Covered Persons pursuant to a Coverage Agreement.  


E. “Effective Date” means       .  


F. “MTM Medical Transportation Provider Guidelines and Quality Improvement 


Program” (“MTM Guidelines”) means the specific procedures, standards and 


administrative processes established by MTM and required of Transportation 


Provider to effect the intent of this Agreement.  


G. “Non-Emergency” medical transportation services means transportation services for 


routine appointments to clinics, physician’s offices, outpatient facilities, hospitals and 


other medically necessary services.  


H. “Service Area” means the areas in which Transportation Provider will provide 


transportation services.  
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I. “Urgent Request” means a Non-Emergency, but unscheduled, request to be 


transported to medical services promptly, usually with three (3) to twenty-four (24) 


hours advance notice.  


J. “Transportation Provider” means a transportation company or other business entity 


under Agreement/Contract with MTM.  


K. “Trip” means one-way transportation from point of pick up to destination drop off.  


 


2. SERVICES  


Transportation Provider agrees to provide Covered Services for Covered Persons in 


Transportation Provider’s approved Service Area, and as required and upon request from 


MTM. Transportation Provider shall have the right to refuse, or “turn back”, any trip request 


received from MTM. Any trip for which Transportation Provider chooses to turn back and 


refuse must be turned back no later than 48 hours prior to the date and time of passenger 


pick up.  


 


Transportation Provider agrees to provide a sufficient staff of appropriately trained and 


licensed drivers meeting all applicable Federal, State, and local laws and regulations to 


perform the Covered Services. Transportation Provider agrees to provide Covered Services 


in vehicles that meet the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (ADA), 


and all other applicable Federal, State and local laws, regulations and licensure standards.  


 


Transportation Provider agrees that MTM trip requests will have equal priority with 


Transportation Provider’s day to day services. Transportation Provider agrees to comply 


with all MTM Client protocols and procedures. Transportation Provider agrees that this 


Agreement does not guarantee or ensure Transportation Provider any minimum number of 


trips, and that actual trip volume may vary. Transportation Provider agrees to accept such 


trips as are assigned to Transportation Provider by MTM. 


 


Transportation Provider agrees to comply with the MTM Medical Transportation Provider 


Guidelines and Quality Improvement Program (“Guidelines”) attached hereto, and 


incorporated herein, and referenced as Attachment I. The MTM Medical Transportation 


Provider Guidelines will be reviewed periodically by MTM and may be modified and 


amended by MTM as needed, with notification by MTM to Transportation Provider prior to 


implementation.  
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3. COMPENSATION  


Transportation Provider shall provide to MTM for reconciliation approved itemized weekly 


reports showing records of services and charges to Covered Persons, and all applicable 


reporting requirements. Transportation Provider’s reports and records shall contain, for 


each trip, the requisite passenger and driver signatures and contain all required 


documentation (see Appendix E) and be in proper order in all respects as a precondition to 


receiving payment from MTM for such services. All documentation required to be submitted 


must be submitted contemporaneously with the submission of the claim.  MTM shall have 


the right to refuse any documentation of a claim submitted by Transportation Provider after 


the submission of the claim. All required documentation pertaining to a trip must be 


received by MTM in order for a claim to be determined to be a “clean claim.” Transportation 


Provider agrees that it will not be paid for any claim that lacks required documentation, and 


Transportation Provider shall be deemed to have waived payment for any claim lacking 


required documentation. Transportation Provider also agrees that liquidated damages may 


be assessed for noncompliance events set forth on Schedule B, attached hereto and 


incorporated herein. Transportation Provider agrees that if liquidated damages have been 


assessed, they will not be recovered by Transportation Provider. 


 


Transportation Provider will also submit an approved claim for services rendered, after final 


reconciliation for the last week of the pay period, the total of which agrees to the sum totals 


of the previously reconciled weekly reports for that pay period. MTM agrees to pay 


Transportation Provider an amount based upon the rates in the attached Schedule A, as 


may be amended by MTM upon notice to Transportation Provider, for services provided to 


Covered Persons. MTM shall make payment to Transportation Provider as set forth in 


Schedule A within 30 days of receipt of an approved “clean” claim. 


 


For any claim involving the payment of mileage, all mileage shall be calculated and paid in 


accordance with MTM’s GPS system determination, and mileage shall be calculated by the 


shortest distance, most direct route. Any trip for which MTM assigns to Transportation 


Provider, and discloses the rate or total compensation to be paid for that trip prior to the 


performance of that trip, shall be paid at the previously stated rate, and Transportation 


Provider agrees to accept the stated rate of compensation as full and complete 


compensation for that trip, regardless of the level of service actually provided by the 


Transportation Provider to the transported passenger, and regardless of actual mileage 


incurred in the performance of the trip. 
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In the event that an MTM or Client audit reflects that Transportation Provider has not 


provided full and complete documentation and records, as required by MTM or Client, to 


support Transportation Provider’s claim for payment, or that MTM has overpaid 


Transportation Provider, Transportation Provider agrees that MTM shall have the right to 


recoup from Transportation Provider (if Transportation Provider has already been paid), or 


to offset against current or future MTM payments to Transportation Provider,  such sum 


which equals the amount of the disallowed and unsubstantiated portion of the claim for 


payment of Transportation Provider. 


 


Transportation Provider will not assert any claim for payment against MTM where such 


claim is based on services provided more than ninety (90) days prior to the date of MTM’s 


receipt of the claim, and any claim submitted by Transportation Provider more than ninety 


(90) days after the date of service shall not be eligible for payment, and Transportation 


Provider hereby waives any right to payment therefore. 


 


Transportation Provider agrees that it will look solely to MTM for payment for services 


rendered. In no event, including but not limited to, non-payment by MTM or MTM’s Client, 


may Transportation Provider bill, charge, or otherwise seek compensation from a Covered 


Person to whom Transportation Provider rendered services. This provision does not prohibit 


Transportation Provider from collecting a co-payment or other fee where authorized by 


MTM.  


 


4. NON-DISCRIMINATION  


Transportation Provider agrees not to differentiate or discriminate in the treatment of MTM 


Covered Persons because of sex, marital status, age, race, color, national origin, ancestry, 


religion, disability, medical condition, height, weight, veteran status, sexual orientation, or 


any other basis prohibited by law, and Transportation Provider will render services to 


Covered Persons in the same manner and in accord with the same standards as offered to 


other persons.  
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5. INSURANCE  


A. TRANSPORTATION PROVIDER’S  


Transportation Provider, at its sole cost and expense, shall procure and maintain 


such policies of comprehensive general and automobile liability insurance, which 


policies shall include property damage, contractual liability, and completed products 


coverage; and Workers Compensation insurance and other insurance, as may be 


required by MTM, as shall be necessary to insure it and its employees and agents 


against any claim or claims for damages arising from performance of any service by 


Transportation Provider in connection with this Agreement.  The limits of all such 


insurance shall be in such form and coverage amounts as may be determined by 


MTM, and which may be amended by MTM upon notice to Transportation Provider, 


and shall, at a minimum, be in compliance with MTM’s contractual requirements with 


its Client; and in compliance with all Federal, State and local insurance 


requirements for the jurisdiction in which transportation services are rendered. MTM 


reserves the right to require higher insurance coverage amounts than may be 


required by minimum Federal, State, or local laws and regulations. The limits of 


vehicular liability coverage shall not be less than $300,000 Combined Single Limit 


(CSL) or the state minimum, whichever is greater, and Transportation Provider shall 


further obtain Commercial General Liability insurance in the amount of $300,000 


Combined Single Limit.  Transportation Provider shall obtain Workers 


Compensation coverage in the statutory amount for the state in which services are 


rendered. MTM shall be named as an “Additional Insured” and “Certificate Holder” 


on a primary and non-contributing basis on all policies except Workers 


Compensation. Memorandum copies of the policies shall be delivered to MTM upon 


the signing of this Agreement, and at least annually thereafter upon renewal of 


insurance.  All policies shall provide that MTM will be given at least thirty (30) days 


advance notice of the cancellation of said policies for any reason, including non-


payment of premium.  In the event that Transportation Provider claims to be exempt 


from the requirement to obtain Workers Compensation insurance under applicable 


state laws and regulations, the Transportation Provider must provide MTM with a 


letter stating that Transportation Provider is exempt from obtaining Workers 


Compensation insurance, and the letter must state in detail the basis for the claimed 


exemption. 
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B. MTM’S  


MTM, at its sole cost and expense, shall procure and maintain such policies of auto 


liability and comprehensive general liability insurance, and other insurance as may 


be required by MTM’s Client as shall be necessary to insure it and its employees 


and agents against any claim or claims for damages arising from performance of 


any service by MTM in connection with this Agreement.  


 


6. INDEMNIFICATION  


 
A. TRANSPORTATION PROVIDER’S  


Transportation Provider agrees to defend, indemnify and hold harmless MTM and 


MTM’s Client against any claims or liabilities, including reasonable attorneys fees, 


arising from performance of any service by Transportation Provider in connection 


with this Agreement. 


 


B. MTM’S  


MTM agrees to indemnify and hold harmless Transportation Provider against any 


claims or liabilities, including reasonable attorney’s fees, arising from performance 


of any service by MTM in connection with this Agreement with respect to which 


Transportation Provider is not at fault. 


  


7. PROTECTED HEALTH INFORMATION: BUSINESS ASSOCIATE AGREEMENT  


The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (“HHS”) enacted regulations (the 


“Regulations”) under the Administrative Simplification provisions of the Health Insurance 


Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (the “Act”) (the Act and the Regulations 


sometimes referred to collectively as “HIPAA”). These Regulations require States and 


Counties, health care providers, health plans and health care clearinghouses (individually, 


“Covered Entity” and collectively, “Covered Entities”) to maintain the privacy/confidentiality 


of health information which they receive or obtain from their patients or covered persons or 


which they review or create for their patients or covered persons. For purposes of HIPAA 


this health information is referred to as “Protected Health Information” or “PHI”. 


 


These same Regulations require Covered Entities to obtain written assurance from the 


businesses to whom they disclose PHI (“Business Associates”) that such Business 


Associates will maintain the privacy/confidentiality of any PHI provided to them by the 
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Covered Entities and otherwise comply with the requirements of HIPAA applicable to 


Business Associates. In addition, these Regulations require Business Associates to obtain 


from those businesses to whom they disclose PHI written assurance that they will maintain 


the privacy/confidentiality of any PHI provided to them by the Business Associate and 


otherwise comply with the requirements of HIPAA. 


 


MTM herein contracts with the Transportation Provider to provide Non-Emergency Medical 


Transportation Services (“Services”). In connection with your provision of such Services, 


you receive or obtain from MTM, the Covered Person, the Government entity, or the Health 


Plan; or review or create for MTM, the Covered Person, the Government entity, or the 


Health Plan, Covered Person PHI. As a result MTM requires written assurance that the 


Transportation Provider will: (i) maintain the privacy/ confidentiality of all Covered Person 


PHI; and (ii) comply with the requirements of HIPAA applicable to Business Associates, all 


as more fully described below. 


 


To comply with the requirements of HIPAA, Transportation Provider  agrees to: maintain the 


privacy/confidentiality of all Covered Person PHI as required by all applicable laws and 


regulations, including, without limitation, the requirements of HIPAA; to implement 


applicable electronic information security procedures to comply with the HIPAA Security 


Regulations; not use or disclose Covered Person PHI, other than to perform the Services, 


as otherwise expressly permitted by the terms of this Agreement or as required by law; 


provided, however, that Transportation Provider may use and disclose Covered Person PHI 


to manage and administer your business; comply to any and all restrictions on the use and 


disclosure of Covered Person PHI requested by a Covered Person, agreed to by the 


applicable MTM Client and communicated to Transportation Provider by MTM; develop and 


implement appropriate safeguards to prevent the use or disclosure of Covered Person PHI 


for purposes other than as set forth in this Agreement; provide MTM with such information 


concerning such safeguards as MTM may from time to time request; maintain a record of all 


disclosures of Covered Person PHI made for reasons other than the provision of the 


Services and will provide the following information regarding any such disclosure to MTM, 


to the applicable MTM Client, or to the Covered Person whose PHI was disclosed 


(“Affected Person”), upon our request: the date of such disclosure, the name and, if known, 


the address of the recipient of such PHI, a copy of the request for disclosure, if any, 


accompanied by any necessary consents or authorizations,  a brief description of the PHI 


disclosed, and a statement that would reasonably inform Affected Person of the purpose of 


the disclosure. 
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Transportation Provider agrees to notify MTM immediately upon your discovery of any 


unauthorized disclosure of Covered Person PHI; establish procedures for mitigating any 


deleterious effects of any improper use and/or disclosure of Covered Person PHI; to require 


your employees, agents and independent contractors (“Workforce”) to adhere to the 


restrictions and conditions regarding Covered Person PHI contained in this Section; to 


include the HIPAA PHI protection provisions of this Agreement in all “downstream” 


subcontractor agreements; not disclose Covered Person PHI to any member of your 


Workforce, unless Transportation Provider has advised such person of your obligations 


under this Section and the consequences of a violation of these obligations; take 


disciplinary action against any member of your Workforce that uses or discloses Covered 


Person PHI in violation of this Section; not to disclose Covered Person PHI to any third 


party without first obtaining our written approval; not disclose Covered Person PHI to any 


third-party without first obtaining the written agreement of such third party to be bound by 


the requirements of this Section for the express benefit of Transportation Provider, MTM 


and the applicable MTM Client(s); limit disclosure of Covered Person PHI by your workforce 


or third parties to the minimum amount of Covered Person PHI necessary to achieve the 


purpose for such use or disclosure; to notify MTM immediately in the event Transportation 


Provider receive a request from a Covered Person identified in any Covered Person PHI 


(“Subject”), or such person’s legal representative (“Legal Representative”), to review any 


records in your possession or control regarding the Subject (“Subject PHI”); to make 


available to MTM, or at our request, to the applicable MTM Client (s) to a Subject or such 


Subject’s Legal Representative, for their review, any Subject PHI in your possession or 


control; to notify us immediately in the event you receive a request from a Subject to amend 


or otherwise modify any Subject PHI in your possession or control; to make any 


amendments to Subject PHI that the applicable MTM client has directed or authorized at 


MTM’s request; make your policies, books and records relating to the use and disclosure of 


Covered Person PHI available to MTM’s Client or to the Secretary of the U.S. Department 


of Health and Human Services or his or her designee for the purpose of determining 


whether the applicable Health Plan is in compliance with HIPAA requirements; return to 


MTM or otherwise destroy all Covered Person PHI in your possession or control upon 


termination of this Agreement; to continue to extend the protections of this Section to such 


Covered Person PHI and limit any further use of such Covered Person if such return or 


destruction of records is not feasible; to indemnify, defend and hold harmless MTM and the 


applicable MTM Client, and their respective parents, subsidiaries and affiliates, and their 


respective shareholders, directors, officers, employees, agents, legal representatives, heirs, 


successors and assigns, from and against any and all claims, causes of action, losses, 


liabilities, damages, costs and expenses, including, without limitation, court costs and  
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attorneys’ fees, arising out of, resulting from or caused by a violation by Transportation 


Provider, or any of your employees, agents or subcontractors, of any of the terms or 


conditions of this Agreement. 


 


The parties agree that all Covered Person’s records are to be treated as confidential so as 


to comply with all Federal and State laws regarding the confidentiality of such records.  


However, MTM and MTM’s Client shall have the right, upon request, to inspect at all 


reasonable times any accounting, administrative and other reports maintained by 


Transportation Provider pertaining to MTM Covered Services, its Covered Persons and/or 


activity hereunder, but Transportation Provider shall not be required to disclose the records 


of any Covered Person to any party other than as required by law.  


 


8. LICENSURE  


Transportation Provider represents and warrants that it possesses any license(s) that are 


required by law to deliver the services described herein. Transportation Provider shall 


provide evidence of licensure to MTM upon request. Transportation Provider shall maintain 


its licensure in good standing, free of disciplinary action, and in unrestricted status 


throughout the term of this Agreement. Transportation Provider shall immediately notify 


MTM of any change in Transportation Provider’s licensure status, including any disciplinary 


action taken or proposed by any licensing agency. 


 


Transportation Provider warrants and represents that it, and its officers, directors, 


employees, agents and representatives, have not been convicted of crimes as specified in 


Section 1128 of the Social Security Act (42 U.S.C. 1320a-7); excluded from participation in 


the Medicare or Medicaid program, or any other federal or state program; assessed a civil 


penalty under the provisions of Section 1128; entered into a contractual relationship with an 


entity convicted of a crime specified in Section 1128, or taken any other action that would 


prohibit it from participation in Medicare or Medicaid, or otherwise excluded from 


participation in federal or state programs. 


 


Transportation Provider shall give immediate notice to MTM of: (i) any criminal investigation 


or proceeding Transportation Provider or subcontracted providers; (ii) any convictions of 


Transportation Provider or subcontracted providers for crimes involving moral turpitude or 


felonies; and (iii) any civil claim asserted against Transportation Provider or subcontracted 


providers arising from services rendered by Transportation Provider under this Agreement. 
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9. QUALITY IMPROVEMENT  


With respect to Transportation Provider’s agreement to comply with MTM Medical 


Transportation Provider Guidelines, Transportation Provider agrees to provide MTM with all 


necessary requested data as may be required in order for MTM and Transportation 


Provider to comply with all Federal, State, NCQA, URAC or its equivalent Agency, MTM 


and MTM Client standards. Transportation Provider shall participate in MTM’s Quality 


Improvement Program, including audits of services. 


 


10. COMPLAINTS AND GRIEVANCE PROGRAM  


Any complaints or grievances received by MTM with respect to the provision of 


Transportation Provider services will be forwarded to Transportation Provider for immediate 


attention and response. Any problem(s) related to the service shall be promptly resolved. 


Transportation Provider agrees to comply with MTM’s complaint resolution policies, and 


cooperate with MTM and provide MTM with the information necessary to help resolve 


grievances or inquiries with respect to Transportation Provider’s services and other issues. 


 


11. USE OF NAMES AND OTHER INFORMATION  


Transportation Provider agrees that MTM may use Transportation Provider’s name, 


address(es), telephone number(s) and description of Transportation Provider’s services in 


MTM’s directory, advertising and other material. 


 


MTM agrees that Transportation Provider may use MTM’s name, address(es), telephone 


number(s) and description of MTM services in Transportation Provider’s directory, 


advertising and other material. 


 


12. ASSIGNABILITY 


This Agreement may not be assigned, sublet, delegated or transferred by Transportation 


Provider without the prior written consent of MTM or any successor thereto. 


 


This Agreement may be assigned by MTM to the participating MTM Client under contract to 


MTM, or to any MTM affiliate or successor entity, after notice of any proposed assignment 


is made to Transportation Provider. Notwithstanding any such assignment, the rights, 


obligations and liabilities of Transportation Provider shall remain the same as set forth 


herein. 
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13. COMPLETE AGREEMENT AND MODIFICATION   


The Agreement constitutes the entire understanding of the parties hereto, and no changes, 


amendments or alterations, except as otherwise noted herein, shall be effective unless 


signed by both parties.  


 


14. TERM AND TERMINATION  


The term of this Agreement shall be one year commencing on the day of , 20 . Thereafter, 


this Agreement shall be automatically renewed for additional one (1) year terms unless 


terminated by either party giving written notice to the other party as provided herein. 


Termination shall have no effect upon the rights and obligations of the parties arising out of 


any services performed prior to the effective date of such termination. Further, in the event 


that a Covered Person is provided services by Transportation Provider as of the date of 


termination of this Agreement, MTM will honor its contractual obligations to Covered 


Persons to pay for services rendered. This Agreement may also be terminated without 


cause for any reason upon a party giving thirty (30) days written notice to the other party.  


 


Transportation Provider agrees that this Agreement does not guarantee or ensure 


Transportation Provider any minimum number of trips, and that actual trip volume may vary. 


Transportation Provider agrees to accept such trips as are assigned to Transportation 


Provider by MTM. If Transportation Provider is not assigned an adequate number of trips 


and wishes to terminate this Agreement, Transportation Provider must give MTM the 


aforesaid notice. 


  


Notwithstanding any provision herein to the contrary, MTM shall have the right to 


immediately terminate this Agreement and the services of Transportation Provider in the 


event: (1) Transportation Provider fails to strictly comply with MTM’s Medical Transportation 


Provider Guidelines and Quality Improvement Program; or (2) Transportation Provider fails 


to perform or otherwise breaches the terms of this Agreement; or (3)  MTM’s Client suffers 


a loss of funding for the Contract between Client and MTM; or (4) MTM’s contract with its 


Client is terminated for any reason; or (5) Transportation Provider’s conduct in any way 


affects the potential safety of any Covered Person, in the sole discretion and determination 


of MTM; or (6) the filing of any Petition of Bankruptcy or insolvency, by or against the 


Transportation Provider; or (7) MTM’s Client has requested the termination of 


Transportation Provider; or (8) for other good cause. Transportation Provider shall have the 


right to immediately terminate this Agreement in the event MTM breaches the terms of this 


Agreement.  
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15. NOTICES  


Any notice provided for in this Agreement shall be in writing and be sent via: (a) hand 


delivery; (b) registered or certified U.S. mail, return receipt requested, in which case it shall 


be deemed served on the next mail delivery date after the date of mailing; or (c) nationally 


recognized courier service and shall be deemed served on the date of delivery, or date of 


refusal. Unless subsequently changed by written notice, notices shall be delivered or sent 


to the following addresses:  


To:  


Medical Transportation Management, Inc.  


16 Hawk Ridge Drive  


Lake St. Louis, MO. 63367 


Attention: Alaina Macia, President/CEO 


 


and to Transportation Provider at:  


Attention:  


 


16. INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR RELATIONSHIP   


It is mutually understood and agreed that in the performance of the duties and obligations of 


the parties to this Agreement, each party hereto is a separate and independent contractor. 


Neither party is the principal, agent, nor representative of the other, and neither shall have 


any direct control over the manner in which the other performs its services and functions. 


Each is free to enter into Agreements with other entities or persons to provide the same or 


similar services.  


 


17. EDUCATION AND TRAINING  


MTM shall not be deemed to have provided any education or training of Transportation 


Provider, its drivers or other personnel; nor have any responsibility to provide any education 


or training of Transportation Provider, its drivers and personnel. It is the sole responsibility 


of Transportation Provider, as an independent contractor, to provide all necessary 


education and training of its drivers and other personnel to comply with all applicable laws 


and regulations, and the terms and conditions of this Agreement, and to provide safe and 


secure transportation of all transported passengers.  
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18. INTERPRETATION  


This Agreement shall be interpreted and governed in accordance with the laws of the 


jurisdiction in which transportation services are rendered pursuant to this Agreement. 


 


19. AFFIRMATIVE ACTION PROGRAM  


MTM is an Equal Opportunity Employer, which maintains an Affirmative Action Program. 


The parties agree that they will comply with the nondiscrimination and affirmative action 


clauses contained in:  Executive Order 11246, as amended, relative to equal opportunity for 


all persons without regard to race, color, religion, sex or national origin; the Vietnam Era 


Veterans Readjustment Act of 1974, as amended, relative to the employment of disabled 


veterans and veterans of the Vietnam Era; the Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1973, as 


amended, relative to the employment of qualified handicapped individuals without 


discrimination based upon their physical or mental handicaps; the 1964 Civil Rights Act, as 


amended; the Age Discrimination Act of 1975; the Omnibus Reconciliation Act of 1981; the 


Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 and all other applicable Federal and State Laws 


which prohibit discrimination in the delivery of services on the basis of race, color, national 


origin, age, sex, sexual orientation, handicap/disability or religious beliefs.  Transportation 


Provider shall not discriminate or otherwise violate any Federal, State, or local anti-


discrimination law or regulation in the performance of Transportation Provider’s services to 


MTM under this Agreement.   


 


20. AMENDMENT AND WAIVER 


MTM shall have the right to amend this Agreement, without Transportation Provider’s 


consent, to maintain consistency and/or compliance with any state or federal law, policy, 


directive, or government sponsored program requirement. MTM shall otherwise have the 


right to amend this Agreement upon written notice to Transportation Provider.  If 


Transportation Provider does not deliver to MTM written notice of rejection of the 


amendment within ten (10) days of the date of the notice of the amendment, the 


amendment shall be deemed accepted by and shall be binding upon Transportation 


Provider. The parties agree that if any terms of this Agreement are in conflict with any state 


or federal laws or regulations, such conflicted terms shall be deemed waived and 


unenforceable.  
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21. CONFIDENTIALITY; NON-SOLICITATION  


Transportation Provider and MTM mutually acknowledge that in the course of performing 


this Agreement, Transportation Provider will become aware of information concerning 


MTM’s operations, business practices, customer practices, software systems, programs, 


pricing policies, customers and Clients. To the extent such information is generally 


unknown in the transportation industry or was unknown to Transportation Provider before 


Transportation Provider became aware of the information through MTM, such information 


shall be deemed trade secrets and confidential, proprietary information of MTM.  


 


With respect to MTM’s trade secrets and confidential, proprietary information, 


Transportation Provider agrees that Transportation Provider and its employees, agents, 


successors and assigns shall not disclose such information to any person or business entity 


without the written consent of MTM except for Transportation Provider’s internal use as 


reasonably necessary to perform this Agreement. Transportation Provider also agrees that 


only those agents and employees of Transportation Provider who have a need to know any 


such information to perform their duties in connection with this Agreement will be provided 


with such information, and then only with those portions of such information as are 


reasonably necessary to the performance of their jobs. Further, Transportation Provider 


agrees to instruct such agents and employees not to disclose such information to any 


unauthorized persons or business entities.  


 


Transportation Provider agrees that MTM’s non-emergency medical transportation services 


business and its network of contracted transportation providers, of which Transportation 


Provider is a member upon execution of this Agreement, are unique and valuable assets of 


MTM for which MTM rightfully seeks the protection of this Agreement. Transportation 


Provider also agrees that becoming a member of MTM’s transportation provider network 


through execution of this Agreement, is a valuable business asset of Transportation 


Provider.  


 


Transportation Provider, for itself and its employees, agents, successors and assigns, 


further agrees that it will not: (a) use MTM’s trade secrets and confidential, proprietary 


information to develop, initiate or establish a business, or further the business of another 


person or business entity, which competes directly or indirectly with MTM; and (b) solicit or 


hire any employee of MTM during the period of employee’s employment with MTM, or for 


one (1) year following termination of employee’s employment.  
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Transportation Provider agrees that a breach or threatened breach of the confidentiality 


provisions of this paragraph would cause immediate and irreparable harm to MTM, and that 


actual damages would be difficult or impossible to ascertain, such that MTM shall be 


entitled to injunctive relief in addition to pursuing such other relief as MTM may be entitled 


to at law or in equity.  


 


22. ATTORNEYS FEES AND COSTS  


In the event that Transportation Provider fails to comply with each and every term of this 


Agreement or otherwise is in breach of any term of this Agreement; or in the event that 


Transportation Provider is required to defend, indemnify and hold harmless MTM with 


respect to any claim or liability arising out of the performance of any service by 


Transportation Provider in connection with this Agreement, Transportation Provider shall 


pay all of MTM's costs and litigation expenses, including reasonable attorneys fees that 


may be incurred by MTM.  


 


23. WAIVER OF JURY TRIAL  


The parties hereto waive jury trial and consent to a Court trial as to all litigation arising out 


of the terms and conditions of this Agreement.  


 


24. NO THIRD PARTY BENEFICIARY  


Nothing in this Agreement is intended to, or shall be deemed or construed to create any 


rights or remedies in favor of any third party.  


 


25. FORCE MAJEURE  


Neither party shall be deemed to have breached this Agreement if its failure to perform all 


or any part thereof results from war, terrorism, flood, earthquake, strike, picketing, riot, fire, 


explosions, accidents, delays of carriers, governmental actions, or other acts of God, or 


circumstances beyond its control, or by reason of the judgment, ruling or order of any court 


or agency of competent jurisdiction occurring subsequent to the signing of this Agreement.  
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26. RECORDS  


Transportation Provider shall maintain all records pertaining to services provided under this 


Agreement for a period of ten (10) years, or such longer period as may be provided by 


applicable  laws and regulations.  


 
27. INCORPORATION OF EXHIBITS  


All exhibits to this Agreement are considered part of this Agreement and are fully 


incorporated in this Agreement as if fully set out herein. 


  


28. CONSTRUCTION; ACKNOWLEDGEMENT  


All parties have participated in the negotiation of this Agreement, and accordingly, the 


parties agree that this Agreement shall be construed and interpreted without regard to any 


presumption or other rule requiring construction against the party causing this Agreement to 


be drafted. Transportation Provider read this Agreement in its entirety, understands its 


contents, and had the advice of counsel as to the meaning and interpretation thereof.  


 


29. REPRESENTATIONS   


The signers of this document and represent that they are acting officially and properly on behalf of 


their respective business entities, and have been duly authorized, directed, and empowered to 


execute this Agreement.  
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereunto have executed this Agreement.  


 
MEDICAL TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT, INC.  


By: _____________________________________________  


Title: ____________________________________________  


Date: ____________________________________________  


By:______________________________________________ 
 
Title:_____________________________________________ 
 
Address: 
 
 
Date:_____________________________________________ 
 
Federal I.D. # or SSN#: 
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Between 


MEDICAL TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT, INC. and 


 


 


MEDICAL TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT (MTM)  


TRANSPORTATION PROVIDER GUIDELINES  
(Quality Management and Risk Management Program)  


INTRODUCTION 


 


Medical Transportation Management, Inc. (“MTM”) is a transportation management organization 


which contracts with Managed Care Organizations (“MCO”), State and local governments and 


other medical businesses, organizations, agencies, and facilities (“MTM Clients”). These 


contracts provide for MTM coordination and management of scheduled non-emergency and 


“urgent” vehicular ground transportation for the MTM Client’s Members, Customers, and 


Recipients (referred to in this document as “Passengers”) through a network for transportation 


companies and services (“Transportation Providers”).  


 


Transportation Providers are under contractual agreement to provide transportation for MTM 


Clients and their Passengers as defined by the terms of the “Medical Transportation Services 


Agreement.” It is the Transportation Provider’s responsibility to be aware of, and to comply with, 


all terms, conditions, and requirements of their contractual agreement with MTM and to comply 


with the “MTM Transportation Provider Guidelines.” The Transportation Provider understands that 


Transportation Provider misconduct will not be tolerated and could result in disciplinary measures 


including reduction of trips, probations, suspension, or removal from the Transportation Provider 


Network. 


 


Transportation Provider understands that selection of the Transportation Provider’s transportation 


services by MTM will be based solely upon the quality and availability of their service and, where 


applicable, upon competitive pricing of its services relative to other Transportation Providers 


doing business in their services area. Transportation Provider warrants that no monies have been 


or will be paid directly or indirectly to any employee of MTM as wages, compensation or gifts in 


exchange for favors in granting of transportation services to Transportation Providers.  
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The “MTM Transportation Provider Guidelines” are the basis for the MTM Transportation Provider 


Quality Management and Risk Management Program and are intended to provide consistency 


and uniformity in MTM’s operations. These Guidelines comply with MTM Client requirements and 


provide procedures, processes, routines, and documents which will clearly establish defined 


standards for the Transportation Provider’s participation in the program. These Guidelines are 


subject to periodic revision, as needed, to further enhance the MTM Medical Transportation 


Program and to comply with MTM Client requirements. The Transportation Provider Guidelines, 


and any revisions or amendments thereto, are effective upon receipt by the Transportation 


Provider. Transportation Providers understand adherence to the MTM Transportation Provider 


Guidelines is required. Trip/log sheet documentation referenced in Appendix E must be provided 


to MTM contemporaneously with submission of claims. All other documentation referenced herein 


must be available at no charge to MTM upon request. 


Note: See definitions section of the Medical Transportation Services Agreement and 


Appendix F for guidelines specific to your contract.  


 


MTM TRANSPORTATION PROVIDER REQUIREMENTS 


 


1.0 General Transportation Requirements 


 


1.1 Transportation Provider agrees not to differentiate or discriminate in the treatment of any 


passenger on the basis of sex, marital status, age, race, color, national origin, ancestry, 


religion, disability, medical condition, veteran status, political affiliation, economic status, or 


sexual orientation.  


 


1.2 Transportation Provider must immediately report to MTM any change in Transportation 


Provider’s ownership, corporate officers or controlling interest.   


 


1.3 Transportation Provider must immediately report to the MTM Network Management 


Department any change in Transportation Provider’s address, phone number and/or fax 


number, or federal tax ID number.  


 


1.4 Transportation Provider and its employees and agents must maintain the confidentiality of 


any and all information related to MTM services, Clients, and passengers, and comply with 


the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA).    
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1.5 Breach of confidentiality may result in suspension and/or termination from the 


Transportation Provider Network.  


 


1.6 Transportation Provider understands if there is suspicion of fraudulent Transportation 


Provider activity, an investigation will be conducted by MTM, with appropriate action taken, 


including notification to the MTM Client, recovery of overpayments from Transportation 


Provider, or offset future Transportation Provider payments, and potential termination of the 


contract between the Transportation Provider and MTM.  


 


1.7 Transportation Provider agrees to cooperate with MTM and the MTM Client in the 


investigative process of suspected fraudulent activity.  


 


1.8 Transportation Provider and driver shall ensure that services available to MTM passengers 


are at least comparable in quality to services available to the general public.   


 


1.9 Transportation Provider agrees that MTM trip requests will have equal priority with 


Transportation Provider’s day-to-day services. 


 


1.10 Transportation Provider must not inquire as to the nature of a passenger’s illness or 


medical services received, except in the following instances:  


a) Transportation Provider needs to know such information due to medical 


necessity relating to appropriate transportation. 


b) The passenger becomes ill during the course of the trip and acquiring such 


information is considered pertinent to assuring the passenger’s safety and well 


being. 


 


1.11 Transportation Provider shall provide drivers with visible employee picture identification 


card, picture ID badge and uniform with name for security and identification purposes. 


 


1.12 Transportation Provider, for itself and its drivers, must obtain and maintain in current 


status any and all licenses, permits, certificates, and registrations that are required by 


Federal, State or local laws, rules and regulations. 
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1.13 It is the Transportation Provider’s responsibility to understand and comply with all 


applicable State and Federal laws including, but not limited to, the Americans With 


Disabilities Act (ADA) of 1990; Federal Transit Administration (FTA) regulations (including 


FTA’s drug and alcohol regulations); the Federal Highway Administration’s drug and 


alcohol regulations’ Rehabilitation Act of 1973, Section 504; the requirements of 42 Code 


of Regulations, Part 431, Subpart F; and Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964. 


 


1.14 Transportation Provider must display any applicable current State and local motor vehicle 


inspection sticker. 


 


1.15 Transportation Provider must provide to MTM their Federal Tax ID (“EIN”), or Social 


Security number, whichever is applicable, and Form W-9. 


 


1.16 Transportation Provider agrees to respond to complaints within twenty-four (24) hours and 


to provide resolution and/or a corrective action plan approved by MTM. 


 


1.17 Transportation Provider agrees to allow, cooperate, and participate in MTM on-site visits 


of the Transportation Provider’s place of business and inspection of business records and 


vehicles. 


 


1.18 Transportation Provider agrees to respond to MTM recommendations of the on-site visit 


and understands that failure to respond by the requested date may result in a Corrective 


Action Plan (CAP) and/or future trips not being scheduled with the Transportation Provider 


until such time that satisfactory responses are in place. 


 


1.19 Transportation Provider must comply, at a minimum, with their chosen service level. MTM 


service levels are: 


a) Curb to Curb 


 Driver must pull the vehicle up to the pick-up and destination entrances. 


b) Door to Door 


 Driver must go to passenger’s residence door or facility entrance and 


announce arrival as referred to in Guideline 10.5. 


 Upon arrival at the destination, it is the driver’s responsibility to bring the 


passenger to the appropriate entrance or specified office as requested. 


 Return trip must follow the above instructions. 


 Door to Door service will also encompass points noted in Curb to Curb. 
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c) Door through Door 


 Driver must enter the residence or facility and help passenger to assure 


safe assistance to and from the vehicle. 


 Driver must deliver the passenger at destination inside the facility or 


residence to an appropriate facility representative. 


 Return trip must follow the above instructions. 


 Door through Door service will also encompass Door to Door and Curb to 


Curb service. 


 


2.0 Driver Qualifications  


 


2.1 All drivers for MTM trips must possess a current, valid driver’s license appropriate for the 


services rendered and for the size vehicle driver is operating and as required by the State 


and local governmental entity in which driver provides transportation.  A legible copy of 


each driver’s license must be provided to MTM as part of the credentialing process. 


 


2.2 Drivers must be at least 21 years of age and must be a U.S. citizen or legal resident alien. 


 


2.3 Drivers must be able to read, write and communicate effectively in English. It is in the 


Transportation Provider’s best interest to employ drivers and/or office personnel who are 


also fluent in any other languages prevalent in Transportation Provider’s service area. 


 


2.4 Drivers must be physically able to assist passengers entering and exiting vehicles, and 


capable of safely providing transportation services.  By submission of a driver for 


credentialing approval by MTM, both Transportation Provider and driver represent that 


driver has no physical or mental impairment that would hinder or prevent driver from 


performing the services and safely transport MTM passengers. 


 


3.0 Driver Requirements 


 


3.1 Drivers must obey all Federal, State and local traffic laws in the transport of passengers. 
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3.2 Drivers understand that in the event a driver or passenger feels there is a need for 


emergency medical assistance, the driver must immediately call 911. 


 


3.3 Drivers must drive in a safe and courteous manner, such that all passengers must be 


transported safely to their destinations. 


 


3.4 Drivers must conduct themselves in an appropriate, courteous and professional manner. 


 


3.5 Drivers must maintain an acceptable standard of dress, personal grooming and behavior 


in order to present a neat, clean and professional appearance. Transportation Provider 


shall provide drivers with visible employee picture identification card, picture ID badge and 


uniform with name for security and identification purposes. 


 


3.6 Drivers must not smoke in the vehicle, or smoke in the presence of, or while assisting, any 


MTM passengers. 


 


3.7 Drivers must not allow passengers to smoke in the vehicle. It is required that 


Transportation Provider post a “NO SMOKING” sign in all vehicles. 


 


3.8 Drivers must not eat while driving MTM passengers. 


 


3.9 Drivers must maintain a “trip” or “log sheet” listing all MTM trips for each individual day. 


The trip or log sheets must be legible and complete. Required log information is found in 


Appendix E. 


 


3.10 Drivers must not use alcohol or drugs at any time, and if taking medication, must still be 


able to perform his/her duties in a safe manner. Any driver taking medication which may 


hinder his/her performance must report such use to his/her supervisor, and not transport 


MTM passengers. 


 


3.11 Drivers must not allow personal friends or family to ride in vehicle while transporting MTM 


passengers, unless specifically authorized by MTM. Exceptions may be made for larger 


multi-passenger vans and buses designed for shared rides, or for approval for a ride-a-


long spouse for a long distance trip. 
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3.12 Drivers must not allow animals in the vehicle unless necessitated by the passenger for 


medical purposes, and requires pre-authorization from MTM. 


 


3.13 Drivers must not make personal stops, other than for restroom and 


passenger/Transportation Provider agreed-upon restaurant breaks, while transporting 


MTM passengers unless specifically authorized by MTM. 


 


3.14 Drivers must require passengers to use seat belts properly and assist in fastening seat 


belts where necessary, and must refuse to continue travel if passengers are non-


compliant. Drivers must carry and be knowledgeable in the use of seat belt extensions for 


securing passengers of wide girth. 


 


3.15 Drivers understand infants/children are to be in proper infant/child restraint seats as 


required by State or Federal law. In the event a proper seat is not available, or the use of 


proper child restraint seat is refused, the driver must deny transportation. 


 


3.16 Drivers must not place children in child restraint seats in the front seat of a vehicle. 


 


3.17 Drivers must exit the vehicle to open and close vehicle doors when passengers enter or 


exit the vehicle. Drivers must offer a helping hand or arm to assist passengers exiting the 


vehicle. Such limited assistance is included in curb to curb service as well as higher 


modes of service. Except where service is curb to curb, they must provide safe assistance 


to or from the main door or reception desk of the place of destination, when needed. 


 


3.18 Drivers must assure passengers enter and exit the vehicle in an unobstructed and safe 


location. 


 


3.19 Drivers are required to store in the trunk of the vehicle, or properly secure for safety, 


folding wheelchairs, carry-on packages, and walking aids such as canes, walkers, etc. 


 


3.20 Drivers must not touch any passenger except as appropriate and necessary to assist the 


passenger into or out of the vehicle, into a seat and to secure the seatbelt, or as 


necessary to render first aid or assistance for which the driver has been trained. Drivers 


must request permission from the passenger prior to touching the passenger. 
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3.21 Drivers must not make sexually explicit comments or solicit favors, medications, or money 


from passengers. 


 


3.22 Drivers must properly identify and announce his/her presence at the entrance of the 


building or with attending facility staff at the specified pick-up location, if a suitable 


curbside pick-up is not apparent. 


 


3.23 Drivers must not enter the passenger’s home except under prior authorization from MTM. 


 


3.24 Drivers shall not wear any type of headphones while on duty. Driver shall have the volume 


of the radio at a level acceptable to passengers. 


 


3.25 Drivers shall not accept responsibility for any of passenger’s personal items. 


 


3.26 Drivers must confirm that all wheelchairs and motorized scooters are properly secured to 


the vehicle and wheelchair and motorized scooter passengers are properly secured in the 


wheelchair before allowing the vehicle to proceed. 


 


3.27 Drivers must not allow firearms, alcoholic beverages in open containers, unauthorized 


controlled substances, or highly combustible materials to be transported in the vehicle. 


 


3.28 Drivers must check their vehicle to ensure that at the end of each trip or trip route, all 


passengers have vacated the vehicle. 


 


4.0 Driver Training 


 


4.1 Transportation Provider must develop and maintain a specific Transportation Provider 


Driver Training Policy for providing appropriate training for newly hired vehicle operators 


(drivers), and a Driver In-Service Training Policy for annual Training of current drivers. 


Suggested training activities may be a combination of reading materials, film or video 


media presentations, verbal instruction and on-the-job training. All training and education 


of drivers is the responsibility of Transportation Provider. 


 


4.2 Transportation Provider’s Driver Training Policy and Driver In-Service Training Policy are 


subject to review by MTM, and a copy provided to MTM upon request. 
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4.3 MTM requires Transportation Providers to provide all drivers with training in Basic First 


Aid, Defensive Driving, Assisting Passengers With Disabilities, Transportation Provider’s 


established Emergency Procedures, Universal Precautions for bloodborne pathogens, and 


use of a fire extinguisher. Basic First Aid and Defensive Driving Training is to include 


training listed in Appendix A. The training must be documented in the employee’s file. 


Additional suggested training and training resources are listed in Appendix B. 


 


4.4 All drivers responsible for transporting passengers in wheelchairs must be trained in 


proper loading, unloading and wheelchair tie-down procedures prior to transporting MTM 


wheelchair passengers. The training must be documented in the employee’s file. 


 


4.5 All required training must be completed within 90 days of the driver’s hire date, and must 


be documented in driver’s file in order to continue to transport MTM passengers. 


 


5.0 Transportation Provider Personnel Policies/Documentation 


 


5.1 Transportation Provider must maintain a file on each driver, including owners, when they 


have driving responsibilities, which shall include: 


a) Documentation of training 


b) Copy of current driver’s license 


c) Driver evaluations 


d) Results of a criminal background check 


e) Results of a child abuse or neglect background check 


f) Results of an elderly abuse background check  


g) Results of a State specific driver history record check. 


h) Results of Excluded Provider List check 


i) Signed Drug-Free Workplace policy 


Note: d-f will be performed, to the extent permitted by law, in Transportation 


Provider’s state of operation. Copies of the background record checks (d-h) shall 


be provided to MTM within ten (10) days of the date on the records check. 


 


5.2 Transportation Provider must develop a Driver Orientation Policy and Procedure, and 


provide MTM a copy upon request. 
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5.3 Transportation Provider must assure current laws regarding drug and alcohol testing are 


enforced for any of their drivers or attendants. Documentation must be available to MTM 


upon request. 


 


5.4 Transportation Providers must establish and maintain a Substance Free Workplace Policy 


to include, reasonable suspicion and a for-cause testing procedure. This policy must 


include a pre-employment drug screening for all drivers and attendants. This policy must 


be in writing and signed by all drivers and attendants. Results must be documented in the 


files of drivers and attendants. 


 


5.5 If the Transportation Provider has reasonable suspicion of a driver or attendant to be 


under the influence of alcohol or drugs, the Transportation Provider must immediately 


remove the driver or attendant from MTM service until a proper medical evaluation can be 


made. 


 


5.6 If MTM has reasonable suspicion, MTM reserves the right to require a driver or attendant 


to have an alcohol and/or drug screening at any time at the expense of the Transportation 


Provider. Screening tests must be accomplished within the time frame designated by 


MTM. A driver or attendant will not be allowed to transport MTM passengers, or provide 


services to MTM passengers, until a proper medical evaluation has been received and 


approved by MTM. Refusal to submit to testing within the designated time frame is 


considered a positive test result and will have the same disciplinary consequences. 


Drivers or attendants testing positive for drugs and/or alcohol will no longer be permitted 


to transport MTM passengers or provide any other service to MTM passengers. 


 


5.7 Transportation Provider must subject all drivers, including new drivers, to a State specific 


driver history record acquired through the State’s Department of Motor Vehicles and the 


results must be documented in the driver’s file. 


 


5.8 Transportation Provider must run State specific driver history records once per year, at a 


minimum, on all drivers providing MTM service, and copies shall be available to MTM 


upon request. 


 


5.9 To the extent permitted by law, all drivers and attendants, including new drivers, must be 


subjected to a criminal background check through the State law enforcement agency on 


an annual basis. The results must be documented in the driver’s file and copies provided 


to MTM. 
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5.10 To the extent permitted by law, all drivers and attendants, including new drivers, must be 


subjected to a child abuse or neglect background check through the appropriate State 


agency if such information is not included in the criminal background check. The results 


must be documented in the driver’s file. The record of the background check MUST be 


provided to MTM. 


 


5.11 To the extent permitted by law, all drivers and attendants must be subjected to an elderly 


abuse background check through the appropriate State agency if such information is not 


included in the criminal background check. Results must be documented in the driver’s 


file. The record of the background check must be provided to MTM. 


 


5.12 No driver may perform transportation services for MTM until the appropriate criminal 


background check, child abuse/neglect background check, and elder abuse background 


check have been obtained, and the driver has been fully credentialed and approved by 


MTM. 


 


5.13 Transportation Provider must not use any driver or attendant with any of the following 


convictions or substantiated incidents: 


a) child abuse or neglect 


b) spousal abuse 


c) a crime against a child 


d) a crime against an elderly or infirm individual 


e) a crime involving rape, sexual assault, or other sexual offense 


f) homicide 


 


5.14 Transportation Provider must not use any driver or attendant who has the following return 


notification from the Background Screening/Investigation Unit of the Children’s Division (or 


similar agency): 


a) “Category” is shown as physical abuse or sexual maltreatment; 


b) “Severity” is shown as moderate, serious/severe, permanent damage, or fatal; 


c) “Conclusion” is listed as court adjudicated or probable cause. 


 


5.15 Transportation Provider must not use any person as a driver or attendant whose name 


appears on the Department of Social Services, the Department of Mental Health, or the 


Department of Health and Senior Services Employee Disqualification List (EDL), or on 


other similar agency list(s). 
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5.16 Transportation Provider must not use any person as a driver or attendant whose name, 


when checked against the Family Care Registry (or similar agency registry), registers a 


“hit” on any list maintained and checked by the registry. 


 


5.17 Transportation Provider must not use any person as a driver or attendant in the conduct of 


MTM services who has a felony criminal conviction of a felony offense within the 


immediate past five (5) years. Further, any conviction (misdemeanor or felony) for any of 


the following driving offenses within the previous five (5) years shall disqualify a driver 


from performing MTM services: 


a) DUI or DWI, or other alcohol related offense 


b) Careless and imprudent, or reckless driving 


 
5.18 For purposes of these Transportation Provider Guidelines, the term “conviction” shall also 


include any plea of guilty, finding of guilty, plea of “nolo contendere”, or similar disposition, 


whether or not such disposition results in a sentence or conviction under applicable state or 


local laws.  MTM further reserves the right to disapprove of any driver or attendant for safety 


reasons; or where disqualification of a driver or attendant is requested by an MTM Client; or 


for other reasons of good cause within MTM’s sole discretion. Transportation Provider 


acknowledges that the offenses listed herein are not an exclusive listing, but that there are 


other offenses and pertinent circumstances which can result in the disapproval of a driver or 


attendant. 


 


5.19 Transportation Provider must not allow drivers or attendants to perform MTM services who 


are currently on work release, probation, or parole for any felony, or any offense of the 


type identified in 5.13-5.17. 


 


5.20 Transportation Provider must not use any driver with the following: 


a) Convicted of more than two (2) minor motor vehicle moving violations, such as 


speeding, failure to stop, improper operation, etc., within the previous twenty-


four (24) months 


b) More than one (1) at-fault incident (accident) resulting in personal injury or 


property damage within the previous thirty-six (36) months, or three (3) or more 


cumulative vehicle accidents within the previous five (5) years 


c) A combination of one (1) unrelated minor motor vehicle moving violation and 


one (1) at-fault incident (accident) resulting in personal injury or property 


damage within the previous twenty-four (24) months 


d) Revocation or suspension of the driver’s vehicle operator’s license within the 


previous three (3) years for accumulation of points or alcohol related incident 
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5.21 Transportation Provider must perform periodic performance evaluations of all drivers, at a 


minimum, every twelve (12) months and maintain documentation of each evaluation in 


each driver’s file, copies of which shall be provided to MTM upon request. 


 


5.22 Transportation Provider must maintain a driver’s health record, signed by the driver, that 


no physical or health limitation exists that prevents safe, competent operation of the motor 


vehicle or ability to assist any passenger in and out of the vehicle, or the performance of 


any other passenger assistance services, when a passenger requests such assistance. A 


copy shall be provided to MTM upon request. Transportation Provider’s assignment of a 


trip to a driver, and the driver’s acceptance of the trip, constitute a representation by both 


Transportation Provider and driver that driver has no physical, cognitive or other health 


limitation that prevents driver from safely performing the trip and all duties and assistance 


necessary. 


 


5.23 MTM reserves the right to deny the approval of any driver, or to require a Transportation 


Provider to suspend, or otherwise discontinue the use of any driver, in the performance of 


MTM services at the sole discretion of MTM. 


 


5.24 Transportation Provider must not use any driver who has a pending felony charge, or any 


other pending charge, which if the charge were to result in a conviction, would disqualify 


the driver under these Guidelines. The driver and Transportation Provider must report all 


pending felony charges to MTM, and the final disposition/resolution of such charges. 


 


6.0 Vehicle Requirements 


 


6.1 Transportation Provider must provide the make and model, model year, vehicle 


identification number (VIN), license number, and vehicle type (sedan, minivan, paralift, 


etc.) to MTM for every vehicle used to transport MTM passengers. This information must 


be provided no later than the vehicle’s first day of service. Additionally, the Transportation 


Provider must notify MTM of any vehicle permanently added or removed from MTM 


service. Use of any vehicle prior to approval of MTM will result in nonpayment for the trip, 


and assessment of liquidated damages. 


 


6.2 All seat belts must be in proper working order and accessible to the passenger. 
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6.3 Transportation Provider shall provide seat belt extensions when needed. 


 


6.4 All vehicles must prominently display Transportation Provider’s name, and phone number 


in the interior of the vehicle. 


 


6.5 All vehicles must be clearly marked showing Transportation Provider’s business name on 


both sides of the exterior of the vehicle. 


 


6.6 All vehicles must be equipped with operable heating, air conditioning and ventilation 


systems so as to ensure the comfort of the passenger. 


 


6.7 All vehicles in use for MTM services must have: 


a) emergency first-aid kit 


b) fire extinguisher – (A,B,C) 


c) three (3) reflective triangles or similar emergency warning devices 


d) blood borne pathogen spill kits 


e) extra electrical fuses 


f) flashlight 


g) ice scraper 


h) current insurance card 


i) current vehicle registration 


j) MTM or Transportation Provider Accident/Incident forms 


k) Transportation Provider Accident Procedure 


l) such other equipment as may be required by MTM 


m) no-smoking sign 


Additional equipment is recommended in Appendix C. 


 


6.8 Passenger cars (sedans) must have four (4) doors. Two-door vehicles are not acceptable 


when transporting MTM passengers. 


 


6.9 When a Transportation Provider utilizes a high profile/tall vehicle to transport MTM 


passengers that has greater ground clearance than an average-sized sedan, 


Transportation Provider must provide a sturdy, non-skid, stepping aid to assist the 


passenger in entering and exiting the vehicle. This stepping aid must be capable of safely 


supporting 300 pounds, must be no higher than twelve inches (12”) above the ground, 


with a nonskid top surface not less than eight inches by twelve inches (8” x 12”). 
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6.10 For all vehicles used for paralift operations, the overhead clearance between the top of the 


door opening and the raised lift platform, or highest point of ramp, shall be a minimum of 


56 inches, or such other distance as may be required by ADA or other federal or state 


laws or regulations. 


 


6.11 MTM requires all wheelchair lifts have a design load of at least 600 pounds. 


 


6.12 All ramps used for the loading and unloading of passengers must meet ADA Accessibility 


Guidelines. 


 


6.13 All tie-downs or other securement devices used for paralift operations must meet the ADA 


Accessibility Guidelines. 


 


6.14 Vehicles must not be more than eight (8) years old without specific written approval of 


MTM. 


 


6.15 Vehicles, regardless of age, may be taken out of service for use with MTM passengers at 


the discretion of MTM after a vehicle assessment is performed. 


 


6.16 Vehicles are required to have a form of two-way communication, which enables a central 


dispatch to contact the driver at any time. 


 


6.17 Vehicles must be clean, mechanically safe, and road-worthy. 


 


6.18 All vehicles in use for MTM service must have: 


a) Functional door handles 


b) Accurate speedometers and odometers 


c) Functioning interior lighting 


d) Adequate side-wall padding and ceiling covering 


e) One (1) interior rearview mirror 


f) Two (2) exterior rearview mirrors – one on each side of the vehicle 


g) Passenger compartments that are clear and free from unsightly and potentially 


hazardous, torn upholstery, torn floor covering or dangling seat belts 
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h) Cell phones are not to be used unless responding to a dispatcher call or 


making an emergency call; and use of cell phone must be in compliance with 


state and federal laws and regulations. 


i) Vehicles must have tire tread-life meeting manufacturer’s minimum 


specifications 


 


6.19 All vehicles in use for MTM service must not have: 


a) Damaged or broken seats 


b) Protruding or sharp edges 


c) Dirt, oil, grease or litter in the vehicle 


d) Broken mirrors or windows (other than small rock chips) 


e) Excessive grime, rust, chipped paint or major dents 


 


6.20 Transportation Provider agrees to remove from MTM service any vehicle to be found 


unsatisfactory in reference to conditions listed in this section, or is questionable with 


regards to safety or roadworthiness until repairs are completed. 


 


6.21 A vehicle with an inoperative two-way communication system must be placed out of 


service until the system is repaired or replaced. 


 


6.22 Daily pre-trip inspections are required, must be documented, and maintained for three (3) 


months. See requirements in Appendix D. 


 


6.23 Transportation Provider must maintain documentation that each vehicle has: 


a) passed periodic mechanical safety inspections as required by the state in 


which the vehicle is licensed and 


b) documentation is also to include maintenance of fire extinguishers, first aid kits, 


warning devices (triangles, flares, etc.) and bloodborne pathogen spill kits. 


 


6.24 Documentation of regular maintenance procedures and repairs must be available to MTM 


upon request. 


 


6.25 All vans and busses shall have accessible emergency exit(s) with appropriate emergency 


procedures posted in compliance with Federal Motor Vehicle Standard No. 217. 
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6.26 All vehicles used to transport passengers who must sit in wheelchairs during transport 


must have raised roof or lowered floor. 


 


6.27 For wheelchair transports, if more than minimal assistance is required, a wheelchair lift 


vehicle must be provided, which meets all ADA standards. 


 


7.0 Insurance Requirements 


 


7.1 Transportation Provider is required to provide proof of commercial automobile liability 


insurance for any vehicle used for MTM service, in accordance with contract terms by 


means of: 


a) Certificate of Insurance from the carrier with MTM named as a Certificate 


Holder. 


b) MTM named as an “Additional Insured” on a primary, non-contributing basis on 


Transportation Provider’s Certificate of Automobile Liability insurance and 


General Liability insurance. 


c) Certificate of Insurance must be furnished to MTM upon initial application of 


Provider, and as insurance coverage renews. 


 


7.2 Transportation Provider’s Commercial Vehicle liability insurance and Commercial General 


liability insurance must meet the coverage limits set by MTM, MTM’s Client, or the 


applicable federal, state, and local laws and regulations, whichever is greater. MTM may 


amend the required minimum coverage limits at its discretion. The minimum vehicle 


liability insurance coverage required by MTM is $300,000 combined single limit (CSL), or 


the state minimum, whichever is greater. Transportation Provider must also maintain 


Commercial General liability insurance in the amount of $300,000 Combined Single Limit 


(CSL), or the state minimum, whichever is greater. Vehicle and Commercial General 


liability insurance must be issued on a primary, non-contributing basis. MTM strongly 


encourages increased coverage for the Transportation Provider’s protection. Higher 


coverage limits required by specific MTM Clients may limit Transportation Provider’s ability 


to take trips for those Clients. 
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7.3 Transportation Provider must comply with State’s coverage requirements for Worker’s 


Compensation Insurance. A Transportation Provider that fails to obtain Workers 


Compensation for all its drivers, agents and employees must provide MTM with sufficient 


documentation that the Transportation Provider is exempt under applicable state law from 


maintaining Workers Compensation insurance coverage. A mere statement from the 


Transportation Provider that it is exempt is not sufficient. MTM reserves the right to require 


all Transportation Providers, including those otherwise exempt, to maintain Workers 


Compensation insurance. 


 


7.4 Transportation Provider must notify MTM immediately in the event their insurance 


coverage is modified or terminated. 


 


7.5 Transportation Provider, at it’s sole cost and expense, must procure and maintain such 


policies of general and automobile insurance liability, both of which policies shall include 


contractual liability, Workers Compensation insurance and other insurance as shall be 


necessary to insure Transportation Provider, and its agents, employees, subcontractors 


including subcontracted transportation companies, owner/operators, drivers and assigns, 


including volunteer drivers, and MTM against any claim or claims for damages arising 


from performance of any services by Transportation Provider to MTM. 


 


7.6 When proof of insurance is requested by MTM, Transportation Provider must provide 


documentation five (5) business days prior to the date of expiration or no future trips will 


be awarded. Additionally, MTM will begin canceling all existing trips. Canceled trips will 


not automatically go back to the Transportation Provider when they produce current and 


correct insurance documentation. 


 


8.0 Operational Requirements 


 


8.1 Transportation Provider’s dispatch/office must be able to be reached by phone during 


Transportation Provider’s regular business hours, and answered by a “live” person, not by 


an answering machine or answering service. 


 


8.2 Transportation Provider must maintain all records and documentation, including driver 


logs, trip sheets, and billing reports pertaining to MTM services for ten (10) years, from the 


end of the calendar year during which services were provided, and retained further if the 


records are under review or audit until the review or audit is complete. 
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8.3 Transportation Provider understands records requested by MTM must be original 


documents sent at Transportation Providers expense, and will not be returned. 


Transportation Provider must maintain copies at their expense. 


 


8.4 Transportation Provider must allow on-site general performance evaluation, inspections, 


auditing, monitoring, and duplication of records at no charge, of any and all data, billing 


reports, trip/log sheets, vouchers and other records maintained by Transportation Provider 


on MTM passenger trips, by agents of MTM, MTM Clients or State or Federal government 


officials during normal business hours. MTM may conduct such evaluations and 


inspections unannounced. The failure of Transportation Provider to timely allow on site 


inspections may result in a Corrective Action Plan (CAP), assessment of liquidated 


damages, and/or termination of Transportation Provider at MTM’s discretion. 


 


8.5 Transportation Provider understands if the Service Agreement (contract) is terminated for 


any reason, if requested by MTM, Transportation Provider must forward all required 


records not previously sent to MTM for the ten (10) year retention period to MTM. 


Transportation Provider agrees that MTM payment for all unpaid claims at time of 


termination will be withheld until MTM has received these records, and all transportation 


provider service records have been audited by MTM for correctness and accuracy.  MTM 


reserves the right to audit records received from Transportation Provider within sixty (60) 


days of final receipt of all such records by MTM. 


 


8.6 Transportation Provider must provide transportation services as requested by MTM on an 


efficient and timely basis. 


 


8.7 If passenger is delayed due to late pick-up or drop-off by Transportation Provider, and 


cannot be seen at appointment, Transportation Provider will not be reimbursed for trip. 


 


8.8 Transportation Provider agrees to notify MTM immediately of any significant delays such 


as a breakdown or stopped traffic, which cause the passenger to be 15 minutes or more 


late for his/her medical appointment. In addition to MTM notification, Transportation 


Provider will make subsequent alternative plans for completing the trip in a timely manner 


if the medical appointment can still be attended. 
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8.9 Transportation Provider agrees to contact the passenger, if phone number is provided by 


MTM, to notify of a significant pick-up delay and obtain information as to whether or not 


the passenger will still be able to attend the scheduled appointment. 


 


8.10 Transportation Provider understands if they are consistently late for pick-up and/or drop-


off by MTM’s assessment, Transportation Provider may face disciplinary action and be 


assessed liquidated damages. 


 


8.11 Transportation Provider must not sub-contract with other transportation companies for 


MTM services without prior written approval of MTM. If MTM becomes aware a 


Transportation Provider uses a sub-contracted company without written approval from 


MTM, Transportation Provider will not be paid for any trip for which an unapproved 


subcontractor was used. 


 


8.12 Approved sub-contracted Transportation Providers must meet the same standards and 


adhere to the same “MTM Transportation Provider Guidelines” as does Transportation 


Provider, and Transportation Provider must be responsible for their approved sub-


contracted Transportation Providers. 


 


8.13 Transportation Provider may not solicit money from MTM Clients or their passengers for 


payment of MTM authorized transportation services; except that Transportation Provider 


may collect a co-pay amount approved by MTM and MTM’s Client from the passenger, 


where applicable. 


 


8.14 Transportation Provider understands that all trips, including recurring trips, may be 


assigned or reassigned by MTM in its sole discretion. Transportation Provider has no 


claim or right to transport any particular person, nor any claim or right to transport any 


person attending any particular health care services facility. 


 


8.15 Transportation Provider shall have a MTM approved accident/incident investigation 


procedure in writing, and shall follow that procedure to respond to and review all 


accidents/incidents. 


 


8.16 Transportation Provider must provide a copy of the Transportation Provider’s 


Accident/Incident Investigation Procedure to MTM. 
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8.17 Transportation Provider must report all incidents, accident and injuries occurring while the 


Transportation Provider or a sub-contracted Transportation Provider is transporting any 


MTM passenger(s). 


 


8.18 Transportation Provider accident/incident reports must be made in writing by the end of 


the next business day following an accident/incident while transporting an MTM 


passenger. If there are injuries involved, Transportation Provider must also report verbally 


to MTM within three (3) hours of the accident/incident. 


 


8.19 At a minimum, the accident/incident report must include the name of the driver, 


transported passenger(s), and specific details of the accident/incident and related injuries. 


 


8.20 A copy of the police report must be provided to MTM as soon as it is available. 


 


9.0 Trip Scheduling 


 


9.1 Transportation Provider agrees to check the MTM Daily Fax Summary and/or electronic 


trip file to make certain all trip requests have been received by Transportation Provider. 


Transportation Provider must contact MTM Provider hotline if a fax has not been received. 


 


9.2 If Transportation Provider knows that the price, designated level of service, mileage, zip 


codes, or any other data on the trip request is incorrect, Transportation Provider must 


notify MTM of the corrections immediately. Transportation Provider shall have the right to 


turn back, or refuse any trip assignment from MTM. If Transportation Provider performs a 


trip, Transportation Provider agrees to accept the amount of compensation for that trip that 


is noted by MTM on the trip assignment sheet provided in advance by MTM to 


Transportation Provider. Transportation Provider agrees not to claim compensation in 


excess of the compensation noted on the trip assignment sheet, irrespective of the level of 


service, or the totality of services provided by Transportation Provider for the given trip; 


and payment by MTM of the amount of compensation noted on the trip assignment sheet 


shall constitute payment in full and satisfaction of Transportation Provider’s claim for 


compensation for services rendered for that trip, and Transportation Provider, by 


performing the trip, waives any claim for compensation in excess of the stated 


compensation on the trip assignment sheet.  “Wait time”, where authorized by contract, 


must be approved by MTM at the time of the occurrence of wait time, and prior to 


submission of an invoice claim for payment of the trip. 
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9.3 Transportation Providers are required to schedule drivers with adequate time allowances 


so speed limits are followed and passengers arrive on time for appointments. 


 


9.4 Transportation Provider must establish, where applicable, an internal schedule for the 


passenger’s return “will call” trip pick-up which does not impose unreasonable waiting time 


for the passenger, not to exceed one (1) hour maximum from time of passenger’s call (see 


10.7). 


 


9.5 The wait time for a pre-scheduled return trip, such as dialysis, rehabilitation, etc., after an 


appointment, shall not exceed thirty (30) minutes. 


 


9.6 If Transportation Provider turns back or refuses a trip assignment, Transportation Provider 


must notify MTM as soon as the determination is made the Transportation Provider is 


unable to take an assigned trip, and in any event, no later than 48 hours prior to the date 


and time of passenger pick up. 


 


9.7 Transportation Provider must not overbook MTM trips. 


 


9.8 Transportation Provider agrees to contact the passenger by phone within a twenty-four 


(24) hour window prior to trip, if phone number is provided, to confirm the Transportation 


Provider’s estimated arrival time. 


 


9.9 Transportation Provider shall provide the Transportation Provider’s phone number to the 


passenger during the pre-trip confirmation phone call. 


 


9.10 Transportation Provider may give the passenger a ½ hour “window,” fifteen (15) minutes 


before and after ideal pick-up time, providing the passenger will arrive on time for the 


appointment. 


 


9.11 For the Transportation Provider’s benefit, the Transportation Provider must note on the 


form what time Transportation Provider made the confirming call and with whom the 


Transportation Provider spoke. 
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9.12 If a trip is canceled by the passenger directly, the Transportation Provider must notify the 


MTM Provider hotline immediately to document member cancellation of the trip, and 


document all cancellation information, using the “MTM Coding System for MTM Canceled 


Trips,” and report such on the weekly reconciliation report. 


 


9.13 Transportation Provider will not take calls directly from the passenger to arrange for 


covered transportation services except for the “will call” telephone call for pick-up for the 


second leg, or additional multiple leg trip. 


 


9.14 If passenger calls Transportation Provider directly (except for the “will call” situation), 


Transportation Provider must notify them to call the MTM toll-free telephone number or 


local number provided to the passenger to arrange and authorize their transportation. 


 


9.15 Transportation Provider will not contact passenger’s medical provider to schedule or re-


schedule appointments. 


 


10.0 Trip Process 


 


10.1 Transportation Provider acknowledges and agrees that where mileage is paid by MTM for 


a trip, all mileage will be calculated by MTM’s commercial GPS based mileage system, 


based on the shortest distance from the pick-up point to the final destination point, 


irrespective of the route actually taken by the Transportation Provider, and irrespective of 


the actual travel time incurred in the performance of the trip. MTM’s system determination 


of mileage shall be final and not subject to challenge or dispute by Transportation 


Provider. 


 


10.2 Transportation Provider must not cause a passenger to arrive more than thirty (30) 


minutes prior to an appointment, unless requested or pre-authorized by MTM or the 


passenger. 


 


10.3 Transportation Provider must allow a minimum of five (5) minutes “wait time” at pick-up 


locations for scheduled passenger(s) to enter vehicle. 
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10.4 Drivers must make “best effort” to make contact with the passenger notifying them their 


ride is waiting outside before leaving the premises without the passenger. This would 


include, at a minimum, honking, knocking at door, inquiring at reception desk and calling 


dispatch to place a call to the passengers to notify them their ride is outside. 


 


10.5 Transportation Provider agrees to present to the passengers upon leaving the vehicle, a 


business card, typed instructions, or a pre-printed sticker, advising the passenger of 


contact and phone number to call in order to arrange for a return ride home. 


 


10.6 Transportation Provider must ensure all return and “will call” trips are picked up within a 


maximum of sixty (60) minutes of the passenger’s request for a return trip (see 9.5). 


 


10.7 Transportation Provider must maintain that all trips not exceed one (1) hour “in vehicle” 


riding time, except in those cases in which an unusual traveling distance is involved. 


 


10.8 In multiple-passenger situations, passengers should not remain in the vehicle for more 


than forty-five (45) minutes longer than the average travel time for direct transport. 


Exceptions may occur in the circumstance of a long, rural multiple-passenger routed trip – 


in which case, the passenger should be notified prior to the trip of the lengthy travel time. 


Further exceptions could include pick-up and/or destinations outside of the stated local 


service area. 


 


10.9 Transportation Provider agrees to complete any pre-scheduled round trips even under the 


circumstance when the medical service extends past the approximate expected 


completion time. 


 


10.10 Transportation Provider must maintain a signed trip or log sheet, including passenger’s 


original signature and date of transport, listing all passengers’ scheduled rides for each 


individual day. Note: All driver trip logs must be maintained for ten (10) years. 


 


10.11 Transportation Provider must require the passenger to sign the trip/log sheet, or an 


individual voucher for each leg of the trip at the time of completion of the trip.  The 


passenger’s signature is used as part of the trip verification process. Trip signatures 


obtained by Transportation Provider at any time after the drop off of the passenger and 


after completion of the trip will not be accepted by MTM, and Transportation Provider shall 


not attempt to obtain such passenger signatures retroactively. The same rules and 


procedures shall also apply to obtaining the driver’s signature for each trip leg. 
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10.12 Transportation Provider must not require passenger to sign the trip/log sheet on any leg of 


the trip which is not completed; to include passenger no-shows. The passenger’s 


signature must be obtained contemporaneous with the completion of the trip. 


 


10.13 Transportation Provider understands actual pick-up time and drop-off time must be noted 


for each authorized passenger on the trip log sheet. Clearly designate date and time, 


using either a.m. or p.m. designation or military time. See Appendix E for all required trip 


documentation. 


 


10.14 Transportation Provider understands that lack of trip documentation set forth on Appendix 


E, including but not limited to, lack of passenger or driver signatures, or date and time of 


transport pick up and drop off, submitted at time of invoice/claim, may result in MTM 


denial of payment to Transportation Provider and the recoupment of trip charges if MTM 


has already made payment to Transportation Provider for the trip. MTM will not accept any 


passenger or driver signatures, or other trip documentation, that does not accompany the 


original invoice/claim submission to MTM. 


 


10.15 If passenger is unable to sign, driver must document reason on trip/log sheet. 


Transportation Provider understands payment may be subject to verification of noted 


reason. 


 


10.16 An adult, accompanying a minor child, may sign the adult’s name on the trip/log sheet as 


long as the minor’s name is clearly noted as well. 


 


10.17 Transportation Provider must provide MTM with the trip/log sheets, or the vouchers, upon 


request. See Appendix E for trip/log sheet information. 


 


10.18 Transportation Provider/passenger must call for approval prior to taking passenger to an 


unscheduled appointment or a pharmacy trip. If Transportation Provider does not obtain 


prior approval from MTM, they will not be paid for the trip. 


 


10.19 If there is a discrepancy on the number of additional passengers noted on the trip faxes, 


Transportation Provider must contact MTM before leaving passenger’s home/pick-up 


location. If Transportation Provider does not obtain prior approval from MTM, additional 


passenger fees will not be paid. 
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11.0 Trip Requirements 


 


11.1 MTM requires, the Transportation Provider, to call, email or fax MTM with all no-shows at 


the time of the no-show. Timeliness of reporting will determine whether the no show is a 


“member” or “provider” no show. 


 


11.2 Transportation Provider must also report all passenger no-shows and cancellations, in 


accordance with the “MTM Coding System for MTM Canceled Trips,” to MTM on the MTM 


weekly reconciliation report. 


 


11.3 MTM recommends the Transportation Provider verify and document no-shows at the 


passenger’s home. 


 


11.4 Transportation Provider agrees to verbally notify MTM immediately of any incidents of 


passenger misconduct. MTM may require written follow-up from the Transportation 


Provider. 


 


11.5 Transportation Provider agrees to report to MTM any known or suspected fraud or willful 


abuse of MTM services by a passenger, which includes, but not limited to: 


a) Passenger asking to be transported to locations other than the trip destination 


assigned to the Transportation Provider 


b) Verbal or physical abuse 


c) Chronic no-shows 


d) Evidence, which could include a visual sighting, that the passenger did not 


attend the appointment to which they were transported 


 


11.6 Transportation Provider understands all “trips” are defined as one-way trips. 


 


11.7 Transportation Provider understands that, due to disability, age or mental condition, some 


passengers utilizing MTM services require assistance and/or the use of an 


escort/attendant. The escort/attendant must be recruited by the passenger or MTM, and 


multiple escorts are not permitted. Such escort/attendant’s travel is to be provided by the 


Transportation Provider free of charge. 
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11.8 Children under 16 years of age, to be transported without a parent, guardian or attendant, 


must have a signed consent by a parent/guardian provided to the driver before the time of 


service. Transportation Provider agrees to attach consent to trip/log sheet.   


 


11.9 Transportation Provider agrees the MTM contract requires, at a minimum, two (2) rides, 


from the same household ride for the price of one (1) fare, regardless of the age of the 


riders (such as husband and wife or mother and child). In the case of an attendant, the 


two (2) authorized riders will be the attendant, who does not live in the household but will 


be picked up there, and the passenger/patient. 


 


11.10 If the Transportation Provider determines a scheduled trip cannot be performed due to 


unsafe driving conditions during inclement weather, the Transportation Provider must 


contact, in a timely manner, both the passenger and MTM to notify them of the 


cancellation. 


 


12.0 Reports and Billing 


 


12.1 Transportation Provider must submit claims to MTM for authorized MTM-scheduled trips 


only. 


 


12.2 Transportation Provider agrees to bill MTM for the MTM designated level of service, 


regardless of the level of service actually provided.  Transportation Provide may not 


accept the trip assignment at the MTM designated rate, and claim additional 


compensation after performance of the trip for a higher level of service or for any other 


extras. 


 


12.3 Transportation Provider agrees there will be no charge to MTM for trips canceled by 


Transportation Provider, passenger, or in advance by MTM. 


 


12.4 Transportation Provider may not charge MTM a member no-show charge unless provided 


for in Transportation Provider’s contract rate Schedule A. 


 


12.5 If a passenger is capable of riding in a sedan type vehicle with their collapsible wheelchair 


placed in the trunk of the vehicle, the lower ambulatory rate must apply. 
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12.6 If a Transportation Provider uses a wheelchair lift van for ambulatory passengers, the 


lower ambulatory rate must apply. 


 


12.7 Transportation Provider understands that MTM will not pay for: 


a) “Waiting time” charges unless specifically authorized in the Transportation 


Provider’s contract rate Schedule A, and pre-approved by MTM. 


b) Trip charges when Transportation Provider fails to either arrive at pick-up 


location in time for timely delivery to passenger’s appointment, or fails to 


actually deliver the passenger to his or her appointment on time, the result of 


which is the appointment cannot be attended or must be re-scheduled. 


c) Any additional charge if the passenger is picked up from, or dropped off at, any 


location other than the pre-scheduled MTM authorized addresses. 


d) Any additional charge if Transportation Provider diverts to other locations/stops 


for passengers other than the pre-scheduled MTM authorized addresses, 


unless specifically authorized by MTM. 


 


12.8 The month-end billing total shall be consistent with the same total of the previously 


agreed-upon weekly report totals for that month, and shall be submitted only after final 


reconciliation with MTM has been completed for the total monthly billing. 


 


12.9 Billing shall only include charges set forth in the predetermined rate set by MTM 


transmitted to Transportation Provider. 


 


12.10 Signed Transportation Provider invoices for services provided to passengers must be 


submitted after MTM reconciliation has been completed for the month, and in no event 


more than ninety (90) days after the actual date of service. Claims for services received by 


MTM more than ninety (90) days after the actual date of service will be deemed waived 


and will not be paid. 


 


12.11 Transportation Provider shall provide invoices to MTM on forms, at times, and in a manner 


acceptable to MTM. 


 


12.12 Transportation Provider will provide passenger signed trip tickets upon request as part of 


the weekly verification process. 
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12.13 Weekly reports will be used by MTM to verify Transportation Provider/passenger trip 


records. Final billing verification at month-end will be based on the information submitted 


on the weekly reports. 


 


12.14 Unless otherwise provided by contract, Transportation Provider payments of clean claims 


will be mailed U.S. Mail bi-weekly, provided Transportation Provider has timely submitted 


all reports and documentation. All claims will be either paid, denied, or suspended within 


45 days of receipt of the claim. 


 


12.15 Transportation Provider agrees to refer to MTM’s individual internal Authorization/Trip 


Number on all claims submission paperwork showing the passenger’s information relating 


to the scheduled trip, and to also refer to the Authorization/Trip Number in verbal 


conversations relating to the passenger’s scheduled trip. 


 


12.16 Transportation Provider understands disputed billings/claims must be resolved before 


payment for any disputed bill/claim can occur. 


 


12.17 Transportation Provider understands the Transportation Provider’s pricing and MTM’s 


payment is contractual and that Transportation Provider will be paid directly by MTM for 


covered/scheduled services. Transportation Provider shall not bill, or otherwise seek 


compensation for services from the transported passenger (other than collection of a co-


payment authorized by MTM where applicable) or from MTM’s Client, even in the event of 


MTM’s failure to pay Transportation Provider for services rendered. 


 


12.18 Transportation Provider understands they are only paid for loaded miles (from 


passenger’s pre-scheduled start location to pre-scheduled end location) and not for the 


distance traveled by Transportation Provider to arrive at the pick-up location, unless 


special arrangements are agreed upon by Transportation Provider and MTM in advance of 


trip. 
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Transportation Provider understands that executing a Medical Transportation Services 


Agreement and these MTM Transportation Provider Guidelines does not guarantee 


Transportation Provider any minimum number of trips and that assignment, withdrawal, and re-


assignment of all trips is within the sole and absolute discretion and control of MTM.  


Transportation Provider acknowledges that it has no property rights or legal interests in any 


particular trip or transported passenger.  


 


Transportation Provider further understands that with any violation of contract terms, MTM can 


immediately suspend assignments of passenger trips to Transportation Provider. MTM also has 


the right to discipline Transportation Provider for non-compliance with MTM Transportation 


Provider Guidelines, by restricting or reducing Transportation Provider trip assignment.  


 


Transportation Provider warrants by signing this document they have read the document in its 


entirety and have full understanding of all terms and conditions, and agrees to same. 


Transportation Provider further pledges to abide by all terms and conditions set forth herein, and 


acknowledges such by signature on the “Medical Transportation Services Agreement” and on this 


page of the “MTM Transportation Provider Guidelines” document. If Transportation Provider does 


not understand any part of this document, it is the Transportation Providers responsibility to seek 


the advice of an attorney for clarification prior to signing.  


 


MEDICAL TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT, INC.   


By: _______________________________________________  


Title: ______________________________________________  


Date: ______________________________________________  


By: _______________________________________________  


Title: ______________________________________________  


Date: ______________________________________________  
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Appendix A  


Basic First Aid Training must be given by a certified First Aid instructor.  


 


Defensive Driver Training must include one of the following:  


a. National Safety Council DDC-8 Training Class  


b. National Safety Council DDC-PC Online Training  


c. National Safety Council Video Self-Instruction Kit  


d. National Safety Council Self-Instruction CD-ROM Kit  


e. American Association of Retired Persons (AARP) 55-Alive Driver Safety 


Program  


f. Transportation Provider developed in-house training must include:  


i. Pre-Trip Inspections  


ii. Professional Avoidability vs. Legal Liability  


iii. Motorists/Pedestrians  


iv. Backing  


v. Intersections  


vi. Following Distance  


vii. Braking/Skids  


viii. Drugs/Alcohol/Sleep Deprivation  


ix. Courtesy  


x. Routines  


xi. Accident Procedures  


xii. On-Job Driver Demonstration   
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Appendix B  


Driver training, both pre-service and Annual, suggested in addition to 4.3 requirements could 


include:  


a. Loading and securing persons with mobility assist devices  


b. Sensitivity training  


c. Working with passengers with all types of mental and physical disabilities  


d. Passenger relations  


e. On the road in-vehicle practical training, i.e. driving with supervision  


f. Pre/post vehicle inspection responsibilities  


g. Transporting passengers with frailties and oxygen tanks  


h. Safety issues  


i. Radio contact  


j. Review of State/Federal regulations  


k. New laws/regulations  


l. Transportation Provider internal procedures  


m. HIPAA compliance  


 


Suggested training resources:  


a. American Red Cross (ARC) for Basic First Aid and CPR  


b. Sate Department of Transportation (DOT)  


c. National Safety Council (NSC)  


d. Training given by local or regional transportation providers in your area  


e. Local fire departments (often have certified people to teach first aid)  


f. Transportation industry video tapes  


g. State and local law enforcement agencies  
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Appendix C  


Recommended equipment to carry in vehicles in addition to 6.7 requirements:  


a. Hand Cleaner ( a “waterless” cleanser is suggested)  


b. Umbrella  


c. Tire Gauge and Jumper Cables  


d. Rags and Wipes  


e. Wisk Broom, Paper Towels, Glass Cleaner  


f. Pouch with Maps  


g. Safety Manual  


h. Pre-Trip Inspection Forms  


i. Car Manual  


j. Copy of MTM Driver Guidelines  


k. Blanket  


l. Water  


m. Seat belt cutter  


 
Note: It is recommended that aerosol cans not be carried in the trunks of vehicles in hot weather.  
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Appendix D  


Daily pre-trip inspection should include:  


a. Directional lights and flashers  


b. Headlights/clearance and running lights  


c. Brake lights and tail lights  


d. Windshield wipers/washers  


e. Interior lights  


f. Horn  


g. Fire extinguisher  


h. First Aid Kit  


i. Fluid levels  


j. Tailpipe/muffler noise  


k. Fuel cap in place  


l. Mirrors  


m. Two-way Communication  


n. Tire condition  


o. Heat and/or air conditioning units operable  


p. Parking brake  


q. Door/lift operations  


r. Seat belts  


s. Door handles  


t. Speedometer and odometer  


u. General cleanliness, inside and outside  


v. Wheelchair securement devices  
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Appendix E  


Daily Trip/Log Sheet Information/Documentation Must Include the Following:  


a. Transportation Provider’s Name  


b. Driver’s Name Printed  


c. Driver’s Signature  


d. Driver’s License Number  


e. Passenger’s Signature (for each leg of trip)  


f. Passenger’s Name Printed  


g. Date  


h. Pick-up Address  


i. Scheduled Pick-up Time  


j. Pick-up Arrival Time  


k. Pick-up Departure Time  


l. Drop Off Time  


m. Drop-off Address  


n. Identification of whether the leg is a “To” or a “From”  


o. Number of Additional Passengers  


p. Ages of Additional Passengers  


q. Place to Document No-Shows  


r. Attendants Name and Signature (if applicable)  


s. Ambulatory ___ Wheelchair ___ or Stretcher ___  


t. The MTM internal Authorization/Trip number unique to each trip  


u. Vehicle ID Number 


 





































WORK PLAN

for

Nevada






Enhancement of Current Operations Office – Reservations Call Center

If LogistiCare is re-awarded the Nevada NET program contract, we will continue to manage the program from our existing Las Vegas Operations office and will enhance operations by adding a Reservations Call Center, staffed with six to seven new staff, local residents of Nevada.

Implementation Plan

The following narrative presents an overview of how LogistiCare customarily approaches implementation when we are new to an area. However, as the incumbent, there is little that needs to be accomplished to implement a new Reservations Call Center in our existing Las Vegas office.

Work Plan Tasks, Timeframes, and Resources

LogistiCare’s approach to implementation starts with a dedicated Implementation Team of experienced LogistiCare operations managers. Over the years, our experience in managing local and statewide startups has proven to us the importance of having full-time staff dedicated to implementation efforts. This ensures that each new startup is designed and managed by experienced staff thoroughly trained in LogistiCare software and operating procedures. This supports a uniformity of quality and a smooth integration into the company’s corporate structure. 

However, for a renewed contract, our existing Nevada management team will be responsible for the minimal implementation activities required to add a new Reservations Call Center, and will be assisted by other corporate and operations staff, if necessary.

Equipment and Office Space Requirements

Hardware associated with the phone switch will be delivered and installed immediately upon award of the new contract. Wiring for phone and data will be coordinated so that all system connectivity issues are completed prior to the installation of hardware. 

Initial software installation and programming for the phone switch is completed on site at the time of the hardware installation. Programming of call queue and line extensions is handled remotely via modem connection to the phone switch.

Although our Las Vegas office is already fully equipped with general business equipment, we will add smaller printers and a fax machine to accommodate the new staff members’ needs such as:

Printers

Hewlett Packard LaserJet 5100tn

Hewlett Packard LaserJet 1200 Series

Fax Machines

Brother Intellifax 4100 (Business Class Laser Fax)

We have standing vendor relationships that allow us to order the equipment and have it express delivered to our office. The equipment will be ordered and scheduled for delivery immediately upon notice of award of the contract to LogistiCare. We also have a direct vendor relationship with a national retailer of office supplies and furniture. All office supplies and furniture will be ordered through this vendor’s online customer service Web site and delivered directly to the call center location.

Recruitment and Training of Nevada Staffing

LogistiCare currently has staff in our Las Vegas office who will continue to manage operations for Nevada’s NET program. As stated above, we will be recruiting and hiring six to seven local residents to fill Customer Service Representative positions, to manage reservation calls from Nevada’s Medicaid eligible recipients. Under our current contract, these calls are managed in our Phoenix Arizona facility. This facility will continue to handle the after-hours, weekend and holiday calls. LogistiCare employs a full-time recruiter to assist with filling these positions. Our Nevada General Manager and local team will subsequently interview, select, and train local residents to become LogistiCare Nevada team members. 

Recruitment of Provider Network Development and Completion of all Transportation Service Agreements

Our Nevada operations team already has an established, fully developed, and credentialed network of transportation providers under contract to continue providing transportation services for the Nevada’s Medicaid recipients.

Operational Readiness Testing

Although, LogistiCare is experienced with state and local Medicaid client agencies conducting formal operational readiness reviews; usually at intervals of 2-4 weeks prior to program start, we already have a successful operations office in Nevada.  Upon contract award, our Nevada General Manager will immediately schedule a face-to-face meeting with designated DHCFP staff to review the implementation plan for the enhanced call center functions and reaffirm our key contacts with the State and other stakeholders. 

Installation of Reservation System

No other vendor can match LogistiCare’s experience in the timely installation of reservation, scheduling and data management systems for large scale NET operations. Our IT specialists have installed our reservation system for over six state and regional implementations in the past three years. This same group of IT specialists will be responsible for the transition of our existing Nevada reservation system and installation of the necessary hardware into the Nevada operations office. Installation and implementation of the LogistiCare scheduling and reservation system involves three primary issues: hardware installation, software installation, and eligibility download transmission and reception. Hardware for the additional staffing and implementation of the Reservation Call Center is already identified and will be purchased upon contract award. The servers and computers will be pre-configured by our system administrators in Georgia and then shipped to the office site in Nevada for installation. Software installation for the six to seven new staff requires configuration of our proprietary software to create a unique Nevada reservation screen, unique complaint and cancellation codes, and Nevada address geobase. 

Development of Formal Procedures, Plans and Manuals 

The Policy and Procedures Manual for our Nevada operations currently includes all requirements of the program and this RFP. Any other forms, plans, or procedures that may require modification, based upon the addition of a Reservation Call Center for the new contract, will be completed by our Nevada General Manager and local team, in consultation with DHCFP.

Transfer of Current Appointments and Pre-scheduled Trip Information 

Because LogistiCare is the current NET broker for the region, there is no need to transfer existing appointments or pre-scheduled data to a new vendor, and these problems will be avoided.

Outreach and Education

Our experience has proven that many of the most common problems, that arise when changes are made to an existing NET program, can be minimized or totally avoided by executing a well-planned public relations and outreach effort prior to program implementation. As the incumbent, LogistiCare has established relationships with recipients, transportation providers, facilities, DHCFP, and other NET stakeholders. Therefore, these activities will simply be a continuation of our current outreach and educational activities with minor textual changes; approved by DHCFP before distribution. 

Our Nevada operations team will conduct meetings with DHCFP in the first three months of the program to review all of our current program materials, assess our current levels of reporting and introduce the newly available Web reporting capabilities, provide status updates on the additional call center capabilities that will be added to our local office, and any other program items the Division would like to discuss or address.

Program Initiation Phase

The implementation plan anticipates that all system installation and new staff training will be completed at least one week prior to the program start date (call center reservation lines and intake will be available at least one week prior to program start). Since, our Nevada team is already in place and the team is cross-trained to handle calls while the new six to seven staff is in training, implementation activities will not be necessary for this contract and there will not be a disruption of service.

Potential Problems and Barriers to Overcome

LogistiCare knows from experience that adding a new Reservations Call Center to an existing operations center can sometimes be challenging for all parties, even when the end result is a great improvement in efficiency and quality. Our experience with enhancing other operations centers throughout the nation has taught us common pitfalls to avoid and methods to reduce the impact of recipient anxiety over program changes.  Because LogistiCare is the current NET broker for Nevada and adding a seamless enhancement to an already efficient operations center, we are confident there will NOT be any problems or barriers to overcome and quality service will continue without disruption. 

Telephone & Data Service Delays

Preparation of office space changes will be planned to minimize the potential for delays (T1 lines, phone switch, etc.). Although, we know from experience that T1 lines typically require a minimum of 45 days from date of order to date of physical installation, there will be minimal delay because our Las Vegas office already has the office space to immediately begin installation of T1s, upon award of a new contract. 

Scheduled State and Completion Dates

Upon award of a new contract, we will expedite all activities required to enhance our current operations office with a new Reservations Call Center. Its implementation will be seamless, assuring the Division that quality NET service will continue for Nevada’s Medicaid recipients without disruption. 
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Glossary 
 
Americans with Disability Act (ADA) – Federal law that provides protection from discrimination to 


individuals who are "regarded as having a physical or mental impairment that does not substantially 


limit major life activities. 


 


ADA Paratransit - Transportation Services defined by the ADA which mandate that Public 


Transportation agencies provide door-to-door services for disabled Medicaid Enrollees. 


 


Appropriate Mode of Transportation -The most cost efficient type of transportation that best meets 


the physical, medical or behavioral circumstances of a Medicaid Enrollee requiring transportation to a 


medical care provider or service including ambulatory vehicles, wheelchair vehicles stretcher vehicles, 


private providers such as taxis, and Public Transportation. 


 


Attendant - A person paid by the transportation service provider to accompany the Medicaid Enrollee 


in the vehicle in addition to the Driver, who assists in transporting a passenger to ensure his or her 


safety. 


 


Centralized Call Center - The Broker provided customer service support 24 hours per day equipped 


to receive, assign, and schedule transportation requests. 


 


Medicaid Enrollee - A person who received a Medicaid service while eligible for the Medicaid 


program. People may be Medicaid Eligible without being Medicaid enrollees. 


 


Covered Transportation Services - non-emergency trips to and from medical service locations (i.e. 


doctor offices, clinics, day treatment centers, rehabilitation facilities). 


 


Developmental Disability - Mental retardation or a related condition; A severe, chronic disability 


manifested during the developmental period before age 22, which results in impaired intellectual 


functioning or deficiencies in essential skills. 


 


Holidays - Holidays observed by the State of Missouri including Martin Luther King’s Day, Memorial 


Day, Independence Day, Labor Day, Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day, and New Years Day. 


 


Escort - A person permitted to accompany an eligible Medicaid Enrollee or groups of Medicaid 


Enrollees during the delivery of Transportation Services at no cost to the Broker or the transportation 


service provider. 
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Exceptional Transportation Services - Non-emergency transportation service necessary under 


extraordinary medical circumstances that require travel out-of-area, including air and other ground 


travel, for health care treatment not normally provided through health care providers. 


 


Grievance -A complaint, which cannot be resolved to the Medicaid Enrollee’s satisfaction or an issue 


presented by the Medicaid Enrollee to the Broker in writing for formal consideration. 


 


Managed Care - A system in which the overall care of a patient is overseen by a single provider or 


organization. Many state Medicaid programs include Managed Care components as a method of 


ensuing quality in a cost efficient manner. 


 


Managed Care Organization (MCO) - An entity, which provides or contracts for Managed Care. 


MCOs include entities such as HMOs and Prepaid Health Plans (PHPs). 


 


Medicaid - A joint federal-state entitlement program that pays for medical care on behalf of certain 


groups of low-income persons. The program was enacted in 1965 under Title XIX of the Social 


Security Act. Also known as Medical Assistance, this is a health care program for low-income and 


other medically needy persons. The Medicaid program pays for transportation to non-emergency 


medical appointments if the Medicaid Enrollee has no other means to travel to the appointment. 


 


Medicaid Eligible - This term is used in reference to persons who, after going through a certification 


process, become eligible to receive services and other assistance under the auspices of the Medicaid 


program. The term does not include persons who could be eligible for Medicaid (e.g., meet all income 


and asset criteria tied to eligibility) that are not enrolled in the program. 


 


Network - All contracted Transportation Providers in the broker system providing covered 


transportation services to Medicaid Enrollees. The Broker’s Network Management staff handles the 


recruitment of Transportation Providers that make up the Network. 


 


Network Provider – A transportation service provider, an individual or organization, with an executed 


Transportation Provider Service Agreement with the Broker. 


 


Non-Covered Transportation Services - NET services not covered under this contract include 


transportation to any service not covered through a program or emergency ambulance transportation. 
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Paratransit - Type of passenger transportation that is more flexible than conventional fixed- route 


transit. Paratransit includes demand-response Transportation Services, subscription bus services, and 


shared-ride taxis. Most often refers to wheelchair-accessible, demand-response van service. 


 


Medicaid Enrollee File - A record of the Transportation Services requested and provided by a 


Medicaid enrollee and any other transportation related matters such as grievances or complaints; the 


Medicaid enrollee file is maintained by the Broker. 


 


Prior Authorization - A required authorization to be obtained by the Medicaid Enrollee from the 


Broker prior to the delivery of Non-emergency Transportation Services. 


 


Round Trip - A trip to a place and back usually over the same route. 


 


Transportation Provider -Any business entity under contract with the Broker to provide Non-


emergency Medical Transportation Services. (See Network Provider) 


 


Transportation Provider Service Agreement (TPSA) -The signed written contractual agreement 


between the Broker and the direct provider of Transportation Services. 


 


Transportation Services -The Appropriate Mode of Transportation that can suitably meet the FFS 


Eligible Medicaid enrollee’s medical needs. 


 


Unlinked Passenger Trip – A one-way movement of a person or vehicle between two points. Many 


transit statistics are based on "Unlinked Passenger Trips," which refer to individual one-way trips made 


by individual riders in individual vehicles. A person who leaves home on one vehicle, transfers to a 


second vehicle to arrive at a destination, leaves the destination and has to transfer to yet another 


vehicle to complete the journey home has made three Unlinked Passenger Trips. 


 


Urgent Care - An unscheduled episodic situation requiring Non-emergency Transportation Services, in 


which there is no immediate threat to life or limb, but the Medicaid enrollee must be seen on the day of 


the request and treatment cannot be delayed. Urgent Care also includes a Medicaid enrollee’s 


discharge from a hospital. 
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What does MTM do? 
WHO are we? 


We are MTM- Medical Transportation Management, Inc. - leaders in the Non-emergency Medical 


Transportation Management industry. 


 


WHAT do we do? 


We arrange rides for Medicaid enrollees of health plans and state run programs like Medicaid and 


Medicare. The rides are provided by the most appropriate means, which includes public transportation, 


livery, ambulette, stretcher van, and non-emergency ambulance. 


 


WHEN do we arrange rides? 


MTM arranges the ride after the appointment has been scheduled by the Medicaid enrollee and in 


accordance with their plan’s specific days-notice policy. The Medicaid enrollee must call to arrange a 


ride 72 hours in advance of their appointment. The urgent nature of the appointment, along with the 


number of times the Medicaid enrollee has been educated on the days-notice policy, could determine 


whether the Medicaid enrollee is required to reschedule their appointment. 


 


WHERE do we arrange rides? 


We arrange rides for clients in 29 states within each client’s program service area and with specific 


distance limits. Rides are for medical appointments and, if offered by the plan, non-medical 


appointments. 


 


HOW is transportation arranged? 


All appointments are arranged through “call intake” and “screening.” Trip information is entered into a 


system called the NET Management System. Each “trip request” is arranged using the most 


appropriate means of transportation based on the Medicaid enrollee’s medical condition and mental 


capacity. The trip is then sent in an electronic download format to the transportation provider. 


 


WHY do we do what we do? 


We care about improving the health of our client’s Medicaid enrollees. MTM has a sincere desire to 


make sure that everyone gets to their medical appointments, on time and in a safe manner. That’s 


what motivates MTM to provide quality transportation service of the highest caliber. MTM’s mission 


statement says it best: 


 


“Helping People Access Healthcare through Quality Transportation Management” 
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MTM History 
 


In 1995, Peg Griswold co-founded MTM with her husband, Lynn Griswold after realizing the difficulty 


Managed Care Organizations (MCO), state and local governments and health care facilities had in 


arranging transportation services for Medicaid and Medicare enrollees. Ms. Griswold’s vision would 


ensure that more people had access to health care through quality transportation services delivered by 


local transportation companies. She has 26 years experience working in the social services, health, 


and behavioral health fields. Through Ms. Griswold’s efforts and vision, MTM set industry standards for 


quality. Ms. Griswold currently serves as the Chairperson of MTM’s Board of Directors. Mr. Griswold 


serves as the Vice President to the Board of Directors. 


 


We process over 3.5 million calls annually. We accomplish this through our six (6) Customer Service 


Centers, two in Missouri and one each in Virginia, Minnesota, South Carolina, and Washington DC. 


 


MTM schedules more than 7 million trips each year, serving more than 3.5 million Medicaid and 


Medicare enrollees for Managed Care Organizations (MCOs) and state and county governments. 
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MTM Departments 
 
MTM carries out its proven processes through eight core departments: 


1. Accounting and Finance 


2. Business Solutions Group (BSG) 


3. Client Services (CS) 


4. Customer Service Center (CSC) 


5. Network Management (NM) 


6. Quality Management (QM) 


7. Technology Infrastructure (TI) 


8. Utilization/Care Management (UCM) 


 


Accounting and Finance Department 


The Accounting and Finance Department manages all financial aspects of MTM’s transportation 


program and consists of the following: Accounting and Finance, Trip Reconciliation, and 


Bus/Reimbursement. This department works to ensure efficient payment of transportation providers by 


working directly with them to, ensure accurate and timely completion of trip reconciliation. Additionally, 


the department mails, processes and accounts for all bus tokens and passes mailed to Medicaid 


Enrollees. 


 


Business Solutions Group (BSG) 


MTM has a highly trained technology department responsible for MTM’s NET Management System, 


including the identification and delivery of business information and business system solutions, 


including, but not limited, to management reports, data and information analysis, and business process 


improvement. This department is responsible for the IT and information services requested by our 


clients, transportation providers and other partners/subcontractors. Business Solutions performs all 


database management functions including coordination of production data processing and reporting for 


clients and MTM staff, Electronic Data Interchange (EDI), system enhancements, data analysis, and 


HIPAA compliance related to data transmission. 


 


Client Services (CS) 


The hallmark of MTM’s business is our exceptional Client Services Department. Client Services staff 


stays apprised of state Medicaid requirements through a continuous internal training process. The 


department’s primary responsibility is the management of the program, which includes being a ready 


resource to our clients and making changes to staffing, processes, and procedures when necessary to 


meet contract requirements and client expectations. 
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Customer Service Center (CSC) 


MTM bases our CSC call statistics on NCQA (National Committee of Quality Assurance) standards. 


We operate Six Customer Service Centers in St. Louis, Missouri, Pulaski, Virginia, Topeka, Kansas, 


St. Paul, Minnesota, Anderson, South Carolina, and Washington DC. Through these customer service 


centers, we process over one million incoming calls, scheduling roughly 3.4 million trips annually. We 


hire and train professional-minded Customer Service Representatives (CSRs) to offer the highest-


quality service. We provide ongoing training and monitor CSR performance to ensure compliance to 


client protocols and MTM standards. We provide high-quality trip reservation (or call intake) with 


industry-leading Cisco Systems CallManager call processing application. Through this system, we 


monitor Customer Service Center operations and provide minute-by-minute data for trending analysis 


and staffing adjustments. 


 


Network Management (NM) 


MTM’s Network Management Department identifies, recruits, and credentials transportation providers 


in the service area in order to obtain the highest quality transportation network that is capable of 


sustaining our client’s needs. This includes public transit, sedan, wheelchair equipped vehicles, and 


stretcher van. MTM has a proven methodology for identifying, recruiting and contracting qualified 


transportation providers. We have successfully applied these processes and currently contract with 


over 500 transportation providers throughout our national service area. Once a network is in place, our 


experienced Network Management staff monitors the network for adequate coverage of vehicles and 


modes (sedan, wheelchair lift, etc.). The department also monitors all required documentation such as 


licensure, background checks, certifications, insurance requirements, and vehicle inspections to 


ensure these remain current. 


 


Quality Management Department (QM) 


MTM’s Quality Management Department oversees and monitors all aspects of MTM’s operations 


across all departments to ensure our clients receive the highest quality of service achievable. The 


Quality Management Department executes MTM’s formal Quality Management Program and Work 


Plan. The scope of the QM Program includes: credentialing of providers, audits, and site reviews to 


ensure provider compliance with MTM Provider Guidelines, management of Medicaid Enrollee, DOH, 


and provider complaints/grievances, fraud and abuse investigation and reporting, incident and accident 


monitoring and reporting and prevention, systematic oversight of Customer Service Centers, and 


subcontracted entities, as well as monitoring and evaluation of administrative services. 


 


MTM’s Compliance Program speaks directly to our dedication to the services we provide. MTM 


monitors systems of compliance through internal mechanisms focused on examining business 


processes, which evaluate MTM’s ability to comply with internal and external requirements. MTM’s  
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focus is on a discipline of continuous improvement. The Compliance Program conducts ongoing 


internal audits to discover actual activity within the organization, which enables objective decision-


making and alerts managers to direct the resources towards the right issues. Learn about potential 


problem areas before they become burning issues and identify failure points within a process. In turn, 


so corrective actions can be implemented in a timely manner in order to determine the effectiveness of 


controls within a process. 


 


Technology Infrastructure (TI) 


MTM’s Technology Infrastructure (TI) department is responsible for the technology systems 


infrastructure and operational support of MTM business operations including TI service desk, network 


(LAN & WAN) administration, system health monitoring, telephony system management, 


system/business continuity, and information security/privacy. The department serves internal and 


external clients to ensure all systems function optimally. Having a dependable technology 


infrastructure such as MTM’s is no accident, but requires strategic planning and a dedicated staff to 


support it, along with a commitment to implementing qualified improvements. MTM invests in the 


company’s technological infrastructure to ensure our clients receive the best service possible. For 


example, in 2001, MTM invested just over $1 million upgrading our telephone system to increase 


efficiency and reliability. This upgrade consisted of implementing Cisco Systems CallManager call-


processing application. It utilizes state-of-the-art Voice over Internet Protocol (VoIP). VoIP enables 


MTM to provide more cost-effective trip request processing than customer service centers that operate 


over traditional telephone lines. 


 
Care Management (CM) 


MTM was founded on the principles of increasing health care access by providing quality 


transportation services to special needs groups. From this knowledge, MTM designed the 


transportation management industry’s first Utilization/Care Management Department. This department 


gives case managers a single point of contact when scheduling NEMT transportation. The Care 


Managers work one-on-one with health-plan care managers, social workers, and facility staff in 


booking critical trips for their Medicaid Enrollees. Care Managers coordinate trips for dialysis, 


chemotherapy, high-risk obstetrical care, behavioral health services, transplants, hospital discharges, 


and other specialized services. The Care Manager may also coordinate meals and lodging as a 


Medicaid Enrollee’s needs or circumstances dictate. 


 


In addition to the above departments, MTM has a fully staffed Human Resources and Administration 


Department to assist in the hiring, employee training programs, ensuring employee rights and 


confidentiality are maintained and benefits administration for MTM employees. This department also 


provides important administrative functions to ensure the smooth operation of MTM. 
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How do I Contact MTM? 
 


Transportation Manager 
Frank Tarantino 
(636) 561-5686 Ext. 5593  
ftarantino@mtm-inc.net 


 
 
 


Corporate Office 
MTM, Inc. 
16 Hawk Ridge Drive 
Lake St. Louis, MO 63367 
Local (636)561-5686 
Toll Free (888)561- 8747 
Fax (800)459-6224 


 
 
 


 
Area Liaison 
Damion Frederick 
(636)561-5686 Ext. 5635 
dfrederick@mtm-inc.net 
 
 
MTM Transportation Provider Hotline: 


(866)892-3997  


 
 
 
 


When to call the Transportation Provider 
Hotline: 
 A Medicaid Enrollee no show 
 If the driver is running late 
 If the TP has any questions about a trip 
 To check the status of a trip 
 Confirming trips for a given day 
      (if fax machine went out) 
 Report new numbers or contact info. change 
 Report complaints against a Medicaid Enrollee 
 Operator errors or misinformation (i.e. trip says    


Medicaid Enrollee in wheelchair but sent to 
ambulatory provider) 
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MTM’s Quality Management Program 
 


MTM’s Quality Management and Network Management Departments are dedicated to ensuring 


quality transportation by tracking trends and overall MTM service and transportation programs that 


address quality of care, access, and utilization issues. There are several major components of this 


program: 
 


 Quality Management Program - The purpose of the MTM Quality Management Program 


is to provide an organized schedule of activities for monitoring, evaluating, and reporting 


transportation service trends. These activities ultimately provide continuous improvement of 


transportation and other services. 


 


For transportation providers the Quality Management Program focuses on customer 


satisfaction, late pick up and drop offs, Transportation provider no-shows and continuous 


monitoring of transportation provider services, as well as other service standards. 


Transportation provider service standards are continuously monitored for compliance to 


performance standards that also ensure accessibility and safety of transportation services 


for passengers. 


 


The QM Program includes provider credentialing/re-credentialing, process audits, and site 


reviews to ensure transportation provider compliance to MTM Transportation Provider 


Guidelines. 


 


MTM establishes a Provider Advisory Committee (PAC) in each state of operation. This 


committee is a sub committee of the Quality Management Committee (QMC) and functions 


as an advisor liaison between MTM and the local network of transportation providers. MTM 


discusses policies and new programs with the members of the PAC for advice and 


resolutions to issues. PAC meetings are held on a quarterly basis. The PAC provides a 


forum for transportation providers to present ideas, concerns, and suggestions to MTM. 


 


 Complaint Management – Everyone who is touched by MTM transportation program can 


file a complaint. We view complaints as a way to further enhance our services to the 


community. 


 


Every complaint MTM receives is logged, thoroughly investigated, and resolved. When a 


complaint is filed, a Quality Service Coordinator (QSC) contacts all the involved parties 


including the transportation provider. Please see Section: How to file a Complaint. 
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Each month the Network Management Department reviews the number of complaints each 


transportation provider has received. This data is reported to you in your monthly 


performance report. Complaints can trigger on-site inspections, corrective action plans and 


termination from the network. 


 


MTM recognizes that not all complaints are substantiated. If upon investigation a complaint 


is found to be unsubstantiated, the transportation provider receives a summary listing all 


unsubstantiated complaints for the month. Unsubstantiated complaints are not counted on 


the monthly Performance Report. If the transportation provider finds a complaint on the 


performance report that was unsubstantiated, the QSC is notified and documentation 


provided. The adjustment is made and an updated report will be sent. 


 


The transportation provider has the right to appeal an MTM decision to count a complaint. 


To appeal, the transportation provider must provide the QSC with all documentation to 


substantiate the appeal. The appeal is reviewed by the MTM Quality Management 


Committee for a final decision. 


 


If you would like to file a complaint or an appeal please call (866)436-0457. 


 


 Medicaid Enrollee Incident Reporting – MTM believes drivers are the “eyes and ears” for 


our clients. If you encounter a difficult passenger or notice inappropriate behavior, MTM 


encourages you to report such incidences to MTM. A monthly report is created and sent to 


the client along with the Complaint Report. The client will educate and conduct outreach to 


improve the behavior. You may contact your Quality Service Coordinator, Area Liaison, or 


Network Management Representative to report an incidence. See (S-13) sample of the 


"Complaint/Compliment/Incident Report” in tab labeled “Samples”. See (E-6) example of 


the monthly “Complaints Report” in tab labeled “Examples”. 


 


 Fraud and Abuse Detection and Prevention – MTM’s Fraud and Abuse Prevention 


Program entails monitoring the activities of passengers and transportation providers. MTM 


is proactive in our approach to prevent fraud or abuse. In the event that we uncover 


incorrect billing practices by a transportation provider, we conduct transportation provider 


education and may recoup funds. 
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MTM investigates all concerns received from internal and external sources. When a 


Medicaid Enrollee or transportation provider is involved in suspected or confirmed fraud or 


abuse, MTM reports this activity to the Quality Management Committee so that a suitable 


Corrective Action Plan (CAP) can be developed. Transportation Providers are required to 


adhere to the CAP. 


 


If you believe a Medicaid Enrollee is committing fraud or abusing the Non-emergency 


Transportation Program please contact MTM at (866)436-0457. 


 


 Accidents (Risk Management Program) - The Risk Management Program entails the 


management of risk in the activities undertaken to administer MTM services. Transportation 


Providers are required to report all accidents and incidents to the QSC. In addition, a police 


report and current Department of Motor Vehicle (DMV) report is required for all vehicle 


accidents. 


 


 HIPAA - MTM is responsible for ensuring that all transportation providers maintain the 


confidentiality of passenger information in compliance with the Health Insurance Portability 


and Accountability Act (HIPAA). Transportation providers are required to institute policies 


and procedures to ensure their staff and drivers maintain confidentiality of passengers 


Protected Health Information (PHI). 
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HIPAA 
 


As you are contracted with MTM to provide non-emergency medical transportation, you may have, 


from time to time, reason to learn of and handle Protected Health Information (PHI) that is 


protected under the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996. As part of our 


contract with you there is a section that explains and commits you to following the rules and laws 


governing the treatment of PHI and other confidential information. This section of the contract is 


copied below to remind you of the serious nature of handling such material. 


 


The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (“HHS”) enacted new regulations (the 


“Regulations”) under the Administrative Simplification provisions of the Health Insurance Portability 


and Accountability Act of 1996 (the “Act”) [the Act and the Regulations sometimes referred to 


collectively as “HIPAA”]. These Regulations require health care providers, health plans and health 


care clearinghouses (individually, “Covered Entity” and collectively, “Covered Entities”) to maintain 


the privacy/confidentiality of Protected Health Information (PHI) which they receive or obtain from 


their patients or covered persons or which they review or create for their patients or covered 


persons. 


 


These same Regulations require Covered Entities to obtain written assurance from the businesses to 


whom they disclose PHI (“Business Associates”) that such Business Associates will maintain the 


privacy/confidentiality of any PHI provided to them by the Covered Entities and otherwise comply 


with the requirements of HIPAA applicable to Business Associates. In addition, these Regulations 


require Business Associates to obtain from those businesses to whom they disclose PHI written 


assurance that they will maintain the privacy/confidentiality of any PHI provided to them by the 


Business Associate and otherwise comply with the requirements of HIPAA. 


 


MTM contracts with State, County, health plans, and other health care providers as defined by 


HIPAA, to provide non-emergency, non-emergent ambulance medical transportation services, 


central intake and dispatch services and utilization review reports and services for these clients 


and the individuals/patients covered by such client (“Covered Persons”). In connection with our 


provision of such services, we receive or obtain from our clients or the Covered Persons or review 


or create for the Covered Persons or the clients, PHI regarding the Covered Persons (“Covered 


Person PHI”). As a result, we are a Business Associate of each client with whom we contract. 


 


MTM requires its subcontracted transportation providers and other subcontracted entities to comply 


with the requirements of HIPAA applicable to Business Associates. 


 


MTM requires its employees, agents and independent contractors (“Workforce”) to adhere to the 


restrictions and conditions regarding Covered Person PHI. 
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MTM will not disclose Covered Person’s PHI to any member of our Workforce, unless the individual 


is advised of his/her obligations under HIPAA and the consequences of a violation of these 


obligations, including disciplinary action against any member of our workforce that uses or 


discloses Covered Person PHI in violation of this Section.  
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Frequently Asked Questions 
 
What is Network Management? 


 


MTM’s Network Management staff specializes in working with and maintaining positive 


relationships with you as transportation providers. We work with all types of companies including 


public transportation companies, for-profit, and non-profit agencies. MTM staff works to improve 


existing services and build on the positive efforts and businesses of each of your companies. At the 


same time, MTM applies its own proven quality standards to increase passenger safety and reduce 


risk. 


 


Included in the functions of the Network Management department are developing a locally based 


transportation network, and making on-site inspections of vehicles, driver records, background 


checks, driver training records, record keeping, and office procedures. Each transportation provider 


will receive a time limited plan for meeting all MTM requirements.  


 


The entire Network Management staff is dedicated to assisting transportation providers. We have 


highlighted several areas and resources in this section, where we believe you will have interest 


and where you may have questions: These are: 


 What is included in the Transportation Provider Relations Program? 


 What is required at a Site Visit? 


 How do my Network Management Representative and Area Liaison assist me? 


 Why are criminal background checks important and required? 


 


Documentation of many aspects of your operations is important, and in many cases, required. 


Included in tab labeled “samples” are copies of two forms which are required: 


 Driver Information Form (S-1) – must be completed each time you hire or terminate an 


employee that drives. This form must be faxed to your MTM Area Liaison. 


 Vehicle Information Form(S-2) – must be filled out completely when you add or delete a 


vehicle to or from your fleet, and must be faxed to your MTM Area Liaison. 
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What is included in the Transportation Provider Relations Program? 
 


The Transportation Provider Relations Program goal is to build strong, quality, reliable safe 


network for the Medicaid Enrollees we transport. We do this in several ways: 


 Transportation Provider Relations Visit: 


Transportation providers are visited throughout the year to review performance indicators, 


and to verify that driver and vehicle data are current. MTM Area Liaisons will also conduct 


follow up visits to verify correction of non-compliance issues. These visits may also be 


educational in nature when clarification or assistance is needed on various issues. 


 Special Site Visit: 


MTM Area Liaisons visit the transportation provider’s location to discuss any problems or 


concerns, and audit their operation for compliance with MTM’s requirements. Education, 


clarification, or assistance on various issues is given when needed. 


 
.  
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How does my Area Liaison assist me? 
 


Area Liaison 


The Area Liaison is focused on the on-site visits to help ensure the transportation provider is 


meeting all the necessary requirements, such as, criminal background checks on all drivers, driver 


training including defensive driving, passenger assistance techniques and First Aid, vehicle 


inspections, safety procedures, insurance, proper billing processes, and trip documentation. 


 


If you have any questions or concerns please call: 


 


Area Liaison      


Damion Frederick 


(888)-561-8747 Ext. 5635 


dfrederick@mtm-inc.net 


 


If you are unhappy with the level of service your dedicated Liaison is providing please call: 


 


 Amy Mueller, Manager, Network Management 


(888)-561-8747, Ext. 5589 


amueller@mtm-inc.net 
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What are the Medicaid Enrollee’s responsibilities? 
 


 When Medicaid Enrollees call to schedule transportation to medical appointments, they 


must provide: Medicaid ID #, pick up address, telephone number, date of birth, date, time, 


place, and type of appointment(s), doctor’s name, facility name, address, and telephone 


number to verify appointments. 


 Medicaid Enrollees should schedule transportation services for routine medical 


appointments at least five (5) business days in advance with the exception of urgent care 


trips or discharges. If the Medicaid Enrollee calls for urgent/same day trips, MTM is 


responsible for calling the medical provider to confirm urgency and set the trip up according 


to guidelines. 


 Medicaid Enrollees will be assigned to the type of transportation that is most appropriate to 


their needs in the following order: 


 Ambulatory (sedan/van/minibús, etc) includes wheelchair transfer 


 Wheelchair lift equipped vehicle 


 Stretcher (Medicaid Enrollee needing to lay in a prone position but not in need of 


medical assistance) 


 Medicaid Enrollee may use transportation services for approved services only. 


 Medicaid Enrollees should attempt to use the closest appropriate facility unless a health 


care provider has referred the Medicaid Enrollee outside of the immediate community. 


 Return trips are only provided from the authorized point of drop-off. 


 The transportation provider must pick up the Medicaid Enrollee within one hour from the 


time the Medicaid Enrollee calls for the return ride or “will call” trip. 


 Medicaid Enrollees must await pick up in an area where that is a pre-arranged ‘look-out’ 


position. This is not necessarily outside, but an area that allows easy and speedy access to 


the pick-up vehicle. The vehicle will not be required to wait more than 10 minutes. 


 For verification purposes, Medicaid Enrollees must sign a “driver’s log” for each trip taken. 


In lieu of Medicaid Enrollee signature, MTM will accept the signature of one of the following: 


 Parent or guardian 


 Medical provider 


 Care giver 


 Transportation is covered for Medicaid Enrollees that live in the State of Nevada. 
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What happens when a passenger calls MTM for a ride? 
 


The request for transportation begins when an MTM passenger or their representative (family 


member, social worker, case manager, nurse, etc.) calls MTM’s Customer Service Center to 


request transportation to a covered service. The Customer Service Representative (CSR) 


completes a computerized passenger intake worksheet. MTM’s Non-Emergency Transportation 


(NET) System allows for full documentation of all trip requests. The system determines the most 


appropriate mode of transportation based on the information entered in real-time through trip intake 


screens. 


 


The CSR processes the transportation request as follows: 


 


1. Determination of Eligibility 


2. Availability of a Suitable Mode of Transportation 


3. Necessity of Trip 


4. Education of Caller 


5. Special Needs 


6. Transportation provider Selection 


 


Transportation providers are assigned trips based on the pick up and destination zip codes of the 


transportation requests, cost and vehicle capacities of the transportation providers. The 


passenger’s needs are assessed to determine the most appropriate mode of transportation. 


 The system identifies transportation providers who service these locations. 


 The MTM NET Management System automatically determines the transportation provider 


servicing the specific zip codes. If the first, most appropriate transportation provider is 


unavailable to take the trip, the system awards the trip to the second, most appropriate 


transportation provider. 


 If the second, most appropriate transportation provider is unavailable to take the trip, the 


system awards the trip to the third, most appropriate transportation provider. This process 


continues until the transportation is arranged. 


 The selected transportation provider receives a system-generated fax or Electronic Trip 


Download (ETD) with the trip detail as documentation and verification of the trip assignment. 


On a daily basis the NET Management System automatically sends a daily summary trip log 


to transportation providers who have been assigned trips. See examples of the Trip Fax 


Sheet(E-4), the Daily Summary Trip Log (E-5)and Electronic Trip Download (S-14)in tab 


labeled “examples”. 
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7. Results of Intake 


 


The CSR documents if transportation is approved or denied, the mode of transportation if 


approved, and the date or dates of service. The MTM NET Management System assigns a unique 


approval number. The name of the transportation provider and type of transportation selected for 


the trip request is noted in the MTM NET Management System and given to the passenger. 
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What happens if someone files a complaint against my driver or 
company? 
 


A Complaint means an expression of dissatisfaction about any matter other than an action, as 


”action'' is defined in this section. Possible subjects for complaints include, but are not limited to; 


aspects of interpersonal relationships such as rudeness of a provider or employee, or failure to 


respect the Medicaid Enrollee's rights. 


 


Substantial complaint means a request for review of the following actions: 


 The denial or limited authorization of a requested transport; 


 The reduction, suspension, or termination of a previously authorized transport; 


 The denial, in whole or in part, of payment for a transport; 


 The failure to provide transportation services in a timely manner, as defined by the 


state; 


 The failure of the contractor to act within the timeframes provided in this RFP. 


 


If you have a complaint about our services, about how you were treated by our staff or a driver, or 


about our policies and procedures, we encourage you to let us know. We will record your 


complaint, investigate it and respond to you within three (3) business days. To file a complaint, you 


may call (866) 436-0457. 


 


You have the right to file an appeal on any decision as a result of the complaint filed against your 


company. If you wish to file an appeal you must send the appeal in writing within five (5) business 


days following the notification of the decision. 


 The appeal may be filed by the transportation provider or the transportation provider’s 


authorized representative. 


 All appeals are filed either with the Appeals Committee and/or State agency. 


 The Manager of Quality will perform the initial review of the appeal using applicable statutory, 


regulatory, and contractual provisions, as well as MTM’s written policies. 


 The Appeals Committee composed of MTM’s members of the Executive Management 


Committee and department directors or managers as appropriate will meet to make a decision. 


 Transportation providers or their authorized representatives will have the opportunity to present 


their case in person if requested to the Appeals Committee. 


 A corrective action plan may be included as part of the appeal’s resolution. 


 A final decision will be reached within sixty (60) calendar days of receipt of the appeal with 


extensions possible if approved by the Appeals Committee. 


 A final written report will be issued and delivered by certified mail. 
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How will I be paid? 
 


To be paid for your transportation services, you must first be enrolled in the Nevada State Medicaid 


Program. 


 


For further details, contact your Regional Representative at Computer Sciences Corporation (CSC) 


at 800-343-9000. 
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General Questions 
 
Where can I get the Defensive Driver training for my drivers? 


A. Several courses have been approved by MTM to meet this requirement. AARP offers a course 


titled “55Alive” through their Driver Safety Program. The National Safety Council (NSC) has 


four courses that are approved by MTM. The “DDC-PC” course can be taken online. They offer 


the “DDC Video Self Instruction” kit and the “Self Instruction on CD-ROM” that allow you to take 


the course at times convenient to you. They can present the “DDC-8/6” to you in a classroom 


setting. The completion certificates awarded by these groups provide the required 


documentation of DD training. Contact your MTM Provider Area Liaison to discuss which option 


may be best for you. 
 


Where can I get Basic First Aid Training for my drivers? 


A. First Aid training must be given by a certified instructor from a recognized organization such as 


The American Red Cross, The American Heart Association, The National Safety Council, etc. 


These groups provide training at their own facilities, or may work with local groups such as 


hospitals, Fire Districts, YMCA, etc. The completion certificates awarded by these groups 


provide the required documentation of the training. 
 


Where can I get Emergency Procedures and the Passenger Assistance training for my 


drivers? 


A. Suggested training activities may be a combination of reading materials, film or video media 


presentations, verbal instruction by a certified instructor, and on-the-job training. You can 


obtain tapes through the ADA or American Red Cross and/or various training tape companies 


on the internet. 
 


Where can I get Wheelchair Securement training needed for my drivers? 


A. Training tapes can be purchased from most suppliers of paralift equipment. Personalized 


training from someone on your staff with experience can also be utilized. MTM highly 


recommends a combination of the use of both video and personalized training. Documentation 


of the date and type of training received is required. 
 


Where can I obtain blood borne pathogen spill kits that are required in all vehicles? 


A. There are several kits available with varying contents. At a minimum, the kit should include 


latex gloves, an absorbent material, some type of brush or scraper, a bag for disposal of the 


spill, and a disinfectant for cleanup. Some kits include items such as aprons and face shields, 


but these items are not required. Kits can be obtained from some pharmacies, medical supply 


firms, etc. Kits can also be obtained from MTM, with prices around $8 including shipping. 
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If I have a driver(s) who only drives occasionally to help out, do I need to get the 


background checks and have them complete the training? 


A. Yes. Any driver who transports passengers for MTM must have the statewide criminal 


background check and complete all required training and be on the list of approved drivers with 


MTM. Using a driver who does not meet these requirements will result in disciplinary action and 


possibly termination from the Transportation Provider Network. 


 


TRIPS 


 


Who do I call if a passenger needs to add an extra stop to their return trip? 


A. All extra stops must be approved by MTM. The passenger should contact the appropriate 


transportation line to arrange the extra leg of the trip. The Transportation Provider may, at their 


discretion, contact MTM’s transportation line at 1-877-361-9791. 


 


What do I need to do if I can’t take a trip that has been awarded to me? 


A. If the trip is less than 24 business hours away, you need to contact the appropriate 


Transportation Provider Hotline number found in the upper right hand portion of the Faxed Trip 


Sheet (labeled “Voice”). If the trip is still more than 24 business hours away, you should write 


“CANCEL” on the Faxed Trip Sheet and then fax it to the number listed on the Faxed Trip 


Sheet. The transportation provider hotline number is 877-892-3997 and the fax number for 


cancellations or turnbacks is 866-652-3128. 


 


What do I do when the weather is bad and I don’t feel it is safe to transport? 


A. You will need to do several things: 


1) Call the passenger and explain that you do not feel it is safe to transport them to their 


appointment. 


2) Tell the passenger you will inform MTM and ask if they would like to have MTM find 


another means of transportation. If the passenger still wants to attend the appointment, 


tell them you will inform MTM that alternate transportation is desired. 


3) If the passenger wants to cancel their appointment, tell them they will need to call MTM 


to arrange transportation when they reschedule. 


4) If the trip is less than 24 business hours away, you will need to contact the 


Transportation Provider Hotline number found in the upper right hand portion of the 


Faxed Trip Sheet (labeled “Voice”). 
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What do I do if a passenger or someone at a medical facility informs me that a regularly 


scheduled (dialysis, mental health) appointment time or dates are incorrect or have 


changed? 


A. Call the Transportation Provider Hotline and report the change. 


 


What do I do if the Faxed Trip sheet information is incorrect or incomplete? 


A. Contact the Transportation Provider Hotline. They can help with getting the information 


corrected. 


 


Additional Passengers. Do I have to take them? 


According to the Faxed Trip Sheet there was to be one other person riding with my 


passenger, but when I arrived to pick them up, the passenger now has three people to ride 


along. What do I do? 


A. Call the Transportation Provider Hotline for authorization prior to transport. 


 


Who should I notify if I change my address, phone number or fax number? 


A: You should notify your Network Management Representative immediately. They will pass the 


information on to all other departments. 


 


Can I use a vehicle that is more than 10 years old? 


A: No, MTM will only accept vehicles that are less than 10 years old into the network. If you utilize 


a vehicle not approved by MTM you will not be paid for those trips and you may be terminated 


from the network. 
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Additional Resources 
 
Training Resources 


 


Defensive Driving (training should include one of the following courses) 


 


AARP - www.aarp.org or call 1-888-227-7669 


1. 55-Alive Driver Safety Eight (8) hours over two days in classroom. Approximate cost is 


$10. 


 


National Safety Council - www.nsc.org or call 1-800-621-7619 


1. DDC-8/6 Training Class Eight (8) hour classroom instruction. Approximate cost is $50. 


2. DDC-PC Online Training Self-paced PC instruction. Approximate cost is $45. 


3. DDC Video Self Instruction Self-paced video kit. Approximate cost is $125. 


a. Includes video course & 1 workbook for first driver 


b. Extra workbooks are approximately $16 (one required for each driver) 


4. Self-Instruction CD-Rom Self-paced CD-Rom kit. Approximate cost is $500. 


 


Self Developed In-house Training Program 


Contact your MTM Area Liaison for requirements of this option. 


 


If you have trouble navigating the National Safety Council website in search of the approved 


Defensive Driving Courses found there, the following instructions will help you locate them. 


 


DDC-8/6 Training Class 


1. Go to the www.nsc.org home page. 


2. In the “Search” field, enter “DDC 8/6” and click on “Go”. This takes you where you need 


to go. 


3. Follow the prompts. 


 


DDC-PC Online course 


1. Go to www.nsc.org home page. 


2. In the “Search” field, enter “DDC-PC” and click on “Go”. This takes you where you need 


to go. 


3. Follow the prompts. 
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DDC Video Self Instruction Complete Kit 


1. On the www.nsc.org home page, click “Products” at the top of the page. 


2. In the “Search” field, enter the Number 33108-2222 and click on “Go”. This takes you 


where you need to go. 


 


DDC Self-Instruction (CD-ROM Kit) 


1. On the www.nsc.org home page, click “Products” at the top of the page. 


2. In the “Search” field, enter the number 33138-7000 and click on “Go”. This takes you 


where you need to go. 


 


MTM offers the following items: 


 


 Bloodborne Pathogen Kits > $8* 


o Includes Scooper, Red Powder , Plastic Gloves, Disinfectant, and Disposal bag 


 


For questions or to order and of the above, please contact Network Management. 


MTM is continually searching for additional resources for providers and will offer them whenever 


possible. 


 


 


*Prices do not include postage costs 
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Insurance 


Integrated Transportation Resources, Inc. (ITR) was formed to assist MTM transportation providers 


with their business insurance needs and to provide professional advice on appropriate insurance 


coverage at the most reasonable rates. After contacting more than 200 insurance companies, 


Roger Baumann identified the companies with the best premiums and maintains a program to 


allow MTM transportation providers to access the best coverage at the best rates, while also 


ensuring the adequacy of coverage. 


 


ITR has helped many MTM transportation providers obtain affordable rates. Several owners have 


indicated they would have gone out of business without the assistance ITR has been able to 


provide. If you would like assistance, 


 


To obtain help for your insurance needs. 


Please contact: 


 


Integrated Transportation Resources, Inc. 


 


Roger A. Baumann 


itrrab@charter.net 


 


Telephone 636-561-0048 


Fax 636-625-0909 
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Advisory Group Meetings: 
 


MTM believes communication is critical to the success of any program, and meetings with key 


stakeholders can be crucial. MTM strives to conduct meetings that are good investments of 


everyone’s time and efforts. We believe the primary purpose of meetings should be established 


upfront, ground rules should be understood and courtesy extended to all who attend and 


participate. We will present agenda items with input from the membership and maintain minutes to 


document progress and actions and provide DOH MAA with copies of minutes. 


 


MTM will establish Regional Advisory Committee Meetings in each region served comprised of key 


stakeholders. The Committee will meet quarterly and we will invite representatives from adult day 


health care, dialysis centers, hospitals, or other medical services provider(s), transportation 


provider(s) and the Medicaid Enrollee community. We will also invite the County to have 


representation and to work with MTM to determine which issues/complaints require a modification 


to MTM’s processes and procedures. Minutes of the meetings will be compiled and a 


comprehensive summary will be reported to DOH and the members of the Committee. 


Opportunities to improve services will be explored as a result of the Advisory Committee feedback. 


 


If you are interested in participating in the Advisory Committee please send an e-mail to your area 


liaison. MTM will rotate membership yearly to ensure all key stakeholders have a chance to 


participate. Even if you are not on the committee, you may still voice any concerns, ideas, 


complaints or concerns to our Quality Management Department or your Program Director. 


 
 








ID Task Name Start Finish Duration PredecessorsResource Names


1 Nevada Medicaid go-live May 1, 2012 Thu 12/15/11 Thu 5/31/12 122 days
2 Agency Communication Thu 12/15/11 Fri 5/4/12 103 days Albert


3 Intent to award letter received Thu 12/15/11 Thu 12/15/11 0 days Albert


4 Confirm Agency-LGTC implementation task contact list Fri 12/16/11 Tue 12/20/11 3 days 3 Albert


5 LGTC submits all contractually required documents, if any Wed 12/21/11 Wed 12/21/11 1 day 4 Chris,Bob


6 Hold face-to-face implementation project kickoff meeting Wed 1/11/12 Wed 1/11/12 1 day 3


7 Confirm Roles and Responsibilities Wed 1/11/12 Wed 1/11/12 1 day Gregg,Agency


8 Confirm communication protocol incl. communicating with the media Wed 1/11/12 Wed 1/11/12 1 day Gregg,Agency


9 Confirm other protocols & procedures Wed 1/11/12 Wed 1/11/12 1 day Gregg,Agency


10 Schedule agency-LGTC implementation status calls Wed 1/11/12 Wed 1/11/12 1 day Gregg,Agency


11 Receive agency feedback on submitted documents Fri 1/13/12 Fri 1/13/12 1 day 5 Chris,Bob


12 Revise and re-submit documents Fri 1/20/12 Fri 1/20/12 1 day 11 Chris,Bob


13 Obtain agency approval of re-submitted documents Tue 1/31/12 Tue 1/31/12 1 day 12 Chris,Bob


14 Sign contract Fri 2/10/12 Fri 2/10/12 1 day Agency,Albert


15 Train agency on our Client Reporting Website, if needed Mon 4/30/12 Fri 5/4/12 5 days Christoph


16 Outreach to LGTC's Currently Transportation Provider Network Tue 1/3/12 Fri 4/20/12 79 days Chris


17 If needed, revise current procedures & re-train TPs Mon 2/13/12 Fri 4/20/12 50 days 14 Chris


18 Contract with any new transportation providers Tue 1/3/12 Fri 4/20/12 79 days Chris


19 Receive proof of TP inssurance, vehicle & driver compliance Tue 1/3/12 Mon 3/12/12 50 days 3 Chris


20 Affirm that TP is not on the OIG list Tue 1/3/12 Mon 3/12/12 50 days Chris


21 Conduct any necessary TP training Tue 3/13/12 Fri 4/20/12 29 days 20 Chris


22 Affirm Continued Readiness of the Las Vegas Operations Center Mon 2/13/12 Fri 3/23/12 30 days Kirk


23 Order, receive & install any needed new Telecom, IT and office equipment &
furniture


Mon 2/13/12 Fri 3/23/12 30 days 14 Kirk,IT,Telecom


24 Staff Hiring & Training Mon 2/13/12 Tue 4/17/12 47 days Chris


25 Review staffing against anticipated staffing need Mon 2/13/12 Mon 2/13/12 1 day 14 Chris,Gregg


26 Post any newly anticipated positions Tue 2/14/12 Tue 2/14/12 1 day 25 HR


27 Identify, interview, offer jobs, complete background check & hire new additions
to the Las Vegas staff


Mon 3/5/12 Fri 3/23/12 15 days 26 HR


28 Train new staff & provide refresher training to current staff, as needed Mon 3/26/12 Mon 4/16/12 16 days 27 Valerie
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ID Task Name Start Finish Duration PredecessorsResource Names


29 Begin taking NV reservation calls in Las Vegas Tue 4/17/12 Tue 4/17/12 1 day 28 Chris


30 Route May 1 and beyond trips to transportation providers Tue 4/17/12 Tue 4/17/12 1 day Chris


31 Facility Outreach and Obtaining Prescheds Fri 2/10/12 Mon 4/30/12 57 days 3 Chris


32 Obtain HIPAA letter to share with medical providers, if needed Fri 2/10/12 Fri 2/10/12 1 day 3 Albert


33 Inform medical providers accordingly via website & email Mon 2/13/12 Fri 2/17/12 5 days 32 Chris,Bob


34 Outreach to individual medical facilities, if needed Mon 2/13/12 Wed 2/29/12 13 days 32 Chris


35 Update all standing orders, if needed Mon 4/2/12 Mon 4/30/12 21 days 14 Chris


36 Begin full service Tue 5/1/12 Tue 5/1/12 1 day 14 Chris


37 Provide Support to new TPs during 1st month of go-live Wed 5/2/12 Thu 5/31/12 22 days Prov. Rela.


38 Communicate with TPs re daily cancellation reports Wed 5/2/12 Thu 5/31/12 22 days 36 Prov. Rela.


39 Ensure reroutes of next day trips are received b y 2:00 p.m. Wed 5/2/12 Thu 5/31/12 22 days 36 Prov. Rela.


40 Assist TPs with their billings during first month Wed 5/2/12 Thu 5/31/12 22 days 36 Prov. Rela.


41 Ensure TPs have timely access to their trip manifests Wed 5/2/12 Thu 5/31/12 22 days 36 Prov. Rela.


42 Ensure TPs daily trip logs are completed correctly Wed 5/2/12 Thu 5/31/12 22 days 36 Prov. Rela.


43 Assist TPs with trip assignment problems Wed 5/2/12 Thu 5/31/12 22 days 36 Prov. Rela.


44 Monitor TPs Timely Drop-Offs of Medicaid Patients Wed 5/2/12 Thu 5/31/12 22 days NV Field staff


45 On-site observations of drop-offs at medical provider Wed 5/2/12 Thu 5/31/12 22 days 36 NV Field staff


46 On-site inspection of vehicle compliance with standards Wed 5/2/12 Thu 5/31/12 22 days 36 NV Field staff


47 On-site observation of drivers' assissting Medicaid clients Wed 5/2/12 Thu 5/31/12 22 days 36 NV Field staff
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		SUBJECT:

		Amendment No. 1  to Request for Proposal No. 1948
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		October 25, 2011
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		Ronda Miller, Procurement Staff Member









The following shall be a part of RFP No. 1948 for Non Emergency Brokerage Transportation Services.  If a vendor has already returned a proposal and any of the information provided below changes that proposal, please submit the changes along with this amendment.  You need not re-submit an entire proposal prior to the opening date and time.





1. Page 4- Overview of the Contract - What determines if the State directly reimburses RTC for paratransit operations and will the broker ever be requested to reimburse RTC for paratransit operations? 

Financial impact on the Paratransit operations will determine if the State directly reimburses RTC for Paratransit operations.  Currently, large portions of the Adult Day Healthcare population ride Paratransit.  The Paratransit organizations are limited by federal regulations as to how much they may charge for a ride (no more than twice the cost of a bus fare).  This does not cover the cost of the ride. The Division of Health Care Financing and Policy is investigating more equitable ways to reimburse the Paratransit Organizations for transporting Medicaid recipients.  The final model of this may include the State paying the Paratransits directly or a combination of the broker buying passes and the State paying for the rest of the costs.



2. Page 86 - Will the Division furnish a data book for the most recent years of at least a 2010 and current 2011 data book? 

Please refer to RFP 1948 Attachment K.



3. Page 86 - Will the Division furnish a full year 2010 and 2011 call center volume report by month? 

Yes. See attached Supplemental Call Center and Trip Data.







If you are unable to access the above inserted file,

please contact Nevada State Purchasing at 

srvpurch@admin.nv.gov 
 for an emailed copy



4. On page 4, Section “1. Overview of Project”, in the second paragraph, it is stated that “The State may choose to directly reimburse the Regional Transportation Commissions/Commission (RTC) Paratransit operations for services. The vendor will still be responsible for NET services outside of paratransit service areas and scheduling and coordination inside of paratransit areas. If this option is chosen there will be an adjustment to the capitation amount paid per member per month.” Can the State please provide the expenditures spent in the past year on reimbursement to Paratransit operations for service and how much was adjusted from the capitated amount per member per month? 

Yes the NET broker would be responsible for NET services outside of Paratransit service areas and some administrative functions such the purchase of passes and the maintain standing orders.  There have been no adjustments to Paratransits to date.  Please refer to question one of this amendment.



5. On page 15, Section B. Technical Minimum Qualifications, it is stated that “It is mandatory that each component listed below in the Scope of Work be addressed. Failure to address each component will result in disqualification of the proposal.” Will it be acceptable for the vendors to cite the section number and title and then issue the response? Or will the entire text located under the section be cited, as well? 

Vendors only need to cite the section number and title when responding.  



6. On page 16, Section 3.2.4, it is stated that the vendor is required to make available informational materials to newly enrolled recipients and to all recipients once per year. Is the initial mailing to be sent to all Medicaid eligibles or just the Medicaid recipients who have used transportation services in the past (names/addresses should be available through the current vendor)? 

The initial mailing is sent to all Medicaid NET eligibles.



7. On page 16, Section 3.2.4, it is stated that the vendor is required to make available informational materials to newly enrolled recipients and to all recipients once per year; however, the paragraph goes onto clarify that the vendor is not expected to mail information on an annual basis. Can the State confirm that the selected vendor is only responsible for one initial mailing and then is responsible for newly enrolled recipients receiving information, but that will be all the vendor is charged with? 

The State confirms that the selected vendor is only responsible for one initial mailing. After the initial mailing, the NET broker should provide informational materials that can be handed out at the Division of Welfare and Supportive Services.



8. On page 19, Section 3.4.6- is the paratransit assessment completed by the fixed route provider or by the selected vendor? 

The Paratransit Assessment is done by the regional transportation commission (RTC) of each county.



9. On page 21, Section 3.5.4 and Page 22, Section 3.5.5.8- These sections refer to requiring the transportation provider to pick up the recipient on or 15 minutes after the scheduled pick up time, 90% of the time. If the provider picks up the recipient before the scheduled pick up time, is this considered on time? 

Yes.



10. On page 22, Section 3.5.5.7- will an automatic call reminder the day before the trip meet the expectations of this section? 

Yes.



11. On page 31, Section 3.6.1.17, bullet 12, do the transportation providers authenticate the recipient signature in the current operations that are happening today?

Yes.



12. Page 50, Section 4.2, Subcontractor Information- Please confirm that this does not apply to transportation providers and is only referring to administrative contractors with whom a vendor may contract with to provide brokerage duties. Further, please confirm that on page 82, Attachment H-Proposed Staff Resumes are only applicable to the Vendor’s proposed staff and any administrative subcontractor a vendor may use to perform broker duties and this also does not apply to transportation providers. 

Section 4.2, Subcontractor Information does not apply to transportation providers and   refers to administrative contractors with whom a vendor may contract with to provide brokerage duties.  Proposed Staff Resumes are only applicable to the Vendor’s proposed staff and any administrative subcontractor and does not apply to transportation providers. The State reserves the right to review and approve all provider contracts and agreements.  



13. Page 59, Section 9.2.2.4, F.- Is this information expected to be submitted for this procurement? If yes, can the State address the need to have this information? 

Yes the information is expected to be submitted.  This is a standard Purchasing Division requirement and protects the State from doing business with vendors using unlicensed software.



14. Page 72, does this form, titled “12. Submission Checklist” have to be submitted in the vendor’s proposal? 

Yes.



15. Please provide the number of miles (or average trip length) for all one-way trips in Fiscal Year 2008, 2009, 2010, and 2011 that were ambulatory, non-ambulatory and stretcher trips, and any other categories. 

The State does not track trips in this manner. Please see attachment K for number trips by mileage and number of riders that are ambulatory, wheelchair and stretcher.  By definition a trip is one way (or leg).  Trip data by mode of transportation may be found in the attached Supplemental Call Center and Trip Data.



16. Can you provide available call center historical volume information? Please include hourly in-bound telephone statistics for at least a month of service and then other typical call center information such as lost calls, etc.? 

Please refer to RFP 1948 Attachment K and 2010-2011 Call Statistics for volume of calls data and sample call center reports.  The State does not track the number of calls per hour.



17. How many vehicles and of what type and capacities are currently needed for the trip demand levels by county? 

Please refer to RFP 1948 Attachment K for number of trips by county. The number and type of vehicle varies with demand on any given day and is not tracked by the State. 



18. What is the current method of storing client and trip information and will this historical information be available to the contractor for the last few months on contract award? What file format is it in? 

The current Broker uses proprietary software for its operation.  The State will assist the winning vendor in obtaining client and trip information in a usable format.



19. LogistiCare Costs and Rides by Mode of Transportation Report. The data from the Data book exhibitA.pdf reports statewide vehicle rides for 2008 for four months (April, August, November and December) and then for three counties (Carson City, Clark County RTC and Washoe County). Have these reports been updated and can they be provided by mode by county for 2010 and 2011 including cost information? If current data is not available, was the data completed for all 17 counties in 2008 and available for review? 

Data Book ExhibitA.pdf was taken from an internal cost review of Logisticare of specific months in 2008 as part of a general review of non-emergency transportation procedures. The data has not been expanded to months other than those shown.  They are used here to give representational cost per trip data.  Only three counties were examined because 93.9 % of all rides were given in those three counties. 



20. Total Rides by month on the Data book exhibit A. pdf as compared to Total trips on the 2008 tab in the Nevada Databook are as follows: Month Rides Net Trips? Data book Exhibit A.pdf Data book.xls Difference Apr-08 33,211 38,522 5,311 Aug-08 35,844 40,923 5,079 Nov-08 47,574 35,645 (11,929) Dec-08 35,271 40,548 5,277 Can you identify the differences by month between the two reports? Net trips includes a question mark as the row headings were not defined so therefore using the same row headings as identified in the 2011 yearly tab. 

The differences in totals between the Data Book and Data Book Exhibit A are accounting differences. The Data Book shows counted trips per month by the Nevada NET Broker. Data Book Exhibit A is from the Brokers Corporate shows trips as costs are incurred.



21. The Data Book.xls identifies trips from 2008 through 2011. For example, Net Auth Trips for Sep-11 totals 49,115. Are these one-way trips defined as one-way transport from a pick-up point to a single destination? If not, please define trips as reported. 

All Data Book.xls trips from 2008 through 2011 are one way (or leg).



22. The Data Book.xls identifies the following categories in the yearly tabs 2008 through 2011. The 2011 tab reports the following categories for Net Auth Trips: Ambulatory, Wheelchair, Stretcher, ALS/BLS, CA and Meals. Please identify what is included in “CA”. Where are public transit trips, such as bus or rail, reported in the Net Auth Trips for each month and level of service? Where is gas reimbursement trips reported in this section? 

“CA” is commercial air. The unduplicated rider report is located second from the bottom of the page shows the number of riders by providers, mass transit, gas reimbursement and volunteer drivers. Trip data by mode of transportation may be found in the attached Supplemental Call Center and Trip Data.



23. If public transit trips have not been provided in this data, please identify the number of transit passes issued by mode (bus, rail, etc.) by county for the past 12 months. What is the current percentage ridership level of all completed and/or confirmed trips that are provided on public transportation? 

Please refer to question 22 of this amendment.  Approximately 43.2% of all riders use mass transit.



24. Do you have statistics that indicate the percentage of trips and/or Medicaid eligibles that are located near public transportation, either bus routes or light rail? 

No. 



25. If mileage/gas reimbursement trips have not been provided in this data, please identify the number of mileage/gas reimbursement trips confirmed each month, total mileage by each trip reimbursed, and current reimbursement rate. 

Trip data by mode for transportation including gas reimbursement may be found in the attached Supplemental Call Center and Trip Data. The current IRS medical/ moving rate is 23.5 cents per mile.



26. The tab called AZ Call Center Sample Reports is included in the Data book.xls. Does this represent Nevada calls by select months and years? (December 2008; December 2009; December 2010 and September 2011). If not, what state does this represent? For example, the Total Incoming Calls reported are 5,354 for September 2011. The Nevada Calls 2011 total 6,267 for September 2011, or 913 additional calls. Which number represents the total number of incoming calls by your current vendor for September 2011? 

The tabs represent two different entities. AZ Call Center Sample Reports show the numbers of after hours and evening calls and gives a sample of call volumes.  The Nevada Calls represent call received by the Brokers Nevada staff operating out of their Las Vegas office during normal business hours.



27. Nevada Calls 2010, 2009 and 2008 tabs are included in the Data book.xls. These tabs report calls for December of each year only. Can you provide call center statistics, including number of calls received, answered, abandoned, average wait time and average answer time, by month for 2010 and 2011?

Refer to question 3 of this amendment.  



28. What does the State attribute as the reason for the 43 percent increase in net auth trips from Jan-11 to Feb-11, from 30,636 trips to $43,697 trips, or utilization change (trips divided by members) from 12.9% to 18.2%? 

In February, 2011, there was a change in how Adult Day Health Care riders were tracked. This population was removed from tracking due to procedural changes in August 2010 and were placed back into tracking in February, 2011.



29. The total Medicaid Check Up recipients reported in the Expenditure & Rates tab in the Data book.xls is 248,122 members for August 2011. The total reported in the Enrollment tab is 306,184 All Plans Total Medicaid and Check Up for August 2011. Which column accounts for the Check up Member totals for which NET transportation services are not to be provided? What accounts for the 58,062 difference between the Medicaid enrollment totals and the member totals on which the rate of $4.08 is paid? What is the projected enrollment for November and December 2011 for the Expenditure & Rates tab?

There are segments of the Medicaid population not covered by non –emergency transportation, such as Qualified Medicare Beneficiaries (QMBs), individuals covered only for emergency services, etc.  In addition retro-eligible recipients are not eligible for NET during the retro period. The Expenditure & Rates tab shows the number of NET eligible recipients and the enrollment shows total Medicaid Population.



30. Regarding the mode of transportation, does the Department allow individuals to be reimbursed for using their own personal vehicle (cited in i. Client’s personal vehicle)? If so, what is the mileage rate that the Department’s contractor is currently reimbursing the Medicaid clients?

A recipient may receive mileage reimbursement for using their own vehicle. Mileage reimbursement does not become effective until after twenty five miles on a single trip or 50 miles in a week. The current IRS moving medical rate is 23.5 cents per mile.



31. What is the current volunteer mileage reimbursement rate? Is this rate paid to the Medicaid client directly or only to an approved volunteer? 

Refer to Questions 25 and 30 of this amendment.



32. Does the State require the High Cost Users Report in its current contract? If so, can this data be provided for the past year for each fiscal quarter? 

No, the High Cost User Report is not currently required.  It is a new report for this RFP.



33. Does the State require the Monthly Cost Report in its current contract? If so, can this data be provided for the past twelve (12) months? 

No, the state currently does not require the Monthly Cost Report.



34. Does the State require the Annual Transportation Report in its current contract? If so, can this data be provided of the last report received? 

The Annual Transportation Report is required in its current contract; however the requirement for this report has not been enforced during the current contract period.



35. Does the current contract require the Vendor to provide utilization data separated by Medicaid and Nevada Check-up to the State’s contracted actuary? If so, can this utilization data be provided for 2010 and 2011? 

No, the current contract does not require provide utilization data separated by Medicaid and Nevada Check-up.  Nevada Check Up recipients are no longer eligible for non-emergency transportation. 



36. Is there any word count limit in explaining the costs in Section 5.1? 

No.



37. What are the current transportation rates being paid to each transportation provider today? 

The rates being paid to providers by the broker is a contract issue between the Broker and the providers. As such it is proprietary information.



38. Please provide the one way trips completed by each transportation provider for each county for the past twelve months. 

Refer to RFP 1948 Attachment K data book – Transportation reports.



39. How many call center staff (broken out by management, reservationists, and other administrative employees) are currently employed by the current NET broker to manage the State of Nevada transportation network? 

The current NET broker has a staff of 12 (four of whom are management /administrative personnel) in their state office who handles reservations during normal business hours.  The Arizona call center is a regional center.  The State does not have data on how many FTEs are dedicated to Nevada.



40. In 1.1.1, the RFP states that we are to present our answers in a style/format easily distinguishable from RFP language. The RFP states in 1.1.1.1 that we are to respond to each RFP question, statement, and/or section in bold/italics. To allow for improved readability, may we present our answers in regular type (not bold/italic) as long as it is clearly differentiated from the RFP language? 

Per the RFP all responses need to be in bold/italic format. 



41. Are transportation providers considered “subcontractors?” The RFP states that bidders must supply the information requested in Section 4.1, Vendor Information, for all proposed subcontractors. If we were to provide this information, including references, resumes, etc., for each transportation provider (anywhere from 15-30 providers), this information could be extremely cumbersome for the Department to review. 

Refer to question 12 of this amendment.



42. Attachment G – Reference Questionnaire: Is this required for each individual transportation provider since they are subcontractors? 

Yes.



43. Document 4 – Company Background & References: Is this required for each individual transportation provider since they are subcontractors? 

Yes.



44. Will the state provide a list of Medicaid approved transportation providers?

No.  Medicaid does not approve non emergency transportation providers.



45. Sec 1. – Overview. The overview states… “The State may choose to directly reimburse the Regional Transportation Commissions (RTC) Paratransit operations for services… if this option is chosen there will be an adjustment to the capitation amount paid per member per month.” Please provide the number of trip legs provided by the RTC, and the associated cost, by month for 2008, 2009, 2010, and 2011. 

The number of RTC trips may be found in the attached Supplemental Call Center and Trip Data under “Month by Trip” – Mass Transit A(ambulatory) and Mass Transit W/C (wheelchair).  The average cost per rider for Southern Nevada RTC as of May, 2011 was $39.58.  The average cost per rider for 2010 was $42.54.  The average cost per rider for 2009 was $42.18. No cost data is available for Carson and Washoe Counties.



46. Sec 3.2.7 – Are eligible members reimbursed for the use of personal transportation (by family or friends)? If so, what is the current mileage reimbursement rate? How many trips legs were provided through member mileage reimbursement by month for 2008, 2009, 2010, and 2011? How many miles were reimbursed for member mileage reimbursement by month for 2008, 2009, 2010, and 2011? 

Refer to question 30 of this amendment.  Trip data by mode for transportation including gas reimbursement may be found in the attached Supplemental Call Center and Trip Data. The number of miles reimbursed for member mileage is not tracked by the State and is not available.



47. Sec 3.4.9 – How many public transit (bus) trip legs were provided to eligible members by month for 2008, 2009, 2010 and 2011? 9. Sec 5.1 – Please define “Cost per Trip”. Is this the cost of transportation only or does this include all administrative cost as well? 

Trip data by mode for transportation including Mass Transit may be found in the attached Supplemental Call Center and Trip Data.  Cost per trip is only the cost of the transportation



48. Sec 5.1 – Please define “Total Operating Cost”. Is this the sum of “Admin Fixed Cost”, plus “Admin Variable Cost”, plus “Other Costs”? 

Refer to question 66 of this amendment.



49. Sec 6.1 – states… “if DHCFP decides to ‘carve out’ an eligibility group from non-emergency transportation they may contract to provide services on an individual basis under a fee-for-service payment model”. Is the current broker paid any amounts under a fee-for-service model? If so, what amount were they paid FFS by month, for 2008, 2009, 2010, and 2011? 

Refer to question 50 of this amendment.



50. Have any eligible members been “carved-out” of the PMPM capitated payments? If so, how many members were “carved-out” by category of member, by month, for 2008, 2009, 2010, and 2011? 13. Have any trip legs reported in the “Data Book” as ambulatory, wheelchair, stretcher, ALS/BLS, been “carved-out” and paid by FFS? If so, please detail the number of trip legs by category, by month, for 2008, 2009, 2010, and 2011. 

Beginning in August, 2010, stretcher rides were carved out of the NET Brokers coverage.  The NET Broker has continued to supply stretcher services on a cost plus basis.  Due to changes in State policy currently in the works, stretcher rides are being carved back in to NET broker responsibility.  Trip data for stretcher rides during the time period may be found under the Provider- S and the Provider- ALS/BLS categories in the attached Supplemental Call Center and Trip Data.



51. For the GROSS TRIPS reported in the Data Book, are member gas reimbursement trips, mass transit trip legs, and paratransit trip legs included in the ambulatory category? 

Gas reimbursement trips, mass transit trip legs, and paratransit trip legs are included in the Gross Trips, but not necessarily in the ambulatory category.  Wheel chair bound recipients could also receive gas reimbursement, use mass transit trip, and access paratransit.



52. Please provide all modes of transportation provided, including member gas reimbursement trip legs, mass transit (bus) trip legs, and paratransit trip legs, by month, for 2008, 2009, 2010, and 2011. 

Trip data by mode for transportation may be found in the attached Supplemental Call Center and Trip Data.



53. Please provide the miles associated with each of the modes of transportation identified in the Data Book (to include gas reimbursement), by month, for 2008, 2009, 2010, and 2011. 

The data is unavailable. The State does not track mileage by mode of transportation.



54. In the “FFS/HMO split of Medicaid and Check Up Eligibles” report provided for 2008 – 2011, January 2011 the “All Plans Totals” is 295,578 eligible members and yet the current broker was paid on 237,583 eligible members. Can you provide a detailed explanation or reconciliation of the difference in eligible members paid? What members have been excluded from the net amount paid on a PMPM basis for January 2011 and each other month? 

Refer to question 29 of this amendment.



55. Attachment K: A PDF file entitled “Data book exhibit A” was included. That file contained data for December 2008, November 2008, August 2008, and April 2008 only. Can you provide that same data for every month of 2008, 2009, 2010, and 2011?

Refer to question 19 of this amendment.



56. 9.2.2.8, Proposed Staff Resumes - Are transportation providers considered subcontractors and will they be required to complete the resume form? If so, will completion only by the owner/president suffice? 

Refer to question 12 of this amendment.



57. RFP Section 3.6.1.9 (Pg. 28) This section requires vendors to “give assurance to the State and provide supporting documentation that demonstrates that it has the capacity to service the expected enrollment and maintains a network of providers that is sufficient.” However, it goes to say that “supporting documentation and formatting will be discussed upon acceptance of contract”. Specifically, what documentation must vendors provide to be compliant with this requirement? 

Supporting documentation would be “Letters of Intent to Contract” with providers and sample provider contracts. The State reserves the right to approve provider contracts.



58. RFP Section #3.7.2.1 (Pg. 37) 3.7.2.1 states: Third-party liability (TPL) refers to any individual, entity (e.g., insurance company) or program (e.g., Medicare), including group health plans, as defined in Section 607(1) of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (29 USC and 1167 (1)) service benefits plans, and vendors that are or may be liable for all or part of a recipient's health coverage. Under Section 1902(a) (25) of the Social Security Act, DHCFP and its contractors are required to take all reasonable measures to identify legally liable third parties and treat verified TPL as a resource of the Medicaid. The possibility exists that a recipient has another insurance plan that covers air ambulance or other transportation. The State can provide a list of recipients known to have third party coverage. In what format will this be provided to the Vendor? Will it be part of the eligibility download or will it be a separate list that will have to be manually entered? How often will the vendor receive an update? 

Third party insurance is part of the eligibility download.



59. RFP Section # 3.10.1.2 (Pg. 45) Section 3.10.1.2 states that “the driver’s insurance policy name and number on a trip log is required for immediate access for various liability reasons. NET Transportation is provided during various times of the day; before and after office hours including weekends, thus requiring quick access to the driver’s insurance policy name and number”. Drivers employed by transportation providers are covered under that company’s insurance policy. They are not personally liable for insurance coverage. Should this read the “transportation provider’s insurance policy name and number on the trip log”? 

It should read as is. If the driver is covered under a provider’s blanket insurance, then that insurance policy should be used.



60. RFP Section # 4.1.10.3 (Pg. 50) The RFP requires that vendors submit profit and loss and balance statements for the last two years and the current year interim. This is a significant volume of paper for some organizations. Would the state consider receiving this information on a CD rather than hard copy? 

The State requires one (1) hard copy clearly marked “MASTER”; The State will accept the additional copies on CD.  The CD must be clearly marked of its content. 



61. RFP Section #4.2.1.4 (Pg 51) For the purposes of this requirement, are transportation providers considered to be subcontractors for which we must obtain the information requested in Section 4.1, Vendor Information? If so, does this not conflict with requirement 3.6.1.9, which indicates that vendors are not required to submit transportation provider documentation until contract award? If a bidder is not the current broker and does not have a network of transportation providers in place, what should they submit to meet this requirement? 

Refer to question 12 of this amendment.



62. RFP Section #4.2.1.5 (Pg. 51) For purposes of this requirement, are transportation providers considered to be subcontractors for which we must obtain the information requested in Section 4.3, Business References? If so, does this not conflict with requirement 3.6.1.9, which indicates that vendors are not required to submit transportation provider documentation until contract award? If a bidder is not the current broker and does not have a network of transportation providers in place, what should they submit to meet this requirement? 

Refer to question 12 of this amendment.



63. RFP Section #4.4 (Pg.53) Please confirm that key staff defined as “ corporate or company officers charged with the executive oversight of the contract” and “lead employees of the corporation or company in charge of the day to day operations” must be direct employees of the vendor. 

This definition is confirmed.



64. RFP Section #5.1 (Pg.53) Since understating or overstating monthly members will materially affect a “Cost Per Member Per Month” calculation, should bidders use the average Member Months from Calendar Year 2011 through October 2011 report titled “Transportation Capitation Payment Control Total Report”? 

Yes.



65. RFP Section #5.1 (Pg.53) Will you please clarify – Is the “Cost Per Member Per Month” to include transportation and administrative services? Is the Cost Per Member Per Month calculated as total program costs for a month divided by monthly members, i.e. the amount the broker would expect to receive from the State as monthly revenue? 

No, Cost Per Member Per Month (PMPM) should be average transportation cost and not include administrative services.



66. RFP Section #5.1 (Pg.53)  Please explain in detail your definition of each category? Cost Per Member Per Month Cost Per Trip Total Operating Costs Administrative Fixed Costs Administrative Variable Costs 

Section 5.1 asks the Vendor to break down components of their cost proposal. Cost Per Member Per Month should be average transportation cost and not include administrative services. Cost per Trip asks for the projected average cost for each trip given. Total Operating Cost asks for the projected monthly operating.  This does not include administrative services costs. Administrative Fixed costs asks for projected administrative costs that remain constant regardless of fluctuations in the level of activity. Administrative Variable Costs asks for projected administrative costs that vary in direct proportion to changes in activity. Other Costs asks if there are any odd costs we should know about.  The vendor should answer every row.  They are not separate bid items.



67. RFP Section #5.1 (Pg.53)Please elaborate on the various cost structures listed in the table. - Should each row be considered as a separate and distinct pricing alternative? - Must a bidder complete each and every row in the table or can they bid one or multiple rows? - Are the rows Cost per Trip thru Other Costs to be used as the assumptions for arriving at Row 1: Cost Per Member Per Month? - Is the state expecting all of these costs to be quoted on a PMPM basis? 

Refer to question 66 of this amendment.



68. RFP Section #5.1 (Pg.53) Since the State has asked for various pricing methodologies, can you please explain how you will arrive at the methodology to use in evaluating cost and applying its applicable score? 

The State has used a Per Member Per Month (PMPM) capitated method to pay for NET services. However, the State is interested in seeing any innovative pricing and will give proposed alternative pricing strategies consideration.  Overall cost is more important than pricing strategies.



69. RFP Section #9.2.2.6 (Pg.59) This section requires that vendors place their written response(s) in bold/italics immediately following the RFP questions, statement or section. We respectfully submit that bold italic print is extremely difficult to read. We suggest that the state consider requiring either a different font or font size to differentiate the RFP requirement from the vendor’s response. 

Refer to question 40 of this amendment.



70. RFP Section #9.6.4.1 (Pg.63) The list of contents for the “Master” CD does not include Part III – Confidential Financial. Therefore, Part III – Confidential Financial shall be submitted in hard copy only. Please confirm. 

Refer to question 60 of this amendment.



71. RFP Section #10.1 (Pg.65) NRS 333.335 does not specify the numerical factor assigned to each category. Please share the scoring weight, scoring sheets or any reviewer tools that will be utilized to “consistently evaluate and score” each of the criteria shown? - Demonstrated competence - Experience in performance of comparable engagements - Conformance with the terms of this RFP - Expertise and availability of key personnel - Cost 

This information is confidential until the Notification of Award (NOA) has been issued. 



72. RFP Section #11.1.12 (Pg.68)Section 11.1.12 allows the State to reject any proposal that appears, “unrealistic in the terms of technical commitments, lack of technical competence, or are indicative of failure to comprehend the complexity and risk of this contract…” Please confirm that this provision shall apply to unsound and therefore unrealistic price proposals. 

The state reserves the right to reject any proposal that appears unrealistic or deficient in whole or in part. 



73. Section 3.1.1 states Vendor’s response must comply with Chapter 1900 of the State of Nevada’s Medicaid Services Manual. Under this new contract will there be any changes to the way the program currently operates per Chapter 1900?

There are no material changes (other than the payment methodology for paratransit) planned.  However, the State reserves the right to amend its operating procedures to comply with State and Federal regulations or to supply a better service at the best possible price.



74. Per Section 3.6.1.18 transportation providers are considered subcontractors. Because of this interpretation of subcontractors the bidder is required to gather the information in Section 4.2 and 4.3 for each transportation provider to be compliant with RFP requirements. Would the State please provide all bidders a list of the transportation providers currently being used to transport under the NEMT program? If the State is unable to provide the listing could the requirements in 4.2 and 4.3 be changed so that the information is due at the time of the readiness review instead of with the submission of the proposal? The current requirement creates a competitive advantage for the incumbent as they are the only ones who will have a listing of transportation providers at the time of submission.

Refer to question 12 of this amendment.  The intent of 3.6.1.18 is that providers be monitored and evaluated by the vendors and that there are approved written contracts with the providers.   Sections 4.2 and 4.3 refer to subcontractors hired to perform the vendor’s brokerage duties. 



75. Will the eligibility file identify when a participant is eligible for Federal programs such as Title V Maternal and Child Health Block Grant funded services or special education related health services funded under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA)? (Section 3.4.11, page 20) 

No.



76. Section 3.8.1.2 refers to the Call Center Report summarizing information around telecom data and then states that information listed in section 3.6 should also be included in this report. Section 3.6 refers to the Transportation Provider Network. Is this reference to Section 3.6 correct? 

No this is a typo.  The correct referral should be Section 10.6.2.



77. This section refers to tracking “Referral”, “Approval” or “Denial” as it relates to the trip request. Could you please define “Referral”? (Section 3.10.1.2, page 45) 

A referral would be a referral to Paratransit for an evaluation of Paratransit eligibility.



78. 3.2.4.11 - Will the DHCFP provide the department and contact information for recommending changes? 

Section 3.2.4.11 is about the broker maintaining a forum for recipients to make suggestions about NET services.  The State maintains an open dialog with its contracted vendors and solicits input on policy and procedures.



79. 3.2.5 - Can we discuss with DHCFP if the change is significant? Or does the vendor decide? 

Material policy changes must be approved by the State.  The Broker will inform all affected recipients of the change. The State retains the right to approve the NET Brokers policies and procedures. 



80. 3.4.4.5 - Will DCHFP provide a provider list with contact information? 

Yes.  DHCFP will provide a current provider list to the winning vendor if necessary.  The State intends for this to be the closest appropriate provider; for instance a move across town would not require the recipient to change their primary care physician (PCP) just because there was another PCP closer to their home.



81. 3.5.12.3 - What documentation has to be provided to obtain agreement from the Division that the Call Center can be located outside Nevada? 

A letter justifying why the call center should be located out of State and data as to how taking jobs out of the State is beneficial to the State.



82. 9.6.4.1 - If no confidential information is included in the proposal, is it correct that the Master CD and Public Record CD would be identical? If not, please specify the difference. 

Yes.



83. 9.6.4.2 - It appears the business office location has to be in Nevada? If so, does it have to be in any particular city in Nevada?

There is no requirement of a particular city.



84. Who is managing the existing Proposal?

The State of Nevada Purchasing Division is the facilitator for RFP 1948. 



85. Can we receive a copy of the last winning bid? 



RFP 1599 Proposal



86. How many locations are there? 

This is a State wide contract. Refer to RFP 1948 Attachment K – Data Book for current number of rides per county.



87. How many cars/shuttle will be needed? 

As many as it takes for the broker to provide services.  Refer to RFP 1948 Attachment K – Data Book for current utilization numbers.



88. What size passenger cars/vans are preferred?

There is no preference.



89. How many hours of serves is needed?

This is a 24/7, 365 days a year service. Rides, especially urgent rides or specialty care transport may occur at night or on holidays.



90. Public Information from RFP 1909 ~ Non-Emergency Transportation Brokerage Services.



1909 Portfolio









ALL ELSE REMAINS THE SAME FOR RFP 1948.
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Microsoft_Office_Excel_Worksheet1.xlsx

2010 Call Statistics


						2010 Call Statistics


			Call Statistics 2010			Jan-10			Feb-10			Mar-10			Apr-10			May-10			Jun-10			Jul-10			Aug-10			Sep-10			Oct-10			Nov-10			Dec-10


			WMR


			Number of Calls Answered			5,484			4,804			5,394			5,089			5,004			5,691			5,035			4,998			5,176			4,328			4,137			4,331


			Abandonment Percentage			7.28%			6.23%			6.23%			5.29%			3.78%			5.59%			7.59%			6.30%			5.12%			5.65%			5.17%			4.59%


			Average Wait Time			1:54			1:13			2:02			2:05			1:57			1:55			2:22			2:08			2:10			2:13			2:20			1:12


			Facility


			Number of Calls Answered			1446			1342			1299			1200			1121			1296			1233			1386			1392			1453			1241			1183


			Abandonment Percentage			6.78%			6.38%			6.77%			5.68%			5.71%			6.48%			9.08%			7.43%			6.02%			6.33%			5.43%			9.21%


			Average Wait Time			3:08			1:16			3:08			3:10			2:41			2:45			1:07			2:06			2:56			2:35			2:51			3:07


			Provider


			Number of Calls Answered			1127			779			1138			835			1002			1154			801			904			971			693			531			649


			Abandonment Percentage			7.72%			9.07%			4.75%			5.44%			3.99%			3.90%			4.91%			5.75%			5.77%			5.05%			4.34%			4.62%


			Average Wait Time			1:43			0:52			1:54			2:01			1:46			1:42			2:19			1:35			1:38			1:37			1:50			1:40


			Spanish


			Number of Calls Answered			156			160			167			208			167			253			201			189			257			240			154			175


			Abandonment Percentage			2.56%			5.98%			5.95%			4.29%			3.59%			5.14%			6.94%			9.52%			6.23%			2.08%			6.54%			1.14%


			Average Wait Time			1:55			0:45			2:05			2:04			1:55			2:17			2:25			2:04			2:15			2:01			2:06			1:45


			Reservations


			Number of Calls Answered			10254			10057			10473			10062			9348			9444			9195			7766			7404			6576			6385			6143


			Abandonment Percentage			1.99%			1.80%			1.14%			2.15%			2.90%			2.63%			2.55%			2.72%			1.86%			1.53%			1.99%			4.74%


			Average Wait Time			0:30			0:30			0:25			0:29			1:07			0:56			1:19			1:53			3:52			2:36			1:07			3:42








2011 Call Statistics


			2011 Call Statistics


			Call Statistics 2011			Jan-11			Feb-11			Mar-11			Apr-11			May-11			Jun-11			Jul-11			Aug-11			Sep-11


			WMR


			Number of Calls Answered			3,735			3,599			3,973			3,857			3,962			4,070			4,140			4,408			4,346


			Abandonment Percentage			5.03%			3.70%			3.92%			4.55%			4.47%			4.46%			4.44%			5.16%			3.89%


			Average Wait Time			2:03			1:56			1:09			1:28			2:06			2:11			2:15			2:18			2:12


			Facility


			Number of Calls Answered			1053			1004			1167			1119			1004			1031			1044			1130			1009


			Abandonment Percentage			6.83%			3.75%			4.26%			5.48%			5.48%			8.48%			7.38%			5.89%			6.05%


			Average Wait Time			3:02			3:03			2:52			3:09			2:39			1:25			3:16			3:05			3:20


			Provider


			Number of Calls Answered			581			515			520			513			766			520			655			517			828


			Abandonment Percentage			4.56%			4.44%			3.44%			4.46%			3.52%			3.15%			4.27%			5.34%			3.62%


			Average Wait Time			1:39			1:36			1:50			1:41			1:46			1:43			1:47			1:55			1:47


			Spanish


			Number of Calls Answered			145			115			131			107			140			142			157			106			87


			Abandonment Percentage			4.38%			2.31%			5.48%			4.24%			2.14%			5.20%			5.73%			1.25%			4:76%


			Average Wait Time			1:47			2:04			1:50			2:41			2:18			2:28			2:39			2:51			2:27


			Reservations


			Number of Calls Answered			6583			4597			5741			4956			4972			5105			5342			5122			5354


			Abandonment Percentage			5.14%			4.46%			6.98%			7.26%			6.19%			4.44%			5.58%			6.86%			8.11%


			Average Wait Time			3:41			3:50			3:58			4:12			4:25			4:08			4:10			4:14			4:02








Month by trip


			Month by trip			Jan-11			Feb-11			Mar-11			Apr-11			May-11			Jun-11			Jul-11			Aug-11			Sep-11			Totals





			Provider- A			12,649			12,009			13,998			13,250			13,637			13,424			12,468			45,302			12,252			148,989


			Provider- W/C			2,366			2,099			2,422			2,011			2,172			2,340			2,163			2,433			2,187			20,193


			Provider- S			120			136			153			130			138			119			142			132			125			1,195


			Provider- ALS/BLS			35			25			31			40			37			39			31			35			27			300


			Mass Transit- A			10,268			21,548			25,022			22,619			23,196			25,711			24,459			28,412			26,550			207,785


			Mass Transit- W/C			1,937			4,683			5,524			5,156			5,203			5,471			5,020			5,310			4,918			43,222


			Gas Reimbursement- A			1,648			1,628			1,671			1,564			1,536			1,540			1,580			1,678			1,518			14,363


			Gas Reimbursement- W/C			68			44			57			54			74			111			90			111			115			724


			Volunteer Driver- A			1,543			1,450			1,659			1,324			1,318			1,615			1,493			1,524			1,384			13,310


			Volunteer Driver- W/C			8			8			2			0			2			26			25			5			0			76


			TOTALS			30,642			43,630			50,539			46,148			47,313			50,396			47,471			84,942			49,076			450,157


			Month by trip			Jan-10			Feb-10			Mar-10			Apr-10			May-10			Jun-10			Jul-10			Aug-10			Sep-10			Oct-10			Nov-10			Dec-10			Totals





			Provider- A			24,660			23,960			27,325			25,060			22,663			24,576			22,980			22,060			20,068			17,947			14,661			13,421			259,381


			Provider- W/C			4,856			4,741			5,468			4,910			4,832			5,229			4,792			3,486			2,852			2,519			2,508			2,610			48,803


			Provider- S			166			174			169			169			168			169			76			83			110			113			116			90			1,603


			Provider- ALS/BLS			26			47			18			18			24			20			26			21			32			31			35			33			331


			Mass Transit- A			8,664			7,619			9,125			9,743			9,520			10,582			10,601			10,437			11,468			11,072			10,339			10,653			119,823


			Mass Transit- W/C			1,728			1,872			2,256			2,255			2,233			2,415			2,256			2,144			2,585			2,382			2,339			2,143			26,608


			Gas Reimbursement- A			5,062			5,021			6,206			4,436			4,597			4,697			2,278			2,096			2,009			1,883			1,649			1,615			41,549


			Gas Reimbursement- W/C			119			95			91			38			82			88			27			44			95			63			46			66			854


			Volunteer Driver- A			1,712			1,761			2,009			1,967			1,861			1,962			1,796			1,862			1,793			1,902			1,682			1,630			21,937


			Volunteer Driver- W/C			1			2			4			2			4			3			2			0			3			0			3			8			32


			TOTALS			46,994			45,292			52,671			48,598			45,984			49,741			44,834			42,233			41,015			37,912			33,378			32,269			520,921


			Month by trip			Jan-09			Feb-09			Mar-09			Apr-09			May-09			Jun-09			Jul-09			Aug-09			Sep-09			Oct-09			Nov-09			Dec-09			Totals





			Provider- A			21,641			21,972			23,425			24,879			23,496			24,951			25,197			24,349			24,426			25,303			22,487			25,858			287,984


			Provider- W/C			4,412			5,823			6,550			4,761			4,443			5,049			5,000			5,035			5,044			5,154			4,721			5,069			61,061


			Provider- S			217			169			212			187			171			194			198			198			168			203			168			202			2,287


			Provider- ALS/BLS			41			27			23			26			20			25			27			18			19			28			26			21			301


			Mass Transit- A			6,153			6,065			7,048			7,670			7,054			7,578			8,363			8,180			8,298			8,957			8,091			9,271			92,728


			Mass Transit- W/C			1,517			1,478			1,651			1,790			1,721			1,647			1,774			1,823			1,847			1,978			1,709			1,946			20,881


			Gas Reimbursement- A			426			4,561			5,143			5,286			4,987			5,016			5,140			5,101			5,166			5,270			4,667			4,954			55,717


			Gas Reimbursement- W/C			92			86			114			108			102			77			96			125			93			93			56			47			1,089


			Volunteer Driver- A			1,526			1,381			1,743			1,613			1,429			1,592			1,488			1,469			1,538			1,548			1,415			1,624			18,366


			Volunteer Driver- W/C			4			0			6			2			0			4			0			0			0			0			2			0			18


			TOTALS			36,029			41,562			45,915			46,322			43,423			46,133			47,283			46,298			46,599			48,534			43,342			48,992			540,432


			Month			Jan-08			Feb-08			Mar-08			Apr-08			May-08			Jun-08			Jul-08			Aug-08			Sep-08			Oct-08			Nov-08			Dec-08			Totals





			Provider- A			20,991			19,469			18,989			20,908			21,396			20,175			24,765			23,004			23,023			23,913			19,132			22,078			257,843


			Provider- W/C			4,892			4,478			4,630			4,774			4,795			4,644			5,078			4,690			4,739			4,898			4,021			4,540			56,179


			Provider- S			239			223			243			217			210			224			265			280			265			234			165			182			2,747


			Provider- ALS/BLS			8			10			14			7			7			14			16			10			10			19			30			35			180


			Mass Transit- A			5,411			5,454			5,653			5,852			5,613			5,258			5,934			5,869			5,897			5,307			5,180			6,359			67,787


			Mass Transit- W/C			1,116			1,044			1,117			1,254			1,160			1,152			1,261			1,402			1,678			1,776			1,461			1,692			16,113


			Gas Reimbursement- A			3,605			3,685			3,586			4,058			4,041			4,191			4,522			4,199			4,583			5,055			4,608			4,858			50,991


			Gas Reimbursement- W/C			169			128			184			178			81			56			101			109			101			115			70			115			1,407


			Volunteer Driver- A			1,201			970			1,095			1,154			1,079			929			1,129			1,328			1,439			1,586			1,292			1,375			14,577


			Volunteer Driver- W/C			3			31			63			64			47			31			26			26			34			12			8			6			351


			TOTALS			37,635			35,492			35,574			38,466			38,429			36,674			43,097			40,917			41,769			42,915			35,967			41,240			468,175
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Section 3.0 Scope of Work



SCOPE OF WORK


This scope of work covers non-emergency and scheduled emergency services only.

3.1
QUALIFICATIONS TC "3.  MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS" \f C \l "1" 

The process by which proposals will be considered for contracting under this RFP consists of two (2) stages.  The first stage is a determination of whether or not the vendor qualifies under the set of General Minimum Qualifications.  If a vendor is determined to not meet any one of these General Minimum Qualifications, the proposal in its entirety will not be considered for contracting.


If the vendor meets all of the General Minimum Qualifications, the proposal will be evaluated to see if it meets the Technical Minimum Qualifications.  Target population/service proposals that do not meet the minimum Technical Qualifications will not be considered for an award.  Each proposal will be reviewed independently in the Technical Minimum Qualification section.

LogistiCare understands and acknowledges the process by which proposals will be considered.


A.  General Minimum Qualifications


If the applicant fails to address and/or meet any of the following General Minimum Qualifications, they will not be considered for a contract. Refer to Attachment L of this RFP.

LogistiCare understands and acknowledges the process by which proposals will be considered.


1.1.1 Vendor’s response must comply with Chapter 1900 of the State of Nevada’s Medicaid Services Manual.

LogistiCare is the incumbent broker managing Nevada’s NET program; we are currently in active compliance with Chapter1900 of the State of Nevada’s Medicaid Service Manual and we will remain so for a contract awarded under this RFP.

1.1.2 Vendor’s response must be in compliance with all federal laws and regulations applicable to non-emergency transportation.

As the current NET broker in Nevada, we comply with all federal laws and regulations applicable to non-emergency transportation and will continue to do so under a new contract. 

1.1.3 Vendor must submit an organizational chart and show relationships with parent and related companies or corporate entities. Vendor’s corporate structure must meet approval from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid services.

LogistiCare Solutions, LLC (LogistiCare) is a wholly owned subsidiary of The Providence Service Corporation, a publicly-traded company. The following organizational chart shows the parent and subsidiary relationships of our corporate structure. 




The Providence Service Corporation is the ultimate parent organization for the whole LogistiCare family of companies. The Providence Service Corporation (PRSC) is a financially sound and strong publicly-traded company.


Health Trans, Inc. and Red Top Transportation, Inc. are wholly owned subsidiaries of LogistiCare and are surviving artifacts of prior acquisitions of NET transportation contracts in South Florida. Neither Red Top nor Health Trans are operationally active, and the contracts and permits once held by these subsidiaries were transferred to LogistiCare after their acquisition. All transportation services once performed by Red Top and Health Trans are now performed by independent, subcontracted transportation providers.


Provado Insurance Services, Inc. is an insurance captive created to offer lower cost insurance options for our network of contracted NEMT providers. Provado Technologies, LLC is our wholly owned information technology and telecom systems company and manages all of our hardware, software and telecom systems. This subsidiary also manages and sells telecom systems to a small book of external clients.  


LogistiCare Solutions Independent Practice Association LLC is not an operationally active entity.  This subsidiary is a New York limited liability company created at the request of MCO clients in NY to conduct NET brokerage services under capitated (risk) contracts. Subsequent clarification from the NY regulatory agency confirmed that an IPA entity was not required and no business was ever conducted through this subsidiary.  


LogistiCare Solutions, LLC is the legal entity name that will be doing business with DHCFP and currently in compliance with all aspects of NRS §80.010. 

B.  Technical Minimum Qualifications

It is mandatory that each component listed below in the Scope of Work be addressed.  Failure to address each component will result in disqualification of the proposal.

LogistiCare understands that each component listed in the Scope of Work must be addressed and that failure to do so will result in disqualification. Addendum 1 indicated that bidders could simply list the RFP Section and number, followed by their response. However, we have listed each RFP section number and full requirement, followed by our response in bold italic font, making the evaluation process easier for reviewers. Please note that numerous RFP requirements are duplicative throughout the various sections of the RFP. In order to remain in strict compliance with the mandate to respond to each requirement number, our responses are also duplicative with the same or similar information repeated throughout the document. For example, the topic of oversight and monitoring of transportation providers is included in sections 3.5.8.1, 3.5.8.2, 3.6.1.3 and 3.6.1.4.  Therefore, our responses to these sections are very similar if not exactly the same in some cases. Any bidder can make promises about how they will address a requirement but as the incumbent, we have made every effort to describe how we are addressing these requirements today and have made a commitment to continue doing so in the future. . 
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Part II – Cost Proposal



5.0
COST PROPOSAL

LogistiCare is offering a full at-risk PMPM price based on the RFP data, plus continued discounts to the DCHFS if in collaboration with the Division we are able to increase the percentage of public transit trips in the program.  


5.1
Vendors must provide detailed fixed prices for all costs associated with the responsibilities and related services. Vendors must use table below when submitting cost and clearly specify the nature of all expenses anticipated.


Fixed Price PMPM for Nevada:  $ 3.30 PMPM – this offer includes all of the services described in our technical response plus relocates the Call Reservation task into our Las Vegas operations office.  

		Cost Per Member Per Month*

		 $                2.64



		Cost per Trip

		 $              12.91 



		Total Operating Cost

		 $        7,768,734.00 



		Administrative Fixed costs

		 $           670,992.10 



		Administrative Variable Costs

		 $        1,271,191.48 



		Other Costs: Provide a detailed explanation

		All costs included in Fixed and Variable Costs



		

		





*  As stipulated in the answer to Question #66 provided by the state during the Q&A process, this represents the transportation portion of the total $3.30 PMPM being bid.



5.2
Vendors may submit alternative costing options for consideration. An hourly rate for services, a variable rate, or a rate that includes administrative fees would be examples of alternative cost options.  Vendors must explain in detail.


Alternative Price - Fixed Price PMPM above with Public Transit Utilization Discounts:  $3.30 PMPM with a discount to the PMPM for increases to the Public Transit utilization.  The chart below represents further savings of the bid PMPM for every five percent of transportation volume that gets shifted from commercial providers to public transit operators.  The reduced transportation cost that results from using the lower cost mass transit mode would in essence be passed along to the agency via a semi-annual PMPM rate adjustment.   


		Mass Transit  Usage Range

		PMPM

		PMPM Discount

		Projected Discount 

(based on avg. 300K MM)



		up to 65%

		 $          3.30 

		 

		 



		66% to 70%

		 $          3.09 

		 $           0.21 

		 $        756,000 



		71% to 75%

		 $          2.88 

		 $           0.21 

		 $        756,000 



		76% to 80%

		 $          2.67 

		 $           0.21 

		 $        756,000 



		81% to 85%

		 $          2.46 

		 $           0.21 

		 $        756,000 



		86% to 90%

		 $          2.25 

		 $           0.21 

		 $        756,000 





Cost Proposal Narrative


As the incumbent broker, LogistiCare offers a comprehensive understanding of Nevada’s statewide NET program as well as the overall experience to truly estimate the cost of providing a program that meets the requirements of the DHCFP. 

LogistiCare and Nevada NET Program History


LogistiCare has operated the Nevada NET Program since October 2003.  We are the largest and most experienced NET transportation management company in the nation with statewide operations in Delaware, Oklahoma, Mississippi, Missouri, New Jersey, Virginia and Wisconsin, along with numerous regional state operations.  An inexperienced bidder, or even a bidder trying to “buy” the business, may implode within a matter of months or attempt to deny services to those beneficiaries that truly need treatment.  This situation recently occurred in the State of Missouri when a competitor was not able to fulfill their responsibility at their bid rate.  The state had to endure a second transition of the NET program within one year and requested that LogistiCare return to manage the program. 


If an unrealistically low price is accepted in Nevada, the broker may revert to suppressing transportation access in the NET program, which would ultimately cost DHCFP a great deal more in transportation and medical losses. Those members that are not served properly through the NET program, at appropriate levels of service, may end up in the emergency room via an ambulance which at approximately $200 a trip is much more costly than an NET funded trip.  Therefore, it is critical to have a partner with the proven record of experience that is operationally capable of executing program changes as needed.  We believe that DHCFP and LogistiCare have such a partnership.


It is also critical to be able to rely on a broker that has the financial stability to weather the unexpected, as well as the flexibility to drive program changes that benefit their clients.  It is vitally important that DHCFP’s partner be able to provide credible and complete data so that policy changes and directives can be based on actual facts.  


Today’s Environment and Challenges


Recently, Medicaid programs, including Nevada’s, have been faced with ever increasing membership.  The responsibility of the broker in this circumstance is to ensure through modeling and forecasting that network development efforts stay ahead of recipient growth and that they are able to respond to recipient demands at all levels of transport in a cost efficient manner.  We remain committed to doing so for the entire state of Nevada.


In order to manage the program as efficiently as possible, LogistiCare diligently focuses on three key components of our pricing; transportation cost, administrative cost and utilization management.

Transportation Cost Factors


In projecting unit cost increases, we have historically looked at the types of rate increases granted by the taxi authority and the NTA (these rate increases are outside the control of the broker), requests from our commercially contracted providers, and both national and regional statistics related to transportation operating expenses.  In quantifying some of the historical operating expenses of our transportation network, one of the greatest challenges in Nevada is that many rates are authorized and adjusted by the NTA and the Taxi Authority.  This leaves LogistiCare or any other management company with no leverage or input when taxi cabs and the NTA providers give us notice of rate adjustments that have been as high as 10 to 15%. These rate increases end up having to be absorbed by the program.  This is a major reason why we have worked over the years to reduce the usage of transportation providers operating under these authorities.

We also track the cost of fuel, insurance, and labor, which usually accounts for over 80% of the gross revenue of a transportation provider’s business.  These costs are often quite volatile, as we have all seen recently with the escalation of fuel costs. It continues to be the greatest variable to the operational cost of transportation providers as reflected in the chart below:


Fuel Prices2004200520062007200820092010


Unleaded - Regular1.95$  2.37$  2.68$  2.90$  3.37$  2.47$  2.90$  


Annual Increases21.5%12.9%8.5%15.9%-26.5%17.3%


Increase Since 200448.9%72.7%26.9%48.8%


Avg Annual Increase8.3%


U.S. Energy Information Administration


Fuel Price Trend




Since operating costs for individual subcontractors will continue to increase, innovation is required to maintain a solid and reliable transportation network in an environment of increasing fuel, labor, and insurance costs.  We help our network providers be more efficient and better businesses by consolidating and offering “group rates” on specific transportation service items such as: a) on-line driver training from third party experts (National Safety, CTAA, etc.), b) fuel-card programs that provide not only discounts but also key reports that assist an owner to monitor the performance and habits of their drivers, and c) access to a national insurance broker that can competitively bid out their insurance needs often at considerable discounted rates.    


Administrative Expenses


Nevada’s program requires the full range of NET brokerage management tasks, including but not limited to; eligibility review, gate-keeping, determination of the appropriate level of service, scheduling, routing, fraud and abuse review, high mileage review, utilization review, 100% reconciliation of all subcontractors’ billing, and prior approval authorization for any additional services such as wait time, attendants, and after hour services.  Additionally, LogistiCare provides a more robust effort than most of our competitors in the areas of vehicle and driver compliance monitoring, quality assurance and improvement review, complaint resolution, facility outreach, facility monthly attendance review, and reconciliation of medical service frequency to actual transportation service frequency. These administrative functions are ingrained in our service levels and with our experienced Nevada staff there are no transition or learning curve concerns.  


LogistiCare’s Utilization Management Experience 


While Nevada has its own unique nuances with NET delivery requirements, LogistiCare’s experience in well over four dozen NET capitated contracts provides us with a significant database of knowledge about utilization rate trending and how to use that knowledge to positively impact the program.  Utilization management requires a clear understanding of covered versus non-covered services, field observation of appropriate levels of transportation, and a program for identifying occurrences of transportation to non-Medicaid services.  Our experience reveals that facilities often request NET services simply because the beneficiary is Medicaid eligible, without regard for whether the transportation needed is to a covered service.  This type of utilization assessment is critical in ensuring that volume (utilization) is kept at appropriate levels, and that the appropriate funding source for the transportation service is identified. 


In conjunction with our state clients, LogistiCare has implemented many different programs aimed at controlling utilization and lowering cost.  This joint effort has provided budget predictability even while Medicaid enrollments continued to grow. We specifically want DHCFP to understand this utilization stabilization does not come from denials of service but from identifying covered versus non-covered service, adjusting level of service to the medically appropriate level, fraud and abuse reviews and investigations, trip frequency verification against medical claims frequency, and applying proper levels of service with each individual trip request.  


These utilization management initiatives are particularly critical in a program that continues to face higher demand.  Therefore, it is important to be able to substantiate every trip as being covered and appropriate.  It is also critical to understand that new programs or expansions can drive utilization increases, such as additional medical sites approved for services (i.e. the recent mental health facilities in northern Nevada) or projected increases in privatization of children behavioral programs.

Closing Summary 


The attraction of a broker model is in achieving the long-term benefits of budget predictability while improving access and stabilizing future program cost.  LogistiCare’s strength should be measured not only from day one savings but in maintaining costs over time.  


We know that there is no other broker with LogistiCare’s vast experience in successfully managing the financial risks of NET brokerage programs. With many third party stakeholders relying on this NET program to successfully meet the needs of the Medicaid population; our day to day operational management goes well beyond simply managing a call center. The NET program is a comprehensive undertaking that requires a focus on efficiency and quality in all aspects of delivery. Our sole focus on managing rather than doing transportation is reflected in the unique capabilities of our people and our LogistiCAD program management software. 


LogistiCare stands ready to support the State of Nevada with our innovations and the program performance that sets us apart from our competitors. In today’s environment, there is more cost exposure in risking a transition to an ineffective contractor than there is in reaching an acceptable contract rate with a proven, experienced partner. 
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MMEEDDIICCAALL  TTRRAANNSSPPOORRTTAATTIIOONN  MMAANNAAGGEEMMEENNTT,,  IINNCC..  
  


Policy and Procedure 
 


 
Dated:   July 19, 2004      Policy No. 437  
 
Subject: Transportation Provider Complaints,    Page 1 of 3 


Grievance and Appeals Process       
  


Department: Quality Management     
 
 
PURPOSE:  To establish a transportation provider complaint, grievance, and appeal process that 
guarantees the right for a review of the determined outcome of a complaint or grievance to any of 
NEMT services. 
 
POLICY:  All complaints, grievances, and appeals received verbally or in writing are important 
and are channeled to the Quality Management Department for documentation, investigation, 
resolution, follow up, and reporting. Investigations of complaints, grievances and appeals are 
completed using applicable statutory, regulatory, contractual provisions and MTM’s policies and 
procedures. 
  
DEFINITIONS: 
Complaint – A verbal or written expression by a transportation provider which indicates 
dissatisfaction or dispute with a recipient/member/beneficiary, MTM policy and procedure, claims, 
or any aspect of function. 
 
Grievance – A written request for further review of a transportation provider’s complaint that the 
party the complaint is against is unsatisfied with after completion of the complaint process. 
 
Appeal - The formal mechanism which allows a transportation provider the right to submit any 
written expression of continued dissatisfaction after the written resolution of a grievance. 
 
Transportation provider – MTM vendor providing the transportation service to a 
recipient/member/beneficiary. 
 
COMPLAINT PROCESS: 
 
1. A toll free number (866-436-0457) will be available for the recipient/member/beneficiary or 


their authorized representative to file a complaint. 
2. A recipient/member/beneficiary or their authorized representative may file a complaint either 


verbally or in writing within one (1) year of the incident that resulted in the complaint or as 
otherwise determined by client contract.   


3. All MTM personnel are trained to forward all calls and/or written correspondence regarding 
transportation provider complaints to the Quality Management Department where an assigned 
Quality Service Coordinator (QSC) will intake, document, investigate, resolve, follow up, and 
report the complaint.  
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4. The QSC, if available, will answer the call at that time, document all information regarding the 
complaint, and if possible, resolve the complaint at the time of the call.   


5. If the QSC is not available, the caller will be asked if they care to leave a message and receive 
a call back from the QSC.   


6. If the caller does leave a message, the QSC will return the call the following business day.   
7. The QSC will then begin the investigation, resolution and follow-up process. A thorough 


investigation will be conducted of each complaint using applicable statutory, regulatory, and 
contractual provisions, as well as MTM’s written policies. 


8. QSCs work with transportation providers, clients, social workers, medical facilities, 
recipients/members/beneficiaries and MTM personnel to resolve complaint.   


9. MTM shall ensure that those making decisions on complaints are individuals who are not 
involved in any previous level of review or decision making that would prevent an objective, 
unbiased decision. 


10. Complaints will be resolved within ten (10) days of their filing or otherwise identified by client 
contract.   


11. The QSC will document and code all complaints in the NET Management System. 
12. MTM shall maintain records of complaints, whether received verbally or in writing, that 


includes a short, dated summary of the problem, name of the complainant, date of the 
complaint, date of the decision, and the disposition. 


13. The QSC will provide education to providers and recipients/members/beneficiaries as part of 
the resolution process. 


14. The Quality Management (QM) Manager reviews the client’s monthly complaint report prior 
to forwarding to the respective client. 


15. QSCs use a standard format for reports sent to clients. 
16. QM Department Staff maintains discretion and confidentiality in all complaint situations. 
17. A transportation provider complaint summary will be forwarded to Network Management each 


month.  
18. Complaints will be tracked and trended presented to the Quality Management Committee. 
19. All MTM staff will immediately report all complaints of high visibility or potential serious 


consequence to the QM Manager who will involve MTM executive management as necessary.  
 
GRIEVANCE PROCESS: 
1. A formal grievance procedure is followed when a complaint resolution is not considered by the 


party the complaint is against to be satisfactory: 
a. The grievance must be sent to MTM in writing within ninety (90) days of the 


complaint resolution.  Information must be specific and sufficiently detailed.  
b. MTM will acknowledge receipt of the grievance in writing via certified mail within ten 


(10) business days after receiving the grievance. 
c. A thorough investigation will be conducted of each grievance using applicable 


statutory, regulatory, and contractual provisions, as well as MTM’s written policies. 
d. MTM will complete any necessary investigation and provide a written response to the 


complainant within thirty (30) days of their filing date.  The notice will include the 
transportation provider’s right to file an appeal. 


e. A corrective action may be part of the grievance resolution. 
f. All grievances will be reported to the client. 
g. All grievances are reported to the Quality Management Committee (QMC) on a 


monthly basis for tracking, trending, and quality improvement. 
h. MTM shall maintain records of grievances that include a copy of the original 


grievance, the response, and the resolution. 
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APPEALS PROCESS: 
1. A transportation provider may file an appeal. 
2. The appeal must be in writing and must be filed within ninety (90) days following notification 


of a grievance decision. 
3. The appeal may be filed by the transportation provider or the transportation provider’s 


authorized representative.  
4. All appeals are filed either with the Appeals Committee and/or State agency. 
5. The Director of Compliance will perform the initial review of the appeal using applicable 


statutory, regulatory, and contractual provisions, as well as MTM’s written policies. 
6. The Appeals Committee composed of MTM’s members of the Executive Management 


Committee and department directors or managers as appropriate will meet to make a decision. 
7. Transportation providers or their authorized representatives will have the opportunity to 


present their case in person if requested to the Appeals Committee. 
8. A corrective action plan may be included as part of the appeal’s resolution. 
9. A final decision will be reached within sixty (60) calendar days of receipt of the appeal with 


extensions possible if approved by the Appeals Committee. 
10. A final written report will be issued and delivered by certified mail. 
11. All appeals will be reported to the client. 
12. MTM shall maintain all records of appeals and resolutions. 
13. All appeals are reported to the Quality Management Committee on a monthly basis for 


tracking, trending, and quality improvement. 
14. This policy is reviewed by the QMC on an annual basis for appropriateness and effectiveness. 
 


 
 
 
APPROVED BY: 
 
 
Director, Outreach and Compliance      Date 
 
 
President/CEO         Date 
 
Original Effective Date: 07/19/04 
Revised:  3/7/05, 5/7/07 
Next Scheduled Review: 07/19/05, 3/7/06, 5/7/08 
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MMEEDDIICCAALL  TTRRAANNSSPPOORRTTAATTIIOONN  MMAANNAAGGEEMMEENNTT,,  IINNCC..  
  


Policy and Procedure 
 


Dated:   October 2, 2008      Policy No. 413  
 
Subject: Management of No Shows    Page 1 of 3 
 
Department: Quality Management 
 
 
PURPOSE:  To notify and educate members/recipients/beneficiaries who consistently fail to 
provide proper notification of cancellation of scheduled non-emergency transportation (NET) 
services.   
 
POLICY:  Weekly reports will be generated for members/recipients/beneficiaries with one or 
more consecutive no shows.  An educational letter followed by a warning and education of 
suspension will be mailed to the member/recipient/beneficiary that accrued one or more no shows 
for the week. 
 
DEFINITIONS: 
X1- No Show- Member/Recipient/Beneficiary canceled direct to driver at pick-up.  
X2- No Show-Member/Recipient/Beneficiary was not there at time of pick-up.  
X3- No Show- Member/Recipient/Beneficiary was there but not ready.  
S4- No Show- Return Trip Member/Recipient/Beneficiary was not arranged pick-up point.  
 
PROCEDURE: 
1. When a transportation provider reports that a member/recipient/beneficiary has not shown for a 


scheduled transportation service for one or more consecutive occurrences within a calendar 
month, the trip is coded in the NET Management System as a “member no show”. 


2. MTM’s Business Solutions Group (BSG) will generate a batch of 
member/recipient/beneficiary no show letters on a weekly basis. 


3. The report will contain the following information: 
a) The member/recipient/beneficiary name and Medicaid identification number; and 
b) The dates of the one or more consecutive no show occurrences 


4. The Compliance Coordinator will review the member/recipient/beneficiary no show report,         
and review the following: 


a) The trip history for each member/recipient/beneficiary for whom a letter has been 
generated; and 


b) The trip note of each trip coded as a member no show (X1, X2, X3 and S4), within the 
designated month, to determine the accuracy of the member no show trip status. 


c) After the 2nd no show, the Compliance Coordinator will also attempt to contact the 
member/recipient/beneficiary and/or their caregiver or designated point of contact via 
telephone to receive further education on member no shows and trip cancellations.  


d) The Compliance Coordinator will maintain a monthly log of member no show 
reminder and warning notices.  


a. The Compliance Coordinator will compare each batch of member no shows 
letters within the designated month, to following monthly log of member no 
show reminders and warning notices, to determine if there are recurring 
patterns of no shows. 
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e) The MTM Program Manager/Account Manager will receive notification of the 
member/recipient/beneficiary no shows.  


5. The following steps will occur if the member/recipient/beneficiary receives one or more no      
shows: 


a) The first (1) valid member/recipient/beneficiary no show will result in an educational 
letter. 


b) If the member/recipient/beneficiary received a second (2) no show within 60 days, 
they will receive a warning letter.  


c) If the third (3) no show is received within 30 days from the second letter, the 
member/recipient/beneficiary will receive a letter of suspension from Medical 
Transportation for a period of 30 days. 


 
This policy will be reviewed by the Quality Management Committee on an annual basis for 
appropriateness and effectiveness 
 
 
 
APPROVED BY: 
 


 
Manager, Quality Management and Compliance     Date 
 


 
Vice President, Operations       Date 
 


 
President/CEO         Date 
 
 
Original Effective Date: 10/5/2009 
Reviewed/Revised: 2/11/10 
Next Scheduled Review: 10/5/2010, 2/11/11  
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Date 
Member Name 
Street Address 
City, State Zip 
 
Dear Beneficiary, 
 
You requested medical transportation from Medical Transportation Management, Inc. (MTM) for 
the following date(s): 
 
Trip Number  MM/DD/YYYY 
Trip Number  MM/DD/YYYY 
Trip Number  MM/DD/YYYY 
Trip Number  MM/DD/YYYY 
 
According to our records, a driver arrived to transport you on each date and you were not at the 
pick up location, canceled at the time of pick up, or were not ready when the driver arrived, which 
resulted in a “member no show.”  Please remember that you are responsible for canceling 
transportation services if you find that you do not need transportation on the requested date.  To 
cancel transportation service, you may contact the transportation provider or MTM’s Customer 
Service line used to request transportation, within 24 hours of the scheduled appointment date.  
Failure to do so may result in a lower level of service, for up to 30 days. 
 
This is a formal notice that, if you fail to provide proper notice for the cancellation of any future 
trip that results in a “member no show,” your transportation services may be changed to a lower 
level of service for up to 30 days. 
 
If you are satisfied with this decision, a formal grievance procedure is available.  You may contact 
the Quality Management Department at 1-866-436-0457 to inquire about our formal grievance 
procedure. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
Medical Transportation Management, Inc.  
 
MTM, Inc. 
16 Hawk Ridge Drive 
Lake St. Louis, MO 63367 
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Policy and Procedure 
          


Dated:   March 19, 2007      Policy No.  6450 
                              
Subject: Beneficiary Behavioral Issue Sanctions-   Page 1of 2 
 
Department: Quality Management 
      
 
PURPOSE:  To monitor beneficiary behavioral issues and establish a process to sanction 
beneficiaries which exceed the established threshold for beneficiary behavioral issues within a 
month.  
 
POLICY:  MTM will sanction beneficiaries that exceed the established threshold for reported 
behavioral issues within a month, through the temporary suspension of transportation services.  
 
DEFINITION: 
Minor behavioral issue: is an issue that creates discomfort or offends a driver or other Medical 
Assistance Transportation Program (MATP) passenger(s). An example can be screaming, 
disrespect, playing music, bringing animals other than service animals, littering the bus, use of 
foul language or actions etc. 
 
Severe behavioral issue: is an issue that may create physical harm to the driver of other MATP 
passenger(s). An example can be striking another individual, creating disruption in the vehicle 
that could result in an accident, carrying a weapon, distracting the driver etc. 
 
Verbal abuse issue: Verbal abuse is hostile language that hurts the listener and is not accidental. 
For effects of this policy, three verbal abuse issues will count as one minor behavioral issue. 
 
PROCEDURE:  
1. MTM representatives will document any reported issues of beneficiary abuse.  
2. For minor behavioral issues: 


a. Quality Service Coordinators (QSC) will review and track reported issues of 
beneficiary abuse on a daily basis.  


b. When a minor behavioral issue is reported, the QSC will initiate an investigation that 
should be complete within the next 24 hours. If it is a substantiated complaint, the 
QSC will call the beneficiary or the beneficiary’s guardian to notify that the 
beneficiary will be suspended from receiving transportation services. The suspension 
will vary depending in the number of minor behavioral issues reported within a 
month: 
 


 First issue reported: the beneficiary will be suspended for three calendar days 
 Second issue: the beneficiary will be suspended for seven calendar days 
 Third issue reported: the beneficiary will be suspended for thirty calendar 


days 
 







 


 


Additionally if a child leaves his/her designated seat to disturb other passengers or the 
driver, the child will be suspended from receiving transportation for the following day. 
 
In all cases, a Suspension Notice letter will be mailed.  The notice will outline the terms 
of the suspension. 


 
3. For severe behavioral issues, depending on the nature of the issue, the beneficiary may be 


immediately and permanently suspended. A QSC will issue an Inappropriate Behavior 
Suspension Notice. The notice will outline the terms of the Permanent Suspension 


4. The QM representative will place a note in the Red Flag of any beneficiary that has been 
issued a suspension notice, regarding the date span of the suspension, and the date the 
suspension expires.  


5. This Policy is reviewed by the QMC on an annual basis for appropriateness and effectiveness.  
 
 
APPROVED BY: 
 
 
Manager, Quality Management       Date 
 
 
Vice President, Operations        Date 
 


President, CEO         Date 
 
Original Effective Date: 03/19/07 
Reviewed/Revised: 3/7/08 
Next Scheduled Review: 3/19/08, 3/7/09 
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MMEEDDIICCAALL  TTRRAANNSSPPOORRTTAATTIIOONN  MMAANNAAGGEEMMEENNTT,,  IINNCC..  
  


Policy and Procedure 
 


 
Dated:   March 1, 2005                                          Policy No. 446 
 
Subject: HIPAA Reasonable Safeguards  


             Incidental Uses and Disclosures and Minimum               Page 1 of 8 
 Necessary Applications 
 


Department: Quality Management 
 
 
OBJECTIVE: To maintain HIPAA compliance 
 
POLICY: MTM shall incorporate reasonable safeguards, which shall support 
Processes, which support reasonable safeguards regarding protected health information (PHI) and 
Confidentiality. 
 
Definitions- 
Protected Health Information-Means individually identifiable health information 
 
Incidental use or disclosure- is disclosure that can not reasonably be prevented, is listed in nature, 
And that occurs as a result of another use of disclosure that is permitted under the HIPAA Privacy 
Rule. 
 
Reasonable Safeguards- the maintenance of appropriate administrative, technical, and physical 
safeguards which protect against uses and disclosures not permitted by the HIPAA Privacy Rule 
(45 CFR 164.530 (c) which is identified as Attachment A of this policy. 
 
Minimum Necessary- A key protection of the HIPAA Privacy Rule and is based on sound current 
practice that protected health information should not be used or disclosed when it is not necessary 
to satisfy a particular purpose or carry out a function 
 
 
PROCEDURE: MTM shall incorporate the following: 
1. Avoid discussing recipient/member/beneficiary information when in public areas, such as 
      hallways, dining areas, smoking areas and elevators 
2. Protect recipient/member/beneficiary health information by assuring confidentiality- isolate or 
      locking file cabinets  
3. Staff may coordinate services within their work stations 
4. Staff may discuss coordination of services over the phone as long as those services are within 


the realm of the business activities in which there is the appropriate access to information and 
both parties are communicating the information on a minimum necessary basis. 


5. When leaving information regarding protected health information or other confidential 
information on voicemail, leave only MTM’s name, staff’s name, phone number and ask that 
the individual call back 
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6. All accidental disclosures of health information shall be reported to the Quality Management 
 Manager (or designee). 
7. Accidental protected health information disclosures shall be logged and reported monthly to 


MTM’s legal counsel and as identified within specific client contracts.  Please see Attachment 
B - Accidental Disclosure Reporting Form. 
 
Note:  Addendums are attached to identify differences in specific client contracts 
 
 


 
APPROVED BY: 
 
 
Manager, Quality Management        Date 
 
 
Vice President, Operations        Date 
 
 
President/CEO                                Date 
 
Original Effective Date: 3/21/05 
Reviewed/Revised: 4/10/06, 5/7/07, 3/7/08, 2/16/09 
Next Scheduled Review: 3/21/06, 4/10/07, 5/7/08, 7/31/07, 3/7/09, 2/16/10 
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Attachment A 


   Reasonable Safeguards 


 


164.502 Uses and disclosures of protected health information: general rules.


(a) Standard. A covered entity may not use or disclose protected health 
information, except as permitted or required by this subpart or by subpart C of part 
160 of this subchapter. 


(1) Permitted uses and disclosures. A covered entity is permitted to use or 
disclose protected health information as follows: 


(i) To the individual; 


(ii) Pursuant to and in compliance with a consent that complies with § 164.506, to 
carry out treatment, payment, or health care operations; 


(iii) Without consent, if consent is not required under § 164.506(a) and has not 
been sought under § 164.506(a)(4), to carry out treatment, payment, or health 
care operations, except with respect to psychotherapy notes; 


(iv) Pursuant to and in compliance with an authorization that complies with § 
164.508; 


(v) Pursuant to an agreement under, or as otherwise permitted by, § 164.510; and 


(vi) As permitted by and in compliance with this section, § 164.512, or § 
164.514(e), (f), and (g). 


(2) Required disclosures. A covered entity is required to disclose protected health 
information: 


(i) To an individual, when requested under, and as required by §§ 164.524 or 
164.528; and 


(ii) When required by the Secretary under subpart C of part 160 of this subchapter 
to investigate or determine the covered entity's compliance with this subpart. 


(b) Standard: minimum necessary. (1) Minimum necessary applies. When using or 
disclosing protected health information or when requesting protected health 
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information from another covered entity, a covered entity must make reasonable 
efforts to limit protected health information to the minimum necessary to 
accomplish the intended purpose of the use, disclosure, or request.  


(2) Minimum necessary does not apply. This requirement does not apply to: 


(i) Disclosures to or requests by a health care provider for treatment; 


(ii) Uses or disclosures made to the individual, as permitted under paragraph (a) 
(1) (i) of this section, as required by paragraph (a) (2) (i) of this section, or 
pursuant to an authorization under § 164.508, except for authorizations requested 
by the covered entity under § 164.508(d), (e), or (f); 


(iii) Disclosures made to the Secretary in accordance with subpart C of part 160 of 
this subchapter; 


(iv) Uses or disclosures that are required by law, as described by § 164.512(a); 
and 


(v) Uses or disclosures that are required for compliance with applicable 
requirements of this subchapter. 


(c) Standard: uses and disclosures of protected health information subject to an 
agreed upon restriction. A covered entity that has agreed to a restriction pursuant 
to § 164.522(a)(1) may not use or disclose the protected health information 
covered by the restriction in violation of such restriction, except as otherwise 
provided in § 164.522(a). 


(d) Standard: uses and disclosures of de-identified protected health information.  


(1) Uses and disclosures to create de-identified information. A covered entity may 
use protected health information to create information that is not individually 
identifiable health information or disclose protected health information only to a 
business associate for such purpose, whether or not the de-identified information 
is to be used by the covered entity. 


(2) Uses and disclosures of de-identified information. Health information that 
meets the standard and implementation specifications for de-identification under § 
164.514(a) and (b) is considered not to be individually identifiable health 
information, i.e., de-identified. The requirements of this subpart do not apply to 
information that has been de-identified in accordance with the applicable 
requirements of § 164.514, provided that: 


(i) Disclosure of a code or other means of record identification designed to enable 
coded or otherwise de-identified information to be re-identified constitutes 
disclosure of protected health information; and 
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(ii) If de-identified information is re-identified, a covered entity may use or disclose 
such re-identified information only as permitted or required by this subpart. 


(e)(1) Standard: disclosures to business associates. (i) A covered entity may 
disclose protected health information to a business associate and may allow a 
business associate to create or receive protected health information on its behalf, 
if the covered entity obtains satisfactory assurance that the business associate will 
appropriately safeguard the information.  


(ii) This standard does not apply: 


(A) With respect to disclosures by a covered entity to a health care provider 
concerning the treatment of the individual; 


(B) With respect to disclosures by a group health plan or a health insurance issuer 
or HMO with respect to a group health plan to the plan sponsor, to the extent that 
the requirements of § 164.504(f) apply and are met; or 


(C) With respect to uses or disclosures by a health plan that is a government 
program providing public benefits, if eligibility for, or enrollment in, the health plan 
is determined by an agency other than the agency administering the health plan, 
or if the protected health information used to determine enrollment or eligibility in 
the health plan is collected by an agency other than the agency administering the 
health plan, and such activity is authorized by law, with respect to the collection 
and sharing of individually identifiable health information for the performance of 
such functions by the health plan and the agency other than the agency 
administering the health plan. 


(iii) A covered entity that violates the satisfactory assurances it provided as a 
business associate of another covered entity will be in noncompliance with the 
standards, implementation specifications, and requirements of this paragraph and 
§ 164.504(e). 


(2) Implementation specification: documentation. A covered entity must document 
the satisfactory assurances required by paragraph (e)(1) of this section through a 
written contract or other written agreement or arrangement with the business 
associate that meets the applicable requirements of § 164.504(e). 


(f) Standard: deceased individuals. A covered entity must comply with the 
requirements of this subpart with respect to the protected health information of a 
deceased individual. 


(g)(1) Standard: personal representatives. As specified in this paragraph, a 
covered entity must, except as provided in paragraphs (g)(3) and (g)(5) of this 
section, treat a personal representative as the individual for purposes of this 
subchapter. 
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(2) Implementation specification: adults and emancipated minors. If under 
applicable law a person has authority to act on behalf of an individual who is an 
adult or an emancipated minor in making decisions related to health care, a 
covered entity must treat such person as a personal representative under this 
subchapter, with respect to protected health information relevant to such personal 
representation. 


(3) Implementation specification: unemancipated minors. If under applicable law a 
parent, guardian, or other person acting in loco parentis has authority to act on 
behalf of an individual who is an unemancipated minor in making decisions related 
to health care, a covered entity must treat such person as a personal 
representative under this subchapter, with respect to protected health information 
relevant to such personal representation, except that such person may not be a 
personal representative of an unemancipated minor, and the minor has the 
authority to act as an individual, with respect to protected health information 
pertaining to a health care service, if: 


(i) The minor consents to such health care service; law, regardless of whether the 
consent of another person has also been obtained; requires no other consent to 
such health care service and the minor has not requested that such person be 
treated as the personal representative; 


(ii) The minor may lawfully obtain such health care service without the consent of a 
parent, guardian, or other person acting in loco parentis, and the minor, a court, or 
another person authorized by law consents to such health care service; or 


(iii) A parent, guardian, or other person acting in loco parentis assents to an 
agreement of confidentiality between a covered health care provider and the minor 
with respect to such health care service. 


(4) Implementation specification: deceased individuals. If under applicable law an 
executor, administrator, or other person has authority to act on behalf of a 
deceased individual or of the individual's estate, a covered entity must treat such 
person as a personal representative under this subchapter, with respect to 
protected health information relevant to such personal representation. 


(5) Implementation specification: abuse, neglect, endangerment situations. 
Notwithstanding a State law or any requirement of this paragraph to the contrary, a 
covered entity may elect not to treat a person as the personal representative of an 
individual if: 


(i) The covered entity has a reasonable belief that: 


(A) The individual has been or may be subjected to domestic violence, abuse, or 
neglect by such person; or  
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(B) Treating such person as the personal representative could endanger the 
individual; and  


(ii) The covered entity, in the exercise of professional judgment, decides that it is 
not in the best interest of the individual to treat the person as the individual's 
personal representative. 


(h) Standard: confidential communications. A covered health care provider or 
health plan must comply with the applicable requirements of § 164.522(b) in 
communicating protected health information. 


(i) Standard: uses and disclosures consistent with notice. A covered entity that is 
required by § 164.520 to have a notice may not use or disclose protected health 
information in a manner inconsistent with such notice. A covered entity that is 
required by § 164.520(b)(1)(iii) to include a specific statement in its notice if it 
intends to engage in an activity listed in § 164.520(b)(1)(iii)(A)-(C), may not use or 
disclose protected health information for such activities, unless the required 
statement is included in the notice. 


(j) Standard: disclosures by whistleblowers and workforce member crime victims.


(1) Disclosures by whistleblowers. A covered entity is not considered to have 
violated the requirements of this subpart if a member of its workforce or a business 
associate discloses protected health information, provided that: 


(i) The workforce member or business associate believes in good faith that the 
covered entity has engaged in conduct that is unlawful or otherwise violates 
professional or clinical standards, or that the care, services, or conditions provided 
by the covered entity potentially endangers one or more patients, workers, or the 
public; and 


(ii) The disclosure is to: 


(A) A health oversight agency or public health authority authorized by law to 
investigate or otherwise oversee the relevant conduct or conditions of the covered 
entity or to an appropriate health care accreditation organization for the purpose of 
reporting the allegation of failure to meet professional standards or misconduct by 
the covered entity; or 


(B) An attorney retained by or on behalf of the workforce member or business 
associate for the purpose of determining the legal options of the workforce 
member or business associate with regard to the conduct described in paragraph 
(j)(1)(i) of this section. 


(2) Disclosures by workforce members who are victims of a crime. A covered 
entity is not considered to have violated the requirements of this subpart if a 
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member of its workforce who is the victim of a criminal act discloses protected 
health information to a law enforcement official, provided that: 


(i) The protected health information disclosed is about the suspected perpetrator of 
the criminal act; and 


(ii) The protected health information disclosed is limited to the information listed in 
§ 164.512(f)(2)(i 
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ADDENDUM A:   Children's Mercy Family Health Partners 
 
 
1.  Monthly reports of all PHI disclosure will be reported to FHP and FHK as per client 
request. 
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MMEEDDIICCAALL  TTRRAANNSSPPOORRTTAATTIIOONN  MMAANNAAGGEEMMEENNTT,,  IINNCC..  
  


Policy and Procedure 
 


 
Dated:   March 1, 2005                                          Policy No.  447 
 
Subject: HIPAA - Physical Security Standards   Page 1 of 2 
  Private Health Information (PHI) and other Confidential  
  Information 
 
Department: Quality Management 
 
 
OBJECTIVE: To develop and maintain physical security standards to help protect the 
confidentiality and privacy of MTM’s recipient/member/beneficiary information. 
 
POLICY: MTM shall follow a rigorous process to achieve and maintain secure work areas in 
which private health information as well as other confidential information is not compromised. 
 
PROCEDURE: 
1. Where feasible, workstations/terminals will be positioned or shielded so that computer screens 
 are not visible to the general public or unauthorized staff.  
2. Where practical, fax machines and copiers will be located in areas that are not accessible to the 
 public.  
3. Output from these devices should be monitored to insure that it is promptly delivered to the 
      intended party or promptly discarded 
4. Staff will secure their work areas when unattended. This includes breaks; lunch periods or any 


other times that work areas are vulnerable to snooping. If offices have doors that lock, they 
should be locked when unoccupied if Protected Health Information (PHI) is visible. Where no 
doors secure work areas, desks should be kept free of clutter, and all documents containing PHI 
should be placed in locked drawers or cabinets  


5. Staff will enable a password protected screen saver feature to clear the screen if the 
      workstation/terminal must be left briefly unattended. 
6. Staff shall sign off/power off workstations/terminals when not in use or when leaving the work 
      area, or at the end of the day. 
7. Any electronic media being discarded or replaced (including hard drives in workstations) shall 


be written over, degaussed, or irrecoverably destroyed to ensure proper erasure of confidential 
or proprietary information 


8. Staff shall secure media (such as hard copy, diskettes, etc.), which contain confidential 
 information in double locked environment such as locked desk, cabinet, or room. 
9. Management shall provide staff with facilities (shredders, secured bins, etc.) for proper 
      disposal of confidential printouts.  Staff shall dispose of printouts at these facilities. 
10. Staff shall print documents only when necessary. 
11. Copying of confidential documents shall be minimized. 
12. Management and staff will take any other reasonable and logical measure necessary to 
      maintain a secure work area, even if this measure is not specifically enumerated above 
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APPROVED BY: 
 
 
Manager, Quality Management        Date 
 
 
Vice President, Operations        Date 
 
 
President/CEO                                 Date 
 
Original Effective Date: 3/21/05 
Reviewed/Revised: 4/10/06, 5/7/07, 3/7/08, 2/16/09 
Next Scheduled Review: 3/21/06, 4/10/07, 5/7/08, 3/7/09, 2/16/10 
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Policy and Procedure 
 
 


Dated:   March 19, 2007                               Policy No. 449 
 
Subject: HIPAA – Electronic Security Standards   Page 1 of 2 
   
Department: Quality Management 
 
 
OBJECTIVE: To develop and maintain HIPAA compliant security standards to ensure the  
confidentiality and privacy of recipient information upon electronic transfer. 
 
POLICY: MTM shall follow HIPAA compliant processes to achieve and maintain secure 
transmission of data containing Protected Health Information (PHI). 
 
PROCEDURE: 
1. PHI will be communicated on as needed basis via employee emails which are housed 


within the MTM Server.  In these circumstances minimal information will be contained within 
the email, i.e. if the recipient’s/member’s/beneficiary’s name is attached, no other information 
which is identifiable will be attached such as recipient/member/beneficiary number or state 
identification number. Neither recipient/member/beneficiary name, 
recipient/member/beneficiary number or state identification number should be contained within 
the same email nor be communicated using email which is not submitted within a secured and 
protected environment (within MTM’s server). 


2. All outgoing emails for recipients outside of the MTM server must have HIPAA language 
 attached to it. 
3. When sending an electronic file containing PHI to recipients outside MTM’s server, the sender 
 must observe the following rules: 


a. If file size is larger than 10 megabytes, is must be placed in an FTP server. 
b. If the file is less than 10 megabytes, it can be sent either by secure email or by 
 protected password Excel spreadsheet. 


4. This policy is reviewed by the Quality Management Committee on an annual basis for 
appropriateness and effectiveness. 
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APPROVED BY: 
 
 
Manager, Quality Management       Date 
 
 
Vice President, Operations       Date 
 
 
President/CEO                                Date 
 
Original Effective Date: 03/19/07 
Reviewed/Revised: 3/7/08, 2/16/09 
Next Scheduled Review: 03/19/08, 3/7/09, 2/16/10 
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MMEEDDIICCAALL  TTRRAANNSSPPOORRTTAATTIIOONN  MMAANNAAGGEEMMEENNTT,,  IINNCC..  
  


Policy and Procedure 
 


 
Dated:   May 7, 2007      Policy No.  452 
 
Subject:   HIPAA Training     Page 1 of 1 
 
Department: Quality Management 
 
 
PURPOSE:  To ensure all MTM staff are trained regarding the HIPAA regulations. 
 
POLICY: All MTM staff will have initial HIPAA training within new employee orientation and 
ongoing HIPAA training on an annual basis. 
 
Definition:  HIPAA:  Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act 
 
PROCEDURE: 
1. HIPAA training will be part of MTM’s new employee orientation agenda. 
2. HIPAA training will include discussion of transactions and code sets (as applicable), and 


privacy and security. 
3. Upon completion of HIPAA training, staff will sign HIPAA training and confidentiality 


statement Documentation of the training and copies of the confidentiality statement will be 
stored in Human Resources.  Documentation includes sign in sheets, content of training and 
training dates. 


4. Ongoing training will be provided as needed. 
5. This policy is reviewed by the Quality Management Committee on an annual basis for 


appropriateness and effectiveness. 
 


 
APPROVED BY: 
 
 
Manager, Quality Management       Date 
 
 
Vice President, Operations       Date 
 
 
President/CEO         Date 
 
Original Effective Date: 5/7/07 
Reviewed/Revised: 3/7/08, 2/16/09 
Next Scheduled Review: 5/7/08, 3/7/09, 2/16/10 
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Policy and Procedure 
Dated:  June 25, 2007 Policy No.  454 


Subject: Electronic Communications – Compliance Pages: 1 of 12 


Department: Quality Management  


 
PURPOSE: 


 MTM’s Electronic Communications Policy (the "Policy") outlines the processes and 
procedures that will be utilized by MTM to minimize risks and maximize benefits of 
Electronic Communications for MTM, its clients and their enrollees, members, 
insureds and/or covered persons (collectively, "Covered Persons").  This Policy 
should be reviewed in conjunction with MTM’s Employee Manual.   


The use of Electronic Communications Resources to transmit or maintain certain 
types of information, including, without limitation, Protected Health Information, is 
subject to federal law, state law, MTM's contractual obligations, and its existing 
policies, processes and procedures (including its Records Management Policies). 
The purposes of this Electronic Communications Compliance Policy are: 


• to establish policies regarding the privacy, confidentiality and security of 
Electronic Communications which comply with MTM’s obligations under 
federal law, including, without limitation, the Administrative Simplification 
Provisions of the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 
1996 and the regulations promulgated thereunder (“HIPAA”), state law, 
MTM’s contractual obligations, and MTM's existing policies, processes and 
procedures (including its Records Management Policies); 


• to ensure that Electronic Communications and Electronic Communication 
Devices are used for purposes appropriate to MTM's business; 


• to inform all MTM employees about the applicability of the laws regarding 
Electronic Communications; 


• to ensure that Electronic Communications and Electronic Communication 
Devices are used in compliance with those laws and policies; and 


• to provide guidance concerning MTM and its employees rights and 
responsibilities with respect to the proper use of Electronic 
Communications and Electronic Communication Devices. 
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POLICY: 


 


cesses and procedures 
(including its Record Management Policies).  Any violation of this policy will result 
in an employee’s discipline, up to and including termination. 


COPE: 


 ansmitted or 
received by MTM and/or its employees, whether through Electronic 


munication Resources owned or managed by MTM or otherwise. 


UTHORIT


 


, and to exercise good 
judgment in the discharge of their responsibilities with respect to Electronic 


The primary responsibility for enforcement of this Policy and its 
operational procedures rests with the Direct of Compliance and with Senior 


gement. 


DEFINITIONS: 


 


MTM shall follow a comprehensive set of guidelines, processes and procedures, as 
described herein, to ensure the appropriate use of Electronic Communications and 
Electronic Communication Devices in compliance with federal law, state law, 
MTM’s contractual obligations and its existing policies, pro


S


This Policy applies to any Electronic Communications that are tr


Com


A Y: 


This Policy has been issued by MTM’s Director of Compliance under the authority 
of MTM’s Board of Directors and its Quality Management Committee.  MTM’s 
Board of Directors and its Quality Management Committee reserve the right to 
revise or withdraw this Policy and any rules, policies, or procedures under this 
Policy at any time in order to maintain efficient operations.  MTM employees will 
be notified of any amendments to the Policy.  MTM employees are expected to 
adhere to this Policy in a manner that is supported by MTM


Communications and Electronic Communication Resources. 


No part of this Policy is intended to supersede any legal or regulatory requirements.  
Changes to this Policy require approval by the Board of Directors of MTM.  
Changes in operational procedures, standards, guidelines and technologies, 
provided, they are consistent with this Policy, may be authorized by the Director of 
Compliance.  


Mana


Authorized Users 


Authorized User means any person who uses MTM’s Electronic Communication 
Resources with proper authority.  This term includes employees of MTM who have 
completed the required prerequisites for use such Electronic Communication 
Resources, as described below.  This term does not include persons who are not 
employees of MTM or persons who are employees of MTM but who have either not 
completed the required prerequisites for use of such Electronic Communications 
Equipment or not been properly authorized to use such Electronic Communication 
Resources.  Prerequisites for use of MTM’s Electronic Communication Resources 


• An approved request for access signed by the employee’s immediate 


are as follows: 
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supervisor; and 


• Completion of mandatory training in the use of MTM’s Electronic 


ill be given the same training and follow the same 
policies as MTM’s employees with respect to their use of MTM's Electronic 


Communication Resources by the employee 


Each employee, including new hires, will receive training on MTM’s Electronic 
Communication Resources by MTM’s System Administrator with specific 
procedural training regarding security and controls (with an emphasis on employee 
responsibilities and rights in the use of Electronic Communication Resources).  In 
some instances, temporary employees or outside contractor (collectively "Outside 
Users") may be given authorization to access MTM’s Electronic Communication 
Resources.  Outside Users w


Communications Resources. 


Electronic Communications  


Electronic Communications are identified as the use of Electronic Communication 
Resources to transmit information about or relating to MTM, its clients or their 
Covered Persons, from MTM offices or MTM personnel or to receive information 
about or relating to MTM, its clients or Covered Persons, at MTM offices or by 
MTM personnel.   


Electronic Communications Resources 


Electronic Communication Resources are identified as the following: 


all electronic information processing and communications equipment 
employed by MTM or its employees for the purposes of doing MTM's 
business, including, without limitation, computers, fax machines, wireless 
email, Internet/Intranet/Extranet access accounts, storage media, network 
accounts, 


• 


computer and email instant messaging accounts, and related 


• 


’s offices and/or 
disaster recovery site, including, without limitation, personal information 


ations equipment and software. 


equipment or documentations located at MTM’s offices or disaster recovery 
site; and 
all electronic information processing and communications equipment 
employed by MTM or its employees for the purpose of doing MTM's 
business that is connected to or able to be connected to MTM's offices or 
disaster recovery site from locations outside of MTM


processing and communic
 
Protected Health Information 
 


• 
 individual, the provision of health care to an individual, or the past, 


• identifies the individual or with respect to which there is a reasonable basis 


Protected Health Information means information which: 


relates to the past, present or future physical or mental health or condition 
of an
present or future payment for the provision of health care to an individual; 
and 
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to believe the information can be used to identify the individual. 


NDIRECT 


 
y, and will not employ 


means to defeat the goals this Policy is intended to achieve, even though those 


OWNERSHIP OF MTM ELECTRONIC COMMUNICATIONS RESOURCES AND 
NTELLEC


 ify the use of all of its Electronic 
Communication Resources.  No MTM employee has property interests in any of 


ed or conceived by MTM employees during the 
term of their employment shall be considered "work for hire" and shall be the sole 


lusive property of MTM. 


ERSONAL


 rate asset and should be 
used primarily for legitimate business purposes.  Personal use of MTM's Electronic 


mmu


ess 


• M’s business operation 
y of MTM's information 


 Must not compromise the reputation of MTM; and 


c gain of 
the employee personally or uses which would otherwise violate MTM’s Policies 


le expectation of privacy when using MTM’s Electronic Communication 
Resources for personal use because such use may be monitored and reviewed by 


NACCEPT


 
rs.  The list below 


is not exhaustive, but provides a framework for identifying activities which would 


 


I VIOLATIONS: 


MTM expects that MTM employees will be sensitive to the intent of this Policy and 
not attempt to do indirectly what this Policy prohibits directl


means may not be specifically mentioned within this Policy. 


I TUAL PROPERTY: 


MTM owns or leases and has the right to spec


MTM’s Electronic Communication Resources.   


All intellectual property develop


and exc


P  USE: 


MTM’s Electronic Communication Resources are a corpo


Co nication Resources is not forbidden, but such use: 


• Must be limited and not affect work performance and normal busin
activity 
Must not directly or indirectly interfere with MT


• Must not compromise the security or confidentialit
and/or Electronic Communications Resources; 


•
• Must not burden MTM with noticeable incremental costs. 
 
Personal use of MTM's Electronic Communication Resources does not include uses 
which require substantial amounts of time, uses for the profit or economi


regarding employee time commitment, all of which are strictly prohibited. 


While limited personal use is allowed as described above, employees have no 
reasonab


MTM. 


U ABLE USE: 


The following activities are unacceptable and are prohibited with respect to use of 
MTM’s Electronic Communication Resources by Authorized Use
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be considered unacceptable and prohibited for Authorized Users: 


• Unlawful Activities – MTM’s Electronic Communication Resources must 
not be used to engage in illegal or wrongful conduct. 


• ’s Electronic Communication 


•


• 


 ctronic Communication Resources 
must not be used to send or create pornography or sexually explicit jokes or 


 


RESOURCE


 
reasonably be expected to directly or indirectly cause 


unication Resources, including, but not 
ited 


malicious codes; 


• 


 Automatic forwarding (do not set up rules to automatically forward email 
receive in an MTM email inbox to an external email box); and 


ia email). 


• Personal Gain – MTM’s Electronic Communication Resources must not be 
used for personal financial gain. 


• Fraudulent Offers – MTM’s Electronic Communication Resources must not 
be used to make fraudulent offers of services, products or items. 
Intellectual Property Infringement – MTM
Resources must not be used in a manner that infringes on the copyright or 
other intellectual rights of any third parties. 
Unsubstantial Claims – M TM’s Electronic Communication Resources must 
not be used to exchange gossip, rumors, unsubstantiated claims or personal 
information about others. 
Discrimination – MTM’s Electronic Communication Resources must not be 
used to send discriminatory messages based on gender, race, age, sexual 
orientation, disabilities, religious beliefs, political beliefs or other basis that 
is protected under applicable law. 


• Insensitive Language – MTM’s Electronic Communication Resources must 
not be used to send messages containing offensive, derogatory or abusive 
language. 


• Harassment – MTM’s Electronic Communication Resources must not be 
used to conduct personal attacks on others or in a manner that may be 
construed as harassment or threats or defamation of character. 


• Profanity – MTM’s Electronic Communication Resources must not be used 
for profanity. 
Objectionable Material – MTM’s Ele•


material. 


 RESTRICTIONS: 


Authorized Users shall not employ MTM’s Electronic Communication Resources 
for purposes that could 
excessive strain to MTM's Electronic Comm


llowing: lim to, the fo


• Chain letters and 
• Spam; 
• Email bombs; 


Illegal software; 
• DOS software; 
•


• Source code (do not send computer source code v
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EXTERNAL EMAI  AND PERSONAL ACCOUNTS: 


personal email 
accounts. 


 • s or personal email accounts through use of 


CONFIDEN


 


employed to further secure emails transmitted 


ther avenues of Electronic Communications 
will be implemented or agreed upon. 


In order ust 
mply


• 
 transmitting an email message. 


• ould not leave email accessible when away from their 


• ble for all inappropriate email activity 


• nted email messages as soon as 


• hould not respond to any email that requests personal or 


• ot communicate confidential, competitive or trade 


• 
umber and/or password information to others. 


uthorized Users full 


L SYSTEM


 • MTM related correspondence or any MTM related information must not be 
communicated or conducted via external email systems or 


 Accessing external email system
MTM's Electronic Communication Resources is prohibited. 


TIALITY AND SECURITY: 


Email Confidentiality and Security 


Authorized Users should be aware that all Electronic Communications sent and 
received by MTM Authorized Users are protected by a “firewall”, server and http 
address.  Encryption software is also 
by MTM that contain Protected Health Information.  Encryption will be used to the 
best of MTM’s ability.  In circumstances where encrypted information cannot be 
translated by the recipient; however, o


 to protect the security and confidentiality of email, Authorized Users m
co  with the following guidelines: 


Authorized User should verify that they have selected the appropriate 
recipient or intended destination prior to


• Authorized User should not share personal mail boxes and passwords. 
Authorized Users sh
desk so others can read or send a message from their computer, or amend or 
delete emails from their email account. 
Authorized Users will be responsi
from their account. 
Authorized Users should retrieve pri
possible to prevent unauthorized individuals from reading messages 
containing privileged information. 


• Authorized Users should not open emails from an unknown or unsolicited 
source.  Such emails should be deleted. 
Authorized Users s
corporate account information.  Such emails should just be deleted. 
Authorized Users shall n
secret information of MTM to persons outside of MTM by Electronic 
Communications. 


• Authorized Users shall not send email on which their name or electronic 
identification is hidden. 
Authorized Users are responsible for their own accounts and cannot provide 
their account n


• Authorized Users shall use email signatures to provide relevant contract 
information.  Email signatures should contain the A
name, job title, company name, telephone and fax numbers and MTM’s 
web address. 
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• 
y. 


 Authorized Users must use email notices and fax notices when sending 
information to third parties that make clear any limitations on the extent to 


es from the employee may have been understood to be 


 


 copy or distribute this transmission or take any action in 
reliance on it.  If you received this transmission in error, please notify us 


ne at (xxx-xxx-xxxx) or by email at yyy@MTM-inc.net, or 
by fax at (xxx-xxx-xxxx), and please dispose of and delete this transmission 


please notify us 
immediately by telephone at (xxx-xxx-xxxx) or by email at yyy@MTM-inc.net, or 


ispose of, delete or return this transmission to 


 


Instant Messaging is only to be used for MTM business with approval of the 
Manager, Technology Infrastructure & IP Telephon


•


which the messag
sent on behalf of MTM. 


 


Sample email disclaimer 


This e-mail transmission is sent on behalf of MTM, and may be privileged, 
proprietary or confidential.  It is intended only for the intended recipient.  If you are 
the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering this transmission to 
the intended recipient, please be advised that you are obligated under federal law, 
including, without limitation, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability 
Act of 1996 ("HIPAA"), to maintain the confidentiality of the information contained 
herein.  In addition, please be advised that under federal law you may be prohibited 
from further disclosing this information unless you first obtain the written 
authorization of the person or persons named therein.  In the event you disclose this 
information without first obtaining such authorization, you may be subject to 
various fines and penalties under federal law.  If you are not the intended recipient 
or the person responsible for delivering this transmission to the intended recipient, 
you may not use, disclose,


immediately by telepho


immediately.  Thank you. 


Sample fax disclaimer 


This facsimile transmission is sent on behalf of MTM, and may be privileged, 
proprietary or confidential.  It is intended only for the intended recipient.  If you are 
the intended recipient or the person responsible for delivering this transmission to 
the intended recipient, please be advised that you are obligated under federal law, 
including, without limitation, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability 
Act of 1996 ("HIPAA"), to maintain the confidentiality of the information contained 
herein.  In addition, please be advised that under federal law you may be prohibited 
from further disclosing this information unless you first obtain the written 
authorization of the person or persons named therein.  In the event you disclose this 
information without first obtaining such authorization, you may be subject to 
various fines and penalties under federal law.  If you are not the intended recipient 
or the person responsible for delivering this transmission to the intended recipient, 
you may not use, disclose, copy or distribute this transmission of take any action in 
reliance on it.  If you received this transmission in error, 


by fax at (xxx-xxx-xxxx), and please d
us immediately.  If you return this transmission by mail, we will reimburse your 
cost related to the transmission and returning it to us.  Thank you. 


Protection Against Malicious Code 
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MTM protects its Electronic Communication Resources with anti-virus software 
that scans for malicious code.  Such anti-virus software is approved by the 


reboot 
remain 


• 


• 


t the assistance of the System Administrator or 
his/her designee.  In the event an Authorized User suspects that his/her 


System Administrator; and shut down the 
computer(s) involved. 


Authorized Users are prohibited from disabling anti-virus software running on 


 Pass


 curity
to MTM
The Sys


en disclosed to 
or learned by unauthorized parties, he or she must notify the System 


immediately and passwords must be immediately changed. 
• Authorized Users should not store passwords in readable forms. 


 Ema


 


d upon formats.  Authorized Users 
may encrypt their Electronic Communications with approved software provided by 


are must provide MTM the ability for retention of any key 
necessary to access encrypted messages.  Keys must be kept under the secure 


 Conf


 
which c


Manager, Technology Infrastructure & IP Telephony.  All Authorized Users must 
their computers and laptops daily in order for the anti-virus software to 
optimally effective. 


The System Administrator is responsible for seeing to it that the computers 
and laptops are running anti-virus software that included the current 
definitions of malicious code. 
If an Authorized User suspects that his/her computer or laptop has been 
infected by malicious code, he/she should not attempt to remove the 
malicious code withou


computer or laptop has been infected, he/she should immediately disconnect 
from all networks; call the 


MTM-provided computers or laptops. 


word 


Se  passwords have been put into place to reduce potential unauthorized access 
’s Electronic Communication Resources and Electronic Communications.  


tem Administrator will need to be contacted to unlock access. 


• If an Authorized User suspects that his/her password has be


Administrator 


• Authorized Users should not send passwords electronically. 
 
il Encryption 


MTM will make best efforts to encrypt Electronic Communications when required 
by contractual language or as is advisable under HIPAA.  In circumstances where 
MTM has provided appropriate encryption and the recipient is unable to translate 
the encryption, MTM will suggest and/or provide alternative Electronic 
Communication formats, such as providing password protected Excel files, sending 
information that if compiled would be identified as PHI in separate emails so that 
PHI is not identifiable or in other mutually agree


MTM.  The softw


control of the System Administrator at all times. 


identiality 


Confidential MTM information must be held in the strictest of confidence.  Emails 
ontain confidential information should be identified as “CONFIDENTIAL” 
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within the subject line and/or apply appropriate password protection or encryption. 


Authorized Users should avoid using the • confidential file names within the 


•  password protected in the 


 Financial information and media inquiries are not to be disclosed or 
y anyone other than the designated person and response 


should be provided within an approved medium. 


 Port


 inations, 
and pagers are considered Electronic Communications Resources.  Confidential 


t be kept on these devices.  Further, these devices should not 
be used for long-term storage of MTM or customer data.  Portable resources should 


 Rem


 
 temporarily.  In these 


circumstances, MTM may, in its discretion, provide MTM owned or leased 
 


otel
such El Resources are themselves considered Electronic 


mmu


• employee termination. 


istrator’s approval. 


rity features or 


• 


 notice, to conduct inspections of 
ny employee is working. 


MONITORI


subject matter if the use of such names could disclose the confidential 
information. 
Authorized Users should not send files which are
same e-mail in which the password is sent.  The password should be sent 
under separate e-mail and subject matter. 


•
responded to b


• Employee information is not to be transmitted; all requests for employee 
information should be referred to MTM’s Human Resources Department. 


 
able Resources 


Laptops, notebooks, palm pilots, PDA’s, cell phones, cell phone/PDA comb


information should no


be password protected and placed under lock and key when not in use.  Portable 
resources will be configured with necessary controls and security features. 


ote Access and Uses 


In certain circumstances MTM may permit certain Authorized User access to the 
MTM network to work remotely, either permanently or


Electronic Communications Resources to such employees for their use in working
rem y ("Remote ECR").  All equipment, software and information stored within 


ectronic Communications 
Co nications Resources and are the property of MTM. 


All Remote ECR must be returned to MTM prior to 
• Remote ECR must not be altered in any way without the System 


Admin
• Any exchange of MTM data from the remote location network to MTM’s 


network must be conducted using one or more secu
procedures approved by the System Administrator. 
Authorized Users must immediately report loss of or damage to Remote 
ECR. 


• MTM reserves the right, with or without
the remote location from which a


• MTM may withdraw an employee’s privileges to work at a remote location 
if MTM is not satisfied with the security arrangements at the remote 
location. 


 
NG, AUDITING AND ACCESSING: 
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e compliance 
with such standards, to ensure proper operation of the Electronic Communications 


etwork activities and to identify suspicious activity.  
Monitoring is used to obtain information that is relevant to the workplace, but it 


 Surv


 
ctronic Communications Resources.  Supervisors may receive reports 


generated from such software.  The surveillance software may also be applied to 
etwork from remote locations and portable devices.  


Systemic Electronic Communications Resources monitoring is allowed for business 


 Extent of Access and Disclosure 


 Authorized managers or supervisors may disclose private electronics 


MANAGING


 exchanged between employees and internal and 
tored in the original form 


d des  


mail server, 
• PST files stored in the network corporate drives, 


 Ema


MTM has the right to monitor, audit, and access all files and messages transmitted 
from, received by or stored on MTM's Electronic Communications Resources in 
order to maintain and protect MTM’s compliance standards, to ensur


Resources, to measure n


may incidentally result in the monitoring of confidential personal information about 
an employee.  Therefore, employees should have no expectation of privacy with 
regard to their use of MTM’s Electronic Communications Resources. 


eillance Software 


MTM may use system software and system utilities to log, analyze and document 
the use of Ele


transmissions with MTM’s n


purposes, including employee supervision.  All employees will be informed of such 
monitoring and will be asked to consent to such monitoring as a condition of 
employment. 


communications or files of an employee to MTM for any valid business purpose.  
Employees will be informed of and required to consent to this Policy as a condition 
of employment. 


 EMAIL: 


All Electronic Communications 
external sources are the property of MTM and must be s
an ignated location.


Acceptable locations for storage are: 


• Corporate E


• Back-up tapes, 
• Corporate Email archive, 
• Employee's MTM – provided computer or laptop hard drive. 
 


 Accessible Data 


 All electronic data that is stored in the above stated locations are deemed accessible 
and discoverable in the event of legal discovery and regulatory investigations.  
Confidential and/or privileged data is protected and may be excluded from any 
requests. 


il Record Retention 
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ceived by MTM employees through use of MTM Electronic 
Communications Resources falls within this category.  Email retention or archiving 


a ma
purpose mail management.  MTM applies a 


commu  six (6) years with the exception 


•  regarding revenue and expense 


• Correspondence – such as business agreements, trademarks, and 
lawsuits are to be kept for seven (7) years. 


ords – all correspondence sent or received related 
to audit will be maintained for five (5) years from the end of the fiscal 


 
Y: 


al for litigation will be retained as directed 
by legal counsel, regardless of the original retention schedule. 


DATA DISPOSITION PROCEDURE: 


 MTM has implemented a process to periodically delete emails from the Authorized 
er’s m


 Deleted box – messages are automatically deleted after thirty (30) days. 


• Outbox and sent box – messages deleted if older than thirty (30) days. 


 Disp


 n period and upon the 
Electronic records 


t are placed on litigation hold will be 


MTM treats email as business records.  Business records are subject to federal, state 
and local laws, as well as MTM’s Records Management Policies.  This Policy is not 
intended to replace MTM's current Records Management Policies, but to enforce an 
automated archiving system for emails as required by applicable regulations.  Any 
email sent or re


is tter of regulatory compliance and is not to be used for ordinary operational 
s and is not a substitute for daily e


consistent retention schedule to all electronic information; all electronic 
nications will be automatically archived for


of the following: 


Fiscal Correspondence – all information
shall be retained for seven (7) years. 
Legal 


• Sarbanes-Oxley Audit Rec


period of which the audit was conducted. 
• Auditor Correspondence – all correspondence is to be retained for seven (7) 


years. 


SUSPENSION OF RETENTION POLIC


 All electronic records which relate to an issue currently in litigation or which MTM 
has notice or should know of the potenti


Us ailbox as follows: 


•


• In box – messages are deleted if they are older than ninety (90) days. 


 
osition of Data from the Archive 


Corporate data will routinely be disposed of after its retentio
approval of the Systems Administrator and legal counsel.  
relevant to anticipated litigation and those tha
held until the litigation process is complete.  If the litigation process is shorter than 
the record retention maturation timeline, the records will be held until the retention 
maturation date.  If the litigation process is longer than the retention timeline, 
records will be held until the litigation process is completed. 
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REPORTIN


 ized User has the responsibility to report all suspected and known 
violations of this policy.  All issues are to be immediately reported to the 
Manager, Technology Infrastructure & IP Telephony, so that prompt action can be 
taken.  Any use of MTM Electronic Communications Resources by an unauthorized 


 prohibited and should be reported immediately to the Manager, Technology 
Infrastructure & IP Telephony.  Failure to confirm to this Policy or any provisions 
of it provides a basis for disciplinary action, up to and including termination of 


     Date 


G VIOLATIONS AND ENFORCEMENT: 


Every Author


user is


employment. 


 
 


PPROVED BY: A


 
Vice President, Operations  
 
 
President/CEO         Date 
 


Original/Effective Date: 6/25/07 
Reviewed/Revised: 3/7/08, 2/16/09 
Next Scheduled Review: 6/25/08, 3/7/09, 2/16/10 
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MMEEDDIICCAALL  TTRRAANNSSPPOORRTTAATTIIOONN  MMAANNAAGGEEMMEENNTT,,  IINNCC..  
  


Policy and Procedure 
 


 
Dated:   August 15, 2007                            Policy No. 460 
 
Subject:  HIPAA – Recipient/Member Requests  Page 1 of 2 


 
Department:  Quality Management 
 
 
OBJECTIVE: To maintain HIPAA compliance, while allowing Recipients/Members to make 
special requests regarding their own Protected Health Information. 
 
POLICY: Requests made by Recipients/Members related to their own Protected Health  
Information must be authorized by the Client as well as the Recipient/Member, adhering to State  
and Federal laws and regulations and in accordance with HIPAA 45CFR 164.530.   
 
Definitions: 
Protected Health Information (PHI) - individually identifiable health information. 
 
PROCEDURE: 
1. Requests for release of or amendments to a Recipients/Members PHI will be sent to the 


Quality Management Manager or designee.  
2. The Quality Management Manager or designee is responsible for maintaining a log.  The log 


will contain the name of the requesting party, the specifics of the request, the date of the 
request, the date the records were forwarded and by what means and any other notations 
regarding the request. 


3. The Client must be informed of the request and written approval obtained prior to the release 
or amendment to a Recipients/Members PHI, considering that release or amendment of 
information may be contradictory to State laws.  


4. When the Client has been informed and approval granted, the requested records (request not in 
response to risk or legal issues) are obtained under authorization of the Vice President of 
Operations or their designee.   


5. When the Client has been informed and approval granted for an amendment to the 
Recipient/Member PHI, the Quality Management Manager or designee will see that the 
change is documented in the Recipients/Members file. 


6. If the release of information is in response to a risk concern or other legal concern the request 
is discussed with the MTM President/CEO and General Counsel and all information received 
is forwarded to the President/CEO and General Counsel. 


7. The request must be reviewed by the President/CEO and General Counsel to determine that all 
proper release forms have been supplied and the appropriateness of the request and response. 


8. After review, the President/CEO and General Counsel will initial, date and return documents 
and comments to the Quality Management Manager or designee.   


9. The Quality Management Manager or designee will forward the requested documents along 
with a cover letter to requesting party.   
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10. In the case where an amendment to PHI has been made, the Quality Management Manager or 
designee will draft a brief letter to the requesting party, informing them that the changes 
requested have been made. 


11. Recipients/Members can request an accounting of disclosures of their PHI, following the same 
steps and conditions as listed above. 


12. The Quality Management Manager or designee will update the log. 
13. This policy is reviewed by the Quality Management Committee on an annual basis for     


appropriateness and effectiveness. 
 
 
 


APPROVED BY: 
 
 
Manager, Quality Management        Date  
    
 
Vice President, Operations        Date  
    
 
President/CEO         Date 
 
 
Original Effective Date: 9/28/07  
Reviewed/Revised: 3/7/08   
Next Scheduled Review: 9/28/08, 3/7/09 
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Section 3.7 – Fiscal Requirements



SCOPE OF WORK

3.7 FISCAL REQUIREMENTS 

3.7.1	Provide reimbursement for transportation services

3.7.1.1	The vendor may negotiate individual service delivery rates through competitive bidding or utilize other strategies to ensure the least costly and most appropriate transportation services are provided.  The vendor shall provide reasonable reimbursement of subcontracted transportation providers to ensure adequate transportation service capacity and accessibility to meet the transportation needs of Medicaid program recipients within the timeframes and standards specified in this RFP.  

LogistiCare negotiates fair and reasonable rates with transportation providers and reimburses them for NET transportation claims timely, accurately, and in accordance with standards of their contract and the RFP. 

We recognize the importance of paying providers in a timely manner, and according to best practice accounting procedures. We have a good, established relationship with our transportation providers.  We know that cash flow is a critical element for them and we endeavor to help them achieve business success by paying them in a timely manner and according to best practice accounting procedures. In 2010, on average, we paid 97.73 percent of “clean” claims within 30 days, 99.98 percent of claims within 45 days and all claims within 90 days, meeting our contractual requirements. This consistently prompt payment process provides financial stability for our Nevada transportation providers.

3.7.1.2	Vendor shall provide timely payment to each contracted transportation provider based on the authorized services rendered. Full payment of all authorized trips shall be made to the transportation provider within forty-five (45) calendar days of receipt of a valid invoice.  The vendor’s payment procedures shall ensure that transportation provider claims for reimbursement match verification of authorized trips.  These procedures shall include one hundred percent (100%) verification of appointments with medical providers on recipient mileage reimbursement and when otherwise appropriate.  The vendor shall validate that all transportation services paid for under this RFP are properly authorized and actually rendered. The vendor shall also have adequate safeguards in place against fraudulent activity by transportation providers and recipients.

In the event a network provider bills a liable third party or other health care (OHC) coverage for non-emergency transportation services prior to submitting a claim to the vendor, the provider shall submit a claim to the vendor for reimbursement of any remaining co-payments.  The provider shall be required to attach the Explanation of Benefits (EOB) to the claim submitted to the vendor and the vendor shall reimburse the claim up to the Medicaid maximum allowable, if any.  No prior authorization is required under these circumstances.  This claims submission policy must be included in the vendor’s network provider policies and procedures.

As indicated above, LogistiCare pays clean claims to our subcontracted transportation providers, on average, in less than 30 calendar days from receipt of invoice. While we could potentially pay faster, we believe there is a trade-off with the audit function we apply to these claims. The claims validation steps detailed below are a critical element of our fraud detection process.  

Our payment system complies with all state and federal statutes and regulations, and exceeds the RFP payment requirements of “paying providers within forty-five (45) calendar days of receipt of a valid invoice.”

Submission and Validation of Claims 

LogistiCare has two proven methods for processing and paying provider claims. The first method is manual invoicing. While this method is currently available, it is the least efficient and we are working to phase it out over time. This method requires the provider to create a paper invoice outlining all of the pertinent trip information and submit it every two weeks with supporting documentation.

The providers are also required to send in the detailed drivers’ logs containing the name of the recipient transported, the recipient’s signature, LogistiCare assigned job number, trip date, and pick-up and drop-off times, pick-up and destination locations, and other essential information as specified by the recipient. A sample of our driver trip log is depicted in Figure 3.7.1 below.









































Figure 3.7.1 Daily Trip Log. Providers are required to send in the detailed driver trip log with all pertinent information about each trip.

LogistiCare Billing Clerks process claims daily. They verify and validate trips by comparing the driver’s logs to the original reservation information entered into our LogistiCAD information system.

Our verification process eliminates attempted fraudulent billing activity. Through specific validation procedures, LogistiCare confirms that trips submitted for payment meet the following criteria to be considered a clean claim using, among other sources, a trip/vehicle manifest and encounter data:

· There is a valid LogistiCare authorization job number

· Mileage invoiced is accurate according to geo-base programming definitions 

· The provider submitting the invoice is the authorized transportation company 

· The driver who performed the transport is properly credentialed and active

· The vehicle used is active and has passed its field inspection

· Signature of recipient has been obtained, if he or she is able to sign

· Pick-up and drop-off times have been provided

· Escorts or attendants provided have been documented

· Provider is requesting reimbursement for the authorized level of transport, unless unusual circumstances documented in the electronic trip record, require the upgrade of such transport 

It is our preference to transition all Nevada providers to our more efficient claims submission process through our secure provider Web portal, described below. However, the manual billing process currently remains for providers who may not have sufficient computer capabilities.

LogistiCare’s Secure Provider Web Interface

Our standard “Web billing” system is the second available method for validating billed trips and for paying all clean claims to transportation providers within an established twice-monthly schedule. Currently 90 percent of our Nevada providers take advantage of this system. After receiving a user ID and password, the provider accesses our secure Web site and log-in screen. The provider chooses from a number of different options, including viewing current and upcoming trip lists, notifying LogistiCare of any trip cancelations, entering completed trip information, reviewing payment schedule, and displaying vehicle and driver reports. Providers enter data on completed trips through this secure Web portal and submit the signed route logs. Our Billing Clerks review the signed driver logs, and vehicle manifests data sent in by the provider and compare them to data previously entered by the provider which is now available in our LogistiCAD system. 

Benefits of Using the Web Interface System

Provider Benefits

· Trip data is already in the system, speeding up the processing of provider payments by eliminating time-consuming extra data entry.

· The system is intuitive and easy to use, typically taking only 10-15 minutes to learn.

· Access to trip information any time they wish, allowing them to work on their routing at their convenience.

· Immediate notification of trip assignment changes via the Web interface.

· Capability to enter trip re-routes and cancellations electronically, saving them time and reducing billing errors.

· View capability for valuable reports, such as driver and vehicle revenue-per-day, helping them know how efficiently they are operating.

NET Program Benefits

· Providers are responsible for entering completed trips, reducing potential conflicts around the issue of whether we properly recorded the data from their driver logs. 

· LogistiCare can communicate important performance information to providers in a cost-effective way.




Payment Process

As indicated above, if the scheduling information in LogistiCAD agrees with the trip information submitted by the transportation provider, the trip is validated and authorized for payment. The value of each trip is automatically calculated using mileage, class of service, and rate table information for each provider incorporated into the LogistiCAD system. If there is a disparity between a submitted invoice and the authorized trip record in LogistiCAD, the trip is denied for payment and sent back to the transportation provider with a detailed Explanation of Payment (EOP) report. The EOP report details the amounts paid for each trip and the reasons for any trip denial. 

The transportation provider then corrects and resubmits any denied trips. The vast majority of denied claims result from incomplete documentation on the part of providers. If a provider continues to appeal a trip denial, it is resolved by LogistiCare’s claims manager or, if necessary, the General Manager. Clean claims are processed within 30 days of submission. 

All providers are given a disbursement schedule that shows when payments will be made for clean claims submitted during each two-week period. This payment schedule is included in the NET Provider Manual and online through our Provider Web portal.

Monitoring the Claims Payment Process 

The claims payment process is monitored electronically through LogistiCAD. As invoices are submitted to the LogistiCare office, the information is entered into LogistiCAD and tracked electronically. The system calculates the payment amount, processes claims for payment, and provides data for various reports. A claims payment report is uploaded into Epicor, our corporate accounting software, which generates the twice-monthly check payments and accounts payable aging reports.

LogistiCare is able to remit payments electronically via wire transfers to those transportation providers capable of accepting electronic payments. Otherwise, manual checks are issued. LogistiCare’s finance and accounting department is responsible for overseeing the claims payment process.

After all trips in an invoice batch have been verified, a report is generated from the LogistiCAD system depicting the number of billed trips for each date of service, when the invoice (claim) was received by LogistiCare, when the invoice was submitted to accounts payable for payment, when it was paid, and the amounts billed and paid for each transportation provider. The report also indicates the number of days it took to process and pay the claim.

Providers’ Billing Procedures Manual 

Providers receive a detailed Billing Procedures Manual during the initial contracting and orientation process and are introduced to their company’s specific billing representative. If a transportation provider calls in to inquire about a claim, the call is routed to the assigned billing person, who retrieves the relevant EOP report and explains the payment process. Information regarding processing procedures for Third Party Liability payees is also detailed in the Provider’s Billing Procedures Manual.

3.7.1.3	Balance billing by providers is prohibited.

We understand and agree to comply with this requirement.

LogistiCare understands that balance billing of Nevada’s Medicaid recipients by providers is prohibited and diligently monitors our transportation providers on a regular basis to confirm their compliance with their Provider Agreement, the state’s NET contract and the RFP requirements.

3.7.1.4	Vendor Liability:

The vendor must ensure that its recipients are not held liable for any of the following:

LogistiCare understands, acknowledges, and affirms that Nevada’s Medicaid recipients are not liable for the items described below in 3.7.1.4.1 through 3.7.1.4.4. A statement to this affect is included in our Provider Agreement.

3.7.1.4.1 The vendor’s debts, in the event of the vendor’s insolvency

LogistiCare understands, acknowledges, and affirms that Nevada’s Medicaid recipients are not liable for the items described in this requirement.

3.7.1.4.2 For services provided to the recipient in the event of the provider failing to receive payment from the vendor for such services;

LogistiCare understands, acknowledges, and affirms that Nevada’s Medicaid recipients are not liable for the items described in this requirement.

3.7.1.4.3 For services provided to a recipient in the event a transportation provider with a contractual, referral, or other arrangement with the vendor (such as an out of network provider) fails to receive payment from the State or the vendor for such services; 

LogistiCare understands, acknowledges, and affirms that Nevada’s Medicaid recipients are not liable for the items described in this requirement.

3.7.1.4.4 For services provided to the recipient in the event of the vendor failing to receive payment from the State for such services;

LogistiCare understands, acknowledges, and affirms that Nevada’s Medicaid recipients are not liable for the items described in this requirement.

3.7.1.4.5 In the event of the vendor’s insolvency, the vendor must cover continuation of services to recipients for duration of period for which payment has been made.

LogistiCare understands, acknowledges, and affirms that Nevada’s Medicaid recipients are not liable for the items described in this requirement.

3.7.1.4.6 The requirements set forth in 3.7.1.4.1 through 3.7.1.4.4 above shall be included in all subcontracts.

LogistiCare understands, acknowledges, and affirms that Nevada’s Medicaid recipients are not liable for the items described in this requirement and our subcontracts with our transportation provides reflect these prohibitions.

We have checks and balances in place to monitor our transportation providers and to validate that Medicaid recipients are, at no time, required to pay any portion of their transportation. We achieve this requirement by avoiding interruptions in their NET services with proper scheduling, verification of trip logs against claims vouchers, and monitoring and addressing all complaints, no matter how minor.

3.7.1.5 When a service is provided by a Medicaid provider, which is not a Medicaid covered service, the recipient is only responsible for payment if a signed written agreement is in place prior to the service being rendered.

LogistiCare understands and acknowledges that when a service provided by a Medicaid provider is not a Medicaid covered service, the recipient is only responsible for payment if a signed written agreement is in place prior to the service being rendered.

3.7.1.6 Performance Security Deposit

The vendor is required to provide a performance security deposit   in the form of a bond furnished by a surety company authorized to do business in the State of Nevada   to DHCFP in order to guarantee payment of the vendor’s obligations under this contract.  Other types of security may be considered with the approval of the State’s Risk Management Division. The performance security deposit may be utilized by DHCFP to remedy any breach of contract or sanctions imposed on the vendor and shall meet the following criteria:

LogistiCare understands and acknowledges that we are required to provide a performance security deposit to DHCFP in order to guarantee our obligations under this contract. It must be in the form of a bond furnished by a surety company authorized to do business in the State of Nevada. We also understand that the performance security deposit may be used by DHCFP to remedy any breach of contract or sanctions imposed on LogistiCare and shall meet the criteria set forth in 3.7.1.6.1 through 3.7.1.6.3 below.

3.7.1.6.1 The amount of the performance security deposit shall be equal to one hundred and ten percent (110%) of highest month’s total capitation amount in the first quarter or five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000.00), whichever is greater.  This must be deposited with the State Treasurer within fifteen (15) calendar days after the end of the first quarter of the contract.  The total capitation amount is the sum of all capitation payments for all enrollees for the month; and

We understand and agree to comply with this requirement.

We affirm that the amount of the performance security deposit shall be equal to one hundred and ten percent (110%) of highest month’s total capitation amount in the first quarter or five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000.00), whichever is greater. 

3.7.1.6.2  	 After the initial year of the contract DHCFP will require the vendor to increase the performance security deposit amount to reflect an amount equal to one hundred and ten percent (110%) of the preceding year’s highest month’s total capitation payment or five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000.00), whichever is greater.

We confirm our understanding of this requirement and acknowledge that after the initial year of the new contract DHCFP will require the vendor to increase the performance security deposit amount to reflect an amount equal to one hundred and ten percent (110%) of the preceding year’s highest month’s total capitation payment or five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000.00), whichever is greater. 

3.7.1.6.3	 Vendors submitting performance security to the State of Nevada in the form a surety bond must utilize a company that meets the below listed requirements:

· A.M. Best A-VII rated insurance company

	 Certified by the Department of Treasury, Financial Management Services for Nevada

· Licensed by the Nevada Department of Business and Industry, Insurance Division

The vendor must maintain the performance security deposit after the contract term for a length of time to be determined by DHCFP in order to cover all outstanding liabilities.

LogistiCare confirms our understanding of this requirement and acknowledges that we use a company that meets the requirements listed above. We will maintain the performance security deposit for a length of time period determined by DHCFP following any termination of the contract, to cover all outstanding liabilities, as required.

3.7.2	Third-Party Liability and Subrogation

3.7.2.1	Third-party liability (TPL) refers to any individual, entity (e.g., insurance company) or program (e.g., Medicare), including group health plans, as defined in Section 607(1) of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (29 USC and 1167 (1)) service benefits plans, and vendors that are or may be liable for all or part of a recipient's health coverage.  Under Section 1902(a)(25) of the Social Security Act, DHCFP and its contractors are required to take all reasonable measures to identify legally liable third parties and treat verified TPL as a resource of the Medicaid. The possibility exists that a recipient has another insurance plan that covers air ambulance or other transportation.  The State can provide a list of recipients known to have third party coverage.

LogistiCare understands that we are required to take all reasonable measures to identify legally liable third parties and treat verified TPL as a resource of Medicaid. When circumstances exist where a recipient has a third party insurance plan that covers NET service, the recipient’s insurance coverage information will be annotated in LogistiCAD, our NET management system. We will incorporate the state’s list of recipients known to have third party coverage into LogistiCAD to accommodate cross-reference when recipients schedule transportation appointments. 

3.7.2.2	The vendor shall act as the State’s authorized agent for the limited purpose of TPL collection, within the limitation of the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, 15 USC § 1692, of all third-party liability (TPL) pursuant to 42 CFR § 433.135 et seq and 42 CFR 433.147.  If a capitated payment model is used, the contracted vendor's capitated payments shall include an offset in the rates for these collections.  The contracted vendor shall vigorously pursue and bill prior TPL resources as these amounts are considered part of their risk based capitation payment.  The contracted vendor is prohibited from delegating this responsibility to its providers and/or members of its provider network.  The vendor shall reimburse provider claims regardless of any TPL or subrogation resource and shall not pend, deny, or hold in abeyance any provider claim for the sole purpose of awaiting or pursuing a TPL or subrogation collection or payment.  The vendor must utilize the EVS eligibility system to determine if casualty claims are filed and recover costs through subrogation on behalf of Medicaid recipients.  The vendor must determine the third party and seek payment; the vendor is prohibited from delegating this responsibility to its providers and/or members of its provider network.  All information on the third party, including collections and collection attempts are to be reported to DHCFP in a format prescribed by the State. 

We understand and agree to comply with this requirement.

LogistiCare will utilize the state’s EVS eligibility system to determine if casualty claims are filed and will recover costs through subrogation on behalf of both Medicaid and SCHIP recipients. LogistiCare will reimburse provider claims regardless of any TPL or subrogation resource and will not pend, deny, or hold in abeyance any provider claim for the sole purpose of awaiting or pursuing a TPL or subrogation collection or payment. In instances where claims are reimbursed to the provider by a Third Party payor, the provider is contractually required to submit the claim to LogistiCare with a copy of the Explanation of Benefits (EOB). As the payer of last resort, LogistiCare will reimburse the provider for any remaining balance after verifying the amount paid by the Third Party, via appropriate documentation (i.e., EOB) and up to our NET contract rate.

All information on the third party, including collections and collection attempts, will be reported to DHCFP in a format prescribed by the state.
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MW Transportation 10/23/2030 


Paradise Road SuiteA117 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89119 
 
 
 
To whom it may concern: 
 
 


Logisticare and the four major transportation providers it uses (Schouvan., MW 
Transportation, Executive, and JRM) have become an integral part of the Las 
Vegas community and have embedded themselves  into the hearts and minds of 
the clients who use the services on a day to day basis.  I fondly remember a 
customer and her 95 year .old father who fought in WWII calling Logisticare and 
all the transportation companies a "godsend to the community''. L9gisticare and 
the transportation providers with their 24 hour customer support staff and door to 
door service is able to provide the attentiveness· and sensitivity  that. the clients 
who use their services need and. desire. 
 


 


Logisticare has developed a unique way of coordinating and dispersing the rides 
to the transportation companies that allow efficient, safe transportation 24 hours 
a day. They have developed a computer software program called the "Provado 
Dispatch Management System" that allows providers to download an updated 
trip schedule at any hour of the day which makes the scheduling process easy and 
straightforward. In addition, they developed another software program that allows 
us to create preprinted trip logs to give to our drivers with a simple click of the 


mouse.  A company Logisticare uses called "Occuscreen" creates an easy and 
thorough way to screen all potential new drivers that insures the quality of all 
new hires.  The success of Logisticare in the Las Vegas community would not 
be possible without it's excellent upper management staff of Chris Szymarek, 
Bernadette Zamora; and Carrie Brown who provide stability and continuity to 
the entire transportation process.  Thank you for your time and we all look 
forward to providing transportation services for the community for many 
years to come. 
 
 
 


Thank You, 


1J}(J/ 
 


Bradley White 
Owner, Mw Transportation 


 
 












 







 


  


    


 


 


 
 
 
 


Medical Transportation Management, Inc. 
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1/25/2011 
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Purpose:  
To provide a business continuity and risk management plan, ensuring that in the case of 


any service disruption, minimal impact is placed on MTM’s clients. Service continuation is 


ensured through alternative plans of action, including but not limited to the re-routing of 


calls, the use of manual documentation and faxing, the use of backup emergency 


equipment, and the replacement of primary systems and/or servers with standby replicas. 


Resources included are emergency contact information, forms, and step-by-step plans of 


actions. 


 


Required Review:  
This plan should be reviewed annually, at a minimum, by the following MTM executives to 


ensure information contained herein is accurate: 


 


 CEO, Alaina Maciá 


 Executive VP and General Counsel, Don 
Tiemeyer 


 CFO, Gary Richardson 


 VP Client Services, Kim Matreci 


 Director of Operations, Natasha Boekholt 


 VP Business Solutions Group, Alison 
Whitelaw 


 


Location:  
This document will be maintained on MTM’s shared drive under the file “Business 


Continuity and Risk Management Plan,” as well as on MTM’s Intranet. At least one (1) 


physical copy must be available at each facility, with, at minimum, each director, 


department manager, and the above listed individuals also possessing a physical copy. 


Any revisions will be sent to the above listed executives, directors, and managers. At all 


times the current version will be available on the shared drive and Intranet.  


 







 


 


Training and Testing:  
During employee orientation, all new hires and staff that are internally transferred will be 


trained in the business continuity processes applicable to their job function. Thereafter, on 


a semi-annual basis, each department will test and validate the effectiveness of the policy 


and training by randomly selecting staff and requiring that they perform their job function 


under simulated failure conditions for each one of the Business Interruption scenarios 


presented in this document. Feedback from this exercise will be used to effect process 


improvement. Each executive is responsible for disseminating document updates 


throughout their department and for ensuring that staff are fully trained in the newly revised 


policy within two (2) business days of issue.   


 


IT staff will test and validate the applicable business continuity processes when performing 


routine maintenance that results in the temporary loss of equipment or services. This 


includes validating that backup equipment operates as designed when the primary 


equipment is removed from service.  Maintenance is performed in off-peak hours, avoiding 


impact to customer service and on the schedule recommended by the supplier. 







 


 


Plans of Actions in the Event of Business Interruptions: 
1. The NET Management System goes down at all sites, power is on and phones are 


still up. 


a. The Business Solutions Group (BSG) immediately investigates reason for the 


outage and reports when the NET Management System will be restored to 


functionality to Operations and the Executive Team. 


i. MTM operational departments revert to manual operation. 


ii. If the prognosis is that the system is going to be down over four (4) hours, 


BSG initiates procedures to bring up the NET Management System on the 


mirrored backup server at a geo-distinct location. Trips that have been 


taken are manually entered into the NET Management System. 


iii. Once the issue is resolved, BSG initiates procedures to resume 


operations on the primary server. When the NET Management System is 


operational on the primary server, the system will have the data that was 


entered on the backup server. Data mirroring is re-enabled through high 


availability and disaster recovery software, ensuring that data between the 


primary and backup server is in sync. 


b. Customer Service Representatives (CSRs) take trip requests/changes/ 


cancellations over the phone and document on appropriate Transportation 


Request Form (see Attachment 2). 


i. Urgent trips are scheduled immediately. CSRs reference the 


Transportation Provider Listing provided by Network at time of NET 


Management System outage (to ensure the list is most current). The list 


should be by state and county and list the providers’ contact numbers, 


types of vehicles and rate schedule. After contacting an available provider 


and confirming their ability to take the trip, the transportation request form 


is faxed to the provider. 


ii. If the trip is non-urgent ( two (2) to three (3) days out), the trip request is 


documented and faxed to the provider after the NET Management System 


is back on line. If the system is to be down more than 24 hours, the trip will 


be faxed to the available provider per the Transportation Provider Listing. 


As providers become full, Network should e-mail the CSRs with the name 


of the full provider, so that faxes cease. The CSC Director should 


designate an appropriate number of CSRs to fax the non-urgent trips to 


the appropriate providers. 


iii. Sent faxes should be filed and sorted by date in a locked drawer until the 


NET Management System is back up and running. When the system is up 


and running, the trip forms should be entered into the system. After the 


trips have been entered into the system, the forms should be scanned and 


filed on MTM’s server for use in the event of any disputes or issues.  







 


 


c. Quality Service Coordinators (QSCs) take complaints/incident over the phone 


and document them on the Complaint/Incident Forms, (see Attachments 3 and 4) 


or in the complaints database, which is not a part of the NET Management 


System. 


i. Complaints/incidents should be documented and resolved as best as is 


possible without the information in the NET Management System. 


ii. The forms should be filed by date in a locked drawer until the NET 


Management System is back up and running. When the system is up and 


running, the information on the forms should be entered into the system. 


After the information has been entered into the system, the forms should 


be scanned and filed on MTM’s server for use in the event of any disputes 


or issues. 


iii. After the NET Management System is up and running, a complaint code 


will be entered for complaints received while the system was down.   


d. Network Reps take trip changes/issues over the phone and document them on 


the Transportation Request Form (see Attachment 2) 


i. Changes for trips that are to take place within 24 hours are called into the 


provider. 


ii. Changes for trips that are to take place after 24 hours are faxed to the 


provider. 


iii. Forms should be filed by date in a locked drawer until the NET 


Management System is back up and running. 


iv. After the NET Management System is up and running, all changes 


documented on Trip Changes/Issues Form will be entered in the NET 


Management System. 


v. After the information has been entered into the system, the forms should 


be scanned and filed on MTM’s server for use in the event of any disputes 


or issues. 


e. Care Managers (CMs) take trip requests/changes/cancellations over the phone 


and document on the Transportation Request Form (see Attachment 2). 


i. Urgent trips are scheduled immediately. CMs reference the Transportation 


Provider Listing provided by Network at time of NET Management System 


outage (ensuring the list is most current). The list should be by state and 


county and list the providers’ contact numbers, types of vehicles, and rate 


schedule. After contacting an available provider and confirming ability to 


take trip, a transportation request form is faxed to the provider. 


ii. If the trip is non-urgent (two (2) to three (3) days out), the trip request is 


documented and faxed to the provider after the NET Management System 


is back on line. If the System is to be down more than 24 hours, the trip 


will be faxed to the available provider per the Transportation Provider 







 


 


Listing. As providers become full, Network should e-mail the Care 


Management Department with the name of the full provider, so that faxes 


cease. The CM Manager should designate an appropriate number of CMs 


to fax the non-urgent trips to the appropriate providers. 


iii. Sent faxes should be filed by date in a locked drawer until the NET 


Management System is back up and running. When the system is up and 


running, the trip forms should be entered into the system. After the trips 


have been entered into the system, the forms should be scanned and filed 


on MTM’s server for any disputes or issues that may arise. 


f. All other departments complete non-NET Management System work to the 


extent possible and deploy available staff to the CSC to assist in filing, faxing, 


and taking calls.  


 







 


 


2. Phone server goes down, not due to power outage, MTM has complete 


redundancy on-site. 


a. MTM has two (2) Cisco call system type servers: CallManager (which allows us 


to have phones on the desk) and IPCC (which allows us to take CSC calls and 


route them to agents). 


b. We have a hot-spare in place for CallManager. This will ensure calls are NOT 


dropped, and we can place calls as normal. 


c. If the IPCC server goes down, we have a hot-standby ready. The hot-standby 


would take over allowing us to repair the failed one.  


 


3. Power outage in corporate headquarters, longer than a few hours. 


NOTE: MTM currently has battery backup and a liquid petroleum fueled generator for 


complete and continuous backup in the event of a power outage. 


a. Phone server must be brought back up immediately so that remote Call Centers 


are not affected. 


b. CSRs take trip requests/changes/cancellations over the phone and document 


them on the appropriate Transportation Request Form (see Attachment 2). 


i. Urgent trips are scheduled immediately. CSRs reference the 


Transportation Provider Listing provided by Network at time of the power 


outage. CSRs contact an available provider and confirm ability to take trip. 


CSRs document the provider awarded the trip on the form. 


NOTE: On the first working day of each month, Network will print the Transportation 


Provider Listing so that in the case of a power outage, the list can be copied at an off-


site location and distributed to staff. At a minimum, 15 copies will be printed for each 


Call Center location, if needed. The list should be by state and county and list the 


providers’ contact numbers, types of vehicles, and rate schedule. 


ii. If the trip is non-urgent (two (2) to three (3) days out), the trip request is 


documented and faxed to the provider after the power is back on. If the 


power is to be down more than 24 hours, the trip will be faxed to the 


available provider from a remote location (i.e., Kinko’s) per the 


Transportation Provider Listing. As providers becomes full, Network will 


notify Team Leads and any off-site employee faxing trips with the name of 


the full provider and date, so that trips cease to be awarded the full 


provider. The CSC Director should designate an appropriate number of 


CSRs to fax the non-urgent trips to the appropriate providers. 


iii. Sent faxes should be filed by date in a locked drawer until the NET 


Management System is back up and running. When the power is up and 


running, the trip forms should be entered into the system. After the trips 


have been entered into the system, the forms should be scanned and filed 


on MTM’s server to be used in the event of any disputes or issues.  







 


 


c. QSCs take complaints/incident over the phone and document them on the 


Complain/Incident Forms (see Attachment 3 and 4). 


i. Complaints/incidents should be documented and resolved to the extent 


possible without the information in the NET Management System. 


ii. Relevant information will need to be collected on the form; the forms 


should be filed by date in a locked drawer until the power is back up and 


running. When the power is up and running, the information on the forms 


should be entered into the system. After the information has been entered 


into the system, the forms should be scanned and filed on MTM’s server 


for use in the event of any disputes or issues. 


iii. A complaint code will be entered in the NET Management System for any 


trips that had a complaint called in while the NET Management System 


was down. 


d. Network Reps take trip changes/issues over the phone and document them on 


the Transportation Request Form (see Attachment 2). 


i. Changes for trips that are to take place within 24 hours are called into the 


provider. 


ii. Changes for trips that are to take place after 24 hours are faxed to the 


provider. 


iii. Forms should be filed by date in a locked drawer until the NET 


Management System is back up and running. 


iv. After the power is up, all trip changes received while the power was down 


will be entered in the NET Management System. 


v. After the information has been entered into the system, the forms should 


be scanned and filed on MTM’s server for use in the event of any disputes 


or issues. 


e. Care Managers (CMs) take trip requests/changes/cancellations over the phone 


and document on Transportation Request Form (see Attachment 2). 


i. Urgent trips are scheduled immediately. CMs reference the Transportation 


Provider Listing provided by Network at time of the power outage. CM 


contacts an available provider and confirms ability to take trip. CM 


documents the provider awarded the trip on the form. 


NOTE: On the first working day of each month, Network will print the Transportation 


Provider Listing so that in the case of a power outage, the list can be copied at an off-


site location and distributed to CSRs and CMs. At a minimum, 15 copies will be printed 


for each Call Center location, if needed. The list should be by state and county and list 


the providers’ contact numbers, types of vehicles, and rate schedule.   


ii. If the trip is non-urgent (two (2) to three (3) days out), the trip request is 


documented and faxed to the provider after the power is back on. If the 


power is to be down more than 24 hours, the trip will be faxed to the 







 


 


available provider from a remote location (i.e., Kinko’s) per the 


Transportation Provider Listing. As providers become full, Network will 


notify Team Leads and any off-site employee faxing trips with the name of 


the full provider and date, so that trips cease to be awarded the full 


provider. The CM Manager should designate an appropriate number of 


CMs to fax the non-urgent trips to the appropriate providers. 


iii. Sent faxes should be filed by date in a locked drawer until the NET 


Management System is back up and running. When the power is up and 


running, the trip forms should be entered into the system. After the trips 


have been entered into the system, the forms should be scanned and filed 


on MTM’s server for use in the event of any disputes or issues.  


f. All other departments complete non-NET Management System work to the 


extent possible and deploy available staff to CSC to assist in filing, faxing and 


taking calls. 


4. Telephone lines down at corporate headquarters. 


a. Call carrier (Sprint) via cell phones. 


b. Notify health plans of system failures. Provide health plans with appropriate cell 


phone numbers for emergencies. 


c. MTM will handle all urgent trips via cell phones. 


d. Place global message on 800 lines. 


e. MTM is evaluating the installation of a backup IPCC server in a remote CSC. 


This system will route calls to the other CSCs in the event of a telephone line 


outage at corporate headquarters.    


 


5. Power outage at remote Call Center location. 


a. MTM Lake St. Louis Command Center will re-skill remote CSCs to distribute calls 


from downed Call Center’s queues. 


b. Procedures are distributed to CSRs on new queues and how to handle the calls. 


c. MTM is evaluating the purchase of a small generator for each remote Call Center 


location. 


 


6. Telephone lines down at remote Call Center location.  


a. MTM Lake St. Louis Command Center will re-skill remote CSCs to distribute calls 


from downed call center’s queues. 


b. Procedures are distributed to CSRs on new queues on how to handle the calls. 


c. MTM is evaluating the purchase of a small generator for each remote call center 


location. 


 


7. Natural disaster makes corporate headquarters unavailable. 







 


 


a. Phone server must be brought back up with the generator to bring remote sites 


on line. 


b. Remote call centers take backup calls. 


c. MTM is evaluating the installation of a backup IPCC server in a remote CSC. 


This system would route calls among the other CSCs in the event that natural 


disaster makes corporate headquarters unavailable.  


d. Procedures are distributed to CSRs on new queues and how to handle the calls. 


e. In the event corporate headquarters cannot be made operational within 48 hours, 


the Laurie, MO site will be used to provide backup capacity for weekday, 


weekend, and overnight support. CSRs who are able to temporarily re-locate 


from the LSL CSC will be provided with transportation to Laurie, MO. Room and 


board will also be provided at company expense for the duration of the recovery 


event. 


f. Hot Line and Calling Tree: The VP CSC Operations or Director CSC Operations 


will contact each CSC manager and instruct them to call the Century Tel 


conference bridge number (866-855-4782) in the event corporate headquarters 


loses operational capacity. The recovery planning call will be followed by the 


initiation of the calling tree to inform CSRs of response plans and determine their 


ability to support alternate site operations plans or work from home scenarios. 


Team Leads and Supervisors will contact each of their team members to identify 


those who are able to temporarily relocate to the Laurie, MO location. They will 


then provide the Director of Call Center Operations with an employee list. 


i. Team Leads and Supervisors will identify any team members with home 


broadband service who can be provisioned with equipment to work from 


their home locations to take plan member calls. 


g. Claims processing capability is dependent on MAS, which is a third party 


accounting package housed in the Lake St. Louis facility. This application will be 


mirrored on backup servers at one or more remote MTM locations and will 


remain accessible to Accounting personnel from any laptop or PC that has a 


broadband Internet access connection. The Director of Finance will identify an 


alternate office location that can support the ability to process claims and pay 


transportation providers.   


i. A vendor, such as Kinko’s or Office Depot, will be identified and 


arrangements made to equip a temporary office operation capable of 


supporting all claims processing requirements.  Vendor selection for 


temporary office operations will be made by the Director of Finance no 


later than December of 2010. 


h. All MTM contracts, Plan Protocols, training materials, and other critical business 


documents are housed in folders on the corporate Intranet. These documents will 


be backed up nightly on mirrored servers housed at one or more remote MTM 







 


 


locations. The documents will be available to all authorized MTM personal who 


will access them through a broadband connection using MTM’s Virtual Private 


Network (VPN).  


i. Implementation of the mirrored server network at remote MTM locations 


will take place no later than December of 2010. 
 


8. Natural disaster makes remote Call Center location unavailable. 


a.  MTM Lake St. Louis Command Center will re-skill remote CSCs to distribute 


calls from downed Call Center queues. 


b. Procedures on new queues and how to handle the calls are distributed to CSRs. 


 


9. Inclement weather or health epidemic at corporate headquarters results in 


reduced staffing. 


a. MTM Lake St. Louis Command Center, or a backup remote CSC, will re-skill 


remote CSCs to re-distribute calls from corporate site.  


b. Procedures on unfamiliar plans and how to handle the calls are distributed to 


CSRs. 
 


10. Inclement weather or health epidemic at remote call center location results in 


reduced staffing. 


a. MTM Lake St. Louis Command Center will re-skill remote CSCs to distribute calls 


from call center sites with reduced staffing. 


b. Procedures on unfamiliar plans and how to handle the calls are distributed to 


CSRs. 







 


 


Attachment 1 - IBM iSeries System 
Historically, the IBM iSeries system has 99.9% availability. Data is “mirrored” to a backup 


server in another location. If a failure occurs on the primary system, it will be repaired 


quickly, if possible. If the system cannot be repaired quickly, the NET Management System 


will be brought up on the secondary iSeries system. The operating system on the iSeries 


has system and hardware diagnostics running at all times. If a failure is about to occur, or 


has occurred, a message is automatically generated and sent to the IBM support center as 


well as MTM’s IT staff and is addressed immediately.   
 


The following has been implemented to recover from any outside influence that is beyond 


our control.  


 


Backup  


All of the MTM data is backed up to tape on a nightly basis. All user data on the iSeries 


is backed up to tape weekly. The entire system is backed up to tape on a monthly basis. 


These tapes are then stored offsite. These tapes are used to restore one or more 


objects that have been damaged due to an error in a program or some other action.  
 


As a last resort (both the primary and backup systems had a simultaneous 


unrecoverable failure), the monthly tape and the most recent nightly tape would be used 


to restore the entire system. 
 


High Availability (HA) 


MTM currently uses a High Availability & Disaster Recovery software application that 


mirrors every transaction taking place on the production system. The software 


duplicates the transaction on another iSeries backup system that we have in a secure, 


monitored, hardened building, which has generator backup to ensure maximum uptime. 


These transactions are typically available on the backup box within milliseconds. During 


heavy traffic periods, a transaction may take a few minutes to be available on the 


backup/HA iSeries. The HA application has built-in auditing capabilities that are run 


nightly to ensure that both iSeries are in sync. 
 







 


 


Disaster Recovery 


The two iSeries systems are in geo-distinct locations and are constantly monitored to 


ensure all transactions are mirrored. Every precaution has been taken to ensure MTM’s 


data will be available at all times. A failover would be initiated to allow access to MTM 


data within approximately one hour. 
 


MTM has standing agreements with the hardware/software providers to provide next-


day delivery of the affected servers and/or software.  







 


 


 


           Transportation Request Form 
       (To be used when the AS400 is temporarily down) 


 
Account/Health Plan Name: (Specify) _____________________     Date of Request: ________  
 
Appt Date: ____________Appt Time: _____________ AM/PM (Circle) Return Time: _________ 
 
Person Making Request: ______________________   Relationship to Patient:  ____________ 
                   (Specify if SELF) 
Contact Number: (_____) _____________________     Medical Number: __________________ 
 


Patient Name: _______________________________    Date of Birth: _____________________ 


 
Reason for Call: (Circle)  
ARRANGE     VERIFY     COMPLAINT     CHANGE     UPDATE     CANCEL     MILEAGE     OTHER 
(If UPDATE, CANCEL, or OTHER-specify vendor & appt date, if known) ____________________ 
 
Trip: _____ Urgent  _____ Non-Urgent (Routine) 
If urgent, was medical provider’s office contacted to verify urgency? _____ Yes _____ No 
 
Trip Type: (Circle) ROUND/ONE WAY TO/ONE WAY FROM/PHARMACY  
(If multi-leg trip, specify) _______ 
 
Pick up address: _______________________________________________________________ 
(If different from HOME, specify) 
 
City ____________________________________________ State _________ Zip ____________ 
 
Medical Provider Name: ___________________________ Provider Phone #: (_____) _______ 
 
Destination address: ____________________________________________________________ 
 
City ____________________________________________ State _________ Zip ____________ 
 
Type of Appointment/Doctor: (primary care, cardiologist, discharge, etc.) __________________ 
 
Only Complete Fields That Apply 
Stretcher/Ambulance: _______     W/C Lift or Transfer: (Specify) _______      
  
W/C Type: (Specify) _________     Crutches/Walker/Cane: (Specify) _______        
 
Pregnant: (Specify Estimated Due Date) __________    # of Additional Passenger(s): ________   
                      (If more than 1 passenger, specify and continue on back) 
Passenger Age: _____ Passenger Name: ___________________ Relationship:  ___________ 
 
Passenger Appt(s): _____   Passenger Medical #(s): (If yes for appt) ____________________    
       
Special Needs/Remarks: _________________________________________________________ 
 
Transportation Provider Preference: (If known, specify if applicable for HP)_______________________ 
*not guaranteed* 
Who accepted trip: _____________________Additional Details on Back: _________________  


(Transportation Providers called, if escalated to Network, etc) 
 
COMPLETED BY: _____________________________ DATE: __________







 


 


       MTM COMPLAINTS/COMPLIMENTS FORM 
 


 
Your Name:       Date:    Time:    


Member/Recipient Name:            


Caller’s Name:       Phone #:      


Member/Medicaid ID # (if applicable):          


Scheduled Trip Date:     Appointment Time:     


Transportation Provider:            


Health Plan/Commercial Client Name:           


MTM Trip # (Authorization #):           


 


 


COMPLAINT / COMPLIMENT  


(list specific details using dates, times and names) 


 


 __________________________________________________________________________________  


 __________________________________________________________________________________  


 __________________________________________________________________________________  


 __________________________________________________________________________________  


 __________________________________________________________________________________  


 __________________________________________________________________________________  


 __________________________________________________________________________________  


 __________________________________________________________________________________  


 __________________________________________________________________________________  


MTM COMMENTS / RESOLUTION 


 


 __________________________________________________________________________________  


 __________________________________________________________________________________  


 __________________________________________________________________________________  


 __________________________________________________________________________________  


 __________________________________________________________________________________  


 __________________________________________________________________________________  


 __________________________________________________________________________________  


 


Signed _____________________________________ Date _________________________  


 







MEDICAL TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT 
 ACCIDENT/INCIDENT REPORT FORM 


 
DATE OF ACCIDENT/INCIDENT: __________ 
 


 


 
 


MEMBER/RECIPIENT INFORMATION 


Name of Primary Person(s) Involved in Incident:  _______________________________________________________ 
Member/Medicaid ID # (if applicable):_______________________________________ 
Trip Number: ___________________________ 
Health Plan: __________________________________________________ 
Age: ______________________________              Phone #:_______________________________________ 
Residential Address: _____________________________________________________________________ 
 


LOCATION 


Address of Incident (if different from above): _________________________________________________________ 
Transportation Provider Name: _________________________________    Phone: _____________________________ 
Driver Name: ___________________________      
 
OTHER MEMBERS/RECIPIENTS INVOLVED:  Name:  _____________________    Date of Birth: ___________  
                                                                  Name:  ______________________________      Date of Birth: ___________   
                                                                  Name:  ______________________________      Date of Birth: ___________ 
 
STAFF INVOLVED:                              Name: ______________________________       Title: _________________ 
                                                                  Name: ______________________________       Title: _________________ 
 
Name of Person Reporting the incident: ____________________________  Title: _____________________________ 
           Phone: _________________________                                        Fax: ___________________________ 
 
 
Section 1  Accident/Incident Categorization   
 
SERIOUS REPORTABLE 
(report to be submitted 
within 24 hours) 
 1. Death 
 2. Allegation of Abuse 
3. Neglect 
4. Serious Physical 


Injury 
 5. Theft of Personal 


Property or Funds of 
Customers 


6. Serious Medication 
Error 


7. Improper Use of             
Restraints 


 8. Emergency Inpatient 
Hospitalization 


 9. Suicide Attempt or 
Threat 


 10. Missing Person 
 11. Incident Requiring         


Law Enforcement or      
Emergency Personnel 


12.          Aspiration   


 
 
Alleged Abuse/Neglect 
Categories 
a.           Physical 
b.           Sexual 
c.           Verbal 
d.           Psychological 
e.           Self abuse 
f.           Mistreatment 
g.           Exploitation 
h.           Individual/Individual 
 
For abuse and neglect 
allegations, staff must be 
removed from all customer 
contact immediately.  Please 
indicate below that this 
action has been taken. 
 
Name of Supervisor certifying 
that action has been taken 
(print):___________________ 
Title: ____________________ 
Signature: ________________ 
 


REPORTABLE 
(report written and 
maintained in-house for 
internal investigation and 
trending/tracking report) 
 
 1.         Property Damage 
 2.         Medication Error 
 3.         Suicide Threat (BSP) 
 4.         Hospitalization 
 5.         Physical Injury 
 6.         Vehicle Accident 
 7.         Theft by an Individual    


of an Individual’s 
Funds/Property  


 8.         Ingestion of Harmful      
Substance 


 9.         Overuse of Chemical      
Restraints 


 10.       Burns 
 11.       Blood Borne 


Pathogens               
Exposure 


          


 
PRIMARY LOCATION       
 
 1.      Residential Facility             


Circle (ICF)  (CRF) 
 2.      Day Treatment Program 
 3.      Community Outing 
 4.      Transportation Vehicle 
 5.      Natural Home 
 6.      Hospital 
 7.      Nursing Home 
 8.      Other 
 


Effective Date: April 16, 2010        Fax to MTM within 24 hours of accident/incident: 1-866-343-0998                   Page 1 of 2 
 


 
 







MEDICAL TRANSPORTATION MANAGEMENT 
 ACCIDENT/INCIDENT REPORT FORM 


 
DATE OF ACCIDENT/INCIDENT: __________ 
 


 


Section 2 DESCRIPTION OF ACCIDENT/INCIDENT  (Check or complete, as appropriate) 
 
Date of the Accident/Incident:  _________  Time:  _______AM     PM      Informed    Witnessed    Discovered  


Reporter Code:    1. Employee    2. Facility    3. Family    4. Visitor      5. Other (Name) ______ 


Witness Name:  _______________________      Witness Telephone Number: ___________________  


Witness Name:  _______________________     Witness Telephone Number: ___________________ 


Description of the Incident (Please provide all information in a clear and concise manner - use additional pages as 
necessary) 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
______________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Immediate Actions Taken 
(Include what actions were taken and by whom, i.e., medical treatment provided and physician providing treatment) 


 Investigation Initiated           By Whom______________________   Investigator ______________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
_____________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Signature of Reporter:___________________________Date:________________Time:________ AM   PM        


 


Corrective Action Plan:_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
VERBAL  NOTIFICATION: (Check All That Apply)                       PERSON NOTIFIED                  DATE            TIME 
 
 Case Manager                                                                                  ___________________         __________      _______  
  MTM                                                                                               ___________________          __________      _______ 
 Family/Guardian (unless otherwise documented)                          ___________________          __________      _______   
 Nurse/Physician                                                                              ___________________          __________      _______ 
  Adult/or Child Protective Services                                                 ___________________          __________      _______ 
 Legal Representative/Attorney                                                       ___________________          __________      _______ 
 Police Department/ MPD Report Number:  ______                       ___________________         __________      _______ 


  
Driver Signature:_____________________________________________________________________________ 
Management/Owner Signature: _________________________________________________________________ 
MTM Signature (if applicable): _________________________________________________________________ 


 


Effective Date: April 16, 2010               Fax to MTM within 24 hours of accident: 1-866-343-0998                  Page 2 of 2         


 







 


 


 
Disaster Recovery Contact Information - Lake St. Louis Call Center 


 
Name Title Cell Phone 


Director, Call Center 
Operations 


Stephanie Boschenreither 636-297-7542 


Workforce Manager Jessica Meier 618-660-5916 


Workforce Analyst Ana Underwood  


Jonathan Webb 


636-293-4267 


636-233-8468 


Supervisor Doug Richardson 636-627-1548 


Team Leads Cherie Frey  


Stephanie Danger 


Nick Webb 


636-497-5620 


636-248-3329 


314-910-3981 


Trainer Stacy Whittington 636-399-7804 


Director of Systems Steve Stone 636-295-2014 


 








Section 3.0 Scope of Work



SCOPE OF WORK


This scope of work covers non-emergency and scheduled emergency services only.

3.2
DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES


The successful vendor(s) shall authorize, manage and make payment for all non-emergency transportation (NET) for eligible recipients to include but not limited to, taxicabs, wheelchair vans, public transportation, and travel related expenses.  It is expected that the actual transportation services under this RFP will be provided through a network of subcontracted transportation providers, however, the State will consider other creative methods of providing NET. Vendors are encouraged to submit creative ideas for providing service and cutting costs. 


Managing Non-Emergency Transportation Program


LogistiCare is currently providing DHCFP effective NET program management services through our central business office located at 3291 N. Buffalo Drive - Suite 7, Las Vegas, NV 89129. Since beginning our initial contract in 2003, our Nevada operations team has been successfully authorizing, managing and making payments to a solid network of subcontracted transportation providers for all NET services to Nevada’s Medicaid eligible recipients. 

Our established Nevada transportation network consists of a variety of providers, including nine individual public transit agencies, 49 sub-contracted providers that together offer a full range of taxi, sedans, wheelchair vans, and stretcher vehicles; plus nine subcontracted ambulance providers for non-emergency ambulance services. We also have good relationships with 22 volunteer drivers and three air transport providers; we arrange meals and lodging for recipients and attendants, as needed; and also supplement our robust network with a very successful gas reimbursement program. Several value add innovations or services have been included in our response that offer the DHCFP program cost saving solutions and service enhancements.

The successful vendor will be responsible for payment of transportation services furnished through subcontracts with transportation providers. The Contractor’s payments to transportation providers shall be consistent with efficiency, economy and quality of care and sufficient to enlist enough providers to ensure access.

Transportation plays an important role in assuring Medicaid eligible recipients’ access to medical care.  This service is of particular importance to disabled recipients needing critical services such as dialysis, rehabilitation, physical therapy or chemotherapy.


The awarded vendor shall ensure that all of these functions are performed properly and efficiently with an emphasis on customer service.

Effectively Managing and Reimbursing Network Providers


We have been managing Nevada’s NET program through proven and expert methods that have been developed with and approved by DHCFP, to ensure high performance and compliance with all contract requirements. We authorize, manage, and make payments to all NET providers serving Nevada’s Medicaid eligible recipients, while assuming cost inflation and utilization risk for the state through our capitated model. Maintaining this healthy transportation network means making sure providers are paid efficiently, accurately, in a timely manner and according to best practice accounting procedures. Consistently prompt payment provides financial stability for transportation providers by offering predictable, reliable cash flow. It is LogistiCare’s policy to pay clean claims within 20 business days and all claims within 30 business days. Transportation providers know that we pay claims every two weeks without fail. 

Our established provider network remains strong because we support them in every way, monitor their performance to help them improve quality of service, advise them on ways to improve their business efficiencies and survive in a wavering economy. We continually work on these relationships to ensure Nevada’s Medicaid recipients have access to quality NET services and a favorable experience each time they travel with us.

Because of our laser-sharp focus on customer service and providing a comprehensive, compliant network of transportation providers, we provide a high service program as evidenced by our 99.97 percent complaint-free trip record. 


We continually assess the adequacy of our provider network in Nevada by monitoring detailed data and quality information, such as complaints, on-time performance, missed trips, re-routes, and other network operations information. This ensures that our network of 49 contracted providers and 22 volunteer drivers, with a total fleet of 126 vehicles offers the required capacity to address all NET needs and to make certain that recipients needing critical services, such as dialysis, chemotherapy, etc. do not miss their appointments. Our capacity is such that we are never in a situation where there is no vehicle available (NVA) to transport recipients, as evidenced by our 99.99 percent NVA rate. 

Successful vendor to inform and educate recipients regarding covered services and how to access them, as well as rights and Medicaid State Fair Hearings. 


Communicating Information to Recipients


All of Nevada’s current and potential recipients are educated about covered services and accessing the Nevada NET program. Since LogistiCare is the current broker, and because the specifics of the program will not change drastically under a new contract, the risk of confusion for recipients is greatly reduced. Using bilingual communications in written, verbal and Web site formats, we currently provide instructions about program qualifications, eligibility rules and guidelines. If a reservation request for NET service is denied, we also inform recipients of their right to and the process for an appeal. Our CSRs inform callers of these rights during the reservation call. We also mail a Notice of Decision to the recipient within 72 hours that further outlines the steps for requesting a Medicaid State Fair Hearing. We will continue to provide the same approach to educational outreach under a new contract.

The successful vendor shall perform the following tasks:

3.2.1 The vendor must have written information about its services and access to services available upon request to recipients and potential recipients. This written information must also be available in English and the prevalent non-English language(s), which the State has determined to be Spanish. The vendor must make free, oral interpretation services available to each recipient and potential recipient.  This applies to all non-English languages, not just those that the State identifies as prevalent. 

Bilingual Education/Outreach Materials in Written, Verbal and Online Mediums


Communication is a key component of a successful NET program. This is why LogistiCare has been and continues to be diligent in educating and informing Nevada’s Medicaid eligible recipients about the program, eligibility rules and guidelines, accessing NET services, and their transportation options and rights under the NET program through a variety of mediums. We produce bilingual educational materials in a variety of formats to accommodate each recipient’s specific information needs, including written verbal and Web access. Our hard copy NET brochures are available in English and Spanish and distributed in an annual mailing, via transportation providers, and facilities. These materials will also be offered, with DHCFP approval, via a new Recipient Information Web site, as well as a Recipient Services Web Portal which are both discussed throughout this proposal. 


Our call center is staffed with Spanish-speaking bilingual representatives to courteously and politely respond to recipient’s inquiries about the program. All of our education and outreach materials are submitted to the DHCFP for approval prior to making them available to recipients.

For recipients who are non-English or non-Spanish speaking, LogistiCare provides free access to oral interpretive services using our vendor, Language Service Association (LSA). LSA is an excellent, HIPAA compliant, telephonic interpretation service available to all Nevada Medicaid recipients, 24x7, 365 days per year, with translation capability for more than 150 different languages. Those who need translation services are quickly connected, within an average of 10 – 20 seconds, to an experienced translator who listens to the caller, analyzes the message, and accurately conveys the meaning to a LogistiCare Customer Service Representative (CSR) who is also on the line. 


Likewise, we provide individuals with hearing and speech impairments the ability to communicate with our call center through telephone relay services. As a value added enhancement, we will provide a brochure in braille for recipients who are visually impaired if sufficient need is found within the Medicaid population.

3.2.2 The vendor is required to notify all recipients and potential recipients that oral interpretation is available for any language and written information is available in prevalent languages. The vendor must notify all recipients and potential recipients how to access this information. 

Bilingual Interpretation Services Available


As described above, our educational NET brochure is produced and distributed in English and Spanish to inform eligible individuals about how to access NET services, criteria for eligibility, state Medicaid rules and guidelines, and their transportation options and rights under the NET program. Whether through conversations with our staff or printed materials, LogistiCare is thorough in our efforts to inform Nevada recipients of the availability of non-English documentation, oral interpretative services for non-English speaking individuals, how to access NET program information and how to receive services. We provide access to our oral interpretive services vendor, LSA which provides telephonic interpretation, with translation capability for more than 150 different languages. Those who need translation services are quickly connected, within an average of 10 – 20 seconds, to an experienced translator who listens to the caller, analyzes the message, and accurately conveys the meaning to a LogistiCare Customer Service Representative (CSR) who is also on the line. 


We will continue to provide these comprehensive interpretation services under a new contract.

3.2.3 The vendor’s written material must use an easily understood format.  The vendor must also develop appropriate alternative methods for communicating with visually and hearing-impaired recipients, and accommodating physically disabled recipients in accordance with the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990.  All recipients and potential recipients must be informed that this information is available in alternative formats and how to access those formats. 

Easily Understood and Alternative Written/Oral Communications for Recipients


We are conscientious in our efforts to assure all Nevada Medicaid recipients access to the information they need, when they need it, and in a format/medium comparable to their communication proficiencies. All written recipient materials meet eighth-grade readability standards. The same information is available orally, through our call center, to accommodate the needs of people with visual impairments or limited English proficiency through alternative formats such interpretive or telephone relay services. Our CSRs are available to help recipients with limited reading abilities better understand any information provided in LogistiCare materials. Callers with hearing and speech impairments have access to numerous telephone relay services to communicate with call center staff and our NET brochure informs recipients of the availability of these alternate formats; all of which are Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) compliant. As a value added enhancement and as needed and requested by DHCFP, we will make recipient brochures available in braille for visually impaired recipients. 

3.2.4 The vendor is required to make available informational materials to newly enrolled recipients and to all recipients once per year. Vendor may furnish the material to the Medicaid District Offices, the Division of Welfare and Support Services offices, and the managed care organizations. The vendor is not expected to mail the material to recipients. The initial mailing referenced in Section 3.2.7 is only done one time.  This should be mailed far enough in advance of the initial start of business that all Medicaid recipients will have received it with sufficient advance notice to plan for their transportation needs with the successful proposer.  After the initial mailing specified in Section 3.2.7, the Vendor need only to make materials available as specified in this section. In both cases, the State does not expect or desire that the Vendor will encourage individuals to use NET services in place of other available transportation such as their own car or family or friends driving them.  The initial mailing shall be at the Vendors expense. At a minimum the information enumerated below must be included in this material:

Providing Materials to New and Existing Recipients


As described above, our Nevada operations team has been producing and distributing informational materials in a variety of mediums (written/verbal/online Web access), to all Nevada Medicaid eligible recipients since 2003. We regularly furnish our written NET brochures and other materials to Medicaid District Offices, the Division of Welfare and Support Services offices, and the managed care organizations. We will continue this practice under a new contract using materials reviewed and approved by DHCFP.

We make every effort to inform Nevada’s Medicaid eligible recipients about the NET program far enough in advance to afford them sufficient time to plan for their transportation needs. We will continue encouraging recipients to use other available means of transportation (e.g., their own car or family or friends driving them), as appropriate for their medical and cognitive capabilities. All educational information that has been approved by DHCFP is readily available via our recipient web sites. 

LogistiCare understands and acknowledges that initial mailings of educational NET materials will be at our expense and will contain all pertinent information as required by the contract and approved by the state.

3.2.4.1 Explanation of non-emergency transportation services and how to obtain these services, including out-of-plan or emergency transportation services, and how to access them, the address and telephone number of the vendor’s office or facility and the days that the office or facility is open and services are available;

We understand and acknowledge this requirement. As the current broker for Nevada’s NET program, our outreach and education mediums are currently in compliance and have been approved for use by DHCFP. However, we will be happy to re-submit these materials for review and approval, prior to use for the new contract

LogistiCare’s program for educating recipients is focused on the production and distribution of DHCFP-approved written materials that provide basic information needed to access transportation services and participate in the NET program. Our education plan offers information regarding the availability of NET services, eligibility requirements, standing orders, documentation for medical necessity and how to request and use NET services, among other topics. 

We have developed a Recipient Information Web site, as well as a value added initiative - a Recipient Services Web Portal to provide an easy and efficient way for Nevada recipients to access program information, obtain educational information, and communicate with us about their trips – all online. These web based tools will offer recipients the convenience of accessing information and booking routine rips at any time, without having to utilize the call center. All information presented on our Recipient Informational Web site will be submitted to DHCFP for review and approval, prior to implementing the capability.

Recipient Information Web Site


Via a Web site, recipients can access information specific to Nevada’s NET program, including:


· Frequently Asked Question (FAQ) about services and program rules


· Policies and procedures for using NET services to help clients understand what they need to do to obtain further information, schedule trips, and make complaints 


· Information on how to contact LogistiCare, hours of operation, location, etc.

· Patient Transportation Restriction Forms 


· Bus routes and schedules for access by clients


· Links to other Web sites, including Department Web sites and LogistiCare’s corporate site


· Enhancements to meet the needs of Spanish -speaking clients


Value Add: Recipient Services Web Portal


Additionally, a new secured access portal will be deployed to allow recipients to log in securely and request transportation through a logical online guide. Once the request is submitted, the trip is managed in our LogistiCAD system, just as if it were entered by a CSR. Once queued in LogistiCAD, the CSR will apply appropriate gatekeeping to determine eligibility for services. Information related to the trip is then sent back to the recipient’s Web page for review. Information available for review includes trip determination (approved or denied), pick-up time, and other pertinent trip details. If necessary, the recipient can use the site to cancel the trip or request changes to other scheduled trips – all without the need for CSR assistance and at a time most convenient to the recipient.

Our goal is to meet or exceed DHCFP’s NET program objectives and to provide eligible Nevada recipients access to the transportation they need, when they need it. All information provided on the proposed informational Web site and Recipient Services Portal will receive prior approval by the state. Additionally, all LogistiCare NET Web sites and Portals are fully compliant with HIPAA regulations. 


3.2.4.2 Any restrictions on the recipient’s freedom of choice among network providers;

We understand and acknowledge this requirement.  As the current broker for Nevada’s NET program, our outreach/education mediums (as approved by DHCFP) currently comply with this requirement and will continue to do so under a new contract. Recipients are informed that they may request the provider they desire but ultimate assignment is based on need, cost effectiveness and location of pick up / drop off. However, we always take their request into consideration. 

3.2.4.3 Recipient rights and protections as specified in 42 CFR 438.100;

We understand and acknowledge this requirement.  As the current broker for Nevada’s NET program, our outreach/education mediums (as approved by DHCFP) currently outline each recipient’s rights and protections under 42 CFR 438.100.

3.2.4.4 The amount, duration and scope of services available under the contract in sufficient detail to ensure that recipients understand the services to which they are entitled;

We understand and acknowledge this requirement.  As the current broker for Nevada’s NET program, our outreach/education mediums (as approved by DHCFP) currently comply with this requirement and will continue to do so under a new contract. Our program brochures and other educational materials clearly outline the amount, duration and scope of services to which recipients are entitled. Our knowledgeable CSRs are also able to provide this information. 

3.2.4.5 Procedures for obtaining services, including authorization requirements;

We understand and acknowledge this requirement.  As the current broker for Nevada’s NET program, our outreach/education mediums (as approved by DHCFP) currently comply with this requirement and will continue to do so under a new contract. Our program brochures and other educational materials clearly convey the process for recipients to obtain services and the basis for trip authorization. Our knowledgeable CSRs are also able to provide this information. 


3.2.4.6 The extent to which, and how, recipients may obtain services from out-of-network providers;

We understand and acknowledge this requirement.  As the current broker for Nevada’s NET program, our outreach/education mediums (as approved by DHCFP) currently comply with this requirement and will continue to do under for a new contract. Our program brochures and other educational materials defined the process for recipients to obtain services from out-of-network providers. Our CSRs will also educate recipients on this when they call to make a reservation.

3.2.4.7 The extent to which, and how, after hours and emergency coverage are provided including: what constitutes a need for emergency transportation services; the fact that prior authorization is not required for emergency services; the process and procedures for obtaining emergency services, including the 911-telephone system or its local equivalent; the fact that, subject to regulatory limitations, the recipient has a right to use any hospital or other setting for emergency care;  

We understand and acknowledge this requirement.  As the current broker for Nevada’s NET program, our outreach/education mediums (as approved by DHCFP) currently comply with this requirement and will continue to do so under a new contract. All after hours calls coming into our call center are answered by a live CSR. These individuals are able to immediately offer information and assistance to callers in evaluating an emergency situation and informing callers of their right to emergency care and the process for accessing emergency services.

3.2.4.8 Explanation of procedures for urgent medical situations, non-emergency transportation services and how to utilize services in other circumstances, including the recipient services telephone number; clearly define urgent care, emergency care, and emergency transportation, and clarify the appropriate use of each;

We understand and acknowledge this requirement.  As the current broker for Nevada’s NET program, our outreach/education mediums (as approved by DHCFP) currently comply with this requirement and will continue to do so under a new contract. Our recipient materials are designed to clearly define the differences in urgent and emergency care and the appropriate level of service required for each. As indicated above, our live CSRs are able to offer information and assistance to callers in evaluating urgent and emergency situations and assist them with obtaining an appropriate level of service.

3.2.4.9 Procedures for accessing emergency and non-emergency services when the recipient is in and out of the vendor service area;

We understand and acknowledge this requirement. As the current broker for Nevada’s NET program, our outreach/education mediums (as approved by DHCFP) currently comply with this requirement and will continue to do so under a new contract. Our recipient materials are designed to clearly convey the process for accessing emergency and no-emergency services when they are out of our service area. Our live CSRs are able to offer information and assistance to callers in evaluating a recipient’s situation and assisting them with obtaining an appropriate level of service.


3.2.4.10     Information on grievance and fair hearing procedures and information as specified in 42 CFR 438.10 (h);

We understand and acknowledge this requirement.  As the current broker for Nevada’s NET program, our outreach/education mediums (as approved by DHCFP) currently comply with this requirement and will continue to do so under a new contract. When a recipient’s service request is denied, our CSRs inform them of the grievance process and their right to a State Fair Hearing as specified in 42 CFR 438.10(h).

3.2.4.11 Information on procedures for recommending changes in policies and  services;

We understand and acknowledge this requirement.  As the current broker for Nevada’s NET program, our outreach/education mediums (as approved by DHCFP) currently comply with this requirement and will continue to do so under a new contract.

3.2.4.12 To the extent available, quality and performance indicators, including recipient satisfaction;

We understand and acknowledge this requirement.  As the current broker for Nevada’s NET program, our outreach/education mediums (as approved by DHCFP) currently comply with this requirement and will continue to do so under a new contract. 

3.2.4.13 The vendor is also required to provide, to the recipient upon request, information on the structure and operation of the vendor; 


We understand and acknowledge this requirement.  As the current broker for Nevada’s NET program, we are currently happy to provide information on our corporate structure and how we operate our business and will be pleased to do so going forward under a new contract.

3.2.4.14 Notification of the recipient’s responsibility to report any third-party payment service to the vendor and the importance of doing so.

We understand and acknowledge this requirement.  As the current broker for Nevada’s NET program, our outreach/education mediums (as approved by DHCFP) currently comply with this requirement and will continue to do so under a new contract. In addition to our outreach and educational mediums, our CSRs are trained to inquire about any third party coverage a recipient might have.

3.2.5 The vendor must give each recipient written notice of any significant change, as defined by the State, in any of the enumerations noted above.  Significant changes that apply to recipients include, but are not limited to, changes to operating hours, changes to telephone numbers and office locations, changes to the Vendor’s services, benefits or geographic service area, enrollment of a new population in the network, and additions and changes to the provider network.  The vendor shall issue updates to the information provided to recipients and potential recipients on a monthly basis when there are material changes that will effect access to services; this includes additions and changes to the provider network.  The vendor shall maintain documentation verifying these updates.

Notification of Updates and Changes to NET Program Written Information

DHCFP recipients can realize higher program satisfaction with LogistiCare's focus on providing them with a continuous flow of information to help them clearly understand all aspects of Nevada’s NET program, eligibility rules and guidelines, accessing NET services, their roles and responsibilities and their transportation options and rights under the NET program.


Since the beginning of our Nevada NET contract, we have recognized the importance of maintaining ongoing communication with recipients to make them aware of any changes affecting the program. We will update any informational materials as necessary to incorporate program changes or updates and provide those to the district offices for dissemination, or upon the request of the DHCFP, will mail them to recipients. If and when material changes occur (i.e., changes in access to services, regarding our provider network, or as instructed by DHCFP), we issue interim monthly updates to all current, new, and prospective recipients. All changes and change schedules are documented and maintained by our Nevada operations team. 

We have developed a Recipient Information Web site, as well as a Recipient Services Web Portal to provide an easy and efficient way for Nevada recipients to access such program information and updates.

3.2.6 The vendor will be required to annually make available written materials approved by the Division to inform and educate the target population about the transportation delivery system. The vendor is encouraged to develop supplemental written materials as well. Any materials, including marketing materials, developed by the vendor for distribution to recipients, potential recipients, or providers require prior review and approval by Division in order that the vendor may assure the Division that all materials, including marketing materials, are accurate and do not mislead, confuse, or defraud recipients of the Division medical assistance programs.

Providing Accurate, Approved Information to the Division


We understand and acknowledge this requirement. As described above we annually produce and distribute written materials, as approved by the Division, to inform and educate current, new, and prospective Nevada NET program stakeholders about the NET program and its update and changes, as they occur. It is our policy to secure the DHCFP’s approval of all LogistiCare produced information regarding Nevada’s NET program, prior to distribution. It is never our intent to mislead, confuse or defraud recipients. Every attempt is made to assure that all documentation and program materials represent factually accurate information and have passed the Division’s review and approval process.

Supplemental Materials and Mechanisms to Improve Communications


It has been our experience that too many supplemental materials confuse and overwhelm recipients. Therefore, we focus on providing a comprehensive and well-written brochure to distribute to recipients and facilities. We also offer easy-to-carry recipient wallet cards that are distributed by drivers and healthcare providers. The cards provide a convenient list of important telephone numbers to expedite recipient access to the NET program for reservations or the ride assistance line (the “Where’s My Ride” line). 

As stated previously, we will also offer a plethora of information for recipients by way of our Recipient Information Web site, as well as a Recipient Services Web Portal. On our main corporate web site we also offer a portal called “We Care” where recipients can ask questions on the web instead of calling our CSRs or operations team members. We have found this to be a valuable and effective communication mechanism for recipients to contact LogistiCare with questions or issues and receive individualized one-on-one responses to their questions.


3.2.7
Prior to project implementation, the vendor must notify all current recipients and providers of the changes in the transportation delivery system and the vendor’s toll-free number for requesting non-emergency transportation services.  The initial mailing is only done one time.  This should be mailed far enough in advance of the start of business that all Medicaid recipients will have received it with sufficient advance notice to plan for their transportation needs with the successful proposer.  After the initial mailing, the Vendor need only to make materials available as specified in Section 3.2.4. In both cases, the State does not expect or desire that the Vendor will encourage individuals to use NET services in place of other available transportation such as their own car or family or friends driving them. The initial mailing shall be at the Vendors expense.


It is the intention of the State that the vendor has informational material to distribute to the Medicaid District Offices, the Division of Welfare and Supportive Services offices, and the managed care organizations. The State does not want the Vendor to engage in mass marketing mailings. Information on changes may be included in informational materials and posted on the State’s website and the Vendor website. All marketing and informational materials must be approved by the State.

Notifying Recipients and Providers of Changes Prior to Implementation


Because LogistiCare is the incumbent broker for Nevada’s NET program, we do not anticipate any changes in the delivery system that would impact recipients. However, upon a contract award, we will develop and issue updated NET brochures to DHCFP for review and approval prior to the initial mailing to recipients or prospective recipients. The brochures will reflect information and instruction required by the RFP, as well as information regarding a new Web portal designed for use by Nevada’s Medicaid eligible recipients. We will additionally distribute the brochures to the Nevada healthcare facilities frequently used by Nevada’s Medicaid recipients, to the four Medicaid District Offices and any other healthcare facility requesting information. 
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NEVADA STATE BUSINESS LICENSE
LOGISTICARE SOLUTIONS, LLC


Nevada Business Identification # NV20041034149


Expiration Date: February 29, 2012


IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto 
set my hand and affixed the Great Seal of State, 
at my office on February 8, 2011


ROSS MILLER
Secretary of State


In accordance with Title 7 of Nevada Revised Statutes, pursuant to proper application duly filed 
and payment of appropriate prescribed fees, the above named is hereby granted a Nevada State 
Business License for business activities conducted within the State of Nevada.  


This license shall be considered valid until the expiration date listed above unless suspended or 
revoked in accordance with Title 7 of Nevada Revised Statutes.


This document is not transferable and is not issued in lieu of any locally-required business license, 
permit or registration.


You may verify this Nevada State Business License 
online at www.nvsos.gov under the Nevada Business Search.
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VENDOR INFORMATION SHEET FOR RFP 1948



Vendor Must:



A) Provide all requested information in the space provided next to each numbered question.  The information provided in Sections V1 through V6 will be used for development of the contract;

B) Type or print responses; and

C) Include this Vendor Information Sheet in Tab III, State Documents of the Technical Proposal.



		V1

		Firm Name

		







		V2

		Street Address

		







		V3

		City, State, ZIP

		







		V4

		Telephone Number



		

		Area Code:  

		Number:  

		Extension:  







		V5

		Facsimile Number



		

		Area Code:  

		Number:  

		Extension:  







		V6

		Toll Free Number



		

		Area Code:  

		Number:  

		Extension:  







		V7

		Contact Person for Questions / Contract Negotiations,

including address if different than above



		

		Name:



		

		Title:



		

		Address:



		

		Email Address:
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		Telephone Number for Contact Person



		

		Area Code:  

		Number:  

		Extension:  







		V9

		Facsimile Number for Contact Person



		

		Area Code:  

		Number:  

		Extension:  







		V10

		Name of Individual Authorized to Bind the Organization



		

		Name:

		Title:







		V11

		Signature (Individual must be legally authorized to bind the vendor per NRS 333.337)



		

		Signature:

		Date:
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A Request for Proposal process is different from an Invitation to Bid.  The State expects vendors to propose creative, competitive solutions to the agency's stated problem or need, as specified below.  Vendors exceptions and/or assumptions should be clearly stated in Attachment B1 (Technical Proposal Certification of Compliance with Terms and Conditions of RFP) and Attachment B2 (Cost Proposal Certification of Compliance with Terms and Conditions of RFP) and will be considered during the evaluation process; however, vendors must be specific.  Nonspecific exceptions or assumptions may not be considered.  The State reserves the right to limit the Scope of Work prior to award, if deemed in the best interest of the State per NRS 333.350(1).



Prospective vendors are advised to review Nevada’s ethical standards requirements, including but not limited to, NRS 281A and the Governor’s Proclamation, which can be found on the Purchasing Division’s website (http://purchasing.state.nv.us). 





OVERVIEW OF PROJECT 



The State of Nevada, Purchasing Division on behalf of the Department of Health and Human Service, Division of Health Care Financing and Policy (DHCFP), is seeking  qualified vendors for non-emergency transportation (NET) brokerage services throughout the State of Nevada.  These services will include coordination, management, and reimbursement of non-emergency transportation services.  The awarded vendor will provide the required services for the Nevada Medicaid program administered by the Division of Health Care Financing and Policy (DHCFP), hereinafter referred to as the “Division”. All unscheduled emergency transportation including air carrier and ambulance services are excluded from this RFP. The awarded vendor is expected to provide certain levels of scheduled emergency transportation. An example of a scheduled emergency is transportation for a medically stable recipient on an organ transplant list who receives notification an organ available from a donor and the recipient must be present at the transplant facility within the timeframe determined by the surgeon or the transplant coordinator. 


The Division of Health Care Financing and Policy (DHCFP) is the State agency that administers the Medicaid (Title XIX) program in Nevada. The Title XIX of the Social Security Act and accompanying regulations require that states cover medical care, services and fulfill administrative requirements necessary to operate the Medicaid program efficiently. The transportation services ensure that individuals can get to and from needed care.   Federal Regulation 42 CFR 431.53 requires states to assure necessary emergency and non-emergency transportation to recipients to and from providers of healthcare.  The Division currently covers transportation for Medicaid recipients.  Nevada Check Up recipients are not eligible for NET services.  The State may choose to directly reimburse the Regional Transportation Commissions/Commission (RTC) Paratransit operations for services. The vendor will still be responsible for NET services outside of paratransit service areas and scheduling and coordination inside of paratransit areas.  If this option is chosen there will be an adjustment to the capitation amount paid per member per month.  There is no other material changes (Changes in services covered, change in population covered, etc.) planned at this time, but the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act may dramatically increase the Medicaid population, which in turn may affect services and utilization control.

The mandate to assure necessary transportation stems from provisions of the Social Security Act and regulations requiring that medical assistance be: available in all political subdivisions of the State;  provided with reasonable promptness to all eligible individuals; furnished in the same amount, duration, and scope to all individuals in a group; provided in a manner consistent with the best interests of the recipient; available to eligible recipients from qualified providers of their choice; and provided in accordance with methods of administration found necessary by the Secretary of Health and Human Services for proper and efficient operation of the state plan. The current vendor is Logisticare, Inc. 



Proposals in response to this RFP will be considered in a (2) stage process.  The first stage is a determination of whether or not the vendor qualifies under the set of General Minimum Qualifications (refer to Section 3.1).  The vendor must evaluate and certify that they are in compliance by filling out the “Certification of Compliance with RFP” form attached to this RFP. If a vendor is determined to not meet any one of these General Minimum Qualifications, the proposal in its entirety will not be considered for contracting.



If the vendor meets all of the General Minimum Qualifications, the proposal will be evaluated to see if it meets the Technical Minimum Qualifications (refer to Section 3.2). Target population/service proposals that do not meet the minimum Technical Qualifications will not be considered for an award.  Each proposal will be reviewed independently in the Technical Minimum Qualification section.



The resulting contract will be for a contract term of four (4) years, anticipated to begin May 1, 2012 through April 30, 2016, upon approval of the Board of Examiners anticipated to be March 13, 2012.  



ACRONYMS/DEFINITIONS 



For the purposes of this RFP, the following acronyms/definitions will be used:



		Action

		The denial or limited authorization of a requested service, including: (1) the type or level of service; (2) the reduction, suspension, or termination of a previously authorized service; (3) the denial, in whole or in part, of payment for a service; (4) the failure to provide services in a timely manner, as defined by the State.





		Assessment

		An assessment is a process that is conducted by Nevada Medicaid and/or its contractors to evaluate the medical necessity of an individual’s request for a Nevada Medicaid covered service.





		Adverse Action 

or Determination

		An adverse action or adverse determination refers to a denial, termination, reduction, or suspension of an applicant or recipient’s request for service or eligibility determination. For the purposes of this RFP, it also refers to a determination made by Nevada Medicaid against a provider or provider applicant to deny, terminate, suspend, lock out, or otherwise limit a provider application.





		Appeal

		A request for review of an action as “action” is defined in this section.





		Authorized 

Representative

		An authorized representative is an individual who has been designated by an applicant or recipient as having authority to act on behalf of the applicant or recipient.





		Awarded Vendor

		The organization/individual that is awarded and has an approved contract with the State of Nevada for the services identified in this RFP. Also referred to as the non-emergency transportation Broker.





		Capitation Payment

		A payment the State agency makes periodically to a contractor on behalf of each recipient enrolled under a contract for the provision of medical services under the State plan.  The State agency makes the payment regardless of whether the particular recipient receives services during the period covered by the payment.





		Centers for 

Medicare and 

Medicaid 

Services (CMS)

		Medicaid programs are administered by each State in partnership with the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services. CMS has responsibility for monitoring State compliance with federal requirements and providing federal financial participation (FFP).  CMS monitors State programs to assure minimum required levels of service are provided, as mandated in the Code of Federal Regulations (CFRs).





		CFR

		Code of Federal Regulations.





		Cold Call 

Marketing

		Any unsolicited personal contact by the Vendor with a potential recipient for the purpose of marketing as defined in this RFP.





		Confidentiality

		Confidentiality pertains to all safeguards required to protect all information which concerns Medicaid applicants and recipients, Medicaid providers, and any other information which may not be disclosed by any party pursuant to federal and State law, and Medicaid Regulations, including, but not limited to the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and NRS Chapter 422, and 42 CFR 431, 42 CFR Parts 160 and 164.





		Confidential 

Information

		Any information relating to the amount or source of any income, profits, losses or expenditures, including data relating to cost or price submitted in support of a bid or proposal.  The term does not include the amount of a bid or proposal.  See NRS §333.020(5)(b).





		Contract

		A legal agreement entered into between DHCFP, based on the Request for Proposals (RFP) and on the Vendor’s response to the RFP.





		Contract Period

		The State-certified contract period will be the defined effective and termination dates of the contract inclusive of any renewal period.





		Contractor

		Awarded Vendor.





		Covered Services

		Covered services are those services for which Nevada Medicaid may reimburse providers.





		Department

		Department of Health and Human Services (HHS).





		Division

		Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), Division of Healthcare Financing and Policy (DHCFP)





		Eligibility

Verification

System (EVS)



		A means to verify an individual’s eligibility for services covered by the State of Nevada’s Medicaid program, via the Internet.





		Eligibility

		The term eligibility is used to reference a person’s status to receive Medicaid program benefits.





		Emergency

Medical Condition

		A medical condition manifesting itself by acute symptoms of sufficient severity (including severe pain) that a prudent layperson, who possesses an average knowledge of health and medicine, could reasonably expect the absence of immediate medical attention to result in placing the health of the individual (or, with respect to a pregnant woman, the health of the woman or her unborn child) in serious jeopardy; serious impairment to bodily functions; or serious dysfunction of any bodily organ or part.





		Emergency 

Medical

Transportation

		A ground or air ambulance, as medically necessary to transport a recipient with an emergency medical condition.  A ground or air ambulance transport resulting from a “911” communication is considered emergency medical transportation, as specified in Medicaid Services Manual, Chapter 1900. 





		Emergency 

Services

		Emergency services means, with respect to an individual enrolled with an organization, covered inpatient and outpatient services that are furnished by a provider qualified to furnish such services and are needed to evaluate or stabilize an emergency medical condition.  The Contractor must not require the services to be prior or post-authorized.





		Encounter

		A covered service or group of services delivered by a provider to a recipient during a visit, or as a result of a visit (e.g. pharmacy) between the recipient and provider.





		Encounter Data

		Data documenting a contact or service delivered to an eligible recipient by a provider for any covered service.





		Evaluation 

Committee

		An independent committee comprised of a majority of State officers or employees established to evaluate and score proposals submitted in response to the RFP pursuant to NRS §333.335.





		Fraud

		An intentional misrepresentation of truth for the purpose of inducing another in reliance upon it to part with some valuable thing belonging to him or to surrender a legal right.  A false representation of a matter of fact, whether by words or by conduct, by false or misleading allegations, or by concealment of that which should have been disclosed, which deceives and is intended to deceive another so that he shall act upon it to his legal injury. 





		Grievance

		Any oral or written communications made by a recipient, or a provider acting on behalf of a recipient with the recipient’s written consent, to any of the Contractor’s employee’s or its providers expressing dissatisfaction with any aspect of the Contractor’s operations, activities or behavior, regardless of whether the communication requests any remedial actions. 





		Health Care

Services

		Any services included in the furnishing to any natural person of medical or dental care or hospitalization or incident to the furnishing of such care or hospitalization, as well as the furnishing to any person any other services for the purpose of preventing, alleviating, curing or healing human illness or injury (according to NRS 695C.030.5).





		Hearing

		A hearing is an orderly, readily available proceeding before a hearing officer, which provides for an impartial process to determine the correctness of an agency action (See Medicaid Services Manual Chapter 3100).  Recipients and Medicaid providers are afforded an opportunity for hearing in certain circumstances and when requested in a timely manner.  An agency or Vendor adverse determination made against a recipient’s request for service or payment as well as a determination against a provider that terminates or denies a provider application may provide opportunity for hearing.





		LOI

		Letter of Intent - notification of the State’s intent to award a contract to a vendor, pending successful negotiations; all information remains confidential until the issuance of the formal notice of award.  





		Marketing

		Any communication from the NET broker (including its employees, affiliated providers, agents or contractors) to a Medicaid or NCU recipient that can reasonably be interpreted as intended to influence the recipient to use specific transportation services or to purchase other services that may be offered by the above listed entities.





		Marketing 

Materials

		Materials produced in any medium, by or on behalf of a Vendor that can reasonably be interpreted as intended to market to recipients.





		May

		Indicates something that is not mandatory but permissible.





		Medicaid

		Title XIX of the Social Security Act is a federal program which pays for medical benefits to eligible low-income persons needing health care.  In Nevada, it is administered by the Department of Health and Human Services, Division of Health Care Financing and Policy, subject to oversight by CMS.  The program costs are shared by the federal and State governments.





		Medical 
Necessity

		To be considered a medical necessity (medically necessary) items and services must have been established as safe and effective as determined by Nevada Medicaid as defined in the State of Nevada Medicaid Services Manual (MSM). 



The DHCFP will only cover items and services which are reasonable and necessary for the diagnosis or treatment of an illness or injury or to improve the functioning of a malformed body member.





		Medicare Savings	

Program

		a. Qualified Medicare Beneficiaries (QMBs) without other 
Medicaid  (QMB Only) These individuals are entitled to                                                 Medicare Part A, have income of 100% Federal poverty level (FPL) or less, resources that do not exceed twice the limit for SSI eligibility, and are not otherwise eligible for full Medicaid. Medicaid pays their Medicare Part A premiums, if any, Medicare Part B premiums, and, to the extent consistent with the Medicaid State Plan, Medicare deductibles and coinsurance for Medicare services provided by Medicare providers. 

b. 	QMBs with full Medicaid (QMB Plus) These individuals are entitled to Medicare Part A, have income of 100% FPL or less, resources that do not exceed twice the limit for SSI eligibility, and are eligible for full Medicaid benefits. Medicaid pays their Medicare Part A premiums, if any, Medicare Part B premiums, to the extent consistent with the Medicaid State Plan, Medicare deductibles and coinsurance, and provides full Medicaid benefits. 



c. 	Specified Low-Income Medicare Beneficiaries (SLMBs) without other Medicaid (SLMB Only), QI-1  These individuals are entitled to Medicare Part A have income of greater than 100% FPL, but less than 120% FPL and resources that do not exceed twice the limit for SSI eligibility, and are not otherwise eligible for Medicaid. Medicaid pays their Medicare Part B premiums only. Federal financial participation (FFP) equals Federal Medical Assistance percentages (FMAP).  QI-1 are individuals above the income level for SLMB but who otherwise qualify for Medicaid to pay their Medicare Part B premiums.



d. 	Qualified Disabled and Working Individuals (QDWIs) These individuals no longer have Medicare Part A benefits due to a return to work.  However, they are eligible to purchase Medicare Part A benefits if they have income of 200% FPL or less and resources that do not exceed twice the limit for SSI eligibility, and are not otherwise eligible for Medicaid.  Medicaid pays the Medicare Part A premiums only. 



e. 	Medicaid Only Dual Eligibles (Non QMB, SLMB, QDWI, QI-1) These individuals are entitled to Medicare Part A and/or Part B and are eligible for full Medicaid benefits. They are not eligible for Medicaid as a QMB, SLMB, QDWI, QI-1, or QI-2. Typically, these individuals need to spend down their resources to qualify for Medicaid or meet the requirements for a Medicaid eligibility poverty group that exceeds the limits listed above. Medicaid provides full Medicaid benefits and pays for Medicaid services received from Medicaid providers, but Medicaid will only pay for services also covered by Medicare if the Medicaid payment rate is higher than the amount paid by Medicare, and, within this limit, will only pay to the extent necessary to pay the beneficiary's Medicare cost-sharing liability. Payment by Medicaid of Medicare Part B premiums is a state option; however, states may not receive FFP for Medicaid services also covered by Medicare Part B for certain individuals who could have been covered under Medicare Part B had they been enrolled. 





		NAC

		Nevada Administrative Code.





		Non-Emergency 

Transportation

(NET)

		Conveyance services other than those set forth for ‘emergency transport necessary to convey recipient to and from needed medical services.  Both recipient and Vendor have the duty to use the least expensive alternative conveyance.





		NRS

		Nevada Revised Statutes.





		NOA

		Notice of Award - formal notification of the State’s decision to award a contract,  pending Examiners’ approval of said contract, any non-confidential information becomes available upon written request.





		Paratransit

		Shared ride transportation for eligible people of all ages that are unable to use fixed schedule conventional public transport.





		Personal Care 

Services

		Personal care services are an optional Medicaid benefit provided to individuals who are not inpatients or residents of a hospital, nursing facility, intermediate care facility for the mentally retarded or institution for mental disease.  Personal care services must be:

1. authorized for an individual by a physician in a plan of treatment or in accordance with a service plan approved by the State;

2. provided by an individual who is qualified to provide such services and who is not a member of the individual’s family; and

3. furnished in a home or other location.



These services may include a range of human assistance provided to persons, of all ages, with disabilities and chronic conditions which enable them to accomplish tasks that they would normally do for themselves if they did not have a disability.





		Potential Recipient

		A person who has a likelihood of becoming a Medicaid recipient under the eligibility rules administered by the Division of Welfare and Supportive Services.





		Prior Resources

		Prior resources are any non-Medicaid coverage, public or private, which can be used to pay for medical services.  These resources and benefits are payable before Medicaid benefits are paid.





		Proprietary

		Any trade secret or confidential business information that is contained in a proposal or included in a particular contract. 





		Provider

		Any individual or entity that is engaged in the delivery of health care services and is legally authorized to do so by the State in which it delivers the services.  This includes: a person who has applied to participate or who participates in the plan as a provider of goods or services; or a private insurance carrier, health care cooperative or alliance, health maintenance organization, insurer, organization, entity, association, affiliation, or person, who contracts to provide or provides goods or services that are reimbursed by or are a required benefit of the plan. (1) For the fee-for-service program any individual or entity furnishing Medicaid services under an agreement with the Division is a provider.  (2) For the managed care program, any individual or entity that is engaged in the delivery of health care services and is legally authorized to do so by the State in which it delivers the services is a provider. (3) For non-emergency transportation, any individual or company subcontracted by the vendor to provide transportation services.





		Prudent Layperson

		A person who possesses an average knowledge of health and medicine, who could reasonably expect the absence of immediate medical attention to result in placing the health of the individual (or, with respect to a pregnant woman, the health of the woman or her unborn child) in serious jeopardy, serious impairment to bodily functions, or serious dysfunction of any bodily organ or part.





		Public Record

		All books and public records of a governmental entity, the contents of which are not otherwise declared by law to be confidential (see NRS §333.333 and NRS §600A.030(5)) must be open to inspection by any person and may be fully copied or an abstract or memorandum may be prepared from those public books and public records.





		Recipient 

		An eligible person who receives benefits pursuant to title XIX (Medicaid) or Title XXI (Nevada Check-Up).





		RFP

		Request for Proposal - a written statement which sets forth the requirements and specifications of a contract to be awarded by competitive selection NRS §333.020(7).





		Risk Contract

		A contract under which the contractor:

1. 	Assumes risk for the cost of the services covered under the contract; and

2.	Incurs loss if the cost of furnishing the services exceeds the payments under the contract.





		Scheduled  

Emergency

		Scheduled emergency consists of transportation to covered medically necessary, provider directed services which are scheduled on behalf of the recipient, usually with less than 48 hours notice. An example of a scheduled emergency is transportation for a medically stable recipient on an organ transplant list who receives notification that there is an organ available from a donor and the recipient must be present at the transplant facility within the timeframe determined by the surgeon or the transplant coordinator.





		Service

		Means any procedure, intervention, or item reimbursable under Medicaid.





		Service 

Authorization 

Request (SAR)



		Means a recipient’s request for the provision of a service.





		Shall/Must/Will

		Indicates a mandatory requirement.  Failure to meet a mandatory requirement may result in the rejection of a proposal as non-responsive.





		Should

		Indicates something that is recommended but not mandatory.  If the vendor fails to provide recommended information, the State may, at its sole option, ask the vendor to provide the information or evaluate the proposal without the information.





		Specialty Care

Transport (SCT)

		Specialty Care Transport (SCT) is hospital-to-hospital transportation of a critically injured or ill recipient by a ground or air ambulance vehicle, including the provision of medically necessary supplies and services, at a level of service beyond the scope of the EMT-Intermediate or paramedic. SCT is necessary when a recipient’s condition requires ongoing care that must be furnished by one or more health professionals in an appropriate specialty area (e.g., emergency or critical care nursing, emergency medicine, respiratory care, cardiovascular care, or a paramedic with additional training). SCTs are not covered under NET, nor do they require prior authorization. An example of SCT is the transfer of a newborn from a critical care neonatal unit to a hospital where immediate heart surgery may be performed.





		State

		The State of Nevada and its state agencies, officers, employees and immune contractors as defined in NRS 41.00307.





		State Plan

		The State Plan is a comprehensive statement submitted by the state Medicaid agency describing the nature and scope of its program and giving assurance that it will be administered in conformity with the specific requirements stipulated in the pertinent title of the Act, and other applicable official issuances of the Department of Health and Human Services.  The State Plan contains all information necessary for the Department to determine whether the plan can be approved, as a basis for Federal Financial Participation (FFP) in the State program.



The State Plan consists of written documents furnished by the State to cover each of its programs under the Act including the medical assistance program (Title XIX).  After approval of the original plan by HHS, all relevant changes, required by new statutes, rules, regulations, interpretations, and court decisions, are required to be submitted currently so HHS may determine whether the plan continues to meet federal requirements and policies.  Determinations regarding State Plans (including plan amendments and administrative practice under the plans) originally meet, or continue to meet, the requirements for approval based on relevant federal statutes and regulations.





		Subcontractor

		Third party, not directly employed by the vendor, who will provide services identified in this RFP.  This does not include third parties who provide support or incidental services to the vendor.





		Successful Vendor

		The organization/individual that is awarded and has an approved contract with the State of Nevada for the services identified in this RFP.





		Surveillance and

Utilization Review 

Subsystem (SURS)

		SURS is the acronym for Surveillance and Utilization Review Subsystem of the Division of Health Care Financing and Policy.  It is an integral part of the automated Medicaid Management Information System (MMIS) which is used to monitor service utilization and abuse.





		Third Party

Liability (TPL)

		Means any individual, entity or program that is or may be liable to pay all or part of the expenditures for medical assistance furnished under the State Medicaid Plan.





		Trade Secret

		Information, including, without limitation, a formula, pattern, compilation, program, device, method, technique, product, system, process, design, prototype, procedure, computer programming instruction or code that: derives independent economic value, actual or potential, from not being generally known to, and not being readily ascertainable by proper means by the public or any other person who can obtain commercial or economic value from its disclosure or use; and is the subject of efforts that are reasonable under the circumstances to maintain its secrecy.





		Will



		Expected or required



		Vendor

		Organization/individual submitting a proposal in response to this RFP.







STATE OBSERVED HOLIDAYS



The State observes the holidays noted in the following table.  Note:  When January 1st, July 4th, November 11th or December 25th falls on Saturday, the preceding Friday is observed as the legal holiday.  If these days fall on Sunday, the following Monday is the observed holiday.



		HOLIDAY

		DAY OBSERVED



		New Year’s Day

		January 1



		Martin Luther King Jr.’s Birthday

		Third Monday in January



		Presidents' Day

		Third Monday in February



		Memorial Day

		Last Monday in May



		Independence Day

		July 4



		Labor Day

		First Monday in September



		Nevada Day

		Last Friday in October



		Veterans' Day

		November 11



		Thanksgiving Day

		Fourth Thursday in November



		Family Day

		Friday following the Fourth Thursday in November



		Christmas Day

		December 25







SCOPE OF WORK	



This scope of work covers non-emergency and scheduled emergency services only.



3.1	QUALIFICATIONS



The process by which proposals will be considered for contracting under this RFP consists of two (2) stages.  The first stage is a determination of whether or not the vendor qualifies under the set of General Minimum Qualifications.  If a vendor is determined to not meet any one of these General Minimum Qualifications, the proposal in its entirety will not be considered for contracting.



If the vendor meets all of the General Minimum Qualifications, the proposal will be evaluated to see if it meets the Technical Minimum Qualifications.  Target population/service proposals that do not meet the minimum Technical Qualifications will not be considered for an award.  Each proposal will be reviewed independently in the Technical Minimum Qualification section.



General Minimum Qualifications



If the applicant fails to address and/or meet any of the following General Minimum Qualifications, they will not be considered for a contract. Refer to Attachment L of this RFP.  



3.1.1 Vendor’s response must comply with Chapter 1900 of the State of Nevada’s Medicaid Services Manual.



3.1.2 Vendor’s response must be in compliance with all federal laws and regulations applicable to non-emergency transportation.





3.1.3 Vendor must submit an organizational chart and show relationships with parent and related companies or corporate entities.  Vendor’s corporate structure must meet approval from the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid services.



Technical Minimum Qualifications



It is mandatory that each component listed below in the Scope of Work be addressed.  Failure to address each component will result in disqualification of the proposal.



3.2 DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

The successful vendor(s) shall authorize, manage and make payment for all non-emergency transportation (NET) for eligible recipients to include but not limited to, taxicabs, wheelchair vans, public transportation, and travel related expenses.  It is expected that the actual transportation services under this RFP will be provided through a network of subcontracted transportation providers, however, the State will consider other creative methods of providing NET. Vendors are encouraged to submit creative ideas for providing service and cutting costs. 



The successful vendor will be responsible for payment of transportation services furnished through subcontracts with transportation providers. The Contractor’s payments to transportation providers shall be consistent with efficiency, economy and quality of care and sufficient to enlist enough providers to ensure access.



Transportation plays an important role in assuring Medicaid eligible recipients’ access to medical care.  This service is of particular importance to disabled recipients needing critical services such as dialysis, rehabilitation, physical therapy or chemotherapy.

The awarded vendor shall ensure that all of these functions are performed properly and efficiently with an emphasis on customer service.



Successful vendor to inform and educate recipients regarding covered services and how to access them, as well as rights and Medicaid State Fair Hearings. 


The successful vendor shall perform the following tasks:

3.2.1	The vendor must have written information about its services and access to services available upon request to recipients and potential recipients. This written information must also be available in English and the prevalent non-English language(s), which the State has determined to be Spanish. The vendor must make free, oral interpretation services available to each recipient and potential recipient.  This applies to all non-English languages, not just those that the State identifies as prevalent. 

3.2.2 	The vendor is required to notify all recipients and potential recipients that oral interpretation is available for any language and written information is available in prevalent languages.  The vendor must notify all recipients and potential recipients how to access this information. 



3.2.3	The vendor’s written material must use an easily understood format.  The vendor must also develop appropriate alternative methods for communicating with visually and hearing-impaired recipients, and accommodating physically disabled recipients in accordance with the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990.  All recipients and potential recipients must be informed that this information is available in alternative formats and how to access those formats. 



3.2.4 	The vendor is required to make available informational materials to newly enrolled recipients and to all recipients once per year. Vendor may furnish the material to the Medicaid District Offices, the Division of Welfare and Support Services offices, and the managed care organizations. The vendor is not expected to mail the material to recipients. The initial mailing referenced in Section 3.2.7 is only done one time.  This should be mailed far enough in advance of the initial start of business that all Medicaid recipients will have received it with sufficient advance notice to plan for their transportation needs with the successful proposer.  After the initial mailing specified in Section 3.2.7, the Vendor need only to make materials available as specified in this section. In both cases, the State does not expect or desire that the Vendor will encourage individuals to use NET services in place of other available transportation such as their own car or family or friends driving them.  The initial mailing shall be at the Vendors expense.   At a minimum the information enumerated below must be included in this material:



3.2.4.1	Explanation of non-emergency transportation services and how to obtain these services, including out-of-plan or emergency transportation services, and how to access them, the address and telephone number of the vendor’s office or facility and the days that the office or facility is open and services are available;

3.2.4.2	Any restrictions on the recipient’s freedom of choice among network providers;

3.2.4.3	Recipient rights and protections as specified in 42 CFR 438.100;

3.2.4.4	The amount, duration and scope of services available under the contract in sufficient detail to ensure that recipients understand the services to which they are entitled;

3.2.4.5	Procedures for obtaining services, including authorization requirements;

3.2.4.6	The extent to which, and how, recipients may obtain services from out-of-network providers;

3.2.4.7	The extent to which, and how, after hours and emergency coverage are provided including: what constitutes a need for emergency transportation services; the fact that prior authorization is not required for emergency services; the process and procedures for obtaining emergency services, including the 911-telephone system or its local equivalent; the fact that, subject to regulatory limitations, the recipient has a right to use any hospital or other setting for emergency care;  

3.2.4.8 Explanation of procedures for urgent medical situations, non-emergency transportation services and how to utilize services in other circumstances, including the recipient services telephone number; clearly define urgent care, emergency care, and emergency transportation, and clarify the appropriate use of each;

3.2.4.9 Procedures for accessing emergency and non-emergency services when the recipient is in and out of the vendor service area;

3.2.4.10 Information on grievance and fair hearing procedures and  information as specified in 42 CFR 438.10 (h);

3.2.4.11 Information on procedures for recommending changes in policies and services;

3.2.4.12 To the extent available, quality and performance indicators, including recipient satisfaction;

3.2.4.13 The vendor is also required to provide, to the recipient upon request, information on the structure and operation of the vendor; 

3.2.4.14 Notification of the recipient’s responsibility to report any third-party payment service to the vendor and the importance of doing so.



3.2.5 	The vendor must give each recipient written notice of any significant change, as defined by the State, in any of the enumerations noted above.  Significant changes that apply to recipients include, but are not limited to, changes to operating hours, changes to telephone numbers and office locations, changes to the Vendor’s services, benefits or geographic service area, enrollment of a new population in the network, and additions and changes to the provider network.  The vendor shall issue updates to the information provided to recipients and potential recipients on a monthly basis when there are material changes that will effect access to services; this includes additions and changes to the provider network.  The vendor shall maintain documentation verifying these updates.



3.2.6	The vendor will be required to annually make available written materials approved by the Division to inform and educate the target population about the transportation delivery system.  The vendor is encouraged to develop supplemental written materials as well.  Any materials, including marketing materials, developed by the vendor for distribution to recipients, potential recipients, or providers require prior review and approval by Division in order that the vendor may assure the Division that all materials, including marketing materials, are accurate and do not mislead, confuse, or defraud recipients of the Division medical assistance programs.



3.2.7	Prior to project implementation, the vendor must notify all current recipients and providers of the changes in the transportation delivery system and the vendor’s toll-free number for requesting non-emergency transportation services.  The initial mailing is only done one time.  This should be mailed far enough in advance of the start of business that all Medicaid recipients will have received it with sufficient advance notice to plan for their transportation needs with the successful proposer.  After the initial mailing, the Vendor need only to make materials available as specified in Section 3.2.4. In both cases, the State does not expect or desire that the Vendor will encourage individuals to use NET services in place of other available transportation such as their own car or family or friends driving them. The initial mailing shall be at the Vendors expense.



It is the intention of the State that the vendor has informational material to distribute to the Medicaid District Offices, the Division of Welfare and Supportive Services offices, and the managed care organizations. The State does not want the Vendor to engage in mass marketing mailings. Information on changes may be included in informational materials and posted on the State’s website and the Vendor website. All marketing and informational materials must be approved by the State.



3.3 VERIFY RECIPIENT ELIGIBILITY



3.3.1 	The vendor shall be responsible for receiving and processing all requests for non-emergency transportation services for all eligible Title XIX Medicaid   program recipients residing in the State.  The vendor shall arrange transportation into and out of the State when appropriate for eligible recipients residing in the State.  The vendor is also responsible for arranging transportation for recipients who are being treated outside of the State.  



3.3.2	DHCFP will provide a HIPAA compliant eligibility file suitable for loading into the vendors system. The file will be refreshed twice a month. For each recipient requesting non-emergency transportation services, the vendor shall verify the recipient’s Medicaid eligibility through the provided eligibility file or through the EVS (Electronic Verification of Eligibility) system.  Once eligibility for non-emergency transportation services has been verified the vendor may determine which form of transportation service is appropriate. Eligibility status in EVS is not the sole determinant of eligibility for non-emergency transportation services; vendor is responsible to consult the Medicaid Services Manual Chapter 1900 to determine what subpopulations are excluded. 



3.4 ASSESS/AUTHORIZE TRANSPORTATION SERVICES



3.4.1   	The vendor and its network providers must have in place, and follow, written policies and procedures for processing requests for initial and continuing authorizations of service.  The vendor must have in effect mechanisms to ensure consistent application of review criteria for authorization decisions and consult with the requesting provider when appropriate.  Any decision to deny a service authorization request (SAR) or to authorize a service in amount, duration, or scope that is less than requested must be made by a health care professional who has appropriate clinical expertise in treating the recipient’s condition or disease.



3.4.2	The vendor must ensure that any compensation to individuals or entities that are contracted by the vendor to conduct utilization management activities under this contract is not structured so as to provide incentives for the individual or entity to deny, limit, or discontinue medically necessary services to any recipient.



3.4.3	Vendor shall make an assessment of the recipient’s level of need for transportation, which shall be in accordance with Division transportation policies and procedures as set forth in the Medicaid Services Manual (MSM) Chapter 1900 entitled “Transportation Services” and through any Division policy updates, revisions and State Plan Amendments.  



3.4.4	Pertinent requirements in the transportation needs assessment include:



3.4.4.1 	The recipient’s program eligibility for non-emergency transportation has been verified on the date of service; 

3.4.4.2	The transportation is to and/or from a Nevada Medicaid  covered services that are determined medically necessary;

3.4.4.3	The recipient has no other form of transportation available; 

3.4.4.4	The least costly, but appropriate, mode of transportation is used; and

3.4.4.5	That the recipient is using the closest provider.



3.4.5    	The vendor shall authorize or deny non-emergency transportation services for Medicaid recipients based on the above screening criteria. The vendor shall issue a Notice of decision with appeals rights included for any denial, reduction, or termination of a service.  The vendor shall issue a Notice of decision with appeals rights included for any denial or a reduction  in the requested level of service. The vendor may need to contact the recipient’s primary care physician to assess and confirm the medical necessity of transportation services. 

3.4.6   	Paratransit transportation may be provided based on assessed medical need.  All adult day care riders, adult day Health Care riders, Renal Dialysis riders and behavioral health riders must be assessed by paratransit for eligibility. Recipients with regularly recurring rides to any provider must be assessed by paratransit for eligibility. Recipients who do not cooperate in obtaining a paratransit assessment shall only be issued bus passes. When paratransit transportation is indicated, such transportation services shall be “curb to curb” or “door-to-door”, whichever service is necessary for the recipient.  Paratransit providers are responsible for assisting riders into and out of the vehicle, but are not responsible for lifting wheelchair or gurney patients up or down stairs.

3.4.7    	Recipients are responsible for providing car seats, wheelchairs, other devices or equipment, and any extra physical assistance, not required of providers, that they or their escorts need to make the trip.  The Division will provide the vendor with instructions and ongoing training on Medicaid policy regarding specific Medicaid programs and covered services.



3.4.8	The vendor shall determine and authorize the most appropriate economical mode of transportation for each eligible recipient requesting transportation services.  The vendor is encouraged to develop and propose innovative strategies to reduce trip costs such as providing gas vouchers for recipients and making greater use of public transportation.

3.4.9   	After determining that “no cost” transportation is not available to the recipient, the vendor shall utilize the services of the public transportation, if available and appropriate.  The vendor shall have procedures for timely distribution of public transportation tokens and passes to the recipient to make the authorized medical appointment and adequate monitoring procedures in place in order to validate that the tokens/passes were used for authorized medical transportation.  The vendor shall obtain prior approval for these procedures from Division. 



3.4.10	If the vendor does not utilize the lowest cost transportation provider, the vendor shall document reasons for not utilizing such in the transportation database described in Section 3.6.1.  If the vendor authorizes transportation to a provider under this exception, the vendor shall document in the transportation database the reasons the nearest provider is not being utilized. An example would be a paratransit eligible dialysis patient getting a taxi ride immediately following dialysis, while being required to use paratransit for all other NET.  Other examples of exceptions are a recipient who uses bus passes for transport but is expected to be unable to walk that far after a scheduled procedure or a recipient unable to get appointment with closest provider who is no longer accepting new Medicaid recipients. 



3.4.11 Medicaid funds may not be used to pay for transportation services that are otherwise available without charge to both Medicaid and non-Medicaid recipients.  In addition, Medicaid is generally the payor of last resort except for certain Federal programs such as Title V Maternal and Child Health Block Grant funded services or special education related health services funded under the Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA).



3.5 SCHEDULE, ASSIGN AND DISPATCH TRIPS

3.5.1	The vendor shall utilize a method to schedule transportation services once the services are authorized and shall ensure that trip assignment activities are performed efficiently.  The scheduling method shall be capable of accommodating advanced reservations, subscription service, and requests for urgent service. 



3.5.2	Although recipients are urged to make requests for non-emergency transportation services no less than five (5) business days before the service is needed, scheduling problems will occur from time to time when providing urgent services.  The vendor shall have a system in place to accommodate sudden, non-emergent facility admits or discharges.  The vendor shall develop procedures to deal with last minute requests from recipients, scheduling changes, “no-shows”, and late-running vehicles.  A transportation provider must wait at least ten (10) minutes after the scheduled pick-up time before “no-showing” the recipient at the pick-up location.   The vendor or contracted transportation providers shall not charge recipients for transportation services or for no shows.



3.5.3 	The vendor must allow one escort, who must be at least 18 years of age or any age if the escort is the parent of the minor child needing transport, to accompany a recipient or group of recipients when escort services are determined medically necessary or for those recipients who are minor children or adjudicated mentally incompetent.  A person under the age of 18 must be accompanied by one escort unless that person is married, legally emancipated, or obtaining family planning services. Transportation services may not be authorized for minor children unless a parent or legally responsible adult or other willing adult caregiver accompanies the child.  Two escorts are allowed for infants (children under one year of age).  Multiple escorts may be allowed in certain situations with the approval of DHCFP. In addition, escort services are available to recipients who require approved Personal Care Aid (PCA) services (pursuant to MSM Chapter 1400) en route to, or at, a destination to obtain Nevada Medicaid covered, medically necessary services when a legally responsible adult or other willing and capable caregiver is unable to accompany them. An escort may be a parent or legal guardian, caretaker, relative, friend or PCA who accompanies the recipient.  No charge shall be made for the escort. On a case by case basis, an additional escort may be allowed to accompany a recipient with approval of DHCFP.



3.5.4	Trips shall be scheduled and dispatched to ensure that the average waiting time for pickup or delivery does not exceed fifteen (15) minutes, and at least 90% of all pick-ups must be within fifteen (15) minutes of the scheduled pick-up time, measured on a monthly basis.  The vendor shall ensure that recipients arrive at pre-arranged times for appointments and are picked up at pre-arranged times.  This section applies to the Vendor.  The other time frames apply to recipients. The Vendor is held to a higher on time standard, but the recipient should be prepared for providers to be late.  

3.5.5	Basic Steps

The basic steps the vendor is expected to follow in arranging transportation, authorizing the services and reimbursing providers for services are as follows:



3.5.5.1	The vendor receives the telephone call from the recipient requesting non-emergency transportation services.  The vendor obtains and tracks the trip information including the date, time, name and address of the medical appointment.

3.5.5.2	The vendor reviews the trip request and verifies the recipient's Medicaid eligibility for the requested date of service.

3.5.5.3	The vendor assesses the recipient's eligibility for transportation services in accordance with current Medicaid transportation policy including that the recipient has no other transportation available and that the trip is to a Medicaid covered service.  Any special needs are noted, as they may affect the type of transportation needed.

3.5.5.4	Upon completion of the screening of an eligible recipient, the vendor authorizes the transportation service and assigns the trip to the most appropriate and least costly subcontracted transportation provider available, consistent with the transportation needs of the recipient.  If the vendor denies the service or reduces the transportation to a level that is less than requested, a Notice of Decision (NOD) is completed in compliance with Chapter 3100 of the Medicaid Services Manual.  Notification of a denial includes a description of how to file an appeal and the reason for the denial must be documented and logged.

3.5.5.5 	The vendor may verify the transportation need by confirming the appointment with the medical provider.

3.5.5.6	The vendor contacts the recipient to inform him/her of the transportation arrangements, if this information is not given during the call from the recipient.

3.5.5.7	The vendor or transportation provider re-confirms the pick-up with the recipient twenty-four (24) hours ahead of the scheduled medical appointment to reduce the possibility of a no-show.

3.5.5.8	The vendor picks up the recipient no later than fifteen (15) minutes past the scheduled time.

3.5.5.9	After the trip occurs, the vendor makes payment to the transportation provider promptly upon receipt of a properly completed and verified trip invoice.  The vendor may verify that the recipient received the authorized transportation service to a covered medical service.

   	These procedures are applicable when subcontracted transportation providers are used.  The procedures may vary when public transportation, mileage reimbursement or other appropriate transportation services are used.

3.5.6	Timeframes

3.5.6.1	The vendor must provide standard authorization decisions as expeditiously as the recipient’s health requires and within the State’s established timelines that may not exceed fourteen (14) calendar days following receipt of the request for service, with a possible extension of up to fourteen (14) additional calendar days if the recipient requests the extension; or, the vendor justifies (to the DHCFP upon request) a need for additional information and how the extension is in the recipient’s interests.

3.5.6.2	If the vendor determines, or a provider indicates, the standard service authorization timeframe could seriously jeopardize the recipient’s health or ability to attain, maintain, or regain maximum function, the vendor must make an expedited authorization decision and provide notice as expeditiously as the recipient’s health condition requires and no later than 3 working days after receipt of the service authorization request.  The vendor may extend the 3 working days time period by up to 14 calendar days if the recipient requests the extension or if the vendor justifies the need to the State for additional information and how the extension is in the recipient’s best interests.

3.5.7	Frequent No Shows

3.5.7.1	The vendor shall educate and manage recipients who are chronically late, or “no-shows”, or abusive.  No-shows and allegations of abusive behavior of recipients shall be documented in the transportation database.

3.5.7.2	Recipients who are repeated no-shows or fail to cancel in a timely manner for rides provided by its commercial vendors may be subject to suspensions of services. Recipients who receive a suspension will have the right of a fair hearing.



3.5.8 Develop and implement a monitoring plan



3.5.8.1	The vendor is responsible for all services provided by subcontracted transportation providers.  The vendor shall ensure adequate oversight of subcontracted transportation providers and ensure that providers comply with all applicable State and Federal laws, regulations and permit requirements.  



3.5.8.2	The vendor shall monitor the transportation providers to ensure compliance with the terms of their subcontracts and ensure compliance with all transportation provider-related requirements of this RFP including driver requirements, vehicle requirements, complaint resolution and delivery of courteous, safe, timely and efficient transportation services.



3.5.8.3	The vendor shall have written procedures in place for taking appropriate corrective action whenever inappropriate or substandard services are furnished or services that should have been furnished were not.  In addition, the vendor shall have written procedures for taking appropriate action if a subcontracted transportation provider is out of compliance with Federal, State, or local laws or regulations. 



3.5.8.4	In addition to the strict quality assurance standards that the subcontracted providers shall meet, the vendor shall have contract liability insurance coverage in the amount specified in this RFP.  The vendor shall promptly report in writing accidents to Division that have occurred in conjunction with a scheduled trip if a recipient was present in the vehicle.  The Division reserves the right to make quality assurance reviews on services under this contract.  These reviews may be conducted in an anonymous manner and without advance notice.



3.5.9 Coordinate with DHCFP and community service providers 


Vendor shall collaborate with DHCFP and community service providers to evaluate opportunities to improve program performance and utilization. The vendor will produce a quarterly report to DHCFP on these efforts, including outcomes.



3.5.10 Provide administration oversight



3.5.10.1	The vendor shall be responsible for the management of overall day-to-day operations necessary for the delivery of non-emergency transportation services and the maintenance of appropriate records and systems of accountability to report to the Division and comply with this RFP.  The vendor shall develop an operations procedures manual detailing all procedures to be used in scheduling and delivery of transportation services. Three copies of this manual shall be submitted to Division for review and approval at least twenty (20) business days prior to the start of operations.  The Division shall review and provide revisions or approval within five (5) business days of receipt of the manual.  The vendor shall incorporate modifications required by Division within ten (10) business days of notification.  A vendor will not be allowed to begin operations without an approved operations procedures manual.



The operations procedures manual shall be given to all vendor staff and shall be incorporated into all training programs for new employees. The manual shall be provided to all transportation providers with whom the vendor has subcontracted. The manual shall be reviewed in a mandatory orientation program to be provided by the vendor to all contracted transportation providers.  The operations procedures manual shall be reviewed and updated annually and whenever changes in operation are made. Updates of the manual must be approved by Division before distribution.



3.5.10.2	If a payment methodology other than risk based capitation is proposed, the vendor shall bill using billing formats and procedures established by the Division and its Fiscal Agent.  Billed charges must be easily identifiable with recipient name, Medicaid Number, date of service, type of transportation, departure and arrival times, destination and other information as deemed necessary by the Division and its Fiscal Agent.

3.5.10.3	The vendor must have written policies and procedures and a description of its policies and procedures for the selection and retention of providers following the State’s policy for insurance, licensure, and certifications.  The vendor must be able to provide documentation that its providers have proper insurance, licensure, and certifications.



3.5.11 Protect recipient confidentiality



3.5.11.1	The vendor shall maintain the confidentiality of Medicaid program information.  The vendor shall ensure that access to recipient health care information will be limited to the vendor and shall take measures to prudently safeguard and protect unauthorized disclosure of the Medicaid recipient information in its possession.  The vendor shall establish internal policies to ensure compliance with Federal and State laws and regulations regarding confidentiality including, but not limited to, 45 CFR Parts 160 and 164.  In no event may the vendor provide, grant, allow, or otherwise give, access to Medicaid recipient program information to anyone without the written permission of the Division.  The vendor shall assume all liabilities under both State and Federal law in the event that the information is disclosed in any manner.  Upon the vendor’s receiving any requests for Medicaid information from any individual, entity, corporation, partnership or otherwise, the vendor shall notify the Division within twenty-four (24) hours.  The vendor shall ensure that there will be no disclosure of the data except through the Division.  The Division shall treat such requests in accordance with all applicable federal regulations and Division policies.  In cases where the information requested by outside sources is releasable under the Freedom of Information Act (FOIA), as determined by the Division, the vendor shall provide support for copying and invoicing such documents at the vendor’s expense.



3.5.11.2 	The vendor shall comply with all federal and State laws and regulations with regards to handling, processing, and using protected health information.  This includes, but is not limited to, the federal Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) and the Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act (HITECH) of 2009.  These regulations are evolving and are therefore of a dynamic nature.  The vendor must keep abreast of the regulations and be able to reach full compliance within the specified timeframes.  Since HIPAA is federal law and its enacting regulations apply to all health care information, the vendor must comply with the HIPAA regulations at no additional cost to the Division.



3.5.12 Maintain adequate staff and facilities



3.5.12.1	The vendor shall maintain sufficient levels of staff including supervisory and support staff with appropriate training, work experience, and expertise to perform all contract requirements on an ongoing basis. Telephone and administrative personnel shall be familiar with covered services under Medicaid and other recipient eligibility prerequisites for covered transportation services. 



3.5.12.2	The vendor shall designate and maintain a Business Manager for this contract who has day-to-day authority to manage the total project.  The Business Manager shall be on-site in the business office location approved by the Division during regular working hours.  The Business Manager shall also be available to the Division by telephone during regular business hours.



3.5.12.3	The Division shall be notified within seven business days of key staffing changes.  All change in key staff shall be preapproved by the State. The vendor shall establish a non-residential business office within the State for which the vendor has contract responsibility.  The vendor shall maintain office hours from 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM (local time) Monday-Friday except State holidays.  The purpose of the business office is for the vendor to have a physical presence within the State for conducting business with Medicaid recipients and transportation providers.  Call center staffing may be located at this business office but shall be located within the State unless an out-of-state location is agreed to by the Division.



3.5.12.4	Vendor shall provide an answering device for use during the periods any of the offices is closed to leave messages.  The vendor shall have the capacity to send and receive facsimiles and e-mail at the central business office at all times.  The vendor shall provide an administrative telephone number that will enable Division staff to reach the Business Manager and key staff directly, without going through the scheduling staff.  The vendor shall have the capacity to reproduce documents as requested.



3.5.12.5	All records pertaining to the contract shall be stored at the designated central business office approved by the Division and shall be readily available for review at the request of the Division or its authorized representatives.  Records shall be stored in an orderly and secure manner. Record retention may be kept electronically, but must also be available in hard copy if needed. These records shall be maintained during the course of the contract and for a period of five years thereafter unless an audit is in progress, in which case the records must be maintained for five (5) years after the conclusion of the audit.  The vendor’s Disaster Recovery Plan is to be explained in the proposal.



3.5.13	Implementation Work Plan



Vendor shall develop a thorough implementation work plan and implementation staffing plan sufficient to ensure service start-up within sixty (60) days of contract award.  Vendor must pass a thorough readiness review by Division or its designated agent 30 calendar days prior to service start date.  



3.5.14	Medicaid Policy Manual



Vendors may obtain a copy of the Medicaid Services Manual Chapter 1900: Transportation Services and Chapter 100: Medicaid Program by logging onto the Division’s internet website at, www.dhcfp.state.nv.us.



3.6	NETWORK

3.6.1 Recruit and maintain an adequate transportation provider network



The vendor must maintain a network of appropriate providers that is supported by written agreements and is sufficient to provide adequate access to all non-emergency transportation services covered under the contract.  

In establishing and maintaining the network, the vendor must:

3.6.1.1	Consider the following:

· The expected utilization of services, taking into consideration the characteristics and health care needs of specific Medicaid populations represented in the contract;

· The number and types of non-emergency transportation providers required to furnish the contracted services; and

· The geographic location of providers and recipients and whether the non-emergency transportation provider can provide physical access for recipients with disabilities. 

3.6.1.2	Meet and require its providers to meet State standards for timely access to care and services, taking into account the urgency of the need for services;

3.6.1.3   	Establish mechanisms to ensure compliance by providers;

3.6.1.4    	Monitor providers regularly to determine compliance;

3.6.1.5   	Take corrective action if there is a failure to comply by network providers; and,

3.6.1.6    	Participate in state and federal efforts to promote the delivery of services in a culturally competent manner to all recipients, including those with limited English proficiency and diverse cultural and ethnic backgrounds.  

3.6.1.7	Recruit and maintain an adequate network of transportation providers.  The vendor shall use this network of providers to deliver NET transportation services to Medicaid recipients in the State.  The vendor shall have sufficient capacity available through subcontract agreements with transportation providers and other arrangements (i.e., such as public bus and train service, free services or reduced cost services, volunteers or gas reimbursement) to meet all of the non-emergency transportation needs of the Medicaid recipients in the State.  Access to transportation services shall be at least comparable to transportation resources available in the general public.  Capacity shall include private vehicles, non-emergency ambulance and air, wheelchair vans, public transportation including bus services, and taxicabs. 



3.6.1.8	The vendor shall not discriminate for the participation, reimbursement, or indemnification of any provider who is acting within the scope of his/her license or certification under applicable State or Local law, solely on the basis of that license or certification.  If the vendor declines to include an individual or groups of providers in its network, it must give the effected network provider(s) written notice of the reason for its decision. 42 CFR 438.12 (a) may not be construed to require the vendor to contract with providers beyond the number necessary to meet the needs of its recipients; or, preclude the vendor from using different reimbursement amounts for different specialties or for different practitioners in the same specialty; or, preclude the vendor from establishing measures that are designed to maintain quality of services and control costs and are consistent with its responsibilities to recipients.



3.6.1.9	Provide to the State supporting documentation, in a format specified by the State that demonstrates it has the capacity to serve the expected enrollment in its service area in accordance with the State’s standards for access to care.  Access to care is a recipient's ability to obtain transportation to medical care.    The Vendor must give assurances to the State and provide supporting documentation that demonstrates that it has the capacity to serve the expected enrollment and maintains a network of providers that is sufficient in number, mix, and geographic distribution to meet the needs of the anticipated number of enrollees in the service area in a timely manner as defined in this RFP. Such documentation must demonstrate that the vendor offers an appropriate range of non-emergency transportation services and maintains a network of providers that is sufficient in number, mix, and geographic distribution to meet the needs of the anticipated number of recipients in the service area.   The vendor must submit such documentation at the time it enters into a contract with the State and at anytime thereafter when there has been a significant change, as defined by the State, in the vendor’s operations that would affect adequate capacity and services.  A significant change includes but may not be limited to:  changes in the vendor’s services, benefits, geographic service area or payments, enrollment of a new population in the network, or a change in ownership of the vendor. Supporting documentation and formatting will be discussed upon acceptance of contract.



3.6.1.10 	Ensure transportation to Medicaid covered services shall be available to eligible recipients throughout the State. The vendor shall ensure the provision of service delivery to meet the needs of recipients under the provisions of this contract and the Medicaid Services Manual Chapter 1900.  Whenever possible, the vendor shall establish subcontracts with existing Medicaid enrolled non-emergency transportation providers in the State.  The vendor shall provide services through subcontracts with public, not-for-profit, and for-profit organizations, and individual qualified operators.

3.6.1.11	The vendor shall develop resources for the transportation of recipients who do not meet the criteria for emergency or specialty care transportation. Scheduled Emergencies who do not need additional monitoring or medically necessary services are a covered NET service. Scheduled Emergencies who need additional escorts, additional monitoring or medically necessary services are defined as an emergency transport and does not require a prior authorization.

3.6.1.11.1  Vendor shall be responsible for all transportation that is not an emergency or specialty care transportation, but requiring additional escorts.  Additional escorts must be approved by DHCFP.

3.6.1.11.2	The vendor and its network providers must have in place and follow written policies and procedures for processing requests for initial and continuing authorizations of service for transportation requiring additional escorts or services. The vendor must have in effect mechanisms to ensure consistent application of review criteria for authorization decisions and consult with the requesting provider when appropriate.

3.6.1.11.3 The vendor shall utilize a method to schedule transportation services requiring additional escorts or services, once the services are authorized and shall ensure that trip assignment activities are performed efficiently.  The scheduling method shall be capable of accommodating advanced reservations, subscription service, and requests for urgent service. Vendor shall also make an assessment of the recipient’s need for transportation.

3.6.1.12 	Ensure that non-English speaking recipients can access transportation services.  Where language barriers exist, the vendor must assure communication for the recipient by providing oral interpretation services.  The vendor must also develop appropriate alternative methods for communicating with visually and hearing-impaired recipients, and accommodating physically disabled recipients in accordance with the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990. 



3.6.1.13	The vendor is prohibited from contracting with providers who have been determined to have committed fraud or abuse by the Medicaid program.  The Division will provide the vendor with a list of currently enrolled ambulance companies and those transportation providers terminated by the State.



3.6.1.14  	The vendor is prohibited from contracting with providers who presently are on the list of debarred individuals by the Office of the Inspector General (OIG), or could be, debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, voluntarily excluded from participation in this transaction by any federal department or agency.



3.6.1.15	The vendor is prohibited from (1) being an owner, in full or in part, of any organization participating as a transportation provider in the Medicaid program, or (2) having an equity interest in or being involved in the management of the organization or entity.   This prohibition applies as well to family members of vendor owners and managers, as well as to any administrative or management services subcontractors of vendor on this project. 



3.6.1.15.1	The broker shall advise DHCFP in writing of all financial relationship and transactions between itself and a NET provider (for instance, loans, grants, etc.), specifying the nature of the relationship and the terms and conditions governing it. Such relationships and transactions are not permitted without written approval of the DHCFP administrator.



3.6.1.16	All subcontracts for the provision of transportation services shall specify the following minimum requirements:

· responsibilities of the vendor and subcontracted transportation provider;

· scope of services required from the transportation provider;

· insurance requirements;

· how the services, activities, and tasks to be performed by the transportation provider will be carried out;

· pickup and delivery requirements;

· driver and vehicle requirements;

· training and orientation requirements for transportation providers and  drivers; 

· procedures the vendor will employ to monitor the transportation  provider and how non-compliance will be addressed by the vendor;

· contract effective date and duration, termination, and renewal options;

· reporting requirements of the transportation providers and expectations regarding driver logs;

· financial terms of the agreement including billing schedules and terms of payment for the various modes;

· provider dispute procedures;

· staff, vehicle, and equipment requirements and service standards necessary to carry out the range of services covered;

· confidentiality relating to recipient data; and

· agreement by the transportation provider to be bound by the mandatory terms and conditions of the vendor contract. 



3.6.1.17 	The vendor shall require the transportation provider drivers to maintain a daily paper or electronic log, containing, at a minimum, the following information:

· Date;

· Driver’s name;

· Driver’s signature (or authenticated log-in ID);

· Vehicle ID number(s);

· Transportation provider name and number;

· Actual start time (from base station) in military time;

· Each authorized recipient with actual pick up time (in military time);

· Actual pick-up location;

· No-show indicator;

· Each actual drop off time (military time) for authorized recipient;

· Actual drop-off location;

· Authenticating recipient signature or ID card swipe;

· Actual number of companions, per trip;

· Actual return time (to base station) in military time;

· Odometer mileage at each pickup and drop-off;

· Authorized stamp and signature of transportation provider; and

· Other pertinent information regarding completion of the trips.



3.6.1.18	Subcontracts

The vendor must maintain oversight and is responsible for any functions and responsibilities it delegates to any subcontracted provider, (This applies to companies subcontracted as dedicated transportation providers. It does not apply to volunteer drivers, public transportation, persons receiving gas reimbursement or taxi cabs.) including:

3.6.1.18.1	All subcontracts must fulfill the requirements of 42 CFR Part 438 that are appropriate to the services or activity delegated under the subcontract;

3.6.1.18.2 The vendor must evaluate each prospective subcontractor’s ability to perform any activities to be delegated;

3.6.1.18.3	The vendor must have a written agreement between the vendor and the subcontractor which specifies the activities and responsibilities delegated to the subcontractor and provides for revoking delegation or imposing other sanctions if the subcontractor’s performance is inadequate;

3.6.1.18.4	The vendor must monitor the subcontractor’s performance on an ongoing basis and subject to formal review according to a periodic schedule established by the Division, consistent with industry standards or state laws and regulations;

The vendor must identify deficiencies or areas for improvement and must take, and require its subcontractor to take, corrective action. All subcontract forms must be approved by DHCFP.

3.6.1.19  Non-Discrimination



Pursuant to 42 CFR 438.214(c), the Contractor must develop policies and procedures which strictly prohibit discrimination against particular providers that serve high-risk populations or specialize in conditions that require costly treatment.

3.6.2  Ensure compliance with driver and vehicle requirements



These requirements shall be included in all subcontractor agreements with transportation providers.  The vendor may establish additional requirements on vehicles including wheel chair vans and ambulances and drivers that are subject to prior approval from Division.  The vendor shall ensure that the providers of wheelchair vans and ambulance providers adhere to these requirements as well any other applicable Federal and State requirements.



3.6.2.1	Requirements for Drivers



The vendor shall ensure that all drivers of vehicles transporting Medicaid program recipients meet the following requirements:



3.6.2.1.1	All drivers, at all times during their employment, shall be at least18 years of age and have a current valid driver’s license from the State of Nevada to operate the transportation vehicle to which they are assigned and shall be competent in their driver habits.



3.6.2.1.2	Drivers shall have no more than one chargeable accident and/or two moving violations in the last three years.  Drivers shall not have had their driver’s license, commercial or other, suspended or revoked in the previous five years.   Drivers shall not have any prior convictions for sexual abuse or crime of violence.  Approval of any driver who has been convicted of a felony shall be obtained from Division before employment by the vendor.



3.6.2.1.3	All drivers shall be courteous, patient and helpful to all passengers and drivers shall be neat and clean in appearance.



3.6.2.1.4	No driver or attendant shall use alcohol, narcotics, medical marijuana, illegal drugs or drugs that impair ability to perform while on duty and no driver shall abuse alcohol or drugs at any time. The transportation provider shall not use drivers who are known abusers of alcohol or known consumers of narcotics or drugs/medications that would endanger the safety of recipients, whether those drugs are legally prescribed or not.



3.6.2.1.5 All drivers and attendants shall wear or have visible, easily readable proper organization identification.



3.6.2.1.6 At no time shall drivers or attendants smoke while in the vehicle, while involved in recipient assistance, or in the presence of any recipient.



3.6.2.1.7 Drivers shall not wear any type of headphones or use cell phones, except for dispatch purposes, at any time while on duty. 



3.6.2.1.8 Drivers shall not use cell phones while operating vehicles.



3.6.2.1.9 Drivers shall assist passengers in the process of being seated and confirm that all seat belts are fastened properly and wheelchairs and wheelchair passengers are properly secured.



3.6.2.1.10 Drivers shall provide necessary assistance, support, and oral directions to passengers. Such assistance shall include assistance with recipients of limited mobility, and movement and storage of mobility aids and wheelchairs.



3.6.2.1.11 Vendor shall provide, or ensure that its subcontractors provide, classroom and behind-the-wheel training for all drivers within thirty (30) days of beginning service under this agreement.  Driver training shall, at a minimum, include defensive driving techniques, wheelchair securement and lift operation, cultural and disability sensitivity training, passenger assistance techniques, first aid, and general customer service.



3.6.2.2	Requirements for Provider Vehicles



The vendor shall ensure that all transportation providers maintain all vehicles adequately to meet the requirements of this RFP and resultant contract.  Vehicles and all components shall comply with or exceed State, Federal, and manufacturer’s safety and mechanical operating and maintenance standards for the vehicles.  Vehicles shall comply with the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) regulations. 



All vehicles shall meet the following requirements:



· The transportation provider shall provide and use a two-way communication system linking all vehicles used in delivering the services under this contract with the transportation provider’s major place of business. Pagers are not an acceptable substitute.

· All vehicles shall be equipped with adequate heating and air-conditioning.

· All vehicles shall have functioning, clean and accessible seat belts for each passenger seat position pursuant to NRS 484.641.  Each vehicle shall utilize child safety seats when transporting children under age six (6). Child safety seats shall meet standards and be used in a manner prescribed in NRS 484.474

· All vehicles shall have a functioning speedometer and odometer.

· All vehicles shall have two exterior rear view mirrors, one on each side of the vehicle.

· All vehicles shall be equipped with an interior mirror for monitoring the passenger compartment.

· The interior and exterior of the vehicle shall be clean and the exterior free of broken mirrors or windows, excessive grime, major dents or paint damage that detract from the overall appearance of the vehicles.

· The vehicle shall have passenger compartments that are clean, free from torn upholstery or floor or ceiling covering, damaged or broken seats, protruding sharp edges and shall also be free of dirt, oil, grease or litter.

· All vehicles shall have the transportation provider’s name, vehicle number, and the vendor’s toll free and local phone number prominently placed within the interior of each vehicle.  This information and the complaint procedures shall be available in written form in each vehicle for distribution to recipients on request.

· Smoking is prohibited in all vehicles while transporting Medicaid program recipients. All vehicles shall have the following signs posted in all vehicle interiors, easily visible to the passengers:

“NO SMOKING”

“ALL PASSENGERS MUST USE SEAT BELTS”

· All vehicles shall include a vehicle information packet containing vehicle registration, insurance card and accident procedures and forms.

· All vehicles shall be provided with a fully equipped first aid kit.

· Each vehicle shall contain a current map of the applicable State(s) with sufficient detail to locate recipients and medical providers.

· In compliance with NAC 706.191, all vehicles shall have a minimum of $1,500,000 combined single limit insurance coverage for vehicles at all times during the contract period.

· Any vehicle or driver found out of compliance with this RFP, resultant contract Requirements, or any State or Federal regulations shall be removed from service immediately until the vendor verifies correction of deficiencies. Any deficiencies and actions taken shall be documented and become a part of the vehicle’s and the driver’s permanent records.

· The vendor shall develop and implement an annual inspection process in addition to the applicable State vehicle inspection requirements to verify that vehicles used by transportation subcontracted providers meet the above requirements and that safety and passenger comfort features are in good working order (e.g., brakes, tire, tread, signals, horn, seat belts, air conditioning/heating, etc.). Prior to execution of this Contract and the service agreement between the vendor and each transportation provider, the vendor shall complete an initial inspection of all the transportation provider’s vehicles. Records of all inspections shall be maintained.  

· All vehicles must carry at all times a copy of the Letter of Exemption issued by DHCFP to the vendor certifying that the vehicle is exempt from the need to obtain a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity pursuant to NRS 706.158 and NRS 706.745.



3.6.3	The NET broker shall ensure adequate oversight of subcontracted transportation providers and ensure that providers comply with all applicable Local, State and Federal laws, regulations and permit requirements. This duty includes, but is not limited to verification that each provider maintains at all times:



3.6.3.1 Insurance which complies with the standards at 49 C.F.R. 387 subpart B, N.A.C. §706.191(1-3), and which provide for notice of the status of the policy to the Administrator of Nevada Medicaid upon expiration, termination, or at any time requested by the Administrator;

3.6.3.2	An alcohol and substance abuse testing program which complies with standards at 49 C.F.R. Part 382;

3.6.3.3	Criminal background checks conducted periodically that assure       criteria at MSM §103.12A are met;

3.6.3.4	Signage on all vehicles identifying those operating under any exemption from Nevada Transportation Authority (NTA) regulation;

3.6.3.5	Documentation in each vehicle of any exemption from NTA regulation;

3.6.3.6	Current provider agreements with Nevada Medicaid.



As a contracted agent of the Director of the Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS), subject to the requirements of NRS § 422.2705 and NRS § 706.745. The NET broker may utilize the services of motor carriers that are exempt from certain certification requirements of the NTA of the Department of Business and Industry. Prior to exercising this option, the NET broker shall, with the assistance of the NTA, establish and utilize an inspection program designed to ensure that vehicles used by these motor carriers, and their operations, are safe. The NET broker shall also require these same motor carriers to submit proof of a liability insurance policy, certificate of insurance or surety which is substantially equivalent in form and is in the same amount or in a greater amount than the policy, certificate or surety required by the Department of Motor Vehicles (DMV) pursuant to NRS 706.291 for a similar situated motor carrier. The NET broker shall certify the transportation providers meet insurance requirements, vehicle safety standards, and driver background and drug tests cited in this chapter before a letter of exemption will be issued by DHCFP for that transportation provider.



3.6.4 Volunteer Drivers

The vendor is encouraged to use recipient vouchers and/or volunteer programs to provide the most cost efficient transportation service to the recipient if such transportation is appropriate to meet the needs of the recipient.  The vendor shall have procedures in place to verify and document vehicles and drivers used in reimbursement and volunteer programs that comply with appropriate State operating requirements, driver’s licensure, vehicle registration and insurance coverage.  The vendor shall obtain prior Division approval for the reimbursement method and schedule for recipient vouchers and/or mileage reimbursement.



3.7 FISCAL REQUIRMENTS 

3.7.1	Provide reimbursement for transportation services



3.7.1.1	The vendor may negotiate individual service delivery rates through competitive bidding or utilize other strategies to ensure the least costly and most appropriate transportation services are provided.  The vendor shall provide reasonable reimbursement of subcontracted transportation providers to ensure adequate transportation service capacity and accessibility to meet the transportation needs of Medicaid program recipients within the timeframes and standards specified in this RFP.  



3.7.1.2	Vendor shall provide timely payment to each contracted transportation provider based on the authorized services rendered. Full payment of all authorized trips shall be made to the transportation provider within forty-five (45) calendar days of receipt of a valid invoice.  The vendor’s payment procedures shall ensure that transportation provider claims for reimbursement match verification of authorized trips.  These procedures shall include one hundred percent (100%) verification of appointments with medical providers on recipient mileage reimbursement and when otherwise appropriate.  The vendor shall validate that all transportation services paid for under this RFP are properly authorized and actually rendered. The vendor shall also have adequate safeguards in place against fraudulent activity by transportation providers and recipients.

In the event a network provider bills a liable third party or other health care (OHC) coverage for non-emergency transportation services prior to submitting a claim to the vendor, the provider shall submit a claim to the vendor for reimbursement of any remaining co-payments.  The provider shall be required to attach the Explanation of Benefits (EOB) to the claim submitted to the vendor and the vendor shall reimburse the claim up to the Medicaid maximum allowable, if any.  No prior authorization is required under these circumstances.  This claims submission policy must be included in the vendor’s network provider policies and procedures.



3.7.1.3	Balance billing by providers is prohibited.

3.7.1.4	Vendor Liability:

The vendor must ensure that its recipients are not held liable for any of the following:

3.7.1.4.1	The vendor’s debts, in the event of the vendor’s insolvency;

3.7.1.4.2	For services provided to the recipient in the event of the provider failing to receive payment from the vendor for such services;

3.7.1.4.3 For services provided to a recipient in the event a transportation provider with a contractual, referral, or other arrangement with the vendor (such as an out of network provider) fails to receive payment from the State or the vendor for such services; 

3.7.1.4.4	For services provided to the recipient in the event of the vendor failing to receive payment from the State for such services;

In the event of the vendor’s insolvency, the vendor must cover continuation of services to recipients for duration of period for which payment has been made.

The requirements set forth in 3.3.1.4.1 through 3.3.1.4.4 above shall be included in all subcontracts.

3.7.1.5 When a service is provided by a Medicaid provider, which is not a Medicaid covered service, the recipient is only responsible for payment if a signed written agreement is in place prior to the service being rendered.



3.7.1.6 Performance Security Deposit

The vendor is required to provide a performance security deposit   in the form of a bond furnished by a surety company authorized to do business in the State of Nevada   to DHCFP in order to guarantee payment of the vendor’s obligations under this contract.  Other types of security may be considered with the approval of the State’s Risk Management Division. The performance security deposit may be utilized by DHCFP to remedy any breach of contract or sanctions imposed on the vendor and shall meet the following criteria:

3.7.1.6.1 	The amount of the performance security deposit shall be equal to one hundred and ten percent (110%) of highest month’s total capitation amount in the first quarter or five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000.00), whichever is greater.  This must be deposited with the State Treasurer within fifteen (15) calendar days after the end of the first quarter of the contract.  The total capitation amount is the sum of all capitation payments for all enrollees for the month; and

3.7.1.6.2	After the initial year of the contract DHCFP will require the vendor to increase the performance security deposit amount to reflect an amount equal to one hundred and ten percent (110%) of the preceding year’s highest month’s total capitation payment or five hundred thousand dollars ($500,000.00), whichever is greater.

3.7.1.6.3 Vendors submitting performance security to the State of Nevada in the form a surety bond must utilize a company that meets the below listed requirements:

· A.M. Best A-VII rated insurance company

· Certified by the Department of Treasury,  Financial Management Services for Nevada

· Licensed by the Nevada Department of Business and Industry, Insurance Division

The vendor must maintain the performance security deposit after the contract term for a length of time to be determined by DHCFP in order to cover all outstanding liabilities.

3.7.2	Third-Party Liability and Subrogation

3.7.2.1	Third-party liability (TPL) refers to any individual, entity (e.g., insurance company) or program (e.g., Medicare), including group health plans, as defined in Section 607(1) of the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974 (29 USC and 1167 (1)) service benefits plans, and vendors that are or may be liable for all or part of a recipient's health coverage.  Under Section 1902(a)(25) of the Social Security Act, DHCFP and its contractors are required to take all reasonable measures to identify legally liable third parties and treat verified TPL as a resource of the Medicaid. The possibility exists that a recipient has another insurance plan that covers air ambulance or other transportation.  The State can provide a list of recipients known to have third party coverage.



3.7.2.2	The vendor shall act as the State’s authorized agent for the limited purpose of TPL collection, within the limitation of the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act, 15 USC § 1692, of all third-party liability (TPL) pursuant to 42 CFR § 433.135 et seq and 42 CFR 433.147.  If a capitated payment model is used, the contracted vendor's capitated payments shall include an offset in the rates for these collections.  The contracted vendor shall vigorously pursue and bill prior TPL resources as these amounts are considered part of their risk based capitation payment.  The contracted vendor is prohibited from delegating this responsibility to its providers and/or members of its provider network.  The vendor shall reimburse provider claims regardless of any TPL or subrogation resource and shall not pend, deny, or hold in abeyance any provider claim for the sole purpose of awaiting or pursuing a TPL or subrogation collection or payment.  The vendor must utilize the EVS eligibility system to determine if casualty claims are filed and recover costs through subrogation on behalf of Medicaid recipients.  The vendor must determine the third party and seek payment; the vendor is prohibited from delegating this responsibility to its providers and/or members of its provider network.  All information on the third party, including collections and collection attempts are to be reported to DHCFP in a format prescribed by the State.  

3.8 REPORTING

3.8.1	Submit management reports

The vendor shall submit accurate and complete management reports to Division at requested intervals or on demand.   The vendor shall provide the following management reports, at a minimum, to Division on the frequency and in the specified format indicated below:

3.8.1.1	Transportation Summary Report summarizing all adverse actions and authorizations for transportation services by type of transportation. This information is to be provided in electronic media to Division within ten (10) business days after the close of the month in format prescribed by Division. Report must show utilization by Medicaid.

3.8.1.2	Call Center Report summarizing call volume, nature of calls, number of calls abandoned, and information listed in Section 3.6 of this RFP within ten (10) business days after the close of each month in format prescribed by Division.

3.8.1.3	Recipient Satisfaction Survey Report summarizing the results of the surveys described in Section 3.8.2.3 to be submitted to Division timely, pursuant to Section 3.8.2.3 of this RFP.  

3.8.1.4	Grievance Log summarizing complaints received and their resolution including any corrective action taken.  The Grievance Log shall be delivered to the Division within twenty (20) business days of the close of each month.

3.8.1.5	Annual Transportation Report describing the project and contracted services, major problems and issues and how they were addressed, and future plans. Also, a statistical summary of services provided and other pertinent information.  A draft of the report shall be submitted to Division within sixty (60) business days after the close of each year of operation and the final report shall be submitted to Division within thirty (30) business days of receipt of Division comments.

3.8.1.6	High Cost Users Report: summarizing the monthly miles, level of service, cost, cost per mile, recipient ID number, location, and the name of the transportation provider.  The report is due 45 days from the end of each fiscal quarter.

3.8.1.7	Monthly Cost Report: shows costs associated with providing NET by the type of transportation and by the amount spent per recipient.

3.8.1.8	Other operational, management and/or ad hoc reports as required by Division, with reasonable notice or upon demand.

3.8.1.9 Any other reports the vendor produces, which may be of value to the Division.



3.8.1.10 Fraud and Abuse Reporting:  Pursuant to 42 CFR 455.1(a)(1), the vendor must report fraud and abuse information to the state.  Minimum reporting requirements include the number of complaints of fraud and abuse made that warrant preliminary investigation by the State. For each report which warrants investigation, the vendor must provide to the State:

3.8.1.10.1 The provider name/recipient name and ID number;

3.8.1.10.2 The source of the complaint;

3.8.1.10.3 The type of provider;

3.8.1.10.4 The nature of the complaint;

3.8.1.10.5 Approximate dollars involved; and

3.8.1.10.6 Legal and administrative disposition of the case.

3.8.1.11	Upon project implementation, monthly reports must be delivered   via e-mail to the current transportation program manager no later than the twentieth (20th) business day of each month.  The e-mail address may be obtained by contacting the contract monitor.



3.8.1.12	Timely receipt of reports shall be a prerequisite for authorization of monthly payment to the vendor. Therefore, failure to provide accurate and complete management reports by reporting deadlines may result in delay or suspension of payment to the vendor until the reports are received and approved by Division.  Failure to provide accurate and complete reports by reporting deadlines may also result in contract suspension or termination.



3.8.1.13 Vendor shall provide utilization data as requested to the State’s contracted actuary. Utilization data must be separated by Medicaid and Nevada Check-up.



3.8.2	Report encounter data on a monthly basis



3.8.2.1	Electronically transmit monthly Encounter Data on all completed transportation services authorized by the vendor.  The data elements shall be based on the CMS 1500 format and include recipient’s name, Medicaid ID number, date of service, transportation service provider, service type, pick-up point, destination, and miles. CMS’ specifications are subject to change, and other data elements may be specified by Division.  The submission format to the Division shall be in ANSI X12 837 format for transportation services, or what format may supplant that specification at a future date.  

3.8.2.2	The vendor shall upgrade to subsequent versions of this Format as specified by Division. Division will provide the vendor with a minimum sixty (60) calendar day advance notice prior to the date of implementation of the revision.  The data are to be provided to Division within ten (10) business days after the close of the month using a mode of transmission and format specified by Division.  In the event the data submission contains erroneous data as determined by Division, the vendor has thirty (30) days to correct the errors and resubmit to Division.

3.8.2.3	Independent Customer Satisfaction Survey



As part of the QA Monitoring Plan, the vendor shall conduct recipient satisfaction surveys regarding Medicaid transportation in the State every six (6) months.  The initial six-month period shall be the first six months the vendor delivers services under this RFP.   The survey shall be in a format and use sampling strategies that are provided or approved by Division.  Periodic sampling issues may include, but are not be limited to:


· confirmation of scheduled trip; 

· driver and vendor staff courtesy;

· driver assistance when required;

· overall driver behavior; 

· driver safety and operation of the vehicle;

· condition, comfort and convenience of the vehicle; and

· punctuality of service. 

The purpose of the survey is to verify the availability, appropriateness and timeliness of the trips provided and the manner in which the vendor’s and transportation provider’s staff interacted with recipients.  The vendor shall allow recipients to respond to surveys within sixty (60) days of mailing.  Upon receipt of the survey sample response, surveys shall be collected and compiled by the vendor into a reporting format with the original surveys attached.  These reports are to be submitted to the Division no later than ninety (90) days following the mailing of the survey.


3.9	GRIEVANCES, APPEALS, AND FAIR HEARINGS

3.9.1	Notice of Decision

	The vendor may take action on a recipient’s transportation service authorization request based on Medicaid guidelines set forth in Chapter 1900 of the Medicaid Services Manual (MSM).  The service authorization request may be denied or limited (i.e. denied in part, or reduced) based on MSM policies.  The vendor shall notify each recipient in writing of the reason for the adverse action on their transportation service authorization request within five (5) business days of the adverse action.  Pursuant to 42 CFR 438.10 (h), the Notice of Decision (NOD) shall include information regarding the recipient’s right to a State Fair Hearing, the method for obtaining a State Fair hearing, and the rules that govern the recipient’s right to representation.   The vendor must provide a Notice of Decision (NOD) to the recipient written notice of any decision to deny a service authorization request or to authorize a service in an amount, duration, or scope that is less than requested. 

The notice of Decision must include the following information:

3.9.1.1	The action the Contractor or its network provider has taken or intends to take;

3.9.1.2	The reasons for the action (including the MSM section that calls for the action);

3.9.1.3	The recipient’s right to request a State Fair hearing;

3.9.1.4	The method of obtaining a State Fair Hearing;

3.9.1.5	The rules that govern representation at a State Fair Hearing;

3.9.1.6	The right of the recipient to request a state fair hearing and how to do so; 

3.9.1.7	The right to request to receive benefits while the hearing is pending and how to make this request; 

3.9.1.8	That the recipient may be held liable for the cost of those benefits if the hearing decision upholds the vendor’s action; and

3.9.1.9	The Contractor is required to maintain records of grievances and NODs, which the State will review as part of the State’s contract monitoring and management oversight.   

3.9.2	Grievances

The vendor is responsible for receiving and responding to all grievances with regard to the delivery of non-emergency transportation services under this contract, verbal or written, from recipients, providers, Division or other sources. A complaint is defined as a verbal or written expression of dissatisfaction with some aspect of NET services.  The vendor should encourage those with verbal complaints to submit them as written complaints.

3.9.2.1	The vendor shall attempt to respond verbally to the recipients, authorized representative, Division or provider grievances within twenty-four (24) hours of receipt of the grievance. The vendor shall respond to written grievances in writing within seventy-two (72) hours.

3.9.2.2	The vendor must have a process with which to address recipient authorized representative, Division or provider grievances.  The vendor’s grievance process must be in writing and submitted to DHCFP for review and approval at the time of contract implementation.  DHCFP will refer all recipient grievances to the vendor for resolution.  The vendor must provide information about its grievance process to all providers and subcontractors, at the time they enter into a contract.  

3.9.2.3	The vendor is required to dispose of each grievance and provide notice as expeditiously as the recipient’s health condition requires within the State’s established time frames which allows the vendor no more than ninety (90) days from the date the grievance is received by the vendor or a network provider.  In addition, the vendor must:

3.9.2.3.1	Provide recipients any reasonable assistance in completing forms and taking other procedural steps.  This includes but is not limited to providing interpreter services and toll-free numbers that have adequate TTY/TTD and interpreter capability;

3.9.2.3.2	Acknowledge receipt of each grievance;

3.9.2.3.3	Ensure that the individuals who make decisions on grievances were not involved in any previous level of review or decision-making; and,

3.9.2.3.4	The vendor shall notify the recipient of the disposition of grievances in written format.  The written notice must include the results of the resolution process and the date it was completed.

3.9.2.4	The vendor must establish a process to resolve any provider grievances that are separate from, and not a party to, grievances   submitted by providers on behalf of recipients. Written grievance procedures must be included, for review and approval, at the time the vendor policies and procedures are submitted to the DHCFP and at anytime thereafter when the vendor’s provider grievance policies and procedures have been revised or updated.

3.9.2.4.1	The vendor must accept written or oral grievances that are submitted directly by the provider as well as those that are submitted from other sources, including the DHCFP.  The vendor must keep a written or electronic record of each provider grievance to include a description of the issue, the date filed, the dates and nature of actions taken, and the final resolution.  The vendor must issue a final decision, in writing, no later than Ninety (90) days after a grievance is filed.

3.9.2.5 	The vendor shall establish and maintain standardized written procedures for handling all grievances, including documentation requirements.  Investigation shall entail obtaining as much factual information about the grievance as  is made available during the course of the investigation.  The vendor shall attempt to resolve the grievance, if possible.  The vendor shall maintain a log of all grievances, verbal and written, with documentation of the grievance and action taken to resolve the grievance.  The vendor shall compile a summary report and analyze grievances received on a monthly basis to determine quality of services to recipients and noting patterns or trends of grievances received.  This summary report shall be submitted to the Division by the 20th working day following the close of the reporting month.  The vendor shall analyze the grievance data for quality improvement as an integral part of its QA Monitoring Plan. 



3.9.3	Appeals



	3.9.3.1	The vendor must establish an appeals process to review any decision denying, terminating or reducing services and any decisions resulting from a grievance from a provider or a recipient. The review shall be performed by parties other than those making the original decision and who possess the authority to uphold, modify, or reverse the original decision. The Written Appeals procedures must be included, for review and approval, at the time the vendor policies and procedures are submitted to the DHCFP and at anytime thereafter when the vendor’s provider appeals policies and procedures have been revised or updated.

The vendor must accept written or oral appeals that are submitted directly by the provider as well as those that are submitted from other sources, including the DHCFP.  An oral appeal must be followed by a written, signed appeal; however, the oral appeal must count as the initial date of appeal.  The vendor must keep a written or electronic record of each provider appeal to include a description of the issue, the date filed, the dates and nature of actions taken, and the final resolution.  The vendor must issue a final decision, in writing, no later than Thirty (30) days after an appeal is filed.

3.9.3.2	The state fair hearing process is described in Chapter 3100 and Chapter 1900 of the Medicaid Services Manual. The vendor is required to provide access to state fair hearings in the event an action is taken by the vendor on a recipient’s service authorization request. A recipient, recipient’s representative or the representative of a deceased recipient’s estate has the right to request a state fair hearing.  The vendor will participate in the state fair hearing process, at the vendor’s expense, in each circumstance in which a recipient for whom the vendor has made an adverse determination requests a state fair hearing.  The vendor is bound by the decision of the Fair Hearing Officer.  Recipient grievances eligible for the State Fair Hearing process include:

· Denial or limited authorization of a requested service;

· Reduction, suspension or termination of a previously authorized service; and

· Failure of the vendor to meet specified timeframes (e.g., authorization, claims processing, appeal resolution).

3.9.3.3	Pursuant to Nevada Revised Statute 422.306, when a provider has exhausted the vendor’s internal appeals process, the provider has the right to submit a written request to the DHCFP for a State Fair Hearing.  It is the vendor’s responsibility to notify the provider of this right at the time the provider enters into a contract with the vendor and when the outcome of an appeal is not wholly in favor of the provider pursuant to 42 CFR 431.200(b); 42 CFR 431.220(5); 42 CFR 438.414; and 42 CFR 438.10(g)(1).  Provider grievances eligible for the State Fair Hearing process include:

3.9.3.3.1 Denial or limited authorization of a requested service;

3.9.3.3.2 Reduction, suspension or termination of a previously authorized service;

3.9.3.3.3 Denial, in whole or in part, of payment for a service;

3.9.3.3.4 Demand for recoupment; or

3.9.3.3.5 Failure of the vendor to meet specified timeframes (e.g., authorization, claims processing, appeal resolution).

The DHCFP will not accept requests for State Fair Hearings that address provider enrollment, termination or other contract disputes between the vendor and its providers and/or subcontractors.   

3.9.4	Recipient Rights	



Pursuant to 42 CFR 438.100(c), the vendor shall ensure that each recipient is free to exercise his or her rights and that by the exercise of those rights, no adverse effect will result in the way the vendor treats the recipient. 



3.10 INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND TECHNICAL REQUIRMENTS

3.10.1	Establish and maintain a transportation database

3.10.1.1	The vendor shall establish and maintain a HIPAA compliant computer database sufficient to meet the needs of the transportation program.  The vendor shall maintain person level computerized data on recipients that contain the following data elements, at a minimum:



· Recipient’s name;

· Date of birth/age;

· Sex;

· Medicaid ID number;

· Address;

· Telephone/e-mail;

· Directions to home;

· Program eligibility;

· Managed care program status;

· Name of primary care provider (PCP);

· Telephone of PCP;

· Third party liability status;

· Special needs (medical condition, language);

· Required mode of transportation (wheel chair);

· Verification of medical appointment, if applicable; 

· Notes (abusive behavior, complaint history, etc);

· Existence of a legally responsible individual; and

· Authorized assessed level of needs.



3.10.1.2	The vendor shall also maintain a daily-computerized Trip Log (excludes public transportation) that documents the following data elements, at a minimum:



· Recipient name;

· Medicaid ID number;

· Requester name (if different);

· Date/time of request;

· Date/time of medical appointment;

· Mode of transportation requested/mode authorized;

· Justification of mode authorized;

· Scheduled time of pickup/drop off;

· Actual time of pickup/drop off;

· Scheduled companions or escorts;

· Pickup location;

· Drop off location;

· Referral, approval, or denial (include reason) of transportation;

· Ancillary expenses authorized (parking, tolls, etc);

· Transportation provider number, assigned by Vendor;

· Date/time of notification to transportation provider;

· Trip Mileage;

· Staff member referring/authorizing/denying request;

· Notes (cancellation, incomplete request, no-show, abusive behavior occurrence); 

· Driver name or ID#; and

· Drivers insurance policy name and number.



The drivers’ insurance policy name and number on a trip log is required for immediate access for various liability reasons. NET Transportation is provided during various times of the day; before and after office hours including weekends, thus requiring quick access to the driver’s insurance policy name and number. 



3.10.1.3	The vendor shall utilize a computer software package for trip planning, which includes the accurate determination of the mileage from the recipient’s residence to the medical service site and the return trip.  The vendor shall maintain electronic and hard copy files on completed transportation trips, by transportation provider. 



3.10.1.4	The vendor’s computer system shall accommodate the following functions for daily operations, service authorization, trip scheduling, provider reimbursement, and Division monitoring:



3.10.1.4.1	Record recipient and trip log data and store it in a designated database format;

3.10.1.4.2	Back up the database on a daily basis; and,

3.10.1.4.3	Be able to pull data by recipient ID number, name, date or other identifier to create a history of approvals and denials for at least a 24-month period. This file shall be available to Division within 24 hours of the request. 



3.10.1.5	The vendor shall be responsible for all programming functions and costs associated with the maintenance of this database.



3.10.1.6	The vendor shall be responsible for developing the necessary interfaces with the MMIS system, including but not limited to the delivery  of encounter data.

3.10.2	Establish and maintain a telephone call center



3.10.2.1	Professional, prompt, and courteous customer service shall be a high priority.  The vendor shall establish and maintain an adequately staffed telephone call center and shall ensure that the telephone staff treat all callers with dignity and respect the caller’s right to privacy and confidentiality.  The vendor shall process all incoming telephone inquiries for non-emergency transportation services in a timely, responsive, and courteous manner.  Telephone staff shall greet the caller and identify themselves by name when answering.  The vendor shall have capabilities to ensure that the communication and language needs of recipients in the State are addressed.  The vendor shall also ensure that recipients with emergency requests are referred or transferred to 911 or an appropriate local emergency (ambulance) service.



3.10.2.2	The call center shall be staffed to receive telephone calls from recipients during the hours of 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM (Pacific time) Monday-Friday except national holidays.  A voice mailbox shall be available after hours with a call back the next day.  The vendor must make available 24-hour, 7 days per week access by telephone to a live voice (an employee of the vendor or an answering service) or an answering machine that will immediately page an on-call employee of the vendor so information may be given to handle a transportation problem that may arise during non-office hours (such as after-hours emergency room discharges or after hours transport to PCPs or urgent care centers).  The vendor may need to educate recipients who habitually call after regular working hours and leave messages requesting transportation. 



3.10.2.3	The vendor shall have a properly functioning toll free telephone number for recipients and other individuals or organizations to call to request transportation services, obtain information about transportation services, and register complaints. Recipients shall not incur a charge for placing a call, other than those applicable for local calls.  The vendor shall have sufficient and appropriate staff to handle all calls and act as troubleshooters and problem solvers for transportation related questions and problems that may rise. 



3.10.2.4	The telephone staffing shall be adequate to fulfill the following standards of promptness and quality:



3.10.2.4.1 Ninety percent (90%) of telephone calls shall be answered within five (5) rings during live voice answering times;

3.10.2.4.2	A call pick-up system that places the calls in queue shall be used;

3.10.2.4.3 Blocked call rate (busy signal received) of five percent (5%) or less on an average daily basis; and,

3.10.2.4.4 Ninety percent (90%) of calls in the queue shall be answered by a live operator in less than two (2) minutes, measured on a daily basis.

3.10.2.5	The vendor shall install and maintain a functioning automatic call distribution system (ACD) and call reporting system that records and aggregates the following information, at a minimum, on an hourly, daily, weekly, and monthly basis, for the call center as a whole and for individual operators: 

· Total number of incoming calls;

· Number of answered calls by Vendor staff;

· Average call wait time;

· Maximum call wait time;

· Percentage of calls answered by a live operator in under two (2) minutes;

· Average talk time;

· Number of calls placed on hold and length of time on hold;

· Number of abandoned calls and length of time until call is abandoned;

· Number of outbound calls; and

· Number of available operators by time.

This system should have the capability of automatically routing calls to back-up, part-time operators when target wait times are exceeded.

3.10.2.6	The vendor shall develop operational procedures, manuals, forms, and reports necessary for the smooth operation of the Telephone Call Center.  A demonstration of the vendor’s telephone system and staffing capability will be required as part of the readiness review prior to the effective date of implementation.

3.10.2.7	The vendor shall develop a complete monitoring, supervision, and enforcement plan to ensure that call center performance and customer service standards are maintained.  The Division should have the ability to monitor calls on a random basis to ensure quality service is being offered.  Callers will be notified that calls may be monitored.

3.10.2.8	The vendor must ensure that recipients receive the appropriate form of transportation in every instance.  While the least expensive mode of transportation is preferred, the vendor must ensure the recipients medical needs are met through the most appropriate form of transportation for each individual.





COMPANY BACKGROUND AND REFERENCES



VENDOR INFORMATION



Vendors must provide a company profile in the table format below.



		Question

		Response



		Company name:

		



		Ownership (sole proprietor, partnership, etc.):

		



		State of incorporation:

		



		Date of incorporation:

		



		# of years in business:

		



		List of top officers:

		



		Location of company headquarters:

		



		Location(s) of the company offices:

		



		Location(s) of the office that will provide the services described in this RFP:

		



		Number of employees locally with the expertise to support the requirements identified in this RFP:

		



		Number of employees nationally with the expertise to support the requirements in this RFP:

		



		Location(s) from which employees will be assigned for this project:

		







Please be advised, pursuant to NRS 80.010, incorporated companies must register with the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s Office as a foreign corporation before a contract can be executed between the State of Nevada and the awarded vendor, unless specifically exempted by NRS 80.015.



The selected vendor, prior to doing business in the State of Nevada, must be appropriately licensed by the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s Office pursuant to NRS76.  Information regarding the Nevada Business License can be located at http://sos.state.nv.us. 



		Question

		Response



		Nevada Business License Number:

		



		Legal Entity Name:

		







Is “Legal Entity Name” the same name as vendor is doing business as?



		Yes

		

		No

		







If “No”, provide explanation.



Vendors are cautioned that some services may contain licensing requirement(s).  Vendors shall be proactive in verification of these requirements prior to proposal submittal.  Proposals that do not contain the requisite licensure may be deemed non-responsive.



Has the vendor ever been engaged under contract by any State of Nevada agency?  



		Yes

		

		No

		







If “Yes”, complete the following table for each State agency for whom the work was performed.  Table can be duplicated for each contract being identified.



		Question

		Response



		Name of State agency:

		



		State agency contact name:

		



		Dates when services were performed:

		



		Type of duties performed:

		



		Total dollar value of the contract:

		







Are you now or have you been within the last two (2) years an employee of the State of Nevada, or any of its agencies, departments, or divisions?



		Yes

		

		No

		







If “Yes”, please explain when the employee is planning to render services, while on annual leave, compensatory time, or on their own time?



If you employ (a) any person who is a current employee of an agency of the State of Nevada, or (b) any person who has been an employee of an agency of the State of Nevada within the past two (2) years, and if such person will be performing or producing the services which you will be contracted to provide under this contract, you must disclose the identity of each such person in your response to this RFP, and specify the services that each person will be expected to perform.



Disclosure of all alleged prior or ongoing contract failures, contract breaches, any civil or criminal litigation or investigation pending which involves the vendor, the vendor’s parent company or in which the vendor has been judged guilty or liable within the past six (6) years.  



		Yes

		

		No

		







If “Yes”, please provide the following information.  Table can be duplicated for each issue being identified.



		Question

		Response



		Date of alleged contract failure or breach:

		



		Parties involved:

		



		Description of the contract failure, contract breach, litigation, or investigation, including the products or services involved:

		



		Amount in controversy:

		



		Resolution or current status of the dispute:

		



		If the matter has resulted in a court case:

		Court

		Case Number



		

		

		



		Status of the litigation:

		







Company background/history and why vendor is qualified to provide the services described in this RFP.  Limit response to no more than five (5) pages.



Length of time vendor has been providing services described in this RFP to the public and/or private sector.  Please provide a brief description.



Financial information and documentation to be included in Part III, Confidential Financial of vendor’s response in accordance with Section 9.5, Part III – Confidential Financial. 



Dun and Bradstreet Number 

Federal Tax Identification Number

The last two (2) years and current year interim:



Profit and Loss Statement 

Balance Statement



NOTE: 	Failure to supply the requested financial information will result in the disqualification of the Vendors proposal.



SUBCONTRACTOR INFORMATION



Does this proposal include the use of subcontractors?  Check the appropriate response in the table below.



		Yes

		

		No

		







If “Yes”, vendor must:



Identify specific subcontractors and the specific requirements of this RFP for which each proposed subcontractor will perform services.



If any tasks are to be completed by subcontractor(s), vendors must:



Describe the relevant contractual arrangements;



Describe how the work of any subcontractor(s) will be supervised, channels of communication will be maintained and compliance with contract terms assured; and



Describe your previous experience with subcontractor(s).



Vendors must describe the methodology, processes and tools utilized for:



Selecting and qualifying appropriate subcontractors for the project/contract;



Ensuring subcontractor compliance with the overall performance objectives for the project; 



Ensuring that subcontractor deliverables meet the quality objectives of the project/contract; and



Providing proof of payment to any subcontractor(s) used for this project/contract, if requested by the State.  Proposal should include a plan by which, at the State’s request, the State will be notified of such payments.



Provide the same information for any proposed subcontractors as requested in Section 4.1, Vendor Information.



Business references as specified in Section 4.3, Business References must be provided for any proposed subcontractors.



Vendor shall not allow any subcontractor to commence work until all insurance required of the subcontractor is provided to the vendor.



Vendor must notify the using agency of the intended use of any subcontractors not identified within their original proposal and provide the information originally requested in the RFP in Section 4.2, Subcontractor Information.  The vendor must receive agency approval prior to subcontractor commencing work.



BUSINESS REFERENCES



Vendors should provide a minimum of three (3) business references from similar projects performed for private, state and/or large local government clients within the last three (3) years.



Vendors must provide the following information for every business reference provided by the vendor and/or subcontractor:



The “Company Name” must be the name of the proposing vendor or the vendor’s proposed subcontractor.  



		Reference #:

		



		Company Name:

		



		Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one):



	Vendor						Subcontractor





		Project Name:

		



		Primary Contact Information



		Name:

		



		Street Address:

		



		City, State, Zip

		



		Phone, including area code:

		



		Facsimile, including area code:

		



		Email address:

		



		Alternate Contact Information



		Name:

		



		Street Address:

		



		City, State, Zip

		



		Phone, including area code:

		



		Facsimile, including area code:

		



		Email address:

		



		Project Information



		Brief description of the project/contract and description of services performed, including technical environment (i.e., software applications, data communications, etc.) if applicable:

		



		Original Project/Contract Start Date:

		



		Original Project/Contract End Date:

		



		Original Project/Contract Value:

		



		Final Project/Contract Date:

		



		Was project/contract completed in time originally allotted, and if not, why not?

		



		Was project/contract completed within or under the original budget/ cost proposal, and if not, why not?

		







Vendors must also submit Attachment G, Reference Questionnaire to the business references that are identified in Section 4.3.2.  



The company identified as the business references must submit the Reference Questionnaire directly to the Purchasing Division. 



It is the vendor’s responsibility to ensure that completed forms are received by the Purchasing Division on or before the deadline as specified in Section 8, RFP Timeline for inclusion in the evaluation process.  Reference Questionnaires not received, or not complete, may adversely affect the vendor’s score in the evaluation process.  



The State reserves the right to contact and verify any and all references listed regarding the quality and degree of satisfaction for such performance.



VENDOR STAFF RESUMES 



A resume must be completed for each proposed individual on the State format provided in Attachment H, for key personnel to be responsible for performance of any contract resulting from this RFP. Key staff is defined as corporate or company officers charged with the executive oversight of the contract and the lead employees of the corporation or company in charge of the day to day operations.



COST 



Vendors must provide detailed fixed prices for all costs associated with the responsibilities and related services. Vendors must use table below when submitting cost and clearly specify the nature of all expenses anticipated.



		Cost Per Member Per Month

		$



		Cost per Trip

		$



		Total Operating Cost

		$



		Administrative Fixed costs

		$



		Administrative Variable Costs

		$



		Other Costs: Provide a detailed explanation



		$









Vendors may submit alternative costing options for consideration. An hourly rate for services, a variable rate, or a rate that includes administrative fees would be examples of alternative cost options.  Vendors must explain in detail.



FINANCIAL 



6.1 Payment for the contracted service will be within 30 - 45 days upon receipt of invoice and the using agency’s approval.


Currently, pursuant to the Medicaid Services Manual Chapter 1900, the payment methodology may differ for specific Medicaid (Title XIX) subpopulations in terms of whether payment for services is a per-member, per-month (capitated) or fee-for-service model basis. All capitation payments will be paid monthly.  In the event the Vendor does not receive a monthly capitation payment for an eligible recipient, the Vendor shall have one hundred eighty (180) days to submit a request for a retroactive capitation payment to the DHCFP. Payments will be sent to the Vendor by the fiscal agent, by electronic funds transfer.

Special payment arrangements may be made with the NET broker for circumstances where it is in the best interest of the DHCFP to provide NET transportation to certain Medicaid recipients. These decisions will be made exclusively by the DHCFP and the NET broker.  Examples may be the allowance of extra escorts or the transport of a non-Medicaid kidney donor to an out of state hospital.   Similarly, if the DHCFP decides to ‘carve out’ an eligibility group from non-emergency transportation they may contract to provide service on an individual basis under a fee-for-service payment model. 



6.1.1	DHCFP will review rates at its discretion and revise the rates periodically by negotiation with the Vendor.  Rates will be negotiated and determined prior to any subsequent contract renewal period.  

6.1.2	Retroactive enrollments do not apply to transportation.  

6.1.3	The aforementioned payments are the total payments to the Vendor.

6.2	Alternative payment methodologies may be submitted for consideration by the DHCFP.



6.3	The Vendor assumes risk for the cost of services covered under the contract and incurs loss if the cost of furnishing the services exceeds the payments under the contract. The entity must accept as payment in full the amount paid by the state.



6.4	The Vendor is responsible for providing all covered medically necessary transportation services for all eligible recipients.



6.5	The Vendor must not accept compensation for work performed under the contract from any other department of the State of Nevada, from Medicaid recipients, or from any other source including the federal government.   



6.6 	The contract does not contain any incentive arrangement; however, the DHCFP is willing to entertain pay for performance incentives that offer cost savings to the State.



WRITTEN QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS



In lieu of a pre-proposal conference, the Purchasing Division will accept questions and/or comments in writing, received by email regarding this RFP.



QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS



The RFP Question Submittal Form is located on the Services RFP/RFQ Opportunities webpage at http://purchasing.state.nv.us/services/sdocs.htm.  Select this RFP number and the “Question” link.



The deadline for submitting questions is as specified in Section 8, RFP Timeline.



All questions and/or comments will be addressed in writing and responses emailed or faxed to prospective vendors on or about the date specified in Section 8, RFP Timeline.



RFP TIMELINE



The following represents the proposed timeline for this project.  All times stated are Pacific Time (PT).  These dates represent a tentative schedule of events.  The State reserves the right to modify these dates at any time.  



		TASK

		DATE/TIME



		Deadline for submitting questions

		11/1/2011@ 2:00 PM



		Answers posted to website 

		On or about 11/7/2011 



		Deadline for submittal of Reference Questionnaires

		No later than 4:30 PM on 11/29/2011



		Deadline for submission and opening of proposals

		No later than 2:00 PM on 11/30/2011 



		Evaluation period (approximate time frame)

		11/30/2011- 12/15/2011



		Selection of vendor 

		On or about 12/15/2011



		Anticipated BOE approval

		2/10/2012



		Contract start date (contingent upon BOE approval)

		5/1/2012







PROPOSAL SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS, FORMAT AND CONTENT



GENERAL SUBMISSION REQUIREMENTS 



Vendors’ proposals must be packaged and submitted in counterparts; therefore, vendors must pay close attention to the submission requirements.  Proposals will have a technical response, which may be composed of two (2) parts in the event a vendor determines that a portion of their technical response qualifies as “confidential” as defined within Section 2, Acronyms/Definitions.



If complete responses cannot be provided without referencing confidential information, such confidential information must be provided in accordance with Section 9.3, Part I B – Confidential Technical and Section 9.5, Part III Confidential Financial.  Specific references made to the tab, page, section and/or paragraph where the confidential information can be located must be identified on Attachment A, Confidentiality and Certification of Indemnification and comply with the requirements stated in Section 9.6, Confidentiality of Proposals.



The remaining section is the Cost Proposal.  Vendors may submit their proposal broken out into the three (3) sections required, or four (4) sections if confidential technical information is included, in a single box or package for shipping purposes.



The required CDs must contain information as specified in Section 9.6.4.



Detailed instructions on proposal submission and packaging follows and vendors must submit their proposals as identified in the following sections.  Proposals and CDs that do not comply with the following requirements may be deemed non-responsive and rejected at the State’s discretion.



All information is to be completed as requested.



Each section within the technical proposal and cost proposal must be separated by clearly marked tabs with the appropriate section number and title as specified in the following sections.



Although it is a public opening, only the names of the vendors submitting proposals will be announced per NRS 333.335(6).  Technical and cost details about proposals submitted will not be disclosed.  Assistance for handicapped, blind or hearing-impaired persons who wish to attend the RFP opening is available.  If special arrangements are necessary, please notify the Purchasing Division designee as soon as possible and at least two (2) days in advance of the opening.



If discrepancies are found between two (2) or more copies of the proposal, the master copy will provide the basis for resolving such discrepancies.  If one (1) copy of the proposal is not clearly marked “MASTER,” the State may reject the proposal.  However, the State may at its sole option, select one (1) copy to be used as the master.



For ease of evaluation, the proposal must be presented in a format that corresponds to and references sections outlined within this RFP and must be presented in the same order.  Written responses must be placed immediately following the applicable RFP question, statement and/or section and must be presented in a style/format that is easily distinguishable from RFP language.  Exceptions/assumptions to this may be considered during the evaluation process.



Proposals are to be prepared in such a way as to provide a straightforward, concise delineation of capabilities to satisfy the requirements of this RFP.  Expensive bindings, colored displays, promotional materials, etc., are not necessary or desired.  Emphasis should be concentrated on conformance to the RFP instructions, responsiveness to the RFP requirements, and on completeness and clarity of content.



Unnecessarily elaborate responses beyond what is sufficient to present a complete and effective response to this RFP are not desired and may be construed as an indication of the proposer’s lack of environmental and cost consciousness.  Unless specifically requested in this RFP, elaborate artwork, corporate brochures, lengthy narratives, expensive paper, specialized binding, and other extraneous presentation materials are neither necessary nor desired.



The State of Nevada, in its continuing efforts to reduce solid waste and to further recycling efforts requests that proposals, to the extent possible and practical:  



Be submitted on recycled paper;

Not include pages of unnecessary advertising;

Be printed on both sides of each sheet of paper; and

Be contained in re-usable binders rather than with spiral or glued bindings.



For purposes of addressing questions concerning this RFP, the sole contact will be the Purchasing Division as specified on Page 1 of this RFP.  Upon issuance of this RFP, other employees and representatives of the agencies identified in the RFP will not answer questions or otherwise discuss the contents of this RFP with any prospective vendors or their representatives.  Failure to observe this restriction may result in disqualification of any subsequent proposal per NAC 333.155(3).  This restriction does not preclude discussions between affected parties for the purpose of conducting business unrelated to this procurement.



Any vendor who believes proposal requirements or specifications are unnecessarily restrictive or limit competition may submit a request for administrative review, in writing, to the Purchasing Division.  To be considered, a request for review must be received no later than the deadline for submission of questions.



The Purchasing Division shall promptly respond in writing to each written review request, and where appropriate, issue all revisions, substitutions or clarifications through a written amendment to the RFP.



Administrative review of technical or contractual requirements shall include the reason for the request, supported by factual information, and any proposed changes to the requirements.



If a vendor changes any material RFP language, vendor’s response may be deemed non-responsive per NRS 333.311.



PART I A – TECHNICAL PROPOSAL



Submission Requirements



Technical proposal must include:



One (1) original marked “MASTER”; and 



Seven (7) identical copies.



The technical proposal must not include confidential technical information (refer to Section 9.3, Part I B, Confidential Technical) or project costs.  Cost and/or pricing information contained in the technical proposal may cause the proposal to be rejected.



Format and Content



Tab I – Title Page



The title page must include the following:



Part I A - Technical Proposal for:  Non-Emergency Transportation Brokerage Services



RFP 1948



Name and Address of the vendor



Proposal Opening Date:  November 30, 2011



Proposal Opening Time:  2:00 PM



Tab II – Table of Contents



An accurate and updated table of contents must be provided.



Tab III – Vendor Information Sheet



The vendor information sheet completed with an original signature by an individual authorized to bind the organization must be included in this tab.



Tab IV – State Documents



The State documents tab must include the following:



The signature page from all amendments with an original signature by an individual authorized to bind the organization.



Attachment A – Confidentiality and Certification of Indemnification with an original signature by an individual authorized to bind the organization.



Attachment C1 – Vendor Certifications with an original signature by an individual authorized to bind the organization.



Attachment C2 – Certification regarding lobbying with an original signature by an individual authorized to bind the organization.



A copy of vendor’s Certificate of Insurance identifying the coverages and minimum limits currently in effect.



Copies of any vendor licensing agreements and/or hardware and software maintenance agreements.



Copies of applicable certifications and/or licenses.



Tab V - Attachment B1 



The Technical Proposal Certification of Compliance with Terms and Conditions of RFP with an original signature by an individual authorized to bind the organization must be included in this tab.



In order for any exceptions and/or assumptions to be considered they MUST be documented in detail in the tables in Attachment B1.  The State will not accept additional exceptions and/or assumptions if submitted after the proposal submission deadline.  Vendors must be specific.  Nonspecific exceptions or assumptions may not be considered.  If the exception or assumption requires a change in the terms or wording of the contract, the scope of work, or any incorporated documents, vendors must provide the specific language that is being proposed in Attachment B1.



Tab VI – Section 3 – Scope of Work



Vendors must place their written response(s) in bold/italics immediately following the applicable RFP question, statement and/or section.



Tab VII– Section 4 – Company Background and References



Vendors must place their written response(s) in bold/italics immediately following the applicable RFP question, statement and/or section.  This section must also include the requested information in Section 4.2, Subcontractor Information, if applicable.



Tab VIII – Attachment H – Proposed Staff Resume(s)



Vendors must include all proposed staff resumes per Section 4.4, Vendor Staff Resumes in this section.  This section should also include any subcontractor proposed staff resumes, if applicable.



Tab IX – Other Informational Material



Vendors must include any other applicable reference material in this section clearly cross referenced with the proposal.



PART I B – CONFIDENTIAL TECHNICAL 



Vendors only need to submit Part I B if the proposal includes any confidential technical information (Refer to Attachment A, Confidentiality and Certification of Indemnification).



Submission Requirements, if confidential technical information is being submitted.



Confidential technical information must include:



One (1) original marked “MASTER”; and



Seven (7) identical copies.



Format and Content



Tab I – Title Page



The title page must include the following:



Part I B - Confidential Technical for:  Non-Emergency Transportation Brokerage Services



RFP 1948



Name and Address of the vendor



Proposal Opening Date:  November 30, 2011 



Proposal Opening Time:  2:00 PM



Tabs – Confidential Technical



Vendors must have tabs in the confidential technical information that cross reference back to the technical proposal, as applicable.



PART II – COST PROPOSAL



Submission Requirements



Cost proposal must include:



One (1) original marked “MASTER”; and



Seven (7) identical copies.



The cost proposal must not be marked “confidential”.  Only information that is deemed proprietary per NRS 333.020(5)(a) may be marked as “confidential”.



Format and Content



Tab I – Title Page



The title page must include the following:



Part II - Cost Proposal for:  Non-Emergency Transportation Brokerage Services



RFP 1948



Name and Address of the vendor



Proposal Opening Date:  November 30, 2011



Proposal Opening Time:  2:00 PM



Tab II – Cost Proposal



Vendor’s response for the cost proposal must be included in this tab.



Tab III – Attachment B2 – Cost Proposal Certification of Compliance with Terms and Conditions of RFP



Vendors must include the cost proposal Certification of Compliance with Terms and Conditions of RFP with an original signature by an individual authorized to bind the organization within this section



PART III – CONFIDENTIAL FINANCIAL



Submission Requirements



Confidential financial information must include:



One (1) original marked “MASTER”; and



Seven (7) identical copy.



Format and Content



Tab I – Title Page



The title page must include the following:



Part III - Confidential Financial for:  Non-Emergency Transportation Brokerage Services



RFP 1948



Name and Address of the vendor



Proposal Opening Date:  November 30, 2011



Proposal Opening Time:  2:00 PM



Tab II – Financial Information and Documentation



Dun and Bradstreet Number



The completed Attachment I, State of Nevada Registration Substitute IRS Form W-9



The last two (2) years and current year interim:



Profit and Loss Statement

Balance Statement



CONFIDENTIALITY OF PROPOSALS



As a potential contractor of a public entity, vendors are advised that full disclosure is required by law.



Vendors are required to submit written documentation in accordance with Attachment A, Confidentiality and Certification of Indemnification demonstrating the material within the proposal marked “confidential” conforms to NRS §333.333, which states “Only specific parts of the proposal may be labeled a “trade secret” as defined in NRS §600A.030(5)”.  Not conforming to these requirements will cause your proposal to be deemed non-compliant and will not be accepted by the State of Nevada.



Vendors acknowledge that material not marked as “confidential” will become public record upon contract award.



The required CDs must contact the following:



One (1) “Master” CD with an exact duplicate of the technical and cost proposal contents only.  The electronic files must follow the format and content section for the technical and cost proposal.  The CD must be packaged in a case and clearly labeled as follows:



RFP No;

Vendor’s Name;

Part IA – Technical Proposal; 

Part IB – Confidential Technical, and

Part II – Cost Proposal.



One (1) “Public Records CD” with the technical and cost proposal contents to be used for public records requests.  This CD must not contain any confidential or proprietary information.  The electronic files must follow the format and content section for the redacted versions of the technical and cost proposal.  The CD must be packaged in a case and clearly labeled as follows:



Public Records CD;

RFP No;

Vendor’s Name;

Part IA – Technical Proposal for Public Records Request; and

Part II – Cost Proposal for Public Records Request.



It is the vendor’s responsibility to act in protection of the labeled information and agree to defend and indemnify the State of Nevada for honoring such designation.  Failure to label any information that is released by the State shall constitute a complete waiver of any and all claims for damages caused by release of said information.



PROPOSAL PACKAGING



If the separately sealed technical and cost proposals as well as confidential technical information and financial documentation, marked as required, are enclosed in another container for mailing purposes, the outermost container must fully describe the contents of the package and be clearly marked as follows:



Vendors are encouraged to utilize the copy/past feature of word processing software to replicate these labels for ease and accuracy of proposal packaging.



		Ronda Miller

State of Nevada, Purchasing Division

515 E. Musser Street, Suite 300

Carson City, NV  89701



		RFP:

		1948



		PROPOSAL OPENING DATE:

		November 30, 2011



		PROPOSAL OPENING TIME:

		2:00 PM



		FOR:

		Non-Emergency Transportation Brokerage Services



		VENDOR’S NAME:

		







Proposals must be received at the address referenced below no later than the date and time specified in Section 8, RFP Timeline.  Proposals that do not arrive by proposal opening time and date WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED.  Vendors may submit their proposal any time prior to the above stated deadline.



The State will not be held responsible for proposal envelopes mishandled as a result of the envelope not being properly prepared.  Facsimile, e-mail or telephone proposals will NOT be considered; however, at the State’s discretion, the proposal may be submitted all or in part on electronic media, as requested within the RFP document.  Proposal may be modified by facsimile, e-mail or written notice provided such notice is received prior to the opening of the proposals.



The technical proposal shall be submitted to the State in a sealed package and be clearly marked as follows:



		Ronda Miller

State of Nevada, Purchasing Division

515 E. Musser Street, Suite 300

Carson City, NV  89701



		RFP:

		1948



		PROPOSAL COMPONENT:

		PART I A - TECHNICAL



		PROPOSAL OPENING DATE:

		November 30, 2011



		PROPOSAL OPENING TIME:

		2:00 PM



		FOR:

		Non-Emergency Transportation Brokerage Services



		VENDOR’S NAME:

		







If applicable, confidential technical information shall be submitted to the State in a sealed package and be clearly marked as follows:



		
Ronda Miller

State of Nevada, Purchasing Division

515 E. Musser Street, Suite 300

Carson City, NV  89701



		RFP:

		1948



		PROPOSAL COMPONENT:

		PART I B – CONFIDENTIAL TECHNICAL



		PROPOSAL OPENING DATE:

		November 30, 2011



		PROPOSAL OPENING TIME:

		2:00 PM



		FOR:

		Non-Emergency Transportation Brokerage Services



		VENDOR’S NAME:

		







The cost proposal shall be submitted to the State in a sealed package and be clearly marked as follows:



		Ronda Miller

State of Nevada, Purchasing Division

515 E. Musser Street, Suite 300

Carson City, NV  89701



		RFP:

		1948



		PROPOSAL COMPONENT:

		PART II - COST



		PROPOSAL OPENING DATE:

		November 30, 2011



		PROPOSAL OPENING TIME:

		2:00 PM



		FOR:

		Non-Emergency Transportation Brokerage Services



		VENDOR’S NAME:

		







Confidential financial information shall be submitted to the State in a sealed package and be clearly marked as follows:



		Ronda Miller

State of Nevada, Purchasing Division

515 E. Musser Street, Suite 300

Carson City, NV  89701



		RFP:

		1948



		PROPOSAL COMPONENT:

		PART III - CONFIDENTIAL FINANCIAL INFORMATION



		PROPOSAL OPENING DATE:

		November 30, 2011



		PROPOSAL OPENING TIME:

		2:00 PM



		FOR:

		Non-Emergency Transportation Brokerage Services



		VENDOR’S NAME:

		







The CDs shall be submitted to the State in a sealed package and be clearly marked as follows:



		
Ronda Miller

State of Nevada, Purchasing Division

515 E. Musser Street, Suite 300

Carson City, NV  89701



		RFP:

		1948



		PROPOSAL COMPONENT:

		CDs



		PROPOSAL OPENING DATE:

		November 30, 2011



		PROPOSAL OPENING TIME:

		2:00 PM



		FOR:

		Non-Emergency Transportation Brokerage Services



		VENDOR’S NAME:

		







PROPOSAL EVALUATION AND AWARD PROCESS



The information in this section does not need to be returned with the vendor’s proposal.



Proposals shall be consistently evaluated and scored in accordance with NRS 333.335(3) based upon the following criteria:



· Demonstrated competence

· Experience in performance of comparable engagements

· Conformance with the terms of this RFP

· Expertise and availability of key personnel

· Cost



Note:  Financial stability will be scored on a pass/fail basis.



Proposals shall be kept confidential until a contract is awarded.



The evaluation committee may also contact the references provided in response to the Section identified as Company Background and References; contact any vendor to clarify any response; contact any current users of a vendor’s services; solicit information from any available source concerning any aspect of a proposal; and seek and review any other information deemed pertinent to the evaluation process.  The evaluation committee shall not be obligated to accept the lowest priced proposal, but shall make an award in the best interests of the State of Nevada per NRS 333.335(5).



Each vendor must include in its proposal a complete disclosure of any alleged significant prior or ongoing contract failures, contract breaches, any civil or criminal litigation or investigations pending which involves the vendor or in which the vendor has been judged guilty or liable.  Failure to comply with the terms of this provision may disqualify any proposal.  The State reserves the right to reject any proposal based upon the vendor’s prior history with the State or with any other party, which documents, without limitation, unsatisfactory performance, adversarial or contentious demeanor, significant failure(s) to meet contract milestones or other contractual failures.  See generally, NRS 333.335.



Clarification discussions may, at the State’s sole option, be conducted with vendors who submit proposals determined to be acceptable and competitive per NAC 333.165.  Vendors shall be accorded fair and equal treatment with respect to any opportunity for discussion and/or written revisions of proposals.  Such revisions may be permitted after submissions and prior to award for the purpose of obtaining best and final offers.  In conducting discussions, there shall be no disclosure of any information derived from proposals submitted by competing vendors.  Any modifications made to the original proposal during the best and final negotiations will be included as part of the contract.



A Notification of Intent to Award shall be issued in accordance with NAC 333.170.  Any award is contingent upon the successful negotiation of final contract terms and upon approval of the Board of Examiners, when required.  Negotiations shall be confidential and not subject to disclosure to competing vendors unless and until an agreement is reached.  If contract negotiations cannot be concluded successfully, the State upon written notice to all vendors may negotiate a contract with the next highest scoring vendor or withdraw the RFP.  



Any contract resulting from this RFP shall not be effective unless and until approved by the Nevada State Board of Examiners (NRS 284.173).



TERMS AND CONDITIONS



PROCUREMENT AND PROPOSAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS



The information in this section does not need to be returned with the vendor’s proposal.  However, if vendors have any exceptions and/or assumptions to any of the terms and conditions in this section, they MUST identify in detail their exceptions and/or assumptions on Attachment B1, Technical Proposal Certification of Compliance.  In order for any exceptions and/or assumptions to be considered they MUST be documented in Attachment B1.  The State will not accept additional exceptions and/or assumptions if submitted after the proposal submission deadline.



This procurement is being conducted in accordance with NRS Chapter 333 and NAC Chapter 333.



The State reserves the right to alter, amend, or modify any provisions of this RFP, or to withdraw this RFP, at any time prior to the award of a contract pursuant hereto, if it is in the best interest of the State to do so.  



The State reserves the right to waive informalities and minor irregularities in proposals received.



For ease of responding to the RFP, vendors are encouraged to download the RFP from the Purchasing Division’s website at http://purchasing.state.nv.us. 



The failure to separately package and clearly mark Part I B and Part III – which contains confidential information, trade secrets and/or proprietary information, shall constitute a complete waiver of any and all claims for damages caused by release of the information by the State.



Proposals must include any and all proposed terms and conditions, including, without limitation, written warranties, maintenance/service agreements, license agreements and lease purchase agreements.  The omission of these documents renders a proposal non-responsive.



The State reserves the right to reject any or all proposals received prior to contract award (NRS 333.350).



The State shall not be obligated to accept the lowest priced proposal, but will make an award in the best interests of the State of Nevada after all factors have been evaluated (NRS 333.335).



Any irregularities or lack of clarity in the RFP should be brought to the Purchasing Division designee’s attention as soon as possible so that corrective addenda may be furnished to prospective vendors.



Descriptions on how any and all services and/or equipment will be used to meet the requirements of this RFP shall be given, in detail, along with any additional informational documents that are appropriately marked.



Alterations, modifications or variations to a proposal may not be considered unless authorized by the RFP or by addendum or amendment.



Proposals which appear unrealistic in the terms of technical commitments, lack of technical competence, or are indicative of failure to comprehend the complexity and risk of this contract, may be rejected.



Proposals from employees of the State of Nevada will be considered in as much as they do not conflict with the State Administrative Manual, NRS Chapter 281 and NRS Chapter 284.



Proposals may be withdrawn by written or facsimile notice received prior to the proposal opening time.  Withdrawals received after the proposal opening time will not be considered except as authorized by NRS 333.350(3).



Prices offered by vendors in their proposals are an irrevocable offer for the term of the contract and any contract extensions.  The awarded vendor agrees to provide the purchased services at the costs, rates and fees as set forth in their proposal in response to this RFP.  No other costs, rates or fees shall be payable to the awarded vendor for implementation of their proposal.



The State is not liable for any costs incurred by vendors prior to entering into a formal contract.  Costs of developing the proposal or any other such expenses incurred by the vendor in responding to the RFP, are entirely the responsibility of the vendor, and shall not be reimbursed in any manner by the State. 



Proposals submitted per proposal submission requirements become the property of the State, selection or rejection does not affect this right; proposals will be returned only at the State’s option and at the vendor’s request and expense.  The masters of the technical proposal, confidential technical proposal, cost proposal and confidential financial information of each response shall be retained for official files.



The Nevada Attorney General will not render any type of legal opinion regarding this transaction.



Any unsuccessful vendor may file an appeal in strict compliance with NRS 333.370 and Chapter 333 of the Nevada Administrative Code.



CONTRACT TERMS AND CONDITIONS



The information in this section does not need to be returned with the vendor’s proposal.  However, if vendors have any exceptions and/or assumptions to any of the terms and conditions in this section, they MUST identify in detail their exceptions and/or assumptions on Attachment B1, Technical Proposal Certification of Compliance.  In order for any exceptions and/or assumptions to be considered they MUST be documented in Attachment B1.  The State will not accept additional exceptions and/or assumptions if submitted after the proposal submission deadline.



The awarded vendor will be the sole point of contract responsibility.  The State will look solely to the awarded vendor for the performance of all contractual obligations which may result from an award based on this RFP, and the awarded vendor shall not be relieved for the non-performance of any or all subcontractors. 



The awarded vendor must maintain, for the duration of its contract, insurance coverages as set forth in the Insurance Schedule of the contract form appended to this RFP.  Work on the contract shall not begin until after the awarded vendor has submitted acceptable evidence of the required insurance coverages.  Failure to maintain any required insurance coverage or acceptable alternative method of insurance will be deemed a breach of contract. 



Notwithstanding any other requirement of this section, the State reserves the right to consider reasonable alternative methods of insuring the contract in lieu of the insurance policies required by the attached Insurance Schedule.  It will be the awarded vendor’s responsibility to recommend to the State alternative methods of insuring the contract.  Any alternatives proposed by a vendor should be accompanied by a detailed explanation regarding the vendor’s inability to obtain insurance coverage as described within this RFP.  The State shall be the sole and final judge as to the adequacy of any substitute form of insurance coverage.



The State will not be liable for Federal, State, or Local excise taxes per NRS 372.325.



Attachment B1 and Attachment B2 of this RFP shall constitute an agreement to all terms and conditions specified in the RFP, except such terms and conditions that the vendor expressly excludes.  Exceptions and assumptions will be taken into consideration as part of the evaluation process; however, vendors must be specific.  Nonspecific exceptions or assumptions may not be considered.



The State reserves the right to negotiate final contract terms with any vendor selected per NAC 333.170.  The contract between the parties will consist of the RFP together with any modifications thereto, and the awarded vendor’s proposal, together with any modifications and clarifications thereto that are submitted at the request of the State during the evaluation and negotiation process.  In the event of any conflict or contradiction between or among these documents, the documents shall control in the following order of precedence:  the final executed contract, any modifications and clarifications to the awarded vendor’s proposal, the RFP, and the awarded vendor’s proposal.  Specific exceptions to this general rule may be noted in the final executed contract.



Local governments (as defined in NRS 332.015) are intended third party beneficiaries of any contract resulting from this RFP and any local government may join or use any contract resulting from this RFP subject to all terms and conditions thereof pursuant to NRS 332.195.  The State is not liable for the obligations of any local government which joins or uses any contract resulting from this RFP.



Any person who requests or receives a Federal contract, grant, loan or cooperative agreement shall file with the using agency a certification that the person making the declaration has not made, and will not make, any payment prohibited by subsection (a) of 31 U.S.C. 1352.



Pursuant to NRS 613 in connection with the performance of work under this contract, the contractor agrees not to discriminate against any employee or applicant for employment because of race, creed, color, national origin, sex, sexual orientation or age, including, without limitation, with regard to employment, upgrading, demotion or transfer, recruitment or recruitment advertising, layoff or termination, rates of pay or other forms of compensation, and selection for training, including, without limitation apprenticeship.



The contractor further agrees to insert this provision in all subcontracts, hereunder, except subcontracts for standard commercial supplies or raw materials.



PROJECT TERMS AND CONDITIONS



The information in this section does not need to be returned with the vendor’s proposal.  However, if vendors have any exceptions and/or assumptions to any of the terms and conditions in this section, they MUST identify in detail their exceptions and/or assumptions on Attachment B1, Technical Proposal Certification of Compliance.  In order for any exceptions and/or assumptions to be considered they MUST be documented in Attachment B1.  The State will not accept additional exceptions and/or assumptions if submitted after the proposal submission deadline.



Award of Related Contracts



The State may undertake or award supplemental contracts for work related to this project or any portion thereof.  The contractor shall be bound to cooperate fully with such other contractors and the State in all cases.



All subcontractors shall be required to abide by this provision as a condition of the contract between the subcontractor and the prime contractor.



Products and/or Alternatives



The vendor shall not propose an alternative that would require the State to acquire hardware or software or change processes in order to function properly on the vendor’s system unless vendor included a clear description of such proposed alternatives and clearly mark any descriptive material to show the proposed alternative.



An acceptable alternative is one the State considers satisfactory in meeting the requirements of this RFP.



The State, at its sole discretion, will determine if the proposed alternative meets the intent of the original RFP requirement.



State Owned Property



The awarded vendor shall be responsible for the proper custody and care of any State owned property furnished by the State for use in connection with the performance of the contract and will reimburse the State for any loss or damage.



Travel



If travel is required, the following processes must be followed:



The State does not pay for vendors travel.  Any travel expense incurred in the execution of the contract are considered operational and covered in the vendors administrative rate



Completion of Work



Prior to completion of all work, the contractor shall remove from the premises all equipment and materials belonging to the contractor.  Upon completion of the work, the contractor shall leave the site in a clean and neat condition satisfactory to the State.



Right to Publish



All requests for the publication or release of any information pertaining to this RFP and any subsequent contract must be in writing and sent to the Administrator of Purchasing Division or designee. 



No announcement concerning the award of a contract as a result of this RFP can be made without prior written approval of the Administrator of Purchasing Division or designee.



As a result of the selection of the contractor to supply the requested services, the State is neither endorsing nor suggesting the contractor is the best or only solution.



The contractor shall not use, in its external advertising, marketing programs, or other promotional efforts, any data, pictures or other representation of any State facility, except with the specific advance written authorization of the Administrator of Purchasing Division or designee.



Throughout the term of the contract, the contractor must secure the written approval of the State prior to the release of any information pertaining to work or activities covered by the contract.








SUBMISSION CHECKLIST



This checklist is provided for vendor’s convenience only and identifies documents that must be submitted with each package in order to be considered responsive.  Any proposals received without these requisite documents may be deemed non-responsive and not considered for contract award. 



		Part I A– Technical Proposal Submission Requirements

		Completed



		Required number of Technical Proposals per submission requirements

		



		Required Information to be submitted with Technical Proposal under the following tabs:

		



		Tab I

		Title Page

		



		Tab II

		Table of Contents

		



		Tab III

		Vendor Information Sheet

		



		Tab IV

		State Documents

		



		Tab V

		Attachment B1 – Technical Proposal Certification of Compliance with Terms and Conditions of RFP

		



		Tab VI

		Section 3 – Scope of Work

		



		Tab VII

		Section 4 – Company Background and References

		



		Tab VIII

		Attachment H – Proposed Staff Resume(s)

		



		Tab IX

		Other Information Material

		



		Part I B – Confidential Technical Submission Requirements

		



		Required number of Confidential Technical Proposals per submission requirements

		



		Tab I

		Title Page

		



		Tabs

		Appropriate tabs and information that cross reference back to the technical proposal

		



		Part II – Cost Proposal Submission Requirements

		



		Required number of Cost Proposals per submission requirements

		



		Tab I

		Title Page

		



		Tab II

		Cost Proposal

		



		Tab III

		Attachment B2 -  Cost Proposal Certification of Compliance with Terms and Conditions of RFP

		



		Part III – Confidential Financial Submission Requirements

		



		Required number of Confidential Financial Proposals per submission requirements

		



		Tab I

		Title Page

		



		Tab II

		Financial Information and Documentation

		



		CDs Required

		



		One (1)

		Master CD with the technical and cost proposal contents only

		



		One (1)

		Public Records CD with the technical and cost proposal contents only

		



		Reference Questionnaire Reminders

		



		Send out Reference Forms for Vendor (with Part A completed)

		



		Send out Reference Forms for proposed Subcontractors (with Part A completed, if applicable)

		






ATTACHMENT A – CONFIDENTIALITY AND CERTIFICATION OF INDEMNIFICATION



Submitted proposals, which are marked “confidential” in their entirety, or those in which a significant portion of the submitted proposal is marked “confidential” will not be accepted by the State of Nevada.  Pursuant to NRS 333.333, only specific parts of the proposal may be labeled a “trade secret” as defined in NRS 600A.030(5).  All proposals are confidential until the contract is awarded; at which time, both successful and unsuccessful vendors’ technical and cost proposals become public information.  



In accordance with the Submittal Instructions of this RFP, vendors are requested to submit confidential information in separate binders marked “Part I B Confidential Technical” and “Part III Confidential Financial”.



The State will not be responsible for any information contained within the proposal.  Should vendors not comply with the labeling and packing requirements, proposals will be released as submitted.  In the event a governing board acts as the final authority, there may be public discussion regarding the submitted proposals that will be in an open meeting format, the proposals will remain confidential. 



By signing below, I understand it is my responsibility as the vendor to act in protection of the labeled information and agree to defend and indemnify the State of Nevada for honoring such designation.  I duly realize failure to so act will constitute a complete waiver and all submitted information will become public information; additionally, failure to label any information that is released by the State shall constitute a complete waiver of any and all claims for damages caused by the release of the information.



This proposal contains Confidential Information, Trade Secrets and/or Proprietary information as defined in Section 2 “ACRONYMS/DEFINITIONS.” 



Please initial the appropriate response in the boxes below and provide the justification for confidential status.



		Part I B – Confidential Technical Information



		YES

		

		NO

		



		Justification for Confidential Status



		







		A Public Records CD has been included for the Technical and Cost Proposal



		YES

		

		NO

		







		Part III – Confidential Financial Information



		YES

		

		NO

		



		Justification for Confidential Status



		







		

		



		Company Name

		



		

		

		

		



		Signature

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		Print Name

		

		

		Date





 (
This document must be submitted in Tab I
V
 of vendor’s technical proposal
)






ATTACHMENT B1 – TECHNICAL PROPOSAL CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE

WITH TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF RFP



I have read, understand and agree to comply with the terms and conditions specified in this Request for Proposal.  



		YES

		

		I agree to comply with the terms and conditions specified in this RFP.









		NO

		

		I do not agree to comply with the terms and conditions specified in this RFP.







In order for any exceptions and/or assumptions to be considered they MUST be documented in detail in the tables below.  The State will not accept additional exceptions and/or assumptions if submitted after the proposal submission deadline.  Vendors must be specific.  Nonspecific exceptions or assumptions may not be considered.  If the exception or assumption requires a change in the terms or wording of the contract, the scope of work, or any incorporated documents, vendors must provide the specific language that is being proposed in the tables below.



		

		



		Company Name

		



		

		

		

		



		Signature

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		Print Name

		

		

		Date









Vendors MUST use the following format.  Attach additional sheets if necessary.



EXCEPTION SUMMARY FORM

		RFP SECTION NUMBER

		RFP PAGE NUMBER

		EXCEPTION

(Complete detail regarding exceptions must be identified)



		

		

		



		

		

		









ASSUMPTION SUMMARY FORM

		RFP SECTION NUMBER

		RFP PAGE NUMBER

		ASSUMPTION

(Complete detail regarding assumptions must be identified)



		

		

		



		

		

		





 (
This document must be submitted in Tab 
V
 of vendor’s technical proposal
)


ATTACHMENT B2 – COST PROPOSAL CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE

TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF RFP



I have read, understand and agree to comply with the terms and conditions specified in this Request for Proposal.  



		YES

		

		I agree to comply with the terms and conditions specified in this RFP.







		NO

		

		I do not agree to comply with the terms and conditions specified in this RFP.







In order for any exceptions and/or assumptions to be considered they MUST be documented in detail in the tables below.  The State will not accept additional exceptions and/or assumptions if submitted after the proposal submission deadline.  Vendors must be specific.  Nonspecific exceptions or assumptions may not be considered.  If the exception or assumption requires a change in the terms or wording of the contract, the scope of work, or any incorporated documents, vendors must provide the specific language that is being proposed in the tables below.



		

		



		Company Name

		



		

		

		

		



		Signature

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		Print Name

		

		

		Date







Vendors MUST use the following format.  Attach additional sheets if necessary.



EXCEPTION SUMMARY FORM

		RFP SECTION NUMBER

		RFP PAGE NUMBER

		EXCEPTION

(Complete detail regarding exceptions must be provided)



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		







ASSUMPTION SUMMARY FORM

		RFP SECTION NUMBER

		RFP PAGE NUMBER

		ASSUMPTION

(Complete detail regarding assumptions must be provided)



		

		

		



		

		

		



		

		

		





 (
This document must be submitted in Tab III of vendor’s 
cost
 
p
roposal
.
This form MUST NOT be included in the technical proposal.
)


ATTACHMENT C1 – VENDOR CERTIFICATIONS



Vendor agrees and will comply with the following:



(1) Any and all prices that may be charged under the terms of the contract do not and will not violate any existing federal, State or municipal laws or regulations concerning discrimination and/or price fixing.  The vendor agrees to indemnify, exonerate and hold the State harmless from liability for any such violation now and throughout the term of the contract.



(2) All proposed capabilities can be demonstrated by the vendor.



(3) The price(s) and amount of this proposal have been arrived at independently and without consultation, communication, agreement or disclosure with or to any other contractor, vendor or potential vendor.



(4) All proposal terms, including prices, will remain in effect for a minimum of 180 days after the proposal due date.  In the case of the awarded vendor, all proposal terms, including prices, will remain in effect throughout the contract negotiation process.



(5) No attempt has been made at any time to induce any firm or person to refrain from proposing or to submit a proposal higher than this proposal, or to submit any intentionally high or noncompetitive proposal.  All proposals must be made in good faith and without collusion.



(6) All conditions and provisions of this RFP are deemed to be accepted by the vendor and incorporated by reference in the proposal, except such conditions and provisions that the vendor expressly excludes in the proposal.  Any exclusion must be in writing and included in the proposal at the time of submission.



(7) Each vendor must disclose any existing or potential conflict of interest relative to the performance of the contractual services resulting from this RFP.  Any such relationship that might be perceived or represented as a conflict should be disclosed.  By submitting a proposal in response to this RFP, vendors affirm that they have not given, nor intend to give at any time hereafter, any economic opportunity, future employment, gift, loan, gratuity, special discount, trip, favor, or service to a public servant or any employee or representative of same, in connection with this procurement.  Any attempt to intentionally or unintentionally conceal or obfuscate a conflict of interest will automatically result in the disqualification of a vendor’s proposal.  An award will not be made where a conflict of interest exists.  The State will determine whether a conflict of interest exists and whether it may reflect negatively on the State’s selection of a vendor.  The State reserves the right to disqualify any vendor on the grounds of actual or apparent conflict of interest.



(8) All employees assigned to the project are authorized to work in this country.



(9) The company has a written equal opportunity policy that does not discriminate in employment practices with regard to race, color, national origin, physical condition, creed, religion, age, sex, marital status, sexual orientation, developmental disability or handicap.  



(10) The company has a written policy regarding compliance for maintaining a drug-free workplace.



(11) Vendor understands and acknowledges that the representations within their proposal are material and important, and will be relied on by the State in evaluation of the proposal.  Any vendor misrepresentations shall be treated as fraudulent concealment from the State of the true facts relating to the proposal.



(12) Vendor must certify that any and all subcontractors comply with Sections 7, 8, 9, and 10, above.



(13) The proposal must be signed by the individual(s) legally authorized to bind the vendor per NRS 333.337.



		

		



		Vendor Company Name

		



		

		

		

		



		Vendor Signature

		

		

		



		

		

		

		



		Print Name

		

		

		Date





 (
This document must be submitted in Tab I
V
 of vendor’s technical proposal
)




ATTACHMENT C2 – CERTIFICATION REGARDING LOBBYING



Certification for Contracts, Grants, Loans, and Cooperative Agreements



The undersigned certifies, to the best of his or her knowledge and belief, that:



(1) No Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid, by or on behalf of the undersigned, to any person for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee of any agency, a Member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress in connection with the awarding of any Federal contract, the making of any Federal grant, the making of any Federal loan, the entering into of any cooperative agreement, and the extension, continuation, renewal, amendment, or modification of any Federal contract, grant, loan, or cooperative agreement.



(2)	If any funds other than Federally appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid to any person for influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee of any agency, a Member of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress in connection with this Federal contract, grant, loan, or cooperative agreement, the undersigned shall complete and submit Standard Form-LLL, “Disclosure of Lobbying Activities,” in accordance with its instructions.



(3)	The undersigned shall require that the language of this certification be included in the award documents for all sub awards at all tiers (including subcontracts, sub grants, and contracts under grants, loans, and cooperative agreements) and that all sub recipients shall certify and disclose accordingly.



This certification is a material representation of fact upon which reliance was placed when this transaction was made or entered into.  Submission of this certification is a prerequisite for making or entering into this transaction imposed by section 1352, U.S. Code.  Any person who fails to file the required certification shall be subject to a civil penalty of not less than $10,000 and not more than $100,000 for each such failure.





		By:

		

		

		



		

		Signature of Official Authorized to Sign Application

		

		Date









		For:

		



		

							Vendor Name









		



		Project Title











 (
This document must be submitted in Tab I
V
 of vendor’s technical proposal
)










ATTACHMENT D – FEDERAL LAWS AND AUTHORITIES



The information in this section does not need to be returned with the vendor’s proposal.  Following is a list of Federal Laws and Authorities with which the awarded vendor will be required to comply.



ENVIRONMENTAL:



1. Archeological and Historic Preservation Act of 1974, PL 93-291

2. Clean Air Act, 42 U.S.C. 7506(c)

3. Endangered Species Act 16 U.S.C. 1531, ET seq.

4. Executive Order 11593, Protection and Enhancement of the Cultural Environment.

5. Executive Order 11988, Floodplain Management

6. Executive Order 11990, Protection of Wetlands

7. Farmland Protection Policy Act, 7 U.S.C. 4201 ET seq.

8. Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, PL 85-624, as amended

9. National Historic Preservation Act of 1966, PL 89-665, as amended

10. Safe Drinking Water Act, Section 1424(e), PL 92-523, as amended

ECONOMIC:

1. Demonstration Cities and Metropolitan Development Act of 1966, PL 89-754, as amended

2. Section 306 of the Clean Air Act and Section 508 of the Clean Water Act, including Executive Order 11738, Administration of the Clean Air Act and the Federal Water Pollution Control Act with Respect to Federal Contracts, Grants or Loans

SOCIAL LEGISLATION

1. Age Discrimination Act, PL 94-135

2. Civil Rights Act of 1964, PL 88-352

3. Section 13 of PL 92-500; Prohibition against sex discrimination under the Federal Water Pollution Control Act

4. Executive Order 11246, Equal Employment Opportunity

5. Executive Orders 11625 and 12138, Women’s and Minority Business Enterprise

6. Rehabilitation Act of 1973, PL 93, 112

MISCELLANEOUS AUTHORITY:

1. Uniform Relocation and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act of 1970, PL 91-646

2. Executive Order 12549 – Debarment and Suspension


ATTACHMENT E – CONTRACT FORM





The following State Contract Form is provided as a courtesy to vendors interested in responding to this RFP.  Please review the terms and conditions in this form, as this is the standard contract used by the State for all services of independent contractors.  It is not necessary for vendors to complete the Contract Form with their proposal.



All vendors are required to submit a Certificate of Insurance in Tab IV, State Documents of the technical proposal identifying the coverages and minimum limits currently in effect.  



Please pay particular attention to the insurance requirements, as specified in Paragraph 16 of the attached contract and Attachment F, Insurance Schedule.  

















If you are unable to access the above inserted file,

please contact Nevada State Purchasing at

srvpurch@admin.nv.gov 

for an emailed copy.






















ATTACHMENT F – INSURANCE SCHEDULE FOR RFP 1948















If you are unable to access the above inserted file,

please contact Nevada State Purchasing at

srvpurch@admin.nv.gov 

for an emailed copy.
















ATTACHMENT G – REFERENCE QUESTIONNAIRE





The State of Nevada, as a part of the RFP process, requires proposing vendors to submit business references as required within this document.  The purpose of these references is to document the experience relevant to the scope of work and provide assistance in the evaluation process. 



		INSTRUCTIONS TO PROPOSING VENDOR



		1.

		Proposing vendor or vendor’s proposed subcontractor MUST complete Part A of the Reference Questionnaire.



		2.

		Proposing vendor MUST send the following Reference Questionnaire to EACH business reference listed for completion of Part B, Part C and Part D.



		3.

		Business reference is requested to submit the completed Reference Questionnaire via email or facsimile to:



	State of Nevada, Purchasing Division

	Subject:	RFP 1948

	Attention:	Susie Monegan

	Email:		rfpdocs@admin.nv.gov  

	Fax:		775-684-0188



Please reference the RFP number in the subject line of the email or on the fax.



		4.

		The completed Reference Questionnaire MUST be received no later than 4:30 PM PT November 29, 2011



		5.

		Business references are NOT to return the Reference Questionnaire to the Proposer (Vendor).



		6.

		In addition to the Reference Questionnaire, the State may contact any and all business references by phone for further clarification, if necessary.



		7.

		Questions regarding the Reference Questionnaire or process should be directed to the individual identified on the RFP cover page.



		8.

		Reference Questionnaires not received, or not complete, may adversely affect the vendor’s score in the evaluation process.





















If you are unable to access the above inserted file,

please contact Nevada State Purchasing at

srvpurch@admin.nv.gov 

for an emailed copy.






ATTACHMENT H – PROPOSED STAFF RESUME







A resume must be completed for all proposed prime contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff using the State format.

























If you are unable to access the above inserted file,

please contact Nevada State Purchasing at

srvpurch@admin.nv.gov 

for an emailed copy.








ATTACHMENT I – STATE OF NEVADA REGISTRATION SUBSTITUTE IRS FORM W-9







The completed form must be included in Tab II, Financial Information and Documentation of the Part III – Confidential Financial proposal submittal.















If you are unable to access the above inserted file,

please contact Nevada State Purchasing at

srvpurch@admin.nv.gov 

for an emailed copy.








ATTACHMENT J – LIQUIDATED DAMAGES



The State will not waive and intends to assert available NRS chapter 41 liability limitations in all cases.  Contract liability of both parties shall not be subject to punitive damages.  Damages for any State breach shall never exceed the amount of funds appropriated for payment under this Contract, but not yet paid to Contractor, for the fiscal year budget in existence at the time of the breach.  Damages for any Contractor breach shall not exceed one hundred and fifty percent (150%) of the contract maximum “not to exceed” value.  Contractor’s tort liability shall not be limited. In addition, DHCFP may impose liquidated damages.  A claim for liquidated damages shall not constitute waiver of any other remedy.  Liquidated damages may be imposed as follows:

a)	Liquidated Damages 

i)	If the Contractor fails to file with DHCFP full, complete, and certified Independent Audited Financial statements within one hundred-eighty (180) calendar days of the Contractor’s fiscal year end, then DHCFP may assess liquidated damages each month, or portion thereof, until such statements are received by DHCFP.  The liquidated damages shall be two percent (2%) of one (1) month’s capitation for each month, or prorata portion thereof.

ii)	If the Contractor fails to file accurate, timely and complete quarterly and annual financial reports to DHFCP, then DHCFP may assess liquidated damages each month, or portion thereof, until these reports are received by DHCFP.  The liquidated damages shall be one percent (1%) of one (1) month’s capitation for each month, or prorata portion thereof.

iii)	Any known or willful false statement, representation or material omission of a material fact in any financial statement or disclosure filed pursuant to this policy will cause DHCFP to impose liquidated damages sanctions.  DHCFP may assess liquidated damages for one percent (1%) of one (1) month’s capitation, or ten thousand dollars ($10,000.00), whichever is greater.  Further, both the Contractor and any culpable employee, officer, director or agent may be subject to prosecution through the Medicaid Fraud Control Unit (MFCU) or adverse administrative action.

iv)	The sum of the quarterly financial (and other) statements must, where applicable and in accordance with GAAP and/or logical flow, reconcile to within plus or minus (+/-) ten percent (10%) of the annual audited financial statements (and other annual statements).  DHCFP may, at its option, assess liquidated damages up to two percent (2%) of one (1) month's capitation in total for variances exceeding the aforementioned guidelines per quarter.

v)	Liquidated damages may be imposed in addition to other remedies.  When no specific liquidated damage is listed in this contract, DHCFP may assess liquidated damages in the amount of five hundred dollars ($500.00) per day if the Contractor fails to meet the conditions as set forth in this contract.

vi)	In the event any subcontract is determined not to meet federal requirements and results in a federal disallowance of federal funds, the Contractor will be financially responsible to refund the amount of the federal disallowance and the corresponding State share to DHCFP.  The State share will be considered liquidated damages.  If such disallowance is treated as a default or breach, or otherwise subjects the Contractor to sanctions under this section, any such liquidated damages are not exclusive and are in addition to any other remedies available under this contract.  All existing subcontracts requiring amendments to meet the requirements of this contract, shall be amended.  All future subcontracts must meet the requirements of this contract and any amendments thereto.

The parties agree that in some cases it is foreseeable that actual damages may be difficult to calculate, and therefore liquidated damages may be imposed in lieu of, or in addition to, actual damages at the discretion of DHCFP.  The Contractor will not be assessed liquidated damages when the failure of the Contractor to meet contract standards is determined to be as a result of inaccuracies in the information supplied by DHCFP, or actions or inaction on the part of DHCFP.  The Contractor will not be responsible for verifying the accuracy of the information supplied by DHCFP.  However, if the Contractor suspects that the information supplied by DHCFP is in error, then the Contractor must contact DHCFP, in writing, within ten (10) working days of discovery.

b)	In the event that DHCFP decides to collect liquidated damages, the following procedure will be followed:

i)	DHCFP will send an invoice for payment of liquidated damages to the Contractor. The invoice will explain the basis for the assessment; and

ii)	The Contractor will, within thirty (30) calendar days of receipt of the invoice, either pay the invoice in full or DHCFP will withhold the amount of the liquidated damages from future capitation payments. 

iii)	Payment of the invoice does not relieve the Contractor of the responsibility to comply in future reporting periods and/or instances.




ATTACHMENT K – CALL CENTER STATISTICS







                             











If you are unable to access the above inserted file, 

please contact Nevada State Purchasing at 

srvpurch@admin.nv.gov 

 for an emailed copy.




ATTACHMENT L – CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH RFP 1948





The undersigned certifies, to the best of his or her knowledge and belief, that: 





1. The Vendor’s response complies with Chapter 1900 of the State of Nevada’s Medicaid Services Manual. Any portions of the response that request changes to current State Policy are clearly marked. The State of Nevada’s Medicaid Services Manual may be found on line at https://dhcfp.nv.gov/index.htm under Medicaid Manuals. 



2. The Vendor’s response is in compliance with all federal laws and regulations applicable to non-emergency transportation including but not limited to 42CFR431.53 and 42 CFR 430.390 for assurance of transportation; 42CFR434.6 for general requirements for all contracts and subcontracts; 42CFR440.170 for any other medical care or remedial care recognized under State law and specified by the Secretary; and 42CFR478 for reconsiderations and appeals.



3. The Vendor’s submitted organizational chart is a true and factual representation of relationships with parent and related companies or corporate entities.  







This certification is a material representation of fact upon which reliance was placed when this transaction was made or entered into.  



		By:

		

		

		



		

		Signature of Official Authorized to Sign Application

		

		Date









		For:

		



		

							Vendor Name









		RFP 1948 for Non-Emergency Transportation Brokerage Services



		Project Title









 (
This document must be submitted in Tab I
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 of vendor’s technical proposal
)
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CONTRACT FOR SERVICES OF INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR


A Contract Between the State of Nevada



Acting By and Through Its


(NAME, ADDRESS, PHONE AND FACSIMILE NUMBER OF CONTRACTING AGENCY)


and


(NAME, CONTACT PERSON, ADDRESS, PHONE, FACSIMILE NUMBER OF INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR)



WHEREAS, NRS 333.700 authorizes elective officers, heads of departments, boards, commissions or institutions to engage, subject to the approval of the Board of Examiners, services of persons as independent contractors; and




WHEREAS, it is deemed that the service of Contractor is both necessary and in the best interests of the State of Nevada;




NOW, THEREFORE, in consideration of the aforesaid premises, the parties mutually agree as follows:



1. REQUIRED APPROVAL.  This Contract shall not become effective until and unless approved by the Nevada State Board of Examiners.



2. DEFINITIONS.  “State” means the State of Nevada and any state agency identified herein, its officers, employees and immune contractors as defined in NRS 41.0307.  “Independent Contractor” means a person or entity that performs services and/or provides goods for the State under the terms and conditions set forth in this Contract.  “Fiscal Year” is defined as the period beginning July 1 and ending June 30 of the following year.



3. CONTRACT TERM.  This Contract shall be effective from 

 subject to Board of Examiners’ approval (anticipated to be



) to                    

, unless sooner terminated by either party as specified in paragraph ten (10).



4. NOTICE.  Unless otherwise specified, termination shall not be effective until ____ calendar days after a party has served written notice of default, or without cause upon the other party.  All notices or other communications required or permitted to be given under this Contract shall be in writing and shall be deemed to have been duly given if delivered personally in hand, by telephonic facsimile with simultaneous regular mail, or mailed certified mail, return receipt requested, postage prepaid on the date posted, and addressed to the other party at the address specified above.



5. INCORPORATED DOCUMENTS.  The parties agree that the scope of work shall be specifically described.  This Contract incorporates the following attachments in descending order of constructive precedence: 






ATTACHMENT AA:

STATE SOLICITATION OR RFP #_______ and AMENDMENT(S) #___; 






ATTACHMENT BB:

INSURANCE SCHEDULE; AND





ATTACHMENT CC:

CONTRACTOR'S RESPONSE


A Contractor's Attachment shall not contradict or supersede any State specifications, terms or conditions without written evidence of mutual assent to such change appearing in this Contract.


6. CONSIDERATION.  The parties agree that Contractor will provide the services specified in paragraph five (5) at a cost of $ ____________ per ____________  (state the exact cost or hourly, daily, or weekly rate exclusive of travel or per diem expenses) with the total Contract or installments payable:  ______________, not to exceed $ __________.  The State does not agree to reimburse Contractor for expenses unless otherwise specified in the incorporated attachments.  Any intervening end to a biennial appropriation period shall be deemed an automatic renewal (not changing the overall Contract term) or a termination as the results of legislative appropriation may require.



7. ASSENT.  The parties agree that the terms and conditions listed on incorporated attachments of this Contract are also specifically a part of this Contract and are limited only by their respective order of precedence and any limitations specified.



8. TIMELINESS OF BILLING SUBMISSION.  The parties agree that timeliness of billing is of the essence to the contract and recognize that the State is on a fiscal year.  All billings for dates of service prior to July 1 must be submitted to the State no later than the first Friday in August of the same year.  A billing submitted after the first Friday in August, which forces the State to process the billing as a stale claim pursuant to NRS 353.097, will subject the Contractor to an administrative fee not to exceed one hundred dollars ($100.00).  The parties hereby agree this is a reasonable estimate of the additional costs to the State of processing the billing as a stale claim and that this amount will be deducted from the stale claim payment due to the Contractor.



9. INSPECTION & AUDIT.




a.
Books and Records.  Contractor agrees to keep and maintain under generally accepted accounting principles (GAAP) full, true and complete records, contracts, books, and documents as are necessary to fully disclose to the State or United States Government, or their authorized representatives, upon audits or reviews, sufficient information to determine compliance with all state and federal regulations and statutes.




b.  Inspection & Audit.  Contractor agrees that the relevant books, records (written, electronic, computer related or otherwise), including, without limitation, relevant accounting procedures and practices of Contractor or its subcontractors, financial statements and supporting documentation, and documentation related to the work product shall be subject, at any reasonable time, to inspection, examination, review, audit, and copying at any office or location of Contractor where such records may be found, with or without notice by the State Auditor, the relevant state agency or its contracted examiners, the Department of Administration, Budget Division, the Nevada State Attorney General's Office or its Fraud Control Units, the State Legislative Auditor, and with regard to any federal funding, the relevant federal agency, the Comptroller General, the General Accounting Office, the Office of the Inspector General, or any of their authorized representatives.  All subcontracts shall reflect requirements of this paragraph.




c.  Period of Retention.  All books, records, reports, and statements relevant to this Contract must be retained a minimum three (3) years, and for five (5) years if any federal funds are used pursuant to the Contract.  The retention period runs from the date of payment for the relevant goods or services by the State, or from the date of termination of the Contract, whichever is later.  Retention time shall be extended when an audit is scheduled or in progress for a period reasonably necessary to complete an audit and/or to complete any administrative and judicial litigation which may ensue.



10. CONTRACT TERMINATION.




a.  Termination Without Cause.  Any discretionary or vested right of renewal notwithstanding, this Contract may be terminated upon written notice by mutual consent of both parties, or unilaterally by either party without cause.  




b.  State Termination for Non-appropriation.  The continuation of this Contract beyond the current biennium is subject to and contingent upon sufficient funds being appropriated, budgeted, and otherwise made available by the State Legislature and/or federal sources.  The State may terminate this Contract, and Contractor waives any and all claim(s) for damages, effective immediately upon receipt of written notice (or any date specified therein) if for any reason the Contracting Agency’s funding from State and/or federal sources is not appropriated or is withdrawn, limited, or impaired.




c.  Cause Termination for Default or Breach.  A default or breach may be declared with or without termination.  This Contract may be terminated by either party upon written notice of default or breach to the other party as follows:





i.
If Contractor fails to provide or satisfactorily perform any of the conditions, work, deliverables, goods, or services called for by this Contract within the time requirements specified in this Contract or within any granted extension of those time requirements; or





ii.  If any state, county, city or federal license, authorization, waiver, permit, qualification or certification required by statute, ordinance, law, or regulation to be held by Contractor to provide the goods or services required by this Contract is for any reason denied, revoked, debarred, excluded, terminated, suspended, lapsed, or not renewed; or



iii. If Contractor becomes insolvent, subject to receivership, or becomes voluntarily or involuntarily subject to the jurisdiction of the bankruptcy court; or





iv.  If the State materially breaches any material duty under this Contract and any such breach impairs Contractor's ability to perform; or





v.
  If it is found by the State that any quid pro quo or gratuities in the form of money, services, entertainment, gifts, or otherwise were offered or given by Contractor, or any agent or representative of Contractor, to any officer or employee of the State of Nevada with a view toward securing a contract or securing favorable treatment with respect to awarding, extending, amending, or making any determination with respect to the performing of such contract; or



vi. If it is found by the State that Contractor has failed to disclose any material conflict of interest relative to the performance of this Contract.



d.
Time to Correct. Termination upon a declared default or breach may be exercised only after service of formal written notice as specified in paragraph four (4), and the subsequent failure of the defaulting party within fifteen (15) calendar days of receipt of that notice to provide evidence, satisfactory to the aggrieved party, showing that the declared default or breach has been corrected. 




e.
Winding Up Affairs Upon Termination.  In the event of termination of this Contract for any reason, the parties agree that the provisions of this paragraph survive termination:





i.  The parties shall account for and properly present to each other all claims for fees and expenses and pay those which are undisputed and otherwise not subject to set off under this Contract.  Neither party may withhold performance of winding up provisions solely based on nonpayment of fees or expenses accrued up to the time of termination; 





ii. Contractor shall satisfactorily complete work in progress at the agreed rate (or a pro rata basis if necessary) if so requested by the Contracting Agency;





iii. Contractor shall execute any documents and take any actions necessary to effectuate an assignment of this Contract if so requested by the Contracting Agency;





iv. Contractor shall preserve, protect and promptly deliver into State possession all proprietary information in accordance with paragraph twenty-one (21).



11. REMEDIES.  Except as otherwise provided for by law or this Contract, the rights and remedies of the parties shall not be exclusive and are in addition to any other rights and remedies provided by law or equity, including, without limitation, actual damages, and to a prevailing party reasonable attorneys' fees and costs.  It is specifically agreed that reasonable attorneys' fees shall include without limitation one hundred and twenty-five dollars ($125.00) per hour for State-employed attorneys.  The State may set off consideration against any unpaid obligation of Contractor to any State agency in accordance with NRS 353C.190.



12. LIMITED LIABILITY.  The State will not waive and intends to assert available NRS chapter 41 liability limitations in all cases.  Contract liability of both parties shall not be subject to punitive damages.  Liquidated damages shall not apply unless otherwise specified in the incorporated attachments.  Damages for any State breach shall never exceed the amount of funds appropriated for payment under this Contract, but not yet paid to Contractor, for the fiscal year budget in existence at the time of the breach.  Damages for any Contractor breach shall not exceed one hundred and fifty percent (150%) of the contract maximum “not to exceed” value.  Contractor’s tort liability shall not be limited. 



13. FORCE MAJEURE.  Neither party shall be deemed to be in violation of this Contract if it is prevented from performing any of its obligations hereunder due to strikes, failure of public transportation, civil or military authority, act of public enemy, accidents, fires, explosions, or acts of God, including without limitation, earthquakes, floods, winds, or storms.  In such an event the intervening cause must not be through the fault of the party asserting such an excuse, and the excused party is obligated to promptly perform in accordance with the terms of the Contract after the intervening cause ceases.



14. INDEMNIFICATION.  To the fullest extent permitted by law Contractor shall indemnify, hold harmless and defend, not excluding the State's right to participate, the State from and against all liability, claims, actions, damages, losses, and expenses, including, without limitation, reasonable attorneys' fees and costs, arising out of any alleged negligent or willful acts or omissions of Contractor, its officers, employees and agents. 



15. INDEPENDENT CONTRACTOR.  Contractor is associated with the State only for the purposes and to the extent specified in this Contract, and in respect to performance of the contracted services pursuant to this Contract, Contractor is and shall be an independent contractor and, subject only to the terms of this Contract, shall have the sole right to supervise, manage, operate, control, and direct performance of the details incident to its duties under this Contract.  Nothing contained in this Contract shall be deemed or construed to create a partnership or joint venture, to create relationships of an employer-employee or principal-agent, or to otherwise create any liability for the State whatsoever with respect to the indebtedness, liabilities, and obligations of Contractor or any other party.  Contractor shall be solely responsible for, and the State shall have no obligation with respect to: (1) withholding of income taxes, FICA or any other taxes or fees; (2) industrial insurance coverage; (3) participation in any group insurance plans available to employees of the State; (4) participation or contributions by either Contractor or the State to the Public Employees Retirement System; (5) accumulation of vacation leave or sick leave; or (6) unemployment compensation coverage provided by the State.  Contractor shall indemnify and hold State harmless from, and defend State against, any and all losses, damages, claims, costs, penalties, liabilities, and expenses arising or incurred because of, incident to, or otherwise with respect to any such taxes or fees.  Neither Contractor nor its employees, agents, nor representatives shall be considered employees, agents, or representatives of the State.  The State and Contractor shall evaluate the nature of services and the term of the Contract negotiated in order to determine "independent contractor" status, and shall monitor the work relationship throughout the term of the Contract to ensure that the independent contractor relationship remains as such.  To assist in determining the appropriate status (employee or independent contractor), Contractor represents as follows:



			


			


			

      Contractor's Initials





			


			


			


			
YES 


			
NO





			1.


			Does the Contracting Agency have the right to require control of when, where and how the independent contractor is to work?


			


			



			






			2.


			Will the Contracting Agency be providing training to the independent contractor?


			


			



			






			3.


			Will the Contracting Agency be furnishing the independent contractor with worker's space, equipment, tools, supplies or travel expenses?


			


			



			






			4.


			Are any of the workers who assist the independent contractor in performance of his/her duties employees of the State of Nevada?


			


			



			






			5.


			Does the arrangement with the independent contractor contemplate continuing or recurring work (even if the services are seasonal, part‑time, or of short duration)?


			


			



			






			6.


			Will the State of Nevada incur an employment liability if the independent contractor is terminated for failure to perform?


			


			



			






			7.


			Is the independent contractor restricted from offering his/her services to the general public while engaged in this work relationship with the State?


			


			



			









16. INSURANCE SCHEDULE.  Unless expressly waived in writing by the State, Contractor, as an independent contractor and not an employee of the State, must carry policies of insurance and pay all taxes and fees incident hereunto.  Policies shall meet the terms and conditions as specified within this Contract along with the additional limits and provisions as described in Attachment BB, incorporated hereto by attachment.  The State shall have no liability except as specifically provided in the Contract.  


The Contractor shall not commence work before:




1) Contractor has provided the required evidence of insurance to the Contracting Agency of the State, and




2) The State has approved the insurance policies provided by the Contractor.


Prior approval of the insurance policies by the State shall be a condition precedent to any payment of consideration under this Contract and the State’s approval of any changes to insurance coverage during the course of performance shall constitute an ongoing condition subsequent this Contract.  Any failure of the State to timely approve shall not constitute a waiver of the condition.



Insurance Coverage:  The Contractor shall, at the Contractor’s sole expense, procure, maintain and keep in force for the duration of the Contract insurance conforming to the minimum limits as specified in Attachment BB, incorporated hereto by attachment.  Unless specifically stated herein or otherwise agreed to by the State, the required insurance shall be in effect prior to the commencement of work by the Contractor and shall continue in force as appropriate until:



1. Final acceptance by the State of the completion of this Contract; or



2. Such time as the insurance is no longer required by the State under the terms of this Contract;



Whichever occurs later.


Any insurance or self-insurance available to the State shall be in excess of, and non-contributing with, any insurance required from Contractor.  Contractor’s insurance policies shall apply on a primary basis.  Until such time as the insurance is no longer required by the State, Contractor shall provide the State with renewal or replacement evidence of insurance no less than thirty (30) days before the expiration or replacement of the required insurance.  If at any time during the period when insurance is required by the Contract, an insurer or surety shall fail to comply with the requirements of this Contract, as soon as Contractor has knowledge of any such failure, Contractor shall immediately notify the State and immediately replace such insurance or bond with an insurer meeting the requirements.



General Requirements:


a.
Additional Insured:  By endorsement to the general liability insurance policy evidenced by Contractor, the State of Nevada, its officers, employees and immune contractors as defined in NRS 41.0307 shall be named as additional insureds for all liability arising from the Contract.



b.
Waiver of Subrogation: Each insurance policy shall provide for a waiver of subrogation against the State of Nevada, its officers, employees and immune contractors as defined in NRS 41.0307 for losses arising from work/materials/equipment performed or provided by or on behalf of the Contractor.


c.
Cross-Liability:  All required liability policies shall provide cross-liability coverage as would be achieved under the standard ISO separation of insureds clause. 



d.
Deductibles and Self-Insured Retentions: Insurance maintained by Contractor shall apply on a first dollar basis without application of a deductible or self‑insured retention unless otherwise specifically agreed to by the State.  Such approval shall not relieve Contractor from the obligation to pay any deductible or self‑insured retention.  Any deductible or self-insured retention shall not exceed fifty thousand dollars ($50,000.00) per occurrence, unless otherwise approved by the Risk Management Division. 



e.
Policy Cancellation:  Except for ten (10) days notice for non-payment of premium, each insurance policy shall be endorsed to state that without thirty (30) days prior written notice to the State of Nevada, c/o Contracting Agency, the policy shall not be canceled, non-renewed or coverage and /or limits reduced or materially altered, and shall provide that notices required by this paragraph shall be sent by certified mailed to the address shown on page one (1) of this contract:



f.
Approved Insurer:  Each insurance policy shall be:




1)  Issued by insurance companies authorized to do business in the State of Nevada or eligible surplus lines insurers acceptable to the State and having agents in Nevada upon whom service of process may be made; and 



2)  Currently rated by A.M. Best as “A-VII” or better.



Evidence of Insurance:


Prior to the start of any Work, Contractor must provide the following documents to the contracting State agency:



1)  Certificate of Insurance:  The Acord 25 Certificate of Insurance form or a form substantially similar must be submitted to the State to evidence the insurance policies and coverages required of Contractor.  The certificate must name the State of Nevada, its officers, employees and immune contractors as defined in NRS 41.0307 as the certificate holder.  The certificate should be signed by a person authorized by the insurer to bind coverage on its behalf.  The state project/contract number; description and contract effective dates shall be noted on the certificate, and upon renewal of the policies listed Contractor shall furnish the State with replacement certificates as described within Insurance Coverage, section noted above.


Mail all required insurance documents to the State Contracting Agency identified on page one of the contract.



2)  Additional Insured Endorsement:  An Additional Insured Endorsement (CG 20 10 11 85  or CG 20 26 11 85) , signed by an authorized insurance company representative, must be submitted to the State to evidence the endorsement of the State as an additional insured per General Requirements, subsection a above.



3)  Schedule of Underlying Insurance Policies:  If Umbrella or Excess policy is evidenced to comply with minimum limits, a copy of the Underlyer Schedule from the Umbrella or Excess insurance policy may be required.  



Review and Approval:  Documents specified above must be submitted for review and approval by the State prior to the commencement of work by Contractor.  Neither approval by the State nor failure to disapprove the insurance furnished by Contractor shall relieve Contractor of Contractor’s full responsibility to provide the insurance required by this Contract.  Compliance with the insurance requirements of this Contract shall not limit the liability of Contractor or its sub-contractors, employees or agents to the State or others, and shall be in addition to and not in lieu of any other remedy available to the State under this Contract or otherwise.  The State reserves the right to request and review a copy of any required insurance policy or endorsement to assure compliance with these requirements.



17. COMPLIANCE WITH LEGAL OBLIGATIONS.  Contractor shall procure and maintain for the duration of this Contract any state, county, city or federal license, authorization, waiver, permit, qualification or certification required by statute, ordinance, law, or regulation to be held by Contractor to provide the goods or services required by this Contract.  Contractor will be responsible to pay all taxes, assessments, fees, premiums, permits, and licenses required by law.  Real property and personal property taxes are the responsibility of Contractor in accordance with NRS 361.157 and NRS 361.159.  Contractor agrees to be responsible for payment of any such government obligations not paid by its subcontractors during performance of this Contract.  The State may set-off against consideration due any delinquent government obligation in accordance with NRS 353C.190.



18. WAIVER OF BREACH.  Failure to declare a breach or the actual waiver of any particular breach of the Contract or its material or nonmaterial terms by either party shall not operate as a waiver by such party of any of its rights or remedies as to any other breach.



19. SEVERABILITY.  If any provision contained in this Contract is held to be unenforceable by a court of law or equity, this Contract shall be construed as if such provision did not exist and the non-enforceability of such provision shall not be held to render any other provision or provisions of this Contract unenforceable.



20. ASSIGNMENT/DELEGATION.  To the extent that any assignment of any right under this Contract changes the duty of either party, increases the burden or risk involved, impairs the chances of obtaining the performance of this Contract, attempts to operate as a novation, or includes a waiver or abrogation of any defense to payment by State, such offending portion of the assignment shall be void, and shall be a breach of this Contract.  Contractor shall neither assign, transfer nor delegate any rights, obligations nor duties under this Contract without the prior written consent of the State.



21. STATE OWNERSHIP OF PROPRIETARY INFORMATION.  Any reports, histories, studies, tests, manuals, instructions, photographs, negatives, blue prints, plans, maps, data, system designs, computer code (which is intended to be consideration under the Contract), or any other documents or drawings, prepared or in the course of preparation by Contractor (or its subcontractors) in performance of its obligations under this Contract shall be the exclusive property of the State and all such materials shall be delivered into State possession by Contractor upon completion, termination, or cancellation of this Contract. Contractor shall not use, willingly allow, or cause to have such materials used for any purpose other than performance of Contractor's obligations under this Contract without the prior written consent of the State.  Notwithstanding the foregoing, the State shall have no proprietary interest in any materials licensed for use by the State that are subject to patent, trademark or copyright protection.



22. PUBLIC RECORDS.  Pursuant to NRS 239.010, information or documents received from Contractor may be open to public inspection and copying.  The State has a legal obligation to disclose such information unless a particular record is made confidential by law or a common law balancing of interests.  Contractor may label specific parts of an individual document as a "trade secret" or "confidential" in accordance with NRS 333.333, provided that Contractor thereby agrees to indemnify and defend the State for honoring such a designation.  The failure to so label any document that is released by the State shall constitute a complete waiver of any and all claims for damages caused by any release of the records. 



23. CONFIDENTIALITY.  Contractor shall keep confidential all information, in whatever form, produced, prepared, observed or received by Contractor to the extent that such information is confidential by law or otherwise required by this Contract.   



24. FEDERAL FUNDING.  In the event federal funds are used for payment of all or part of this Contract:




a.  Contractor certifies, by signing this Contract, that neither it nor its principals are presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation in this transaction by any federal department or agency.  This certification is made pursuant to the regulations implementing Executive Order 12549, Debarment and Suspension, 28 C.F.R. pt. 67, § 67.510, as published as pt. VII of the May 26, 1988, Federal Register (pp. 19160-19211), and any relevant program-specific regulations.  This provision shall be required of every subcontractor receiving any payment in whole or in part from federal funds.




b.  Contractor and its subcontractors shall comply with all terms, conditions, and requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act of 1990 (P.L. 101-136), 42 U.S.C. 12101, as amended, and regulations adopted thereunder contained in 28 C.F.R. 26.101-36.999, inclusive, and any relevant program-specific regulations.




c.  Contractor and its subcontractors shall comply with the requirements of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, as amended, the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, P.L. 93-112, as amended, and any relevant program-specific regulations, and shall not discriminate against any employee or offeror for employment because of race, national origin, creed, color, sex, religion, age, disability or handicap condition (including AIDS and AIDS-related conditions.)



25. LOBBYING.  The parties agree, whether expressly prohibited by federal law, or otherwise, that no funding associated with this contract will be used for any purpose associated with or related to lobbying or influencing or attempting to lobby or influence for any purpose the following:



a.  Any federal, state, county or local agency, legislature, commission, council or board; 



b.  Any federal, state, county or local legislator, commission member, council member, board member, or other elected official; or



c.  Any officer or employee of any federal, state, county or local agency; legislature, commission, council or board.



26. WARRANTIES.  



a.
General Warranty.  Contractor warrants that all services, deliverables, and/or work product under this Contract shall be completed in a workmanlike manner consistent with standards in the trade, profession, or industry; shall conform to or exceed the specifications set forth in the incorporated attachments; and shall be fit for ordinary use, of good quality, with no material defects.



b. System Compliance.  Contractor warrants that any information system application(s) shall not experience abnormally ending and/or invalid and/or incorrect results from the application(s) in the operating and testing of the business of the State.  This warranty includes, without limitation, century recognition, calculations that accommodate same century and multi-century formulas and data values and date data interface values that reflect the century.  


27. PROPER AUTHORITY.  The parties hereto represent and warrant that the person executing this Contract on behalf of each party has full power and authority to enter into this Contract.  Contractor acknowledges that as required by statute or regulation this Contract is effective only after approval by the State Board of Examiners and only for the period of time specified in the Contract.  Any services performed by Contractor before this Contract is effective or after it ceases to be effective are performed at the sole risk of Contractor.  



28. GOVERNING LAW; JURISDICTION.  This Contract and the rights and obligations of the parties hereto shall be governed by, and construed according to, the laws of the State of Nevada, without giving effect to any principle of conflict-of-law that would require the application of the law of any other jurisdiction.  The parties consent to the exclusive jurisdiction of the First Judicial District Court, Carson City, Nevada for enforcement of this Contract.



29. ENTIRE CONTRACT AND MODIFICATION.  This Contract and its integrated attachment(s) constitute the entire agreement of the parties and as such are intended to be the complete and exclusive statement of the promises, representations, negotiations, discussions, and other agreements that may have been made in connection with the subject matter hereof.  Unless an integrated attachment to this Contract specifically displays a mutual intent to amend a particular part of this Contract, general conflicts in language between any such attachment and this Contract shall be construed consistent with the terms of this Contract.  Unless otherwise expressly authorized by the terms of this Contract, no modification or amendment to this Contract shall be binding upon the parties unless the same is in writing and signed by the respective parties hereto and approved by the Office of the Attorney General and the State Board of Examiners.




IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Contract to be signed and intend to be legally bound thereby.



Independent Contractor's Signature




Date

Independent's Contractor's Title








Signature












Date

Title



Signature












Date

Title



Signature












Date

Title





















APPROVED BY BOARD OF EXAMINERS



Signature - Board of Examiners





















On 









Approved as to form by:













(Date)





















On 









Deputy Attorney General for Attorney General








(Date)


For Purchasing Use Only:







RFP/CONTRACT #















Approved 05/08/02



Revised 06/10
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ATTACHMENT BB


INSURANCE SCHEDULE



INDEMNIFICATION CLAUSE: 


Contractor shall indemnify, hold harmless and, not excluding the State's right to participate, defend the State, its officers, officials, agents, and employees (hereinafter referred to as “Indemnitee”) from and against all liabilities, claims, actions, damages, losses, and expenses including without limitation reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs, (hereinafter referred to collectively as “claims”) for bodily injury or personal injury including death, or loss or damage to tangible or intangible property caused, or alleged to be caused, in whole or in part, by the negligent or willful acts or omissions of Contractor or any of its owners, officers, directors, agents, employees or subcontractors.  This indemnity includes any claim or amount arising out of or recovered under the Workers’ Compensation Law or arising out of the failure of such contractor to conform to any federal, state or local law, statute, ordinance, rule, regulation or court decree.  It is the specific intention of the parties that the Indemnitee shall, in all instances, except for claims arising solely from the negligent or willful acts or omissions of the Indemnitee, be indemnified by Contractor from and against any and all claims.  It is agreed that Contractor will be responsible for primary loss investigation, defense and judgment costs where this indemnification is applicable.  In consideration of the award of this contract, the Contractor agrees to waive all rights of subrogation against the State, its officers, officials, agents and employees for losses arising from the work performed by the Contractor for the State.



INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS:



Contractor and subcontractors shall procure and maintain until all of their obligations have been discharged, including any warranty periods under this Contract are satisfied, insurance against claims for injury to persons or damage to property which may arise from or in connection with the performance of the work hereunder by the Contractor, his agents, representatives, employees or subcontractors.  



The insurance requirements herein are minimum requirements for this Contract and in no way limit the indemnity covenants contained in this Contract.  The State in no way warrants that the minimum limits contained herein are sufficient to protect the Contractor from liabilities that might arise out of the performance of the work under this contract by the Contractor, his agents, representatives, employees or subcontractors and Contractor is free to purchase additional insurance as may be determined necessary. 



A.
MINIMUM SCOPE AND LIMITS OF INSURANCE:  Contractor shall provide coverage with limits of liability not less than those stated below.  An excess liability policy or umbrella liability policy may be used to meet the minimum liability requirements provided that the coverage is written on a “following form” basis.




1.
Commercial General Liability – Occurrence Form



Policy shall include bodily injury, property damage and broad form contractual liability coverage.


· General Aggregate
$2,000,000



· Products – Completed Operations Aggregate
$1,000,000



· Personal and Advertising Injury
$1,000,000



· Each Occurrence
$1,000,000



a.
The policy shall be endorsed to include coverage for physical/sexual abuse and molestation.



b.
The policy shall be endorsed to include the following additional insured language: "The State of Nevada shall be named as an additional insured with respect to liability arising out of the activities performed by, or on behalf of the Contractor".


2.
Automobile Liability





Bodily Injury and Property Damage for any owned, hired, and non-owned vehicles used in the performance of this Contract.





Combined Single Limit (CSL)
$1,000,000



a. The policy shall be endorsed to include the following additional insured language: "The State of Nevada shall be named as an additional insured with respect to liability arising out of the activities performed by, or on behalf of the Contractor, including automobiles owned, leased, hired or borrowed by the Contractor".



3.
Worker's Compensation and Employers' Liability




Workers' Compensation
Statutory




Employers' Liability





Each Accident
$100,000




Disease – Each Employee
$100,000




Disease – Policy Limit
$500,000



a.
Policy shall contain a waiver of subrogation against the State of Nevada.



b.
This requirement shall not apply when a contractor or subcontractor is exempt under N.R.S., AND when such contractor or subcontractor executes the appropriate sole proprietor waiver form.



4.
Professional Liability (Errors and Omissions Liability)



The policy shall cover professional misconduct or lack of ordinary skill for those positions defined in the Scope of Services of this contract.



Each Claim
$1,000,000




Annual Aggregate
$2,000,000



a. In the event that the professional liability insurance required by this Contract is written on a claims-made basis, Contractor warrants that any retroactive date under the policy shall precede the effective date of this Contract; and that either continuous coverage will be maintained or an extended discovery period will be exercised for a period of two (2) years beginning at the time work under this Contract is completed.


5. Fidelity Bond or Crime Insurance




Bond or Policy Limit
$100,000


a. The bond or policy shall include coverage for all directors, officers, agents and employees of the Contractor.



b. The bond or policy shall include coverage for third party fidelity and name the State of Nevada and their clients as loss payee where as their interests may appear.



c. The bond or policy shall include coverage for extended theft and mysterious disappearance.



d. The bond or policy shall not contain a condition requiring an arrest and conviction.



e.  Policies shall be endorsed to provide coverage for computer crime/fraud.



B.
ADDITIONAL INSURANCE REQUIREMENTS:  The policies shall include, or be endorsed to include, the following provisions:



1.
On insurance policies where the State of Nevada is named as an additional insured, the State of Nevada shall be an additional insured to the full limits of liability purchased by the Contractor even if those limits of liability are in excess of those required by this Contract.



2
The Contractor's insurance coverage shall be primary insurance and non-contributory with respect to all other available sources.



C.
NOTICE OF CANCELLATION:  Each insurance policy required by the insurance provisions of this Contract shall provide the required coverage and shall not be suspended, voided or canceled except after thirty (30) days prior written notice has been given to the State, except when cancellation is for non-payment of premium, then ten (10) days prior notice may be given.  Such notice shall be sent directly to Department of Health and Human Services, Division of Health Care Financing and Policy (DHCFP), Attn: Greg Tanner, 1000 E. Williams Street, Suite 118, Carson City, NV  89701.



D.
ACCEPTABILITY OF INSURERS:  Insurance is to be placed with insurers duly licensed or authorized to do business in the state of Nevada and with an “A.M. Best” rating of not less than A- VII.  The State in no way warrants that the above-required minimum insurer rating is sufficient to protect the Contractor from potential insurer insolvency.



E.
VERIFICATION OF COVERAGE:  Contractor shall furnish the State with certificates of insurance (ACORD form or equivalent approved by the State) as required by this Contract.  The certificates for each insurance policy are to be signed by a person authorized by that insurer to bind coverage on its behalf.



All certificates and any required endorsements are to be received and approved by the State before work commences.  Each insurance policy required by this Contract must be in effect at or prior to commencement of work under this Contract and remain in effect for the duration of the project.  Failure to maintain the insurance policies as required by this Contract or to provide evidence of renewal is a material breach of contract.




All certificates required by this Contract shall be sent directly to Department of Health and Human Services, Division of Health Care Financing and Policy (DHCFP), Attn: Greg Tanner, 1000 E. Williams Street, Suite 118, Carson City, NV  89701.  The State project/contract number and project description shall be noted on the certificate of insurance.  The State reserves the right to require complete, certified copies of all insurance policies required by this Contract at any time.  DO NOT SEND CERTIFICATES OF INSURANCE TO THE STATES RISK MANAGEMENT DIVISION.



F.
SUBCONTRACTORS:  Contractors’ certificate(s) shall include all subcontractors as additional insureds under its policies or Contractor shall furnish to the State separate certificates and endorsements for each subcontractor.  All coverages for subcontractors shall be subject to the minimum requirements identified above.



G.
APPROVAL:  Any modification or variation from the insurance requirements in this Contract shall be made by the Attorney General’s Office or the Risk Manager, whose decision shall be final.  Such action will not require a formal Contract amendment, but may be made by administrative action.



IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have caused this Contract to be signed and intend to be legally bound thereby.



Independent Contractor's Signature




Date

Independent's Contractor's Title



Signature- State of Nevada







Date

Title
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			State of Nevada


			


 



 









			Brian Sandoval





			Department of Administration


			


			Governor





			Purchasing Division


			


			





			515 E. Musser Street, Suite 300


			


			Greg Smith





			Carson City, NV  89701


			


			Administrator








			BUSINESS REFERENCE’S RESPONSE TO REFERENCE QUESTIONNAIRE FOR





			





			STATE OF NEVADA REQUEST FOR PROPOSAL (RFP) 1948





			





			NON-EMERGENCY TRANSPORTATION BROKERAGE SERVICES








PART A – TO BE COMPLETED BY PROPOSING VENDOR:



			Company Name Submitting Proposal:


			








Reference is requested for vendor as identified above; or



			








Company Name acting as subcontractor for vendor identified above



			PART B – BUSINESS REFERENCE INSTRUCTIONS





			1.


			This Reference Questionnaire is being submitted to your organization for completion as a business reference for the company listed in Part A, above.





			2.


			Business reference is requested to submit the completed Reference Questionnaire via email or facsimile to:




State of Nevada, Purchasing Division




Subject:

RFP 1948



Attention:
Susie Monegan



Email:

rfpdocs@admin.nv.gov   




Fax:

775-684-0188



Please reference the RFP number in the subject line of the email or on the fax.





			3.


			The completed Reference Questionnaire MUST be received no later than 4:30 PM PT November 29, 2011





			4.


			Do NOT return the Reference Questionnaire to the Proposer (Vendor).





			5.


			In addition to the Reference Questionnaire, the State may contact references by phone for further clarification, if necessary.





			6.


			Questions regarding the Reference Questionnaire or process should be directed to the individual identified on the RFP cover page.





			7.


			When contacting the State, please be sure to include the RFP number listed at the top of this page.





			8.


			We request all questions be answered.  If an answer is not known please answer as “U/K”.  If the question is not applicable please answer as “N/A”.





			9.


			If you need additional space to answer a question or provide a comment, please attach additional pages.  If attaching additional pages, please place your company/organization name on each page and reference the RFP # noted at the top of this page.








CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION WHEN COMPLETED (Please print)



			Company Providing Reference:


			





			Contact Name: 


			





			Title:


			





			Contact Telephone Number:


			





			Contact Email Address:


			








RATING SCALE:


Where a rating is requested and using the Rating Scale provided below, rate the following questions by noting the appropriate number for each item.  Please provide any additional comments you feel would be helpful to the State regarding this contractor.


			Category


			Rating





			Poor or Inadequate Performance


			0





			Below Average Performance


			1 – 3





			Average Performance


			4 – 6





			Above Average Performance


			7 – 9





			Excellent Performance


			10








PART C – QUESTIONS:  



			1.  In what capacity have you worked with this vendor in the past?





			








			2. Rate the firm’s knowledge and expertise.


			RATING:






			Comments:











			3. Rate the vendor’s flexibility relative to changes in the project scope and timelines.


			RATING:






			Comments:











			4. Rate your level of satisfaction with hard copy materials produced by the vendor.


			RATING:






			Comments:











			5. Rate the dynamics/interaction between the vendor and your staff.


			RATING:






			Comments:











			6. Rate your satisfaction with the products developed by the vendor.


			RATING:






			Comments:











			7. Rate how well the agreed upon, planned schedule was consistently met and deliverables provided on time.  (This pertains to delays under the control of the vendor.)


			RATING:






			Comments:











			8. Rate the overall customer service and timeliness in responding to customer service inquiries, issues and resolutions.


			RATING:






			Comments:











			9. Rate the knowledge of the vendor’s assigned staff and their ability to accomplish duties as contracted.


			RATING:






			Comments:











			10. Rate the accuracy and timeliness of the vendor’s billing and/or invoices.


			RATING:






			Comments:











			11. Rate the vendor’s ability to quickly and thoroughly resolve a problem related to the services provided.


			RATING:






			Comments:











			12. Rate the vendor’s flexibility in meeting business requirements.


			RATING:






			Comments:











			13. Rate the likelihood of your company/organization recommending this vendor to others in the future.


			RATING:






			Comments:











			14.  With which aspect(s) of this vendor’s services are you most satisfied?





			Comments:











			15. With which aspect(s) of this vendor’s services are you least satisfied?





			Comments:











			16. Would you recommend this vendor to your organization again?





			Comments:











PART D – GENERAL INFORMATION: 


			1. During what time period did the vendor provide these services for your organization?





			Month/Year:


			


			TO:


			Month/Year:
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PROPOSED STAFF RESUME


A resume must be completed for all proposed contractor staff and proposed subcontractor staff.


			COMPANY NAME:


			








			Contractor


			Subcontractor








			Name:


			


			 Key Personnel





			Classification:


			


			# of Years in Classification:


			





			Brief Summary: of Experience:


			





			# of Years with Firm:


			





			RELEVANT PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE





			Required Information:



MMYYYY to Present:



Vendor Name:



Client Name:



Client Contact Name:



Client Address, Phone Number, Email:



Role in Contract/Project:



Details and Duration of Contract/Project:


			





			Required Information:



MMYYYY to MMYYYY:



Vendor Name:



Client Name:



Client Contact Name:



Client Address, Phone Number, Email:



Role in Contract/Project:



Details and Duration of Contract/Project:


			





			Required Information:



MMYYYY to MMYYYY:



Vendor Name:



Client Name:



Client Contact Name:



Client Address, Phone Number, Email:



Role in Contract/Project:



Details and Duration of Contract/Project:


			





			EDUCATION





			Description


			# of Years Experience





			Institution Name:



City:



State:



Degree/Achievement:



Certifications:


			


			





			


			


			





			


			


			





			


			


			





			


			


			





			REFERENCES





			Minimum of three (3) required, including name, title, organization, phone number, fax number and email address
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			STATE OF NEVADA



vendor registration






			


			Mail or fax to:



State PURCHASING



515 E MUSSER ST STE 300



CARSON CITY NV 89701



Phone:  775/684-0187


Fax: 775/684-0188








All sections are mandatory and require completion.  IRS Form W-9 will not be accepted in lieu of this form.


1. Name   For proprietorship, provide proprietor’s name in first box and DBA in second box. 



			Legal Business Name, Proprietor’s Name or Individual’s Name



     


			Doing Business As (DBA)



     








2. Address/Contact Information



			Address A – Physical address of 



 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Company Headquarters   FORMCHECKBOX 
 Individual’s Residence



Is this a US Post Office deliverable address?   FORMCHECKBOX 
 Yes   FORMCHECKBOX 
 No 


			Address B 



 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Additional Remittance – PO Box, Lockbox or another physical location. 





			Address 



     


			Address 



     





			Address 



     


			Address 



     





			City



     


			State



  


			Zip Code



     


			City



     


			State



  


			Zip Code



     





			E-mail Address



     


			E-mail Address



     





			Phone Number



     


			Fax Number



     


			Phone Number



     


			Fax Number



     





			Primary Contact



     


			Primary Contact



     








3. Organization type and Tax Identification Number (TIN)  Check only one organization type and supply the applicable


        Social Security Number (SSN) or Employee Identification Number (EIN).  For proprietorship, provide SSN or EIN, not both. 


			 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Individual   (SSN)          


			 FORMCHECKBOX 
  LLC tax classification:


			SSN            


Name associated with SSN:       





			 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Sole Proprietorship   (SSN or EIN)        


			       FORMCHECKBOX 
  Disregarded Entity


			





			 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Partnership   (EIN)    


			       FORMCHECKBOX 
 Partnership


			





			 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Corporation   (EIN)


			       FORMCHECKBOX 
 Corporation   


			EIN             





			 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Government   (EIN)


			


			





			 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Tax Exempt/Nonprofit   (EIN)


			


			New TIN?   FORMCHECKBOX 
 No   FORMCHECKBOX 
 Yes – Provide previous TIN & effective date. 



Previous TIN:                                Date:      





			 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Trust/estate (SSN or EIN)


			


			








        Other Information  Check all that apply.



			 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Doctor or Medical Facility


			 FORMCHECKBOX 
 In-State (Nevada)


			 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Nevada Business License Number:





			 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Attorney or Legal Facility


			 FORMCHECKBOX 
 DBE Certificate #:       


			     








4. Electronic funds transfer  Per NRS 227, payment to all payees of the State of Nevada will be electronic.


			Complete the following information AND provide a copy of a voided imprinted check for the account.  If there are no checks for the account, restate the bank information on company letterhead.  Individuals may provide a signed letter.  A deposit slip will not be accepted.  For a savings account, provide a signed letter with the bank information.  Information on this form and the support documentation must match.  Allow 10 working days for activation.  



The information is for address  FORMCHECKBOX 
 A   FORMCHECKBOX 
 B   FORMCHECKBOX 
 Both 


			





			Bank Name



     


			Bank Account Type



 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Checking  FORMCHECKBOX 
 Savings


			Provide an e-mail address for receiving Direct Deposit Remittance Advices.  


                           





			Transit Routing Number



     


			Bank Account Number



     


			








 FORMCHECKBOX 
 Do not have a bank account.



5. IRS Form w-9 certification and signature



			Under penalties of perjury, I certify that:



1.  The number shown on this form is my correct taxpayer identification number (or I am waiting for a number to be issued to me), and



2.  I am not subject to backup withholding because: (a) I am exempt from backup withholding, or (b) I have not been notified by the Internal Revenue Service (IRS)



     that I am subject to backup withholding as a result of a failure to report all interest or dividends, or (c) the IRS has notified me that I am no longer subject to backup



     withholding, and 



3.  I am a U.S. citizen or other U.S. person (as defined by IRS Form W-9 rev January 2011).


Cross out item 2 above if you have been notified by the IRS that you are currently subject to backup withholding because you have failed to report all interest and dividends on your tax return.





			The Internal Revenue Service does not require your consent to any provision of this document other than the certifications required to avoid backup withholding.





			Signature






			Print Name & Title of Person Signing Form



     


			Date



     








			FOR STATE CONTROLLER’S OFFICE USE ONLY  


Primary 1099 Vendor   FORMCHECKBOX 
         1099 Indicator   FORMCHECKBOX 
 Yes   FORMCHECKBOX 
 No


			Name of State agency 



contact  & phone number:                         





			Entered By                                 Date


			Comments












KTLVEN-05  Rev 07/11


Registration Instructions



General Instructions:



1. The substitute IRS Form W-9 is for the use of United States entities only.  Non-US entities must submit an IRS Form W-8.



2. Type or legibly print all information except for signature.


3. All sections are mandatory and require completion.  


Specific Information:



1. NAME



a. Partnership, Corporation, Government or Nonprofit – Enter legal business name as registered with the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) in first box.  If the company operates under another name, provide it in the second box.  



b. Proprietorship – Enter the proprietor’s name in the first box and the business name (DBA) in the second box.



c. Individual – Name must be as registered with the Social Security Administration (SSA) for the Social Security number (SSN) listed in Section 3.



2. Address/Contact Information



a. Address A – If the address is non-deliverable by the United States Postal Service, complete both Address A and B sections.


Company – Provide physical location of company headquarters.



Individual – Provide physical location of residence. 



E-mail – Provide complete e-mail address when available.


Telephone Number – Include area code.



Fax Number – Include area code.



Primary Contact – Person (and phone number or extension) to be contacted for payment-related questions or issues.  



b. Address B – Provide additional remittance address and related information when appropriate.



3. Organization Type and Tax Identification Number (tin)



a. Individual – A person that has no association with a business.



b. Proprietorship – A business owned by one person.



c. Partnership – A business with more than one owner and not a corporation.



d. Corporation – A business that may have many owners with each owner liable only for the amount of his investment in the business.



e. LLC – Limited Liability Company.  Must mark appropriate classification –  disregarded entity, partnership or corporation. 



f. Government – The federal government, a state or local government, or instrumentality, agency, or subdivision thereof.   



g. Tax Exempt/Nonprofit – Organization exempt from federal income tax under section 501(a) or 501(c)(3) of the Internal Revenue Code.  



h. Doctor or Medical Facility – Person or facility related to practice of medicine.



i. Attorney or Legal Facility – Person or facility related to practice of law.



j. In-state – Nevada entity.



k. Disadvantaged Business Enterprise (DBE) – A small business enterprise that is at least 51% owned and controlled by one or more socially and economically disadvantaged individuals.  Provide certification number.  See http://www.nevadadbe.com for certification information.  


l. Nevada Business License number – Current NV business license number which was issued by the NV Secretary of State.          



m. The Taxpayer Identification Number (TIN) is always a 9-digit number.  It will be a Social Security Number (SSN) assigned to an individual by the SSA or an Employer Identification Number (EIN) assigned to a business or other entity by the IRS.  Per the IRS, use the owner’s social security number for a proprietorship.


4. Electronic funds transfer  


Per NRS 227, payment to all payees of the State of Nevada will be electronic.  Provide a copy of a voided imprinted check or restate bank information on letterhead.  A deposit slip will not be accepted.  Information on this form and the support documentation must match.  


a. Bank Name – The name of the bank where account is held.



b. Bank Account Type – Indicate whether the account is checking or savings.



c. Transit Routing Number – Enter the 9-digit Transit Routing Number.



d. Bank Account Number – Enter bank account number.



e. Direct Deposit Remittance Advice – Direct Deposit Remittance Advices are sent via e-mail when possible.  Companies should provide an address that will not change, i.e. accounting@business.com.



5. IRS Form w-9 certification and signature



a. The Certification is copied from IRS Form W-9 (rev. January 2011).  See IRS Form W-9 for further information.  



b. The Signature should be provided by the individual, owner, officer, legal representative or other authorized person of the entity listed on the form.  



c. Print the name and title, when applicable, of the person signing the form.



d. Enter the date the form was signed.  Forms over three years old will not be processed.



Do not complete any remaining areas.  They are for State of Nevada use only.



Mail or Fax signed form to:

Nevada State PURCHASING



                            





515 E MUSSER ST STE 300










CARSON CITY NV 89701






Fax:  775/684-0188


Sending to any other location will delay processing.



Questions can be directed to 775/684-0187.
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Expenditures & Rates


			


			CY 08			FN-O-200:			TRANSPORTATION CAPITATION PAYMENT CONTROL TOTAL REPORT


																																										Total


																																										Member Months


						Jan			Feb			Mar			Apr			May			Jun			Jul			Aug			Sep			Oct			Nov			Dec


			Medicaid			150,526			150,304			151,684			152,252			154,308			156,539			156,485			157,440			156,811			157,969			160,492			162,169			1,866,979


			Check Up			29,153			28,834			28,725			28,134			27,555			26,811			25,975			25,855			24,862			24,172			23,872			23,343			317,291


						179,679			179,138			180,409			180,386			181,863			183,350			182,460			183,295			181,673			182,141			184,364			185,512			2,184,270


			Rate			4.10			4.10			4.10			4.10			4.10			4.10			4.10			4.10			4.10			4.10			4.10			4.10


			Medicaid			$   617,156.60			$   616,246.40			$   621,904.40			$   624,233.20			$   632,662.80			$   641,809.90			$   641,588.50			$   645,504.00			$   642,925.10			$   647,672.90			$   658,017.20			$   664,892.90			$   7,654,613.90


			Check Up			$   119,527.30			$   118,219.40			$   117,772.50			$   115,349.40			$   112,975.50			$   109,925.10			$   106,497.50			$   106,005.50			$   101,934.20			$   99,105.20			$   97,875.20			$   95,706.30			$   1,300,893.10


						$   736,683.90			$   734,465.80			$   739,676.90			$   739,582.60			$   745,638.30			$   751,735.00			$   748,086.00			$   751,509.50			$   744,859.30			$   746,778.10			$   755,892.40			$   760,599.20


			Logisticare is paid a capititation fee for each Medicaid and Check Up eligible (with the exception that QMBYs and SLMBs are excluded).


			The count of eligibles is from DARS FN-O-200 report.																																				Prior Year Risk Corridor Adjustment (+/-)			$   (12,435.00)


																																							Grand Total			$   8,943,072.00


			CY 09			FN-O-200:			TRANSPORTATION CAPITATION PAYMENT CONTROL TOTAL REPORT


																																										Total


																																										Member Months


						Jan			Feb			Mar			Apr			May			Jun			Jul			Aug			Sep			Oct			Nov			Dec


			Medicaid			164,929			166,659			168,446			171,145			175,146			178,711			182,056			186,143			187,877			192,445			196,112			200,481			2,170,150


			Check Up			22,852			22,510			22,507			22,406			22,475			22,422			22,093			21,977			21,559			21,547			21,796			21,500			265,644


						187,781			189,169			190,953			193,551			197,621			201,133			204,149			208,120			209,436			213,992			217,908			221,981			2,435,794


			Rate			4.10			4.10			4.10			4.10			4.10			4.10			4.10			4.10			4.10			4.10			4.10			4.23


			Medicaid			$   676,208.90			$   683,301.90			$   690,628.60			$   701,694.50			$   718,098.60			$   732,715.10			$   746,429.60			$   763,186.30			$   770,295.70			$   789,024.50			$   804,059.20			$   848,034.63			$   8,923,677.53


			Check Up			$   93,693.20			$   92,291.00			$   92,278.70			$   91,864.60			$   92,147.50			$   91,930.20			$   90,581.30			$   90,105.70			$   88,391.90			$   88,342.70			$   89,363.60			$   90,945.00			$   1,091,935.40


						$   769,902.10			$   775,592.90			$   782,907.30			$   793,559.10			$   810,246.10			$   824,645.30			$   837,010.90			$   853,292.00			$   858,687.60			$   877,367.20			$   893,422.80			$   938,979.63


			Logisticare is paid a capititation fee for each Medicaid and Check Up eligible (with the exception that QMBYs and SLMBs are excluded).


			The count of eligibles is from DARS FN-O-200 report.																																				Prior Year Risk Corridor Adjustment (+/-)			(8,737.00)


			NOTA BENE: Rate increase to $4.23 Effective 01/2009; not in production until 12/2009; Adustment Amount:																																							287,795.69


																																										10,294,671.62


			CY 1O			FN-O-200:			TRANSPORTATION CAPITATION PAYMENT CONTROL TOTAL REPORT


																																										Total


						Jan			Feb			Mar			Apr			May			Jun			Jul			Aug			Sep			Oct			Nov			Dec


			Count (FN-O-200 Report)


			Medicaid			205,616			208,524			212,190			215,590			221,074			222,340			225,459			228,633			230,929			233,510			236,200			236,282			2,676,347


			Check Up			21,612			21,840			22,086			22,159			21,592			21,242			21,462			0			0			0			0			0			151,993


			Totals:			227,228			230,364			234,276			237,749			242,666			243,582			246,921			228,633			230,929			233,510			236,200			236,282			2,828,340


			Rate:			$4.23			$4.23			$4.23			$4.23			$4.23			$4.23			$4.08			$4.08			$4.08			$4.08			$4.08			$4.08


			Medicaid			$869,755.68			$882,056.52			$897,563.70			$911,945.70			$935,143.02			$940,498.20			$919,872.72			$932,822.64			$942,190.32			$952,720.80			$963,696.00			$964,030.56			$11,112,295.86


			Check Up			$91,418.76			$92,383.20			$93,423.78			$93,732.57			$91,334.16			$89,853.66			$87,564.96			27,138			20,789			25,040			21,088			21,433			$755,198.08


			TOTAL Payment			$837,010.90			$853,292.00			$858,687.60			$877,367.20			$893,422.80			$938,979.63			$961,174.44			$974,439.72			$990,987.48			$1,005,678.27			$1,026,477.18			$1,030,351.86			$11,867,493.94


			NOTA BENE: Prior Year Risk Corridor Calculation ceases for CY09; NCU Capitation Ends 07/2010; amounts for NCU from August forward are for FFS transportation events.


			CY 11			FN-O-200:			TRANSPORTATION CAPITATION PAYMENT CONTROL TOTAL REPORT


																																										Total


						Jan			Feb			Mar			Apr			May			Jun			Jul			Aug			Sep			Oct			Nov			Dec


			Count (FN-O-200 Report)


			Medicaid			237,583			239,947			241,444			243,732			245,390			247,987			248,819			248,122			249,363			249,865			0			0			2,452,252


			Check Up			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


			Totals:			237,583			239,947			241,444			243,732			245,390			247,987			248,819			248,122			249,363			249,865			0			0			2,452,252


			Rate:			$4.08			$4.08			$4.08			$4.08			$4.08			$4.08			$4.08			$4.08			$4.08			$4.08			$0.00			$0.00			$4.16


			Medicaid			$969,338.64			$978,983.76			$985,091.52			$994,426.56			$1,001,191.20			$1,011,786.96			$1,015,181.52			$1,012,337.76			$1,017,401.04			$1,019,449.20			$0.00			$0.00			$10,005,188.16


			Check Up			20,475			11,358			21,771			22,549			26,825			18,054			24,371			23,612			24,558			$0.00			$0.00			$0.00			$193,573.98


			TOTAL Payment			$989,813.52			$990,342.12			$1,006,862.18			$1,016,975.21			$1,028,016.68			$1,029,841.32			$1,039,552.26			$1,035,950.16			$1,041,959.49			$1,019,449.20			$0.00			$0.00			$10,198,762.14


			CY 12			FN-O-200:			TRANSPORTATION CAPITATION PAYMENT CONTROL TOTAL REPORT


																																										Total


						Jan			Feb			Mar			Apr			May			Jun			Jul			Aug			Sep			Oct			Nov			Dec


			Count (FN-O-200 Report)


			Medicaid																																							0


			Check Up																																							0


			Totals:			0			0			0																														0


			Rate:			$0.00			$0.00			$0.00																														$0.00


			Medicaid																																							$0.00


			Check Up																																							$0.00


			TOTAL Payment			$0.00			$0.00			$0.00																														$0.00


			* Capitated Payments for the Nevada Checkup Poulation end August 1,2010.  Payments for the months of August, September, October, and November, 2010, were recovered.
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2011


			GROSS TRIPS for each MONTH AND LEVEL of SERVICE.  Please note that the numbers for a given month will likely increase over the ensuing month or two as additional cancellations are entered.


			Month:			Jan-11			Feb-11			Mar-11			Apr-11			May-11			Jun-11			Jul-11			Aug-11			Sep-11			Totals


			Ambulatory			31,209			40,950			47,176			43,552			43,690			46,589			45,407			50,328			46,338			395,239


			Wheelchair			5207			7482			8749			7927			8083			8674			8157			8628			7959			70,866


			Stretcher			148			171			181			161			170			152			188			171			156			1,498


			ALS/BLS			38			38			43			49			61			53			43			48			43			416


			Totals			36,602			48,641			56,149			51,689			52,004			55,468			53,795			59,175			54,496			468,019


			CANCELLED TRIPS for each MONTH AND LEVEL of SERVICE. Please note that the numbers for a given month will likely increase over the ensuing month or two as additional cancellations are entered.


			Month:			Jan-11			Feb-11			Mar-11			Apr-11			May-11			Jun-11			Jul-11			Aug-11			Sep-11			Totals


			Ambulatory			5,151			4,289			4,802			4,791			3,953			4,307			5,365			5,007			4,594			42,259


			Wheelchair			828			648			744			706			632			726			859			769			739			6,651


			Stretcher			28			35			28			31			32			33			47			39			32			305


			ALS/BLS			6,007			14			12			13			24			14			13			13			16			6,126


			Totals			12,014			4,986			5,586			5,541			4,641			5,080			6,284			5,828			5,381			55,341


			NET AUTH TRIPS for each MONTH AND LEVEL of SERVICE.  Please note that the numbers for a given month will likely increase over the ensuing month or two as additional cancellations are entered.


			Month:			Jan-11			Feb-11			Mar-11			Apr-11			May-11			Jun-11			Jul-11			Aug-11			Sep-11			Totals


			Ambulatory			26,058			36,661			42,332			38,715			39,673			42,232			39,997			45,260			41,705			352,633


			Wheelchair			4,379			6,834			8,005			7,221			7,451			7,948			7,298			7,859			7,220			64,215


			Stretcher			120			136			153			130			138			119			141			132			124			1,193


			ALS/BLS			29			24			31			36			37			39			30			35			27			288


			CA			50			42			38			43			57			50			32			48			36			396


			MEALS			0			3			4			3			7			8			13			0			3			41


			Totals			30,636			43,697			50,559			46,148			47,363			50,396			47,511			53,334			49,115			418,759


			Rides by Facility


			Month:			Jan-11			Feb-11			Mar-11			Apr-11			May-11			Jun-11			Jul-11			Aug-11			Sep-11			Totals


			Adult Daycare*			1,165			8,056			9,171			8,264			8,102			8,906			8,215			9,372			8,836			70,087


			Assisted Living			34			38			25			41			32			37			46			45			40			338


			Cancer Care			56			47			78			50			43			31			48			83			72			508


			Cardiology			10			14			24			13			19			13			16			15			11			135


			Clinic			158			203			218			164			151			160			147			175			134			1,510


			Dental			33			30			68			53			58			68			67			93			95			565


			Dialysis			2,485			2,400			2,654			2,600			2,692			2,568			2,610			2,856			2,572			23,437


			Doctors Office			2,533			2,294			2,786			2,491			2,561			2,808			2,576			2,922			2,432			23,403


			Hospital			457			428			439			395			412			432			445			526			505			4,039


			Lab and x-ray			104			106			111			133			107			92			118			134			126			1,031


			Mental Health			4,489			4,544			5,335			4,843			5,331			5,553			5,087			5,516			4,872			45,570


			Methadone Maint.			498			465			503			455			452			516			433			442			405			4,169


			Nursing Home			3			3			6			7			3			12			4			8			5			51


			Pharmacy			154			137			157			137			128			146			156			165			132			1,312


			Rehab/ PT			115			99			133			83			79			74			101			122			49			855


			Specialty			121			133			175			138			146			137			134			157			171			1,312


			Workshop			2,208			2,401			3,131			2,563			2,817			3,167			3,008			3,354			3,515			26,164


			Wound Care			4			1			4			2			17			22			6			2			4			62


			Totals:			14,627			21,399			25,018			22,432			23,150			24,742			23,217			25,987			23,976			204,548


			* Most riders for adult day health care are Paratransit


			Month:  By County			Jan-11			Feb-11			Mar-11			Apr-11			May-11			Jun-11			Jul-11			Aug-11			Sep-11			Totals


			Carson			532			567			625			644			682			744			735			822			789			6,140


			Churchill			164			142			176			191			115			128			106			105			118			1,245


			Clark			24,417			41,251			42,894			38,867			39,722			42,229			39,415			44,120			40,759			353,674


			Douglas			223			258			252			214			179			171			163			222			223			1,905


			Elko			136			150			154			158			180			118			126			159			168			1,349


			Esmeralda			4			2			6			3			- 0			- 0			- 0			5			3			23


			Eureka			2			6			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			2			- 0						10


			Humboldt			60			50			45			41			44			38			45			54			39			416


			Lander			10			13			10			16			10			4			9			8			6			86


			Lincoln			13			16			2			8			26			46			2			2			1			116


			Lyon			541			566			538			543			500			572			607			709			585			5,161


			Mineral			32			60			87			76			74			61			54			61			50			555


			Nye			479			606			558			487			470			490			497			511			463			4,561


			Pershing			82			93			58			78			104			70			80			99			60			724


			Storey			26			38			11			- 0			5			22			14			20			14			150


			Washoe			3,821			4,725			5,050			4,677			5,114			5,535			5,477			6,279			5,664			46,342


			White Pine			24			26			18			47			38			48			42			53			44			340


			Totals:			30,566			48,569			50,484			46,050			47,263			50,276			47,374			53,229			48,986			422,797


			Month by unduplicated rider			Jan-11			Feb-11			Mar-11			Apr-11			May-11			Jun-11			Jul-11			Aug-11			Sep-11			Totals


			Provider- A			1,121			1,049			1,048			1,075			2,564			1,043			1,017			1,031			1,002			10,950


			Provider- W/C			251			234			245			224			215			243			223			240			214			2,089


			Provider- S			100			109			113			98			99			92			105			110			100			926


			Provider- ALS/BLS			23			20			26			29			30			32			27			29			21			237


			Mass Transit- A			868			1,156			1,229			1,195			1,270			1,312			1,303			1,437			1,418			11,188


			Mass Transit- W/C			82			175			176			179			188			171			189			190			184			1,534


			Gas Reimbursement- A			169			171			167			156			163			156			152			160			145			1,439


			Gas Reimbursement- W/C			8			4			8			8			5			9			6			7			12			67


			Volunteer Driver- A			106			101			108			98			99			125			126			131			105			999


			Volunteer Driver- W/C			0			0			0			0			0			3			4			1			0			8


			TOTALS			2,728			3,019			3,120			3,062			4,633			3,186			3,152			3,336			3,201			29,437


						Jan-11			Feb-11			Mar-11			Apr-11			May-11			Jun-11			Jul-11			Aug-11			Sep-11			Totals


			Complaint Type:


			Issue w/LogistiCare			1			1			1			1			8			2			1			1			0			16


			Provider Late			6			12			19			13			15			34			19			26			33			177


			Issue with Driver			1			0			0			1			0			0			1			0			0			3


			Provider No Show			1			0			1			0			2			0			2			2			1			9


			Issue with tran. provider			1			2			3			1			2			2			0			2			5			18


			Rider Issue			1			1			4			1			0			0			0			3			1			11


			Rider no show			125			100			104			84			75			85			41			61			29			704


			Injury			0			1			0			0			0			1			1			1			0			4


			NET Reservations			30,634			43,655			50,563			46,148			47,363			50,396			47,511			53,347			49,115			418,732


			TOTALComplaints			136			117			132			101			102			124			65			96			69			942
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2010


			


			Month:			Jan-10			Feb-10			Mar-10			Apr-10			May-10			Jun-10			Jul-10			Aug-10			Sep-10			Oct-10			Nov-10			Dec-10			Totals


			Ambulatory			47,979			46,862			54,379			50,340			45,913			49,455			45,619			45,845			40,813			39,403			36,188			32,308			535,104


			Wheelchair			7,886			7,875			9,357			8,810			8,214			8,861			8,237			7,455			6,102			5,847			5,730			5724			90,098


			Stretcher			207			222			216			266			244			225			123			112			140			145			147			110			2,157


			ALS/BLS			42			65			46			38			43			39			37			33			42			46			40			44			515


			Totals			56,114			55,024			63,998			59,454			54,414			58,580			54,016			53,445			47,097			45,441			42,105			38,186			627,874


			Month:			Jan-10			Feb-10			Mar-10			Apr-10			May-10			Jun-10			Jul-10			Aug-10			Sep-10			Oct-10			Nov-10			Dec-10			Totals


			Ambulatory			7,881			8,501			9,714			9,133			5,270			7,638			7,964			9,388			5,475			6,597			7,835			4,987			90,383


			Wheelchair			1,182			1,165			1,537			1,605			1,063			1,126			1,160			1,781			767			883			834			897			14,000


			Stretcher			41			48			47			97			76			56			47			29			30			32			39			20			562


			ALS/BLS			16			18			21			20			19			19			11			12			10			16			15			11			188


			Totals			9,120			9,732			11,319			10,855			6,428			8,839			9,182			11,210			6,282			7,528			8,723			5,915			105,133


			Month:			Jan-10			Feb-10			Mar-10			Apr-10			May-10			Jun-10			Jul-10			Aug-10			Sep-10			Oct-10			Nov-10			Dec-10			Totals


			Ambulatory			40,063			38,327			44,624			41,207			40,610			41,757			37,617			36,409			35,294			32,766			28,331			27,283			444,288


			Wheelchair			6,704			6,710			7,820			7,205			7,151			7,735			7,077			5,674			5,335			4,964			4,896			4,827			76,098


			Stretcher			166			174			169			169			168			169			76			83			110			113			108			90			1,595


			ALS/BLS			26			47			25			18			24			20			26			21			32			30			25			33			327


			CA			35			34			41			28			33			60			38			48			44			40			22			38			461


			Totals			46,994			45,292			52,679			48,627			47,986			49,741			44,834			42,235			40,815			37,913			33,382			32,271			522,769


			Rides by Facility


			Month:			Jan-10			Feb-10			Mar-10			Apr-10			May-10			Jun-10			Jul-10			Aug-10			Sep-10			Oct-10			Nov-10			Dec-10			Totals


			Adult Daycare			5,762			5,778			6,600			6,060			5,661			6,607			6,233			5,096			4,121			3,660			2,511			1,646			59,735


			Assisted Living			15			26			28			68			42			59			54			48			63			55			54			44			556


			Cancer Care			7			2			19			19			8			33			54			34			66			40			49			73			404


			Cardiology			3			5			3			2			2			6			2			6			6			9			7			14			65


			Clinic			12			22			38			37			37			62			86			71			73			103			90			133			764


			Dental			24			19			29			24			15			17			27			28			25			4			41			9			262


			Dialysis			2,985			2,671			3,061			2,744			2,882			3,034			2,682			2,516			2,599			2,500			2,491			2,586			32,751


			Doctors Office			5,141			5,034			5,715			5,404			5,117			5,430			3,980			3,991			3,593			3,306			3,085			2,666			52,462


			Hospital			439			457			446			407			390			415			395			340			465			547			494			406			5,201


			Lab and x-ray			55			51			47			65			50			68			97			87			86			104			105			113			928


			Mental Health			6,100			5,612			6,724			5,862			5,293			5,233			5,086			5,185			5,076			4,632			4,110			4,547			63,460


			Methadone Maint.			444			402			583			645			656			655			646			583			552			508			544			574			6,792


			Nursing Home			503			453			517			387			400			430			165			6			6			6			5			4			2,882


			Pharmacy			170			143			34			171			152			164			163			144			128			129			136			161			1,695


			Rehab/ PT			77			79			93			101			62			98			52			98			98			104			36			33			931


			Specialty			4			8			12			11			18			36			60			50			31			45			77			141			493


			Workshop			2,299			2,343			2,720			2,640			2,634			2,741			2,640			2,405			3,119			2,825			2,391			2,521			31,278


			Totals:			2			3			- 0			1			1			4			2			- 0			5			5			2			21			46


			Totals:			24,042			23,108			26,669			24,648			23,420			25,092			22,424			20,688			20,112			18,582			16,228			15,692			260,705


			Rides by County


			Month:			Jan-10			Feb-10			Mar-10			Apr-10			May-10			Jun-10			Jul-10			Aug-10			Sep-10			Oct-10			Nov-10			Dec-10			Totals


			Carson			866			704			836			796			723			686			688			686			715			596			493			528			8,317


			Churchill			284			223			284			327			253			286			190			238			208			202			196			167			2,858


			Clark			37,963			36,854			42,078			39,158			36,979			40,346			36,780			34,645			33,647			31,163			26,959			26,036			422,608


			Douglas			298			237			295			301			261			278			228			240			208			221			205			217			2,989


			Elko			321			260			344			303			286			247			229			197			182			176			185			136			2,866


			Esmeralda			8			18			17			21			8			6			- 0			8			4			12			2			2			106


			Eureka			6			4			2			2			6			10			6			8			2			- 0			- 0			7			53


			Humboldt			58			48			81			95			115			129			89			73			49			54			38			20			849


			Lander			83			71			98			68			54			51			20			24			32			26			20			10			557


			Lincoln			14			18			74			59			17			8			8			4			8			10			16			2			238


			Lyon			967			1,026			1,356			993			911			1,215			964			835			737			708			577			561			10,850


			Mineral			57			99			116			115			108			88			88			101			91			69			65			40			1,037


			Nye			643			653			715			649			662			745			629			634			546			467			513			496			7,352


			Pershing			142			122			100			82			86			94			85			100			66			48			32			96			1,053


			Storey			8			2			7			4			26			26			10			7			5			11			10			12			128


			Washoe			5,166			5,443			6,091			5,445			5,272			5,443			4,683			4,284			4,162			3,952			3,932			3,810			57,683


			White Pine			98			103			124			98			110			98			63			77			66			93			52			49			1,031


						46,982			45,885			52,618			48,418			45,877			49,756			44,760			42,235			40,728			37,808			33,295			32,189			520,551


			Unduplicated Riders


			Month by rider			Jan-10			Feb-10			Mar-10			Apr-10			May-10			Jun-10			- 0			Aug-10			Sep-10			Oct-10			Nov-10			Dec-10			Totals


			Provider- A			1,824			1,769			1,768			1,627			1,576			1,724			1,628			1,600			1,389			1,330			1,253			1,157			18,645


			Provider- W/C			482			497			483			456			435			474			411			341			284			261			253			251			4,628


			Provider- S			130			130			131			124			127			126			62			59			283			95			96			76			1,439


			Provider- ALS/BLS			25			23			15			15			21			14			20			18			27			25			28			23			254


			Mass Transit- A			595			538			582			664			658			671			724			807			847			840			868			839			8,633


			Mass Transit- W/C			67			73			80			80			91			75			91			95			97			99			104			102			1,054


			Gas Reimbursement- A			550			534			650			567			553			523			332			261			254			238			217			183			4,862


			Gas Reimbursement- W/C			8			5			8			4			7			8			6			1			9			6			5			8			75


			Volunteer Driver- A			94			131			137			128			121			110			122			112			103			94			111			83			1,346


			Volunteer Driver- W/C			1			1			1			1			1			1			0			0			1			0			0			0			7


			TOTALS			3,776			3,701			3,855			3,666			3,590			3,726			3,396			3,294			3,294			2,988			2,935			2,722			40,943


			Complaints


						Jan-10			Feb-10			Mar-10			Apr-10			May-10			Jun-10			Jul-10			Aug-10			Sep-10			Oct-10			Nov-10			Dec-10			Totals


			Complaint Type:


			Issue w/LogistiCare			2			1			2			1			0			0			1			2			2			2			1			2			16


			Provider Late			16			16			21			33			7			19			29			19			17			22			21			16			236


			Issue with Driver			1			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			1			2


			Provider No Show			4			2			10			4			1			1			3			2			1			2			3			3			36


			Issue with tran. provider			5			5			1			2			2			2			6			2			1			1			4			0			31


			Rider Issue			4			1			1			6			2			3			4			9			6			0			3			1			40


			Rider no show																					159			212			134			76			109			72			762


			Injury			0			1			1			0			0			0			1			0			0			0			0			0			3


			NET Reservations			46,994			45,292			52,679			48,599			47,986			49,741			44,834			42,235			40,815			37,913			33,378			32,271			522,737


			TOTALComplaints			32			26			36			42			12			25			203			246			161			103			141			95			1,122
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			Month:			Jan-09			Feb-09			Mar-09			Apr-09			May-09			Jun-09			Jul-09			Aug-09			Sep-09			Oct-09			Nov-09			Dec-09			Totals


			Ambulatory			40,732			38,977			44,469			44,712			42,862			45,894			47,796			45,525			47,533			47,810			46,149			51,113			543,572


			Wheelchair			7,312			6,886			7,752			7,668			7,359			7,986			8,060			8,029			8,157			8,471			7,867			8,766			94,313


			Stretcher			267			206			253			244			216			241			238			232			204			256			208			242			2,807


			ALS/BLS			51			38			27			35			23			32			41			24			30			47			37			34			419


			Totals			48,362			46,107			52,501			52,659			50,460			54,153			56,135			53,810			55,924			56,584			54,261			60,155			641,111


			Month:			Jan-09			Feb-09			Mar-09			Apr-09			May-09			Jun-09			Jul-09			Aug-09			Sep-09			Oct-09			Nov-09			Dec-09			Totals


			Ambulatory			6,586			4,965			7,117			6,762			6,397			7,257			7,958			6,422			8,105			6,732			9,489			9,406			87,196


			Wheelchair			1,287			1,063			1,202			1,307			1,593			1,709			1,540			1,046			1,173			1,246			1,379			1,704			16,249


			Stretcher			50			37			41			57			45			47			40			34			36			53			40			40			520


			ALS/BLS			10			11			5			9			3			7			14			6			11			19			11			13			119


			Totals			7,933			6,076			8,365			8,135			8,038			9,020			9,552			7,508			9,325			8,050			10,919			11,163			104,084


			Month:			Jan-09			Feb-09			Mar-09			Apr-09			May-09			Jun-09			Jul-09			Aug-09			Sep-09			Oct-09			Nov-09			Dec-09			Totals


			Ambulatory			34,094			33,968			37,318			37,950			36,404			38,568			39,775			39,036			39,387			41,028			36,596			41,622			258,077


			Wheelchair			6,025			5,823			6,550			6,361			5,766			6,277			6,520			6,983			6,984			7,225			6,488			7,062			43,322


			Stretcher			217			169			212			187			171			194			198			198			168			203			168			202			1,714


			ALS/BLS			49			27			25			26			20			25			27			18			19			28			26			21			311


			CA			41			44			36			48			61			69			63			67			41			50			64			85			669


			Totals			40,426			40,031			44,141			44,572			42,422			45,133			46,583			46,302			46,599			48,534			43,342			48,992			537,077


			Rides by County


			Month:			Jan-09			Feb-09			Mar-09			Apr-09			May-09			Jun-09			Jul-09			Aug-09			Sep-09			Oct-09			Nov-09			Dec-09			Totals


			Carson			707			628			788			712			672			776			699			869			788			853			746			765			9,003


			Churchill			350			367			384			407			351			358			373			343			301			338			280			261			4,113


			Clark			31,867			31,946			34,770			36,847			34,620			36,846			37,893			37,234			37,212			38,573			34,577			39,615			432,000


			Douglas			254			298			276			234			214			238			281			250			275			328			267			288			3,203


			Elko			316			305			356			391			373			413			396			382			392			365			334			309			4,332


			Esmeralda			14			20			2			8			4			8			20			18			8			6			10			6			124


			Eureka			4			6			2			6			4			2			4			6			2			4			6			2			48


			Humboldt			60			49			62			74			60			65			83			63			74			57			65			63			775


			Lander			74			64			55			66			54			50			79			75			77			65			61			58			778


			Lincoln			6			14			15			16			10			21			21			16			28			23			16			23			209


			Lyon			879			816			914			912			860			906			933			927			959			986			872			969			10,933


			Mineral			91			77			70			94			58			66			77			73			75			52			78			62			873


			Nye			505			518			574			571			547			576			631			554			654			809			607			627			7,173


			Pershing			171			113			142			142			171			168			171			169			171			144			119			107			1,788


			Storey			18			18			12			13			7			10			10			2			14			15			4			4			127


			Washoe			4,964			4,627			5,570			5,749			5,389			5,481			5,484			5,185			5,473			5,791			5,177			5,745			64,635


			White Pine			102			104			93			67			59			53			66			84			86			111			110			68			1,003


			Totals:			40,382			39,970			44,085			44,572			43,453			45,133			47,221			46,250			46,589			48,520			43,329			48,972			541,117


			Rides by facility


			Month:			Jan-09			Feb-09			Mar-09			Apr-09			May-09			Jun-09			Jul-09			Aug-09			Sep-09			Oct-09			Nov-09			Dec-09			Totals


			Adult Daycare			4,533			4,476			4,974			5,025			4,587			5,121			5,443			5,421			5,420			5,605			5,401			6,182			62,188


			Assisted Living			37			46			27			37			30			24			29			36			41			44			35			21			407


			Cancer Care			1			13			11			- 0			19			32			9			3			6			3			6			2			105


			Cardiology																																							- 0


			Clinic			23			31			19			21			20			29			25			24			2			17			11			11			168


			Dental			7			7			5			10			11			3			1			5			14			25			31			23			142


			Dialysis			2,878			2,639			2,884			2,937			2,851			2,943			3,033			2,930			2,914			3,022			2,885			3,172			35,088


			Doctors Office			4,022			4,096			4,712			5,002			4,507			5,066			5,265			5,388			5,341			5,220			4,479			4,738			57,836


			Hospital			472			403			492			406			416			426			437			409			398			516			440			461			5,276


			Lab and x-ray			39			24			26			29			30			31			45			38			35			49			60			59			465


			Mental Health			5,715			5,873			6,127			6,841			6,474			6,573			6,388			6,049			6,094			6,361			5,419			6,458			43,991


			Methadone Maint.			520			443			508			530			574			581			551			571			564			643			505			591			6,581


			Nursing Home			228,633			230,929			233,510			236,200			236,282			237,583			239,947			542			436			479			487			575			1,645,603


			Pharmacy			141			119			131			93			110			88			125			114			154			177			123			140			807


			Rehab/ PT			62			57			58			65			81			82			131			127			153			153			101			78			1,148


			Specialty			1			3			2			3			1			2			5			5			3			8			8			4			45


			Workshop			642			699			687			614			493			487			- 0			315			262			262			397			515			3,623


			Wound Care			4			3			6			1			3			3			- 0			- 0			2			15			5			4			46


						247,730			249,861			254,179			257,814			256,489			259,074			261,434			21,977			21,839			22,599			20,393			23,034			1,863,519


			Unduplicated Riders


			Month by rider			Jan-09			Feb-09			Mar-09			Apr-09			May-09			Jun-09			Dec-99			Aug-09			Sep-09			Oct-09			Nov-09			Dec-09			Totals


			Provider- A			1,482			1,450			1,525			1,512			1,569			1,673			1,645			1,690			1,689			1,726			1,653			1,707			19,321


			Provider- W/C			493			571			541			503			623			526			515			537			496			526			493			481			6,305


			Provider- S			159			130			149			126			135			151			148			150			127			142			119			151			1,687


			Provider- ALS/BLS			32			22			21			19			17			17			22			15			15			21			22			18			241


			Mass Transit- A			340			336			392			397			375			383			463			486			509			539			511			535			5,266


			Mass Transit- W/C			64			60			56			67			60			62			63			66			64			68			62			63			755


			Gas Reimbursement- A			517			495			529			539			494			509			507			525			524			552			497			509			6,197


			Gas Reimbursement- W/C			8			10			14			10			10			6			9			12			12			10			6			6			113


			Volunteer Driver- A			101			102			122			122			102			107			98			91			102			99			90			93			1,229


			Volunteer Driver- W/C			1			0			1			1			0			2			0			0			0			0			0			0			5


			TOTALS			3,197			3,176			3,350			3,296			3,385			3,436			3,470			3,572			3,538			3,683			3,453			3,563			41,119


			Complaints


						Jan-09			Feb-09			Mar-09			Apr-09			May-09			Jun-09			Jul-09			Aug-09			Sep-09			Oct-09			Nov-09			Dec-09			Totals


			Complaint Type:


			Issue w/LogistiCare			1			1			2			2			3			2			3			1			4			1			1			1			22


			Provider Late			22			30			16			29			40			28			21			29			32			59			31			19			356


			Issue with Driver			1			4			2			2			1			1			0			0			1			5			0			0			17


			Provider No Show			4			1			9			6			0			8			5			3			3			4			5			5			53


			Issue with tran. provider			3			2			5			4			7			3			3			3			8			6			5			6			55


			Rider Issue			7			2			2			2			1			2			3			3			4			2			4			2			34


			Injury			1			1			0			1			2			1			2			2			1			1			0			0			12


			NET Reservations			40,426			39,461			41,141			44,572			42,422			45,133			56,583			46,302			46,599			48,534			43,342			48,992			543,507


			TOTALComplaints			39			41			36			46			54			45			37			41			53			78			46			33			1,159
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2008


			


			Month:			Jan-08			Feb-08			Mar-08			Apr-08			May-08			Jun-08			Jul-08			Aug-08			Sep-08			Oct-08			Nov-08			Dec-08			Totals


			Ambulatory			39,776			36,667			34,906			37,208			36,933			38,302			41,483			39,614			40,136			42,449			36,019			42,196			465,689


			Wheelchair			7,368			6,649			6,790			7,231			7,034			6,807			7,373			7,283			7,574			7,811			6,615			7,975			86,510


			Stretcher			288			287			314			269			257			274			311			330			320			295			209			211			3,365


			ALS/BLS			8			17			16			12			11			17			20			13			15			22			34			37			222


			Totals			47,440			43,620			42,026			44,720			44,235			45,400			49,187			47,240			48,045			50,577			42,877			50,419			555,786


			Month:			Jan-08			Feb-08			Mar-08			Apr-08			May-08			Jun-08			Jul-08			Aug-08			Sep-08			Oct-08			Nov-08			Dec-08			Totals


			Ambulatory			8,568			7,089			5,583			5,236			4,794			5,649			5,523			5,211			5,194			6,088			5,807			8,155			72,897


			Wheelchair			1,188			968			796			961			951			924			1,307			1,051			1,020			1,510			1,055			1,671			13,402


			Stretcher			49			64			71			52			47			50			46			50			55			61			44			42			631


			ALS/BLS			0			7			2			5			4			3			4			6			5			3			4			3			46


			Totals			9,805			8,128			6,452			6,254			5,796			6,626			6,880			6,318			6,274			7,662			6,910			9,871			86,976


			Month:			Jan-08			Feb-08			Mar-08			Apr-08			May-08			Jun-08			Jul-08			Aug-08			Sep-08			Oct-08			Nov-08			Dec-08			Totals


			Ambulatory			31,208			29,578			29,323			31,972			32,139			29,108			35,913			34,349			34,881			36,299			29,903			33,980			388,653


			Wheelchair			6,180			5,681			5,994			6,270			6,083			5,387			6,066			6,227			6,552			6,301			5,490			6,304			72,535


			Stretcher			239			223			243			217			210			206			265			280			285			234			162			169			2,733


			ALS/BLS			8			10			14			7			7			10			16			10			10			19			30			34			175


			CA			53			57			59			56			56			56			45			57			63			62			60			61			685


			Totals			37,688			35,549			35,633			38,522			38,495			34,767			42,305			40,923			41,791			42,915			35,645			40,548			464,781


			Rides by Facility


			Month:			Jan-08			Feb-08			Mar-08			Apr-08			May-08			Jun-08			Jul-08			Aug-08			Sep-08			Oct-08			Nov-08			Dec-08			Totals


			Adult Daycare			4,031			3,837			3,761			4,168			3,984			4,130			4,343			4,208			4,439			4,859			3,961			4,481			50,202


			Assisted Living			57			45			30			29			26			43			41			31			24			23			23			35			407


			Cancer Care			36			12			1			- 0			1			- 0			18			3			1						1			7			80


			Cardiology			1			- 0			4			1			2			- 0			- 0			1			- 0			1			- 0			- 0			10


			Clinic			12			8			4			3			2			24			19			15			14			19			12			14			146


			Dental			12			13			10			19			15			18			11			8			5			18			9			7			145


			Dialysis			2,711			2,628			2,722			2,768			2,874			2,703			2,978			2,972			2,970			2,978			2,744			3,040			34,088


			Doctors Office			4,267			4,152			4,578			5,015			4,222			4,804			4,924			4,618			4,789			4,674			2,778			3,820			52,641


			Hospital			516			420			380			326			393			357			420			337			396			396			351			424			4,716


			Lab and x-ray			30			48			20			18			28			32			32			21			34			49			27			30			369


			Mental Health			4,846			4,478			4,067			5,137			5,034			4,996			6,252			5,897			6,001			5,940			4,670			5,854			63,172


			Methadone Maint.			615			592			662			617			562			429			594			587			547			558			452			569			6,784


			Nursing Home			664			557			564			627			676			602			633			594			635			644			559			625			7,380


			Pharmacy			225			201			114			155			162			129			128			102			96			144			133			148			1,737


			Rehab/ PT			94			56			34			56			45			50			47			39			53			264			331			397			1,466


			Specialty			14			10			5			1			2			- 0			1			4			1			- 0			5			3			46


			Totals:			1,203			1,222			1,279			1,396			1,369			1,470			1,597			1,440			1,515			1,630			1,295			1,646			17,062


			Wound Care			6			4			1			- 0			1			2			- 0						5			7			1			2			29


			Totals:			19,340			18,283			18,236			20,336			19,398			19,789			22,038			20,877			21,525			22,204			17,352			21,102			240,480


			Rides by County


			Month:			Jan-08			Feb-08			Mar-08			Apr-08			May-08			Jun-08			Jul-08			Aug-08			Sep-08			Oct-08			Nov-08			Dec-08			Totals


			Carson			590			615			620			634			629			709			898			908			989			1,134			909			1,111			9,746


			Churchill			405			520			441			425			515			444			444			377			457			465			345			335			5,173


			Clark			29,137			27,292			26,757			28,067			29,365			29,102			33,358			31,744			32,335			32,908			27,374			31,459			358,898


			Douglas			271			244			271			246			241			235			212			185			230			394			460			490			3,479


			Elko			309			284			304			335			285			298			328			348			388			357			287			299			3,822


			Esmeralda			15			8			6			4			28			66			30			14			8			5			7			25			216


			Eureka			5			10			10			9			8			12			12			6			6			13			10			6			107


			Humboldt			72			84			75			68			52			57			68			65			72			97			56			63			829


			Lander			78			69			85			111			99			81			60			66			67			63			60			50			889


			Lincoln			22			10			16			22			6			14			22			13			12			36			14			4			191


			Lyon			806			861			922			1,039			991			851			936			851			888			1,001			856			919			10,921


			Mineral			97			118			102			102			104			124			81			115			85			126			111			103			1,268


			Nye			506			492			544			539			485			499			599			569			565			579			465			546			6,388


			Pershing			145			129			123			169			118			132			142			121			133			199			165			183			1,759


			Storey			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			8			20			9			4			18			16			9			10			94


			Washoe			4,999			4,870			5,134			5,409			5,274			5,064			5,706			5,386			5,370			5,458			4,749			5,504			62,923


						55			50			28			42			40			59			52			38			52			64			48			76			604


			Totals:			37,512			35,656			35,438			37,221			38,248			37,767			42,957			40,810			41,675			42,915			35,925			41,183			467,307


			Unduplicated Riders


			Month			Jan-08			Feb-08			Mar-08			Apr-08			May-08			Jun-08			Jul-08			Aug-08			Sep-08			Oct-08			Nov-08			Dec-08			Totals


			Provider- A			1,542			1,498			1,453			1,506			1,557			1,592			1,575			1,557			1,551			1,580			1,456			1,495			18362


			Provider- W/C			526			518			521			511			546			545			526			491			493			497			478			491			6143


			Provider- S			147			121			139			139			140			140			149			127			139			134			112			125			1612


			Provider- ALS/BLS			4			8			12			7			7			11			12			9			7			17			29			30			153


			Mass Transit- A			317			296			289			272			275			269			294			312			316			325			292			302			3559


			Mass Transit- W/C			54			49			58			54			57			56			55			62			66			67			63			59			700


			Gas Reimbursement- A			452			463			426			462			477			505			518			497			516			547			539			509			5911


			Gas Reimbursement- W/C			16			11			20			19			15			5			10			14			11			13			6			8			148


			Volunteer Driver- A			107			88			84			95			83			75			79			106			108			106			104			92			1127


			Volunteer Driver- W/C			2			3			3			5			3			5			2			4			4			3			2			1			37


			TOTALS			3,167			3,055			3,005			3,070			3,160			3,203			3,220			3,179			3,211			3,289			3,081			3,112			37,752


			Complaints


						Jan-08			Feb-08			Mar-08			Apr-08			May-08			Jun-08			Jul-08			Aug-08			Sep-08			Oct-08			Nov-08			Dec-08			Totals


			Complaint Type:


			Issue w/LogistiCare			4			8			3			1			2			6			3			4			3			2			3			1			40


			Provider Late			48			60			54			96			67			99			67			64			47			27			19			34			682


			Issue with Driver			1			2			1			2			1			0			1			0			0			0			1			3			12


			Provider No Show			8			11			13			20			15			17			23			12			6			6			4			7			142


			Issue with tran. provider			13			11			13			18			19			21			30			19			1			4			5			8			162


			Rider Issue			5			0			6			4			4			5			4			2			5			7			3			5			50


			Injury			0			1			5			3			1			1			1			2			1			1			1			3			20


			NET Reservations			37,688			35,549			35,633			38,522			38,495			34,767			42,305			40,923			41,771			42,915			35,645			40,548			464,761


			TOTALComplaints			79			93			95			144			109			149			129			103			63			47			36			61			1,108
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Enrollment


			FFS/HMO split of Medicaid and Check Up eligibles (actuals, no retro)																					MEDICAID and CHECK UP


									All Plans			FFS			HMO			Anth/AGP			HPN			AGP						HPN						With Retro Eligibles									Retro


			SFY 2011 *						Total			Total			Total			Total			Total			Clark			Washoe			Clark			Washoe			FFS			HMO			Total			Eligibles


						Jul-11			306,519			119,151			187,368			84,387			102,981			73,753			10,634			83,525			19,456			131,653			187,362			319,015			12,502


						Aug-11			306,184			118,017			188,167			84,443			103,724			74,305			10,138			83,991			19,733			130,631			169,615			300,246			12,614


						Sep-11			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


						Oct-11			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


						Nov-11			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


						Dec-11			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


						Jan-11			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


						Feb-12			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


						Mar-12			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


						Apr-12			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


						May-12			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


						Jun-12			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0			- 0


									612,703			237,168			375,535			168,830			206,705			148,058			20,772			167,516			39,189			262,284			356,977			619,261			25,116


			Average


						*  2011 From MC-O-290


						FFS from Welfare Caseload Report (one month delay in reporting)


									All Plans			FFS			HMO			Anth/AGP			HPN			AGP						HPN						With Retro Eligibles									Retro


			SFY 2011 *						Total			Total			Total			Total			Total			Clark			Washoe			Clark			Washoe			FFS			HMO			Total			Eligibles


						Jul-10			278,463			113,904			164,559			73,632			90,927			64,010			9,622			74,904			16,023			121,933			164,555			286,488			8,029


						Aug-10			283,404			115,874			167,530			76,000			91,530			65,861			10,139			75,283			16,247			124,080			167,528			291,608			8,206


						Sep-10			286,378			117,607			168,771			75,933			92,838			65,655			10,278			76,346			16,492			125,982			168,471			294,453			8,375


						Oct-10			288,462			117,096			171,366			75,913			95,453			66,127			9,786			77,840			17,613			125,562			171,360			296,922			8,466


						Nov-10			290,171			116,015			174,156			77,988			96,168			67,836			10,152			78,489			17,679			124,560			174,238			298,798			8,545


						Dec-10			292,658			117,027			175,631			79,193			96,438			68,861			10,332			78,436			18,002			125,656			175,741			301,397			8,629


						Jan-11			295,578			117,735			177,843			79,900			97,943			69,470			10,430			79,653			18,290			126,522			177,846			304,368			8,787


						Feb-11			296,547			116,743			179,804			80,944			98,860			70,474			10,470			80,374			18,486			122,969			179,807			302,776			6,226


						Mar-11			298,387			117,473			180,914			81,752			99,162			71,193			10,559			80,633			18,529			123,768			180,929			304,697			6,295


						Apr-11			301,648			118,508			183,140			82,504			100,636			71,868			10,636			81,764			18,872			124,870			183,139			308,009			6,362


						May-11			304,563			119,515			185,048			83,400			101,648			72,759			10,641			82,707			18,941			125,940			185,052			310,992			6,425


						Jun-11			305,510			119,590			185,920			83,799			102,121			73,135			10,664			83,059			19,062			126,071			185,928			311,999			6,481


									3,521,769			1,407,087			2,114,682			950,958			1,163,724			827,249			123,709			949,488			214,236			1,497,913			2,114,594			3,612,507			90,826


			Average


						*  2011 From MC-O-290


						FFS from Welfare Caseload Report (one month delay in reporting)


									All Plans			FFS			HMO			Anth/AGP			HPN			AGP						HPN						With Retro Eligibles									Retro


			SFY 2010 *						Total			Total			Total			Total			Total			Clark			Washoe			Clark			Washoe			FFS			HMO			Total			Eligibles


						Jul-09			232,690			105,304			127,386			53,704			73,682			47,013			6,691			61,713			11,969			112,851			127,383			240,234			7,547


						Aug-09			236,026			105,958			130,068			54,964			75,104			48,151			6,813			62,955			12,149			113,647			130,068			243,715			7,689


						Sep-09			238,897			106,922			131,975			55,367			76,608			48,681			6,686			64,114			12,494			114,799			131,975			246,774			7,877


						Oct-09			243,426			105,506			137,920			57,805			80,115			50,778			7,027			66,969			13,146			113,583			137,920			251,503			8,077


						Nov-09			246,521			104,873			141,648			60,179			81,469			52,808			7,371			68,014			13,455			113,118			141,650			254,768			8,245


						Dec-09			251,576			106,966			144,610			62,132			82,478			54,464			7,668			68,703			13,775			115,489			144,616			260,105			8,523


						Jan-10			255,257			106,451			148,806			64,459			84,347			56,491			7,968			70,114			14,233			115,140			148,807			263,947			8,689


						Feb-10			258,972			106,306			152,666			67,123			85,543			58,935			8,188			71,089			14,454			115,151			152,664			267,815			8,845


						Mar-10			265,053			109,772			155,281			68,567			86,714			60,116			8,451			71,920			14,794			118,902			155,303			274,205			9,130


						Apr-10			268,138			110,906			157,232			69,660			87,572			60,928			8,732			72,410			15,162			120,253			157,256			277,509			9,347


						May-10			271,942			110,324			161,618			72,597			89,021			63,208			9,389			73,404			15,617			119,883			161,616			281,499			9,559


						Jun-10			275,091			113,088			162,003			72,037			89,966			62,572			9,465			74,060			15,906			122,824			161,999			284,823			9,736


									3,043,589			1,292,376			1,751,213			758,594			992,619			664,145			94,449			825,465			167,154			1,395,640			1,751,257			3,146,897			103,264


			Average


						*  2010 From MC-O-290


						FFS from Welfare Caseload Report (one month delay in reporting)


									All Plans			FFS			HMO			Anth/AGP			HPN			Anthem/AGP						HPN						With Retro Eligibles									Retro


			SFY 2009 *						Total			Total			Total			Total			Total			Clark			Washoe			Clark			Washoe			FFS			HMO			Total			Eligibles


						Jul-08			207,986			96,210			111,776			49,766			62,010			43,032			6,734			52,362			9,648			101,386			111,779			213,165			5,176


						Aug-08			208,509			96,822			111,687			49,575			62,112			42,807			6,768			52,319			9,793			102,046			111,685			213,731			5,224


						Sep-08			207,691			96,581			111,110			49,272			61,838			42,649			6,623			51,956			9,882			101,850			111,109			212,959			5,269


						Oct-08			209,460			99,002			110,458			48,836			61,622			42,327			6,509			51,753			9,869			104,384			110,448			214,832			5,382


						Nov-08			209,604			98,503			111,101			49,380			61,721			42,901			6,479			51,895			9,826			103,931			111,098			215,029			5,428


						Dec-08			212,670			99,336			113,334			50,569			62,765			44,027			6,542			52,913			9,852			104,898			113,331			218,229			5,562


						Jan-09			214,241			99,543			114,698			51,051			63,647			44,501			6,550			53,746			9,901			105,231			114,695			219,926			5,688


						Feb-09			215,880			99,424			116,456			50,209			66,247			43,863			6,346			55,846			10,401			105,332			116,454			221,786			5,908


						Mar-09			218,751			101,384			117,367			49,385			67,982			43,475			5,910			57,147			10,835			107,481			117,363			224,844			6,097


						Apr-09			222,654			105,071			117,583			49,410			68,173			43,548			5,862			57,190			10,983			111,366			117,590			228,956			6,295


						May-09			225,520			104,125			121,395			50,745			70,650			44,662			6,083			59,355			11,295			110,564			121,395			231,959			6,439


						Jun-09			229,294			103,579			125,715			52,736			72,979			46,285			6,451			61,157			11,822			110,168			125,716			235,884			6,589


									2,582,260			1,199,580			1,382,680			600,934			781,746			524,077			76,857			657,639			124,107			1,268,637			1,382,663			2,651,300			69,057


			Average


						*  2009 From MC-O-290


						FFS from Welfare Caseload Report (one month delay in reporting)


									All Plans			FFS			HMO			NHS/Anthem			HPN			NHS/Anthem**						HPN						With Retro Eligibles									Retro


			SFY 2008 *						Total			Total			Total			Total			Total			Clark			Washoe			Clark			Washoe			FFS			HMO			Total			Eligibles


						Jul-07			195,467			91,800			103,667			46,188			57,479			39,793			6,395			48,821			8,658			97,689			103,673			201,362			5,889


						Aug-07			198,415			95,299			103,116			46,322			56,794			39,862			6,460			48,249			8,545			101,334			103,123			204,457			6,035


						Sep-07			198,673			94,291			104,382			46,831			57,551			40,388			6,443			48,921			8,630			100,199			104,387			204,586			5,908


						Oct-07			200,316			94,449			105,867			47,403			58,464			40,818			6,585			49,720			8,744			100,536			105,880			206,416			6,087


						Nov-07			201,593			94,896			106,697			47,500			59,197			40,821			6,679			50,332			8,865			101,120			106,697			207,817			6,224


						Dec-07			203,029			93,730			109,299			48,496			60,803			41,713			6,783			51,766			9,037			99,809			109,303			209,112			6,079


						Jan-08			203,680			94,649			109,031			48,450			60,581			41,707			6,743			51,672			8,909			101,124			109,037			210,161			6,475


						Feb-08			204,522			95,026			109,496			48,806			60,690			42,071			6,735			51,733			8,957			101,668			109,502			211,170			6,642


						Mar-08			205,515			94,838			110,677			49,340			61,337			42,497			6,843			52,296			9,041			101,597			110,680			212,277			6,759


						Apr-08			206,478			96,567			109,911			48,798			61,113			42,052			6,746			51,959			9,154			103,490			109,918			213,408			6,923


						May-08			209,482			98,896			110,586			49,192			61,394			42,418			6,774			52,124			9,270			106,029			110,605			216,634			7,133


						Jun-08			208,467			96,306			112,161			49,858			62,303			43,063			6,795			52,706			9,597			103,493			112,170			215,663			7,187


									2,435,637			1,140,747			1,294,890			577,184			717,706			497,203			79,981			610,299			107,407			1,218,088			1,294,975			2,513,063			77,341


			Average


						*  2008 From MC-O-290
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Mileage Distribution


			


			Mileage Distribution (trip count)			Feb-11			Mar-11			Apr-11			May-11			Jun-11			Jul-11			Aug-11			Sep-11


			Under 10 Miles			34622			40172			36599			37538			39950			37724			41,882			38,607


			Under 25 Miles			7520			8716			7906			8176			8774			8110			9,517			8,791


			Under 50 Miles			547			685			667			588			628			634			767			665


			Over 50 Miles			966			990			976			1061			1044			1043			1,181			1,052


			Mileage Distribution (trip count)			Jan-10			Feb-10			Mar-10			Apr-10			May-10			Jun-10			Jul-10			Aug-10			Sep-10			Oct-10			Nov-10			Dec-10


			Under 10 Miles			36,325			35,098			40,669			37,751			34,958			39,445			36,035			33,543			32,189			29,857			26,020			24,850


			Under 25 Miles			8,345			7,983			9,389			8,422			7,727			7,852			6,782			6,613			6,684			6,248			5,790			5,889


			Under 50 Miles			994			871			1,133			991			926			976			789			687			649			678			526			532


			Over 50 Miles			1,324			1,340			1,488			1,435			1,364			1,468			1,228			1,392			1,293			1,130			1,042			1,000


			Mileage Distribution (trip count)			Jan-09			Feb-09			Mar-09			Apr-09			May-09			Jun-09			Jul-09			Aug-09			Sep-09			Oct-09			Nov-09			Dec-09


			Under 10 Miles			31,532			31,512			33,952			35,339			33,642			35,970			36,555			36,136			35,540			37,071			33,327			38,188


			Under 25 Miles			6,502			6,372			7,650			7,807			7,582			7,782			7,528			7,781			8,612			9,033			7,755			8,643


			Under 50 Miles			895			824			908			926			834			881			926			967			1,034			985			873			1,755


			Over 50 Miles			1,497			1,346			1,624			1,491			1,350			1,496			1,574			1,418			1,413			1,443			1,387			406


			Mileage Distribution (trip count)			Jan-08			Feb-08			Mar-08			Apr-08			May-08			Jun-08			Jul-08			Aug-08			Sep-08			Oct-08			Nov-08			Dec-08


			Under 10 Miles			28,048			26,306			26,394			28,575			27,976			28,877			32,428			31,062			32,132			33,470			28,098			31,693


			Under 25 Miles			7,267			6,769			6,795			7,293			6,920			7,346			7,440			8,472			7,139			7,603			6,344			6,892


			Under 50 Miles			893			842			904			905			918			959			933			919			964			1,191			1,165			1,273


			Over 50 Miles			1,422			1,567			1,473			1,681			1,605			1,467			1,504			1,464			1,526			1,636			1,380			1,373


			0


			225459			228,633			230,929			233,510			236,200			236,282			237,583			239947


			21462


			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0			0


			919872.72			$932,822.64			942,190			$952,720.80			$963,696.00			$964,030.56			$969,338.64			978983.76


			87564.96			$87,352.80			86,704			$86,781.60			$86,402.16


			1007437.68			1020175.44			1028894.4			1039502.4			1050098.16			964030.56			969338.64			978983.76			0			0			0			0			0


			0
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AZ Call Center Sample Reports


			


			Date			Total Incoming Calls			Calls Answered by Staff			Avg. Speed of Ans.			# of Aband Calls			Avg Aband Time			Avg Talk/ Hold			% In Serv Levl			Daily Abandon Rate


			9/1/11			177			171			00:52			6			01:15			03:30			96.61%			3.39%


			9/2/11			203			191			00:40			12			01:23			03:48			94.09%			5.91%


			9/3/11			Sat


			9/4/11			Sun


			9/5/11			Holiday																		Holiday


			9/6/11			358			331			01:35			27			01:34			04:07			92.46%			7.54%


			9/7/11			249			240			00:38			9			00:57			04:25			96.39%			3.61%


			9/8/11			217			198			00:57			19			01:46			03:50			91.24%			8.76%


			9/9/11			222			201			01:08			21			01:23			04:34			90.54%			9.46%


			9/10/11			Sat


			9/11/11			Sun


			9/12/11			339			309			01:40			30			01:36			04:11			91.15%			8.85%


			9/13/11			248			227			01:22			21			01:04			03:37			91.53%			8.47%


			9/14/11			254			231			01:33			23			02:58			03:58			90.94%			9.06%


			9/15/11			235			219			01:12			16			01:07			03:48			93.19%			6.81%


			9/16/11			249			234			01:04			15			02:30			03:48			93.98%			6.02%


			9/17/11			Sat


			9/18/11			Sun


			9/19/11			374			288			05:13			86			03:37			04:18			77.01%			22.99%


			9/20/11			241			218			02:31			23			03:46			03:59			90.46%			9.54%


			9/21/11			231			225			00:46			6			01:11			04:06			97.40%			2.60%


			9/22/11			204			198			00:44			6			03:21			03:49			97.06%			2.94%


			9/23/11			222			201			01:29			21			01:46			04:27			90.54%			9.46%


			9/24/11			Sat


			9/25/11			Sun


			9/26/11			333			294			01:49			39			02:42			03:52			88.29%			11.71%


			9/27/11			269			251			01:46			18			01:20			04:09			93.31%			6.69%


			9/28/11			221			210			01:07			11			01:27			04:29			95.02%			4.98%


			9/29/11			259			248			00:58			11			01:34			04:39			95.75%			4.25%


			9/30/11			249			235			01:11			14			01:46			03:13			94.38%			5.62%


			Summary			5354			4920			01:26			434			01:54			04:01			91.89%			8.11%


			Date			Total Incoming Calls			Calls Answered by Staff			Avg. Speed of Ans.			# of Aband Calls			Avg Aband Time			Avg Talk/ Hold			% In Serv Levl			Daily Abandon Rate


			12/1/10			256			248			00:28			8			02:06			03:57			96.88%			3.13%


			12/2/10			302			291			00:37			11			02:00			03:57			96.36%			3.64%


			12/3/10			245			240			00:20			5			01:40			03:48			97.96%			2.04%


			12/4/10			28			28			00:11			0			00:00			01:00			100.00%			0.00%


			12/5/10			11			11			00:00			0			00:00			00:00			100.00%			0.00%


			12/6/10			399			380			00:58			19			03:29			03:40			95.24%			4.76%


			12/7/10			311			300			00:47			11			02:00			04:05			96.46%			3.54%


			12/8/10			272			261			01:21			11			01:20			04:03			95.96%			4.04%


			12/9/10			267			260			00:41			7			00:52			03:48			97.38%			2.62%


			12/10/10			285			261			01:02			24			02:06			03:50			91.58%			8.42%


			12/11/10			15			15			00:13			0			00:00			00:22			100.00%			0.00%


			12/12/10			12			11			00:00			1			00:19			00:00			91.67%			8.33%


			12/13/10			443			389			02:28			54			03:22			03:29			87.81%			12.19%


			12/14/10			304			289			01:04			15			01:22			04:01			95.07%			4.93%


			12/15/10			226			224			00:30			2			01:07			03:50			99.12%			0.88%


			12/16/10			243			231			00:46			12			01:47			03:32			95.06%			4.94%


			12/17/10			191			181			01:06			10			01:23			03:38			94.76%			5.24%


			12/18/10			12			12			00:09			0			00:00			02:24			100.00%			0.00%


			12/19/10			9			9			00:00			0			00:00			00:00			100.00%			0.00%


			12/20/10			333			313			00:54			20			01:22			03:07			93.99%			6.01%


			12/21/10			239			231			00:55			8			01:31			03:05			96.65%			3.35%


			12/22/10			233			226			00:21			7			01:27			03:19			97.00%			3.00%


			12/23/10			203			196			00:27			7			01:44			03:34			96.55%			3.45%


			12/24/10			62			57			01:37			5			01:18			00:52			91.94%			8.06%


			12/25/10			1			1			00:10			0			00:00			02:05			100.00%			0.00%


			12/26/10			10			10			00:00			0			00:00			00:00			100.00%			0.00%


			12/27/10			369			350			00:58			19			01:58			04:04			94.85%			5.15%


			12/28/10			262			253			00:55			9			01:12			04:28			96.56%			3.44%


			12/29/10			288			276			00:46			12			01:25			03:59			95.83%			4.17%


			12/30/10			221			212			00:44			9			02:03			03:40			95.93%			4.07%


			12/31/10			no stats given


			Summary			6143			5852			00:55			291			02:06			03:42			95.26%			4.74%


																																							0


			Date			Total Incoming Calls			Calls Answered by Staff			Avg. Speed of Ans.			# of Aband Calls			Avg Aband Time			Avg Talk/ Hold			% In Serv Levl			Daily Abandon Rate


			12/1/09			458			453			00:34			5			00:43			02:20			98.91%			1.09%


			12/2/09			402			395			00:36			7			00:34			03:11			98.26%			1.74%


			12/3/09			379			374			00:30			5			00:19			03:15			98.68%			1.32%


			12/4/09			387			383			00:36			4			00:22			03:34			98.97%			3.06%												0.00%


			12/5/09			26			26			00:08			0			00:00			02:08			100.00%			0.00%


			12/6/09			48			47			00:09			1			00:55			03:57			97.92%			2.08%


			12/7/09			588			578			00:47			10			00:35			02:37			98.30%			1.70%


			12/8/09			464			459			00:26			5			00:30			02:28			98.92%			1.08%


			12/9/09			445			437			00:26			8			02:35			03:30			98.20%			1.80%


			12/10/09			377			372			00:33			5			00:25			01:52			98.67%			1.33%


			12/11/09			453			443			00:29			10			00:40			02:16			97.79%			2.21%


			12/12/09			46			46			00:10			0			00:00			04:08			100.00%			0.00%


			12/13/09			49			48			00:12			1			00:22			04:46			97.96%			2.04%


			12/14/09			584			576			00:24			8			00:34			03:51			98.63%			1.37%


			12/15/09			459			457			00:25			2			00:27			02:20			99.56%			0.44%


			12/16/09			421			416			00:19			5			00:21			02:14			98.81%			1.19%


			12/17/09			401			400			00:20			1			00:22			03:37			99.75%			0.25%


			12/18/09			370			364			00:34			6			00:28			03:41			98.38%			1.62%


			12/19/09			47			47			00:12			0			00:00			04:08			100.00%			0.00%


			12/20/09			41			41			00:10			0			00:00			06:57			100.00%			0.00%


			12/21/09			425			423			00:18			2			00:18			03:11			99.53%			0.47%


			12/22/09			310			309			00:13			1			00:14			02:48			99.68%			0.32%


			12/23/09			295			295			00:15			0			00:00			04:10			100.00%			0.00%


			12/24/09			140			139			00:12			1			00:08			05:02			99.29%			0.71%


			12/25/09			17			17			00:09			0			00:00			01:08			100.00%			0.00%


			12/26/09			49			49			00:05			0			00:00			01:46			100.00%			0.00%


			12/27/09			45			42			00:14			3			00:48			01:26			93.33%			6.67%


			12/28/09			487			484			00:13			3			00:15			02:59			99.38%			0.62%


			12/29/09			324			324			00:10			0			00:00			03:00			100.00%			0.00%


			12/30/09			288			288			00:16			0			00:00			04:42			100.00%			0.00%


			12/31/09			279			275			00:20			4			00:45			03:19			98.57%			1.43%


			Summary			9104			8673			00:20			97			00:34			03:14			98.93%			1.07%


			Date			Total Incoming Calls			Calls Answered by Staff			Avg. Speed of Ans.			# of Aband Calls			Avg Aband Time			Avg Talk/ Hold			% In Serv Levl			Daily Abandon Rate


			12/1/08			449			390			00:34			14			01:29			03:10			96.88%			3.12%


			12/2/08			332			308			00:26			4			00:19			03:07			98.80%			1.20%


			12/3/08			284			264			00:20			8			00:53			04:00			97.18%			2.82%


			12/4/08			288			272			00:26			2			00:12			04:59			99.31%			0.69%


			12/5/08			295			271			00:26			5			00:37			03:05			98.31%			1.69%


			12/6/08			29			6			00:13			1			00:09			02:03			96.55%			3.45%


			12/7/08			37			0			00:00			1			00:42			00:00			97.30%			2.70%


			12/8/08			368			340			00:30			10			00:43			03:03			97.28%			2.72%


			12/9/08			292			266			00:25			4			00:33			03:42			98.63%			1.37%


			12/10/08			279			262			00:19			3			01:18			02:46			98.92%			1.08%


			12/11/08			252			234			00:39			3			00:35			04:24			98.81%			1.19%


			12/12/08			311			276			00:44			7			02:05			02:52			97.75%			2.25%


			12/13/08			44			8			00:05			0			00:00			01:52			100.00%			0.00%


			12/14/08			43			0			00:00			0			00:00			00:00			100.00%			0.00%


			12/15/08			382			342			00:34			11			01:19			03:28			97.12%			2.88%


			12/16/08			311			277			00:27			8			00:23			04:02			97.43%			2.57%


			12/17/08			244			214			00:20			5			00:21			03:53			97.95%			2.05%


			12/18/08			236			216			00:41			3			02:15			02:48			98.73%			1.27%


			12/19/08			248			224			00:54			10			00:57			03:19			95.97%			4.03%


			12/20/08			39			0			00:00			0			00:00			00:00			100.00%			0.00%


			12/21/08			38			0			00:00			0			00:00			00:00			100.00%			0.00%


			12/22/08			275			250			00:22			10			00:45			03:36			96.36%			3.64%


			12/23/08			153			143			00:31			1			01:22			02:34			99.35%			0.65%


			12/24/08			125			112			01:20			3			01:18			02:09			97.60%			2.40%


			12/25/08			16			14			00:07			0			00:00			00:47			100.00%			0.00%


			12/26/08			145			128			00:44			4			00:45			02:51			97.24%			2.76%


			12/27/08			36			0			00:00			3			00:33			00:00			91.67%			8.33%


			12/28/08			34			0			00:00			1			00:30			00:00			97.06%			2.94%


			12/29/08			336			312			00:27			5			00:31			02:29			98.51%			1.49%


			12/30/08			235			214			00:16			1			00:29			02:58			99.57%			0.43%


			12/31/08			159			144			00:52			3			00:33			02:51			98.11%			1.89%


			Summary			6315			5487			00:25			130			1:09			2:26			97.94%			2.06%
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Nevada Calls 2011


			Wheres my ride


			Date			Total Incoming Calls			Calls Answered by Staff			Avg. Speed of Ans.			# of Aband Calls			Avg Aband Time			Avg Talk/ Hold			% In Serv Levl			Daily Abandon Rate


			9/1/11			168			159			0:33			7			1:04			2:28			95.83%			4.17%


			9/2/11			201			192			0:38			6			1:21			2:08			97.01%			2.99%


			9/3/11			Sat


			9/4/11			Sun


			9/5/11			Holiday																		Holiday			Holiday


			9/6/11			283			269			0:36			10			0:40			2;18			96.47%			3.53%


			9/7/11			201			184			0:38			11			0:49			2:09			94.53%			5.47%


			9/8/11			215			199			0:21			8			0:49			1:44			96.28%			3.72%


			9/9/11			179			169			0:27			7			0:38			2:20			96.09%			3.91%


			9/10/11			Sat


			9/11/11			Sun


			9/12/11			217			207			0:33			3			0:59			2:10			98.62%			1.38%


			9/13/11			200			190			0:35			7			0:56			2:12			96.50%			3.50%


			9/14/11			225			211			0:34			10			1:06			2:08			95.56%			4.44%


			9/15/11			238			226			0:31			11			1:15			1:50			95.38%			4.62%


			9/16/11			174			166			0:33			7			0:54			2:07			95.98%			4.02%


			9/17/11			Sat


			9/18/11			Sun


			9/19/11			243			228			0:44			7			0:46			2:27			97.12%			2.88%


			9/20/11			195			187			0:38			7			0:39			2:17			96.41%			3.59%


			9/21/11			182			171			0:30			4			0:32			1:57			97.80%			2.20%


			9/22/11			169			162			0:30			5			0:57			2:07			97.04%			2.96%


			9/23/11			185			173			0:37			7			0:39			2:11			96.22%			3.78%


			9/24/11			Sat


			9/25/11			Sun


			9/26/11			250			231			0:25			14			0:39			2:28			94.40%			5.60%


			9/27/11			200			187			0:38			8			1:27			2:24			96.00%			4.00%


			9/28/11			189			171			0:40			12			1:16			2:50			93.65%			6.35%


			9/29/11			215			204			0:30			10			0:44			2:04			95.35%			4.65%


			9/30/11			217			204			0:26			8			0:14			2:03			96.31%			3.69%


			Summary			4346			4090			0:33			169			0:52			2:12			96.11%			3.89%


			Facility Calls


			Date			Total Incoming Calls			Calls Answered by Staff			Avg. Speed of Ans.			# of Aband Calls			Avg Aband Time			Avg Talk/ Hold			% In Serv Levl			Daily Abandon Rate


			9/1/11			44			44			0:49			0			0:00			3:11			100.00%			0.00%


			9/2/11			49			42			0:22			1			0:55			3:15			97.96%			2.04%


			9/3/11			Sat


			9/4/11			Sun


			9/5/11			Holiday																		Holiday			Holiday


			9/6/11			39			33			0:44			2			1:04			3:52			94.87%			5.13%


			9/7/11			60			55			1:10			4			1:42			2:28			93.33%			6.67%


			9/8/11			47			45			0:40			1			0:03			3:31			97.87%			2.13%


			9/9/11			38			32			0:25			4			1:17			3:32			89.47%			10.53%


			9/10/11			Sat


			9/11/11			Sun


			9/12/11			59			53			0:44			4			0:29			4:26			93.22%			6.78%


			9/13/11			54			49			0:39			4			2:05			3:00			92.59%			7.41%


			9/14/11			44			38			0:58			5			1:56			2:39			88.64%			11.36%


			9/15/11			46			41			0:39			3			2:23			3:27			93.48%			6.52%


			9/16/11			42			34			0:21			4			0:24			2:29			90.48%			9.52%


			9/17/11			Sat


			9/18/11			Sun


			9/19/11			56			49			0:40			3			1:13			3:24			94.64%			5.36%


			9/20/11			60			51			0:32			4			0:36			2:38			93.33%			6.67%


			9/21/11			64			61			0:36			2			0:17			3:07			96.88%			3.13%


			9/22/11			40			38			0:38			1			1:27			3:30			97.50%			2.50%


			9/23/11			35			34			0:27			0			0:00			3:23			100.00%			0.00%


			9/24/11			Sat


			9/25/11			Sun


			9/26/11			47			45			0:35			2			3:35			3:37			95.74%			4.26%


			9/27/11			59			52			0:47			5			2:01			3:58			91.53%			8.47%


			9/28/11			45			40			1:03			3			1:02			3:30			93.33%			6.67%


			9/29/11			42			37			1:24			4			1:10			3:04			90.48%			9.52%


			9/30/11			39			33			0:41			5			1:01			4:07			87.18%			12.82%


			Summary			1009			906			0:42			61			1:10			3:20			93.95%			6.05%


			Provider Calls


			Date			Total Incoming Calls			Calls Answered by Staff			Avg. Speed of Ans.			# of Aband Calls			Avg Aband Time			Avg Talk/ Hold			% In Serv Levl			Daily Abandon Rate


			9/1/11			42			32			0:10			2			0:12			1:57			95.24%			4.76%


			9/2/11			52			37			0:24			2			0:46			1:38			96.15%			3.85%


			9/3/11			Sat


			9/4/11			Sun


			9/5/11			Holiday


			9/6/11			45			33			0:17			1			0:34			2:08			97.78%			2.22%


			9/7/11			42			26			0:25			2			0:34			2:00			95.24%			4.76%


			9/8/11			41			29			0:18			3			0:19			1:39			92.68%			7.32%


			9/9/11			35			22			0:24			1			0:17			2:06			97.14%			2.86%


			9/10/11			Sat


			9/11/11			Sun


			9/12/11			53			36			0:30			3			0:48			1:20			94.34%			5.66%


			9/13/11			45			25			0:27			2			1:10			1:41			95.56%			4.44%


			9/14/11			27			22			0:16			1			0:18			2:32			96.30%			3.70%


			9/15/11			35			26			0:16			1			0:31			1:38			97.14%			2.86%


			9/16/11			29			18			0;11			1			0:20			1:32			96.55%			3.45%


			9/17/11			Sat


			9/18/11			Sun


			9/19/11			36			25			0:24			0			0:00			1:42			100.00%			0.00%


			9/20/11			36			25			0:23			1			0:06			1:56			97.22%			2.78%


			9/21/11			39			28			0:16			1			0:12			1:46			97.44%			2.56%


			9/22/11			31			26			0:12			1			0:12			2:01			96.77%			3.23%


			9/23/11			32			27			0:32			1			1:44			1:57			96.88%			3.13%


			9/24/11			Sat


			9/25/11			Sun


			9/26/11			22			18			0:25			1			0:04			1:14			95.45%			4.55%


			9/27/11			37			26			0:38			2			0:53			1:39			94.59%			5.41%


			9/28/11			43			30			0:26			2			0:54			1:49			95.35%			4.65%


			9/29/11			62			46			0:17			2			0:13			1:09			96.77%			3.23%


			9/30/11			44			30			0:11			0			0:00			2:16			100.00%			0.00%


			Summary			828			587			0:21			30			0:28			1:47			96.38%			3.62%


			Spanish Calls


			Date			Total Incoming Calls			Calls Answered by Staff			Avg. Speed of Ans.			# of Aband Calls			Avg Aband Time			Avg Talk/ Hold			% In Serv Levl			Daily Abandon Rate


			9/1/11			3			3			0:28			0			0:00			1:43			100.00%			0.00%


			9/2/11			5			4			0:17			1			0:11			2:08			80.00%			20.00%


			9/3/11			Sat


			9/4/11			Sun


			9/5/11			Holiday


			9/6/11			4			4			0:25			0			0:00			1:41			100.00%			0.00%


			9/7/11			7			6			1:05			1			2:24			3:19			85.71%			14.29%


			9/8/11			6			5			1:01			0			0:00			1:17			100.00%			0.00%


			9/9/11			1			1			0:15			0			0:00			0:55			100.00%			0.00%


			9/10/11			Sat


			9/11/11			Sun


			9/12/11			6			3			0:15			1			1:34			2:22			83.33%			16.67%


			9/13/11			3			3			0:30			0			0:00			2:30			100.00%			0.00%


			9/14/11			1			1			0:09			0			0:00			0:30			100.00%			0.00%


			9/15/11			5			5			0:31			0			0:00			2:35			100.00%			0.00%


			9/16/11			4			4			0:17			0			0:00			1:42			100.00%			0.00%


			9/17/11			Sat


			9/18/11			Sun


			9/19/11			4			4			0:23			0			0:00			1:14			100.00%			0.00%


			9/20/11			9			9			0:35			0			0:00			1:58			100.00%			0.00%


			9/21/11			3			2			0:34			1			1:40			3:03			66.67%			33.33%


			9/22/11			3			1			4:56			0			0:00			0:03			100.00%			0.00%


			9/23/11			1			1			0:15			0			0:00			1:00			100.00%			0.00%


			9/24/11			Sat


			9/25/11			Sun


			9/26/11			4			2			0:13			0			0:00			5:54			100.00%			0.00%


			9/27/11			2			2			2:26			0			0:00			6:40			100.00%			0.00%


			9/28/11			6			6			0:13			0			0:00			3:01			100.00%			0.00%


			9/29/11			5			4			0:38			0			0:00			6:00			100.00%			0.00%


			9/30/11			2			2			0:14			0			0:00			1:52			100.00%			0.00%


			Summary			84			72			0:44			4			0:16			2:27			95.24%			4.76%
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Nevada Calls 2010


			Nevada Calls Where's My Ride


			Date			Total Incoming Calls			Calls Answered by Staff			Avg. Speed of Ans.			# of Aband Calls			Avg Aband Time			Avg Talk/ Hold			% In Serv Levl			Daily Abandon Rate


			12/1/10			187			176			0:44			7			0:31			2:13			96.26%			3.74%


			12/2/10			227			211			0:40			8			0:56			2:12			96.48%			3.52%


			12/3/10			181			168			0:49			9			1:08			2:14			95.03%			4.97%


			12/4/10			Sat


			12/5/10			Sun


			12/6/10			222			200			0:57			10			0:50			2:07			95.50%			4.50%


			12/7/10			234			217			1:04			10			1:20			2:30			95.73%			4.27%


			12/8/10			232			214			0:35			11			1:02			1:57			95.26%			4.74%


			12/9/10			181			169			0:34			9			0:45			1:55			95.03%			4.97%


			12/10/10			150			138			0:38			12			0:56			2:23			92.00%			8.00%


			12/11/10			Sat


			12/12/10			Sun


			12/13/10			196			176			0:51			8			1:26			1:56			95.92%			4.08%


			12/14/10			258			244			0:40			8			0:33			2:10			96.90%			3.10%


			12/15/10			202			184			0:34			6			0:55			1:47			97.03%			2.97%


			12/16/10			248			236			0:32			5			0:11			1:54			97.98%			2.02%


			12/17/10			231			208			0:46			12			0:51			1:56			94.81%			5.19%


			12/18/10			Sat


			12/19/10			Sun


			12/20/10			240			220			0:51			17			0:56			2:13			92.92%			7.08%


			12/21/10			216			196			0:43			11			1:21			2:09			94.91%			5.09%


			12/22/10			207			188			0:46			14			1:08			2:08			93.24%			6.76%


			12/23/10			156			145			0:34			6			1:10			2:04			96.15%			3.85%


			12/24/10			Holiday


			12/25/10			Sat


			12/26/10			Sun


			12/27/10			197			186			0:41			10			0:44			1:59			94.92%			5.08%


			12/28/10			193			175			0:45			10			1:11			1:59			94.82%			5.18%


			12/29/10			217			191			0:45			15			1:00			1:49			93.09%			6.91%


			12/30/10			156			144			0:27			1			0:19			2:18			99.36%			0.64%


			12/31/10			Holiday


			Summary			4331			3986			0:42			199			0:54			2:05			95.41%			4.59%


			Nevada Calls:  Facility


			Date			Total Incoming Calls			Calls Answered by Staff			Avg. Speed of Ans.			# of Aband Calls			Avg Aband Time			Avg Talk/ Hold			% In Serv Levl			Daily Abandon Rate


			12/1/10			43			41			0:28			2			4:03			3:31			95.35%			4.65%


			12/2/10			55			50			0:45			2			0:23			3:01			96.36%			3.64%


			12/3/10			61			51			0:41			8			2:26			2:45			86.89%			13.11%


			12/4/10			Sat


			12/5/10			Sun


			12/6/10			51			46			1:17			4			1:22			4:33			92.16%			7.84%


			12/7/10			64			58			0:37			5			1:02			2:38			92.19%			7.81%


			12/8/10			53			46			0:24			2			3:28			3:07			96.23%			3.77%


			12/9/10			57			54			0:36			0			0:00			3:01			100.00%			0.00%


			12/10/10			77			70			0:58			4			1:48			3:17			94.81%			5.19%


			12/11/10			Sat


			12/12/10			Sun


			12/13/10			62			55			0:22			5			0:39			3:32			91.94%			8.06%


			12/14/10			49			46			0:32			1			0:06			2;22			97.96%			2.04%


			12/15/10			47			44			0:18			0			0:00			3:35			100.00%			0.00%


			12/16/10			50			46			0:39			4			2:08			3:12			92.00%			8.00%


			12/17/10			46			43			0:42			1			2:07			2:45			97.83%			2.17%


			12/18/10			Sat


			12/19/10			Sun


			12/20/10			73			57			1:09			15			1:40			2:24			79.45%			20.55%


			12/21/10			58			54			0:58			3			1:39			2:45			94.83%			5.17%


			12/22/10			67			52			0:37			14			0:58			2:46			79.10%			20.90%


			12/23/10			37			33			0:46			2			1:07			2:54			94.59%			5.41%


			12/24/10			Holiday


			12/25/10			Sat


			12/26/10			Sun


			12/27/10			60			54			0:39			6			1:34			2:33			90.00%			10.00%


			12/28/10			35			30			0:49			5			2:36			3:12			85.71%			14.29%


			12/29/10			85			59			1:19			21			1:29			2:58			75.29%			24.71%


			12/30/10			53			42			1:11			5			1:30			4:06			90.57%			9.43%


			12/31/10			Holiday


			Summary			1183			1031			0:45			109			1:31			3:07			90.79%			9.21%


			Nevada Calls - Providers


						Total Incoming Calls			Calls Answered by Staff			Avg. Speed of Ans.			# of Aband Calls			Avg Aband Time			Avg Talk/ Hold			% In Serv Levl			Daily Abandon Rate


			12/1/10			36			33			0:17			1			0:55			1:29			97.22%			2.78%


			12/2/10			14			8			0:27			0			0:00			0:53			100.00%			0.00%


			12/3/10			27			25			0:14			0			0:00			1:20			100.00%			3%


			12/4/10			Sat


			12/5/10			Sun


			12/6/10			23			19			0:30			0			0:00			1:48			100.00%			0.00%


			12/7/10			52			34			0:27			4			0:36			2:13			92.31%			7.69%


			12/8/10			30			26			0:14			1			0:02			1:21			96.67%			3.33%


			12/9/10			39			28			0:22			0			0:00			2:21			100.00%			0.00%


			12/10/10			31			24			0:17			1			0:10			2:07			96.77%			3.23%


			12/11/10			Sat


			12/12/10			Sun


			12/13/10			19			13			0:12			2			0:33			2:18			89.47%			10.53%


			12/14/10			35			26			0:19			0			0:00			1:47			100.00%			0.00%


			12/15/10			29			23			0:13			0			0:00			1:53			100.00%			0.00%


			12/16/10			32			26			0:26			1			0:09			1:33			96.88%			3.13%


			12/17/10			42			31			0:19			3			0:46			1:36			92.86%			7.14%


			12/18/10			Sat


			12/19/10			Sun


			12/20/10			35			25			0:23			2			0:37			1:39			94.29%			5.71%


			12/21/10			32			22			0:23			1			1:19			1:22			96.88%			3.13%


			12/22/10			44			32			0:16			4			0:25			1:22			90.91%			9.09%


			12/23/10			22			19			0:25			1			2:05			1:26			95.45%			4.55%


			12/24/10			Holiday


			12/25/10			Sat


			12/26/10			Sun


			12/27/10			21			17			0:28			2			1:57			1:46			90.48%			9.52%


			12/28/10			27			19			0:26			1			0:34			1:32			96.30%			3.70%


			12/29/10			27			21			0:32			5			0:52			1:42			81.48%			18.52%


			12/30/10			32			23			0:18			1			0:02			1:47			96.88%			3.13%


			12/31/10			Holiday


			Summary			649			494			0:21			30			0:31			1:40			95.38%			4.62%


			Nevada Calls Spanish


			Date			Total Incoming Calls			Calls Answered by Staff			Avg. Speed of Ans.			# of Aband Calls			Avg Aband Time			Avg Talk/ Hold			% In Serv Levl			Daily Abandon Rate


			12/1/10			3			3			1:21			0			0:00			3:01			100.00%			0.00%


			12/2/10			8			7			0:36			0			0:00			3:18			100.00%			0.00%


			12/3/10			5			0			0:00			0			0:00			0:00			100.00%			0.00%


			12/4/10			Sat


			12/5/10			Sun


			12/6/10			9			8			2:12			0			0:00			4:14			100.00%			0.00%


			12/7/10			14			14			0:21			0			0:00			1:36			100.00%			0.00%


			12/8/10			2			1			0:13			0			0:00			0:56			100.00%			0.00%


			12/9/10			8			8			1:00			0			0:00			1:30			100.00%			0.00%


			12/10/10			5			4			0:17			0			0:00			1:13			100.00%			0.00%


			12/11/10			Sat


			12/12/10			Sun


			12/13/10			11			11			0:13			0			0:00			1:02			100.00%			0.00%


			12/14/10			13			12			0:29			1			0:02			2:00			92.31%			7.69%


			12/15/10			10			9			0:37			0			0:00			1:17			100.00%			0.00%


			12/16/10			7			6			0:29			0			0:00			0:44			100.00%			0.00%


			12/17/10			14			13			0:47			0			0:00			1:53			100.00%			0.00%


			12/18/10			Sat


			12/19/10			Sun


			12/20/10			9			9			0:39			0			0:00			2:18			100.00%			0.00%


			12/21/10			11			10			0:15			1			1:05			1:14			90.91%			9.09%


			12/22/10			7			7			0:20			0			0:00			3:52			100.00%			0.00%


			12/23/10			17			16			0:31			0			0:00			1:23			100.00%			0.00%


			12/24/10			Holiday


			12/25/10			Sat


			12/26/10			Sun


			12/27/10			6			6			0:25			0			0:00			1:07			100.00%			0.00%


			12/28/10			7			6			1:11			0			0:00			1:20			100.00%			0.00%


			12/29/10			2			2			1:39			0			0:00			2:47			100.00%			0.00%


			12/30/10			7			0			0:00			0			0:00			0:00			100.00%			0.00%


			12/31/10			Holiday


			Summary			175			152			0:38			2			0:03			1:45			98.86%			1.14%
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Nevada Calls 2009


			Nevada Calls Where's My Ride


			Date			Total Incoming Calls			Calls Answered by Staff			Avg. Speed of Ans.			# of Aband Calls			Avg Aband Time			Avg Talk/ Hold			% In Serv Levl			Daily Abandon Rate


			12/1/09			221			196			0:50			15			0:46			1:42			93.21%			6.79%


			12/2/09			236			216			1:07			16			1:28			2:00			93.22%			6.78%


			12/3/09			253			231			0:57			20			1:13			2:10			92.09%			7.91%


			12/4/09			228			214			0:46			11			0:54			1:50			95.18%			4.82%


			12/5/09			Sat


			12/6/09			Sun


			12/7/09			239			227			0:44			6			0:49			1:36			97.49%			2.51%


			12/8/09			261			241			0:43			14			0:57			1:48			94.64%			5.36%


			12/9/09			289			261			0:44			14			0:49			1:57			95.16%			4.84%


			12/10/09			284			253			1:02			18			0:51			1:56			93.66%			6.34%


			12/11/09			277			253			1:04			20			1:21			2:10			92.78%			7.22%


			12/12/09			Sat


			12/13/09			Sun


			12/14/09			285			248			0:49			17			1:15			2:13			94.04%			5.96%


			12/15/09			262			241			1:04			15			0:55			2:02			94.27%			5.73%


			12/16/09			288			251			1:23			22			1:31			2:08			92.36%			7.64%


			12/17/09			292			254			1:36			34			2:01			2:17			88.36%			11.64%


			12/18/09			263			244			1:16			17			1:18			1:57			93.54%			6.46%


			12/19/09			Sat


			12/20/09			Sun


			12/21/09			269			245			1:00			16			1:23			2:05			94.05%			5.95%


			12/22/09			246			217			1:00			21			0:59			2:13			91.46%			8.54%


			12/23/09			236			209			1:06			20			1:06			2:02			91.53%			8.47%


			12/24/09			115			108			0:30			5			0:29			1:49			95.65%			4.35%


			12/25/09			Holiday


			12/26/09			Sat


			12/27/09			Sun


			12/28/09			219			194			1:12			17			1:08			2:23			92.24%			7.76%


			12/29/09			170			153			0:43			9			0:59			1:52			94.71%			5.29%


			12/30/09			218			201			0:50			13			1:23			1:51			94.04%			5.96%


			12/31/09			198			179			0:55			14			1:00			2:10			92.93%			7.07%


			Summary			5151			4657			0:58			354			1:07			2:00			93.13%			6.87%


			Nevada Calls: Facility


			Date			Total Incoming Calls			Calls Answered by Staff			Avg. Speed of Ans.			# of Aband Calls			Avg Aband Time			Avg Talk/ Hold			% In Serv Levl			Daily Abandon Rate


			12/1/09			68			60			0:33			3			0:51			2:54			95.59%			4.41%


			12/2/09			67			61			0:31			1			0:30			3:11			98.51%			1.49%


			12/3/09			58			51			0:35			2			0:32			2:39			96.55%			3.45%


			12/4/09			46			43			0:35			1			0:06			2:51			97.83%			2.17%


			12/5/09			Sat


			12/6/09			Sun


			12/7/09			57			53			0:34			3			0:43			3:29			94.74%			5.26%


			12/8/09			67			61			1:00			3			0:31			3:41			95.52%			4.48%


			12/9/09			57			54			0:44			3			1:18			3:17			94.74%			5.26%


			12/10/09			64			59			1:04			2			2:06			2:54			96.88%			3.13%


			12/11/09			81			75			0:57			6			1:57			3:22			92.59%			7.41%


			12/12/09			Sat


			12/13/09			Sun


			12/14/09			80			68			0:56			7			1:38			3:07			91.25%			8.75%


			12/15/09			80			72			0:59			5			2:01			3:08			93.75%			6.25%


			12/16/09			70			63			1:30			6			0:45			3:05			91.43%			8.57%


			12/17/09			39			33			1:08			6			0:41			3:36			84.62%			15.38%


			12/18/09			78			64			1:58			14			1:24			2:58			82.05%			17.95%


			12/19/09			Sat


			12/20/09			SUN


			12/21/09			68			62			0:54			4			1:32			3:03			94.12%			5.88%


			12/22/09			55			52			1:07			0			0:00			3:45			100.00%			0.00%


			12/23/09			64			56			1:08			5			1:52			3:14			92.19%			7.81%


			12/24/09			42			41			0:42			1			0:07			3:41			97.62%			2.38%


			12/25/09			Holiday


			12/26/09			Sat


			12/27/09			Sun


			12/28/09			58			49			1:14			8			1:36			3:55			86.21%			13.79%


			12/29/09			63			58			1:06			2			2:18			3:26			96.83%			2.40%


			12/30/09			71			65			1:17			5			1:26			4:02			92.96%			7.04%


			12/31/09			65			52			1:58			11			2:19			4:04			83.08%			16.92%


			Summary			1333			1200			1:01			98			1:11			3:20			92.65%			7.35%


			Nevada Calls: Provider


						Total Incoming Calls			Calls Answered by Staff			Avg. Speed of Ans.			# of Aband Calls			Avg Aband Time			Avg Talk/ Hold			% In Serv Levl			Daily Abandon Rate


			12/1/09			51			39			0:33			5			0:06			1:35			90.20%			9.79%


			12/2/09			66			51			0:40			4			0:16			1:34			93.94%			6.06%


			12/3/09			48			36			0:26			1			0:37			1:37			97.92%			15.85%


			12/4/09			72			50			0:25			2			0:09			2:10			97.22%			2.78%


			12/5/09			SAT


			12/6/09			Sun


			12/7/09			52			34			0:26			2			0:47			1:54			96.15%			3.85%


			12/8/09			52			34			0:46			6			0:43			1:39			88.46%			11.54%


			12/9/09			52			39			0:24			3			0:18			1:21			94.23%			5.77%


			12/10/09			53			38			0:52			5			0:45			1:52			90.57%			9.43%


			12/11/09			73			51			0:34			3			0:26			1:57			95.89%			4.11%


			12/12/09			Sat


			12/13/09			Sun


			12/14/09			56			39			0:40			1			1:37			2:03			98.21%			1.79%


			12/15/09			60			42			0:59			6			1:12			1:43			90.00%			10.00%


			12/16/09			66			42			0:39			5			0:56			2:08			92.42%			7.58%


			12/17/09			58			37			0:51			5			0:27			1:54			91.38%			8.62%


			12/18/09			63			38			0:56			9			1:10			1:27			85.71%			14.29%


			12/19/09			Sat


			12/20/09			Sun


			12/21/09			39			28			0:43			1			0:52			2:02			97.44%			2.56%


			12/22/09			54			36			0:38			7			1:30			1:42			87.04%			12.96%


			12/23/09			49			32			0:50			4			0:18			2:20			91.84%			8.16%


			12/24/09			46			32			0:30			2			2:30			1:10			95.65%			4.35%


			12/25/09			Holiday


			12/26/09			Sat


			12/27/09			Sun


			12/28/09			44			30			0:49			3			1:18			1:25			93.18%			6.82%


			12/29/09			52			35			0:34			8			1:24			1:11			84.62%			15.38%


			12/30/09			45			31			0:37			3			0:54			1:42			93.33%			6.67%


			12/31/09			39			28			0:49			4			0:26			2:08			89.74%			10.26%


			Summary			1151			794			0:40			79			0:50			1:45			93.14%			6.86%


			Nevada Calls: Spanish


			Date			Total Incoming Calls			Calls Answered by Staff			Avg. Speed of Ans.			# of Aband Calls			Avg Aband Time			Avg Talk/ Hold			% In Serv Levl			Daily Abandon Rate


			12/1/09			7			6			0:16			0			0:00			1:11			100.00%			0.00%


			12/2/09			12			9			0:31			1			0:01			1:40			91.67%			8.33%


			12/3/09			10			8			0:38			1			0:33			1:57			90.00%			10.00%


			12/4/09			5			5			0:35			0			0:00			1:19			100.00%			0.00%


			12/5/09			Sat


			12/6/09			Sun


			12/7/09			13			12			0:55			0			0:00			1:47			100.00%			0.00%


			12/8/09			6			6			0:32			0			0:00			2:17			100.00%			0.00%


			12/9/09			8			8			0:42			0			0:00			3:10			100.00%			0.00%


			12/10/09			8			6			0:24			1			1:51			2:08			87.50%			12.50%


			12/11/09			14			12			1:25			1			2:06			2:47			92.86%			7.14%


			12/12/09			Sat


			12/13/09			Sun


			12/14/09			13			12			0:44			0			0:00			3:16			100.00%			0.00%


			12/15/09			14			14			0:40			0			0:00			2:25			100.00%			0.00%


			12/16/09			2			2			2:48			0			0:00			4:29			100.00%			0.00%


			12/17/09			17			15			0:43			1			0:00			1:50			94.12%			5.88%


			12/18/09			8			6			1:02			1			0:20			1:38			87.50%			12.50%


			12/19/09			Sat


			12/20/09			Sun


			12/21/09			11			7			0:32			0			0:00			2:29			100.00%			0.00%


			12/22/09			5			5			0:11			0			0:00			2:15			100.00%			0.00%


			12/23/09			4			2			0:24			0			0:00			3:46			100.00%			0.00%


			12/24/09			1			1			0:10			0			0:00			2:33			100.00%			0.00%


			12/25/09			Holiday


			12/26/09			Sat


			12/27/09			Sun


			12/28/09			7			7			0:45			0			0:00			1:28			100.00%			0.00%


			12/29/09			3			3			1:12			0			0:00			2:16			100.00%			0.00%


			12/30/09			8			5			1:13			1			0:15			1:10			87.50%			12.50%


			12/31/09			4			4			1:25			0			0:00			2:49			100.00%			0.00%


			Summary			176			151			0:48			7			0:13			2:18			96.02%			3.98%
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Nevada Calls 2008


			Nevada Calls: Wheres My Ride


			Date			Total Incoming Calls			Calls Answered by Staff			Avg. Speed of Ans.			# of Aband Calls			Avg Aband Time			Avg Talk/ Hold			% In Serv Levl			Daily Abandon Rate


			12/1/08			204			196			0:55			8			1:23			2:35			96.08%			3.92%


			12/2/08			223			204			0:51			19			1:24			2:09			91.48%			8.52%


			12/3/08			189			179			0:37			10			1:04			1:57			94.71%			5.29%


			12/4/08			196			186			0:46			10			1:07			2:04			94.90%			5.10%


			12/5/08			203			190			0:48			13			0:53			1:55			93.60%			6.40%


			12/6/08			Sat


			12/7/08			Sun


			12/8/08			292			275			0:42			17			0:48			2:24			94.18%			5.82%


			12/9/08			252			231			0:56			21			1:26			2:31			91.67%			8.33%


			12/10/08			252			233			0:58			19			0:45			2:32			92.46%			7.54%


			12/11/08			287			266			1:14			21			1:51			2:13			92.68%			7.32%


			12/12/08			196			177			0:51			19			0:59			1:46			90.31%			9.69%


			12/13/08			Sat


			12/14/08			Sun


			12/15/08			246			238			0:49			8			1:21			2:01			96.75%			3.25%


			12/16/08			219			201			1:00			18			1:53			2:28			91.78%			8.22%


			12/17/08			283			267			0:56			16			0:57			2:18			94.35%			5.65%


			12/18/08			255			236			1:10			19			1:25			2:00			92.55%			7.45%


			12/19/08			267			257			0:58			10			1:21			2:44			96.25%			3.75%


			12/20/08			Sat


			12/21/08			Sun


			12/22/08			268			247			1:24			21			1:24			2:18			92.16%			7.84%


			12/23/08			187			175			0:49			12			1:37			2:12			93.58%			6.42%


			12/24/08			172			152			1:17			20			1:08			2:15			88.37%			11.63%


			12/25/08			Holiday																		0.00%			0.00%


			12/26/08			87			84			0:38			3			1:13			2:25			96.55%			3.45%


			12/27/08			Sat


			12/28/08			Sun


			12/29/08			218			203			1:15			15			2:29			2:28			93.12%			6.88%


			12/30/08			170			156			0:49			14			1:04			1:55			91.76%			8.24%


			12/31/08			134			126			0:41			8			0:48			2:04			94.03%			5.97%


			Summary			4800			4479			0:55			321			1:17			2:14			93.31%			6.69%


			Nevada Calls: Facility


			Date			Total Incoming Calls			Calls Answered by Staff			Avg. Speed of Ans.			# of Aband Calls			Avg Aband Time			Avg Talk/ Hold			% In Serv Levl			Daily Abandon Rate


			12/1/08			85			66			1:14			9			1:54			2:28			89.41%			10.59%


			12/2/08			73			66			1:03			7			2:06			3:03			90.41%			9.59%


			12/3/08			66			62			1:15			4			0:44			2:39			93.94%			6.06%


			12/4/08			53			53			0:31			0			1:25			3:19			94.34%			5.66%


			12/5/08			61			56			0:31			5			0:53			3:30			91.80%			8.20%


			12/6/08			Sat


			12/7/08			Sun


			12/8/08			79			72			0:53			7			2:08			3:56			91.14%			8.86%


			12/9/08			68			62			1:01			6			0:38			2:53			91.18%			8.82%


			12/10/08			71			64			0:58			7			1:46			2:47			90.14%			9.86%


			12/11/08			79			73			1:12			6			1:10			2:09			92.41%			7.59%


			12/12/08			95			84			1:23			11			1:48			3:52			88.42%			11.58%


			12/13/08			Sat


			12/14/08			Sun


			12/15/08			88			75			1:25			13			1:54			3:24			85.23%			14.77%


			12/16/08			79			65			1:04			14			1:29			3:18			82.28%			17.72%


			12/17/08			79			70			0:53			9			1:14			3:18			88.61%			11.39%


			12/18/08			79			68			1:33			11			1:24			3:09			86.08%			13.92%


			12/19/08			83			77			0:38			6			0:56			2:36			92.77%			7.23%


			12/20/08			Sat


			12/21/08			Sun


			12/22/08			73			57			2:20			16			1:41			3:48			78.08%			21.92%


			12/23/08			54			44			1:27			10			1:33			4:06			81.48%			18.52%


			12/24/08			63			61			1:36			2			0:36			2:49			96.83%			3.17%


			12/25/08			Holiday																		0.00%			0.00%


			12/26/08			25			23			0:54			2			1:18			5:06			92.00%			8.00%


			12/27/08			Sat


			12/28/08			Sun


			12/29/08			76			69			1:21			7			1:58			2:27			90.79%			9.21%


			12/30/08			53			51			1:14			2			1:04			3:12			96.23%			3.77%


			12/31/08			60			52			0:55			8			1:08			2:53			86.67%			13.33%


			Summary			1542			1370			1:09			162			1:23			3:12			89.49%			10.51%


			Nevada Calls: Provider


			Date			Total Incoming Calls			Calls Answered by Staff			Avg. Speed of Ans.			# of Aband Calls			Avg Aband Time			Avg Talk/ Hold			% In Serv Levl			Daily Abandon Rate


			12/1/08			33			32			0:47			1			1:29			1:30			96.97%			3.03%


			12/2/08			45			41			0:44			4			0:33			1:50			91.11%			8.89%


			12/3/08			33			30			0:55			3			0:45			1:19			90.91%			9.09%


			12/4/08			45			45			0:42			0			0:57			2:01			88.89%			11.11%


			12/5/08			51			49			0:27			2			0:13			1:39			96.08%			3.92%


			12/6/08			Sat


			12/7/08			Sun


			12/8/08			44			43			0:55			1			0:20			2:17			97.73%			2.27%


			12/9/08			56			51			0:52			5			0:56			1:28			91.07%			8.93%


			12/10/08			70			56			1:28			14			2:02			1:29			80.00%			20.00%


			12/11/08			61			54			1:11			7			1:07			1:40			88.52%			11.48%


			12/12/08			49			44			1:11			5			0:31			1:37			89.80%			10.20%


			12/13/08			Sat


			12/14/08			Sun


			12/15/08			39			37			0:18			2			1:08			1:31			94.87%			5.13%


			12/16/08			58			53			0:50			5			0:30			1:45			91.38%			8.62%


			12/17/08			47			42			0:59			5			2:17			2:30			89.36%			10.64%


			12/18/08			42			37			1:32			5			1:25			1:38			88.10%			11.90%


			12/19/08			30			30			0:47			0			0:00			2:25			100.00%			0.00%


			12/20/08			Sat


			12/21/08			Sun


			12/22/08			66			57			1:25			9			0:33			1:36			86.36%			13.64%


			12/23/08			34			31			0:52			3			0:59			1:50			91.18%			8.82%


			12/24/08			46			44			0:51			2			0:37			1:41			95.65%			4.35%


			12/25/08			Holiday


			12/26/08			21			21			0:53			0			0:00			1:50			100.00%			0.00%


			12/27/08			Sat


			12/28/08			Sun


			12/29/08			55			51			0:58			4			1:24			1:24			92.73%			7.27%


			12/30/08			37			32			0:49			5			2:50			2:08			86.49%			13.51%


			12/31/08			26			24			0:41			2			0:37			1:15			92.31%			7.69%


			Summary			988			904			0:54			84			0:57			1:44			91.50%			8.50%


			Nevada Calls: Spanish


			Date			Total Incoming Calls			Calls Answered by Staff			Avg. Speed of Ans.			# of Aband Calls			Avg Aband Time			Avg Talk/ Hold			% In Serv Levl			Daily Abandon Rate


			12/1/08			1			1			0:07			0			0:00			0:56			100.00%			0.00%


			12/2/08			11			11			0:31			0			0:00			2:05			100.00%			0.00%


			12/3/08			19			19			0:29			0			0:00			1:44			100.00%			0.00%


			12/4/08			7			7			0.24			0			0			0:63			100.00%			0.00%


			12/5/08			4			4			0:28			0			0:00			2:38			100.00%			0.00%


			12/6/08			Sat


			12/7/08			Sun


			12/8/08			4			4			1:48			0			0:00			1:51			100.00%			0.00%


			12/9/08			18			17			0:27			1			1:06			4:31			94.44%			5.56%


			12/10/08			10			10			0:40			0			0:00			3:20			100.00%			0.00%


			12/11/08			8			8			0:53			0			0:00			5:24			100.00%			0.00%


			12/12/08			8			7			0:44			1			3:26			1:56			87.50%			12.50%


			12/13/08			Sat


			12/14/08			Sun


			12/15/08			7			7			0:53			0			0:00			3:37			100.00%			0.00%


			12/16/08			14			14			0:44			0			0:00			2:33			100.00%			0.00%


			12/17/08			8			7			1:58			0			0:00			2:16			100.00%			0.00%


			12/18/08			11			10			0:37			1			0:25			1:42			90.91%			9.09%


			12/19/08			11			8			0:42			3			2:02			0:21			72.73%			27.27%


			12/20/08			Sat


			12/21/08			Sun


			12/22/08			6			5			1:38			1			0:38			1:40			83.33%			16.67%


			12/23/08			3			1			0:14			2			1:38			0:52			33.33%			66.67%


			12/24/08			3			3			0:57			0			0:00			7:37			100.00%			0.00%


			12/25/08			Holiday


			12/26/08			11			10			0:21			1			3:23			1:32			90.91%			9.09%


			12/27/08			Sat


			12/28/08			Sun


			12/29/08			9			8			0:30			1			1:25			1:15			88.89%			11.11%


			12/30/08			13			13			0:26			0			0:00			2:15			100.00%			0.00%


			12/31/08			9			8			0:38			1			1:27			1:54			88.89%			11.11%


			Summary			195			182			0:58			12			0:42			2:28			93.33%			6.15%
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Section 4 – Company Background and References



4.0	COMPANY BACKGROUND AND REFERENCES

4.1 VENDOR INFORMATION



4.1.1 Vendors must provide a company profile in the table format below.



		Question

		Response



		Company name:

		LogistiCare Solutions, LLC



		Ownership (sole proprietor, partnership, etc.):

		LogistiCare is wholly owned subsidiary of The Providence Service Corporation, which, while not involved in the day-to-day operations of LogistiCare, sets broad policy regarding legal matters.



		State of incorporation:

		Delaware



		Date of incorporation:

		August 30, 1999 (As LogistiCare Solutions, LLC)



		# of years in business:

		21 years



		List of top officers:

		· Herman Schwarz, Chief Executive Officer

· Albert Cortina, Chief Administrative Officer 

· Gregg Bryars, Sr. Vice President of Operations



		Location of company headquarters:

		Atlanta, Georgia



		Location(s) of the company offices:

		We have over 18 Call Centers and Eight (8) Regional Operations Centers throughout the nation.  A listing of those offices is provided as Appendix B.



		Location(s) of the office that will provide the services described in this RFP:

		· LogistiCare – Nevada Call Center and Operation Center

3291 N. Buffalo Drive, Suite 7

Las Vegas, NV 89129



After-Hours/Weekends Backup with live CSRs staffing in our

· LogistiCare – Arizona Call Center

4832 E. McDowell Road, Suite 100

Phoenix, AZ 85008



Corporate Support is provided through

· LogistiCare Corporate Headquarters

1275 Peachtree Street NE, 6th Floor

Atlanta, GA 30309



		Number of employees locally with the expertise to support the requirements identified in this RFP:

		Twelve (12) local employees and an additional 6-7 locally hired CSR employees to receive and schedule reservations in our Nevada call center during normal business hours



		Number of employees nationally with the expertise to support the requirements in this RFP:

		Nationwide, we have over 1,600 employees dedicated to NET programs serving 18 State agencies and over 56 managed care organization projects throughout 40 states and District of Columbia



		Location(s) from which employees will be assigned for this project:

		There are twelve Nevada resident employees currently servicing Nevada’s NET program. These employees, plus an additional 6-7 local CSRs – who will accept and schedule reservations, will continue to successfully serve Nevada Medicaid recipients through our Las Vegas office, located at 3291 N. Buffalo Drive, Suite 7, Las Vegas, NV 89129.  After hours and weekend calls will continue to be serviced by live CSRs located in our Arizona Call Center, located at 4832 E. McDowell Road, Suite 100, Phoenix, AZ 85008. Billing services will be provided at our Western States Billing Center in Tempe, AZ. 







4.1.2 Please be advised, pursuant to NRS 80.010, incorporated companies must register with the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s Office as a foreign corporation before a contract can be executed between the State of Nevada and the awarded vendor, unless specifically exempted by NRS 80.015.



LogistiCare Solutions, LLC is the legal entity name that will be doing business with DHCFP and is currently in compliance with all aspects of NRS §80.010. Our Nevada business license number is NV20041034149.  A copy of the current Nevada license is included in Appendix C.



4.1.3 The selected vendor, prior to doing business in the State of Nevada, must be appropriately licensed by the State of Nevada, Secretary of State’s Office pursuant to NRS76.  Information regarding the Nevada Business License can be located at http://sos.state.nv.us. 



		Question

		Response



		Nevada Business License Number:

		NV20041034149



		Legal Entity Name:

		LogistiCare Solutions, LLC







Is “Legal Entity Name” the same name as vendor is doing business as?



		Yes

		X

		No

		







If “No”, provide explanation.



4.1.4 Vendors are cautioned that some services may contain licensing requirement(s).

Vendors shall be proactive in verification of these requirements prior to proposal submittal.  Proposals that do not contain the requisite licensure may be deemed non-responsive.



LogistiCare understands that we must verify compliance with licensing requirements prior to proposal submission and proposals that do not contain the requisite licensure may be deemed non-responsive. As the incumbent broker, LogistiCare currently maintains all required State of Nevada business licenses required for our function.



4.1.5 Has the vendor ever been engaged under contract by any State of Nevada agency?  

		Yes

		X

		No

		







If “Yes”, complete the following table for each State agency for whom the work was performed.  Table can be duplicated for each contract being identified.



		Question

		Response



		Name of State agency:

		Health and Human Services, Division of Heath Care Financing and Policy



		State agency contact name:

		John Whaley

Chief of Business Lines



		Dates when services were performed:

		December 2003 to Present



		Type of duties performed:

		Non-Emergency Management Services as described in the Scope of Work section of this proposal.



		Total dollar value of the contract:

		$10,000,000 annually







4.1.6 Are you now or have you been within the last two (2) years an employee of the State of Nevada, or any of its agencies, departments, or divisions?



		Yes

		

		No

		X







If “Yes”, please explain when the employee is planning to render services, while on annual leave, compensatory time, or on their own time?



If you employ (a) any person who is a current employee of an agency of the State of Nevada, or (b) any person who has been an employee of an agency of the State of Nevada within the past two (2) years, and if such person will be performing or producing the services which you will be contracted to provide under this contract, you must disclose the identity of each such person in your response to this RFP, and specify the services that each person will be expected to perform.



As stated previously, LogistiCare is the incumbent successfully providing Medicaid NET services to DHCFP since 2003. Neither LogistiCare nor any of our employees are directly employed by the State of Nevada, any of its political subdivisions or by any other government.



4.1.7 Disclosure of all alleged prior or ongoing contract failures, contract breaches, any civil or criminal litigation or investigation pending which involves the vendor, the vendor’s parent company or in which the vendor has been judged guilty or liable within the past six (6) years.  



		Yes

		

		No

		X







If “Yes”, please provide the following information.  Table can be duplicated for each issue being identified.



		Question

		Response



		Date of alleged contract failure or breach:

		NA



		Parties involved:

		NA



		Description of the contract failure, contract breach, litigation, or investigation, including the products or services involved:

		NA



		Amount in controversy:

		NA



		Resolution or current status of the dispute:

		NA



		If the matter has resulted in a court case:

		Court

		Case Number



		

		NA

		NA



		Status of the litigation:

		NA





LogistiCare Solutions, LLC has not experienced any prior or ongoing contract failures or contract breaches. We do not have any pending criminal investigations or any pending criminal litigation involving LogistiCare, and we have not been involved in any criminal litigation or investigation pending in which we have been judged guilty or liable within the past six (6) years.

Disclosure of all resolved and pending litigations relating to LogistiCare’s overall transportation broker services are provided as Appendix D of this proposal. These materials have been labeled confidential and included in Part I B Confidential Technical, along with Attachment A – Confidentiality and Certification of Indemnification.

4.1.8 Company background/history and why vendor is qualified to provide the services described in this RFP.  Limit response to no more than five (5) pages.

Since 2003, LogistiCare has been successfully managing Nevada’s NET program with 99.97 percent complaint-free trips. We bring extensive experience providing all the facets of NET management, while assuming the financial risk for the state and exceeding service and performance expectations. Many other companies are engaged in contracts that only involve the provision of  administrative services, and they are not required to create, manage, and compensate the provider network while others' programs may only involve a limited range of service types (for example, no stretcher or wheelchair). Still, others may not require front-end authorization, gate keeping, call center services or fraud and abuse detection and only require the broker to assign trips to a network of providers. 

As the incumbent NET broker, LogistiCare is the best management partner to continue to address NET program issues in Nevada. LogistiCare has more extensive, diverse, and successful experience in the implementation and management of large-scale, statewide, full risk NET brokerages than any other organization in the country. LogistiCare is the only broker that combines the financial strength; failure-free technology; large-scale implementation ability; full-risk capitation expertise; and proven public transit, case management, and quality assurance programs needed to provide continued success for the Department of Health and Human Service, Division of Health Care Financing and Policy (DHCFP) NET program. 

As evidenced by the following table, no broker can come close to LogistiCare’s statewide Medicaid NET program experience. We currently manage or share portions of statewide, capitated, full risk programs similar to Nevada’s in more states than any other national broker.   



Further, with the exception of only one other national broker, we are truly a broker in the strictest sense of the definition. We do not employ any drivers, own or operate any vehicles, or manage any transportation programs that might be compensated with Medicaid or government related funds. Since being an NET broker is our dedicated business focus, our clients can rest assured that contracting with LogistiCare does not risk violation with any conflict of interest rules established by CMS and does ensure that we will follow the rules and regulations prescribed by CMS and DHCFP, thereby safely protecting the FMAP match the state is entitled to receive.  

Unparalleled Nationwide NET Leadership and Experience 

LogistiCare’s more than 2,000 subcontracted transportation providers, using 15,000 vehicles, performed more than 28.5 million brokered trips nationwide in 2010. Our brokered programs across the country cover 7 million eligible Medicaid recipients and 2 million Medicare recipients— a population that includes individuals of all ages with varying degrees of disabilities, including the economically disadvantaged, and inhabitants of culturally diverse communities. 

We have an established reputation as a collaborative partner that manages transportation provision for excellence. In terms of revenue, covered lives, geographic distribution or managed trips, we are by far the largest dedicated NET manager in the country. We answer an average of 34,000 live calls per day and successfully reserve, schedule, and dispatch an average of 170,000 trips per day, and more than 90,000 urgent, same-day, and next-day trips each month, nationwide. 

Delivering the Highest Levels of Client Satisfaction and Contract Retention

To deliver the highest levels of client satisfaction and contract retention we focus on: providing access to high-quality transportation; offering round-the-clock live customer service; leveraging comprehensive, leading technology; providing comprehensive and accurate program data and reports; and building and maintaining excellent relationships with stakeholders. We have built our organization around developing innovative approaches to eligibility verification, assigning the appropriate service levels, maintaining cost control, and reducing fraud. LogistiCare continues to be recognized as the leading nationwide NET manager, in that we have contracts with 18 state Medicaid agencies and more Managed Care plans than any other entity.

Our team has repeatedly demonstrated the management skills needed to introduce efficient and cost-effective solutions over the long term. As demonstrated in Nevada with our current DHCFP contract, LogistiCare responds to all of our customer’s needs quickly, works as a collaborative partner and implements and maintains an efficient and effective NET network of quality transportation subcontractors. 

Over the years of serving Nevada, we have optimized the infrastructure and overhead necessary to effectively and efficiently manage this large, complex program. Furthermore, while we always have room to improve and will continue to strive for perfection, our track record of smooth program operations demonstrates we can stay the course and continue to achieve significant program success for DHCFP.

By again selecting LogistiCare, DHCFP avoids unnecessary, new broker implementation issues and retains a uniquely positioned full-risk broker with broad experience and a size and scale of operations — unmatched by other brokers — that will continue to benefit DHCFP and the State of Nevada.

Eight (8) Years of Nevada Contracting Experience

		

		NEVADA

MAY 2003 – PRESENT

Division of Healthcare Financing and Policy

Scope of Services: Medicaid NET (Statewide)







Our current statewide Nevada contract covers 236,000 lives; schedules an average of 537,043 trips annually, with 49 transportation providers operating 126 vehicles, and receives over 108,000 calls annually, while maintaining a complaint-free trip rating of 99.95 percent and answering recipient calls within 46 seconds.

Nevada converted to a statewide brokerage program after becoming concerned about the rising cost and inappropriate use of Medicaid NET services. Some of the many abuses taking place were ineligible riders, trips for non-covered Medicaid services, multiple trips where only one trip was necessary, providing an ambulance trip when not medically necessary, and billing for trips that never occurred. LogistiCare’s proven experience in NET authorization, fraud management, and provider monitoring helped Nevada improve healthcare access in rural areas, while stabilizing costs. 

In 2003, LogistiCare became Nevada’s NET broker and immediately addressed these abuses. LogistiCare consistently enforced program rules, including NET verification and authorization; “right-sizing” levels of service provided and monitoring provider performance. We also conducted trip-by-trip reconciliation and implemented electronic trip mileage calculations. These practices contributed substantially to our success in reducing fraud and containing costs for the state.

Initially, LogistiCare relied on the existing infrastructure, which consisted mostly of cab companies, especially in the Las Vegas area. However, the nature of the tourism and convention business makes this source of transport unavailable at times. Using our skills in building and strengthening provider networks, we worked cooperatively with the DHCFP, the Legislature and other providers to develop networks specific to NET. 

In the summer of 2007, LogistiCare won the rebid to continue brokering this contract for another multi-year period. Since that time, we have increased the use of low-cost transportation alternatives (from 28.9 percent of total trips in 2007 to 39.9 percent in 2010) and following the program changes set forth by the DHCFP in August 2010, we have continued working closely with the state to continue to reduce overall program costs.

Description of Experience with Other Transportation Services 

Our expertise in transportation management, capacity analysis, and network development provides greater accessibility to low-cost, reliable NET services for all Nevada recipients. 

LogistiCare successfully operates in more diverse environments across the country than any other broker. Whether it is along the coast of Mississippi, the rural communities of Nevada, Oklahoma, New Mexico, and Virginia, or the suburbs and urban areas of New Jersey, New York City, Philadelphia, Delaware and Connecticut, we implement the services required based on our broad experience meeting varied needs.  Each community has varying demographics, trip volume requirements, varied levels of requirements for meeting the needs of healthcare facilities, and varying governmental and budgetary concerns. LogistiCare has a reputation for implementing and delivering on time, every time. We offer an advanced methodology that has been tested over time with industry experts who have successfully implemented new operations time and again.

In a diverse state like Nevada, our experience with various geographies and populations gives us a flexibility and sensitivity that uniquely makes us the broker of choice to continue serving the state’s NET recipients. For instance, we have worked extensively with Native American populations in Oklahoma and New Mexico, as well as in Nevada where we developed a reimbursement program for the tribe to provide their own transport of Medicaid recipients. 

We have successfully built relationships with transportation providers and community organizations throughout Nevada to provide a variety of cost-effective transportation services for DHCFP NET program recipients. For instance, we have developed extensive volunteer driver programs for most of our programs across the country and currently have 22 volunteers who supplement our transportation network in Nevada. 

Our technology solution, LogistiCAD, is a sophisticated, multi-user, transaction-based application suite that provides all the capabilities needed to manage the processing and delivery of top-notch transportation and logistics services. It has been integral to our success and is utilized in every Medicaid NET program we manage, including Nevada’s. 

LogistiCare has extensive call center experience and capacity. Our 18 networked call center facilities around the country feature the best telecommunications systems currently available in the market. Three of our call center facilities operate 24 hours a day, seven days a week and 365 days yearly. Our 24x7 Arizona facility has been serving Nevada’s NET callers since it opened in 2007. 

LogistiCare’s qualifications span, and exceed, the requirements of the RFP’s Scope of Service. As Figure 3.2.2 demonstrates, we have multi-modal contracts and substantial experience performing all of the key management tasks required by the state’s NET contract.















Figure3.2.2. LogistiCare Serves Similar Customers with Similar Services. While NET brokerages vary, LogistiCare manages similar services across numerous contracts.

4.1.9 Length of time vendor has been providing services described in this RFP to the public and/or private sector.  Please provide a brief description.

In addition to our in-depth knowledge of Nevada and understanding of the Division’s NET requirements, LogistiCare offers 21 years of overall industry experience. Nationally, we currently administer 74 NET contracts covering over 9 million lives, across 40 states and the District of Columbia, for government organizations and MCOs, including Nevada.

4.1.10 Financial information and documentation to be included in Part III, Confidential Financial of vendor’s response in accordance with Section 9.5, Part III – Confidential Financial. 

4.1.10.1 Dun and Bradstreet Number

Provided in Part III Confidential Financial.

4.1.10.2 Federal Tax Identification Number

Provided in Part III Confidential Financial.

4.1.10.3 The last two (2) years and current year interim:



4.1.10.3.1 Profit and Loss Statement 

4.1.10.3.2 Balance Statement

As required, we have provided the requested financial information and documentation in Part III, Confidential Financial section of our response in accordance with Section 9.5, Part III – Confidential Financial.



Our audited financial statements for our parent company, Providence Service Corporation have been included. Additionally, the unaudited statements for LogistiCare have been included. Note that as a wholly owned subsidiary of a larger organization there are no audited financial reports for LogistiCare Solutions, LLC as an independent entity. 

NOTE: 	Failure to supply the requested financial information will result in the disqualification of the Vendors proposal.

We understand and acknowledge that failure to supply the requested financial information will result in the disqualification of the proposal.

4.2 SUBCONTRACTOR INFORMATION



4.2.1 Does this proposal include the use of subcontractors?  Check the appropriate response in the table below.



		Yes

		

		No

		X







If “Yes”, vendor must:



4.2.1.1 Identify specific subcontractors and the specific requirements of this RFP for which each proposed subcontractor will perform services.

As a full service NET broker, LogistiCare does not plan to utilize the services of any subcontractors as defined by RFP Amendments 1 and 2: “Subcontractor Information does not apply to transportation providers and  refers to administrative contractors with whom a vendor may contract with to provide brokerage duties”.

4.2.1.2 If any tasks are to be completed by subcontractor(s), vendors must:



4.2.1.2.1 Describe the relevant contractual arrangements;

LogistiCare does not intend to utilize the services of subcontractors, as defined by RFP Amendments 1 and 2. Therefore, this requirement is not applicable to our proposal.

4.2.1.2.2 Describe how the work of any subcontractor(s) will be supervised, channels of communication will be maintained and compliance with contract terms assured; and

LogistiCare does not intend to utilize the services of subcontractors, as defined by RFP Amendments 1 and 2. Therefore, this requirement is not applicable to our proposal.

4.2.1.2.3 Describe your previous experience with subcontractor(s).

LogistiCare does not intend to utilize the services of subcontractors, as defined by RFP Amendments 1 and 2. Therefore, this requirement is not applicable to our proposal.

4.2.1.3 Vendors must describe the methodology, processes and tools utilized for:



4.2.1.3.1 Selecting and qualifying appropriate subcontractors for the project/contract;

LogistiCare does not intend to utilize the services of subcontractors, as defined by RFP Amendments 1 and 2. Therefore, this requirement is not applicable to our proposal.

4.2.1.3.2 Ensuring subcontractor compliance with the overall performance objectives for the project; 

LogistiCare does not intend to utilize the services of subcontractors, as defined by RFP Amendments 1 and 2. Therefore, this requirement is not applicable to our proposal.

4.2.1.3.3 Ensuring that subcontractor deliverables meet the quality objectives of the project/contract; and

LogistiCare does not intend to utilize the services of subcontractors, as defined by RFP Amendments 1 and 2. Therefore, this requirement is not applicable to our proposal.

4.2.1.3.4 Providing proof of payment to any subcontractor(s) used for this project/contract, if requested by the State.  Proposal should include a plan by which, at the State’s request, the State will be notified of such payments.

LogistiCare does not intend to utilize the services of subcontractors, as defined by RFP Amendments 1 and 2. Therefore, this requirement is not applicable to our proposal.

4.2.1.4 Provide the same information for any proposed subcontractors as requested in Section 4.1, Vendor Information.



LogistiCare does not intend to utilize the services of subcontractors, as defined by RFP Amendments 1 and 2. Therefore, this requirement is not applicable to our proposal.

4.2.1.5 Business references as specified in Section 4.3, Business References must be provided for any proposed subcontractors.

LogistiCare does not intend to utilize the services of subcontractors, as defined by RFP Amendments 1 and 2. Therefore, this requirement is not applicable to our proposal.

4.2.1.6 Vendor shall not allow any subcontractor to commence work until all insurance required of the subcontractor is provided to the vendor.

LogistiCare does not intend to utilize the services of subcontractors, as defined by RFP Amendments 1 and 2. Therefore, this requirement is not applicable to our proposal.

4.2.1.7 Vendor must notify the using agency of the intended use of any subcontractors not identified within their original proposal and provide the information originally requested in the RFP in Section 4.2, Subcontractor Information.  The vendor must receive agency approval prior to subcontractor commencing work.

LogistiCare will notify DHCFP of the intended use of any subcontractors not identified within our response and receive the Division’s approval prior to the subcontractor commencing work. 



4.3 BUSINESS REFERENCES



4.3.1 Vendors should provide a minimum of three (3) business references from similar projects performed for private, state and/or large local government clients within the last three (3) years.

Our references listed below in 4.3.2 below have chosen to award LogistiCare their business and have agreed to share with DHCFP their experiences working with LogistiCare in the execution of seamless NET services for their recipients.  



4.3.2 Vendors must provide the following information for every business reference provided by the vendor and/or subcontractor:

	The “Company Name” must be the name of the proposing vendor or the vendor’s proposed subcontractor.  



We have provided a list of four (4) references from similar projects performed for private, state and/or large local government clients within the past three (3) years in the tables that follow. In Appendix E, we offer letters of support from our various transportation providers.



		Reference #:

		1



		Company Name:

		Oklahoma Healthcare Authority



		Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one):

  Vendor		Subcontractor





		Project Name:

		Non-Emergency Transportation Services



		Primary Contact Information



		Name:

		Gertrude Hurd

SoonerRide Program Manager

Oklahoma Healthcare Authority



		Street Address:

		PO Box 18497



		City, State, Zip

		Oklahoma City, OK  73154



		Phone, including area code:

		405-522-7642



		Facsimile, including area code:

		405-530-7218



		Email address:

		gertrude.hurd@okhca.org



		Alternate Contact Information



		Name:

		Kevin Rupe, Member Services Director



		Street Address:

		2401 N.W. 23rd Street, Suite A-1



		City, State, Zip

		Oklahoma City, OK 73107-2409



		Phone, including area code:

		405-530-7498



		Facsimile, including area code:

		405-530-3282



		Email address:

		Kevin.rupe@okhcs



		Project Information



		Brief description of the project/contract and description of services performed, including technical environment (i.e., software applications, data communications, etc.) if applicable:

		LogistiCare manages NET services for approximately 250,000 recipients and assigns over 64,000 trips each month to OK recipients. (All levels of service: Ambulatory, Para Transit, Wheel Chair and Mass Transit)



		Original Project/Contract Start Date:

		May, 2003



		Original Project/Contract End Date:

		2008



		Original Project/Contract Value:

		$15,000,000 annually



		Final Project/Contract Date:

		2008-2013



		Was project/contract completed in time originally allotted, and if not, why not?

		Yes



		Was project/contract completed within or under the original budget/ cost proposal, and if not, why not?

		Yes







		Reference #:

		2



		Company Name:

		Delaware Department of Health and Social Services



		Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one):

  Vendor		Subcontractor





		Project Name:

		Non-Emergency Transportation Services



		Primary Contact Information



		Name:

		Joyce Pinkett



		Street Address:

		1901 North DuPont Highway



		City, State, Zip

		New Castle, DE, 19720



		Phone, including area code:

		302-255-9616



		Facsimile, including area code:

		302-255-4425



		Email address:

		Joyce.Pinkett@state.de.us



		Alternate Contact Information



		Name:

		Rosanne Mahaney



		Street Address:

		1901 North DuPont Highway



		City, State, Zip

		New Castle, DE, 19720



		Phone, including area code:

		800-372-2022



		Facsimile, including area code:

		302-255-4454



		Email address:

		rosanne.mahaney@state.de.us



		Project Information



		Brief description of the project/contract and description of services performed, including technical environment (i.e., software applications, data communications, etc.) if applicable:

		LogistiCare provides statewide NET services covering 176,000 recipients, responds to over 183,000 calls and coordinates more than 900,000 trips, annually.



		Original Project/Contract Start Date:

		October, 2002



		Original Project/Contract End Date:

		Current



		Original Project/Contract Value:

		$11,000,000 annually



		Final Project/Contract Date:

		April 1, 2011



		Was project/contract completed in time originally allotted, and if not, why not?

		Yes



		Was project/contract completed within or under the original budget/ cost proposal, and if not, why not?

		Yes

















		Reference #:

		3



		Company Name:

		Michigan Department of Community Health



		Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one):

  Vendor		Subcontractor





		Project Name:

		Non-Emergency Transportation Services



		Primary Contact Information



		Name:

		Michael Russo 



		Street Address:

		400 S Pine St.



		City, State, Zip

		Lansing, MI 48933



		Phone, including area code:

		517-335-5263



		Facsimile, including area code:

		517-241-7813



		Email address:

		RussoM@Michigan.gov



		Alternate Contact Information



		Name:

		Linda Ramey



		Street Address:

		Capitol View Bldg. , 201 Townsend St.



		City, State, Zip

		Lansing, MI 48913



		Phone, including area code:

		517-335-5198



		Facsimile, including area code:

		517-241-7813



		Email address:

		LindaR@Michigan.gov



		Project Information



		Brief description of the project/contract and description of services performed, including technical environment (i.e., software applications, data communications, etc.) if applicable:

		LogistiCare provides NET services in Wayne, Oakland and Macomb counties, covering approximately 198,098 Medicaid recipients. We manage all aspects of Michigan’s NET program to include: eligibility and level of service determination; provider payment administration; reservations and trip assignments; quality assurance; reporting; and developing, managing and monitoring a network of transportation



		Original Project/Contract Start Date:

		December 2010



		Original Project/Contract End Date:

		Current



		Original Project/Contract Value:

		$8,000,000 annually



		Final Project/Contract Date:

		December 2012



		Was project/contract completed in time originally allotted, and if not, why not?

		Yes



		Was project/contract completed within or under the original budget/ cost proposal, and if not, why not?

		Yes























		Reference #:

		4



		Company Name:

		Wisconsin Department of Health and Human Services



		Identify role company will have for this RFP project (check one):

  Vendor		Subcontractor





		Project Name:

		Non-Emergency Transportation Services



		Primary Contact Information



		Name:

		Rob Thomas, Project Manager



		Street Address:

		East Wilson



		City, State, Zip

		Madison, WI   



		Phone, including area code:

		608-267-3551



		Facsimile, including area code:

		608-266-1096



		Email address:

		Rob.thomas@wisconsin.gov



		Alternate Contact Information



		Name:

		Greg DiMiceli



		Street Address:

		East Wilson



		City, State, Zip

		Madison, WI



		Phone, including area code:

		608-266-9815



		Facsimile, including area code:

		608-266-1096



		Email address:

		dimiceli@dhs.gov



		Project Information



		Brief description of the project/contract and description of services performed, including technical environment (i.e., software applications, data communications, etc.) if applicable:

		LogistiCare is responsible for all aspects of Wisconsin’s statewide NET program: eligibility and level of service determination; provider payment administration; reservations and trip assignments; quality assurance; reporting; developing, managing and monitoring a network of transportation providers. The contract covers over 300,000 Medicaid and BadgerCare Plus recipients.



		Original Project/Contract Start Date:

		July 2011



		Original Project/Contract End Date:

		Current



		Original Project/Contract Value:

		$32 million annually



		Final Project/Contract Date:

		July 2011



		Was project/contract completed in time originally allotted, and if not, why not?

		Yes



		Was project/contract completed within or under the original budget/ cost proposal, and if not, why not?

		Yes











4.3.3 Vendors must also submit Attachment G, Reference Questionnaire to the business references that are identified in Section 4.3.2.  



LogistiCare has submitted Attachment G, Reference Questionnaire to all of the entities identified in Section 4.3.2.  



4.3.4 The company identified as the business references must submit the Reference Questionnaire directly to the Purchasing Division. 



We have confirmed that all of our references listed in Section 4.3.2 have submitted their completed Reference Questionnaires directly to the Purchasing Division.



4.3.5 It is the vendor’s responsibility to ensure that completed forms are received by the Purchasing Division on or before the deadline as specified in Section 8, RFP Timeline for inclusion in the evaluation process.  Reference Questionnaires not received, or not complete, may adversely affect the vendor’s score in the evaluation process.  



We have confirmed that all of our references listed in Section 4.3.2 have submitted their completed Reference Questionnaires directly to the Purchasing Division.



4.3.6 The State reserves the right to contact and verify any and all references listed regarding the quality and degree of satisfaction for such performance.



LogistiCare understands and acknowledges that the State reserves the right to contact and verify any and all references listed regarding the quality and degree of satisfaction for such performance.



4.4 VENDOR STAFF RESUMES 



A resume must be completed for each proposed individual on the State format provided in Attachment H, for key personnel to be responsible for performance of any contract resulting from this RFP. Key staff is defined as corporate or company officers charged with the executive oversight of the contract and the lead employees of the corporation or company in charge of the day to day operations.

Resumes for our key management staff, all of which are currently involved in managing the Nevada NET program, are provided in Attachment H of this proposal. Further discussion of the key personnel and supporting staff is provided in Section 3.5.12. Maintain Adequate Staff & Facilities. Our proposed key management staff includes:

Gregg Bryars, Senior Vice President of Operations (West Region) 

Christine Szymarek, General Manager – Nevada LogistiCare Operations

Bernadette Zamora, Director of Operations  – Nevada LogistiCare Operations

Amanda Conner, Quality Assurance Supervisor  – Nevada LogistiCare Operations

LogistiCare already employs the adequate staffing levels required to effectively perform all RFP requirements without service disruption to Nevada Medicaid recipients. With over 30 years of combined NET management experience, each key staff member currently manages all aspects of LogistiCare’s current NET contract with DHCF. Our current local leadership and staff are already in place and intimately familiar with the covered services under Medicaid and other recipient eligibility prerequisites for covered transportation and NET services for Nevada. We will be adding six to seven (6-7) new Customer Service Representatives (CSRs) who will receive and schedule reservations in our existing Las Vegas office. Since being awarded the Nevada NET contract in 2003, our local Nevada team has gained eight years of Nevada-specific experience and built relationships with transportation providers, healthcare facilities, recipients and DHCFP. They are uniquely positioned to continue to support the continuity of services for Nevada’s NET program. No other team has an experienced NET management team in place in Nevada ready to administer the Contract today.
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Section 3.10 – Information Systems and Technical Requirements



SCOPE OF WORK

3.10 INFORMATION SYSTEMS AND TECHNICAL REQUIRMENTS

LogistiCare is a leader in technology solutions for the non-emergency transportation (NET) industry. Our technology was custom built and specifically designed as a NET solution, not simply a customization technique. Most commercial products can manage an NET program but they were generally built from a transportation provider or transit agency perspective and then later modified to be a NET solution. Our proprietary technology is and continues to be the industry standard.

For the past eight years, LogistiCare’s Nevada staff have partnered with the DHCFP to achieve clear and accurate program communications using various types of technology. By retaining LogistiCare, DHCFP will continue to experience service continuity and data reliability through our robust, enterprise technology solutions. Our state-of-the-art technology currently provides the DHCFP:

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) compliant, robust transportation management system - LogistiCAD

State-of-the-Art Call Center Technology

Backup Call Centers Nationwide, for Disaster Recovery Support

Consistent, Accurate and Timely Reporting

Access to Web sites and Portals for Key Stakeholders

Central to our comprehensive NET solution, we consistently provide DHCFP accurate and timely reports to facilitate the evaluation of Nevada’s NET program. Our fully-integrated technology solution allows us to capture and store a variety of significant data, which we summarize and share with DHCFP to convey an accurate understanding of key trends regarding program cost, quality service delivery, and contractual compliance.

LogistiCare has full control of its proprietary transportation information systems backed by a team of developers and programmers. We set our own priorities for software development and can enhance our systems to satisfy our clients’ evolving requirements, without having to depend upon another company’s financial and marketing priorities. Many of our recent improvements are the result of suggestions from our clients. We continually monitor DHCFP’s needs and suggestions to determine how our systems can be enhanced to support the Division’s goals, to provide Nevada’s Medicaid population access to quality NET services, and control Medicaid costs overall by striving to maintain the health of Nevada’s Medicaid recipients.


Value-Add: Secure Web Site and Automated Reminder Technology

The following lists innovative features and applications that will be available to DHCFP:

A secure Client (DHCFP) on-demand, Web portal to access real-time management and operations reports. DHCFP staff will be able to access the system 24x7x365. Standard reports offered by the system include monthly summary reports, recipient reports, and utilization reports.

A Facilities Information Web site for facilities to see general state-specific NET information such as: program overview information, brochures, forms and frequently asked questions.

A secure Facilities Web portal for health care facility staff to schedule or cancel standing orders and on-demand trip reservations

A Recipient Information Web site for recipients to access general information on forms, brochures and frequently asked question. It also provides direction on how to successfully requesting transportation.

A secure Recipient Web portal to facilitate trip reservation requests or cancellations 

Ability for anyone unsatisfied with LogistiCare to log complaints through our Web site utilizing our “We Care” portal

An Automated Reminder System that reminds recipients of their upcoming trips. This value added system will help reduce “no-shows”; increase likelihood that recipients attend their medical appointments without disruption; benefit DHCFP and healthcare providers by achieving better utilization of services; and improve satisfaction with network transportation providers by avoiding time and fuel cost losses

We remain committed to delivering the Division high-performing innovative technology to fully support and help improve Nevada’s NET program with increased efficiencies and quality service, while conforming to the terms of the contract and the RFP.

3.10.1	Establish and maintain a transportation database

LogistiCare has been using our proprietary transportation management technology solution, LogistiCAD, for Nevada’s NET program for the past eight years. LogistiCAD is integral to the successful management of the DHCFP NET program in that its sophisticated, multi-user, transaction-based application capabilities serve to effectively manage the processing and delivery of superior transportation and logistics services including: capturing enrollee data and determining enrollee eligibility, tracking enrollee history, managing prior authorization, assigning trips, managing complaints and ensuring compliance, managing transportation providers, and reconciling billing. 





3.10.1.1	The vendor shall establish and maintain a HIPAA compliant computer database sufficient to meet the needs of the transportation program.  The vendor shall maintain person level computerized data on recipients that contain the following data elements, at a minimum:

· Recipient’s name;

· Date of birth/age;

· Sex;

· Medicaid ID number;

· Address;

· Telephone/e-mail;

· Directions to home;

· Program eligibility;

· Managed care program status;

· Name of primary care provider (PCP);

· Telephone of PCP;

· Third party liability status;

· Special needs (medical condition, language);

· Required mode of transportation (wheel chair);

· Verification of medical appointment, if applicable; 

· Notes (abusive behavior, complaint history, etc.);

· Existence of a legally responsible individual; and

· Authorized assessed level of needs.

LogistiCAD is the only system in the industry that was specifically built for integrating the functions and data of the transportation broker. It is HIPAA compliant, contains all the elements required in 3.10.1.1 above, and provides accurate data required to successfully operate Nevada’s NET program. It facilitates review and analysis of utilization and other program trends and enables us to rigorously manage quality, satisfaction, complaints, incidents, and compliance. With LogistiCare’s staff of certified technicians and engineers, our experienced team quickly addresses system needs to respond to our customers’ requirements for efficient, streamlined, high-quality NET operations. 

As outlined in the table that follows, we collect and store information regarding recipients, facilities, and providers and use the information to optimize every aspect of the transportation process and foster positive experiences for Nevada's recipients. 























		Information Tracked in LogistiCAD to Maintain Person Data



		Data Elements

		Where Information Is Captured in LogistiCAD 



		1. Recipient Information

Name, date of birth, age, sex

Program eligibility 

Medicaid or Nevada Check Up program ID number

Address, telephone number/e-mail

Directions to home

Program eligibility

Managed Care Program status



		Reservations Editor | Rider Tab:

Name field

DOB field

Age field

Sex field

Type field



		

		Reservations Editor| Rider Tab:

ID field



		

		Reservations Editor | Rider Tab:

Physical Address field

Ph# field

E-mail field



		

		Reservation Editor | Trip Tab:

Trip Detail tab

Dir field



		

		Reservations Editor | Rider Tab:

Active field



		

		Reservations Editor | Rider Tab:

Type field



		2. Primary Care Information (PCP) and Needs of Recipient

Name of PCP, telephone number

Special needs (medical condition, language, etc.)

Required mode of transportation

Authorized assessed level of needs

		Reservation Editor | Rider Tab | Medical Info Tab:

Primary Care Physician (PCP) field

Notes tab



		

		Reservation Editor | Rider Tab | Medical Info Tab:

Health Conditions field

Lang field



		

		Reservation Editor | Rider Tab | Medical Info Tab | Notes Tab:

Health Conditions field

Notes tab



		

		Reservation Editor | Rider Tab | Notes Tab:

Notes



		3. Other Information

Third party liability information

Verification of medical appointment

Notes (abusive behavior, complaint history, etc.)

Existence of a legally responsible individual

		Reservations Editor | Rider Tab | Alt Insurance Tab:

Insurance Type

Insurance Company

Policy Number

Start Date and End Date



		

		Trip Detail Tab:

Notes Tab



		

		Reservation Editor | Rider Tab:

Notes Tab



		

		Reservations Editor | Rider Tab:

Note Tab







3.10.1.2	The vendor shall also maintain a daily-computerized Trip Log (excludes public transportation) that documents the following data elements, at a minimum:

· Recipient name;

· Medicaid ID number;

· Requester name (if different);

· Date/time of request;

· Date/time of medical appointment;

· Mode of transportation requested/mode authorized;

· Justification of mode authorized;

· Scheduled time of pickup/drop off;

· Actual time of pickup/drop off;

· Scheduled companions or escorts;

· Pickup location;

· Drop off location;

· Referral, approval, or denial (include reason) of transportation;

· Ancillary expenses authorized (parking, tolls, etc.);

· Transportation provider number, assigned by Vendor;

· Date/time of notification to transportation provider;

· Trip Mileage;

· Staff member referring/authorizing/denying request;

· Notes (cancellation, incomplete request, no-show, abusive behavior occurrence); 

· Driver name or ID#; and

· Driver’s insurance policy name and number.

The drivers’ insurance policy name and number on a trip log is required for immediate access for various liability reasons. NET Transportation is provided during various times of the day; before and after office hours including weekends, thus requiring quick access to the driver’s insurance policy name and number. 

As the incumbent broker for Nevada’s NET program, we currently satisfy this requirement, with one exception. The name and number of drivers’ insurance is not currently included on our trip log. This information will be added under a new contract.

LogistiCAD maintains a daily, computerized trip log that documents all of DHCFP’s data elements required by 3.10.1.1 above. Using this robust transportation database we effectively manage Nevada’s NET program to include performing the following functions:

Validate and verify Medicaid recipient information and eligibility

Process requests for reservations

Validate the closest locations of Medicaid-certified healthcare facilities

Identify the most cost-effective and appropriate level of service

Assess transportation provider capabilities

Manage timely trip assignments

Automatically obtain geobase calculations for efficient trip assignment

Manage and monitor provider credentials and compliance

Maintaining all provider, vehicle and drive information for expedient access

Verify services provided 

Authorize claims and make payments

Provide accurate and reliable, HIPAA-compliant claims data

3.10.1.3	The vendor shall utilize a computer software package for trip planning, which includes the accurate determination of the mileage from the recipient’s residence to the medical service site and the return trip.  The vendor shall maintain electronic and hard copy files on completed transportation trips, by transportation provider. 

Our LogistiCAD system incorporates a Geographic Information System (GIS) for validating addresses and calculating mileage. When a CSR enters a recipient’s pick-up and drop-off addresses, LogistiCAD automatically and correctly codes each address and calculates the trip mileage. This information, along with other significant trip data captured in LogistiCAD’s reservations screen, is later used for billing and trip verification. Although LogistiCAD has built-in geobase capabilities to determine mileage, we also use Microsoft Bing (formerly MapPoint) web service to validate the information in LogistiCAD. This process verifies accuracy of addresses and point-to-point mileage calculations for NET trips. 

LogistiCare maintains both electronic and hard copy files on all completed trips. The electronic records are available in our Las Vegas office and can easily be printed in hard copy format if needed. Our billing department maintains and stores the drivers’ hard copy trip logs according to policy, the requirements of DHCFP and the RFP.

3.10.1.4   The vendor’s computer system shall accommodate the following functions for daily operations, service authorization, trip scheduling, provider reimbursement, and Division monitoring:

LogistiCAD accommodates all of the functions listed below, as well as additional functions that make our operations the most efficient in the industry. Details about the functions for daily operations, service authorization, trip scheduling, provider reimbursement, and Division monitoring are provided below.





3.10.1.4.1	Record recipient and trip log data and store it in a designated database format;

All CRSs are trained to follow the DHCFP-approved call script to record recipient request, interview, and trip log data into our LogistiCAD system. All trips are tracked in detail through the reservation cycle — from initial assignment to completion or reassignment — and are carefully linked in the system. Our transportation providers send daily and weekly trip log data, including cancellations or no-shows, to LogistiCare for entry into LogistiCAD. The data is stored in our NET management database and is easily retrievable.

3.10.1.4.2	Back up the database on a daily basis; and,

Our LogistiCAD system captures information in “real time”. The data is immediately entered and stored in our database, and is easily accessible for daily operations, service authorization, trip scheduling, subcontractor reimbursement, agency monitoring, and report generation. The database is backed up nightly. Our backup procedures follow industry standards for ensuring data security, and all data written to tape is encrypted. Symantec Net backup software is used to create daily full backups of all data and programs on LogistiCare servers.

Not only do we backup our databases nightly, we also employ EMC’s Recoverpoint technology to replicate our data in near-real-time to another database cluster at our backup data center.  This technology allows us to be up and running within minutes if one of our data centers were to go down; which means the Division’s data is always available to manage Nevada’s NET program.

3.10.1.4.3	Be able to pull data by recipient ID number, name, date or other identifier to create a history of approvals and denials for at least a 24-month period. This file shall be available to Division within 24 hours of the request. 

All recipient and provider information can be retrieved, reviewed, and reported as needed, to create a history of approvals and denials. Information can be retrieved by recipient ID, recipient name, trip date, facility attended, and transportation provider. We store recipient records in our system for 10 years, including all of Nevada’s NET program records since beginning our contract in 2003.

Archived data can easily be provided to DHCFP within 24 hours of request.

3.10.1.5	The vendor shall be responsible for all programming functions and costs associated with the maintenance of this database.

We understand and acknowledge that LogistiCare is responsible for all programming functions and costs associated with the maintenance of our database. LogistiCare has full control of its proprietary transportation information technology, backed by a team of developers and programmers. Because we own, operate and control all our proprietary NET management systems, we are able to set our own priorities for software development and can enhance our system to satisfy our customers’ evolving requirements, without having to depend upon another company’s financial and marketing priorities. 

3.10.1.6	The vendor shall be responsible for developing the necessary interfaces with the MMIS system, including but not limited to the delivery of encounter data.

As the incumbent broker, LogistiCare previously provided encounter data to the state in the HIPAA ANSI X12 837 Professional / 4010A1 format.  While the DHCFP eventually asked us to stop submitting encounter data, we remain capable and ready to submit the required encounter information. 

LogistiCare is currently testing the 5010 version of the 837 Professional encounter format with multiple clients so we will be well prepared to make that conversion when requested by Nevada.

LogistiCare maintains state-of-the-art NET management system to support all the functions of Nevada’s NET program (i.e., call intake, eligibility verification, needs assessment and trip reservations), including producing a variety of monthly reports as required by DHCFP and the RFP. Our IT team is staffed with full-time technicians and engineers who already have working relationships with DHCFP staff and can quickly execute changes to file formats or interfaces when required.

3.10.2	Establish and maintain a telephone call center

We have been serving Nevada’s NET program callers for the past eight years through our Arizona Call Center. This center has effectively received reservation calls and responded to callers 24x7x365, and has consistently achieved or exceed the DHCFP performance requirements. In 2010, the Arizona call center (currently approved by DHCFP to take reservations for Nevada) received an average of 5,183 reservation calls per month with an average speed to answer within 60 seconds. In fact, our average speed to answer so far this month is 45 seconds.

For a new contract, we are proposing to add reservation services in our Las Vegas facility, which will be staffed by six to seven CSRs. These new positions will be staffed with Nevada residents who will be more familiar with the state’s communities, geography and recipient unique needs resulting in more efficient and consistent services. This change will result in no disruptions and the DHCFP can expect the same high level of call center service.

3.10.2.1	Professional, prompt, and courteous customer service shall be a high priority.  The vendor shall establish and maintain an adequately staffed telephone call center and shall ensure that the telephone staff treat all callers with dignity and respect the caller’s right to privacy and confidentiality.  The vendor shall process all incoming telephone inquiries for non-emergency transportation services in a timely, responsive, and courteous manner.  Telephone staff shall greet the caller and identify themselves by name when answering.  The vendor shall have capabilities to ensure that the communication and language needs of recipients in the State are addressed.  The vendor shall also ensure that recipients with emergency requests are referred or transferred to 911 or an appropriate local emergency (ambulance) service.

As the incumbent broker, LogistiCare is in a unique position to provide seamless NET service for the Division and Nevada’s Medicaid recipients. 

Competitive brokers potentially face disruption and burdened services while undergoing the lengthy implementation period necessary when setting up a new NET brokerage and call center operation; i.e., staffing, office acquisition, build-out, technology design and implementation, network development, client and facility outreach, and the steep learning curve for employees. 

In contrast, LogistiCare’s Nevada location is already providing outstanding NET management services to DHCFP. Even with the addition of six to seven CSRs to receive and schedule reservations in our local Las Vegas office, there will be no disruption of service for Nevada’s Medicaid eligible recipients as the transition from our Arizona call center will be seamless.  

Currently our Las Vegas location houses key operations staff, and will be modified to accommodate the additional call center employees. Our backup call center will continue to be located in Phoenix, Arizona, where all after-hour and weekend calls are answered by live CSRs. Between our Las Vegas and Phoenix locations, a live CSR answers all calls 24x7x365. Staff members in both locations currently address the needs of Nevada’s NET program and are intimately familiar with the contract requirements, the geographical and regulatory environment in Nevada, our established provider network, and the unique needs of the recipients.

3.10.2.2 The call center shall be staffed to receive telephone calls from recipients during  the hours of 8:00 AM to 5:00 PM (Pacific time) Monday-Friday except national holidays.  A voice mailbox shall be available after hours with a call back the next day.  The vendor must make available 24-hour, 7 days per week access by telephone to a live voice (an employee of the vendor or an answering service) or an answering machine that will immediately page an on-call employee of the vendor so information may be given to handle a transportation problem that may arise during non-office hours (such as after-hours emergency room discharges or after hours transport to PCPs or urgent care centers).  The vendor may need to educate recipients who habitually call after regular working hours and leave messages requesting transportation. 

We are currently satisfying this requirement via our call center in Phoenix, which accepts calls for routine reservations during the hours of 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. PT Monday-Friday, except national holidays. Under a new contract, LogistiCare will be taking reservation calls in our current Las Vegas facility. This change will mean that all Nevada calls will be taken locally during the hours of 8:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Our local operations staff will continue to handle calls for urgent care reservations, “Where’s My Ride?” assistance calls, NET provider trip re-routes, and other urgent transportation requests during these regular business hours. All after-hours calls will continue to be automatically routed to our backup call center in Phoenix, which is staffed 24/7/365 with live CSRs.

The Phoenix facility currently receiving Nevada recipient reservations has never closed for any reason since opening in 2007, and provides 24-hour live call response 365 days a year. In the unlikely event of a disaster, LogistiCare has a disaster recovery and business continuity plan in place that diverts all calls (24x7x365) out-of-state to a separate, geographically located LogistiCare call center. 

Voicemail and answering machines are unnecessary because all calls received from recipients, healthcare providers, and network transportation providers are answered by a live CSR.  We only provide voice mail capability for our select general administrative line dedicated to LogistiCare management.

We consistently educate recipients as opportunities are presented; particularly for those recipients who habitually call after regular working hours for routine scheduling of trips. 

3.10.2.3	The vendor shall have a properly functioning toll free telephone number for recipients and other individuals or organizations to call to request transportation services, obtain information about transportation services, and register complaints. Recipients shall not incur a charge for placing a call, other than those applicable for local calls.  The vendor shall have sufficient and appropriate staff to handle all calls and act as troubleshooters and problem solvers for transportation related questions and problems that may rise. 

LogistiCare maintains separate toll-free numbers specifically dedicated to receiving NET reservations, “Where’s My Ride?” requests, facility requests to schedule transportation, and transportation provider calls.. In addition to providing normal reservation services, live CSRs are available 24x7x365 to answer urgent-care calls, such as late hour emergency room discharges.

Our call center accommodates hearing-impaired callers with a dedicated TTY toll free number as well as non-English speaking callers with language interpretation services. Other toll-free numbers are available for recipients, healthcare facilities, transportation providers, as well as an administrative line for program stakeholders to reach LogistiCare management without going through the call center staff. For a description of each type of phone line, please refer to the table below.

















		Types of Toll Free Nevada-Specific Lines



		Type of Toll-Free Line

		Purpose



		Reservation line

		Recipients will call this number to make reservation requests and follow-up calls regarding trip orders, cancellations, inquiries, and reservation changes; confirm that a reservation has been made; and file transportation complaints.

Oral interpretive services provided by our Spanish-speaking and other bilingual CSRs, as well as oral interpretive services in more than 200 languages 24x7 using our LSA phone Interpretation services. Additional languages can be added as needed.



		“Where's My Ride?" line

		Used by recipients to learn the status of transportation that may be running late; line may also be used to file a transportation complaint



		Facility Line

		A dedicated line for healthcare facility staff, which will be immediately answered by trained facility coordinators who specialize in the management of standing order trips



		Transportation Provider Line

		Reserved for network provider communications



		TTY

		Hearing-impaired callers



		Administrative Line

		Reserved for the client who may want to address administrative issues with LogistiCare management staff









































3.10.2.4 The telephone staffing shall be adequate to fulfill the following standards of promptness and quality:

LogistiCare’s call center will be appropriately staffed to handle Nevada reservations and after-hour calls promptly and courteously, in accordance with the contract and the RFP. 

In addition to our friendly and capable CSR staff, our Nevada operations office employs Transportation Coordinators who respond to calls and work to promptly resolve “real-time” transportation issues. All of our staff members are cross-trained to assist with call overflow.

3.10.2.4.1 Ninety percent (90%) of telephone calls shall be answered within five (5) rings during live voice answering times;

We respond promptly to all call inquiries, and have telephone management system and call board that provide instantaneous information regarding number of calls waiting, number of calls in queue, and length of time calls are on hold. The availability of this information allows anyone in the call center to monitor and provide assistance when needed, so recipients’ calls are answered promptly and within the timeframe required by our contract and the RFP.

LogistiCare purchases voice lines and phone system ports to handle 200% of the normal expected call volume to ensure that callers never receive a busy signal and to ensure that our system can always answer a call in three rings or less.  If calls were ever to exceed that 200% threshold, we have the capability to queue calls on our long distance carrier’s enhanced toll free network which would allow us to still answer their calls.

3.10.2.4.2 A call pick-up system that places the calls in queue shall be used;

LogistiCare uses a state-of-the-art telephone switching system, Avaya’s Communication Manager System and Avaya’s Expert Agent Selection (EAS) software, to meet or exceed the monitoring and response requirements of DHCFP and the RFP. 

Using this ACD system, each call type is directed into a separate waiting group (queue) for: reservation calls, customer service calls, administrative calls, Spanish language calls, and other special skill groups. In each group, incoming calls are queued for the next available CSR. Should multiple CSRs be available, a rotating system is employed so that all have an even distribution of calls. Calls received on our toll-free ride assistance “Where’s My Ride” number are forwarded to the top of the transportation queue and are answered by the first available and most appropriate CSR. 

3.10.2.4.3 Blocked call rate (busy signal received) of five percent (5%) or less on an average daily basis; and,



Our telephone system automatically routes calls to the appropriate department or staff so that callers never receive a busy signal. This feature is essential to LogistiCare’s success and ability to route calls to qualified and cross-trained CSRs.

Ensuring that a sufficient number of trained CSRs are available to handle call volume is a critical component of any call center’s responsiveness. Our call volume monitoring in “real-time” using our sophisticated telephone management systems described above, help us to better manage staff workloads, determine when more staff is required to sustain capacity, and determine when remedial training is required to improve quality of call handling. In some cases, additional capacity may be required to accommodate exceeded thresholds.

Data regarding peak call demand and queue utilization is integrated with the employee scheduler (built into our LogistiCAD transportation management system) to help our Nevada General Manager develop and optimize employee schedules. LogistiCare staffs according to proven forecasting methods and cross-trains additional staff to accommodate unexpected increases in call volume, unplanned events, and/or disaster recovery activities. We can easily scale to any size or scope of operation required by DHCFP.

With our advanced telephone technology, a caller should never receive a busy signal.

3.10.2.4.4 Ninety percent (90%) of calls in the queue shall be answered by a live operator in less than two (2) minutes, measured on a daily basis.

Our call center consistently exceeds DHCFP performance goals by answering all calls within 60 seconds after callers hear our initial greeting and are informed that the call is being recorded. In fact, we are currently answering calls within an average of 46 seconds.

We have internal call center performance goals which are listed below. They ensure that individuals calling our facility can easily and conveniently reach a CSR in the least amount of time, and accomplish the purpose of their call.

Access to a live CSR 24x7x365 

90% of all calls answered by a live CSR in less than 2 minutes 

No busy signal for any caller

All calls answered within 5 rings

3.10.2.5	The vendor shall install and maintain a functioning automatic call distribution system (ACD) and call reporting system that records and aggregates the following information, at a minimum, on an hourly, daily, weekly, and monthly basis, for the call center as a whole and for individual operators: 

· Total number of incoming calls;

· Number of answered calls by Vendor staff;

· Average call wait time;

· Maximum call wait time;

· Percentage of calls answered by a live operator in under two (2) minutes;

· Average talk time;

· Number of calls placed on hold and length of time on hold;

· Number of abandoned calls and length of time until call is abandoned;

· Number of outbound calls; and

· Number of available operators by time.

This system should have the capability of automatically routing calls to back-up, part-time operators when target wait times are exceeded.

All Nevada callers are able to reach a live CSR 24x7x365 with our highly integrated and dependable ACD system, which was described above in response to 3.10.2.4.2. 

LogistiCare has 18 networked call centers around the country, using robust Avaya’s Communication Manager systems and Avaya’s Expert Agent Selection (EAS) software to provide the most efficient call distribution and queuing processes. The Avaya ACD system processes a multitude of incoming telephone calls simultaneously and evenly distributes them to live operators.

All LogistiCare call centers use TDM-based Avaya 6416D+M phones for proven reliability and segregation from our data network. Our CSRs use high-quality noise cancelling, dual-ear headsets for clarity and to provide a better call experience for our callers. When agents answer a call, they see the requirement of the queue being answered (e.g., “Reservations - Spanish”) as well as hear a Voice Over Announcement (VOA) providing the requirement of the queue; meaning that the call is answered by the appropriate agent already prepared for the nature of the call. The Avaya ACD system meets all the requirements, as specified in the contract and RFP.

3.10.2.6	The vendor shall develop operational procedures, manuals, forms, and reports necessary for the smooth operation of the Telephone Call Center.  A demonstration of the vendor’s telephone system and staffing capability will be required as part of the readiness review prior to the effective date of implementation.

As the incumbent broker managing Nevada’s NET program, LogistiCare has developed all of the necessary operational policies and procedures, manuals, forms, and reports for a smooth operation of all of our call centers. These materials have all been reviewed and approved for use by DHCFP. Since we will be adding a local call center in Nevada to accept and schedule reservations for this contract, slight modifications to these materials may be required and will be submitted to DHCFP for review and approval. We will additionally be prepared for an on-site demonstration of the telephone system as part of the readiness review.

3.10.2.7	The vendor shall develop a complete monitoring, supervision, and enforcement plan to ensure that call center performance and customer service standards are maintained.  The Division should have the ability to monitor calls on a random basis to ensure quality service is being offered.  Callers will be notified that calls may be monitored.

The services our CSRs provide must meet stringent quality standards. To help maintain the highest levels of service and customer satisfaction, a Cacti FocusRecord Digital Voice Recording system is used at LogistiCare call centers to record all calls coming through the ACD system. Cal recordings are stored for up to 12 months to facilitate staff review and evaluation. Our automated greeting informs callers that their calls are being recorded. 

Weekly monitoring of call takers and taping of all reservation calls allows LogistiCare management the opportunity to measure and evaluate the overall accuracy, courtesy, and helpfulness of call-taking services. Supervisors and corporate quality assurance auditors have the ability to audit calls from any call center location, archive the audit, and email a copy to the CSR, management, or to DHCFP.

Calls can be searched by date, time, call length, agent ID, queue, and caller ID. This makes searching for and finding calls very quick and easy. Any time a question arises concerning a call, it can be retrieved, listened to, and forwarded to the Division for review. We can also provide DHCFP with call monitoring capability. 

The Cacti system has both redundant power supplies and hard drives (RAID) for ensured reliability. The Cacti also continuously backs up calls to DVD for permanent reference.

LogistiCare has also developed an evaluation form, shown below, to document our CSRs’ performance, which outlines clear, quantifiable performance goals. These standards incorporate all quality goals and measures included in this RFP, as well as internal standards that LogistiCare uses across our other transportation programs for a consistent level of quality services. The Call Center Supervisor monitors recorded calls from our telephone systems and reviews each CSR’s performance. The performance is graded on the Monthly CSR Score Card. The CSR must achieve a score of 96, out of a possible 100, to pass the review. Once the reservation all taking activities are incorporated into our Las Vegas facility, our local Director of Operations will be responsible for CSR performance reviews.  

		





Figure 3.10.1 CSR Monitoring and Reporting. CSRs are evaluated and scored on weekly evaluations for customer service, accuracy, and thoroughness. Results are used in a variety of ways, including determination of retraining requirements, and development of performance improvement plans.

In addition to the weekly monitoring, live calls are also routinely spot-reviewed to ensure quality. We also motivate our CSRs to exceed the monthly performance standards by offering a monthly pay for performance incentive.  By offering a pay for performance program, LogistiCare strives to accomplish the following:

Lower error rate and minimize re-work – reduce costs

Provide greater customer satisfaction – improve customer service to “customer’s” members.

Increase job satisfaction - lower employee turnover

Increase individual productivity – less staff required

Maintain a strong industry-wide reputation – LogistiCare sets the standard in quality, care and cost management

Monitoring quality involves many aspects of NET program management that goes beyond call center accessibility and customer service.  LogistiCare offers a comprehensive Quality Management Program (QMP) that includes timely resolution of service issues, the promotion of quality service from transportation providers, and the application of policies and procedures lace to make certain DHCFP standards are met or exceeded.  

3.10.2.8	The vendor must ensure that recipients receive the appropriate form of transportation in every instance.  While the least expensive mode of transportation is preferred, the vendor must ensure the recipients medical needs are met through the most appropriate form of transportation for each individual.

LogistiCare is highly sensitive to the fact that the health and well-being of Nevada’s Medicaid recipients depends upon their ability to access transportation to medical care. In fact, Easter Seals, the American Medical Association, and LogistiCare joined together this past year, to study the relationship between transportation accessibility and health and wellness. Physicians and healthcare providers have long suggested that a lack of accessibility to transportation can potentially result in higher medical utilization costs, complications from neglected health care, increased hospitalization or use of emergency room services, and/or death.

Despite anecdotal evidence, little research is available on these issues. James E. Williams, Jr., Easter Seals President and CEO stated, “We need to better understand how that lack of access truly impacts people’s lives from an economic and quality of life standpoint.” 

Our CEO, Herman Schwarz, has noted, “ …managing over 26 million medically necessary transports annually, LogistiCare observes firsthand the positive results of access to medical treatment of our recipients.” Easter Seals will, in conjunction with Texas A & M University, the University of Illinois in Chicago, and the University of California at Berkeley (all active participants in the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention Research Center’s Healthy Aging Research Network), use LogistiCare’s medical transportation data to learn new information regarding a relationship between an individual’s health and transportation access. Easter Seals has selected LogistiCare to participate in this study because of our wealth of reliable data and because we “truly care about the people we serve”. 

Our Nevada NET program has established and maintained the right capacity of subcontracted transportation providers to meet the unique needs of Nevada’s Medicaid recipients. We will continue to assign recipients to most appropriate mode of service, based on their assessed level of need while considering least costly mode of transportation. We do not allow of healthcare verification or authorization processes to interfere with recipient’s receiving transportation. 

If the requested healthcare authorization is not immediately available, the CSRs schedule the transportation at the level requested. LogistiCare’s General Manager and team work quickly and diligently with healthcare providers until the necessary verification information is received. If a recipient has not yet been assessed for paratransit, as policy requires, LogistiCare provides the recipient with transportation at the level requested, for 45 days, including transportation to the assessment site and back.
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